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DISK JOCKEYS AS STAR-MAKEKS
America Is a Flop, Says O'Neill Back
In N.Y. After 12 Years With
patrician old man named,
O'Neill sat in the Theatre

frail,

Eugene
Guild

last

office

talked about his

•

Two Plays

weekend

and

to

New

first

visit

York in 12 years. "I don't know
Broadway any more," he said sadly.
."It's all changed. Even the Cadillac
Hotel where I was born 57 years ago
torn down,"
He was enfeebled by long Illness,
o(
hand and halting of
palsied
speech. A barrage of interviewei's
fired questions, some ol them soph;
omo.ric and silly. O'Neill listened intently and answered with difficulty,
but courteously and at great length.
He was nervous; rubbing his hands
•and folding and unfolding them
Gonstantly. But the stern eyes were
clear, the voice steady, the smile
quick and the answers witty. It was
a painful hour, but it was illumi•

.is

nating.

Beam

Slightly OfF

Chautauqua, N. Y., Sept.

An

By

3.

outstanding feature of this

staid
Protestant
siurinier community

minute

early

high-church
is

the

15-

morning carillon

recital from, the Gothic belltower
jutting out on a promontory into

picturesque Lake Chautauqua.
Ii:iterspersed among the classic
religious hymns tolled out by the
carilloneur the other a. m. were
Irving Berlin's "Oh, How I Hate
to Get Up in the Morning" and

George M. Cohan's
Doodle Dandy.''

"Yankee

'

Production oj^ his. two plays this
by the Guild had brought

Shaping

Up Vs.

O'Neill back. But life had been as
satisfactory in San Francisco, away,
from the theatre, as in it. He had
.gone west, by the sea, to write his
cycle oi nine plays'. He worked so
- hard
at it that he went stale and
WasUington, Sept. 3.
put the partly-finished project on
sweeping investigation of the
.the shelf. The war came and upset growth of monopolies in the newshim further. Then he took sick.
paper, radio and pix fields—taken up
O'Neill hasn't written anything in that order—is shaping up on Cap-

Media Trusts
.

A

'

To Be Guest for

1

Year

Man He Saved

In U. S. of

HiU.
The extent of mergers and restraints to free competition in all
three media will be aired publicly in
hearings before Sen James Murray's
Small Business Committee late this'
fall, present plans indicate.
The hearings, planned for November, are the culmination of two years:
of investigation by the cdrnmittee
staff, A similar move during the last
itol

Norway's Top Comedian

Dramatic story of an American
family's debt of gratitude to a: Nor-

wegian underground worker, who
saved their son from death in a Gfirnian pi-i.son camp, climaxed with the

Norwegian liner StaTuesday (3). One of

own

into
in the coin

disk jockey has

With many

by the fistful, but, more
important, there's a growing recognition of his stature today as a
of
stars"
via the day -in-day"maker
out multiple spinning of the wax
personalities who are on the way up.
The emergence of Ted Husing,
sports announcer who recently resigned from CBS. as a platterturner for WHN, the Metro-owned
indie in: New York, under a fiveyear pact which will enable him to
achieve a potential $1,600,000 in
earnings when his two daytime wax
shows are grabbed up for sponsorera that
ship,
spotlights a new
shapes up for the jockeys.
.

Ace

in the

Hole

CBS

execs are debating the
wisdom of recording (for use as
possible script m.iteria]) some of
those ad lib cracks that are coming out of network programming
conferences since the emergence
of Goodman Ace into the picture
in his new role as supervisor, of

for example, told off Bill Paley,
Dave Taylor, et al,, that what
one show in particular needed

National Strike Threat

.-

session ol .Congress,

it

was learned,

(Continued on page 34).

lation?" queried Paley.
aec.

"

I

wage demands.
Further

the passengers is Norway's leading
comedian, Carsten Winger. He was
met by Henry' Arnhold, the man he
rescued and who -long Since joined
'

'

his .family

the

and

New York

is

now

a

member

of

investment firm of

Arnhold & Bleichroeder.
The Arnhold family arrived

in

Over 500% Via

the U. S. during the 1930's as refugees from Hitler's Germany. Henry

for

(Continued on page 22)

^

Berlin Sues to

Charging illegal use of his. naftie,
an attempt to defraud. Irving
has instituted suit for restraining order and damages against

in

Berlin

Eleanor Filak and Universal Writers

.

war

years,"

Instances are "Pick-up Girl," the
biggest American hit here in years,
which, has to vacate the Prince of
to make, room for new Val
Perry Como Ls the new "inaker of Parnell revue, "Piccadilly Hayride,"
featuring the
spng.s" as far as the. music publish- 'starring Sid Field and
Si-sterS (Americans) and
Throe.
Ros.s
ing industry is concerned. He's the
latest /Parnell
No. 1 objective at the moment of all Robert Lamouret,
It's
due early
French discovery.
pop-tune salesmen seeking a record
OctcJVei",
to launch a new item.
Another in.stancc is Terence. RattiIn addition to Gomo's power as a
gan's "While the. Sun Shines" at the
pop wedge, pubs point to his ability Globe, which, although in the third
to revivev oldies. Currently, "If' You year, is Still doing good biz, but is
•Were the Only Girl in the World" eompeUcd to fold to make room for
has been sung into a full-size sheet "Crime and Piii;ishment," which
sales hit by Como, after the Drey- moves frqm the New, to in turn
fws combine had tried unsuccessfully make room*Tfcrr the return of the Old
for two years to revive it. Prior to Vic Co. Sept. 24. „01d Vic opens for
that, however, Como had pumped tryout at the Opera House, Mannew life into "Prisoner of Love,"
chester, Sept. 9, and is expected to

PERRY COMO SEEN

:

SONGS'

ArtieriCaj

"Wales

organization for which.'

Action
is allegedly fronting.
was taken by attorney 'T. Newton
Lawler, of O'Brien,, Driscoll & Rafr
tery,.. who:termed .the IJ.WA as; "nothing bjit a con game,"
Uriiversai Writers, it's claimed., has
heen. sending letter.'.- to' names :6n. ai,

she

mailing:

theatre shortage just as r?im'pant as

In

Song Racket Claim

'

his wife in lead which .she originally
played \asi year a.t.the.Ph'o.enix,..This

Curb

Use of His Name

,

Piccadilly in early OcB. Priestly's new comes to the
"An Inspector Calls" and "(jlyrano de tober after six months in the'prbv.'
Christmas, due
Bergerac." Latter is to be pulled ihces. Will stay -till
.Hollywood commiir
Leigh's
to
IMiss
after Christmas, when Laurence Olireplaced by Godvier leaves for Hollywood with his .'meat, and will be
Evans in
Edith
and
Tegrle
frey:
make
Leigh,
to
wile, actress Vivien
Shakespearean season teeing off with
a picture.
The Oliviers return to England "Anthony and Cleopatra.":
Although Firth Shephard's "Filtyaround May to line ujs a new Old
Vic repertoire, which for first time Fifty," at ihe Strand, is still a hit,:
Daubtaey, who has IdaKe on
Will include Miss Leigh, to tour Peter
getting ready a re-'
Australia and New Zealand for house, is already
placer. This will be a revivSl .oi l*
about a year.
Returning to the West End is Hay's "The Sport of Kings,"
Robert Donat, who'll bring with him done in the West End in 1924, Leslie
a repertory policy,: with, plays to Henson will star in thi.s. Then there
comprise Peter Ustenov's "Man Be- are three very important nwslcals
hind the Statue," "As You Like It" due. First is Emile Liltler's big show
and Chekhov's "The. Sea Gull." Com- at the C!oliseum, starring Bu-d Flana,pany opena out o£ town the middle gan and the Three Sailors, which is
of Octobei lor three weck^, coming expected sometime in October; Val
Parnell's "Piccadilly Hayridc," starto the Aldwych in early Novflthber.
Expected revival of Thornton ring Sid Field, at the Prince of
Wildpr's "Skin' of Our Teeth" has Wales, also early October; and Shep(Continued on page 18
materialized, with Olivier directing

being asked

nies fully expect tlie AFM'k new re(Conlilnied on page 27)

NBC

"King Lear,"

to

coin.

the basis of what Petrillo's lohave been asking in other ficld-s
the past month or more, the compa-

'of

in late

lAKER OF

more

On

cals

Television Lure

New till end of April
with repertory ol plays comprising

K e details in:
^nd Vaudeville-

could look forward

WNEW

stay at the

.

i

43)

Nightclubs (page.4?).

London Legit Biz Speedily Recovers;
Sock Hit
Tick-Up Girl, From U.
London, Sept. 3.
After a temporary lull, -West End
legit bii: lias made a speedy recovery and •is now in full blast, with

s tr

Music (page

arrival of the

vangerfjord

'

the

'

Bars Up Sales

WNEW,

AFM

prexy
attermatli of
James C. Petrillo's entry into
N. Y. musicians' strike
against the city's hotels for Saiiure of the latter to adhere to new
as

&

Molly."
mean Fibber McGee
Husing's: pact,, which calls for a
minimum of $260,000 in salary for
the five years, is seen as the prelude
to a "Battle of the Disk Jockeys" in
Manhattan, particularly aimed at
moving in on the veritable gold mine
and top coin pouring into the coffers
of
the rival indie station,
via litartin Block's "Make
Believe Ballroom" disk show. Block,
who has already set the pace as
America's
first
"millionaire
disk
jockey,'' has just signed a new fouryear contract with Arde Bulova's
guaranteeing hihi $185,000 a
N, Y. televi.sion broadcaster.s, with
year on the multiple-sponsored pro- a full schedule of sports and .special
gram, which is completely sold out. events shaping up for the fall seaHusing will spin the platters six son, are taking steps to make sure
days a week, from 10 a.m. to noon, and nobody on the outside cleans up a
again from 5 to 6:30 p.m, His show little pin money on their telecasts,
station, and
will be tabbed "Ted Husing's Band- Both WNBT, the
stand." He moves in Oct. 28, Oddly WCBW, the CBS outlet, are running
enough, it marks the return of Hus- notices at the close of. each night's
ing to his original "alma mater," for programming to the effect that all
it was back in the mid-twenties that
shows aired over the stations are
he hit the bigtime as a sportscaster, for entertainment only and must
((Continued on page 49)
(Continued on page 10)
.

;

A nationwide strike of the
America,n Fedcratioji af Musioliins loomed la«t night (Tuesday) against the nation's hotels,

was FM,
"You mean frequency modudo not," was Ace's

the American Fed-

AFM

comedy shows.
Reporting on a double-check
of some of the web shows. Ace,

"I

of.

eration of Musicians locals hi various parts of the country on the
march against bote's, theatres, nightclubs, et al., with' stiff demands for
higher scales, the recording companies are anxiously awaiting the on^
slaught of James C, Petrillo and his
national
body for a boost in recording scales. Petrillo advised the
disk companies la.st spring that, when
the current contract between thorn
expires in October, the disk men

'

come

He's raking

in radio^

'

Congress Probe

ircar

(Continued on page 22)

his

+

GEORGE ROSEN

The lowly

Demands for Upped Pay

In Petrillo

s

ARTHUR BRONSON

By

A

lOP-COII PIlRLiy Record Firms Figure They're Next

,

list

which

consisis of pe6p!6:\

who have had

songs

Form,

accompanied

letter

is

copyrighted.
a
.'by

(Continued on page 49

J.

)

;

..'":

'

:

;

HECHT HAS 3 PLAYS,
2 PIX
This

.

.

,'

.

>

I

i

is

ON BROADWAY

Ben Hecht week

on.

Broad-

way. ''Currently the author
three plays, on Broadway and
films.'.

has

two

,"'v'

Revival of bis comedy. "The Front
Page," opens at the Royale tonight
His new propaganda play,
(Wed.)
"A Flag Is Born," ojiens at the Alvin
tomorrow (Thurs.j His play, "Swan
Song" is current at the Booth, Both
"Ppge" and "Swan" were writtenin collaboration with Charles MacArthur.
Hecht's written-directed-produced
"Specter Of the Rose" film opened
at the Republic, while
(31)
Sat.
"Notorious" is at the Music Hall,

,

WednrtdHy, September

Newcomers Have Time Getting

Started

Newcompis have

a

-By Milton Berle-

Soviet Union, "everyone has the
feeling you have to be middle-aged
to get. a good part."
.The theatre in Russia gets down
to the gras;s-rGot.s more than in

America, .>!ays Fowle, who had been
In addition to
abroad since 1932.
tne dozen-odd

iegiters

in

Moscow,

ever.v town of 100,000 has its repertory theatre, with a new play being
done simultaneously throughout the
land. The theatre is more important
as a career in Russia than here, according to Fowle; a Russian artist
has more prastige, more honors and
distinctions, than in the U. S. Each
theatre has its own school or studio
for training young talent.
On the other hand, the vets get
prfeference. Once you're established
you have clear sailing. This favoritism-is inherwt in the repertory
technique and^^hajces for a higher
quality of teamwork, Fowle ^ays,
but it doesn't jsive youngsters a
break. Fowle mentioned a pert ormance ot Maugham's 'Tme Circle,"
with its conflict between beautiful

fall

MPA

m

Halts Free Platter

Palaver of Film Stars,
Claiming

Illegal

Usage

Hollywood, Sept. 3.
Flood of requests for film, folk to
appear on platter interviews, resulted in a crackdown on such appearances by the Motion Picture
Assn. of America. Flattered palaver
is out, according to the Eric' John.'!ton
office, because requests have
reached the saturation point and
because of ihe inability to control
or even partially regulate uses to
Which' they might "be put by irre.^pQnsible

absolutely incongruous."
AH Moscow theatres are run on a
repertory basis, with plays switched
nightly, eightor 10 of them rotating,
so that no t^y has a.run, so-called.
l%e Moscow Art Theatre, the capi-

time.

few

excoption.s.

Amus. 6at 'Lack Of
Material' for

Homes

Atlantic City, Sept.

3.

Three homes have been completed
here in eight months one of them
a model residence, not to be used
for
occupancy—while commercial
construction, .much of it for the re^t
sort's amusement business, has totaled $218,175.
And veterans are
plenty mad about the situation.
The American Veterans Committee executive council has opened an

—

investigation asking why all the
thousands of dollars' worth of material for nightclub rebuilding has
been available while temporary vet
housing projects have -been halted
because of "lack of vital material."
The council plans to take the matter

VAN HEFUN.

"

It

usage,
tendedwhich
will
be
checked before approval; Live shows
won't be affected.

One

of the biggest flies in the
ointment, it was pointed out,
local sponsors of

disk

Saloon Investment Added

To Racehorse, Pic Deals

'

:

was the use by

open-end transcriptions which had
stars appearing to endorse products.
Some platter-makers and circulators
had guaranteed protective
handling but it. became apparent
an abuse was :gFOwing from later

HECHT PALESTINE PLAY
SLATED FOR LONDON
is

PT Boat

Of

was inking a deal

to write

week

a screen-

PT boat oforganized Wildcat Enter-

play about them, the 28
ficers

who

during the
war, were busily signing papers for
their second inveEtment--^a saloon
on 3d avenue in the 40s, N. Y, As
with the racehorse they bought as
their initial venture, the boys feel
the bar will be in keeping with their

prises, Inc., in the Pacific

avowed purpose
such

to

a

making "only
as would give

reasonably

prudent

they're planning to fix that when
they take possession in November.
They're going to put the joint
Broadway, cast, including Paul Muni, strictly on the honor system. No
coin win be accepted by the barto, appear in the London production.
tenders and out goes the cash register. Instead, a barrel will be placed
in the center of the flpor and cusCites
omers will be asked to toss in, beAid to Yeteran Morale fore they leavcy whatever they believe they owe.

HVood's

Hollywood, Sept. 3.
Motion picture, players have put
on 101 free shows and made 833 incuvidual appearances in postwar entertainment of wotmded servicemen
during the last SIX- months.

.

,

Broadway:

is

helping

.

1

Deal

.

:

GOP

Open

.

.

,

WB WOULD

UP
BOGART FOR

—

,

•

""thout a pocket comSan Quentin's theme bouk
That
"""8'"^''"*

is

Carmen Mirands lole her accent
Hanjrnail Description.

Bitter-street.

.A Central Park

.taxi; A horse and snusav
Fan-teasur.... Cowboy drinking »n«:
»mpty
I!n''*„*^n1t*'°i''=
Senator
Bilbo: Bund- Aid. .Bacall's favorite musl":
Boiey-woogie
Observation Department
...

mHu"

.

A

i.r

..u

*

.

wa1^t»re.»eir^ ^IXZZt^^r'
••si!:ry»e'thrp';uroiV'S
wi^h^lL'*
If

'.''''''''

""^'"^

amele^orXn^

'''''

^"''^''^

^'"^

'"'^ "

Mike Jacobs makes any more matches like
the Louis-Mauriello
Mauiieao
bound to be another Boxer rebellion.

there's

W. C.

Fields' son

U now

singing. "Beat me.
.••

'

th- „"„l»^nl*

em

Berled Egg.

:^}^
""""^

rin£s'"*"

on.one,

Daddy, straight to the bar"
Southern Comfort

«>n

" ^"^^

exposure

tiaUy.^tt

d'""'^

«

room

with

he's
n.

V-

«"d*rwater fountain pen: "Confiden-

Lip-quipped at Lindy'.:

acrolL^hT frce""**^

ft"Pr«.ion on any guy she goes out with:
five fingers

deS

^^-^

^f!J?Ti!fl"n*''*

Mv

hrn*h

flx«l lor
nxeci
fo^wl
lire,

" a-^-

-

often

...s

matiager who's too cheap to install
a cooling system
every summer he hires whirling

dervishes
at electrocutions) says he's
he ]ust
inst"';^iT^\''''*'
got the benzedruie concession
at "Dream GIU "

~-ups

Remember, You Asked
By

Billy

(From time to time Variety u'ill
with Reynold.s to write a
cerfaiti
screenplay around the Wildcatters repnnt
of
Billy
Rose's
was engineered by Henry Klinger; Pitching Horscehoes" columns, cur.
of the 20th Century-Fox story de- rently appearing in a number of
partment in New Yorlc Klinger, newspapers.)
Announcement
was made by along with other story eds, heard of
I saw a murder
before city commission on Thursday
committed last
George Murphy, president of the the group's activities and its pur- night. There
were 500 witnesses—
(5).
They have completed an exHollywood Coordinating Committee, chase of the racehorse. He became and they all
tensive survey.
had a wonderful time.
organized to succeed the Hollywood interested m the possibility of the
Most prominently mentioned are:
The scene of the crime was a New
idea for pictures. But inasmuch as
Victory Committee March 1,
All-glass block room of the ShelYork night club. The assassin was
it was only an idea and that wasn't
a
burne hotel, the Coach and Four
enough to sell the. studio, he con- comedian named Henny Youngman.
lounge of the Monticello hotel, the
Convention Keeps
vinced the Wildcatters they ought The victim was a nngtide customer
new indoor and outdoor clubs of the
to make a profit-sharing arrange- With a highball in his hand and
Spa Niteries Still
Brighton hotel, the Copacabana,
eleven under his belt Here's an
eveThe N. Y. State Republican con- ment with a top writer to fashion a
Which was completely rebuilt, the
full yarn around them.
Heynolds witness account:
Hialeah, the £1 Capitan, the Dutch vention, which started in Saratoga
was quickly interested in the .scheme
Henry was fracturing 'em with the
yesterday
Kitchen,
(Tuesday),
completely rebuilt; the Springs
is
and is now at work on the project. line about his hotel, "where the
Hotel Chelsea grill, completely re- causing extension of the nitery seaceilKlinger, for his initiation of the deal, ings are so low even the
tiiice are
built; new nite .spots on the pike, son there. Ordinarily the major cafes
has won 20th-Fox tlr.st gander at numpbacked." Suddenly he
was illthe Atlantic City Racing Assn.'s huge close at the end of the racing seaReynolds' completed story. If 20th terrupted by a gentleman at the
ring$3,500,000 plant at McKee City, and son (Saturday), but this year most
niteries are staying open not only to doesn't choose to buy, it will go on side, who shouted, "Ya fodders' musnumerous bars.
The committee of veterans will get the convention eoin, but will the open market, with Columbia and tache!"
RKO already having expressed in- Youngman cocked his head as if he
also communicate with representa- operate on a week to week basis
terest.were fixing the heckler in his
tives of the Civilian Production Ad- as long as it's profitable to continue.
gunPrudence of the racehorse deal is sights. You could hear the rumble
Cafes attempting the post-season
ministration to determine whether
"the letter and intent of the CPP run have pruned their budgets and .still a matter of indecision among its of artillery being brought up to the
directives are being carried out are operating with medium priced owners. Nag, a trotter Which the front lines as he continued, "My
ex-PTers have labeled Expendable, room was so small that every Ume I
talent.
here."
recently wound up the season at the went in, my Adam's apple had to
At the building inspector's office
Rocsevelt Raceway, Long Island, by stay outside,"
it was learned that home construcThe voice of inexperience down
winning just enough pots to break
Chirper's Tonsil Suit
tion totaled $19,200 for the eighteven on the cost of his keep. He ran front broke in again. "Crawl back
month period.
Chicago, Sept. 3.
12 times,, of which he flni.shed in the jato the. woodwork," it hollered.
Claiming her vocal cords were
The comedian smiled—the smile of
money
five times and won twice.
injured by smoke in the disastrous
Dracula who has just come
upon
TIE
LaSalle hotel Are June 5 which re- Purses just paid for feed, stabling, an
unexpected white neck; Gently
sulted in the death of 81 jpersons, drivers, etc., with income on the he said,
"You're interrupting my act.
$3,200 investment in him
10 YRS. Mrs. Helen Franklin, a singer known original
Do I come down where you Work
still to be realized.
H«'s
now
runas Tanya Tamara, filed a suit in Suand steal your shovel?^'
Hollywood, Sept. 3.
perior- court here last week asking ning at May wood Park, Chicago.
The crowd gigglca. The comedian
Humphrey Bogart's contract with lor
"Operation
Wildcat"
$20,000 damages from the hotel
was con- moved in for the
Warners has 18 more months to run,
kill.
ceived three years ago when the
corporation.
''You're so full of alcohol,
but actor and studio' are huddling
if anyFiling at the same time, her hus- Naval officers were outward bound body
gave you a hotfoot you'd burn
over a new 10-year pact. Underband, James, a songwriter, asked for on the carrier White Plaias. There lor three
days. I've seen better pans
stood Bogart wants to. make only $.'5,000
for smoke injuries and loss was no place to spend their pay and under
refrigerators. Why don't„you
two pictures a year, one for the of personal
there were no amusements, aside
properly.
go outside and brush up on
studio and one for himself on a
your
from what they'd do when they got; Ignorance'?
I don't know what
profit-sharing ba.si.s; a flat $200,000
I'd
back. So each man allocated $10 a do
Without you, but I'd rather,"
per film for the studio, and rights
BEOADHUBST'S BIOG
month out of liis pay to provide the
The heckler stood up in confusion
of approval on director and script.
Vet lesit showman George Broad- working capital lor the corporation.
A spotlight played on his bald head
Reason lor the move is that the hurst, for whom the Broadway It amounted
to $7,200 when the war
You ve got a beautiful head of skin,"
studio has bought a number of ex- tlieatre was named, has written
his ended. They cJiOse an their slogan continued
the comic
pensive .story properties with Bo- memprs, "Curtains Up", for Mac- "Caveat Emptor"
"let the buyor
"The next time you order a toupee
gart in i^jnd' They include "Winter millan publication.
beware." And they determined their get one
with brains."
Kill."
'Treasure
Sierra
of the
'Hollywood interest' in the book investments ma?t be such as "would
Twitching and bleeding, the corpse
Mpdre," "Mr. Broadway," "Dark bespeaks another screen biographi- lend amusement to
the membership reeled out into the night.
~
The checkcal.
e" 'and others.
and make good dinner convcr.sation." room still has his
hat.
As he stagI

Z

routine ... he's got

'

ga^"'*

man."

the Palestine question for the British people.
Present plans call for the complete

,

Understand M-G-M is in a dilemma. It has new
child actor and can't
decide whether to star him with Laasie or
Wallace Beery
The best motto; "Wine, women and s-long"
There'. No Troth to the Rumor

of

investments

pause

.so^'many'sto'^k

Went nuts irnm
With so many veoolPmX
Vl
guy that's'dean'^'nTuV se 1 ng 'iZt'
« ^0^^1.1 your

^'""^

"

Gregory Ratoff

last

,

-

his head under the counter.
table, Tony Craig knows a

under the

Wildcatters pJs
pass... That
iS«r«™wh„'^»IJ/Tii';
Til the End of Time"

GOLDEN

By HERB

While Quentin Heynolds

"Lost Weekend'' bistro they bought
four-week Broadway run. Author
Ben Hecht and the League have re- doesn't quite fit in at the moment,
portedly
received
several
offers however,
with
the
Wildcatters'
from London producers to stage the
So
policy.
It's a sure moneymaker.
show there in an effort to dramatize

Murphy

The Great Wit Way
^
butcher was rushed to the hospital tins morning.

My

bumping

fufj??''

[

Born," opening at the
Alvin, N. Y., tomorrow (Thursday)
under the sponsorship of the American League for a Free Palestine,
will head for Liondon following its

Yets Score Bldg. For

1946"

but only where
there's an absolute guarantee of in-

"A Flag

(Continued on page 10)

"BLACKOUTS OF

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cat.
"Definitely a show that must bo
rated witli the topnotchfrs of all

parties.

There'll be a.
was iuinouiiced,

wm
Strong

220TH WEEK!

KEN MURRAY'S

,

young daughter and her mother. "It re-usages of the disk, and the ban
was so cast," he said, "that the resulted. Hardest hit by the ukase
charming young thing looked older are the many syndicated Hollywood
than her mother. The dialog was air columns featuring interviews.

I

Soon most ot th« regular radio shows will be back
on the air ev.-n
Herbert Marshall', winter replacement. Bob Hope.
The approaol of thP
season means that my brother will be out of
work again
i^l
fine job starring
summer replacements for itation breaks. Lookshad «
toward giving aw.y ,hows. At the rate
* i'"?
they'rt
going a contestant is going to wake up some
morning ownina a netw^.l
No doubt most of the formats of the big show.TlllreVar
SI' same Fred
^"'y' ^'^^^^ McGee will stiU overi^ad
ir.'/ ""5
his closet...
and Jack Benny's pocketbook will continue tn <:„h=*)^i,r
r
the squeaking door on the Inner SanctZ.
It a?w Cks as ft we^^^
be hearing the same voices all over the dial,
l^t fact
Ar hm Codf^
just discovered he'll be free everj; Tuesday
and l^ursday iJSm 3 to 3 ^o
a.m, so he', going to be a disk ockey.
However, toere
be somp
changes. For instances, B. S. PuUy will play
Jack
the AHAmerican, and Joe Frisco is going on the program,
''ThePj^use That
°" "
pr^'lra^- sii^:;.
w^fbt;ep^L\^f;i:'aur

tough time get->

Xoolhold in the theatre, even

in RiKSsia, according to Farnsworth
Fowle; oldtimers get all the best
parts.
"With gals of 50 cornering
tlie market in ingenue leads," says
the CBS correspondent, who just
Teturned from .14 monthis in the

1946

4,

The Berle-ing Pomt

In Soviet Theatre, CBS-ite Reveals
tiiig a

.

for

It!

Roee

gored past the headwaiter,
a parting
salvo exploded around his ears,
"Is
that your real face or did

you block

a kick?"

The comic turned back to the audi"A funny thing happened on

ence,

my way to the club this evening. ."
The moral of the story is, save the
wisecracks for your wife— she has to
laugh.
When Milton Berle, Joe E.
Lewis, Jimmy Durante, Jackie Glcascn, Danny Thomas and the other
quip salesmen are at work, open your
mouth to laugh or to order a driiik.
But not to heckle! You can only end
up wishing your parents hfid iieVer
met. You may bo a perfect scream
at the dinner table, the office
fumiy,

boy around the w.-\ter cooler. But
don't go dueling with the profe.ssional

whose mind
shooting

it

is a joke index.
It's like
out with Billy the Kid.

And don't think you can get away
with it because you're a woman. The
only difference is he'll hit you with
the ripe tomatoes filed under the W's.
The comedian you pick on may
never have seen you before, but you
can be sure he's got a bullet with
your name on it. If you're fat, "You
look like a model for slip covers,"
If you're skinny, "With
a red tie
you'd look like a thermometer." If
you're a pretty girl, "Did you get that
coat to keep you warm or keep you
quiet?"
If you're not so pretty,
"Your mother should have thrown
you away and kept the stork," If
you look like everybody, "Why don't
you rent out your head to block hats?
^ou now have 32 teeth-^would you
like to try for none?"
And
until rigor mortis sets in,

Sound a little cruel?
funnyman's print

the

justifiable humorcirle.

so

oft

from
view it's

.Well,

of

His living de-

pends on how well he holds his
audience. He knows if he lets .some
yahoo turn his act into a^ free-forall, he'll end his show business career making change in a penny arcade. So don't complain when he
DDT. If you
throw a punch at the champ and he
belts your brains out— remember,
you asked for it

sprays you with verbal

'

'

Wednesdaf,

S«i>t«inl>er 4,
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TOP COSTS TAP PIX RESERVES
Here's

How They

Most reinarkable climb; to greater

Shape Up
MAJORS PREP
made by

liquidity has

20thsince 1940 and a
of Jan. 1 has cm -

fai

rent assets of $94,836,983, against $26,982,635 in '40, and cash and bonds
totaling to $48,000,000 compared with $6,700,000 five years ago.
Metro continues to be the titan of the industry with working a.ssets
totaling $207,000,000 and cash plus bonds of $42,300,000. Figures compare against $72,700;000 working capital and $31,800,000 ready cash in
1940. Other- companies, all .of which have advanced more than 100% in
five years, have working capital and ready cash in the following comparative figures:
Paramount— $53,500,000 current assets against $34,600,000; cash and
boiids, $26,000,000 against $10,500,000.
Working capital, $39,000,000 against $l»,700,b00; tash and
bonds, $24,400,000 to $7,000,000.
Warner Bros.— Working capital, $67,000,000 againat $25(900,000; cash
»
and bonds, $18,700,000 to $7,700,000 in '40.
Columbiar- Working capital, $25,000,000 against $13,100,000; cash and
bonds, $5,000,000 to $2,400,000.
i

.

Major film companies will probably face the greatest drain on their

costs, increased allotment for
top pix, expansion into foreign theatres, the need to buy out partners
under the decree, and added sales
expenses under auction selling, will
be easily met by a tremendous rise
in liquid holdings over the past five
That's the opinion of finanyears.
cial experts after studying computa-

capital, $28,'200,00a against $11,000,000; cash-

and

bonds, $5,500,000 to $1,400,000,

Against 'Gl Joe' and 'Objective Burma
"Story of GI Joe" (Cowan-UA),t
played its first-r\ui engagein London last November, has

majors

and there's little chance of
Hollywood's repeating the faux pas.
A few lines of dialog, they point rout,
could have remedied the whole sit-

Alsop Back in Radio

uation.

Hollywood, Sept.
Alsop is returning

3.

Carlton
full
time to radio as manager of the
Coast office of Kastor, Chesley, Clif& Farrell and producer of the

ford

Don Ameche-Drene

exhibit.
Alsop's'
Mfetro
producer
deal
failed to produce anything tangible
so he took his release and returned
to huckstering.

Theatre, Radio
Bldg. Hit

Hard

'

By New Ruling

Meantime, failure ol the Ernie
Pylo film to get British playing time
is
spelling the difference between
Was'nington, Sept. 3.
relatively minor returns and a boProspects of federal okays on
nanza to the picture's owners. It theatre and radio building are even
did well domestically, grossing $2,- blacker than U. S. Housing Ad400,000 to date, With the prospect ministrator Wilson Wyatt's recent
of ultimately getting a total of $2,25% cutback in commercial building
Inasmuch as would indicate. Three big reasons,
600,000 in the U. S.
thp negative cost was $1,200,000 and,
are given why no authorizations for
with prints and advertising, plus
radio or pix construction will be
distribution
United Artists'
handed out of Washington from now
fee, expenditures ran to well over
on in, though radio may be in
(Continued on page 27)
slightly favored position to films in
this,

respect.

Last week's cutback in all nonhousing building not only doused
hopes of all commercial builders, but
took completely out of CPA control
Prizewinning Novelist
authority to act on radio and film
requests, placing both squarely unTo Change 'Sacred' Title der Wyatt, who is ali'eady on record
Metro was engaged in a series of as favoring a 100% halt on commerhuddles cial building, CPA is to retain contr-ans-Atlantic
telephonic
yesterday (Tuesday) with the author troi only over industrial building.
Stymied in his putsch to stop ail
of its $125,000 prize novel in an, efWyatt last
buildings
foFt- to get her consent to a change non-housing
of title before it is officially an- week said he -would okay only those
nounced next Vveek. Authqrj 'Mary projects which could clearly prove
British.
Tag under they would advance public health
Renault,
is
which she submitted her story is and safety. This category ^fill rule
"Sacred River." Metro hasn't de- out theatres and i-adio studios.
90% Nixed
termined definitely yet the title it
Finally a, check of CPA actions
would like to substitute on, the book,
;which will be published by William over the past five weeks shows that
(Continued on page 30)
.;Morrow -next spring.

M-G Would

Like

125G

Miss .Renault has authored three
previous books for the same publisher.
"The Middle Mist," which
came out in 1945, had the largest
circulation, but all were meager
sellers in this country. Others were

!

"Kind Are Her Answers" and
"Promise of Love."
Author gets minimum of $125,000
for winning the Metro contest, in
which 120 yarns were entered. Contract contains an escalator clause
which 120 yarns were entered. Conwhich permits a maximum of $175,000, depending on number of copies
sold. Publisher gets a $25,000 award
from Metro to do with as he pleases,
although the aim of the company is
for the publisher to use
moting sales of the book.

it

in

pro-

Judges were Harry Hansen, book
o£ the I^ew York WorldTelegram; Amy Loveman, of the
Saturday Review of Literature and
Book-of-the-Month Club, and Sidney
li'ranklin,
Metro producer of its
"prestige" type product.
critic

.

Artists

Intern! Merger

by

down with Grad

charge

Sears,

in

v.p.

of distribution for United
Also on their agenda for
talks are Barney Balaban, prez of
Paramount, who is expected here
in a few days, and N. Peter Rathvon and Spyros Skouras, prexies of
RKO and 20th -Fox, respectively.
:

Artists.

,

to the present all-time high
While the split between Universal
of $514,500,000 -from the 1940 figure and Enterprise last
week came as a
of $204,000,000, it is pointed out.
complete surprise to the trade, deas a closed partnership issues no cision of the Charles Einfeld-David
public reports.
Moreover, experts Loew production unit to pull out of
cite
the remai'kable increase of its distribution deal with ,U was genvital ready cash and Government erally accepted as a logical move.
bonds from the seven companies' With a lineup of six pictures for the
1940 total of $08,000,000 to the cur- first year at a total budget touted as
rent peak of $170,000,000 as the best $13,000,000, Loew-Einfeld suddenly
protection against the sudden de- found themselves in the untenable
mands on the majors' coffers.
position of being the little tail on
fee call for cash, one' company the big new Universal-International

UA

justified
,

United

sat

Us

Middle of

150fii.

ment

"Objective Burma," Warner Bros,
feature starring Errol Flynn, got the
same cold-shoulder treatment from
the British for the same reason.
American picture men, as well as
ranking military ofl'icials, readily
admit that the British squawk is

Einfeld has admitted that confabs

with Harry Cohn; Col prez, were already underway: And today (Tuesday)
the two Enterprise partners

Enterprise In

,

returns during the war years plus
conservative o p e r a 1 1 o n s which
working capital of all
boosted

except

.

,

financial standing Of the
majors which set them up to meet
the tremendous, cash flow -due in
the near future is. "the fjfuit' of lush

wliich

Hollywood, Sept. 3.
between Enterprise and
la.' t week set off a scramble of negotiations here with at least
five companies reported as having
already talked or ready to talk with
David Lpew and Charles Einfeld on
taking over distribution of their
product. Columbia, at the moment,
appears to be in the most favored
Universal

Solid

British Exhibition Chill Continues

yet to get a booking in a single addi-*.
hou.se.
Although
British
tional
English theatre operators refuse to
admit anything other than that they
just can't find playing time for the
highly successful American film,
it's widely known that the British,
have strong objection to it because
it gives no credit to their troops in
the battles depicted,

Lays Off 50

placed in the labor pool until work
picks up.
Filteen soundmen were position for landing the L-E picgiven vacations over the period of tures, but a quick change in that
'\.
inactivity.::.
prospect is easily possible.

on company properties.

tions

of Break With Universal

Hollywood, Sept. 3.
Universal laid off 50 studio workers because of the current production slump, with only two pictures
befoi'e the cameras.
Group' of 35 carpenters, cutters,
grins and back lot workers were

tion

:

.

Wake

Break

U

ready cash in the history of the industry within the forthcoming year
But the call on liquid
or two.
coin, unprecedented because of a
combination of demands placed on
it by a substantial hike in produc-

RKO—

Universal—Working

5 Distribs Huddle With Enterprise

been

Fox which scored a 350% gain in working capital
"750% boost in cash and bond holdings. Company as

Highly unusuar deal has been set
by Metro with Marjprie Kinnan
Bawlings to write a "Lassie" original
and possibly a book- Studio is providing an outline of the idea it wants

,

ranging from 4-5',a%.

I

RKO LOSES $25,000
PUGIARISM SUIT

:

WB

lesco as director.

copies are sold.

,

<

National Boxoffice Survey
Summer Peak-—'Notorious,'
'Mexico,' 'Ivers' Head List of 12

Biz Soars to

Labor Day holiday week, with

"Time

its

8CB3CRIPTXON

"Make Mine

Annual.

.$10

Inc.

'

Vorclgn.

.Ill
.25 Cents

-

Copies.

3Inf;le

. .

.

.

is

biz

to

Woekl) bj VARIEXX,

rublliilied

Sid Sllveiinian. President
164 W.est <l<!th 8t.,-NaW rorU 19, N. 7.

Best

Lives," (U),

of

Trada Mark Registered

FOUNDED BY SIMB SILVERMAN

'Beaucaire/

being reflected in Music" (RKO) and "Killers" (U)
missed the first 12 classification but
in all keys this
peak summer
were strong runner5-up< Last-named
\v0ek. Batch of new product also is is doing terrific recoi'd week, on N.
helping to swell the total* with Y. precm.
Strength shown by "Wise Fools"
fresh entries nearly all measuring up

long weekend,

and "Two Guys'' hints big mohey
when they go

advance hopes.

for these two entries
further into the keys.

The way

AS A

Always Loved You" (Rep)
teed off' in great shape doing smash
$25,000 on first week in Chicago
"I've

"Centennial Summer" obnumerous additional bookings
doing nicely this frame.

theatre.

tained
'

and

is

(CompWte
,

.

Boxojificc Report.?
Pages 14-15)
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New
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Helen Deutsch Resumes

ly Empty

42
'49

,

Heart' at Col.

Devery Freeman were assigned

to

revise portions of the screenplay.
Director Charles Vidor got the
green light on completion of script
revisions over '.the holiday v.'cekend.
.

6

2

•.

Acts

Night Club Reviews
.Obituary
.V.":.

Hollywood. Sept. 3.^
Columbia's "My Empty Heart" resumes Thursday, following a twoweek .shutd£wn, with Helen Deutsch
at the writer-producer post.
Shooting halted when the studio replaced
Virginia Van Upp with Miss Deutsch
on Aug. 19 and Allan Rivkin and

44

50
54
40

,

Music

'

Showing in some nine cities, "MonArthur Kramer, now with Columand Frank L. Moss, former sieur Beaucaire" (Par) is a close
bia,
writer-director with Howard Hughes, second in V.VBrETr ,list of best 12.
have bought film rights to the books It will hit a colossal $90,000 in Chifrom the estate of their author, the cago to pace the eity. Other's in the
(Edward first 12 list are "Holiday in Mexico"
late Alfred M. Winfield
Slratemeyer)..Deal winds up lengthy (M-G), "Martha Ivers" (Par), "Two
negotiations by various interested Guys Milwaukee" (WB \, "Night and
Day" (WB), "Three Wise Fools"
producers to acquire the stories.
Kramer and M0s.= plan to use the (M-G), "Big Sleep" (WB), "Caesar
"Fjnd
of
(UA),
Cleopatra"
property for cither a series of and
straight picture.5 or as a top-budgeted Time" (RKO), "Anna" (20th) and
miisical.
Duo have not announced "Black Beauty" (20th).
David"
(20th),
and
"Claudia
who win produce the flUns. Both
have recently been discharged from "O.S.S.." (Par), "Centennial Sumthe Army, where Kramer served mer" (20th), "Kid From Brooklyn"
(RKO), "Easy To Wtd" (M-G),
under Prank: Capra.

Vol. 163

Foreign

;

-

:

.

developed for the story about the
While top grosses for the past five
Los Angeles, Sept. 3.
dog character which it owns. Miss
years were the main cause of the
Rawlings wrote "The Yearling," a
Samuel R. Golding and Norbert
current pile-up of cash, several
hoi'seyarn, which Metro has fllmpr'
Faulkner, playwrights, won a $25,other factors played their part, com1)00
judgment in Superior court
and other animal stories, but this
(Continued on page 27)
against Val Lewton and RKO, chargher first crack at a "Lassie."
Deal calls for Miss Rawlings, who ing plagiarism.
will write at her Florida home, to get
Plaintiffs
declared
"The Ghost
Boosts Alexis
$30,000 for the sloi-y, If the company Ship," produced
by Lewton for RKO
makes a picture' out of if, she gets three years ago, was taken from
Hollywood, Sept. 3.
Warners has given Alexis Smith another $30,000. -And if it is pub- their, play, "The Man and His Shaa new four-year deal, with coin up- lished as a book, she gets still anoth- dow."
er lump of coin, with provision for
page to $3,000 weekly.
Studio also repacted Jean Negu- the total, pending upon how many

WER BOYS' BOOKS

future.

A

Negotiations resulting from, last
week's blowup have caused Loow
to postpone his projected trip to
•
England to huddle with J. Arthur
d,og..
Ellorts by Loevz-Einfeld to dissolve Ranlp on a reciprocal productionInstead, he and
the pact had been going on for weeks, distribution deal.
Einfeld. will leave early next week
(Continued on page 27)
for New York for meeting with
company's banking reps on the
latest
developments;
'Lassie' to Order

treasurer said, may be so great
that despite liquidity of the companies they may be compelled to
Possibility is causing no
borrow.
furrowed brows, he said, because
solid position of the majors would
enable them to borrow from the
banks at a rockbottom rate of from
2-3%.
This is the payoff to the
companies- sound financial position
since, in previous times of need, the
film industry was hit with rates

"Notorious" (RKO) is
crashing through to record totals and
near-highs in the few new spots
where playing is the big news. Picure is leading the pack although only
in six key cities currently. It's pacing Cincinnati, Denver, N. Y., San
SERIES Francisco and Buffalo, being smash
PIX
and equally great in Los
"Rover Boy" books, read by more in all four
although in second week.
than 6,000,000 juves in the past, are .Angeles
Film will go to colossal $162,000 on
.slated to hit the screen in the near
third week at vast N. Y. Music Hall.

INTO

Col's hot position in the trading
is said to result from its decision
to extend its B-picture program for
at least another year,
giving it
plenty of room for the type of outside
product that L-E offer. Col
is also said to be in a good position
to deliver Enterprise's requirements
of special sales treatment.
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Pie-e-e-ase, Mr.Weitm
let all

those

little kj

when yc
open my new pictui

die laughing
at the

Paramount

Wednesday, September 4, 1946
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5 Leading B'way Theatres Reveal

Hollywood, Sept.

1946

The State Theatre's 25th Anniversary
By JOE LAURIE, JR.
Loew opened his Slate theatre on Broadway
he didn't have the faintest idea that it would
the great Palace, Keith-Albee and the Orpheum Circuit as a
temple fpr Vaudeville! The LOew.policy ot a good vaude show with pix
The only vaude
,at popular price.S at the Stale is still packing them in.
theatre in America!

When

;

ley Nichols at

RKO.

Filming will start

25 years ago

,

.

oUtla.st

i

I

February.

in

the late Marcus

and 45th Street

'

Mason is due in Hollywood in
November to prepare for the role.

Over 1941 Grosses; Cap Up

4^

3.

Hollywood job for James
Star, will be a verEugene O'NeiU's legit play,
"Mourning Becomes Klectta," written, directed arid produced by DudFirst

Mason, British
sion of

112% Average 1946 Weekly Boost

September

Becomes Mason

'Electra'

.

.

ran tliree stanzas, accompanied by
Tucker band on
Mempries of the; Broadway of 1921 rise like frightened partridges, .On
and higher wages ot patrons Jo.nmy
did $43,000 on the initial' week, $38
the site of the present State was the old Bartholdi Inn, a. little bohemian
combined to rocket tlie 000, the second, and wound Up with
liave
all
pags
theatrical hotel that hou.sed many great a,rtis,te of,: that day.
average weekly gross o£ th« five $31,000. Such grosses were slightly
stories and gossip fiow faster around the tiny dining room than a jet-i
leading Broadway film bouses to above the 1941 average of $30,000
propelled plane; In this same building was housed Vaiuety with Sbm'g:
current estimatat the but way below the
desk in the front window. "VTou didn't have to ask the office boy if he
112';; over the pre-War take
od average of $49,000. Total biz for
Was in or not. Eddie Mack, the tailor, who designed those large Elk
wicket, a survey based oh Vakihtv's first six months for the Strand in
lapels for hi.s actor clientele, wa."!" down.stairs. O'Hearn. the cleaner, was
first
19,41 tallied Up to an estimated $790,weekly: gross estimates for the
He was an ex-Irish tenor ot vaudeville
also a- tenant in this building.
the 500, and total for similar period this
six-rhpnth period, of 1941 and
and maybe didn't liltc the spot on the bill because his catchline ads rea'd,
indicated, ,vear ran around $1,270,300, up
:"We Remove That Spot." And there were plenty gravy spots on actors'
Similar period of- 1946, has
Hearn aLso wore a white carna-.
Music Hall, 1. efty 63%.
in those lush daysiof vaudeville.
clothes
Paramount,
Cabitol,
Ifi ,a' move that cues the gSeneral:
There were a number of carnationtion in his buttonhole every day.
Rosy and Strand are the theatres
industry- treftd toward increased and
Ted Marks, Jules Delmar,: James K. Haekett,
wearers in those days:
uted in the; gross computations;
renoi'ated showmans,hip. in the light
Caeser
the floral lapel decoration.
Arthur
never
missed
Arthur
Levy,
Average weekly pre-war, biz »^ 3 Sedalia, Mo., Houses
of the aiili-trust decision, Charley
ran
flagship,
iVI-G's
Capitol,
Marcus Loew first .started busine.ss in a Penny Arcade on 23d Street,
the
ad -publicity
20th -Fox
Schlaifer,
around $29,000 and at one time even
near 8th Avenue. It was at this time he first met Jake Lubin,. who was.
chief, has; called a conclave of all
Stay Closed for 3d Wk.
of;
Miner's
8th
Avenue
(where
slipped to SIO.OOO On a holdover
manager
of
the amateur nights were
then
20th. .adverti,sing;, puWicity, exploita^
I
n . 1 r PO/
many things about show business from Lubin. He
"Andy Ilaroy" (M-G). Contrast that
lax lap 'ion and radio personnel, to be held born). Loew learned
In r rOteSt OI
2Blow to last January's all-time
three days starting Oct. 15 at the then opened the Arcade in Harlem with David Warfield a.s his .silent
Kansas City, Sept. 3.
theatre,
partner.
Cozy
Co'rner
afterwards
-known as The Royal in
ytar high at the 4,820-seater with
The
Gohference, first of -its kind
h.'o.
Tex
Three theatres of Sedalia, Mo., held by the company, will inclijde Brooklyn, was his next venture. It was a 10c. crude picture house. When
'•The Harvey Girls" and the
Beneke-Glenn Miller orch on sta,!,f, central state town of 25,000 popula- personnel from all parts ot the U. S. he began putting in shows, in stores all oyer the ;city .,X299-seatersV,
which r( .aistered a colossal $110,100, tlon, are currently in their third and Canada.
pull
Marcus
wanted
to
out,
but
Loew
told
him. their partnership
field
1930 week of being closed as a protest i
eclip.'^ing "Anna- Christie,'' (he
was for life, and so.' it remained,^
Exploitation and ad men will be
v'/^'
laurel-holdor with $109,300. Present again.st a city ordinance adopted briefed on various pha.ses of ballythe American Thciilre
1 remember the .time the I^oew of fic^^
has
undoubtedly
levying
city
council
Aug.
7
by
the
policy,
show
booker
and
Jack Goldberg his.
Joe
Schenck
the
head
stage
as
hoo and mercharidising, key«'d to the Building, with
largely contributed to the Cap's im- a tax of 5% on the gross receipts of new system of selling pix individu
In a short time Jack became head booker and it wa.s his judgoffice boy.
him houses. Two houses, Jox and j,i,y ,3 schlaiter, as well as Harry ment and knowledge ot acts that helped Loew climb to the top in the
proved biz.
Liberty, have been operated by Fox [Brand, studio publicity chief who'll vaudeville .field. N.T.G. (Nils T. Granlund) was preSs agent for the cirTotal six-month gro.<:s of first hal
was m ncisihborhood ol Midwest which headquarters here. ,,^1^ jnteorate studio policies into cuit at the time and a darn good one. He revolutionized' vaude and pic
1941
ot
$760,000. compared with smiilar 194b j. T. Chosen, indie, lias the third i^e over-all program
Prexy Spyros exploitation. When the Loew office moved to the Putnam Building (where
period of 5.2,266,700, a hike of almost house, Uptown, which closed same gkouras will lecture' the exploiteers the Paramount theatre now stands) Loew would, look out of his office
200';. Weeldy average now nuclu- time as Pox houses.
on company plans and policies and window and watch them putting up the State theatre a block away. One
Houses were :closed protesting the Tom Connors, veepee over sales, is day he turned to Jake Lubin, who was now the booking manager (and
ates -at around $87,000.
Cap's '41' price scale, which teed oft ordinance as e^torbitant and; dis- slated to meet with the delegates in still is), and said, ''Jake, you have $3,000 worth of stock in the circuit."
No indication as yet an effort tD bring about, closer affili- Lubin thought it was a present, but..found that he had so much a week
with a 35c ''early bird" matinee, criminatory.
with :fivc subsequent changes: in has come from either city or opera- atlon with distribution.
taken out of his .<!alary to pay for.the stock. Not- many .Years later he sold
coui-se of the day ranging oh up- tors as to when houses might reOutlining of a campaign for ''The his stock for $100,000.
ward through the 55-85-$l.lp ahd open.
Razor's Edge,'' which is reportedly
Forgot to Builtl Dressing Rooms
r
$1.25 brackets, has been simpliiied
being given the most intensive bally'
booing in all media of any 2()th film,
When the State was finished they found' they forgot to put in dressing
will keynote the huddles.
rooms. The actors would go across the street to the N. Y. theatre, get
cuiid
libnate tap on weekends and holidressed, and come back to do their acts at the State. Loew then oflered
days.
^"
*° WorkinroutT'lra^lcal to buy the -Variety building, at 154 West 46th street^ but Sime wouldn't
Other four houses have also reand more valuable pressbookt in sell, so Loew bought the building at 160 W. 46th Street and built dress„
Hollywood, Sept. 3.
vised their scales along same lines
Ught of the recent squawks from ex- ing rooms and an office building tor the franchised agents of the Loew
Committee of the Screen Writers hibs against the dated aspects ot
as the Cap. Seventy cents now. preCircuit.
vaiLs at the Music Hall and the Roxy Guild took the first steps toward most of the majors' press sheets
To
The first manager ot the State was Joe 'Vogel, now a high official with
prior to noon, 90c in the afternoon drafting a constitution and by-laws get a working knowledge of the the circuit.
Then came Joe Emmett (an ex-yodeler), followed by Ken
anrf $1.20 after 6 p.m. to closing, {or the American Authors Authority. problem, Schlaiter plans to have his Behr (an ex-aviator), then George Miner (one ot the famous Miner
session was attended by Emmet pressbook editor go out, prior
And the tap is even more on weekto the theatrical family), and about 15 years ago" Al Rosen look over and .stayed
Lavery, chairman; Ring Lardner, jr.. conclave, on a picture's opening and
ends and holidays.
there up to two years ago when he became an independent producer and
vice-chairman; Robert Ardrey, Jo- try to work out for himself some of
Par's New Kecord
manager. He was and still is one of the best liked managers in the busiPast spring also saw all-time Keph Fields, Albert Haekett, Frances the exploitation stunt's outlined in ness. Ruby Zwerling, the musical director,
has shaken his baton at actors
high of $135,000 chalked up at the Goodrich, F. Hugh Herbert, Arch the book.
for nearly 20 years at the State, and there are still many men in his
Paramount, when "Road to Utopia," Oboler, True Boardman, James K.
orchestra that started with him.
Ruby, to my mind, is the greatest
Cain, Alvah Bessie, Adela Rogers,
plu.s Benny Goodman band on stage,
vaudeville leader of today, the only one in the whole country who has
L. A. to N. Y.
busted all house records, band play- St. John, Phillip Dunne, Edmund
been at it for the past 20 consecutive years. Nick Massa took over the stage
Neil Agnew
ing 43 stageshows in, course of week Beloin, Boris Ingster, Art Arthur,
management even before the house was finished and is still there runMilton Biow
last March. Par's average gi'oss for Mary McCall, Jr., Louise Rousseau
ning the show as smooth as a kitten's ear. Louis, the doorman, knows
Hoa.gy Carmichael
and Everett, Freernani
vfirsi six months of 1941 approximatevery actor and their scores. He also is still doing favors for the boys
Buff Cobb
ed S44.00U; present average is up to
and girls at the door.
J, Cheever Cowdin
around $86,000— a 95% increase, ToSusan Douglas
tal gro.s.scs for initial .six month.? of. Sandy Cummings' GI
A Tcani That Slit-ks
Harry E.ssex
1941 is estimated at $1,1.55,000 comBob Goodfried
One of the outstanding things of the' Loew Circuit is that their empared to $2,236,000 in the like period
Reading Becomes Pic Jascha Heifetz
ployees have remained with them for years and years. Managers, emofv'46.
Jimmy Hendersoi
ployees, bookers, agents, stagehands, musicians, office help stay on theFifteen-year-old yarn that he hapThe Music Hall, always a consistDonald Hyde
payrolls until pensioned.
Tops of the oldtime managers of the circuit
ent, grosssir,' totalled an estimated pened to pick up in a camp library
Lew Kerner
who stand out in my mind are Gene Meyer.s^ Charlie Potsdam. Larry
$2,071,500 in the first six, months of while in the Army will be the basis
Paul MacNamara
Bcatus (now top man ot the N. Y. division) and' "Vic Morris of the old
1941 compared with $3,277,000 in for Sanford Cummings' second picCatherine Mcl.eod
ture as a Columbia producer.
Orpheum in Boston. Marvin Schenck started as. an office boy, became'
the initial six months of '46 a 57';
Robert Miles
Tale is "Major Denning's Trust
assistant broker to Jake Lubin and now is a veepee of the company. Leo
hike. House's average weekly gios.s
Leo Mittler
Estate" by Gordon Grand. Cummings
Cohn and Jes.se Kaye (now bookers) started When they were kid.s.
in the '41 period was close to $80.J. J. Nolan
Charlie Moskowitz began as a bookkeeper and now is a top man along000, - and. its postwar takings have intends only to use a few of the
C. D. Pruizman
side of Nick Schenck.
zoomed to almost $126,000. Sensa- characters and some of the incidents
A great bunch of guys who reflect the head of
Claude Rains
in the story, paying less than $1,000
the organization Marcus Loew.
tioiial draw of UA's "That Hamitton
Frances Ramsden
Woman," which opened in spring of for the rights.
first big time acts that shUled to Loew from the Keith Circuit
Lynne Rcberts
'41 at the Hall with a first stanza of
were Amelia Bingham, Four Mortons, "Van & Schenck and James J.
Dorothy Robertson
Morton.'
$95,000, and Was exceeded by the
William F. Rodgers
second canter's $110,000, can't hold
Twenty-five years ago when the State had its housewarming. BroadReisman's European 0.p«
Roy Rogers
way was a, much dilTerent place than it is today. Prohibition had mo.st
a candle to^ present-day grosser.'?
Ann Rutherford
Phil Reisman, RKO -foreign chief,
of the night spots closed, but there still remained some of the old spots
such as Par"s"Bel]s of St. Mary's,"
Jimmy Savo
which ,sct an all-time Hall, record of heads for England this week, He'll
ppenjor the gang that weren't going to speaks, such as Joel's, An.selino's
Nicholas M. Schfrnck
Blue Hour, Maxim's on 38th Street ahd the Ted Lewis Club. Reisenalmost $160,000 last .January, and be gone several months, touring BritWilliam Scully
Wpber's where Sophie Tucker took Over the top floor was still playing
M-G's the "Green Years," which ain and the Continent.
Joe Seidelman
Among deals on his agenda is one
vaude dates with an act by Jack Lait; Scotch was selling for $115 a ca.se;
tbitc'hed $147,000 in its, opener last j
David O. Selznick
rye for $100 and gin for $60. AH. bad. There was Shanley's Cafe De
spi'ing and tapered oft' slightly dur- with French Pathe to provide 16m
Thea Tyler
product for use in the wide chain of
Paris, the Little Club, Palais Royale and the Folies Bergere—-all running
ing its seven-week ruil.
'..,'';,':'.'''-;:.
'Vera-EUen
without booze— and in a short time they too had to fold. People were
Roxy, following the trend, ha.s, narrow-gauge houses the company
operates. It's the largest 16m operacomplaining that one-steps and waltzes were "morgue stuff." The fox trot
al.so reached, new b.o. heights. First
N. Y. to L.
tion in the world, with 3.500 com
was the rage. Most pop dance tunes were "Yoo-hoo," "Ka-Lu-A," "Blue
six montiis: of 1941: brouglit
'l^g
...»
Felix Brentano
«
/
«
Danube Blues," "When Buddha Smiles," "In Old Granada," "April Showhouse a total estimated gro.-^s of mercial theatres and 3,000 non-theat
Abe Burrows
''"=81 acc ounts.
ers" and "Say It With Musici"
$952,500, contrasted to $2,359,000 in
Peter Lind Hayes
the like period Of this year. Average
Irene Lee
How Was iiii '21
pre-war' gross was around $37,000
Lester Lewis
It's Par's
while postwar boom is clicking t!ie
Mr. & Mrs. EarJ Hines
Paul Ash was playing with his orchestra in Frisco. Al Lewis and Max
Los Angeles, Sept. 3.
Wickets to. an estimated, $9;1 .000
Sean McGlory
Gordon were vaudeville agents and producers of acts. Aaron Hoffman was
Paramount Week will be observed
weekly, a 143',;; gain,
Ray Parker
writing the top stuff for the stage, Mae Murray did "Peacock Alley" for
this week in 1,652 theatres in the
William N. Robson
Strand also scored a new high
Metro, D. W. Griffith had "Orphans Of The Storm," Betty C(impson was
territory covered by the company's
Walter Slezak
'lajst,
January with ;,''S.Sn Antonio"; four We.'it Coast exchanges.
with Famous Players-Lasky, Willie and Eugene Howard Were togethe"r,
(WB) and Lionel Hampton on staye.
Harr.y Laude? was making his "farewell" tours under William Morris
Some time during the week every
N. Y. to Europe'
Gross reached an estimated $82,100. film hou.se in the Seattle, -Portland,
management, Joe Leblang was selling cutrate tickets, Mollie Williams was
Irving Berlin,
far above prfc-war biz, which at San Francisco and Los Angeles secope
of the top.s in burlesque, Mitzi was in "Lady Billy," "Irene" had three
Edwin Blum
time.s sank as low a.s $18,000 for a tors will exhibit a Paramount pictouring companies and: Al Jolson was knocking 'em dead in "Bombo."
Robert Pirosh
:We,Bk. In this hew era Strand urms ture of some sort, feature, ncwsreel
Legits tried to raise prices to $5 a ticket, "Claire
De Lune" and the
Phil Reisman
*
Last or short.
«; $31,000 gross disappointing.
"Follies" had to cut back to $4, but Irving Berlin's
"Music Box Revue" got
Walter iSlezak
spring "One More Tomorrow" (WB)
$5 a ticket and the cu.<itomers were glad to pay it.
Harold Smith
Vaude acts that will always live in our memory were around in that vear
B'way^Prc-War and Post-War
Europe to N. Y,
ot 1921:
Julian Eltinge, Frank Van Hoven, Larry Comer, Ben Bernie,
—
r-^
194V
1946
Phyllis Calvert
Hoiidini, Leo Beers, Anatole Friedland,
Gus Edwards, Jack Osterman,
Gross 1st W'kly Est.
Gross 1st; Wkly Est.
,Nat Deverich
Toto, Irene Franklin & Bert Green. AH gone but never
to be forgotten.
Six Months Averaae
Six Moiiths Average Increase
Jock Lawrence
Tho.se _Ktill around are .Smith & Dale, Roger
Imhoff & Corinne, San
200';,
$2,266,700
$29,000
$87,000
Max Milder
Halperin, Ford Sisters, Victor Moore, Rae
$760,000
SamueLs, York .& King and
K.OOO
2,236.000
John F. Royal
Paramount
86.000
B5'.';
many, many more that space doesn't allow to init down,
..
1,155,000
57',!
126.000
80.000
3.277.000
Robert E. Shei'wood
Music Hall .. .. 2i071.500
And e.0, I salute the great Marcus Loew ortanizalion which has kept the
2.359,000
90.000
Murray Sllvcrstone
37,000
143%
candle burning on the altar of Vaudeville al the State theatre lor the pa.H
Bt lter pictures, an increased price
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NEWS

PRE-PRODIJCTIOX

AlilED STATES INTO INDIE PROD.
Krim, Schwalberg and Foy Meeting
Hollywood, Sept. 3.
Bruce Gabot checked in with Randolph Scott and Dorothy Hart as
third cast topper for "Twin
Sombreros," to be produced indeby Harry Joe Brown for
GblUmbia release .... Joseph Kane
di'aw.s production responsibility on
'•Pilce's Peak," slated as a starrer
for William Elliott. It's about the
Colorado rush in 1859, a little different from the Forty-Niners. Father
John J. Devlin, representative of the
Hollywood Legion of Decency, func-

Camphor

the

ipenderitly

tioning as technical adviser on the
cathedral sequence of "Dead Reckoning" at Columbia. .. Warners needed a casket with six silver handles
for "Pursued," and got it, pronto, on
rental. Now you can buy it at half
price if you want a 1900 model and
have a cadaver handy.
.

'

Tom Conway
roles

top

assigned to one of
"His Wedding Night,"

in

Call

Hollywood, Sept. 3.
Bette Davis starrer, ''Deception,'! Is -setting
a recor4 for.
dress e)ctras at Warners, with a
total of 1,175 atmospheric soupand-flshers called thus far, and
more to come. Script calls for
no other type of extras, setting
another studio record.
cancellation
of
the pact... Paramount moved its "Golden Earrings"
troupe to the Universal lot for several days of shooting on the German
village set. .Bob Hope and Dorothy
Lamour led a troupe of 115 to Monterey for 10 days of location filming on "My Favorite BrunettCi".
.

.

PRC

producers, including Howard
Welsch, Sig Neufeld and Belmont
Gottlieb, moved into new quarters
on Sunset blvd.

PinerThomas picture, "Adventure
be produced by Lee Marcus and
Island," will be filmed about 90% on
Joe Fields at Eagle-Lion. . .Jacquelocation at Catalina, solving a probline White draws romantic lead oplem
Producers had
of stage space.
posite Walter Reed in "Banjo" at
the script rewritten to reduce inRKO . Warners will produce half door
shooting to a minimum. .Three
a dozen "Joe McDoakes" shorts to
Texas
oil men, Glenn and William
follow "So You Want to Keep Your
McCarthy and Frank Champion,
Hair" and "So You Want to Play
to

.

.

:

.

i

.

.

moved

Walsh led a troupe

Raoiil

of 140

to Gallup, N. M., for three weeks
location shooting on "Pursued".
.

.

Rock bought- Gordon Douglas"The Spirit Is Willing," for
production at his; Las Vegas studio
Joe

story,

....Robert

producer

Bassler,

of
"The Home Stretch" at 20th, received shipment of 2,000 feet of
Technicolor film, shot at the Longchamps racetrack (Paris), for use in
the picture.

Andy

Russell Signed
Sam Coslow, indie producer,
signed Andy Russell for one of the
top spots in "Copacabana," with
Carmen Miranda; Gloria Jean and
Steve Cochran. Picture .goes into
production this month, for United

for a charity short, to be filmed under Shriner sponsorship, to build a
medical center for crippled children
in Houston. .Milton Sperling, chief
of U. S. Pictures, is huddling with

the Arthur Ripley-Rudolph Monter
outfit about a production deal on the
Thomas Wolfe novel, "Look Homeward Angel". .Ruth Herbert, recently associate editor of Cosmopolitan mag, inked by Bryan Foy as
story analyst at Eagle-Lion. .Sol
Lesser closed a deal with the
.

.

Buchanan Agency to ballyhoo his
film production, "No Trespassing."

,

Noon"

Girl,"

Exhibitor
Assns,
have
quizzed their members on possible
commitments for guaranteed playing
time.
Questionnaires
which are
aimed at showing that films .sponsored by the theatre groups would
pay their own way have, in the bulk,
been returned with exhibs' approv-^
ing nodi a high official of CIEA saiA
The step was felt to' be a necessary
prelim prior to the possible guarantee by Allied of negative costs of
films to hypo production and insure
against a threatened film shortage.
Favorable reaction by exhibitors

makes

an announcement of a
tangible policy by Allied at its approaching national meet in, Boston
starting Sept. 17. Comniittee set up
by Allied is currently looking into
the situation but the board of direclikely

"Blaze of

.

production,

will be
location at Stam-

^'Boomerang,"

and "Adventure Island." filmed entirely on
from August are "The ford, Conn.

Holdovers

"Unconquered,"
"Desert Town " "My Favorite Bru^
nette," "Dear Ruth" and "Golden
Waltz,"

FN

Did the Same Thing

Allied's film production

scheme

not the fli-st invasion of the
production field by indie exhibs.
is

Back

in

1917,

First

Natinonal

came into being when a group of
prominent exhibitors banded together to make pix in a fight to
take the ball away from Adolph
Zukor, then by far the most
powerful producer in the industry.
Organization of 25 charter
members was formed with Robert
Lieber
prez,
Harry
as
Schwalbe of the Stanley •Co. of
America, as sec'y, and John D.
Williams, manager.
Plan which ultimately tied up
some 5,000 theatres provided for
division
of
franchise
among
charterers and allotment of subfranchises to other members.
Move, as was disclosed in the
anti-tcust ceise, was a prime factor in driving 'Zukor into theatre
.

acquisitions for Paramount. First

National built a large Hollywood
.

ROACH MAY RELEASE
COMEDIES

.

series

co-produce the picture with Fields

there

-

of

feature

comedies,

if

dis-

tribution arrangements haven't been

was

in the talking stage for several

years.

Producer

Kuhn, Loeb Once In<rerested
Kuhn, Loeb & Co., two years ago,
the third will' be completed in time approached Allied on a similar
proposition with an offer of heavy
for him to bring it east with him.
Constance Bowling and Ann RichRoach has been tallcing a deal coin if the theatre unit would garner
ards in top roles. Leo Marcus will with Columbia and it is understood
(Continued on page 30)
'

sealed before

that

time.

has two of ,the pictures, finished and!

:

Turner

is.

Laria

will

in

. .

men"

at

Columbia. Actress returns

from Wisconsin,
still

Marshall

drew

the

top

femme
in

role opposite Michael Duane
"Alias Mr. Twilight" at Colum-

bia, with

.get

a better deal.

where there are made

plenty of reservations.

Trudy

John Sturges directing. ..
to vifork with Vic

Nancy Guild goes

Mature as femme influence

in

in

Ciheciblor.

Films are being,
and run about

an hour.
are '."Curley"
and,
Completed
"Here Comes Trouble." In production is "Fabulous Joe,", with Bebe
Daniels as associate producer.

"My

Heart Tells Me," the Gene Markey
Gregory Ratoff direct-

Cutting

production,

It

AH Ways

,

,

Hollywood, Sept.

3.

Columbia hoisted Robert Gordon
Heaviest foreign language program
from dialog stuff to a full director's in the history of 20th-Fox is mapped
status. First task under the new out for "the $4,000,000 production,
alignment is "Inside Story," a mys- "The Razor's Edge." Picture will be
'

tery yarn, slated for an early Octo-

ber start.
Brian Donlevy and Paramount
_
terminated their contract after six
years.
Actor was slated for one
picture

on the

lot,

prior to

released in 23 alien tongues, including Hindustaniasking
distributors
Studio
is
throughout the world whether they
want the picture dubbed or subtitled,
in foreign versions.

star,

it's

Studio Contracts

under-

new

tional to the
tional setup.

(Juiversal-Interna-

Under Foy

Geller

Hollywood. Sept.

James

Minimum Writer

Hollywood, Sept;

3.

Screen Writers Guild and the MoPicture Association got totion
gether On a new minimum wage

produced with Arturo de Cordova
male role.
Michel Jacoby former scripter for

in the top

,

scripters and hew
minimum payments for scripts written on^ flat deal contracts.
scale which went into effect
Aug. 27, calls for a minimum of
$187.50 a week. Flat deals call for
at least $1,500 per script.
Contract
runs two years.

for

3.

removed from the

supervision of Bryan Foy.
Story coordinator at Universal for
one yeai-, Geller draws "Love From
a Stranger" as his first producer job
Story was originally
at Eagle-Lion.
filmed in England and will be re-

Scale Approved

scale

Geller,

J.

Universal iloti in the recent atomic
bombing, landed in the Eagle-Lion
studio with a producer pact under

film

the

Foy

unit at 20th-Fox, also signed

a producer contract with E-L.

New

IN

Much

Cole Porter Very

But Some Fans

Alive

Douht

WALyS TO PRODUCE

It

Because of Pic

Indianapolis, .Sept. 1.
Publicity-shyness of the, Peru, Ind.,
family is having a strange,
kickback here. Ever since first run
•

LONDON STUDIO

Poi-ter

Hollywood, Sept. 3.
Hal Wallis closed a deal by cable opening of "Night and Day," local
for the use of one of J. Arthur drama desks have been deluged with
Rank's studios near London to pro- calls from inquiring readers wantduce "For Her to See" next May. ing to know if Cole Porter is dead.
Negotiations had been going on since There Ss evidence some people have
Wallis met Rank in England several him slightly confused with Jerome
Kern, Even Porter's photo in the
months ago.
Understood another deal is on the Sunday Star Sept. 1, stating that he
fire for a second Wallis production will attend Peru's homecoming cele.
bration Sept. 14 along with Emil
in England for Paramount release.
Schram, Lieut. Gen. G. E. Stratemeyer, Dutch Bergman, Ole Olsen
and other famous, native sons, failed
Studio Paychecks Hit
-

,

to stop the calls.
Some of the inquiries are attributed to the fact that Cole Porter was
left in a bad way physically at the

Weekly Average of $87.27
Sacramento, Sept. 3.
Average weekly pay of workers in
picture studios for July was $87.27,
a jump of $7.48 oveV the corresponding month in 1945, according to the

end of the biographical

which

film,

follows shortly after his riding ac'

cident.

California Labor Statistics Bulletin.
Hourly wage rate for the month
was $1.86, the highest in any California industry.
With the postwar
decline of airplane and shipbuilding,
film Workers are tops in this state.

V
:

CONNORS WINDS SALES
TALKS IN N.Y., TORONTO
Series of 20th-Fox sales confabs,
held by Tom Connors and other
h.o. sales execs in the various districts for the last several
weeks, wound up Wednesday (28)
in Dallas. Connors returned to the
h.o. Friday (30) and is slated to talk
things over with the N. Y. salesdivision some time this week.
During the discussions, Connors
talked oyer all phases, of the antir
isast decisions and the changes in

company

Ahbeyites Snagged for Pix
Sean McGlory, of Dublin's Abbey
who arrived in New York
Saturday
from Ireland, lE'aves
Friday (6) for the Coast. He's- under
contract to RKO, having been pacted
by Jack Votion, company's British
production exec, after he was spotted
by Isobel Coogan, of Votion's staff,
in an Abbey play.
Votion signed
him without a screen'test, giving him
a straight year's contract plus op-

,

Players,

tions.

Votion was also aiming

Abbey

to

pact;an

'neophyte,- Sheila Martin, but

Hollywood, Sept, 3.
was beaten to the draw by British
Prfinfc.Tashlin, writer. Paramount.
producer Gabriel Pascal.
Femme
VirglniEi Hunter,, actress; Coi.
was sighted by Miss Coogan at the
James Henaghan, writer. Par.
CSaiety School, which is operated by
Janis Carter,, rene^^ed, ^Columbia,
the Abbeyites.

,

;

sales policy that it will require, He
also discussed 20th's product for the
'

forthcoming season, talking ove* all
pix to be released by the company
up to "Razor's Edge;" tentatively
skedded for national distributioh
about Christmas.
,

Cooper-Ford's 3-Year

-

Jack Rose, Writer, Pararhouht.
Pascal, incidentally, has also inked
Clifton Young, renewed, Warners. Frank
Dermody, Abbey director^
Dan Totheroh, writer, U. S, Pic,
player, to appear in the film versiion
Annabella, renewed, 20th-Foxi
of Shaw's "St, Joan" and learn film
Ian McLellan, writer, U-I.
production.
Dan Dailey, actor, Metro.
Kathleen O'lMalley, actress, 20th.
'Affair'
Michael Dunne, actor, 20th.
Marilyn Slannard, actress, 20th.
HoiJjwooeJi Sept. 3.
Fred MacMurray bought "Innocent
Herbert Spencer, composer, 20th.
Affair" as a starrer for himself, to be
Philip Abbott, actor, 20th.
Donna DeMario, actress, Republic. produced under his own independent
banner. Mutual Productions.
Carol Donne, actress, Monogram.
.

Hh Own

Russell, Kimball, art flirfchor, Rep.
Chf con Young, reno\v(.'i'. V.'rii-nBr.s.
Joyce Reynolds, actress, Warners.

will definitely

,

stood, took the gag in good
graces by being almost convulsed
with laughter.

,

ing.

more

;

still a g-qbd ippssibility 'bf his

have 45 cos- winding up vvith that coftipany. He
"Green Dolphin has stated; how.ever, that he wfants
Street".
.J;ulie^ Bishop
draws the to be able to show his first three pix
femme lead in "O'he Last of the Red- before :signing in the. belief he can
.

tume changes

New U

Company

said.

but no decision
has been made a.S to aciition selling.
Schwalberg will also huddle ..with
Leo Spitz on problem of transferring
contracts and properties of Internasell its films singly

is expected to take action at the
Boston confabs. Idea is to induce

'

recently relinquished by Robert Tansey.
Ja.son Cheeks Into E-L
Leigh Jason checked into Eagle.Lion to direct the Joe Fields eomedy,
"His Wedding Night," rolling late in
September with Dennis O'Keefe,

Krim

Hellinger and Horwits had
framed the fan club stunt.
When the placard was re^
versed, it read "Welcome to our

tors

studio and operated it until DeEditing was completed on Samcember,
1927,
when Warner
uel Goldwyn's "The Best Years, of
Bros., by buying the Stanley Co.
Our Lives" and the net result is 18
Earrings."
also picked up control of the
three
hours.
reels, running almost
Stuart Erwin, away from the
former
outfit
absorbed it
and
Although it doesn't produce any
screen for more than a year, signed
into its corporate setup.
oaters, 20th-Fox is raising a 20-acre
by Seymour Nebenzal for one of the crop of oats on its ranch. Script of
top roles in "Heaven Only Knows" "Bob, Son of Battle" calls for a field
ducers to launch into a special pro....Greatest number of extras in
of green oats.
duction project.
five years at 20th-Fgx is being used
Number of Wall Street houses
in "The Home Stretch." Total to
have expressed considerable interdate is 2,942, with 572 used' in one
est in the proposition; the CIEA ofscene at Santa Anita Park.
ficial said, providing sufficient numJohnnie Johnston sings eight ditof indie exhibs could be tied
ties in "This Time For Keeps" at
VIA COL. ber
down to playing-time pacts. Project
Metro, including a Spanish and a
Hal Roach is expected in New which is considered Allied's likely
Danish folk song. .Jerry Thomas
answer
to the product pinch threatto
next
month
the
Coast
York
from
takes over the producer chores on
dropping of
the Eddie Dean series of Westerns at conclude a release deal for his new ened by decree selling,
Bs by the majors, and other factors
PRC.
.

chief of the U h.o. publicity staff,
when at the Netherlands-Plaza
hotel for the; film's
opening
here, arranged a fan club emissary to parade with a big sign,
"Cincinnati Welcomes O'Brien."

Pat."

prexy,

Friday
Foy,

company's production topper. Triowill fix the order of release o£ ErL's
product. First pio will hit the screens
about Jan. 1, '47, according to Krim.
On his I'eturn, following .pieets
Slated, to last one week, he will decide how far E-L will conform to
decision sales methods,
antirtrUst

Marie Hellinger and Al Horwits,

,

Eagle-Lion

and Alfred W. Schwalberg, E-L's
sales chief, head for the Coast
(6) for huddles vvitlj Bryan

Cincinnati, Sept. 3.
In a special "honor" reception
for EdmOnd O'Brien, new star of
Universal's "Killers," producer

pendent

.

.

Haircut," "Variety

Wrong' O'Brien

into

George Sanders draws the role of
King Charles II in "Forever Amber,"
which gets its second start at 20thFox, Oct. 14, with Otto Preminger
Artists release.
directing and William Perlberg proParamount will start four features ducing, Jeanne Grain was assigned
in September, making a total of 10 to the femme' star role in "Party
before the lenses, the heaviest Line," to be produced by Robert
month's production program since Bassler at 20th-Fox.
prewar days. Starters are "The Big
Louis de Rochemont's 20th-Fox

Emperor

'

Hollywood to round, up one or more established indie proHarold Lloyd, Cary and Pat O'Brien

the Horses."

Arthur Krim,

4-

make

for Wall Street coin
o back production of a minimum of
2 pix during the forthcoming year.
Allied States Exhibitors and other
affiliates of the Conference of Inde-,

the

Skeds

Will Set Eagle^Lion s Release

E
On

Pact With Argosy Co.
Hollywood, Sept. 3.
Merian Cooper and John Ford
have tied exclusively for three years
with Argosy pictures in a pact signed
with the corporation in which they
hold hefty chunks of stock; Cooper
will produce thp company's output
and Ford will hold the directorial
reins,

Currently in production

is

"Power

Picture, slated for spring filming,
will be based on a yarn by Lou Bres-

and the Glory" with "Last Outlaw''
skedded to follow. United Artists
will release "Outlaw" under a one-

low and Joseph Hoffman.

picture deal.

:

WHAT

THIS

DOG DID AT

KEITH'S

CINCINNATI SHOULD HAPPEN TO YOU!
The sensational business of M-G^M's XOURAGE OF LASSIP
is
continues to amaze the industry! At Keith's Cincinnati it

years—
doing IVz times the house average of the past five
by
and held over! Nationally it tops previous Lassie hits

M-G-M's new TECHNICOLLIE Ad-

thousands! Tag on to

venture

"COURAGE^F
lASSIE

iti

a

New

AdreBwr.

LASSIE" for a box-office runaway!

"COURAGE OF

LASSIE"

in Technicolor.

ELIZABETH TAYLOR, FRANK

.

:

.

little (Sirls in Blue
(MUSICAL— COLOR)

3

Hollywood, Sept. 3,
.it Hack Ufli-rton prgiluc-

20th-Fox

ivloiise

Ktnrs June

CSeorgc MonlKtmi-

lliivci-.

Holm.

Cclcsti-

ery, Viviuii Bluliic,
Kllcn, Fmnk I.atimore;

fpsuui-i'B

VeraCharles

Unicc

Ilmiibofavoiip...
Si'veennlaj', A'ulemiiio Pavlrs; atlapted bjv
Urown IlolWos. I<ynn SlarllriK. Kolifrt BlIl8 ami llclun liottan fvoiii iHiry !»• Stephen
Siiiltli.

liy

r)lri'<.'i<;<l

Towye; (JoniMa

Kincst Pal-

(Tffhnlcoliii>,

.sorigfi.'Maoli iiordon and .Tosof Myrow,
JTBVi'y Warron arvaiiKcnvenls. Char'.e.? HcnJlaurlce vie Paelih
orohci-trilUiin.
(lei'.'soh;
Newand Kilwaril rimVull; imnilc,
man; dunves,. Seymour FellXi ballets. Babe

mer:

;

Mfrfd

shown

Van
'

RunnlPK

'.10.
^

...

.

.'.

;

Trade.MIXS.

Kavtr

,

Vivian

j,iz

iMU'lam.

.

......
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i

.

.

.

.Cele.'ite,

.

,

Hlalne

Hulm

.Vera-micn

Mvra
Sieve

.

; .

Mlue
HoBklns

Gblonel.

I^allmore,

Huby DandndKe
.Thurston Hall

. .

.

......

.. ..

.

.Clinton llosemond
William Torrest, .1r.

.

Head Clerk
Maid.

Frank

V.Chailos Smith
Charles llalton

.

Mammy

.

ill

time,

.

.(JeovRf .Miintgomery

.

.

.

.

tt'he

McLi-an.

.

Sept.
.

jDamiiv SmUli.

Ben,

.

Wcdneediay, September 4, 1946
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snaps out of it when he finds another
Considerhor.'se on the Pacific isle.
able color concerning the Soabec's

Miniature Reviews

is

foi

injected as

lyrics.

"3 Little Girls in Blue" (MuSpritely costume
(20th).

background
of how horse brings Seabee
grouu good luck, Script never pretends to be anything but a tearjerker, playing it straight throughout.
Because of that it develops plenty

work

of comedy from time to time. Beryl
few dullish
Davis, crooner, has
'

Miss
dupois
vnudc,

sical)

story

musical with eye appeal. Good
b.o. returns slated.
"Gallant Bess". (Color) (MG).
Unusual yarn based on tnie-life
incident concerning horse found
on a Pacific island; OK b.o,

Jeanne Bartlett scripted
from the seabee incident as told by
Lt, Marvin Park, USNR.

of interest.

You"

Loved

Always

'•I've

.

.

'.

.

. .

.

;Thei!psa:

HarrLs

with
filhil'ai'e
Pleasant musical
extra value of color.' A coftumerj
"3 Little Girls in Blue" mavks producer debut of tvinesmith Mack Gordon. It's a good Hrst ti-y, maldng excellent use of ".stock musical ingre*
general entertainment;
dients for
Boxoffice prospects shape up well for
majority situations. Score, works in
eight tunes, reprising tiiree of them,
and one lavish production: number.
Familiar star names add marquee
lustre to aid the selling.

Andrew Marton's
ance

directorial gviideffective in keeping central
in the foreground and shows

(Borzagc
to carry

the player.s and the horse to best advantage. Marshall Thompson is the
young maic lead, doing clever work.

another who makes
A
his footage couiit importantly,
standout is the terse, mountain storekeeper character performed by Clem
Bevans. Donald Curtis, Murray AlJohn
per, Wally CasseU. Jim Davis,
Burford and Johnny Bond are good.
Chill Wills gives a lift to single spot

George Tobias

.

:

dazes

Thompson with

ing spiel'

.

who

a glib, llagw av-

;.

.

:

outdoors
and color is easy on the eyes with
perfectly natural hues. There's none

PracticaUy

all

of film

is

the artificial brilliance o£ most
color films. Credit for ace lensing is
of

will

classics
this one>

have

trade

.

No

mitments.

how

matter

potent

maestro's

celluloid

—

Disk Jockeys
Continued (rom pace

j~

1

doing the Columbia University football

games

for

Regardless

WHN,
what the Federal

of

Communications Commission thinks
about the disk; jockeys' stymieing
luscious lot, of whom Miss Kendall
of live programming,
They are seen in constant development
is one,
awareness that they, perhaps
effusions of color but their voices are the
mediocre in the extreme, and most of more than any one else, are responon to sible' for whirling the new singing
their production numbers,
V
;
the point of tedium.
stars into fame and coin may cue a
Treatment of the film is thoroughly shift of. a flock of show biz personAmerican, forcing tlie question why alities into the platter-turning field,
it should have Been made in Britain
with Husing in. the vanguard.
at all. In every respect it apes the
The comeuppance of Jo Stafford,
American model, and London, as the
London Times points out, becomes a Perry Como, Margaret Whiting,
surprisMost
Lee, the King Cole Trio, etc.,
Peggy
Hollywood.
of
suburb
ing of all is the quality of the musical into the top-coin brackets is attribuitems, which fail every time to stun ted in no small measure at tlie atthe ear with haunting hits and lack tention focussed on their retjordings
good voices, throughout.
by the disk jockeys.
Film haO a splash premiere at the
It wasn't until Miss Stafford's reLeicester Square theatre, :.to which
Away and Long
the Prime Minister and; many other cording of "Far
notables were invited, and was fol- Ago" got the wax treatment 'frp.m
lowed by a party at the Savoy. "Lon- the disk jockeys, around the country
weeks
don Towii" is set for a four
that she came into the big league via
Ebct.
run.
the Chesterfield "Supper Club" show
'

stuff.

of past triumphs; interspersed with
impi.:lsive: commands to liis long-suffering but faithful. aide (Fritz Feld)
to "got me a concert in Rio," or "we
go to Carnegie Hall," and the like,
without plausibility of booking comthis

is

mn

.

•London. Town", (Eagle-Lion)
(Color; Songs). Wesley Ruggles'
British production misses fire
with all-English cast.
(One
"Little Miss Big" (U)
Song)
Schmaltzy tear-jerker
without much b.o. pull. Femme

is

as fast-talking recruiting C.P.O.

Technicolor

Rep).

-

and musical

is

theme

CShea, whose two-ton avoirwell known here; from
is

given a good opening spot
and winds up with a smashing cockney dance with Field and the Pearlies.
Her tonnage brings some big laughs.
Centre of the glamor are the Dozen
and One Girls ot London Town, a

:

editMV liarbara

I'eart'ei

Pam--.

.

1

PlOf REVIEWS

10

lloii,

.

,

is

boxoffice,

,

;

:

cognizance
garnered by JOhn W. Boyle. Music even Toscanini must take
dates and routes.
score; montages, etc., measure up, but of
on NBC.
Production othei-wise is ultra. The
editing could have been more con-,
color is beautiful and the romantic
Miss Whiting's emergence this fall
LiiAle 3liMCi llig
cise in clipping unneeded footage.
Bro0. • direction sometimes in Borzage's
as the femme singer on the Eddie
(ONE SONG)
most persuasive vis-a-vis manner, but
universal release of MarshaltGrant (Stan- Cantor air show, together with last
Hcldon,
funciamehtally the .script Is against ley Rubin) production. Stars I'ay
season's top-billing on the "Philip
Slniaaons,
Beverly
Jeaturea
McHugh;
Score tees off with hillbilly arh'rank
rates
a
kudo
them. Walter Scharf
Follies,"
stems from the
Dorothy Morris. Fred Brady. Directed by Morris
rangenient of title tune and number I've;
Abel.
for his musical segring.
Brie C. Kenton. Screenplay, Brna t.azarus. merry whirl the disk boys gave her
ICOLOB; WITH MUSIC)
later reprised by June Haver,
is
rom story by liarry ll. Poppe. I'hester BeeKdiHblig rcl«i»e o£ VranU IWrzuBe proViviah Blaine and Vera-EUen^ Trio
"Might As Well Be Spring" platter.
Ul'vott, Mary Marlind; camera. Paul Ivano;
ductitin (I^civ Eoraage assoe, iirodj,,
also handles "A Farmer's Life Is a i-Ofteil bv Frank liovziiBe^ Feature.<i Philip
iiuslcS It. J. Salter; asst. director, Charles
To%vn
the
same
token,
Miss Lee,
By
Schoengarth.
liuHsell
Gould; (.ditor,
S.
Very Merry Life" and "On the Dtnn, Catherine .Vci-i-od, Win. ( arter;
l.ordeii
(COLOR; SONGS)
Si-veonpl.ny,
tradeslibwn N'. 1'., Aug. liS, '-Id. Running whose multiple guest shots, disks,
Boardwalk," latter being score's best. Maria Ou-spenskaya.
P.inno n;wirdLondon, Aug. 30.
time, II" SUNS.
hi.s .uwii story;
current Paramount theatre, N. Y.,
Torchy "Somewhere in. the Niaht" is I'hase,by i'roni
Beverly .Slnmions
Arthur Bulien.stein; camera JeehEagle-Llon (J. Arthur ilfink) release oC Nancy Bryan.
inKS
Ilolden
pending
spot
on the
date,
etc.,
and
eltcois,
.Fay
vocaled by Miss Blaine, and Celeste; ni-color),
.special
Mary .lane Haxter.
Tony Uaudio;
,Slars
.sia
Wesley RusBles productioii.
by Field: featuies Great tiyut. Sonnie Hale, Charlie Bryan
..Frank McHugli new Bing Crosby transcribed show
Holm does a comic version of "Al- Howard & Theodore l.ydei'ker;. nmsic
.. ....Fred. Erady
Beethoven. -Men
Kddlc .Martin
Tessie O'rthea, Claude llulbert, Mary Clare,
ways a. Lady." Vera-EUen snares nni-hmaninoil-. Chopin,
..Dorothy Moiris have landed her in the $1,200 a
Bach; conducted by Petuia Clafk, Kay Kendall. Directed by Kaihy Bryan...... ...
larger .musical moments, handling "I ilelii.soKn,- Wasntr,
atone
Van
Mllburn
I.
.Richard
Lennergaii
editor,
week
class,
is
seen
the
product
of
and
Father
Schar£i
Screenplay.
Blligt
Paul
Sig
Ruggles.
Walter
Samuel S. Hinds
Like Mike'' plus a ballet specialty to Bnger. Tradcshown N. ;.Y. Aui;: a). 4tJ. Hel'zig, (roni original by Rugglesi sOngs, Wllfre.t Elliott
the cross-country disk jockey plugs.
... .... .. John Eldrcdge
tune, and also "You Make Me Feel Running time. 117. .SUNS.
- ^
Jimmy van; lieusen and Johnny Tturke: Snnlord Baxter.
.Uouseley Stevenson
That goes, too, for the King Cole
•• rhiliP Doin
ramera, Erwin Hillier and. Harold Hyaon. Dun -an
So Young," background for lavish I.copold Goionote
Catherine MeLeod At Lelceste," Square theatre. Imndoi), Aug.
lla-s.^iian
Myra
high
Trio,
which
makes
as
as
$10,000
kiddie production piece. Tune also
.
Peggy Wtbber
ry nVIlllam Carter LH, MO. RuiinlnB time, 120 MINS.
i
Bn^?.V.'.
Oeorge Snnipter
gets reprise at finale. All voices are Madame <}6rr,noM.>,.. JIaria Ouapenskaya Jeiry. Sanforfl.
Sid Field Detective Lieiitenant.. ........... .Jim Nolan a week on its one-nighters, its Kraft
l''elix ni'essart
lightweight but carry olf numbers by Frederick;^ Hassman.
.Oreta Gynt
Music Hall show, guest shots and
Mrs, Batry. ......
....
.Petula Clark
Peggy
... . . .i
Mack Gordon, Josef Myrow and Sieholas. .. /;
Femme and family trade ought to
Kay Kendall eat this one up, with its lightweight recordings. It was the jockeys who
Mrs. Samptci'..,.. .....KiJaabeth Patterson Patsy. .....
Harry Warren acceptably.
Browti
Vanessa
.........
".discovered" the combo.
Seventeen.
Hale
.Sonnie
Porky at
Charlie. ....
t,
marPlot concerns three dounfx'y girls Michael Se\er!n .....
,11-ewis Howard
.Claudo llulbert story and sugary tale. With no
Belgrave.
.., i.
It's
also seen as evidence that
;...Aaele Mara Mrs. Gates.
who take a small inheritance and Senorita Fortaleza ...
.Mary Clare quee value, film will be held to sec.... v.
.Gloria Donovan Tessie 0'.Shea...*;i..i;.,..;..'re.ssio O'Shea
dash to Atlantic City to snare some Porgy at Five. .............
onary situations as a rider to bigger much of radio's new talent is com.Stephanie Bachelor George.
Desmonde
Redhead.
JCTry
One plays Mrs. Biythe.
product, but it should do fairly ing from the recording field, where
millionaire husbands.
C'oi"*^ Witherspoon
Beryl Davis name
Paula
first
children
they
get
the "pre-test" treatment
and
a rich girl while the two sisters serve
......Seotty JlcHarg well, with women
Bill...
from the juves. If the juves like
....W. G. Fay at the boxoffice.
as secretary and maid, respectively.
Frank Borzage's romance of a .Mike
They all get their njen, but only one couple of. longhair personalities will Stage Manager. .......... .Reginald Purdell
Care in mounting "Little Miss 'em on records, goes the current
is rich. Background for the romantic
other
music
sets
and
classical
from
obvious
the
is
thinking,
on
Big"
radio
will grab 'em.
have to reiy
chase is brilliantly displayed in the and the Technicolor for best impact.
Wesley Ruggles has spared no ex- accoutrements. Especially good are
lensing. Particularly outstanding for
pense, time or trouble on this big- mid-Victorian furnishings surroundIt's a disappointing Technicolor teehues are the' Maryland fox-hunt off for Republic and Borzage s first budgeter, which opens, according to ing ^Fay Holden as a crochety old
scenes when chase .moves south. independent package for Republic. the new credits for Rank produce lady. Script and direction not up
Camera handling, by. Ernest Palmer The color and the cavalcade of Rach- tions, with "Arthur Rank Presents" to this standard, however, and picadds measurably to entertainment maninoff, Chopin, Beethoven, Men- a yard high. It serves as the film ture limps in several spots.
Continued from page Z
values.
delssohn, Wagner and Bach^plus the introduction of the famous British
fabulously
concerns
a
Story
Huniberstone's
direction Steinway virtuosity of Artur Rubin- variety comic, Sid Field, with variBruce
wealthy but ill-tempered old woman tal's finest, does classics mostly, like
puts the players through their paces stein, who is title-billed as "the ous other new faces, and its all-out whose wastrel nephew, John Eld- Chekhov and Gorky, along with
smartly to get best from the material world's greatest pianist"— will be the emphasis on sex appeal, clothes and redge, schemes to have her put away Shakespeare, Sheridan and Lope de
in the Valentine Davies script. Yarn most positive boxoffice factors. Lack showmanship, slate it as a big moneyin an insane asylum because of her
was adapted from a play by Stepl^en of cast names headed; by Philip Dorn spinner in the key spots. But for a love for her dog to make the fortune Vega. The Russians do the classics
Powys by Brown Holmes, Lynn and Catherine McLeOd, is another budget this size (reportedly lji2,600,- available to him. She escapes and is extremely well, says Fowle. The
modern stufiT, with its obvious poStarling and Robert Ellis and Helen marquee factor.
000), and for the year it took in pro- taken in by a poor barber's family
Logan.
George Montgomery and
IKical moral, is pretty dreary.
The story is thini trite and fre- duction, it is a raisfii'e. Its American who eventually get in and out of
Frank Latimore show up well as
Modern plays, he says, reflect,
implausible. Whatever scen- appeal would lie in the Yank narties trouble for harboring hef from the
male targets for June Haver and quently
with
production.
associated
the
new
hearing
her
police,
A
proves
Borden Chase's original Ameriwhatever point of view the party
Vivian Blaine. Charles Smith has his arist
"Concerto," may
Opening shows Field, as .ierry, mentally okay and the barber's wants at the moment. If it wants
good moments as Vera-EUen's vis-a- can magazine story,
family
McHugh)
lives to stress enlistments for the Navy,
have been in published form, it smalltime performer seeking Hie big- (Frank;
vis, and Celeste Holm Sharpens up
It is time in London .with his small daugh- wealthily ever after;
off in celluloid:
doesn't
come
as, against Army, it will order a play
some comedy scenes as a man-crazy
dragged out for two hours, almost a ter, Peggy, played by a 15-year-old
Scenario and direction are strictly on it.
Southern girl.
"The Naval Officer,'' procavalcade of the loves newcomer, Petula Clark.
pedestrian, with opportunities for
Gordon's production guidance has biographical
duced at the end of the war, was inmae.stro," played by Dorn,
Jerry is offered a fat comedy part injection of color or laughs missed
injected a bit of everything to keep of "the
McLeod. A sec- by the sleek Mrs. Barry (fSreta for the most part McHugh under- tended to build interest in the Navy
appeal as broad as possible. Pace is and his pupil, Miss
by Gynt), producer of the ''London plays his few comic lines smartly, as a career. In 1942, when the old
appurtenances of first order. end generation is represented
fast,
a
at
essays
17,
Town" show, but finds himself as- but in a couple of instances seems a generals had to be bounced for inSeyniour Felix staged dances and Vanessa Brown who,
the same signed, instead, as understudy to little embarrassed by what 'he has to competence, the most important poBabe Pearce the ballet. .Costuming Carnegie Hall recital with
2d Piano Concerto as Charlie, the real comic, who is an handle. Miss Holden does a trouper's litical play was Korneichuk's "The
of the period piece is on the elegant Rachmaninoff
the piece-de-resistance which proved obvious ham and always ill. Some job with her part, but did look a
side as are other decorations.
Front," which glorified the younger,
the musico-cliniactic breach between neat comedy touches arise from the little incongruous climbing out of the
Broe
her mother and the maestro a gen- traditional jealousy of star and un- nuthouse window on a sheet. Dor- more aggressive generals who were
eration back.
othy Morris and Fred Brady as the upped to command. The play was
derstudy, and when, by means of
Gallant lless
done all over Russia to show the
The classical jam session is such trick played on him by young. Peggy,a love interests are fair.
althat' Dorn and Miss McLeOd are
(COLOR)
Erie Kenton's direction stalls in a populace that the older generals
Charlie misses the show, Jerry goes
most constantly at the Steinway. on and .scores the usual big success. couple of sequences; especially one were behind the times and had to
Hollywood, Sept. 2.
Metro release bc 3larry RapE production
And while the off-screen piano vir- The story, such as it is, fades Out in in which the old matriarch is telling be sidetracked. Playwrights 'who''
Features Marshall Thompson, (.George TO' tuosity o£ Artur Rubinstein is highly
of
a
lost love while fingering "PetePi can sense what the Party needs are
favor of dazzling scenes, vocal acts,
bias, Clem Bevtins "Bess" (equine).
Diimpressive, it's overdoing a good
rected by Andrew Afarton.
Original story
production numbers and the brilliant Peter, Pumpkin Eater" on the piano. the most successful.
and screenplay, .iefttine Burtlelt; suggested thing; Not counting, Of :COurse, the fooling of Field with his dressy This particular scene is signicant,
Because of constantly changing
que.stion of classical music's appeal
.by incident as ioKl .by 14. Marvin Park,
because it's indicative 'Of the entire
.USXR; <'anierfi (Cinecnior), John W, Boyle to the average film fan. However; stooge, Jerry, Desmonde,
filni.
Something always seems iabout repertory, and theatre tickets being
Ittidolph .(^.
kojip: ediior,
ftitiaic,
Itarry
The
film
concentrates
on
eye
apthat's not the hazard it. was several
to happen, but never does. Title re- reserved in blocks for factories of
Korneh.: Trndeshown j^ug. 20. '^0. Running
years ago in light of the "middle- peal. Opening with a dream se- fers to little sister
time. 09 .>U.\.S.
Simmons leave centers, it's difficult to see a
Tex. .. ... : ....
..Mai'sh.ill Thompison
brow musie" conditioning of Jose quence, with Fields Sailing over -roof s who is siipposed Beverly
to reform Miss particular play at the time yoii 'want,
l4ig
.George Tobias ItUrbi, With his boogie-woogie pallia- to fame, it proceeds to a Spacious
Holden,- but; has a tough -time doing says Fowle;
The theatre economy
Srtiitty
.^v.
.i.'lem Bevans
tive in between legitimate concertiz- production number' of love simong It with a weakly
lit. Bridgenittji.',...:i...v. .. .DonalJ Curtis
written part,
isn't based on the boxoffice, being
the daffodils in which the cplor is
Johnny.
.Hurray Alper ing; and the r.adio-c.onditioned"chalstate-supported.
Top is ,25 rubles
Mike; ..... .v.
.Wally Casfiell lenge" of the Wagnerian tenor, Lau- notably good, as it is thro.tighdut the
picture.
Harry. ... ;^
Jini Davi
It is followed by massive
($5 normally, but $2 at the diplorriat
ritz Melchior, in his radio sorties
CV.a. .......v.i.i.V...
..Chill wills
scenes
of
revue,:
with
a
profusion of.
exchange rate). Money isn't a probversus Sinatra,, and. the like.
Not
Foreign Films
vSHni'ty".
;..iobn Biirford
forgetting the pioneering done by the girls in vast, shiny interiors, a long
lem for most Russians. The essenijojiiiny Bond
OaKie....,,
VUnlikely for Anglo-U. S. Market)
"Hess"
Chopin saga,' "A Song to Remember'' boating sequence on the Thames,
tials of life, cost little; everything
four acts which made the Field name
(Columbia), a season back.
els# i.s so high and Out of reach, that,
"Gallant Bess" offers considerable
None tfie less, there, is an over- in the late George Black's revue,
"'r«ml>e
;f'i.<d"
nil
("dropped from the theatre is a moderate luxury
in the way of entorlainment, assur- abundance' of ciassicism in this score, "Strike a New Note," and a handHeaven") (I'KKNt'H). C.dn.C.; reieasB
ing healthy grosses. It'.s a tinter, with underlined iDy a story which is rep- some finale oh Hampstead Heath, lit f!(H'lel& Frahcaise de Clneiiiafograpjile' most people can afford. The problem
prodnctioii;
dire,cted by B. E.. Heinert; stiirS
is' getting tickets.
plot developed from World War II etitive and trite. Lack of marquee with the Pearly Kings doing their cliiiitle
Daiiphin; features .iactiuellne Gautraditional
Stuff in song and dance Ihii.r,
Fowle reports two opera houses
incident ,of a Seabee finding a horse names is a notable factor,, .niost
Glsele
hI. ..Olivfafdi scrfenpliiy,
(Icrnrd Cai
on a ."mall Pacific island. There's some ."amiliar faces being the supporting among the crowds.
liovie*M; in .fti!
Kun- busy in IVtoscow, with the Bol.shoi
battle action,, but it doesn't enter in Felix Bres,sart, Maria Ouspenskaya,
Field should certainly register in .ning time, 100 IIINS.
doing some fine "vvork. I'chaikovsliy's
until latter half of film and is .kept Fritz Feld and Elizabeth Patterson.
a big way in America. He has re"Eugen Onegin" and "Queen of
to a minimum. B.o. factors are the
Borzage lelied on new faces for markable gifts of mime, reminding
AKhoiigh made for a reported cost Spades" are most popular in the
horsciy plot and color, film niprking his leads, with the exception of the one of Chaplin. His Cockney crea- of U;s.s than $120,00.0, .this looks like
repertory. 'Voices aren't up to be.st
Jii'st. major produt*'3n in .CinecOlor.
Dutch-born Dorn, who is uncon- tion of Slasher Green,; the" immortal a nice grosser in France because it
standStrong points, balance overlength and vinciiig as the awesome maestro. Londoner 'with hunched shoulders gets plenty of laughs. Lo.oks more Metropblitan or continental
sometimes
maudlin
development. That goes for Miss. McLeod, who atid outside overcoat, is grept eccen- like worth remaking than dubbing ards, but opera lacting is plausible,
to be one of the most delightful
Tear-jerkei- elements are well-han- looks better as a matured woman tric foolinr;. He u.ses a pluirimy voiGe for
S. Film shows a touring prdled by Harry Rapf's production than as the starry-eyed pupil; while with extraordinary ertoct, his vitality chesu-a o( four boys and a girl strand- things about Russian opera: The Rusguidance, making., for showmanly job William Carter i.s a rather indeterm- is amazing, and he grabs the atlcti- ed on a country farm. They decided sians, says Fowle, have worked out
That finale, when tion instantly by his mastery of the to break up the band but hold a fare- a good technique for opera acting,
all around. (2ast is uniformly good inate juvenile.
but names aren't .stout enough to be Miss McLeod breaks off in her trium^ comic medium, and knowledge of au- well dinner at which the boys get away from conventional Italian or
chant Carnegie Hall interpretation of dience reaction. He is supported by drunk, All Claude Dauphin can re- German opera flamboyancy.
a selling aid.
Yarn is essentially story, of a boy's the Rachmaninoff Concerto which is Greta Gynt, Kay Kendall fa good- member later is that he spent the
.Russian theatre even has its boblove for his horse, a beautiful mare the love theme of the film and goes looking newcomer and grand-daugh- night in he.jiimie hayloft as the girl
Teenna»ted Bos.s. First half deals with, to her husband'^ (Carter) arms, ter of the famous Marie Kendall), Up to this point picture is so badly by-soxers, according to Fowle,
of
bis attempts to launch a stock ranch spurning the lady-killing Dorn, adds Tessie O'Shea, Sophie Hale, Claudt! made It looks ;amateuri.ih. Balance agers, he says, squeal the name
Hulbert and Mary Clare. But none of .story contains some brisk coinedy their favorite actor after a perwith the mare. Youngster is fast- to the plot's !;hortcofflinfis.
Dialog is frequently inane, sound- of them, except Miss O'Shea, have pa.ssages built around Dauphin, the formance and rush to the .stage from
talked into joining the Seabces, goes
off to the wars leaving his horse in ing more like a. conversational Bae- parts which add up to anything. girl and a baby, which he is led to all parts of the house; while other?
foal. Mare dies, kid's brolten up but deker as Dorn reel"! off bi.'i .scenes Claude Hulbert has brilliant flashe.s believe IS hi.s.
jam the stagedoor. entrances^
Maxi.
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COURT CRIMPS ANTI-TRUST SUITS
Show

the Tamine' Film

Reviewing committees of the American Tlieatres Association,
National Allied and the Motion Picture Theatre Owners ol
America last week recommended that their exhibitor members
play "A Message of Famine." The four-minute Government
short On the world food shortage and the necessity of our saving
{ood here to save lives abroad deserves the widest possible ex-

While the exhib organizations have "recommended" the short,
they can, of course, in no way compel a theatre operator to run
That's a matter for his own conscience. Many an exhib is
it.
going to back away from it, claiming that patrons come into liis
theatre for "entertainment." But four minutes of life and truth
mixed with two and one-half or tliree hours of entertainment
should not be too hard to take.
be "gruesome," as some exhibs
is gruesome.
Nothing can bring
that fact home so clearly as film, and every exhibitor has an
obligation to contribute ^hat little he can to alleviate conditions
such as "Message of Famine" depicts.

Of course, the picture's going
have called it. But starvation

to

Decree's Curbs on Specifying B.O.

Scales Most Bothersome to Prods.
agair>Bt

mini-'t-

setting

major point on which Donald
Nelson, prexy of the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producer,
will flght in the decree as it is finally
worked out, it has -been learned.
tlie

Indies figure that, without the
to specify minimum admissions for Various runs, they lose all
control, over their product and- can

power

Studio Pickets Fined
Los Angeles, Sept. 3.
Twenty union pickets were fined
$29 apiece in Municipal Court as an
aftermath of the strike riots at the
film studios
Paramount and
last year. Fines were paid by Frank
Pestana, attorney representing the
Conference of Studio Unions.

RKO

Through an agreement with the
similar
Attorney's
office,
City
be badly damaged financially. Thus charges against 349 strikers were
dismissed.
Nelson, as soon as he sees what the
majors and the Department of Justice agr^ on in regard to the minimum admissions proviso, will ask the
court and/or the D of 'j for the right
to intervene to get the indies' point

Yates Sees Pix

over.

As SIMPP members see it, without
the power to put a floor on the b.o.
tap in any particuiar situation they

Aided by Decree

cannot go on taking chances with
multi-million-dollar pictures, while
such efforts as David O. Selznick's

forthcoming and very costly "Duel
in the Sun" become completely unthinkable. What they envision is an
exhib holding high to get a film,
playing it a number of weeks at, say,

Hollywood. Sept.

3.

Auction selling under the new
Federal court decree will be a stimulus to the motion picture business
throughout the country, it was asserted here by Herbert J. Yates, Republic chief;

who

the business

is

predicted a nation-

and then, when business starts
to slip, lowering admission to a quar- wide boom in the building of film
What would theatres as soon as materials are
ter or even a dime.
that do to the fellow in the next run, ready. He added:
it is asked, despite the court's ap"Under the decree everybody in
75c,

proval in another section of the decree of tlie system of clearance and
Naturally, the subseprotection?
quent exhibs wouldn't give a nickel
for the picture it he had to wait for
a 14- or 21-day protection period to
pass, and then had to try to charge
as much or more tl\an the house that
ran the picture before him. Effect
on a producer's income of such mis-

going to get a better

There will be betbreaks for both distributor and

deal generally..

.

ter

exhibitor, with l^ss chiseling on both
.5ides."

Yates declared the "B" picture is
on its way out and asserted that
none Of the Hollywood companies
had made any appreciable amount
handling of his film is evident.
What the indies want, if not the of profit on that type of film in five
power to set the minimum door tap years.
Republic prexy announced that his
tliemselvcs, is that the exhib be
forced to state in his bid what he in- studio is going into the 16m field on
"We have learned,"
tends charging. Distrib can then use a large scale.
this factor in determining the win- he said, "that firms in Chicago have
ning bid and write it into the con- been shipping 16m projectors to
tract.
By that method, it is claimed, South America in 10.000 lots. Meanthe court achieves its aim of elinii- while the narrow gauge business is
natinj? collusion because the exhib developing rapidly in the U. S:''
himself sets the mi nimum admission
'

figure.

•

Indies have hopes of winning their
point, since the three-man Federal
court that handed down the decree

Amusements Down Also
General Market Dip

In
was obviously over its head
Worst break in the stock market
industry intricacies as far as
the provisions of admission, clear- for many years yesterday (Tues.),
Certain
ance, etc., were concerned,
which dropped prices 2 to 13 points,
points are directly contradictory and,
as other
in straightening them out in the de- hit film shares the same
cree as finally written, it appears industrial stocks. Many explanations,
likely that the indies' plaint will get including blame placed on "more
outline:

in' film

Metro,

tiirown
on
was
Exbib's Radio Yra
monopoly suits by lindie exhibs in
Piet.=burgh, Sept. 3.
the first ruling to be handed down
Frank Murphy; manager of Loew's
by a Federal court since the re- Penn here, and three other ex-GIs
vamping of industry practices' or- have made application to the FCC

water

Government's N. Y.
The View expressed
by Federal Judge R. M. GibsOn
Friday (30), in a 26-page opinion,
played down tha effect of the main
dered in the
equity action.

using

Philly

Phiily
for

its

first

of the auction bidding
system, has notified first run exhibs
test

there of minimum terms acceptable,
including both a minimum price and
minimum playing time. Metro exv
change in the Quaker City last week
for a permit to. operate a new radi(j offered "Holiday in Mexico" as the
It would be first film to be sold under the sysstation in Dayton, O.
mcorporated as the Information & tern, notifying the Stanley-Warner:''
circuit and the William Goldman
Education Broadcasting Corp.
Murphy's partners in the prospec- chain via letters of the film's avail-

:

enterp»ise are listed as Jack ability and the minimum terms.
anti-trust decision and limited its tiva
Raman, Lawrence Wolfson and HowBids, which were due yesterday
applicability.
In so doing. Judge
(Tuesday),, asked for a flat guaranGibson termed the provisions of the ard Cole.
tee on the film against a percentage
decree suit "drastic" and said the
deal,
As far as could be learned,
likelihood of appeal from it "possiGoldman and Warners were the
bly weakens it as a citation of legal
only two who received the Metro
principles."
letters, ina.smuch as these two organiCourt decision which tossed outzations control all the first run
the triple damage anti-trust comhouses in Philly,
plaint of Harry Normal Ball filed
Warners .sent in bids for the film
in the western district of Pennsylfor three of its downtown first run
Theatre
vania
against -Pennware
Indianapolis, Sept. 2.
houses, with Metro reserving the
Corp., A. N. Notopoulos, its prexy,
The Associated Theatres Owners right to decide which bid to honor.
Paramount, RKO, Loew's and 20th-, of Indiana threaten to have the law Whether the distrib will be allowed
Fox. in effect held that each anti- on film distributors who exchange to make such
decisions will await
trust suit must stand on its own confidential information to the dis- the
terms -of the final decree, but
regardless of any general findings advantage of exhibitors in making Metro has decided to
take the step
:

.

;

Tattling Distribs

'

monopoly

in the main equity acwake of its differentiation between a Government prosecuted action and one initiated by an

of

tion.

deals.

They are threatened with prosecu-

In the

lawyers for the defendwould act as
a brake on the number of suits, filed
by
disgruntled
theatre
owners
against film companies.
In muting the New York's suit effects, an attempt by Ball to call to
his aid the rtiling that pricerfixing
exhibitor,

ants, predicted that it

tion in the following ultimatum to
"all film salesmen, managers and executives of distributing companies,"
in
the state Independent
issued
group's Sept. 2 bulletin:
"That any comparison of exhibi-

its experiments,
System is also being tried out in
other strictly competitive areas, but
identification of the cities is being

in

kept under wraps by Metro saleschief William F. Rodgers. Bulk of
the testing, however, is being conducted in Philly and around the
any
Pittsbiu-gh exchange areas, it's been:

by telephone or
tors' deals,
other method, between representa-

tives of different companies will, in
th^ future, be: dealt with severely

,

learned.

Modua Operandi
Typical format,

it's

been revealed,

clearance were monopolistic by the means placed ioc our hands is for the branch manager to adwas disregarded by the court which through the (Jovernment decision in vise exhibitors in a certain locality
the New York case, and we will use
that a film is available for bidding.
the file of evidence built up in this
Local sales chief sends

and

said they had no bearing on plaintiff's particular complaint.
Judge
Gibson, moreover, ruled that Paramount in entering a theatre part-

office to prosecute the parties using
collusive selling methods."

out letters
to each exhib involved, asking them
what they'll offer for the film, how

based on exhibitors commany days they plan to run it if
plaints to the association against
they're -awarded the picture and
"this intolerable condition," which
man anti-trust laws.
pertinent details. Exhibs are
ATOI alleges is largely responsible otiier
requested to make their bids in
Additionally, Judge Gibson flatly
for "unreasonable demands made by
held that a run goes with a theatre the distributors to increase film writing within a specified time limit,
which
is set to give them a chance
regardless of change of managerentals year after year.''
ment.
Discussing this point,, the
'The situation locally has t>ecome to study the situation, figure out
opinion said: "The contention was, so flagrant and out of line that the what they think the picture is worth
in substance, that if a certain run distributors are brazen, and out in to them and if they can fit it info
of motion pictures had' been ex- the open with their interchange of their schedules within a reasonable
hibited in a theatre for several information," ATOI charges. "There length of time.
After the exhibs have mailed in
yeai-s, that theatre was entitled toare available numerous exhibitor
the rim as against any subsequently witnesses to not only collusion be- their bids, the company studies them
constructed theatre, even though its ing practiced by the local distribu- to ascertain which will bring in the
management had changed; or, to put tors but of the New York distributor most revenue in the light of each
the claim in other words, that the executives using collusive means house's earning power. Branch mantheatre is entitled to the run no to obtain unfair and confiscatory ager, it's believed, decides upon the
winning bid since, if the system befilm rentals from exhibitors,"
(Continued on page 27)
comes law with the final decree and
bids pour through from all over the
country for each film, it would be
impossible for the h.o. sales execs
Little
to handle them all. In making its
decision on the winning bid, the
Action

co-defendant, Noto^
polous, had not violated the Sher-

nership with

its

CIEA Sees

is.

'

;

Hope of Intervention

company takes

In Decree; Will

Work Through

Outlook for intervention as par-

tors, it is claimed.

Govt.

Government has

ties in the anti-trust suit is not already expressed its opposition to
hopeful for indie exhibitors and any attempt of theatre operators to
legal precedent is against a success- take an independent part in proful attempt by exhibs to take an ceedings during huddles in Washactive part in the case, Jesse Stern, ington between D of J reps and exprexy of the Conference of Inde- hibs, it was said. Moreover, Stern
pendent Exhibitors Assn., declared pointed out that a similar plea made
Consequently, the CIEA by Allied before the signing of the
last week.
will probably stick to its policy of consent decree was nixed by Fedworking through the Dept. of Justice eral Judge Henry Goddard who's
with an eye to getting across to the still in on the case along with two
court as much of its ideas on the other judges. Since the legal setup
future decree as is possible through is not much diflerent, court would
Government spokesmen. Stern said. ordinarily follow that ruling.
CIEA will probably invite rcpreOrganization has always '•operated
through the department, he added, .sentatives of the D of J. to sit in on
,

Washington national meet slated
for Sept. 25 and join in discussions

and sees no difficulties in harmonizing it.s views with the Government
of the anti-trust suit ramifications;
prior to decree arguments.
Unit has little doubt
by the Stern said.
intervention
Successful
consideration.
erratic radio broadcasters" by daily American Theatres, Assn. as a full llial the .invite would be accepted
papers for heralding another war party to the suit would cue a parallel since Special Assistant Attorney
General
Robert
L. Wright attended
.said.
by 1947, were given for the way move by the CIEA, it was
Autry Gallops Into
Bretton Woods confab held by
Wall Street tumbled. Fact that 100?! CIEA represents the great bulk the
CIEA a year and a half ago.
Federal margin requirement kept of indie theatremen and should the
N.Y. Garden Sept. 25 buying power restricted also is be heard in all proceedings if Meet is timed to follow filing of
blamed for drastic 8lump by some the court opens the door to such formal decree provisions by the
Hollywood, Sept. 3.
a step. Stern asserted. Organization majors so that CIEA- board mem;
Gene Autry opens a 12-week rodeo quarters.
tactical advantages of bers will be able to- take action in
Bulk of major film shares lost realizes the
tour Sept. 12 with a three-day stand
winning a plea to intervene, accord- the light of those recommendations.
at Dublin, Texas, where he quar^ three points or more; 20th-Fox- sufing to Stern, since it would entitle Stern added.
ters his horses and steers.
Troupe fering the most with a loss of $4.87'.i exhibitors to receive notice of all
Meanwhile, in four weeks quizmoves into Madison Square Garden on the day. At one time, it was off
court maneuvers and the right to zing of exhibitors, Motion Picture
Sept. 25 tor four weeks, followed by more than $6. Other losses were
Theatre Owners of America has
Columbia Pictures, $2; Loew's. $3.- be heard both in the statutory court
two weeks in Boston.
Court on appeal. found 177 theatremen opposed to
Arena Managers, Inc., is booking 50; Paramount. $3.12'i;; RKO, $2: and the Sunreme
Intervention -victory' is unlikely auction selling as against 18 afr;
the (our, hiring Autry. as star and Republic, $1.50; Universal. $3.25; and
for exhibs because of several fac- firmatlves.
Warner Bros., $2.25.
renting his rodeo stock.
its

.

.

major

bid. Indiesinfarn

mum

admission prices in contracts is
tlie principal provision of the Federal court's outlined decree bothering independent producers. That's

Time in 1st Auction Bid Test in

DECREE'S EFFECT
Cold

libltlon.

Prohibition

SOFT-PEOmS

j

'

-

I

'

1

•

i

into consideration the
of each theatre,

seating capacity
what the house

did

on

previous

Company then decides and
the exhib who has turned

films, etc.

notifies

in

the winning bid.

It's believed possible, -under such
a system, that a situation might
arise wherein none of the bids would

:

be acceptable to the company. Metro sales chiefs declared that they've

been studying their possible moves
in such cases, but would not comment on whether such a situation
has come to light in the tests conducted to the present time, v

Ex-Gubernatorial Sec'y
Now a Theatre Co-Owner
James
aiisistant

J,

Mahoney, who served as
Governors
to

secretary

L. Miller, Alfred E. Smith,
Franldin D. Roosevelt and Herbert
H. Lehman. IS now part owner of
the small Uptown theatre in Ren.s-

Nathan

,

selaer, N. Y. Mahoney, recently retired from State, employment after
So-odd years of service, is a partner with his cousin, John Moran,
formerly a guard and athletic in.

Coxsackie State
the
at
School for Boys, in the
Moran took over the 275house on Aug. 31 from William

structor

Training
venture,
•seat

E, Featherly.

Mahoney retired from the State
service two months ago, on a very
substantial pension. He was secretary of the Conservation Commis-?.
sion at the. time.
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NEXT 1
THE NEW
AT BOXOFFICES EVERYWHERE!
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FROM 20

THE ROMANTIC. ENCHANTIC MUSICAL MADE FOR GIGANTIC GROS
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IS

'THREE LITTLE GIRLS IN BLUE" Starring JUNE

MONTGOMERY

•

VIVIAN BLAINE

CELEStE

•

HAVER

HOLM

•

•

GEORGE

VERA- ELLEN

Directed by BRUCE
In TECHNICOLOR
FRANK LATIMORE
HUMBERSTONE Produced by MACK GORDON Screen Play by
•

•

•

•

Valentine Davies

and Robert

•

Ellis

Adapted by Brown Holmes, Lynn
and Helen Logan

Ploy by Stephen Powys

Gordon

/^,^

•

Lyrics

Music by Josef

Harry Warren

;*f;;

mm

•

•

•

From a

by Mack

Myrow and

Dances Staged

by Seymour

Felix

Starling

M

W«dn««d«y, icptember

PICTSnB GROSSES
US.S/ TERRIF 16€,

LA Torrid; 'Cleo' Smash 52G, 4 Spots;

Tassage'-Vaude Great 40G, Hub's Best;

OMAHA; HOPE 13iG
Omalia, Sept.

'2

Guys' Great lOG in

85G

'Mexico' Fat

3,

"O.S.S."

brackets.

second frame in two

"They

hoii.ses.

Were

Sisters." British fllm, soloing
the P^om- Star,; shapes for trim
$P,000 opening week ;

Bclinoilt (FWC)
'•Holiday Mexico"

Key

estimates for This Week
Br»ndei$ (RKO) (.1,500; 16-65)—
Mine Music" I RKO) and
Rousing:
"Perilous Holiday" (Col).
Last week,
$10,000, and may liold.
"Stranger"
(RKO) and ''Rusty"

Broadway Grosses

(Col), $9,000.

Total Gross Same
Last Year

arid

Omalia

$910,500
iBaseiX on 17 theatres)
,

Sum iiier"

''Centennial

We«k

"Dark Alibi"

t

:

(20th)

Mono )

.

(FWC)

Carihav Circle

$1)— "Anna"

(1,518;

(m.o.).
good $6,200.

(20th)

Last week,
Chinese
(Grauinan-WC)

$5,500.

(2,048;

5n-Sl )— "Centennial Summer'' (20th)
(3d wk). Oke $1,').000. Last week,

neat

SI 5,500.

Downlown (WB'

(1,800; 50-$l)—
Milwaukee' (WB). Sft-ong
week, "Night and Day"
IWB) (4th wk), nitty, SIS.eOO.
nowntown Music Hall (Blumenfeld) (872; 85-$l )^"Cae.sar and CleoHandsome $23,000.
pi.tra"
(UA);

•2 Gny-i

La.st

$27.00(j.

:

Last week, "Night Ca.sablanca" (UA)
(4th wk), $6,200 on blowoff.
EKVplian (FWC) f 1.538: 50-$l)—
Great
(M-G).
"Holiday Mexico"
$24,000. Last week, "Bad Bascomb"

wk-0

(IW-G) (2d

doy.s). $6,600.

This

Estittiatcs for

50-

'Good

t20th), $12,800.

'Notorious' Near-Record

Sleep"; and
spots. "Smoky," "Big
"Kid From Brooklyn" all look great.
Estimates for This Week

Week
•

Four nevv

biz;.

,

cream

getting

000.

Last

"End

week,

(U) (.Id wK-9 daY.<;) lat $4,900.
GuiW (FWC) (968; 50-$l)— "Time
Lives" (U) /and "Dark Horse"
lU) (2d wk), Okc S4,500. Last week,
.

Balto Hot; 'Kid'-Vaude

Sockeroo 27G, Hope 19G,

(9.56;
Hawaii (C-*;:S-Blun-ien{eld)
85-$n— "Caesar Cleopatra" (UA).
B'g $12,000. Last week. "Ni.ght Casablanca' <UA) '.4th wk), wfcnt out

(WB)

(UA) (,2d
Grand .(RKO)

patra"

wk),; big $11,000.
.(1.430; gO-70)

Last week, "Nieht and Day"

.

Keith's (Citv

hmdsome $9,600.
HaU (BlumenCleopatra"

is beln.t;

reflected in

;'.olld

'

$1

$2,700.

wk).

(2.404; 50-

Li''e.'"

(20th)

for top returns ,at Keith's,

(3(i

'Monsieur Beaucaire"
,

Hope

film

$17,600.

ch"-"

w."?,k $11 ' no.
(Pan) (2 812;

record at $40,500.
ra.-aniOiint (F&M) (2,812;

wk), at $12

Last

close

(UA>

.

(2d

800,.

(2,240;
—"Kid (Rappaport)
FroriT
Brooklyn"

plus

Keitlj's

,

(Par)

(2d

Last V Week

.$22.i)00.

to

"Kid From

week.
(2d

Shubcrt

,

vvkl.

(RKO)

Brooklyn"

fatso $16,000.
(2.100: 50-70)

solidji7.flf)0..'.

(Schanberger)

(2.400;

20-

j,

(UA-WC)

(2,100:

of Live.V (U) and
Good
(2d wk).
week, average $14,000.

"Dark Horse"- (U)
$10,000,

:L.-:st

Uptown

(FWC) (1.719: 50-$l)—
Summer" (20th); (Sd"

"Centennial
wk). F.'nale

$5..')09.'

Last week,, "Bad Bascomb"

Vosuc (FWC) (885: 50-85)— "Black
Beauty" (20th) and "Letter for Evie"
Last week,
Light ,$5,500.
(M-G).
"Hoacts Growing Up" (Par) and
"Deadline for Murder" .(20th), okay

Guys Milwaukee" (WB),

.$6,000.

Wilshhe (FWC)
"Holiday
Mexico"

(2,296;

50-$l)

fM-G).

—

Nifty

(M-G) (2d wk),
Wilfern
000.

Last

(WB)
week,

—

$4,700.
(2,1100;

"Night

50-Sl)
"2
Solid $21,-

and Day"

(WB)

(4th wk), stout $10,100.
[.anrel (Ro.sener) (835; $1.80-2; 40)

—"Henry

V"

(UA)

(12th

wk).

Steady $7,000. Last week, okfe

$7,000.

-

(WB)

:

qiid

,

'•Shadows

;

Last week, "fiaGsar and' Cttib,''
oatra" (UA) (2d wk). $14:000,
'franslux (Translux) (900:; 40-80)—
"Undercover Wpipan" (Rep) and
"Dynamite Kid" (Mono) irei.ssuo);
Good $5,000, Last week. '-Wohian in
Window" (RKO) and 'Larceny"
000,

;.

'

helped

-

,3

j

,

.

WB). $,5,000.
Trcmont (Brand-Mage), ri.sdO: 4080)— "Mr; Ace" (UA); and"Freddie
Steps Out" (Mono) (2d wk).. .Vice
'

I

;

Here

l.iiz'

I

,

,

despite, tprrific: draW:. of -fifst Indiana,
.state fair since 1941. playing to e.^ti- 1*7 000 after $8,500 on fir.sf
mated .7,00,000 alfendanco this weel?.
"Monsieur Beaucaire" at the Indiana
and "Three' Wise Fools^' at Loew's
bot.h;are in the sock olas.s., with latiter pos.sibly holding,
,Human
Bondage" is okay at the Circle;
Estimates for This Week
jVIinnoapoli,-;, .Sept. 3,
Circle (Kat;?-Do11e
(2.800: 40,-6,0)
1

I

WOW 20G, MPLS.;

HOPE

I

,

"Of

:-

'CASABLANCA' BIG 12G

I

Seattle Better; 'Wed'

1

—•'Of
Human Bondage"; (WBi.
Sturdy $11,000. .Last week, "Hearts
(Par) and "Made Me
Killer" (Par). Nice $11,500.
Indiana (Katz-Dollc) (3.300: 40-60)
'Mensieur 'Beaueaire": (Par), New

'

,

comedy Week

It's

hei'e, with '"IVUmBeaucaire" and "A: Night In
the
prineipar how-

;

:

.sieur

Ca.sablanca,"

Big 17iG, 'Beauty' IIG Growing Up"
I

Seattle, Sept.

weekond holiday
uike

3.

—

;

Is

boosting
;

all

over

this

week (Bob Hope

"Easy To Wed," "Black Beauty" and

Last

"Tw;) Guys Prorri: MilWaukoe'".;i6Qlt:,
lop new entries.
Estimates tor This Week

film

week,

"Without

(RKO). great

.sock

loolcs

$18,000.

Ro,'--crviiliOns"

$19,000,

Loew's (Loe'w'.s) (2,450; 40-eO)—
"Tlir(;e Wise Fools" (M-G) and "PeriBhic aiOH.se (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
"Green Years" (M-G) (3d wkl. Frorn lous^oliday" (Co!).- Strong $18,000,
nearly tops for double feature there.
Fifth A\-e. Heading f(n- swell $7,000.
La.st week. "Cae.sar and Cleopatra"
Last wee!.:. "Each His Own" (Par)
(UA), $8,500 after rousing $16,000
(3d wk), okay $5,200.

j

I

i

..

coiners, ahd .both sock.
"Boaucaire"
will load the. fiold by a wide margin,
at the Radio City, with "Casablanca"
also big at ;th(j .smaller State,
Estimates (or This Week
Astor (Far) (900; 30-44)— "Colora-.
;

'

;

;;

,

do Serenade" (PRC) and "Danger
(U). Okay $2,000 In 5 day.s.
Last week, "Sing While You Dance"

Woman"

(Continued on page 30)

•

'

opener.
Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (1,600: 40-60)—
"Without Reservations" (RKO) (m;0.). Dandy $8,000. Last week, "Night
and Day" (WB) (m.o.-), $«,0U0 on

)»ill,000.-

,ti6erty,.

(.I

&-

$15,81)0.
.^14,000.

hypo

.

,:

—

VH)

(1.C50:

third

45-30)—

,

Last week, oke

Life"

;

;

Holiday

"Caesar and Cleopatra" (UA) (3d
wk).
Big $11,000 or near.
La.st
at
$19,000.
La.st
week, "Hearts week, great $12,400;
Music Box tH-E) (8.50; 45-fO)—
Grov/ing Up" (Par), $11,800.
"Kid Fr.oni Brooklyn" iRKO) (."ith
Little
(Rappaport)
(306;
$1.80Solid SCOOO or close after
S2.40)— "Henry
(UA) (7th wk). wk).
Holding up well at near capacity great ,'«7,,'?00 1a.Kt week.
Music llall ,i-H-E) 2,200; 45-80)—'
with SU.OOO, last week; about same.
25-55)— "Black Boauty" (20th) and "Bambo^
Jlayfair
illicks)
(980;
Blonde"
(RKO). .Strong $11,000 or
"Rendezvous With Annie" (Rep),
better.
Last week. "Make Mine
Starts tomorrow (Wed.) after good
week with "Swamp Fire" (Par) at Music" (RKO).. (3d wk), good $7;400.
Orpheum .(ll-E) (2,600; 45-80l-^"2
above average $4,800.
MilXvHUkee" (UA) and "Ih.«ide
New (Mechanic) (1,800: 20-60)— Guys
Going 'o sma.sh Job" (U). Swell $14,000. Last week,
"iStnoliy"
(^Oth).
"Runaround" CU) and "She Wrote
$15,000. La;st week fourth of "Annie''
Book" (U), good $11,800.
120th). *10,600.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,3,50: 45-80)—
Stanley
(WB) (3,280; 25-74 )—
"Ayalanche"
(PRC) and "Rainbow
"Stolon; Life" (WB). Capacity helpOver Texas" (Rep). Looks to hit
ing tills to big .1)26,000 or clo.so. La.st
oke $6,500.
Last week, "Bowery
week, "Night and Day" (WB) (3d
Bombshell' (Mono)) and "South oC
wk), very high $14,800;
Montoroy" (Mono) with Huntu Hall
Valencia, (Loew's-UA) (1,360; 2060)— "Caesar and Cleopatra" (UA) heading vaude. great $11,500.
Paramount (H-E); (3,039; 45-80)-;^
(m.o.).
Drawing good $5,500. Last
"Anna" (20th) (2d wk). Anticipate
v. cck, "Death Valley" (Indie), .$3,300.
.strong $10,500. La.st week, very good

$8 200.

"Stolen

Chinatown" (Mono). $l(i.00(),
State, (Loew)
40-80)
(3,200:
"Three Wise »Fools"; (M-G) and
"Night Editor" (Col). Slauneh .'S20,-

,

,

of Time" iRKO) im.o.). Sweet
$6,500v Last, Week, "Night and Day"
(WB). £()uj-th';we,ek oil' main line;

,

.50-$l )— "Time

18G,

at

Indianap,)li,s, Sept.

.

Roo.scvcit (Sterling) (800; 45-80)—
(WB). (5th wk).
Looks around $5,800 after $6,800
prior week.
Wiiiicr Garden (Sterling) (800; 2550)— "Ziegfeld Follies" (M-G) and
"So Goes My Love" (U)' (3d run).

"Night and Day"

Trim .$4,800.
(M-G) and

La.st

weck. "Adventure"

"jtJoart!!

(par) (3d run)

.$4^600.

Growing Up"

'Notorious'
Buff.;

Loud 30G,
lives' Hot
Buffalo,

week downtown.

Sept.

20G
3,

"Notorious" is the standout entry
this week, being terrific at the 20th
Century theatre. "Time of Li\'es" and
Pitt
Despite H.O.'s;
"Martha Ivers" look next best with
'2 Guys' Stout $27,000 about .same totals.
Estimates lor. This Week
Pitt.sbiu'gh, Sept. 3.
Buffalo (Shea) (3..500; 4fi-70)
Biz ; is booiTiirig; again hei'e: ;with:
"Centennial Summer" (20th). Nice
holiday helping to .shoot 'grosses to
$22,000.
Last week, "Three Wi.se
high figures. Big leader is St.anley's
Fools" (M-G) and "Deadline tor
'"Two
Fron-i

OK

—

1

I

RKO
>—

Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890; !5080
•'Notorious" (RKO) (2d wk)
Great S;i3.500. La.st week, non-holiday record of'$41,600,
Ritz (FWC) (1.370; .50-$l )— "Time
or Lives" (U) and "Dark Horse"
Fair .$5,000.
Last
(U) i2d wk).

I

'Bondage' Sturdy IIG

Sen.sational $28,000
house record. Holds.

V

50-$l)—

(1,-

.

i

Indpls.;

Fancy

Paramount (M-PV (1.701); 40-80 )—
'•Ni.eht and Day" (WB). Tl ere from
Met and great $18,000. La.st week,
,

.

(

(F&M)

;

[

I

'Fools'

,

Last week, "Cao.sar and
Cleopatra" (UA) (2d wk); $20,000,
S27,000,

!

1

Hope Great 18G,

"End
I

Lon'.'

60,)— "Monsieur
Beaucaire"
(Par)
2d wk ).
Starts second round tomorrow ( Wed;) after great, opener

'

week, oke S6.S0O.
United Artist*

of Woman" (W,B). Trim
$11,000. Last week. ••Stella Dallas"
(FC) (reissue). $9,900.

(

50(1.

$19.00().

and

Day"

(2d wk), $27,000.

i

'

.

,:

I

i

vaude.
Crowding in
Fifth AM'uiic (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)
exU;\ shows and going to terrific,
—•'Easy To Wed" (M-G), Looks to
$27,000 or near. Last week, "End of
La.st Week.
Time'' (KKO) and vjaudo (2d wk), do nr.mense $17,500.
"GreCii Years"; M-G ,), (2d wk i, big
$).5;300.;

.

Hefty

!

boxofiioc

Hippodrome
20-7a)

wtRKO)

,

Boaucaire", (Par) and
(SGP).' (2d wk).
Fi''c $29,500.
Last week,, sock $35,-

wk).

—

1

(RKO).

i(oriou.=i"

new Bob

Week

and Cleopatra"

"Cae.'.-ar

"Moh.'^iciir

great

set

Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20-60)
Wi.so Fools" (M-G).,
Up
against strong competition but managing nicely at $15,0,00. Last week,

"God's Country"

I'iirainount Hollywood
451: !50-,'ftl )— "Beaucaire"

is

—"Three

50-$l)—
Panfagcs
"Notorious" (RKOV (2d Wk). Walloping $32,500. Last wetrk, non-holi-{'av

Stolen

cliclciiig: froiTi- start.

Est'mates for This

Los Anvoics iDinwn-WC) (2,097;
50-81)— "Holidav
Mexico"
(M-G).
Small Si:in.Ono. Last week. "Bad Bascomb" (M-G). (ad wk). off to $17,600.
Million Dollar (D town) (2.420; 55851- "i^artners in Time" (RKO) with
"Gay BO's" revenue Jimrny Scribner
on stase. Oke ,$21,000. Last week,
and
(m.o.)
"SusDonse"
(Mono)
"South of Monterey"' (Mono) with
Amalia Aguilar on stacc. fair $20,600.
Orpheiim (D'town-WC) (2.210; 55$1)— '•Black Boiu.i1.y" (20th) and
••Letter For Evie" iM-G). Slow $16,000.
Last week, "Hearts Growing
.Up" (Par) and "Deadline For Mur-

im.W.

view. Last week, "Night and

(1,542; ,50-70)—

Inv..)

:

Last week, slow

Fair $16,000.

"A

equally big, returns with

.

Loow State (l,oow-WC)
)— "Centennial Summer"

run ), $8,500.
Earle (WB) (2.1.54; 44-85)
•'Big
Sleep". (WB)., Great $28,500, La.st
week. "Night arid Day'' (WB), (3d
wk). $17,500,
Metropolitan (WB) il,513; 44-70)

I

second stanza. Hbld.s again.
Lyric (RKO) tl,400; 50-70)— "Kid
From Brooklyn" iRlCO). (m.o.).
Smash $8,000. Last we'(jk, "Canyon
[Pa.ssage" (U), (m,6;), good $6,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 50-70 )^"No-

I

week, Hippodrome and the Stanley is iinakLa.st
(UA).
Solid' S8.!100.
'•Night Cp'-ablanw'' (UA) (.4.th wk),; ing its tuUsome capacity count for
okc

j

.

'Courage of La-ssie" (M-G) (3d wk);
Strong ,'S8.000 after great $10,000

3.

biz
all over.
Top figure^ is being built
by '•Tlie Kid From Brooklyn" tied to
small vaude layout at the combo

.«ponse

Mu'.-ic

85)-4-"Caesr.i-

('475:

f(*Vd)

—

j

(WB)

— —
"Shadow

"Black Beauty" (20th). Nifty $10,000,
Last week, •'Postman Rings
Twice": (M-G) (4th wk), hot $6,000.

i

(2.756: 50-'$l)—
Stout
Mil\\-a(i!-oc" (WB).

(4th wk).

j

—

I

Baltimore. Sept.

Sin ng linetip of product tDolstered
by licalthy holiday weok(;'ii(3 ra-

(WB)

Hollywood

—

'

Columbia (Loew) (1,263; 44^70 )—
Orpheum (Loew) (2.900: 40-80 )—
"Anna" (20th) (2d run). Nice $10,- "Three Wisie Fobl.s", (M-G) and
500. Last, week,"0;S,S." (Par) (2d
"Ni !.'ht
Ed itor!' < Col). ;Moderate

!

(RKO), terrif $23,500.
Capitol (.RKO) (2,000; 50-70)
"Martha Ivers" (Par). Solid $15,000.
Holds. Last week, ••Cae.sar ancl Cleo-

26G, 'Smoky' 15G (RKO)

'Ufe'

with S2.900.
CJuy.^

.

I

avern'io S6.30O;

$22,000.

—

End of Time" (RKO) and Palooka Champ" (Mono). Third session begins today; la.st week wa.s big;
$28,000. Ficst week hit great $30,000.
Metropolitan (M-P) (4.367: 40-80)
"Rtartha Ivers" (Par) and ••GI
Brides" (Mono). Strong $32,000 in

$20,000.

Time"

of

40-

(l.;'i00;

"Till

and Cleopatra" (UA), (2d wk), big

1

Chinalowh"

(Brand-Mage)

Steps Out" (Mono), (2d wk). All;
right $7,000 after $9,000 on llr.st,
Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 40-80)

^

'

i

—

,

of

^re

"Shadows

and

Ma,1cstic

80)— "Mr. Ace" (UA) and "Freddie

•

;

ous" topping by a wide margin and
approaching the Palace high. Other

—

Hollvwooa

(WB)

(Mono), $9,800.

—

44-80)

(1,838:

—

,

-:':-v
great $27,000:in 12 days.
Capitol (Loew) (3.434; .44-80)
'•Smoky" (20th) with vaude. .Sock
$35,000. Last week. "Bey,'.*; Ranch"
(M-G) plus vaude, big $27,000.
Palace' (Loew) (2,370; 44-70)

of crop with "Notori-

tha Iver.s" and '•Black Beauty."
Estimates for This Week
"2
Albee (RKO) (3.100; 50-70)
Gliys Milwaukee" tWB). J'ancy $18,-

—

week, $5,500.
(M-P) (1,373: 40-HO)

Fenway

new entries in order of strength are "Monsieur Beaucaire" (Par).; Smash
"Two Guys From Milwaukee," "Mar- $27,000 or over. Last ueek. "Cr,c.sar

,

'

bills

;

of city. La.st

:

'

;

(RKO)

Keith's

Cinoihriafi,,,Sept. 3.
.stuffing has evcr,y major

Holiday
doing big

to .stay

is

"Night and Day" (WB). Big draw
here after twosome at Met with
$11,000. Last week,
"Stolen Life"

"Kid From B r b o k ly n " .(RKO).
Sturdy $14,000 or better. Last week,
"Canyon Pasisage" (U) (JJd wk),

15G, '2 Guys' 18G

'Ivers'

Fairway (Fox
Midwest) (820, 2,043 and 700; 45-65)
—"Black Beauty" (20th). Only fair
$13,000.
at
Last week, "Canyon
Passaije" (U) (2d wk), nice $12,000.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—
Boxoffice
"Ea\v To Wed" (M-G).
hiiVlisyinoon' at: $18,000.
Sure liold^
over. La.st week, "Caesar and Cleor
patra" (UA) and "Man Who Dwed"
(Cai) (2d wk); strgn& $11,000..
Newman (Paramount) (1.900; 4565)— "Martha Ivers" (Par). Pleasing
815,000, aiui likely holds. Last week,
"Ni5ht and Day" (WB) i3d wk),
sohd $12,000.
Ori»h«!iin(
(RKO) (1,900; 45-65)—
"2
Guys Milwaukee" (WB) and
iJaek
"Bedlam" (RKO) (2d wk).

Uptown,

Esiiuire,

oh

other.s,

Esquire (M-P) (1,500; .$2,40)
•Henry V". (UA) (22d wk). Up
helped by 'VFW convention bringing in.people from Out

;

Torrid Cincy;

in

Charioteers,

Great $40,000. film

a,gain to $6;500,

Washington, Sept. 3.
Boxoffice is .uniformly good currently with r e c o r d, attendances
chalked up on Labor Day at some

,

.50-$!)— Carson's local rep helping this. Nice
Rcy (FWC^
(861;
El
'Black Beauty'" (20t.h) and "Letter $10,000. La.st week, fine $15,000.
For Evie" (M-G). Duir .$4,000. Last
Tower (Fox-Jollee) (2,100; 39-60)
week. "Hearts Growing Up" (Par)
••Strangle
Triangle"
(20th)
and
and "Deadline for Murder" (20th) "Danger Woman" (U) with vaude.
only !SS;900.
Regular ,$9,.500
La.st week. "Wrote
Four Star (,UA-WC) (900; 50-85)— Book," (U ); and "Deadline for Mur'Thcv Were Si.slevo': tU). Sock $8,- der" (20th) with stage, dandy $11,000.
000.
Last week, "Dead of. 'Night"

,

—

'Sleep' 28G, D. C.

;

$28,000

Ivers'-

Bros, on' stage.

'

;

"Mattha

State.

big;

is

weeks with n(3w stage; .show
coming in. Last week, "Cuban Ptte"
(U), pushed to all time high of ,t70,900 by Dick Haymes plus Nicholas

'Beaucaire' 27G,

:

.

is

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200; ,50-$1.10)
"Canyon Passage'? (U) with John

..$»,109,200
cities, 173 ifienfres)'

;

—

RKO

town with "Can-

strong,

Orpheum' and
'

stage;

Stout $13,500 for Bob Hope him.
Last week, "Centennial Summer'.'

,

the

$70,900,

week. "Three Wise Fools"
day-and-date at the;

last

looks
also

Same Week

,

—

,

from

N. Y.)
Total Gross

with
Freddie
"Runaround"
(U)
Slack orch on stage, strong $19,000.
Paramount ciristates) (3,000; 1665) "Monsieur
Beaucaire"(Par).

Ivers Nice 15G

'

.

,

three

—

(4th wk), $2,900.

.

Calvert,

(Rep), neat $10,500.
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16-65)
"O.S.S." (Par) and "Inside Job''
(U).
Smash $16,000. Last week,

.

.

.

Last week, "'The
$9,500.
Outlaw" (UA) (m.o.) and "Strange

WmK-C;

SO^D—

i2ri

.

Impersonation"

iM-G). Big $12,Kansas City, Sept. 3.
week, "Bad Bascomb"
Line-up of ;tilms is fairly strong,
wk), »lc\V $4,000;
with the^ lioliday impetus helping
ISevci-lv Hills Music Hall (Blumen- generally,
Leader is "Easy to. Wed''
"Caesar at tlie- Midland for stoiit session.
fold'G&S) (824; i'5-$l)
Piid Cleopatra" (UA). Solid $9,000. Smaller
Newman \vith' '"iVIartha,
Ivers'' aj.'io is big.
La.st week, "Nisht Casgblanea" (UA)

(M-G)

.

average

$761,500
tfteaires'j

La.st

000.

,

tres, chiefly first runs, iiicludiiis

Last Year
(Bosed on 20

(m.o.).,

Aroimd

.

at

again leadins the

yon Passage'* plus John Calvert and
others; on the stage. Other .spots,
many with holdovers, are a bit off ish

Estimated Total Gr«ss
$:<,616,500
This We«k
(Bosed oil 23 ctdei!, 196 (Cen-

(2,000; l()-65)—

(.Tristates)

week

last

'

Estimated Total Gros*
This Week

rBased on 13

City Grosses

Ivers' Tall 32G

Boston, Sept. 3.
After hitting the all-time top with
Dick Haymes and "Cuban Pete"

4-

"Make

Week

(1,532;.

Took' 47G, 2 Spote;

up in the stage
"Monsieur BeauParamount, also is

running high.

at

Kstimalcs tor This

the

at

3,

Orpheum

at the

likely to be

sliow
cairiD,"

.

Holdover.s are dominated by "Notorious;"' which looks colossal $66,000 on

smash

i.s

where

i mtorions' Wow ii6G, 2d Wk.

in

Los AngeJeSj Sept. 3.
Hefty holiday trade ovfer the long
^veekend nnd strong new product are
siiovinj; theatre take into a new high
"Holiday in Mexico," in four
total.
ti\oatre.s, is coming through with a
''Two Guys From
.sock
$85,000;
Brooklyn" iilso is great with $70,000
in sight for three spots.
"Caesar and Cleopatra" is remarkebly strong with smash $52,000 in
"Black Beauty"
fcuf small-seaters.
looks as only light new bill, with
only $25,500 likely in three locations.

4, 19 16

:

Guys

Milwaulcee.''
:Wyri)cr Is In
;

,

''Boy's
Ranch'' at
groove.
Estimates for This
,

Fulton

"Anna"
ly

(Shea)

Week

—

40-70)
(20th) (3d Wk). Doing nice-

at $8,000.

Harris

(1,700:

Last week, $10,500.

(Harris)

(2,200;

—

40-70)

"If I'm. Lucky" (20th). Swell- 1.5,500. Last week, "Cla((diaand David"
(20th) (2d wk), good $10,000.

Penn

(Loew's)

"Ea.sy to
.$24,000.
:

40-70)
(2d wk).

13,300;

Wed" (MrG)
Last week,

Wow

.sjna.sli

Hit* (WB) (800; 40-70)
(WB) (m.o.).
$5,800, best in week.s; Last
,

and Day"

Each His Own"

—$33,500.
"Night

Guys

(WB).

"2

Town's

for third session.

—

Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-70)
Ranth" (M-G). Hefty $10,-

'Boys'

week,

sie"

(M-G)

(2d

''Goiirage

wk), big

•

i'or

Murder"

(20th)

(m.o.).

Trim

Last week, "Caesar and
Cleopatra" (UA) (m.o.), .$8,500.
Xeck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)— "Night,
ISIO.OOO.

and Diiy" (WB) (m.o.). Faiit .$7,000.
Last week, "Beau Geste" (Par) and
"Lady Eve" (Par) (reissues), about
Lafayette (Basil) (3,300; 40-70)—
"Time of Lives" (U) and "Danger
Woman" (U). Big $20,000 on AbbottCostello comedy. Last week. "Can.von
Pa.ssage"
(U) and "Slightly
Scandalous''
(U)
(3d wk), stout

"'To
fine

-

Last week.
'Night and Day" (WB), big $16,800

La,st

-

.same.

leader at stout $27,000.

500.

(3.000: 40-70)
Fancy $20.-

Ivers" (Par).

week, "Night and Day"
(WB) (3d wk), big $15,000.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40^^70)— "Three
Wise Fools" (M-G) and "Deadline
Last

Very big

(Par)- (m.o.),
fS.SOO: 40-70)

Milwaukee"

$20,000,

120th),

Great Lakes (Shea)
000.

week

$5,500.

Stanley (WB)

Murder"

—"Martha

of Las,$9,500.

,.

,

$10,000.

20th Century (20th Cent.) (3.000;
40-70)
"Notorious" (RKO). TerI'iflc at $30,000, or over. Last week,
"Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO) t4th
wk-5 days), neat $7,500.

—

.

—

'

)

'

.

,

;

,

PICTURB GROSSES

Wedneaday, September 4, 1946

IS

17N.Y.H0USES,$910,500,THISWK.
'NotorioiB' Giant 59G in Big PjiiUy;

Sock

'Sleep

at the Stanley.
Estimates for This Week

(WB) (1,303; 42-89)r-"End
So-so
(BKOJ (4th
Third week was $14,500.

Aldlne

Own"

week, "Each His

Earte (WB) (2,7fi0; 42-99)— "Step
By Step" (RKO) with stage show
including Ella Fitzgerald and Josh
Fine $33,000.
Last week,
White.
"Runaround" (U) with stage show
including Robert Alda and vRay
(20th) (3d wk). Okay $21,000.
week, fine $24,500.

Goldman (Goldman)

Last

(1,350; 42-89)

$27,000.

tGoldman)
—Karlton
Briglit
"O.S.S.". (Par),

42-89)

(1.000;

Last

$23,O00.

week, "Without Reservations"
(2d run), (2d wk), laivish

(RKO)^

.

.

$4.1500 hi 4 days.

Keith's ((Joldman) (1,500; 42-89)
-^"Plaiiisman" (Par) and "Arise My
Xove" (Par) (reissues). Good $9,000.
Last week, "Smoky" (20th) (2d run),
$4,000.

(WB)

Mastbaum

.

Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 65-9.))—
"Monsieur Beaucaire" (Par). With
Andrews Sisters on stage. Terrific
890,000. Last week, "Well Groomed
Bride" (Par) with Desi Arnais orch:

opens Friday

Stanton
(WB) (1.475; 42-85)—
"Scandal In Paris" (UA) (2d wk).
So-so. .$9,000. Last week, okay $15,000.

:

'

;

.

'

,

^

.

'AniralainSG

I

Paces Okay Det. —
Detroit. Sept.

3.

Despite the number of holdovers

and long-run pictures

downtown

in

houses, biz is fairly stvirdy this week.
Single new entry, "Anna," is terrific
at the big Fox. Best of holdovers
are "O.S.S..," at the BroadwayCapitol and "Easy To Wed," at the
Michigan, both secbnd weeks; and
continues
'.'The
Outlaw,", which
lusty in fourth stanza at the PalrasState.

;

Week

Estimates for This

Broadwav'Capitol (United Detroit) (3,400; 60-85)— "O.S.S." (Par)
and "Swamp Fire" (Par) (2d wk;.
Loud $28,000. Last week, socko $40,,000.:

From

--"Kid

'NOTORIOUS'-VAUDE

hit

Roxy

I

(20th)

90-$l,20)^

(5,886;

"Claudia and David" (20th) plus, 6n
Vivian Blaine, Jerry (iolonna,
Roily Rolls, Others (4th wk). Goes
into fourth stanza today
(Wed.).
Third week held up remarkably,
exceeding previous frame, with ter-

!

stage,

i

,f35,000.

"Smoky'' (20th) and
Dared" (Col) (2d wk),

Strong $26,000.
Michigan (United DetroitV (4,034;

60-85)— "Easv to Wed" (M-G) and
"Below Deadline" t Meiho) (2d wk >.
Lofty $20,000. Last Wccls, sock $40,.

.000.

Palms-Stale

..

97G;

60-85

"Freddie
Still
:

,

(United Detroit)

)— '^Outlaw"

SttSps"

(UA)

(Moiio.)

Ui.stv
at $24,000.
$30',000.

:

(2,-

and

55G, FRISCO

downtown
for
biz
"Three Wise F

United

:

;

-

;

.

,

;

.

'

,.

;

;

:

—

/

j;

i

.

;

I

,

..

:

I

.

,

;

.

:

.).

.

i

:

j

!

,

)

)

:

:

:

'

'

WB

)—

:

.''

'

!

—

•

:

:

.

.

I

•

1

(United Eictvoil)
Years" -(M-

(Mono) (4th
week, fancy

Downtown (Balaban) (2.683; 6085)— "Black Angel" (U) and "Dead
(U) (2d wk). Tepid $12.Last week, fair- $16,000.
Adams (Balaban) (2,863; 60-85)
"Lover Come Back" (U) and "Wild
Beauty" (U) (2d' wk). Only $10,000.
Last week, mildish $13,000.
Madison (United Detroit) (1,856;
40-55)
"Without Reservations"
(RKO) and "Shock" (20th). Oke $2,100 in 3 days. Last week, "Postman
Rings Twice" (M-G) and "Meet Me
of Night"
000.

—

!

—

Broadway"

(Col),

good $2,800

:

.

.

I

.

;.

j

.

~

'

.

;

:

,

.

'

,

—

,

,

.

,

—

i

in

3

)

I

.

.

Artists

(1.941; 60-85
"Green
G") and "Behind IVIask"
wk). Fair $14,000. Last
$17.000...

3.

'

.

'

(4th twk).
w'cek,

feast

rousing

days,

Louisville, Sept,

Labor Day week end spelled big

for

rific $118,000 as again.st $112,000

.

(4,049; (30-85)

Terrific

(20th).

week,

"Man Who

;

Hope 18G

L'viUe;

.

.

(20th-linal wk). ^Winds
up long,
highly profitable: run with $24,000,
big, and topping the solid $22,000
done on 19th week, "Caesar and

;

Fbx: (FSx -Michigan)

—"Anna"
Last

'Fool^Huge^,

both

$31,300,

with,
houses
second. Coupled with opening Week,
the standout
gives house $362,000. for fir.st three
...
Cleopatra" (UA) opens here tomor- weeks, all-time high. It was biggest picture.
for This Week
Estimates
San Francisco, Sept. 3.
Labor
hero
and
row (Thurs,).
Sunday
Day week
Brown (4th Ave.-Loew's) (1,000;
Sock biz is the rule in the downCapitol (Loew's) (4,820; 60-$1.10)
(1) Was greatest in Roxy history.
End Of Time" (RKO )
towji film theatres this week, being —"Holiday in Mexico" (M-G) plus
State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$] .10)— 40.(30)—"Till.
(RKO) (m,o.).'
headed by the giant tirade 'being Gene Krupa orch. IVlitzi Green, Ben. "Earl Carroll Sketchbook" (Rep,) and '"Falcon's Alibi"
Last; week, "Caesar
racked up by "Notorious" plus vatide. Beri. on stage (3d wk), Strong holi- (1st run), and, in per.^on. Dolores Neat $5,500.
"DangerGolden Gate,. "Monsieur day weekend keeping this near pre>- Gray, Lee Davis. IWario & Floria, and Cleopatra" (UA) and
the
at
(Col) (m.o.), $5,000.
Business"
ous
Beaucaire" is Retting second best vious week's total with fihe:lS>.8:00;0: others. Fancy $38,000 is likcl.v. La.st
(1,200: 30-40)
(Switow)
Kentucky
theatre/
coin, at the huge Fox
Par
(2d
,
second week hit $103,500..
week. ''Each His Own"
and "She Wrote
Estimates foi' This Wcel{
Criterion (Loew"?) (1.700; 60-$1.25) run). (2d wk) plus Al Trace biuVd. —"Gilda" (Col)
Last
Okay $3,400.
(U),
Golden Gate (2,844; 60-95)— "Noto( 5t,h
wk). Bl.Il Johnson; others, strong $30,000. Book"
'Cany on Passjage" (U
(20th r.
Holding over two extra days, with
Strand (WB) (2,756: 75-,Sl, 20)— week, "Do You Love Me"
rious" (RKO) plus vaude headed by
good',
lU).,.
Jane Withers. Giant $55,000, Last around $38,000 likely for final nine "Big Sleep" (WB) and' Bab Ci-osby 'and "Scarlet Street"
'
.
week. "Till End of Time"" (RKO) days. Did, $30,000 oh fourth session; orch.- Town Criers, Dunhills, others,: ^ $3,300.
)—
.40-60
(3,300;
(Loew's)
State
(2d wk) plus vaude, headed by Ed- ending last (Tues.) night:' third was on stage f2d wk). Heading f(jr .an-Wise Fools" (M-G) and
$27,000; all' solid f or: this time of run. otber smash session with $81,000 Or- ''Three
die Hevwood orch,, fine $26..W.
Great
(Col
Holiday"
"Perilous
55-85)—
"Mon- "I've Always Loved You" (Rep) close. This is' only a bit off fit'st
Fox (FWG) (4,691;
Cham*
week's record ;pace of $84,000.: Niin)- $22,000. Last week; "0iary of
sieur Beauciire" (Par). Strong $36,- starts here Friday '6 1.:
"Man Who
Globe (Brandt (1.500; 70-$1.20 )— ber:of shows (7 riiak.es", this po.-;- bermaid" (UA ) and
000 for now Bob Hope comedy, La.st
Dared" (Col). $19,000.
(2d
"Casablanca!'' (tJA) (4th :wk). Sturdy sible, house opening at:9 A. M.; with
week, , "Easy to Wbd", (M-G
Mary Anderson (People's) (1.100;
$27,000 •which; typ.S Marx Bros' pre- final feature starting at 1 A. M,
wk% ,sact/ $12,500 -in 5 -days.
(5th
)— "Night and Day" (
Originally slated for four ..\\'f>C'k,< 40.60
Wariicid (FWCi (2,6561 (55-85)
viotis :(3d) session which wound up
week^s
wk). at $25,000; CTontinues.
engagement ha.s been extendiHl at wk). Strong $6,500 after last(2d
"Gi'ecn ycai\s'.". (M-Cji
sturdy $7,ooo:
,„::
Golliam (Brant) itJOO; 70; .'S1.40i-t- [least two' additional wcelis.
Okay, $22,000. :,La.st vvcok, good
National (Standard) (2.400: 40-00^
Victoria (Maiu-er): <720; 70-5!L20i
"Swamp Fii-e" iPari (2d wk). Hold$26,000;
80)—
Circle'' (Rep): and stage
"Inner
Matinee
(20th),
ing up well at $18,000 on initial hold- "Black ; Beauty"
paramount (FWG:i.-(2.6-t(i; 5,i-85)
Spots, others, on
over frame; rir.st hit sock $22,000. trade has' been especially .^tronv, show,; with Ink
"Black Beauty"; (20t:h). Okay $21,000.
Teed off ThUrs.. (29) w-ith
stage
stage.:'
for
:.';iidrf
big
with
very
$28,000
in
Bondage''.
on.
Stays
Humati
''Of
week.
Last
Holiday
record opening day bii^.
Golden (709; $1.20-$2,4a)-r-"Henry initiai week. Holds.. In ahead; ':'Sus
(WB), $2l;500.:
1— V" CUA). Opened here yesterday. pense" (Mono) finished oightli frame prices Labor Day, all pointing ia
.St, Francis (FWC) (1.400; 55-85
terrific $30,000 for^ seven days.^Last
"Human Bondage" (WB) (m.o.). (Tue.s.) .With sahie twice daily policy at S13.000,
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312: RO- week, "Larceny in Heart" (PRCl
Only $8,500. La.'.l week;.. "Kid From and same scale: as at City Center
Tarzan,.
and
Maynard
Ken
Brooklyn" (RKO) (5th wk) (m.o.), whore it fSnished lis 11th week la.st ,1il.20)— "the Killers" : (U). Unbe- with
and Mou.-.:
Sunday (1) night at $20,000: British lievably sensatiohal, with $73:000 others split with;"Lady
off $7,700.
and "Gangs of Waterfilm did $27,000 oh 10th week. Both racked Up on first session concluded ster" (PRC)
State (FWC) (2,133; 55-85)— 'Easy
::
$8,000.
(PSC),
front"
hou.sc:
a
night.
Easily
Likely
will
do
,}e.ss
last
(Tues.);
near
capacity.
(m.o.).
are
to Wed" (M-G) (3d wk)
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400: 40Thin $9.600. La.^it week, '"Night and here because house is about half the mark here, fantastic total being do.'!- 60)— "Monsieur Beaucaire"
(.Par).
sible only 'via aU-night: grind policy
Day" (WB) (4tli wk) (m.o.), $6,500 .size of Center.
Hollywood (WB) (1.499; 70-$1.10') and Upp'fed scale.. Turnover is fa.^t IThiS. Bob Hope (^Pus J>Ot ifonnn or
in 5 days.
here, but ."-trong $18,000
Orpheum (Blumenfcld) (2,448; 55- —"Night and Day" (WB) (6th wk). since.' show runs only, about two expected
over is likely. Last vVeek. ;".Till End
"Canyon Pas.sage" (U) (3d Still, a big draw with $36,000 for cur- hours. Crix loud praise overcoming of
85)
$16,000.
solid
(RKO).
Time"
Satui'tlay.
wk). Down to $17,500. Last week, rent stanza probable, same as fifth no-name cast.. House on
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400:
Sunday and Monday topped- :best
week.
big $25,000.
/ V,v- V.
(U) and "Man
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 60-$1.20)— previous daily biz here by hCalthy 40-60)- "Runaround"
United Artists (BHimenfeld) (1,Medium $5,000. Last
in Grey" (U).
"Stranger" (RKO) (9th wk-2' days). margin. In ahead, "They Were Sis
"Cae.'-ar and Cleo207; 55-85)
(Par)
for week, "Bride Wore Boots"
eighth
ter.s''^'" "(U)
""(5tY''wk),'"S14.000
beyond
Going
extra
days
two
Strong
$19,000.
(Sd.wk).
(UA)
patra"
":
(2d wk),: neat $4,500.
session,
with extra nice $28,000 finale;

WOW

I

]

night while fifth
real coin.

(RKO)

Brooklyn"

70-$l,20)

(3.664;

.

—

.

(6).

Paramount (Par)

:.

—"Beaucaire" (Par) plus Charlie
Grand (RKO) (1.150; 65-95)— "CaeSpivak orch, Peggy Lee, Bob Evans, sar and Cleopatra" (UA) (3d wk >.
John & Jean Arnaut. Opens today Still big with $31,000. Last;'. week,
(Wed.). Final (6th> week of "Mar- sma.* $35,000.
tha Ivers" (Par) and Modernaires,
Oriental (Essanoss) (3.240; 6o-95)
Buddy Lester, Dick Stabile orch, —"Two Sisters Boston", (M-G) (4lh
ending last (Tues.) night hit $77,000 wk) with Al vino Rey orch. Stout
while fifth went to $88,000, both $50,000. Last week, good $53,000, bestrong. Dinah Shore had to leave ing first week for Rey band.
after five weeks due to prior dates.
(RKO) (2,500; 65-95)—
Palace
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke- "Make Mine Music" (RKO) and
Strong
fellers)
70-$1.25)— "Notori- "Palooka Champ" (Mono).
(5,945;
ous" (RKO) and stageshow (3d wk). $38,000. Last veek, "End of Time":
Continuous colossal, current stanza (RKO) and "Falcon's Alibi". (RKO),:
being greatest of present engage- okay .$25,000.
65-95)—
(1,500;
ment at $162,000. Makes it biggest
(B&K)
Roosevelt
Labor Day week for house, and, with "Stolen Life" (WB) (5th wk). Okay
$152,000 done on second, means the $20,000. Last w.eek, neat $22,000 ^
largest amount of money done in
State-Lake (B&K) (2.700: 65-9.))—
three weeks here. Stays on indef. "Night and Day" (WB). Lusty $50,Last week, "Each His Own":
Bialto (Meyer) (59''4; 35-85)— "Step 000
By Step" (RKO) (2d wk). Nice $7,- (Par) (8th Wk), fine $24,000.
500
Woods (Essatiess) (1,081; 6o-95)--after
solid
on first.
$9,000
"Shouldn't Happen To Dog" (20thT "Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO) lU h;
opens Friday <6).
wk). Up to a nice $23,000. Last week,
RivoH (UA-Par) (2,092; 60-$1.25) heahhy $19,000.
—"Till End of Time" (RKO) (7lh
wk). Went up to robust $31,000 in
sixth week ended last Monday (2)

.

.

:

stage, healthy $60,000.
Civic (Wildberg) (900: $1.10-$2.40)
^"Henry V" (UA) (5th wk). Lusty
$17,000. Last week, $17,500.
Garrick
(B&K) (900; 65-95)—
"Each His Own" (Par) (9th Loop
Last week,
Fine $18,000.
week).
"Jattie Gets Married" (WB), so-so
$9,000.
:

•

000.

.

,

on

likely for final nine A^ys: seventh
was $22,000. "Crack Up" (RKO)

—

.

;

Stop" (UA) (2d run) and "One Exciting Week" (Republic) split with
"Gilda" (Col) and "Dangerous Busincsii" (Col), $2,000. La.st week "Tarzan and Leopard Woman" (RKO)
(2d run) and "Freddie Steps Out"
(Mono), $1,800.

'

42-89)—

(4,387;

Week

Estimates; for This

Apollo
(B&K) (1,200 05-95)—
"Always Loved You" (Rep). Socko
Last week. "Of Human Bondage" (WB), fair $9,000.

S25,000 or over.

(m.o.), $1,900.
State (NTC) (830; 9-55)--"Whistle

•

"Big Sleep" (WB).
Sock $48,000.
Last week. "Night and Day" .(WB)
(4th wk); okav $21,000.
Stanley
(WB) (Z.g.^iO; 42-89)—
"Notorious" (RKO). Torrid $52;000
plus Sunday showing, of hefty $7,000
at Earle.
Last week, "2 Gliys Milwaukee" (WB) (2d wk). mild $15,-

grand week.

(M-G)

.

.

a record.

at Palace, is
strong at $38,000. "Caesar and Cleopatra" shapes big $31,000 on third

—

9-60)

(1.126;

possibly:

"Make Mine Music,"

"Pinocchio" (RKO) (2d run). Rousing $2,500. Last week, "EaSy to Wed"

.

-^-"Monsieur Beaucaire" (Par) (3d
Bright $24,000.
Last week,
iivk).

,

Nebraska (LTC)

and

"Night and Day," at State-Lake, is
heading for sock $50,000 or better.

—

,

—"Anna"

$25i000,

.

Lo a new house record of $73,000. The
Tiail's third week of "Notorious"
with stageshow looks to soar to a
colossal $162,000, making, it the big-

3.

Chicago. Combo looks to do sma.sh^
eroo $90,000 which is near alltime
Chi high. Preem of "I've Always
Loved You" at the Apollo is being
helped by personal appearaiiecs of
Catherine McLeod, feinme star ot
Republic picture looks smasli
film.

week, "Of Human Bondage," $6,500.
Stuart (LTC) (1,800; 9-60)— "Courage of La.ssie" (M-G). Strong $8,000.
Last week) "Wire Monte Cristo"
(PRC), $7,000.
Varsity (NTC) (1,800; 35-55)
"Without
Reservations"
(RKO).
Okay $7,500. Last week, "Suspense"
(Mono), $6,500.

"

$19,000.

Chicago, Sept.

—

is

Strong 38G

Labor Day weekend and flock of
new films sent biz way up with
"Monsieur Beaucaire" plus Andrews
Sisters on stage easily leaders at the

Lincoln, .Sept. 3.
"Courage of Lassie" looks like
leader here this week.
Estimates for This Week
Lincoln (LTG) (1,500; 44-60)
"Stranger" (RKO). Good $6,000. Last

weather

Brisk

(2,250; 42-89)

Upbeat

single day records.

Providence, Sept. 3.
gest Labor Day week for theatre.
and the holiday This beats the, $152,000 done on secweekend paired to help biz gen- ond frame, the three weeks being
erally here. "Courage of Lassie," largest first three ever at the Hall.
End
new biggie at Loew's, aikl "Till
Roxy is only a' step behind with
of Time" at« the Albee, are big. Ma- "Claudia and David" plus Vivian
"Time of Their Lives" is Blaine, Jerry Colonna, others, on
,iestic's
hefty, new Abbott-Costello comedy stage, going to giant $118,000 on
doing fine.
third week, which is ahead of second frame. Roxy's fir,st three weeks
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)-^"Till of this cOmbo gives it an all-time
Last Sunday
End of Time" (RKO) and "Step by high for such period.
biggest in house's history.
Step" (RKO) (2d wk). Began second (1) was
'The Killers" opened sensationWow $22,000 last
(Tues.).
today
week. Previous week with "Sus- ally last Wednesday at the Garden,
pense" (Mono) and "Her Adventur- and built on subsequent days, beFilm
ing helped by crix praise.
ous Night" (U), onl.y $13,000.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65) went :in.' on all-night grind .policy
-"Night in Paradise" CU) and "Wild. with' scale Uppcd to $1,70 for. choice
Fast turnover is
Beauty" (U) (2d run). Not bad $5,- times of day.
credited, too, with bringing siach a000, Last week, "Anna" (20th) (2d
v.
fantastic figure.
downtown wk). $5,500.
Strand also is toppling records,
44-65)
(Fay)
(1.400;
Fay's
Bob
"Queen of Burlesdue" (PRC) and combo of "Big Sleep" with
on stage,
vaude on stage'. Nice. $7,000. Last Crosby band and. others
opening
coming
close
to
likely
week, "Pal Trigger" (Rep.) and
week's all-time high. It looks giant
vaude, swell $8,000.
or
near
on
initial holdover
$81,000
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)
Fact that the house is doing
"Time of Lives" (U) plus "She-Wolf session.
seven shows daily, ,with piotui'es
of London" (U). Abbott and Cos- starting soon after 9 a.m. is making,
tello are great favorites here, with
such biz possible.
"Time" boosting this to sock $18,000
Only other new' entries besides
or better. Last week. "Night in Par- ^'Killers" are "Black Beauty," at
adise" (U) and "Wild Bfeauty" (U), Victoria and "Earl Carroll Sketch$17,000.
book"
plus vaude at the State.
Metropolitan (Snider ) (3,100; 70- "Beauty" shapes as very big $28,000
85)— "G.I. War Bride.x" (Rep) and while State, playing "Sketchbook"
Count Basie orch on stage for four- first-run looks to do a big $38,000 or
day holiday weekend. Fine $10,000. better.
Dark all summer, just reopening
"Henry V" moved over to the:
this week.
Golden theatre last Tue.sday (3)
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)— "Las- after 11 near-capacity weeks at the'
sie" (M-G) and "Johnny In CloUdis" City Center, being forced out by
(M-G). Heftv $20,000. Last week, previous bookings at the latter spot.
"Caesar and Cleopatra", (UA) (2d "Monsieur Beaucaire" with Charlie
wk). $12,500,
Spivak band opens at the Paramount
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65) today (Wed.) after six great Weeks
(Par). Opened Monday with "Martha. Ivers" plus Dick Sta"O.S.S."
(Col) and bile and .stage Ihieup. "Caesar and
(2),. Last weelc, "Snafu"
"Walls Come Tumbling Down" (Col), Cleopatra" opens at the 'Astor tonice $12,000. Previous week, "Each morrow (Thurs.).
His Own" (Par) (3d wk ). great $13,Estimates for This Week
000.
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300: 70-$1.40)

(Par)

Wham SOG/Music

{8,000, Lincoln

'Lassie'

enabling several spots to better their
previous week's take.
Outstanding on. the Street are the
Music Hall, Roxy, Winter Garden
and: Strand,, with the Garden going

22G, 'Lassie' Hefty 20G

(3d wk), mild $15,000.

Kinney brch,
Fox (20th)

new

18G,Prov.;'EndofTime'

$8,000.

is

,

(700;

Boyd (WB) (2,350; 42-89)—"Make
Mine Music" (RKO).. Neat $24,500.
La.st

hitting new peaks, for the
season this session. Aided
by the long Labor Day holiday
weekend, plus strong product and
highly favorable theatre weather,
several houses not only recorded
the biggest Labor Day week but also

weeks,

summer

Abbott-Costello Socko

42-89)—
"Easy To Wed" (M-G) (2d run)
Nice $7,000. Last week,
(2d wk),
Arcadia (Sablosky)

W

ness,

re-

as

Sis

Smash 1%

Colossal 90G, loved You

T
Broadway, first-run tlieatre busibooming for the last few

Grosses Are Net
Film gross estimates,

ported herewith from the vari^
ous key cities, are net, i.e., withDistributors
out the 20% tax.
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
income.
figures are nets
admission
parenthetic
The
prices, however, as indicated, include the U, S. amusement taXi

money

Of Time"
$12,000.

173,11 Chi Hotsy; 'Beaucaire -Andrews

:

both registering terrific grosses.
"Step tiy Step" and Ella Fitzgerald*
Josh White stageshow also grabbing
off nice

MS; Great 23G

48(;,

Philadelphia, Sept. 3.
Philadeliphians in town for the
LalJor Day weekend are helping to
Opening of
swell biz this week.
new product, most of it major league
calibre, also is helping hypo the take,
are
"Notorious"
and
Sleep"
"Big

'KILLERS'

Last week,

terrific $24,000,

I

AT THE

N.Y.

STRAND

THEY'RE CALLING
i

•1

5 RECORDS

WENT OVERBOARD!

A MARTHA VICKER8
DOROTHY MALONE
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it,

Aussie Vaude
Chain, to N. Zealand

Tivoli,

Raw Stock Dearth, 6 Mosr6 Pix Sales

]

London Legit Recovers

Sydney, Aug. 20.
Dave Martin, head of the Tivoli
Conthiiicd from pagt 1
will
circuit,
looksee New
Zealand territory soon with idea of hard's "The Sliephard Show," with .snows. In for short season, but looki
Arthur Riscoe, Richard Hearne, like assured holdover.
extending his chain.
and
DougGray
Marie
Burke,
Eddie
"No Koeu At The Inn," Winter
Puris. Scpt. 3.
Martin is now set in the biggest
las Byng. Brealcs in at Palace, ManWk). Despite uSta'
Ainpi'ican .(listi'ibs licre tire not
slates of Aussie, and to New 2^aland
chester, and comes to the Princes, bility of theatre, .show has done
weii
likely to cio ftnytliing: like the busiwill mean added playing- 'time tor
Argent. Pix Producers
with many fat Weeks more than com'
,Sept, .26.
ness they wei'e led to expect after
acts.
New Zealand long was shiit
pen.siiting for the few lean one«
Arnold's
Finally
there's
Tom
ice
Do
the U. ,S -Frcnch liliTi:: pact ;\vas
to stage shows, because of lack of
nig .steady, $7,,2Q0,, and expected
Musicals:
llrst of it.s kind in the West
show,
to
Switch
to
the
Aiexandp.r Stei^l/, pri^xy/' Of
KlBiieci.
tup $8,000 this week, plenty prolil;,transportation.
Acts now can go
whicl\ W'ill be
Show,
End:
years.
in
Buenos Aires, Aug. 27.
the tf. S. 'iDisiribiitors Assn. aliii local
to such keys as
Wellington and done at Stoll's, Kingsway. will cost ble to presenter Jack Hylton a<i
Columbia chief for French territory,
The hea\ y coin grossed by Holly- Aucicland within a matter of hours over $120,000 to stage, and will be overhead .is very small. Looks 'likestaying out the year.
rlaims tliat unless there is, prompt
wood musicals is encouraging Ar- via swift flying-boat service running headed by Cecelia Colledge, ace
'rercliaiicc X* Dreani," l-iipporelief., business will be in jeopardy.
four times weekly.
British skater, who has just turned
drome (2d yr). One of the outHe cites that this; is because of ^dif- gentine producers to go in for the
He is looking for top. acts now pro, with Arren and Broderick, who sUnders
West End, with banlyfieuHifis oncou,ntere,d in, the licAv;, dsr same sort of pictures.
from the U. S. and England.
were big hit over here iiefore the a'j empty scat since
opening. Rcguerce attecting sale? and impossibility
They recall that last year "A Song
war, being brought back from Amer- Isr weekly yield of
.$16,000, which
to .proceed Willi dubbing, becaii.";e Qt to Hemember" grossed 500,000 pesos
ica for tliis, expected middle of spells ciipaeity at
every show Defraw stock dearth, American eom- (about $12!i,000) in Buenos Aires
October,
iiiilcly staying out the year.
pan'.o-s cannot import the raw stock alone,
ilie£i
"Rhapsody in Blue" has
(Estimated Grosses, at
"Portrait In„: Bbek," Piecnililly
th€!y .i'etjuire bec:ui.?e the E.\chartge been another record-breaker.
"Better Late," Garrick (19th wk). (14tl» wk). Never really got slaucd
Office Won't alioW them to expoj-t the,
Has been doing capacity but took with management trying hard" tci
Argentine producers launched into
dollars iiMCied to pay for sainc,
dive on Beatrice Lillifi's indisposi- force run. Weekly response uuclv
the musical field with AAA's "Donde
Picked up on her re- above $4,000, Which, ted-inks Uie
tion recently.
Th'» decv,eo. which prohibit.^ any
Mueren las Palabras," and "'Inspiraturn, but not more than around ledger. iVIarking time tUl "Skin
disti-ibutor to sell picturos over ,six
of
tion,'' a Schubert story is just being
about even break, as cast is Our Teeth" .arrivfs. from provinces
|S,800,
iiiO/iihs .i;x aclvaiice or to:. sell mtiifie'
completed, while Marisa Regules,
on cut salaries. Expects to be re^ early in -pctoberi;:;
f;,
thail fiii': pict.iirc;s t.o any ioxhibit^r
Buchanan's own
by
Jack
pianist,
has
been
placed
star
ArgentiSe
"I'ick-Up Girl,'' 'Prince of Wales
hilif yeaWy
periofl, ',5*
dttrih;;; aiiy
farce, "Treble Trouble," which he
in 'The Life of
signed
role
for
a
wk).
(6th
Has jammed 'em in since
working agaiiis't the e'ghf .fnajbrs,
will produce but not appear in, as opming
Albeniz."
and good for year's nm,
i;,spef.'i:.ll,v in the pro-vincc;'.
he expected to go to America early wjtfa Tom Arnold
Buenos Aires, Aug. 27.
who pick(>d it out
Now the pop musicians are asking
As tar a? the raw stock situiition
'of small out-of-way theatre,
Now that Argentina has retuimed in October.
xgiven a boost
is concerned, it looks a.'; if dubbirig, ^vhy they also can't be
"Biff Ben," Adelphi (7th wk). Off {>ect«!d tb-,n)ake plenty on this Amerto
a
so-called
Constitutional
regime,
besieging
piclierc was to bo made extremely di,f- via the screen and aj-e
to terrific start, real pickei-upper ican success,: what
with touring;
the
days
of
rigid
censorship
were
th*^ir:
with offers of
licult, though toreign dubb;n.y is npt, ture, mogul.s
during Charles B. CocJiran's recent rights in England and all o\or the
assumed
in
some
quarters
to
liave
Paciung 'em worW. Now worried about hmc;,- to
serious indisposition.
Exoefps frorii a letter services and ideas for storie.s,
pertniltcd.,
ended. Hpwever Lccent liberal atti-i in at around $16,800 per, capacity transfer, as Wales
received by Stein from ttte .I,'i-ench.
is wanted for new
tude of authorities on. prodtict of witli plenty standees, even during Val Parnell irevue, "Piccadilly Hayadittihistratioi} a'tsr a I'equest, for a
Looics good for rest of ride," starring Sid Field aiid fea.
distribs, bas taken a turn for the matinees.
Jitw stoek allotment, reiidthis year, and then some.
largare^'
Both
'Grace'
,.'
turing Three Boss Sisters and Rob•worse.
,"Tho number of foreign pictures
ert Lamouret, Pamell's latest dis"Clutlerbuck."
Wyndham's
(3d
Switch
came
when
the
Buenos
that will bt released iu r"ranue, on
Despite adverse newspaper covery from Paris, 'tehich opens
Aires municipality decided to ap- wk).
Click in London But
account of, lie Washington agreecriticism, show is clicker and doing early October after tryout in Birpoint a -censorship board to classify
ment, appears due to increase noticewell over $8,800.
m'mgham. If no theatre available,
all pictures and in:,talled the DirecUntortun.ately the; prbdiiction
ably,
Tools' Ni.G. for
"Crime and Fnnifhiaent," New "Girl" will have to be put in ,>;loi-age
tor
General
the
of
Municipal
Police (10th wk).
of r!.vv stock remains ami v.ill reCapacity at all night to be i^evived. at later date,
London, Sept. 3.
as board's head. Board members in- shows, with matinees just under.
main limited. So fai- as negr.tivc
"SiM» at Sly Cemer," St, Martin's
which
Margaret,"
"IMcssage
for
elude
a
representative
for
prbthe Enter- Steady $10,800. plenty gravy for (2d yr:). Has done well for some
/ Stock lor sound
is concernetl,
Board, three Municipal management. Compelled to vacate, months, and with film rights di,^diietion is. very small, so no allot- came into the 'Westmuister theatre tainment
to make room for Old Vic season, oosed -to George King for ,'810,000,
ment or practically none cail be made Aug. 28, was well received and is reps and one for film industry.
which
opens
moving
Sept.
and
to
24,
latter
making film of it for British
Board
firat
moved
to
stymie Hollyfor llie present for dubbing foreign
given a chance as a likely Broadway wood product by ordering that all Globe.
Lion, it has garnered plenty for profilms in France,' We neveitheless
."Dear Murderer," Aldwych (5th ducersv But has dwindled to nearly
remind you that the 194.) decree entry providing it is judiciously cut films must be submitted tor approval
W'k).
Opened
slowly, with crix not $3,600, barely getting-out figure.
at
least
15
days
France
compulprior
to
date .set for
makes dubbing, in
and cast. It was presented by Henry
too favorably disposed, but has built
"SoHB of Norway." Palace (2(ith
exhibition. Thus, if the Board Onds
sory.,
since, and now around .$4,800, profitSherek in association with the; Arts
anything objeetion>ible in a picture, yielding. Management has disposed (wk). Capacity puller since opqn^
"When p6.«Ibje. we; 'shiill attempt
iiig.
Looks good for whole ,vear,
further
Qf Council.
delays are inevitable as of film righl."; to Sydney Box for with
to allot iilni* for- fdubbinij.;
Emile Littler having nothing to
in
starired
is
Flora
Robsbn,
who
eventually
good
\viiri)e
earthe
whole ease winds Hp
sum; looks like .staying till worry about.
course, these allotments'
marked by prefei-enee for tiubbiag "Margaret," gave one of the best ill the municipal, m.iyor's department Robert Donat takes over in early
"Sweetest aad Xewect," Anibassa-:
for his okay—leading to furthei' red November.
films coming from' countries which
dors.
Like it* predecessor, it has
performances oi her career.
"Flfty-FUty." Strand (26th wk). played to
tape.
import French pictur«Si Bfiw stock
capacity since opening
Ironically local producers squawk Started with wham, doing capacity mght,
reciuiremeats of positive for priJits <^ "But For Hie Grace of God,"
with biic advance.
Doing
for several months, after which it
(3), that in
steady $5,400. capacity,
foreign films to-be telessefiin Tram* which; «f>ened here tonight
reality n-w measures hit
dwindled, but has now picked up to
will
be Batisfied when pokVibie, W*"****! an undoubted hit. The new them far autre than distribs of terrific returns
"SwcethcMrt Wm," Victoria Pal'
due to Royal Famcomedy bas Hollywood prMlucl. Demand for
NeverthelCES, the requirements re- Frederick- Lonsdale
ace
5th wk), LupiiM Lane's followdo- ily's visit recently.
Intake easily
uig
Is helping to make this good.
sulting- from release of French pro- sparkling dialog ad^ plenty action, mestic films has been hypoed by a topping $9,200.
Management now
all helped by splendid casting.
duct niust get priority.*'
protectionist decree which forces all running extra matinees on Saturday, LTncy^ectedly high $13,600. plenty
profitable. Looks good for several
this indicates that, vcith the excepProducing firm of Daubeny and houses to show a certain proportion which were out for some time,
intends
duplicating ^low of local pictures. Often native films
tion of newsfeels which gels 4i sepa- Miller
"FaUctr ike Girls," His Majesty's months.
"Tlie First Gcatleaan," Savoy (2d
rate allotment,, there is WttiB hope with American cast on Broadway go strait from the lab to the (45th wk). Dove for a while after
for AmericSK disiiibs U) be able to in two months.
projection booth so short is the do- several months of big biz, with Jack yr). Has proved moneyspinner for
Hylton blinking of faldng it olT, but Henry Sherek, with sale of film
operate unless some special arr^inge"Fools Eush In," which opened at mestic supply. If these, films are to
rights to Alexander Korda for $60,are made pe-rajitting them the Foitime Sept. 2, was well re- be held up J9 days for examination has since picked up considerably,
i\ient.s
an*^. now topping $15,200, plenty 000. For months it has bettered $10,either to pay for raw stock im{>orts ceived, 'but not rated likely a« an and censorship, srgue tocal pro- profitable.
Loolcs certain to last out 000, but now nearer $7,600,' still
or to supply them with the necessary American entry. It was wcU a<^ed ducers, those whom this board is ex- the ,year.'
orofi table.
stock from local supplies.
and went over nicely appearing g«>od pected to lielp, will t>e the ones to
"Guir Shew," Stoll's (l«tb wk).
"the Guinea Me* Criterion <2«th
liuffer
the ,:mo5t
Disappointoient to producer Tom wk).
ft3r,a ruB;here.'
Excellent start, with uitake
Arnold, who expected it to duplicate often exceeding tSflOO. but now
This .is a frothy, typically English
its provincial success.
COIN
Barely
got nearer $6,000, sUll healthy and good
tares with numerous sexy situations.
by, with show-wise folk attributing for many months.
it to lack of feminine appeal.
Do•The OUmt Slfc." Comedy (4th
ing around $10,000, barely even
wk).
break but has to stay till Arnold is barely Never got goin£, with intake
Paris, Aaig. 27.
touching $4,000, about even
Of
ready with his ice sho<v, which reFrench tourist trade, which curbreak. .Miuiagl^me&t marking time
places middle of October.
London, Aug. 27.
rently is made up
50% British
till knottier attraiction
becomes availNirbt," Apollo able.
visitors, is seen threatened by a
Reported here that 3. Arthur Rank M^^'"*'.
(12th wk).
off
slowly and
London court decision. lady Sibyl
"The r«ltcrgeiit,'' Vaudeville (6th
Rome, Aug. 20.
now has a dicker on to obtain a proved sourceLed
of worry to manageStanley, after touring France and
Manai^iment very hopeful,
Trans-World Films has been chunk of the South African circuit, ment for sometime, but has picked^ wk).
despite present intake not beyond
Switzerland, was charged with havformed here with- branch offices in controlling Some 200 film theatres in up since recent broadcast, and now
ing borrowed money in both counaromid $74!00, profitable and likely $5,000. But claims to be picking up.
Milan and New YorlE. New company South Africa.
'*T''«_"'<«i«I»w B«y," Lyric (15th
tries to spend while there, later re^
stayer.
would import V, S. films into Italy
Dicicering reputedly is with John
wk). Capacity since opening, getfunding it to French and Swiss- visi"Here Come the Boys," Saviile ting plenty
and also export Italian films to the and Max Schlesinger, toppers of
wordK>f-mouth commentors in London wbea they needed
U. S. TWF also intends producing South African chain. Previously no (21st _wfc). After doing, well tor some dation. Barely below $9,200. good
English money. She was fined -SIO,months, took sudden dive, almost enough
for months.
in Italy. It will organize and direct individual or company has been able
reaching danger line. But now out
floo.'
various important motion picture to swing such bu.v-in deal with
/•Under the Cennter," Phoenix
^"^ '^'"''"S well at around <41st
This iaV- is, ciiri'ently prewnling
Sfoo^'i^'^';
theatres and has been chosen as South African;
wk).
Good
since opening, with
$12,800,
at
which it can last for some
travelers from tafcjm,g abroad more
Cicely Courtneidgc the real puller.
sales
Tepresontative
for
several
month.s,
than a paltry amount. This means
Dropped slightly on her departure
.4mcrican-made technical devices,
_ "Hiffh- Time," Pal'adium 19th wk
that tourists are all making arfor holid.iy to
Switzerland, witlr
such as screens, soxind and prelecPlaying to capacity at practically
Florence Desmond taking her place.
rangemciits with foreigner.s who act
Abbey Players' 3 Houses every peiforniance, and Chalking
tion installfltions, etc. Agreements
up But.- still above $12,000. good soing.
as their bankers, whJle abroad. Killabout $26,000 per week. Lodlss like
liav-c already l>een made by TWF
Dublin, Sept. 3.
Advance booking for return of Mi.ss
ing of this systeiu will practically
Ist.aying. the; enti.re year.
wrth the "Organizzizioni di NolcgAbbey
Courtneidge
Players
are building three
very healthy.
Looks
eliminate the pcsaajility of towists
"Is Your H«neynia«n Nccesfarv'*'*
gio ,UDificate Leoni-Ici'' for the imcertain to .stay out the year.
theatres simultanuously liete to re- Duke of York'.s (3rd yr). Has
.staying more than bne, or tw<>, days
proved
mediate distribution in Italy of a
"Gay 'BMaliDda," Princess I4th
in any European country.
place their present home, with its moneymaker for comedian Ralph wk>.
firat
batch of films; among these,
Revival has not duplicated its
Lynn and George Smith, palentThe porehester; Hotel, whiaseoman- The M<)on and
seating capacity of less than «00. Each
Six Pence, Chump
medicme seller, who dabbles in ,show nnn
Doing only around $8,ager had helped Lady Sibyl Stanley
of the new hoi.i.«cs will have a dif- biz for
at Oxford,,' BSby -Face Morgan, Lady
hobby, No-vV, about exhaii.sted ,TOO, but staying till ehd of Seplem'tlie
iicc(','~sary
to, e.stablisll
foreign
bcr. when being
"
andriol expected to .'.tay much long
"'V
replaced bv "The
in
the
Death Hou.se, Dangerous ferent policy.
contadis. aL^o was fined.
t>liephard Show," currently touring
Biggest of the '.•.ev/ " thca1res, a ,er. Bartly
oxcneding
Lady. Queen, Of Broadway, Of Mice
$,3,200,
not
the Dovinces,
At present, English tourists can and Men, So
l.OOO-seater, will present; plays in profitable,
End^B;;Our Night, :Tb Be
"Ihe Nicht and the Music," Colionly talte 8300 out of, England in
English.
"L.aily
Second, .--eating about-, COO,
Windermci'e's Fan," Hayor- Not to Be, Topper Roturiis, Guest
scum (2d .yr). Emile Littler's iudgany one year- Freiich people eannbt Wife,
will restrict iUielf to Iri.sh-Gaelic market (2d ,v-r):. Still fanning sucNight for Crime, Delinquent
ment when he expended $120,000 on
talte along more than ,$10 w-hen gop;ays, while the tnird will be an cessfully despite Iwgcvily of run, and
Daiighters and Mi.ss from Mbscpw.
this musical
ing to Switzerland. This partly exexperimental liouso associated v,-itii even now exceedii>« $2,400, neai^ ;inve.stment revue;' Which is biggest
for a Coliseum show, has
capacity. Look.s like ifs Stiir
in for ma(le pots
plains why Europe is now .so proIhe Abbey's school.
of
lengthy
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vincial.

San Carlo Op

run,

in

London

^New

London, Aug. 27.
Doff to
Dexter
NAZI REELS
HANDBAGS Central Mediterranean ForcesLondon, Aug." 2V.
Vienna, Aug. 20.
San Carlo Opera Co, comprising 30
The special ad material, amiounceFilm strips of the Deutsche Wo- principals and a chorus of 50, in- raent books and art material put out
chenschau (German ncwsweekly uncluding some Italian opera nameii, by Gayne (Bob> Dexter, Warner
der Goebbeis) are;; being used by
Eros, ad-publicity dkector lor Great
manufacturers of femme hand bags open at Covent Garden next week Britain, for WB'iS 20th anni celebrahere. The film material is being for six'week run.
tion is the talk of Wardour Street
Rea.son for CMF tag is that the hefci' Outstanding was the big color
used mainly for the broad shoulderstraps on the bags. The Austrian company was first formed in that ,iob covering the new product, this
Society of Film Friends has warned area about two years ago and since containing special art desigB,s, etc.
thai destruction of these newsrecLs has
entertained
Allied
4,000,000
Officials
in
Iho
industry hfcrf
,service men and women, besides ,a claim it's the be,st job done in Engis uuHdvisablc since they may have
vast number of Italian civilians.
historical valu* later.
land since way before the war,

WB's
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York Bullet Theatre. Covent
Garden (8th wk). Despite unsea.sonaole peiiod for ballot in London,
BalJet has aone exceptionally
well,

I

money

brother Prince.

for

him and

hi.s

'Tppped $26,000 for

many months, and even

week expected

to

this clo.Mng

touch $20,000. In-

lemational Ballet replacing for six

with wcckis.
after
which new Emile
around $28,which warranted two holdovers Littler show, starring Bud Flanagan
and the Three Sailors, succeeding.
leaving at end of week
"While the Snn Shines," Globe.
bf.-ing replaced by
San Carlo Opera
yr).
Has
done
Co, for .short season, under
I^d
splendidly in this
Jack
Mylton sponsorage.
even now topping
M,800, still profitable enough for
"La Bohrme," Cambridge t6th
wk) management to seek another hotise
lias proved very good
inve.stment
W^est End, as this one is wanted
tor Music. Art and Drama
Society, tor Crime and Punishment,"
trans^veeks around ferring from
tlinnn* per f^^U^"'the New.
MifiOO
week. MADS now al/Worm's Eye View," Whiteh.lli
ternallng with "Don Pasqualr "
with
former doing $9,600 in five shov.'s (26th wk). Big grosser .since oneuiinp. and continuine to
null al S7 lOfl.
while latter garnering $4,200
in three Looks good for
several more months.
nnn

'"^^5 X-'^^^V gros.ses

000,

Company

'

;

OmOB

•VARIETI'S' lONDOIf
Mnrtln'a

St.

Plitise,

Keyed by 3

Sales,
Eepublic

set to increase its

is

eifin

distribution

bver

1945,

tl\i'oushout

Brit. Circuit

Deals

for-t

in

tbose

portions
to

of

Par Plans

Facelift

On European Cinemas
...l^ris, 'Aug.- 27.

'

film

'V-

,

v'

Paramount

is preparing to j ack up
postwar standard of theatres units banner in France and elsie^
where overseas. Louis Lazar, who

the,

According "to R. W. Altscliuler,
prexy and sales manager of Repub^
lie International, who returned last
week from an extensive tour of the
European markets, Rep has led off
iis resurgence in the foreign field
by pacting Odeon, Gaumont and
ABC, England's three largest cirfor playdates on

After

iVi

years

its

product.

virtual

absence

der

came froiTi .the V. S. to be Par's
European theatre chief, currently is
making a aetailed inspection of comv
pany properties
or ro-building.

to facelifting
goes, on a Euro-

pi'ior

He

starting

oversea.s.

("I've

with

"Concerto"

pean

survey trek before settling
at hin headquarters hei'e; Par
pioneered here; in introducing U; S.

down

tres resulted in exhibitors laying oft

Always Loved You"), which salesmanship

slovakia.

a

definite

there has been
It's
trend lately.
receipts
bqxofCice

efl'orts,

offish

estimated

that

have slipped gradually (iow for the
Hence the yen to
last two months.
revive exploitation and real selling
of product.

U.S. Writer Finds Paris

Within the next few weeks there
will be a complete change in Re^

Hungrily

Awaits

Free-Spending Tourists

;

public's

.

international

organization,

organizational setup, the company
will begin 16m production and distribution in the foreign field. First

The French are really a disappointed people these days, actwrding
to
Thyra Samtar Winslow, the
writer, who returned last week from
a six-week tour o£ France and England. The French shopkeepers have
spent heavily to restore 1)he swank
spots

to

their

pre-war eminence—

all they're getting as customers
are Frenchmen.

and

The

tourish

trade

has,

so

In Arrival of Prague Reps in N. Y.
Hope

of reaching some agreement
distribution of XT. S. pictures
Czechoslovakia loomed brighter
week with the arrival in N. Y.
of
Czech government representaLatin-Amer. Showcases tlves for huddles
with the indus.Clement Crystal, head of Para- try's Export Assn. ofiEicials.
An-,
mount - International Theatres, is other official, who has been acting
accompanying A. L. Pratchett, Para- as spokesman for the Czech gov
mount - Internatiohal's Latin-Ameri- ernjrient; in N. Y. on film matters
can district chief, on his present prior to the arrival o£ the official
swing through that territory. Whila delegation, also will participate in
hot admitted by the .company, this huddles with the IVfotion Picture
trip by Crystal is understood to be Export Assn.
for the purpose of looking over cerAside from the fact that Ameritain, recommended theatres and film can pictures Ipng have been popuLondon, Aug. 27.
Odeon and Gaunipnt-British are theaire sites. Crystal has been in lar with audiences in Czechosloamong those' British >fllm theatre Mexico and: will visit Panama, Peru vakia (it was one of the most
chains that are especially alert to the and Colombia before returning to profitable European
markets, .for;
future prospects of candy and choco-- N. Y.
U. S. films before the war), there
Pratchett, whtj has visited Mexico/ apparently is need for strong screen
late sales In their theatres, especially, when
rationing ends. But and Havana on his current extended fare in that country at the present
companies do. not intend to use an trek through Latin-America, arrived time.,
American method of concessionaires, in Panama yesterday (Tues.), He will
It will be recalled that soon after
but will operate their own selling go to Bogota, Coloinbia next,, and the war's end, an agreement was
force.
Associated British Picture then, through such larger countries made with Soviet reps giving Rusr
Corp.' also intends to operate this as Argentina, Chile and -Brazil.
siaii product 60% o^ the screening
way. This also applies to important
time in Czech; theatres.
The reindies such as Shipman & King, with
maining 40%, was to be split among!
their 59 houses; Granada, With 3a; Slump in Chinese Coin
the rest of the world.
and Southan Morris circuit of->59.
This pact has not worked, out as
Difficulty of elaborating the sales
had been hoped because the Soviets
Back of U,S. Revenue
system is mostly because there is
have been unable to furnish enough
not enough room for stands necessuitable pictures to fill out this,
Freeze by China Bank quota ,arrangement.
sary for the sale of merchandise.
Result is that,
Among the important indies, espeMore light was thrown on the considerable additional screen fare
cially in the provinces, there'are facurrent freezing of American dis- is needed, with American product
cilities for the sale of these refresh-"
looked
on
as
natural
a
source for
tributors' revenue
in
China this

*

Ion

Silverstone looked over plans for
the proposed new 20th-Fox studio
in England while in London.'

Crystal

On Looksee For

in

I

this

I

British Theatres

:

Eye Candy Sales
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.

.

,

,

;

'

'

,

.
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ments and candies.
Considerable

filling in the gap.

revenue

derived

is

by most big

circuits as well as major indies from restaurants. This is
quite a big feature in many theatres,
with the food quite elaborate, ranging from light tea to a fuH'course
lunch and dinner.

Odeon has 85. such modern resAssociates British Picture
Corp. has 80 while GaumoSt-British
has 66. AH are catered by themselves, with special staff employed.
ABPC even has facilities for private
parties.

,

theatre tax is 40% of admissions,
bringing prices up to 90 or 110 lira.
At the rate Of 224 lira to the dollar
on the controlled market and 430 on
the black bourse, a nice chunk comes
out of the' Italian purse, In France
the same situation obtains, with
francs pegged at 119 to the dollar.
Best monetary conditions appear
to exist in Switzerland, where the
Swiss franc has held its own well
on the exchange market, making tire
little country a good bet for film
trade in spite of its small size. So
far Belgium has been the best market for Rep, according to Altschuler,
who said that 40 Rep pix are already
playing in that country. Belgium's
197 theatres operate on a strict
double feature policy, providing a
lush market.
Rep exec said that
Europe will be open to U. S. pix
for some time to come, since domestic product tliere is not nearly

Better Czech Distrib for U.S. Pix Seen

East.

taurants.
far,

narrow.-gauge market will be Latin failed to materialize. It's true that
America. Regular distribution south there are a great deal of travelers
of the border will be increased about in that country because of the cur70%.
rent Peace conference, but the lush
Concerning biz conditions in Eu- coin that came formerly from the
rope, Altschuler said prospects ap- American traveler is still missing.
peared good, although nothing defi- Heaviest spenders are. those who
nite could be said until the interna- spent the war years in the U. S. as
tional situation becomes a little more
settled. While rentals are okay, overall' income is suflfering slightly from
high taxes, especially in, liberated
countries.
In Italy, for example,

19

.

Still

.

with sales and exchange heads to be
appointed for all foreign territories.
Distrib boss for France has already
been set, but because he came: from
the foreign roster of one of the major companies Altschuler would not
reveal his name. Following the new

to U.S.

,

.

from tlie foreign market. Rep has exhibition and exploita'tion methods.
While'\postwar speilding at theabegun to send the cream of its pix
was the first Rep film ever to playthe Wejt End when it. opened last
inoiilh at the Haymarket, London.
Altschuler said film is doing well,
and by Sept.'23 will be set in every
key city situation in the Islands.
Also .clinched for Rep distribution
are Spain. France, Italy, Denmark,
Holland, Belgium and Switzerland.
Deals are pending for Norway, Swe^
den. Finland, Greece and Czecko-

Back

Murray Silverstone, 20th-Fox International prexy, is due back in
N. Y. next Saturday (7) after a twomonth survey of England and
Europe. He flew from Paris back to
London la.st week after huddles in
Rome with company sales chiefs
from the Near

of the

American

trade.

cuits,

in Foreign

England and

deals

open

Continent

Silverstone

more than 300%

following' conelusion

distribution

intkrnatiOnal

XAltal/^r SijfiaM

Rep Sees 300% Boost

,

.

,

.

'

•

'

,

:

In the case of

Shipman

,

&

;

"

'

King,

Granada, and Southan Morris, they
have a contract with reputable catering firms,, such as Mecca Cafes
refugees. Many have come back to and Slater's, to supply the food and
Paris and the coin previously spent staff on an annual rental.
in the eastside N. Y. spots is circu^
lating
in
the spots not usually
patronized by the tourists.

Heavy drawback

to

getting

the
the

former quota- of traveler trade is
scarcity of moderately priced 'restaurants. Most eating places are on
the black marlcet and one can dine
cheaper and better at many New
Yoi'k class spots than in any of the
illegal restaurants,

Miss Winslow de'

clared.

The Peace conference has brought
The
delegates and 1,700 newspapermen
a slight spurt of Parisian trade.

attending

the

powwow,

however,

aren't shelling out too much dough.
Most of their needs are taken care
of at the Luxembourg Palace, which
has converted two huge rooms into

:

week, with the whole problem tossed
in the lap of the State' Department.
Under the agreement made between Vaude Setup Covering
the U. S. and the Central Government of China, American film comSix European Nations
panies were to be allowed 15% of
rental revenue that had piled up in
Would Help U.S. Acts
China at the rate of 20 Chinese
dollars to one American. That was
Paris, Aug. 27.
in 1945 when the actual rate of exA vaude circuit offering U. S.
change was two or three times that vaudeville acts several weeks bookhigh.
ing in Europe will be established if
U. S. distributors naturally were negotiations now conducted by Danglad to get even 15% of their iel Marouani with the French govrevenue at that rate of exchange. ernment are successful. Idea is ttt:
Since' then the Chinese currency appropriate some of the dollars comhas become so badly inflated that ing from the sale of exported French
the- actual rate of exchange now
s
perfumes in America to pay part of

about. 3,000 to one.
That is why
the Bank of China now is trying to
get out of the agreement whereby
the 15% of total revenue; would be
Warners' 20th Anni
remittable at 20 to 1.
Attitude of U. S. distribs is that
Overseas in Sept., Oct. it is not their fault that Chinese
While Warner Bros.' 20th anni exchange has dwindled, so much
celebration domestically was in Au- that it makes the 1945 pact seem
Chinese Government
gust, it is being observed around the out of line.
world both this month- and in Oc^ does' not figure in the bank's detoben Time required to get public- cision not to live up to the agreeity and ad material, plus many ment, ljut it's believed. in N. Y. that
other items, to distant parts of the the bank has' been given indirect
foreign markets is responsible for blessing in trying to obtain a better
arrangement for remittance of U. S.
the lag.
funds.
Latin-America will observe
anniversary throughout October.:

I

the American salaries in dollars.

Marouani,

who

is

an agent doing

many Riviera bookings, contends,
that this would hypo the international tourist trade.
European

'

would

include
France, Belgium, Switzerland and
Scandinavia. Latter is already open
to American performers, but the
playing time is so short that it's
hardly worthwhile to make the trip;
abroad.

MPEA

WB

circuit

UP DISTRIB

SE'TS

DEAL FOR EAST INDIES
An

deal has
Argentine Reissue Deal
been made with the government •I
star Film Corp., N. Y., has signed
with Alexander Korda, Samuel Netherlands East Indies for release'
Hlo de Janeiro, Sept, 3.
Manny Reiner, Latin -American Goidwyn, David O. Selznick, Hal of U. S. films in that country via th«
bars, one each for the delegates and
Motion Picture Export Assn,, Irving
newspapermen. The French news- manager for Vanguard Films and Roach and other indie producers to Maas, general manager of MPEA,
liounds get their vin ordinaire, at Selznick-Intsrnational, is in Rio at act as sole distributor for their re- announced.
They will be
cost and consequently most of their the halfway mark of his six months' issues in Argentina.
Under terms of pact, 40 features,
drinking needs are taken care of in tour of Central and South America, distributed in both 35m and 16m.
Star also will distribute Guar- picked from product of MPEA memReiner, who just finished a film
that manner.
survey of the Caribbean area, will anteed Pictures de la Argentina in ber companies, will be released in
sufficient to absorb open dates. When
Netherlands East Indies between
remain
a month in Brazil to line up the U. S. and Canada. Argentine pix
production increases sufficiently in
vear, with acplans for exhibition of Selznick's will probably hit the arty houses now and May 1 next
foreign countries, nations that can
tual distribution in the hands of a
Current London Shows
:here.
"Duel in the Sun."
do so are expected to begin quota
special organization to be set up for
London, Sept. S.
regulations on a large scalethat purpose by the East Indies govRep's long absence from the for"Better Late," Garrick,
ernment. Deal gives MPEA the right
eign field is fortunate, according to
to establish Its own distrib organ"Ballet Theatre,": Covent Garden.
Altschuler, because there was no
ization Jan. 1 with active release to
"Clulterbuck," Wyndham,
bad precedent set in the market by
start, May 1.
Punishment,"
New.
"Crime
&
a large number of lowrbudget picAs a result, the Netherlands East
tures which the company produced
''Dear Murderer," Aldwych,
Indies government agrees to disconfor several years. Current plans call
"Fifty-Fifty," Strand.
tinue distribution and return all outfor the majority of films sent overstanding, prints to MPEA on that
Savoy.
Gentleman,"
"First
public auction of two big UFA the- date. Maas explained that: deal for
V seas to be of of medium-budgeted
The Hague, Aug. 27.
"Follow the Girls," Majesty's.
action-adventure variety.
Cowboy
Although all negotiatiotia are atres in Rotterdam and The Hague. next eight months was prompted by
"Fools Rush In," Fortune.
pix are still :heavy favoriteSi
Each has about 1.400 seats. Con- fact that private commercial opera"Grace of God," St. James.
strictly hush-hush/ it now appears
fiscated after the liberation of Hol- tions are impractical in that cQuntr/
"Gang: Show," Stoll.
between
present
stalemate
tnat the
land, the whole Dutch film business at present time.
"Grand National Niffht," Apollo.
and Mayer Back
the Motion Picture Export Assn. (of is watching to see what happens to
"Guinea Pig," Criterion.
ths^ U.
S.) and the Netherlands them/ Tenders have been asked for
"Here Come the Boys," Saville.
Bioscoop Bond may soon ba broken. both spots, and the names of tendEuropean Survey "High Time," Palladium.
Irish Tenor Leaves
Actual solution of the so-called feud ers have been published.
\ Francis Harmon, v.p. of the Mo"Honeymoon," York's.
For U. S. Radio Series;
within the
Besides several well-known exhibs,
tion Picture Association, returned to,
"Message for Margaret," Westmin. between the two looms
Dublin, Aug. 27.
banks and others in the trade have
next two weeks.
New York yesterday (Tuesday)
"No Booih at Inn," Winter Garden.
Two factors apparently are work.- bid for them. One of the highest
Christopher Lynch, tenor who's
from Amstefdam, where he had
"Perchance to Dream," Hipp.
ing for a solution of the problem. bidders is Job Weening, managing rated here as likely successor to
been confabbing during the past
"Pickup Girl," Wales.
One is that the iviPEA hfc found an director for Eagle Lion in the John McCormack, gave one Irish
month in an effort to come to an
"Poltergeist," Yaudovilk.
outlet in about eight small theatres Netherlands. There also afe reports concert before leaving for U; 3.«
agreement with the Dutch Bioscoop
"Portrait in Black," Piccadilly.
of Holland. While not seemingly im- that Loews, Inc., has put in a- bid. tour. Just back from Milan, he apBond on importation of American
"Shop Sly Corner," St. Martins.
portant, the abilily of the Export Under the regulations of the; sale, peared at the Savoy in Limerick.
films.
He also was in Germany,
"Soldier's Wife," Duchess.
Assn. to get American product into sellers are not obligated to sell to
Czechoslovakia and Paris on U; S.
"Song ot Norway," Palace.
Lynch goes on tlje Firestone Hour,
Dutch theatres' is making a point the highest bidders, and, of course, starting Sept. 30 at Carnegie Hall,
.film matters.
"Sweetheart Mine," 'Vic Palace,
in current huddles. Besides small the Bioscoop also is active in this
"Sweetest and Lowest," Ambass.
Gerald: Mayer, of the foreign deHoward BarlOW, 'conductor of Firehouses of about 500 seats in town.s auction realizing the significance of
partment of the MPA, Who accom"The Other Side," Comedy.
stone Symphony Orchestra, liked th«
like HilversLim and Enchede, tJ, S. the two houses.
panied Harmon, was unable to get
"Under the Counter," Phoenix.
25-year-old warbler's platters andl
If American interests obtain either
flims soon will go into the Excelon the same plane with him for the
"While sun ShlhiJs," Globe.
the sponsor confirmed his choice.
figured the
it's
sior, 550-.seater here and a small the- or both theatres,
"Windermere's Fan," Haymarket.
return trip but was Slated to get
MPEA hand would be strengthened Lynch is under the management
atre in Amsterdam.
"Winslow Boy," Lyric.
into
New York late yesterday
o£ Columbia Concerts for this tout.
The other factor is the announced in dealings with Bioscoop.
"Worm's View," Whitehall.
(Tues.).
interim distribution
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COLUMBIA PICTURES

presents

Janet

61AIR
straight

arms

ojij_l£cixJb

WITH

MLIE

revealing a

from the

mm

Original screenplay by Byron

Produced and Directed by

warming

* .

HENRY

mVERS

Morgan and William

A.

A.

Wellman

new

heart-

personality,..

IIMMY LLOYD
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REVIEWS

Wediieetlay, Septemlier 4,

Enri Hiiie.s Orc?i, Dolores iPark^r,

On

Oldtimers Vie With Newcomers

Loew's State, N. Y., Silver Jubilee

the por.sonable Calvert, builds steadily for a wham, and offers cheesecake with the thrills, chills and
Show remains for two
baH'lers.
weeks here as it stands, very un,

Arthur Walker, Essix Scott, Hop,
Skip & Jtuiip, Vnldn, Geor(/e PrciiJo/m ,yiiiiH,
Spider
Bruce,
(ice.

"Yak" Taylor;

"Stntnye:

u.sual setup.

Triahyle"

Begins with

I

Bill

<20tM.
I

Carr,

who

dancing
Shuttered the past three weeks
tract failed to .iell and stage shows
for exten.sive refurbishing, this llarbeing discontinued.
Now
Dick Edwards doubles a.s emcee lem vaudfilmer reopened Friday (,'iO>
after Tiff oreh and Mi.ss Cassady lead with Earl Hines' crew, plus cool
Weather, sparking the :custproers at
off with a specialty pn "McNamara's
Band." Deuce goes to the Great a resounding pjice through the, wickBender for contortion: work. Also ets. House bulged with .standees dur'
pay dividends, and it isn't dead~^ slips in a .session of balancin" and ing second show opening night.
Hines, in a Commendable attempt
neither at the boxoft'ice nor for its manipulating a heavy table with his
wlvich.
to. shelve "jump and .jiv.e"^
teeth for good applause.
adherents.
Five-year-old Sue Ann Loudon, is more or less accepted as the inHou.se marked the .silver anniversary of stageshows with an .extra am winner, take.S; the mike for her evitable in this spot-^does a neat
curricular session, Thursday
(29) version of "Wild Over Me" and a reprise of the score of "Showboat."
Prai.se is due Eric Roberts, band's
in which oldtimers in the industry tap routine. Kid is cute and cusexcellent
his
for
chief arranger,
participated. Talcnls of Bill Bobin-. tomers go all out for her.
Edwards then does his own rou- treatment of Kern's music,,
son, who played the second., bill, in
preponderance of
the
that theatre, and Sniith.ahd Dale, .Pat; tine, a series of impression.s in panDespite
Hopney,. Al Trahan, Harry Hershfield tomime. He gets plenty of laughs brass in the outfit-^f our /trombones
out
of
a
session
as
a
man
trying to and four trumpets, plus five reeds
End Gus Van (& Schenck) trotted
out their wares to give the eyeht the make the hard choices in a cafe- and three rhythm-, Hines holds the
<3esirecl tone of nostalgia,
and Xa teria line. A soft-.shoe terp tops off noise to a minimum and emphasizes
provi; that there's life in the old bits things for solid return-!.
the melody.
His own pianology
Vocal session by Jeanette Savage .shines as does a neat bass .solo oE
yet.
The state itself, has been a long- comes off a bit cold. She's light- Gene. Thomas, Hines' policy of perBtanding. ar.yiitnont for vaudeville weight on her songs, though attrac- mitting his crewmen tO; demonstrate
shows. These .stagers have been: the tive enough, Her Irish songs and their ability is amply evident .since
hypo that has put .second run single torching of "To Each His Own" fails the arrangement spots practically
features into the profitable side oi to impress.
every man in for a few licks.:
Closing is the Libonati xylophone
the lod.i^cr. Otten its pictures have
Band's femme vocalist, Dolores
been milked dry at nearby first rims, trio, which makes good Hash. Boy Parker, svelte, gal in a form-fitting
but the Stafc nearly always: rhanages and' girl on one xylophone and Li- black strapless gown, intones "Can't
bonati on another beat out a march Help Lovin' Dat Man" in a rich,
to turn in flattering grossest
Tlio Broadway Assn. /look official medley, a pipe-organ imitation of throaty voice using excellent diction.
cognizanco of the event wifli Rob- "Bells of St. Mary's" and a Latin- Essix Scott pours a fine, high voice
ert Christenberry, Hotel Astor bpni- American medley. Yoimgsters finish out of those broad shoulders, .which
face and president of the organiza- in an eccentric tap to Libonati's ac- at times almost reaches a falsetto
.:
in "Make Believe." Both Scott and
Qn'm.
tion pre.s,cn.tihg. a. ..scroll to, Eddie companiijienti
Mi.ss Parker draw strong .salvos.
Dowden. ol Loew's, paying tribute to
She's also spotted in a fair harmony
the clean and wholesome entertain€liica{«o, Chi
number, "Route 66," along with four
ment, atl'orded by the hpu.se..
Chicago, Auy. SO.
males doubling from band. Arthur
As .for the anhiyei'i5ary' sh(iw,. ..some
Aiidreics
Sisters
'(3).
Mack & Walker clo.ses Showboat "concert"
of the: old-timers* might have: iele- Des7nO(i,d,
Martin Bros. (2) Marioyi- with a powerful "Or Man River,"
bratcd the 25th anniversary of their ettes,
Lou Brecse Orch (14) with though at times he .seemed handiparticular routine, but none of them
Rttdy Wayner. Joe Nelson. & Char(e.s capped with a cold.
would dare attenipt civanging their HrMdicka;
"Monsieur
Interspersed between band numBeaucaire"
roiiUncs for fear .thii.);- the'- aiidie^
[
<Par).
bers are Hop, Skip & Jump—three
would .veil fo* the^e .:classic bits.
males in top hats and- tails, who
Smith and ijaie of the old Avon:!
give out with routine tapology which
Current
bill, .short on acts but long
Comedy Four, still bring yocks with
on talent, looks like a sure holdover nevertheless registers for fair retheir Dr. Krdnkhite skit. Bill Robinwith the- Andrews Sisters, back at turns with the customers. Valda,
son .stiil gives the number for toswivel-hipped femrne, does a cooch
morrow, although the policy racket is the Chicago after two years, heading dance replete with bumps and
the revue plus supporting aot.s, Mack
still, to mark_ils 25th anni.. and Fat
grinds, and also smacking of burley
HoOney's dante numbers have audi- & Desmond, and Martin Bros, arid is the comedy blackout of Spider
their marionettes.
enee aceeptsnce despite their ancient
Bruce, John Vigal and "Yak" TayAndrews Sisters get oft to a slow lor. Their domestic routine built on
Jii.story.
Jim
Barton.
similarly,,
couldn't get oft the. stage without start with ''Beat Me Daddy" but stale gags about the mother-in-law,
doing "Mad Do.a,'' although he and warm up, with "South Ai-nerica./Take: plus familiar business about the
It Away." Trio tries
some comedy cheating wife, closed.to plenty of
S&D combined their appearances by
doing the old dollar bit. On an ortho- chatter between the first two num- palm-whacking.
dox bill, audience ob,ieGtions would bers that didn't take too well but
George Prentice, only ofay on the
be overwhelming if they attempted; was with the gals the rest of the bill, is spotted with a standard
to leave before going into their ,w:k. way in some new tunes and a large Punch & Judy routine.
He hanhelpmg of oldies. Former includes dles his
routines.
puppets with finesse and
Gus 'Van, doing a sin.gle since the Route 66." which drew good re- makes a nice change of pace for
.sponse, with latter represented
passing of his late partner, knows
by this house.
Rum
and
Coca-Cola" and a melody
now to pound an, audience into subHines fronts the band in smoked
mission, and Harry Hershfield is still ol past act hits including "Bel Mir glasses, explaining to the audience
one of the raconteurs in the business. 5.'^' ,Pi-i,Schon.". "Apple Blossom he's still recovering from a serious
The oldtimers didn't provide too JA'",^' ^ 'Pennsylvania Polka." and auto accident.
Roll Out the. Barrel." Despite
much Gontra.st to the regular vaude slow
the"
start gals are a. hit throughout
bill which ednstitutes, a smooth runCaycty, Mont'l
ning item. The layout starts strongly gaming mqmentum as they "went
aiong. adding much to their
JMontreai, Sept. 2.
act bv
with the Bunin Puppets (New Acts),
mugging, kidding the orch and
Van Kirk, Eunice Jason, Gertrude
with strong followu{i.s by the easy
giving the general impression
Freddie
Morgan,
Gay
that they Breifer,
terping of P(aps and Louie, and the
Dixon, Jack Lamont & Co. (4), Lnrry
comedy aero antics of 'WaUer Dare were having a good tinie.
V.Tudeviiic, at, Loew's State, N. Y.,
a going concern after 25 years.
the sole straight vauder on
Broadway (md one o( the last strongJiolds in this country adhering to this
entertainn";cnt lormiua, house is an
example, that' vaudeville can 'stiU

:

is still

:

'

!

j

1

I
I

;

—

:

Mage and

by

taps

offer contrast to straight
song specialty on
a
which ./doesn't

by

I

("Donkey Serenade"
come off loowell

,

but is
otherwise okay, Nip Nelson follows
with long list of impei'sonations, iiieluding
Heatter,
Kysor,
Aldrich,
Lortibyrdo, Inner Sanctum and the
inevitable 'Clyde McCoy, and gets
big kudos.
:Charioteers do "One
iVIore Dream," "AU I Need Is You,"
"Ride, Red,: Ride". and "Oodles of
Noodles." Lead tenor has tendency
to overdo it a little^ but quartet
vocally,

,

wows. Particularly good stuff from
piano accompanist.
Biz was nifty at opener with film
responsible for m,uch of it until word
of mouth on the' Calvert acts gets
around. Calvert .remains two weeks,
the film three.
Elie.

,

'

.

.
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National, LHille
Lo:iii,?)nHc,

Aug

30

7iik Spots (4), "Clefliilienti"
vi'iison Orch (17), Pefli Leg Bates. Moke
& Poke, Ida James; Vliiner Circle"
(Rep),

Fall and winter season of lull
week stage shows at this house teed
with a sure winner lineup, the
Ink
Spots,
surrounded by '"Mr
Clcanhead"
Vinson's
capable
17
piece combo, ahd strong .supporiirig.
acts.
Spots are hefty draw, and
public never seems to get enough of
tliem here, resulting in sockp biz
Bill
Kenney tow-ers head/ and
shoulders
over
his
fcUow haroft'

.

monizers, physically and vocally
Bass playei', chimes in with the
usual
bass
tojied
spoken lyrics
which point up the laughs. Ciimbo
is going in for comedy, too, and
it
registers.
Quartet
please
treniendously with "Prisoner of Love."
'Td Climb the Highest Mountain;"
"I
Don't Care Who Knows It."
"Gypsy," and the long time fave 'If
I Didn't Care."
Solid hit.
.

:

,

America

:i

.
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:

'

'

IVTack

&

Desmond, clever

tapsters,

m

i

'

-

'

Wash.

i

miZV
-

I

.

,

.

.

Tower,

'

I

j

.

i
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:

.

&

Bromley

Weeks,

Howard Orch

Barrett,

Line

(9),

Len

(12).

—

,

ITue.),

hands.

,;:

..

..,', Laza.

RKO, Boston
Boston, Aug.

30;

John Calvert ti Co., Mage & Cart
Nip Nelson, Chatioteers; "Canyon
Passage" (U).
Scaled

down

to

35

minutes the

Now

he's learning to dictate.

purveys "Temptation," "They Say
Wonderful" and "At Last." Talis there and if guy would loosen
up a bit and add some faster-tcmpoed numbers for better blending
he'd go over in solid fa.shion. As
is he earns but fairish returns.
It's

ent

Top applau.se-getter is Chris Cro.ss
and his singing dolls. Investing his
puppets with a human quality which
aud goes for, he works in all the
voice

tricks

and

pays

it

Continued from page

1

Arnhold, however, was surprised in
the German invasion in
April of 1940 and was subseciuently
arrested by the Gestapo,'
Winger, at that time a member of
the

Norwegian underground forces

in the Bergen district,
ries of manipulalions

through a se.
succeeded in
freeing young Arnhold, smuggling
him across the border into Sweden^
As an expression of its gratitude]
the Arnhold family has tiow
invited
Winger and his wife to be their
guests during a year's residence,
in
the U. S. Norway's famous
comedian
intends to j-pcnd .some time in
New
•York, following which he will
travel
to ;Hpny wood to study the
film in;

John Calvert show remains plenty
.socky for this spot as ace act in okay
layout of vaude with pit band.
Begins with routine magic gag.s, dustry.

card tricks, etc., emphasizing gals in
the show, who mingle with audience
KEP'S REGULAR DIVVY
on various chores.
Follows with
mass hypnotism stuff u.sing GIs or
Republic Pictures maintained its
vets from the audience, toppling regular
$1 rate on the preferred
them on their backs, and keeping the stock
last week by declaring
the
audience howling throughout. Windup is the guillotine, stunt with a: cir- regular 2.3c quarterly dividend oh
:/
cular saw, preceded by a ghouli.sh; these .shares.
Divvy is payable Oct. 1 to stockhorror routine to .set the stjtge.Whole business, presided over by holder!, of record, Sept. 10.
:

[

ybkel

to

infant

with their standard routine ot

and knockabout tumbling.
neatly,

falls

Get over

'

,

Les Rhode and house orch do okay
on show backing. Biz: good when
caught.
^
Lary.
'

Norway by

from
off.

G. Ray Terrell legerdemains in
slick fashion. Utilizes all the standard tricks, with the egg-producing
and millc-pouring bits topping stint.
Closers are Barton and Slflnn,/

/

:

Norway Comedian

Jack

arm routine.
Eunice Jason's striptease cOntrib
gets the usual reaction.
Leh Howard orch cuts neat show.
House
line just so-so,
BoflF biz at opener.

;

:

,

'

.

.

,

.

Lullaby." Gal has good salesmanship,
neat appearance and okay delivery.
Lamont & Co. do okay in
"old Army" routine.
Larry Weeks
gets across in some standard juggling
routines and Bromley and Barrett
have to beg off after the acro-strong-

:

.

.

"The
Iceman
Cometh,"
which
went into rehearsal yesterday
hasa two-fold rneaning—
holiday
crowd at .show caught.
Rowdy audience made it tough for the superficial one in the betrayal
the acts but they registered" okay, of a salesman by his wife with the
nevertheless.. Van Ki;-k in the com- iceman, and the deeper one
of death
edy slot does better when m.c.ing (the iceman) coming like
a thief in
than in his own spot. Lad's gags the night.
The play opens in a saare good tor yocks but the Vdifferloon, as did"Anna Christie,"
but it's
ent singers" routine and. the wooda
composite
of
several
man bit need some working on be.saloons
ONeill has known.
fore they'll do..
Tapster Gertrude Breifer does two
"I love 'Iceman.' " says
O'Neill
spots but lier whole .stint, from cos- "I may
like my 'The Hairy
Ape'
tuming to figure, could be improved.
Tapping gets okay liand but the best, but 'Iceman' is one of my
routines are nothing to write home hnest." He hopes to resume writing
'about.
Ereddie Morgan's electric soon. He wrote by longhand until
guitaring gets hefty palm whacking. illness. "This has been a
great tragLad's got nice personality and gets edy
he says, indicating his palsied
results with cominercial items.
His
gags al.so get over.
Gay Dixon, songstress, registers in
.stuff
like
"Amen" and "Irish

'

is to
be done next season by the dance acts in the business.
Clicks
Guild. O/Neill won't talk much about as u.sual.
the cycle except to say that it covVocalist "Mr. Cleanhead" Vinson,
ers the growth of America
that now with an orch of his own,
America, given the most of any na- which he fronts, gives out with
tion, instead of becoming the great- "Juice
Head Baby." and ''Cleanest country in the world, is the head's Boogie," with Vin.so.n con^^ing
greatest failure. "Spiritually it tried in with his .sjix; and/ also on the
Vocal.
Orch is .solid, and gi.vcs
the old everlasting game of tr.ving
swell support to the acts.
Vinson
to po.ssess its own soul by possessintrocs the acts, but: otherwise lakes
ing something out of it," he said, -things easy. His lackadaisical mair^
"and lost both."
ner might be okay on dance dates,
Life isn't, pretty to read about to- but seems he miglU liven up a bit on
day, says O'Neill. '! read it all after stage appearances.
the first World War. Why read it
House filled when: caught Friday
now'.' It's not much different." The
(30).
j;old.
present is too chaotic, too full of
biased opinion. That's why his thiree
Olynipia. l^fianii
plays are set in the past. "X write
Minini, Aity. 2(1.
the eternal verities, but I set them
in the past."
Ray Eberle, Bar to & Stniin, C/irii
As to the world today, even Cross, G. Ray Terrell, Les Rhode &.
though O'Neill says he doesn't pre- House Orch (13); '"To Each His
tend to be a sociological thinker, Own" (Par).
"if the human race is so damn'
.stuLukewarm reaction greel.s all-male
pid, that in 2,000 years it hasn't
had lineup current here in unbalanced
the brains enough to appreciate
layout.
what .secret of happiness is conTopliner Ray Eberle garners mild
tained in the Golden Rule, then it's reception with his strictly
from
time we dumped it (the race) down band-vocalizers stance. Voice is okay
but
there's no change of pace as he
the nearest drain, and give the
ants
chance."

a

Gayety, opening after summer layoff,
jammed to the rafters/ with

"I

Me

,

;

:

closer.

Ida James, vocalijit, deliver.s
Won't Say I .'Won't" and "KiiOck

encouraging to handicapped GIs
America the Failure.
df his nine-play uncompleted cycle, who might find hope in witnessing
how Bates has overcome his. handi"A Touch of the Poet," the fifth one, cap, and ranks as one of
the lop

i

and the Martin Bros, and their
Bill toppers are Mario and Floria,
marionettes, round out the
fast-stepa top ballrgohi team who. have added ping
show with LOu Breese attd orch
sev eral nc-w n umbers,. Pair get by
mainly with litheness.: of their ^dxx- dooing a good job of backing the
Orch is standout
tines and do only a minirnum .of IjltS, ]l
'^"O"
Empty Arms,"
but overall eSect; is strong' Cncugh
vyith Rudy Wagner, piano:
Joe Nelfor two encores.
9.'?«''*« Hrudicka,
Another event of intrrcst is the "??nmh«Sl/"=
trombone,
solo stints.
Foos
vaude bow of Dolores Gray, late of
"
\
.'v.:'-the musical "Are You With It?"
Miss Gray, since her bow at the
Capitol,
Copa two years ago, has added
'^"^^i^Wton, Aug. 29
i„T
comedy to her catalog. But here,
°<'""°"a, Milton Douglas.
she's a' .straight songstress.
Th^ Colstons
Some of The
(2),, 3 Wellet
Tnm,^
her notes didn't sound true at show Lavelle;
"Smoky"
caught, but she went over strong
enough to do an imcore. Layout is
Current
bill
/ has.
more
completed by Lee Davis. asBi.sted by
more variety than previousacts- ahd^
Huth Jdseiih. Davis still needs malaycut"
and a capacity audience ate the
terial despite his consistent improveshovJ
ment in delivery, but efforts here up \yhen caught.
Headliner is .lohnhy Desmond
are on the strong hand level.
complete with crew haircut;
Davis also emceed the added annipleasant
personality and a slightly flat
versary sliow and handled himself
singin veteran fashion.
^1^^ Sreat guns with
hV.ih,?''^^"
.bobbysox^trade.
Unlike most croonRuby Zwerling, who has been ers of this type, Desmond
has a
conducting at this house for 19 of change of pace. He
not only comes
the State's 2,") years of operation, is through with such
stock numbers as
playing his last show here. Nearly
Prisoner of Love," "To Each
His
ail the oldtimers appearing on the Own and "They
Say It's Wonderful "
anniversary bill expressed regret at but also a snappy
boogie-woogie
Zwerling's exit.
P'ece called "She's a Good Wom.an "
The birthday cake cut by Dolores
Milton Douglas emcees and does a
Gray was announced as coming job Oi comic patter for his solo which
through the courtesy of the Lobster is highly satisfactory to the audience
restaur&nt. and Barricini candies got He also works briefly with a woman
an on -stage plug for the candy which stooge for additional laughs to garwas distributed in the lobby after- ner nice applause.
The Colstons contrib an above
ward.s. But maybe that's how vaude
gets by—-by cutting financial corners average comic adagio routine, the
distaff, half developing the laughs
wherever possible.
Jose.
particiilarly
with
some business
played to male audience.
K. C.
Tony Lavelle,, a° handy man with
an accordion, would improve iris act
Kansas City, Auy. 30.
Dick Edwards, Jeanette Savage, by unfreezing and swapping a little
hibonatl Trio, The Great Bender, banter with the house. His playing
Sue Ann Loudon, Tower Orch (9) is first rate but he gives the impreswith Don Tiff ti Beverly Cassady; sion of timidity that detracts from
"Strange
Triangle"
(20(h.)
and overall.
Opener is Three Welles, an aero
"Danger Woman" MJ) screen.
turn of so-so stature, which never^
Iheless
looks con.siderably
better
What may be the swan .song of than the average gymna.stic offering
vaude at the Tower is this so-so. line- because thp trio put it across to a
up of four acts, the weekly am eon- buek-arid-wing and then to a boogiecert winner and the hou.se band. woo.gie rhythm.
This dresses up
House goes .straight pictures, with a .stunts considerably.
money-prize idea next week., as neLayout is nicely backed up bv the
egotiations for a new mu.sicians con- hou.se orch.
Loioe.

bug

a Kiss," with accent on the s.a.. and.
gets everything possible out of the
lyric values. (3al knows how to sell
tunes of this type, even .though
her pipes are of babyislvj^rjalitv:
One-legged dancer, Peg Le.i; Bates,
back with his amazin.t; exhiltiition of
dexterity using the artificial leg as
though it were a real one.
Aside
his' legmania, which is swellentertainment, his stint should be

his death,

.,|

Wahl.

1

done first, and his first play to be
produced in N. Y. in 12 years,
O'Neill wrote in 1939. He wrote another in 1940, '"Long Day's Journey
Into the ]S[ight," a p'lay which he
says has nothing to do with any
other he has written, and which
won't be produced for 25 years after from

,

.:

Mofte and Poke, two lads with
nimble feet, catch a flock of laughs
with their clowning.
Pull down
resounding salvos with their jitter-

Flop

since 1943, when he wrote "A Moon
for the Misbegotten," which the Guild
will do as second of his plays this
year. "The Iceman Cometh," to be

|

:

is

Continued from page
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Ilipji, llalto
Baitimore, Sept. I.
Eddie Peabodjy, Alien & Ke'fit (3)(
Canfield
Smith,
Beany Klasme'T

House Orch
Brooklyn"-

Held

to

(12);

"The Kid Jrom

(RKO)
brief 32

minutes to accommodate multiple showings of
engthy film ("The Kid From Brooklyn"), current stage layout has orch
on stage fronted by Eddie Peabody
for a workout of "To Each His Own"
following swift and appealing opening by Allen
Kent. Mideed duo of

&

youthful hoofers
tappery

get off to some
after which an oldster
is brought on to demonstrate contrasting style of dancing in an earlier
era of vaude. All join in for a
.smart

-sprightly finale

which garners

.strong

response.

Following orchestral sesh. Peabody
takes llOld with his banjo and whacks
out a solid sender. He employs all
the tricky picking that ha.s trademarked him as a topliner and result
is
a begoff. Makes matters ju.st
right for Canfleld,Smith to clo.se with
a solid sesh of ventriloquism in
which double vocalizing of "Road
to Mandalay" serves to ring the bell
for potent clincher.
It's brief but
sock and just right for this combo.
Biz very big,
Btii'iii.

:
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Weclnesdajr, Septejmber 4,

PICTURES

DlSimS YEL FOUL PLAY

EXfflBS,

wa were brought

into court over a
clearance gripe-^so we know by experience ther^ is' plenty of resentment over this question here. The
one'certainty is cleax'ahces wiU not
be lengthened.
Our concern is
whether they'll be shortened. Without this protection there would be
n;o jusification for paying, high percentages for first run exclusivity.

MORE GRIPES
BY ROTH aiOES
BAYDEN TALBOT

Bjr

Detroit, Sept.

.

"Business is good.
en oft appreciably

3.

Skullduggery bulks large in the
iTiinds ot exhibs with whom your reporter has come it! contact the past
week. It would seem the Alleghenies
,are .something more than a topographical feature- dividing the north-

.

mind which
Statement

.'

it

;

has not fall-

from

woUld be an under-

to call, suspicious.

wartime

is not overseated.
Except
Warner's and the Strand, 2.600
1,200 respectively, there is not
ariother 1,000-seater in the* town.

Under

these conditions it is not
surprising business is good. It still
''Thet-e
is
.hpcliey
acros.s
the
holds up to wartime figures with a
river, horseraclhg in. BiifValo, and
good picture, j^t the tapering off
here, midget auto racts are catching,
trend -can. be .seeji in the way the
on. like wildfire. There is a definite
customers shop for their entertaintrend towards, importnig sporting atment today. You can't offer 'em
tractions, basketball- especially. And
any old thing and play to turn
as if these were not enough by way
away business the way you could
of countePrattractions. there is the
growing popularity of the ice bal- a year ago.
"As for vandalism, I've pretty well
let.:
But business has been so -good:
you really can't tell what's going to stamped it Out by methods of my
Patrolling the aisles: conhappen. We had a terrific problem own.
manpower-wise during the war, and tinuously is the first essential. At
now labor costs are terrifically high.. the least sign of funny business we
.

:

have proved

riod,

satisfactory,

and

weU

"We are enthusia.stic members
MPTO. ATA hasn't come in
Western
prove

;

his

gery, with the distributor free to reject the highest bid in favor of the

fellow who makes an underbid but
who has a better 'character' than
Who, I'd like to
his competitor.
know is: going to do. this passing of:

;

.

to,

we

judgment?".

increased

-

Same Old Story, Sez He
no matter
what happens there'll be no further
Says Herman Lovence, owner of
increases. We listened to enough the isth Street-theatre ta: nabe) in
.'";::'^'^'
squawks to realize our patrons Erie:—';.
wouldn't stand for any further price
."A long time ago 1 wrote a letvboo.sts.
Cuiiiously enough the worst ter to Sidney Kent, as applicable
beefs came from the regulars in our then as it is how. The business was
double feature hou.se. In a way it is rotten to the core in those days, and
not so curious, though. Customers it is just as rotten today. The cure
these dav.s recognize value when is as simple now as it was then. But
they .see it. and the general quality also it is as iinpo.ssible to apply the
The facts
of our otterings in our single fea- cure how as it was.theh.
ture house apparently, seemed to. are plain enough. Take clearances,
them to justify the increase. As for for instance. They're wicked. Shea
our operating both ways it is sim- demands 60 days; Warners 30 days.
We little
ply a mat ter of scarcity of top prod^ There's no sense in it,
uct. When you can't get enough good felld.WS .can't ftghf this, evil yet, but
pictures you have to play duals, or our day will come.
"Erie, With a 135,000 population,
close up.
has the worst lot of neighborhood
"We know of no new building houses bf any city Iri the' country.
plan.s hereabouts. Niagara Falls, with
I've got the best one, and I still conla.st

i

,

action doesn't
spread around the

drastic

.

They

know

once
So

behave themselves.

."There, iis .a very strong cooperative movement, in Western Penn.

.

sylvania .headed by Bert Stearn and
MemHarry Long of Pittsburgh.
bers include four houses in Erie, and
122 other houses.
We own the disin

rights

Western Penn-

never made a bigger mistake than
starting those suits. Right or wrong
in individual cases, they nevertheless put their foot in It plenty.
They've started something they
can t finish: it will be the exhibitor's
turn in court next. And then you
,.:
will see something.

"In point Of fact, production costs
ha.vg increased: so tremendously, and
the quality Of the product has improved to such an extent, selling
pictures ij-i. bundles of 50 or 100 has
become impossible. I've listened to a
Ibt of hi£-,li-powei-ed talkers giving
tent to all kinds of ideas about improving exi.sting methods of getting
product onto the.: country's .;screens,
but 1 ve yet to hear one convincing
argument againiit selling filrns sihgly.
'Finally, to indulge in a spot of
self-criticism, I consider the whole
exL-jting situation is definitely unhealthy. This is bourid to be .So when
eight out of the 10 distributing organizations in this country have
reached the point where selling their

Charges Distribs
Finance Exhib Orgs

.

.

.

cessity

himself.

Urges Fuller Co-op

,

1

tiibulor

eight iiouses for its 85,000 people, is
already oversea ted. We could ceruse more good pictures, but
there is plenty of B product. Generally the .top product is of better
quality than pre-war, but the small
stuft is the same as ever, mostly
terrible^ Most encouraging feature
of the belter grade pictures is their
uniform excellence. As for prices
demanded by distributors, the trend
is definitely up, however exorbitant
they are at present. But it is only,
how and again the distributor deWands more than the picture is
worth, when increased production
costs, are taken into consideration.
"Percentage terms, almost without
exception, are exorbitant.
This is
especially true of top bracket prod''

Ir

uct.

There seems to be no limit

to

what- they want.
"As for clearance complaints here,

I

I

i

,

and everybody should agree
put an end. to grijpes and antagTo be specific, and for the

ciary.;''

^

"

"I refer to the 'Look See' research
work done, by di.stributors throughout the oounlry, The thoroughne.ss
with which: this survey is made is
not nearly well enough known in the
trade.
Following the completion of
a given picture, the high-powered
ad experts get 'ousy and lay out a
series of what they consider the most
compelling EO,ssib]e ad Campaigns.
Generally speaking, those ads are
good, a thousand limes better than
could be treated by the exhibitor
But they are not good,
hifiaselt.
enough' for the distributor. So out
go his armies of questioners up atid
down .the city streets, ringing dodrbell.s
and asking john.s and jane*
which one of the half-dozen different
ad.s they think would appeal to. theht .'
most, if they saw it in their local;
paper. Eventually these replies a're
added up and, on the findings, the
So ths'
firtal ad eariipaign is based.
.

;

,

.

,

'

,

.

:

.

.

.

:

:

..

.

:

.

,

exhibitor, from Maine to California',
gets the benefit of the most effeot've possible publicity for every picAnd this, as every r
lure he plays.
fair-minded exhibiior mu.st admit, is
on-ly one of a hiuirired ways in wliich
the distributor helps him."

:

.

I

.

I

.

I

I

j

.:

.

.

:

j

.

,

is indi-

benefit of .squawkiiig exhibitors whohowl about the usele.s.sness of the,
distributor an.d ,6f his leaving all the
work of present'jiion to the overworked and unapp'.'eciated exhibitor,
let me point to iu.-=t one service ot
which every exhibitor is the benefi-

—

j

the threesome

onisms.

.

,

I .say

v.i.sible,

.

tainly

By

Prod.-Distrib-Exhib
matter of fact, it is a .sheer
waste of time trying to a.s.sess the
relative
importance of the three
branches of the inilustry. As a dis•'As a

"Too few inaependents realize
every so-called exhibitor.s' organization is financed by the producers
and distributor.s. MPTO of Western
Pennsylvania is allied with ATOA.
Dues niiver carried MPTO A. Producers and distributors have dug
,dowri deep into their own. pockets to
keep it going. Not because of their
Jove of the exhibitor. Because they
want to be able to appear before: prpduct pre^sents no difficulties at all.
Congress and say they represent a There was a time when Paramount
big nufriber of hou-ses, careruliy re- and POx and M-G-M and the other
fraining from mentioning the fact majors were really on their toes in
the huge total includes their own Inere battling one another, staying Up
houses. Since the distributors have nights working out schemes to plant:
seen fit to institute court actions, it their pictures on screens their, comwon't be long before the exhibitors petitors were equally determined to
sider it a dump. Generally exhibiwill insist on having their day in grab for them.selves. Those were the
tors are operating the same way they
days when the majors paid real
Nothing' strange court.
did 25 years,: ago.
"Then there was the funny busi- money to their salesmen. Now they
about thi.s; they're the same gu.ys.
North Dakota not so long regard the distributor as Only a .step
and they've been standing still. The ne.ss in
ago. A lot of people missed it, but above an office clerk ^^and for the
last theatre to open in Erie was the
mast part this is the calibre of their
Warner house, .and that was in 1930. North Dakota pa-ssed a divorcement,
The governor signed it. It Siilesmen. It couldn't be otherwise—
Shea's is an old hotise, and every law.
gave prod.ucers one year in which to at current salaries
neighborhood hou.se is decrepit.
'T speak by the Ivook whein I say
"As for the Government propo- dispose of their holdings. Before
the end Of the 12 montl-is the law iiiy force of salesmen in the Pittssal to'rnake us guys bid for pictures,
Somebody some- burgh area are, man for man, miles
The sales- was rescinded.
it is a lot of applesauce.
men will come around and say what where some time is going, to ask ahead of the third-rale canvassers
now employed by the major!!. Of
he always ha.s saidr 'I've got the why. :
"One thing, anyhow, is sure. Tlicre'U course, this is the result of their profihii; you've got the house- let's getducing pictures of such a high detogether.' This is, what will happen, be ho more collections in theatres in
no .matter hovy the Government tries.; ;thi.? part of the. Country— except for gree of excellerlce they need no sellBut the unwholesometies.s.of
Business will :thc Red Cross, We've had enough of ing.
to gum up the works.
I forsee a
go on in the same old way, however .film co;nipanles taking all the glory." the situation remains, and
By way of giving the olhci' guy a day to come in the not distant future
Ti-iuch amateurs in Washington invent impraciieal ways of improving chance to speak his piece, get fui ear^ when they will legret having let
But. it is in practical things fur of what William Feld, exchange (neir good men go--generatly into
thing.s.
independents are- chiefly- interested. inanager: for , Republic in Western Other indu.stries where their skill is
:

I

:

wife'.s hands.
But it should occur to
him he wouldn't be facing that neif already he hadn't been sold

ding, it strike.^ me as being highly
impractical. Its one merit is its treating every picture as a unit. Myself,
thoi-oughl.y approve of selling every
picture singly. It makes tougher going for the salesman, but if he is a
salesman he .can make the grade.
I

.

.

:

,

|

April, but

j.'

;

.

,

they never get in again.

they're Out, they're out for good.
the.y

for.

|

'

"As for bidding, I am completely
As a
the dark.
In this respect I ap- sylvania to Film Classics.
pear, to be in a huge majority. No- matter Of fact it was in Pittsburgh
body I've talked to about it knows suits brought by distributors against
attendance
exhibitors
for
falsifying
what it's all about, or how it can
be made to work. Certainly it seems figures all started. And take it from
to afford plenty scope for skulldug- me, the distributors and producers

R. A. Hayman, joint
of the Sti'and and Cataract

price.s

.

I

audience's

take long to
neighborhood.

and equitably paid

recognized

I am not dot-:
ting the 'Ts or cros.sing the t's of the
future. But real competition is coming back into this business, and real
chai Kcd
based on any given, salesmanship will a.gain come into its
house's average take. So, if such a own. Maybe some of your 'readsrs.
hoilS'i shows percentage: contracts ap-.
will tumble to what I'm referring-tdj
pearing to prove its groSs was, say, but Til let it go at that."'
$ t,000, it gets the flat rental; pic
Not to pile it on, but solely befor, .say, ,.$100.
When investigation
proves the gross was actually $2,000, cause it happened in this order, Arthe proper flat rental price should thur Levy, exchan.s;e manager of Cohave been $200. So, down tlirough lunibia in westerti Pennsylvania, now
the years, ihis, crooked business has takes the floor:
"'Rising to the dofen.se of the d iscost
producers
and
distributors
countless millions—whether operat- tributor is like justifying the use ot
ing on a percentage or a flat rental elevators in the Empire State BIdg.;
the neces-jity for both is equally obbasi.^-. It is because of the widespread
As for the relative imporprevalence of this skullduggery Re- vious.
distributor and
publi-L' is joining Confidential Reports tance of producer,
Sept. 2. This organization makes no exhibitor, it's only human nature
bones about its reason for being. each one of the, three thinks he is
Its one and only purpose is to make the only one who counts. The arguit impossible, for the crooked .exhib- ment is as old as the trade- itself.
The manuitor to trim 'the producer and dls>: Take soap, for instance.
/Its ..representatives
triblj'tdr.
clock facturer convinces himself his prodtlie customers as they go in,
They uct is tops. But what he thinks
The store which is
get the number of the first ticket doesn't matter.
sold, and the number of the last one. going to handle th:it soap has got to
be equally convinced, of its merit.
It's an airii,?ht system no exhibitor
can lick, and, once the chiseling ex- This is where .salesmanship comes in,
hibitor realizes, this, he'll decide the and salesmanship is the distributor's
time has come for him to stop mak- only aim in life. Naturally, the storekeeper disputes this, as he, too. has
ing two and two equal two.
"As for the proposed sales by bid- got to get the soap into the house-

Not being_a prophet,

).-;

know

this

.

Flat Rental Dates

"Ineidentahyr; one phase- of this
thievery ha.s not been mentioned in
print, so far as I know. It is the heavy
loss sustained by companies oilering
their product at flat rentals^ The price

in

.

tipped B.O. Gripe Pic
Patrons Want Quality
our

i

,.

.

enjoyment of
the picture.
They laugh iiv the
wrong place^just- to attract the boy
they've got their eye on. But they
only do it once. Out they go tight
in the middle of the giggle.
A'nd I
the

spoil

tributing

the facts are aired.

we had

of

to
events:
doing,

MPTO

Niagara Falls:

"Becpii.^e

If

are

MPTO

brother,

theatres,

Ifgrk yet.

men ATA

Says R. G. Hay man, seconded by.

managers

New

ATA: and MPTO

parallel work, there js obviously rio
doesn't,
need of both, but if
get biisy we're in favor of letting
During the war
take over.
w-as moribund, but now it is
showing signs of coming back.

Sb: let's let 'em talk.
:

j
i

Resurge Seen;
to it
Exhibs Dim on Bidding see
News of

some .state of affairs in the selling
and buying ends of the business it
as

I

,

,

On

Exhib Gyppery

,

MPTO

concerned speak for themselves. II:,
out of their own mouths, there
emerges evidence of an unwhole-

ia.,surely

for

steeply.

:

the

in

stunt.s
costing plenty,
and
there has been rid necessity for this
in recent yeaj'S,, Bu.t;: in spite of this
saving, cost of operation has risen

street

From Syracuse to Toledo (Detroit
not included at this writing) the
great majority of those questioned
have chosen to make offense the best
means oE defense, By slamming the
other fellow the.v seem to think they
justify their own shortcomings. The
overall elTcet on the listener is to
convince liim the situation is far
let

Also we used to
hypoing attractions with

are being kept on.

go

trailers for charity drivcii, community projects and other forms of
plugging. Such scripts will be turned

ii:>,

More imr

everybody. Funny
part is I keep out as many girls: as
boys. They're not so destructive as
the .boys,- but they do other things to
where- you

i

out.

portant, that seat-slasher or gumsticker stays chucked out. Yoti can
dp -this in a neighborhood house

:

of them mentions the skulduggery down if they lack the proper theattoo riiany of them have been engag-, rieal approach and their productida.'
Coming
for yea rs-^croOkedoeSs which quality' is not of a high order.
has only recently come to light in mittee cons;.«ts of Thoriiton Sargent,
court actions provii-ig how they'ye Harry Wallen and Eyeret Cummings^
Another committee of policy judge.s,
been lalsifyihg their returns.
W. H. Lollier, Jacic Berman snd Jack
Browder, will inspect the scripts for
controversial subjects,

,

ducors and di.stribs which led your
reporter to seek the answer the accused misht have to make.

heretofore,

-

.

entertainment pictures.
Board of directors has appointed a
screening committee to pass on all

—

and

chuck the offender

Los Angeles, Sept. S.
Southern California Theatre Owners Association is taking steps to curb
the growing demand for free screen
time.
Exhibs in this sector have,
been complaining about the increasing number of trailers bally hooing
various projects net associated with

ter are the exhibitors. When they
admit the quality of the product
they're getting today is better than
it was prewar they do it in a patronizing way which must be a pain in
the neck to Hollywood. As for us
distributors, we're either completely
ignored, or the victims of unwarranted slaps in the puss. From most
of them come squawks about exor-bitant prices as if the distributors'
main object in life^is to gouge them
out- of the last possible cent. None

for

With us,: operating costs have increased ^O^i' over, 1940. And this is
in spite of the fact our girl em-r
ployeps hired during th'e'Wfar pe-:';

<

Run-of-the-Screen

.

:

I

At Cuffo Pitches For

a'litlle rising of the; gorge. So far
to think the
only people in the business who mat-

;

"Erie

Coast Indies Balk

you and VARiE-rv seem

:

.

.

as

film theatres ill the N. Y. meti'o-:
politan .area. Increasing number
of inquiries by housewives have
prompted some exhibits to re^
store dish giveaways.
Cohtinued shortage of dishes
and glassware is tending to restrict resumption of premiums as
firms specializing in supplying
exhibs with
crockery
report
heavy backlogs of unQUed orders.

,

It is, of. course, possible the happy
lelatiohship: between seller and buy;:.er
I'eaturihff talks with, the latter
in the earlier weeks of this crossr
country trek might have been less
murked if the seller's angle Had
been brought into focus. But the fact
rcmains .it wa.s the increasing tendency of exhibs further ihliind to
take cracks at the methods of pro-,

But,

Pennsylvania, had to say in Pittsburgh:
"liike riidst people iri the trade I've
been following this Coast-to-Coast
survey with a lot Of interest— and not

,

Shopping Arpuncl

I. -am..

.

from healthy.

Despite

..strprig
biz
in
key
giveaways continue to be
in more than 2()0 neighborhood

Lifting gas rationing cut into
it to some extent, but Niagara Falls
is primarily a tourist town.
Residents are going off on aiitomobiie
tours, but more tourists are driving
in from all parts of the country. My
own personal opinion is the present
happy situation can't last, more than
six more months.
I'm definitely
pessimistic about the future.
I'd
love to be wrong; but I don't think

dLif if the.se exhibs are full of
Chavges of victimization at'the hands
of producers and distribs, it is a case
of the. kettle calling the pot black
-^if you believe what the ;distribs
have to say of the. crookedness ram-'
pant in exhib circles. And to make
this nationwide inquiry come as
nea r as pos.si ble to presenting both
sides of the case the scope of the
smvey has been widened to the extent of giving di.slribs a chance to
speak their piece.

.

It

Dishes Here to Stay
.

hou.ses,

peaks.

ern .seaboard states from the hinterland. THl' complacence of New England and the other eastern spots covei-ed ha.s given way to a state of

23

;

i

(.Next

week; Ohio)

.

.

J

1

The same amazing

business in Los Angeles, Holly-

wood, Cleveland, Asbury
Park, Atlantic City-every
one breaking every nonholiday record!
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Powwow

Tele

Manpower Setup

in N. Y.

company finds itself in the
spot among majors of having
wealth of top execs in a manpower
maiket that's feeling the pinch.
After each amputation, U fapes the
problem of carving a niche for its
deals,

iiiiiijiie

a

U-I Lists 25

Hollywood, Sept.
tJniversal-International today

UWP

later.

UWP

UWP

sion

since

V

Toronto, Sept.

branch

3.

manager

tiating

for the past six years, Mark Plottel
has resigned to join Empire-Univerwhere be will head the new sales
setup in Canada. Plottel'i leaving
is a surprise to the industry

RKO

here but pointed out that there was
no internal disagreement. He en-

(29),

Warner

27

propmen

Bros,

sertedly- refusing

to

act

side

their

manager of RKO.

;

Talks
'

'

I

pany execs say, One of these has
been the freeze on theatre expansion clamped on the companies by
the consent decree. Large-scale expenditures for houses, which heretofore drained oil a healthy part of
ready cash was nixed by the decree.
Another factor, adopted by the companies following the crash of a good
part of the industry in the thirties,
was a highly conservative dividend
policy.
Third cause has been the
brake on foreign theatre' expansion
cau-sed by the war.

Combo

ot influences which is expected to put a huge tap on ready
money has never before been faced,
experts claim. Hoist in production
costs has doubled production budgets since Pearl Harbor.
Added to
this, in the line of production costs,
i.s
the current recognition that auc-

International,

from the

U

union's key

weekly m-

»'*'<>

crease, a $30 nUnimuin, union security and arbitration of grievances,

come

to

still

up.

Negotiations

between the SPG and the film
majors, including Warners and Universal in addition to those named,

as-

have been underway

since June with
wide disagreement on basic issues
the- unioii' and com-'

A

Films in Education

meeting bf the faint
boards artd negotiating

special

Sunday

his

•

committees of bolli screen locals has
^^Ued for today (Wednesday)
i^^*^"!
by the national strate.ijy board to review the ..progress of the contract

^

I

(1)

talks to date.

evening
^ spot over the American
Broadc^stmg'CoVweb.'accolad^^

An SPG membership

meeting is schediiled for Tliursday
(5) to hear a eport on the negotia-

potentialities of films in education.
was labeled
talk
Fifteen-minute
"The Modern Tool for Teaching."

tions.

Citing the industry's aid to the use
in education, Johnston
out that it is "providing
films on a tremendously large level
Referring to
for use in schools."

-

Record Firms

was highly Of pictures
pointed

Continaed rrom page

Teaching
industry - operated
Films Custodians, Inc., though not
mentioning it by name, MPA head
more than 10,000
that
disclosed

Bs and boss oprys
schedule and turn out prints of 500 subjects are now

all

only top budgeters. In addition, U
was to get the choice of Rank's Brit-

surately greater.

pany execs

in

matter

who

a position

11

Such
operating it.
not tenable." ' '
Operator of the Penn

Many

is

is

who

As

for

away

.shelve;;

Deeta.

fen-

exam-

theatre in Ambridge, suburb ot ple, is said to have some 4.000
mas-.
Pittsburgh sued in 1944 with the ^^^^ ^^^^^
^^^^^^
charges that the four ma.iors Had
^.j,^
i,,^
conspired to deprive the Fenn oi
bin.
and turn it over to
its first-run
Penn"Song of Scheherazade." in TechPennware's. State theatre.
nicolor, produced by Edward Kaufware is owned equally by NotopouBritish Chill
Notopoulos,
man, written and directed by Waland Paramount.
los
Continued l.i'om- t><i(fc 3
ter Reisch; starring Yvonne DeCarlo,. about $6,000,000 on its production prior to '44, operated the Penn unBrian Donlevey and Jean Pierre sehedulc, w'it'h the Harry Sherman, der Ica.se/from the plaintiff and had $2,000,000, the reyl .«! riVy in the film
Aumont; "Smash-up," Wanger pro- picture, "Ra:itii"<ld," almoiit rciidy built the State when ,a bpo.st in: -rent lay in ...the: British market. "Joe''
duction, directed by Stuart Heislei-, for rclc.a.'se and "Arch, of Triumph" made it unprofitable for him to con- is owned by Gooi'Ko .1. Schacfer and
starring Susan Hayward; "Mr. Pea- lieartng its. .final stascs.- Plenty;', of :imu: the lease.
a Chicago syndicate headed by.:AV7.body and the Mermaid," Nunnally coin ha.'; been spent on story, proper-'
Upon completion of the State thur Greene, wiio boui{ht out pro-.
producing;, tieS: for early production.
.lohnsbn. scripting and
which the court pointed out is one ducer Lester Cowan's interest.
and one-half times larger •than the
"The Art of Murder," written by
There's never been any indication
Penn and more modern, the four that the British government has ofGarson Kanin and. Ruth Gordon:
Ent. Terms Milestone
majors named in the suit switched flcially objected to "Joe" or in"Buck Privates Come Home," AbHollywood, -Sept. 3.
bott and Costello pic; "Up In CenEnterpii.se inked Lewis Milestone first-run. to: the- .State and: ..o.fl'ered structed theatre operators not .to
However, the ::Unanimlty
(Technicolor) based on to a term contract a.s- producer, and the Penn a: subsequent runv.^^ T^^
book it.
tral- Park"
Broadway musical, with Deanna director.
Pact becomes effective court saw no ami-trust violation in with which playing time' has been
Durbin /slarred; "Plratc.s of Mon- When he completes his- dnc-picture this, stating "when a long-time ex- denied the film has cientcd some
terey" .(Technicolor), Paul. Malverrt deal a.-- director of "Arch of Tri- hibitor-customer acquires a new and i'peculation here tliol the word.waj
Althou^ih British theatrelarger theatre with at least a.s good dropped,
prociuclibn, starring: Mai'ia. MontCz umph" on, the. same lot.
and Rod .Cameron.
New sound stage at Enterprise, location as his former and smaller .f„'oers themselves would undoubtedly
pro-, fir.st to be.- completed since the war. theatre, no distributor is. uirtfor ob- object to.it, it's thou'iht iil;ely that
"The Exile" (.Technicolor
duced by and, starring; Douglas,Foir- will be ready for production by ligation to abandon such customer in some theatres otherw io would booic
banks, Jr.; "Gre.a,t Sou,". Michael Oct. 1, according to an announce- favor of a stranger who takes over '"Joe,'' since it did strong business
'in its single London engagement and
operation of the 'smaller theatre.
Todtl production of Edna F'crbcr ment by Einfeld- and Loew.
'Opinion also disthiguitshed the earned- a holdovci-'.
novel: "Time Out of Mind, ' Jane
Goldman decision in Philadelplrla
Murl'in production, Robert Siodmak
l)y remarking that in the current
dircctiiiR, PhyUi.s Calvert starring;
ENT. SIGNS BRILL
WurtzeFs Busy 1st Year suit, although there was unanimity
Michiiol
."Stave difi" (Technicolor)
Holl.vwood, Sept. 3.
of action, there had been no conHoll.yv>-ood. Sept: A.
Fcssier and Ernest PaKano produc-Leigiiton Brill, 'vVe.4 Cua.'--t talent
between the .companies
starring Yvonne DeCario a.iid
Sol IVI. Wurtzel Procluetioii;;, Inc., sultation
iiiK,
While evideiif-c representative ;f or IlodKCKi. & HamGeorge Brent: "Sunn.v River". "Tecli- celebrates its first birthday Sept. 15. prior to the step.
adaptii- with, fptu'' pielures..complefec! .and in the- Ball suit sihovved that the iherstein in New .York, picked
tiicoloi'), .Skirball-Manning
riKlei' n( promtion of Romberg-Hammorsloiii mu- twQ:rc.a<ly Ccir the lenses, all for 2()th'- majors had cath acted on their own, an cxl'ra job hcre .a,no proof to that effect was intio- ising thesps for Enterprise Pictures.
sical: "Winchester 73." Wanger pro- Pox release,
Double idea is t-i select film talent.,
Slated for early fllmin,ci are "Back- duced in the Goldman suit. In adduction vvith tHt?., tang producing
Finished dition, Goldman had proven tliat and route it to N;'W York whenever
and dii-ectlng: "Mc.\ican Ilayridc" laslv" and "Eyes AUine:!'
:;'onimitments per(Technicolori, Abbott-CostcHo ver- arc '"Rcntlexvous 24;" "Dcidline for the unaHimit.v was in detriment to stage and screen
Jburiiey" arid other theatres "equal in every "vviiy mit. In some eas"K the idea Will
;'Stranye
sion of Broadway .sliow with Colo Murder,"
dove^tl rather than conflict.
to those favored," the court said.
i "Dangerous Millions."
Porter music,
j

j
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Tiieatres Will Cost Plenty
Ca.sh inve.<!tment in theatres, both

'

.

libme and abroad, will swell tremendously in the next few years,
iofflcials predict.
With the opening
of foreign markets, majors have alat-

,

,

heavy

call

provi.fo

'

wili

pkice,

on the majors' cash.
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ibuy-di'-seil

:

.

anti-U'ust

their valuable interests in many important flrst-run houses to evaporate
via purchase from them.
With a
SLilj.'itantial. number of the theatres
joinlly owned, ohfofconivnt of the

,

:

;

ready started vieing •ith each other
to pick up costly but valuable showc^.ses. throughout the world.
Foreign execs forecast tliat the rivalry
already in evidence will burgeon
forth fully within very few months,
Rdce for foreign houses is going to
eo.^l plenty of ready coin,
Partial divorcement proviso of the
decision will require the
Big Five to throw heavy cash: info
deals to buy out partners, it is said.
Five majors have no intention, unIcs.s
logal'ly banned, of permitting

of

meet such an emergency.
majov.-;, they, too, are

the

p.'Ctty well fixed.

.

tion selling demands an unbroken
string of. tpp i>ix if exhibs are to be
hypoed into lively bidding. Dropping of the Bs was the first move
in that direction.

,

.

been having
view o£ rising

lately t'avo

arc stackin.n

nifu-^ters to
'

Plaifltiff as

U

.

a hard time of it /n
operating costs .(see separate story,
this issue), also believe a strike possible is seen in tiicir pl'oparation.s.

Court Crimps Suits

tribute Enterprise product, too,
A
short time later it was stated that a
special supervisory staff would be
set up to oversee sales of E's pix.
sales
E. T. Gomersall, assistant to
chief William Scully, was assigned
That apparently
to head the unit.
didn't
placate Loew and Einfeld,
however.
Following the split between the two companies last week,
Gomersall went back to the U staff.
To date. Enterprise has laid out

m

the event Petrillo
tries to slice loo m"ch of their profit.
That some of (he indie mahiifacturers,

Continaed from page

to he commenIn fact, some coni-

feel (hat a rejietition of
of a couple year.s ago \%

the strike
not impossible

use in every state of the Union.

ish output
In the hoopla that surrounded this
announcement, it was casually mentioned that U would continue to dis-

1

cording pay demanfl.s

the

dissolve

to

and
'

are

jurisdiction.

Drew Pearson on

U

drop

SOPEG

^f^™*"*
°f>'!"'n'>>',"«suos. The

|

as strike-

Eric Johnston, prez of the Motion
subbing for
Association,
Picture

guidance of William Goetz and Leo
of

the

Loew's,

executive

On

decision to merge production facilities of
and International under
Spitz,

between

.
^^'"'Tj^l'JT-^T^
A"^"** ^"'J. Paramount have
P"*^f
^ ^/T^l? T"" ^','"' ''
^^f"
."f^^ed on only a num-

Johnston's Radio Talk

&

UWP,

'

&

dividing
panies. v

welcome.
Then, at the end of July, came the

directed by Frank Borzage, starring
Ginger Rogers, David Niven and
Burgess Meredith.
"Secret Behind the Door," Walter
Wanger production, produced and
directed
by Fritz Lang, starring
Joan Bennett: "Ivy," Sam Wood
producer and director, Olivia deHavilland starring: "Swell Guy,"
produced by Mark Hellinger, directed by Prank Tuttle, starring
Sonny Tufts and Ann Blyth; 'Temptation." Edward Small production.
Irving
Pichel
directing.
Merle
Oberon, Paul Lukas. George Brent
starring; "I'll Be Yours," produced
by Felix Jackson, directed by William Seller, starring Deanna Dur-

Top Costs

settle

still

U

so the Enterpirise product

Somerset Maugham, to
star Ronald Colman; "Magnificent
Doll," Skirball-Manning production,
novel .by

and

the separate

prove unsuc-

president ot United Office
Professional Workers of America and
head of the national strategy and
strike committee which has been set
up to assist the two subsidiary locals should they vote to call a strike.

breakers by performing work out-

itself had a colof its stock.
lection of B pix and westerns on its
slate, aside from a few Deanna DurCostello starrers,
bin and Abbott

RKO

the Screeii
who are also negocontract with nine
500 em-

Announcement of the agreement was made by Lewis Merrill,

fired

during the 1945 film strike for

UWP

50%

new

together in the event
talks with the majors

Producers are charged with ref using to bargain with lAM members.
Hearings will also take up case of

tiations

tered the film business in 1931 when
he joined Warner Bros, in Winnipeg
and,
three years later, switched Johnson, directed by Robert Siodover to
with his appointment mak, and starring Olivia deHavilas their. Winnipeg branch manager. land and
Lew Ayres; "Assigned to
On the death of Frank Meyers in Syria," Joe Sistrom producer, with
1940. Plottel became Toronto brfmch screenplay
by James Hilton from a

SOPEG and
a

cessful.

U

sal

Continued from p»ft i

Trial For

10 Coast Majors

.

decision,

anti-trust

strike sentiment poll came on
of a joint
agreement

heels

film companies covering
ployees, to strike together

Universal, in the 24 hours of negoon the Coast last Thursday
preceding the dissolution of
pledged
reportedly
contract,
the
Einfeld and Loew that there would
be no- -change whatsoever in the
care and attention with which their
EnterRelease schedule calls for the fol- product would be handled.
lowing 25 films: "The Egg and I," prise pards. however, were unconacceded to the demand
scripted and produced by Chester vinced and
Erskine and Fred Finklehoflfe, di- for a break.
When Enterprise signed with Unirected by Erskine, and starring
Claudette Colbert and Fred Mac- versal, the product of International
Murray; "Winds of Chance," with was to go to United World, which
Joan Fontaine; "Portrait in Black," was half-owned by U,. but was.to be
Skirball-Manning production, direc- operated completely -separately as
ted by Carol Reed and starring Joan far as sales wese concerned.
Crawford; "The Dark Mirror," writ- was also to get top product from J.
ten
and produced by Nunnally Arthur Rank, who held the other
the-

Bernard Kranze, imported from was also talked at the Coast meets.
act as Heineman's assistant New selling plans will be outlined by
has also stayed on to help distribution head William A. Scully
to district, branch and division manHeineman peddle the British films.
agers at three regionals, first to be
held in Denver today (4).
Miirh PioUel Shifts to
yet.

RKO to
in UWP

Toronto

NLRB

,

to.

RKO's

The

between

Publicists Guild,

-

j

sales
distribution head in the
U. S. for Rank pix. Monroe Greenthai, head
flack, will probably
stay on as top drumbcater for Rank
films but that deal hasn't been inked
chief

an-

1946.

,

U

William, Heineman from

3.

1,

the

versal and International when the
was inked
distribution pact with
June 5. New U-International arrangement, with the decision to dissolve United World Pictures, came
into being about a month and a haU

nounced completion of plans for the
When Einfeld and Loew, after
production of 25 top pix in the com- much shopping around, came to
Hollywood, Sept. 3.
ing year, halving U's 50 fllms-per- terms with U. prexy Nate Blumberg
Ten major film companies went
year slate of the past few seasons. on a distribution deal, it was in" the on trial today (Tuesday) before the
Announcement came at the close of top -dog position of providing not National Labor Relations Board,
a week's powwows headed by com- only the company's prestige prod- charged witli unfair labor practices
pany chiefs Nate Bluraberg and Wil- uct, but what would have amounted in firing of propraen and macliinliam Goetz. Final blueprint on sale to a bi« portion—$30,000,600— of its ists. Robert R. Rissman, of the
of 12 -J. Arthur Rank pix was also gross income. Universal was suffer- Washington NLRB office, is conmapped bringing the total to 37 ing from a severe dearth of imfilms to be distributed by the com- portant product, and so Einfeld and
RlisLnTafd'he'll first hear company in '46-'47, with six expected Loew were in a favorable position plaints that machinists were fired
from Enterprise eliminated by that to ask and get practically anything earlier this year because of memcompany's break from U last week. they wanted.
bership in the International Association of Machinists Local ass.
Sales policy, in a state of suspenPledge Special Handling

Absorption of United World Picby
only recently presented a
similar tangle. U worked its way
out ot that dilemma by creating an
executive veepee post for Matty
Fox,
prexy, and switching
tLiios

to Jan.

that his company was unaware
of the plan* for the merger of Uni-

man

Top

PixJ2 from Rank

X

showdown be-

Preparations for a

OK Flack Hike

Indies

U

.sistant sales head, who was tapped
for selling chief of Enterprise. His
po.st was filled: Just two weeks ago
O'Keefe to
with the naming of Ai
the number two sales job at V.
Gonicrsall will return to Universal,
was promptly announced, in an
it
e.vpuutive sales position but no designation of his duties :Was made.
:

•

of the principal points deter-

.

'

and Enterprise

distribution pact.
off
called
Knot tc be untied by U's biggies is a
s|)ot for Ed Gomersall,. former aSr

Week

This

:

;

their

Showdown

With the Major N. Y. Fihn Companies

mining Loew and Einfeld's desire to
split away was the feeling that their
product would -be in direct compe-

Latest of the complications arose
U"

27

tween the Screen Office & Professional Employees Guild
and the
film companies in event of a eoUapse
Hollywood, Sept. 3.
in
the
current negotiations was
I. E. Chadwick, prexy, announced
pointed up by a -secret poll contition with that of .U-I, despite: the
that
the
Independent
Motion
Picture
ducted last week among film comfact they'd be distributed via the
Producers have agreed with the mapany office employees on the quessame source.
jor studios on a 25% wage increase
tion: "Will you cross a picket line
Although neither party to the for the
Screen Publicists Guild.
in case a strike is called?" The poll,
break would officially- comment on Eagle-Lion,
PRC
and
Monogram
are
which covered 2,500 white collarother than to say that it was
it,
members of IMPP.
ites
in the offices of seven maamicably arrived at, trade took a
Under the new scale, senior fiacks
load of meaning out of the off-the- will draw $156.16 a week, retroac- jo'r companies, indicated a strong
sentiment in 'favor of the union,cuff remark by an Enterprise spokes- tive

One

Television Broadcasters Assn. convention, slated for Oct^ 10-11 'at
the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y,
'I'wo film chiefs will attend the
banquet session of the conference,
along with Philip Reid, General Elecboard chairman; C. G. Stoll,
t' ic
Western Electric prexy; Niles Trammell, NBC prez; Mark WoodSi ABC
prexy, and Ed Kobr.k, Mutual prexy.

With Universal busily lopping oft
Companies and erasing distribution

week when

Collarites in

Middle

In

Continued from page 3
Indicating an increasft of interest
by film execs in television, both Bar- it has been learned,- but awaited the
nay Balaban, Paramount prexy, and return to Hollywood of U's toppers,
Ned E. Depinet, RKO veepee, have who had been in England for the
accepted invitations to attend the huddles which led to the U-I merger,.

Complicates Top

last

,

Film Execs To Attend

U-UWP-Enl. Snare

homing pigeons.

--

[

!

I

.

.

1

Book Building,

Detroit 26, iMiciiigan

EASTERN DISTRIBUTORS
MOOERN MUSIC SALES CORP.
NAT COHEN, PRES.
lOth Ave., at 45th St.

New York

19, N. Y.
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UNBREAKABLE— NO SURFACE NOISES

HE HOUR OF CHARM
All Girl Orchestra and Choir
undcir the direction of

PHIL SPITALNY

-

'

•iCTimics

so

WcUneiiday, Septcmljwr.

RKO Names Carey Asst. To Devaney
In a scrip."; of promotions in the t
CaiiHCtian division, ilobert Mochrie,

RkO

sMes

announced

chief,

la-'st

.

thai T. L, Carey, Canadian
homoofflce representative had been

week

made

I

LCo M. Devanev.

assistant to

j,

wlvo heads the. Caifladian division.
.Toscnh McPherson was. named To-

Murray

new niahage'i'. of
Mver Naclciin.'!on

.e.NC.I.iahge.,

has been advanced from
er to salMman at Toronto.- He.!! -suececded bv Izzv GokLstein. formerly
assistant booker, with .Tames Ilpgan
moving to latter's Do.'it. Robert Ridis
i.<

f

,

lic

I

elsewhere for eight years.

j

Renews Albany Lease
DCS Moines.
has

Corp.

Theatre-

Tri-States

formally opened its first remodeled
houiie on its, building and expausion
Other
the. Strand.
It's
program.
'

now

theatres

'Tri-Statea

including air-conditioning;

re-

beirig

inciude the Princess at
Sioux Citv and Capitol at Davenport, The" Capitol will be the first

modeled

Twentief h-Fox plans a two-story
exchange on North Pearl street withthe next' year. The Paramount
building is the lone two-floor e.xchange now. The lower part is occupied by National Screen Co.
Schine Theatres will observe the
.circuit's
Post ^War Silver Jubilee
with a series of special sho\v.-i and
promotions. Sept. 8 to Oct. 5. Detaifs
of the celebration were outlined
here at a 'meeting of Moliawk Valley zone managers. Among the features of the Jubilee will be trailers
produced by the major companies
in Hollywood to' .show how pictures
are made for exhibition in Schine
theatres and
clips
of Movietone
News containing messages of congratulations from the. governors of
the states where circuit operates.
in

.

have

an

main

floor

and

Philly 5»»-Se»ter

Due

m id vvestern theatre
escalator between the
mezzanine,

New

|

to

'

Philadelphia.

:

The 500-seater PiX will open
sometime in November, according to
Samiier Cumnjins, who is building
the house in midtown Philly. House
will cost between $250,000 and $300,-

|

j

at Pitt for

before

000

if

is-

:

estimates^
Tlie first golf tournament since the
end Of the war will be held by
13, at the Manufacturers Club Sept. 20.
Three more nabos were hit by
thieves during the past week^the

:

!

U
Siiea

Pete Dana, head of U exchange
here for last few years, promoted
to district managership. He'll have
territory comprising Cleveland and
Pittsburgh, replacing Dave Miller
who is being upped to N, V; office.
Frances Guehl, vet employee, in local
office, succeeds Dana.
Proniotions
are effective as of Sept. 1.
Hayes Garbarino, manager if New
Bradford theatre, named booker for
Dipson-Gibson enterprises, succeeding Andy Gibson.
Celene Lcstetter. daughter of Al-

Heads

-

an exPRC is; JaJwnmtly setting
under
office in Memphis
New exchange
I..eonard Shea.

Change
I

topper was formerly with RKO, and
previous to that Monogram and Republic.

Dallas.

in

Wiinicr

ISrwH.

PERSOU

KkIi'ii .VddfHl'^Vt traction

STRAND. B'way at 47th

St.

(20th).

WOW

CML03 AAMmt2

MNAIO WOODS and MARY MARTIN
OiraclM by MICHAEt CUR1I2 • fniuixl

An

Ot

Hollywood, Sept. 3.
Allied
Doctor's
orders caused Loretta
Continued tram putt
Young to withdraw from her commitment as femme leadin the Robert contractual commitments of most its
Riskin
indie
production,
"Magic members. After protracted talking
Town.".
matter was tabled. Revived in the
Actress has been advised to take a
long rest after her current chore in main because ot repercussions of the

RKO.

anti-trust decision, plan

End of Time

the

.

McGUIRE

CONDlTlONED

HOLLYWOOD

Guy

5 Continued

MADISON

and

KOItl<;it'LVMlT('lll'.H
ICII.I,

90'.;

\VILLI.\MS

RIVOLi. B'way and

Wh St.

•
YOUN
ounW
ifd DAVID
Dy

porothy Mc«inilC

CUUDIA

of

all

from

«UE ~ VIVMH BLAINE

/

MUTWUS

ROXY

PALACE

B WAV &
47t- S-..

theatre

requests

YOUNG

An

Orton

fntt'i'nntjonal

KAiuo

itikO

m^O}^'
1st

N. Y.

I'lcliK'e

spoilt.

III

OIARUE SPIVAK
imi Hit Orchestra

J

,

T'flrftmixifit

'iflj

Patrio

l*iflurp

Knowlet

Squarf

PEGGY

lEE

-

MidnliCbt

V*.'i(iiie

it;i,'.so.\

EDVSUHIVAN

,r,

SliDWlnoj.

^"^
I

BRAtlL-

HARVEST

Niglillv!

Ours Own *3D A.M.

MUSIC HALL

"NOTORIOUS'

I

KEYESjMOON "ANCE
WINNERS :
KEENAN WYNNl
EVELYN

Cory Granf
i^tatmeaXtu Staff*

•

Paramount

,

studios

in

tivat

M

.

Thro**'

"5^

M.V

.

.

Long

oir the local level, and Island or Colonial Pictures' Yonkers
A
headquarters iii Washing- studio now, itnder construction.
ton approved only two such projects deal entailing the production of approximately 12 pix- has been disfor the country as a whole.
Here's a tally of CPA grants and cussed by Allied and Colonial, Stanley
M.
Neal,
Colonikl
prexy
disrejections, iii the , theatre building
closed.'
Films would, mainly be of
field in the past month.
"the bread-and-butter" type, Neal
For the week ending Aug. 22, CPA said,
with the studio getting a subheadquarters turned down 311 com- stantial
part of the profits.
mercial requests, valued at $17,000,Should Allied tap Colonial for the
It approved only 19, at a little
000.
job it will have to mark time until
over $2,000,000.
During the Sam?
week, no approvals were given tor the first of the year since the Yonkers lot will not bfe completed betheatre building, jfjut
were turned fore then,
according to Neal. -Matedown here. The theatre requests
rial and motors shortages have slowranged in dollar volume from .$3,000
ed building pace of the three-stage
to $150,000.
studiOi
Lot can easily, handle AlFor the week ending Aug, 15 eight lied's 12 pIjs
plus ouLside work

turned

down

CPA

.

.

8'i" X

Ov»r 300 phorosraphs

|04ii"

$3.7S
at

Onall,

all

bookttortc

Sloan and Pcarce

,

theatre projects were dchiied, air oC
asking for building under

them

PARAMOUNT

Coal
T'lmH

CxfraJ

RKXE

KAOlO CITY
l.N
I

THRIU Of

fTnaii r*nUI<rl<l

and

WEUES

pit'Ti;Kf:s

SCKHrSN

riiurf-..
1

lOB HOPE «rf

were

old.

^

in TN'rfion

ROBINSON

"THE STRANGER"

would proamong

and theatre or-

Understood that Allied is considering eastern production at either the

3

p<igc

.

fUn OH

backers, producers
ganizations.

Theatre BIdg.

R.K.O. Radio Picturs Starring

Dorothy

cmMd and staged by

WARNERS'

Urtttg

)—

20G

vide for a division of profits

Till

PRIM

B'WAYaisu)

G.

22Gin3

$25,000. Last

•

Edward

Sock 25G,

'Notorioiis'

Heading for

:

"Katie for Congress" at

MONTY WOOLLEY GINNY SIMWS

Osnces

Lon--

Prod

"THE BIG SLEEP"

'.^''''^iVIr-Coiulltionort

•

of

Doc Benches Loretta

Hit

THE.J0WN CRIERS

TECHNICOLOR

teROy

:

Creeps" (U) and "She-Wolf
don" (U). $9,000.

—

—"Anna"

LAUREN BACALL
IN

ARTHUR SCHWARTZ

i">0"60)—

,

Hartman

HUMPHREY BOGART

\

BOB CROSBY

>

(4,000:

.

,

Pidgeon's Personal

Walter Pidgeon will come here to
headline the Salesmanship Club's
stag parly on the eve of the $10,000
Dallas Open Invitational Golf Tournament, proceeds to tlie Children's

and His Orchestra

•EVE AROEN

$12.,')00.

(F&M)

Ge.ste" (Par) and "Shepherd
of Tlie Hills" (Par) (reissues) (2d
run). Fine $10,000. Last week, "Cat

Denver; 'Sleep'
$9,000 -after; socko $16.Q0O first
week,
Denver, Sept. 3.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—
Big news here currently is "Notoat tlie MaBob
"Monsieur Beaiicaire" (Par).
''Holiday in Mexico" opens Hope always an ace draw here and rious," which will lead city. Not far
jestic.
Gallopuig to behind is "Big Sleep,", but its total
Sept. 26 in which Pidgeon stars.
they like this one.
smash $20,000 or nt>ar. La.st week, is being swelled by .fact that it's
"Mr. Ace" (UA) and Tex BenckeCoweii Named by ATA Upstate
Glenn Miller ovch, latter pushed this playing in three spots.
Estimates for This Week
combo to new house record under
Troy.
Larry Cowen. upstate director of the present operation at huge $44,000
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400: 35-74 1— "2
publicity for Fabian Theatres and at 50-80C scale.
Guys Milwaukee" (WB) and "ShadRKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)— ows Chinatown" (Mono), after week
managing director of circuit's ProcFairly good at Denver, Esquire. Fair $3,500. La,st
(Mono),
tor here, appointed Albany district "Su.spense"'
Last Week, "Caesar and w e ek,
public relations chief for American $7,500.
Reservations"
"Without
Theatres Assn. Cowen, a veteran of Cleopatra' (UA) (2d wk), $5,000 (RKO)
Job"
(U)
and "Inside
World War I, served as a Navy intel- after big $12,000 fitst week.
(m.o.), $4,500.
50-70)—
"Night
Stale
(Par)
(2,300;
ligence o/licer in World War U.
Denham (CockriU) 1,750; 35-70)
Fast $12,000 - "Martha Ivors" (Par^ (2d wki.
in Casablanca" (UA).
or over. Last week, "O.S.S." <Par), Okay
week, fine
$10,000.
Last
Al Adler Metro K. C. Chief
mild $9,000.
$14,000.
Uptawn (Par) (l.tOO; 50-55)—
Kansas City.
Denver (Fox) (2.525; 35-74>— "Big
First nabe
Al Adier, city salesman, made "Green Years" (M-G).
Last week, Sleep" (WB) and "Cuban Pete" (U),
Big $4,!500.
Metr-i
excharigo
chief,
replacing showing.
day<^ate
with
Esquire,
Webber.
Big
Frank Hensler who was moved over "SmOky" (20th), $4,000,
"2 Guys MilWorld (P«r-Steffes) (350; 50-90)— $16,000, Last week.
to head the Detroit territory recently.
waukee" (WB) and "Sliadows China-,
Adlcr had been city salesman for "Caesar and Cleopatra" (UA) (m.o.). town" (Mono), also Esquire, fair
La.st
week,
satisfactory
$2,500.
To
about five years.
$13,000.
"eanyon. Passage" (WB) (3d wk);
Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)
"Big
moderatae $2,000, and very good
Sleep" (WB) and "Cuban Pete" (Ui,
Belated Oscar
$25,000 for loop run;
also Denver, Webber. Nice $3,000.
Providence, R. I., Sept. 3,
Last week, "2 Gu.ys Milwaukee"
Al Zimbalist, pub-ad head for
(WB) and "Shadows Chinatown"
Film Classics, stirred- up a bit of
(Mono), fair $2,600.
interest here for reissue of "Stella 'Anna' Strong $25,000,
Dallas" by reviving a ccmtroversy of
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74
10 years ago on the Academy Award.
"Notorious" (RKO). Smash $25,000.
Big
St Loo;
It was suggested strongly at that
Last week, "Green Years" (M-G)
time that Barbara Stanwyck should
St. t>0U)g, Sept. 3,
and "Blond Alibi" (U) (2d *k), only
have received the Oscar for her
Finale of 12 week Municipal Thea- $10,000.
work- in "Dallas."
tre Assn. open air season in Forest
Pu/raaoaBt <Fox) (2,200; 35-74)—
Zimbalist
got
Providence film Park playhouse.
"Condemned to Devil's Island"
The end of rainy spell and incur- and "Nothing Sacred" (FC). (FC)
critics to suggest that picturegoers
Sad
in the town give Miss Stanwyck sion of cooler temperature are help- $5,000. Last week, "Make Mine
Mu*
holiday
biz
usual
Labor
Day
ing
their own award slightly belated.
sic" (RKO) and "South of Monte"Anna,"' with an upped "scale, is cur- rey"
Scheme won quite a bit of space.
(Mono), also Webber, fair
rent leader. "Three -Wise Fools'" is $7,000.
'....;
making next best showing.
Rlalto (Fox) (878; 35-74)— "WithEstimates (sr This Week
Triple-Threater
out Reservations" (RKO) and "InLorn (Loew) (3.172; 44-65)— side Job" (U), after
Hollywood, Sept. 3.
week at Den>
Don Hartman, producer-writer, "Three Wise Fools" (M-G ) and "Sing ver. Esquire, Webber, Aladdin. Fair
(Col). Sturdy $20,000. $3,500. Last week.
"Night and Day"
expands into the produoer-writer- While Dance"
Last week, "Caesar and Cleopatra" (WB) (m.o), $4,000.
director class in his next Columl)ia
(UA)i sock $25,000.
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)
"Big
picture. "Return of October."
Orpheum (Loew) f2,000; 44-05)— Sleep" (WB) and "Cuban Pete" (U»,
Picture, with a horseracii\g back- "Cleopatra'* (UA) (m.o.).- Nice $8,also Denver, Esquire. Fine $3,000.
ground, goes into work in Decem- 000. Last week. "Easy to Wed" (M- Last week, "Make Mine
Music"
ber.
Currently Hartman is produc- G) (m.o.), $7,000.
(RKO) and "South of Monterey"
AmbaKsador (F&M) (3.000; SO-75) (Mono), $2,000.
ing "Down to Earth."
Party will

Took'

FRC Mempkis

York Theatres

CARY.^
ALCXIS
GRANT SMITH

WYMAN

(2d run),

Louis

—

New

JANE

St.

—

-

Variety Club, Tent

Pittsburgh.

IN

t20th

.

"

(RKO)
"Beau

,

.Cummins

finished,

Rex, Ben and Crescent.

Ouehl Moves Up

50-70 )--"Cen)
(m. o.).

(1,100;

Summer"

"

(,iri

,

rvosram

Facelift

Tri-State

.Albany.':,

;

(Par)

Third downtown stop for this strong
Good $6,000. Last week,
puller.
"Anna" (20th) (2d wk), mild: $5,000
after moderate $11,000 first week.

Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50-70)—
"Till End of Time" (RKO) »2d wk).

.

Recreation Camp iiere..
be held Sept. 25.
Pidgeon appears here

;,

Metro has, inked a ,.lf)-.voar renewal on a lea!:e for it.-; eNchange
on B)-oadway here. Uiider it.s terras,
Metro will carry on aii extensiv.e
program of alterations and ii^l|5rbve.nientS,.

Lyric
teniiial;

(WB)

Fo« (F&M) (5,000; 44-65)— "2 Guys
Milwaukee" (WB) and ''Cuban Pete"
(U).
Good $22,000.
Last week
"Martha Ivers" (Par), neat $27,500*
Missouri (F&M)' (3.,'500; 44-05)-"Night and Day" (WB) (m.o ). Trim
$13,500.
Last week, "Tlie Stranger"
(RKO) and '.'Badman'.^ Territory"

fine

'

-i

gatherings.

(44-50

$3.0.00.

Has gone great guns,

increase prodiiction;. Flack, previous l.v
served as a, Warner Bro.'i, theatre,
district- manager in Pittsbu gli. and

-

Melro'

)-r"Shepherd
HtUs" fPar^ (reis.sue). Moderate
La.st week, "Boys' Ranch"

(M-Gl.

For the pa-sl year, city fathers
have been tightening up on safety measures in all places of pub-

partment to handle company's

,;

..,

Gopher (Par)
of

purdhase and installation:

initial

50-70)—
(l.fiOO;
(Par)
(m.o.l.
Moderate
fPar)
Last
week, "Centennial
good
t20th)
(2d wk),

$3,!)00.

will

of the boxes.

.same nnst in Toronto, being renlaced
bv
Hector Ros,"!. former
booker.
.

Summer"

.

moved, from sale.-sman-at WiiiniwC.g

:

$5,000;

$8,000.

The

installation.

represent an advance by the city to finance the

Lige Brien li.piied at fRC
PHG has named' Lifie Brien ex
the cori-ipany.
pio'itatloii'/ fii^arf for
Brien. with PRC since November,
a.sstimed his post forthwith. He will
shortly set up an exploitation de-

to

i

alarm-box

$25,000

Century
"O.S.S."

i

week, "Night and Day"
wk), great $17,000.

Crime" (Rep),

(Co! >, and 'Traffic in
$1,800 in 4 days.

,

fire

'

•

Born.steiiv
cbioE bools

Jaclc

Continued from pace 14

dividual theatre owners are r*fquired to bear the cast of the

of.

WB\s Center theatre in Oakland, resigned .10 go ihtp business for Kiifiself in .East Liberty.

,

jMontreal

branch.

manager

Denmark,

Picture Grosses
MINNEAPOLIS

&

.

Hci"iiian

niade

3,

Apportionment. The fund
niate
will not represent a. direct in,u»
nicipal expenditure since under
the terras of the ordinance in-,

WB

.

was

wa.s nromotcd froin^
Toronto salesman to manaaer of tlie

Winnibos

exvenie A. Lostetfer. cashier at
change, has joined the .staff of
branch,
ggt. F. E.; McClellah discharged
from tlie Marines and; named m.aijager of the ideal theatre, Johnjitown: His, father is goncval manager
of Ideal Anni.scmont Co.
.

.

Devaney

I...

!

replacins

manager,
ronto branch
IMark Plottci. resignod.:

U

Louis, Sept.

St.

Tli9 establtshment or a $25,000
revolving fund for the installation of fire alarm boxes in front
of each of this burg's 122 theatres, as provided by a recentlyenacted ordinance, was approved
last week by the Board of Esti-

Move; Xchange News

In Big Canadian

194^

4^-

Fiery Item

PrMhKtlMi

$,10,000.

CPA

also nixed a

$2^0

re-

quest for a transmitter house for a
radio station in -Paragould, Ark., snd
anotlier in Brockton. Mass.

Note Specialittng
Y
in Refreshmtnt \

and

necessary,,.

if

.

;

ready

to

Colonial

expand

its

would

'Concessions for

-be

facilities,

Neal

Allied

would

and

theatre

units

other

,„,SPORTSERV!CE,

Inc.

not' uftderwrite

any producplay dates, an
week. Cited
as precedent for the move is
a deal
whicli Allied had in 1929 with
RKO
and. Tiffany Productions, a
small
indie, whereby members of the
theation

but would

'For the week ending Aug, 8, CPA
hcadquartef-s approved one repair,
job to a theatre a.s part of a housing
unit.
At the same time, the agency
deaied 33 other bids to put up new
theatres. The requests ranged from
a low of $3,000 to one projected by
tlie Minnesota Amusement Co.
for

Allied official

$230,000.

time,

in.sure

said,,

last

tre group made certain
of some of
Us product sources while the two
companies were helped at the same

I

DRIVE-IN THEATRES/

added.

SacrWee for Quick Sale
Unused Electric Generafor
10

KV.\ BO
!

^jrVU-K

I'iO-ii lO

tiliiel«

p)l».''l'

sVoUb.

KAAS CLOTHIERS

MM SMth

HaklMi

ClHMgo,

III.
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NBC's Wei-Thurs. Competish

New UN Home Set in Radio Groove,

Jitters

But Nets SliD Beinnd N.Y.

Cues Progressive Plugging Technique
_.-C!lBC_has. a-case, Ql_H.QOP.Ci,Li.iitexs,

brought on by the

facing them from the

ABC

and

Summer

Hooper's

CBS

Edition

"Mr:

1 spot, rose from 10.8
"Crime Doctor'' grabbed

the No.

in

No.

the

spot

2

latest

the

in

*

Here's

Hooperatings,

(Aug. 30)

ABC

night.

.

.

10.3

101

....

:

, . . *

..

9,5

.

.

"Take

Leave

It,

It"

"Aldrich Family"
i

.!

i

|

"Can

9.4

;

j,

Kay Kysei
Town"

.....

(Stib)..i, ......

"Big

"Mystery

.

"Dr.

Theatre"'

Q,"

I,

"Thin Man"
"Hit Parade"
"EUery Queen"

,

8.9

KLZ, DENVER.

»

, . .

;

84

Card Rate Mean?
Washington, Sept. 3.
Nearly 75% of over 700 members
NAB stations have two rate cards
for the same time slots during the
day, approximately 20% have a uniform charge to all advertisers, and
the remaining 5% may have either
two or three rates depending on the
type of time-buyer.
These figures on the extent of
multiple-ad-rates
in
radio
were
turned up by the
here last
week as a result of a nationwide
survey made at the request of the
association's Sales
Managers' Executive Committee,
said repKes were received from 82% of
the stations surveyed.The practice of charging two and
three rates for the
same time
periods,
found, is more prevalent among the smaller stations and
in the medium and small cities and
towns.
No station reported more
than three rate;.
Stations
using
the
double-rate
systems differentiated the tabs as
"local" and "national" ad-rates. The
"national" rates of all stations were
commissionable to an advertising
agency, while three-fourths of the
"local" or "retailer" rates were not

NAB

Hildegarde Parlay
With

Texaco

up Eddie
package for the:

signing

$12(000
9:30

CBS

date

period as re(teoolT

Sept, 28), the network's per-

is

sonality

NAB

.

NAB

who produced the
summer replace-

ment show for J, Walter Thompson,
left this week for the Coast to take
over the production helm of the new
Ford show.

While

local retailers

rate than
distributed

sponsors

pay

'of

products,

,

a

higher

nationally
the
local

opposed to NBC's "Manhattan wholesaler: or distributor is usually
Merry-Go-Round," Bracken will be pinched for more dough than the
pitted against Bayer's "Album of Fa- retailer for. the same time;
miliar Music" on NBC, and Baker
a,gainst the new Don Ameche show
for Procter & Gamble on NBC:
Meets Awful Fuss
On the strength of its 7 to 9 Sunr

WJW

day showcasing, NBC in the passt
achieved a "stay luned" technique
that paid off in audience draw for
the remainder of the evening. CBS

WHEN

TO COLLECT

Goodrich Rubber, sponsors of "Detect and Collect," the Thursday night
ABC show, is cancelling itself out
after the. Sept, 26 broadcast.

poser now
we get it?"

agency

on

Fed Up With
p. Lorrillard Co.

WiUiams Plans To

J. B. Williams, the
outfit, plans dropping

the WilliaTn L.

possibility of putting Spike Jones
orch into the quarter-hour segment,

weighing

alternative

Ditto Spot

WJW

Orson came

since.

off to get

(no relation )r-a

Sum-

WJW

Irritation enterprise—on at 12:15. Shift wa.s
made to present "Meet the Authors"
ha.s

IcGARRY'S MOUSE'
UP FOR FRESH FEED
With "McGarry and His Mou.fe"
dropping out as the summer replacement for BristoI'Myers in the

an
Wednesday at 9 time slot on NBC,
up the tab on the Red General,
Artists Corp, which owns
Barber sports program teeing off
the package, is planning a cast hypo
t^is month on CBS. Barber is now
for the' program and is peddling it
a.s

on Sumner's 3 p.m,

slot.

show| are sustaining.
When Orson Welles

I

AH

three

supervisor of sportss

Uevmsa

TO e&aft show

Ezra Mcintosh's L.A.-to-N.Y. last
week was to take over production
of the Kraft Music Hall of J. Walter
Thompson. On the Coast he did the

Bob Crosby Ford show.
Mcintosh succeeds JEarl Ebi, who's
the Coast as producer of
the Edgar Bergen program for JWT.

now on

programming. B^rM had an
option to cc itinue with it, but let
it lapse last week.
There's a possibility that Kecnan
Wynn or Lucille BaU may go in as
for fall

leads

p.m.,

came

off,

WJW's switchboard lit up like a
Christmas tree. Before the day was
over, 1,000 protests had been phoned
in.
Within the next few days, that
number

skyrocketed
and loaded
of mail-^most letters well
written—began flooding the office.
Furthermore, Orson Welles fans
bombarded newspaper radio editors,
and Stan Anderson of The Press
picked up the battle.
So far both
fans and Anderson are second best,
WJW owner William M. O'Neil
.says Orson Welles is oft and stays
off and that's that.
sacks

ABC INTO NAB GIVEN

on the show, with Michael

O'Shea and~ Virginia Mayo being
considered as an alternate team. As
up for the summer, it wa.s a
package, but would probably
double under the pix cast hypo.

SUN CHANCE BY EXEC
ABC

Don't look for
to join the
tied in with the a.ssoelation for the first time this year.

NAB. Mutual
But an

ABC

exec indicated last
week that the chances were slim for
that network to' join up, although
the individual affiliates are aligned

with

it,

,

ABC

Reason?

set

it

,$3,000

identifying

can't

tion;

.

no reason why
itself, without
with the associa-

sees

represent
itself

,
.

UN

WLW.

It

WINS

didn't take

-

for the American radio, had to
do some booth reshuffling, but he
managed to give WINS separate

WEAF-

Slmdavs;

the

indies are

man

variety?'

'

facilities.

One small

NBC; Procter & Gamble; Comp-

WWRL,

indiC)

located

on Long Island, not far from the
former World's Fair grounds where
the UN General Assembly is preparing to set up shop, plans On getting
into
the
coverage
sweepstakes;

ton.

Theatre Guild of the Air, drama: 10-11 p.m., Sundays; WJZABC; U, S. Steel; B.B.D.&O,
"The Shadow," mystery-drama; 5-5;30 p.m., Sundays; WORMutual; D. L. & W, Coal, Carey
Salt, G. Barn. MoJunkin agency.
"Quick as a Flash," participation; 5:30-6 p.m., Sundays; WORMutual; Helbros Watch Co. William H. Wcintraub,

WPEN of Philadelphia, owned by
the Evening Bulletin there, is also
planning on covering the UN. But
the rest of tlie country's stations,
except a very small handful who
get feeds from some of the outlets
established : at the UN, jost don'tcare.
That includes the non-sepaDrew Pearson, commentary;
rate-booth indies in New York too.
7-7:1,5 p,m., Sundays; WJZ-ABC;
Where Are the Webs?
Lee Hats; William H. Weintraub,
However, it's the network cover.Septv.9.
age that'.s most conspicuous by its
Victor
Borge, with
Benny
atwence. NBC, which is planning to
Goodman, variety; 9:30rl0 p.m.,
.put on a big United Nations shindig
Monday.?;
WEAF-NBC; Socony- in connection with the GA opening,
•
Vacuum; Compton
has its John Mc'Vanc out here tu lio
Hop Harrlgan, serial drama;
one 6 p.m. show a day. CBS and
5-5:15 p,m., Monday thru Friday;
ABC have lines in, but that's about
WOR-Mutual Sustaining.
all.
Mutual hasn't bothered, thus
Spotlight Bands, music, with
far, even to put up its lines; if anyHarry James, Xavier Cugat, Guy
thing startling should happen here
'

,

-

"

;

Lombardo

orchs;

9:30-10

p.m.,

- Wed. - Fri,; WOR - Mutual;
Coca-Cola Bottling; D'Arcy.

Mon,

Red

WEAF

p.m., Tuesdays;
Phillip Morris; Biow,

-

from

NBC;

WNYC.

to

would

resort to a feed
failure to get

The

NBC;

goes also for two foreign
radio—BBC an*v Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.
\
in
allies in

1

CBS and NBe-^whklLA''etween

them

don't do a tonth of the coverage being given by any of the N. Y.
indies holding booths here are not
satisfied
with
a
separate booth

—

Sept;
G^ldersleeve,

variety;

Wednesdays;

WEAF-

Needham,

Louis,

Kraft;

network

coast-to-coast

lines

U

Grea.t

8:30-9 p.m;,

this

probably have

Sept. 10
Skelton, variety; 10:30-11

p.m. Tuesdays; WEAF-NBC; RaleiKhs; Russell M. Seeds.
Rudy 'Vallee, variety; 8-8:30

Brorby.

Frank Sinatra, variety; 9-9:30
Wednesdays: WABC-CBS;
Old Golds; Lennen & Mitchell.

apiece. Tliey

have two each—one for

the domestic network, and one for
the international division of each
web. They insisted on this separa-

(Continued on page 36)

p.m.,

Sept, 12

Radio Reader's Digest; 10-10:30
p.m.,: Thursdays;
WABC-CBS;
Hall Bros.; Foote Gone & Belding.

Guild-Steel

CBS

Sept. 13

on ABC;

Mull Adding O'Neill, Jr.

Durante-Moore show, varietv;
Fridays;
CBS; United Drug; N,
p.m.,
'

Gold and
p.m.,

Show Nixes

Bid, Stays

•
.

9:30-10

riety,

picking

CBS

10-10:30

giving

New York

very long to become UN-conscious,
soon as the Cincinnati crowd
took over the former Hearst property. Christopher Cross, UN liaison

".'Sept, 8^

Don Ameche Show,

(Old Gold)

it's strictly a negative approach and
that the word irritation hag become
too closely
associated
with
Old
Golds.

cinnati's

as

Gamlole; Compton.
of the Town," drama;
8:30-9 p.m., Saturdays; WABCCBS; Noxzeraa; SSB&C agency.

Mayor

WJW

ner. Welles

shaving cream

Shirer
IS-minute
Sunday news
program on CBS, Shirer's contract
runs out at the end of October.
Williams meanwhile is mulling the

Awesome

Cleveland, Sept. 3.
If Cleveland's
is any criterion, then ABC better anticipate a
bucketful of trouble when the Orson
Welles newscast exits in October.
pulled Welles off on Aug. 25,
and has been ducking brickbats ever

.

Goodrich show, sought to give it a
decided to revamp its commercial
hypo a couple months back by spotcopy technique to "accentuate the
ting Lew Lehr in the lead, but bankpositive."
roller was reported none too happy
That "irritation" angle is now out
with the rating payoff. Last Hooper
in OG's air show plugs (and the
was 2.7.
same goes for copy in other media),
company now taking the view that

Exit Shirer; Muils Barber

In

Eliminates the Negative

the

Sumner Welles

Putting

"After Wihchell, will

Old Gold's Comm'l Copy

For a while Goodrich was considering picking up ABC's "Fat Man"
as a replacement for "Detect" but
decided last week to cancel the time

BBD&O.

is:

&

Procter

-

commissionable.

as

full blast, etc.

WEAF-NBC;

"Life of Riley,"

witli

.... 8.5

placement for James Melton

"Truth or. Consequences,*' with
Ralph Edwarcls; •8:30-9 p.m., Sat-

&

- comedy - variety
layout
bracketing with Hildegarde and Phil
Baker, will be watched with interest
by the trade.
It's no secret that CBS has been
this month, Ford Motor, the sponsor, plenty disturbed over NBC's millionwill inaugurate a new type com- dollar Benny-Fitch-Bergen-Allen sequencing,
with the parlay even furmercial, with the announcer still to
be picked, doubling as a commenta- ther strengthened this season via
spotting of Phil Harris and Alice
tor-.
Faye
in
the
Fitch spot.
The commercial will originate
CBS jf eels confidenl however, that
each week from different Ford
plants and subsids, with the an- it can now outdraw NBC after 9 p,m..
nouncer cut in. The commentary With its own three-way parlay. Hilwill be backgrounded by an on-the- degarde, of course, wiU have ABCs'
spot pickup Qf production going at Winchell opposition from 9 to 9:15,

IT FAILS

&

Se|>t. 1

urdays;

8.5
, . . .

7:30-8

p.m., Fridays; W.\BC-CBS; General Foods; Young
Rubicam.

8.6

Via Dinah Shore Show
When the new Dinah Shore-Peter
Lmd Hayes show bows in on CBS

'DETECT' NIXED

Fannie Brice, comedy;

of

on the job. Separate booths have
been allotted to the city-owned outlet, WNYC,
which is still far and
away out front with complete coverage; to WLIB, owned by the N. Y.
Po.st; 'WQXR, owned by the N, y'
Times; WMCA, run by public service-minded
Nathan
Straus;
atict
WINS, now in the Crosley Broadcasting Corp. stable along with Cin-

Gamble; Comptorj.

What Does Radio

-T-by and large— is
the kiss-off,

A number

8.6

ViaBaker,Bracken,

Sunday night

New On-the-Spot Comm'l

is

days a week.

Benton

Coffee;

tions Security Council than there
were at the old UN site at Hunter
College in The Bronx-r-but there is
less radio coverage than ever,
While affairs of world importance
are going on in the Security Council chamber, and the press
through
correspondents and wire services is
covering these affairs amply, radio

&;Bowles.

comedy drama,
William Bendix; 8-8:30 p.m.,
Saturdays; WEAF-NBC; Procter

CBS'Sun.NiteBid

Bracken's

and

KLZ's sparkling '^Budget Brigade,"
homemaker's participating show six

8.9

8.7

.

[

Ford Motor to Test

J. B.

Mist- Fletcher, with 12 yean before the mike^ writes and emcee'*

9.2

...

...

You Top This?".

WEAF-NBC;

Sept.' 6

i

j

established into settled grooves.

William Wilgus,
Alec Templeton

Allen, variety; 8:30-9

I

nis
Day Show' and the minusCrosby Kraft Music Hall, and has
been upset by time shifts on other
programs. "Aldrich Family" switchover from CBS to NBC into the 8
p.m: slot necessitated moving Burns
& Allen up into 8:30 p.m.
Cross-plugging on the NBC shows
will continue through the opening
weeks of new season until the listening habits of dialers have been

well,

Woman's Programi

Director of

ELIZABETH FLETCHER

... .11.0

"Man Called X"
"Suspense"

KLZ

11.3
.

i

cpmes

&

Thursdays.

Maxwell House

"Dr D. A"
"Crime Doctor". ..... ,i
Screen Guild Players

i

up to bat against NBC with the new
Bmij Crosby spot at 10 p.m. furnisliing the chief source of slugging
power. NBC is worried, rapfedver,
by the fact that its Thursday niglit
schedule includes a couple of new
and untested programs. "The Den-

as

p.m„

15:

"Mr. District Attorney."

On Thursday

Burns

the hstcnmg payoff for the Top

,

:

"Aldrich Family," c o m e d y
drama, with Ezra Stone; 8-8:30
p.m.,
Thursdays; WEAF-NBC;
General Foods; 'Young & Rubicam.

again

Attorney,"

District

to 11,3,

are currently at Wort hammering
out an acceptable formula for the
plugs.
V
NBC's chief headache oh' the,

Wednesday night lineup stems from
CBS" battery of Frank Sinatra and
D.nah Shore at 9 and .9:30 p.m.
which is bucking NBC's back-toback duo of "Duffy's Tavern'" and

(Sept. 4-14)
Sept. 5

par',

day night schedules, In a move to
shake off the ratiiig blues, .NgC
execs have coralled the ad agencies
handling the §hows on the two evenings in order to devise a system of
progressive plugging Starting With
the, 7 p.m, slot and lacing together
the post-dinner hour offerings until
Stafters from Young &
.11
p.m.
Ritbicam; Ji Walter Thompson, Benton & BowleSj and other agencies

Y,, Sept. 3

There are greater radio facilities
here for coverage of the United Na-

Premieres

Ratwigs^are still way below
even for sumrner,, although

Wednesday and Thurs-

nets on the

Indies

Lake Success, N,

*

competition

stiff

.

WABC-

W. Aycr,

Sept. 14
Silvci Minstrels, va-

with Eddie Green; 9-9:30
Saturdays; WOR-Mutual;

Sustaining.

State Dept.

May

U. S. steel has rejected CBS' bid
to spot its "Theatre Guild of the Air"
show in the Tuesday night 10 to 11
period (opposite NBC's Bob Hop*
and Red Skelton) and has decided
to return to its present Sunday
night 10 to 11 time slot on ABC.
New season tees off this Sunday (8)
with the summer "Hour of Mystery" show bowing off last Sunday
(31).

Carol Irwin, ex-ABC programexec, steps in as the show's
producer, -with Homer Fickett
continuing as director, Initial airer
is "Angel Street" with Helen Hayes,
Washington, Sept. 3,
The United States State Dept., Victor Jory and Leo G. Carroll,
which now broadcasts all the open
While no definite decision: has
sessions of the United Nations di- been made
as yet, it's understood
rectly from the Security Council that both
Guild and Steel people In
chamber at Lake Success, N, Y,, may charge of the show feel they should
sitep out of this phase of
shortwave improve the format somewhat this'
activity in favor of a separate radio
season by dropping a multiplicity of
setup
to
be run by the UN extra-dramatic voices. Last year,
secretariat.
show had Norman Brokenshire as
Complete plans ittp the switch are announcer,
George J. Ricks reading
being kept under wraps, but it's
the commercial as "the voice of
known negotiations have been con- U.
S. Steel," and Lawrence Langner,
ducted between the office of Asst
Guild co-director, as general emcee.
Sec of State William Benton and
Hicks stays, but plan is to drop both
leps of the UN, The plans may
jell Langner and Brokenshire from the
soon with the return, from South
show, substituting for them a single

DX B'casts
To UN Secretariat

Switch

ming

new

.

America, of Benjamin Cohen, asst voice.
UN sec-general iu charge of comThere
munications.

is a possibility that Eugene
Under the plan, the- State Dept. O'Neill, Jr., son of the playwright
would simply lease to the UN at and a radio personality in his own
right, may be- given the Broken(Continued on page 36)
shirc-Langner. rolq.

—
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SS

NET CUFFOLAS' FRAYED EDGES
Anger De-Controlled

BBC

WHO TOSSES

A numl;er of radio actors in Manhattan are squawking-thesc days
over the fact that the Lexington Telephone Exchange and the Doris
Sharp Registry, the two privately-operated clearing houses for messages and calls, have upped their fees. They're now getting $9 a
monthj in contrast to the $3.50 rate that prevailed a- couple of years
back. And if it involves getting an actor out of bed, there's an additional 25c nick.
The services, the only ones available in radio, are necessary to
actors. Schedules are so set up that many jobs hinge on these calls.
Yet lots of actors admit that the upped fee runs into coin and a good

Up

Blues Point

Talent Exit

'

many can't afford it.
More directly, they; want

know why

the American Federation of
Radio Artists doesn't inaugurate a registry service for its members
that would operate on a non-profit basis. AFBA, they oontendj owes it
to its members to provide them with such a service.
Claims of AFRA that under current restrictions it would be difficult
to get telephone outlets are answered by actor.s that sufficient pressure
by the networks could make them obtain.ible.

ILGWU 6506

to

Bid for

WOV pyes,

Highlighting O'Day Fiscal Snag
Washington, Sept,

Arde Bulova's attempts

to

3,

unload

WOV

indie in New York under
the FCC rules forbidding dual ownership in the same city is gradually
developing into the one of the most
curious cases on record.
On the surface it would appear
that all prospective purchasers of
the station, which under the managerial helm of Ralph Weil turns in
his

a

annual profit,
from entering

neat

away

are

ihying

into

seri-

ous negotiations. And all because
of the fact that acquisition of the
station would involve them in lawsuits
with one of the minority
stockholders, Richard O'Day, who
appears to be protected by financial
arrangements which would involve
the purchasers of WOV.
The fact that O'Day has contracted

The Femme

Who

Orchard Beach, Me., Sept. 3.
Fred Allen, who is summering
his own
of The Man
to Dinner^
One of Allen's radio scripters came up to discuss the new
season's show and brought along
his wife. Latter on the first day
passed out in a dead faint.
So far she's been here two
In these parts,
real-life version

has

Who Came

weeks.

such an arrangement isn't newsj it
was disclosed, much to the annoyance of the Mester Bros., when they
last year for
tried to purchase
$300,000. And although it was the

City Slickers

shows.
to

particularly

It's

New York

City,

The blame

is

'
.

focussed in several

on the directors of
to have but
one ambition, to get the programs
on and off the air: (b) the off-thedirections:

(a)

the shows,

who appear

cuff performances that many radio
actors are turning in; (c) the recurring "conflicts" that are permitted
among the performers,, which appear to be growing worse rather
than diminishing and which inevitably invites the "not-enoughrehearsal-time" gag, which is always
the excuse for a poor show; (d) the
failure of the top network execs
themselves to realize that the standards' are far below par, which
many blame on the fact that the top
execs don't catch the shows in -question.

But principally it's the directors
of the shows who are held responsible for the conditions that exist.
With but very few exceptions, it's
claimed, they condone the "conflicts"
which permit actors to show up late,
or not at all, for rehearsals and, at a
time when the ranks of the better

At

Ire

NAB Confab

fact that the standards of
discipline in the studio have, in
many instances, reached an incredibly low state, is also blamed on the
director^
It's reported that many
actors spend most rehearsal time
not on the script but in kidding

around, the women knit, and many
of the performers resent taking
One legit performer
direction.
nonetlieless it was apparent that
called in for a network ,sustainer,
O'Day wo aid have to be reckoned
trained in the disciplinary stage
with.
tradition, said she couldn't get over
the network representation.
Just how serious a stimibling
"the shocking conditions in the
If the forthcoming Chicago conblock it has become was crystallized
But the director of the
vention of the
adopts the new studio."
last we.ek, when the International
seem to
Standards of Practice as formulated show, she i^ded, didn't
Ladies Garment Workers Union,
mind at all; he only seemed anxious
at the recent Estes Park, Colo.,
which wanted to acquire the station
conclave, it will vest the board to get the job over with.
—and from reports was willing to board
Whether or not the Radio' Direcwith power to amend a by-law
plunk down $650,000— bowed quietly
which will reduce the network's fees tors Guild is in any position to do
out of the picture. Only a week ago
a
to the association. In itself it won't anything about it appears to be
David Dubinsky's union was giving make much difference in the amount moot point, but it's the feeling that,
serious thought to the acquisition of
of coin paid by the webs to the in view of the Guild's pledge to help
WOV. It has ambitious plans in NAB. With a $650,000
budget, raise the standards <of the profesFCC's
radio, , currently awaiting the
pays about $30,000, CBS pays a sion, it should step in—and at once.
One director in New York has
(Continued on page 40)
like amount, and Mutual, which has
joined up for the first time this taken some disciplinary action on
year, is nicked for about $9,000. AH his own and has set up a "kitty"
told it's slightly over 10% of the which consists of fines imposed on
Under the actors who kid around or show up
NAB's total budget.
amended by-law, the networks late and are not at the mike for
Thus far, there
would contribute a flat total of 10%. dress rehearsal.
But it's the implication behind the hasn't been a week that failed to
move that has already stirred some swell the fund.
comnlent. For the theory is that it
will give the networks a less domproxy, treks
Mark Woodg,
inant role.
to
in a

"thumbs

FCC's

edict

that

sale
from going
the
through, rather than O'Day's voice,

prevented

A new move

reported afoot
with^ the ranks of the NAB which
supports the, claim that there's a
widening schism between the predominant "grass roots" element and
is

NAB

NAB

NBC

Mark Woods To

Pursue WLSQuest
ABC

Chicago next week
new effort to buy WLS, Burridge Butler's

•'Prairie Farmer" station.
Thus far
efforts of
to acquire the station

The purported move follows on
the heels of a report that, when the

NAB assembles for its Chi convenABC
tion, an effort may hi made to strip
have been unsuccessful, Butler being the NAB directorate of its network
reluctant to part with it, although representation, likewise attributed
it would appear that ABC
would to opposing viewpoints.
be willing to meet any reasonable

Ford Drops Symph

The network
down in the books
owning a half -station in Chicago
(WENR), which shares the WLS
i.s

Jack Carson Threatens

transmitter on a night-time opera-

As matters now stand, Butler has
a first option to buy
should
get a bona ftde offer,, with the
situation reversed should' Butler get

WENR

ABC

such an

offer.

Revere a Donahue-Coe
Tom

Revere,

who

VP

quit the agency

busine.ss a couple of years back to
go into the radio packaging-produc-

tion end of the business, has given

up the latter and has joined Donahue & Coe as a veepee and chair-

man

of the Plans Board.
Revere is former veepee of Ted
Bates agency, and prior to that was
veepee in charge or radio at Benton & Bowles.
,

To

Quit

Femme

Air

Show

If

Producer Stays
Hollywood, Sept.

-

:

Washington Hill's American Tobacco account and .the FC&B
agency.

What transpired last week—
when Hill turned over his Ruth& Ryan business to FC&B

British radio, in the opinion of the
people behind the campaign, is moribund. They feel that radio here will
never come of age, really, until commercial operations are permitted to
compete with the government-.subsidized setup.
No one wants BBC to step out of
that phase of radio which it had
done well— certain types of public
service
programming, news; -and
overseas service.
'But the wholesale resignations
that have taken place at BBC in recent months are cited as proof of
the fact that many of the people
who were among the best in British
radio are fed up with BBC.
The civil service system, strict
categorization of employees, lack of
incentive, a certain amount of (perhaps unavoidable) bureaucracy inFollowing on the heels of the cidental to a government operation—
wholesale exodus of top radio execs all these have helped the exit pafrom Ruthrauff & Ryan agency in rade of late.
the formation of the new Sullivan,
$5,000 Ceiling
Stauffer, Bayles & Colwell agency,
The salaries on the production
the R & R operation has just been level, by Araeripan standards, are
dealt an even greater blow. George low. A top producer may get 1,200
Washington Hill last week yanked founds year— about $5,000; a top enhis Lucky Strike-PaU Mall billings, gineer, the equivalent of $3,500 a
totaling $3,000,000, out of the agency year.
Actors, because they belong
and turned it over to Foote, Cone & to Equity, get six to ,50 pounds a
Eelding.
show ($30-$250), but the 40 memThat puts both the Jack Benny bers of the repertory group at BBC
show for Luckies and the Frank average only between 10-15 pounds
(Continued on page 40)
a week ($50-$65).
Advertising firms and advertisers,
with a few package producers, have
Parker Pen Sets 'Info/
now hired away some of the radio
people.
Writers who could never
hope to get more than $120 a show
Grabs It for Wed.;
on BBC are getting rates of $400Golenpaul Policy Wins $500. Comedy writers whose top,,
rate on BBC was $400 now get ofParker Pen Co. has definitely de(Continued on page 40)
cided on sponsorship of Dan Golen-

rauff

—

was a .complete: reversal. And
the agency boys have struck up
a new theme— that the HiUFC&B link is stronger than
ever; recognition, they say, for
FC&B giving Hill what he
wants in radio shows.

R&Rs $9,000,000

Loss in Billings As

G.W.HillPullsOut

•

:

CBS

"Information,

paul's

Please"

pack-

age, and show has been grabbed up
by CBS. It goes into the Wednesday night at 10:30 slot, starting on

Oct.

week

by

Nash-Kelvinator,
which dropped the David Rose
"Holiday for Music" show.
ABC made a desperate bid to get
"Info,"

wanting to

slot

either in

it

l-.'iO Sunday night period being
vacated by ^'Quiz Kids," which
moves over to Sunday afternoons on
NBC, or in the Wednesday 8:30

the

time.

tice that it's

de-spite

desire

3.

Jack Carson has served notice on
the Ward Wheelock agency, representing Campbell soup, that he is
opposed to a woman producer on hi.s
air show and insisting that Larry
Berhs, Who handled the program lor
two years, continue with those duUnderstood that he may ask
ties.
for his release should Berns be replaced by Diana Bourbon, Coast
the Wheelock agency.
of
head
.Miss Bourbon directed the comedy
piece after Berns was stricken with

a
of

temporary snag over the
the bankrolling

outfit

to

haii finally

Sunday night Symphony dice" edict.
Hour on ABC, and is relinquishing
the time. Summer edition with Al
fred Drake folds after the Sept. 22
After that) Ford Will
broadcast.
STAY
all

its

radio billings into the

Camel

is considering addhalf-hour nighttime

eigarets

new Dinah Shore-Peter Lind Hayes

ing

Wednesday night program on CBS.
Motor outfit is lavishing plenty
coin on the midweek show, cued to
the revamped technique initiated by
Henry Ford II, aimed at attracting a
more youthful element as potential

show to its fall roster by retaining
th- Vaughn Monroe show, Which is
currently the summer repls.cement
for Abbott & Costello on NBC. That

.

another

would give the ciggie outfit, in addition to A&C, the Bob Hawk show,
the Saturday night "Grand 01' Opry"
plus Monroe.
customers.
With Monroe batting out a V-2
Revision of the Ford programming
schedule returns to J. Walter Thomp- Hooper the la.st time up on the
son the outfit's sole radio billings. rating sked (highest rating for the
Eckhardt took over the period Was 10.8), both Camel and
Kenyon
&
wants
Wheelock
and
attack,
heart
a
William Esty, agency on the account,
Berns has been ofr Ford Sunday night operation last
her retained.
which added up to an approxi- have been pretty happy Over the
fered a job in the east by Wheelock year,
tim.e-and-talent bill whole deal. It's just a question, now,
which he has declined. Next move mate $2,000,000
of finding a jgood time .slot.
ings.
Wheelock,
is up to
•

.

.

$4,436,000

Is

With the ABC's cross-the-board
Breakfast Club" show now completely sold (Lustre Cremc; Shampoo
was pacted la.st week for a quarterhour segment), the network has the
distinction of racking up the largest
amount of gross time billings for any
60-minute show in radio.
Swift meat packers sponsoring of
the middle 30-minutes, Philco's final
quarter-hour, and Lustre Creme's initial 15-minute.s, bring gross billings
(exclusive

of

.

.

.

costs)

talent

Don McNeill-emceed show

for thg
to a total

new sponsor al.so

brings McNeill's "take" as emcee to
$250,000 a year on the basis of his
$5,000 weekly earnings from the
show. He has a sliding scale running
until 1951 which will up th^ fee annually,
Lustre Creme sponsorship started
.•

'

Monday

(2).

,

Carroll Carroll Quits

JWT

Hollywood, Sept. 3,
Carroll Carroll, the man generally
credited with flnding the formula
and banter routine that spiraled
Birtg Crosby into pre-eminence as
an air personality, is calling it quit*

.

.

Bacon

of $4,436,000 a year.
Acquisition of the

VAUGHN MONROE MAY
ON FOR CAMELS

pour

WsL'

That's the time relinquished

2.

last

work in an integrated commercial.
served no- Golenpaul likes his commercials
cancelling out on its 60- straight and he chimed in with a "no

Ford Motor

29.

a quiet campaign is under way to
make sure that the charter will not
be quite that broad when the present term is up. Advertising firms,
radio production people; and adyertisers are banding together to organize a campaign which, they hope,
will gather momentum in the next
three years. Their aim is to create
public sentiment in this country for
a split in the radio operations bet
tween BBC and privately-owned radio sta'tidns or nets.

:

miniite

as

tion basis.

Wakeman
Frederic
brought out his much-publicized
"Hucksters" novel, many of the
trade weisenheimers, linking the
leading ad agehcy figures in the
book to the Foote, Cone &= Belding operation, were laying odds
that it would lead to a parting
of the ways between George

When

-

Deal between "Info" and Parker

.

asking price.

London, Aug.

has had its charter renewed
for the next three years, but already

Ppn negotiated over the weekend

To Romance Youth

Momentum

BBC

Love That Agency

where most of

the programs originate.

1949 Gains Quiet

applicable

The

Face Rural

By

cism of late over the standards of
production on network sustaining

each.

WOV

down"

criti-

performers have been increased by
their return to civvies, enable one
actor to get two paychecks for two
performances instead of two actors
getting paid for one performance

.

Parade; Drive for Private Radio

OEIITH KISS?
There has been considerable

with

J.

Walter Thompson agency af-

ter 13 years.
Carroll's post of

visor
filled.

in

editorial

Hollywood

is

not

superbeing

.

.
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RKVIKWS

McGAttTHY
With Ray Noble

Orcli, Anita

Producer:

Ebi

Gordon,
Jiminjr Slenarl, guest; Ken Carpenter, announcer

Writers:
ter,

Ei«rl

LOllELLA PARSONS

Commentator

HARRIET"

Marvin Miller, announcer

15 Mins.; Sun., S p.m.

With Ozzie Nelson, Harriet Hllliard,
Bea Benedarei, Janet Waldo, John
Brown, Joel Davis, Henry Blair;
Verne 'Smith) announcer
Writers: Sol Saks, Bill ManholT^ Pool

Producer: Ted Sherdeman
IS Mins.; Sun., 9:15 p.m<

JERGE.N'S

WJZ-ABC, .New York
.

Alan Sinilh
ti

p.m.

same

reprise of the

,

,10

hectic wartime

WABC-CBS,

aura which has oblained for five
years until a year ago. The cohimni.s"t
was certainly iii an anti-Russian
mood and accented anew that the
drums are heralding World War III.
However, not all of it. Was on the
martial note, despite the Atomgrad,
industrial reariiiament by .the USSR
and kindred disturbihS Soviet ae-.

lii.';

web

-

manner

gatling-gun

!

I

I

I

l

fold.
i

I

I

I

I

i

"

Iliiiihrs,

homes.

oiiiers

'

I
.
•

I

X Transcription

'

Y.'.s

n^un.y

station has osten.sibly

Reviews t

-•r «•»»--» »»«

i

:

«

-»^-» t

I

up

for spotting on

"VOX POf"
Willi Parks .lohnson.

Warren Hull

•KEl'LEC HONS
With Kuss Titus, Samuel Hersenhoren Orcb;. Frank Willis, aii-

sponsor

a

"

commercial airlanes.

I
i

N. Y.

I

& Rubicflm)

amusing

Canova's

.30-

-stuff.

shelf;

minute seg-

,

into song— and
one show where ho ,b6nes->jre

i.s

.she

,

'

.someViow

nether

a

brcak.s

,

I

the gardener and better as the fast
talking traveling salesman, biit his
jokCs stem, from a very. early edition
of Joe MiUer.
Ruby Dandridgt* .;Vs'
Geranium
just not Very f;ui-iny,.;tiut
here it's the concept; of lhi.s sleiicil,
role, ralh';r th,"in the execution,- thai*,s

I

I

i--,

-

at fault.

Vern Smith segued neatly from the

,

'

'

singing conimereial into, the spoken
Cars.
sales talk,

"JIMMY FIDI.ER"
With Ken Nilcs, announcer

i

Writer: Fidler
Producer-Director: Dwight Hauser
15 Mins.; Sundays, 9:30 p.m.

|

'

.

I

I

WJZ-ABC,

:

N. Y.
(Small & Seiffer)
Parsons and- Wal- "NBt: TELE-SCOPE"
ter Winchell, the average radio lis- Willi Larry Scmun, narrator
tener doesn"t know everything about Producer: Edwin S. Mills
everyone who is anyone, Jimmy 15 Mins.; Sun. (I), 8:35 p.m.
Fidler will supply the fill-ins; in the Su.staining
wind-up quarter hour to ABC's 45 VVNBT-NBC, N, Y.
minutes of Sunday night gossip.
NBC television lias added another
Back on the air after a short sum- sock feature to. its, fine news covermer hiatus, the slrictly-about-Holly- ago with a new type of documentary
wood gabber hasn't changed either newsreel titled "NBC Tele-Scope."
his format or style, and why should Compiled, edited and produced by
There's no argument against Edwin S. Mills, the tilrn can be comhe"?
success and Fidler's had it up to pared favorably with the "March of
now, although some of his audience Time," which it resembles in format and, judging from: the first issue
is probably built from the precedlast Sunday (I), would be welcomed
ing 30 minutes.
It would be inter-

'

l

i

:

I

;

.

.

!

If,

I

bankrolling.

Probably unfortunate for other
aud-particfipation shows is the fact
that this one, among the first, hit
upon the right formula .far good
taste and entertainment so early in
the game. Giveaways are expensive,
but still well-chosen to suit each
participant; homey guests show good
pre-program choice, with no phoney
bones made about picking them at
random. And the result is a pro- youngster.? by presumably setting a or Titus would probably go fclg. too.
Program is cut in Canada and disgram custom-built for listening in- good example, he is mobbed by the
For part- tributed by NBC in this country, and
stead of a circus for studio audi- populace snd ordered out.
ing shot Cass tells them his banish- the talent is Canadian. People used
ences.
Among those interviewed at the ment will be but hollow triumph as are good and the show has all the
to
coming
pace its format demands. Available
State Fair was an Iowa State sena- other.* will come and keep
tor, who followed a politico's pen- expound the same truths and ideals. are 52 weeks of shows at the rate of
Tomm.
chant for campaigning at the flr.st
Cast, writer and director did an two a week.
opportunity; a housewife who won all-around good job on the mitial
five prizes for her canning and pre- script.
"BABY DAYS"
£dba,
serves,
with Hull asking about
With Bill Edmonds, Nan Coburn,
recipes; and four 4-H boys each of
Dr. A. S. D'Eloia
whom was given a motor for his JEAN SABLON
Producer: John O'Rourke
bicycle. One gal put In a big pitch, With Paul Baron's orch
15 Mins.
bobby-.sox style, for Parks Johnson. Producer: Wil Roland
Co-op
Star of the bunch, however, was an Writer: George Frazier
Stations
eighty-year-old
man -who ali-nost 15 Mins,; Sun., 5:30 p.m.
(WOR Recordtns)
'stole the show.
Sustaining
Parental problems and their anTwo emcees are probably the best WABC-CBS, N. Y.
swers have, shaped the format of this
in the biislness, working with an
Jean Sablon's l5-minute Sunday quarter-hoUr platter cut
ea.sy informality while turning the
by Orodel
spotlight as much as possible, to stanza impresses as one of the most productions, arid while the market
has definite limits, there are, probv
tVie participant being interviewed. listenable sustainers on the air and
doting mothers
Program uses no adolescent crack- one that looms as surefire sponsor ""^^y »^:¥-.>JH'?>''?''
who will listen to Dr. A. S.. D'Eloia's
pot gimmicks, but pitches straight
bait.
Current
airing is a sharp con- answers to
questions picked at ranto a brofd home audience, Tomm.
trast from his IBS'? air bow wheri he di'^m.
Program's opehihg pitch is eviwas sold as a combination Bing
"STRICfLY SPEEGLE"
dently meant to catih the daytime
Crosby. Robert -"raylor and Maurice
Wiai Paul Speegle
soap opera crowd, since the opening
-^-.y'''Chevalier-,.
Writer- Producer; Speegle
,annou,ncement is followed by a .short
15 Mins.; F.-i., 9 p.m;
He's now found his style-— that of iaind schrrialtzy little drahimer itlus"-,
Sustaining
sophisticated romanticism and he's trating one of the day's problems,
KQW-CBS, San Francisco
being s<3ld as Jean Sablon only— and then segues into the question-'
Leaning heavily on local -appeal which, should be plenty good inas- and-answer period, with Nan Coburn
On platter
Paul Speegle's 15*minute stint is much as his backlog Of hit disks and quizzing the medic.
appearances
in
swank-i caught two parents got into a whis
urbane and smooth with a high personal
dosage of .sophistication and whim- cafes have given him a considerable pered argument over whether or hot
papa should kiss the sleeping baby;,
sicality.
At his best he reminds one following.
of
the late Alexander Woollcott,
Vodally,, Sablon makes for easy M'^^-""^ "''l^S'®'^ °" grounds of sani^"O '''^'" 0^ waking the child,
though
there
..^ „
„
is
a >...u^.v.c
„
chuckle 1..
distaffers.
in 11.,,
his listening, especially for
voice which betrays that he takes He's got an easy boudoir approach, ^^"'''^ P''P'> said the kid could get too
3"° protection.
his own fare tongue in cheek. Choos- effortless delivery and with the lush
^
'
Doctors
answers
questions
on
ing the lighter news bits as foil for siring orchestral backing of Paul
proper
feeding, thumb-sucking, and
satire he rambles along amusingly Baron, with whom he recently tou
though pausing for a serious book ed the continent, which makes for other minor char.icteristics that so
often seem to have parents in a stew.
i'eview or two of current tomes.
an agreeable session.
Program, which includes a gay
He has added a couple of person- Tnere is a gimmick called Cherub
appeal for sponsorship, is easy to lis- ality gimmicks such as teaching the Club, left open for local announcers
ten to and enlightening in a" kindly public a French phrase each week. to tcH of births in the community.
Obviously for daytime consumpsort of way. His interweaving of San On preem (1), he taught the Gallic
Francisco color is adroit and nostal- version; of "yoiir father's mus,tache." tion by the housewife, disk is not a
gic,
Decidedly pitched above the He does his own gabbing, and script world-beater, but provides adequate
mass his program should attract a by George Frazier aids his cause jntertainment thrcugh information
for the family.
Tomm.
Steady following of the cognoscenti. considerably.;
Speegle, who now does a daily radio
His song selections are on the
I
,,
column on the San Francisco Chron- romantic side but .kept under" eon: ^.m
u"'"
Ailington, Ma.ss., has been
icle,
shows his newshawk sense' trol so that they're not maudlin ""''""r^n^'^r'-"^
plainly though his beat is definitely Numbers included "These
appointed
general
manager
of
Fooli.sh
on the literary supplement side. Things," "Laura," "Le Fiacre" and ^^^AW. Morrill has been official in
Pace good, Voice easy on the nerves, "Might As Well Be Spring." all sung organization for 24 years, serving as
• Ted..
both in English and French. Jose.
auditor, a-sst. treas. and .secy.
'
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tFollowup Comment:
CBS gave

i

dull in
Invitation

,,be

radiq;.

30

a lesson

in

how

to

dull

minutes.'&ri its
to
Learning"
session
last Sunday (1). Just Why ..this
show
had to be so dull must remain one
of radio's mysteries.
The subject matter Was.' cartainly

I

i

j

I

I

.

'

,

.

a lively one— the paneLdi.scussed H.
L, Mencken's dynamic "The

/Ameri-

'T^^ emcee, Eugene
^vw^M?"^,""^^""
uweiil, jr„ was uniquely suitable,

.

MARRIAGE A LA MODE"

With Fran Lee, Arthur Pase, Jolin
Graham, Madeline Kalleen

j

I

i

,

.

1

:.-.'

esting to know just how many of by any commercial film exhibitor.
Carter's little nature aids can be
Preera edition, tilled "Pali over
sold by motion picture gossip.
[Palestine," dealt with the question
While Fidler still supplies his in
of the Arab-Jewish conflict in that
formation in sharp style, as close to couiitry. Rather than, attempting to
that of journalism as a keyhole col
get in a bunch of spot news clips,
umn can be, his apparent eagerness which can be covered in the regular
to get the information out seems at JNTBC video news shows. Mills contimes to impair its intelligibility. fined his eflorts to backgrounding
Were he to slow down slightly, some the current trouble. Film pointed up
of the nuances missed here and in excellent detail the basic reasons
there by a listener's occasionally for the controversy, quoting the Balstraying attention would be caught four declaration, alluding
to the rich
with more certainty.
oil deposits (and the British intpr>
After supply ihg various bits of est in them) and referring
to the
news about George Raft, Errol Arab effcndis'
reluctance to see the
Flynn, Andy Russell, and others, growth
of western civilization, as
gabber went into his familiar edi- bi"ought in
by the Jews, call a halt
torializing routine, this tirne rabbut to
their static, feudalistic economy.
the bad breaks some columnists
By using care in selecting his fiim
have been giving James Mason, and shots,
why don't they take it easy on the some, Mills was able to maintain
of movement
guy until he gets here? Hit "open throughout
the picture, which is a
letter" concerned the unpopularity
must for television. Entire prbdiic-'
of
stars'
heavy gambling losse.s, lion was
backed lip by a deeplyespecially ;)n. the fac^ of current
moving, score, which included the
famines all over the World.
Jewish natibnal 'anthem,; a cantoi*:
For those interested in the more
reading from the nrayer-book .and a
intime. semi-private peripatetics of
the .Hollywood, elite, Fidler rates muezzin calling the Mohammedans'
to pray. Excellent commentary was
well in both delivery and informaread in good fashion by Larry Setion, but is tops for those
sensible
Apparently not too fariiiliar
and liberal short editorials.
"^^'u
They with
the .script. Semon fluffed in one
can so often be applied elsewhere.
or two 'places but this was more
Toimii.
than compensated (or bv the gripnmg. dramatic way he handled his
""cs.
sial.
!

|

I

1

after Louella

;

.

i

Television Reviews

CARTER PRODUCTS

I

j

-

Kave.
Blanc was good enough as Pedro

,

I

i

:

entertainment and audience sym
Either by
pathy tO-the fullestor luck, date of the show's
return coincided with the Iowa State
Fair, whicfi has been somewhat preserved for posterity in a motion picture, and Parks Johnson and Warten Hull had a field day among the
cornhuskers. This was "Pop's" first
program under the Lipton Tea aegis
after several years of Bromo-Seltzer

,

this

!

!

a program psychologist's
still
it'.s
dream, working the facets of mass

choice

which

,

the music, ho effort' tb
integrate iihitegrable htatei'ial— -shr's
Her cOmedy arrangenioiil of
"Three Blind Mice" on the tceotf
was. except for its unintellcctt-wl^-lyri's-:'ic-cbntent. as good as some a,f the
liettor., satire by a iimstcr like Daniiy,;,

Kosc.

I

"Vox Pop" has returtied unchanged from its short vacation and

When

Mi.ss

is
,

.sock;

prQ^i'anl, they'i'i: overwritten:

plot,

por-sonality

mado about

:spot the

M.uvin MilliM- handles the Woodbury cohimercials. For a lo-minute

nuunmr.
Gordon .Webber

Writer:

i

to argue,, via script. and Producer-director: George Taggart
that time does not change.
-.15 Mins.
For tecoff stanza the .scripter hit 10 Stations
iipoh Socrates, Greek philosopher,
(WBC Recordini;)
plantirig his prototype in a small
As competition for soaperas. the
C'onrimunity. where the bigots and po- sentimental
syrup, spooned up by
litically ambitious multitudes not seeRei lections" might easily grab off
ing eye to eye with his -Way of life some of the middle-aged mamas who
and ideologies, give him the same tind that constant reprise of the
brush the Athenians gave .Socrates radio, versions of "Perils of Pauline"
somfe
2,000 years ago
is too exciting for relaxation.
And
'
It's, all neatly done, projected by a
obviously relaxation is the aim of
cast of radio, unknowns who, are try- this show.
in,g; their
wings on the ether lanes,
Backed by mellow strings playing
with exception Of Harry Jackson, not much of anything, the silken
.Steven Hughes and Jane Harden; voice of Frank Willis oozes cliches
who essay the principal rOles., The and contentment, telling harassied
others are ex-Gls who are trying to haus-frauK that everytliing will be all
find their niche in radio..
right.
Baritone Rues "Titus croons
In story line Cass Grant,, elderly happy little tunes like "My Buddy,"
philosopher, has his own idea. on the and "Willis keynotes the platter by
way the world Should tick. While, saying."The time to be kind is now."
he does not attempt to convert his.
Strictly femme fare, the formula
more youthful neighbors to his way used has been tried in the past and
of thinking, some of his ideas and there's no reason why it shouldn't
and this meet with reasonable success this
ideal'^ naturally seep out
gets him into trouble.
time. It'll give the gals a chance to
When he refuses to attend prayer sit down and knock off house-work,
meellngs arid make other against-the- which they'll probably appreciate.
the Any romantic buildup given Willis
influence
pitches
to
graln

and procced-s

UPTON TEA

(YoxiTig

snare

to

-Format dramatizes the lives of historicat greats with modern setting

Producer: Aubrey Williams
Director: Rogers Brackett ,
Mins.; Tuesdays, :9 p.m.

.'?0

WABC-CBS,

set

undoubtedly,

own

in.eht of

As in the pjist. Ml.ss Par.sons docs
a quickie editorial. Last Stinday she
took the iuves ovi-r the coals for
their yaridaU.s'm in theatres,^,

I

been

you can

son,

lifts the piece :0f(
projecting it into a

in the best time slots for public
his announcemctit
reception.
Tori,
that he's planning an album of hymns
of v.irious religions, with proceeds to
go to the National Fedora-tioii of
Chiitchos, also gave the Parsons
stanza a news "exclusive."

1

N.

,

show

I

,

-

air

of guest talent; t3)

,

I

I

I

vived from well deserved rest; even
the music arran.gemcnts this year,
under Charles Dant, were nothing (o
howl about. Yet all the.se eomponeiits,
added up, somehow seem to total
more than their sum, And the rea-

ofI-tha.-cufI

lirst

season's curtain raiser, she deserved
her hiatus.
She certainly worked
hard enough .on the opeik'r--and
successfully, too.
There's
something peculiar to
Miss Canova's show.
Most of the
gags .stay corny, front year to yearthe supporting cast is comppteiii but'
except for Mel Blanc--and in hi.s
case only when he's in one of his
several characters^not outstanding;
the situations seem to have been 'c'.

'

'

I

...Rose.,

gr,ve ..the

his

reappearance of her

(.SI)

show over NBC. And judging by the

showi! in the future;
(1) it"ll permit for editing similar to
pix studio retaKes: .(,2): you can pat^
torn \our shows' to. the availability
cribe

.

.

(Ted Botes)

Judy Canova's eight-week .summer
came to an end with last Satur-

rest.

day night's

As a Jurgen.'.- parlay, catering to
varied tas'es; the intrinsic bt^xoffiee
values can't be brushed aside.
Miss Par.sons" Inilia! broadcast for
the new, season had more than iisual
interest: with Bing Crosby, on- hand
to r<>ceive her special award for his
Paramount "Blue Skies" contrib,
making wnat will be one of his few
live appearances on the air this sea-

Groaner

Vcrae Smith does an okay job bh
the Roger-s silverware plugs...
Rose.

the chirping, and her rendition oC ."!« Mins.: .Saturihiv.s, 9:30 p.m.
"They Say it's Wonderfill" had cla.ss. (writer: David Carp
Ray Noble again doubles from hi.^ i'rniiuccr: Raymond l.ehrer
baton into the banter routine, with Suslaininj;
the same suave technique.
WNYC, New York
Ken Carprnlcr's Chase & Sanborn
"One
Step
Forward,"
which
commercials are kept to a minimum.
Copy was t oncisje and to the point, precmed Saturday i31V night on
:

moved back COLGATE-PALMOHVE-PEFT
Woodbury slot WEAF-NBC, N. Y.

Louella Parsons

for lu-r),
into htvr

segment of the radio
audience thrives on the Hollywood
chit-chat Miss Parsons dishes out,
she's as firmly entrenched in the
Americana pattern as that, other super-.fergens salesman who precedes
her on tlie ABC net—Walter Winchell.

explanation (or his desire to trans-

-

Fred Fox, Henry Hoonle
John Ward

Liidd,

quarter-hour
on Si.ndny tl). Accepting the obvi-

tHe also owes his ex-employee,
Kralt Music Hall, a couple of guest
shol.M. for a briefie insert, it was
crammed with some revelatory comment. Challenging a crack anent rumors that he was getting Ur/.y, the

-

I

'

Hank

Producer-Director: Joe Rines
.10 Mins., Sat., 10 p.m.

iSon.

•

(4)

Writers:

Mitc'ie/I)

,

Abel.

.

i

ness that characterized the "Ozzie"
oppner;
Topical script situation of "Ozzie
and Harriet"' readjusting their kids
to home life after a season at camp
was bofl' stuff, obviously striking a
responsive chord in the nation's

which has made him a compelling
miko force for umpteen years.

Twing" twang insert "ON i; STKP FORWARD
some .sock lalighs..
With Harry Jackson, Steven
Anita Ct.rdcn is still around for
Jane Harden, Mirh:ie1 Bav,

capsule' "TEi'.'^cl
that paid f.ft in

,,

I

:

men"

N. Y,

ous, that a large

its

tion effect. There aren't many shows
that can sail along with the smooth-

ho peddles news, chatter and; radiothat

at

Asidi? from the tight, adult scripting job that draws its manifold
laughs froin the situation rather
than forced gags, there's a timing
and pace about the "Ozzie and Harriet" show that could well serve as
a model for achiGviiig sock produc-

is
being tied-in to the established
.lerg en's Lotion, But, above all. Winchell's click is answered by the fact

in

I

.season,

airers in radio.
Still spotted in the 6 p.m. time. CBS
couldn't ask for a more sprightly
"curtain-lifter" to its new Suhday
night schedule that brings Hildegarde and Eddie Bracken into the

mentator and peddled Mr. Jergon's
feminine goo by the barrel,: Show
opens with a sighing femme for the
commercial spiel, introduchig a new
packaged Woodbury, product which

torials

I

Ri*bicoin>

third

its

comedy

situation

WW

usual Kroovey channel, with Charlie
McCarthy-Mortimer Snerd A; Co.
i^ght back, in mid-season form. It's
the same format that's served Bergen
in ijQbd ss'ead since he first injected
a laugh hvpo into nighttime progrann-ning, with the scriptifig. .and
production running the course in par.
As usual, the guestar policy prevails, and Jimmy Stewart: was on
hand for the tceoff session lor tlic
inevitable encounter with McCarthy.
If It wai-n't exactly a boff comedy
routine, it wa."; partially offset by the

for

Rogers 'street stand, the ''Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet"
proved anew on the getaway show
Sunday (1) that it's one of the socK

.

lor holding down the. Sunday
tiight at S spot during hiatuS-timi?.
Bergen lost no time moving into his

.

N. Y.

(Young &
Back

I

1847

tivities. There was the, tisiial G-mi*i1,
show biz, lolerance and giio.--\';-v.'ho
chitchat, done in the showmanly
mike .manner .-.which ha.? made
the No. \ Sunday night news com-

Tossing out

well-tleservcd kudos to Alec Temple-

ton

Mins., Sun,, 6 p.m.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER

WJZ-ABC.

(Lemien &
I

1946

Kearns,
Buby Oandridce: ««,
nounoer, Vern Smith; musln.
Charles "Bud" D.nt, "The SporiiT

Mi-sslng from the airlanes since last
April becaiise of illricss (her daugh-^
ter, RKO producer Harriet, subbed

;

4,

JUDir CANOVA SHOW
With Mel Blano, Ruth Perrdit Joa
'

JERGENS CO.
'

Ben Gershman
Producer: Ted Bliss
Pray,

wintertime flavor. WinchcU's return
also gave the ne\yscasting period a

WEAF-NI5(', K. Y.
(J. Waller Thompson)
First 01 tho topflight air comics to
return for tlic '46-'47 semester,, Edgar
BfcTnen ort Sunday (1) displayed the
.saniL' brand of smart showmanship
Standard .Bvand-'ithat has kept,
NBC show ih the upper rating biackets tlvrougli the seasons.

WinclicU's

gave the

y

SANBORN

CHASli &

& Mitchell)
and Bergeti's return
Sunday night dials that

iLeriricn

Zeno Klinker, Royal Fos-

30 Mins.; Sun.,

Wednesday, SepCemlier

"ADVENTURES OF OZZIE A

WALTER WINCHEIX

EDGAR BKRGKN & CHABLIE

Producer: Lou Sposa
Writer: Bernie Giler
kSets: Bolt Bright
30 Mins.; Wed. (28), 8 p.m.

.lOHN

]

;

I

,

'

j

'

,

the

Wanamaker

plugginfi.articles

WABD

store,
Week to a'show
sale in th» store.

Financial arrangements involved are
being kept under wraps, but it's understood that Wanamakei's acts as a
.sort of intermediary betweett Duon the panel Mont and the ad agencies handling^^'^^ critic Malcolm Cowlev and
accounts for the various products.
^^''"^"" B»t mixed .Judging f::om "Marriage
a la Mode."
^fh ^f''^^'
with
unimaginative scripting and however,
even If Wanamaker's and
the ingredients the .sponsors got the
"''•''l}^"'' Production,
time absolutely
"P ? dish of rare drabnos
for free, they're still being hoodT^"' 'J"* know-bow, it was winked.
P'^''fo'''riance— unusually
It's flTfi. nit to bflievc lhat any'
dcpress•i^"g
(Continued on page 40)
'

,

|

GO,

N. Y.

With the DuMoiit- studios located

gives half an; hour" a
for

longhair pi^ofessctr, Isteeped
in the Broadway theatre
as ivell as
in the clas.sics, and a
radio personality to boot. With him

,

WANAMAKER

WABD-DuMont,
.

111

;

Wedmsday, September

4,

1946

RADIO

as

CONSniTANTS RAKING INMCASH
Happy Days as 4

Nets' Gross

.

Washington, Sept. 3.
Radio is rapidly developing a new
specialty— the radio consulting firm
—as a consequence of hundreds of
newcomers breaking into the broadcasting field^with more cash than

knowrhpw. In the past

months
several of the consultant outfits have
sprung up around the country; and
are handing out expensive advice
on everything from where to locate
your station, to how to program it
and keep administration expenses

>

NETWORK GROSS TIME SALES
FOB JUNE
XEstimatod)

NBC
ABC
CBS

1946

1945

$5,426,980
4.927,200
2,112,569

$5,333,875
3,008.970
8,400,859
1,473,786

$15,896,868

$15,217,490

...

.

3,3,30,000

..
.

.

Mutual

;".

.

CBS

184.';

$32,029,123
20,803,000
33,454,573

CBS

$99,549,565

$95,203,798

8,9n,102

out.

Collaiites

rival stations from spotlighting the
Crosby disks at the same time'} As
far as the newspaper listings in the
individual towns are concerned, both:

Get 10% Raise;

well from New York, Chicago or
Wa.slungton. FCC, it is known, looks
with favor on outfits which school
applicants in their obligations as
radio licensees, but opposes any
CBS last week came through with
wholesale boilerplating of program
formats turned oiit by.such organiza- an overall 10% pay hike for all employees receiving $10() a week or
tions fortheir clients.
One of Washington's newset cbn- less and not covered by union contracts,
or other pacts. And the CIO
sullaut outfits is Frazier & Peter.?;
Firm is headed by Howard Peters, union which has been trying to orvet broadcaster and former director ganize the CBS white collarites
the Radio Quild, of the United Ofof engineering for the NAB, and
Paul Peters, a practical broadcaster flee and Professional Workers of
whose last tour of duty was director America— promptly claimed credit
of research for the NAB. Their firm for the wage boost.:
The increa.se was announced in a
specializes in market surveys and ad
vice on location of stations, program- '^'^mo distributed to everybody at
ming and practical operating prob CBS h. q. in New York last Friday
(30) under the signature of Frank
lems.
Another, radio consultant is Bruce K. White, veepee-treas, of the net.
Starkey, former NAB publicity man, The memo told of a job classification
who is specializing in "projnotion" survey made by personnel director
Hausman, proipised the
advice to the broadcasters..
Still Howard

CIO Pats

shows would carry a parenthetical
tag

Itself

In

Its

Coast Punch

Warmup

for Joust-to-Come

—

-

they

that

line

are

recorded.

Then where do Philco and its $30,000
weekly investment come off?:
Whether or not these rival sta-

:

AFRA Throws

circuit.

:

Washington is looked on: as fair
hunting ground for consultants on

management level, w/hile program adviesrs can operate equally

sion to intervene and put a halt to
the cuff o Crosby rides on the disk,

Thus far the appeals to the FTC
have been futile, the commission
playing along with the stations' contention that,' in eflfeet, "we're only
smallwatters trying to make a living; we can't afford a live Crosby, so
why should we be denied the prjv- s
ilege of playing his records?"
There's one angle that particularly intrigues the trade, l.nd which
may serve as the "last straw" in the
efforts to make the FTC see the
matter in another lighti With Crosby
going on for Philco in the ABC
Wednesday night at 10 slot in the
east, and 9 o'clock in other parts of
the country, what, they're asking, is
there to prevent platter turners on

Crosby disk show for Philco.

the

Now that Bing Crosby gets the
wax works under Philco's bigtime
commercial auspices, a new move is
expected to be initiated, aimed at
getting the Federal Trade Commisjockey

Peggy Lee, who has frequently
guested on the program, is considered a likely successor. Miss Lee's
also slated to go into the new Bing

before FCC.

1946
$33,453,400
20,944,285
31,590,900
13,560,980

Chesterfield for Coast
Whether or not Jo Stafford continues with the Chesterfield "Supper Club" may depend on the de^
cision to keep the program in New
York or move to the Coast. Miss
Stafford is reported anxious to move
on to the Coast; if "Supper Club"
continues its N. Y.-origination, she

.

:

(jBstiina(cd)

Mutual

the outlet is on the air.
Pioneer consultant firm is Fred A.
Co,, of Cincinnati, which had
the field pretty much to itself before
this year, The Palmer agency guarantees to handle a radio application
through;' hearings; constf uCtion and'
slaflfing, but hastens; toteil- clients.; it
works with engineers and lawyers
but does neither of their functions

May Leave

Jo Stafford

may check

down once

Palmer

FOR FIRST SIX MONTHS
NBC
ABC

six

Deal Renews

Drive to Unseat Freewheel Jocks

F

Cumulative billjngs of the four major networks for gross time sales
during- the .first six months .reflect the healthy picture and clear-sailingahead that indicates 1946 will be a banner business year in radio. With
the exception of CBS, all the webs are ahead of '45 for the coinparable
period. June billings also show NBC, ABC and Mutual out in front
as compared with the previous June, with only CBS biz dented.
Foiir-web gros.s time sales for June totaled $15,896,868,- compared
with $15,217,490 for June, '45. The six month.s' total for this year
has reached $99,549,565. That's nearly $5,000,000 more than the $95,-'
203,789 racked up for the comparabfe period in '45.

Wax Work

Crosbys

|[](p[|lJ

e-Months Billings Hit $99,549,965

,

tions can be prevented

from jorkey-

Crosby into the same period
program is .something
the boys would like to find out.
ing

as his Philco

,|
I

.

Hollywood, Sept. 3.
American PcdcrHtion of Radio Arti.sts expecfs the toughest' fight since
its opening boiit with broadcasters
when organized 10 years ago on demands developed at recently closed
eighth convention here. And though
'

.

Nash-Kelvinator

Bow

,

:

renegotiation of L^LCxisting contracts
and revision Of overall codes will
not, start in New York until arouiid
November (contracts expire Oct.
31), the union is warming up with
its Coast arm and tossing out its
first left in the form* of an immediate regional demand.
Upon the outcome of the local
battle to eliminated the disfavored
regional net pay for announcers-^
a parallel for which there is noth-;
ing in the eastwhere the t.c. rate
is paid for
anything over two or
more station.s depends the entire

From Radio

—

deal.

The union

will settle nothing

until that is decided in
That's the club and the

Total

vinator also giving up the Wednesday 10:30 p.m. period,.
For a while Kelvinator was trying
to decide whether to bankroll the
.show .solo after the Nash division
decided to put emphasis on poster
However, the Kelvinaadvertising.
tor execs decided to .scram, too. Outfit has no future radio plans.

'

.

nets
to
work the objectionable
regional cla.ssification out of existence.
Unlike the eastern pattern,
the union will not insist on t.c. pay
for two station relea.se.
That will
remain at what is now regional.
However, it wants the regional release to rate tc. pay and is deter-

mined to stick to its guns with complete national backing.

AFRA

vs.

NBC, CBS

In national picture
to eliminate NBC and
inlerchangeability
of

ABC

WARWICK AND LAWLER
WEST FOR DISK MEET

its .favor.

—

rub— and
been swung.
Attempt is now being made to
sit down with divisional heads of

it's

AFRA

H. Paul Warwick (& Legler), prez

newly formed platter company. Audience Records, and T.
Newman L,a^yler, of the law firm
of

and Mutual permit

staffers to

on telling NBC and CBS where their
people may work'—but it will insist
on requested others being allowed
to work shows on both.
Though not admitted by George
Heller in post-convention conference, the union will also be staunchly behind locals in station negotiations.
Where local, stations with
net affiliations do not cooperate- or

AFRA

othcrwi.se thwart,
will iliie
national weight, asking that nets- do
not pipe shows comprised of mem-

broadcasting studios in addition to
albums by the peiformer-owners.

caiit

tors

is DeQuincy Sutton, raise as of Sept, 1. and threw an
accountant in the broad- additional cookie to those earning
opera- between $100 and $109 a week by
books, promising to raise their pay to a

specialized

FCC

who counsels new
on how to set up their

field,

This, according to commission spokesmen, will be only big impact of the new admini.strative pror
cedure act on broadcasters.
The new law requires each federal
administrative agency to hire independent hearing men who may not
engage in any other type of controsession.

The memo casualreferred to the fact that extra
coin will go only to those "not currently covered by union or other

reckon their taxes, and handle their $110 minimum.
business generally,

r.

ly
,

.

Dozens of program advisers are al-.
ready in business, and others are
getting ready to hang out a shingle,
according to reports here. But there
are specialties even in the program
end. Morris Novik, former director
O'f WNYC, has the newest wrinkle in

.

Many CBS

agreements."

collarites

saw

a hint in this phra.se that they
don't have to join a union, to get

more money.

versial work.

But the CIO, union came right
geared neatly- to fit de- through with an answer, pointing
FCC's Bluebook. Novik out that it was the outflt that had
counsels stations only on "public requested job reclassification and
reproducing a letter to* Hau.sman,
service" shows.
dated Aug. 20, asking for an imme-

However, the law exempts applicanew radio facilities which

specialties
mar;ds of

diate

of
for a

"eo.st

make up
costs

increase"

living

of those at FCC— from requirement of being heard by the
"independent officicrs." Hearings on
transfers and license revocations will
probably be bandied by commission-

to

\Z% upping of living
by Government

ers as usual,

reported

as

The CIO

ulated during
uncertain.

the

wai;

years,

3.

are

ABC

currently

UOPWA.

The

of the
the

AFL.

cision

International

on

The national

NLRB ^has

tails

of

all

the

promised a

Sale
^

understood;^.

Alli-

want

office of

to.

-

ABC Loses CPA Move

final, de-:

To Up KGO

to

50kw

Wasnington, Sept.

':

Okayed

Wa.shington, Sept,

And:

Meanwhile, the commis.sion today
(Tuesday) unleashed the entire
new Part 1 of its rules to conform
with the new legi.slation.
For the
first time, FCC has consolidated all
its existing procedures, into one package for public inspection. New rules
significantly speU out the assemblyline .systehi of processing station applications through FCC, and relieve
bidders of necessity of filing "proposed, findings" in hearing cases, or
of "waiving" a hearing where they

tion's

KHQ

is

for final determination.

Civilian

utilizing the
Mart Studios,

it

in any event, the commission may
ask that any case heard by one of the
independent officers be certified to it

the complicated devarious CBS bargain^

ing, units this 'month,

is still

day 9:30 p.m. period starting Oct. NBC, Merchandising
giving 'the web a three-way while handling all sales, promotion
12,
whodunit - suspense .sequencing of and publicity out of the Civic Opera
Trials,"
"CJang- building located a mile away from
"Famous
Jury
the Mart an<} is faced with one of
and: yank actors, announcers and busterf?" and "Sherlock."
two choices,
Singers if nets refuse cooperation.
ABC could utilize the blank spaces
CHERNIAVSKY 10 NEBIETT
National board has been empowered
directly above. the huge -stage of the
to act in such matters, though naChicago, Sept: 3.
tional .strike, whether over .such an
Joseph Cherniavsky. 'former mu- Civic Opera House, which has never
issue or the larger issue of new sical director for WLW, Cincinnati, i'oeen completed structually. Space i.s
codes must be on memberthip. ref- has joined the Neblett Radio Pro- without windows or even floor divierendum. Due to the press ot lime ductions as miLsical director and sions, and extends better than 15
nnany important matters were left head of the program development floofs up from the main stage of the
(Continued on page 38)
department.
(Continued on page 41)

|

ance of Theatrical Stage Employees
figured only in the television unit
elections, being opposed there by the
Radio Directors Guild, also a unit

ABC

,

scri-

erhood of Electrical Workers (AFL).
In last June's election conducted at
CBS by the National Labor Relations Board, the IBEW, however,
got less votes than were cast by
CBS'ers who chose to belong to no
union at all, while the biggest ballot was tallied by the Radio Guild of

ABC, which, under its leasing
arrangement with NBC, must vacate its quarters in the Merchandise
Kreml Moves 'Sherlock'
Mart "within a year after the end of
Saturday Time the war." NBC had originally
To
planned to build a building of its
Krem), which bought "Sherlock own -on North Michigan ave. 'That
Holmes" last week, is moving the would have given it the: most elabshow over to the ABC. network. orate quarters in the middlewest.
commercial
Under Petri Wine's
But: brass .hats .in the net: say that
auspices la.st year, it was heard on prex Niles Trammel has in the pa.st
Mutual. Petri is sponsoring "Greg- few months cooled off On any big
ory Hood" in the Mutual slot.
money spending plans.
"Sherlock" moves into the Satur-

one of two

ously contending for collective bargaining rights for the CBS white
collarites outside of television, other
union being the International Broth-

Plans Uncertain
Chicago, Sept.

outfit is

—

tions for

form 75%

statistics for July.

wanted
ing

3.

to

latest

to

axe

hit

3.

Administra-

Production

ABC, whiclt

do $40,000 worth of build-

efliect

increase

to

50,000

TCt moved

last Friday
(30) to
power for its o.to, KGO, San.
one of few remaining Francisco.
multiple-ownership ca.ses in radio
Turned down on the local' level,
and okayed sale of KHQ, -Spokane,
from Louis Wasmer for $8,^0,000. ABC appealed the regional CPA rul-Wasmer already owns KGA, Spo- ing to Washington. The office here
kane,- -:
turned thumbs down on the project
Now buyer of station is KHQ, Inc., two days before the new 25% slash

df-spose

.

:

:

Washington, Sept. 3.
Independent hearing officers, other
ti?an regular FCC staffers or commissioners, may have to sit on hearings for license renewals or modifications of existing broadcast facilities, as a result of the new Public
Law 404 which Congress passed last

.

more

former

bers to troublesome stations. Report
is that union will go all the way
.

FCC Hearings Seen

,

With the general exodus of net(Amos 'n' Andy).
work shows from Chicago during the
Firm plans to manufacture plat- past year, most of the elaborate
made from theatre stages and building plans of the four nets, form-

rell

ters

Aides For

Indie

!

I,

Gardner, James and Marion Jordan
Molly),
and
(Fibber McGee &
Freeman Gosden and Charles Cor-

wants

'work freelance jobs; but other two
nets not only refuse privilege, they
will not permit "foreigners'" to work
their mUtes. Union will not hold out

the

O'Brien, Driicoll & Raftery, secretary of the firm, leave for the Coast
Friday (6) 'for a board meeting on
production and distribution policy
of their platters. Other board members, most of them in Hollywood,
include top radio names like Jack
Benny, Fred Allen, Eddie Cantor,
Edgar Bergen, Burns & Allen, Kd

ban on
announcers.

CBS

'

I

Is

The David Ro.se "Holiday for Music" show on CBS bows out after the
Sept. 25 broadcast, with Nash-Kel-

.

.

I

,

o(

como^ny controlled by

-the

Spokane

Pub". H\Pt{ Co,. Principal is W. H.
Gov.
Jr., a relative of the Cardiner Gowles publishing-radio family

I

in

S

',

I

;

|

commercial building was ordered..
For iiinhet deiails on CPA BcFilm Section^ :.

tions, see slory in

.

»

»*
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From

Wednesday, September
Compton agency. . .Helen Hedeman, ABC csiting director, off lor two
weeks' vacation.
Rubin Goldberg, Jewish program director on WWHIi, sighed for a character role in the "Carnegie Hall'.' fllm,,.. Milton Marshall; formerly of
NBC flackery, now asst. to Ovid Riso, director of ad-promotion for Philco
sked are "Kitchen
International Corp, ,, .Two new shows added to
Kapers," 30 minutes, Mon.-Fri. at 8:30 a.m.; and Sunny Raye in a 15-min.

to
.

the Prodnction Centres

WWRL

mW

fiV

YORK CITY

.

Hbbe (Y&R) and Betty Morrison

Hildegarde bow for Campbell Soup on GBS postponea a week, until
"Corliss Archer" stays on for the
6, because of conflict in bookings.
.Four-page pix spread coming up in True mag on Fred Rob.Wendell Holmes added to cast
bins, who maestros WOV's "1280 Club".
of CBS' "Sparrow and Hawk", .. .Jane Brand, formerly of WMCA, on the
.Satevepost readying a
Coast working with film scripter- Tony Merrill
profile on Charles Luckman, Lever Bros.' "boy wonder" prexy. Luckman,
incidfentaily, .makes his initial mike appearance on Sept. ,16, when he goes
on his. "Lux Radio 'Theatre'' show to. accept a Safety Award citation.
Paul Monroe-Biow divorce regarded as something that's imminent, ..
Charles E. (Ted) M.axweU, of WGBS, Miami, sales staff, Joining Donald
Cooke as- account exec.. ..Al Durante, J. Walter Thomp.son radio publicity
chief, heading for the Coast Tuesday (10), with stopovers enroute at all
key cities, to line up publicity for "tlie new Dinah Shore-Peter Lind Hayes
.Nelson Case replacing Ben Graucr
Ford show. and "Lux Radio Theatre''
as annotfnce? on the Vaughn Monroe program for three weeks starting
I"tiday (5). ...Radio actor M. Karl Eastman, It. commander retired, has
been called back by Navy for 30 days to be radio speaker in forthcomingrecruiting drive for Fourth Naval District. .. .Mrs. Eleanor Hposevelt will
be Mrs. Eleanor Wilson McAdop's guest on CBS "Woman's Club" Sept. l(i
Charles Shaw, of CBS London office, back in New York after three
years overseas. He's going on vacation before reporting back to GBS hdqs.
.'
for hi.'! next assignment.
.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

,

.

.

Walter Craig,: yeepBe in charge of radio at Bentbt) & .Bowles., to wed
Margaret^Gray on Friday the 13th. Couple will honeymoon on the Coast
... .Phil Brito has organized a foundation to support a clinic being built at
.Wynn Wright's showcase sus-,
the Colurnbus hospital, Newark, N.- J.
tainer, ''Under Arrest" on Mutual-WOR, moved this week from Sunday to
Tuesdays (8 to 8:30 p.m.), It's' Wright's first venture as an, indie producer,
following his recent resignation as national production manager of NBC
... .Elaine Rost added to the permanent cast of the Tenderleaf Tea video
.CBS director Richard Sanville slated to lecture
show. "Face to Face".
on production of shows for juve Jisteners at the WTO.P-GBS Teachers'
Workshop next Monday (9) ... Elaine Kent, Colleen Ward^ and Kermit
Murdoek added to "Backstage Wife"
.Jay Meredith joins "Young Widder
Brown" cast while Arthur Kohl and Richard Gprdon hew to "David
Harum" players. .George Mathews added to cast pf ."Stella. Dallas"..,
Charles Urquhart, NBC staff director, who has been with the company II
years in Pittsburgh, Chicago and New York, resigned Monday (1) to go
.

j

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

On Air News Setup

.

as possible prelude to

:

IIS

.

:

,

.

Maugham shows

expect their first child in the spring.

Oct.

extra ride.

OK

Aiis»e GoYt

Wednesdays at 2:45 p.m.. .Peter Irving's package of Somerset
Sydney, Aug. 23.
being pushed for sponsored showcasing over a N. Y. indie
network booking. .. .Harry Deines, of Fuller & Ross
Government has okayed Austral& Smith agency, became a veepee yesterday (Tuesday) when he returned ian Broadcasting Commission, opfrom his vacation. Promotion was a surprise to the exec who knew noth- erators of national radio stations
ing about his vice-presidency until a band started parading through the (non-commercial) to set up own
office after he was at work, .... John F. Royal, NBC television chief, back at news service.
Cost is figured to be
his desk after a two months' survey of television and motion picture pro- in the vicinity of $800,000 yearly.
duction, in Europe.
ABC got its news service from
Aussie key newspapers, pluis own
correspondents in certain key zones,
^

isong stanza
.

.

1946

4,

.

.

•

)

:

HOLLYWOOD ...

Myron "Mike'' Button caught on as producer of the Meredith Willson
show for Canada Dry less than a week after he shod, his Army togs.
After auditioning a couple dozen singers,. Frank Sinatra's choice fell on
Judy Stevens. .''Corney" Jackson returned from Stanley Resor's Wyoming ranch shorn of his upper lip adornment. Might have caught it in a
,

.

.

.

with newsgathcring figure well below new setup,
Opposition politicians
Say
(hat
green lighting by the Chifley Labor
,

Government willmean

a

further

drain on public coin, plus the possi.. .Warner Taub of Sam Jaile radio department came through
bility of increasing license fees by
Operations Crossi-oads at Bikini without a .scratph, biit first day on the: 25c. Every
radio fan has to pay the
tennis court spraifted his ankle and now limping around in a cast.
Government $4 presently for each
Phil Baker due out with "Take It Or Leave It" Oct. 1 for two months..
radio in any home.
He's taking a house in Beverly Hills just to make sure, he'll have a place
.Milton Blow has taken an option on "Encore Theatre" just in
to sleep.
case a fast replacement might be needed for a show on the skids, ,.'

hay mower.

.

.

.

Sander Heyman and Sherman Gregory of the Schenley forces in town
for takeoff of "Hollywood Players'.'. ...Paul Weston will direct the music
for the. Andy Russell cut-ins on "Hit Parade"; .. .Patty Bolton, goes into
the canary cage on "Meet
at Parky's". . .Frank Wilson doubles Over
from Academy Award 'theatre to do $cript duty for Frank Sinatra. .. .Stu
Erwin pulling out of "Phone Again Finnegan" on account of he feels
he isn't the type.
;Fred Beck will work with Meredith Willson on the
scripts of the Canada Dry show.

Me

Labor Station Power Upped
In Surprise

.

FCC Move

Chicago, Sept.
In surprise move,

FCC

last

.

.

(30)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

least
mitters,

number
fer

may

with a possibility that the.
of transmitters in the transtotal five.
.

The UN,

understood, wants to
broadcast all its proceedings in five
languages—English, Fr'erich, Spanish,
Chinese, and Russian. At least one
of the transmitters would be among
the group owned by the State Dept.
t>n the West Coast, and land lines
would feed that transmitter from the
UN h.q. in N. Y.
it's

duction staff

fIV

.

.

.

.Glenn

Whea ton

writing the

Tony

Mai'tin scripts.

CHICAGO ...

Maury Wetzel, ABC central division production manager, resigned last
Fred Kilian, local ABC producer for the past year, will act in that
capacity until a final choice 'is made. Wetzel is the second top ABC central
division man to call it quits in the past month and his resignation is indicative of the continued shakeup of local ABC execs, with more top men
skedded to feel the unofficial axe in the near future
Dutton-Lippold,
local radio flacks, moved to new offices last week. ., .Muriel Bremer leaving for the Coast and will be out- of "Women in White" for six weeks ..
John P. Magher back with WON's public relations staff after a hitch in the
Navy. .Terese K. Lauer, NBC central division business department, engaged la.st week to William A. Moritz of Manhassett, L. I
Louise King,
chirpstress, and hubby Emerson Both, NBC musician, bought a
36-foot cabin cruiser to replace the 32-foot boat they sold recently.
week.

.

The reason the -UN
fiye transmitters is

is thinking of,
because it would

like to haye two on the West. Coast,
one for the Chinese beam and another to South America's west coast;
two on _the ea.sc coast for English,
.

MRS

.

.

WBBM

Donald McGibney, WBBM newscaster, will open '46-'47 book review
French, Spanish and Russian; and season at the Chi Public Library
Oct. 3
Walt Bell new addition to the
one for .shortwave operations beamed WGN traffic office. ,, .Smilin' Ed McConnell and
his Buster BrOwn Gang
at
radio stations in the United have been renewed by the Brown Shoe
Co. for another 52 weeks.
.TeleStates.
vision Associates entered its plane in the Cleveland air races last week
The latter point involves a de with Ruth Johnson, former WASP, guiding the ship in the Halle Trophy
parture, The State Dept. DX shows race
Jack Ryan, NBC central division press head, off to Wis. for two
from the UN are allowed, under FCC weeks' vacation
Friends of Don Kelly, Frank Faulkner, John Ackerman
ruling, to be picked up for relay by and Val Sherman were worried last week when news of a boat sinking in
regular long-wave stations in the Lake Michigin was announced. Guys were cruising in Les Atlass' yacht
U, S.
However, for most stations, when they were caught in a storm
Matty Brecia, NBC night press
these shortwave pickups are difficult editor, leaving Sept. 15 for WJOL, Joliet, to do sports, special events, and
and uncertain, since the east coast promotion. Harry Canfield, Jr., of the Chi City News Bureau, takes over
transmitters are beamed outward, ....Ilene Woods, "Breakfast Club" chirpstress, leaving to join hubby
away from the U. S. The UN, how- Steve Sleek in Hollywood. Nancy Martin coming from the Coast to fill in
ever, which would not need per- until definite replacement is made. ., .Bill Drips, NBC director
of Agrimis.sion from the FCC, Would beam culture, to Frisco on business.. .Fran 'Aunt Fanny" Allison returned
to
its
DX'er
into
the
American the "Breakfast Club'^ Sept. 2 after a month's illness
"Mr, & Mrs." recontinent.
turns to the air Sept. 8 under sponsorship of Sealy Matresses. Dick "Two
"
Once the; UN starts feeding Amer- Ton" Baker will m.c. the show.
. .

HOMfl

.

Monday morning at 7:15, Oklahoma farm radios are tuned to tKo
Seart Farm Show to hear the west-

Every

ern music of the-Serenaders,. a hymn,,

important

ments

.

form

meeting announce-

and the news from

farm department. This
71st

more

is

week on WKY, and
friends for Sears

homa farm

folk every

Sears'

the show's
it's

making

among
week.

Okla-

3.

,;

Friday

upped power of the Chicago
Federation of Labor station, WCFL,
Art Linfcletter out of surgery and on the mend.
.Joan Edwards will Chicago from 10 to 50 kilowatts.
do a guest shot with Ralph Edwards on takeoff Sept.'? of "Truth or ConMove was unexpected since Comsequences". ..Sheilah Graham, film columnist and now airing chit chat mish went hot and heavy
after the
on Don Lee network for Rayve shampoo, has a network deal in the works. AFL station's policies
in sale of
She's one gal who does her own leg work and really gets around. ., .Bert radio
time during the course of the
Prager, former head of Sam Jaffe radio department, joined up with
Chicago PM hearing last June.
Jimmy Saphler, .Dick Hubbell, production head for Crosley television,
cased the home scene and came away none too impressed with the progress
of video out this way,
.Vic McLeod, who broke with Bob Burns and a
$3,000' Writing: budget, moved back to J. Walter Thompson and will script
the remaining Tommy Dorsey programs. He relieves Bud Paganucci, who
is doing preliminary work
on the two Elgin holiday shows. .. .'Harry
Rausch,. press head for Young & Rubicara, around for the fall getaways...
Suzanne EUers was Phil Cohan's final choice as vocalist with DuranteState Dept.
Moore....eBS is holding over the comedy team of Sweeney and March
Continued from page 3'i
for fall airing and further sponsorial inspection. ., .Martin Wox'k trans-:
f erred here from Young & Rubicam in New York and installed as protwo of its; shortwave trans- gram supervisor. Ned Tollinger and Dave' Elton left the agency's pro.

ican stations via shortwave, it's felt
certain that Press Wireless. Inc.,
which has asked the FCC for permission to do the' same thing,, will get
its. permit for that purpose.
Then,
it's felt here, there would be a division of coverage between the

UN

and: tiiat of .PW;
'The
would cover official sessions of
the Security. Council General Assembly, in full, picking up speeches right

.transmitter,

.

UN

from the officials charribers.
would serve: its :cust'0mers
,

PW
with

special events driginaling at the -seat

UN.
The Slate Dept.

of the

is ,uriderstpod, to

be not averse to letting the

UN

cover
,Th6n Benton's own
shortwave outfit wotild be saved a
considerable slice- of. budget, .which
he would apply to. other programming. As long as ho international
agency is covering the UN, the
State :Dept,^if only as a gesture of
confidence in the UN---rnuiSt-,.;continue
doing that job. itself
its o,wrn,seSsiOiis.'
:

A

Indianapolis. -~
four-hour allIndiana /radio show featuring Olsen

New UN
Continued from page 32

;

tion^in spite, of the fact that the
only real job being done via short-

wave comes from the U. S. State
Dept;'s booth.
Of course, some of the outfits that
haven't put in lines as yet aro merely slow getting started:' But
staffers: from foreign countries are puzzled about American radio. .The foreigners point out that the same organizations were not too slow in
insisting upon all prerogatives, separate booths, best location,' etcv; but
seem to be in no. hurry to make use
of the facilities.:-

UN

Aside
there is

from the
a

radio coverage
general feeling: of 6p'

Council is located furnish loads of
wisecracks and gags for all. Newspapermen insist they feel like mice
working their way through a psychologist's maze as they try to find
their, way around that basement,
where all the offices are located.
One newspaperman cracked today;
"I don't; know it: Trygve Lie (UN
sec general) thinks of us as mice,lice or rats."

The ;newspapermen are unhappy
about their location in the Council
phamber-^in a section equipped with
straight-back, chairs, about a cityblock away from the Council table,
behind the rubberneck spectatCirs.
But, they've been promised better,
space— soon. The press

bar, too,
'

is'

not yet equipped with comfortable
:

.

chairs, it's bare. But there is a bar,,
and; the prices are reasonable. As
hooks its public adlieve from a, reading of the news,-, soon as the
papers. Staff inembers, radio peo- dress system to a press bar loudple, and newspapermen have come speaker it will be as good a place
work
to
from
as
any.
to know one: another much jjetter

timisni here.

less

strained

'

The atmosphere seeiVis
than one would be-

,

Mema

Oh!!

,

UN

iu the last six months, since the uk
Meanwhile, as far as radio is confirst convened its Security Council
cerned, one commentator for a N. Y.
an audience of 14,000 to the Coli- sessions in New York. Guards chal- indie said, as he looked
at the blank
seum in the state grounds here Sat- lenge the radio-press people less wall of the windowless Sperry
buildurday night (30). Program, opening often for their credentials, recogniz- ing: "Lake Success,
they call It.
gun of the' first state fair since 1941, ing many of them. The rriles of From where T am, I
see no lake;
culminated in an hour broadcast labyrinthine passage-ways in the and little success,
so far, Radio's
carried by 18 Indiana stations and basement of the old Sperry Gyro- certainly
not helping toward UN
the ABC network.
scope building where the Security success."

and Johnson, Hoagy Carmichael,
Herb Shriner and Singin' Sam drew

•

Wilms Herbert
KEITH

ARMOUR

in

"TODAY'S CHILDREN"
MR. HUTCHINSON
"TENA AND TIM"
\

Pr«H R^prtttntdtivts

DUTTON-LIPPOLD

in

in

which

WOR mentions such subjects as: Its areas percent

of the nation
territory

s

apparel sales;

compared with the

number

of farms in

state of Indiana,

its

and other
things both pertinent

•1 v^':'

a

young lady

iiaiiied

EUa MacLeary,

who's timebiiyer for Decker &. Deary,

was rather amazed
wlien ihe gay fact was raised,
tliat

our food

a tall

sales are 3-biIlion yearly.

man who came from Peru

called us to ask

what was new.

said we, in a manner,

"Now, take Indiana—

we have half that

there was a young

who

state's

farms for you.

man of Leonia

collected the flower begonia

said he,

"The

real pretties

are in your 16 great

and that's not

cities,

a fact to bemoania.'*

an indolent lady of Arrcl,

who wrote to us on an old barrel
asked, "Is

it

quite true

that your listeners do

buy one-quarter
the nation's apparel?"

WOR
at 1440

MUTUAL

"that power'full station

Broadway

t

in

New

York

and delightful

Wednesday, Scplemltcr

RAmo

sit

HARRY BUTCHER'S KIST
VET-SLANTED AGENDA

CBC Voted $2,000,0(10 to Take Over
tnay be ;a "cooling; of £ pejriod" on
the part af public and: membei\s to
But, acease future legislation.
cording to opposition infoi'fhats, tlie
figlit is going to be waged hftttcr

Montreal, Sept. 3

The House

of

Commons

has

through, on a divided
a $2,000,000 grant to the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. for
the purpose of taking over the

pushed

vote,

wavelengths of three indie

thfin

tliat

they've'

sta-

CFCN, Calgary; CFRB,
CKY, Winnipeg.
The move caused » storm in

been

eral

to,

;

.

caught
unprepared. The legislation was
put through as a "supplementary" allocation, which means
that proposed CBC legislation
Will he dealt with at the next
session as announced.

I

bureau.
Royal, Pickering and Watson are
\ets, like Butcher him.^elf, and a veteran 'on the job" training program

serving that area .where an, ad.ver-

product could be sold, and
most cases this would iipt include
t-he ''hinterland," he .said,,
Maybank's comments were a reProgressive
Conservative
to
Ply
Douglas Ross :who ,,mQyed (seri<
tiscr's

in

^

.suggested

1

;

week

pirpvided the surprise of the current House of Commons session by
the announcemenl that any proposed
Canadian
leg.islation pertauiing to
Broadcasting Corp.. would be spiked
for the time being and would,not
be dealt with aiitil the next, session,
which won't take placft, until early
in 1947.

Reason tor this may be load of
other business weighing down current session which, is in its_ last five
days now, but-it' was also learned
from qualified sources in Ottawa
that public and parliamentary criticism of the report by the Commons
radio committee reached such proportions
that
the
government
thought it advisable to spike any
.

proposed

legislation.

Committee

among other

report

called

for,

things, unlimited loans

CBC expansion,
CBC taking over

and support of
wavelengths of
indie, CFRB, CFCN, and CKY.
What Ottawa may have in mind

for

Another vet on the staff is
former Sgt. Mickev McKeogh, Gefl.
Eisenhower's former:- orderly, who
.will, be a salesman for K-liS'I'..
dppt.

,

[

gugiy)

that estifnates for

.

I

|

^

^

^^^^
r

.

CBC

ex-

'

^^.^^ $2,000,000 to $1.
,

]

AFRA Throws

Coast Punch

Its

fContinued from page

probably be handled by George
Heller, exec secretary, his aide, Ray

AFRA
it

wants

current

toward

be prepared. Moreover,
trend in the disk field
narrative platters employto

ing actors and actresses and sound
effect men has the union eager to
set up standards.
Shocker, however, in the latter will be the demand for royalties a la musicians
union.

FOR SECOND YEAR
HIRES SUNDAY PARTY
ABC. COAST-TO-COAST

'.:

Cove and her parents .were rescued
just ocforc their
feet of water.

boat sank

in

18

-

;

WMAL,

Wasiiingloii.

ABC

the

.

AIbany-*-Community Service Broadi pense tickets each week;
Amsterdam, N. Y.,
has been chartered to coiiduct a
Philadelphia.
Amo
Kirby,
broadcasting business in Amsterdam^
farm editor, will make a
with Arthur Carter, former mayor tour of county fairs in this
area via
and erstwhile commentator over helicopter. The 'copter, carrying
WSNY, Schenectady^ as one o£ the WCA'U banner, will drop down ona
directors.
fairs
at Reading,
Allentown and
Trenton, N. J., an3 others around
Pittsburgh
Burk, of Pennsylvania
and' New Jersey. Kirby
WCAE sales staff, has resigned from will make broadcasts
from a special
Hearst station to go into radio ad- booth on the
fairgrounds and will
vertising agency biz as a partner of serve
as judge at agricultural exhiRussell Pratt in the firm of Pratt & bition contests.
Burk. Pratt recently withdrew from
Wiltman-Pratt organization to form
Buffalo— Abbott and Costcllo were
his own outfit with Burk.
Allan Trench, one-time announcer guests on WBBN's Monday night (2).
International House Party.
Comeat WCAE, returns to station to take
dians were in town for their AmeriBurk's place in the siales department. can Legion, fund-raising
show at
He's moving there from sales staff Civil Stadium for the LOu Costellb
of WWSWi where he's being suc- Jr. Youth Foundation.
ceeded by Martin A. Cohen, hereto-

|

grams
will

lion head.

Nancy Maxwell is quitting
publicity department to head

,

:

1,

Offer was to loss 80 votes to

Ken

generally undesired.

The same

WIRE

faction,

Lou

through

Clark, tried to prevent the seating
of two altetnate delegates from N. Y.,
Charles Irving and Robert Donely,
"liberals."'
Opening session of convention was delayed for one hour
and half as opposing faction, in ma-

16 years mu.sical director of
has resigned to take
an executive post with KQEA, new
station to open soon in Albuquerque.

past

WFAA-KGKO,
Mayo,

conductor, will ascharge of the music staff at the

Billy

sume

station.

El Paso— Hillis Bell, formerly of
the commercial staff of
here,
has been' named manager of KSIL,
Silver City, New Mexico, which took
to the air Sunday (1). Both stations
are owned and operated by Dorrance
D. Roderick.

KROD

Houston— Call' letters

PEARSON COMPANY

Representativet

for the

station here to be operated
Broadcasters will be

..Texas

new

seated.^.

own and

aiso

W.

46tli

Now

St.,

N. Y.

19,

Yorlt
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operate

WDSU, New

—
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WSPA

at

Spartanburg. Veterans

who have

resumed employment at the plant
were featured on the opening show.
,

Co.,

'

'

Writ* Box 234, ear* Varltty. 154

Raleish.
"TimS for Textiles,"
new radio show, has been inaugurated by Spartan Mills over

and the new

station will

be

on the air within 60 days.

;.

,

3 btdroomi, 1 maid's room, 3V2
balhi, fHrnlthcd hom* in liaorl of
•xcluiivc Beverly Hilli for furniilitd
N. r. Manlialtoii apartmtnt witli 2
or 3 bedreomt, 2 borlii for 4
montlii or year, starting around
Sopt. ISWi.

by the

KHTB.

'

National board will also later act
on membership feeling that Heller
should not be permitted to retain
two jobs, that of exec secretary of
the national and the N. Y. local.' He
is, making a strong
pitch to retain
both, pressing the point that he alone
is equipped to handle N. Y, problems.
Union's constitution has ho
clause that prohibits such a situa'
tion but the general feeling is that
it should not be allowed.
Continuance of such a situation may cause
favoring of the one branch or cause
other distasteful impressions,
He
vi-iU temporarily retain both until it's
decided.

FOR NEW YORK
APARTMENT EXCHANGE

Station will operate with 1,000 watts
fulltime on 1590 kilocycles.; Principals include Fred Weber, E. A. Stephang and William H. Talbot. Trio

jority,

,

AFFILIATED WITH THE INDIANAPOLIS STAR

staff

San Antonio—-A final Construction
permit' for the first FIVI broadcastsought to have the pair reing station in the southwest has
fused as legally unrecognized. Movebeen granted the Express Publishment failed and they were finally
ing

ALL OVER THE INDIANAPOLIS

5000 WATTS

SoapShakeup

WCAE

of the lighter

Carpenter (elected prexy) if assured
Orleans.
of support for Collyer.
Deals must
have jelled since he was reported as

•

and promo-

fore station's publicity

touches to the
conclave was the creation of a new
label for sound men. In the future,
instead of being referred- to as sound
effect men, the gimmick and gadget
boys will be called sound effects

i

PROGRAMS

.s

Compton agency, handling Pi'ocup new
promotion department at WJAC, the ter & Gamble daytime serials, has
shaken up two of them. With Charles
NBC outlet in Johnstown, Pa.
C.
Schenck, Jr., out from his berth as
Shirley Xeiser Kerr, former music
librarian at KDKA, has been named director of "Young Dr. Malone'' and
local and regional news editor of "Road of Life."
WKST in New Castle, Pa.
Charles Urquhart, who resigned
artists.
from NBG staff; has been brought
Des Moines -^ Harold W. Fulton, in to take over megging of the
Among the hot potatoes dropped
was the question of pressuring all former regional sales director ai "Road" stripper, while Fred Weyhe
commentators into AFRA. Fearing WHO, has been named assistant .sales has been put in charge of "Malone."
strong opposition "press'' if forcing manager for the station. Hale Bonthe commentator issue, the union durant is sales manager.
decided to just leave the door open.
Dallas— Karl Lambertz, for the
CALIFORNIA
New Yorlt Situation

One

,snag.

BUYING AREA WHERE QUALITY
LISTENERS ARE TIED TO THE

—

— Norman

NAME OF

ON CRAVATS s»

E.

Springfield, Springfield, 111.
sank. Her. cries for help attracted another motor boat and Mi«s

and

afliliato, has moved two of its regular weekly local shows out of the
studio and into a large auditorium^
Purpose is to get more live audience
Piidney, will; have four others con- to: see the shows which are SpDntributing seript-s tlieir year. Arthur sorcd by the Washington Gas Light
Corncliu.s, Jr,, FBI agent in charge Co., and Capital Transit Co, It marks
of the Albany offine, will again act the first time local, shows here will
be run regularly from a large audi*
as narratoi'.
torium, so that the sponsors can dis-

f/ma

JOHN

Lake

Schcnectady-^''The FBI in Action"
will begin its fourth season on WGY,
Half-hour
Schenectady, Sept. 6.
evening sliow. originated by. Earle

The convention revealed that New
York is badly split. Impression of
With an eye to the day when those attending was that there are
thorny audience participation days two definite— left and right—factions.
will be no more^ and to hasten the And now with conclave closed, Los
end, the new code will contain no Angeles execs feel and fear that the
excepting clause for such programs taint of factionali.;m has remained
in reference to pay scales,
Just as behind, implanted by the politicking
the "amateur" clause was
and manouevering Gothamites. Horse
trading in elections and undercover
manipulations have left an unhealthy
impression on local membership, the
L. A. board, fears, particularly since
some local delegates were persuaded
to enter the apparent fight to keep
newly elected v-p; Clayton CoUyer,
reported rightist, cut of office. It's
believed L. A. reps helped elect him
to secondary post when if was" apparent he couldn't get the first vice
presidency his clique was angling to

"HIRES TO YA'"

BASIC NBC

rqWly escaped drowning \\'heH a
motor boat in which, slie was.a passenger struck, a submerged log in

WCAU

35

years ago stricken, the clause now
contain affecting participating prowill be deleted.
The union
then be able to handle such
matters as it pleases when they
arise.
Such programs as are on the
Jones, and attorney Henry Jaffe.
In addition to seeking an average air now will be unmolested but bar35% pay hike in transcription, sus- riers ivill be tossed in the path of
They will ask that any
taining and commercial codes, the new ones.
union will seek the control of slide one performing in any sense be paid
It does not Want
film narration.
This new angle regular scale.
them
(non
pros)
in the union and
would be covered in the transcription code.
Screen Actors Guild is will likely devise a working permit
of
such
cost
that participants
reportedly not interested in. claimwould
wind
up
with
little more than
ing jurisdiction of narrators who
usually talk for slide films on ac- prizes usually associated with such
shows.
Additionally,
the union will
companying transcription. Commitregard
any
participant's
mention of
tee will be appointed by the board
to study the situation and come up the sponsor's product as a commercial plug requi,ring the regular fee.
with rules, etc.
in the hands of the board which
will consider and act upon at their
discretion. Negotiations proper will

situation is true of recordings.
With a national musicians
strike
in
prospect
after
James
Petrillo notifies nets of his desires,
sees expanded use of singers
and vocal groups on platters to
simulate or just replace music, and

BCTTER

—

St.
Louis.
Peggy Cave, KSD's
director of women's activitie.% iiar-

casting Corp. of

Same

LIKE THE

lias been -started al the station. First
trainee appointed under this program is .Ken Morton, in the: sales

;

Montreal, Se^^^
last

pion Nebraska plowman, who will
be selected by the Slate, Soil ConWOW. will pay
servation service.
expenses and transport equipment

;

since the surprise
most of the opposition

house,

BMget

.

reps

witli

but the operations, here are
ready to swing Into high under gen-

there,

"

.

Sl

wow

mence broadcasting in this area.
is going in heavily
Omaha—
for sponsorship . of various farm First was WPIK, Alexandria, Va.,
events, thus making, itself tough which has lieen on the air for some
competition for any midwestern sta- months.
Ijatejit is sponsoring a chamtion.

to -'•ign

manager Fox Case..
Case was director of public relaOttawa an- tions for CBS, on, tl'.e Coa^i au,d: Was of the Nebraska pltAving champ, Mai
stalion'.s farm service
nouncement :tirat CBC' legislation, is aiso asst. direclor of the, n^t'S Wash- Hansen, live
directofi. handling the various broadbeing .shelved, the radio debate ington office, where Buteher !>o'rved
casts hero and at the Corn Belt
across the House ol Gonimons went as CBS veepee,
match to be held in Knoxville, la,,
(Liberal),,
on,
Ralph Maybank,
appointed
Williant Royal h.is been
21.
Champ plowmeiv from
chairman of the radio committee, program director, and his wife, Sept.
Iowa, Minne.sota, iWissouii, South
defended CBG's move to bar any Vivian, is continuity editor. GltieC
will
network formed by indies, Private engineer is William J. Pickering, and Dakotaj Illinois and Kansas
compete.
webs would only be interested m Berry WatSOn' heads the news

tions

The Federal government

week

went to New York
up business .and confer
last

prepare.
Meanwhile, despite

given time

Toronto, and
the

^ver now

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

Santa Barbara, Sept. 3,
new station,
Butcher's
Harry
RISt, will be ready to go on the air
Butcher, naval aide durSept. 29.
Eisenhower,
Cen,.
ing the war to

Channels of Indies CFCN,CFRB,CKY

1946

4,

~

Kansas City
Mrs. Marie MahCr
has joined the program department
o(

KCMO, ABC

lime

director of

outlet here. Onepublicity for the
of Commerce, Mrs.

Omaha Chamber
Maher was formerly program director at KBON in Omaha and had
been with the World-Herald and
station,

KOWH.

—

Nalionol R«presanlO>iv*t,

I

CANNOT DENY
1

WANNA
IM W.

IT.

JINGLE!

BUY

Box No.

222, Vlirlnij'

loth

New York

St,,

19,

IT?
N.

If.

its

WashingtoA.
New local station,
begins operations about Oct.
in
1
suburban Arlington county,
Va. Station will be a daytime 1000watter sending at 780 ko. It will bfi
tlie second post-war station
to com-

WARL,

WEED & CO,

GUILTY!

Accountant, Tax Expert
Theatrical Specialist
Btnlamin C. Friedman
Variaty, 1 54 W. 46l1i St..
Now Yorii 19, N. Y.

Car*

FOR THE %

RALPH
EDWARDS'
"TRUTH or
CONSEQUENCES"

RETURNS to NBC for DUZ
Saturiday,

September

7,

8:30 (EOT), 7 p.m. (PST)

Wednesday, September

RADIO

40

This

more

and

insistent,

more

script
by Bernie Gilor, as
well as tlio thesping, came from the

inal

bottom drawer, and even Lou Sposa's

for
old

some

time, in fact since the

Blue network changed its
name to ABC, which created

.

generally insuUing to listener

WABC

ABC

Unr'er McKcnxie's prodding, Hopkins got steamid up further, took a rap
cii arct aiU crtis crs. naming specideally Old Golds.' Lucky Strikes, Camels
Finally, "however, he wound up on an amicable note
and Philip Moi-ris
with the assurance, that "radio, adveitisint; makes no wilder claims than
print*, d 'advct'tisihj;. ;0bnsumi;r heclt'''!?; woulci:. do w^ll to iiicUld^ bpth

Patrice

,

KQW

at

.

'

:

with such as

Arthur William Brown
Munsel, Ray Bolger; John
Loder and others. Perhaps the fact
that Grauer gave each of these interviewed a chance to plug his own
private endeavpr had something to
do with the welcome he got; Regardless of that, however, it was a
good show.
With a bit pf squeezing, producer
Garry Simpson was able to get two
of the I.O.'s into tlie crowded confines
of the 2,1. Picture from the camera
on th,e left was excellent in all injSonja Hcnie,

.

.

.

informal tete-a-tetes

usually capable direction wasn't up
would be gallant to
par.
It
point to something on the credit
side to counterbalance the debits, but
there just wasn't anything like that.
Show was supposedly a comedy
skit 111 winch the commercials were
considerable confusion in tlie
integrated into- tlie script;-' As it
stripping
listeners,
nT'hds
of
turned out, however, the script
ol its CBS afl'iliation .and
seemed
to be integrated into the stances but the other camera, shoottending vto link :it' .with Ed
commercials'.
With all the squawks ing from a right-side angle, presentNoble's operation.
being voiced about slogan-happy ed a dark, cloudy hnage. By cutting
eominercial radio, it must have been from one camera to the other, Simpespeciall.v tough oji the viewers to son was able to; maintain some semheni' a guy who spoke in slo.i'ans blance ef motipn, despite the fact
Sticks to Guns
and anotlier one who. -sounded like,
that the only action vi.sible was from
broken record on a spiel like "dip the manipulated silverware;
Vs. CIO Kicks,
and then rinse— rinse and then dip''
For even better results, Simp.spn
ad iiau.soam.
slvpuld take pains next time to warn
One
of
tire
articles
demonstiated
the waiters, cigaret girls, etc., to keep
Story
Airs Union's
wtis
a
Hoover vaccuum cleaner. out ot tlie way. Employees at the 21
'Washington, Sept. 3.
Actov.s. w'ith no lines to speak of, seemed tp have nu addictipn tp servA new flurr.v. of protests from were forced to sliQut to make tliem- ing -whatever table Grauer happened
labor unions on getting radio time selvo.-i lieard above the hum from the tp b;-' at, with a consequent lilurred'
has Itit the FCC .'in recent -weeks, eleahor's innlor., Comiiiercials were image on the viewing screen. Stal.
with ABC and the CIO: principals backgrouncled by a weak -story involving a couple, on the verge of
in tlie latest scrap, details of which
wore released by the GiimraissiOner divorce, reunited tlirouglv a squabble
with another couple who'd coulo to
Tele Followup
liei'p' last Week;
look at their homo witli an idea of
FGC made public correspondence buying it after the, dissolve,
beiweon the ABC net and CIO over
yideo broadcasters have cor.sisNBC telqvisiPn producer Fred; Cbe
refusal of ABC-owned KGO, San tently maintained that their art is
Francisco, to sell time to CIO for more advanced now than any other turned out another sock murder
two 15-minutq speeches on merits medium has been at a similar stage mystery as the third ;of his '.'Lights
Sunday (1)
They'll, have to do Out'' series over
of preferring the CIO over the AFL of development.
better than this to hold on to that night. This one, titled "De Mortuis,"
(Aug. 29-30")
in an NLRB election
was adapted by Cue from a short
belief.
Stal.
among California cannery workers,
story of the same name written by
ABG vecpee Don Soarle wrote the
John Collier and was as gripping a
TODAY"
FCC that he had first bkayed-,the "IN
video show as the lii-sl in .the series..
I«ittor'_s stiU receiving kudos jn^ the'
time sale to GIO but reneged when With Ben Grauer, announcer
Producer: Garr.v Simpson
industry.
he discovered sub.iect of the ad20 Mins.; Thurs. (23); 7:30 p.iw.
Cast, topped Ijy film star John Lodrct'.ses
on ground that it lacked Sustaining
der, was e.^cellent but it was Coe's
suf ficient public interest to listen- WNBT-NbC, N. V.
ina.stcrful manipulation of his camer.s in the Bay area.
Apparently attempting to get the eras that really put the show across,
Meanwhile,
Donald
Henderson, .lump on other tele broadcasters be- Reasons for the sudden intex-ruplion
president of the CIO local, sent a fore they get their long-awaited RCA uf the stery by narratpr Larry Ser
second wire to FCG losst week to Image Orthicons, NBC television is mon to Iransoort the audience via
the effect that KQW, Frisco, had eurrontly using the suiJer-sensitive flasliback tp the beginning.s pf the'
given the union two free 15-minute I.O.'s wherever it can line up a show plpt were difficult tP understand at
end, it moved its the time, but the rest of the show
slots
to discuss the same NLRB for, them. To this
"In Town Today" show, in vhich iustilied the move as a new and inelection.
Ben Grauer interviewed whatever
On another front. FCC spokesmen visitiitg celebs the web could, lure teresting e-xpprimen' in story-telling.
With new receiving sets promised
admitted receipt of unofficial pro- into its studios, out into the st reels.
by hipst manufacturers for the comtests from representatives of the For tlie RvA remote stanza two weeks
ing months, it's shows like thi.s that
Confederated Unions of America, ago, the cameras were set up in Times will sell telc\-ision
to the public.
which claims membership of several Square andi for the second one,
hundred thousand independent Graue.i' invaded the privacy of tlie
name CustOmer.s who happen;'d to be
unions.
iN
eatihg at the 21 Club last Thursday
to

Move had been contemplated

intelligence than ever."

types."

telccuster in this day and age could
conceive that such amateurish slapstick makes for entertainment. Orig-

Network has already gotten an
FCC olcay, and the switchover
w':U.take place around Nov. 1.

•

repetitious,

call

the

to

FiVI

vision

:

more

Continued from pai* 34

flagship

its

The same
apply

(WCBS-FM) teletWCBS-TV) operations.

web's

swamped with requests (or copies of Nat Hopkins' remarks, aUhough
they were made Aug. 24.
Nat Hopkins and Ed McKeiizie run a .'jIiow tabbed "The Mail Bag." on

1940

Television Reviews

New York and
CBS Is

WABC,

changing

station, to WCBS.
letters will also

still

.

consolidate all

to

4,

WCBS

eliminate conJusion,

to

New

Whiph they kick aroimd gripes and squawks voiced b.v listeners. On the
Aug. 24 show, McKenzie read a long U'lier Xrom a listener, identified
kicking about;, radio comm.ercialis. Ti)o lett«;r
onlv by the initials L
mentioned, specifically, Wildroot, Aitapin and Procter &• Giunble. Iii niiSwering that letter; Hopkins said;
"In all probabiliiy. every station, including our own, offend.'! in the
direction mentioned "by this listciicr. But we can't agree that the program
manager is the guy to clean' thinj^s'.ui) if- he would. The prograni mana.uer
would find himself without a
ViMip gpVWugH with his clie^
Station! Aceii iance of the slop thrt tlie a.<;oncy .sci-ipl writers dish up for
radio -use Ls one of the condition-^ under wliieli radio can get along at all....
Commercials have beon gcttin'> steadily worse. They're more blatant,

.

.

letters in

its call

mi!rci!ils ciimo recently

.

move

In a

Inside Stuif-Radio
of tlic toufihcst criticiums ever voiced on the air against radio comfrom Nat Hopkinn, exec at WJBK, Detroit, related
Radio Reports, o£
to' the station's general inanasor, James F. Hopkins.
York, wliicli ha.s monitor.s aroLind the country transcribing, shows, is

One

If

.

^

.

Re Hucksfcriana. Pat Ballard, erstwhile network scrtptor,, recalls the
aging sponsor who insisted on ^howin.g his, g,ues|. star,. .Eleanor Powell, thq
type of taps that pleased his ear. His demonstration' turned out to be a
tired imitation of Pat Rooney with eleph.intino toework, but everybody
The same tycoon told oft' the late
said "Yes sir" (except Miss Powell ).
Osgood Perkins who was doing a gueiasliot in a condensed version of the
Broadway play. 'Goodbye Again." SiKmsor whined, "Mr. Perkins, I'm
afraid you don't feel the charactev," lo v.'hich Pei'hins replied as he breezed
Topper .was
out the door, "Why you blankoty blank, J croalcd thp part!''
After first rer
the sub.<!tiUrtion of a scene from .Ted Harris' "The Lake."
hcarsal. sponsor (gasoline) opined, "Wt;. can't have the. automobile crash
Everybody said
Usei:s of our gas don't have accidcntsi"
in tlie lake,
"Check" and a band number was ijubstituted as IT embryo ulcers were

.

,

,

.

.

WNBT

.

,

.

'born.-'-

•

i

CBS' two showcase shows on successive Sundaj-s, Sept. 22 and Sept. 29,
will be framed as a single program, spanning a week from beginning to
end, with eacli stanza lasting 90 minutos (3-4:30 p.m.). Plans were completed last week, when director Bill Robson flew in from the Coast to go
over the details with C.BS asst. prograni director William Fineshriber and
director Bob Shayon.
Shay on and Robson will co-direct both Sunday performances, using
.talent from 40 sponsored shows/ Talent will be spotted in Studios on the
Coast and in New Ypx-k, with open lines tying the two studios. First
week's show will end on a"clifl:-hangei"'note so that the solution to the
plot may lure listeners the following week.
"Carnival Carousely"

new combo

up by Bob Farrell for the Tuesday,

platter and script show, has been lined
8 p.m., slot on
N. Y.'s municipal

WNYC,

Idea is to give a free ride to non-profit organizations' appeals.
DiiYerent organizations, with its heads as guest speakers, will be given
spot on the half-hour show to di-scuss their charities. Farrell will script
and direct, with Frank Roser, Jr., handling the disk jockey chores. Teeoff
stanza last week was given over to the Save the Children Foundation, with
John R. Vorhis, prexy, as guest

station.

'

TOWN

:

.

•

,

,

Ted Friends' 'Mr.
Coast

Show

Set for

San Francisco,

The

Coast's

first

.(22)

& Mrs/

ILGWU

KPO

Sept.

nighl

As was

3.

husband-wife

Continiied from paRC

ruling on

its

be expected,

t.'i

of the novelty of televising

restaurant and the amount of w.k.
talent avi'ilable, the sluiw came off
very well. With the exception of
Daiitpii Walkei', 'w.-ho seeinedVtO take
his ."Man of Pi.stinctinn" tag tPP
seriously, tlie other celebs present
cooperated fully with (Jrauer and
didn't seem to mind at all the an-

.13

application lOr an

view
from a

in

FM

HAKVEST
REGION
PLENTY

mk

A

station in New York City. It has
received conditional grants for FM
stations
in
Chattanooga and St.
and has an application pending in Philadelphia. Acquisition of nouncer's squeezing his way ii'to a
muggs Ted and Kay Friend. He
seat at thoiv erpwded tables.
would have: been no mean
With his usual glib gab, Grauer
was former night club editor for
feat in its prcposed radio dynasty, moved from table to table! holdin
New York Mirror.
within a few days the whole
Tabbed "The Friends," show, a But
WO'V deal cooled off. It had heard
15-minute item, will air at 2:45 p.m.,
of O'Day and his financial tie-in,
three times a week—Tuesday-ThursContract is for 26 and didn't want to got messed up in
day-Sunday.
any law suits.
weeks.
Continued from page 33

show has been signed here,
over KPO, local NBC outlet,
sponsored by Mark Hopkins hotel.
Team is composed of Variety
chatter

.

to air

•Louis,

WOV

:

,

Mgt.'

|

LOU CLAYTON

;

,

CNtlWD BEXALL DBVO CO.
Friday— CBS^10 l>.in. DST

BBC

Blues

.

,

|

.

The

KCMp

is

up to something

Meste'r

Bres.,

incidentally,

,

haven't given up their fight. They've fers of $1,500 a show for Radio Lux-appealed the FCC nix in the Brook- embourg or Eire.
lyn courts, and intend to battle on;
For the present, those who are
Bulova himself has left matters in interested in furthering the project
the hands of his advisers. He left of privately-owned radio here are
last week for another trip to Swit- tying in with these stations at Luxzerland in connection witfi his watch embourg' pr Eire, using them as talinterests. As far as he's concerned, ent devolppers and prpgram buildis his
New Yofk "baby," ers. Neither Pf .:tliese: stations is
new that the. .?aulist' Fathers •have fully under way as yet, but these
withdrawn in their fight to recap- who dream of commercial radio here
want to help the development of
ture the statien;
His only prpblem now is; Who's these eutside outlets as a prod to
British radio.
going to buy WO'V'.'
...One thing is certain, they say.
Unless British radio, develpps 'ways
,of using the talent built up and develpped by BBC, and ways tp give
this
talent oppprtiiiriity for further
Continued t't'oni p<if!r« 33
growth— most of these "people; will
Morgan program for Pall Mall into be iost to British
radio.
They are
FC&B hands, with the additional already quitting BBC
in droves, and
billings spotlighting FC&B as one
they will continue to quit.
pf the dpminant agencies in the field.
There is another criticism of BBC
Fer R&R, it: brings the total which may or
may not be real. Some
ampunt of billings leaving the pepple on the talent and
production
agency since the Sullivan, StaulTer side say that
BBC's administrative
& Co. exodus, to appreximately setup is much too big^they
say
.$9,000,000, one ef the tPughest blows
there are about five administrative
dealt an agency in recent years. and clerical
people to Pne on the
When Sullivan and Stauiler de- productipn - talent - engineering
side.
parted, they took along with them But whether
this is se pr npt— and
the Noxema and Smith Bres. ae- if this is
so, tliat's where much of
cpunts, totaling $4,000,000. Then the BBC's budget
goes— the
new S S B & C agency was invited the civil service salary fact is that
freezes, and
in to share the American
Home all the other hobbles, do not help
Products billing.s, which gave them talented people
to see theffiseives
pessessipn pf the Beb' Burns and growing.
"Ellery Queen" properties, both out
Those who can go into journalof the R &. R stable, for an addi- ism, the stage or films,
dp sp. Others,
tipnal $2,000,000 sock. And to cap it, a few, go to
the ad agencies. The
G, W. Hill turned the Benny and remainder— and
they are looked
Morgan shoWs over to FC&B.
upon as the backbone of British raGeneral consensus is that th« dio—are going Into anything
they
$9,000,000 blow will lead to a drastic, can find, from haberdashery
to fannreduction in personnel at K&R.
iBg.
And they can't

WNEW

.

R

&

R

;

,

.

'

:
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KANSAS CITY
••f«

Ate

f6r

6,

MISSOURI

miD-AMimCA

NAtliOM At RirKISIN-TATIVI..^ JOHN

I.

»IAK SON <0,

be blamed;

Plenty of everything here!
8 ot the world's targeit manufacturer] of their kind . . . 1(01,362
people within our OtS MV/M co,{itour . ; . and plenty of farms
Ohio'* most populous rural region.

—

WHBC

has plenty of evcrythins toot Listeners, programs, ideas
and promotion.

WHBC

advertisers

dollars the year around.

harvest

.

.

.
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TELEVISION

.

PAR'S MER-TELE'

DuMont to Peddle

Own

Tele Permit Granted

POSTPONED TO NOV.

To Johnstown

Inorea^ SiN)rts

Station

Although Paramount had hoped to
Washington, Sept. 3.
The FCC hypoed television operahave its first public showing of the
"intermediate method" of television tion here last week with a new sta-

Tele IKsks'

ToUowing th« development of in August, it now looks as though it
DuMont's Idetranswiber, company will be November
or later before it
tegular schedule of
Is pUiining a
transcribed program* to be pre- is unveiled in the theatre. Earliest
syndication basis to sub- possible delivery of equipment has
sented on
When in full production, been moved back until November
scribers.
the service will approximate that of after recently being promised in

tion

grant,

town. Pa.
No. 13 for

Ne Cue To

to WJAC; Inc., johhsCompany won video slot

Tele Seen

Studio

Move is looked on as significant
here since Johnstown, with approximately 67,000 population, is one of
few
second-,string
markets
which has gone all-out for highsimilar electrical transcription serv- October.
Originally, Par had hopes of using cost video. Albuquerque Broadcast*
ices for radio.
jng Go., licensee of KOB at Albuthe.
LiOuis-Conn
fight
for
public
DuMont*
feel
that
it^
will
Execs at
euqipment, which is presently being
showing of iutermediale tele. but the querque, is taking the same risks- in
be an easy matter to sell" sponsors of
turned out by manufacturers in
icioa was abandoned because diffl' another small market. KOB won a
greater quantity than .studio equipa television show on the idea of
video permit in July.
allowing them to pick it up on the culty was encountered on many
ment, according to Noran E. Kersta,
;r
fronts.
ti'anscription machine, for editing
NBG television manager,
Aside
from
the
equipment
angle,
Actually,
each
and rebroadcast.
Coverage of special events in teleprogram will be only a part, of an it's undeVstood that Par also has run CBS Ready to Revive
vision had its beginning with the
overall picture, in which several into imioh difficulties from some five
old orthicon cameras, Kersta pointed
good shows, bucking each other, or different imions, 'all desiring to get
put.
Now,* with the suppr-sensitive
Tele Tint Drive With
into
.It's
the
.act.
reported
that
the
preseiued at bad listening times; will
RCA Image Orthic»ns, tele broad>
unionites, all- want in on the ground
are able to pick up anything,
be picked up, transcribed onto 16m
Live Camera Pickups .casters
fltoor to such an extent that they will
regardless of weather or outdoor
film for between $5 and $10 per foot,
not
agree
to
any
terms
on
a
continCBS television. after several- lighting equipment. NBC presently
arid condensed into a single halfgency' basis.
"This
naturally has lengthy delays, is again getting set has two such I.O.'s in operation;
houlf or full hour package for reslowed
even
parts
experiof
the
for a series of color video demon- CBS has two on' order which should
broadcast.
mental activity,
strations.
Isfew series will feature be delivered prior to its first schedOne stumbling block has not as
Latest plan was to launch inter- pickups by. a live camera, which had uled football telecast on Sept;
28,
yet been completely solved. That's
mediate method of televising at the originally been scheduled to go .on and DuMont, as well as WBKB in
the reaction of stations which origiN. Y. Paramount theatre m a test display sometime last May, a.s well Chicago, also have them pi-omised
nally carried the programs, and
big
special
news
date covering some
as new color films.
for early delivery.
from whose telecast the transcribed or sports event.
Paramount has
Live camera, similar to the one
Cost doesn't enter into the picture,
While
film show was picked up.
developed this method to such a fine used by CBS when it first broke open Kersta said, since remotes, surprissome have already said that where point that it now can throw the
its surprise color package in 1941, ingly enough, cost the broadcaster
the shows did not belong to them
televised. object on the. screen with- has been assembled^ by CBS tech- slightly more than studio shows.
there wasn't much they would care
the
in 90 seconds of its receipt on
nicians under the supervision of Dr When broadcasters are supplied with
to do, for fear of crossing a sponsor,
televiser.
Peter Goldmark. Details of the ultra- all the equipment they need, .conseothers have threatened action if
high frequency demonstrations are quently, it will be up to the audisuch a. scheme is put itito effect on
still in the process of formulation, ence and sponsors to decide which
their progi-ams.
but it's probable they'll be can-ied type shows they want most. ProbChi.
out along the lines of the demonstra- able 28-hour a week schedule of the
tions last February, with ad agency future will consist of five or six
SSsContinued from page 15 Ba
chiefs, sponsors, Governmental brass hours of film, with the rest of the
Gets I-O Cameras,
huge theatre. Pmty much a white and the press invited.
Films to be shown wiU be moi-e
Sportscast elephant as office space because of
,

the

despite the fight's, uninteresting asbecause the .audience didn't
know what was coming next.
Witli
the present emphasis on
special events, consequently^ television is following much the same
course as that pm'sued by radio during the latter's embryonic days.
Radio, too, relied on sports events for
the majority of its programming
during
its
early
developmental
stages,
with set owners invitinf
guests over to tune, in with the ear
phones much the same as video set
owners invite their friends over for
top tele events.
Just as radio has developed' its
pects,

;

•

.

.

.

Net

.

live
programming to its present
professional
standards,
television
can be expected to do the same.

WBKB

:

.

Resumes ABC

Chicago, Sept.

the

3.

delivered to tha-Balaban

ABC

In addition

construction

costs,

has leased the old

Hearst Radio studios on the top fioor
tTie structure, which would give
a pretty complete unit under one
roof.
Alternate plan ties in with the the-

of
it

& Katz

staOrth'icons
were loaned to
tion.
until station's new
by
cameras, now on order, arrive.

WBKB

prohibitive

the space would be ideal for studios.

Remote video pickups, suspended
by WBKB three weeks ago pending
the arrival of new camera equipment, were resumed last week when
two Image Orthicon cameras were

RCA

elaborate than these shown in the
previous demonstrations. Instead of
using a group of unrelated clips,
CBS execs have produced, the new
pix with an eye to programming.
Both the live color camera and the
films m'ay be demonstrated on a road
tour of the entire country following
the pitch in N. Y.
Web's technicians, meanwhile, are
winding up the series of propagation
tests, which have been in progress for
the last several month.s. FCC engineers have sat in on the tests, and
CBS hopes to have enough data a.ssembled within a few weeks to hypo

Cameras enabled WBKB to re.sume
telecasts of wrestling and boxing
matches from the local Rainbow
Arena, as well as baseball games
from Wrigley Field..
Highlight of (he station's expanding remote program was the telecast of the Chicago Bears-N. Y.
Giant.s pro football game Sunday (1),
first football game to be televised in
Chi,

Sun and
of course,

radio station. Noble, then,
would dispose of WENR.

CBS which

at

one time or another

has talked of building

a building of

SAME SPONSOR

SAME PROGRAM

ABC UPS WBKB TIME
TO 4} HRS.PERWK.i
Chicago, Sept.

ABC,

in

the

as

an effort to establish

top

television

web

in

SAME RESULTS!

i

3,

itself

Chi,

WBKB

ewn has handily solved its problems by taking over two floors of
•Space in the Wrig'ey building occupied for years by the "Arts Club."
Mutual's housing problem is solved
handily by Col. Robert :R. McCormick, owner of the Chi Tribune and

here to
has inked a deal with
sponsor four and a half hours over
the local television outlet weekly.
In addition to its three hours of
wrestling arid boxing on Wednesday
and Thursday evenings, which it has
been .sponsoring for the past three
top stockholder in the net plan in- months, ABC will foot the bill for a
volves a $6,000,000 building to house half hour of films on Tuesday eveWGN, Which will give Mutual more nings and a half hour live show Friday nights.
than enough .studio facilities.
Rc-alignment o£ plans will still
Live show will be the network's
have WIND. WAIT;; WGN, i.WBBM popular quiz program, "Stump the
and WCEL all wifhin four blocks of Authors,'' which is the fir.st in a
series of ABC .shows skedded for
each other.
in
coming
telecasts over WBKB
months.
its

In the *Sponsor's

Own

..-..Edward

adds to the sfkeed of the boat
and the pleasures of sailing.

general

program on WLS,

achieves

consistently

W,' Wood,

sales

Jr.,

manager

of

formerly

results.

WHN
'

WEED

WABC

•

Siin Franciscii

•

Trio in Tele Debut

Margaret, Arleh. Phil Cook and
Leonard; CBS' three ayem headliners over WABC, are slated to

Bill

RADIO STATION REPRESfNTATIVES
New York • BtttoN • Chleai* • Atlairta

make

their televisiori debiit.: tbrnpr-

row (Thur.iday) night in the "See
Whnt Yoii Know' quiz show over

Hollywiod

.

.

WCBW,

GIRL FRIDAY

the wob'.s N.Y, tele outlet.
Show heretofore has featured Bennett Cerf a.s eracec, with three guest

performance
gleaned from the top names Jn and
Program will
[around Broad \va.v.
continue wUh the same format but
.participants

an

eiich

I

YoHng, attr.,
exp'dcompersnt,
Thoroughly steeped in radio (NY).
Capable, creative assistanet.
Hijx-' -No.

^lg« <flt(i

1,11,

Varlely

M, 'N.

If

!

the three radioites will serve as
regular participants and Gill Fates,
CBS televi.<!ion annouucer, will take
ovejf the emcee cliose.
'

;

Plans String Of

'

want

first

to express our

show

.

.

.

the

Dance
appre-

who haV6 produced

program has been devoted to one
more out of

farm grown feeds

.

.

.

the popular Saturday night

.,

ment*.

in this

develop-

,^V.

RCA

reach

to

I

Barn Dance has been a big factor

Tele Service Stations
With

television sel.s expected
retail stores in early No*

excerpts from a recent broadcast by Jim Murphy,
head of Murphy Products Company of Burlington,

vembcr, company execs arc currently laying plans to e.stabli.sh a string
of unit service stations in key cities
throughout the country to handle

and servicing of the sets.
will necessarily have to wait
the establishment of network
facilities, when the public demand for sets will make, the plan

Wisconsin! On the occasion of the Murphy company's

installation

tenth anniversary as a sponsor of a portion of the

Move
for

WLS

video

National Barn Dance.

|

feasible.

RCA

AM) COMP.WY

Datroit

RCA

.

idea: helping farmers and feeder^ to get

,

Mutual

Products ais a partner, with title of
veepee in charge of sales.
Wood appointment is cued to per.sounel and market expansion plans.
Institute has just spotted a halfhour daily show on WGN, Chicago,
in addition to its present operations
in N., Y„ and the
on WOR and
Yankee Network.

of experienced representa-

maximum

this

,

|

their

and recently associated with the
M. H. Hackett agency, has joined
the American Institute of Food

But in fair winds or foul,
good times and bad, Weed
and Company's large staff
tives

.

.

ciation one} gratitude to the folks

Ed Wood's New Post

wind

Words

"Folks, on this tenth anniversary of our Barn

.

.

a fair

YEARS

10

ory that Ed Noble, board chairman
of ABC, will undoubtedly effect a
deal with Marshall Field, owner of
WJJD, currently a daytime only station, to become the ABC Chi affiliate
in the event that Field can get full
time and more power— both of which
seem to be in the bag at the present its fight to have television moved to
the higher frequencies Jrhmediately.
writing. In the event of such a tieup, ABC would be a cinch to take
space in the mammoth building Field
is erecting on the Chicago River at
Madison street to house his Chicago

followed the .same line on

its
j

pre-war sets, with all those gold in
the N.Y.. area installed and serviced
by cgmpahy engineers working out
of a service' station on

Long

;

j

i
'

Island.

Although plans of inost other manufacturers have not yet been annouhced, it's expected that they'll
permit the retafl .stores to handle all

.

.'

:

.

in.staHation.and .servicing, nnicih the
.same as is done with radio sets..

;

890

Kilocyclei

50,000 V/atIs

Lou Little's Tele Reprise
Lou Little, Columbia Uni\-cj'i.it.Y',s

American

Affiliate

.'

..(W*'Ntfle»',

CHICAGO 7

football coach, has been repactpd by

NBC

television for a repeat of hi.s
"Fridny Night Quarterback" show
over WNBT, the 'web's N. Y. tele
outlet. Little did a similar l.i-nii.iiuto

pro/^ram over the station

last fall.

'

item,

Audience would never sit through a
complete film of the recent ConnLouis fight, he said, whereas the
direct live pickup was palatable,

"

.

news

the audience willing to take
five or 10 minutes of a complete baseball or football game, via
motion pictures. Reason for this is
probably because the event is a dead
issue by the time the film is processed, edited and put on the air.

,

,

as a

with
only

,

.

'

Program Demise

must be treated only

.,

.

As

Tremendous increase in the list time split about evenly between'
of spoi-ts and special events slated studio and remote shows..
for television during the next few
Fllou Inadequate
months does not mean that tele
It's
hardly probable, Kersta debroadcasters, are veering away from clared, that broaclcasters will rely
live studio shows.. Preset trend in 'on Aim for special events coveraga
the direction of straight video re- until nietwork video facilities maka
porting is a result, rather, of an in* direct pickup of all events possible.
crease in delivery of new remote It's been found, he said, that film

its station.'

'

41

REPRESENTED NATIONAltY BY JOHN BIAIR & COMPANY

.

WedneBday, September
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MPPA Inspects Books of ARA Co.;

T,

NBC, CBS, ABC, Mutual Plugs

$140,(KKI

Royalty Debts

ARA.' Holl.vwooct disk manufac- time it was reported the firm had
turer, wliicli IS goiiiff through a re-; been sold to a group represented by
organization, is having its books in- Garbli.s, but that report was apspected b.y Harr.v Fox, general man- parontl.v premature. The firm is still
ager of Mu.-iic Publisher? Protective for sale. Left simply stepping .out.
Assn.. as a nieans o,C protecting roy- His action caused Fox's inquiry jfitO'
alty sums due publishers he repre- llie company's financial status.
Morros last week stepped back into
Company is claimed to owe,
sents.

New Baltimore Nitery
New Walnut Grove nitery, on the

FoUou-ing are ihe UQnt Played songs of the w«eH, Aug. fi8-29, bated
on the copyrigMed survey by Dr. John Peatman's Offica of Researeh, twine

outskirts of Baltimore, is aroiiSM^omuch interest in the band busineW
via the coin being paid for
bands
Operator ot the spot has oftered
$10,000 for
one-week stands

.

as basis of information in N,

Log

Acciiniie Rcporti;i0 Radio

(lie

Y.

1

.

'

,

I

a^ a stockholder. He had been
total.
to
o£ .HHO.OOO in royalties-— $35^000, fcir [ owed $6,000 Of the coin he. was,
^Sample, to Phil Harris; $13,000 to 'have received for the flrnr .from
In lieu of it, he took 25 shares
Let!'.
Feist Music,
v v / ^ X :V
of stock.
For the past month or more Mark
liCff, who had purchased the fixnx
from Boris Morros, has tried to sell

both to artists .and publishers, a

ARA

I

.

:

All the Time.
All Through the Day— f'Centennial Summer".
Along With Mc— ""Call Me Mister"
And Then It's Heaven
Come Rain or Come Shine— *"St. Louis Woman,
Doin' What Comes Natur'Uy— ""Annie Get Your Gun"
Five Minutes More
Gypsy ,,,, ..... .. ..
.....
1 Don't Know Enough About You.

WIRED MUSIC HiniNG

Know Why— t"Faith£ul

Don't

I

Louis, Sept.

,

^

My

In

Fashion"

.

Got Sun In the Morning— '"Annie Get Your Qun".
It You Were the Only Girl
,
In Apple Blossom Time
I've Never Forgotten— "Sketch Book"

.

.Robbing

..

,

I've

Willlamsott

Berlin

Melrose

Love On

Longer.

a Little

Grevhound Bus

a

.

.iC-P

.

.

.

Use of wired music in this burg
on the upswing and the installation of such music last week in the
Manufacturers' Bank & Trust Co., in
South St. Lotiis brings to five,: the
number of such financial institutions
'.
»
using this service.
is

An

Ail-Time Favorite

Broadway

I'M IN

THE MOOD

FOR LOVE

;

American theatre,
here, was the first

.

legiter

sole,

to

.,

use

wired

system in the theatre
lobby keeps customers entertained
before shows and during intermisSeveral manufacturing plants
sion.
also are using wu'ed music to break
the monotony ot the work for emP. A.

music,

.

Music by

.

.

.

JIMMY McHUGH
Published by

MILLS

.

.

.

.

.

South America Take
Surrendci
There's

.

.

.

.

May fair
Buvke-VH

Always

Oxford

MILLS

Sung—Air Ways

MARGIE

Santly-Joy
Shapiro
.

.

,

.

.

.Berlin

IT

BVC

Blue"

MUST

ON
ALABAMA

MILLS MUSIC, INC.
1619 Broadway

'

Filmusical.

Veeit Musical,
'

tBMI

1

10 Best Sheet
(.Week

Eiidinfl,

New

York If

Licensed.

"
'

Music 4mbas$ador of the Americas

BE TRUE

STARS FELL

.

t

Popular

PROGRAM SUGGESTIONS

Wilmark

Mister"..,

.'.Paramount
To Each His Own— t"To Each His Own".
Whatta Ya Gonna Do
............ .3:BMI.
Who Do You Love I Hope— ""Annie Get Your Gun". ...... .Berlin
.SoullWtt
Without You— VMake Mine Music"...
You Keep Coming Back Like a Song-^t"Blue Skies",;. ....Berlin
Burke-VK
You May Not Love Me— ""Nellie Bly"
;.A

ployees.

"g

Sellers

Aug. 31)

To Each His Own. .Paramount
Santly-Joy
Surrender
Leeds
Gypsy
Five Mins. More. ..... .Melrose
.

ENRIC MADRIGUERA
AND

HIS

,

.

.

.

Featuring

Don't

I

PATRICIA GIIMORE

Elmwoed

.

What Gomes NatUv'lly .. Berlin
It You Were Only Girl. .Mutual
I'd Be Lost Without You. Advance

ORCHESTRA

Know

Enough,

.,

.

.

.C-P

One More Tomorrow. .Remick
So, Am. Takelt Away. .Witmarlc

Latin Quarter, Detroit, Starting Sept. 11

Berlin Flies to

VOGUE RECORDS
EXCLUSIVE

ert,

JOE GLASER,
Fifth Ave.,

New

By CHARLIE,

Pres.

York 22

PL.

:

'His attorney, Praricis (3llbpreee'ded him abroad,

While there Berlin's "Blue Skies"
(Par> pic will be Ivadeshown and the
songsmith, who has a 12^2% .gross
.

.'harin.c

5-5572

will tie in

deal,

with some

1A19
1

SANTLY-JOY, Inc.^
Broadway. New
H York
Valando, Gen. Prof. Mgr.
Mq

\\

1

Tommy

MM
t

HARRY AND HENRY TOBIAS

sidiary.

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
745

London

Irving Berlin cliopered to London
Sunday tl'i for three weeks to set
up Berlin Music, Ltd., a British sub-

MANAGEMENT

YOU

MISS

,

Hotel, Windsor, Ont., Aug. 31

,

l€

*

^

%Un MUSIC

W
HURRICANE Hll SWllNNG THi COUNTkY

(It's

gonna depend on)

WAY THAT THE WIND BLOWS
words and

A

rtiusic

by

JOAN WHITNEY & ALEX KRAMER

HIT ON THISE RECORDS...

JIMMY DORSEY

DINAH SHORE

Oecca Record No, 18900

Columbia Record N6. 37072

GORDON MACRAE
Musicfaft Record No.

SUN MUSIC
50 W. 57th
BILL

$UH

•

A-,*.

DOWNER-NEW YORK
^

*

,t

St.,

15084

ALVINO REY
Capitol Record No.

280

CO. INC.
N.Y.C.

JOE PERRY- HOLLYWOOD
^~

>J

•

in

Neither Herman nor Dorsey has"
accepted bookings as yet.

Blue" ....Triangle

,

Little Girls in

Ijopez*

brings

BVC

.

Wonderful— ''"Annie Get Your Gun" ....

It's

Always—"1 Three

Is

.

No One But You

They Say
This

Away—*"CaU Me

It

,

Little Girls In

it

for

follow.
i

.Robbins

the Boardw'allc- t'Three Little Girls in Blue"
Prisoner of Love
Route G6 .....
................... .. ,

Rumors Are Elying
Somewhere In the Night— -'"Three

two Week*

first

two weelts (Oct
10) at $3,500, Tony Pastor (24) at
$4,500 per, with Kaye and Prima to

Morris

......... .Bourn*

,

the

Thereafter

Johnny Long

Mutual

— 1"No Leave. No Love"..

policy

Lou Holtz and Vincent

orchestra.

....Berlin

'.

Top Tunes for Your Books

using

.Feist

On

3.

nitery

.l-eeds
.

Dorsey and Woody Herman

asd has bought Sammy Kaye
and'
Louis Prima for $8^500 each.
Grove opens Sept. 26 with
«

.Crawlord

.

by

Tommy

Wilmavk
Remick

,

My Arms

Linger In

STRIDE IN ST. LOUIS
St.

,

.

:

Two weeks ago he
the company.
.gave Up the presidency, of the tirm
to attorney Morton Garbus. At that

.

. i . ,

'

-,

.

,

1946

Offered {10,000 By

(Peatman System)

Fox Probes

4,

Dorsey, Herman

»

SPIl

MUSIC

WedMC8d«y,

iejtfemlijjl |t Kj4<|

ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC

4$

SWINGERS GET ULTIMATUM
IndK Diskeri^ Plan Price Increase

Wake of RCA Hike to 60c for Pops

In

RCA-Vi(!tor

boosted

the

''"::'::],'

i-prices.

While

.

By BERNIE WOODS
Bandleaders who have been

its

it

,

.'^'o

.''"C',.

as a 'surprise, Vic-

carei*!'

Tangle Over

May Spread Strike Countrywide;

SWEET BANDS

retail

pop disks from SOo to
fiOc late last week, making the move
effective Sunday (1). As a result,
most ot the indie diskeries, which
liave been patiently awaiting price
changes by (he majors in order to
make some of tlieir own, are busy
making .similar plans. In recent
months, they have been caught between ri.slng operating costs and the
cdmpelition ot top names on major
labels with lesser-known names they
are able to market at higher retail
price of

PetriDo Joins 802 in Hotel Fight,

T

Hillbilly

Song Hit Unravelled

2 Chi Bands Pulled in Sympathy

desperately clanging to their aake, and
want to eat it, too, will have to

decide their course during the next
Long legal tangle Involving Gene six months. Take it from the bandAutry. Scott 'Wiseman, and the Hil- buyers
operating various eastern
liard-Curry
Publishing
Co.
was one-night and location dates-^the
finally settled last week when a
leader who by next spring still wants;
former
outsider,
Riley
Shepard, to flatter his musicianly inclinations
purchased the publishing right* to by fronting wild, brassy swing bands,
"Have I Told You Lately That I uistead of making the demands of the
Love You," hillbilly tune written by ptiblio paramoimt. in their plans, will
Wiseman, Shepard paid $1,500 to laave cortiijarative,!^ few places to'
Wiseman, in. return for which Leeds work.
They'll
have to
decide
Music will publish the song,
whether they want to be, musicians

Monday No
Monday

for

vveck.'!.

the company is concerne'd is the
royalty cut to publishers.. At 50c the
publisher take per side was pegged
At GOc retail, the cut moves
lip. to 2c. Victor assertedly has been
seeking conce.ssions from major. pub-lisher.s. on this phase of the changeover. It wants to keep the pub royalty at iHc on the plea that operating ccsl.s as they stand today allow

apparently did not haV'e them,
gin with, so sale didn't

to be-

ing

.stand".

:

,a

even

known,

,

ilrc

problems of both major arid
indie di.sk nianulacturcrs, particularly the lalter las, cited in V-uiin'ry
iwo weeks agol. Labor,, materials,
etc.,
have risen so .sharply in the
ija.st sLK: months
that even Victor's
miwg n of isroil t on a 50c:. side, was'

Frank Sinatra ;stirred up a new,
shortlived commotion over theMorris Music song,"The Things We Did
Last Summer," which had :been the
basis' of a four-ply scrap a while ago
between Capitol Records, Decca,
almost non-existent, and" the ovcraU Columbia and Morris,
jirdtit, even at the company's ^great
which disclaimed any
Capitol,
voluhie .Sales /iHufe.s, eomparatively knowledge of a release date on the
small. It's probable that Columbia song; after being given a ,copy for
will lollow
Victor's move
even- recording by the writers, Sammy
liiaUy; Dccca is aU'cady selling be- Cahn arid Julie Styne, had sched,

Actual increase' in profit to RCA
on the ba.six ol the lOo pex- disk
boost amounts to only about 3c. In

uled a Jo StaO'ord release of the
tune
for
Monday (Labor Day).
Rival companies, which had been
given an Get, .15 release date; went
up in arms.

addition to the jump in publisher
royalties, there are increases to the
amounting to %c per side;

the tune tor Columbia for Oct. 15
release, was figured to have set up

tween:
.

"(IJv

and;

75';,,

qC its output at

;,-

,arli.st

more
tio)i

coin to the
o£ Mu.sician.s.

eaten up by increased freight
costs, which helped convince HCA
that the retail cost of its production
should be boosted.
(li.sk

is

Changes

At any

American Federa- some
Another cent-per- cently

'Duel'

Tune

To

Title in Deferring

Legal Threat by

UA

a

rate, Sinatra,

of

.sort

legal

will

be

Scrap over the copyright: to
standard,
Always Chasing
"I'm
Rainbows," has finally been settled.

week.

As

Hollywood, Sept. 3.
Burke-Van Huesen
its
awarded
Mctr-o .has already sunk approxi- firm.
iiig the "Duel'' title for his original
w as to., cash in on. the imminent re- mately ,$2,000,000 in equipping its
recording factory at; BloomIpa.sc of the David O. Selznick film new
of tlie same title.
His music has no flcld.'N. J. Building itself was taken Ailing Artie Shaw's
connection with aiiy music in the over by Metro soon after :the first
picture,, being rtileased by UA, and of this year, after it had bien u.sed,,
Clarinet Dubbed Into
t!ie di.sk figured to conflict with an to turn out war iriaterial.
HCA-Victor
According to Metro execs here,
album of the score;
Missed Record Date
Blade by Artliur Fidler at the helm it's not likely that the production of
of the
Bo.ston
"Pops" orchestrav records will begin -at Bloomfleld
Hollywood, Sept. 3.
Originally,
Sherwood's tune was until around the fir.st ot the year,
Recent dry-docking of Artie Shaw,
enl led "Bedlam."
although thei-e's hope that produc- which forced his band to record
tion can be golteii undei: yay before without him and necessitated later
that. So far, the Bloomflcld plant is dubbing in of clarinet, some kind of
Just Keep Roiling Along
the only factory Metro ha$, but precedent and Musicraft is both surothers will be .set up.
Hollywood, Sept. 3.
prised and happy about the results.
New entry into the waxing busiBand to back Shaw was contracted
.ne.ss is, 20th Century Records, Inc.,
for, and studio and waxing facilities;
Harry Mots' Expansion leased for Aug. 16, when Shaw notiplatter
manufacturing
company,
wliichwiU begiii, marketing its own
In
line
with expan.sion plans, fied Bobby Weiss, of Musicraft, that
label, with Val Browne, radio anHarry Mo."* agenc,V' ;hiis moved to he'd have to beg oft due to lip
npvinc.er. as program director. Here- larger ,cniartem. Foi^trtfrr one-night trouble.
With $2,000 nut and no
tofore, 20th has confined itself to booker for'MCA hcs Don Palmer as disc staring him in the face, Weiss
•prc.ssinfi for other companies.
chief assistant.
.seized upon idea of recording band
Browne will retain his post at
Firm represents Robert Stolz in sans the leader. .On Aug. 24, Shaw,
KPWB for the time being, until the the concert field, bandlefi name acts with the aid of earpiiones and cues,
company i.S ready to break out its and cocktail units and al.so reps a w'oi-ked his iii.strument while the
own label, meanwhile functioning in half dozen odd band.s including Art master was replayed and his part
the role of consultant to outside re- Mooney, Enoch Light anti Charley threaded in with original take of

and

jointly

own

the

.sevr

months ago, when S-B

laid

j
•{

S'traetSr's

j

I

IN

Petrillo

Threatens To

Bar Mexico's 80-Man

Band From Dallas Fair

Hollywood, Sept.
is

3.

James C. Petrillo,
American Federation

czar of the
of Musicians,
threatens to block the performance
here of Mexico City's w.k, Tipica
Orchestra at the State Fair of Texas.
The 80-piece orchestra is one of th«e
top free attractions ot the fair to be
held here Oct. 5 to 20.

I

CAP'S DISK DRIVE

,

(Continued on page 46)

j

Capitol Records

.

•

Dallas, Sept.

HOME TOWNERS

*;:.

,

;

j

I

'

3.

signing a bevy

and instrumentalists
State Fair ops and officials of the
for a musical- torch drive aimed at Dallas local voiced confidence that
the south, midwest and west, which the ,prehestra Would play here deare demanding records in the indigo, spite PetriUo's attitude. Local heads
had already given approval for the
theme.
It has
Julia Lee, from Kan.^as City, re-' Tipica band to play here.
cehtly cut 12 sides.
Others under performed in this town many times.
It was pointed out that the band
contract are Jesse Price, drummersingeri and Geechie Snnith, singer- was a unit of the Mexican ;Govern»
Project is to peddle ment and does not hii-e out commertrumpettr,
If it plays here no admisplatters in the sectors where the daily,
singers are well known. Capitol is [sion will be charged and no fee paid
Band will
lining up other local blues warblers for by the State Fair,
not be in direct competition with
to record in Hollywood.
Tommy Dorsey or other bands which

of blues Singers

;'

I

,

I

I

.

{

'

'

i

;

:

,

-

'

.

I

i

will play the fair for

Loot Roseland
BallrpOm, New

Roseland

;

was raided

last

week

for

the

York,

a

fee,

;

The Personal Touch

first

Hollywood, Sept, 3,
in; a long while by instrument
Breaking into a locked
Musicolor, Inc, a Warner Janssenroom, they walked off with three David Loew combo, will put on a
trumpets, one trombone and a clari- world preem of a musical short, ''Tocnet owned by the Hay Anthony or- cato and Fugue in D Minor," at the
chestra, current at the .spot.
Center theatrCi Salt Lake City, Sept.
One of the trumpets snaggefl was .12. Janssen and his wife, Ann Hard*
owned by maestro Anthony and it ing, will make personal appearancei
probably will be of no use to the with the short,
Picture will be released by United
thieves since it was a fancy job,
with the leader's name inscribed on Artists in this country and Cattadll,
and by Metro overseas.
the metal.
time

thieves.

I

-

Ventura among

will

Carroll had assigned his half of the
renewal to Fisher prior to his deal
with S-B, so the latter bowed out.
Robbins acquired its portion of the
copyright from McCarthy's widow.

:

faciliticf.

Fisher

claim to 50% of the copyright via
assignment from Harry .Carroll, cowriter of the. tune with Jim McCarthy. Later, it was proved that

\

33-picce band.

'

Robbins

out,

Scrap over the tune began
eral

j

othera.

Robbins and Fisher

was worked

with Robbins handling
sales, mechanical negotiations, etc.,
exclusively. Fi.sher will handle its
own end of only performing rights
and income and television rights in
the U. S. Robbins, of course, will
pay Fisher the prescribed portion of
the royalty income derived from
those items it will control. Outside
of the U. S., howeverj all rights will
be controlled by Robbins.

.-

corders u.sing 20ths plant

ago, .and

copyright,

complaints on availability ratings,
ProBfiinent among the publisher
beefs on rating.s is the Edwin H.
Morris case, which has been hanging fire for .some time, and a newer
eomplaint by the Morris combine
over the low number of points (10)

SPENT

I

,

it

Ted

order

orchestra
out of the Palmer: House, and the
Clyde McCoy band from the Stevens
hotel,
along with relief ;combo.s.
These two are members of the Hilton chain tied up with the RoOsevelt and I^laza hotels, N. 'y.
There
is an expectation that Petrillo will
call
musicians from the Statler,
Kirkeby chains, but that has not yet
occurred, hence no hotel in any
other- city has become embroiled.
Meanwhile, a number of smaller
hostelries in N. Y., scattered among
Class' "B" outfits in 802's Scale of
things, signed new contracts with the
802 de.-ipite their membership in the
HOA. These signiiigs do not disturb
the main argume.'-,!;.
Involved are
the Dixie, Victoria, .^bbey, Montague
and four or five others.
Local 802 staged a membership
meeting in N, Y. Friday (30) at

.several

ironed out their dispute last

fliially

Appeals board of the American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers, in its first meeting of the
body in some time on Sept. 12, will
bring up a number oiE appeals and

ON METRO DISK PLANT

to

I

months

.

:

fracasFred Fisher, Robbins and Shapiro-

bowed out

,'
:
,

PetriUo's first act after gcttiag
into the ring with the hotel men was

,

lishing firms involved in .the

Due Before ASCAP

released ne;xt month.
Sherwood's only reason tor choosr-

pute.

;

i

Bernstein. Latter

Morris Hearing

,

.

j

there

'

;,

were three pub-

Originally,

retain favor.

played on a local disk-jockey show
It
was
while being interviewed.
iHought at first that in allowing the
performance o£ the disk on the air
(without Columbia's knowledge, Incidentally) Sinatra had set lip some,
sort of legal out for Capitol and
other rivals to ship it out immedi^
ately. Attorneys disagreed with that
premise, however.
Decca Records
heard of the broadcast and squawked
,

Tune

,

re-

Hollywood when he caused
pre-release disk of the tune to be

,

Vvas rejected by 802, whose reps
subsequently walked from the confab.
Hotel .men now say mat the'
.next movei.is up to 802, which in all
the likelihood means a drawn-out
dis-

in

Threat of- legal action by United mightily.
Arii.sts aKainst Bobby Shei'wood and
Capifol record.? :liaS' induced Sherwood tb:ciian.ge the title of original
tune recorded for Capitol by hi.s $2,000,000
band Irom "Duel In, the; Sun" to
;'"SlTCrw;ood's Forrest."

j

For 'Rainbows'

;

who recorded

difficulties

I

[

This does not necessarily mean
that the Sammy Kayes, Guy Lombardos, Wayne King,''; Carmen Cavalr
laros, etc., are goijig to rule the roOst,
It simply mean.s Inat the operators
have found that their patrons now
want to daince, that the day of congregating around a band.stand, while
a hot band gives a concert for twothirds of a one-night audience, is
that leaders and
gone.
It means
their arrangers will have ,to lower
their sights, .smooth out the beat so
that Joe Doakes and his gal again
can get in step. And the .so-called
swing bands that accomplish it will

.

75e.

End Their Chase

whereas

the east coast, operators are telling anyone who'll listen
that next year they'll have nothing
to do with the giiys whose bands
kick up a storm. They have found
that the bands who did the best business for them this year are those
viho concentrated on playing music
to .dance by.

lines the

i

felt,

Up and down

'Summer Di

.

Robbins, Fisher

operator."! will

the predictions of the crystalballgazers have been fluffed off as
"square talk."

compaiiy has been re-

bud'cd by the publishers.
Victors jump lo (iOc clearly out-

band busi-

all

New Raw Over

;

:

to analysts of the;

now it's likely that the
make their influence

Sinatra Stirs

enoujjli margin of profit
at a 60c retail price. So far as is

Siiiall

new

AFM

the
and N. Y. Hotel Owners
Assn. last, weekend, the .situation
promises to get a lot worse before it
gets better.
PetriUo's entrance into
the argument was followed almost.;
immediately by the withdra'vval of.
bands from, several Chicago hotels
arid, according to the feeling yesterday
(Tuesday)
when V.^mett,
went to press there was a likelihood
that his action outside;of 802's jurisdiction, against hotels affiliated with
N.'; V. hostelries, would probably, be
spread wider.
As it stands, the situation is at an
impasse. In a meeting Sunday (1);
afternoon between 802 execs and'
representatives; of tlie HOA, the
latter offered to 802 a 18 'ie per
hour per man boost providing that
all
-featherbedding' be eliminated.
This 802 rejected. Hotels then made
another offer of 37',ic per man per
hour with commensurate increases
in each case for leaders.
This, too,

;

ness, whO; liave watched grosses of
the wilder type of .'wing bands drop
alarmingly in the past year.
But

at llic.

fir.st

end visitors to Broadway would
be on their way home, and New
Yorkers who were out of town
on their way back.

:

'

the

evening N. V. hotels operated
without music, could not be a
fair test of the effect on business in major rooms, hence
operators Shrug off the noticeable dip. They feel it will take
at least a week before they will
be, able to tell how the lack of
music effects the b.o.
Too, Monday night figured to
be off dU|? to the fact that week-

has been planned
However, the company
Tune was originally scripted by or eat. Buyers of their talents have
made up its mind .so .suddenly that Wiseman when in tlje hospital, and been feeling the swing yen t«o
orders increa.sing the lap went out copyrighted by Bifl Curry in the strongly at the boxotftce-;-where it
by wire: late last, week to. whole- Hilliard-Gurry, name, but allegedly hurts.
, ,
snlcrs all over the country.
without Wiseman's permission. SubThese operators were finally conThere are a number of things in- sequently Curry sold the rights to
vinced during the past season that a
voh'£d in moving up the retail price. Gene Aulry, together with the rest softer
style of music is what the
One o£ the major items with which of the HiUiard-Curry catalogue, bpt piiblic seeks. That in itself is nothtor's price increase!

With James C. Petrillo, president
of the American Federation of ;Mu»
sicians having stepped: into the bitter fight between N. y. local 802 of

Test

night,

(.2)

I

'

I

j

i

,

I

j

!

'

!

I

I

,

.

"
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802 Hirec P.A.

60c

on Dacca Quarterly lUmy,

receive 60e on each Deeca certificate,

534.
which cqtialltfd a $2 49 per
earning to stockholders, Thi$ is mora
double the net of the first six
month:; of IMS, which came to $490.284 and $1,18 a share. Estimated
taxes set aside for the initial half of

payable Sept.

this

dividend

the

third

of

this

year.

ponod

niQiUii

its

for

quarter-

holders of record on Sept.
,

30.

the lisun!

the first time,
Decca has gone
quarterly payoff.

.^Oc

Another move by

deserves a

of credit for winning the

Cup on Labor pay
year., it

in

the

lot

first

Tempo

i

!

Dccca net profit for the first six
of this: year came to $976,-1

race

|

months

Wounded' Jams H'wood
Bowi for $26,000 Net

the

President'.^
Washington later

I.e.

in

month.

Hollywood, Sept. 3.
Net of aoproximatcly $20,000 will
be realized by Local 47. American
Federation of Musicians, from its
"Miwie for Wotmded" benefit at HolSellout
lywood Bowl. Aug. 24.
packed some 23,000
(jvent. which
into the Bowl's 19,17S seat.s. erfi-<;"-'
approximately ,1S46.000. out of which
20''^
Federal tax, seven
miist ebme
and oncrha If percent for the Theatre
Authority and $10,000 for expcn.se-?.
producer,
a^ociate
Armer.
A1
whipped up a star-studded, show of
proportion, pace and plea.'snre. m
c.'d by Jack Haley and Lucille B,ill.
Ken Carpenter, new prexy of American Federation of Radio Arti.st.s.
opened proceedmps, mtroing numhet one act. Leopold Stokowski. conduclina; house sympW band.
Manv of the best names in Hollywood participated: Igor Straviasky,

Cup
this

.

.

.

^ SHEET

Hit Tones ior Sepiember
(On Records)

BLUE CHAMPAGNE
0«.^-l»«
Jimmy

Bobby Sherwood docs not intend to break up hi.s band to take
llie u-nrl
in Arthur Hopkins' Broadway production of Orin
Jennings' "Hear Thii
Trumptt." Show is scheduled to open in New York Oct.
1
and for the
interval he will spend in the show Sherwood figure.'!
to give his outfit
a vacation.
What he will do it the show is a hit, though, ii another
matfcr, since ifs not likely that he would be able
to keep the band losjether
indefinitely under such circumstances,
Sherwood is currently in N, Y. He recorded for Capitol Records
ye<i.
"
terday (Tuesday
>

.

Although "Someday," bri.sk sheet seller for Bob Miller Mu-uha'; had
waxings since copyrlffhted in November, 1944. a dance
band
arrangement
yet to have been cat. Jukebox fave, recorded on
Bluebird
by its writer. Elton Sritt, has proved so popular that the 35e
platter was
.shelved sis week.-? aqo by Victor which brought the same
cuttiii- out later
under a 50e label
16 dilTereiit

i.s

Sigmund Romberg. Frank Sinatra,
Bins Crosby. Mickey Booney, Lena

Home, Robert Montgomcvy, Eddie
Latter
Rio and Danny Thomas,

{Eficore)

rt^H—VI.. JP-lfW

.

show with

nearly stole the
tics,

THE
COEEEE SONG,
rW
touit

*

VI.

the
:Haying
already
won
sweepstakes at Red Bank. N. J,,he only has one more race to
go to perform the aquatic hat
trick;

STTJ

its

ha.<i

Local 47's 'Masic For

Gold

speedboat corn-

:nia,ior

petition with his

V

BMI

as

3ii?nifloant

is

stages.

^:-':":-;'^;'-

.OlrtStantfitlg.

press agent.
inasmucli
generally had its
own way in negotiations and
rarely has allowed upped salary
demands to reach the strike

Stop

year amounted to $734,329.

Guy I^ombardo

.

.

former news-

Zittel.

paperman,

Lombardo's Gold Cup

company,
decided yesterddv (Tuesday j by the
board of directors, but which must
be okayed b,v the stockholders: in
meeting Nov. 6, is a two-tor-one
plan via which shareholders will
receive two pieces of Deeca for
-the

every one they they: now hold,' All
told, the corapany Viiill boost
its
authorized shares from 500.000 to
1,300,000. There are 388.825 ahiires

named Ted
as the local

Stulf-Mudc

Mill« Music, pliw a few other pop publishers Jncluding
Robbms, are
invading the educational music field which hitherto has been
confined to
such pub* as Schlrmer, Prefer, etc. Year ago Mills came out
with two
volumes o£ the Michael Aaron piano course and recently the firm
brought
out two more advanced volumes. Aaron, author of the course,
started on
a nationwide lecture tour yesterday (Tuesday) sponsored
by Mills. He'll
addre.ss teacher group.t in 23 states.
Besides plugging his piano teaching
method, Aaron will do a sellins ,iob for the piano manufactuiei.s
in wh'it
Mills believes to be the first complete publisher-dealer
promotion rrl,
tionship. Mills currently is feaping heavy coin from some
61 piano tcat'i
ing compositions in addition to the Aaron course.
-

•

tlian

It's

that

incidentally,
-0\'or

three-

Share19 will

Inside

802,

tion o£
been taking a shellacking in th«
press during current strike situation with hotel operators, i»
attempting to get more of its
side in the dailies. Union has

Time Payoff Goes Over 30c

1st

Decca Records doiiblpd
ly;

American FederaMusicians, which has

Local

his an-

.

Taking turns conducting were
David RO.SO. Eddie Paul, Meredith
Willbon, T^cnnie Hayton. Axel Stordahl and John Scott Trotter, just
about the cream of local stick-han-

iVolmnl)

• King S.tt«t
fimni «B«tl«-Col 3708'

f rti«€i-M«{

dlers.

EVRYBOOY LOVES MYMY BABY,
BUY

.

TKr.« Siin.-M«i rtllO

ple

ABOUT YOU
I

KNOW ENOUGH
DON'TP«m«Hl-Vl..
tl.nny

IT'S

G.«am.>»-C»l 3705J

•

Mill.

MY lAZY DAY

Vwfhn

when

unknowns,

Dorsey,*,

.

I

I

»^5"',nt..
1W3<
»r.lh.c.-P«

of.

Ru.ss Moritan and couple of others
could not make it.
Montgomer.y's
Highlights
were
reading of a letter from a wounded
soldier. Thoma.'i' ribbing of radio,
Lena Home's rendition of ''House I

I

(Compb«M-Pof9i«)

r.»<tr

•

J0-<«*1

J<Am.y

Leon-

Butterfleld.

Billy

ard Sues, Carmen Cavallero, Harry
.lames and Charlie Barnet formed
an all-star band, augmented by cou-

G.n. It,up.-C*l. J707»

•

Lawrence Welk. Fred-

Phil Harris.

dy Martin,

(c«<><>'^

Live In," Roniiey's drummingt and

M«.r».-Viv aO->»M • E«ly« Kmth.-0«
Smi4»y »«rn«n»-»»* «07

U»M

Stravinsky'.'!

conductinjt of his

own

•Fiiebird,"

On

MOON OYER BROOKLYN

the Upbeat

New York

Gut lamb«r^»-DM IHCV

Benny GpodmaiV ['.yrfeved; a plane
to fly his band out of New York to
Detroit for a coTjcert at the Music
(Hall today (Wed.> and tomorrow
'

TOO MANY IRONS IN THE
Otigtr timpt-VU.

•

toni fattm-Camo *1»

FIRE

I

I

and on

)

•

•

fcHicli»--0«.;

WHATTA YA GONNA DO
Fo.r«t-t>ec

TWOS

(»«»

.
« .
..T
Til
loui. '""•"-'''"I-

....

Helff.

I

I

IM

1

;

Mmf

,

I

.

THEht-iYOU

ME
WHEREVER THERFS
M-W5

I

1

.

.

.

!

.

•

Butl.rtWd-C«p
U»i. Arm.rr»n9-V;< KMWl ' Billy
»yrB.-C«m«
Mil Brr»ff-MMi«»ff !»«•» • Bobby
• 0.«»» ^'''Y-^'*';'^ ^l.
l«i<fc l««-Diam«d Ml»
A.W*"-*'*
0»i« c»t«-f<n« n»> »"• •
Skyr«r-M«r«i>ry*
Sunny
7*4
Shep fi.W«-V»»y.
Harb Kern T»rapo' • Jerry W«l*r»»(>«o-

S«lly

Louis Armstrong's
week (12)
ol
orche.itra made another batch
rfisks lor RCA-Victor in N. Y. before flying west today (Wed.) to begin work on ''Mew Orleans" film
Tex Bcneke orciiestra cracking
reeord.<! all the way to the Coast;
finished week at Radio City theatre,
Minncapofi.s. last week with $4iJ.10O
gross, a nc\\' mark, and taking out
S'20.7S)1
for lis share. At Municipal
Aud, Kansa.* City, band worked to
approximately 6,()00 at $L75 advance,
%% at door, to pile up a $10,000 gross
Irving Fields, current at the
.

Noro Moia(««-Moi

:

Coast lor his opening

to the

Meadowbrook Gardens, next

the

at

I

VEMVEM™

.

.

.

Hotel

Wopdv/ard. N.
flCA-Victor

sides, for

H»IMn-Vic

cut

Y.,

four

Intei'iiational,

Kansas City

WHO TOLD YOU THAT

LIB

'

(St«v«n>1

WITHOUT YOU
M4

fcir

'""^

Ronrfy Brookf-D'..

1»»4

M«rfin-H.rt»ry 3019
Br«h««->f»r* »«»<

K«e

<*•

IMl

AK
«N

All

•

•
'

one-nighfers

Chucho

M"""'""^*

,

.

,

.

Labor Day

.

.

.

opeiied at the
Hotel Muehk'bach last week, one of
unipt?entlv return engagements
there; replaced Bob Berkcy crew.
lii.s

HIT TUNIS

CAPITOL SONGS,

Holiywood

AVMItMll/IOQ,

THMmcmrtiW sfRVicts

Pla-Mor ballDutch HoUiind

the

at

for the closing
at Fairyland P'arfc;.Bp^

ters for the season
Jimmy Joy liahd

7J^

.-iiT

«.« Mirond.-Alphd JMJ,
• fronlci. CorU-Col. 370»»

12

i

,

room this week
band on (he statld

week

J.«k e«mll-)«.tf« Art

S«lv<.-f«l-Anwri<«n 135

of

series

Hal
,

• O"! Ari»l-Vic.
Ru...U-C«p
• Ww*
Jayn. Watlon-M«<ur, JOOl

Uny

Jotinson's:

boosie records about ready
by Decta
Ted Weems
Mclntyre bands playing

reiea.se

and

Aorfy

K«c)

Jc-ihua

piano

SO-ttM
Cnrn. Bo.*.l»-D.c 1»»8l • Voo9»«" ««nr..--Vk.
' ««rry «••»-»•• I5«»»
Phrl B.ito-Mu.itraft TM73

Hoagy Carmichael, formerly with

ARA,

in.kcd to play

Inc.

CRITERION MUSIC CORP.

piano and- sing,

with band backing for Decea '. ..
Desi .Arnaz band to Kansas City for
£ stint at the. Orpheum' theatre
Pied Pipers recorded "Old Man
;

.

and

River''

'Everybody

Baby"

I.,ove.!i

.

My

for Capitol
Jimmy and
Tommy Dor.scy and their musicrews
alternate at Ca.sino Gardens, Los
Angeie.s, starting Sept. l:!
Betty.
'.

.

.

.

Perry

reiiiac.ing

Lyh"
Woody
!

votaliit

band

,

. .

with

.

M. H. GOLDSEN,
I

I

.

Stevon.<j.

Vic« Pres.

.

a.s

Herman's

I

New Yofk-RKO

Bldg., Radio City

Orel. 5-7236

DAVE BlUM,

Prof.

Mgr.

Hollywood-U91 No.
Gronite 1050
RAIPH HARRIS

Vine

St.

•
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«

Soon Released in Ufatees
<r

fm CoashMoast.

Big Play on

Radio and Records!

m
LYRIC BY CARL SIGMAN
MUSIC BY PETER DE ROSI

ROBBINS MUSSC CORPORATION

•

799 Seventh Avenue, N:

Y.
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Sinatra to Set

To

Up

Co.

I

ABC

American

Sings in Metro Films
Frank

Sinal.n) inlonds >:eltinM

of sungs

cupyi'is(litt*

vi|)

a

tions

he..

nuiHos

i'oiv IVIqtror.

NoNN^ o'rRartiza-

in

.

Arthur

for

suit

Jarwood'.';

ot viv39,498

Griff WilUams.... Waldorf (5S0; $2)
ElUot Lawrence .Pennsylvania (500; $l-$1.50)
Johnny Pineapple'" Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50),
Roosevelt (400; $1-$1.50)
Joe Roichman
.New Yorker (4001 $1-$1.50)
Chuck Foster
.

.

.

will .be

caHcd oilhov

16
,.

which Sinatra: currently

in

has an

intfirest.

Sinatra's

new

.'
,

f

^

contract with Molrn

apparently gives him control of the

bill

.

min.).
claude' Thornhiil (Panther Room, Sherman hotel; 950; $1.50-$2.50
Thornhill packing them in with hot 7,100.

Los Angeles

That's always ot cancellation.
Jarwood allene.^
tempered, however, by any deals the ABC cancelled without pro|)ev noHe- seelis $139,408 as aiiiounl
writers of the songs themseh'cs may tice.
have with a publishing house. In he would have received from .siianSvk ii.iJKcr
of
distributors
this case, Metro has its own niu-sic sors,
setup and, prior to the above con- products.
tract, it had been aKrced between
"Swaggor" show was the program
Sinatra and Metro that scores of the hooked up through a music pubalternate be- lisher with Broadcast Music. Inc. It
latier's ftlms would
tween Barton and Robbins,
was taken off the air following nuitiei-ous complaints that, it was beins

tabs.
I'rcddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1 50; marathon). Solid 4,370
Khss Morean (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50; indef), Chunky 4,300.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

'

•

formances at the
arrangement.

.events,'

"

scoi'cs of his pictures.

pile

15,400
slioto,

650; »3-$3.50 min.'>. Roll-

Clyde MeCoy (Boulevard Room, Stevens hotel;

of particulars.

to

danot datM in City Armory. But,
tht Council has decreed .a "strict
program" for futura
37,076 segregation

Chicago

.larwood claims that under a oneyear contract with ABC tor the
bioadcasting of the Swagger show,
lie wius entitled to two weeks' notice

used, mainly

10

(CHicasio) \^
Will Back iTrianon; 90e-$1.15.'». Down to average 11,000.

Georpe

Monday

vi/k>.

Thanksgiving show iii
a
becau.sc of the Hart ban.
Later, a while World War It vets'
organization sent a delegation lo
protest
anamsl ''one-man
Council to
ruling" by Hart.

Lynchburg

TOP HITS OF YESTERDAY

Nice finale week with
'

'

-

;

jimmy Dorsey (Casmo Gardens.

latter"? $48 per plug

acial athletic contests.

Ciiarlie.Gilmorc, Negro dance promoter, said Diike Ellington had cart-

celled

to huge 19.000.
'(Los 'AltgclCS)

up Aragon

Les Brown (Palladium. B, Hollywood, 6th
15 500

up .BMI per-

.

Council authorized Hart to draw
up an "ironclad contract'' guaranteeing Negro and white speelators
and dancers would be kept apart in
the Armory. At the same time, the
Council put its foot down on inler-

Olsen moved over Irom Trianon

(Aragon; 90c-$1.15).

01i.en
<26) to

».

9fi,379

has (c«
A»tcrt»k» tedlcaie A wpportino floor shoto. Weto yoWcer
Jtiiie Pidceii*.
Lea-tTiflton, an Hawaiiau floor sliou.-; Bilfmore,

m

Music,

31

•

Inc.. 01-

ati'a.

3

..

.

.

. .

Fi'aii..l< Sinis, s; district^ourt,.; ABG;Claim
Sinatru $ons>?i .niW'tor. Ihe allegations objected to arc not
Jitw
relevant matter arid asks the court
tlu; pi'osoin tl\e timps pVaced
kcppihg will bo. expioilcfi by Barton lhat .larwood submit a more deRnite

tioii

..

.

'

26,100
0,550
11,150
18,025

4,800
3.doo
2,175
1,500
2,525
1,075

Ahtor (850; $l-*1.50i

•Sammy Kaye

•

:

'(•ctlmsri-ot
\

alle.^a-

City Council hai Utttd tha bin
slappsd by City Managor R. 'W, B,
Hart on whitt a^tandana* at Negro

OnDal*
1.750

12.

certain

Lynchburg, Va,, Sept.

I'nilt:

iMll.Vtid

(lulrl

ha,-i

C'li.

involving tlie caitr
the/"S\yagg<?f radio prom-ani. uecordinj,' to papers filed in

loss

iivsortc-cl- iiv. fil'rt*

out

.strike

in(ived to

Tio\v linuj^U^ publl;shiiiS -fivii'i tp cunlwil:

Broadeasl.ing

Total

Covori

Program Court Fight

He

Publish Tunes

Lynchburg Lifts Ban On
Whites at Negro Dances

^Band[8 at Hotcl B.O.'s

Moves in -Swagger

Tapered to

Ocean Park, 2d wk).

B,

Figure still good. Swing shilt a help,
Duke Ellington (Meadowbrook, B, Culver City, 3d wk)
key2.300.
10.000,

^rtftT fOFOlAR

Exited to minor

.

802-Hotels
Continued from pa|;e 41

It

aiTaLr.

the

entire

was proposed then

that 15

significance

political

of

Com-Madmies

10 Best Sellers on

.

Mecca Temple which mdicated the

To Each His Own

non-executive members be selected

Eddy Howard

I

Five Minutes More <3) (Melrose)

the

men

disagreement; 20

.

Surrender

4.

South America

(7)

were named
memoershlp panel. All

uig to select 15 all 20
to the special
of

it's

.

pointed

out,

parties

are

G.Gypsy

lookfed

8.

Don't Know Enough About Vou

ilS)

)

Inc
BOURNE, YORK
SEVENTH AVE. NEW

19

I

N
y

9.

in

.'.

Peggy

\

Mills Bros;........-. .Decca

.,

ft

,

.

You Were

the

•

.

. .

.Columbia
..Decca

.

.

.

Perry Como .....
Dick Haymes.
Freddie Slack

j

Andrews

S

j
(

\

Stone Cold Dead
Fickle

I

HARRY WARREN—Lyric by AL DUBIN

Know

.'.

Know Why

.
.

.

...

' "

.

•

•
'

'

.

.

SUIT IN

Danny O'Neil—Majestic
Elliot Lawrence—Columbia

THRESHER

Jan Savitt-ARA

New

i

York 20, N. Y.

of the

Society

Composer

SROWN.

.

,

. .

, .

'

.Decca

.

.

.

Dorsey
Beneke

.

.

COLUMUA—HAL

Manager,

Siantlard Exploitotion D*pt.i

The Big '3, 1619 Broadway^
New York 19, Circle 6-2939

.Decca

Woody Herman ..Columbia

Tommy

For' 'fieW Oftlsf copies ont}
phone
ari-tmg^ifl*!!!*, write or

Jmi KORNHEISER*

Victor
.Capitol
.

Victor

.

Vi. In;

— we

are going places

—

HARRY MOSS AGENCY
on and

after Sept. 3rcl

will locate at

'

- Suite 314-316 HOTEL LINCOLN,
circle

New

York City

6-4500

alty

the

fnoney which was payable to
Spanish
composer's
society.

ised to

pay

hin^.

A

Still

Representing Tops

in

DANCE ORCHESTRAS

CONCERT ARTISTS

NAME ACTS

COCKTAIL UNITS

HIT

GET THE PAPERS AND GO HOME
by

r««ordtd by LES

coionna

,

..

. .

.

suing for S.IS.SSe, less
I51r, or $45,508,; as his share of roy-

DESTINED TO BE

I'LL

.

is

Suit is against Deems Taylor, as
president of ASCAP.

GUESS

..

of

(SGAE) but which ASCAP prom-

Director of Standard Exploitation

.

Gro."iby-Andrews

^

Justice -Irving L,evey made the decision in New York Supreme Court.
Court eliminated certain items and
ordered
the
composer to serve
ASCAP with at revised bill within:^
20 days.

SkinnayEnnis—Signature Pied Pipers—Capitol

Bldg., Rockefeller Center,

jgj.j,y

American
Composers Authors and Publishers
for a more complete bill of parttculars.'in a suit by him vs! the Society.

RECORDED BY

M. WITMARK & SONS

j

(

Tc.x

ASCAP

Decca

.Decca

fKihg Cole Trio...... Capitol
•
.

(Feist). ^.^

Ernesto Lecuona, composer, was'
granted a motion to modify the de-

mand

"

Victor

.

.Capitol

i

Connee Boswell. ... .Decca
Vaughn Monroe..,
Victor
Haymes-Forrest
Decca
Harry James „. ... iColumbia
Betty Hutton

,

(Morris)

VS.

.

'.

,

.

Sisters

(

'

(B'VH)

LECUONA
^

Tommy Dorsey—Victor

Victor
.Decca

.

Fitzgerald- Jordan

(Millief)

Eye (Santly -Joy )

Mabel (United).

(Mabel,
"I Don't

Bing Crosby—Decca

i

.

.

,

.

,

You That Lie (Stevens)

iVho Told

Route 66

I

Decca

.

\

(

Only Girl (Mutual)..;

Blue Lights

of

Do You Love Me (BVC)

Eleanor Porker

Victor

.

Capitol

Les Brown.
(Ethel Merman
(Perry Como
....
I Ink Spots.

'

If

.

MOSE GUMBLE,

.

Coming Up

Wy

RCA

.

.

Lee..

J

v.,

Prisoner of Love. (22) (Mayiair).

.Decca

.

.

Columbia
...

.'

.

of a Standard

th* Warntr Bret. Picture "Never Say Goodbye"
starring Erroi Flynn

Music by

..

S

(

Featured

.

)

(12) tC)

(Berlin)

Stih iiv.Morning (4)

Got

I

House

A Revival

,

.

Perry Coma.
Bing Crosby

j

I

10.

.

I Dinah Shore
(Berlin^..

They Say

upon

as designed to
the shine off the
"Blue.<;" glory, if there is any, at the
final sum up.
On the other hand, if
the scale-boost attempt fizzles the
'Blues" can transfer some of thc^
blame to the 20.
However, all that occurred before
Petrillo got into the affair Now. he
has full responsibility.
is

some

Wonderful

7.

It's

Ink Spots

j

(Leeds). .......

(19)

move by the
take

.

.

)

j

opposing

controlling "Blue" ticket. This
opposition to get in on
the eventual settlement of the scale

802's-

battle

.

.

j

(3) (Wit'k)

Xavier Ctigat. .... Columbia
Shore. .. ... .Columbia
( Dinah
Doin' What Comes Natur'lly (11) (Berlin) (Freddy Martin
Victor

5

j

these,
members of
20

Away

It

Columbia
.

\

)

were nominated and instead of vot»
Takfe

.Majestic
Victor

.

.

Tex Beneke. .... .... Victor
Victor
Perry Como/,
Wdody Herman,. .Columbia
Decca
Andrews Sisters

\

(Santly-Joy)

3

.

Franic Sinatra

(

,.. ..

to aid the local's executive board in
settling

:

.

(Paramount)..., (Freddy Martin

(6)

HUGHIE PRINCE, DICK ROOERS and HAL KANKER
MclNTYRE. COSMO— MIUS MOS.. DECCA— HAL DERWIN. CAPITOU-SHEP FIELDS.
HERBIE FIELDS. VICTOR— RAY HERBECK, 4 STAR

CAMPBELL-PORGIE, INC,

1619 Broadway,

New

York

19,

New

VOGUE—

York

,

Wednesday^ Sejilemlicr 4, 1946

AFM

VAVBBVILLB

Averted; Both

^

Possibility of a strike affecting
nightclubs and vaude houses was
staved off last week iintil Sept. 16
when XiOcal 602 of the American
Federation of Musicians on Thurs-

musicians union for modification
of 50% salary hike for tooters
in niterieS) now being arbitrated.
"We won't' take any action
until outcome of present confabs when we'U know where
we're at," said Matt Shelvey^
head of the vaude union today

Hildegarde's Repeat Date At

Room

N. Y. Plaza's Persian
day t29) agreed with vaude house
Hildegarde is slated to return to
reps and a committee representing
^the Allied Restaurant and Entertain- the Persian room of the Hotel Plaza,
boniface
N.
Y., starting Nov. 7, doubling from
Industries,
organiza'
ment
her
airshow for Campbell's soup
negotiate
-until
S6pt;
be15
tion, to
which goes over CBS starting Oct. 3,
loie calling for a walkout.
came
after
theatre
Prior
to her radio bow, chanteuse
Agreement
opowners
into the Roxy theatre, N. Y.,
cafe,
agreed
with
goes
erators and
the union stipulation that any in- heading her own package show
via
negotiations be which will include Jan Murray,
crease granted
r«troactive to Sept. 2, when all con- Patsy Kelly, and Eleanor Teeman.
tracts

She's

expired.

getting

a

$17,500

guarantee

Union meetings were held indi- against 50% over $85,000.
.House will assume cost of the
vidually with the vaude and cafe
The nitery men met under band which will give singer a larger
ops..
auspices of the N.Y. State Mediation profit inasmuch as she paid for the
Board which last week offered its orch (Arthur Ravel) when she
services in an effort to prevent a played other theatres this summer.
The
agreement
walkoufc
was Film will be "Home Sweet Homi-

MCA

American Guild of Variety
Artists is marking time pending
outcome of confabs between nitery ops and Local 802 of the

Huddling

Still

Board's

New

far, both cafe ops and vaude
haven't reached any conclusions
of salary to be paid, and committee
heads are worried as to whether
the union will grant a time extension beyond Sept, 15. However, it's
felt by negotiators that if an agreement in substance is reached, then
Local 802 will allow the extension,
but if they're still far aparti then
the tooters are likely In walk.

cide" (20th-Fox).

So

men

The union

given
to
Artists
Representatives:
known professionally as Marion Assn., shortly, and question of how
Marlowe and more recently em- the trade will take to this ukase will
ployed as cashier in N. Y. local of be solved.
American Guild of Variety Artists
Case in point concerns Miss Tilin New York, was held for the grand
ton's booking at the Club Charlesj
jury in Felony Court, N. Y., last
Baltimore, at $1,350. Booking was
week, charged with thefting $3,200 made
through Sol Tepper; who hold*
from the talent union. Bail of $2,500
an exclusive on the spot, and at
was continued.
payoff time, 5%. was taken out of
Mrs. Cusack had been arrested
Miss Tilton's check and forwarded
three weeks ago, upon complaint of
to Tepper.
Dave Fox, head of the local, after
Tepper subsequently refused to
checkup on the books had unearthed
ithe shortage. At time of arrest she refund the dough claiming that Miss
Tilton's contract said nothing about
is said to have acknowledged theft
being net. However,
to N, Y. District Attorney Frank S. the booking
Hogan, claimmg that she had "bor- MCA holds that it's understood in
rowed" the funds to finance a small- the trade that all deals on
time Negro band. If latter had lived performers are to be net unless
up to-expectations as a coin-getter otherwise stated, and consequently
she had iritended putting the money the Tilton deal came under the net

sary,","

I

I

More Film Names

[

I

I

Haymes' Boff Hub Take

M

With

Record gross
Boston,

made

Divvy Deal
the RKO theatre,

at
last

week by Dick

Haymes, who knocked
•

have had may

last

only

until

off

$70,827,

;

Eye

1-Niter Trail

effect

on

I

increasing number of film
players are studying the one-nighter
idea on the type of which Bob Hope
recently grossed close to $500,000.
Latest to consider this type proposi-

MCA

Danny- Kaye, who is considering going out. around October back.
or
November^ Cass Daley and
Prior to arrest she had returned
Mickey Rooney.
$400 to union and bonding company
tion

is

.

Hope

I

considering another tour,
this jaunt to be held in arenas operated by the Arena Managers Assn.
However, no deal has yet been set
because of the fact that Hope doesn't
is

November. know when

he'll

be free from film

1

I

has

since

paid

$2,500, which
loss to $300.

off

now

an additional
narrows uri'-

category.

Case is expected to involve a great
of fireworks as bookers and
agencies have .been
bitter
about the MCA ruling. Some have
even expressed themselves as this
action being a major MCA step toward complete domination of the
industry. Some bookers have expressed themselves as believing this
to be one means of direct dealing
with cafe owners and is aimed todeal

'

Oeljen's, B'klyn, Posts

nitery plans, but
of the Copacabana,

When

Security

Union

Threatens to Pull Show
Oeljen's
Restaurant,
Brooklyn,
Y., capitulated to demands of
American Guild of Variety Artists
after considerable controversy and
pacted closed shop agreement and
posted customary cash security to
cover talent budget last week.

N

Truce between Milton Sheen, operator of

union

the

was

nitery and the

Tuesday

effected

AGVA

talent
(27)

night after
rep threatened to
pull out the floor show unless union
terms were met.
Spot features combo of tieW and
old-timer talent in its floor show and
cocktail lounge.

ward total elimination of bookers.
Among stem cafe bookers, it's no
secret that: they'll only buy
talent as a last resort. They believe
that if they boycott performers from
that agency because of the no-split

MCA

then acts will ultimately camplain about their Inability to craclt'
certain spots, and thus may force

rule,

MCA

However, this kind of dealingi
works both ways. If cafe bookers
put the finger on MCA, the organization will attempt to make deals
with the cafe operator direct and
point out that its booker has been
Iceeping choice acts from the cafe
because of the commission angle.
,

Another factor which he will cor-

New

:

'

:

STEVE EVANS
0|i«iiiiiir

So

Sept. ID

»«S Cl.lIUi SAIM

FKANCISOO

v-N<;i.K .v.'i.iociM'vs

Harry Richman fet for the Bradford roof, Boston, starting Sept. 26.

far,

Colonna hasn't made any

commitments other than being in
the Bob Hope air show, and if Hope
goes on a winter tour, which will
most likely be held under Pepsodent
auspices, (Ilolonna will probably make
the -jaunt with him.

Renault Sets Brace Of
Shindigs at Carnegie Hall
Francis Renault,
delineator
of
types, has set a double-header concert series for Sept, 21-22 at

femme

Carnegie Hall, N. Y,. Although he
will contrib most Of the program,
with numbers culled from his former vaude repertoire, there'll be several other acts on the bill, to be set
..

later.

Renault did a series of concerts at
last season all of them

same stand
sellouts.

Pitt's

Heavy Agent

List

Pittsburgh, Sept. 3.
Town now has the largest number
of booking agents in its history,
exactly 33,, That's almost double
what it was just five ye.ars ago. That
figure

was reached

last

GRACE

THANK MIKE FRITZEL

Of The

CHICAGO.

KDKA

For

,

Not enough .spqts, of, course, to,
keep that many busy, but mo.st of
them are specializihg in banquet,
party and special events, since: thi.T
is

a

and

great
all of

banquet-tossing

.

a Wonderful

HELD
5

^

ILLINOIS

Engagement

OVER FOR

ADDITIONAL WEEKS

district

them usually go in heav-

ily for talent.

NICCO

and JOE JACOBSON

CHEZ PAREE

week with

graining of a couple more franchises,
latest to Ed: Sehaughency,
annoiineer Snd newscaster,, and his
wife, Gertrude;

AND

P.S.:

Our Appreciation

to

.

•
;

to ameliorate its stand.

:

:

:

other

Prior to Sinatra, the previous rect during his next shiiidig is the
hour and a hall to an hour, reducing
the cost from .$6 to $4 a man. The house high was $58,500 set by Betty size of the spot.
Colonna's show
union also said it would hear ap- Hutton in 1944.
with Billy Butterfield's band, Bonnie
peals from nitery owners on reclassLou Williams "and Tony Romano,
ification of their spots, or pleas to
was designed along intime lines.
Nitery for Wash., D.G. Show went over nicely when playhave number of musicians cut.
The Cairo, new "".Vashington, D. C, ing the small spots, but didn't show
nitery is set to bow Sept. 26. So far up too well in the large auditoriums.
only Helene and Howard, comedy Consequently, he'll insist on a $2 top
dance act, has been set. However, in moderately sized spots.
Harry Anger, booking the spot, is
Auspices Tieups
still shopping for headliners.
Colonna also suggests that any
Anger was originally slated to take
louring stars make tieups in the
over the WillarS roof, Washington,
varied towns in which they play.
but license couldn't be obtained for
He declares could build considerthat spot. He also operates two Capr
able prestige by contributing a sizitol film housesi
able portion of the receipts to a local
charity.
In this way the show beBelvedere club, McKeesport, Pa., comes a community effort, with
Max
with
27
open
Sept.
set
to
is
virtually the entire town plugging
Offcrinfc
Rosenbloom unit.
Baer-Maxie
the layout.
HAPPY TIMES & JOLLY MOMENTS

h<)m;n-

;

i

An

House has set Danny Kaye for week commitments.
However, junkets of this kind
of Nov. 28, at a deal which may reMonte' Proser,
must be turned into good- will tours
had planned new production num- sult in a 50% divvy if hoUse reaches
and dough that can be made from
pre-stated figure.
a
bers for the Thursday (5) opening
them must be a secondary consideraseries
p.a.'s
making
a
of
Kaye
is
on show headed by Phil Silvers, but
according to Jerry Colonnsj
now is using the same routines and following completion of next Gold- tion,
current at the Roxy theatre, N. Y.,
will change numbers when Joe E. wyn film, "Secret Life oi Walter
completed a jaunt
He'll play series of one- who recently
Mitty."
Lewis opens next month.
nighters in auditoriums through east through New England and the south.
Entire deal was profitable as far
and midwest and carry orch and
Phllly Cafes Bow to New Scale
as Colonna was concerned because
supporting acts.
Philadelphia, Sept. 3.
of the fact he was protected by guarThe Haymes gross topped previApproximately 50 nitenes have
antees.
However, southern proeither signed contracts or have in- ous high set by Frank Sinatra wjio moters, he says, muffed any moneyEach singer took out
dicated they "will Ro along with, the did $60,132.
making chances because of the fact
25% increase demanded by Local 77, 50% for own end. Sinatra's deal that admissions were too .high. In
was made on a straight 50% basis,
AFM, according to: union offlcial^.
some cases, he said, ducats were
The new scales went into effect but Haymes pact called for a grad- $4.80, which is beyond the reach o'f
yesterday (Labor Day) and include uated percentage until an^ agreed youngsters and the average wagemost of the larger cafes and all of upon figure was reached, wfien pre- earner, and which isn't conducive to
deal
the midtown spots. The union agreed vious terms were called off and
building goodwill,'
straight 50%).
to cut down rehearsal time from an became
little

;

difficulties

Danny Kaye May Top

splitting commissions on any performer on its roster. A test case
involving Martha Tilton will be

Grand Jury on Theft Rap

becomes neces-

it

Case

Music Corp. of America will get
a major indication of how- the trad«.
feels about its recent edict of not

Mrs. Marion Cusick, former dancer

continued
Shelvey,
"you can rest assured th$t we'll
jump into the fray ..to protect
performers in our membership
"But,"

if

Due

in Tilton-Tepper

Union Cashier Held For

(Tues.).

when and

Non-Split Stance

Showdown

.

reache(^ at the State
York city offices.
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Strike in N.Y. Niteries, Vaoders

MR. AL BORDE

.
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Eye Vaude Again but Mark

Indies

Time

the country.

thri)u,!>.hout

vaude show hypoes takes to the point
where the film product isn't too im-

are ironed out, exhibitors are
as to how terms of the
Once
decision
uill affect them.
availabililv at suitable product is
ascertained, then indie exhibs will
know whi'ther they'll need flesh
selliin;

Most Chi Agents

slitl vincort'iin

BACK

hyuo,<.

Ax situation currently .shapes
it's

f' It

will be

Pittsburgh, Sept.

studios

will lie iinwilling to release .expensive in ns until it's known whtlher.
bo profitable under: auction
'

'

;

:

.'.y^
'
.

many

exhibs are
proposition -of going into
stiirlyiii,i;
vaiidi' allows, but are slow in making

up

tiioir

minds

known whether

until

it's'

make

definitely

back

be able to buy

they'll

under, conditions

films

that,

which- folded, some

now

tnat the beer shorta; *
They've been having tough

and

opened

everybody

up

.'''..

Vici'iHly.';-,.

ago,

.....'.:

;;''-\:'

Coronet, PbiHy,

major vaude
had been considering vaude.
But holdup is the scarcity of suitable
House n^ust guarantee
Federation of iXlusitlie American
cians local in that town 20 weeks.

Its

Wants

Talent Exclusive
Philadelphia, Sept.

3.

branch of

Coronet nitery here ftled suit Saturday (31) in Common Pleas court

Befort- signing a pact, management
want-.'d to line «p 20 solid shows, but
was unable to corral that number.
However, situation in other cities
In most towns, operas
isn't similar.
tors will be able to lift grosses with
show.- ol' medium calibre.
I'his has been demonstrated in two

towns. Elizabeth and
Paterson, -where a modestly budgeted
.leisev

the sepia singer be restrained from
appearing at the Earle theatre.
Coronet attorney. Harry A. Rut'
tenberg, claimed that Miss Fitzgerald
violated a contract in which she
agreed not to appear anywhere in
Philly for 30 days prior or 30 days
after her date at the Coronet.
She
opened at the Earle Friday 30), the
day after she closed a two weeks'
run at the Coronet.
Ruttcnberg asked the court for an
early hearing.

Ent.,

]

1

& Hyman,

George
Bill

and Morris 'Welt,
This, with addition

!

ones

i

coining

AGVA

Mat-

(I-ivurkinK

i(

roinic

witn

IS

SOLID—."

Hollywood, Sept.

Comedian Jimmy Savo

i

I

-Bwm.
j

(MirPODROME THEATRE.

I

iALTIMOREi

j

I

I

j

HELD OVER-BIACKHAWK, CHI
4

1

MORE WEEKS

j

'

new

"Whitey" Roberts
Wnntri) — An rnKaicrment In a Brnailtyny thrntra

in this week,
gives
complete tieup with all Chi
.

:

j

agents.
Group coming in as indies
are nicked by union tor $50 yearly
fee, while those coming in through

I

I'luf)

«« wins of tlia C^iHr's
nivmlirrs tun we my art.
Ilirrclion;

i

W». MOBKI8

j

;,

:

—Sam Rausch.

FOR lISS AMERICA' FETE

1
thru 13 at $1.05 each or
13 Scriptt for $13.00
Nas. 14 thru 20
READY!

NOW

$2.00 each^Doubla Scripti
SKNt) rOK Jl'HK.M NOW!

i

I

I

I

I

!

Atlantic City, Sept. 3.
Steel Pier, with most of the night
spots
and all other amusement
places, reTnain open here this week.
hoping to get a part of the crowd
drawn by the 25th edition of the

"Miss

America"

contest.

i

3 Volumes at $25.00 per Vol.

"BOOK OF PARODIES"

i

10 Sock Parodies—7$1 0.00

NO

having all post cash security as salary insurance for performers.

current engage-

I

Roxy

C.O.D.'S

PAULA SMITH

Most

nit-

Set Convention Plans

I

I

200 W. $4th

AVGA

currently

is

New York,
am most

St.,

New

York 19, N.Y,

Ex-S«rvic«mfln Subscrtbert;

drawing

up

Send Us Your Horn* Address

by-laws and outlining
democratic procedure it will ask under new setup for peru.sal and okay
by the national board of the 4A's.
This will take considerable time, and
therefore may set back the proposed
convention until January, when it
may bo held at the Chicago Stadium,
constitution,

JOE
VILANE

Chi.

Plans call for election of officers
by vote of membership; president,
vice-presidents, secretary and treasu'er, also a national board of 40. All
would be honorary posts sans salary.

DANCE

STYLIST

Glenn Rendezvous
NEWPORT.

KY.

I.IB'UV

(;n<).

Siirt.:

New

Carnegie Hall,

York

JUK MANN

Dir.;

he care to remain with the union.

Theatre,

LS-SCKS!

"BOOK OP BLACKOUTS"

Actori Guild some months ago. It
has also fraiichised 2,'200 agents and
pacted 11.000 niteries throughout the
cotintry qn ba.<ic minirtum wage
scales tor performers, as well as,
practically all va:ide houses, and

I

VP ON ICAVK

C.'lTOli

Executive secretary an appointment
by national board, would he salaried

Foster, Paul

entire

PATTER

For All Bronchei of Theatricals
No>.

j

;

--

has been wonderful.

and the

!

I

I

grateful for the co-operation of your-

Gae

working under direction of the
national office.
Under such a procedure union's (inances have rocketed from indebtedness to over $200,000 in its trea.-ui y now, even after
paying off. the. -$71, 000 inherited debt
ot previous administration to Actors
Equity, Chorus Equity and Screen

and. probably go to Shelvey, because
Ov proven abihty In the past^ should'

My

ment at the Roxy

j

;

ATLANTIC CITY EYES BIZ

IHANK YOU

self,

I

3.

eries are planning special entertainment.
Paul Wins, ex Try &, has added a
Most cafes will continue shows
male partner, and doing a comedy through September as the Atlantic
act at the Forbidden
City,
San City Racing Assn. plant reopens for
Francisco.
its second meet on Sept. 16.
',,

AGVA.

AGVA

I

I

faced

for £urpossible

Salary Claims

Petitions signed oy 13.000 members
been filed at the national office
in New York for scrutiny

'

is

with loss of his right leg due to a
tumorous growth. Pantomimist has
been at St. 'Vineenl's hospital here
tor some time where phy.sicians bclieve there's no way of checking the
growth other than by amputation,
Savo is on his way to Johns Hopkins hospital, Baltimore,
ther
examination
and
operation.

$650 on

Gayety theatre, Montreal vauder.
had tO settle an old $850 salary claini
With American Guild of Variety

all

the

'

liiM
imtireswtoiiti Hl»ove the ^yeraee
Knknve, vi» w«1|-^wr1tt«n Intrrludps anil
reiiltr IrfflHmnts ffaunirtf-rlKntioii^^

willi

|

,

of

ARA or other bonafide agent grdups
Tumor May Cause Loss
okayed by AGVA get franchises
Of Jimmy Savo's Leg gratis via their organiiation.

lifts

remaining

new regime is propHe may ankle after

Gayety, IWonl'I, Pays Off

'

;

"Buddy Lewis

vmion

talent

COMEDY

Hall,

thews, Estelle Prager, Mrs. Fred
Rosenthal, Paul Sander, Matt Schiff,
Milton Schuster, Ted Snow, Spamer
& Associates, James K. Thompson

<

lAog- 28) Says:

Block

the

ot

fices at pre.sent. it looks like it will
deals and payolT was mad% to.'Fbx,
reach unanimbuii propbrtioitg within, who returns
to NbW: York later in
the next few vyeoks
..:''
the week.
Petitions were Si'id to have origiClaims were due to two acts that
nally been set up by group of active had been contracted for hou.se when
members within the talent union to it closed last June witi.out honoring
curb another petition of a reportedly standard play or pay contracts hold
aisgruntled group anonymous and by Marshall Bros, for $400 and Tony
tagged the Variety Artists Protective Craig, singer, for $250. Premature
Assn. rt sought ovcthrow of current closing of house for season had
administration and return to pre- caused cancetlation
AGCA ruled
vious
formula reputed
as
hav- that the theatre would have to make
ing praeticaily saijotaged: the uiiibn good and it did
in. 1943: after accruing an indebtedness of $71,000, looued by a trio of
Frank Libiise .set for his fii'.st
tfiealrieal umoiis within the 4A's.
nitery engagement in .several years
at the Beverly Mills Country Club,
Union's He»Hhy Slalus
Newport, Ky., Oct. 11.
When Shelvey tcok over in 194,?,
upon appointment by the 4A's as
national administrator, union had
slim membership rolls in comparison
to present number,
During Shelvey's
tenure it successively soared to present 47,000.
Locals were abolished
and branch offices set up in 38 keys,

AGVA.

Sam Herman. Larry Lux,

file

Artists last week before getting the
greeivlight from the talent union on
reopening Monday t2).
Dave Fox, head of union's N. Y.
by Shelvey before forwarding to the local and
assistant to Matt Shelvtfy,
4A's, along with convention plans, for
its national director, was dispatched
okay by the parent union. Signers to the Canuk city
over the weekend
represent 'about one-third of current to collect
amount due and pact hew
membership of 47,000. but, at the rate agreement and c:>sh
security
on
petitions are pouring into branch ofhouse for the new season.
Both'

Latest applicants whose franchises
are likely to be granted this week
are Ceasar Arrigoni (Globe Theatrical Agcy.), Frank Crosby, Merriel
Abbott, Bert Peck, Florence Been

asking that

agauLst Ella Fitzgerald,

and

liave

on

staq'.'sh.dws.

that.

of

!

70 that h?ld out
aligning with the N. Y. agent
group. S.'i have already pacted indie
1*9
franchises with AGVA,
more
made application, for franchises this
week and about 20 others are currently negotiating. for same with Chi

upon

insists

AGVA

until the
erly functioning.

rank

head of

has

Of the remaining

.

iiperation profitable.

P^T^IETY

time

'

again.

f'lttsbnrgh, once a

but

forthcoming national con-

vention, skedded tor late in year, the

the setup of current administration
as built by Matt Shelvey, national

,

siDii.

New

to

been settled.

will

reported that the Stanley thea-

It's
tr.',

over.

is

thi>y'tl

Cijnsequtiitly

as

sledding latejy because ol the scarcity

will I'limir.ate

se!li:iij.

question

There'll be no new. setup since
Iwo-thirds of the former group have
already or soon will come in under
independent agent franchises with
ol
smaller cafes, American Guild of Variety Artists.
suds.
i'lock
ol
which ordinarily used talent over Other third has already been paclcd
weekends, dropped shows, when biz by the Artists Representatives Assn.,
skidded because cus,tOmers couldn't N. Y. agent groiip which has
set up
buy brew, and couple of places closed a special branch for the westerners
,aoVvn altogether
in. Chicago,. Latter 'comprises about
Last week, however, beer came: 35 agents working out of Chi or
at relief

known that maiy producers
B pictures and studios'

It's iilso

3.

Smaller salaried performers
around town are breathing' a sigh

are recognizins this
l)i>.«rui]ily and are throwing reis.suCs
into Ihe market to fill the bi'cach.

Maici

mooted

whether the western agent group
would organize a new setup from the
remnants of the defunct Entertainment
Chicago,
Managers Assn.,

CAFES

IN PITT

up,

double feature houses
lh.«iit
unable to get enough product.

Much

its

has had other oKers far
attractive than the union berth

more

have taken a hand in circulating petitions to niembeis throughout the
country asking .return of union's autonomy from Associated Actors and
Artistes of America and retention o£

Sign Union Deals
BEER EASE PUTS ACTS

Own Setup

For Return of Autonomy,
Simultaneous with American Guild Shelvey
of Variety Artists setting up machinery for

At any rate, indie vaude, bookers
are pressing the hne of thought to
and many believe that
;vaud« will be playing as a regular
diet in houses which only used stageshows occasionally;
exhibitors,

4A s

Petitioning

,'

portant.

<

concensus of opinion
holds that new film product will be
scarce until the :lcinks of auction
sjeneral

Wl-,iii»

AGVA Members

plans to keep the
Bill MlUer
Riviera, Ft. Lee, N. J., operating all
winter.
Miller is considering shuttering the main dining room and op'
erating the smaller room.
:Entertainment plans are indefinite.
Willie Shore follows Henny. Yoimgman at spot tomorrow (5) night.

Up

Until Film Buying Clears

U.iscttUxl film situation stsmmiiii!
llio. lecent anti-trMSt decision in
the N. Y. federal court is fell to be
delavinii tl-.e opening ol vaude houses

from

To Stay Open

Riviera, N.

A SENSATIONAL COMEDY THRILL ACT
FOR. HOTELS

AND THEATRES

AL DAULT
THE SOPHISTICATED INEBRIATE ff

Ash, Flo Kelly

CURRENTLY FEATURED

Staff.

EDGEWATER BEAOH HOTEL, CHICAGO
Thanks to

VARIHTY, Auk.

LOU WILLS, Jr
Exclusive Bookirtg

— WM.

MawificmMt

Pii;ED K.

STEELE

Martin, David- P. O'Mallcy

XH,

Agihcy

TIIK: »IT>I,KOAKI>, Aug.
,

.

tviTla t« ilo .foiria

Ving

h in

act

.by

a somepanult.

apiilinlae.v

.

Kulh

_

amar.ihs tricks, toD-

lablea. laiiclinir ori
Irig-

MORRIS AGENCY

Tommy

«4.

"Al IJault «i.|.H .pU-Dly laugha for
".
H« bullilM Card labl" atioiit
'tninken. aiiilKn .and <;l«vcr arro- IS .feet In ttiA air anil with 1)orl1t»H
.'HUppiied by hl.s atti-artiva aHKl.'iIiiiit
bnii,..,., 40 r„i In
,),.
„« '„r„.
,
.

lii.i

falllnK'
t)ia;

,

from

llnnr an,!

tlia

maU-

Walk..) art to lictly

<*arru11,

aional

perch.
HtufT.

flld

KtaKKerinK
Act.

waa

a

placet!

tnur botllea anil

from

which

l)rout;iht

a

(fretit

lofly
hotel

an end

when

la

to

I'Jiair alop
little i)i-<ilV«-

the

Dault Jumt>ed from' at(»P' the four
tablea and cntlap.<ied on. the floor t'»
roll over Into ft' how,
l-(e tffot fli"'te
an ovation frum

(lie

DIRECTION

LEN FISHER
203 N. Wabash. Chicane

1.

III.

crowd."

'

i

-

P^niETY

Wcdneefiay, September 4, 1946

saying, "Don't

Jackie

Dorothy Dale, Ann McCormack,
Harry Howe, Arthur Lee Simplcins,
Paul Carlton, Line 18) Budtij/ Shnw
Oreh (8); $3-$3.50 iiiiii.

The replacement -show at Chi's
Latin Quarter still ranks Simpkins
in the No. 1 spot as top attraction
with shimmy-hipped Diosa Gostello
and the cleverly costumed line
vieing for ruhnerup honors.
Jackie Coogan. topvbiUed in: his
nightclub show, hobbles
first Chi
larnely along with a not-too-sharp
patter routine, a splattering of indigo gags, and makes a sad attempt
Dorothy Dale* tap
at vocalizing.
dancer, aids a slightly better than
average performance with a body
Ann McCormack is an
beautiful.
also ran as a songstress, and Harry
Howe, Cooper's straight man, gives
.

there were scarcely enough songs in
English to make the evening wholly
satisfactory.

Aside from this failing, which can
be corrected by inclusion of more
English

items

balance,
Sablon shows
he still retains
an individual enough .style to keep
him in the top brackeis for a long
time. It's a little tough on him doing the intime stuff in a big room
like this, but he gets across with
smart underplaying and plenty of
for
that

better

garbed in cowboyetle
doing "Annie Get Your

eyc-iestingly

Carlton's rendition of "So
is a crowd pleaser, as is

Gun."

We

keep up with him.

,

ing.

sideration."^

One

Diosa

(Cobra-hips)

Costello.

Socko

the

—

jazz swing.
His interpretations
"Where the River Shannon
Flows," "Begin the Beguine," "Aria
Aida,' and "Old Man River"
(swing style) bring down the house.
finale

is

the

best number.

line's

Himt.

raNliah, K. r.
m(HOTEL
BELLERIVE)
Kansas City, Aug.

30.

Maxxccll. Tanya Tamara
and Bill Snyder's Orch (7); $1 cower
weekdays; $1.50 Sat., Sun., Holidays.

Robert

whether

(D

MCW

night.
credit of the performers the
40 minutes they work adds up to ac-

asked

mem-

if

Rlcliafiil r)rake
Bei'nadine ('00k
Rob LaSalle ..Co
The M!i.KeUos
tiregory * fh^rrie

fllllKe

and the trio of songs
£0od opening.

register as a

Snyder then turns the mike over to
Tanya Tamara, who gives her voice

workout on

a quarand personality a
tet of songs.
An attractive Latin
type, Tamara' gets across with the patron.?,

RelWft
Bi'u.iilii)(1a Ktxiue

BnbWilMani."!

rorps

Halter
iV}

<!*>

Cavltol

.Hos.v.
blaiii.e

.

.

Wills

l,ou

.11

:B«bby Whaling

BoUy

Rdllx

(M

:s«iiic
Etl ,^iUi.\'a.n

Ilarvest

Girls
vYunluira <l} 4-7
t'rank .Miiriuw
:i
CiK'nns

s

.

in three routines.
Armand Meerte's
orch (9) cuts nice show. Biz .solid.
Lasa.

did in pre-television days

customers dropped

in

when

to

Sues

.

Hui-ke
li

'•rtmby Gn:

Bonfmi (K) S\
.V
-Ni -ls-

Sin
Joliri

I'i.

I

«

Koyill «l>

K

Ba^ie Ore

t.'tiunt

Mm i-lin Bros
* I'isiiicul
.

('arman
Paul (Ir.-fy

(I)

I.ata.>iha

La'i-en< e

evident

^

whole garners hefty palmwhacking all the way. Best tealures
wero still the production numbers,
which, 'though similar in elTect and
tion as a

.\lacli

Oriciitii)

(I)

Jiiuniy.

1>

Bales

r-<>K-

.Marie

Ore

Vir.TOri

.MIA.VII
Ol.vnipi« (!)
Cliiir*^

Stuart
Dett V

*

design to those .seen

Si.s

re(,'ister

Brnwn

i'n

sPKix(;i-'i!-;i.i>
.^-8

(II

.s<i

B»jys

Benny

K

Orphvum

( I )
4
Arituz .BuiitV

fects

StcUiui-'hIiil

Byrd & L«iuy

Cabaret

AlHiiariam

John Kirhy Oro
f.t'Wia

ir\v-in

Idnd Bros

3

t-<.»i'e,\

(lay ,Hess

Hoss
J.arliin

JBIIi.s

CJa,ll

3

siritl

Delta Khs thni Hays

Pelo

.Tobnson

.Miller

Cafe Soelety

Baron

^Ve.st

t'atricia

Waner- Ore

Art

^lonte Otrlo

O

Gaspa rre

DIcK

Catnlvul

Roberlft

Berle
Elly Ardelty

.Vlllton

ijros
Jlari-eila * .Nloh'l't
Olj^a Orluva

Orchestral
Biz good.
half.

Joe La Porte Ore
snore.
Kernlee Parl^e

Fhll. iSilvf rs

June Taylor
Lane Bros
Noro Morales Ore

Willie

Krnio Hoist Bd
Ijccuona itoyew Ore
Raul t'liaplin

Kirk
Wally Blacker

Lisa

&

Ann PennlnifioD

Cedric
.-^ora

.

Willie Solar
Jaofiuellne Hurley
Mieba.el Eldward

BUNIN PUPPETS

Wallace
Ravel

Petti

Eliiil

Jimmy

Allison
Bill llopre

Ore

on vaude magicos, while tbcjr
witin an Apache pair
and a swingeroo twosome.
While the act is on a solid basis
now, improvement could be matie
with vocal contrast. The. male, manipulator does all the talk and fails
to change tone to differentiate between characters. If the femme partner is capable of assuming some of

.satire

.

,

I'-ranciKctt

Bru':e N'ornlan

Vivian

Red Allen O

i

:

I

Sablon can do no wrong.

them was put in,
But lor success of song

hits and.thelr writers,

eral hospital.
<Wrile to those

who

arc

I

ill.)

f.nllit

Ted

OiLtrXM
Ore

IjcwLs

the gab,

.Vickol,-:6n

coming.

tt'Kiviiro &' tielm'le

have

Knnzlbiir
Oa.b

Callmvav

.Ore

: z-:

draw chuckles

i

jl-

Iceluiiil

-

manipulators with

a .set of
arti.stically molded and per.sonabie
dells and do a laugh-provoking set
of commercial routines.
High spot of their .act is the magician Skit, in which they do a clever

skilled

,

Ice Revue
Kelly's Ktuitic*

:

These puppeteers have been playing
al'ound for some time; hut not re*
corded in the Vabietv files. They're

'
,

.

.

H<inry
view of the fact that it warn- clerking in a Denver department tlloriu Dale
It's a tossup on just how big Jean
Peta Terry
Sablon scored in this town. Of the ed against quack publishers who ask. store.
•Moe Gould, manager of Rialto J C >lif?Kenbof torn
mobs that are jammmg the Nor- to be paid for publishing a song',
at
Robhv Capn
mandie to hear the qhanteur, there's and counseled an inquiry into a theatre, Pittsburgh, a newcomer
R.irtlle, & Dlmaa
no doubt that the toiggest percentage company's background if such a re- the Rogers.
Sol Title back to the Rogers attfer Lorraine l)e Wood
are either French-speaking or lingo
.M.'ielilto Ore
quest is made, Then a sales pitch
ma.stering major operation at gen- P.upi Cnrhpo Ore
it well enough to understand what
telling of the overnight

•

,

llurn
VUliie<^
Silly Kelly

tion in

(2)

9 'Mins.
Stale, N. Y.'

Carl Ravazza
Jimmy Farrell

.
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Act
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Vennillle*
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.

pjnima Francis

New

.

Bob Howard

.

the songs are about, and for

.solidi
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VVat9on SlB
I'"ritzi .Scbeff

who
now

the second

.

.

mag.^
Jo.seph vaughey, former p.a.
did the routine in Denver, is

in

background

Kivierii

.

Gilbert

Acorn

polish and bet-

ter pacing. Specially

.\drienne Parker

Lynne Barrett

Bill

Whole "show needs

Lesiie

.SinEcr*
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;

Old Koniimlan

Stan Fisher
.\(ation Colby

WlLSon

Gene

Twiiia
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'/iBBy

Bright

Sonny Thomueon
David Brooka

.fulle
iloey,
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Jessie Elliott
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Bern ie
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Jackie Whalen
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Uiainbos

C Heard Oro
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White

.Tean Franoie
Jerry Grey
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Sarah Vaufe'hn
t'liff

Bennett
De Vyfenoi

Paul
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TImmi© KoKers

(tt-

ard Brand, with .limmy Ro.s.s doing
the announcing. Where this fitted in
is hard to say, but it did get about
the best palming of the entire show.Count Lcroy also registers big with
a well-routined roller-tapping stint.
Joe Jackson, Jr., whose bicycle
routjne has been seen often before,
knocks 'em dead with his panto.
Jaclc.son Picks up the show at a
weak spot and oils it up for smooth
sailing from that point on.
Miss Nord, being hot on the ball
bearings, gets big results with "Lady
of the Blues" and in the "Flirtation"
number gal's an eyeful, which aids
considerably in .selling. Other stufflike juggling on skates (Bobby May),
waltzes (Foster and Moreno), roller
skating tricks (Buddy Swan), acrobatology (Daresco Trio) are up to
scratch but nothing that hadn't been
seen before.

Tommie Randall
-Murlah .Sis
Bil & Cora Baird

,

HU-hard D. iiennett
Stuarl

lumiiuni.s

the lights were doused.
production
in the
Holiday," Which

"Roman

ton between John Scott

CITY

Klroy Peace
MiinU-h

is

opens the show.
One of the biggest things in show
is, strangely enough, something that
has* nothing to do with roller skating, an exhibition of trick badmin-

Geraldine T>ii Bols.Radio Aees

.

:

effective

numbers
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shows,.
Walk,'

in ice
•'Flirtation

smooth routines and

Co

.\leroff

big.

with the Vanity Fairs (36), Cadets
(18), topped off by Gloria Nord,
teamed with Mickey Meehan in the
solo spots, hit the jackpot with
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"Skating Vanities" which
night,
as spectacular as ever, and points
fact that this type of entertainment is good for solid biz. wher^

.

deceiving promises, of publication."
Approach used was a little strange
for a supposedly phoney organiza-

Budiy Swan.

May,

up the

Robert Maxwell, plucking his harp
Pour Rosebuds
Vincent Travers .Or Garltrnds
on pop selections, scores neatly. The which she allegedly clpes business for tine.,
Alicia Wallace.;
Reld Ore
lad is .solid on boogie version of "01' UWA, has been empty for several
Albert Guffanti upped for suppers .MOrty MNMiiib
Bert .Stone
Patsy Lane
Man River,"- st:raight plucking on days. Meanwhile, supplementary, and showing nice response to cure.
t.ouis Joi-dati Ore
.Timiny Nola
"Clair.De Lune" and "Stardust." and suit has been instituted in Federal
Harry Jackson, ex-Rogerite: and lliindy Broolis Ore
Tex FletcherMonl'liito
Bd
special arrangements of "Cliopsticks"
of burlestjue comic, left for N. Y. after
llavtinn-Ttfailrid
Vt11»K:o VanfiriiartI
They Court, Newark, N. J., home town
checkup,
..;»nd "Hungarian' Rhapscidy."
here
for
two weeks stay
Alhai-ln
.vlittUHl
l^hie 'hot-s
Miss Filak and place to which she
Qui".
liked them all.
Sam Schulman, formerly of Trib- .lames IJyi-fv
I'hil Leeds
has evidently lammed.
f^nlando Eleanor Bo.\ver«;
une theatre, N, v., staff, has been cannen
I'atallno. Ore
non Fry
Original form letter Sent out ex- upped nrteals and mild exej-cise.
IVoriiianilio ICowf, Mont^I
Varela
Oro
Cari'^s
Stanley Sacey 3
Eddie Slagus, former a.sst. manalintel nisi*
plained UWA as an' organizatioh
Wivel
(MOUN'r ROYAL HOTEL)
Capital theatre, Brooklyn, r.arry .Funlt Oi^o
Rob Lee
Montreal, Aug. 30.
"working exclusively to protect all ger of
reports and appointed Reese tiay
Gertrude Hild
Jean Sablon, Buddv Clarice Orch writers in the United States again.st flashing nice
t.ou .^eil^r.
Ainslle
.ri^.tn
eiditor of "We the Patients," monthly
Uean & Hay
Erni Ardi
(14) toith Norma Hutton,
Qitinlet; 'cover after 10
K;ecl£dti!/s, .$1.50 Satttrdav.
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i.s

I

.\ae Duval:

G.wInn
LaVell*
Copacnlitina

Saranac Lake, N. Y., Sept. 3.
Saranac Lake Study and Craft
Guild molding exhibit at Town Hall.
Many Will Rogers patients are ex»
hibiting their handiwork at the show.
Oakley Furney, asst. commissioner
of N.'Y. State Vocational Training
Currently the District Attorney's was guest speaker at opening session.
office is making a criminal investigaBirthday greetings are in order to
May Taft, Abe Seligman, Eddie Vogt
tion on the case for possible prosecution on several counts, including and Helen LeClaire Carlson, all;
use of the mails to defraud. Miss Rogerites.
Kay Windsor and Reggie Mason
Filak has not yet been found by
shot. In to visit Amazing Mr. Balbeagles hired to serve notice. Office lantine
(Meyer Kessler), who is
space at 1742 Broadway, N."y., in progressing nicely with the rest rou-

«»f

preemed here Saturday (Sn
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Count: I.eroy, John .Scott am! Himara
Brand. .Producer. Hafoltj Steitvinoii; staR,-,
BenInK,' farlow Ronxero; musical ,dlrprit)r,
jainin Sqhn-ai-lz, at Montreal Ftiram, Aug:
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Jac^k VaKV Ore
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Montreal,

listen

been rumored that the
Berlin
webs have taken the latest step to
preclude the possibility of ParaContinued from page 1
iTiount's cutting in on one of their
contract that, specifies payment of shows when Par gets set to dem$10 for a year's membership in UWA, onstrate its intermediate film methin return for which the "member" od of full-screen size Video. Paul
can send all the songs he wants to liaibounij Par's tele chief, has anthe group for a "complete going- nounced
demonstration
that
the
over" in the hope that they will be would take place on the screen of
For;m let- the Broadway Paramount theatre
accepted by publishei'S.
ters are allegedly signed with Berand, with no programming facilities
lin's name as "president" of UWA.
of its own at present, it's presumable
Scheme was tipped when one of that the company would make a
the "members" became suspicious deal of some kind with one of the
and went to Berlin's Hollywood of- webs. Rumor is discounted in the
fice, showed the letter and a copy of
trade, however, since Par would
the contract, and asked when she probably be letting itself open to a
would have, sorne return on her lawsuit if it followed such, a couirse.
money and songs. Another, not so without permission.
gullible, wrote to the Music Pub-

-

Oiorla NOra, Mickey Meehan, Joe .larlt:Melva Mo'reiio,' Eileen MePv.l'-'i"'',
stiii.
Ji-.

the event over a radio.
It's

(1ft)

Ro»ella

r^rry Ros^
Anltn Jaliobl

Skating Vanities

S.^IITII

ftoi)i)y

.

Survey conducted among barkeeps
by the mag has .revealed that biz
on nigl^s for a big event is up
more than 500% over what the bars

Lo\'f>)H's

Davidson Ojc
Vine 6a I'*!*"*!*.

Unit Review

Broadivuy, -New Yurk

I.IAI

in

in plenty of extra cash, on
night of the LouiSTGonn fight
last June; either by lipping the price
on their drinks or by charging outright admission from the customers
who lined up to watch the fight via
television.
can
do
Broadcasters'
nothing about the former, but apparently believe they'll Se able to
prevent the sale of admission tabs.
Bars trom the Bronx down to the
Bowery have recently flourished
window-cards advertising, "see the
fights tonight on
television"
and
have reportedly been hypoing their
sale of suds to an amazing degree.
Beverage Retailers Weekly, organ
of the beer and liquor industry, now
prints regular television programs
for its readers, listing all the sports
events to be carried by each station.
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the

Protective Assn. asking if
there was "any organization known
as Universal Writers of America
ceptable entertainment.- Snyder dou- with Irving Berlin as president.""
bles as emcee and runs off the orch Answering letter, from Walter G.
and his piano specialties first. Sny- Douglas, chairman of MPPA, denied
der offers "Warsaw Concerto," ''Be- cognizance of any such group, and
-witclted. Bothered and Bewildered,"
the matter be taken up
and "Riding the Offbeat," liis own suggested
composition. His pianoing is solid with Berlin himself.

day

\OIlK

Karle (\V) 6
ATvino Rey Ovc

|

Something was amiss at the Gasbah
'Friday night. What was to have been
a gala seven-act show turned out to
be a pair of acts and the Snyder
orch specialties.
This leaves the cu.storher.s somewhat short on their money's worth
under prs.sent cover charge policy,
let alone the room's stiff regular
tariffs for food and drinks. Whether
the rest of the acts would be aboard
for the rest of the two weeks' run: of
the show couldn't; be determined Fri-

Mill balow tadlcato apenlnc da; «t ahaw
fnll or cpllt- week.
circnit. (1) InderoiulfMi; ii') I.evw;
(K) JIKO; (W) Warner

fiulMMtfr.

riirnmimnl

(1.) «
JCrupa Ore
M /.! Green
Heii Beri
.^liiKic H»II
(I) 5
<-ltl»tt<ll

i'Jene

>Vr. .Mi;(.:

Move

from

The Butterfly

member

view of the fact that many, shrewd
barkeeps and tavern-keepers in and
around N. Y. who own television sets

,

of

parfiiflteKif^

nbt be used- for profit-making pur-

.

and

in

.po.ses,'

:

:

i.fttvrn

Continued from page 1 s
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Laza.

(FOtLOWUP)
tuerto Rican translation of atomic
Montreal. Aug. 30.
enfergy, is an eye filling, applause
Current layout provides good,
jpi'ovbking coinedienne 'v.'ho keeps
punchy entertainment all the way;
tlie customers receptive throughout
Bill
Ru.s.sell,
held over in the singher performance. She has s.a. plus
ing
surrounded
slot,
by Ray Riggs
advantageously
her
and uses it
in.
prancings about the sta.Ete. Her act, harmonicaing, St. Glair & Durant in
in part, seems a bit Mirandish, but some trick ballroomology, and Olsen
her vocals on Latin American tunes, & Joy's comedy terping that's strictly
'y'
*
'.:'
:
her direct audience palter, and a bpfTola;
Rigga get.s nice results out Of a
I'humba with Ralph Berger sell her
couple of in.struments, then .;switches
100%.
to
standard
imitations
various
inof
After her Wowing antics Coogan
comes on giving an unimpressive struments which sells okay. Rest of
performance by referring to his star- stint is made up of a .straight item
dom of some 27 years ago and build- and novelty. St. Clair & Durant
ing much of his chatter around it. present nicely paced stint with "InThe routine is dated, overly done, termezzo" providing good switch
and boring. The few decent gags from opening rhumba. Old time foxhe pulls, do not compensate for. the trot take off also registers.
Olsen Si Joy are a cute looking duo
amount of smut in the others.
Coogan does "The Kid" skit with whose act sells big with some clever
Harry How as Chartie Chaplin. It's panto, legmania and acrobatics. Pair
work everything into a "Gay Paree"
strictly pantomine. and this factor
probably keeps it from being a total skit which brings hefty palming and
loi,id yoclcs.
Had to beg oft,
flop.—Jackie's a ""Big Boy Now."
Rus-sell'.s
baritoning of standard
'fhe redeeming feature of the show
commercial items ("Donkey Sereis song stylist Arthur Lee Simpkins
who is by far the outstanding attrac- nade," "I Hear Music." ""Grand
Night
for
Singing,"
"Night and Day")
tion as he electrifies the crowd •with
still going over.
Line (12) jegisters
songs semi-classic,
operatic,
folk
.

MnmotloB with

Bars Up Sales

.

,

eager

ing of the letter "will .show clearly
that defendant is deliberately attempting to. convey to the public
that I am the Irving Berlin who
signed the letter on behalf of Universal Writers of America."
He
added that "defendant is deliberately endeavoring to reap profits by
her wrongful use of my name."

Norma Hutton,

biz.

In

ICKlelle

!

bership, made her eligible for ASGAP
and if Berlin would care tn go 50-50
with her; he to wrote music and she
thie lyrics. Complaint said that read-

EMjuire^ Montreal

ing:

IVEEH OF SEFTESfBEB 4
Mamcnlt

and our personal con-

going-over

Sablon's
for
smart showplaying.
recitatives come at unexpected places
and you've got to be on your toes to
vocalist, registers in her songs. Erni
Ardi. Quintet contrib' srnooth relief-.

Variety Gills

.

eligible to .send in as
lyrics you want for a
will; take
period of one year.
your song and give it a complete

.

the line's lariat number.
Next on the bill is Dorothy Dale,
Who somewhat redeems herself with
a hot tap finale after a tepid open-

ability

investment?...

small

many songs or

ment" doesn't register like the others
an OK pantomine as Charlie Chap- through lack of most payees to savvy
lin in "The Kid" skit, but even the
French lingo.
skit is dependent upon the stage
Sablon depends on tricky panto to
props for support.
help sell his stulT, and its the lighter
The show opens with Paul Carl- stuff that get be.st results.
ton, singing emcee, and the line,
Buddy (ilarke's orch rates a nod
costumes,

49

you think your

makes you

I

Continental charm.
Items
like
"Pigalle"
and "Le
Fiacre", are smash hits. He sings in
true Parisian .style, with voice tricks
played up big. "Symphonic," sung
in English and French, also goes
over big.
Good change of pace is provided
by the French folksong "Sur le Pont
D'Avignon."
Ballad
"Insensible-

They Say"

a

Please fill out agreement enclosed,
^signed) Irving Berlin, Pres., UWA."
Contract enclosed with the letter
offered 4c royally per sheet copy
plus 50% on mechanical rights, and
designated the soliciting of manuscripts as a talent search for new
writers.
Final paragraph said, "For
membership in this organization for
a period- of one .year send .^10. .this

many non - French - speakers,
among whom are hordes of tourists,
the

Chicoflo, Aug: za.
Coogan, Dtosa Costello,

worth

is

Night Club Reviews
Laiin <|uar<«r. Chi

;

,

it would solve
The emcee doll

its .'speeches cut.

a solid offering.

that -short.should also

But withal if*
Josc.

Pearl Bailey
t'arter
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-liarioteers
I'eters Sis
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Bros "
Alan Pixon
Pee Wee .\inrtlnctte
Claude Hopkins Or>

..Miller

Ilorwitz Back With Gireshler

Bobby Horv.'itz, discharged from
the Army, h2.s returned to the Abner
J. Grcshler orfice where he worked
pre-war.

..

..

.

...

''
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McClarney is
and
ftancetf,

friends Williams; Pat
attractive as Hildy's

Strawhat Reviews

Cora Witherspoon registers as the
mother. Blanche Lytcll and
Isabel Bonner do okay by. minor

girl's

Sex

Allen
the role of the interloper.
Nout-se looks harassed and tinhappy
as the rather spinolos.'j husband, John
Reagan and Dorothy Lambert- are
adocjuate as a couple of outspoken
servants, and there are other fair
eijntrlbutions by Audrey Howard and

Is «»ul

-

Guilford, ColiHi, Aug, 28.
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staging, co-author Charles

Arthur has whippQd up his charges
George S. Kaufman played the Whiteside part, and Harpo Marx came on
a raoid speed as psychological
moments and balanced this frenzy from Hollywood to play Banjo, the part for which ha served as the model.
nicely with a frequent change oi pace Show, which attracted the Broadway gentry all the week;s run, was the
that keeps things moving interests most rowdy, adUbbish presentation of the comedy on record.
Single setting of the press
inglv.
In the present strawhat production, Rex O'Malley is Carlton, the role
room of thP Chicago Criminal Courts he did for a while in the original Broadway production. William McBone.
Building fills the bill.
Fadden, stage manager of the original, directed the current version.
Natalie Schafer, onetime Bucks Playhouse stalwart, but now in films, flew
in from the Coast to play the Lorraine Sheldon role. Play is a rOinp this
week for the newlywedded Hart and Kitty Carlisle, latter playing the
Maggie Cutler nurse role. Billing reads, "Kitty Carlisle and Moss Hart
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i>i'oilu(!llon, of <lf»Slierek I'.tai'eis,
niK In llii-ee' ni'ta fty Jivniesi I'arlsh. StaKiHl
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RKO

,

has already purchased this

The suinmer theatre hit a pretty
script as iUi original screeiiplay, and low ebb here this week wlien. an at
it can tiiakt' a fairly good one. Film
tgmpt was made by this iunateur
prodliction: is not. cpntingent upon group of Hempstead strawhat thesps
Broaoway, stage success, but on the to tr.v out. a new show written by.
:

Martcaiet

:

riiiileot

Ciiupor

..lliil'Uava:

ChnlS't.

.Vilpiine

Robeit

:

Fioviv Roiison
,.,.BilKnv 'Nortolfe;

JaeU Allen

-,.

his "Moon Over Mulberry Stvoet"
A powerful sex war, theirio oti
Broadway contrib a decade ago. This
one's caliod "A Kiss for Peter," a,nd woman-to-woinan lines, with stroffg
'

;

:

whatever dubious merit it boasts i^
completely shrouded by two':painfui
hours of inept, embarrassing periqrmahces, one. of the most unimag-

and situations. Story revolves
around two girls. Vickie and Edie,
ters

situations, gives this the appearance
of a promising film buy. It is good
theatre and may get a run if a .sec-

ond home can be found for it; presshort seasph precedes transfer
the Westminster theatre to the
Buchmanites, who bought it re-

inative settings that ever, graced, eveii

etii

the barnyard circuit,- and a woefully
lacking job of direction. It all adds
up to one of the soundest pleas to
date for a return ;bf gas; rationing.
Cosentino has completely muffed
this one, for "Peter" is almost completely bereft of originality, and the
dialog is bad. His story of two rival
DUblishing dynasties that eventually
become merged via the boy-rneetsgirr route is shallow, and pointless.
With the exception' of Helen Waters
as a maid, the cast, though boasting
names familiar with footlight technique, hammed and mugged through
three acts and five scenes.
Critics of the status quo in strawhat trouping, who contend that the
whole meaning and intent of the
summer .theatre: has been destroyed,
have a solid argument on the basis of

of

cently.

confession stdry mag
material in a small New York apartment. Vickie is in love with Mike
Nelson, press ijgent who has accumulated enough cash to pay, for the
annulment of a press stunt marriage
he's Involved, in, but loses the coin
shooting, craps. Broke, Nelson lives
in the apartment with the: girls, a
fact that ruffles Vickie's out-oi-town
parents, who pay a visit thinking the
ias^ is making a living writing po.

,

retry.

Plot complications include the attempt of a Hollywood scribbler to
sign the girls to a contract as his
ghost writers; a couple of "scenes"
when Nelson's wife tries to collect this
her Eiinulrnent money; an across-thehall freelcve couple who develop
matrimony as a tag line to pregnancy; and a brief expose of the con^
fession story writing racket. It all
Cioines out in the wash when Nelson
,strikes oil with a script he's been
.

.

Hempstead performance.
Rose.
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.Roily Bocl?
.Isabel Bonner

"\\'o6denshoGS'':Eichorn.

...

.

.

Dihtriond' I.ouie.

..Joseph

Bertsinger.

Hammond, recruited at short 119''
tice as director, did a capable job in
view of strawhat limitations.

Mrs,. Sehlosser.

,

Haven, Aug.

Hunt. Stroir.berg, Jr..' and Thomiia Siieiiffler production oii melodraina In three acta
by Ben Hcchtv and: Chai-les, MacAfthur,
Feature^ Arnold Moss,". Lew l*arkor. StaKed
by Charles MacArthur; production tjosisned
by Nat Karsoh; coatunies ,byMren« Aronson.
Shuhprt' theatre, \ew Haven,
'At
'0; $:>,»(> itoi),.::'
Aus.
Wilson. .. ...
;..„.... .Roffer Clarlv
Arnold
Endicott. ..... .:.;...; ..
.:. .Jack
Murphy. .. .:w.
.
.Bruce MacFarlane
.Bonny r..aker
McCue
Schwartz
.Ray WaiKton
Krugpr,
.Pat HarriUf^ton

to-be.
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Karpe
De Saotis
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Clare liiirton
Chri.stopher Eui-ton..

Cricket

Emily Burton
Timothy Dunn.....
Molly Dunn
.Betty Swan..

:

.

.... ..Mnirey

i

Howard

.Jeanne Hrewer
Allen Nourse
.Hulbert Ko])pel:TianTi
.....Francea Greet

^

RudoHih Watscm
I.Wbcl Rose
...... .Carol Koyser

There is more than a trace of improbability in this comedy cf marriage and divorce. It's hard to bepeve, first of all, that a man would
put up for a minute with his first
wife stayiiig on in, the sarne house
whan he brings: home wife No. 2.
That the second wife should permit
it is even less credible. And it's definitely mudding; the audience's eye
to have it turn out, along toward the
end of tho evqning. that the husband
signed over air his money and property to the first vvife before he went
off id war and that :four years later
he's cbmpletely foi-gotten about it.:
"Woman Trouble" also startles the
spectator by opening with one of
those scene.'; irt vifhich a pair of servants, dusting and carpet-sweeping,
ladle out exposition.- Shades of Sardoul'
In its situation of: two wives treading on each other's toes while they
battle for one poor male, the present
script suggests Reginald Lawrence's
"Dream of Fair Women," tested recently at Westport, but Lawrence has
the edge of Helen Redington in glib,

:

iiess

and

polish.

And

at

least

done

x-oyalties.

this fall

Instead Of

:

,

of the situatiori by tipping Adeline's
husband over a balcony, and in the
emotional crisis produced by this
act. the two woman come to terms.

Flora Robson's study of a thwartwoman driven to the point of
steadily to some
piercing screams. It is a remarkably
taut piece of acting, full of comprehension.
Barbara Couper's other
woman is equally: admirable on the
neurotic plane and manages to draw
sympathy even from the serpent's
tongue. Jack Allen, as a he»rty poet
who looks as though he's permanently wearing the old school tie. is
miscast, but takes to the balcony like
:

a gentleman.
Edgar Norfolk
pletes the cast of four.
:\

John.'jon. ............... ,I.ew Paricer
.Blanche Lytell
Mollic Jifallor. ........... .Klisabeth Dillon
Hheriff Hartmatt. ........... .Williani Lynn

com-

'

Play was very cordially received.
JEbct.

American Negro Theatre
Preps for

Jennie

Pat McClarney

Grant,......,,..,,.

Mrs, Grant

iv, ...

.

The Mayor.

......

.

....

.

.Cora Witherspoon

.Edward

he

made both the wives in his play,
living in a bigamous relationship
with their husband, fairly a ttractiv«
gals, whereas the two females in-

It.

Roljin.^

Harold Grau
. ...... .... .GeorKe
Lyons
i
Arnold M.oss
WalteV Burnff.
Tony,'. ........ i. ......... ,, ..Leonard Yorr
.'.. ...:...
Cart.
.Pred lienlia
Frank. ,
.Vic Whltloclt
Mr. Pincus.
rOarl Williams.
.

.

. ,

.

.

.John Ucattan
.Dorothy Ijambert
.
.Bob Bu.shman

i.

will be

.:

Hildy

PeRgy

Pawling, N. Y., Aug. 30.
starlight Theatre presentation of comedy
In three acta (Tour scenes) by Helen RedStaged by Da,vitl Lewis; 3ettins.
ington.
Malz .At Pawling,

:

Harry Segall, whose new play, "The Stars Weep,"
by Arthtlr Hopkins, reportedly has a special deal on

.

New Season

.

Abncr Green...
Amelia Green
Bodger Dunn.
Judy Archer.

'

,

madness works up

The Vrout Page

,

Laurijt

ported over $100,000.
Large mail order sale is attributed to reputation of Richard Taubor,
well-known Viennese tenor (now a British citizen), who has appeared in
concei't in the' U. S. and whose many recordings of light Viennese tunes
are popular in the U. S, Musical, although new to N. Y., has been performed in Europe for a long time. It was written for Tauber, who has
played the part of Sou Chong 2,500 times, in Vienna, Berlin,, London and
elsewhere. He performed in it in Coventry night before the English town
was blitzed by the Nazis. Show's book has been adapted for Broadway
by Ira Cobb and Karl Farkas.
Tauber has signed for the run of the play.. His wifei British actress
Diana Napier, flew in from London to attend the premiere.

When Mr. Hay den was killed in usual 5%-7Vj%-10% scale (adjusted to week's gross), playwright will get
an accident, he left behind a mes-- a 7y2%-10%-12% deal. Scale is unusual, in that Eugene O'Neill's royalsage for two women, His wife learns ties are. reportedly I2%%. George- Bernard Shaw's tops all,, at a straight:
for the first time from Adeline Chal- 15%.
cot that she was his mistress,: Which.Segall's comedy, ''Heaven Can Wait," filmed in 1941 as "Here Comes Mr.
woman then did he really love?
Jordan" (Col.), Wiir also be staged this fall, by Theron Bamberger and
The theme develops into a pro- Richard Skinner; Unlike his fancy deal with Hopkins, in thi.s instance
longed battle between Margaret, the Jed Harris owns all right.s, having bought out Segall's royally claims.
cannot
be
whose emotions
wife,
Bamberger-Skinher must make their Broadway pi-oduction deal witli
trifled 'svith, and Adeline, the misHarris.
tress, a female of deadly cunning
and seeiningly no emotions at all.
When it appears that the latter is ex"Barnaby and Mr. O'Malley," Jerome Chodorov's play based on the
pecting a child, the drama tautens, comic strip, which producers Barney Josephson and James D. Proctor will
and the lives of the two women are preem in Wilmington this weekend (6-7), has 44 backers and is capitalized
poised in a cat-like conflict which
at
$85,000.
Author
can only end in tragedy.
RKO is represented by a $21,250 investment through Kenneth B. Umbreit.
James Parish avoids the full horror

ed

,

working" Oh.
Willisim Terry, as the p.a., is likeable in a role that has its unsympathetic as well as favorable angles.
Jean Sullivan and Dorothea Jackson
make a good team as the' scribbling
feiTimes. Paul Hammond plays the
screenwriter competently, and Betty
Stuart adds femme flash as the annulling wife from the chorus line.
An apartment .house superintendent
is played amusingly by Vaughn Taylor, and Margaret Williams has some
good moments as a maid, a role that
has good possibilities. Leslie Woolf
gets chuckles as the freelove lather-

Woman

No theatre parties have been booked for "Yours Is. My Heart," Franz
Lehar operetta opening at Shubert, N. Y., tomorrow (Thurs.), except for
(Wed.) sole preview, taken over by Hakoah. Advance is re-

tonight's

,
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Bone.
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.llieatfo,

Hayden. ..........
.\ustin

eirliPTi

Nicholas Cosentino. renieilnbered; for

pression of better things to come
following, more expansive treatment.
One possible stumbling-block to
hearty acceptance is a marked similarity to "My Sister Eileen" charac-
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obvious asstimption' that such.siiccess!
would en heinijc pic values, there"; a
possibility that this strawhat ell .n-t
roay be expanded into a Broadway
fling. Tryout met with fair .ipproval
in a rushed-out version, giving im-
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;,:
;^1nrprhrei Williani-^

.

^'oni HaHley,. .....
Jasvliit JiislauiHyiV.
Khia Trop.iier.

Steim.

Rudulph Watson, Production

.

Dickson. ,;.
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Inside

Hart, playing the Sheridan Whiteside lead role in his play, "The
Dinner," at Bucks County Playhouse, New Hope, Pa.,
At New Hope, in 1941*
this week, has appeared in the comedy before.
Hart had the Noel Cowardish role of Beverly Carlton, and co-author
Mo.'is

Man Who Game To

.

;

.

.

.

;

. :

Revival of this Fourth Estate "'Tobacco Road" got off to a substantial
start here, with indications that its

Broadway stay will capitalize on a
generation of playgoers who
didn't see the original. It's riotous,
raucous, at times vulgar entertain-

new

ment, somewhat overboard on proTo a certain extent, the more
recent film version has crimped the

fanity.

surprise element of plot unfolding,
play's final situation is pretty
well anticipated but, despite this
angle, the overall impression is favorable;
This new presentation is punctuated with good performances. Lew
Parker makes a breezy Hildy Johnson and manages to hold the hectic
role within the bounds of realism.
Parker has a lot of fast dialog and
action to account for, and, he acquits
himself creditably, Arnold Moss has
the -task of making credible the almost unbelievable character of Walter Burns,: It's no easy assignrttent,
entailing, as it does a tendency toward
overtheatri'calism. Moss' interpretation gives evidence of coming through
in good style after a few performances are under his belt.
William Lynn contributes a cameo
as'the sheriff tool Of the may^r, efficiently played by Edward H.Mobins.
They've gathered a likely-looking
crew of legmen for this production,
li.st including Benny Baker, Pat Harrington, Bruce iWacFarlane, Roily
Beck, Roger Clark, Jack Arnold and
Ray Walston. Curtis Karpe is good
as the cop with psychologist leanings; Joseph De Santis makes out
okay as a strongarm gangster; Harold Grau's bit as the reprieve-server
is well done, and George Lyons fits
as Earl Williams, the condemned

and the

.

Although Harlem's American Negro Theatre hasn't selected its plays
for the 1946-47 season yet, group
has been holding nightly play-readsessions past two weeks, and
committee will submit recommenda-

ing

tions

Sept.

15

for

ANT members
however,

has

three

plays for

Group,

to vote on.

made some unusual

plans for .the coming season.

ANT, which

previous seasons
has Occasionally booked its plays
away from Hai'lem ("Strivers Row"
was done four times last season in
Greater New York), will expand its
N.-Y, area bookings, In addition, the
William Graham agency is mapping
a tour of the South for one group
in

,

of ANT
WNEW,

actors.

Radio series over

N. Y., will be continued,
with group reverting back to straight
dramatic scripts after a summer season of opera adaptations.

Betty Haynfa. Hi^^^^^^ Haynes and
JaeqUelihe Andre, wrho were on
leave to professional companies, are
back with ANT. -Frederick O'Neal,

ANT

company manager, who was In
the original Broadway company of
"Anna Lucasta,'' has rejained ANT
until Harry Wagstaff Gribble needs
him for his next production. All
ANT members who were in service
are

now

back.

Group did three shows

.

».

season, its sixth, and put on three revivals during the summer to develop trainees, for its busiest year
to date.
Sixteen ANT actors were
cast in professional productions last
season: Dorothy Carter, Doris Block,
Howard Augusta, Fred Carter,
Maurice Lisby, Maxwell Glanville,Elwood Smith,; Gloria Smith, Lula
last

troduced by Miss Redington are both
equally impossible.
Frances Greet, as the original Mrs.
Mae Ward, Jacqueline Andre, Flo
Burton, struggles valiantly with her
Hawkins, Oliver Pitcher, Vicki Heninane assignment of an overgrown mam ,
For the distaffs, Elizabeth Dillon derson, Edith Whil ••man, Rourtenaye
Claudia, while Jeanne Br^er brings
Olden and Raymond HilL.
Mollie,
scores
the
as
tart
who
beappropriate,
cold
handsomeness
to::
an

of the trade names among individual investors include Bernard
Herman Levin (through his wife, Evelyne), agent Pat Duggan,
William Friedberg, all with $1,000 each; S.ylvia Friedlander (Emil's daughter), $2,550; Hazel Scott and husband, Adam Clayton Powell, Jr., $1,500
each; David Brooks, $500; and Louis Calhern, $2,000. Photographer Gjon
Mill is in for $1,000; Lena Chodorov, $1,000; Leonard Field, $3,000; and

Some
Hart,

Marion F.

Fields, $8,500.

Illness late this summer of Fred Burleigh,' director of South Shore Players at Cohasset, Mass., and winter-time director of Pittsburgh Playhouse,
sent Richard Hoover, regularly Pitt Playhouse p.a. and small partner of
Burleigh's and Mrs. Alexander Dean in Cohasset setup, into stager's chair
for three shows at the strawhat site. Hoover had originally been scheduled to do only John Carradine in "Arsenic and Old Lace," but Burleigh's
doctors ordered him to take it easy so Hoover also directed Grant Mitchell
in "Late George Apley" and Ann Corio in "The Barker," final show of

season last week. Burleigh, Hoover and J. English Smith, Cohasset p.a.,
and director of Pittsburgh Playhouse apprentice theatre, are dtie back in
Pitt in 10 days to prepare for 1946-47 season at community theatre there.

Before N. Y.'s drama season gets under way. Daily News' critic John,
a list of suggestions to make theatre-going a bit more
The critic would like to see ushers who know seat numbers;
stagedoor men who don't think every man a stagcdoor johnny; stagehands
who'll don coats or doff suspenders if they insist on being seen from the
wings; managers who'll start a show at curtain time; police who enforce
"No Parking" rules; firemen who'll enforce non-smoking regulations; a
stop to theatre parties; a ban on coughers.
"There is no charge for these suggestions," wrote Chapman in a recent
edition, •"and nobody will pay any attention to them."

Chapman runs
pleasant.

Nixon theatre, Pittsburgh, will have closest thing in the country to a
companion bar in a couple of months, Laws forbid boozery in any playhouse, so there won't be any connecting door, but all patron will have to
do is step out of the legit site and right into town's swankest cocktailery.
It's being built now right next door to lobby in same building by Tony
Conforti, operator of cafe downstairs and co-owner with Marcus Heiman of
Spot Was formerly beeupied by a florist and a
tailor. It'll be called the Nixon Room and will seat around 120. Confortis
spending around $100,000 on the project.

Nixon theatre building.

Brooks Atkinson, writing his first Sunday piece for the N. Y. Times
following a long service as war correspondent in China and Russia, devoted his column Sunday (1) to "the incomparable Lunts" lavishing their
talents currently on "a wretched little: comedy that is hardly worth the
trouble of seeing" ("O Mistress Mine," Empire, N. Y.).
"Professional
actors of great versatility who can do you the works," Atkinson wrote,,
"it is no mean pleasure to watch them (the Lunts) skillfully shaking the
laughs out of, 'Mistress' in a vein that we have all been loving since 'The
Guardsman'." But Atkinson prefers seeing them in "a keener play."
,

"Bal Negre," concert revue, with which dancer Katharine Dunham is to
tour this season under management of Nelson Gross and Daniel Melnick,
will use costumes and scenery from Miss
folk revue of last season, "Carib Song,"
story show pattern,

Dunham's short-lived Broadway
and likely follow same dance-

"Carib Song" folded last October after four and a half weeks, going in
the red for $100,000. Gross is 'son of producer Edward Gross, and Melnick
is treasurer of the Ziegfeld theatre,
N. Y.

Eddie Foy, Jr., had another operation last week at the Madison Park
hosp, Brooklyn, from which he'd been discharged after a previous operation Aug. 19. Comic expects to go home next week.

NH™ally Johnson, qo-author 'of "Park Ave.," incoming musical, under
observation at the New York, hosp for a stomach ailment. And LaUretle
Taylor gives as one reason for not touring in "The Glass Menagerie" the
fact that she may need an Operation;
Bernard Simon, busy pressagenting three shows ("Call Me Mister," "On
Whitman Avenue," "The Front Page"), has turned over "Strange Bodfellows," which he was going to produce, to Richard
Kollmar and Frank
Satenstein. Duo will produce it in December, in associatiofl' with Simon.

Play

is

by Florence Ryerson and Colin Clements.
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Max

Gordlon has reportedly been offered flrst looksee at Owen Davis'
play, "Pockets in a Shroud." All Davis' plays heretofore went to the
TlH-atre Guild for primary consideration.

new

j
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SEE 12 STRAWHATS TRYING
This Looks Like a Revival Year

On Broadway, Double
revival: year, on
one revival opening
the season this vveek ("The Front
Page"' J, 12 more shows definitely set,

This

|Chbgo

43 IRYOUTS IN

Last Season

in

51

Another Booking Snarl;

Only Six of Nine Honses AvailaUe

Jooks like

Bi'OiKiway, with

Shows
I

and. about 10 more in the probable
or talkinp stage. Two more definites
might be added to the list, in "Gypsy

"The

in

Iceman

With Labor Day marking curtain
for most strawhats, although a few

Rehearsal
Cometh"

— Theatre

diehards are running until laite Sepitember, the summer theatre circuit
lias just been through One of the

Guild.
I

"Park Avenue"-— Max Gordon.
"The Temporary Mrs/ Smith":—
which is an adaption of "The Vinton Freedley.
Fortune Teller," and "Yours Is My
"The Duchess of Main"
Paul
Heart,'' done abroad repeatedly as Czinner.
"Land of Smiles."
"Hidden Horizons"— Shuberts.
Total is twice that ot last season,
"The Birds and the Bees''— Mort
which saw revivals of "Hamlet," Singer and John Shubert.
"Py.nmalion," "Show Boat," "The Red
"What Every Woman Knows,"
Mill," "Desert Song," "The Winter's "John Gabriel Bjorkman," "Henry
Tale," "He Who Gets Slapped" and VIII"
American Repertory Thethe Old Vic's "Henry IV," Parts 1 atre;
and 2; "Oedipus Rex," "The Critic"
"Mr. Peebles and Mr. Hooker"—
'
^ ^:
and "Uncle Vany;,."
Joseph Hyman.
"Born .Ifesierday" (road)
.Definitely
set
this
season
are
Max
"Lad,y
Windermere's Fan," with Gordon.:
Cornelia Otis Skinner and Henry
Daniel; "The Merry Wives of Windsor," Jose Ferrer's "Cyrano de Ber^ Dalrymple-Tone
ger^c," "Duchess of ,Malfi," with
1

—

I

j

,

;,

;.

I

1

1

Lafiv,"

.

,

!

most succesisful sea.sons in its history. Lifting of restrictions oh rail
travel, gasoline, sale of cars, etc.,
caused a wholesale unshuttering of
houses locked for four years or more.

Although 1946 season's

official

Chicago, Sept. 3.
Chi's perpetual headache of not
having enough legit, houses was.
brought to light aifain la.st week as
fall legit season got Off to a fast/;
Yokel's' forthcoming
"I'll
start.
Out of the nine^ houses avail'Tell the World," Ernesto Lecuona,
able for legit bookings, one is on the
Cuba-n 'composer, has begun work on
blacklist

Lecuona's Opera

Having completed score

I

for
musical,

Alex the

new Cuban opera, "The Yarey Hat," settling as a lire hazard, one is
down to a long run of the
which he plans to produce; simultwo-a-day, $2.40-top film, "Henry
taneously in Buenos: Aires and New
V," with another booked well into
York next spring.
1947 with opera and concert dates.
Although composer has written and
Of the .six remaining house.s, four;
produced
several
Latin-American, are hosting plays .'hat
a

'

list

i

102 strawhats didn't anywhere
reach the all-time high of 180 sumof

are expected
be around for some tinnie, with the
two that are left pieparint; for longrun possibilities skedded to open in
the next two weeks
The Erlanger,
,..,
1890's.
vacant since the closing of "Ob.session'' Saturday
(24
reopens; with
mer and umall aipount of houses (a
"Oklahoma" Sepi 16 for 11 week.s. In
dtoizen) that folded^
Weather also
view of its first run here ol 60 weeks,
Starrer Veers
was better this summer than last.
musical could very well stay Jemger,
Added draw this season was occabut Theatre GCiilil c6mmitmcnts in
D.C. 'Monopoly/
sioned by a flocking of film names
other cities forced the limited ento the haylofts, as well as by firstgiigement.
Stude'oaker gets back
Elisabeth Bergner; Theatre, Inc.'s
rank legiters who took to the barns.
Mull Indie Film
Play College
into business Sep*
16 with "Lute
'Playboy of the Western World,"
Film names included Olivia de HavSong," which is expected to have a
It's been, an open secret that pro
with Burgess Meredith; New Opera
Of 'Hope for Best' illand, Gregory Peck, Gene Ray- ducers for years have been dissat- good Chi run.
Co.'s "Belle of New York"; Dwight
mond, James Dunn, Jean Pierre
Question of what to do with the
isfied with the monopoly situation in
Deere Wiman's musical version of
Jean
Dalrymple and Franchot Aumont, Erik Rhodes,
Elissa Landi;
dozen or more show.? aheady booked
"Street Scene," and the American Tone are mulling an independent
Edward Everett Horton and Charles Washington at the National theatre, for Chi (although not dated) is turnD. G.'s sole legiter. Disaffection ap*
Repertory Theatre's "Henry VIII," film production of William Mc- Korvin.
Legit
toppers
included plied
to manager's high terms; two- ing out to be quite k problem. Situa-.
"What Every Woman Knows," "John Cleery's comedy, "Hope for the Helen Hayes, Gertrude
Lawrence,
limit (except in summer) on tion wouldn't be too dark it not for
Gabriel Borkman," "Androcles and Best," which Miss Dalrymple pro- Dame
May Whitty, Tallulah Bank- aweek
run in what's turned out to be the fact th.?it all the shows now playthe Lion" and "School for Scandal." duced last season in New York with head',
Leo G. Carroll, Jane Cowl,
ing have been e5*,abli,ihed a.s good
Other prospects or possibilities in- Marc Connelly, and in which Tone Bert Lahr, Thornton Wilder, Moss legit's hottest out-of-town tryout
spot;, difficulty of getting bookings, b.o., locking the d nor for some time
clude a Hunt Stromberg, Jr., produc- starred with Jane Wyatt.
(Continued on page 52)'
on any vehicle wanting a Chi stand,
etc.
Tone, who set up legit production of "Burlesque," with Bert I^ahr;
Monopoly held by by the theatre Chi company of 'Born Yesterday,*',..
"Sweethearts," with book rewritten tion offices in N. Y. recently in
(Continued on page 52)
will be broken when the Playwrights
by John Cecil Holm; "The Beggar's partnership with Harold Clurman,
Co. production of Maxwell AnderOperiii" under title of "Street Music"; can alvso produce independently in
B musical version of "Twin Beds"; legit or films under the arrangeson's "Joan of Lorraine," starring
Tone is now on the Coast
Ingrid Bergman, opens at the Lisner American Rep Theatre
"Six Characters In Search of An Au- ment.
Auditorium of George Washington
thor": "Naughty Naught 'GO,"' done for a film acting assignment, but
in 1937 by the Krimsky Brothers; will return to N. Y. soon, his firm
University, in Washington, Oct. 28
Rehearsing 3 Shows
for a three-week run. This will be
"Admirable Crichton," with Roland having tied up "Piece de ResistYouag; Jules DuPont and Stanford ance" for its first legit venture.
only tryout stop for the play before
SimuItaneoHsly in N. Y.
Erwin production of "Tonight Or Play is by John Reinhardt. Abraham
its N. Y. premiere at the Alvin Nov.
Never"'; a Negro version of "Lysis- Polonsky and Hans Rehfisch, and
18.
Presumably Playwrights' deciSeveral unusual factors attach
Irata," and "Shuffle Along," with! Clurman will direct.
sion to take the school aud was themselves to thie activities of the
Noble Sissle producing.
Miss Dalrymple also has on her
prompted by plans for three-week American Repertory Theatre, which
production schedule a new play by
With more topline Broadway pro- run in one town and prior bookings will make its bow on Broadway
Elmer Harris and Esther Forbes, ducers setting up their own casting for the National.
this fall.
Company is now rehears-.
"Love ., and Obey," a romantic departments, many legit cashing
AH
This won't be the first time im- ing three shows at one time.
Only Slight Changes
comedy set in Boston in 168,^, and a agents are beefing plenty. The m^ore portant plays have had tryouts in three shows, "Henry VIII." "What
revival of "Green Pastures." Latter active agents, who have in past and college halLs, the Lunts doing-it with Every Woman Knows" and ".John
In Tront Page' Script
waits on author Connelly to direct. will probably continue to get the "The Pirate" and "O Mistress Mine" Gabriel Borkman," will open in
Connelly is busy now writing a bulk of the business, have not in- at the University of Wisconsin at New York within a week.
Unlike
For B'way Revival new play, called "Elmer," concern- vested in crying towels— it's the in- Madison, while all Princeton, N. J., last season's Old "Vic troupe, which
its
repertory
ing a small midwest town, and also and-outers who are likely to feel tryouts are at McCarter theatre, brought
rehearsed
Although original announcement
from
England,
ART
will
has a film assignment to do an the pinch hardest
thus
be
Princeton
University.
The Lisner
on the revival of "The Front Page."
There are at present 40. casting Aud., out of the theatre district, exr starting off cold,
which opeivs at the Royale, N. Y.. original script for J. Arthur Rank,
"Henry VIII, will open at the
which he contracted for while in agents licensed by Equity. About 10 pects to continue catering to legita
tonight (4), stated that the, play
International,
N.
Y.,
Wednesday,
England
recently
to act in "Our of these handle the bulk of legit after "Joan's' D. C. run.
"would be revi.sed, no major revisions
casting for New York productions,
Nov. 6; "Woman" will open Friday,
have been made, only a few slight Town." "Love and Obey" is a veNov. 8, and "Borkman" Tuesday,
but with those producers having
changes of proper names being done hicle-style comedy, needing a femme
their own casting departments rnost
Nov. 12. Monday performances will
to keep show topical.
One change star of the Katharine Hepburn type. of the talent required are negotiated BIG
be omitted, becau.sc company will
al.so
involved the word "nigger,"
for and signed direct.
Some have
play Saturday and Sunday, matinees
which was widely u.sed in the origiapproached Equity on a weeding-out
TIE and evenings. Figured to have one
nal
1928
production,
co - authors
process of more or less inactive
cheap matinee to attract school and
Charles MucArthur and Ben Hecht
Heavy schedule Gar.son Kanin has college
agents.
trade,
with
Sunday as
now using "colored," "Negro" or
Several producers who are install- set him.selt for the fall wiU force choice. Price. scale will also be un"black'' instead.
ing their own casting departments him to hold off decision on joining usual,
Albany, Sept. 3.
with $6 top for opening
the Playwrights Co. with his wife,
Revival mark,'- a departure in roles
Elliott Nugent and Robert Mont- for the first time, this season,, if only
nights; $4, Frida.y and Saturday;
Ruth Gordon, until the new year. $3.50 rest
for the two featured players. Lew gomery have been chartered to
of week.
pro- as ah experiment, claim they believe
Matinee top
Parker and Arnold Moss. Parker, duce and present plays, ballets and they can get more satisfactory re- Playwrights plan keeping invite will be $2, considered low for
a
vaude and musical comic, who ap- operas, with offices in New York. sults via the direct approach to open until such time,
group with eight name players.
peared on Broadway last season in Capital stock is .$144,000 shares players. Others have said that the
Kanin is now bu.-sy rehearsing the
Al.so rare is fact that eight people
"Are You With If:," will be doing of preferred at $100 par value, and agents now beefing cooked their own road company of "Born Yesterday," will be starred (Broadway produchis first legit straight role as Hildy 3,500 common at
indifferent service.
hit comedy he wrote.Then.he turns
tions rarely having more than two).
$10 par value. Di- goose by
Johnson,' the reporter, the role Lee rectors are Nugentto staging "Miss Jone.s," Miss GorEight starred will be Eva LoGalliand Montgomery.
Tracy originally had.
Moss, bestdon's comedy which is being re- etine,
Margaret Web-ster, Walter
None are listed as a stockholder in
known in serious roles, such as the papers filed with the Secretary of
staged this season with Frederic Hampden, Victor Jory, Ernest
Truex,
recent Pro!;pcro in "The Tempest."
March and Florence Eldridge. Fol- June Duprez, Richard Waring and
State in Albany, but David Klinger,
will be doing the rowdy managing
'FATHER' lowing Ihis, .fie and his wife Will Philip Bourneuf. .Misses- te.GaniNorman Williams, Jr. and Mortimer
editor part taken originally by the
produce Donald Ogden .Stewart's enne and Webster will both
M. Caplin, all of New York, are
act and.'
Boston. Sept. 3.
late Osgood Perkins.
,new play, "How I Wonder." This direct. Miss Webster
share-owners and subscribers. Klindirecting first
Eight-year-old "Life With Father"
Revival also has two actors from ger and Williams own one share of has played in Boston six times (once last \vill :rtiark;: the Kanin-Gordon two plays, ,Mi.ss LeCJallienrie .staging
the first vfersions, although not from- common, while Caplin holds one running for 26 straight weeks) but combine's first venture as producers, "Borkman."
although they, don't plan to Continue
the Broadway cast.
Harold Grau share of preferred.
Misses LeGallienne^ Webster and
Sam Nes.son. the city censor had as producing duo.
(Mr. Fincus) did that role in the 1929
Crawford are equally managing direcnever seen it. He dropped in last
Chicago company, and Bruqe Mac"'VV'onder"' will also mark Stewtors of ART, but for purpo-ses of
week to look it oyer; oHicially and
Farlane played ,h,is reporter role in
Pollock Left 'Over 20G'
was appalled to discover that Bos- art's first Broadway play since "Re- billing, since the first two will have
the '29 Coast version,
bound"
in 1930. Writer has been busy
billing as actors and directors, proplaygoers
have
been
subject
to
Channing Pollock, author and play- ton's
Several of the original produc- wrlghti who died at his home in moral seduction
"The American
all
these years as film scripter in Hollywood since. grams will read:
tion's actors became prominent in
Repertory Theatre, Cheryl Crawford
Shoreham, L. I., recently, left an es- without his knowing about it.
."
films subsequently.
managing director presents
poor
FatHer
no
Result
that
was
Allen Jenkin,«, tate of "more than $20,000. accordCHODOROV GROUP EXPANDS
William' Foran, Eduardo Ci.mnelli ing to his will, filed for 'probate in longer-rin Boston— roars "Oh God!''
Union ruling on press repre.senStage For Action, legit grciip tatives for repertory calls for one
and JpjieBh Calleia all playad re- Surrogate's Court, N. Y:, last week. which, as part of the script, throughwhich
Edward
Chodorov,
headed
by
porters.. Tammany Young, Broad- Estimated amount considered
senior
(Wolfe
play,
probably
p^a.
Kaufman*,
is
the show's
who
con- out the
ha.s been putting on o.ne'act ;plays
way char£cler noted for his gate- -servative .since playwright is reputed top laugh-getter.
can also' take any outside .shows
on topical problerh.^ for club, union if he 'wUbes, and one associate
cra.'ihing, also had a reporter bit.
to have amassed a sizeable -fortune
George Barbier played the niayor,
and school groups in Greater New iMary Ward,) who is frozen to the
via his many successful plays and
now taken by Edward H. Robins. other writings.
Sheban's Coast Break-In York, has scheduled its first full- rep troupe.
Dorothy Slickney
length .show. "Keynotes of Unity."
Troupe plans to do six plays this
(Mrs.
Howard
Los Angeles. Sept. 3.
ThewiU, drawn last May 21. named
LiiKlsay) played the prostitute.
As soon as it arrives in
Show, a .satirical revue, will be .season.
Robert Sheban's new legit comPollock's stepdaughter, Helen Pol-Jed Harris produced the original lock. of New York, as executrix dnd edy, "Bachelor's Women," will be staged at Fraternal Clubhouse The- N. Y. from six weeks' tryout outversion Aug. 14, 1928, at Time.': Sq. principal beneficiary. She will re- produced here by E. D. Garam with atre, N, Y., St:pt,^ 2". 28 and Oct. 2. ol-town, it will start rehearsing
theatre, play running 276 perX'orm- ceive the playwright's personal ef- a cast consi.<!ting largely of film tal- Book and lyrics are by Robert Adler, "Androcles and the Lion." which
ant'q.s..lVs been .filmed, twice. George fect.;, $25,000, and an annual incOme ^enf.
who is staging. .Mike Quinn and will be added in iLs. sixth N. Y;
S^. Kaiifnvoiv
Play open? Get', 5 ai the Bela.'co Cleorgp Bellack coritribirled niu.'-'ic week. "School for Scandal" will hestasod the oric;inn! vei - of ,flO.()()0 from hi.? residuary .(.'.Ijite.
..sion, co-author
fifth play, with a new play, not
MacArthur. direct in;- She Hlso rt-cf ires life ii.'^f of his theatre, with, an e.H.'itern tour in and other material, Anna Sokolow. i.s
the present revival.
chosen av yet. for its .<;ixth.
;
!-taeiii8 the {'anclog,
p)-ospect if it click.s.
Shoreham hooiC.
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mer theatres
amount was

in

1938,

most

inusicals and operettas south of the
border, "Yarey Ha"t" will be hi.s first
at writing and compo.sing an
Locale is set in Cuba, in the

for instance,

impressive as
opera.

against the 28 strawhats in

flipg

tion last year and in 1944.
Outlook for 1947 is very good, due
to generally good business this sum-
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publicity,
foreian
20lh-Fox
Aug. 27 in Santa Monica.

OBITUARIES
:

WILIflAM :HARKIS;.:JK.

^.

:;

William Harris, Jr., 62, one
Broadway's topfiisllt producers
the

'.

!
|

-l920's,

.

died

Sept.

2

at

j,appea-iiig

French hospital in New Yoi'lf. Harwho produced many hits Ineluding
"East
West,"
John
Is

"Abraham

MARRIAGES

jPirst

Lincoln"
had been

Lennert

Isobel

.

|

Harding,

Vegas. Aug.

La.s

Bryant

John

to

Bride

.25.

groom, an actor-

i.s
a .screen wri'er,
writer,
/
'

-^^r-^

j.
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:

!
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Strawhats to B'way

Coloiina,
brother of Jerry
Sid
Colonna, died in Toledo, Aug. 25.

or Pathe, Rayai t Knd Univer.sal. Durijis;
iiV the ..,l,ast tO\y yOars; kIic had boeil
the under coiiti'act with Metro..

7'i.s,

Drinlv water's

A'ith

died

Vincent, to Hugh Pros.ser.
Las Vegas, Aug. 25. Groom i.s a
screen acioiv

'

V

I

William Carlton Alcorn; 68, retired, voepco and general; manager

j

Mary

,,

j

ContlniKid

tiom page

.M

Drama

Ada,"

Hart, Kitty Carlisle, and others.
Strawhats got good coverage from
local newspapers along the Atlantic
coast, while two N. ,Y. critics, Vernon Rice, of the Post a'id Robert
r Garland
of the Journal American,
jnoved about considerably, covering
Several shows made
quite a few,
a swing of the strawhat loop. Edward Everett Horton is playing
for
11
Henry'!
"fipringtime For

Cape

|

,

Cape

"Man

Bennington,

Record

$9,800

Dennis,' Mass., ^ept.

Playhouse

in

j

3.

production

of

Possession," starring Geiie

Rayniond and Gertrude Lawrence,
broke all playhouse, records last

'

)

Festival,

riayhuuse

I

;

week with gross of $9,600.
"Outward Bound,"
Selma StolT to Stanley I. Rabinoof radio station WBNX, Ncvv^:Yorl^:^
Miss Lawrence, who opened seasince Juno.
witz, New York, Sept, 1. Bride is
in ISlkhart, Ind;, Aug. 29,
weeks; Jane Cowl played in "Can- son in "Pygmalion" under her own
Paramounl publicist.
A member of a theatrical family, died,
Alcurn. a native of Elkhart, came
dida" and- .Dame May Whitty in name, this time performed under a
Harris begait> his career' as manager
Ipar,
BevVirginia'
Ali
Bruce
to
New
in
Yoric
1928 as voepee and
to
"Night Must Fall" eight weeks each; pseii'donym, Alexandra P a fi m a r
ot the Harris theatre, New York,
27.
is
Bride
Hills,
erly
Cai;,
Aiig.
jeneral .manager of
the
Triplex
Francis Lederer appeared in "Angel
(part of her real name), to give
father
wmch
which was owned by his lather,
»he screen star; groom a film proj,,^,.^,^,
.^^^
Street" for seven weeks.
Raymond the spotlight.
Soo.i alter he partnered with l.^gai;'.„
^e and general manager in ^"cer, currently in the Army.
Where there were 24 new plays
Selwyn play^'right, a.^
191^,; 1933 and' retired in 4944.
ir jane
Hadercr to Byron fBu.^V
tried out last year, and 18 in 1944,
produced his flrs play. The Yellow
..jj^^ -^^^^^^^^^
N. Y., Aug. 31.
Keylian, Speci
season saw 43 tryouls. But
this
jacket.", His last production was in
foreign language speaking audiences Groom's a salesmen for Col in Pittswhere, just before the war, several
Hollywood in 1943, when he put on
iiv New York, had a 250-watt transburgh.
tryouts got the Broadway nod tl2
Vincent Lawrence's comedy "Silk liiitter
when he took, over; when he
Cheryl Lee to Irving Friedman, reaching New York in 1938, for inHat Harry."
retired it had a $100,000 ,transrritttcr Pittslxirghi Sept. 1,
Bride's a fea- stance), record hasn't been .so good
III 1914,. Harris brought Fay Bainof 5,000 watts.
turcd singer on WWSW,
late.
of
Two of 1944's tryouts;
ter to New York in a production o£
Before retirement lie had: inade
Eleanor Cole to Jiiiimy Holmes, "Othello" and "Dark of the' Moon,"
"Arms and the Girl" and live years his
home in Bron.xviUe, N. Y. Piltsburghj Aug.. 22; Groom, man- both put through their first paces at
later gave her the top rOle in "East
Di.sciplinary action was taken by
Widow, daughfei' and a, brother ages the Sportsmon-s Bar in that Cambridge, Mass., reached' Broad- I
West" which established him su,rvl\'e
Is
him.
boards.
None of 1945's crop Equity Council against actor McKay
,city..
'-'i way
flilanciallyi apd Miss Bainter as a
oC Morris yesterday (Tues.)
on .breach
Laura Lee Lash to Leonard A. made. the attempt; This year, one
Broadway star. Up to 1919. when,
tryouts is set for New
JAMKS E. FINEY
Meryis, Clevelaiid, Aug., 6., 0ropnVs the summer
he produced "Abraham Lincoln," he
of contract charges, of Jules J.
York, although there is talk of sevStaged many, plays, most of them
James E. Finey, sales assistant to ^^e son of Charles Mervis, Pittp- eral more being brought in.
Leventhal and Frank: McCoy, proburghindie
circuit
owner.
light farces in order to build up a Carl
Leserman, eastern rap for
Opinion among observers who duccrs ot revival of "Candida,"
reserve of cash with which to' do Benedict Bogeaus and David Locw,
Eve Landiss to HeriTian Rosen, covered the tryouls is that about 12
serious productions.
died suddenly Sunday U) at his Honolulu. Aug. 15.
Groom is son plays, most of which need rewriting,, from whicli the actor was charged
From 1919 through 193&V with ex- home iii New York, Associated with of Louis Rosen, proxy of: Royal look like Broadway possibilities. lot ankling contract between Bufception of 1926 and 1927, Harris pro- Leserman since the first of the year, Theatres'^ circuit, Honolulu.
Improved quality of the writing, falo and Toledo dates last' July.
duced at least one play a year. he previously had handled domestic
Dorothy Thomas to Lieut. Gerald and especially the care and quality He was directed to reimburse the
Among his hits were "Sour Graues." sales for the Walt Disney organiza- Stengel, Pearl Harbor, Aug. 9. Bride of the production, stood out.
producers for whatever costs ac»
"The Bad Man," '^Bluebeard's Eighth tion for 50me live years.
is former N. Y. showgirl.
The possibilities:
crued because of the contract jump
Wife," "Robert E. Lee," "In Love
Long active in the film industry,
Renee Durand to Bill Sheehan, Los
"Heaven Can Wait," Harry Se- and may be subject to other disWith Love," "Outward Bound," "The Finey had also been with RKO in
Angeles, Aug. 25. Groom is an as- gall's farce about a prizefighter ciplinary action if council sees fit.
Outsider" and "The Greeks Had a various sales capacities.
sistant director at Columbia.
"snatched" away to Heaven premaWord For It."» After producing
He leaves widow, Sylvia, and a
Controversy took up most of coun-;
Irenne Hobson to Count Rudolf turely, which was made into the cil's session, with
"Substitute for Murder" in 1935, brother. John. Funeral services .will
•Equity refushig:
Harris did nothing on Broadway for be held tomorrow tThurs.) at the von Stefenelli, Hollywood, Sept. 1. film, "Here Gomes Mr. Jordan," by to comment on what disposition had
Bride is former stage and screen Columbia in 1941, and tried out at been made of case. Producers
wilt,
actre-ss;
Hope,
Pa.,
groom is an actor and Bucks County Playhouse,
compute amount of damages and
set
artist, formerly of Austrian nobility.
is the one definite entrant, being
present to Equity this week for payIN
Joan Lindenberg to John W. for some time in October by pro- ment by Morris.
Theron
Bamberger
Richducer.s
and
Rogers,
Beverly Hills,
Sept.
8.
There had also been other charges
Groom is producer pf Modern Film, ard Skinner.
"for conduct unbecoming a mem"Dream of Fair Womcu," comedy ber"' lodged against the actor
Inc., and son of Charles R. Rogers,
by
indie producer for United Artists,
by Reginald Lawrence, -at Westport, Jane
Cowl, star of the show and
September 5th, 1927
Florence Rice to Frederick But- Conn., Playhbase, handsomely pro- other members of the company
duced by- the: Theatre Guild's Lawler, Los Angeles, Aug, 30.
Bride is
upon premise that Morris' unfilm player and daughter of Grant- rence Langner; ''Wisli You Were toward conduct could have closed
five years, returning in 1939 with Church of St. Francis Xavier, 30 W.
Here," revue with sketches by Billy
land Rice, sports writer.
the show: and thrown others out oE
his last offering in New York, "Miss 16th street, N. Y.
Gilbert, music by Arthur Siegcl, at
employment
unnecessarily.
This
Swan- Expects."
Greenwich, Conn., P l a y h o u s e ;
CHARIES J. WOLF
phase of the matter is said to have
He is survived by his widow, the
"S'Wondcrful," comedy by Harry
Charles J. Wolf, 72, pioneer in
former Oello Macy Houston, and two
Mr. and Mrs, Elliott Arnold, Son, Thurwell and Alfred Golden, at been put over for next session of
council which meets agaiti Sept. 17.
children by his first Wife, Henry B., film exhibition and head 6f the Los Angele.s, Aug. 29.
Father is a Fairhaven, Mass.;. theatre, which
a Y. & W. Management Corp., which novelist
and
Hollywood musician,
a
and screen writer.
Henry Adrian plans to bring in;
operates chain of 27 motion picture
daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Brown, son, "Tlie Best of Friends," Andrew RoJewell Steven's Strawhat
theatres in Indiana, died in In- New Yorlc,
Aug. 24.
Father is: senthal musical, at Boston Summer
Beset
vaude-radio singer; mother is theatre; "A Penny On tlie' Drum,"
Legal Claims
JACQUES RICHEPIN
"^'wolTentfredVtKe
former Nancy Norman, for a tinte Salvation Army drama, by Howard
Sarato,ga Springs, N. Y., Sept, 3.
noted in 1917 with V. U. YoUng in Gary,
Richepm,
Jacques
66,
vocalist with Sammy Kaye's orch.
Otway, at Cragsmoor, N. Y., PlayFrench author and playwright-pro- Ind., with two nickleodeoiis. This
An order has been signed by
T^r. and Mrs. David Langworthy, house; "Devil Take a Wliitller;" folk
He formed the nucleus of chain of theadueer, died in Pans Sept. ,2.
County
Judge
Richard
J. Sherman,
daughter,
Philadelphia,
Aug, 26. fantasy by Weldon Stone, at Westwas the son of the eminent, French' tres built up later by the partners,
Mother's former Norma Jean Shea,' port, Conn., Playhouse; "Drums of on the application of James D. Conpoet Jean Richepin, of th? French
nor, nitorncy for the judgment credi«
while in St. Vincents Hospital,
Academy. He produced more than ^^ere he died, he became interested musi-comedy and nitery dancer; Peace," Woodstock, N. Y., Play- tor, requiring Jewell Steven, of the'
father's an ex-theatre technician.
house; "Balloon," by Padraie Colum,
a dozen plays in leading 'Pans the-;;,, medical research and two weeks
she
Mr. and Mr.'!. Dick Allen, daugh- at Ogunquit, Me., Playhouse; "God's Spa Players, to shov/ cause why
He also wrote many poems
atres.
should not be punislied for, contempt
established a fund for cancer ter, Pittsburgh,
Aug, 14., Mother's Island," at Westboro, Mass., Playand novels.
research at the hospital.
the daughter of Art Morrone, Pitt hou.se: "Casablanca," at Newport. R. of court. Connor, alleges that the
In -1901 he married Cora Laparpromoter
ot the summer theatre at
theatre supply man.
I., Casino; and "It's a Man's World,"
cerie, noted French actress, and with
for
HABLEY ORANYILLE'BARKER
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde' Rogers, son, at Westport, Conn., Playhouse, which the Spa this year failed to appear
her directed the theatres of La
Harley Granville-Barker, 69, noted Hollywood, Sept. 3. Father is with John Golden is thinking of bringing examination in proceedings suppleRenaissance and Mogador.
mentary to execution of a judgm.ent
in.
Richepin would have been little British theatrical scholar and play- Freddy Martin's, band.
in favor o£ Dn James Smith of
wright, died Aug. 31 in Paris. GranMr. and: Mrs. Maury -Melford,
known to the American public liad
Other new plays tried out this Scht-nectady.
he not fought two duels which re- ville-Barker's publications include daughter, Burbanfc, Cal., Aug. 27, summer were:
Connor, representing Dr. Smith,
ceived a great deal of publicity. He the plays "Prunella," "The Marry- Father is a publicist at Warners.
"Oh, My Aching Back," "Va. Over- obtaiiicd a judgment againsit Miss
was victorious in both of them,- de- ing of Ann Leete," "The Voysey Inture," Barter theatre, Abington, Va.:; Steven for $360,70, by default. The
heritance."
"Waste,"
"The
Madras
feating in 1914 Pierre Frondaie,
plaintiff .sent his daughter to Miss
House,"
"The
Pajama
a
Girl,"
paraphrase
Little
Barn
thCT
from
the
Geradapter Of "Aphrodite," and in 1923
atre, Teaneck, N. J.;'"Cup of Fury," Steven in Saratoga for instruction in
Chi.
the Duke of Casmastra, an Italian man ot Arthur Schnitzler's play,
paying $350 for the cour.se.
"Anatol," ah English version of Sacha
Theatre-in4he-Dale, New MilfOrd, drainnt
nobleman living in Paris.
Continued from page 51
Conn.; "A Nice, Place to Vi.sit," Bol- She was withdrawn and Dr. Smitji
First encounter took place during Guitry's "Deburau" and "Dr. Knock"
^''""^ the French of Jules Romains
top
Landing, N. Y.; "Mary and Eliz- sued to recover the money, alleging'
Maurice Evans' GI edition of "Hamrehearsals of "Aphrodite," in which
she
not
had
received the instruction.
also
well,
abeth,"
known
for
his
Playhouse,
prefNoroton,
let,"
N.
Y.;
Mady Christians in "I Remem-'
Mme. Ricflepin was to play the title
It is understood that thC; judgment
Shakespeare's plays.
ber Mama," return engagement of "The Question Crime," Teaneck, N.
role. It stemmed from a remark by ^'^^^
Survived by his widow,
"The Glass Menagerie," and Ben J.;"Carbon Copy," Hempstead, L. I.; debloi'.has not been served, and there,
Frondaie that she was paying more
were
reports
that she had left the
"The
Personal
Touch,".:
Mpntowese,
attention to her husband's cortcep
Hecht's new opus, ."A Flag Is Born,"
':;
PIERRE MQUTIER
are just a few o,f the shows looking Brantord, Conn.; "Beloved," Oak city,
tion of the role than to his direction.
William M. Martin also has obBluffs, Martha's Vineyard Playhou,se,
Pierre Moutier, 64, French author- lor local lodging./
Argument followed to be climaxed
tained
of approximately
a
judgment
Mass.;
playwright, died in Paris Aug; 29.
"Welcome
Home,"
Milford,
by duel.
U-sual five Plays in the Theatre
His plays included ''Le Jeune Guild-American Theatre Society sub- Pa., theatre; "Hail and Hello," Chap- $200, for printing, against iWiss
Among Richepin's best known
Ridgewood, N. J.; "Alfred." Steven, individually, and the Sarawritings are "La Reine de Tyr," Homme Candide" and his books In- scription
season,
including, '"The el,
.(';'
.''
toga
Players.
::•
Chapel,
Great
"La
Cavaliere,"
"Cadet-Roussel," cluded "Dame InconnUe",
Neck,
I.;
L.
"Figaro,"
Magnificent
He had
Yankee," and "The ApJohn L. Halpin Advertising, of
"La Grave des Femmes," "Le Min- also been president of the French ple of His Eye,': aie also looking for Montowese, Branford, Conn.; "She's
two
in
plaintiff
is
aret j" "La Guerre et I'Amour" and Theater Critics Assn.
a home in town as are Gertrude a Good Fellow," Little Barn theatre, Schenectady,
One seeks approximately
"La Matrone d'Ephese."
Niessen's "Follow the Girls" and Teaneck, N. J.; "Lady By Name," actions.
Oak Bluffs, Martha's Vineyard; $300 from Miss Steven and the of her,
"Song of Norway."
and
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FLORENCE TURNER
Florence Turner, 61, one of the
stars of silent films, died Aug. 29 at
the Motion Picture Country House
after a' long illness. Starting her
•career at an early age with Vitagraph, Miss Turner was known to
film fans of the 1900 era as "The
Vitagraph Girl," In 1915 she was
acclaimed "the most popular actress
in the- United States" by a vote of

motion

MAX TSCHAUDEB

Max Tschauder, manager of the
Roxy, Springfield, 111., a key house
of the Frisina Amus Co., died suddenly at his, home in that city; He
had been in St. Louis discussing film

Opera

House might be

able

to

squeeze a show in between its opera
and Gortcert "engagements but due to
its large seating capacity a
musical
would be the only logical thing, and
at
that the
show's management
would have to be satisfied with a
,

,

deals a

few hours before

his death.

short run.

Harry Sachs,

75,

father of Manie

Sachs; Columbia record executive,
died in Philadelphia Sept. 3 after a

long illness,

:

.

[jicture exhibitors.

Actress moved to England in 1916
Cody Crowder, 46, ofJice superinand established her own production
company, the first screen star to at- tendent at Paramount, died Aug. 25
tempt such a venture; During World in Hollywood following an operation.
been with- Paramount for 25
War I, Miss Turner toured the He had•.:
years.
British isles
with a vaudeville
troupe, entertaining American servicemen. Betufning to Hollywood in
Mr«. Margaret Gttrmatt Rishop, 77;
1920, she resumed her screen career. mother of "Doc" Bishop, chief of
'

.

Also,
"Love Sits A-Spinning,"
Playhouse, Eagles Mere, Pa,; "Pri-.
vate Practice," Playhouse, BoOthbay,
Me.; "The Dream,''.. Lenox, Ma.ss.,
:

:

the season.
Summonses have, been,
issued in the cases, but it is understood there has been no service.

"Murder For a Song,"
Hempstead theatre, Hempstead, L.

theatre;

l'.;

"Compaissionate

Fact
five

Leave,"

Martha's

Union Talks On

that Shubert interests own Vineyard
Playhouse, 0.ak Bluffs,
Chi houseis and have half inter- iWass.; "Off the Air," Berkshire,
Play-

another further: complicates
matters. It is a cinch that the Shuborts are going to give their Own
plays first choice in the .scramble for
a home here, with other shows left

house, Stockbridge, Mass;; "Out of
the Woods," Playhouse, Boo'thbay,
Me.; "Take a Treaty," Riverside,
Bridgton, Me.; "Little A," Lakewood

put even if they were ready to come
in ah6ad of a Shubert play".
To top things off the Chicago Actors Co., local amateur group, has
announced plans to turn pro in the
fall and is dickering for a Loop film

stead, L. I.; "Woman Trouble,'' Starlight theatre. Pawling, N. ''i.] "The

est,, in

•house.

,--:

:

a similar amount, from David Wolper
Productions,
and.: James:
Elliott
which took over the theatre late in

Ma.s.s.:

With James

F. Reilly, cxeo-.secre-

tary of League of N. Y. TlieatreS,
back- from vacation, meeting 'Vv-as,
set up with reps of the Treasurers'
union Friday \Q) to discuss wage
,

I

1

Skowhegan, Me.;"Spring," boosts.';',.-,:',.':.:,"
Montowese Playhouse,
Branford;
Assn. ot Theatrical Agents and
Conn.; "A Kiss For Peter," Hemp- Managers will also meet with manatheatre,

-^:,.;'

^

gers Friday, Mrs. Anna Rosenberg
to represent latter.
In matter of

Black Eye," Westchester Playhouse, musicians vs. managers on wage inMt. Kiseo, rf, Y.; "Surry gurry," creases, status quo remains, with
Playhouse,
Surry,
Me.;
"Madam get-together set for next week.

,

—

--

'

—

;

\
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'FRONT PAGE' NSG

'BlooinerGirr Healthy $13,000 inFirst

$5,000 IN

4 Days at

(E Union' Tops at

Chicago, Sept, 3. t
''Come On Up" folded Saturday
with late rush for tickets up1-Niters
ping take to a good $15,000. "BlopmChamberlain Brown, legit agent,
opened "rhursday (29),
Girl"
pr
keeping number of houses doing plan.<s to arrange tour.'! of onebiisinciiS at four, pulling in a healthy nighters for prominent actors, who
$13,000 for four days. "State of the will appear with a supporting comUiiion" still remains as top show in pany in a new play or revival, at
town, continuing its near-capacity clubs or other groups, similar to
with a rousing $26,000. wliile
bii;
"Harvey" is turning them away at concert appearances of longhair
th« Harris with a smash $24,000. Ad- artists.
Brown says he's been approached
vance lor the Joe E. Brown vehicle
often by women's clubs to bring
is a terrific $51,000.
'Kream Girl" opened at the Sel- stage stars as guests for a nigh t'.s apwyn Tuesday (3), and "Oklahoma!" pearance on guarantee basis runand "Lute Song" are skedded to bow ning into four figures. Meeting was
Sept. 16.
held yesterday (Tues.) al'ternoon in
Estimates for Last Week
Brown's office to discuss feasibility
f'Blovmer Girl," Shubcrt (2,163; of projfect with vnriou.s agents, etc.
$4.80). Opened Thursday (29), doing
a £oo(i $13^000 ior four days.
UllCir IIIII lU
On Up," Selwyrt (7tb
IN
week) (1,000; $3.60). Clo.sed Satur- DfitR
day (31), with last-minute rash for
I
ATION
tickets nabbing good $15,000.
.1 . rUallbn lAfiirtllVn
"Harvey," Harris (3rd \veek) ( 1,beerto
have
another
New
York
is
Smash
,$.3,60).
000;
$24,000

down

to

.'«(reek

3 Preenis This Week; 'Annie' Tops, 45G

two

Pinal oflioial vacation week of the .weekly, nut of about $6^00,, althoiigh
Slimmer last week saw Broadway bi? it must go far to recoup against
due
in on boom level. Visitors coining earlier, bad weeks.
in for the holiday weekend added to
"The 'Vcice of the Turtle," Morosco
ali'ouciy crowded hotels,. Cool weather (126th week) (C-939; $3.60), Veteran
brgufjht, out-of-town vacationists in a comedy up $500 over previous week,
little earlier while helping biz all. to .1il5,000i> very profitable for this
around.
lonystayer. Off Monday, Tuesday but
Fan logit .season opens officially very good balance of week.
"Three to Make Eeady," Broadtlvis V/t.'ok with three premieres: "Tlic
Front Page," "A Flag Is Born" and hur.st (26th week) (R-1,160; $4.80).
•Yours Is My Heart." "Dream Girl''' Brcnda Forbes back into cast Memday (2) after three-week vacation.
rc.s'umc.s ..'after a summer vacation
layoff;
N. Y. City Center ..al.so re- Musical continued at excellent pace,
Philadelphia, Sept. 3.
All .four oi PlJilly^' regular legit siimc--', with th(> Ballet Russe de IVIorite with .$1,000 over previous rstainza. t'o
!S31.0C0 last week.
houses are now open, and early in- Carlo
"yonrs Is My Heart," Shubert (MEstimates for Last Week
dicatioiis point to some strong biz
even though three of the quartet are
Kejw: C (Cmnedy), D (Drama), 1.382; $6). Ai?thur Spitz presents the
Franz Lehar operetta, with
return engagements.
CD ( Comedy -Drama), R (Revue), orijiinal
libretto ad.iptcd by Ira Cobb and
Forrest relighted yesterday M (Musical), O (Operetta),
tomorrow
Karl
Farkas.
Opens
being dark since July, due to
"A Flag iH Born," Alvin

and precm

.'.f

iMs

Reopids

(^^^^

i

;

'

'

-

.

;

.

I

.

[

:

nrm

!

an

after-the-performancc
btaze.
"FoUow the Oirls," whose run was
interrupted by the fire, resumed for
a Ijrief engagement and the opening
matinee was virtual capacity
something urSusual for a Labor Day

I

i

l

Blackstone's Magic 15G
For Neat Wash. Biz
satisfactory $15,000 for tlie National theatre last week. Take was
considered excellent for tins type

54th

Latter

Street,

dciy.'^

Walnut

j

•in

Krimsky in 1937 at the
American Music Hall.

^,i.„„^t

entertainment.
Blackstone stays for second week,
then moves to Pittsburgh.

With clfiimed

,

'

Thur.v.

).

'

'

:

)

|;

('l061h

groiss

"The, Front pa^e," Royale iC-l,084:
Hunt Strombcrg, .Ir., and
Thomas^ SpeiigJer present the. Ben.
HcchtrCharles jVtacArthur. play, cirrocted by MacArthur. Opens tonight
S4.20)

i

[

'

(Wed.).
,

of .$13,000 as 'a
pre-

The

Rril Mill," 46th wesii) fHRolling along, on even
approximately $29,500 gro.ss,
"'^nty gooo for longstayer.

i

increase of, ,$1,000 over
"
vious .stanza.
re.sirlt.

of

both.

the freres

I

i

opened with a mat-

Advance

Spot will be named
Old knickerbocker Music Halli.
"Naughty-O" was done before by
erate.

also

omitted, except Sept. ,23,

"Anna Lucasta," Mansfield

inee performance of "Tobacco Boad,''
back in Philly for the stecnth time.
.was promlsing, "The Voice
the .Turtie" opened in the evenin.g at this Locust, Where it is figured for a stay of live or six weeks.
Original company was a wallop here
three seasons ago.
"Obsession," which beat the gun
on the rest of the, early -season "enfries by opening la.st Monday (Aug.
26) at the Shubert, got a satisfactory
$9,000.
Notices could hardly be
called favorable, although two .stars
were lauded. Basil Rathbone has
been getting plenty of local publicity.

1.

week) (D-1,Q41J $3.60), Negro-cast
comcriy-drama celebrated its .second
birthday Friday (30) with proper
fanfare and a good deal of publicity.

booked..

is

Currently being remodeled to bouse
a revival of "Naughty-O," oldtime
songs, about
""^^^"^
mid-Octobcr. Paul KiUian will op-

'

i

Washington, S«pt. 3.
Blackstone's magic show pulled

and

I

,

,

nue

(D-1J31'.
lor a Free

American League
BEV1VAI...S
Palcsiinc presents propaganda play
Show Boat," Ziegfeld (34ih week)
by Bfin .Hecht,: music by Kurt Weill. (M-l,()23: .s;6), In nice stride once
Opening tomorrow (Thur.s.) fpr four ,-tgaui, weekly gross approximating
weehs only, Sundays inelutled, Mon- $43 000; \'Pi'y satisfactory,
.$4.80

.

I

,

,

garden music hall to be located on
former .site of the Clifton theatre, in Philiy. Managfenaerit Is advertising two weeks dhlyi. although Forerstwhile cinema at Secbnd Ay^- rest has week of Seiit. 16. still un-

*26,000.

on Holiday Weekend;

Hotels, B.O. s

(29-

attractions listed are
.Tones," last half of Sept.
of "Park Avenue,"
Sept. 19-21.

12-14.

:

^State 6t t*e Union," Blackstone
astft wesk) (1,360; $4.20). Rolling
along
with
Tight
near-capacity

Crowd

an approximate $5,000 on

31).

Next

Visitors

3.

"Carmen

•

WUSll HALL
NV ni MGD AT

Haven, Sept,

four .shows at ShubePt last

Maps Name

"Com*

6 way Still Boomug;

NEW HAVEN

New

Top o£ ,ii3.60 for a revival without
.star names was regarded as a factor
in hoJding break-in of "Front Page"

1,319; ,S4.80).

keel, to

.

"Annie Get Your Gnn," Imperial
week)

(16th
.Mei-m;rn

(M-1,427; S6.60>. Ethel
music starrer leads the legit.i.Cl^^
parade, xvith steady weekly take of 010
;

WCCn
W Waalr

W

approximately $45,000.

,

I A
101 lwn«y

tar

•

"Born .Yesterday," Lyceum i3Ist
Richard
on the east side.
Exits With $27,500
week) (C-993; $4.80). 'Hit comedy
Lcvine and Ted Fetter, authors of
Los AOgele.s, Sept, 3.
contiiiiie.<s at capacity pace with iinthe piece have given, it a new hypo,
Legit picture continues slightly
vaiying $21,000. Advance sale big.
It'll have an JETquity cast, now being
Slow
here,
with exception of normal
•.
i
„
,rtn.,
rounded, up to go into rehearsal in
take at the El Capitan. Second frame
\ (R-1.142;
,i , I'iV*^^
J^^^T"'
Current Road Siwws
weeki
46). Another capaej ..gtate of the Union" at the Bilttwo weeks.
Next opcning-^a sudden booking— ity lut shovv this one racking up
ePeriod Covering Sept. 2-14)
registered near .$23,000 while
Tables will supplant regular seatI,^^,,,,,,
gi-oss oi about $33,000.
^athcr^^^^^^^
.^„^ ^nai .^eek oi "Wizard
"Bal Ncgrc"
Shubert, Philly ing of the theatre with fo^ and
"Carousel," Majestic (72d week) of Oz" at the Greek' theatre slowed
(9-14).
_.
..
drinks being served prior and after'-into the
Shubert
(M-l.fc67: S6). Up with the leaders down to near $27:500. "East Wind"
on Thursday (9)
"Barnaby ana Mr. O'Malley"
on for a nine-day stay. ZaSu Pitts in again following a little hot-weather bowed at the outtloor showcase tot
Killian
figures
performance.
Playhou.se, Wilinin)i.ton (6-7); Ford's, a capacity of 400. with scale $2-$3 her new play. "Cordelia,"- is a likeli- rcce,ssion. and approximating .$41,000. night (2) for two-week .stay.
hood for the week of the 16th, prob.
Balto, (9-14),
Deep Are the Roots," Fulton (49th
week nights and $3 Saturdays.
"The Gentle Approach" got only
ably at the Walnut, although there's week (D^96«; $3.60). Running alone very light week and a half run at
"Blaekrats of »««"— El Capitan,
still a chance it might grab that
steadily as Broadway's lone dramatic the Belasco, elo.sing Saturday i31 ).
Hollywood (2-14).
open week at the FoiTcit. On Sept hit. mixed-cast play grossed S12.000. Ken Murray'.* "Blackouts of 1946"
"Btoekstone"—Nat'i;- Wash. (2-7);
23"The Student Prince" comes into
"nream Girl." Coronet tCD-1,037: came through with usual $17,000 for
Meeting to Mull
Kixon; Pitt. (9-14).
the Forrest. A tryoiit. ''Mr. Peebles $4.20 >. Resumed Monday (2) a'ter a 219th frame and will better that
"Bia«ner Girl"
Shubert, Chi.
and Mr. Hooker," i.s listed at the vacation layoff, following a 29-week current week due to Labor Day
Contract Walnut, and the newly -organi2ed rin^. Betty Field back as lead for li trade and extra performance.
(2-14).
Met
American
Repertory
Theatre
"Carmen J«ne»"— Met., Providence
open.'?
mon»4i.
then to be replaced by June
American Goikl of Musical Artists at the Shubcrt.
They're skedded to Havoc.
(3-4); Aud., Hartford (5-7); Court
meinber.<»bip is meeting today (Wed.) give "What Every Woman KnoWiT
'Desert' 12G, Toronto
"Harvey," 48th Street (96th week)
Sq., Springfield (0-10); And., Worcand "Henry 'Vlir' here.
Toronto, Sept. 3.
(C-Sa."); $4.20), Fiank Fay went back
ester
Shub?rt, New Haven to discuss questions of wages and
(11);
Max Gordon's "Park Ave" is com- into his lead role Monday (2), but
Record-breaking three-week run
other matters on new contract with ing to the Shubert Oct. 7, and .in
his comedy continued at capacity last of Ernest Bawley's revival of "Desert.
'^•mc 9» Vn"—Shubert, Bttst. the Metropolitan Opera Assn. Ifs other musical tryouf, "Sweet Bye week with Bert Wheeler in the lead, Song" at the Royal Alexandra still
and
Bye,"
(2-14).
opens
at
thp
Forrest
on
the
thitd stanza for a
for
hclci
on
gross.
up
$19,000
believed agreement will be reached
"Icctime," Center (11th week) (R- healthy gross of S12,10O. with 1,525"Cordelia"— Wilbur, Boston (2-7)-; this week, so that contract can be the 14th.
2.994: $2.40). Lavish skate revue con- seater scaled at $3 top. With Lucille
Met., Providence t»); Palace, Man- signed and the Met proceed with its
tinues one of town's ace attraction.': Manners, (Jordon Dilworth and J.-Jck
chester (10); Academy, Northampton plans for the new season.
for visitors at its low scale, with last Sheehan, "De.-sert Song" did .*17.,'!00
(ill; Aud., Hartford (12-14)
AGMA iast week deferred to the 'Cordelia-ZaStt
on opening week; just over $14,000
week's take approximately $53,000.
"Cyram Dc Bcrgerae -Erlanger, Met on the all-important question of
"Life With rather," Bijou (.?52d on: second week.
Buff. (12-14).
(This ends the 13-vveek summer
whether the latter could fire 16 of
week) (C-614; $,3.80), Champ lone$9,700, Tatber' Big
"Bear
theatre season at the Royal AlexRuth"--Plymouth,
Bost. its 92 choristers, leaving way open
sta.yoi- confinued.to pick up last v.'eeK,
andra, with house sliding right into
goin,;
ahead
over
previous
(2-14).
$500
to pursue discussion on wages, etc.
heavily- booked -up legit .season^
stanza, to $9,800, plenty profit si this a
•^Bream Gii-I"— Selwyn, Chi. (2- Met originally claimed that AGMA's
leeing-off with Alan Reed in "Merry
ffgurc
.•14).
Boston,
Sept.
3.
wage demands would cost it $1 51 ,000,
Maid in the Ozarks," Belasco (7th Wives of Windsor," current.)
"Follow the GirH"--Forrest. Philly which it said it couldn't afford. Set'•Cordelia" and "Life With Father,"
!—»
week) (C-1J>77;$3.60). Hick comedy
botli
in
for
two
frames,
joined
(2-14).
"Dear
tlement of the chorister*' question
holding its own at $9,000 take, with
Ruth" last week to tee off the Hub surprisingly few two«for-ones
"Halrvey"— Harris, Chi. (2-14),
being
reduces that amount, but it's beJULES rKIFFEiprsMnts
"Hasty
Heitrf" Geary,
Frisco lieved further concessions have to be legit season, and this week- "Gome utilized. Show seems set tor a while,
On Up" relighted the Shubert. Re(2-14).
MUtress
Mine,"
Empire
(23d
"O
made.
sult
tour out of six Hub Icgiterios
week) (CD-1,082: .$4.80). Resumption,
"I.a«ly
Windcrn'.rre's' FanT— Curare v.-urking at present, largest numof the' Lunfs after a vacation saw
ran. Frisco (2-14).
ber at Labor Day in many years.
week sold out before Monday's (26)
*ntievend of loH"
Cass, Det. (2- 'Central Park* Smash
And an pre doing great, with the opening.
Standees had to be limVeterans
14)
of Foreign Wars convention
iled. w-ith show gro.ssing approxi55G ill KanSaS City in town all week to hypo takes.
"ilfe VCIth Father"
Colonial.
r-nately S2.').000.
"Cordelia" failed to draw very
Bost.
Alex, Toronto
(2-7);
Roy;i'
Kansas City, Sept. 3.
"Oklahoma!," St. James
(I841K
entbi'.siastfc notices but i.s nonethcr
Longrtm
(9-14).
week) (M-1,509;. $4..'!0).
••lliY- ih
(Central Parle," the Mike less drawing well, while
""Up:.'!',,
musical's only problem, strangely
"Mavy Had a Little"— Shubert- Todd musical, closed a week s run remains a.s .solid a draw as "Father"
RELASCO THEATRE
ever On
of the dollaiLafayette. Det. (2-14).
at the Music Hall here Sunday (1) its fifth visit to town. ''Huth" held enough, is getting rid
NEW YORK CITY
otherwiy'^
'Tuesdays;
iWonday.%
seats
of
the
gross?,
one
with
a
$55,000
"Merry Wives of Windsor"^ Royal
J p. too;
sells out. vjit'h standees, week's aroshere
Alex.. Toronto (2-7); His Majesty's. heftiest figures ever hlmg up
''Late George Apley" remains thi.s
c-ontiniiing at $31,000.
the largest mid- week at the. Mutual Hal! .stand
and
away
fN ITS
and
far
of the
-MoDt'l (9-14).
"On Whitman Avenue." Cort 'ITlli
take on record, aecordint; Boston scmmer theatre to wind up
summer
8TH
SMASH WBEKi
"Obsession"— Shubert; Philly (2-7); tp the A&N Presentations oflici
week) (0-1,064; $3.60). Racial prop-:^
tlie season. Did estimated $6,000 last
Colonial, Boat. (9-14).
which booked the show. Only "Okla- week. C.'imbridge summer thc;itre aganda play did claimed .$8,800 la.s-t.
week,
"Oklahoma"—Lyceum. Mpls. (2-7); homa:'! in a mid-sea.son week has closid Sat. (31 ) for .season witli "Meet, week. .S30d over previf>U'-Aud.. Dcs Moinos (9-14).
topped that figure, "eeritral Park" the Wife." doing estimated $4,000. which .iu.-;t breaks even. Mdviii.s; out
iilter a 173-per£ormanci3 run.
Oct.
"Song of NOfW»v''-^Gpcra Hou.se. played seven ni^ht.s with a trio
Spot now occupied by the Boston
"Scnjc of Noi way," Broadway (103d
matinee.<i, both Saturday and Sunday
Gay,
Bost. (9-14).
.stock company, opening Thurs, (5V
Loni'run
$4.80).
(0-1,900:
week)
Nights with "Ki.s.^
sellouts.
and- Tell." Repertory, fol••State of the
Wnlbn"— Biltmnre, shows being virtual mats
verj- profGrieg operetta whids up
at $3.65.
at $4.25 top.
went
Musical
lows:
L. A. (2-14).
itable run this weekend i7). with
Pro.sppcts are strong, the lisl; ofSigmund Romberg, the .show's
B;>!U
"State of the Union"-^Bl,wkstone,
«-eck around S24.000.
)ai-t
conipo-ser, hopped into town to con- I'ei'in;; 'Obse.s.sion." Goloniil, Sept. 9;
Singable, Lilling Tunes!
Chi. (2-14).
Theatre house's next occupant. Sept,,
duct the orch Friday and Saturday. "Sony of Norway." Opera House.
"Temporary Mrs. Smith"— Play- Romberg also went over the .^how Jicpt. 10; "Barnaby." Wilbur. .Sept. 16: 30.
Slightly Mad Plot . . .
"Sfate of the tjnion," Hudsnn (42(1
house, "VVilmington (13-14).
with the cast preparatory to the Ho.l- "Park Ave.," Colonial, Sept. 23:
$4.80). Kay Franci.i
\vce.i-.)
CD1,057;
"The Glass Mcnaecric"— Nixon. lywood Bowl opening Sept. 7.
•Born Yesterdiiy." Wilbur, Sept. 30:
Looking for a producer
into lead role Monday (2). vacEted
Pitt. (2-7); Cox. e>nc. (9-14).
."Happy Birthday," Shubert, Oct. 3;
Ruth Hu.xsey. Hit comedy tops
by
dare take on new
who'll
Americaji Repertory Theatre, Colo"The MaKniflreiit Heel" — Natl..
plays, as usual, at a bit over'
Houseman's Bird Chore nial. Oct. 7: "Present Laughter," straiKht
tcriteri tcho are
Wash. (9-14).
$25.'i00.
Plym(»iith.
Oct.
14:
"TOpHtskv of
Hollywood, Sept. 3.
'rrobarco Boad'- -Wplniit: Philly
"Swan Song," Booth il(ith wfrck)
! !
VOX
Notre
Dame."
Shubert.
Oct.
28:
unHecht-MacArthur
(2-14).'
John Hou.seman, currently under
(CD-712; $4;2fr).
titled Miws Hart. play. F'lymouth, Oct.
cIram.V clairaefl $l.OdO increase over;
REpublic 9-7858
"Voice of the Turtle"— Locust. commitment to- direct the Duke El- 28. ';ind "Mis.s Jones," Nov. 11.
approximatelyto
V'eek,
previoi'-s
linifton mtfsicalized version of "The
Philly <9.I4).
Kstimatex for Last Week
with
for
show
profit
Plenty
.'SIO.OOO.
•^ofce of ilie Tnrtle"—Parkwav. Beggar's Opera,' on. Broadway, will
"Cordelia," Wilbur (1,200; .?3). This
one d;dn't get enthusiastic reception
Madison »2-3y; La Porte, La Porte also direct on "Mirror In the Sky
based on the life of John Audubon. but Z.-jSu Pitts draw is ok;iy' and
Keith'.'!.
<4); Palace, S. Bend
(.1);
Raoul Pene du Bois is, prodticing show took a fairly goo<l $9,700. Finnl
Grand Rapids (6-7); Town Tall, Toalso
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^Wives' SG, Ballalo
Buffalo, Sept.

3.

"Merry Wives of Windsor" in five
performances at the Erlauf^er last
Wt*k drew under mild $5,000 at
$3.86 top.

week

the latter,

ledo (»-H>.

'tURTUE' I2V2G,

M-WKEE

Sept. 3.
The David-son's first play of tb(r
.season "The Voice of the' Turtle, "
did satisfactoi-y |12,50« last week.
IVIilwaukiic.

cUiTent.

-near Roth," Plymouth
Second week remained

(1.300: t3).

,

DRAMA STUDENT WANTS PARIS JOB

Olrl »f

excellent
rvi.^ri<:il...

$14,000.
11,,'iOO;
"Life
Colonial
„ With Father,"
.
$3)_, Fir^t week of old fave staunch
estimated $15,000, be.st in town. Final
week current.

w-hllws io

MWn*

iHmirr Kniitnn mi UmKrr In Jfar^ to sJuAy

rfraniathan ««r»»«r3. rrheartli workfr and troiiHlnfnr— liars tone
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hospital,
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'New Yorker' Offers to Hersey Yam;

Drip

M

Else to

Ron A-Bomb Story

Yorker mtig lor last week's
ittue canned every standing dept.
(except amusement listings), giving
entire issue to a single, 30,.

afield

new

Converted

Believt^ tO be the first authentic
dociimenied case in American jour-,
nalism o( a book converting a newspaper's political stand is the recent
switch of tlie Hartford Gazette, Bel
public. He got the info out of data Air, Md., from a non-partisan policy
and
to that of an independent one.
compiled by Japanese scientists
Pub-owner, Vaughn riannery, N.
physicians.
He came near affecting a rap- Y. advertising exec, ran a threeYorkNew
the
prochement between
column editorial explaining sheet's
two
The
In a letter to Pen«uin
switch.
er and Reader's Digest.
mags have been feuding for a^ cou- Books, publishers of Lowell Mellett's
ple of years, but RD immediately "Handbook of Politics and Voter's
Yorkei;
New
the
"One
digest
ofl'ered to
Guide," he states in part
It didn't get as far as price readhig
piece.
of Lowell Mellett's book
niention; Hersey nixed the idea too converted
only non-partisan
the
,

-

fast.

coming to about $17,500, or approximately twice the editorial budget for
a regular week.
Copies of the mag became a colitem within hQiirs after they

lector's
hit the

news stands. An editorial
the N. Y. Times even went so far

in
as

to toss bouquets to the mag for devoting an entire issue to this piece.
At least a dozen fihn producers
immediately wont after Hersey for
picture rights to his book. At least
four legit producers said they'd hock
their shirts to back a play based on

the Hersey

i

.

in the State of Maryland
the plan of political procedure
outlined by Mellett."

newspaper

The New Yorker spent not only
$10,000 for Kersey's yarn, but had
to pay every regular dept. contributor, and a full week's staff pay for
an issue that carried no other material—the .total cost for the issue

though the book has gone to 13,000.
Magazine Digest, Coronet, Journal
of Living, and Today's 'Woman have
ali bought excerpts or condensations

&

OOO-word article by John Hersey—
dealing with the A-bombing of Hiroshima and its after*e(Iects. Hersey
received $10,000 tor the piece— and
it's only about three-fifths of the
book he's writing for publication by
Alfred A. Knopf.
The former Life-Time writer revealed more technical secrets about
the bomb than have yet been made

to

Huckstering Hollywood
N":w novel about a .Hollywood famdynasty, "The Golden Egg," is set
publication Sept. 26 by Henry
Go. It's by James PoUak, who
Holt
for almost 10 years headed the
trailer*making department at the
studios. He's the son of Joe
Pollak who topped National Screen
Service, independent trailer oiitl'it.
until ho sold out to Herman Robbins.
"Golden Egg" is in line with Budd
ily

for

&

RKO

article.

Co-op <jHag of Year* Set
Staff work on the long-planned
mag to be published by Associated
Magazine Contributors, Inc., co-

.

introduce James Gray, its
book editor, to the N. Y. pubto

who succeeded A. C.
when the latter went

Gray,

lishers.

Siiccforsky
to
will be
a N. Y.

,

Samuel

over

Goldwyn's

office,

hosted by the newspaper at
party next Tuesday (10).

Congress Probe
Continued from page 1
was bypassed under pressure of other
studies.

Committee

chiefs, are

still

unde-

cided on the extent of the film probe,
in view of tlie Justice Department's
anti-trust proceedings again.st the
"Big. Five," and the pending New
York dfecree ih the equity suit.
However, the feeling is that an inquiry into the ftlm trade practices is
an integral part of any monopoly
study in communications, with result that hearings are expected to
hit block-booking, producer-exhibitor tieins, arid out-and-dried distribution of choice Hollywood product.
Study may also follow up. a .ioint
.

.
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Nine, Tenn., Sept.
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So many columns are being written by or for Very Important Persons
as substitutes for columnists on vacation that even Elliott Roosevelt might
prefer Peg being whimsical about trained ducks, or Jack Lait writing about
Duffy the Goat to reading any more VIPs. The reason for the low readerinterest of many of these guest columns is that p.a.'s, given free rein to
write what they like in the name of their clients, are fearful lest they say
too muclv and the kickback be the old kick in the pants out the main gate.
In Hollywood particularly the praisers have learned that a suppress agent
often rates higher than a press agent.
But now and then you get a client who likes a press agent to express
himsell Joseph Henry Steele, calling himself the personal representative
of Ingrid Bergman, is one such self-expressionist. Substituting for Harri.son Carroll (Who is on a guess-whaf?) he tells us that the Scandinavian
star has never seen a prizefight, doesn't like to hook fish, dislikes wearing
junk in her hair, wouldn't' change her name from Ingrid Bergman to
Darlene Svenske or anything else, has never had a chauffeur, rarely wears
a hat, can outwalk anybody in Hollywood, never has breakfast in bed,
has never met Garbo, never wears earrings, attended her first horse race
only recently and won $14, answers her correspondence by typewriter,
doe-sn't like raw onions, doesn't play cards; needs seven hours' sleep, claims
to be a good cook, likes serving dinner herself, never budgets her money,
can't keeps books, is 5 feet 8% inches tall, and likes pictures.
Calling Dr. Llndstrom
Indeed the .only thing J. H. Steele didn't tell us, and for the life of me
I cannot understand why, is that her husband is Dr. Peter Lind-strom
and operates at the Los Angeles County Hospital, and they have one child.
Well, that's what you get when a good columnist lays off and a good
guest-conductor lays on. But in the main some nice white space would
be more soothing to the vacationist's army of word-weary readers. What's
;

wrong with a
in

summer?

learned

Why shouldn't columnists as well as theatres close
do these chatterers, especially the ones who have
"international relations," insist they are so entertaining

layoff?

Why

to spell

that

.

on. monopolistic practices in pix put
out by the old Temporary National
Economic Committee in 1940.

Newspapers and Radio

into doing his work for him.''
Back in World War I, I remember Edwin Justus Mayer was writing a
York Call and getting his pay chiefly on the ads he
column for the
brought in between writing sonnets. Howard Dietz and I thought Eddie

New

:

:

In radio, the conimittee's principal

"What

Hucksters" as an expose of behindscenes goings-on in the entertainment
field. It concerns the rise of a lower
East Side family in N. Y, to a position of importance in the cloali-and-

;

«

< « t

even their summer substitutions are strictly LS-MFTs?
While warming up to this contrapuntal exercise I read a newspaper head
which ran: "POLICE HUNT POLITE RAPIST." Brother," 1 said to my
SonatcrHouse committee monograph sweeter self, "that sounds like a columnist trying to pressure some celeb

Makes Sammy interest is reported to lie in the fastRun" and Frederic Wakeman's "The growing infiltration of newspapers,
Schulberg'.i

» »» »* MM
.^
SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK
»

Iv'sco,

years, spent the early days of his
career in Chicago and joined the since publication.
Tentative title of Harry Kurnitz's
Newa in 1919 as picture editor. Leaving the News in 1922 he returned in lunnorous book on Hollywood is "No
1930 and subsequently held various Joy ;ln This Contract" for Siinon
editor
Schuster publication.
posts of Sunday editor, auto
Chicago Daily News is going far
and managing editor.

New

up the

Mt.

N. Y„ for minor surgery.
Leo Cruild^has coined more dough
Oil the subsidiary rights to "You Bet
Your Life" than from royalties even

with one-third of present broadcasting facilities in the hands of the publifetwork-station relationand concentration of control
of the more powerful transmitters,
will also come up for attention, it

lishers,

was long before he wrote "The Firebrand.") So
...
two weekSi
Many Angles, None Right
Bui that was not like this case I'm talking about. This guy was working
for a capitalist paper worth millions and carrying on all the pretenses ol

deserved a vacash.

we

(It

did his stint daily lor.

solvency! How he did it on $12 a weel^ I learned in time. He had angles.
Most of them were oblique. Some acute, few right. He would claim in
his column that he knew foods backward.
No chef, to hear him tell it,
could touch him. He's even insist, on very small acquaintance, on cooking
was understood.
The Small Business group has you a dinner. He'd louse the fowl up so badly it could be spelled with a
p-u. You'd toss him the underdone turk and .settle for hamburgers.
already been active in FM radio, and
methods not always on the com- authored a report last spring on
Then he'd take home the battered bird, cook it. till edible and live on it
pletely ethical side.
"Opportunities for Small Business in for a week, ending with a chicken -a-la-gyp for newcomers to his growing
FM Broadcasting." Senator Glen circle of enemies.
Kern, .Tones Beach, et AI., for Soviet Taylor (D:, Ida.) is slated to play a
When time had healed the breach he would write a column rhapsodizing
Piece on Jerome Kern is one of major role In this phase of the istudy, hi.s own skill as a chef ohez vous. He'd disguise the bird a bit, bringing it
the features of the current issue of Taylor has already objected publicly out this time as a ducfc and insisting it made all your guests so romantic
"Amerika Illustrated," the State to the heavy influx of standard that many swore Sir Francis Drake had appeared as in a vision and carved
Dept. slick paper picture magazine broadcasters and publishers into
FM. it. Everybody said it tasted like Marion Davies in "Little Old New York."
published for the Russian trade in The committe'e's verbal spanldng of On that he would get other offers.
Moscow.' Layouts on Jones Beach FCC for failure to hold out some
The same with clothes. He dressed well. He knew angles on this sort
and Joe Louis are also included in FM slots for latecomers
and vet."; is of thing too. He dressed well the way he ate well on his failures. He'd
the issue, the flrst to go to 50,000 considered partially
responsible for advise friends to buy certain clothes. Soon he'd tell them they look like
copies by permission of the Soviet
the: commission's change of heart on communists in them.
They'd trade them to be rid of him and the Dies
Government. Previous issues have FM channel reservtition.

move

into film.s
some 30 years ago, and their ascendancy to an important position in the
Hollywood scene years later via
suit industry, their

ships,

.

operatively owned by writers, artists and photogs, was begun yesterday (Tuesday) and publication is

Name, infor February.
cidentally, will be changed from
year.
Next year's title
to
will be '47, The Magazine of the
Year; following year, it will be '48,

skedded
year

and

so on.

,

It will be a monthly, pocket-sized,
issue to be 160 pages divided
approximately 55-45 between editorial and picture matter. Mag will
run no advertising, no digests or reprints, will not let any other outfit i^»en limited to 10,000
first

its stuff. It will use a small
amount of fiction, rest articles, features, etc., in words, "art and pix.

reprint

increased

the
Dept.

v/ith

State

even on

—

cast.

issues.

print

Latest impetus for a
probe in the three fields

order,

now be breaking
venture In good will

will

its

Ernst's

Offices are at 68 West 45th street, publishing for the Soviet. Mag sells
N. y. Jerome Ellison, former m. e. at a stiff 10 roubles per copy.
of Collier's, and erstwhile editor of
Liberty, is editor and publisher, but
CHATTER
stock— which will total $300,000— is
Former ship news reporter Dick
owned by pro writers, artists and Joseph now travel ed of Esquire.
photogs, including John Dos Passos,
Herb Moss in Hollywood on a reWalter Lippmann, Clifton Fadiman, porter assignment lor the St. Louis
Pearl Buck, "EUery Queen," Chris- Star-Times.
topher Morley, Elmer Davis, John
Carl Gartner returned to Des
Hersey, John Steinbeck, Ernest K. Moines after gandering. Hollywood
Lindley,
Reginald Marsh, Meyer for the Register-Tribunej
Berger, Virgil Patch, Gjon Milli,
Herb Monk, motion picture editor
Ilka Chase.
of the St. Louis Globe-Democrat,
General manager Is Walter S.
gandering the Hollywood studios.
Ross, formerly of Breskin PublicaDon H. Thompson gandering
tions. Staff includes John Whiting
Hollywood for two weeks as feature
as m. e.; Lawrence Lee as literary
editor o£ the St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
editor; Richard Salmon as head of
Bill Vallee, brother of Rudy; scribart dept.; Raymond Hagel as circuing "New York Letter," monthly
lation director,

,

'

^

\

°

feature

in'

Fawcett's Motion Picture

mag.
Cissie Patterson Heads N. Y. News
.Three days after the .death .ol Roy

Marty Holland's new book, "The
Glass Heart," will be published by
of the Julian
Messner for the autumn

G. Holliiss, acting president
Ni Y. Daily News, 'Mrs. Eleanor trade.
.Medill (Ci-ssie) Patterson, publisher
Merida de Valera, Venezuelan
of the WasIiinglon Times-Herald and
newspaper gal, intervie^ving Hollysister of the late Joseph Medill Patterwood celebs for El Universal, Carason, the New.s' founder, was elected
cas daily.
;

Chairman

board Sunday (1) at
a special meeting of the board of diof

:

th:.y

New promotion director for Street
rectors of the News Syndicate Co., & Smith's mags is Ralph Bennett
who's held, similar posts for various
publishers of the .News.
Named secretary of the board was ad agencies.
Julius Klyman, Sunday editor, and
Richard W. Clarke, who's been managing editor of the News since 1939. Don Thompson, daily mag editor of
H(}'11 also, assume the newly created the St, Louis Post-Dispatch, roundpost of executive editor. Fi-ancis M, ing up material in Hollywood.
Charles Luckman, already widely
Flynn, business manager, becomes
treasurer. "New officers have not as "profiled" (Time, Life, etc.) due for
He's the
yet made any statements upon future a Satevepost treatment.
new prez of Lever Bros. (Lux, Peppolicies.
Formerly a member of the board, sodent, etc.)
,

Ed Ainsworth, whose historieal
the CI -year-old Mrs. Patterson is a
cousin of Col. Robert R. McCormick, novel, "Eagles Fly West" (Macmilpublisher of the Chicago Tribune, lan), has just been published, is
and a granddaugliter of Joseph Me- editorial page editor of ,the Los
dill, founder pf- the Chi Trib.
To- Angeles Times.
gether they exercise a confrrolling inH. Allen Smith was to have flown
terest in the N. Y. News and the Chi to Cleveland for a " 'Rhubarb' Day'!
Trib. Washington 'fimes-Herald is at the ball park, set up by Doubleday, publisher of his latest, but the
wholly owned by Mrs. Patterson.
Clarke, SO, newspaperman for 33 'author is bedded at the Northern
,

full dress
Then one day his co-slaves who were living badly on $35 a week while
is rumored
the by-liner lived offensively well on $12, went on strike. They held a
from publication of Morris plebicite first. They voted unanimously
to get out and walk around in
"The First Freedom," which circles. The columnist was late
for the caucus but after it was over andlast June called for a joint Senateeverybody had gone he went around snooping and collecting the little bits
House inquiry into barriers to comof paper which had been used for ballots.
petition in pix, radio and the press.
He "Syndicated" to One Ring
Ernst's point was that the three
The strike on, he dodged joining the picket line on the claim that he
media were most important influences in America, and that court was not really a staff man but a syndicated columnist just like Pegler.
Mme. Roosevelt, Winchell, Pearson, Baer, Hopper and all the rest. What
action alone would not reverse the
growing trend toward concentration he did with the ballots never was discovered. Maybe he u-sed them to jot
down notes. Maybe he turned them in to the chief. Maybe he finked.
ol control.
In time he was exposed and fired, but by then Hitler had become such a
Ernst as Mentor?
Rumor is that Ernst may take time menace that he got another job at $50 a month almo.st immediately with
off from his New York law practice transportation to boot camp to boot*
After that he disappeared. I have
to serve as mentor for the Senate searched casualty lists, the confessions of returned heroes and even Budd
hearings. He has already mustered Schulberg's account of "The Celluloid Noose" in the current Screen Writer
He may have become a scenario writer, but nobody short of
a $10-15,000 fund for a similar study in vain.
by the American Civil Liberties J. Edgar Hoover can track down what all Of them really do or where
Union, which may be dropped when they 'aide.
The Chase For Negative
the more important show opens on
Though he had nothing to do with the overseas phase of the Hollywood
Capitol Hill.
A principal target of the hearings writers' contribution to victory, I wouldn't be surprised if right now he
;
were working on an "original" from Schulberg's magnificent story of the
is expected to be the recent mergers
and consolidations in the publishing cliase after the negative which was to hang tlve Nazis. Beginning with
field.
This is reported to have re- Wild Bill Donovan's OSS boys in Washington and ending as Operations'
.sulted in leaving every single town Justice, at' the Nuremberg trials before Justice Robert H. Jackson, it's as
in
ten states without competing exciting as a Hitchcock scream. Film was hunted down every place, from
dailies, and only 117 towns in all German salt mines tb Swiss safe deposit vaults— millions of feet of it..
48
states
with more than one
How time was running out against the gtiys who were hunting out. the
da.il,y.,,
imder separate ownership. photographic, evidence to.,be used against the war criminals and how they
.Committee is also expected to bore finally brought the completed picture to the .screen in time is Schulberg's
into reasons for disappearance of Story, and excellently told. In cutting the final document they used as a
;j.200
weeklies in the past few climax film of corpses piled so high at Belsen that a btiUdozer had to- be
decade.
driven through tiie. victims: of Nazi atrocities to clear a path, for the re^
It is considered unlikely Cbmmit'- treating krauts. Even Goering and the remaining 21 fiends in human form
tee will go ,along with all of Ernst's nearly puked on seeing "Mein Finish."
proposals for opening up channels of
Trial By Positive
communication, since these repreWhen the lights went on again in the Nuremburg courtroom, Schulberg
sented drastic steps in both pix and reports, Hans Frank, who
murdered 5,000,000 Poles, continued to sit there
radio.
His recommendations
in motionlessly.
In fact he had to be carried back to his cell.
Goering,
"The First Freedom" included di- Keitel, Raeder, Doenitz, von Ribbentrop,
Von Papen, Seyss-Inquart, Hess
vorcement- of pic producers and the- and the rest made it on their own
sweat, but they must have envied the
atre ownershiPi and a ban on joint rats who committed
"
v
suicide.
ownership by film companies in teleIt was a double-feature— a four-hour show.
Joe Zigman, Dr. Karl
vision and radio.
He also wanted Jacoby, Jack Ford, Ray Kellogg, Jack Monroe, John Bott, Bob Parrish,
diiisolution of Broadcast Music, Inc., Bob Webb, Bob Hiden,
Stuart Schulberg, and Jim Donovan, all get credits
and a prohibition against radio li- by Budd Schulberg lor bringing this picture in on schedule.
censes owning or handling sale of
He further credits Major Arinarius, who seems to have known every
copyrighted music; ban on networks picture Jack Ford ever directed. Major Viergang and several other officers
owning radio stations; and divorce of with giving inyaluable help in hunting down film hidden in Poland and
newspaper publishing from control elsewhere^ but since these were Russians and it is currently bad form to
of forest, pulp or paper manufacture. speak well of an old ally, .1 don't see why I should widen the range o£
In addition, Ernst would have RGA Schulberg's decency. II I kept it Up long enough I'd be sure J;o unearth
and other radio manufacturing com- the columnist who disappeared and I'm not writing lor the Encyclopedia
panies barred from holding any Brltannica. Nevertheless Budd Schulberg is one columnist I wish I had
broadcasting interests.
substituting for me.
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operation at

tiie

r«que»t of the State

back to LA by sudden death of his
mother.
Jean Alexander, local gal he met
Cooper, owner of Whitehall
in 'Tars and Spars," here with her
being operated oil,
George Sander.s here on short visit husband. Marc Ballero, at Vogue
Terrace.
with, his family in Leatherhead.
Mary Frances Ackerman, "IcecaTommy, 'jrihder due soon to leave oades" p.a.,
will be an aunt this
for Australia to star in revue for the
Sally (Mrs,
Tlvoli circuit.
D-i'Jt*?.,-''''^,
Bill)
Winkler.
J. Arthliv Rank organization expects to move Into Its neVv offices in
Regent street in October.
After several years with ENSA,
Kessler Howes returns to Columbia

Department.
Billy Revel, broth«r of wngwrlUr
optned » tr*v«l igency.
Hiiriy,
Jacob A, Vftittv, legit productr,

hm

retuinins from k JO-we«k tour of
Mexico.
Phil Bak«r'» 1>3 IHagt 01 town house
leased to the French government for
one year.
Stella Adler left for Mexico thurnii.
day (29). reportedly on « govern'

'

,

ment

official mission.

Hanion'e drugstore, th» ehorine»'
Stork Clulr, underwent a change of
decor over Labor Day.
Times Sq. Armed Forces Public
Telephone Center closed Saturday
(31)

after 34

months of

service.

George Nichols. RKO national mag
rep from studios, back to
Coast after about two weeks in N, Y,
Irene Lee. eastern story editor for
Hal Wallis Productions, to the Coast
this week for 10 days of studio concontact

wade Skinner, »eor«4*ry to John
Payette, Warnfra* ion* manager,
has received his eopy of « i^residential Unit Citation awarded to the
U.S.S. Lexington on wliicb he served

1.0U

J,

asj)hotojp'aphic officer.
D. C. variety Club Tent plugging
ticket sale for the charity pro footfall game it i» spoiiioring with the
Baltimore tent Sept. 12. All midtown and nabe pcreens advertising

between Chicago
fm«
ashington Redskins.

,

Jules Brulatour, recuperating at
Southampton, Mass., summer home
sfter recent illness, due back at his

Bears and

A

By Joseph W. Walker
"Ice-Capades" moved out of Auditorium Monday t!S> night Pittsburgh
bound.
Jerry Cooper liack in Bath and
Turf (30) witti Tommy Dix. Terry
Lawlori Juanita Rios. Carlo.s
Linda.
Jewish Coiumunily Center pre,

next week,
Louis Schonccit, of the Mackey
agency, back from a twoof the Coast and the

<Jc.vk

ticket

month tour

film

lestival

past

Canadian Rockies.
Al Spink to go out ahead of the
touring company of "Born Yester<iav," with John Henry Mearg back
as company manager.
Oianna Rita Kalmenson, daughter
of Ben Kalmenson, WB veepee, engaged to Burton Levine, neently
discharged from Navy.
Loretta Xiaye, wife of comedian
Ruse Brown, joining cast of "Mary
Had a Little" at the Shubert-Lafayhotel Wednesday <2«). B'nai B'rith
ettev Detroit, this week.
Stdward McCaffrey, Jr., 14, eon of women of Atlantic City sponsored
.VAKiEtTir's circulation manager, has affair.
Pageant, 25th edition, which opened
started studying for the Christian
Brotherhood at Barrytown, N. Y,
with 'walk parade yeuterda.v (3)
The Joe (Universal ) Seidelmans aftei-noon, fops In entertainment here
Both film houses and
re.sted up in Arrowhead Springs,' this week.
Calif., over the long weekend follow- piers to feel effect* nights as it,diaws
sellout audience to the Auditorium,
itig studio powwows, and thence back
Miss America of 1946 to be crowned
to N. Y.
The Jack Hyltons and Rowley and Saturday night i7).
Margaret Whiteside among the large
British contingent due over Oct. 20
on the maiden voyage of the Queen

Frank Faylen and
tvom New Yort
Arthur Lafe; 404
mjllexs*;ii>;

Anson Weeks orch leaving the
Lodewick Vroom switching to company manager of "The Magnificent Sky Club after a long run,
Janet Pope, local gal and recent
Heel," Horace McNafo becoming asgrad.. Coast bound
sociate p.a. on the show with Tom Northwestern U.
ai gag scrtpter for Edgar Bergen,
Kilpatrick,
Jimmy walker seen at the MayHoward Newman, hist back from
Blackstoiie hotel
South America publicizing "Spell- fair Room of the
Don Richards.
baritone
to
listening
bound," going out ahead of touring
James. Hart, general manager of
"Pygmalion" (Ortrude Lawrence)
the Ambassador East and West
next month.
tlie Hotel
Actress Noel Mills back from hotels, now a veepee of
seven months in the South Pacific, Shennan.
Douela,s Keaton, general manager
where she served as a CAT (Civilian
"Harvey,"
Actress Technician) With Army Spe- of the Chi company of

London.

in

Ireland's

two

„

.

bi^^gest circus comFo.^setfs, report

man Ray

Syracuse's, so latter was
gue.st of honor at the shindig.
Essex Hou.se managing director
Vincent Coyle named a veepee of

Hotel Chatham by Major Arnold
Oolding, head of both hostelries.
Dwight A. Bartlett new m.d. of the

tlie

latter hotel.

With the death of Frank Ca.se,
Carroll Case and Marie Case Harriman liave decided to put the Algonquin Hotel on the auction block.

John Martin has been managing

di-

rector since Case's death.

Mike Todd, who heads the Del

Mar

(Calif.)

Turf

club,

has

pub-

lished a special volume of Damon
Riinyon's I'acetrack stories, the title,

"All

Horse Players Die Broke,"
which he's distributing to friends,
Even though Melville Cooper has

signed for "Gypsy Lady," he s being
contacted,
with
Arthur
along
Treacher, for the comedy, "Good In-

two weeks.

biz

terrific

Ruth

O'Neill, Columbia Concerts
treasurer, planes back to W. Y, from
Shannon about Sept, 4.

:

!

.

montJis of October-Novembei*. covering 20 weeks in England. Scotland,
Wales, Northern Ireland and Eire.
Balcon
engaged
Michael
has
French compo.ser Georges Aun'c,
who wrote the mu.sic for Gabriel
Pascal's "Cae,sar and Cleopatra" to

Mii

di-

New York

from

fOr

Greer

after

Hollywood
Garson and Richard Ney

stepped on by a horse,
Geraldine Fitzgerald divorced Ed-

foot,

ward Lindsay-Hoggv

in Jpteno.

Shirley Collier back in town after"^
several weeks in New York

Robert Stack to Northern Califora hunting expedition.
Sol Lesser back froo^ five weeks
of cruising in Canadian waters.
Gregg Toland to Mexico City on
combined business and vacation.
nia on

'

Count

Vittorio

Vauretti.

Italian

Warners

financier, visiting the

lot.

Barbara Hutton gi'anted her final
decree of divorce from Cary Grant.
Sammy McKim on terminal leave
after nearly tour years in the Army.
Laucitz Bfeleblor passed his final
examination for American citizenship.

Jerry Abrams and the missuc celebrated their 30tb wedding anniversary.

.•

.'.

•

By

Sol Jacobson
Don Walkers tossed shindig at
Solebury home Sun; (1).
Moss Hart tossed surprise birthday
party for his bride last night (3).
Walter Slezak, member of Play-

i

i.;-

.

Gene Smith, former
man, joined the Harry
agency.

County, Pa.

newspaperJ.

Wendland

Edward L. Alperson in from Manhattan for ZOth^Fox t>roduction con.

Normofl J, Colqajioua ,J»-ftOTHi
Dallag tp talk sales plaes^with Republic exews.
Pat Kir.i-vW'iod dfafflfced John William Atkjn<;ojj Lister, London the-

held over for
Freddie Slack follows

atrical agent.

-

'
.

...

.

London chief.
Hai Hjiafih ttir^di <»»er advertisWendell Corey and Bill Dix, Jr.,
Gilbert Miller's production in Lon- shuttered Yardley strawhatter Sat, ing chores onJ4-*,4ou«.«--(»J8KOi1iam
don of "The Voice of the Turvle" was i31) after eightrweek season, moat
set to open in October but delayed successful to date at Delaware Riv'
,

Catherine

'

MoLeod,

star

of

.

Re-

'-I've Ahva.vfi Loved Vou,''
at the Ambassador
until November becausf Margaret
Sullavan and Joseph Gotten still
Arnold Sucherman. of Lew Dia- have Hollywood film commilmenls,
mond's orch,, being, called "Dr.". after
Alfred Esdaile, who held lease of
receiving his degree and license as Garrick theatre, has disposed of hjs
a chiropodi.st. He also holds a B,A, interests to Jack Buchanan and Berfrom the U, of I,
nard Delfont, Esdaile had previously
Mayor Kelly proclaimed Saturday sold part interest in the lease to
(31 ) as "Abbott & Costello Day" for Rachel Sequerra, owner of Romano's
the comedians "contribution to child restaurant,
welfare." Pair played at the Opera
"Cae.sar and Cleopatra," now on;
House Saturday (31),
general release in ."iO key spots. Is
Jon Anton and John Hampton, of doing recoi'd biz, with theatres com.the "Come On Up" cast, filed suit pelled to run early morning show to
against a local hotel for $1,000 after handle the crowds. It's beating the
their room was robbed of clothing record held by "The Wicked Lady'
and stage equipment two weeks ago. in some soots,
Joe E. Brown taking time oli from
New film pi-oducers to join the
nrp
'Harvey" to assist annomicers Bert British Film Producers'
Wilson and Bob Elson at the Cubs Herbert Wilcox. Anthony Kii
and Sox baseball games. Brown did Carol Reed and Edward Black.*
a fiverinning .stint during a recent sociation now has ,35 members, v-titi
Sox game when Elson was detained J. Arthur Rank controlling SCi of
in the' clubhouse.
the companies represented.
Walt Disney's "Snow White and
the Seven Dwarfs" v.-ill be presented
as a stage attraction by Harry Bcnet,
Minneapoiis

public's

partied by B&K
East last week.

house.

Theron. Bamberger,

El

local

Bv L*B Kees
Brendel held over at Curly's

in

pantomime producer.

15 scenes.

bledon theatre

.

It

nitery,

,sea.son's

final

which

oflermg of

Gordon, George S. Kaufman,
Herbert Bayard Swope, Quentin
Reynolds.
Howard Heinheimer,
Charles Friedman. Jerry Chodorov,
Ezra Stone, Freddie Bartholomew,
Arthur Schwartz, Oscar Hammerstein 2d, Bernie Hart and Harry
Horner in to catch Moss Hart and
Kitty Carlisle

w''

to

at Wiror
September, after

Miami Beach

al

.

R;«ii'i

,

City,

in

AAF.

Bob Lynch, veteran WB sale.'iman,
and his wife celebrated, their silver

Bertram Tuttle returned from
Mexico City, where he scouted locations for Warners' '^Serenade."
Hal. Hall resigned as public relations counsel for the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
Francis A, Bateman, sales chief for
Screen Guild Productions,
„ left for
Dallas to look over the Texas field.
jean Archard will represent Cali.
fornia Pictures at the International
cinema Exposition in Venice, Italy,

By Larry Solloway
Mousie Garnef and .Patsy Shaw
Over for new show at Kitty

Davis',

,'

Jewel Box prepping for reopening after settlement of tax difflculwith treasury agents.
\„

tlea

Nan Blakstone dickering with Don
Richards to follow Hilde Simmons
into his new Famous Door.
^
Olympia theatre and Paramount
execs settled salary demands with
local here, with vaude to conr

j

|

j

Alfred Hitchcock

.

AFM

New York

;

tinue.

Miami

off

cancellation

Columbia

j

studio's

Softball

team

repre.scnt Los Angeles in the
regional championships at Phoenix,

will

1

Sal>u and production unit stopped
over on Beach for several days last
week, on way to Brazil for back-

1

from

nick,

,

commission,
;

returned

work on"The

.

held

notices on bands pending lawsuit on
25 cents per head tax voted by city
I

to start

Paradine Case" for David O, Selz-

'

ops

Ariz.'.

Harriet Parsons to Burlingame,
Cal„ for conferences with Kathryn
Forbes, author of "I Remember

ground .shots,
Former Pago Pago room in Van- Mama."
Dame May Whilty, cUrteni'"
derbilt hotel taken over by Bucky
wedding aimi.
Liquor and summer stock, will return *
Variety Club resuming' ^weekly Gray and- Jack Bell.
,i6>
nitery license okayed by city coun- wood for a role in "Gre/
tliis
we(;k
Nights
Family
'Friday
with room to be called Mardi Street."
cil,
with WB gang hosting,
Lawrence StaUings to
Mary Coylc oack on WCAE .-taff Gras and show installed.
offered
S12,500 technical advisor on n"
Berle
Milton
after recovering from injuries reiweekly by Ned Schuyler and Casey ftce sequences in "/f
ceived in auto accident,
Vernon Lind. former Pre.xs artifet CasUeroan, ops of Beachcomber, Happen."
future
Stanley Rubin.
and caricaturist now free-lancing, Won't commit himself until
for Ril'/. cited by the W.-'"
has bought a farm near Evan.** City. plans clear up. Pair trying
air
outstanding «<>••
Pete Alderman, fornvr .'howman brothers, though' the zanies arc
Air fVivns
Cnnricabiira
c^'
in
committed
rci'dv.
,'<!':')
here, from Coast for vifii.
i

'

,

1

'

I

i

I

'

;

'

.

:

1

I

'

.

_

;

1

,

I

i

'

..

'

Max Milder in town for huddles
with Warners on that comt.'"'.j'-:
British production program.
William Lundigan to address a
convention of radio salesmen next
week at the Bel Air Hotel.

held

•

entjagcnient

at

;

-

International confabs,
Trem Carr's eatate, amounting to
about $1,000,000, was left to his widow, Mrs. Margaret Carr,

in "Man Who Came
New Hope.

it's

,

Ished

Dinner"

^j,

bought Max Steiner's home .surrounded by two acres,
Robert Benjamin in town to rc-present J, Arthur Rank in Universal-

Max

,

'
Played one-nighter dance stand at
By Florence S. Lowe
,
Ca.sey, assistant to the gen- Rochester. Minn.
Carlton Mile.<. former local drama
manai^er of station WOL, has
been appointed a director of the editor, now ahead of "Bloomer
Washington Advertising Club.
Girl" drooped olT en route from
Plenty of local publicity for Sherry West Coast to Chicago.
Louise Sherwood, local chirper, who
Gene Goodman getting^ theatre
Rochester.,
Chateau,
recently won the Tommy Dorsey training
at
contest for a new singer, in Holly- Minn., orior to a Paramount Theawood.
tres' South American assignment.
NAB prexy Justin Miller to repre- Bonnie Berger and Donald Swartz
-scnt the
broadcast 'ng indpstry on If North Central Allied attending
the National Committee for Educa- Nebraska Independent "ITieatrc
tional, Scientific and Cultural Co- 'Owners" Assn. iTiecUiit' in Omaha,

0''
-

Show opens
in

who

to being a ham at heart,
murning to his
.u",igreasepaint last week at his Play- tro desk this week after a siege of
house to act magistrates^ iprolog heart trouble,
Philip Bradley,
former college
to "Night Must Fall.",
Ted DeCorsia trawtormed field librarian, joined Preston Sturges as
adjacent to ILsp.iftoftie home into head of research,
Ben Lyon awarded the Legion of
parking lot Ifr r:natjal lAbor Day
Merit for war services with the
dirt track mtn ru^^. Badio thespian
Army Air Force*.
is now festurs;4 'on "McGarry and
Ingrld Bergman and Charles BoyNBC.
His mr.)^'."
BfiuMis^Sy: and Richard Skinner, er bad a double birthdajc. party on
his ,g.m„ pulled novel stunt by in- the Enterprise lot.
Charles Elkema, National Bduca>^
i.:iing any interested town person
to gander dress rehearsal for "Man tional Association official, visiting
Who Came to Dinner" Sun, (1), As the Enterprise lot,
Glenn Ford and Eleanor Powell
usual, strawhatter did turnaway b.o.

"•

....

United

Washington, D. C.

in

vacationing at Del Monte
Alan Ladd, laid up with an injured

with RKO in Trenton.
W. Jv Eadie, comptroller of 20thRuth Chatterton in "Mon. (2) to
Fox. being feasted by company exec.s
here between discussions on financial New Hope for rehearsals of "CaAlso given a luncheon at price," next-to-clo-sing spot at Playmatters.
Giro's club bv Otto Bolle. 201 h's new house, opening Sept. 9,

at

in Sept, 13,

,,

Arthur

Ed.Weiner

^'a'-"'tio"ing in
I

i

Warblers Anne Zieglfer and Webinto production at Elstree in Novem- ster Booth, on vacation here, made
concert appearances at Theatre Rovber, with Robert Morley starring.
Harold Fielding has booked Lacry ,al, Dublin, and Bangor (County
Down).
Adler for English recital tour for

,

eral

'

„

.1

huddles with Mike Todd;
Colleen Moore to Chicago

Film
producer
Gabriel
Pascal
looking over talent at Abbey theatre
auring flying visit here.
Louis Elliman. managing-director

j

booked for provinces.
by Jack Gaver,
"Laura"
Julian Braunsweia i.s moducing
Press amusement editor, and Patrick Old Log theatre, strawhatttr,
which
•'A Bullet in the Ballet," in
Coldrick.
Ben Marcus, Columbia district he has broueht over Ma.<^sine and
Felix Brentano to L. A, to stage manager, in from Kansas City,
Baranova to star from America,
•'Merry Widow," with Jan Kiepura
Abbott & Costello show into Au- with Delysia added to the cast. Show
and Martha Eggertb, reepening at ditorium for one-nighter this week. opens in Edinburgh, Sept. 30, and
Philharmonic Auditorium latter part
Orpheum's first' »tai?e show in tours ei«ht weeks. Then it come.? to
of October under management of year here is Count Baste orch Sept. London,
American Musical Theatre, new
operatic eroub'.
Bill SehoH from Universal studio
Hal Roach Studios and N. Y.'s here ahead Of Abbott & Costello
Copacabana nitery next week' will show,
Pittsbnrgh
party Patti Morgan, who until picked
Charlie Fox in from jVlilwaukee
By lUI Cohen
vip by Roach talent scout Grace Rosto set burlesque season st Afvin
George Alabama Florida in ahead
enfleld five months ago was doing a theatre.
'„
sinsing turn at the Copa. Misi? MorArt Anderson, Warner Bros of Blackstonc, the magico.
gan's back for a visit, with her op- branch
Baron Elliott returns to Bui
manager, in Chicago for
tion lifted, after appearing In Roach's sales meeting.
Green's next month for a run,
"Here Comes Trouble."
Jules B, Weill, ju!=t named ,':ptcial
All-time record set by advance
of
University
for Prestige Pix, a localite,
reo
.sale
for
.season ticket
Paul Long. KDKA ncwsca.'-ter.
Minnesota football.
Glenn Miller orchestra, which fin-, flying regularly as reserve c-jptain

tentions,"

T"'

p^t^^^ ^ee mtery. singer,
vorccd Richard Marquis.

record biz this season

for pictures,

stage

N. Y. for job as a

for

cr«iisirijr
.

U.

manager,

Andy Kirk, doing
the Band Box, being

famijai

'rfA/etM^.,;-

^e^^"g^^°ii^;g':S

pames, Duffy's and

of

'

left

„f

do the music for his latest film, "Hue
fereoces.
and Cry."
Eddie Prinz returned to his danc»
Wesley Ruggles will take a print
directing at Warners after a hos"London Town" with him to the
pital siege,
S. and hold three sneak previews house company in 1940, back from
Evelyn Ankers, born in Chile of
at different spots. He also takes ace Hollywood for 10-day vacation,
English parents, became an Americutter with him to make the necesPhyllis
Perlman made hurried can citizen,
sary cuts,
Edward V, Darling, former Keith.
visit to New Haven i» be at bedside
Sidney Toler and his wife expect- of brother, who broke back in a Albee circuit chief booker, in town
ed here in October, and alread,y be- jeep jolt.
for a month.
ing dickered for a film by Sidney
Judy Canova and husband, Chet
Bill. Kane
back at Morrisville
Box. He is also anxious to get Eric home following
Pocono Mts. vaca- England, returned from siesta in
Bloro who wants to come over here tion,
Kane has se^'ered connections Mexico City.

Elizabeth.

Charles Vescc, Internal Revenue
Dept. deputy, who aids theatrical
taxpayers to compute their returns
at VARiisry, became father of a son
yesterday (Tues.V.
Jack Albertson, understudy who
look over Eddie Foy's place in "The
'Red Mill" during letter's extended
absence because of illness, has been
given featured billing.
Second birthday party of "Anna
Lucasta." at .lohn Wildberg's home
Friday (30), coincided with property

.

•

.'f

i

.

cial Services.

for

Uma^retrnmA

I

been completed by James Seymour
for British National Films and goes

:

with

i'

.

for J; Arthur Rank set-up in Ireland
now in London for conference*.
Ada Reeve, who ha.s b(?en workBand-leader, pianist Carroll Gibing in Marcel Hellman s film "Meet
currently at Theatre Royal,
Me at Dawn" in plaster cast, because bons,,
of a fractured arm, has had cast re-- leaves for U, S, playdates this fall.
Former N. Y, Philharmonic conmoved.
ductor
John BarbiroUi here with
Victor Garland, former owner of
Cote d'Azur, London, is now operat- Halle orchestra for two celebrity
ing the Hollywood in Juan- Les concerts.
Pins. Spot formerly was ruil by Ann
Violinist Herbert Hoist, here to
and Ben Litt, of America.
lead Philharmonic Quartet; .over Ra»
Betty Paul, wife of Harley Power, dio JBlireann, makes a Scatuuoavian
and, one
Vic Oliver's radio four soon.
of
-stooges, will be starred in pantoGate Theatre top actor Micheal
mime "Aladdin" for Emile Littler ^MacLiammoir's reminiseencef,
"All
this Christmas at Plymouth.
for Hecuba," published in London, a
Script of '/No Nightingales" has current
best-seller here.

"Tanya."
Paddock, reopened pending court
ruling on ABC refill law. billing
Katharyn Pope, AUin Craig, Lee
Sheetan, June Effel, Beverly Bogart,
Joe Gregory,
Tony Pahlor orch at Orsaiti's for
current week, with spot to remain
op&n. during September, operating
without name bands in anticipation
of good September crowds.
Zero Mostel. Herb Shriner, Andy
Arcari, Bob Russell, Karen Cooper,
Wallen Twins and Joe Frasetto put
on show for the National Jewish Hospital at Westminater hall in Chelsea

Jw^hie

h iSixlc^Uy'

Noel MadisoB
three weeka.
.

ilrofflflileicicik

up at

'

years, deal starring them in two
films annually.
Noel Coward's "Brief Encounter,"
dubbed in Gerftian, will have four
simultaneous preems: Berlin. Hamr
burg, Hanover and Dusseldorf,
Lee Ephraim dickering with the
Shuberts to bi-ing over "Under the
Counter" for Broadway with Cicely
Courtneidge in her original role,

weekend. Films included "They Met
in Moscowi"- *!The Rainbow," and

laitf
•.

Y Turner "or-^oai Neiv 1^*^
By Maxwell Sweeney
for
T eonfeveac&e
"
John Biggcrstaff bows out of Dubk^a,.
rMcm waViS'
Im Gate Theatre Co. to join Old Vic
sunshine
company

Welsh

miner. leiian Evan.i,
granted 1? mpnths' leave Of absence
to enable him to ;sini;' at Covent
Garden Opera,
<
Sydney Box ha.s signed Nauhton
Wayne and Basil Radford for three

Atlantic City

Riis.sian

Georgie Stoll
bronchitis.

.

Pictures as publicity chief here,

sented

^.Boy Atwell retun^d

theati-e,

:

fabs.
^

,

,

,

-
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Current
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a

10.

Caiiaclian
notified all radio stations that they
will be permitted to aicopt pro-

by

distillers,

brew-

and «ine makers. The report
confirnicd by Ernest Bu 'mell.
C'BC diiector of programs.
It has
not yol boon determined, however,
whether this will appl,\' to
to
American would-be sponsors who
niiglit wish to jump into the Canaers
•WHS

dian radio

in

RKO

announcement, the
Broadcasting Corp. has

surpiise

granis sponsored

upheaval

political

Palestine and the consequent curfew
imposed on the Jewish people in
cities by the British has knocked the
props from under the film biz here,
with most theatres suffering tremendous boxoftice slump,s. Film biz
is excellent, however, from the 16m
standpoint.
has been servicing cooperative Jewish communities, which dot
the countryside, witli 16m prints of
ils top features.
Pix are played in
the
communities'
meeting
halls,
which are usually jammed to the
doors. Tinder the cooperative setup,
the ciL-stomers do not pay admission.
Rental for the films comes out of the
co-ops' central funds.

Beer Advertising
Ill

10.

James Mason Hot

The new CBC regulation provides that any radio program of 15
niimiles or over is entitled to sponannouncements at be.£;inninf;
and end. plus a "commercial break":
and a "commercial break" for every

With Bobbysoxers

additional 15-minute period.
Tlie only province not affected by
the chaiiKe is Quebec, where beer,
wine and liquor advertising is permitted oil the air but may not be
carried on the CBC networks, even
though the program emanates from

Bobbysoxers whose enthusiasm for
Frank Sinatra hoisted the singer to
No. 1 spot have gone all-out for
Jame.s Mason. The British film star
currently is hotter than the black
market in New 'York's off-thc-mainstem filmeries. Botli distribs and the

sovsliip

nabes, quick to see gold in the rage
that's
waxed for the last four
months, have blown the dust off a
flock of old Mason vehicles. At least
nine Mason oldies are now making
the rounds and all are good for
heavy adolescent attendance, thea-

(Continued on page 61

Trans-Atlantic Planes

Show Films

tre

On Regular Schedule

flight

between

managers

touring

say.

New-

I

fan

of

the

is

their stint
plays.
"Films

so strong that

club

subway
wherever

soxers

circuit

a

to

are

pay

Ma.son film

were ab.solutc
duds when we showed them two or
that

York and London, looks lieaded to
becoming a highly important adjunct three years ago are red hot now."
to distribution lijiz.
According to Conrad Fontaine, manager of the
John W. Hubbell, board chairman of Beverly, declared. "Any picture that
Se\en Seas Films, distrib org for features Mason draws from all over
planes and trans-Atlantic boats, the the city. We can count on a bobbyplane.-;
olTer
a
now and natural sox patronage for every Mason picshowcase for pix and. with the ture and we've played plenty of
greatly hypoed number of flights onthem lately." These pix include
'

j

isi(ined f<u- the near future, the idea
can conceivably become big business.
Si vcn Seas, it's understood, now
has distrib rontracts with Metro,
Warners, Universal, United Arti.sts
and Columbia.
Firm is currently
negotiating with two other majors
and expects them to swing into line
.soon.
This, coupled with the f.ict
thai execs of the nine American forP'?n
airlines
runnini^
currently
\

(Continued on page

5.5

"Candlelight

lensed in the pre-Rank era are some
li\e to six years old. Pix are being
relea.scd. in the main, by English
Films. PRC, AEF Films and Re-

one

work

Statler Sept.
If

16 for 10 days.

I.ombardo knocks

oft

the Pres-

Cup he will have made a
sweep of the three (op boat races
of the season.
He drove his Tempo
'aent's

VI into the winner's
circle at Red
Bank, N. J., and in the Gold Cup
face at Detroit
Labor Dav.

Arthur Rank

Mex. Baseball Clicking,
Other Sport Shows Next

Mexico City, Sept, 10.
Financial success of the Pasquel
Bros,
baseball
season is
cueing
further
activity
with
American
sports figures. Latest proposition under discussion, with the Pasquel
The boxoflfice is no longer latched Bros, said to be in tVie background,
onto the apronstrings of the stock is a water sports show which will
market. That's the contention of shell out $18,000 weekly for AmerNew York amusement operators who ican theatrical and sports talent.
have had the biggest week in
Under present plans, water show
months despite the continual bar- calls for importation of animal acts,
rage of eggs being laid by Wall log-rollers, with a few song-andstreet.
dance items. Show will be held at
Amusement stock prices, while in- a hotel on the outskirts of Mexico
evitably pushed down somewhat by City.
D. S. Campos, Mexico City bookths almost panicky waves of selling
which have swept the New York er, is getting talent for the show
Stock Exchange, have shown a buoy- from Charles Allen. New York agent.
ancy far greater than

steel,

motors,

decline which dipped stocks another
overall two to 12 points, the amusements held firmly, for the most part
dropping only slightly.

The day when

cafe and theatre
operators could predict the kind of
business they would have by looking at the closing prices is over.
Current slide of stocks in the
biggest waves of selling in some
years is having no effect on business. In fact the opposite is true today. Legit theatres, which usually

dip

week following Labor

day, are
top takes. Cafes have
picked up to the point where pessimistic predictions of doom that
came during the summer are considered faulty thinking, and vaude
and film houses are hitting boom
still

hitting

i

\

j

i

CENTS

25

ST. SPIN

Amus. Biz Feels

Moss Hart

Sets

New

For

companies

Film

Play

are

blinkina;

week and wondering

eyes this

tlieir

Moss Hart is kidding about tha
terms he- is asking for film rights to
his as yet uncompleted new plgy,
if

"The World of

Chrijsidtjher Blalce."

Price quoted for the optts. which
set

open in

to

New York

is

sround

Thanksgiving, is the highest ever
asked for a non-musical show and

—

that includes "Life With Father."
Only company indicating interest
at the terms asked is 20th-Fox and
a deal may be consummated as result of interest sljown by Darryl
Zanuck while East during the past

week. Wartier Bros., Fox and Paramount, as well as several other
companies which made inquiries
concerning
screen
rights.
wera
With the New York truck strike quoted the following terms by Joe
stretching
into
its
second week, Hyman, who is slated to produce the
showbiz is feeling the pinch of
(Continued on page 18
dwindling supplies caused by the

Trucking Strike

stoppage.

VFW

Hurting theatres most at the mo-

ment

is

the fact that a

number

of

have dropped amuse-

local

dailies

ment

ads, along

in

Vs.

with other types, to
conserve waning newsprint, while in

Hub Resolution

Combat Awards To

the immediate offing is the threat of
Greasepaint Soldiers
the strike's spreading to film deBoston, Sept. 10.
liverymen at the exchanges.
Veterans of Foreign Wars, in their
Film deliveries have not been af- first postwar convention here,
passed
fected to date since exchange shipNo effect on radio is seen, inas- ments are handled by the Film Dri- a resolution against "promiscuous
much as most network time for the vers and Helpers Union, operating awarding" of combat decorations
this week to civilians— meaning, in
(Continued on page 30)
under a separate contract from genthis case, actors and actresses-^and
eral haulers. Film trucks have been
all non-combat petsonnel who may
given a temporary okay to pass
have spent considerable time in forlines, but execs of delivery
ISSUES
ward battle areas imdor battle conDIP picket
liims are apprehensive about the

AMUS.

DON'T

walkout spreading to include their
employees, since bosses of the overIn a stock market that went to pot all American Federation of Labor
ycst-rday (10) for a second eon.-ccu- teamsters union have repeatedly
tive day with overall losses o£ two to threatened to include drivers in all
12 points, amusement stocks .iid but categories in the tieup if a settleslightly in a uniform reluclance to ment is not reached quickly.
Generally,
eflects
on
theatres
join the downbeat trend. Wa\ e.s of
selling which hit steel, motors and on Broadway this week are expected
railroads hardest, forced some show- to continue with prolonging of the
biz stocks to new lows for the year, walkout and extension of the dailie.s'
policy
to
cut out display ads.
The
but none of the companies registered
sleep declines. Bearish market of the Times, Herald-Tribune, Mirror and
Journal-American have dropped ads
(Continued on page 29)
completely, with the Sun forcing a
reduction in ad space available for
each customer. Only the News, Po?t,

ditions.

ASMUCHASTHEOTHMS

Jimmy Save Undergoing

and

with a
Leg Amputation Today
half-dozen Mason pix playing or
Comic pantomimist Jimmy Savo
close to release date, are elated if
somewhat puzzled ove the Mason will undergo a leg amputation at
Memorial Hospital, New York, today
eraze. In England, they point out,
Mason is only one of a quartet of (Wednesday). Dr. Bradley Coley
will supervi.se surgery o£ the left leg
top draws which include Stewart
following receipt of family's consent
(Continued on page 55)
to go through with the operation.
Vet vauder. who was once described by Charlie Chaplin as "the
Helen Hayes Thrushing
world's greatest pantomimist," beHelen Hayes will sing in her came ill on the Coast last month, but
forthcoming Roagers and Hammer- requested to be flown to New York
stein
legiter,
"Happy Birthday." for the operation, which was then
She has been provided with a tune deemed necessary by doctors. Savo,
by the abo\'e writers titled "I who made a signal comeback at Cafe
Haven't Got a Worry In the World." Society Uptown, N. Y., three seasons
"Birthday" straight com.'dy, now ago. has been headlining the better
in rehearsal, is due on Broadway
vaude-nitcry spots for the past two
next month.
years.

Wojld -Telegram are operating
(Continued on page 62

)

The
ly,

resolution, passed unanimoii-ssaid that th3 practice "tends to

cheapen awards to combat troops
who have actually earned them
through combat and bloodshed on
fields of battle."

The

resoltition did.

not mention that combat awardii and
decorations were giv(Sn to plenty of
military
personnel
that
passed:
through or worked near combat

and that many men wearing
awards and battle stars never heard
(Continaed on page 55)

areas,
:

\

\

;

,

!

GETS RADIO STANDBY

i

FOR ANDY RUSSELL

I

officials,

•

Guy Lombardo
He'll

NI iUSElNIS
IN 'BIGGEST' 1[K

public.

LOMBARDO DOUBLES:
PODIUM, BOAT RACE
ington, D. C, for the first time while
P'eparing to race in the President's
Cup boat race. He opens at the

Algeria." "Alibi," "I

a

•

>

will kill two birds
stone later this month,
the Statler hotel. 'Wa.sh-

in

Murderer." "Terror House,"
Hatter's Ca.stle," "Thunder Rock."
"They Met in tlie Dark'' and "Hotel
Reserve." Mason has been thesping
for some 10 years and all the films

Mel

J.

^ith

PRICE

1946

grosses.

Mason magnetism
thousands

Exhibition of American films on
transoceanic airfli{;hts, idea which
preenied several weeks ago on a
Pan-.A.nierican

11,

rails and liquors, the country's chief
ind'istries. In yesterday's (10) sharp

field.

All Set to

Single coimbs, 25 cents
aet^ of Maith 3. lUTS

WALL

Palestine Crisis Kayoes

Film Biz But 16m Pix

$10.

under the

Y.,

YORK, WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

BIZ FIRM IN

Canada Radio Bar

N.

llorK,

ALL RIGHTS RESISRVED.

First case reported in radio w?here

Union Pulls Band, Sez

a

star has a standby

week

this

4 Tooters 'Mickeyed'
San Francisco, Sept. 10.
.Joaquin Garay's Copacabana, local
nitery. was forced to close its doors
Friday
(5)
after
the
Musician's
Union refused to permit its members, to

work

in the establishment.

Union action followed a demand that
Garay identify the employe or employees who were responsible for the
"Mickey Finning" of four musicians.
Garay disclaimed any knowledge of

who
office

did
is

it.
The district attorney's
investigating the matter.

Musicians served the potions were
(Continued on page 62)

with

the

George Washington

>

Vic

Damone

Russell

was revealed
signing

Hill

of

b.v

singer

by for Andy
on the IiUcky Strike "Hit
to stand

Parade."

Damone, who
show on

radio

also

WHN

has

his
(N.Y.),

own
was

inked to a two-year pact by Hill ta
be ready to go on should anything
happen to RussPll. First year of
unusual deal gives" Lucky Strike aii
exclusive on Damone"s services, but
singer's manager, Lou Capone, insisted he be allowed io etigage in

outside
term.
,

work

dui'iiii

the

second

Wednestlay, September 11, 1916

IMIISCKLLANY

Writer, Actor Post Gets Legion

The Berle-ing Pomt
-By Milton Berl«-

Brushoff ; Will Fight Decision
The Dupcan-Pai'is

New

post,

of the Arterican Legion, membership of wliich includes Qene Kelly,

Sports Shorts
Basfekj^U insiders eSpect this
see ii flnaj rapprdcheraent
between ma,16r: league owners

Desi Arnaz and many former members of Yank, and Stars and Stripes
was refused a permanent
staffs,
chartet" > by the American Legion
No reason was
brass last week.
given for the, rejection, but liberal
tendencies of the group is suspected

'

:

,

Mexican
Pasquels'
the
League. ^Peelin.ir is cued by re-'
cent action of the ML, prexy,,
followed
Wiio
Bernardo Pasquel,
baseball's leail, iii barring
U.
Hooper Ti'ipplel, frorti, competi-,
tion ^after the Cardinal farmliand found gu,iUy of betting
To further
against his team
bring about a cenienting of relaand

membership.

is surprising, inasnniUCh as
post recently weeded out socalled radicals from its leadership,
and was recently praised by Rep.
Wright Patman (D-Tex.), author of
the Vet Housing Bill, as an outstanding example of a Legion organiza^

Action

the

Cardinal
tions.
prexy ha« mvited Pasq,UeI to be
his guest at the World's SeHes
should; the Cardinals vvin the
In
National League, pennant.
.any event, iPasquel will probably, be; iii, the U S. for the fall
baseball meeting of the majors,
wlieh some attempt at an eqiiir

ing.

Marion Hijrgrove, author of See^
Here, Pvt. Hargrove," commander of
the Post, is believed to .have discomfited the Legion hierarchy by his
recent series of lectures in which

he

Army

castigated the

slated shortly and it's believed
that the decision will be fought.
Other members of the Duncan-

is

Paris Post include James Gow and
Arnaud D'Usseau, Millard Lampell,

With kudos on

was credited
with the crowd

Maxwell; Len
Zinberg of the New Yorker; Durbin
Horner, former managing editor of
the Sunday section of the N. Y. Mirror and former editor of the London
edition of Yank; Harry Slons, ex-,
editor of the Yank Mediterranean
Walter Bernstein, Lloyd
edition;
Gough :and Dr. Howard Rusk, who

was

in charge of the
tation program.
Post is named after

of Stars
killed in

&

,

Stripes

AAF

"BLACKOUTS OF

largest

fiootball

least,

large

part

"A

Hecht-ic.",-

a

said,

,

Let

Ben

'vit's

,

.

.

Him

.

chorus-pondent.

Hangnail Descriptions

-By H.

I.

Phil Baker's -gags: Eversharp Repealers; . ^Gareer women: Groom Dodgers.. Bette Davis: Perpetual emotion. .W, C. Fields: A Hic-lowner. ..
Gabriel Heatter: Good Rumor Man.

PHILLIPS-

^

by permission from
"The Sun Did 1" in the

(Reprinted,

Hi

Phillips'

'

;

Ham: He's a Uvo-bit comic.
2d Ham: Yeah. .and he keeps
Sardi soliloquy: "No wonder
made out of law suits."

find

to

the-

1st

"He wanted

pro

jammed

,

Observation Department
CBS is adding more mystery shows. Guess they'll have
Hooperatings by tapping the wires.

,

N. Y. Sun.)

little

girl,

felt that,

dium Sunday

intervene.

:

buy

to

mink.

magnificent

a

my

'Vuguiia,

as a good mother,

into

Clothes-Hungry Britons

I

I

allowed him

finally

I

buy her

to

nsing iliose same two bits
ofer.
she's a good dre-sser. .her wardrobe is

over

ojkI.

.

With the Winter Garden showing "The Killers" 11 times.
even giving their guns time to cool oH.

should

a

day, they

aren't

Not; mink, I told him;
not while you are married to an-He begged so hard
other woman.

Performer:' Now that we're owditionino for you, what's the first thiitg
you'd like my trained pigeon to show?
Booker: Great restraint.
Saw a very thin girl arrested for vagrancy. The cop took one look at
her legs and said she had no visible means of support.
Ray Anthony (,I_.ocal 802's Cary Grant) knows an agent who's so iiiiderhanded. .three .sottball teams are trying to sign him.
I loved this line from a current Broadway melodfama: "I'm soinv away
...far away... so far. away that even Mr. Keen can't find me!"

a

sever^skin beaver that cost $1,500."
the statement of a mother
on her 15ryear'-old daughter's ro-

.

mance.
girl, mom!
A mother has to
On Buying Sprees Here beAtta
firm these day.s, watching a
Those junkets to the U. S. that- daughter every minute and protectevil
le.st -she get bad
against
British pix people are; currently tak- ing her-

ai

He

.

A

—From

Greg Duncan,
who Was

coming along,

is

,

.

which

Way

VVit

Song"

—

Buy Her a Mink Coat

(Continued on page 62)

Yank photographer, who was hit on
the Normandy beachhead on D-Day.

how"Swan

.

Know a guy who uses a small bridge table to do business under .he
-v-deals in black market Austins.
friend of mine recently stayed at a hotel in Boston that's so f jj-liionable., the girls are only branded with King-size cigarets.
Spanked my baby Vicki for saying her first naughty word; "Youwgman.''
Know a showgirl who only goes out with married men sort of a

Great

show

siage

COOPER.

When To

Cleveland's Municipal Sta(8) "for opening of
the All-America Football Conr
ference schedule, when Cleve-

staff,

Paris,

hilarioiis

tun."'

of over 60,000,

ever to see

game,

The Great
Asked John Clein

1946"

E( Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
':

rehabili-

and Pete

Italy,

the

At

sides.

in

it

playwright

of

ison

all,

,

KEN MURRAY'S

Bi-ead'on,,

.

Allan AndersoHi

writer;

radio

the

.

WEEK!

22181

fable .adjustme'il; will be. made.
Alter US' suoces-'tul introduction into profe.ssional baseball
by Bill. Veeck at Milwaukee and
Cleveland; showbiz selling technique has evidently been brought
.to the pro football ranks, and

brass.

An. emergency meeting of the post

:

.

:

Operation Hous-

its

:

Sam

,

tion because of

,-

,

:

in the

.

.

fall, to

:

by many

This musicians' strike against the hotels is really causing a Krcat dc>al
'Why, just the other day when I was playing bridge uti tht
Essex House I told my partner to "trump it," and Petrillo called another
meeting. Understand most of the hotels will combat the musicians' walkout by scabbing. .all beds: will be covered! with sheet music. But sottieu
of the hotels won't allbw the use of any Vocabulary that may be mislakeiil
for musical terms.
For example: employees are no longer on the iilaff.'
and cannot deliver notes. It you want a drink, you can't go to the bni'. .'.
Rooms are now called apartmenl.s in- •
it has to be the cocktail lounge.
stead of flats, and if "you're a sltjirp character you can't even register.
If you're lucky enough to get a rooln. .you have to open your door with
a wire instead of a key. Even the hotel advertising department has orders
not to drum up trade. But I think it's going too far when amairied
woman guest can't give birth to trtptcts.
of trouble.

York, t

'

droves are double-barrfeled.

ing in

Realtor's Showmanship

the
ordinary chores of
Up. bally, visiting HoUyiwbod, and. luring lucrative: .contracts,
Off in Big
the Britishers tiave invaded ,11. S.
An- ex-hoofer and songplugger in clothiers en masse. Lifting of the
New York has parlayed showbiz sell- five-year garment pinch by a tour
ing techniques and a $25,000 loan t American shops has been the No. 1
into amillion dollar Long Island real '.•oncern of the visitors,
estate business. Walter T: Shirley,
Sean McGlory, Abbey Player now
former vauder and schoolmate of an
actress Ann
cotitractee,

involves
building

(Shirley an Ex-Yauder)

Manner

Pays

.

RKO

Mayor

O'Dwyer,

who

now

owns Todd and
i

Mastic Acres, an L. ;I. develojpment,
gave -ample- evidence last w^^
his showbiz; experiericei, with 'a flying
cocktail party for presSj rMiajnd_

I

^^

television bunch for the openlrtg of
his "Model Acre." While CBS video
cameramen filmed scenes for televising Sunday <8) wire recorders

were used by Pat Becker and Mona
Fisher for their
program and

WWRL

jump

,

.busine.5s

and went

Pitching Horseshoes

.

————— By

There are bold, bad men around
everywhere offering mink coats.
Some even come up with ermine or
.sables.
AH mothers .should watch

into, real

story must 'be .."adult,"
and (b) the music niust be iari;,in-tegral part of the film.
provisos:

He, attributes his successful
exploitation ideas culled
industry, with

to

(a)

ixom, entertainment

Musician finished, working on a sequence of. Federal Films' "Carnegie
was the first to try broadside real Hall" in N. Y. last weekend, playing
the fir.st movement of the Tchaikovestate ads in rdailies and inow siJends
sky Violin Concerto, slightly cut.
more money on newspaper ads than
Part will run about 11 minutes, for
anyone else in the real estate biz.
longest musical sequence in the film,
special, emphasis upon mass advertising and repeated plugging.
He

Qi-'

Dunn's Pic Before Legit

in

any previous

pic.

His original

film is still -making neighborhood
James Dunn, who came east early and art-theatre rounds. Title: was
hud- changed shortly after i.ssue to "40
with the Theatre Guild and Fighting-Mothers" and is iiow known
wound up in the strawhats, returned as "Ragged Angels."
-

.

in the suminer.for a three-day

these ,fur-bearirrg persons like: a
hawk, particularly if a 15-year-old
One of the
daughter is involved.
first steps in character building
to teach such a child that if the offer,
comes from, a married man. she
should recoil and state flrmly: "How,
dare you offer me a mink coat?

|

i.";

"Every mother's dut.y these days
see that her child gets the right
viewpoint On life. She must make
her realize what is wrong and what

is to

is

right.

When

a girl of

15

of-

is

fered a mink coat it can give people
the wrong idea; in: fact, it might give
everybody concerned the wrong
idea.
Then, too, a girl's ethical
sense can be distorted.
When a

married man offers a girl of 15 a
coat it should be understood
that not until she is 16 is it proper
for her to accept.
;

mink

-

"The

man

should be told in no un
certain manner that the child is being raised very carefully, and that
she is distinctly the beaver, ponyskin, raccoon or even nutria type.
"When: a child is 16. it is early
enough to talk with married men
about mink, but even then it should
be specified that it .should' only be
a three-quarter length.
'And remember,, only one coat! We have
seen many a 17-.year-old child's
ideas of life: distorted
this principle.

by violating

.;

to ^fhe Coast last ,night .^Tuesday):.,
He's slated to do one iMcture for

Republic before coming back to

_
Perennial Herbert

New

"In

.

.

!

V-. v

'

:

,

-

:

—

PIC

DEAL

Merle McHugh, daughter of Gene

.c^^^^^ik
in

J^J^JTo^

N. Y. next week il7), to join "The
Mill," 40-vear-oldie now play46th week of an original
eight-week run. And in.

'

^,':.

.

.

,

V'.

..

.'''-^

':-.-''^

'

'V.^;--'V^-

>

•

:

'

:

•

,

,

:

people expendable.
ri bet you a quart of uranium that nothing your subsidized theatre
has produced is as popular with your people as "Oklahoma!" is with Ours.
And, besides, instead of being backed by the government, this show is
-

^

.,.

have been: "Oh, What a Beautiful Magneto," "People Will Say Were m
Trouble," "The Farmer and the Cowboy Should Unite to Build a Better
World," The delightful song about the Surrey with the Fringe on Top
might have come out as:
"Pleiwe don't tfmifc Oint /owe is o factor
When 1 take yon out in my tractor,
In my lend-lease JWic/tisciH tractor
With the hinge on top.

We've no time for
-./

And

raising a -girl properly it
should be a cardinal rule to in.struct
her; so that whenever a man makes
her acquaintance and, suggests m'inli,
sable, ermine or chinchilla the child
will immediately, say: 'You'll have to

and

v

biiiin'

There's a quota

':

,,

cooin'

night managing editor of
,

the N.Y. Daily Ne-vts, has been inked
to a term pact by Beacon Produd
tions,

,

Red

ing the
limited

which will make "Co'pacabana" nearby Millbum,

.

•re must, be fiHin'
sa,vs that Cnpid's amMai'n
:
::-'
a bourgeois sop.'

man in the Kremlin
As we make hay for the

Oh, the

And

,

'

--Vf.',

.

'

::

will forget- to

fromt
'

nation,
:
that picture of Stalin lue can roll riBht down,
:

,

,

;

Wheitever we need inspiration.
Don't sing love songs from "Oklahoma!"
,'

you heard it's in bad aroma?
you want that cri>iiwn diploma

Ain't
Jf

,

You must never

stop
Perspiring in that tractor with the hinge on the top:"

"The child, to .save time, might
suggest to the man that he get up
a list of other furs, contact mother,
arrange for an appointment and
bring some sample coats of a .some-

:

,

will understand," she concluded.

;

-:

/

For two years now, Mr. Simonov, I've been trying to get a vi.'-ii to
to Russia.
I wanted to catch your .shows, your orchestras, your ball*''
AveriU Harriman tried to get me one when he was our Ambu.<..'-: dor in
Moscow. Last November our emba.s.sy in London tried. Both tiine.vii"
ISI.
J., Playhouse,
what less expensive type. If he is dice. Why does your government make it so difficult, Konstantine? Whe
for United Artists release.
30-year-old "Sweetfiearfi" is skip- the right
sort of married man for a I have a good show, I'm glad to invite the
Miss McHugh is a former Conover pingv through a
critics.
r «"
six-week .strawhat schoolgirl to run around with,
(The obove is reprinted from Billy Roae't doill/ "Pitching Horse.''hoe'
he
model.
engagemeBt.

,McHMh,

:

practically vice versa. Out of the ten-million-or-so it will net, sonielhing
like seven million will go to our Treasury. Judging by your loan requests,
that, kind of dough Would come in handy, eh Comrade?
Considering that the financial set-up of our theatre doesn't make it very
profitable to preach, I think we do pretty well in the social significance
department. In fact, we have .several left-of-center playwrights whose
yearly income would keep the Kremlin in caviar.
It's a good thing your Commisisar of Entertainment wasn't around when
Rodgers and Hammerstein were writing "Oklahoma!"
Strange things
might have happened to this gay little valentine. The song titles vriight

•

MERLE McHUGH'S

,

,

Well, ain't that too bad? At the ri.sk of being tagged a reactionary, may
ra.sk Konstantine what's wrong with "Gklahoma!"? I've .seen it four limes,
and my only beef is I didn't got to produce it I grant you its happy
patrons don't: walk out of the theatre resolved to catch twenty more rivets
the_next_day. On the other hand, they don't exit determined to kjck somebody's face^riT^ Ybij.Tay this everiing-Df-igay music,: prett-y,-giEls-aB,d &p4riled_^
dancing "has no purpose." Well, neither has a Strauss waltz, a glass of
wine, good tobacco, or a buttercup. In this country, Tovarich, we figure a
sunrise is something more tllan the signal to go to work.
We're silly
enough to suppose there's more to romance than population statistic.i. All
the pretty things you say are "purposele.s.s" are what make it possible for
us to go on living in a punchrdrunk world where diplomats still consider

-Vieter Herbert^^
Gulld'aVfioirte-:.-sbr(-.:of: -recoi-d-fot
late
iM^r
V" l,''^
production
of
Eugene
O'Neill's operetta, cbmposer, with three of
take it up with mother. And shes
Moon for the Misbegotten," which his oldies annbuhced
in: last Weekgoes into rehearsal Dec. 16.
'end ads for Greater New York ar^.. very strict, about $5,000 coats.'
.

i

without first being cleared by the Front Office. In-other words, it's olr
ficial
the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics doesn't like our favorite
.lollipop,'.

,

.

'

Ruse

I see the Russian government doesn't like bur ttiusical play, "OkJahbma!''
As part of the campaign against "dangerous iorejgn ideas," the official
magazine, "Culture and Life," recently'published an article by Konstantine
Simonov, panning the American theatre, and specifically taking a pot-shot
at "Oklahoma!".
Simonov label.s it a "very poor effort.". It's common
knowledge such pronouncements don't get printed in the Soviet Union

Simonov

dle

;

Billy

.

-

|

,

show

head.

:

been rendered hors de combat by
Johnny Grant for his WINS alimentary uprisings.
shoWi Entire party was flown by
chartered planes.
Shirley started in Showbiz as a
Heifetz Pix Again
singer in Sweeney's Theatre, Bay
Ridge, crooning
to
lantern song
Jascha Heifetz, who made the first
slides
while songwriter J. Fred full-length feature film built around
Coots played accompaniment. After a concert instrumentalist—^Samuel
doing song-and-dance stints with his Goldwyn's "They Shall Have Music"
Sister,
he
began
plugging
for ,(JJA) in 1939— is being sought by
Kalmar-Puck, Irving Berlin afid Will several pix companies. Violinist,
Von Tilzer.
formerly
reported
against
set
Following a war stint, during further films because of the trite
which he organized the Argonne story of- "Music," admits now to bCr
Players, Shirley soon dropped out ing agreeable to offers, with two
estate.

little

director Carol Reed, latest
to arrived here, have all curtainMumsy and I, wbitidri't think of it.
raised their, entries \yith buying
Can't you protect my gbod name by
their
appetites
sprees;Visitors,,
making it a beaver or squirrel or
jiiJiettei;b.y England's heroic war
.'
;
sumpin'?."
and postwar diet, have aho^one in
for plush napkin-tucking. Sudden
switch from the Spartan fare has
Our own Beatrice Fairfax .has
proven too much, in some instances, considered the whole problem and
to the Britishers and a number have. reported:

by

Of

ideas into her

Besides the show biz angle, which

colui7m.)

..i
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VICTUHES

PK FINALLY HICK IN U. S.

BRITISH
UA

About to Close Releasn^ Deak EOSILy BflLiy

With Small

Hawks and Horne-Deutsch

United Artists is about
deals for oiie picture each
Small,

wird

Bld-

Howard Hawks and

Hal Horne-Armand Deutsch's Story
three-fourths of the
Production
•

Wailis

^

'

NOW

close+'

fo

with

May Do

On

'Likely'

B'way Prior

Group" combine set up
some months ago by Small to win a
"Quality

to Filming

Hollywood, Sept.

10.

mm

Laudy Lawrence's

Redgrave Due
For His

duction,

Door,"

Contracts are bespecific pictures.
lieved to call for 25% fee until a
certain gross is hit, at which point
the percentage is cut slightly. Under Small's old terms, it was sliced
to
10% when an $800,000 control
is getfigure was reached, but
ting rid of such pacts as quickly as

UA

.possible.

Warner, Carson Huddle

On Technicolor Shorts
To Develop Young Talent
Hollywood, Sept.

.

10.

Jack Carson is huddling with his
Jack Warner, on the idea of
producing a series of three-reel
Technicolor featurettes to be played
by young, talent on the studios payboss,

roll.

Series, if produced, will serve a
double purpose, developing youthful
and supplement '"A" product in theatres
devoted
to
singlerpicture
policy;

..

•

.

.

,

MPA DEFERS DECISION
ON LOBBY REGISTRATION
'Thd

fer

decision

der, the

next January
must sigh uj). un-

until
it

lobby-registration

new

ments, of

require-

Congressional Reor-

MPA said it had
it would have to
any of its key men under
the loose language of
the present
"bill. Which
apparently requires reg-

ganizatioii Act.
/Serious doubts that

register

istration only of those

whose "prin-

gP?J^};"siness is to Influence legis-

While

MPA's

Washington office
Bryson on the payroll as

w

„^'7*t>ve representative, it
was
PRJ"*®^ out bulk of his activities are

wun

Government

than Capitol
Hill.

agencies

other

Bennett's U-I Chores
Lompton Bennett, British director
Seventh Veil" and other top pix
^''thur Rank, headed for the
cJ:,

w

of

(10> to met, a

fli

brace

Universal-International.
/°^'=^^<1 New York on a
stopover

B(.«!!»1J

"lort

Saturday (7) and
^"th Rank oi:-

^^^^'^^^
flcials."

"othing definite lined up

as^'it
'

a r,?l,
"^'"^'^
•

50 on
in

the exchange^

$1,000,000

from

s

potential

profit.

Bennett but the latter has
of scripts

which he will

Are Good They 11

Go

Ameri-

three- week

Hollywood visit, beTaking a stance which diffrom that of many of his confreres. Reed declared that only by
making "purely British films for the
lieves.

fers

Yank cash in
(Continued on page 27)

tre gross of $2,000,000

Britons" will the, pix be of top
quality saleable in any part" of the
globe. "We tried to put out pictures for American audiences before
the war and the only result were
films which were obviously insincere
and never did make headway in the
United States," Reed said.
The major hurdle, as Reed sees it,
was that Britishers were as incapable
of
understanding
American
tastes as the Yanks were of the
English.
"Consequently, the films
Were not gtsnuine and didn't ring
true," he said, "and. the Am.erican
public realized it. Instead of trying
to cater, to a country we don't un-

Allen-Taylor's British

Looms as Rank's

we must malce pictures
way just as you Americans do.
When we make them better as we
derstand,

our

have done recently,

they'll

be box-

office in all countries."

Illustrating his argument, Reed
referred to Noel Coward's "Brief
Eucountei'," distributed here by the
Prestige unit of Universal, as a
purely. British film which is and will
(Continued on page 30)

.

week.:

U.S.-Reed

in

British penetration of the

can film market will not be furthered by conscious aiming of Anglo
pix to please Yank patrons, Carol
Reed, top British director here on a

Another 20th exec to profit during
the same pei'iod on options he held
Biggest Threat in Can.
was Joseph H. Moskowitz. He bought
Toronto, Sept, 10.
900 shares, when the exchange price
A bitter battle for British pictures'
was better than 50, on options at showings in Canada is pre.saged by
That meant a gain of about the entry into the Dominion of
25T!i.
$23,000 if he had sold his shares British National Films, Ltd., to be
exhibited by" Famous Players (Canathen.
Zanuck got his options more than dian) Corp. in their key spots across
Canada. This is the first threat to
a half-dozen years ago as an. incenthe. J. Arthur Rank procluct, which
tive for renewing his deal with" the"
has an outlet here of something like
compaiiy. Recent purchase gives him
120 houses
incorporated in the
a total of 100.130 shares. Moskowitz,
chain in Canada which Paul
who now holds 2.500 shares, was one Odeon
Nathanson sold to Rank.
of a group of execs who split 140,000
British National Films franchise
•shares by action of the stockholders
has been acquired by H. J. Allen and
at the annual meeting May 16, 1944.
N. A. (Nat) Taylor for Canadian disPrex Spyros Skouras got options
tribution, with the new company to
at that time for 70,000 shares and W.
be tagged Arigl6-American Films
C. Michel, exec v.p., for 15.000
(Continued on page 24)
shares, both at 24I4.
Skouras has
been exercising his options as they
have come due, which is at the rate
of 17.000 shares a year.
Stock was
as liifih as CSTs this year, but vc'as
ho\-.ering around the mid-fprtiei5 this

ment contract with the British producer and the second would compel
to sell him stock in his com-

Korda

pany, which he claims he had the
right to buy at 1/20 of its face value.
Lawrence's contract, filed as a: sup^
porting document in the suit, dis-.
closes the breadth of Korda's plan
for developing worldwide film empire, in competition with ST. Arthur.
Rank. Lawrence was to be in charge
of production, sales, distribution and
of all films in which
interested as producer,
distributor or exhibitor.
He was also, however, "to make
efforts to
have the undersigned
(Korda) participate as producer, with
foreign motion picture companies
either
as
co-adventurer, partner,
stockholder or contingent beneficiary
and to that end will try to interest
such companies in such literary
properties, artists and other production necessities as we may from time
to time acquire."
For his services under the threeyear pact Lawrence was to get $93,000 for the first year. $108,400 the
second year and $129,000 the third
year.
Contract,
although signed
April 1, 1946, was retroactive to Nov.
1, 1945, and Lawrence was paid for
the interim period. Korda fired him
as of July 1, he charged, and he is
asking for the $268,400 remaining
due under the contract, as well as
$34,000 which he claims he would
have netted on his expense account.

exploitation

Definite arrival of the British pix
is: the friiit of cagey though expensive exploitation, shrewd distribution
deals and releasing schedules, and a
quartet of poteni; bidders for Ameri-

Nat'l

Two suits charging breach of con-'
tract have been filed by Ludovic Jj,
(Laudy) Lawrence against Sir Alexander Korda in N.Y, Supreme Court.
One asks $302,400 which Ijawrence
claims is due him under an employ-

Korda was

Recent break

Zanuck

:•:.:.'';''

seen on

British Pix

If

the stock market has cut about

Washington, Sept. 10,
Motion Picture Assn. will de-

Whether or not

.

the shares at 13
they were selling at well'over

to

when

:.

uary to make his American how.

can patronage. Result has be^n that
Purchase by Darryl F. Zanuck of "Caesar and Cleopatra," last of the
100,000 Sliares of 2ath-Fox stock dur- foursome to reach Yank screens, with
a powerful lineup of release dates
ing July under an old option agree
which found the pic opening at over
ment. as revealed last week by the
150 Iceys spots within a week's time
Securities & Exchange Commission, has garnered coin m amounts equiva-:
gave him an immediate profit of lent to the best records of American
around $4,000,000. Options enabled films.
"Cleo," which has amassed a theapurchase

him

'^.['[-

who has been

the screen here in various English
pictures, has never acted in Hollywood.
He is due early in Jan-

Zanuck s

UA

"The Secret Behind the
be produced by Walter

Redgrave,

.'

was demanding when his
that
old preferential contract ran out
early tliis year, but it wasn't all that
he wanted and, as a result, negotiations were limited to the three

First U. S. Pic

in

to
Wanger.:'

,

Stock Options

Jan.

Hollywood, Sept. 10.
Redgrave, British actor
London, will co-star
with Joan Bennett in the Diana procurrently

.

$4M000on20th

in

Michael

Sidney

Since all the films /ould be topbudgetcrs with promise of being big
grosseis, Small hoped to get very
Comfavorable terms from UA.
pany, liowever, has such a glut of
product in prospect, it was in no
mood to talk the kind of terms producer was asking.
Small, however, did win a better
deal than the 27i,4% distribution foe

:

Expenses and Stock Options
Expense item in the pact called for
(Continued on page 18)
:

Census Bureau Budget
Cut Nips Film Gander
Washington, Sept. 10.
U, S. Census Bureau officials reveal here that projected slash in
the agency's budget for 1947 has
knocked out earlier plans for a federal motion picture census.

However, the Census men said
they were throwing open all their
statistics to MPA researchers and
would cooperate 100% in the ASsn's
attempt to publish authoritative info
on

film

employment,

National Boxoffice Survey

Trade Mark Reelaterea

POUNDED BY SIMB SILVERMAN
Week)} by VARIETY,

rulilislied

Biz Slackens After Big Labor

Day Week'—'NotoriPace Field

Iiic.

Ski .SiJvermiin. President

164

West <Cth

Now rork

St.,

13,

N. T;

SUBSCRIPTION
Annual.
friingle

used in some downtown
of holdovers and issues
key cities this week houses in a few cities.
"Mv. Ace". (QA), which has had
Give Inside on Film B.R. and customary letdown after the
only a few bookings to date, shows
Publication date for some time big Labor Day holiday week, ex- up with this stanza; all fairly good.
next February has been set by hiljitors are coasting generally this "Green Years" (M-G) still is doing
Prentice-Hall for the biography of session. But -it is not preventing Stphtly:. in several: keys currently,
Dr. A, P. Giannini, board chairman
(Cojjiplete BoxoJJice Reporls on
Some new strong product iiuch as
of the Bank of Afneriea and, as: such,
"Notorious" (RKO): and "Beaucaire" Pages 17-18.)
toiJper of the org: that handles the
(Par) from making great slwwings.
majority of motion picture financing. And it did not prevent "Caesar and
Book is titled "Giant in the West." Cleopatra" from hanging up a new Minn. Amus. Co. Maps
Author Julian Dana, who's been record at the Astor. N, Y.
Polio
With Fete
working on tlve book for the last
With a number of additional
Minneapolis, Sept. 10.
six
years,
mailed his completed bookings for, both, "Beaucaire" and
In celebration of the end of the
manuscript into. P-H this weel
racing
neck-'n"Notorious"
are
Biography will be an inside Story neck for top laurels in the hst of poho epidemic's abatement and' end
of the ban on attendance of chilOH Giannini's influence oit the film first 10 big coin-getters currently,
dren of 15 and under at theatres,
industry, his tenure as one-time Both are way out in lead compared
the Minnesota Amus. Co. (Parapre?:y of United A,rtists and his topto others. Next in order of strength mount circuit) is launching a "Fall
coin financing ventures. Dana has will be
"Caesar and Cleopatra" Happiness Season."
just completed a pictorial biography
Passage"
(U),
(UA) "Canyon
(Campaign's aim will be to sell the
of President Truman,, slated lot "Claudia and^ David-" (20th), "Big
public on the idea o£ returning now
early publication by: iviacmillan.
Sleep". (WB>. "Two Guys Milwau- to the theatres to "have a good time
wee" (WB), "Anna" (20th), "Night again,"
and Day" iWBi.and "End of Time"
3 R'», Hollywood Style
(RKOl,
Drops" 4
Hollywood, Sept. 10.
Other strong grossei's include
Holly wood, Sept. 10.
Ivers" - (Par),
"Always
Moppets' will learn all about mop- "Martha
Pour feinme players were cut,
peting on stage and screen through Loved You" (Rep), "Easy To Wed"
(M-G), "Three Wise FoolS" (M-G), loose from ttie Metro contract list
a new drama workshop to be conducted here by El Patio Enterprises,- "Courage of Las.sie" (M-G), "Casa- during the last moiitli without exInc., with Viola Spolin as director.
blanea" and "Centennial Summer'* planation.
Actresses are liona Mas.sey, Pat
Ne\v group has an advisory com- (20th).
and
6iz in most sports was cliaracter- Kirkwood, Frances Rafferty
mittee, including John Garfield, Mrs.
Bartlett Cormack. Ladv Margaret ized bv the number of releases hp-

With

etc..

:

ous,' 'Cleo,' 'Beaucaire,' 'Passage'

Dr. Giannini Biog Will

Korda

Suit Vs.

Discloses Fancy Deal for Himself

OFF

British pictures, after long years of
minor financial takes, are now getting into the big American money
class.
Cash potentialities of the
Anglo films, aside from such exceptions as Noel Coward's "In Which
We Serve" and the Hitchcock sleep-

from the
Hal B. Wailis may stage "Most
Buchman, the Likely to Succeed" on Broadway be- er, "The Lady Vanislies," were fritfourth members, is still under com- fore he screens the play, authored tered away in the art houses and
Weii,dell smaller circuits because of Yanjc exMichael
Robinson.
mitment to Columbia and may come by
Corey, currently acting hi the pic- hibitor indiflference
The films with
in later,
Gontracts for the initial trio have ture, "Desert Town," would ,be the improved produKlion values and exploitation buildups are becoming a
already been drawn up and are now lead in "Succeed."
booking
plans.
.of..exhibitor
on their way to the Coast for final
p3ri;
In case the project succeeds, WaiGurrefttly, the films have moved
oka.vs.' Pact with each producer is lis may- follow with, other legit venr
into the plush sh 0 wcasos and are
separate, although they were nego- tures prior to filming themi
scoring heavy profits where the' big
tiated together, and each one is for
SmaU will demoney can be found.; Advance. is all
a specific picture.
Hawks "Bed
the more remarkable because only a
"Valentino,"
liver
year ago British pix were in the exRiver" and SP "This Side of InnoProfit
hibitor doghouse after "Mr, Eman.cence."'
Small
was
to
uel" and "Colon?! Blimp," two top
intention
of
Original
two
minimum
of
for
a
Anglo pix,; folded sadly at the wickmake a deal
producers.
the
four
ets.
pix from each of
favorable distribution deal

company.

S
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PICTURES
Into

Combo

Dr; Goods

Single-Pic

to

Hollywood,

WB
Sept.

Selznick-Agnew Proceeding With High

10.

Ciiuterelta stuff.
Arleiie Dahl, who worked for a
departrneji t. stoipe thffeift mpnths sisp,
.

Sales to Paralid Majors

And Block
PRC

will launch into a

Monogram has

combined

production

single pic and. block-booking selling
ptogtsah as its answer to policy
problems posed by the anti-trust
Gompany; according to
decision.
Harry Thomas, prexy, will peddle

policies

sales and
a tentative

its

on

,

draws a feitiroe lieadviii the Warper
piclure,"My Wild Irish Rose," opDavid Butposite Dennis Morgan.
]ei<

|

basis to conform with whatever the
court decideis final provisions i:ha1l
be in the Department of Justice anti-

.

Par Booked Solid Sept 1-7

'

.

.

U4 to Revamp N.Y.

Lloyd Lind, veepee and assistant
general
sales
manager, disclosed
adoption of a new profit-sharing
bonus plan which would cut in ex-

change employees on

after

profits

deduction of negative costs and
other expenses plus an undesignated
margin of company profit.
Lind
claimed it was the most liberal a\\year plan yet offered to sales forces

by

any

He

company.

boom times for the
panics under decree

1

predicted
smaller coni-

.selling.

Heading a
motions

list of announced prowas Max Roth who was
to eastern .sales man-

moved over

ager from his spot as mid western
division

chief.

Awards

bonus

of

prizes closed the annual huddle with
the Des Moines exchange, topped by
manager F. E. Lee, copping top
money of four weeks' salary.

JOHNSTON, PRICE IN

N.Y.

FOR MPA BOARD MEETS
Motion

Picture

Association

will

hold a regular quarterly meeting at
its headquarters in New York this
morning (Wednesday), to be followed by a conclave of the Motion
Picture
ort Association this aftei-noon. E.ic Johnston, prez of both
groups, arrived in

New York Mon-

day

playing time for a feature,
newsreel or short in 16,120 of the
nation's 16,244 theatres in feteing its
origin 34 years ago.
Feature bookings totalled 13,559, a 13% boost over
last year's record of 12,097.
Company's net rentals, greatest in
Par's history, topped the previous
mark set two years ago when it released -'Going
Way."

Depts. Post-Merge
General realignment of various
departments of Universal and International to. bring them into line under the merger recently arranged is
expected within the next month.
First unit set for a general overhaul
publicity.

is

It

may come

My

Par-Enterprise

the

at

end ot this week with return to N,ew
York of Maurice Bergman, U's eastern pub-ad head. Story and talent
departments will also see some

Hollywood, Sept.

|

|

|

..

RKO

;

|

i

I

I

Board Postponement

UA

RKO

,

Removal of MPA Seal From 'Outlaw'

MPA

.

;,

;

Fodor

a

by Hughes

MPA

restraint of trade
.

ous

other

fornia

MPA

hurriedly

press

that revocation of the .seal
means the pic cannot be shown in
aiiy theatre owned or Operated
by an
member. Association- some
years ago removed a clause to that
effect from its regulations and
ap-

MPA

Studio.

Hughes Flying East
his first time
air

out in public since his recent

took off from his airport at
Culver
City,
Calif.,
yesterday
^Tuesday) morning, en route to
N. Y. Producer is slated to confer
with his attorneys here regarding
possible action to take in connection
with revocation of the Production
Code Administration seal on "The
Outlaw" (details on page 6).
Hughes was alone at the controls
of
B-23,
a
Army experimental
bomber, with his only passengers
including a flight mechanic and a
crash,

whom

he's giving a crosscountry lift home. Instead of trying
to set. a record, Hughes will take
things easy on this flight, stopping

Field,

a few hours*

sleep at AlbuHe's due in at LaGuardia

N.

iWednesday),

Y.,

sometime

picture

today'

;

Jus-

officials

un-

derstood willing to take a chance
on the Government filing suit against
Selznick for insisting on
mum admission figure.

a -mini-

He

.feels

certain he can prove Uj any court
the logic and the legality of the

Selznick position,
Scheme of exhibition calls tof
"roadshowing" on a continuous run
rather than two-a-day, rebasis,
served-seat policy.
Roadshows are
thought by attorney to be exempt
from provisions, of the decree, but
whether the DJ will accept as a
"roadshow" an exhibition policy of
without
.continuous-run
reserved
seat-s, and with upped admissions as
the sole distinctive factor, is viewed
dubiously in the trade. The Selznick attitude, as it has finally jelled,
is,
in Broadway's vernacular, "Let
them do us something."
The way Agnew looks at it, it's
ab.soliitely necessary that a minimum admission tap be set that -will
be above the top figure for any firstrun jn any town, despite the fact
that it may be necessary to use
in order to get the long engage-

made

'

.;

.

.

L.

Without

A. to N. Y.

Bob Allen
Judith Anderson
Pete Barnum
Ethel Barrymore

i

;

i

]

wise

expected not only
but from subse-

their houses;

The

quent playdates.

logic of

meantime/ Agnew left Monday (9)
England to .set up openings there.
Possibility exists that if a favorable
itself,
theatre
situation
presents
Duel" may open abroad before i'
does in this country. Agnew is expected back in at)Out five week,s.
'

One Can. Feature

Sara Fuller

Set

Toronto, Sept.

10.

'VVith.Paul Lukas and Helmut Dantine already signed for the. .nials
loads in •The Stronghold," to be
.

Kazan

Jay Richard Kennedy
Evelyn Koleman
Milton Krasny
Herbert Lamiard
Herman Levin
Fulton Lewis
Paul Lukas

.

.

Lynn

Het Manheim

filmed with Toronto and Montreal
backgrounds by Quebec Producti""^
Ltd.. Jlary Ander.son

for the

femme

has been signed

lead becau.sc she can

French and English. Her latest
Hollywood film chore was in To
Bach HLs Own" (Par).

.'.peak

Bilingual

shooting

this;

begjos

month.

Milder

Palmer
Dorothy Peterson
Louis de Rochemont
Lili

Sanicolo

N. Y. to L. A.
Harry Ackerman
James Dunn
Harry Kosiner

N. Y. to Europe
Neil Agnew
Ned Depinet

Spencer 'Tracy

Wesley Ruggles

'

.

j

David Golding

N. Y. to Australia
Nick Pery

Africa to N. Y.

Jessica Russell
Norman Sicgel

Andr6 Salib

Frank Sinatra

S. A. to N. Y.
Monroe Isen

Heg Whitley

this

why

AgSelznick and
are perfectly willing to test it
is

for

Frank Forest
Leon From'kes

Hank

set,

Delay in getting Technicolor prints
continues to cause postponements
in the i-elea-se date, but it now
looks like about Dec. 15.
In the

Bi:een

Leonard S. Field
Dorothy Fields
Herbert Fields —
Emerson Foote

Max

being

in court.

Rex Dennand
Bob Eberle

Jeffrey

could be

rom

f

new

Pam Blumenthal

Bobby

minimum

a

Selznick forces f eel it is obvious
that exhibs will start chopping the
admish down and thus eliminate a
large part of the income that other-

position

Michael Breen
Robert Capa
Maurice Clark

'

querque.

First

and Department of
in Washington, is

attorneys
tice

Ladislas Fodor.

Elia

off for

-

ment.
Plan now is by one means or another to set the door tap which exhibs must charge in showing "Duel."
Agnew, after long huddles, with

lot was "Ramrod," with "Arch ments
Minimum de-/
desired.
Triumph" more than half com- termined upon probably will be the
and three productions ready same in all cities, with the possible
for shooting as soon as the new exception of New York and a few:
sound stages are fit for filming. similar spots.- There Will also be a /
Meanwhile the new company has guarantee to theatregoers that the
rounded up six producers, Harry picture won't be shown for a yeaf
Sherman, Wolfgang Reinhardt, Rob- in subsequent houses at lower adert B. Roberts. Lewis Milestone and mission prices.

Rex Harrison
Jack Joyce

'Continued on page 24)

soldier to

That's',

pleted

Charles Brackett

It

(9) sent out a release correcting the misinterpretation in the

Howard Hughes, on

clauses

forms.

worrying Selznick and NeilAgnew, his distribution chief, since
they have felt that without establishing advanced b.o. levies, as was
done on "Gone With the
Wind,"
.

of

Charles Bickford

is a monopoly in
and makin.- vari-

charges,

Monday

contract

their

been

on the

A.

claiming the

10.

David Loew and Charles Einfeld
continued to huddle this week with
execs of various distributing companies on proposed deals for release
of their Enterprise product. Barney
Balaban,
Paramount prexy, and
Grad Sears, United Artists distributi<j,)
chief; are among tho.se with
^^hom LoCw and Einfeld are confabbing. although the field still appears to be Wide open and the
partners claim thev are "talking to
everybody and w'lll make no deal
^„i,ii j,,py 1,3,,^ conferred with all
major distributing companies.
Lpew and Ejnleld are due for a
trip east in a lew weeks to Continue
talks with h.o. execs.
(A. Pam Blumenthal, Enterprise
v.p., meantime arrived in New "york
Monday (9) for an indefinite stay.
reiterated that nothing is set yet
on a release deal and that Enterprise "is in no hurry" about it.)
While other Hollywood studios
were celebrating various farfiung
anniversarie.s. Enterprise ea.sed in
with a half-annivensary, observing
its first six months of existence on
the film lot once known as the Cali-

Ben Barton
Wallace Beery

He

Doesn't Obligate Exhibs to Nix

.

blanked out the admission
in

'

|

Vnt

(9) to prepare for the huddles.
spent most of Monday and yesterday (Tues.) in confabs on Export
Association business, partly in anticipation of going abroad shortly.
Among matters expected to come
Yanking of the Production Code
tip for discussion at the
meet- Administration
seal from "The Outing is the announced withdrawal of
law" over the weekend appears to
the Production Code Admini.stration
be entirely academic at the moment,
seal from "The Outlaw."
Major since United
Artists prez Edward C.
point in this respect is whether MPA
Raftery declared Monday (9) that
members will allow the. picture, to
the company will continue to dist)e shown minus the seal in their
tribute the film and the Motion Picaffiliated houses. Otherwise there is
ture A.ssociation was quick to offiitto prbbleiti, since Johnston
had pre- cially point
out that the action in
viously been given the right to act
no way obligates exhibs to avoid
as he saw fit concerning the Howard
playing the picture, whether or not
Hughes picture and instructed PC
they are affiliated with the MPA. In
Administrator Joseph I. Brecn to
addition to which, the much-embatyank the film's okay.
tled Howard Hughes production has
East to attend the MPA meeting is
no bookings scheduled at the moByron Price, who heads the asiiociament.
tion's Coast activities.
Loew's is the only affiliated circuit
JMPEA gathering will get a firsthand report on the European situa- which has been playing the picture
tion from v.p. Francis Harmon and and its execs yesterday "(Tuesday)
Gerald Mayer, who returned last were heaving sighs of relief that the
week from a month abroad. They'll situation did not demand a decision
tell of their negotiations in Holland from the company on policy conin ah effort to cope with the shutout cerning a film minus the PCA seal
of American pix by the Bioscoop Cu-cuit has fulfilled its contracts on
Bond, of tdlks with Gen. JoseoH Mc- the picture in all but two dates
Narney on distribution in the Ameri- Washington and Syracuse, and in
can zone in Germany, and of huddles both of those cities it has received
written notice from the chiefs
in various other countries.
of police prohibiting exhibition
of "The
Outlaw."
Circuit
figures
that's
Enterprise Signs
plenty of lejgal out and is washing
its
hands of the deal with UA. This
Hollywood, Sept. 10,
is
Enterprise bought "So Goes My the first time a seal has been withLove," by Ladislas Fodor, and signed drawn and no company this
week
the author to screenplay it.
was prepared to .state policy in the
Fodor recently wrote a screen- unprecedented situation.
play for Enterprise on the Erich
With Federal court action in New
Remarque story, "The Other Love." York pending
in
suit

'

.

1

.

Court opinion carried a provision
that
minimum admission
prices cannot be included in exhibition contracts and the major
companies, in anticipation of the
final signaturing of the decree, hav«:

'

RKO Not Dropping

'

•

prices.

they can't insure adequate returns
production invesl-\
the: heavy

Powwow

Distrib

Initial .step will be disbandment ot
International's publicity setup^ consisting of Arthur Jeffrey, Marie Van
Slyke and two assistants. Jeffrey
will go over to EaglerLion, following his boss, Alfred Schwalberg,
who is switching from Int to E-L as
sales head. Miss Van Slyke goes to
Universal's publicity department in
a newly-created job, It is expected
that their respective assistants will
go AVith them
^,^
Appomtment of „
Robert Goldstem
last week as eastern studio rep for
the new Umversal-International, in
will not follow the lead of
other film companies in cutting pro- a switch from his former job as
duction of low-budget pictures, ac- eastern rep of Int, means a
cording to Ned E. Depinet, execu(Continued oh page 55)
tive veepee, who said that the company would stick to its original release schedule of "at least 36 pictures."
Of the films scheduled for
1947 release, about half will be lowRppailCP Ul
nf dUl. l/ltnei
HirlrAr
UCtaUdi:
budgetcrs.
Depinet also said that plans to alHope that Grad Sears, United
ter sales and distribution policies to Artists'
distribution
chief,
might
conform with the recent decision in have something to report on progthe Department of Justice anti- ress of talks
with David. Loew and
trust suit will be held in abeyance Charles Einfeld
on possible
reuntil the final decree.
While sev- lease of Enterprise product Was one
eral other companies, particularly of the factors
back of postponement
Metro with its auction bidding, have of the company's board
meeting
announced drastic changes in sales scheduled for yesterday (Tuesday).
procedure,
will continue to Directors are now set to get together
operate as it has in the past with next Tuesday tl7).
only those moves necessary to conBoard has a number of distribuform with provisions of the decision tion deals
to disctis? and possibly
until the proposals become law.
will act on UA's rejoining the MoLike the other companies, RKO, tion Picture Association.
Prexy Edaccording to Depinet, is trying to fig- ward C. Raftery
said in New York
ure out how to conduct its bu-siness Monday (9) that
he is still awaiting
with the least possible red tape and word from
UA's three owners on
.still stay within the interim
law as their desire about going back into
outlined by the court. Exec added
the MPA, It is expected that Sears
that there was nothing in the de- may
return east before next week's
(Continued on page 24)
meeting.

UA

Prices for 'Duel'

Despite limiting provisions of
the
Federal Court's anti-tru.st dei'ree
O.
David,
Selisnick's
forces
are
planning to go ahead with their
original scheme of exhibition
on
"Duel in the Sun."
Forthcomins
$5,000,000 Technicolor pic, it has
now been decided, will be "rdad-;
shown
at
increased
admission''

on

changes.

ItsBVDepinet

,'each.".

aiid

obtain

.

36 to Include E-l.'s iZ
more apiece, to take up the slack
Sales policy was pffvately dis- which would result.
These largeclosed at the PRC national conven<Continued on page 18)
tion which closed last week after
three-day meet in Atlantic City.
Confab attended by 200 PRC execs
was featured by the announcement
of Thomas that the company would
release 36 features in '46-'47, including 12 films to be produced for
PRC by the Eagle-Lion studio with
a minimum negative cost of $500,000,

'

new high

Publicity, Talent

.

.

Paramount, opening its ''34th and
Year Celebration," set a
for both weekly net rentals
hooking of its product during
the week from Sept. 1-7, the company announced. Par managed to
Create.st

board of director's decided to make
Package sales no permanent concrete changes at
in the coming year.
will be in two groups of eight fea- the present time inasmuch as they
tures each and one group of six spe- were riot named in the Government
Additionally, PRC will sell a?iio_n._against the Big Five.
cials.
Nevertheless, according to Edward
one group of six Eddie Dean outdoor mu.sicals and a: group of eight Morey, veepee and executive as.'^istAl La Rue-Al St. John action west- ant to Steve Broidy, plans have been:
erners.
already drawn up providing for a
Block allocation of part of PRC large-scale production cut of lower;
product is similar to policy which budget pix in the event that the
Monogram, another srnalt non-de- Government decides in favor of
fendant company, has set up. Un- .single sales auction bidding in its
like Monogram, however, PRC at- final decision scheduled fof this, fall.
torneys have advised the company Meanwhile, sales are continuing, on
to permit the sale o£ less than the the one-or-all basis currently being
Entire block whenever, requested ^by used by most of the film companies.
PRC execs, believe Otherwise, said Morey, it would be
an exhibitor.
that such requests will be few be- impossible to market Mono's annual
cause exhibs; it is said, are more list of close to 50 pictures.
than ever anxious for' product inAlso provided for, should the lowsurance in a probably tight pix budget cut be- necessary, are a group
market.
of A pictures costing $1,000,000 or

|

Minimum 'Roadshow'

direitiflg; and; WiliiSiin'^

j

against the motion picture
companies. At their' recent quarterly meeting on the Coa.st, Mono's

top-budget .productions,'
including Cinecolor pix, individually
with balance of product in blocks

'

is

producing,

|

tru.st suit

eight

its

put

PICTURES
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GOLDMAN TOPS WB ON
May

Threat of Lawsuits

Govt. Presses for Total Divorcement;

Force All

Majors Into Auction-Selling Tactics
Virtually ail other major distribs-"they will be forced within a
few weeks to follow Metro into
competitive
for
pictures
offering
bidding in a limited number o£ sit-,
nations to avoid subjecting themWashington, Sept. 10.
selves to potential lawsuits, it has
Near-record.qlividend payments of
been learned. That results from the
were reported for the picfact that, since they instituted sin- $3,092,000
July, according
gle-selling July 25, they are begin- ture corporations in
their to Department of Commerce figures,
ning to receive offers for
figure almost eiglit
product from houses in competition with the 1946.
times the tab paid by the, biggies in
with their regular customers.
riily,^1945^_^^PiG compajlies only pai^^
Otherwise, distrib execs concede,
out $418,000 in dividends in. that
policy of selling each picture sinuly month.
and not contingent on the purchase
At the same time, another record
has
film
other
by an exhib of any
was chalked up for the three-month
had virtually no effect on the in- Ijeriod ending July, 1946. In that
dustry during the six. weeks it has quarter the majors and indies paid
a
was
been on trial. Single-selling
out a total $9,782,000 in dividends.
inovision of the Federal court's In the same quarter last year, they
and
anti-triist decree of June 11
gave with only $5,670,000.
was instituted by the Big Five six
Record figure, for July is almost
form
weeks later, although the final
entirely the result of a $2,000,000
6E the decree has not yet been deWarners and another

ieel

OVER 3 MILLION

JULY FILM DIVVY

:

.

it.

.

with

this,

strictly Metro's

company

busi-

ness,

;

.

D.C. Nonconunital

On Jos. P. Day, Inc.
Auction Pix Plan

his natural inclination, if his relations with the original exhib have
been good, is to brush off as politely

Creation of an autonomous organic
zation subject to court supervision

johnnyrcome-lately.

the film. One Philly report indicated that the Warner houses had
refused to turn in any bids at all
under strict orders from the h.o.
Latter, it's
declared, had turned
thumbs-down on buying product in
that way through reluctance to take
any part in getting auction bidding
,

^

.

.

ATA

Would Unify

Men

AU

350G

Exhib Beefs

I

:

I

^

new offehsive for divorcement in.
proposed amended findings which it
served upon defendants in the antitrust suit.

Washington, Sept. 10.
Civilian Production Adminiscontinued its "tough'' policy
okaying building of theatre projects and announced last Friday (6)
that only three pix house repair
jobs had been okayed while 16 other
building requests by exhibitors had
been turned down cold in. week
ended Aug. 29. Heading the list of
projects nixed by CPA was a $125,000 request by the FoxrWest Coast.
Agency for a' liOs Angeles building.
Alterations were approved for
Hardy C. Pitlman, Greenview, 111.,
$15,000; Sam P. Beeson,: Shepherd,
Texas, $5,500 and the Nu-Strand

The

Tied .out by authority ot the city
code, which
empowers the Fire
Commissioner to detail men where
scenery and: machinery are used.
The planned withdrawal of the city
•firemen, is necessitated by, a terrific

shortage of manpower and strong
demands for a return to tlie three.platoon system o£ Pr«-«'a^^ days, the
Dept. spokesman said. While ,tne
it.

was

said,

Com-

missioner Quayle would act neither
quickly nor drastically.
However,
should legit opposition continue.
Court proceedings to enforce the step
would be taken, it was broadly

'

T nlUI lllU IILL U.U.
AT,A.
Plan for merger ot efforts has already gone some distance with an
Republic's sales plans ,.Ka«e re- agreement between ATA and the
mained unaifected by the recent Confederacy of Southern Assns. that
the two would fight auction selling
anti-trust .decision .in the .Depart
^^ange in unison. GSA, consisting mainly
j^^^^^.^ ^^^^ .^^jj^j,
.^^ ^^^y
methods contemplated for of ATA members, has promised to
take the'^ oue from tlie topflight or:ac^ActuaUy,
^^^^^ few months.
cording to sales chiefs in Ijie h.o., ganization and ATA ^xecs: believe:
will join in with
there have been no films sold by the that the' former
company on the general market since ATA on its application.
Strong probability is that the
the single selling provision pointed
Theatre Owners
California
Southern
at the rnajors went into effect. Curalso drop its idea of a
rent season releases are all booked. Assn. will
Rep wasn't specifically separate court move in favor, of joint
While
Paul Williamsj
said.
action,
is
it
named in the suit, execs there say
SCTOA general counsel, now in New
that the company will comply With
on for huddles with
whatever ruling is handed down re- York will stay
pn
page 29)
(Continued
garding the majors rather than wait
for the Government to tap them on
the Slioulder and say, "This means
you, too." Vagueness, which seems
Hollywood. Sept, 10.
general in the industry, is the chief
Prevalent headache among Hollycause Ipr Rep's maintenance of the
status quo. No one knows exactly to wood studios is the tradeshow probwhat films the single-selling provi- lem. Reviewers are squawking besion applies, and how far retroactive cause the studio projection rooms,
where pictures are shown to the
it is supposed to be,:
Result is. that. Rep .sales heads plan trade, are too far from newspaper
the into stand by for whatever comes out offices. Meanwhile many Of
studios,
of the final decree which is set for die producers, who: have no
for screening fathis fall, and: to base now plans on are up against it
IYIjI

:

Theatre owners' expressed nix to
is
predicated on the claim
,

move

that the public pays more heed to
in uniform than it would
to privately hired employees, While

:flremen
:

film liouses

with

flesh:

entertainment

currently are subjected to inspection
only by roving fire deputies they

would be included

in the

new

Dept.

ukase, the city official said.

HOLMAN

IN LONDON

Russell Holman, Paramount production chief in New York, lias arI'lved in

Meanwhile, mapping their strategy
October decree battle. Little
Three attorneys are preparing briefs
which will attack the block-booking

for the

.

,

Keys New

Type of Salesman

.

:

.

MPA

To

A

Mats

MPA

I
'

'

j

(making three titles available, except
Monogram and Rep, which will offer
two each. One new print ot each
of its pictures is now on hand at

'

With Teheran' Meller

,

|

,

DECREE BECOMES FINAL

-

'

'

:

hinted.

lief in tbLs suit."

nix and' injunctive provisions ot the
decision that order policing, of the
industry. Additionally, Little Three
briefs will probably ask for a re-:
duction of cancellatiort privileges !al-exhibitors from the 25% proposed
by the Government to 20%. All three
companies will probably disavow
any intention of participating- in the,
arbitration system which the. court
has suggested be set up.
Taking the lead, Columbia in its
tentative brief is contending that
block-booking has been held legal
heretofore by the courts and that a
ban on the practice would be discriminatory since the company has
With the new method of selling no theatres of its own to act as. tt
apparently to become a reality in cushion. As a blow against booking
the not-too-distant future, distribu- combines, Columbia is asking the
tion chiefs of the major companies court to enjoin the majors from sellhave been quietly casting about for ing films to any persons acting as
a new source of sales help. They agents for theatre owners. Pointing
figure that with single picture, com- to the hardship which Columbia
petitive bidding,' the days of the would face if forced to make an
"order-taker" arft over and there
(Continued on page 29)
will be need of plenty of highpressure salesmanship.
With that in mind, distribution
Urges Exhibitors
toppers are admitting that also at
an end are current wage levels for
Feature Special Pix
salesmen.
constant source, of sUr-,'
prise these days to those not familiar
with wages in branch offices is that
For Kids on Sat.
the average pay for salesmen is $75
In answer to squawks from parent
a week. Level has remained at that and' civic groups on the effect of
for years, despite what, the ,war did Hollywood films: on children. Motion
for wages, in other lines of business. Picture Association is urging exhibs
Result has been that most of the to give special Saturday morning
salesmen are old-timers,, well-ad- shows for the moppets as an antivanced in age, who have remained dote. To carry out the idea,
on because they've been in the busi- prexy Eric Johnston has sold disness so many years that inertia and tribs the idea of making available
lack ot knowledge of any other in- 28 pix chosen from their vaults ber
dustry has held them. Meantime, the cause of their particular suitability
younger men who have not won for showing to kids.
promotion to branch managerships
Participating in the plan are the
or other executive posts with higher seven member-companies
the
of
salaries have drifted away into other MPA, plus three non-member comlines. And really promising younger
panics, United Artists, Republic and
|
(Continued on page 29)
Monogram. Each of the distribs is

:

inevitable,

decree, pre-

the statutory court to rule. that "divorcement of the major defendants
from their theatre interests is nec+
eiisary to give legally adequate re-

Corp., Kin.sport, Tenn., repair of fire
to a theatre^ $50,000.

nnp

i

is

The amended

pared as a basis for the Government
appeal to the Supreme Court, asks

.

i

move

week launched a

last

in

I

.

,

Government

tration

Selling

'

as possible tlie
to handle the mechanics of auctionThat raises the question, however, selling has been proposed to the started.
Most Philly exhibs are agalrist any
of whether or not the second exhib Federal Court, the Dept. of Justice
(Continued On page 62)
(Continued on page 24)
and the major company distribs by
Jo.seph P. bay. Inc., bigtime auctioneer outfit. The plan has been
personally urged Upon Special AsN. Y. Fire Dept. Plan To
sistant Attorney General Robert L.
Wright by Day officials in a WashCan Cost ington confab. Wright was noncom-.
Remove 110
mittal after close questioning of the
Yearly Day reps which indicated that the
55 Theatres
leery of the possiMove by N. Y. Fire Commissioner Government was
bility that the distribs might be be-,
Gontending that a plethora of exFrank J. Quayle is on foot to force
hind the move.
hibitor applications for. the right to
legit houses and fllmeries with live
The Day proposal, unofficially es- be heard in the Government, antientertainment to hire their own firetimated to cost $500,000 yearly, trust suit may crimp the chances of
replace some 110 city fire, guards to
would require approval of the ma- court
approval: of
intervention,
men now on detail in 55 Gotham
jority it not all of the rhajors. A American Theatres Assn., close on
houses. Action which, according to
separate office would be set up in its decision to step into the case, is
a Fire Dept. spokesman, would be
each of the 31 exchange cities which mapping a drive for a unified extaken under Chapter 19 of the city
would act as central clearing house hibitor plea to the court in one peadministrative code would add an
for all records of pix transactions. tition. ATA execs have already ap:estiiT\ated
$350,000 annual, nut to
each case .by a licensed proached officials of the Motion PicPrelinTinavy SlalTed in
Broadway's theatres.
auctioneer and an accountant; these lure Theatre Owners Assn. with the
the
ot
consideration
requests for
standard idea of both ATA and MPTOA coprovide
would
offices
DiviDept.'s
step made by the Fire
forms for all auction sales. Addi- ordinating intervention efforts with
Assembly
sion of Licenses of Public
tionai'yi local' managers would sell the organizations possibly filing a
have met stiff opposition from thea(Coiitinued on page 29)
joint application. MPTOA state and
tre owners, city officials admit.
regional meets are to be held shortly
Present assignment .o£ two firemen
to decide first on intervention and
yinijpiwp Til I II C
.to. every legit house has been carsecondly whether to act jointly with

:.

contifiued control of first-riin hoiisea
will still monopolize the film busithe
ness
auction-selling,
despite

ONNEWTHUTREBLDG.

New Type Decree

Offers for their product from
houses in competition with their
regular customers is causing the
embarrassconsiderable
distribs
ment. Where they have been dealing with an exhib for years, it
comes as something of a shock to
receive a request from his competitor down the street to buy the prodEven the most hardboiled disuct.
trib exec feels he owes some allegiance 10 customers he has done business with for a long time and so

.

Missing statistics to support its
claim that the Big Five through

4-

William T.
Metro veepee over sales,
yesterday (Tuesday) that
Metro would not allow the unsuccessful bidder in sucli a Case to see
the terms of the Winning bid. M-G,
according to Rodgers, would naturally notify the Ibsing eHhib at the
same time the winheif was tiotifled
but the loser: wOwld not. be allowed
to learn the winning terms. Mattelr is

Strategy Vs. Policing

CPA CONTINUES TOUGH

Rodgers said, and would be damage
payment by
kept under wraps unless. M-G was
$1,000,000 cut from RKO. Remainforced by law to tljtow the terms
ing $92,000 was paid by the smaller
of the bidding open to the public.
pix operators.
With all parties Concerned in the
Philly situation refusing to comment, reports on the outcome of Metro's test in that city have varied.
Rodgers, who rettirned last Thursday (5) from the Cosist; iaXd jresterday that he hadtft heard ye^ whether
Warners or GWdmah Was awarded

cided on and companies are not yet

bound by

cepted.
line
In
^

Maps

3

Little

T
Warners' theatres in Philadelphia
were reported thi.s week to have
lost out on their bids for "Holiday
in Mexico," first picture offered by
Metro under its experirneiital tryouts of the auction bidding plan.
Film had reportedly been offered to
both the Stanley.^ Warner chain and
the William .Goldman circuit, with
Goldman's bids having been ac-

.

legally

M-G BID

Tradeshow Problem

London.
Holman will be joined next week Uiatv Recent: board rheetings, at
by Tony Reddin, head of. theatres which stock dividends wore declared
and publicity —
and oilier company business disin England
-.or Para
fo:
„
mount, who planes from New York cussed, Steered clear of single selling
•'his week.
•
-j ramifications.
..

cilities.

.

Agitation has been started for a
centrally located theatre 'to be used,
by producers exclusively for pre-

view showings.

"

Steve

Pallos

is

slated

New York from

in

week with

to

arrive

each ot the various companies' exchanges.

MPA

figures

this

offers

exhibs a big enough pool of product
a show every Saturday from

England next to run

a print Of "Teheran," now until next March; by which
which he recently shot in Italy with time a new group of films will have
partial financing by, J; Arthur Rank. been chosen.
He is coniing to this country to Seek
The project is known as the Chil^
a release here for the picture. Rank's dren's Film Library.
All pix inonly interest in it is as an investor, cluded in it as well as being proven
Pallos having used some of the Brit- f aves for kids, have the okay of
ish pic magnate's blocked currency every amateur and pro reviewing
in Italy, so the film will not neces- organization in the country.
Na-f
sarily be distributed by any of the tional Screen Service also is offer-

companies here

with the

affiliated

(Continued on page 10)

Rank

setup.
is a thriller based on
threat to Roosevelt's lite at the
confab with Stalin and Churchill in
the Iranian capital:,during the war.
Pallos is scheduled to produce a

"Teheran"

the,

.

number

of other films in Italy, prob^

ably also with

Rank

Krim's E-L

financing.

Powwows

Rep's Trio on B'way
For the first time in its history
Republic had three pictures playing.:
first-run Broadway houses last week
and, in spite of lukewarm ^reviews,
fourth
doing pretty gpod biz.
coming in soon, when :"Rendez-»

all

A

is

vous With Annie" follows "SwampHollywood, Sept. 10.
Arthur Krim, Eagle-Lion prexy, fire" into the Victoria..
Currently pjaylng the Main Stem
over the vO'eekend for a
:

arrived
series

.

of

,

important: meetings

with

are

Ben Hecht's "Spectre

of

the

Sryan Foy and A. W. ,,SchwaIbergi Rose,'' at the Republic, newly-desigsales veepee.
Company spokesman nated first-runnel'. "Earl Carroll's
revealed that announcement will be Sketch Book" at Loew's State hit
.

made within

together with the house's 25th anni
and closed with $38,000 in the till
for its second week. Opening Friday (6) at the Criterion, "I've Alduring the ways Loved You;" received: mixed
notices but has drawn pretty 'well.

the next couple of days

at conclusion of huddles, concerning
distribution plans for E-L as well
as type, scope and size of films to be

made by the company
coming year.

'

New Era

In Selling Pictures Is Here

PRE-PRODUCTION
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Keifedto

PRE-SELLING
Keeps Everybody Informed

"VARIETY'S" SPECIALTY IS
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And

'Variety'

A New Show

Every

Week

THE NEW SCHEME OF THINGS

IN

MAKE

Does

VARIETY'

More Than Ever

To
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'Variety'

Can Re
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Pic for Rill-Tin-Tin Kin

Yates' Dropping 18 Minor (hters

Dom't Mean End

of All Rep. B's

Execs at the Republic h.». say that
company has no intention of
Uses Technicolor
dfopping B production, in spite of
the recent announcement by prexy
For 2d Time iii 'Wyo'
Herbert Yates that 18 films are being
Hollywood, Sept. 10.
cut from the production schedule.
Republic, which controls Trucolor,
Rumor has popped up at one time or will switch to technicolor for the
another concerning all of the minors, second time in studio's history, to
whose major production output is make. "Wyoming," a William Elliderived from low-budgeters, espe- ott- Vera Ralston co-starrer to be
cially since 20th-Fox, Universal and produced by iToseph Kane.
First
others have begun a policy of cur- Technicolor on the valley lot was
the

Rep

tailing their

B

pictures.

Frank Borzage's

Yates' announcement covered eight
Sunset Catson films plus 10 other
low-budget outdoor pix. Yet sales
toppers sit the h.o. claim that, in spite
of Yates' additional statements that
the day of Ihd B is past, Rep would
Already
continue B production.
scheduled are eight films which fall
in the B budget category, but will
be lensed in the company's new Trucolor procpsp. Color pix will all be
of the. outdoor variety.

Expcs aver

Rep's switch into

tliat

Always Loved

You."
Filming will start early in October,
most of the shoo.ting being, on locavarious states,
Wyoming, of course.
tion

in

including

Tough Competition, Top
Pay, Bigger Investment
With mo.=st important indie producers endeavoring to create- their
own talent stables, competition for

especiuUy in the dearth of product
wliich is expected to result from a
general slow-up in turnover, and
production following the, court opinMost of them feel that conion.
tiiiued dual-billing will be impo.ssible without the B's; v

but

Kerner, executive talent

they're investing considerably
in developing players after they sign
them. Tutors, coaches, noses fixed,
teeth straightened and dozens of
other gimmicks that keeps a young
actor on the payroir f or months and
months before he or she is even
ready for a minor part is a combo

more coin than ever before

History of the Hoss

by Donald Woods, Claudia Drake
Hollywood, Sept. 10.
and Bobby Blake, .picture will .be
Hollywood studio, home of galreleased by PRC.
loping drama, will trace its own
dramatic forebears in "Golden Stallion," a tale of the first Spanish hoss
through
that
hoofed
thataway
yonder canyons back in the 15th.
century, before cowboys discovered
Hollywood.
Edward J. White will produce the
picture in Trucolor with a herd of
Palominos functioning as extras.
Treasury Dept., maneuvering for
position in what promises to be a
knockdown fight on the legality of

T-Men Cagey On

Tax

Single-Pix

picture
learned,

Goldwyn letter.
Government reticence,

the

talent chief declared. With
most indies desiring to use players
in at least one of their own pictures
each year, that permits an actor to
be loaned for only one or. two pic-

From

Briefs

.

.

.

prez, an-

Williams

and

ning committee with other appointments to be made later.

Studio Contracts
Hollywood, Sept.

10.

Robt. E. Kent, writer, Eagle-Lion.
Arthur Orloif. writer, PRC.

Ruth Warrick, actress, Enterprise:
John Ireland, actor, Monterey.

in the

New Talent a Must
Emphasis on top quality will not
the development of new
he said, because the studios
will 'be compelled to.. reach out in,
their experiments with bfetter films
for new names. Of course, he ad/

talent,

the Lots

lease date of its first production, "Little Iodine," from Sept. 18 to Oct. 20,

through U.

S.

.

.

.

Edward Finney chances now.

"Queen o£ the Amazons," first
production for Screen Guild, with
.

.

.

.

.

shooting schedules. As an example,
Thun- he pointed out that "Dolly Sisters,"
one of last year's pictures, would
in cost $511,000 more if produced to^
"Boomerang" at 20th-Fox.
.Re day, with the same cast, sets, etc.
public bought "Mfon Over Mexicali,' Upped cost would be due mostly, he
yarn by Albert Demond, for produc said, to upped labor costs, including

Allan

iliness of

der.

.

lead

.

.

Lt-.ne's horse.

Jane Wyatt draws femme

opposite

Dana

Andrews
.

20th-Fox picture, "My
Tells Me," co-starring Victor
and Nancy Guild.

.

the

series,

Babe

.

"Hoppy's Holiday"...

titled

Daniels

wound

up

filming

"Fabulous Joe," her first American
production, on the Hal Roach lot.
...Hal Wallis moved his "Desert
Town" troupe into the Paramount
studio

two weeics

after
at

Sedona,

shooting

of location
Ariz... Sheila

Ryan and Jacqueline de Wit draw
top ferrime spots in "Lone Wolf's

In-=

vitatioh to Murder", at Columbia.
John W. .Rogers and Arthur. Lewis
readying their first ind ie production,
.

1

"Night After Night," for November
stage under construction, slated to startj from scresnplay by Walter
Howard Koch, writer. Liberty.
be ready for filming chores early in Hart and Lewis Jacobs;
Paul C. Lees, actor. Paramount.
October.
Pine-Thomas borrowed Rory CalJoel Malone, writer, Eagle-Lion.
houn' from David O Selznick to star
John: Payne, renewed, 20th-Fox.
.ParaWurtzel's 5-Mo. Lease
Jane Ball, actross, 20th-FOx.
in "Adventure Island,"
John Brahm, renewed, 20th-Fox.
Hollywood, Sept. 10.
mount is cooking a new title for "The
Herbert Lewis writer, Warners.
Sol Wurtzel closed a rental deal Big Haircut," which sounds too tonEdward James, writer. Paramount. with Sutherland Studios, covering sorial.- Picture is Robert Fellows'
Cast
Merle McHugh, actress. Beacon.
the first five months of 1947, for the first production on that lot.
Mark Kirk, art director, 20th-Fox. production of three pictures for and crew of: the 20th-Fox picture,
Henry Hathaway, renewed, 20th. 20th-Fox release.
"Bob, Son of Battle," planed to
.
Norma Dougherty, actress, 20th.
Wurtzel recently completed "Dan- Kanab, Utah, for added scenes.
Jerome Cady, writer, 20th-Fox.
gerous Millions" on the same lot and Harry Job Brown led his "Twin SomWilliam S. Roberts, writer, RKO.
will make "Backlash" «!nd "Eyes breros" troupe to Painted Desert,
Catherine McLeod, renewed, Rep. Alone" there befwe the end of the Arizona, for three weeks location
Comet set back reJosef Mischel, writer. Par.
.
shooting. .
yeai:.
•

':

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

Idea of Cosis

.

Sioux City" for a week because of

,

retroactive pay.

Zanuck said a definite release on
"Razor's Edge" had not yet been
set, but that he's trying to convince
the h. 0. chiefs to open it at the
Roxy, N. Y., about five weeks before its skedded national nelease
date on Christmas Day. "Hollywood
premieres have lost all their value,"
he said, "because the public thinks
the stars are merely applauding

each other. For a premiere to have
Cecil B. de Mille's troupe shifted value, -we must bring the picture up
from the Paramount studio to Sher- against the hardest rock New York
wood Forest, with 250 troupers
and then popularize it nationally
fighting- colonial battles for "Uncon-. on the basis of its N. Y. showing."
qliered".., .Paramount- handed P. J.
Production chief said he'd given
Wolfson producer responsibility on
no
thought so far to buying, "A.nnie
"Saigon". .. .Richard Cahoori, editorial supervisor on the Roach lot, Get Your Gun," Broadway hit in
draws double duty as production as- which 20th has an interest; Show
probably play for another
will
sistant to Hal Roach, Jr.. .. .Irving
Rapper, director of "Deception" at couple of years, he, said, and it
Warners, started eight sessions of would still be premature to think
taking
of
it up for a film.
night shooting.... Leslie Fenton is
directinig the third episode, starring
Fred MacMurray, of "A Miracle Can
Cartoonists Set
Happen,'' Ben Bogeaus production,
on the General Service lot. Paulette
For Heaviest Schedule
Goddard and Burgess Meredith
Hollywood, Sept. 10.
wound up the second episode with
Cartoon department at Metro reKing
Vidor
directing,
Charles
turned from its annual vacation to
La ughton starred in the fif St.
Jerry Bressler is producing and turn out the heaviest production
Barry Nelson is directing "Snake program in the Culver City studio's'
.

10.

An

Commenting on .the. tremendouslyhypoed production costs now in efof
"Red River," doing three weeks of fect, Zanuck said that he's happy
exterior shooting on location at El- these days if any film comes in at
$2,000,000. Work stoppages caused by
gin, Ariz.
Anthony Mann draws the director jurisdictional labor disputes have
chore on "Flight," to be produced by hurt most, he said, adding that such
Michel Kraike a: RKO.
Repub stoppages can be especially harmlie postponed filming "Outlaws of ful now in view of the length of

Bruce— dwards i n t opr-role
Howard Hawks, producer-director

.

Hollywood. Sept.

mitted, it will hurt cost-wise if a
studio later has to shelve one of its
experiments,
but all must take

rolled

Heart lion in Trucolor as co-starrer for
Mature Monte Hale and Adrian Booth.
Hal Roach started film On "Who
15.
would
he
declared
Edward Nassour
photographers Killed Doc Robin'?" with the same
Five
syndicate
conduct his studio on a rental basis, moved into the Enterprise studio to moppets who topped the cast in
.sell
would
Kids are Larry Olsen
report
that
he
denying a
take shots of Beverly Hills restaura- "Curly."
out to David O. Selznick or- anyone teur Mike, Romanoff, making his Eileen Janssen, Dale Belding, Gerald
else.
bow as a cafe owner in "Arch of Perreau and Arda Lynwood.
Lieut.-Col.
Charles Felstead, on
Triumph."
William
Boyd handed George terminal leave from the Army, movStars' Swiss Jaunt Ups
Archainbaud his fifth consecutive ing :in as chief of the sound departPic's Budget $500,000 director chore on Hopalong Cassidy ment at IJniyersai-International

Enterprise is adding half a million
to its production budget on the Erich
Remarque story, "The Other Love,"
making a total of $2,000,000. Extra
coin will be spent on expensive lo-:
cation trips for the co-stars, Barbara
Stanwyck and David Niven, who are
slated to plane to Switzerland for
sequences with Alpine backgrounds.
Ent asked the Civilian Production
Administration for permission to
build a new $250,000 sound stage.
Company currently has another

fit.

.

.

AMPA

said.

depress

:

Phil

Zanuck

,

.

that

decision can be judged,

.

Dvorak gets a co-starring part with
Habe, was purchased by UniversalHenry Fonda, Vincent Price and
International to build' up its backlog Pine-Thomas the First
Barbara Bel Geddes in the Hakimot story properties for future proproduction, "A Time to Kill."
duction.
Nassour Studio Tenant Litvak
.Eagle-Lion inked Lee Selander
Book will be translated for publiHoll.vwood, Sept. 10.
.to direct "The Red Stallion," to be
cation by the Viking Press in FebPine-Tliomas will be the first pro- filmed chiefly on location in Oregon
ruary, 1947.
duction outfit to use the Nassour and Washington. .Helen Walker asstudio, currently under construction signed to the femme comedy lead in

Rutgers Neilson,

.Twentieth-Fox^s, production policy
will be based on that- premise, at
least until- effects of the new sales
policies outlined in the anti-trust

:.

.

—

,

—

:

M-G

first of Metro's ''Crime Does
Not Pay" short subject series for
tha 1946-47 program.
,Otto P-reminger planed to the Monterey peninsula with Lyle 7/heeler, art director,
to scout locations for "Forever Amber",.

Eyes,"

.

,

:

.

.

,

Dave Bader have been named cochairmen of the program and plan-

-

;

,

understood, is part of its preparation foT
a full-blown trial in the Goldwyn
case which should prove a precedent on the question once the tax week from Kansas City, where he
if exhibs run each picture longer,
bench, and possibly the Supreme set up the last of the new offices.
Court hands down final word. In- By concentrating the department on they won't have to worry about any
ternal Revenue Bureau isn't too a localized basi.s, Brenner thinks, product shortage, Zanuck pointed
sure at this early point which way the checkers will work much more out. In addition, he said, if produto jump, it's reliably said, and wants eflfectively, since they and their su- cers knew an exhibitor would be
to leave all avenues open for a pos- pervisors are better acquainted with willing to hold a picture for an exsible change of course. A definite situ£itions in the field,
Supervisors, tra week to make $1,000 profit, for
ukase against the single-pic outfits consequently, will best be able to example, instead of bringing in a
setting forth the grounds for the assign the checkers to those situa- new film on which he could earn
$2,000. producers could concentrate
ruling would have tied down the tions requiring them.
Government to a fixed theory and
Metro, only major not affiliated on turning out only top-quality
a greater possibility of being tripped with Confidential Reports, Inc., now product and the public would bene^
it is

;

nouiiced

picture,

to

tjioture

Studio will steer away from any •
"in-between" pictures. Deletion OfB pix, he added, necessarily meatis
lished in New York, Los Angeles, acut in the number of films proKansas' City; Cleveland, Omaha and duced, since h6 studio has enough
Boston.
top talent to spread around to make
SupervisorSi in turn, will; report
as many A's as were formery in-'
Brenner. Latter: returned last eluded in the complete roster.
to

Goldwyn

on Sunset blvd. First two stages will
be ready for occupancy about Oct.

from

according to Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th
veepee over production. Stressing
that the studio would concentrate
only on top-budgeted pix, Zanuck
refused to predict how many filnia^
2Cth would turn out this year be-i
cause it's impossible to tell howmuch time the top-budgeters will
require in their shooting schedules.
In N. Y. to work out release plan?
with 20th h.Oi execs on the forthcoming "Razor's Edge," Zanuck said
press conference yesterday
at
a
(Tuesday) that exhibitors all almg
the line will have to help carry the
load during the forthcoming interim
period in the industry by cooperating through extended plajrijig time.
With less product forthcoming,: he;
said, exhibs will have to milk each
film for all it's worth.

:

Motion picture finances were for- tures, at the most. Result is only
Hollywood, Sept. 10.
merly under supervision of J. H. minor recovery of the investment.
Mike Frankovich breaks out v/ith
Rosenberg, who recently resigned to
Kerner is searching in particular
become a:ffiliated with Lehman Bros. for a young male dancer to be fea- a ne.w Republic cllffhanger, "Jesse
tured opposite Vera-EUen in Gold- James Rides Again," Sept. 20, with
wyn's forthcoming version _ of the_ Spencer Benn et and Fred B annon
"tncomplete Germaii"Novel Broadway legifer, "Billion Dollar co-directing. . ^DTto Levering will'
He wants a terper who can handle location direction on Robert
Bought by U-Int'l Baby."
also act and says he has gandered Riskin's "Magic Town," for four
Hollywood, Sept. 10.
Chioo,
at
Cal.i .Feodor
every musical show and important weeks
Manuscript, not yet completed, of nitery in t6wn without success. He's Chaliapin, son of the Russian opera
star, draws a Ru.ssian role in "Arch
"The Aftermath," a German novel working now on dancing soboQls,
of Triumph" at Enterprise. .Ann
in course of authorship by Han-s

Associated Motion Picture Adverentering its 30th year as an
organization, is preparing a birthday celebration
dinner
with
a
"Saluting the Presidents of Our Industry" to be held in the WaldorfAstoria Jan. 22, 1947.

,

I

.

counts.

tisers,

Decentralization
Metro
of
the
department into six regionhas been in progress for the last two years, was completed this week by William G.
Brenner, department chief. Instead
of being responsible directly to the
home office, checkers will now report to divisional supervisors estab-

al offices, -Which
[

the studio,

10.

30th Anni

Own Checkers

For the first time in recent years,
20th-Fox will noi produce on a set
releasing schedule, but will move
ahead

cliecldng

is in the form of a letter to
Samuel Goldwyn advising him that

a iiumber of his
ject to the full

Its

Under Div. Bosses

.recently

legalites

unit,

Of

means a heavy inve.stment -for
Kerner pointed out.
up, T-men who mapped the Gov- has more than 100 checkers
LOanbut deals for a star after ernment strategy believed.
field.

tliat

of

AMPAS'

M-G Now Has Over 100

single-pic corporation taboo, has
advised industry lawyers that it will
issue no blanket ruling on the subject. The only black-on-white Government statement on tlie entire'
question of the taxability of the solo-

years of development defray only a
small part of the investment in him,

America upped Bernard
Giannini to veepee and assigned hiin
to handle film studio loans and ac-

Bank

^

Saga Will Trace

eran, carries the title role, supported

companies are subincome tax. What's
new young actors is getting increas- more, attorneys are complaining,
ingly tough— and pay scales going up
has even refused
the
Treasury
Depti
commensurately, according to Lew
to permit them a squint at a copy of
director for

BERNARD GIANNINI TO
HANDLE HLM LOANS
Los Angeles, Sept.

Forces 20th to Drop Production Sked

,

Quest Keys

Samuel Goldwyn. Kerner arrived
in New York from the Coast last
week and intends to remain east two
or three more weeks prowling theExhibs have already expressed atres, niteries and schools.
themselves to the Rep sales chiefs,
Not phly are the indies, such as
Saying that there will always be a Goldwyn, stepping up the intensity
place for the small-budget films, of their- talent hunts, Kerner said,

.

"The Return of Rin-Tin-Tin," which
went into production for Romay pictures, with George J. Schacfer backing the deal, William Stephens producing and Max Nosseck directing.
Rin-Tin-Tin's grandson, a war vet-

its

Indies' Talent

big production field, which was
bfigun
with "I've Always Loved
You." will take a Couple of years,
and that Rep will continue to derive
the majority of its income from the
minor-budBCter.s. General feeling is
that in spite of present sentiment
against the B's, there is no reason
to be panicked into dropping them
completely.

Hhe
:

"I've

Zanuck Says Stress on Top Pix

Hollywood, Sept. 10.
Third generation of canine heroes
returned to its dramatic barking in

.

history,
including
Technicolor.

20

inkies

:

ill

,

Among them
Jerry"
rected

are three "Tom
three shorts

cartoons,

and
di-

by Tex Avery and two
"Bunny Boar" inkies co-directed by
Law and Preston Blair.

Michael

,

,

.

.

..

..

.

,,
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IntrodutUiB

Keenan

"Her

Metro

the

enlisted

CJolUTTibia

femme

lot

What

okay for release

and family trade.

.

otherwise

glider

his flist .flight brought him notoriety,
without financial success. Money fron»

—

,

ises bright' Hollywood future. Robert Alda, Cooper's partisan guide,

,

do Vladimir So-

Edward Bromberg, Marjorie
Hoshelle, femme spy, Helene Thimig.
Dan Seymour, Marc Lawrence and

kololf, J.

others,
Sperling's

production offers good by Ann MiUer in a wicked hipshakcommercial possibilities at the box- ing routine. Others, including the
office without rising above usual title song and "Custom House," ate
thriller level.
Sol. Polito's camera okay Show tunes but have little
work is expert in furthering action chanCe of catching on, Latin music,
and other credits are craftsmanly,
including Guizar's rendition of "Linda
Mujer''
Broff,
and Enric Madriguera's
"Miinute Samba," should go over
with the rhumba crowd, although
Bachelor^s
staging of the latter is a dSrect facsimile of the way Chopin's "Minute
Waltz" has hit the screen in previous
(SONGS)
United -Artists rtleaso o£ Andrew Stone films.

,

tells

.

,

as

,

,

Story

Montgomery,

home-made

Her
PRC

release- of

I

Henry Brash (Raoul PaFeatures Nancy Coleman,

Felix
Margaret Lindsay,
liiessai't.
Elrected by Kdgar <i. T imer.
Kcieenplay, Anne Green, based on novel by
Cina Kaus; editor. Jack W; OgllVIe; camera, Frank F. Planer; ass't director. Edward C. .leweU". music, Hans Somnier. Previewed N. T, Sept, 9, *46. Running time,.
,

:

,

,

Sister's Secret

yel) production.
I'bifip
Reed,

.

The

m
Mim.
Toni,

Danghters

.

, . .

.

.

:

... .

,

Nancy Coleman
Margaret T,indsoy
Philip Keed

, , , .

Henee.
Dick. ,.,
Pepe. ,'.

,

.-,

.

.,

,

,

.

.

,,

,

.Felix Bressart

Regis .'roomey,
RHl
d...
Eugene Loring and Nick Castle,: Mr.
,....d. Henry Ktephenson.
Dnboiii.
with a nice assist from the sets de- Wine Salesmaii,
..,I>'rll'/! Feld
..
,,,Winslon- Sevfim
O'Flynn. John Whitney, Eug,<'ne, I.lst. Dl- signed by James M. Crowe and Rob»- Billy.
re<;ted
by Andrew Stone from original ert Priestley, get some fine three- (Juy. ....... ............. George Meeker
,llelcne Ileigh
Klla
,'8prcenplay ,1)y. Stone;, asst. director., Aaron
dimensional effects in the production Matilda
.France.^ Wi mania
Rosenhej-g; ,camera, Theodore .Sparkuhl;
.Ruiiolph Ar-ders
eaitor.
Duncan Slansfli.id; sonss, Fred numbers. Camera work by Charles Birdman. ..

.stars
(3aii
Husseil.
Ann
Dvorak, e'loire Trevor, Adoluhe AVenjou;
^feature;,- jTni^ --Wyai t, Billie Enrker^>ain)an

production.

,

.

,

;

.

. . . . . >

, ,

.

,

.

i , , ,

.

Splclman, Kermit ISoell. .lad,- Lawrence.
Irving Drutnian. t'revie-wed ,\'. Y., Sept.
'40.
fi.
Running time, 8» .MINS.
Eileen
.«aii nus.sell
Cynthia.
... .,
CMii-e Trevor
Terry
........... .,.
an 1 n orak
Mr. Moody..
AiTolphe .Mcnjou
Molly ,
.;. ..... Kiilie
,
Burke
Marta.
,.lune w yatt
Soliuyler Johnson, .i
HiiKene 'Usl
.

.

.

, ,

.

.

..\

.

. . ,

, ,

1

.

MiUer,. .

.

.

, .

.

; , ,

,

,Bfu06 Farrington,
Djllon..

,

,,

,

.

Ua inian D'Kiynn
...lohii Whirney
Kns^ell, nidre

Dr. Johnson .

'ie

Johnson
Mr. Stapp. ...
.Mr. Johnson.
%irs.

-

'

hard liagem-'in
,

bliricer
..
Bill Cotter.
.

Itoilgriris

.Madge Crane
.flill Kennedy
... ...

.

.

.

,

.

;

,.

,

,

.Igor Diega

.,

yton Moore

This Cinderella tale about foiir department store .'ialesgirls who decide
on a front to win rich' hubbies
with expected implatisibiliunder Andrew, Stone's- deft

to put

filled,
ties, but

,,

,

,

'

-

'

,

his first picture.
Story dees nicely in showing the
transition of Adolphe IMeiijoti from
the fus.sy, irritable male 'itito the
"father" of the family who's ss much
interested in f;eeing the gii-Is win
their men as they are thenisolves.
Billie Burke becomes pseudo-miither
,

,

of the. trihe.
It's to Stone's credit: that he has

Journey

this

(i:olumbia release of William' A. Wc'lman
]>roduction,
directed by Welinian.
Stars
tilenh Ford, Janet Blair; featui-es t'harlcs

Buggies, Hehiry Travers. Jimmy t.btyd.
Origliiai screenplay, Byron .AloiKan.
man; score, Max-lin ,Sklles: camera, Hur^
nett Guftcy.i (3eorge ,S, Afeehan. .1 1-., Eibier
Dyer; editor, Al. Clark. Previewed N. \.,

exploited to the

hilt.

play tended to stretch the story a
mucli which good editing

bit too

,

made

have

could

more

cohesive.

lengthy tale, performances
are generally ton quality.
From a chance meeting at the
New Orleans Mardi Gras, Nancy
Coleman falls in love with Philip
Reed, a soldier from a nearby Army
camp. Desperate when she finds her
Jlachary Montgomery .... VVilla rd I'-nln-nsoii
self pregnant
with her lover over
Mrs. Montgomery
Kcltna lioyi
Jim Montgoriiery tas'ijliyV.Koiiert Del lacch -"ieas possibly never tO return— her
Jim Logan.
I.tiren '!'ind;.ll 'sister,
Margaret Lindsay, arranges
John Logan
... liyrnn Murgan
to bring up the child a§ hers; HowMrs. Xpgiin.
.....
Kola ,VI0r,Ran
ever, the inevitable question
vvill
Raymond, -Wrilker.,
,,,, ..\ilcliiiel 'I'owne
Tony Dondaro. ........ ;,';',,'; I'aiil Jlarion her husband find out?—plagues her
Corncllns Khelnlandi'r.
..Hcni.y RiiwhUMl
for: three or four reels. Solution has
Dick Call (boy),,,.,,..
.Hober'I iloovi r
Mi.ss
Coleman relinquishing the
"Peacof^k" Fox',
,
.Paul W; Uni'ns
child to her sister and fadeout brings
Pedro Lopez.
.i'ltl-s-Pin Miirtfii
.luan Morales.., ....d/.
her into a final clinch With Reed
Wita'ndiv';\i,va'ra'('i'i'j
,',-,
Tom.
,»..,-,'.
,, Hobliy .('I.01H
W'ho's returned in the,
.

.

.

,

.

.

i

.

-.

.

, ,

..B'luly WI."-'slPr
,,'''ommv Cook
itiddy Swan'
.

Though the story's a familiar one,
this Henry Brash produ(;t6n has been
creditably, directed by Edgar G.

,

.

.

.

.COiirad vflinyii

This is a sl(3W,, sentimental .storv
about a comparative' unknown,: John
Montgomery, who pioneered it, designuig and expet-jmcnting on airplanes.,, Story has been treated slodgily, with -its dramatic p,os,'<ibilitle.< iii-

VU

mer and
ferhriie

,

J,

;

I

film in general has -wide
appeal. Miss Coleman con-

tributes „
a uiuviuk
moving performance
ucnurmance a<!
as
the unwed
register., as
n= the
tw"iS'»^^^^
regi.slers
sister, Philiis Reed
IS a forthright GI, and Felix firessart sparkles as, the cafe owner.

Immt^Ws^X^s^y

Production values are better than
average and Hans Sommer's musical score Dlus
ing also rate.

Frank Planer's

mVf

.

.

.

'

i

.

'

•

.

;

i

i

I

relea.se

H'onieL)

.Tan

Buddy

of

adaptation, Samtrel

,

'

Kloh*.Umiint,; Arlt»)'
,

Jorge Jatilus, based -on. ,T>1e-j!-t'«nsooo's novel of same nauie;.; cninpra^ Hob
noherls. Reviewed in Bilenoo Aires. Hunuing time,- 9« MlJfS.

7,

Uoger-s-

Features

production.

Tayne;

is

Mrs.

^

'i'reniil'c. .,

. , ,

.

Tltnililc.

,,Vlr.

;.

.

.

.

.

Mrs. Higru.mf. i
Gran<lnia .lout s,
,

.

,,

.

,.V....

.

CiKWanugh

,

. . ;

,

~.

;,.

.

.

AN'liilney

Irene .Ryan

.... .Xianny Hees
/l.eoh JJelasco
.'.Ktiiory r.irpeU'

.

.

"LitOe

Kve

...

.

.,.,,„l-l<iljart

it(a-a-'e

;,SlmIvins,
Mr. jiigiionie.

.

.

.

..^eitn

.

,

Italrlntiiti

Jimmy

aen: lidapte.t fi-onV Rotier.l- l.onis !ste\eiisim
Itevli wed In
e-.tory,"TKe Suicide Club."
Huenos Aires. Running iinii'. «» .MIN**.

based oh

Iodine."

''La Diimii lie la Miierlr" r 'rbe Lady,
fmeot Death") (CHir.l(:.*N .MAPK).
nialoKrattea Int(>rntnrriea)ia release of tMiile

Films production. Fealnrcs C.iilna cvres,
J.UdtjK SulltKli duHlernio Fiallahlia; JJiinii
(Jiirona; dtrected by farjos riiigo Chi i,sten-

Iby

,>*i(,ra(v

-

King Features cartoon strip,
Although made in Chile, cast and
marks production debut for Comet direction of this film is all ArgenProductions, headed by Buddy Rogr tine, Though a creditable effort, the
ers and Ralph Cohn. For its inten- story fails
through poor screen
tions, film gives team good start and adaptation plus inability of cast to
will .serve as basis for series if sales get going. Necessary atmosphere of
warrant. Production makes no pre- suspense fails to develop due mainly

Hallo's

tense of being other than supporting to ppor direction, of Carlos Chrisien*
material,
works
in
considerable sen. Heavy dialog also detracts from
chuckles in dealing with escapades the action. Some sets deserve praise.
of the pen-and-ink title character, No appeal for American audiences.
and generally serves up salable film,
A'id.

Hobart Cavanaugh and Irene Ryan,
as Mr. and Mis. Tremble, parents of
the cartoon brat, carry the picture
along on capable shoulders, overShadowing young.sters by merit of
.performances. It's a typical Hatlo
as Continued irom pace
plot as scripted by Richard Landau,
showing Iodine generally raising cain ing a trailer annotineihg the Saturand persecuting her miserable par- day shows.
ents, through misguided good intenExhibs will make deals for the
tions. Situations are exaggerated but product with their local exchanges
are close enough to reality to make just as they would for any other
for good laughs. Reginald LeBorg's picture, although branch managers
direction i.s not always even, but genhave instructions to go easy on price
erally manages a good display of the
so that admission fees can be kept
material,
low enough to attract (he youngAdult romance, which Jo Ann
Marlowe, a.'; Iodine, and Lanny Rees, sters. Theatre-owners are urged by
to round out their shows
as her chum, manage' to mix up is the
carried by Marc Cramer and Eve with current cartoon shorts.
Whitney. Emory Parnell shows well
Many exhibs are currently run:
as Tremble's gruff boss, Mr. Bigdome, ning
special
morning
Saturday
as does S'aralj Selby as the boss' .wife.
shows or have tried them in the
Leon Belasco, salesman of recorded
French lessons, whose pitch to Mrs. past and experienced difficulty getTremble .starts Iodine to building an ting sufficient suitable product. It

MPA

Kids' Pix
i>

'

MPA

imaginary romance for her father, was to meet this situation that Johngets in some comedy licks. Young ston conceived the Children's LiMiss Marlowe and other moppets do brary idea.
Whether it gets very
not stand out particularly.
far, however, without a heavy ballyEditing has -kept film down to hoo camaign
to sell it to exhibs as
quick ,')6 minutes. Lensing by Robert
a public service is dubious.
As an
Pittack is good and. other credits are
exec of Loew's pointed Out Monday
it) keeping with release aimsBrog.
(9), regular shows start so early in
many houses (some at 11 a.m.),
llnsNia
there's not. much time to screen .speDOCUMENTARV
cial product.
,

on Parade

.

,

•

';

Dreary story of three sisters, mortgage on the old estanzia and big city
which await country-bred
pitfalls
gals. Fatal attraction ot the second
play, Kiobard t.attOaa: camera. Itnbert Fitsister for a heel (Gomes: Cou) affects
tack:
score.
Steinert;
editor.
Ale^fandei'
the lives of all three. Acting honors
I,ynn Harrison. ;J?rGvlewed Sept. 5. '46.
go to Maria Duval, as the youngest
Runniim- lime, .8« MINS.
r,itt le It)dinr
.Jo Ann ]\larlo\ve
and happiest of the three charailerSi
.Marc Andrews
.....,-Murc Cinmer No interest for U. S.
JVid.

,

lens-

does surprisingly well in the
16M TINT CO.
Pilm is a disappointing effort by
slight acting role but naturally cleans William A. Wellman,
Hollywood, Sept. 10.
who
bit
up with his piano .solos; producers off too much as producer; here
director
Ma,iestic Pictures, new company
smartly have introed these into the and co-scripter. Production
has
a for the production
and distribution
plot without interfering or making mawkish quality,
with false touched
of l6m films, was ^-a^'-'^^^
dull spots. Mi.«s Dvorak ballads in ui.
organized ..^^^
here by
uj.
of .iKuijinent.
sentiment tnrougnout.
throughout, Di
uiaiog is >.„
„
fine shape the two original tunes, sometimes corny and
Hersh.
,
in a few places
"Where'.s My Heart?'' and "Twilight patently anachronistic.
Humor is of ^'°t"^es will be made in color
$ong," neither especially noteworthy, a stilted kind, and at times
of ques- ""der supervision of Dick Weston,
however.
Wear.
tionable taste. Acting, too, is only production manager.
:Liist

Hollywood, Sept,

,

.

-

the first post-war Ausiriim
stem from reconstructed Aus-

is

film to

Ma'-lo'.ve, -.Marc tTramer. Kve WhitJo
ney. Ii-ene Ryan, tlobart CavanauKh.
Directed b,v IleKlnaM l.eBorff, Original ,.s(reen.

(Color)

:

nick.

Cully
Shar

Way"

trian film industry. Plot deals with,
prisoners Of war and their lovo alRudolf Prack, Maria Aiiderfairs.
fast, Willi Danek. do the be.st work
in the leads. If picture is synehronizcd in otner languages, it may have
some chance, B'ilm. is doiibtful t'ot
Germany since many remarks will
displease the Nazis
J)lafl,w.

i'arta'.!zo,

Lh lie Iodine,
:\ri

Colin

i

S^nort.

Rosenhuegel

:

Ann

,

,

.

,

.

United

;

.

.'.

'

(

at the Ru.ssinn-owned
studios,
"The Long

,

lialpli

-

, ...

Market)

-

Produced

|ier:

.

.

S..

"l-ns Tres HatuB" ("The 'riucc Bats").
actors William Frawley and (AKGKU'riNB), San Jliguel stuilioa proRicardo Cortez, police detective and luction. Stars .Mecha Orliz. Anvciia licnce,
lllgliel' Fausb nnrh.:i: Sanlinightclub menace respectively, give M-aria Duval,
ago tSoniea Coiy, features Kioardn r'assano,,,
big assi.sts. while other cast members Jr., Kclisa Mary, Ainalla Sancbe,-/ Arino,perform adequately in iioA parts.
J-^lorem Delbene; direeied by Cnrjos Schlle-:

.

.

Foreign Films

"Dcr Welte Weit" ("'I'ho T.ong Way"')'
(.\lJS'rUI.\N),
.Soviet l.;xp<H-t Film re'
lease o£ Dohau Film produdiiih. sia.|\< %n,
dolt Prack; features Iluris Holt, jlnria Andergast, AVIllI Danek; directed li.v Kdiflird
Hoesch; screenplay, Iforl .lantsch; ariieiu,
Antort Puchci-. Bevlqvved In Vienna^ rtun».
ning time. 8.^ M,IN,S.

in,

Vet

,

;..

.

New

.

.

.

.

pat-

About two dozen

Wnlikely pr Anglo-U.

Adcle Mara and -Warren Douglas
play the romantic 'lead.s,' doing the
best they can with their listless lines.

—

.

nationalities.

shots ot Stalin reviewing the parade
are seen with a sliding frequuncy
scale for other Soviet limihiarics in
addition to two shots ot General
Eisenhower who was visiting, Editing of the film is crudely handled
at many points and the English narration by Kurt Hir.sch is drowned
in the blaring band music.

,

up,

over'come

.

,

De.spite

Kept, 3, '40. .Running time, »« JMINS,
John Montgomerj-.
,.Gienn Foi-d
Reglna Cleary.
.
.Janet BluiiJim Montgomery.......
Charlie Kugglts
Th»mas Logan.
.Henry Traver.s
Dan Mahoney.,..,.,,..........llnim-,' Lloid
Father Ball.,.
.Charles ICcjuiiciFat.her Kenton....,..:..
Arthur HhiciTi--

,

.

Ije

.

.

;

should

Taken from Gina Kaus' novel,
"Dark Angel," Anne Green's screen-

suifietently realized.
it isn't
made this such effective entertain-, likely to otisct lack Soof that
familiarity
.ment, that he ha.s -not been prone to with Ihe person involved.
And margag it lip too much and that interest quee names won't be strong enough
so
well-sustained
'is
in such an artl- to make film more than
a moderate
'ficial setup.
grosser,^

,

.

.

.

production-direction <he also dreamed
up the viirn), "The Bachelor's
Daughters"' jells nicely.
Film turns out swift-moving e.ntertainment,
with
the
exhibitor's
toughest
task
the
job of
eori^
vincing his patrons they should see
it.
Marquee lure obviously is solid'
,,if unspectacular.
Exhibs additionally have the name of Eugene List,
concert pianist, who is okay in this, Men..
:

.

.

Lawton, Jr.* is almost uniformly tops.
Rich production mountings indicate
Poignant drama of a mother's love
that Bidden sank more than a me- for her child born out of a' wartime
dium-sized budget into the film.
romance points up this PRC entry
Stal.
for the upper brackets of the duals
and may be strong enough to solo.
Basically a picture for the femmes,
Gallant

:.

is

.

viet

mystery

the

wooden a

a gold ;separator he iiivented was
spent in defending himself against
lawsuits for patent infringement. Vertigo attacks kept him from Hying his
planes and hastened his early death.
His bitter story, alleviated by devotion of a loving mate and affection
of the Santa Clara College Jesuits,
who helped him continue his experisock effect. They emerge as cute ments, should have made A-1 drama.
rather than funny,
As handled here, it's maudlin.
It doesn't seem likely -that, back
Cast, on the whole, is good. Wynn
like
expressions
tlie
1880's,
does a nice job as the impresario, in
getting as much as po.ssible out of "warmed up," "joint" (for home)
his lines and the situation comedy. "on tlie house," "it's a cinch," and
Evelyn Keyes shows heretofore un- "that wouldn't be kosher" wei-e be
revealed talents as a comedienne as ing used especially by a priest, and
Wynn's estranged wife, baokin,?j him it certainly doesn't seem proper, for
up effectively. Ann Miller is a su- a man of the cloth, with a big belly,
perb tapster but no great actress, and to use that belly to butt another perthe same can be said of Tito Guizar son frequently for humorous effect,
and his singing. AUyn Joslyn ,adds
Story is relieved by some fine photo the comedy as Miss Keyes' new tography, especially the aerial pic-'
boy friend, and Felix Bressart and tures of cameraman Elmer Dyer; an
Sid Tfimack, in supporting roles, turn occasional homespun mood that is
in some excellent bits.
successful, and some good back
Best song, and the one around ground music by Marlln Skiles.
which the best prpdiiction is weaved,
Broil.
is "Man Is Brother to a Mule," sung

Cooper -fits requirements of his
role, turning, in his usual topnotch
job, A high moment of thrill is his
hand-to-hand, silent, battle with Marc
-Lawrence, Nazi agent; in an Italian
hallway, It's one of the few top sequences. Film introduces 11111 Palmer, foreign actress, as Cooper's romance, and her performance prom-

(oUnravel

crime is reonacted and the guilty
After the gurnpai'ty is revciiled.
,shoe explains his solution, the inystery remain,s a.s thick as: ever.

.

after the war is over but value of his
mission is never clearly shown in the
development of the Albert MaltzBing Lardner, Jr., script as aimed.

concerns the

the bitter ll£e-story of
who flew the first
in. 1883.
His boyhood, experiments with engineless
planes were laughed at. Success of

fails

,

power, the film
is

not

to

h scene notable only for its
absur'dityi he assenibles all the suspects in a radio studio where the

:

does excellently,

little

-a

Adams

Montgotnery

as tlie inventor and; Janet; Slair too
frenzied as his, inspiration. Support.ing east is only fair,;

td- rise
frahtfewo'rk on which to strin.^ the
songs, producer Sidney Blddell, apCooper is seen aS atoriiic scientist parently tried the novel experiment
drafted by O.S.S, to enter first Switz- this time of subordinating his proerland arid then Italy just pHor to duei;ion numbers to the tale. He
close of the war to get a line oh Nazi failed" to achieve a. happy mediurn.
atomic developments. He encounters Story, revolving around the antics of
the usual fem.hie spy in Switzerland! an American theatrical impresario in
gets out of that episode with v/hol-: Brazil and his attempts to win back
skift biit only after death- of .Aushis almost-divorced' wife, is funny
trian scientist he ,was contacting, and enough but too improbable. In addithen moves oh to Italy and iomaiice tion, scriptei's Allen Rivkin, Harry
with ah Italian partisan; who is las- Clork and Devery Freeman dressed
signed to aid him contact !aNai2i-Keld up the plot With a bunch of original
Film ends with Cooper's gag lines that follow, one another in
scientist.
promise to return to hi,s Italian love too rapid succession to have much

tic conflict.'but
to sock levels.

G lenn Ford

With

fa ir.

.I^ofothy,

.

is

terns made by the swirling Hags and
colorful costumes of the various So-

lead,^' him Ihrimgh a series of inisadventui't'.'? \\-ith the local police and
tou.i!h ,niKhtciub mob, As cf wind-

.

.

there

sttiry:

detective

'

,

,

.

,

of a private investigator by his pretty secretary, who
is trying to protect her kid sister suspected of (he crime. Eflforts of the

gram comedy based on comic
interiticins

,

.Martha

murder trarneup

Pro-

(UA),

ladiile"

.

.

a niilior dualer.

is

.

strip character

.

Travis..'.^

total lack ot mtirqiiee

"The Inner Circle" (Rep),
Minor whodunit slotted for the

,

WHson,,.

monotony

film's

even by the kaleido.scopic color

Even whodunit adrecommend
dicts will liiin a quizzical eyebrow
at the tantiled. illogical and crudely
With slipshod
put-vogethef .slory.
.scenario, pcde.'-itrian direction, and a

appeal.

dualers.
"Little

.

of the anmial sports pageant held in
Moscow's Red Square in 1845 th'6

it.

of

plenty

.

.

.

.

"The Inner Circle" hasn't much

(PRO.

Siecret"

with

.

Wm

.Mrs.
.\i)ne

.

Sister's

drama

Fair-

,

.

Evelyn

Wynn,

erate grosses.

porilen

I'liliner

l.ill

Thrill o» Brazil" (Songs)

in fair musical,
"Gallant Journey" (Col). '0\sappointirtg bio of an airplane
pioneer; keyed for only mod-

Ort'lie,iU-,a

for this one, borrowing Keenan Wynn
and director S. Sylvan Simon to add
This tale of the O.S.S. and its, un- to its list of regulars. -Desipite the
dercover wbrk during thV Wiir'. serves additional names, howevef, "The
'as kiekofi' production Id'r .U,: S;. Pic- Thrill of Brazil" slacks up as a .w-sb
Despite boxoffice value of item. Pic has several good productures,
Gairy: Cooper'.s name, fllni i.s l)i e dsual tion: numbers interspersed with a
CflpSrAnd-robbers story. ,It will, grab highly implausible story and a nies.s
hahdsome refurn.s, ne,vertlieless,, due of oversonhisticated dialog. It's an
to Cooper draw. Physical production okay too dualer but first run eyiiib.s
iurmsned by^ Milton. Sperling gives will have to plug it to make it stand
action good background., Frilij, Lang's up alone.
direction manages suspense and sevUnlike most other mii.sicals, in
eral top moments o£ grippiiiig .dranria- which the story stands merely as a
.

"The
(Col),

Keyes

.lliinseU

I^n^('ne.

Ktirlc.MadriKuora

Koyes
\\ >nn

.

.

.

... .1 Iwmwlypfi
Fk'll.\ Kro«su;t
•loniai;)!

.

,

;

;

.

box-

good

farce;

oifice.

.Miller
.luslyn

AUyn

Ilower-s
.

Kwnan

•

.

..v.

.

S, plot.

WB

eiitertaining

I'Irele

Rppublii! n'lease oC WiUiain J. W'SuUlvan
I'Vatures Adelft Mara, Warren
prudui lion.
bouglaa. VVi(tlani I'Vawley, Itli-ardo corlez-,
Dlri'cted bv I'hil b'oid, Screenplay, DorriU
l^luarl 10, .Mctiowan front radlos<'i'ipt by
Sr.
t.tonarii'HI. Clair, l.awronco Taylor; camera,
UcBtile l.ariilnm editor, 'I'ony Mar'.inelll.
At KriioUlyn Slranil. dua!, \yeelv
.''ill.
liiinoing lime. 57 .IIINS,
Sepl.
.Adelc Alara
(Jerry '.rnivi!..
Wari-en Ddngla.-i
.Inhhny -SlianKe.
William :Fra\vley
Webb.
II l<^Hrd«;^;or(o^
i)nke Vjirk.......
,, Vlvtslnla iChrlatlno
Itluaia Itobcil,-!,,
Ken NilOB
Itailio Announcer
Wvlght
ii(<nr,v KOgiin;,;.

(WB).
Gary

relea,«e.
Pic lor
D a u g Iv t c r s"
"Bachelor's
(Songs) tUA). Good cast in

Initial U. S.

;F!avln

.diaries XKirsh

.

....

.KrlfBSlUel.

O'Mooi'i)

l"ai

ulil-

.'^yivan

.....

and Yolanda,

Velof;'

:•

•

.

.

Tito

Stot-'sel

..,lanT.'.s

:.

.
.

.

,^

.

.

.>i.\n,

.M

:
, .

•

.

Harbour

r.a\vre,nfe.

.\iiirc.

.

.

... . , , .,
Ijorcn.s. ... ,, .iiy;

.

.John

.Si\\iiiour

Uiui

...

...
Luliji. ..... .......
Col. Waist.......,...,;...,..

Erich.

.uilwii?

1

.

...lli'lciie

Waraolt.

The

,

.

l>y

,

.

.

lloshelle

..\iinjol-U'

Dawst'ii

The Germa'i.

SUNS,

Linda

iJHtAilierj?

j.Vdwiir.i

....

,

ito

Soliolfff

.VlK.'.lmlr

,

VU-kl Mean. ;
sieve FarrauBh

.Mda

liobe»'l

.

Directed

uri-h.

.1.

.

Ealni iamerS, S(U ,1'wUt"; I'ditor, (.•hristian
Tra.Ie^lKiwn
.Siflnei-,
NJliyi -miisii',
Seiit.4. '4(1. KiinnlnK UllW, IIW MINSi,
L.
.(lury Cooper
Prof. Alvnh Jcsppr
.

Yolanda. Kuril'

;

•

.

foamrcs Allvn

.1

Sorionjday, Allei^ l!i\ltin.
Ue\a.rv l.'rtnnna'n. ciinier.i.. Clnu li'H I.aHUiii.
vHiiir, clvarli's Xi'lhon; daniv^; KiiRi-n.,)r.
Holu. rltr
iirini;. Nicli Castle; sonKs. .Mian
I".n\
lHU'l\i'.Snp.
Kaiiliaol
Doris Kishor,
:\Iadrii;ueva-Alliprt dams.Pi Al V,'m\'!i ^'laii-,
N',
Y., week Sept, S;:.'*«.' linnmnK riMu,

Dun Hiyiiiour, .Man- l^iuVi'tMU'c.
^rhlmig.
Dil-cOted hy i'"rlr.i i.iins. Wci't'fniilav, .Ulicrt
Malta, Rtn^ Laiilner, .Jr.! ofiitlisil ttovy,
,siiBi<\'st«'l
l»y
Boris liufstiTi J.-hii J.fu l.iii
/the &ouk by Covey •Pord anj Alnstiilr Jlac-

Pinlcie.

.Millovr

Vi'loz

ism-ra

Mllrjorie llcshfll". l.mUviK KIosspI,

Pokln

Wynn, Ann

THo

(luin.'ir,

"Cloak and Dagter"
with
melodrama,
Spy
Cooper name to sell O. S.

.Sidney liriW'-U iiri>K.i'nan
Kpy.'s,
Kvplyn
of

rclviusi'
.Suir.s

dui'tlon,

(3iiv.v
Sliu:s
leiiuu-i'n KoliiTl .VWii,

lu-iMlui..U()n,

FioUiri'K)

fitatcs

5.

.Sep.

The Inner

Miniature Reviews

(MUSICAL)

'

Hollywood,

Ann

..

,

(RUSSIAN-MADE)

Artkino release ot Central SUuiio of Docuroeiitary FiliDs production.
Directed by
VaSslll Beleypv, ,Tgor Posselsky, ] van Ven.

jher,

David Block na i-ra ti.-in
Tradeshown in N. Y., Sept.

Mueilo,:

,

"rScti.
RubniO!;;
,

;

',

tim'e.

Kurt

.

C,

'4(1.

4S 'MIN'S.,

Pix being made available are: Columbia "Blondie Bring.s Up Baby,"
"Five Little Peppers and How They
Grew," "Five Little Peppers in

—

lies in

introduction of the new Sovocolor process which has been highly
touted. Although the secret Soviet
process reproduces the full chromatic band with good fidelity, extravagant claims are not warranted,
especially since the average color
production out of Hollywood easily
equals the effect attained in this pic.
Quality of naturalness is achieved
by subduing the high-toned colors
into .soft pastel shades that are easy
oh the eyes. But off-focus di.stortion
of backgrounds, the ma,ior draiyback
of all color processes, is far from
licked by Sovocolor.
In itself; the film is a dry mouthful to swallow even for the faithful
and has a slim b.o. potential in this
country. An flonaated newsreel shot

Metro— "Young Tom Edi"The Human Comedy," "Adof
Huckleberry Finn";

Trouble";
son,"

Chief interest of this film
its

;

ventures

Mono—"Hoosier

Schoolboy," "The
Par— "Alice in WonMarker,''
derland,"
"Little
Miss
"Mrs. Wiggs of Ih^. Cabbage Patch";

Barefoot Boy";

RKO—"Two
of

Windy

Thoroughbreds," "Anne

Poplar.s,"

"Anne

of

Green

Gables,"

Rep—"Sis

"Young Buf20th-Fox— "Jane Eyre,"
"The Poor Little Rich Girl," "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm"; UA^
falo

Hopkin.s,"

Bill";

"Three's a Family," "Knickerbocker
Holiday," "Song of the Open Road";

WB—"Green

"A MidPa.stures,"
"The
Night's 'Dream."
the Pauper"; U-'"The
Underpup," "Sandy Gets Her Man,"
"The Mighty Treve."

summer

Prince and

September 11, 1946
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PICTURES
Vox Pops

SOPEG

Publicists, Film

day (Tues.) as the Screen Publicists
Oiiild prepared for a strike vote at
membership meeting tomorrow
its.
(Tluu-sday), following collapse of
contract negotiations between the
union and the majors last week, Ac.

coiding to union officials tlie walkout will be staged a few days after
the strike vote unless the film lirnis
a'u'ee to SPG terms. They declared
tempers of the white-collar
that
workers are running high at the
unbudging position of the compar
nies, and they are urging- the strike
action,

Sentiment for

strike

members

was

among- the
by

Indicated

chapter
meetings of the union, which recorded an overwhelming vote in favor
board
callunion's
executive
Of the
polls taken in the individual

ing lot a final strike ballot at the
Sept. 12 membership meeting. In a
parallel action, the Screen Office
and Profe.ssional Employees Guild is
scheduling a strike action vote at its
membership meeting, called for the
saihe day, after having polled all of
unit chapters. The two screen
its,
office

locals

Larger;

Firms Break Off Talks

Threat of a whitercollarite strike
aiwJng nearly 3,000 employees in the
Nt<w York home offices of the major
film companies loomed larger yester-

SPG

Looms

Strike Threat

Unions/ which are subsidiary
in the parent United Office

Keith's, Philly,

10.

once one of the leading
vaude houses in the country, will be
torn down iti the very near iuture.
In its place will be built another deluxer, according to William GoldKeith's,

who

naan,

o^perates the filmer.

Only the side walls of the Keith's
will be left standing in the rebuildwhich

ing

will

of

city,'

,

^more

It

;
!

j

l

Theatre Mgrs.'

now

Goldman acquired the Keith's
about a year and a half ago from
Harvard University which owned
It
had been under
the property.
lease to Warner Brothers which used
it as a moveover house for first-run
product.
It is now a subsequent
runner.

^

on

St. Louis, Sept. 10.

union, Local No;

through activities

6,

;

10,'

Sepit.

of a faction headed-

by -Ibhh

P, Nick,,

former -head
143; 6f theInterhationat :Al:liance pf Theatrical
Stage Employees, .Richard F; :\ValsH,
proz of lATSE, has placed Frank
Q^^^^^^

-

;

.

Strickliri;

(he

of

notice.
,

of

Ijlgln,

local's

.

until

.

charge

in,

111.,

affairs

further

..

.
.

Beefs against the tacticS;, uSed by
to take o\'er Local 3

Nick adherents

:

Concerted Move

seats unsaleable:

I

are reported to have been made by
Elmer Moran, ah anti-Nick Officer
of the local, and Harry 'Bareo, busi;

,

the Range," "Virginia,"' "Wells ness representative of Local 143,',
Fargo," "The Last: Outpost" and
Walsh's notice, posted bn the bulletin,
'"Tha Plainsman."
board in' the bffjcef? of Local. 6, .stated"
idea
startea,
with
reissue^ of
that "He .Was intorined that brawls,
"The Plain.sman" and "Jungle PrinWidely scattered shots in New ce.ss" at the- Ambassador, New York, violence: aiid fist fights., necessitated
York, Chicago and the Coast cued in connection :with Par's 34th anni- intervention of police at iirtBeting ,pt
the initiation of a campaign this versary. Results were so satisfactory the local; that member's: had been
week to organize theatre managers Par planned to showcase its oldies threatened with bodily harm and
nationally in one countrywide setup. here.
Opening nostalgics, "Lady loss of jobs as a means oC influencing
The move aimed to bring in all Eve" and "The Plainsman," are al- their votes Oh union business: that
major theatre circuits under AFL ready looking for a top gross encore negotiations pending, with employees
have been disrupted; agreements
aftiliation has been marking time! bow liero.
were, repudiated, ;,thiis preventing,
since the International Alliance of
Theatrical Employees' Chicago meet
settlement of w,age contracts;, that
some members remain ed'.,aw.ay. front
several months ago turned down request of New York managers for a
meetings through fear of violence;
charter. With the AFL reliably rethat the local last, faarch informed
ported close to granting a charter
the Inteicnatipiial, office that: wage
to the Motion Picture Theatre Ophe'got.iations w'fers! stalemated and re-'
erating Managers' & Ass't Managers'
quested the settlement by an InterGuild, the New York unit, full-scale
national representative, that the repcampaign looms imminently, union
resentative was unable to efifectuate
J. Arthur Rank in a drive toaadd
officials say.
to his 1,280 worldwide theatre hold- a .sati,sfactory settlement, that the
TVhich recently ings is currently negotiating with present situation within No, 6 was a
&
extracted a union recognition pact thi, Schlesinger interests in South menace to the -entire labor movefrom the RKO circuit has infiltrated Africa to buy into the largest theatre Iment in the city of St. Louis.":
into the other top New York theatre circuit in the Dominion. UnderNeither Barco nor Moran would
chains, it's been learned. Once the stood that a deal is more than likely comment on film row reports that
Guild has its AFL charter, it will as the next major step in Rank's they had appealed to Walsh; to Stop
move to obtain pacts from such out- expansion moves with the British the effort of the Nick faction to: gain
|,

-

1

;

i

For Natl Union

,

,

;

,i

I

;

j

:

i

,

j

I

j

.

;

millions'/"

I

upwards of
The capaKeith's -will, be

Hollywood,

Du.sting off some old hits for new
coin is Paramount's method of cashing in locally at f9ur Academy theatres: Vermont, Arlingtoni Pickfair
and Cinema. Company is re-releasing oldies in 13 weeks of booking
through November at a quartet of
Los Angeles houses calling, for two
weeks' showing of double bills, datirig back at least 10 years.
Slated
for re-runs are "Waikiki Wedding,"
"Gho.st Breakers." "Lives of a Bejigat Lancer," "Glass Key," "Rhythm

I

says.

has 2,200, only,
about 1,500 of which are currently
used. Poles holding up the balconies
make several hundred additional
seats.

,

I

cost

Goldman
the new

$1,000,000,

2,500

,;

Declaring that a, "state of emer-gency" existed in the stagehands'

Par Reissues Oldies
With Top B.O. Results

and demanded:
"What do you hams want now

,

Stagehand Row;

in St. Louis

lA Prez Sez Nick Seeks Control

-

Passing out strike leaflets to
Broadway passersby in front of
Lindy's- last Thursday (5) night,
one of the SPG boys handed one
to a blonde looker.
Gal, after
giving the printed matter a perfiinctdry glance, turned to the
SPGer with a withering iook-;

Soon

Philadelphia; Sept,

To Act

of the public, apparently,
getting the organization mixed
with the Screen Actors'

is

Guilds':-

Emergency' Forces Walsh

'State of

Some
up

Goldman to Rebuild

11

Off

Screen PublicistsC Guild must
have missed the boat somewhere
by failing to publicize its organization during the current wage
conflict with
the homeolTices,

-

I

I

I

1

,

I

I

;

I

j

j
1

F-WC's Pr^Fabs

I

|

I

and Professional Workers

Amer-

of

Continusl Talks

Although negotiations between the
the majors have been sus-

SPG and

pended. SOPEG
with the
talk.s

have now

continuing its
companies, which
narrowed down to the key
is still

of money, arbitration and
security. Paul Raibourn, Paramount;
Joseph R. Vogel, Loew's; J. H. Langi
20tti-Fox,
and
Major Leslie E.

demands

Thompson. RKO, r are representing
managements, with SOPEG's com-

Hit

manager
In any

member of the UOPWA's national
strike and strategy committee. Latter committee was set up by the
parent union to coordinate strike
.

by

praparations

SOPEG,
SOPEG, which

SPG

the

and

represents approxi-

mately 2,500 workers

at

Columbia,

RKO,

Loew's, UA, Paramount, and National Sci'een Service,
is asking for a $10 overall weekly
20th-Fox,

salary increase, weekly minimums
of $30 for messengers, $.'50 for experienced secretaries and $100 for
top specialists- in-^ddition--ta. Jieniority and security provisions. During its. negotiations SPG demands
included A 30% general increase,
with a 70% union shop and strengthened security clauses. The companies
liad countered with a proposal for a
waae increa.se with a rider eliminating union .security.

Support by top CIO union

officials

two unions in case of a strike
was pledged by CIO president Philip
Murray in a letter sent to Lewis

for the

Merrill,

on

president

of

the

UOPWA,

Monday (9\

With the

SPG

SOPEG

representing nearly the full working force
of the majors, a walkout would be
expected to paralyze pperations in
all
departments. In addition, the
unions are making preparations to
picket the large showcase theatres

owned by
/.

to

enlist

for

and

majors in an effort

tlie

film-goer support.

in

Mex

to

ca.se,

at

Rank Dickers For

|

I

!

So. Africa Chain

I

I

|

AMG

MPTOM

:

|

j

NT.

Herman Liveright, appears to be
Norman Hassselo, veepee; We.st Coa.st js

Sidney Young, national rep of the
UOPWA, and Aaron Schneider,

;

Snag

Plans of 20th-Fox's Nationa" Theatres affiliate .to erect a .string of prefabricated hou.ses in Mexico have
reportedly hit a stumbling block on
a disagreement between the company and the Mexican government.
Whether or not the troubles can be
straightened out hihge.s oh talks now
taking place in Mexico City by Bertram V. Sturdivant, Latin American

mittee including
president;

'

i

agreed- last week to take joint
action against the film connpanies in
event of a strike.

ica,

the pre-l'ab chain still
far in the future. Fox-

I

1

currently endeavoring
complete an experimental pre-fab
Long Beach to be called The

as Loew's and others, officials producer getting the same 50-50 di- control of the local.
fits
indicate. Guild is also strongly be- vision of intere.sts as he picked up
Several months ago the Nick fachind the organization of a national in his pacts with Robert Kerridge in
tion, in a fight at the annual elec-,:
unit. Richard F. Walsh, lA prexy. New Zealand and Norman Rydge in
tion. was defeated. At that time the:
is lending his support to the Guild
Australia.
balloting was done under the; eyes
to obtain the AFL recognition, the
Schlesinger circuit includes many of, police, who had been summoned
lA's Chicago action having been
of the South African first-run show- to prevent trouble.
predicated only on a constitutional
cases among the Dominion's
465
ban against managers.
Nick served the major part of a
theatres. Closeout on the deal would
Coast drive for recognition started give Rank important first-run situa- five-year jolt in a Federal hoosegow
yesterday (9) when newly reorgan- tions in such keys as Capetown and for violating the anti-racketeering
act
and since his release has been
Operating
Associated
Theatre
ized
Johannesburg.
Managers demanded Fox-West Coast
Rank has also been acquiring a employed as a gripper in Loew's
to set a date for opening of contract' number of single houses in Ireland Orpheum. He has persistently de*
nied
that he seeks any office in Lonegotiations. ATOM was recreated in a, move to piece together a major
after-ouster of the managers from Irish circuit. British tycoon has not cal 6 or is seeking to dominate the
;,„
Teamsters Union, Declaration been' active in Britain proper for the local's irfl'airs.
tlie

;

i
j

I

I

\

1

After its- completion, mass
production of the units will be studCrest.

i
j

j

]'

ied.'

NT

already a 50% partner in
Monterey Theatre Circuit and has
various times talked possible
at
partnerships with other Latin Amer-

\

is

]

I

i

chains.
The prei-fab circuit
would presumably be a partnership

ican

;

'

j

deal with local operators.

i

I

':

;

i

i

FOX-WC MGRS., NIXED

-

!

of

BY TEAMSTERS, GO SOLO

war on

FWC

was dispatched and

past couple of years because of a
promise made by him to the Board
of Trade that he would not acquire
any more British houses during the
materials shortage period. He currently owns Odeon circuit with 338
houses,
340
British
Gaumont's
theatres "and some 42 other Anglo
theatres.

,

^.'?"^''..''.^..,?!"L?'"?J..^:™^.?f5?;
who warned the circuit "again.st
doing anything to interfere with:
further formation or enlargement"
of the union and "against cliscriraination in connection with members."

!

Los Angeles. Sept. 10.
Teamsters union tos.sed out the recently organized Fox-West Coast
theatre managers and left them to
battle for recognition
fight"" their
alone.
Dave Beck, representing the
teamsters, declared his organization
would^no longer maintain the managers as members,

,

!

'

ATOM'S NLRB

Plea

ATOM

1

'

has also indicated that it
for certification.
will petition
will contact George Dunn, head;

NLRB

Kirsch

Up

{

It

,

ATOM&AMG,

at

to

Come

Hub Conclave

Chicago, Sept. 10.
Militant stand In favor of block
after trade showing, with
privilege of cancellation o£ poorer
quality film deemed poor boxofflce,

booking

for

cooperation
in
its
move to obtain an AFL
charter. ATOM's other newly elected
officers are George Miller, veepee;
James Moran, sec'y, and Louis Vega,

of

Understood the managers will now
apply for a separate charter from

Maps AUied's

Problems

'Queen Bess' Bally Ties-In

j

!

|

wa.s taken by Jack Kirsch president
of National Allied at a forum meeting of 111. Allied here last week.
This cues the stand that the brassFirst unionization step for manr
on Theatres
hats; of Allied will recommend to
Polio
on
"Gallant their
campaign
agers and other theatre employees ballyhoo
delegates, at
the
national
over the weekend Bess" on Saturday (141 in Lexing- ,groups! converitipn in Boston next
Lifting Sept. 15 was taken in Chi
In
when Eugene J. Atkinson, business ton, Ky. Equine star of the film will' week.
Minneapolis, Sept. 10,
manager of Local 110 of the Motion make its first in a series of personal
"I see nothing in the New York
Although there has been a V5%' Picture Opera tor.s Union announced appearances in that city, as th e decree which prevents film
cominvitation .had been extended opening gun in a planned nation^
drop in polio here and tBe epidemic that an,
panies from Selling a whole block
employees to wide tour for the horse.
lo all local theatre
of pictures to: exhibitors regardless
now is believed to be under control, join the new union which has reHorse will make its cross-counfry^
of whelhe'r: they are in competitive
the public welfare board refu.sed to ceived a charter from, Wal.sh. The trip; in a specially-built trailer, sim-:
..vitua lion's or not,", said Kirsch, ''It's
new union, according to Atkinson, ilar tP the one in which M:etr,o's,L(io
lift immediately the ban on attenda miracle that a business that tatces
will' cover everyone working in the the Lion toured the country some
ance of children of 15 and under at
much, abuse both from within
a.s
theatre from the candy girl to the 1.5 years ago. Other cities, to be'
theatres and other amu.semej:it places
and without can continue to exist!-*
manager.
visited in the first ,group oh, the
immediately. It, however, did set
Top complaint of the Allied, memAtkinson said that 30% of those itinerary are Huntington, W. Va..
Sept, IS for the ban lifting.
eligible to join "have already signed Charleston, W. Va,. Cincirtnatf, Pay- ber.s, representing 143 theatres, ;\vho
Prior to the meeting, a committee up and, that he has encountered no 'ton and Columbus.
,' attended the mei-'ting: was over disfrom N, C. Allied, met with Mayor resistance" from thfJatre owners.
Stunt is the second in Metro's tributors charging, the :saiYie per-;
H. H, Humphrey, a board memberj New,: union has, the support,,,of: Local hypoed: bally ,campaign. which :teed centage terms on -peifcentage picwho said he had been Opposed from 110 whose officers have initialed and off several,; weeks ago ,vvitb the; tures lor subsequent hou.ses as is
the outset to the ban which the assisted in the group's organization, launehing Of the; Metro-doldwyn- v charged the first run house.s.
board establiished. It was indicated, but will be autonomous when fully Mairship,
however, that public opinion was organized, having its own officers
:meahwhile,: is, making.!
Airship,
holding back a revocation at this and -an
anUcipated:, ,: membership nigh tly fl ights over the ;,eastern,: seaPhilly's
Price Tilt .
time.
larger than Local 110.
coast from its hanga,r at Lakehurst,
Philadelphia, Sept. II.
Whenever matters concerning
Meanwhile, the New York Guild N. ,T. Blimp has, covered approxiStart of fall season saw a quiet
theatre interests arise henceforth, announced settlement of its ca.se matcly 1.500 miles in the 50 hours
the mayor promised that before any against Cinema Circail. Inter-City it's been in the air since its launch- increa.se of prices in raidcity film-,
action is taken he'd consult with Al- Circuit and allied theatres over dis- ing and i,B presently -working on a crs. Increase in operating costs is
lied and hear its side.
two
employees.; regular:
six. reo-son given by operators.
pute
involving
schedule,
following

the

American Federation

of ;Labor.

treas.

,

^

,

:,

With Scbines' 25th Anni

I

|

Metro exploitation

tying in

staff,

Schine Circuit's Silver:
the
Jubilee, is slated' to tee „off with it.s
with

.;

Ban

:

,

'

I

,

;

i

NW

!

I

,

'

:

.

'

,

I

'

MANHEIM QUITS MORRIS
AGCY. FOR LONDON SPOT
Harold (Het) Manheim, former
head of the eastern literary department of the William Morris office,
has resigned from the agency to
take a spot in a legit and picture
production setup in London.
He's
slated to leave
for England.

New York

shortly

there
deal

last weeljf- when the London
came through and he handed

in his ticket to

Abe

Lastfogel, Morris

topper.

Heading the eastern literary setup
he went into the Army, Manhei-vhad been handling various as-

tmtil

siifmtients

^

:

j

'

for thd
agency, until
swilohed to the Coast when Hyde
^""1 to join the Milton Sperling-Joe
Bernhard U, S, Pictures setup.

'

.

,

i

i

::

'

,

i

.

.

:

,

:

,

:

I

,

!,

Manheim was ordered a couple
weeks ago to the Coast by the Mortis agency to replace Donald
Hyde
as topper in the literary department
there. He had just about gotten out

.:

:

I

|

'

,:

:

,

QT

!

|

'

:

:

claimed by North Central Al- Guild put through settlement Nvhich
epidemic and ban have provided that Charles Fi.shkind redamaged business as much as !)0% ceive $250 in disputed wage.s and
in
neighborhood and small-town Ronnie Lew $500. Guild :pohit(Hi, to
prosecution of the case as proof that
oi'ganization
is eommtini'T-he
sfeoLs,
cating with film company ..sales heads it would go "up lo the liilt" in backing its menibers rights.
relative to contract adjustments.
It's

,

,

planned routes alternately. Ship; is.
appear over Times Square,
N. Y., some time this :,week,i, :where
Metro execs hope to take advantage
of the large.st crowds by bringing; it'i
in over- Broadvvay ijoth -betoi'e and

slated.' to

lied that the

,

i

j

.

,

,

I

after theatre

time.

i

:

I

New prices went from 42c to 50c
early afternoon to maximum of
94c for Saturday and Sunday evetiings. a 5c jump from previous 89c,
for

ma.ximum. The Earle, Stanley-'vVarner,

vaudfjlnier,

jumped

ing tab from 52 to

6,0c,

its

star-t-r

12
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IHIURDER

MAKES STRANGi PARTUm!

UKAM ON THE SPOT

His mind blanked out for
one single hour. Can't remember what happened.

BLONDE MYSTERY

men

just can't

SUCK SHADOW

.

.

.

.

.

.

The kind of a

woman

that

seen to leave alone.
... Out after

stopping at nothing to get

it!

a grim

secret ...

and

Wednesday^ Sept«>ml>er 11, 1946
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'Anna'18iG,TooIsM2G,

Holdovers Help LA. But 'Claudia,'

Both Smash

in

Mildish $50.5i for 3 Spots; 'Tails'

Slower; 'Las»e' 41G in 1 Spots; ~

Hub

Cincy

Cincinnati, Sept, lO.

Biz in general for major .stands is
with only, two
lour tor
bills, as compared to
week. "Notorious", continues as
.stajrea
the town topper in its secoiid.
approached
at the Palace, whore it
'the theatre's high on the unveilmg.
Of the newcomers, "Anna" is marking up ah Albee winner: and froqt-ing "Three Wise Fools" by a margin,
although latter is far over par for;
/
the smaller Grand.
Estimates tor This Week

'Passage'-Vaude Big 30G for 2d Wk.

resuming normalcy

new

i,
Boston, Sept, 10,
"Courage, of Lassie" at the State
".Tanie Gets Mar-

last

and Orpheum and

,

,

Brisk 32G, 3; 'Cleo' 46y2G, H.O. in 4
10.

Los Angeles, Sept.

Only tw6 new
veek but holdovers

film

'iDills

this

':

Broadway Grosses

continue strong.
in three thea-

"Claudia and David,"

mildish $50,500. —White
looks
Tie and Tails," in three spots,
« bit brighter at $32,000.
"Caesar and Cleopatra" is hefty
weeic
$46,500 or near on its second
"Holiday in Mexico
ill four spots,
four
looks to clock stout $61,500 in
tres^

looks

on
"Notorious"

(RKO) 1,3,100;
Albee
La.st.
Big $18,500.
"Anna"' (20th).
week, "Two Guys Milwaukee" (,WB),

.

.

.

Jiou.ses

.50-70 )--

Estrmated Total Gr.iss
.$844,000
This Week
(Boscd on, 18 theatres)
Total Gross Same Week
S7flT,000
Last Year

:

.

.

ffiascd

on

botf $22,000.

right $8,500 following hotsy

in

two

.50-70)—
(1.4.30;
Grand (RKO)
"Three Wise Fools" (M-G). Smash

Smooth
300.

$8,500.

Last

.\\;cek,

•

sock,$lZ,-

'Passage

"Anna

.Chinese

<:Crrauman-WC3.)

,.

50-$l)— "Claudia and David"

Big^G

Concluding run at
lowing hefty $8,000

.stout

$6,000. fol-

thii'd

week.,

week.

Fenway
".lanie

(M-P) (1,373; 40-80)—
(Jets Married"
(WB) and
in Night" (20th). Okav
Last week, "Night and Day""

"Somewhere
$9,000.

(WB),

$10,000.

Majestic (Brand-Mage) (1„500; 40Louisville, Sept,

Downtown

80)— "Mr. Ace" (UA) and "Freddie

10.

Steps Out"

have everyweek With
outdoor shows to
Big campaign is

film houses

thing their own
no baseball or
divert patrons.

way

this

Passage"

at

$6,000.

La.st

(Mono) (3d wk).
week,

Nice

$7,500.

Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 40-80)—
End of Time" (RKO) and

"Till

"Palooka, Champ" (Mono) f3d wk).
Big $22,000 after strong $28,000 last
week.
Metropolitan (M-P) (4,307; 40-80)
^"Martha Ivers" (Par) and "GI.
Brides" (Rep) (2d Wk).
Staunch

the

''Canyon
selling
Passage" is big at: the Adattis and. week.
Rialto, with terrific week on .tap.
good at the Ddwiitown. "Caesar and
Palace
(RKO) (2,600; 50-70)^ "Courage of Lassie" at tlie State is
Cleopatra" looks biggest grosser mth "Notorious" (RKO) (2d wk). Top- oft the hefty side.
'
strong stanza at the. United Artists- ping town on holdover at mighty
Estimates, (or This Week.
Estimates for Th^s Week
.il9,000 gait in wake of CDlos.sal $29,Brown (4th Ave.-Loew's) (1,000;
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,034; 000 opening, which was. near thea(m.o.).
(Par)
40-60) "Beaucaire"
(3d
to Wed" (M-G)
.

—

(.2,048;

(20tli).

.

(UA) (23d wk). Still
steady at $5,000 after nice $6,500 last

$211)00, L'ville

,

Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 50-70)— "Kid
Detroit, Sept.' 16..
From Brooklyn" (RKO). Holding on
Plenty of holdovers this session, m.o. for fourth round on main stem.
but pace- continues .strong. "Canyop. Okay $5,500 after socko $8,000 last

$8,000. La.st weelv, great $9,900.
50Oartihay. blrclc (FWC) (J,518;
t\) -;- "Geiltennial Summer" :(20th-

m.o.). Fair $5,000. Last week,
(20th) (m.o..), good $5,500.

;

"Henry V"

Keith's (City Inv.) (1;.542; 50-70)—
"Courage of Lassie" (M-G) (4th wk).

Beverly Hills Music Hall (Blumenfcld-G&S) (824; 85-$l)-"CaCsar
and Cleopatra": (tl A) (2d wk). Solid

week with

$12,000.

—

.

<

others; on stage.
Second
big $30,000 in view after
mammoth $40,000 last week.
Esquire
(M-P) (1,500; $2.40)-^

Calvert,

Wow

Tassage'

,

.

Week

Belmdnt <PWC) (i:532; 50-$l)
''Holiday Mexico" (M-G) (2d wk).

week at the Met and."Canyon Pa.ssage" plus John Calvert at the RKO,
also holdover.
Eiitlmates tor This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$1.10)—
"Canyon Passage" (U) plus John

Total Grosfe $liin« Wfclt
.K.r<9,m
Last year
(Based on 21 cities, 175 tlieotres)

La.st week, ."Black
Holds.
Beauty" (20th), swell $10,000.

'aeo'25GinDel.;

.

,

,

$S,222,000

N.Y.)

$15,000

'

.

spots.

Estimated Tlotal Gross
Thla Week

ried," at the Paramoimt-Fenvviiy, are
the leading new bills in towii this
week but neither look too strong.
Strongest is ''Ivers,'' now in secoritj

(Bo.<ied on 22 ciliM, 192 Uie"irps, chiefly /irst rtiils, xncHainy

'

teebfE.

:

Estimates tor This

City Grosses

iRKO) (2,000; 50-70)—
Capitol
"Martha Ivers" (Par) (2d wk). AH

15 tlienircs)

holdover stanza.
looks nice $44,000 on

initial

third frame, in two houses.^
third
caire" will do near $33,000 in

"week

Key

I

.826,000 after

fancy $30,000,

firat.

Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 40-'80)^
)_"Easy
tre's record.
^"5* .^i:^f„^^.':'^'i'l;Kr.^ ''CouragrLasrie":(M-Grand^^^^
"BelQw Deadline'! (M()no).
Shubert (RKO) (2.100; 50-70)—
Alibi
(RKO) and "Falcon's
Last week, lofty "Two
Not too
Tumbling Down" (Col).
Milwaukee"
Guys
tWB) Time"
(RKO) (m.o.), big $6,000.
strong at $26,000. Last weelt, "Three
(m.o.). Pleasing $6,000.
Last week,
„
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200: 30-40) Wise Fools" (M-G) and "Night EdiBroadway-Capitol (United Detroit) "End of Time" (RKO) (m.o.), hefty
Downtown (WB) (1.800; 50-$l)—
—"Two Sisters Boston" (M-G) and tor" (Col), $27,000.
"Two Gays Milwaukee" (WB) (2d (3 400; 60-85)— "O. S. S." (Par) and $7,500.
(Rep).
Train
Memphi.s"
"Night
Paramount (M-P) (1.700; 40-80)—
wk). Good $19,000. Last week, stout "Swamp Fire" (Psir) (3d wk). Lusty
Strong $3,500 or near. Last week, "Janie Gets Married" (WB) and
$25,000.
$23,000. Last week; loud $28,000.
"Gilda" (Col) and "She Wrote Book" "Somewhere in Night" (20th). AverUnited Artists (United Detroit)
Downtown Music Hall (BlumenCleo- 'Beaucaire' Socko 30G
(U), $3,400,
age $16,000. Lastweek, "Night and
"Caesar, and
(1,941; 60-85)— 'Caesar and
feld) (872; 85-$l)
Company
Fast
"Ir
40-60)—
Day"
(WB), $18,000.
State
(Loew's)
(3,300:
Cleopatra" (UA) (2d w'lc). .Nifty patra" (UA) and
40-80)-Stiitc
(Loew)
(3,200;
"Courage of Lassie" (M-G) and
(Mono). Strong $25,000. Last week.
$19,000.. Last week, big $23,800.
In St. Loo; 'Heartbeat'
Swell "Courage Lassie" (M-G) and "Walls
"Johnny in Cloud.s" (UA).
"Gr4en Years" (M-G) and "Behind
1,538; .50-$l)
JEgyntian (FWC)
Moderate
(4th wk), $14,000.
(Mono)
$25,000 or close. Last week. "Three Tumbling Down" (Col).
Mask"
wk).
(2d
Mexico"
(M-G)
"Holiday
Solid 19G/Lassie' 15G Wise Fools" (M-G) and -Perilous $15,000.
Last week, "Three Wise
Adam« (Balaban) (2,863; 60-85)—
Fine $15,000. Last .week, strong $23,FooLs" (M-G) and "Night Editor"
Holiday" (Col), great $22,000.
"Canyon Passage" (U) and "The
St. Louis, Sept; 10.
700, including advanced price preem.
(Rep)
Mysterious Mr. Valentine"
"Mens. Beaucaire" is way out in
Mary Anderson (People's) (1.100; (Col), $U,000,
El Key (FWC) (861; 50-$l)
Translux (Translux) (900; 30-74)
Big $20,000. Last week, "Lover Come
40-60)— "Of Human Bondage" (WB).
"Black Beautv" (20th) and "Letter Back" (U) and "Wild Beauty" (U), front currently for a socko session at
(Rep) and
the Fox. "Heartbeat" looks next Neat $7,500. Last week, "Night and —"Traffic in Crime"
For Evie" (M-G) (2d wk), Weak a mildish $10,000.
"Great Guy" (Indie). Average .$5,000,
best.
Biz holding up all over town Day" (WB) (5th wk), big $6,500.
$2,000. Last week, $4,200.
Last week, "Undercover Woman"
Palins-State (United Detroit) (2,- "despite increase of polio.
National (Standard) (2,400: 40-60- (Rep) and "Dynamite Kid" (Mono)
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 50-85)— 976- 60-85)
"Outlaw" (UA) (5th
80) "Unknown" (Col) and \'aude
Estimates for This Week
•'They Were Sisters" (U) (2d wk),
(reissue), $5,000.
Out
Steps
"Freddie
and
wk)
Last week, great
$6,000.
.Steady
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 44-65)— bill headed by Robert Alda. Strong
Tremont (Brand-Mage) (1..500; 40.
Mono ) Terrific $18,000. Last week, Courage
Last week, "Inner Circle" 80)— "Mr. Ace" (UA) and "Freddie
$8,600.
of Lassie" (M-G) and "Out $15,000.
fast $17,000.
^„
Nice $15,000. (Rep) and stage show topped by Ink Steps Out" (Mono) (3d wk). Fine
Guild (FWC) (968; 50-$l)—"White
Fox (FoX-Micljigan) (4,049; 60-85) of Depths" ((2ol).
Spots,
stupendous
$30,000.
$6,000 after $7,000 on second.
Tie and Tails" (U) and "Wife Monte —"Anna" (20th) (2d wk). Powerful Last week, "Three Wise Fools"
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 40Last
(M-G)
and
"Sing
While
Dance"
Stout $8,000.
Ciisto" (PRC).
$24 000. Last week, terrific $35,000.
60) "Canyon Pa.s.sage" (U). '.rerrific
week, "Time of Lives" (U) and
Downtown (Balaban) (2,685; -60- (Col), great $20,000.
campaign helping to colossal $27,000 Long-Desmond
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 44-65)— or
Up Tete'
"Dark Horse" (U) (2d wk), .light gu.s.fcany on Passage"
and
(U)
more.
Last week, "Beaucaire''
$3,400, polio epidemic hurling here.
Mysterious Mr. Valentine" (Rep). "Three Wise Fools" (M-G) and"Sing (Par), strong $18,000.Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (956; Good $15,000.
Last week, .'Black While Dance" iCol) (m.o.), $7,500.
Strand (Fourth Aveiiue) (3,400; 40To Fancy 21G, Indpis.;
85-$l)— "Caesar and Cleopatra". (UA) Angel" (U) and "Dead. Of Night" (U) Good. La.st -week, "Caesar and Cle- 60)— "My Pal Trigger'' (Rep) and
opatra" (UA) (m.o.), $8,000.
(2d wk). Hefty $11,500. Last week,
(2d wk), ,$12,000
Annie" (Rep).
Big
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 60-76) "Rendezvous
'Passage' Great at 19G
strong $13,600.
Madison (United Detroit) (1,856;
$6,000. Last week, "Runaround" (U)
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 50-$l)— 4;).55)_"Bad, Ba.scomb'' (M-G) and —"Heartbeat" (RKO) and "Dark and "Man in Grey" (U), $5,000.
Indianapolis, Sept. 10.
Horse" (U),
Solid $19,000.
Last
"Two Guys" (WB) f2d wk). Good "So Goes My Love" ...(U). Alright week,
With Saturday afternoon store
"Anna"
(20th).
$20,000.
we.ek,With"
S2,300 in 3 days, Last
$14,000. Last week, hefty $20,500.
closings cancelled after Labor Day
FcY (FfcM) (5,000: 44-65)— "Beauand
(RKO)
Re.servations"
out
and schools opening this week, film
Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen'Bondage' Okay $16,000,
in
3 days. caire" (Par) and "Danger Woman"
$2,100
oke
(20th),
"Shock"
biz at downtown spots is holding up
f eld (475; 85)— "Caessr and CleoSock $30,000. Last week, "2
(U).
Buff.; 'Ivers' 15G, 2d nicely, "Cuban Pete," riding with
patra" (UA) (2d wk). Sharp $8,000.
guys Milwaukee" (WB) and "Cuban
Johnny Long band on the stage, is
Last ;weeic, great $9,700.
Buffalo, Sept. 10.
Pete" (U), $22,000.
big at the Circle. "Canyon Passage"
fcoew's. slate (Loew-WC)
(2,404;
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 44-65)—
Torrid 16G
Mostly holdovers here this week,
50-$l)— "Claudia and David" (20th). 'Summer'
"Canyon Passage" (U) and "The and this is hurting the overall total. is headed for tall coin at the. Indiana.
Mild .$25,000;
Last week, "CentenTest run of "Rage in Heaven" reSolid
(U) (2d run).
Estimates for This Week
nial Summer" (20th) (3d wk), low
i.ssue
is
showing feir. results at
Best in Slow Seattle Runaround"
$15,000. Last week, "Night and Day"
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)— "Of Loew's.
$12,500.
(WB) (2d run), $15,500.
Seattle, Sept. 10.
Los Anirelcs (D'town-WC)
(2,Human Bondage" (WB). Okay $16,Estimates for This Week
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000: 50-60)—
)— "Holiday Mexico" (M-G)
surplus of holdovers is slowing
000.
Last
Circle (Katz-DoUe) (2,800; 46-72)
097; 50-$l
"Beau Ge.ste" (Par) and "Shepherd mer" (20th),week, "Centennial Sum(2d wk). Good $25,000. Last week, pace this session. Top newcomer is
fine $22,000.
—"Cuban
Pete" (U) with Johnny
of Hills" (Par) (reissues) (2d run)
"Centennial Summer."
bright $38,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 40-'7O) Long orch, Johnny Desmond, others,
(2d wk).
Will add $8,000 to swell
Million Dollar
(D'town)
(2,420;
Estimates for This Week
"Martha Ivers" (Par ) (2d wk). on .stage. Hefty $21,000. Last week,
$18,000 of first stanza.
55-85
"Blonde for Day" (PRC)
Good $15,000, Last week, solid ^'Of Human Bondage" (WB), only
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
with Lucky Millinder orch on stage.
lU.OOO at 40-60C scale.
$21,000.
Years" (M-G) (4th wk).
Oke $21,000. Last week, "Partners "Green
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,300; 40-60)
Okay $4,800 after good $6,600 last
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 4b-70)^"Genin
Time" (RKO) with Gay 90's stanza.
Passage"
Great
(U).
tennial Summer" (20th) (m.O:). Neat —"Canyon
FULL
H.O;S;
Revue, Jimmy Scribner on stage, oke
.$9,500.
Last week. "Three Wi.se $19,000, aided by one-night homeFifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349 45-80)
$21,000.
Pools" (M-G) and "Deadline Murder" coming-appearance of Hoagy CarOrpheonl (D'tOwnrWC) (2,210; 55- —"Easy to Wed" (M-G) (2d wk).
ACE'
FAIRISH
'MR.
15G
michael
at State Fair.
Last week,
(20th) (m.o.), .$9,000,
$1)— "Black Beauty" (20th) and Big $10,000 after surprisingly im"Beaucaire" (Par), big S18,000.
Balt}iAiore, Sept. 10.
at $20,000.
Tect
(Shea)
40-70)—
(1,400;
"Letter- for Evii" (M-G) (2d wk). mense
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 40-60)—.
Following last' week's entries of "Plainsman"
(Par)
and "Jungle "Rage in Heaven" (M-G) (rei,'5sue>
Liberty (J & VH) (1,650; 45-80)—
Weak $8,000. La.'it week, very light
Snug and "Faithful in Fashion" (M-G).
"Scandal in Paris" (UA) and "Talk extra-strong product all over the Princess" (Par) (reissues).
$15,700.
Pantapes (Pan) (2,812; 50-$l)— About a Lady" (Col). Siow $7,000. downtown sector, an almost solid list $7,500. Last week, "Night and Day" Okay $13,000.
Last week, "Tliree
(WB)
of
holdovers
is current this stanza.
(m.o.
4th
wk),
$6,500.
Cleopatra"
and
"Caesar
week,
Last
"Notoriou.s" (RKO) (3d wk). Fine
Wise Fools" (M-G) and "Perilous
"The Kid from Brooklyn," at the
Lafayette (Basil) (3,300; 40-70)— Holiday" (Col), sock $18,000.
(UA) (3d wk), big $10,300.
$22,000. Last week, great $31,700.
raramount (F&M) (3,398; 50-$l)
Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (1,600; 40-60)—
Music Box (H-E> (850; 45-80)— combo Hippodrome and "A Stolen "Time of Live.s" (U) (2d wk) and
Good Life," at the Stanley, are holding up "She-Wolf of London" (U). Bri.sk "Beaucaire" (Par) (m.o.). Sturdy
"Beaucaire"
(Par)
and "God's "Anna" (20th) (3rd wk).
"Mr. $11,000 or near. Last week, with $6,500,
Country" (SGP) (3d wk).
Last week; "Without ReservaNeat $6,600. Last week, "Kid from Brook- vei*y strongly. Lone newcomer,
Century, is attract- 'Danger Woman" (U), lofty $19,500. tions"
$18,000. Last week,, fine $28,400.
lyn" (R&O) (5th wk), very nice Ace," at Loew's
(RKO) (m.o.), $8,000.
ing fairish response. Rest of list is
I'aramount
30th Century (20th Cent) (3,000;
Hollywood
(F&M) $6,100;
in excellent shape.
40-70)— "Notorious" (RKO) (2d wk).
50-$l)-^ "Beaucaire"
(Par)
(1,451;
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
'Lover'-Arnaz
Estimates
for
This
Week
$20,000,
Bullish $18,000. Last week, colossal
(3d wk-), Smooth $15,000. Last week, "Badman's Territory"
(RKO) and
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20-60) $30,000.
sock $19,900.
Swell
"Partners in Time" (RKO),
Omaha; 'Passage' 12G
RKO HUlstreet (RKO) (2 890; SO- $11,500. Last week, nine days of —"Mr. Ace" (UA). Fairish $15,000.
Omaha, Sept. 10.
SO)— ^Notorious" (RKO) (3d wk'), "Black Beauty" (20th) and "BambbO Last week, "Three Wise Fools" (MG), licld up well at $14,300 in face
"Lover Come Back" with Desi
Handsome $22,000. Last week, came Blonde" (RKO), $10,900.
'Smoky' Big 15G, Mont'l Arnaz
of opposition.
through with solid $32,500.
band on the* stage looks to
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)— "2
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2.240;
Ritz (FWC) (1,370; 50-$l)— "White
lead city at the Orpheum. "Canyn
Montreal, Sept. 10.
Guys Milwaukee" (tJA) and "Inside 20-70)— "Kid from Brooklyn" (RKO)
Tie" (U) and "Wife Monte .Cristo" Job" (U) (2d wk).
Labor Day perked up biz nicel.y. Passage," at Paramount, is oompara'
Big: $11,000. plus vaude (2d wk). Reaching out
(PRC). Stout S8,000. Last week, Last week, sad $18,700.
four, of five main stemmers winning tively as big, being straight-ftlmer,
toward
after
$17,000
a
smash
$20,600
"Time of Lives' (U) and "Dark
holdovers lor current week. "Green
Estimates for This Week
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)— opener.
Horse" (U) (2d wk), slow $3,700.
Years" tops.
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 20-80)
"City for Conque.st" (WB) arid "No
Keith's (Sehanberger) (2,460; 20'
United Artists (UA-WC) (2,100; Time
Estimate.!) for This Week
—"Lover Come Back," (U) and Dfsi
(reissue).
Comedy" (WB)
SO-$l)^"White Tie" (U) and ''Wife Okay $5,000. Last week,: "Rainbow 60)^"Beaucaire" (Par) (3d wk).
Palace (CT) (2,700; 35-62)— "Bach Arnaz orch on stage. Despite lam
Monte Cristo" (PRC), Strong $16,- Over Texas" (Rep) and "Avalanche" Starts third round tomorrow (Wed.) His. Own" (Par). Nice $12,500 for will do a big $20,000. Last \yef^>
aftei: very
steady second sesli at secoiid week after bofi:
000. Last week, "Time of Lives" (U)
$15,500 opener. "O.S.S." (Par) and "Inside Job' (U),
(PRC), $5,800.
fine ?16,000 after sock $18,200 initial
and "Dark Horse" (U> (2d wk),
.Capitol
(CT)
35-62)— amazing $16,200 af 16-6.5C scale.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 42-80)—
(2,700;
week.
okay $9,500.
"Smoky" (20th). Solid $15,000. La.st
"Centennial Summer" (20th)., ImParamount (Tristates) (3,000; loX.ittle
(Rappaport)
$1.80(306;
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 50-$l)— mense $16,000. Last week. "Anna"
Big
week, "Bride Wore Boots" (Par), 65))— "Canyon Passage" (U).
.$2.40)—
"Henry
V"
(UA)
X8th:
Wk)
•'Claudia and Davici" (20th). Average (2.0th) (2d wk), good $10,700.
"Beaucaire
$11,500.
$13,000.
Last week,
Slidirig
to
after
some
$4,500
previous
$9,500. Last weeic, "Centennial SumKbosevelt (Sterling) (800: 45-80 )—
Loew's (GT) (2,800: 35-67)— "Green (Par), $13,800.
„
liier" (20th)
3d Wk), closed with "Night and Day" :(WB)-., (.6th wk). rounds at, around $5,500, wliich is Years" (M-G). Trim $13,000 on hold(1,500: 16-651-Br.-»ndeis (RKO)
light $4,800.
a™
Good $5,000. Landed big $5,900 last near capacity.'
over after big $16,500 opener.
(RKO)
"Make Mine ''MUsic"
Miiyfair (IJicks) (980; 25-55)— "Earl
Vogue (FWC) (885; 50-85)— "Black week..
Princess
35-53)— "Perilous Holiday" (.Col) (2d wkj(GT)
(2,300;
CaiTpU Sketchbook" (Rep). Opens "Night in Casablanca"
Beauty "(20th)
r.nd
"Letter
for
(UA) and Strong $9,500' after great $10,000 lasi
tomorrow (Wcid.) after week of "Man
Pvie''. (?<I-G.) (2d wk). Dull $2,500.
Who Dared" (RKO) (2d wk). "
Last \veek, slow $3;200.
Gilys" (WB) (2d wk).- Good $13,000; .'•'.Rendezvous with Annie" (Rep) bet- Big $8,000. Last week, sock $9,500.
Omaha (Tristates) (2.000: 16-fiS>-hou.se
tered
average at $4,000. In
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 50-$])— Last week, smoo'li $19,700.
imperial (CT) (1,850: 25-45)— "Bad- "Beaucaire" (Par) m.o.) and IJ-^
"Holiday Mexico" (M-G) (2d wk).
Laurel (Rosener) (835; $1.80-$2.4e) ahead, "Swamp Fire" (Par). $4,700.
man's Territory" (RKO) and "Ge- Horse" (U).
Okay $9,00(1. '(Illit
New (.Mechanic) (1.800; 20-r60)— nius
Sturdy $13,000. Last week, .'(Oared to --'JHenry V"
(UA)
(13th
wk).
at Work" IRKO). Nice $4..'iOO week, "Centennial Sumnier'
giant. $18,900.
Bettering $6,000. Last weeli, came "Smoky" (20th) (2d wk). Holding on second week. Last week, nice (m.o.) and "Dark Alibi! (Mono.).)
Wiltcrn (WB) (2,300; 50-$l)— "Two through with steady $7,100.
(Continued on page 27)
$5,200.
$9,300.
|

Goocl $16,000 or better. Last weelc,
(,34
"Centennial Summer".- (20,th)
wk), oke $9,800.

».

^,,.85

wk)., and

Still terrific $20,01)0.

!

.

$27,000.
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PICTUUE GBOSSES

Weilnesday, September II, 1946

'Summer' Torrid 16G,

Chi Dips Albeit Ink Spots Boost

Wham 68G; *Day

'Sacramento'

Prov.; '3

35G, 2d

fours include "Henry V," Civic, fine
"Stolon Life," Roosevelt, stout
and "Kid Fi-om Brooklyn,'' in
its 13tli week at Woods, strong $17,-

$l().OO0:
SI 8.000.

Grosses Are Net
Film gross estimates, as re-

Albee (RKO)

(B&K)

(2d wk,i.
$25,000.
65-9ij)
(3,900;

(B&K)

Chicaffo

—

•

.'

;

.

Hope Leads

Pitt,

Sockeroo

(Brandt)
75(1,064:
Rose" (Rep ) (2d
wk). Fine $10,000 Or "near, on first
holdover session. First week, initial
stanza here with flrst-run picture for
some timej hit fairly good $12,000.
Continues.
Rialtp
(Mayer)
35-85>—
(594;
"Shoulan't Happen, to Dbg" t20th>..
Fair $7,000; loolcs about all.
Last
week, "Step; by Step" (RKO) (2d
wk), fancy $7,500.

..

10.

I2()th)

Fo.v-

United Artist* (B&K) (1.700; 6595)— "Green Yeai s" (M-G) (8th wk ).
week,
stout
Last
Fine $21,000.

.

(2,250;

fancy $34,500.
Strand (WB) (2,756;
"Big Sleep" (WB) and

(20thj

^

'

—

1

j

-

.

..90-$.1.20)—

75-$]

.20)—

Bob Crosby

orch, Towti, C*i';rs, Dtnihills, others
on stage (3d wk). DOwn a bit from
strong second week's big Labor Day

.

;

(5,880;.

1

BeaLicaire" at the Penn. Bob Hope
50-94)— "Anna" starrer is getting most of the atten- with
a terrific $58,000 on second
Holding up well tion as a result, and is likely to do round ended
(4th wk).
last (Tues,) hight,;
at $16,000.
Last week, oke $20,000.
big session. Best holdover is "Two
"Notorious" also is down from its
Goldman (Goldman) (1,350; 50-94) Guys From Milwaukee" at Stanley. third
week's record, total but still
$22,000.;
—"Beaucaire" (Par) (4th wk): Husky Power strike is generally holding Colossal. at.
$145,000, likely for fourth
Woods (E.s.sane.ss) (1,081: 65-95) $20,000. Last week, neat $23,500,
take down trade since everybody session at the Mu.sic Hall.
Most
"Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO) (13th
.Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94) seenLS to be sitting on a hot seat.
other .holdovers and/ long-runs will
Last week,
wk>.
Hu.s-lcy $17,000.
—"O.S.S." (Par) (2d wk).
Potent
Estimates for This Week
show; considerable drop from pre$23,000.
$16,500.
Last week, trim $.22,000.
vious stanzas.
40-70)
(1,700;
Fulton (Shea)
Keitli's. (Goldman) (1.500; 50-94)—
''Home Sweeit Homicide", coupled
"Anna" (20tf)) .(4th wk). Grabbed
"Plainsman" (Par) and "Arise My much longer run than looked .for. with Hildegarde, Patsy Kelly and
Love" (Par) Ireis.'ues) (2d wk). Winding up okay at around $6,500. others on the stage, opens today
Faii-ish
$4,500.
Last week, okay Did $9,500 last week, to total hear (Wed.) at the Roxy.

$.=10,000.

;(20th)

'

Not helped much by the review"Tve Always Loved You". is doing creditably at $29,000 or neair on
frame at
Criterion.
the
"Henry .v; moved over to the Golden last week, doing strong $17,000
on first session after li near-capacity;
weeks at the City Center
;;..;.;
"The Killers" continues its strong
pace at the Winter Garden albeit ofl'
from first week's sensational takings

.

Roxy

Home Sweet Homicide" (2Ulh>
plus, in person, Hildegarde, Patsy
Kelly, Jan Murray, ileaiior 'I'eemah,
others on staije. fcUarls today -(Wed.),
Last week, four 1 of "Gtatidia and;
David" (20th) and; Vivian Blaine,
Jerry Coionna, others, oh stage, nice
$70,000 fbr lihai. staiiza. ended last
(Tu&.), night;, third,
w-as;
terrific
$ri8,000, making more than $100,000
.weekly, average toi four-stanza run.
State (Loew'.^) (3,450; 43-$l,10)—
"Thrill, of Brazil' (Col)
(1st run),
and on stage Ert Sullivan. .and. Harvest Moon Dance
Winners, Jane
jKean, Johnny Burke.
Per usual
Harvest Moon steppers are drawing,
well, with strong $35,000 in sight.
Last week, "Eiirl Carroll Sketchbook" (Rep) (1st run) plus Dolores
Qsay, Lee Davi,~, Mario & Floria,
'

;

Pittsburgh; Sept.

00-$1.25)

Time" .(KKQ) (81U
leCent strong pace,
seventn session ;concUided Monday
(&) night being $22,000; sixth hit
.sturdy .'p30,000. "Iwo Years Before
Mast" (Par) conies in on Sept: 24.

.

.

week,

(2.092;

-.-"Till End 01.
\vk);. ;Ofl from

initial

Only one new picture here this
aside front minor twin .^bill
Senator, and that's "Monsieur
at

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 65-95)—
"Night and Day" (WB) (2d wk).
Strong $35,000.
Last week, lujsty .heading stageshow,. boft $33,000.

;

•

(UA-Pai)

Kivoli

the Palace.

$27,

Continues;

Hall.

Republic

$1.20 )— "Specter ol

ers,

nine days.;
Earle (WB) (2,760; 60-99)— "Faithful in Fashion" (M-G) with. Alvino
Rey orch on stage. Mild $17,000.
Last week. "Step by Step'V (RKO)
With; Ella Fiizgei-ald ana Josh White

at the

.;.

indef.-

;

,

Stout

week ever

is counteracting
against pull lost via jerking display

.

'

65-95)—

Snappy picture theatre ads

;

Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 50-94)—
"Each His Own" (Par) (2d run).
Looks neat $8,000. Last week, "Easy
to Wed" (M-G) (2d run) good $7,000
I.a.st weeit. "Two Sisters Boston" (Mfor second, week;
G> (4tli wk), plus Alvino Rey oroh
50-94)—
(WB)
Boyd
(2„350:
on stage, okay $!jO,000.
Palace
(RKO) (2,500; 65-95)— "Searching Wind" (Par). Headed
tor neat. .$26,000 plus $4,000 for Sun"Make Mine Music" (RKO) and day
at Earle.
Last week, ''Make
VPalOoka, Channy (Mono) (2d wk).
Mine
Music"
fair $24,000 for
(RKO),
Last
week,
hefty
$23,000.
Satisfying
(1, .500;

run).

,

Oriental (Essaness) (3,240; 65-95 )—
"In Old Sacramento" (Rep), with
Ink Spots on stage. Socko $70,000.

"Stolen Life" (WB) (6th wk).
Last week, $20,000.
$18,000.

(2d

Last week, "Night in ParaBeauty" (U)

.

Philadelphia, Sept. XO.
Biisine.ss continues bullish here in
Philly with holdovers still drawing

'

58G

145G, 'KiUers' Terrif

ads in: other papers.
Biisiness followed
the accepted
(Fay) (1,400; 44-65)— "Cat trend
in being on the. slow side last
Creeps" (U) and vaude on stage. Nice Friday. (6) and part of Saturday.
$7,200. La.st week, "Queen of Bur- Warmer weather
over the weekend
(PRC) and vaude, good also was no help.
lesque"
$7,000.
Despite all this Bob ;Hope's "Beau44-65)—
(2,200;
Majestic
(Fay)
"Centennial Summer". (20lh). Hot caire,'' outstanding new entry, coupled: with Charlie Spivak, Peggy
$16,000. I-ast week, "Time ol Lives"
(U) and "She-Wolf" (U), strong Lee, Bob Evans, John and Jean
Arnaul on the. stage, established a
$18,000.
week
record
with
MetropoliUn (Snider) (3,100; 70- hon-hbliday
85)— "Sensation Hunters" (Mono) $124,000. at the Paramount, This
and Hildegarde on stage for three- combo wound up its first week last
night, after teeing off ;iast;
day weekend ruri.: Hildegarde car- (Tties,)
Wednesday
(4)
by
establishing
a
ried this one to great $12,500. Last
new opening day record lor the Par
week, "G.I. War Brides" (Rep) and
flagship.
Count Basic orch on stage, good $10,V Biggest straight-film theatre open000 in four -day run.
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)— "Three ing wa.s "Caesar and .Cleopatra" at
Wise Fools" (M-G) and "Great to the Astof. J. Afthur Rank's vor-:
Be Young" (M-G). Good $16,500. sion of G. Bernard Shaw's opus
(M-G) and looks to hit a new house recorct
Last week, "Lassie"
"Johnnv in Clouds" .(M-G), big there with $.69,000 for initial week
ending; today (Wed.). :';Crack-Up,"
$20,000.
.Which; crix adrriitted 'was surprisingly
good for a comparatively
lesser picture, looks to do. sweet
$30,000 or over on its first stanza at

fine $.31.0()0.

$,'18,000.

Huge

(2.200;

Fay's

$17,000, Philly

—

;

(B&K)

Hot 69G, 'Notorious'

dise" (U) and "Wild
(2d run), nice $5,000.

—

'

(M-G)

Clouds"

Smart

Fools'

"Beaucaire" (Par), plus Andrews
Solid $7,000. Last stoutly. Product opening this week,
S'.stpis (2d wk).
"Mr. Ace,'" "Searching Wind" and
week, lerrifie $90,000.
Civic (Wildberg) (900; $1.10-$2.40) "Three Wise Fools" also are getting
"Henrv V" (UA) (6th wk). Fine a good play. Week also marks beginning of increased price scales
lusty $17,000.
week,
Last
$16,000.
here, ;'
65-95)
(900;
(B&K)
Garrick
Estimates for This Week
•Each His Own' (Par) (10th wk).
Holding its own at fancy $17,000.
50-94)—
Aldine
(WB)
(1,303;
Last wetek, $18,00 J.
"Three Wise Fools" (M-G). Okay
Grand (RKO) (1,150; 65-95)— $17,000. Last week, "End of Time"
—"Caesar and Cleopatra" (UA) (4th (RKO), so-so $12,500 on fourth
wk). Very good $24,000. Last week, canto.

Roosevelt

Strike, but tleo'

•

$5,500.

'3

(1,200; 615-9.5)— "Al-

Loved Yoii" <Rep)
Last week,

$20,000.

Truck

;

.

Estimates for This Weels
Aimllo

in

Return of juveniles to school, end ing day, Wednesday (4). In ahead,
44-65)— "Till of most vacation treks and elimina- "Martha Ivers'' (Par) plus Dick Staorch, others C6th wk), sturdy
End ol Time" (RKO) and "Step by tion of display ads in many N. Y. bile
Extending second dailies because of truck strike is be- $70,000,
(RKO).
Step"
ing felt currently at Broadway firstlladio Citoy Music Hall
(Rockeweek stay to Wednesday for two- runs.
But; strong fare will; enable fellers) (5,945; 70-$l,25)-r"Not.orious"
day third sesh hold. Eight-day stand
show-,
several theatres to make big
(RKO) and stageshow. (4th wk>;
looks hefty $16,500. First week was
ings
and keep a comparatively Still in sky-high brackets albeit oil
wow $22,000.
strong tone. Fact that the Daily; trom record third week gait with
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65) News and some other N. Y. daily huge $145,000;; third ;;w'as super—"Lassie" (M-G) and "Johnny in papers still are continuing to run colossal $161,000, greatest Labor Day

ported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e., withDistributors
out the 20% tax.
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
flgiues are net income.
admission
The
parenlhctic
prices, however, as indicated, include the U. S, amusement tax.

000.

Good

Showing

Slip

FOOLS' 16iG

Providence, Sept, 10.
"Centennial Summer" leads the
hew ones this session hereabouts,
with brisk biz still being enjoyed by
holdovers. "Till End of Time" is hot
at RKO Albee.
Metropolitan's bill
zoomed with Hildegarde on stage
plus "Sensation Hunters."
Estimates for This Week
.

Chicago, Sept. 10. -t
Back lo school lor children here
being felt ot the boxoJflce a.s
is
gvissses for the week took a slight
Second frame of "Beaucaire,"
dip
pirn Andrews Sister.<i on stage, at the
Cliioago. is off at a still very good
$70,000 after its smasheroo opening
week of $90,000. "In 01d:Sacramenlo" wuh the Ink Spots on Stage, at
the Oriental, is a close second with,
$68,000, while fourth frame of "CaeGrand. Ls
si,r & Cleopatra," at the
Koing along with a healthy $26,000.
'Night and Day," State-Lake, looks
JiK-e a holdover with a solid $$35,000,
Longlerniers SHU, hitting on all

wav.s

Broadway's

IS

trade, but still e;,colk>iit at $65,000;
bccond hit socko $77,000. This lineUD now definitely set to go six weeks

;

.

in all.

;

;

!

Victoria

i

$8,500.

Maslbaum

1

,

WB)

Ing oft but

—
Slough-

.

.nade"

(PRC) and "Danger Woman"

with "Swamp Fire" (Par)
"South of Monterey" (Mono),

split

and

satisfactory $2,500 in 8 days.

...Century (Par)
^Casablanca"
:

—

50-70)

(1,600;

Here

(tlA)
(m,o.).
atlor big initial canto at State.

.

Good

$6,000.

Last week. "O.S.S." (Par)
(^d wk), mild .$5,000,
..-Gopher (Par) (1,000; 44-50)

—

.

1

(2d wk);
satisfactory $28,500;

still

Opening week, great
Stanley.

$40,000 for run.

50-94)

(4.387;

"Big Sleep" IWB)

Mpls. Aces
Minneapolis, Sept. 10.There are only two major newcomers. "Three Wise Fools" and
"Two Guys from Milwaukee," currently. The paucity of opposition is
operating to their boxofflce advantage although each appears .sulliciently _ootent on own merits. Holdovers
are topped
by VMoiisieu)'
Beaucaire," big grosser, and "End
of Time."
Ksliinatcs for This Week
Aster (Par) (900; 30-44)— "Adventurous
Night"
(U)
and "Last
Crooked Mile" (Rep). Neat $2,200 in
5 days. Last week. "Colorado Sefe*

:tU)

(Maurer)

(720;

.

Tools' IIG, *Guys

(WB)

$49,000.

'

1

;

Simian (WB)
Ace"

(1.457:

Fine

(U.^).

week, "Scandal

in

i

Labor Day) week.
(Loews-UA) (3.300: 40-70)

$15,500 laM

Penn

I

—"Beaucaire" (Par). Shooting for
big $27,000 and will stay. Last week,
second of "Easy to Wed" (M-G),

'

(20th)

70-$1.20)
(2d wk).

but ret,urn of youngr
SchOoiis cutting it w'ay down
from initial week's .pace ol great
$28,000. Holds.

Sturdy

'

Harris (Harris) (2.200; 40-70)— "If
I'm Lucky" (20th) (2d wk). Should
do at least $9,000. all right after big

'

.50-94)—!

(2,950:

.

"Notorious'' (RKO) (2d wk): Hefty
$35,000 on heels ot smash $52,500 for
opening sesh. pIiLS sock $7,000 for
Sabbath showing at' Earle,

—"Black Beauty

Estimates for This Weelc
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-$1.40)
i\JA).
—"Caesar and Cleopatra"
Preem in N. Y. for J. Arthur Rank
opus is duplicating^ with a bang, the
great opening weeks elsewhere in
U. S., going to new house record
with $69,000 or near on stanza ending today (Wed.).
In ahead, "Kid

.$13,()00,

cters; to

Winter Garden (UA) (1.312; 60$1.20)— "The Killers" (U) (2d wk).
This, too, is feeling, the week's ottish.
tendency, but -natural after sensational

first

sta'iz.j

However,

still

From Brooklyn" (RKO) (201h wk), terrific at $58,000 on initial holdover
round ended la.st (Tucs.) night. First
(WB) 1800; 40-70) — "Night finished big money run at $24,000.
went to gigantic $74,000, ;;hea^. and
;Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 60-$l, 10)
and Day" (WB) (5th wk). In second
above iir.ytbing ever done
(UA), sad
—"Holiday in Mexico" (M-G) plus shoulders straight-film
three
after
session at small-seater
policy. ;Only
here On
previous weeks at Stanley. Way off Gene Krupa orch, Mitzi Green, Ben grind setup, which cat-ries through

50-94)^"Mr.

Last

$17,000:

Paris"

$7,000 second week.

$20,000,

Ritz

,

•

,

Slipped
after last week's sizzling Beri, on .stage (4th wk).
on week days,
3 a.m
considerably but still solid at $84,000, until around
turnover and tipped scale makor near.
Last week, strong $98,- fast
ing this money l;0.s,sible.
Senator (Harris) (1,750: 40-70)
500,
"WalLs Tumbling Down" (Col) and
60Criterion
(Loew's)
(1,700;
"Sing While Dance" (Col). Maybe
$1,25)— "I've Always Loved You"
$3,000. Last week, (m.o.) of "Claudia
Doing only fairly well at K. C. Holsy; 'Notorious'
(Rep).
San Francisco. Sept: 10.
and David" (20th), good $4,000.
on first week ending next
Town is getting fre^h batch of
"2 $29,000
Stanley (WB) (3,800: 40-70)
'Thursday (12), crix reaction not beproduct thiS' stanza but it is not do- Guys Milwaukee" (WB) (2d wk).
Colossal 20G, 'Anna'
ing too favorable. Last week, "Caning; so vvell. Standout among new
Nice $16,500 after big $26,000 opener. yon Passage" (U), $32,000 on flaal
entries is "Two Gu.Vs From Milnine days o£' four-week run.
Warner. (WB) (2,000: 40-70)
Spots
Rousing 22G,
waukee" but it is old though rated
"Easy to Wed" (M-G) .(m.o..>i Fine
Globe (Brandt) (1.500; 70-$1.2O)—
I'ood at the Warficld. Top holdover is
Kansas; City, Sept. lO;
1*8.500. Last week "Bovs Ranch" (M"Casablanca" (UA) (5th wk). N. Y.
"Notorious." with new vaudeville, at
nice $9,000.
"Notorious" is jarnraing; them in
Bros,
is really going for this Marx
(hp Golden Gate, continuing smash G).
opus, current session being .stout at the Qrpheum Which is rihglng. ,U|P
in. second .week.
;;..!:.
$18,000 after great $26,000 fourth one of its biggest" weeks with seven,
Estimates for This Week
frame;
"Scandal in Paris'' (UA) shows daily,; Wednesday (4) was the
Golden Gate (2.844: 60-95)—"No- D.C. Sloufiihed by H.O.'s
opens Saturday (14).
biggest opening da,y the house ever
torious" (RKO) (2d wk) plus vaude
Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70-.'61.40)— had. "Anna", likpwi.se.' is., a-, heavy
headed by Tommy Dix and Rose
But
'Kid' Huge 21G, 2d "Swamp Fire', (Par) (3d wk i. Neat magnet^ in the tlji'Ce; Fox-Midwest
Miu-phy. Smash $45,000. Last week,
$15,000 after robust $1 8,500 on sec- flrst-ruirners.
;
Wa.^hington. Sept. 10.
sockeroo $,55,000.
ond. Stays again.
.Estimates for This Week
I'ox (FWC) (4,651: 55-85)— "CenGolden (769; S1.20-$2.40)- "Henry
Biz .slou.s;hcd oti slightl.y this week;
Ksquire, Uptown, Fairway (Foxtennial Summer" (20th). Only $26.- in conlrast to near-record: tjoxpffiee V"> (DA) (2d v.-k): Fir.st week here
500, Last week, "Beaucaire" (Par),
over Ihp Labor Day weekend, but concluded last Monday i9i ni^ht Midwest) (820, 2,043, 700; 45-65)
.strong
in
till,
virtual
."Anna"
(20th), Rotisins! .$22,000.; La.st
fine $36,000,
$17,000,
with
chalkinff
"Kid from Brooklyn' is still
Warfleld (FWO (2,656; 55-85)
up tremendous fi.in in second week capacity for this hou.^e on two-ar w'eck, "Black Beauty" (20th), modPrevious crate $13,000.
Guys Milwaukee" (WB). Good run' at RKO Kcith'.s, "Big Sleep" day for current scalp.
week, at Cilv Center, w;i.'; srcal
$24,000. Last week. "Green Years"
Midland. (Loew's) (3.500: 45-65)
also i.s bi.g on initial holdover stanza.
$26,000 for 1 1th Week at this .much •'Ea.sy to Wed"
(M-G (2d Wk). big $22,000.
(M-G) (2d.wk).
Kslimate.s foi This Week
larger spot.
Faramounl (FWO (2,646; 55-85)—
Okay $11,000. Last week; with holi44-80)—
Keith's; (RKQi
(1,838;
Hollywooa (WB) (1.499; 70-$l. 101
"Searching Wind" (Par) and "Spec(2d —"Night and Day" (WB) (7th wk). day boost did nitty $18,000.
ter of Rose" (Rep). So-so $21,000. "Kid Unm Bropkly.n", (RKO)
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 43Last week, "Bl-"ck Beauty" (20th), wk). iBig $21,000. Last week, sock Continues, stoutly at $.13,000 in cur- 65)— "Martha Ivers'' iPSr) (2d Wk>
$30,000.
rent .session, not far from' strong
$21,000.
solo.
Modoi'ate $9,000. Last .Week,
44-80i
(3.4.34:
Capitol
(Loew)
$36,000 done on sixth.
St. Francis (FWC) (1.400;' .55-85)
;";:-. ;'/...,.;'::;:
'nice $15,000.
;.
''Green
Years" { iM-G)
wk) "Siiioky" (20thi >'M wk). Nice $19.- ; Palace (RKO) (1,700; 60-:$I.20'i—
(3d
Orphcum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)
000. Last; wcfek, Uirrdy $.'i,3.0()0;.
."Crack-Up" (RKO). On initial wc;ck
ini.o.); Fair ,S12.n00. Last week, "Hti44-70)— endinij tonioi'rqw
"Notorious"
(RKO), On sked of
,('2.370:
(Loeft-i
Paiace
nii;ht
(TInirs.
man Bondage" (WB) t2d wk) (m.o.)
"Beaucaire" (P,.i') (2d wki. Fiiie look.?; to do sweet $30,000 or ovei-, si3ven shows a day, bringing one of
thin .'68.50(),.
snTallest downto
this
figures
$2!)..500.
top
.•-tirprip'rigly jiood,
$20,000. Last week,,; great
;Biz being upped
State
(FWO' (2,1,33: 55-85)
1.263: 44-70)— '.via nice ;revie.w.'i.
Coliimhia (Loew)
In ahead, final town first-run. Terrific $20,000. Last
"Beaucaire" (Par) (2d wk) (m.o.).
Okay $13,000. Last week. "Easy to "Cliinv Brown" ;,(20th) (m.o.) Oke nine diiys. which included two in week. "2 Guys Milwaukee" (WBl
(RKO)
"Bedlam"
(20th)
and
(2d wk), sO"Anna;'
l!i9,000.
of
LasI
week
ninth
"Stranger"
(RKO),
week,
wk)
(m.o.).
$9,600.
Wed'f (M-G) 3ci
so $9,000.
.was nice $28,500.
Orphelim (Blumenteld) (2,448; 55- (m.o,). $10,000,
Tower (Fox-.Ioft'ee (2.100: 39-60)
Paramount (Par) (3,664: 70-$1.20)
Earle (WBl i2 154; 44-85i— "Bis
"Canyon Pa.ssage" (U) (4ih
85)
(Rep)
and
wk), neat $11,000. Last week, smooth Sleep" (WBl (2d wk). Trim $20,000. -"Beaucaire"' (Par) and Charlie [—"Home on Range"
Spivak orch, Peggy Lee, Bob Evans, "Cowboy Blues" (Col), House on
Last week, hot $27..100.
$17,800.
1.513: 44-70)
John and Jean Avnaul <2d wk), '.straight films after years of vaud«Metropolitan (WB)
United Artists (Bliinienfeld) (1.im.o.). First week ended, last itdes.) niaht filtris.
Good $9,000. Last week,
D.iv"
(WB)
'Ni.giitand
"Caesar and Clei)207; .5,>-3.))
"Shadow
record
of
$124.Triangle"
(20th)
L'i>'t
week.
liit
noii-ho1iday
"Strange
and
"Danweek
Neaf $10.01)0.
P'atra" (UA). (4th wk). Fine $13,000.
000; got new house record on open- ger Woman" (U) with' vaude, $9,500.
ot Woman" (WB). .$9,100.
Last week, solid $19,000.

'2

at $2..'>00
$5,500.

—

GUYS' 24G, FRISCO;

'SUMMER' ONLY 26|G

—

—

3

,

,

"Faithful

,

Fashion" (M-G). Tepid
week, "Shepherd of
(Par)
(reissue),, excellent

in
Laiil

,.W.(()p,

Hills
$5,000.

Lyric

(Par)
(Par)

O.S,S.".

stand

for

this

(1,100;
(m.o.).

—

.50-7(j)

Third

modest

one.

:

loop

$4,000.

week, "Centennial. .Summer"
(Ijd wk). stood $5,000.
Onilieum (RKO) (2,800; 50-70)
.

C-JOlh)
^

—

..^.Ciiys Milwaukee" (WB). Huge
srao.OliO,
Last week, "End of Time"
,(BKO) f 2d wk); very good $9,000;
.

^

—

Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)
.waucaire" (Par) (2d wk); A killer-

'

ii','^''

.,

great $12,000 after terriflc

(RKO)

(1.600; 50-70)

-

of Time" (RKO) (m.o.). Here
two highly profitablij Orpheunii

weeks. Healthy $7,000.
Last
v[ siispcnso" (Mono), $8,000.
..

m-t,Fools
Fise
FooKs"

'P''"'^

'vi.'^e

w
.week.
$13,000

L""*t

Wptown
hasv to

*2.300;

World

week,

,

,

(M-G). Grand $11,000,
"Casablanca" (UA), big

—

;;

50-55)

(l.loO;

"Green Years"

(Par-Stefltes) (350:

)

:

—

;

—

$5,000.

(M-G).

50-90)—

,

:

i

.

.

i

'

(

;

.

(Par)

.

.

.

>

;

—

)

I

'

«.i.T'''*I',
11,1.
iiii^

Cleopatra" (UA) (4lh
surprisingly well
canto being neat $2,000.

^"'^
,

final

;

,

—

—

.

:

50-70)—-"Three

Wed" (M-G). Huge

$4500''''^^
•

—

-

I

:

week.

J^KO-P-in

End

a ler

—

.

—

2

:

at

*21.nno first

.

'

^•iH week, good $2,800.
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Mary

Anderson Slated

Plays Abroad

For Quebec Bi-Lingual

Lack of Talent Slows Up Argentina

Montreal, Sept.

New Studios Being Mulled

10.

lliil

Mary Anderson ha.s, been pactcil
for the femme lead in Quebec Pro-

Hod

llie lifJUM* of
London, Sept.

l»r

l-iniil.pny':iiii'l

Fools
11, ill

vr"-

London, Siipt.
* iiiuiH',,.,

r.iimii

(nitt:iii><l

.t

In

UiiNii

4.

W'U-e

i;miiM-i

3.

,

:i.i,i,,

rvioi'
pruiriU'livin oi liOVV CltmOlly
Ihn,,,
liy
ductions Ino:, fliclter, "Tlie Strong.l.uni K.
Kiimplh .Uiirai!. lll'l'PC.lf il by llirl.,i)il Hud.
Al
hold," according to Paul ;l-.'AnKlaiS l)liv...t.>il liy i.OSli«' .\vl"-lHM.iSl''(Ht.ui-n) theatre, /IjOiHliiji. /
\i
LiMuloil.
....... ......
.-;(;!> iu,s ,l.ilni3
rniiv,
..,.Y\(Ml"i' OWI'II
prexy. She'll.play'.with lleliiuil Dim^
•
.BueriGS Aires, Aug. 27.
,,lc).\,:,.
l.''(iiti
.^liKcl.-i.
ItiHlimn.\vi.lr>'\v
outfit's
tiic
/in
Ai)!i-«a..i..,
tine ancl Paiil, tlikas
..li-i-'H-ii
.\lill|.-i'IU.
.-i|n.Mi-.>
...,Mii'liiirt r,in'.;h
Scarcity; o£ strong talent for fllm.<
(Spnml.
is
first production.
.Mr-,.
Cinlt . „,
S. Produces 3-Reel
.; .Sm.n-i /l.iiul^^i
nilriiMu.sir -VViniam Altrc-s
because oJ trelc by Argentine, play..il.cn-k >'i,if
.MiOmin l''oi wiiiid ,1a.'.
... .
Flicker will be bilingual, shot .tohiiny.
felt
('liiirli'.s. .
;,„.,....:.
ltll.'il.l .I'lmnii.'.ii'i,„
Sliort of Philippines
crs to Mexico s'l egdy is being
.,,11. II,: h;','Im:i'
lingoes. llw>rB« Uum-nn,;
both
in
simultaneously
,;lii.-''t!i>lutn'
.|l|.Ml.i ,(',llhhill
.Mrs, M'miUi'tt'KeMnitiirifm
.......
.Timmy,
in local prociui;iiori. At the same
-Manila, Aug. 27.
thesp,
.V
Hri:iiiu-;i
.U.
1,116
,M;u-,Kni 'JliilH^l\; j'.ull.
Henri Letondal, w.k. local
Miiiiy. ,.
time, Argentine procluction activity
.fl'iii-ililtWPhilippines shortly will have its will have
both
..>.-.
/.
..
i'lmily
a 'suptfOrting part in.
Miu,ii'ti"-s,
:.4,:
-vvbich has been Jiijiited to. Buenos ha.me. exploited in 52 couhtries oyer
riiiu'los. ........
Kenrieth Horne tradeis a nice in?
l'''iirt>'ii
English and Frenfch versions, and ili'Hftry Wnn-.-Wi-iKlU
IliiKii
Aires and surrounding area has the world, Jcihu Connally,:.of .U. S.
cracked wedding,,: beils, n-iostly.^
ill
hi:,|i«'tol' Knylti, .......
he'll also do the English scenaroing
-iiiili
Itiheci to laughs. A.ccep't the' fact,tha-t-:
started to expand into nearby prov- State
Department's film division,
from the original French, '.'La For- liichiii-a. .,. .... ..... .. ,.:.:i<(iii«-i.; J)mml
a modern bi'ide is scared "to irian-.vinces:: tick of suitable players sty- has completed a three-reel docuplayers haven't been
because of her long-lo.st father's
mied work on one big-coin produc- mentary picture of Philippine in- tresse." Other
Frederick Lonsdalc'.s new comedy pa.st,. and one can enjoy this welltion here. "I'll Never Say Goodbye," dustry,
re- listed.
Euerrilla<!
agriculture,
murder can-ied out made farce with a blush or two.
Flicker is set to roll shortly at is, .a fashionable
which was schecluled to 'start rolling, enacting wartime exploits, Manila's
and
wIu.sU.y
wit.
of
maximum
Much is due to Ricliard Bird's dinearby St. Hyacinthe, where the with a
last week.
ruins and other items of interest.
good manner?. It is a thriller in Ijie rection, which rushes in to disenLucls Demare finally Film.<; will be shown in .theRe.52 difr company has taken over the army best Lonsdale manner. :,poli.shed lil^e tangle the fools and squeeites every
Director
signatured Ores'.es Caviglia for a ferent countries as part o£ State. De- barracks.
a topper and strewri \k\W\ epigram.^:, linci,' /
/
'V /
tlieustrong ciiaracter, role which was un- partment's program of cultural exIt is long since tho SI. ,r.ames
Pam, the .youne bride, is dolled
tre has had a success of this kmd.
-filled until' the Iftst. ininute., AAA, change.
up in satin and tears for tiic weddnig
strid- .when her divorced .father, /^'hoin
which is making the film, has hired,
Fir.st act is taut and exciting,
Connolly's position in newsreel
ing into blackmail when Sir Willian-i she has hot seen for: l(v years, oiills
a local studio, with Angel Magana photography is unique. He is said
the house. -As Pam'a inothcr is bh
Autrey's rat-lilce son Gerard, :quis- atand Zully Moreno co-starred.
to know as many of the world's
-u.
=_„
IN
"
ling of the family, is refused a $4,000 tiie point of marrying anain, dad's
CADEG has been able to resume leaditig persbnagesi past., and presloan by his father. He blasts a cou- arrival is a sensation. The houseRome, Aug. ,20.
Work on its film ''Lauracha," with ent, as any veteran roving correturn.s keener trails /before hira the dirtiest
to .get it;
Univei-salia,.- a big picture, cbm- ple of reputations
Amelia Bence in. the lead. Picture spondeiit, if not more. As Pathe
know,s
he
whom
collection
of
irifldelities;
Imagiiiable.
on his sister-in-law,;
had. been stymied almost two years Ne-iVS managing editor, Connolly has pany, has been formed here with,
has been conducting a love all'air Mother,, with a, ijew beau,; d(.)t>-<i,i't
because Miss Benne had to fulfill con- covered
important an important program of produc- with Geoffrey "Wainwright, an Amer- care. Pam concludes her young
every
al>out
tracts made witir Argentina Sono event for the last three decades, libn..'
ican officer, while her husband was bridegroom is bound to go the way
Among the films scheduled for at war The girl assumes innocerice of her wicked pa.
Film. First a raw- filrti shortage: had. both for film companies and the U.
production in the near future-- are but Gerard has possession Of the
So the wedding is off, IJul a,s with
delayed work, and by the time this S. Government.
"Daniele Cortis," to be directed by love letters. 'When, having eoiiipcllcd any farce, everything is adjusted via
trQuble 'had been overcome, the Sono
Mario Soldati; "Fabiola," based on Wainwright to pay $4,000 for them, a fake seduction scene and a bit' of
pict came in to stall start of work.
the famous 'Wiseman novel and to he reveals that there ate more for rough stuff by the bridegrbomi.
AAA is planning a production
the AmeriPlay is probably too thin for films,
which, will co-star Mirtha Legrand
be directed by Alessandro Blasetti; sale at the same price,
madness, sock.s him but ranks as good nonsense with a
and Francisco Petrone. Nini Marand "Destinies^'' to be produced in can, driven to drawing-; room, and lavish dose of witty lines. Acting/ is
all, round the
shall's theatre work 'is delaying start
cooperation with a French company.
leaves a dead man on the floor. better than the theme, Glynis Johns
Copenhagen, Aug. 27.
Sono Film's new
Argentina
of
Company also: plans a series of Fault of the nlay here is that the ex -Korda star from "P e r fee t
Danish film industry is booming documentaries.
picture.
audience is not sure he is dead. If Strangers") being admirably cast as
.-.With "Jealousy'' completed, Mario vvith Asa Films' new hit, "The Red
So, we expect Hugh McDermott, in the weeping bride. Derek Farr is
Soffici is set to start his biggest ef- Meadows," based on the Danish rethe role, to register a bit more a good tame bridegroom; Bernard
This sistance movement, furnishing most
Lee, the^ unwanted husband, and;
pained surprise than he does.
fort to date, "Martin Fierro"
Joyce Barbour the flirty wife.
concerns the leger4ary. Gaucho char- of the impetus. Picture, already a
Ebet.
'Good'
acter created by the Afgentine poet, success in Scandinavian countries as
Continued from' pa|;«
Rafael Hernandez.
well as Holland and France, stars
Readers of the New York
IIchiIs
Times are speculating on a
The real excitement here was news Paul Reichardt. Latter was in Holly- Korda to reimburse Lawrence for all
puzzling report of the opening in
London, Sept. 6.
that Liberlad Lamarque had been wood this summer to dub the Danish travel expenses for himself, as well
Ooimiany oif Pour production (iii :t.veiK-llLLondon of Frederick Lonsdale's
signatured by Mexican studios to version of Disney's "Pinochio."
as his wife and son whenever they
lion with Arts Council) of. iila.v \n ilirce
latest play, "But for the Grace
make a .picture with Jorge Negrete.
Incidentally, the first full length accompanied him; for all reasonable
m'ia by Jeart Cocteuu; iulauled by Koimld
of God," which was carried in
Duncan: directed by Murniy MifcUoT.nltl.
Negrete is .due here to make a pic- Danish color cartoon, "The Tinder and
necessary out-of-pocket
exthe Sept, 5 issue of the N, Y.
Haninier.sniitli. l.tindon.
.'Vt T.yrlc; theatre,
ture first.
Box>" based on Hans Andersen's penses while outside the U. S., and
Sept,
4.
..liU
K-imiMid
Hilllh de Berg
...;
daily and datelined
Jtinii'.''
.VtcKi-chnte;
nuke of "WiUensteln
Although until, now Argentine pro- fairy tale, is now in its fifth month for all living- expenses, including
Headlined "London Critics Cool
Kilf'cn lU'rli*
Tlie Qu.cen, ......
those of liis \yife and son whenever
duction activity hail been limited to in Copenhagen.
to Play by Lonsdale," the LonI>nnala
., faint's
;si;miM]as.
.......*;.;.,
don reviewer for the Times
they were with him, except when
Trier INn-lPr
Buenos Aires and nearby area, Andes
'rony
......
i-.
.
al,.,;,.;.;. Noel
-Williuaii
went on to describe how
;uanm li'oehn.
.,.
they were in the U. S.
Filmadora plans to start its first pichalo Pix
in N. Y.
most unanimously London theature in. the wine-growing Mendoza
Lawrence, it was agreed, was to
production
Highbrow
of great inFrederick
found
that
tre
critics
Commendatore Ferrucio Caramelli,
province. "Heigtilf of Chivalry," its
terest to anyone who can underLonsdale's 'But for the Grace of
chairman o£ board of Artisti Asso- "operate, primarily" ;!« England, but
first production, al.vo will take in the
stand it, but no cinch for Ihe bo.x.the pact states,, ^'It is understood that
God,' whieh opened last night
ciati, Italian distributing agency for
Vvintei- sports district of Bariloche in
iit;
office.. Pull of the production
at the St. James theatre, be-*
primarily your services will consist
the discovery of a: new star. Eileen
the far South because of. skiing United; Artists' product, arrived in ,6f negotiating on behalf of the im^
longed to a bygone. day,"
New
York
last
week
for huddles
llerlie,
from Glasgow, Srotlanri,
Prom. the review, only two nosequence in. flini.
dersigned with production compan-with
UA
execs
h.p..
on releases for
who.se merits place her overnight in
tices
could
possibly
be deAnother Ipeal. studio has /been pries abroad in an effort to obtain disthe' coming season. .:'
the
actiiesses
termined
being
di.sparaging,
top
flight
dramatic
as
of
gitnized in .Ghivilcoy disti:^^^^^^^^^^ to be
in this country. First. night was a
Comm. Caramelli served at the tribution rights in cohneotion with- -those of the Daily Mail's, Lionel
known as Oeste Films. Thif is in the
foreign-made films'for .U. S. and, if
rare tribute to a newcomer in a
Bale and George Bi.shop of the
Raris peace conference during the.
wciitern part of the couhtryi
possibie, all- of North and South
Daily- Telegraph.
The Times,
tough role.
past few weeks as financial adviser
America."
He was also to guide,
News Chronicle.- Daily Express
Miss Herlie, who is 27, plays the
to the Italian premier, Alcide de
and Daily Herald none of which
queen whose husband was a.ss.sa.ssiGasperi.
He is an Italian indus- production to make sure films would
was quoted -were definitely fanated On her -wedding day. A revoPlanning
be acceptable'in the Americiia marBelnium
trialist as well as film exec.
vorable, which would certainly
lutionary poet, exactly like the dead
ket.
belie the generally unfavorable
kihg in appearance, forces' his way
Among angles, of the contract w,is
Pix Festival in Fall
attitude taken by the criticsi :as
into. the castle to murder her. After
a clause that La\yrence "can have
suggested in the N. Y. Times noMex. Nitery Reopens
much political plotting, flights of
Paris, .Aug. 27.
vacations during mutually accepts
tice.
poetry, lightning and thunder, the
The cinema festival idea is catchMexico City, Sept. 3.
able periods to return to the U, S.
Even the "unfavorable''; notice
(tueen falls in love with the inlruder.
ing on. The Canne,? festival opened
General boom for local niteries for purpose of visiting your family
of the Mail had something good
By this time he has poisoned himAug. 20 and lasts until Oct. 10. To has inspired the reopening of the and friends and
to say about it when it described
shall not during
self but stabs hei: to death as he
avoid offending anybody, the former Grillon, class-spot that flourished such periods
"Grace" as having ",
the apof time be required to
dies.
peal arid -period-piece pleasantry
Venice system of giving a first prize when the boom first started but lost perform services for
Verbosity and suicidal gloom canus."
On termof an old-fashioned dress,
has been changed so that many out to; plages closer to the down- ination of the contract,
,
not detract from the superb acting
Korda had
and something of the same reprices will be awarded.
of Miss Herlie. She has remarkable
town belt.
the .right to match any other comfreshing sense of style."
range of expre-ssion from metallic
But now that there is real night pany's oifer for LfHvrence's services,
Before the Cannes Festival ends,
.gaiety,
to -withering cynici.sm. This
the Italian festival opens in Venice. life, Grillon management figured it but Lawrence didn't have to accept
From this point, which round.s off actress, who already has proved
But instead of the Lido, it will be could catch on. Present floor show Korda's bid and could take a job
herself in three or four arty prois
all Mexican.
a brilliant first act, play proceeds
But class foreign with a competing firm.
at the Felice.
ductions at the Lyric, now appears
to
the
investigation
by
Inspector
The Swiss also are opening a film performers soon will be seen. Jorge
as an established star. Plav in for
20c Per $4 Share
Hayle, whose manners are
the a
Argentinian pic actor, is
festival this month in Locarno. And Reyes,
short season sponsored by Arts
Under another, contract, which characteristically top-hat, but in
whose
now the Belgians are talking about m.c.
Ebef.
was cause for Lawrence's second tongue is sharp, J. H, Roberts domi- Council of Gt. Britain.
one in Brussels.
suit, he had the right to purchase on
nates this act by his indestructible
April 1, 1946, stock in Korda's Lon- calm and his own natural poli.sh.
don/ Film Productions, Ltd., to the Tire family rallies round its victim,
Aussies Get 'Wind' Again
face value of £6,666. Shares were the husband is brought to- forgiveness by his seductive wife, and such
'
Sydney, Aug. 27.
selling at a par of £1 and Lawrence
IS the .skill of the Lonsdale dialog,
S5S Continued trom page l es:
•Metro looks for nice biz here' at
had the privilege of purchasing them one
Continued from pag« 4
scarcely notices how
extriace St. James with "Gone With The
at one shilling '(20c).
He claims he cates the murderer from he
In association
with Hart's
the gal- play
budgeteers
are
still in the: converWind" on Teviv<;i run.
tendered payment for the stock July lows. It was not a murder,
says the brother, Bernard, at the Music Box:
sational
stage;
and
will
z-emain
tentaFilm comes in at pop prices on
20, but Korda has refused to deUver
inspector, it was an accident. Play
Down payment of $250^000 against,
three-a-day, meaning that Metro will tive until the Government- decree it to him. He asks the court to make ends with husband dragging the a ceiling of
ceiling to
the
$500,000,
becomes
final
and
semi-permanent
a
drop one session daily at this house:.
naughty wife into the bedroom, a be arrived at by payment, after live
the producer turn over the shares.
policy can be laid down. The curUnder the pact, Lawrence had nice touch perfectly in keeping with show has run 12 weeks in New
rent MOflo^ sales contracts contain
tlie play's high comedy manners.
the privilege of buying, at the same
York, of either $5,000 weekly or l.")'*
Tokyo's Rebuilt
Actmg
the usual proviso for cancellation in
IS well up to the style of
In addition thereto.
First postwar, year has seen the case the court decides that films sold discount on Nov. 1, 1946, stock with the play. A. E. Matthews contributes of the gross.
construction or reconstruction of 32 in group.s oh the one-or-all basis are par value of £10,000 and on Nov. a wickedly charming .study of a Hart is to get a percentage of the
1947, shares at par £13,33,3.
1,
No -slippered old gentleman yearning gross (not net) receipts of the film
theatres in Tokyo to partially re- in
violation
of
block
booking
mention of these additional options 1°,^ the gallantries of his youth. version,
be
to
..plac6' the., 200 houses destroyed by
this
percentage
clauses.
Concerning
this
sales
Mary Merrall is his wisely-witty worked out in later negotiation.
is made in the suit, however,
American incendjary bombing dur- method Morey contended,
"This is
Korda, has until.,, Friday (13) to wife, Hugh McDermott's American
ing the -war, accoirding to a report the only: Way a company
Since none of the companies has
such- as
answer the charges.- HiS/ defense IS an admirably drawn Study naive even seen as much of the script as
received in New York this week ours,
with a /large number of, .filmis will
but not without :<lepth.
>/
be that Lawrence abrogated the
from its Japanese office by the Mo- to
inmarket,, caii oper^l^^-ithout inOutstanding in the cast of' all- Hart has finished, there wa.s iio
clause in the emplbyment contract
tion
Picture
Export Association. sulJevable ret):
rounders Js the quisling of Michael terest in Hyman's offer until Zan-/
tape andVxorbitant that
guaranteed; he woiild. w6rk;/ex- Cough's
/There were 280 hous'es in 1941,
Gerard^ a study that is al- uck's.
sale,'! overhead."ciusivciy for him. ;/
Gf the 32 theatres-made /additionsoii <)f
ways
Play
is
1.2ryear-ok)
about
the
firipping
and
Morey, wlio was elected a member
full of poi.son;
"Defendant in the fir.'<t,;suit,; along while Yvonne 0»ren's-/wife,
ally available, 13 are entirely new
the most divorced parents and is serious emoof the Mono board- at the last meetwith Korda, is London Film Produc- difficult -Dart In the play,
and the: rest have been rebuilt:
present.s tional drama.
ing to fill vacancy created by Trera
tions, Inc., his American: company. a new actress -of -unusual looks
Small piece of;-"Happy Birthday,"
and
Carr's death, .supported tlie feeling
His coun.sel is Schwartz & Frohlich. competence,
believed to be, about $10,000, has
Civilians Get Paris House
expressed by One industry topper
"Bijt For the Grace of God" will
Representing Lawrence is Isidor J.
been sold to -20th-Fox by Rich.nrd
Paris, Aug; 27.
who said, You can get as many le- Kresel.
certainly rate as a smash hit both
Rodgers
and Oscar Hammerstein 2d,
The Marignan theatre on the gal opinlons.,on operation undet the
here and in America, with correproducers of the forthcoming Helen
sponding appealfor films.
CiTamps Elysces is returning to court decision as you can get lawEbet.
,Hayes starrer.
Deal is strictly »n
civilian management.
It had been yers to answer the question,"
Dublin's Oldest Cinema Sold
He
investment,
with no strings attached
operated as a troop theater since the said that -most of the film companies
Dallas, Sept. 3.
KEATON'S MEX. 'BLUEBEARD' on film rights. Paramount al.so
liberation of Paris.
are afraid to take decisive steps in
Dublin's oldest picture theatre, the
Mexico
wanted
was refused, JJfcH
City,
in,
but
Sept.
8.
Now Western Base Headquarters any direction for fear of having the 233-seater Astor, has been sold
by
Buster Keaton started his long- doling out the small piece to 20th
relinquishing it, and will switch D. of; J. discover some unintended McNally
,,isi
Cinemas, Ltd., to a cafe heralded first
pic in Mexico, "The only on the basis of the company's
showing .pictures for troops to the ,la\ii violalian/ and negate .several proprietor for
a reported $200,000. Modern Bluebeard," last
them in financAug.
past
association
-with
29.
Studio Eloile, near Arch de Tri- montlis' business in a subsequent- ac- The
film house, rebuilt a few years Alejandro
Salkind i.i producing and ing of "Annie Get "^our Gun" «>'«
•mphe.
tion.
ago, will be converted to an eatery. Virginia
Serret is the femme lead.
"Carousel."
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INTERNATIOBTAL

If

NIX DUBLIN THEATRE FLAN

O'Brien

Employees

Brit. Theatrical

Dublin, Sept.

3.

Gity Coimcillors, on the advice of
technicians, have refused to
convert the Round Room, main auditorium of the city's Mansion House,
into a theatre.

Indies StiD Floiiridh in France,

their

AFL Confab

Sec, to Attend Cbi
London, Sep.

10.

T<}m O'Brien, Member of Parliathe
jfl'eiit and Beneral secretary of
National Assn. of Theatrical Employees, sails for America Sept. 14
to "reiJresent British trade unionists

t'

Jack Warner to Get
High Mex Aztec Medal
Mexico

City> Sept.

3.

Mexico's highest decoration for
civilians, tha Aztec Eagle Medal, is
convention of the American
to be bestowed upon Jack Warner
Federation of Labor, next month. As when he comes here soon to superworkers,
he
hopes
head of 9,000,000
intend production of a film with
to establish an international alliance Mexican theme and background.
of trade unionists concerned with
Only three other Hollywood exthe entertainment industry through- ecutives have received this medal.
out the world.
He intends to confer with President Truman and to discuss world
with
development
union
trade
American trade union leaders. At
S.
the special request of his National
O'Brien
will
Council,
Executive
study trade union practices in the
entertainment industry of America,
and will meet leaders of the InterThe Hague, Sept. 3.
national. Alliance of Theatrical and
Deliberations between 0. Si MoStage Employees, besides leaders in
the film industry. In order to make tion Picture Export Assn, and the
the trip, he had to cancel an invi- Netherlands Bioscoop Bond probtation to visit the Prague Film Fes- ably will result in an agreement
The conflict dates back more
tival as guest of the Czecho-Slovak soon.
than a year, and since then no new
Government.
as

Trade Union Congress delegate

to

tlie

Dutch Film

U.

Pact Nearly Set

•

Up

Production

Italo

Albeit Quality Lags;

8 Nearly Completed
Rome, Aug.

27.

workijig
are
overtime, currently, but the pictures
likely will suffer in quality because
Some of
of this mass, prodviction.
the most important Italian films done
In
since the war were completed.
the cutting sl-age or near completion
are these, pictures: ;
"The Bandit," a Lux-De Laurentis
production, starring Anna ("Open
City") Magnani, Amedeo Nazzari,
Carlo Campanini and Carla del
Italian

producers

PoKgio.
"Smile,
Film.'i

Your Majesty," a joint Les
Pathe-Dova Film production,

Junie
starring Germaua Faolieri,
Astor, Tito Gobbs and Mino Doro.
"Pal.sa,'' an O.F.I production, starring Aldo Fabrizi, Maria Michi, Har'

Principal objections came from
Fire Chief J. J. Comerford.
Also
pointed out the diifioiilty of providing dressing rooms.

life and Death' Chosen
1st Royal

Pic

London, Sept.

10.

First Royal Command film perMetro's
Empire,
.formance
at
Leicester Square; Nov. 1, will see
unspooling of "A Matter of Life and
Death": (released in America as
Michael
"Stairway to Heaven").
Powell-Emeric Pressburger production, stars David Niven, Raymond
Massey and Kim Hunter,

VELOmANDA SOCK

ON HONOLULU DATE
Honolulu, Sept.

DUTCH APATHETIC
OVER OLD
PRODUCT

10.

this house.;

during recent months. Laurel and
ilardy comedies, pictures featuring

get this theatre for concertos, legitimate, films and public meetings.

"Better Late," Garrick.
"Ballet Theatre," Covent Garden.

"Clutterbuck,"

Korda's London House
To Show Foreign Films

"Crime & Punishment,'^ New.
"Dear Murderer," Aldwych.

London, Sept. 10.
Alexander Korda, who recently
comedies with Joe Brown in the load, purchased the lease of the Rialto
were main attractions at many film theatre, will use a foreign pic-

"Fifty-Fifty,"

.

George Formby

of

England,

and

houses. In the Hague alone; 10,000,^
COO guilders was spent for entertainment in 1945, and bulhs Of this went
for picture shows-

:

,

and produced by

Boosts Irish Pix Making
Dublin, Sept. 3.
Gaelic
powerful
League,
Irish-language organization, is demanding that any money spent by
the Irish government on film production should lie for Irish language

The

Parne.
This

..

ique,"

for foreign films. The other three
are Academy, Curzon and Studio
,

One,

pictures.

So far the government
has paid onljv for two films, ones to
help wheat-gfDWing and the other
a historical tribute to

Thomas Davis.
Trade reaction here is against
League's demand as it would limit
the appeal of any film produced
smce the language is little used in
a greater part
of the country and

we sound would have

"

sales outside Ireland

NETS FOR PARIS CIRCUS ACTS
Paris, Sept. 30.

rope and other
use safety nets.
This was provided by a 1927 law.
The police cracked down and are
now enforcing the law following several accidents, latest being the f^tal
at
the
fall
of Charlie Clarens
Trapeze,

aerial acts

be dubbed
were sought. Gaumont

to

^:

•

tight

now must

:

4f>alace.

,

Production
facilities
also
are
widely scattered. Out of the 23 pic-

Protests

NEW

BASIS OF

St.

Martins.

"Sweetest and Lowest," Ambass.
"The Other Side," Comedy.
"Under the Counter," Phoenix.
"While Sun Shines," Globe.
"Windermere's Fan," Haymarket.
"Wlnslow Boy," Lyric.
"Worm's View. " Whitchaa

at

the

St.

studios in Joinville. Two are being
made at the Photosonor studio;
Except five pictures now shooting
on location, all the others are in
studios housing only one each.

Postwar Danish

1st

Legit Season Booming;
'Father'

Due

in

Soon

Copenhagen, Aug.

27;

First post-war Danish legit season
looks better than the best pre-war
years despite a theatre shortage
which is delaying the entry of
'Life With Father."
The American hit originally due to preem at
the Folketeatret, will star Danish
top players, Henrik Bentzon and
Else Skoubo.

—

.

Theatre

from

shortage

fact "Arsenic

PHILIPPINE FILM
Manila, Aug. 27.
,

French adaptation of "Antigone"
opened at the AUescenen to mixed
notices and a limited stay is likely;
Operetta season got off to a slow
start at the Norrebro with Jules
Sylvain's Swedish operetta, "Zorina."
Strauss' "De Fledermaus" is next on

Bayonet wound from a Jap solsuftered' by actress Corazon the
Noble forms the story basis for Miss
dier

current film,
"Maynila,"
production.
Lorenzo P.

Noble's

now

in

wrote

Tuells

the

and

script

also

directs.

On

completion of the film, actress
will plane to Tokyo where she'll
appear as a witness for the prose^
cution in the current war crimes
trial.
She also was a star witness
against the late Gen. Yamashita.

Sydney

Crix,

Feud Over Arty Pix
Sydney, Aug.

27.

Aussie showmen and film critics
are feuding currently, mainly because the new reviewers on some
publications have been going arty
and lauding only the type of film
that doesn't mean a thing at the
boxofilce.
for example, several
critics
went overboard in giving
rave notices to a Russian picture
which preemed at Sydney UniverThis particular film likely
sity.
won't get a single date in a major
city

first-run

houses.

and

in

few

slced- at this

house.

DENMARK DEAL ON
U. S. FILMS LOOMS
Washington, Sept. 10.
•An early cleanup of the situation
affecting film exports to Denmark }s
predicted by State Department cirDeal, which will once
cles here.

more open up the Danish market,
will be satisfactory from U. S. point
of view, according to government
spokesmen. Up to now, Danes have

Exhibs

refused to admit American pix, saying they couldn't afford to let dollar
exchange leave the country for that
Fay Allport, of; Motion
purpose.
Picture Assn., is currently in Copenhagen working on the matter.

Under deal being developed, there
will be no limit j)n the number of
films whicH'would be admitted
into Denmark; and there will be
some prompt dollar remittance on
the rentals. Pre-war deal with Denmark limited our pix rentals to 30%
of gross. Effort is being made to

Yank

permit higher percentage.

nabe

..

Feud became

so

bitter

in

Mel-

Seek Scientific Films
For 9th Paris Congress

"Soldier's Wife," Duchess.
"Song of Norway," Palace.
"Sweetheart Mine," Vic Palace.

made

not doing as well as expected.

AHACK

JAP

"Honeymoon," York's.
"Message for IVjrgaret," Westmin.
"No Boom at Inn," Winter Garden.
"Perchance to Dream," Hipp.
"Pickup Girl," Wales..

"Shop Sly Corner,"

are

three

Maurice studios or the Paramountbuilt studio near Paris.
Two are
being produced in the former Natan

stems mainly
and Old Lace,"
now at the Folketeatret, is drawing
such heavy coin that management
doesn't want to make way forLindsay - Crouse play,
"Father."
however, may soon bow at Thorvald
itations constitute a violation of the Larsen's New theatre where Noel
Byrnes-Blum pact and want some- Coward's "Blithe Spirit," with Northing done about it.
wegian film star, Sonja Wigert, is

bourne that a Greater Union circuit
house manager barred a critic from
his theatre because the reviewer had
been lambasting all U. S. pictures he
showed.

"Poltergeist," Vaudeville.
"Portrait in Black," Piccadilly,

necessary to be

is

able to produce, there are enough
issued to allow considerable produc-.

,

'^Guinea Pig," Criterion.
"Here eome the BOys," Saville.
"High Time," Palladium.

"Gang Show," Stoll.
"Grand Natiottal Niffht," Apollo.

Marcel

will be followed by "Panproduced by Julian Duvivier.
With the Rialton opening. West
End will have four houses catering

Strand.

"First Gentleman," Savoy.
"Follow the Girls," Majesty's.
"Fools Rush In," Fortune.
"Grace of God," St. James.

ture policy there, mostly French,
product.
House opens under his
management Oct. 11 with "Les Enlants du Paradis," written by Jean
Prlvert,

Wyndham,

Although a license

tures,

MPA

.

;

:

couple of fairly recent French ones.
Difficulty is that there, are too many
extremely old films now playing,
Despite this dearth of new prodvet, film theatres have been jammed

Frariken's "Soldier's
at Minerva

the next show

Walker will touf in this show after tion.
its Sydney run, Kathleen Robinson
There are now 23 pictures rolling.
and Roland Walton, operating the Of
these,
Pathe
Cinema
and
Minerva, announced that several top C. I. C. C. are producing two each.
U. S. and British shows and stars The other 19 films are being made
are now being set for legit runs at under 19 different banners.

.

•

Rose

in-

theatre.

French Pix Rules

Veloz and Yolanda closed their
White and Canada Lee.
Honolulu concert engagement at
"The Padua Tyrant," produced by
McKinley Auditorium with better
Scalera, and starring Clara Calamai,
tural value.
Elsa de Giorgi, Carlo Lombardi and
than $24,000 in the till for five per'~
When the agreement will be ojfi- formances. Date was their first in
Nino Pavese.
"The Dream Knight," produced by cially okayed is not known but in- Hawaii since Pearl Harbor, and biz
Scyta Film, and starring Ainedeo formed circles claim there is no was sock.
Nazzari,, Mariella Lotti, Tito Schipa chance, of failure. There will be 53
On the bill with the dance duo
MPEA pictures in stock for direct
and Dina Sassoli.
were accordionist Jerry Shelton,
"My 'Son the Professor," a Lux pro- showing and for the season 1946-47, impressionist Elizabeth Talbot Marduction, starring Aldo Fabrizi, Gior- this total will be boosted to aboyt
The Dutch government has tin, singer Jean Nelson* , and duogo De liullo, Mario Pisu and Mario 100.
laid out 8,000,000 guilders for the pianists Bob Garretson arid D. NelSoldati.
son Prindle. Trip both ways was
"Eugenie Grandet," Excelsa pro- import of foreign pictures. Nearly
made via Clipper.
duction, starring Alida Valli, Gual- 60% of this sum has been spent for
tiero Tumiati, Giorgio De Lullo and American films.
Two Mex Actresses Score
Pina GoUini.
An interesting point in: all negotiaMexico City, Sept. 8.
"Goodbye, Beautiful Naples," Ideal tions was and' is the public auction
Film production, starring Fosco of the two UFA theatres in RotterMexico's two top dramatic acHighest ten- tresses, Virginia Fabregas, 65-yearGiaechetti, Vera Carmi, Clelia Ma- dam and The Hague.
tania and Paolo Stoppa.
derer is the Rotterdamsche Bank old trouper, and Maria Tereza Mon(one of the capital Dutch banking toya are scoring the season's biggest
firms) which is acting for a Dutch- legit theatre hit in "Mirra Efros"
American combination. It's taken at the Teatro Fabregas. It's a combo
for granted that the Asta theatre in company, merger of the two acThe Hague will be sold to this tresses' units.
PIX
^
V
combo. A second big show-window
Amsterdam, Aug. 27.
in The Hague will soon follow.
As
The butch public is showing little for the Rotterdam UFA theatre
enthusiasm for the screen product (Luxor) it may be expected that
Shows
London
Current
now on release in this country; aside the
municipality of Rotterdam will
London, Sept. 10.
from a few Briti.sh pictures and smc
riet

star

.

:

27.

Kven if not using collapsible cor*,
porations for tax reduction purposes,
the French producers currently are
turning away from merged companies to operate independently.

Sydney, Aug. 27.
Terry Walker, who was here some Before World War II, few companies
time ago in Claudia," has been still could be considered as local
signed by Whitenall Productions ds majors. This now is practically out.

Final choice rested between two
Arthur Rank pictures, "A Matter of
Life and Death," "Magic Bow,"
story of Paganini with Stewart
Granger and Phyllis Calvert (Yehudi
Menuhin playing violin score) and
Metro's "The Green Years." Claim
Washington, Sept. 10.
"Green Years" was thought
of
State Department is expected to
American films have been shown in strong because of nature of A. J. take early action on the protest of
Holland. In June new negotiations Cronin's story, an English director Motion Picture Assn. against the rewere begun and were continued in (Victor Saville) and presence of cent French regulations affecting the
For the MPEA, Francis many British artists in the cast. But film export treaty with U, S. UnderAugust.
Harmon and Gerald Mayer took pride in home product practically stood complaint will be sent to our
part in the conferences, the NBB dictated choice of a British film.
embassy in Paris and request that
being represented by members of
Besides film, program will also in- the matter be taken up with the
committee.
The
managing
the
directed proper French officials.
American Embassy in the Nether- clude an hour's stage show,
Picture treaty was signed May 28
comprising EngVarnel,
Marcel
by
lands and the Dutch Ministry of
names, by Secretary of State James F.
Education, Arts and Sciences helped lish film, legit and vaudeville
with ..number of American stars Byrnes and Leon Blimi, who headed
in the successful negotiations.
especially brought over for the oc- a special French mission which got
Harmon and Mayer have returried casion.
a large loan.
On Aug. 23, the
to the U. S. with a prelim agreeFrench issued administrative reguThis is first occasion that film inment, which will be discussed in
lations together with new restricN. Y. by the MPEA on Sept. 15 and dustry has had such a performance, tions. Restrictions provide that:
in Holland by the NBB, on Sept. 16. although vaudeville has been- run1.
AH films must be shown withAccording to this provisional pact ning such a function annually for
Industry had intended to in six months of date of the conAmerican film companies, repre- years.
tracts.
(This is similar to what the
sented by the MPEA, will again join have its first Command in 1939, but
British did in Malaya.)
the NBB.
Consequently they will war put stop to it.
2.
A distributor cannot sell more
submit to conditions on film rentals
than six films to a single exhibitor
established by the Dutch governin a six months' period.
ment. The three principal ones are
MPA is contending that these limmaximum percentage of 32%, no

block-booking (only six films at a
time), and obligatory trade showing
of every picture. There is a chance
that the NBB and the government
can make exceptions on this 32Vi%
maximum for films, of special cul-

Aug.

Paris,

Terry Walker To Star
In 'Soldier's Wife'

Wife,"

For London Showing

:

'

Command

19 Pix Being Made by As Many Prods.

Nearly

ducers, either in 35m or 16m size.
This event was an annual featui-e
until the war started in 1939.
Motion Picture Assn. has asked
that Companies or individuals having such films notify the FrenchAmerican Bureau for Educational
Research on Fifth avenue.

AH Revamped

Manila, Aug. 27.
Reconstruction of Manila's pre-

war

M. Jean Painleve, organizer of the
Ninth Annual Congress of Scientific
Films to be held in Paris next
month, is seeking films of scientific
significance
from American pro-

Now

Manila Theatres

theatres

is

now

virtually

com-

plete with the recent reopening of

the Avenue,

attended

whose unveiling was
by President and Mrs.

Roxas of the Philippine Republic.
Of the, two Still to reopen, Capitol
theatre, on Manila's leading business
thoroughfare, is expected to be ready
soon, while Metropolitan was so

badly damaged during the war that
it's unlikely to be rebuilt;
In addition to revived pre-war
houses, t\*ft new theatres, the Illui
sion and Societ, have befih opened.

Former
tures.

will

show top

Filipino pic*

,:
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outgrossed 'Night ^and
throw his weight about as if he were
ttinhini^ the whole house Jiiitiselt
Sleep'

'Big

Managers Gripe

Circuit Theatre

Record $16,870,400 for 1945-1946

.;

"But this was by no 'means the:
astonishment I
whole story; To
presentiy di-'-'covered this checker
was being cheeked by a second

my

Registered by 27

-

:

At H.O. 'Regimentation'; More Ki

mean except
own. men by the

% Pix. Admish Hikes

who

By Hayden

to,

New

swear he -nowr

'

..

.:

gross

10.

$ie,87(),400

of

run theatres during the

'.\ys{^

194C-4fi sea-

son. Take was the highest ever hit
(pr deluxe operntion here.

;;

,:;

record

was registered by Los Angeles

.

!

Runs

First

Hollywood, Sept.

ol their

disirvist

dL^tribiltov
dawn,' prepared
ha-.dhired this second, checker'; FraiilUy 'puUed this linc of talk with a
And for folks ,W*ho.. to-sell independent. They all do it,
it made me .sick.
value: oil
and always have done it.
offices split us up: into: downtown <;io,v.t place such a high
Talbot
cpmniodity-old-fashioned
"I can understand the producer
and neighborhood categories, and that
atvother ,ang e of a really big picture feeliivg ,he
1: say it 3pla,in honesty-there s
.that xv-oi^d. seem to.be thftl.
Minneapolis,. Sept 10.
°
/
lias the right to demand something
be that ijdvisedly.J Sharp enough f"^:.^^'^" *
Like Napoleon's lust for cotiquost would seem: to
^of ^th.s dottle
extra out ot the .tiiibsequeivt riin
invention Perhaps, the day will- come when see. It's the futility
the
for
responsible
being
system. An>'body .with -hall houses, and: jiv nVy' owiV:,ca.';e I'nv,
boons man- the seats those big-shots occupy will checking
pi one of the greatest
easy it wouKl pi epared to pay more, for a picture
when, to pre^ be Mled with men from town^ like an eye can see. how
Jiind hag ever )^^^oi^^n—
be crooked,
senseles.<! regi.. be for both checker.s to
this, kind than for ordinary run-

Vs. Checkers,

LA.

'what could this pos-

checker.
sibly

;

.

Leading money theatre was the
Los Angeles, with |l,262„'i()(l. House
also occupied same spot for 1944^4,'!
even larger gross of
$],352,00p. Loew's State, also in .second place the. preceding .season,
But there's no need took place spot i,i 1945-46 with $1,It can be done on
This was under. 1944-4.V
205,200.

.

.

1

:

.

:

|

.

I

.

.

i

|

.

Canton—and

to
vent his armies ftort f reey/Wa:
marched
deatK .in. the: Alps as -they,
senilis made
to devastate .Italy, some
mayunriorwear—so,
of
suit
firSt
the
the motioa:
be, good may come, to
,

out

business

pirture
yclept

'

II,

spired this thought;

,

.

.

0;

.

.

>

i,s

,toraorro,w's big

'

:

;

.:

.

.

.

let, yojuth take a bow.
IntroduCihg Donald Maxwell, asWarners' Ohio
,of

.

:

.

not

tivittg

.

'

me

:

theatre circuits
the scene a free

is

*en on

to operate a house the way
they think it should be run. As
things are, when circuit executive^:
say a house must play a double-fea-::
-ture bill it plays a double-feature
bill. ;.They. do it although they know
phiy a single feature policy permits
pro°a quick enough turnover for a
itable week. Much more important,
they do it although they know pa-

hand

.

."'I'm:

sure
say

I

tinie ;;taler*

(Soilie.;

,;

aiiaek
riit

of

clirotiicle

thi.s

o.f

to be inierrnpied by
fads out of their

I:

of

So next

comes what
AI

in the batting, order is
vveteran: manager of: the
;

Orpheum. Akron:

,

be

in

,

.

;

changing your tactics to
the
If
changing conditions.

square deal— no, rriatter how much
offer in the way of a flat rental.
Ingrained suspicion is at the very
heart of the percentage racket. It is
ba.sed on the proposition exhibitors
are crooks.
My Contention is no
business can prosper permanently

a

big shots would allow the
the spot— in towns said big
shots probably never will see in the
whole course of their lives— to deal
With his situation in his own way,

we

man on

everybody Would betiefit. Surely it
.can't be good bu-siness to run a show

unless it rests on a. .foHndatioji of
3.% hoiirs When it means only three .mutual trust and confidence. In any
houses, a day, instead of four.
other bii.sine.ss. if a man is a crook,
1 disagree With
he'." out on his ear the minute he's
."Anptiier thinf.
qi-'"'found out. In any; other business you
those:
ed. I'n 'VARiETyi Who said their busi- proceed on the assumption the other
ness improved during strikes in fellow is on the level. Certainly you
their towns, I've had a look at our get trimmed how and again, but
books, and I can see how labor trou- never twice; by the same erook. Why
bles in Canton; definitely hurt our .shouldn't the' niotion picture busibusiness. It was all right for a short ness operate on the same asSum'p;,
: .
time, but; after the men had been -out libti?
several weeks ,our diminishing trade
''How .unwhplesorne percentages
No wise operatold its own story.
are-^ho.w suspicion breeds suspicioni
tor Welcomes a strike, even if tem-can be '.easily proved, Perhaps .1
porarily it does get him extra busi-.
i
the long run it's bad am qveriy idealistic. Perhaps the
In
ness.
things I learned in the army make
medicine.'';
\„:;' ;;,'me unduly optimistic about the
Partition practicality 6f runhini the picture
business on trustful lines. Btit I'd
like to hear, .somebody try tb jusfor Small
Is
Hear another youngster, a wide- tify one ijhase of the V percentage
eyed idealist also recently out of -"ystem which, so far as I know, has
array .uniform, W. Wolfarth, man- never: been, publicized,
,

.

,

N

,-

.

;

:

,

,

—

:

'

:

.

.

Nabe-Downtown

:

Towns

N.G.

.

.

ager of the Dueber theatre, Canton:
"This 999-seater, only four years
is properly rated a neighborhood
house, but I'd say a good one-half
ot its regular patronage consists of
people who live the other side of
downtown, After all, in a town the
size of Canton, I don't see the point

"I'll
never forget the first percentage picture we played after I
got out of the service. In came a
loud-voiced guy with a cigar stuck
in the corner of his mouth and an
air which obviously was ihtended to
impress me with. his toughness. It
didn't seem to occur to him some of
us young fellows had had a couple
ot years of being up against real
tough guys looking for a .split-second
chance to toss death in your face.

old,

of differentiating

i

between downtown

and neighborhood houses. Except
for the picture business subdividers,
everybody else considers Canton a
neighborly

meet

town

as often

where neighbors

downtown

as in their
like New

Anyhow,

it

developed

he

was

a

checker. This, I discovered, meant
he would clock in everybody who
paid to go in.
It also
meant he
over every day In the year by visit- would take the number of the first
ing firemen from far distant places, ticket sold, and the number of the
But the men who run this business la.'^t ticket .sold. More important, as
- their ew^yorl^kyscraperJ|^was^^
it meant
he'd

own

part of town.

It isn't,

York where Times Square

is

;

i

taken

;

,

N

if that idea of
operation.

Would

mine could-

.be. ptit

.thing,

hard to tell. Nobody knows what
This is an inis going to do.
dustrial area, and everything <lepends on what labor decides to do,

It's

'

labor

"As for exorbitant percentages. I
know operators who a few years
ago started with one house and now
operate 20 theatres. Would they be
if
they were losing'
doing; this,

'

i

money'.'. Is

;

,'
.

creases.

the ITO
treasurer

;

Circuit, with

i

want more

:

cost, of

snow

pictures, but not at the
quality.
What wc want is

black'.'"

Says Martin Smith, president of,,
of Ohio, and seerilaryof the Smith & Beidler

|

.

:

"Independent exhibitors certainly

But I've taken an oath
to.
be the last percentage pictures
ever play. Why should, a; sub-r.
sequent rilri hOu.se have to pay the
same percentage a first run house
pays with all its benefit of exclusivity and anything from 21 to 60 days'
protection? Anyhow, I flatly refuse
to do it.
Outside this exception, I
buy where I can. My business is of
a kind permitting me to make money
on a flat rental basis. I know the
type of picture my patrons like.
I. know
how much I can afford to
pay for them. I get 'em at a right

have

they'll
I

,

New York

.

,

sltimp.

it

grand

headquarters

m

'I'oledo:

'

it

"On the face of It, when a distributor demands we play his picture on .percentage terms it mearis
he do.esn't believe' we're .giving him

elasticity in

'

'

Sleeps'

>

Deals
one '.percentage; picture, but next more and better pictures. As tor ex- Product Milking Hurts
week I'm .playing four Paramount cessive milking ot pi'oduct by exAll Based on Suspicion pictures on percentage — because I tended runs,
is a widespread evil.
Subsequent-Run Houses

Canton, and- the Rank picture; ^^-asn't
allowed to alter that policy. :.
""you don't have to have been in
the army to know the value of

:

.

"With the increased cost of living
we've increased prices in all our
houses— With a minimum of protests
on the part of patrons. However. I.
no possibility of further in
.see

%

Claims Film

:.

meet

;

Day

Says Lero,v Kembis. gerierat n'lanager of Associated Theatres, operating 33 houses in Cleveland and
northern Ohio:

.

:

a

.

outgrossed 'Night and
former house record holder,
i„ ihe first two hours today, opening
day. I am confident we will hit a
new high this week with Ihis one. 1
believe the present happy siluatiou
wiir last; for two, three,, four- yeai'.s.;

-Big

;

.

"I've

:

,

the

;

'

with a second feature? But duals are
a set policy in the Loew. house in

when

"Incidentally,

•

tOw.n.

;

:

Polou,)iis,

our patrons
fewer and better

.speali: lor,

I'd like

.

,

been in the business 35
pictures. If We could 'have
sueees-; years and I don't; know anything
about it. All I know is we little
f ion of product, like 'Saratoga Trunk'
which packed 'em in a.s a .single fea- fellows .get our ears squeezed all the
last
.squeezed
'eni
iThey
time,
ture. I'm convinced everybody controns will line up^ at the boxol'fice cerned would be happier. As it is, I year, and they squeezed 'em 35
to sec a good single feature— where- think current pictures are of poorer
years ago, and tliey'ro doing it now.
as, they'll stay away enthusiastichlb- quality
than the prewar product. The only diflferehce,: is they've ,im-.:
when they hear the suppor'.ing film In spite of this, more and more sec- proved their, technique; Now., they
bf a double bill is a .stinkerpo. Can ^^jj
gj^^g are: being bracketed give an e.^tra twist ;>vhich htirts. a.
you imagine anything crazier tlian in' -the ..percentage category. And lot more than anything, they did
playing 'Caesar and Cleopatra' for here I come to rhy biggest gripe.
.
fornierly.
^ :./
126' minutes, and then kickin.a in
"For two years I have not played

when

law." $470,000 for 11 weeks in tlie
"The Bells of St.
Halls;
lyiary's." $442,400 for nine week.s at
Pantages and HiUstiect; and "Leave
Het to Heaven," $305,600 for five
weeks at the Chinese, Stale and Up-

Music

—

—

chronological

.order. 1

.

.

.

;

go to the movies would be adIf
could
that
week.
it
mitted
and properl.v adverbe done
I'd be there with a good,
tised
sized bet record grosses would be
piled up all over the place. And
irorn;; this I draw my own moral. 1
say the big shots are loo darn smug.
too well satisfied with things as
they are. It's great so long as; this
sellers'
market keeps up, but it
isn't going to be so good when the
bump comes.

not

t.s

swing; to
policy and

to

-

iahose

insertions

due
film

j

to which crooked
seemed to justify the double -checking system up to, the hilt. But the
coirtiriiiil}/

is

first-run

'

-nefarious tricks
exhibitors resort

the

straight

up

plays

naturally

,

$1,274,000 in 1944-45.

.

'it-h.s. countered
decree of effecVmeness

O;ia,spo?cen: [di^trib'uiot

Difference here

'

"Hollywood

slashing

this

compared with

each a

Cleveland,

in

dropping of stage shows in June.
attendance figures;to make it appear
as it most of America's 140;000.000
Top gross for any of the day-date
inhabitants spend most of their time combinations was rung up b,y the;;
in movie houses, but the truth is Chinese, State and Uptown with .V2,something very different. In my 472,800. Second wa.s the. Warneis
opinion more than half the total unit of three theatres, reaching x'l ry.
population Of this counlr.v .have no solid; $2,461,700: Third was the. Metro
use 'for pictures at all. What; I'd unit of Los Angeles, Egyptian. ,Bellike 'to see happen would be for the mont and Wilshire wHi) ¥ .i7!i,500
Government to forbid regular pic- total gros!!.
turegoers entering a movie ;house
.Three big money pictiii-es iliiring
any wh^!)r.e viir the couiitr.v for one
season, in order, were "The Outsolid week; Only people who never the;

'pgrcWtiiges

oil

»io (itfle

by

exposition

here's Emanuel Stutz, marithe New Mail and the. Lower

700-sealer.

Justifies

:;

;

Defends Attacks,
Double-Checking

Distrib

.

SO

gripes

.

^^^^^

j.

"While 1 was in the service admission prices were raised, but there
will be no further increases. I personalty ha ve he.:^rd ho- squawlcs from
patrons .since my 'reti.irn last June,
but at ..the: time of the price boost
there were plenty. As I see it, it's
.sound business to make your customers feel they're getting belter
value for their money when they
line up at: the boxoffice than anywhere else. With the cost of. everything else going up you. caiii: create a
trehiendous amouti;t .of goodwill by
refusing .tb -get .aboard the irifla.tioh
band wagon by a/further price, boost.

of.

.

For what may be discovereci: we avenge
booking.
of the eighty, month,
oood and sufficient reasons he uses l.age pictures.OHt
It means:, ^rn disgusted
booker in Cleveland-and plays;! we play.
natlire; pne-quarter ^f
what this booker sends along. So,! With human
said, th s
time.
working
. As. I
my
When: it suits the booker to have us [
I m overly idealistic. But
plav a double feature program-we may prove
dilfererit
the '[perhaps you can Rgm'e if a
it.
He seems to disregard
plav
^
- well
like
gu.ys
if
enough
Maybe,
"'way.
fact we have done exceptionally
won't stand for this
with a single feature when, o'ccasion- me decide we
s
e.verybod.v
3: chiseler:
assumption
aU.y, we are allowed to offer our
it.
about
ddrie
w'Ul
be
patrqhs tifis kind of bill. But I, am something
dpite;: ican
is
convinced we could win on a coh- .Not until / sowething;
.hohe.st meii' get the stench of this
j.j^|^^^^^|j,jy ^..^.^gj^ [^^^^^^^ policy, and
nostrils."
their
of
out
foul suspicion
jj j .^^^ j^^. ^^^ay tffls. would be the

;

"What

Arid

ager

Mall theatres;

:

take of $1,282,300. Orpheum repeated on two sea.sons for third place,
hitting $1,184,000 during 1945-46 as

a flat rental basis;"

,

,

percentages.

of

,

-

sistant vitiapagrr;
theatre, Canton:

it

^^^^

a

then, without apology the views of
some of these youngsters are .given
place in this week's group picture.,
Indeed, to the fellow who .can see.
further than the end of his hose,, the
significance of. these kids' sizing iip
of the present and. future state ofaftaiis pic-wise will btrike home
forcefully.
'

Of
of-the-mill stutf.

:

own

^

>s,

I*

I

,

1.

.

punk

,

.

being the birthplace of. Presidential
timber. At least, a greater .number
.are
of film houses throughout Ohio
staffed by ex-GIs than elsewhere.
And you don't need the.old naan with,
today's
you
the scythe to iewiihd
Shot;.

i
,

;

.

,

.

lays claim to

still

:

:

.

in

the' .conti-ary,

to

woiildn't get anywhere :if
vou hired a third checker to check
(he firsf two. 'Yoii couldn't be sure
whole
^^^ wa-^h't a 'crOok; ^tpo.: ^The
^^..^^ is beastly, nauseating.

And you

theq

Olit::

.

A.

any other part of the
io
country thus iar visited youth is
Missouri
the lorcto this state Which,

More than

window
-;

1

tossed.r

"A^ for \ double features I hate
'•em.'-But here again we are victuris
of a DoliCv not of our making, ine
er^il^lhis house does not do ^^^\

the: evil

weefc. ^of
through: Ohio has in-

World War

hedge-hopping

of

.

this

all

mentation Will be

;

price,

"As
about

or

I

for
the

buy somewhere
the

The

distributors' gripes
of us exsomebody told the

skulduggery

hibitors, it's time
truth.,

else.

truth

is

the distributors

do everything they Can, to make
crooks out of all of us, I, couldn't
count the number of times a bunch
have come into this office ahd sat
around, my -desk— the high-powered
big shot of the exchange, his divisional manager and the salesman
,fp,r, this area— ari:,, intimidating gang
whose; objecl is as- plain asthe;nose
on your' face. They want me to play
their product on percentage. I tell
'em no dice, and then they start to
work on me. When I come back
with a few remarks about the ex
orbitant figure they're a.sking they
tell me to be my age, and get wise
to myself.
Eventually they' come
out into the open and: tell me to do
what every other exhibitor is doing
—tvtn in any kind of report on the
weekis business I like.
.

.

.

,,

:

This

is

especially true ;ot the really

"The double feature policy is too
deeply
rooted here ever to be
changed.
But it producers don't
make morfe pictures soon many
houses will have to try to get along
on a single feature basis. As it is
there
of
excessive • milking
is
product, and it most definitely hurts
subsequent run houses.
Generally
I'd say the quality ot product today
is better than it was
prewar, but
.oome
of
not
the
pixers
have
kept step with the others. So when
percentages are considered, ihese
tacts should be taken into account,
Certainly the dislribulors arc demanding rnore and more, and it
looks as if even the sky js'ii't the,;
limit.
In the old da.ys of blockbooking the percentage picUire was
the. exception; today the trend is
towards; nothing else but;
Worst
thing about the pre.sent situalion is:;
there isn't a .chance of gellhig. a
sleeper. But I don't believe there'll
be any court battles in this area.

good pictures; But these are by no'
means in the majority ot present day
product, With quality as spotty as
it is there Is; no question about pefcentages being exorbitant.
As, for
there being many percentage pictures, my
answer is one is too
many. Business is definitely not up
to wartime peaks, and is nowhere
near what we. could, be doing, iC we
could get the product:

—

'

How About

Chain Stores

;

.

With Buying Combines?
j

"I don't like this bidding proposal.

As

for buying groups being declared
Uncle Sam would certainly

illegal.

have

his hands full if he clamped
us.
What about chain .grocery store.', 5-and-lO-ccnt stores!, organized groups in every branch, of
trade?
Organized buying is the,
order of the day. Every branch of
industry is doing it.
You're not
going to regulate it out of exi.stence
"Business downtown- is generally,
without disrupting the natipn's engood and is holding up to iust nntire business structure,"
wartime peaks. In the neighSays Nat Wolf, zone manager for
houses it was only fair, durWarner Brtts: theatres, ;'w'iti^ heading the war, but its on the, uptrend
quairtcrs in Cleveland-

down on

•

i

I

"We've
good

just given prices a pretty
hike in the past few weeks, and

heard no .squawks. But I fore
see no further increases at the moI've

ment,.;

Incidentally, it should .be
this area is definitely
a single feature territory. It is the
settled policy of the better class

borne in mind

neighborhood hou.ses

as well.

As

for

Subsequent run houses downare not doing as well as fhirand business, generally
tapering pff; This, coupled w ith
increase of operating co.st.s, i,s the
No
independents' biggest gripe.
serious manpower trouble has hiimpered me, but returning Gls would
don't
rather go into jobs where they
have to work nights, Sundays and
holidays."' As for this bidding business, I can't see how it: will ever

"°*'

ing the war,

is

:ri,ew .theatres there may be anything
from six to 10 new houses building
don't have to take my word
within 12 months in this area. We.
much
for this. Look Up the court records
have one new one now in the course work. Anyhow, something of
of more than one of the recent
importance i.« the
of construction, and others planned. more .immediate
pictures which
actions
where distributors have A; new. Drive-In
was opened last artificial shortage of
charged exhibitors with falsifying night. There
has been followed by an equally artiWill be two more next
The quality
their returns.
You'll discover the Epring.,Quite
a'number of new ones ficial shortage ot print.S.
lousy.
exhibitor has tried to square him
were opened this summer. And all of these prints lately has been
But the big fellows .have discovered
self by saying the distributor told of
them are doing well.
much out ot 26
him to make those returns add up
"As for shortage ot product— there they can make as
used to make
to whatever gross he liked. Natural
is plenty.
Nobody is suffering from pictures a year as they
out of 52, and they're saving on
ly the court has ruled this out as lack, of pictures.
That's nonsense.
prints in the same way."
irrelevant and immaterial. All .the I definitely think the quality
ot postsame, I'd like to meet a distributor, war product is bettor than ever be(Next week: Detroit, IndUinut'oii-'^/
from the. exchange manager up Ot: fore—because our business is better. South Bend and Chicago,)

"Vou

:

Wednesday, September

23
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Par-20th Merger of Its

RKO Holds

16m Foreip

k

Distribution

Hughes-^MPA

for. the foreign distribufilms will become fact in

ZOth-Fox

future:,

Oontinued from page 4

reported.

it's

iBeps of the two companies reportedly talked over the' deal.fpUowlng,
a luncheon meeting of tbe; 16m chiefs
of most of the rna.iors;'last. Tll,ufsday

Waller O'Lertry, director ot the bureau of attendance in the N. Y, City
public schools, di.scussed 'truants "sneaking into" picture theatres, on a
O'Leary. said that his bureau dwes not
(6).
guest appearance via
seek out "hookey playing kids in film houses, but that it does act when
people seeing them in line before boxoffices call the bureau. The bureau,
its director pointed out, has a\ith.orily to go Into thc^theatre, order the
lights on. "have it cleared out," and take offending Youngsters to court,
This is during school hours.
Asked by Tex McCrary what the bureau docs in thccase of "kids lined
"P before the Paramount theatre at 6 a.m. to see and hear Frank Sinatra."

;

to warrant reducing producbeyOnd the usual sifting prpees.'!
guided hy the market, adding, '''Theve
will always be a place for low*
budget pictures. The e?ihibitor who
has been running a double-feature
policy with two or three changes
week will not hurry to switch his
ci.^ion

WEAF

tion

"

,

16m

the very near

parcndy now

that

foar.<!

pro.^ in-

five

terpretation .will, give, Htighei^
toi^tioys grsJintti for

Details of the deal coiild not be
bblajned bin it's, believed, that ^^E^^
uel Silverstorie, currently special
.ii:o, rep Of. 20th foreign departm^ent,
wni, head the new combine, Since

,

tlii^ir

,

H»

^la/^'ti^Iat RRn'^!''u'ell

Deduct on
ffl'inB
aneaa in ;p .propuwiion,.
Concerning po.isibility of RKO following Metro's lead in experimenting with auction bidding; Dcpinet
.

charges Of

,

(5).

.

Kind

Its

of a

tablished
tion ot

First of

combine to be est--|
between Paramount and

Rumors

Inside Stuff-Pictures

B's

Continued troni pane 4

moncf'Oly :and conspiracy, :,
"Members of the Associaiion, and
aU- exhibitor!;, are free, to
,

indeed

owned

September 11^ 194<S

'

department "has authority- in
l«v>fi'""K'y >-fPli^^' "^•-'t
However, the bureau of attendance would' come into the>
soon as the starting school hotir arrives. Hence, it. .sends iitlendance vor truant> officers, to aid, the police. Hookey players give the:
bureau no trouble in ball park.s, "which, is, a he?ilthy enyirpnu'icnt,'' according to O'Leary,. ,,

O^f-^^y
I

this, situation.

1;

piciui'e as

;

,

said that they haven't a.sked for bids
and won't until the decree becomes
Company is operating on a
final.

v

!";,;:.;„,,.:•

'^'

...

'

'

^

,

"Seeds of Destiny," War Dept. film which ATA rejected for regular
day-to-day basis, willi frequent highthe UNRRA conference in
level meetings to stay abreast of de- theatre distribution, is being shown daily at
velopments
No reaction has been Geneva. Film, one of several shown delegates at opening se.ssions of the
UNRRA meet, was singled out for .special praise by British Minister Philip
'They ,;are under no ob,l:l-« felt concerning the recent divorceprexy, returned only last' release.
tional
Noel Baker. Baker told the delegates: "I feel .sure that anyone who .sJiw
from .a two-months' gat ion not to .,show;the, picture -ahd merit demand, Depinet saiil, addljig
Saturday
rie.sire to nieot in
that wherever possible and with these ^lnis— particularly the 'War Dept: ''Seed.s''----wiU,
tour ot England and the Continent, no liability wiU attach, if they
Pic W'as prciduced
full whatever food contributions liiwe been asked for."
As noted by the U. S. Pi.-'lrict Court Court, consent,, the company would
it's believed that the idea had been
buy up its partial theatre "holdings by David Miller, now W'ith Metro, but with AAF Pictorial Division durhig
in the works .lincc before ho went when' it dehjed ;Hughes Productions'
the war.
application for a preliminary injunc- where they are less than 95%.
overseas.
Meanwhile. O'WMR chief Ai:ch; Mercey, has: greased the; lA'ayS; fbr:reglilar
Veepee leaves for Europe today
yirst rumOrs of the; combine were tion 'there has been no refusal or
(M) for a tour of branches in Eng- theatre distribution of a second food film, this one a four-minute short,
cmp'hatically denied by both com- threatened refusal on the part of any
ATA
the Continent, and will "Message on Famhie," turned out by the Agriculture Department.
panies. George Weltner, Par Infer- exhibitors to exhibit motion pictures land and
probably return with theatre hold^- has promised support ot industry and Mercey has personally solicited coHational prex.y, declared at the time which do not bear the Association's
ings there. First meet will be with operation of Pacific Coast Conference of Exhibitors' in backing the
•:
that. his. company had no. deflntte seal'.",,
program.
3. Arthur Rank on progress of their
'plans for foreign IGm. distribution..
Since the okay was pulled tjecause
jointly produced "So 'Well RememSpyros Skouras. 20th prcxy, an- of Hughes' insistence on using ads
bered," at which time plans will be
Tremendous puff up of J. Arthur Rank in English dail.v and trade;pubnourtcec; after hi? return frorn a o.o. which it had not approved, or in
for simUar future ventures, licalions as' the pooh-bah Of the film indu.^try came in for some kidding
»£' England. last spiring that 20th some cases had actually disapproved, disCussed
Like discussions, wiill also take place by the Kinematograph Weekly, British trade journal, in the July 25 nunv'WOuld begin I6m Qpcrations soon MPA quoted at leiigth the District
in I'aris Where Rene Clair is pro- ber.
One of the columnisLs, ScrCiCnconiber, wrote: "We have to apologise
but no 20th rep has subsequently Court's words defendiiig the Adverexpanded on the announcement, tising Code Administration as a. ducing: "Golden Silence" Avith Raimu, to oUr readers for a serious omis.sion when a recent i.ssue went to press
for both RKO and Pathe.
vuthout a photograph of J. Arthur Rank. This was partly due to a depeal, if it's Worked out, would be necessary adjunct of the PCA. "ExDepinet will also look over the- pailure in tradition. Invariably we first find a' photo of Mr. Rank and
the first instance of two major dis- perience has shown that the indusatre deals in Rome and S-ivitzerland
then build a paper around -it.: ..^This time, iij the absence oC one o.r other
.iribs .coope^rating: on such ,a'V«nturei try can suffer as much from indea papc^r, ihtis
advertising as indecent pic- with ;possibility of production facili- of our editors, somebody had the idea.piE^ .fc
'.ijiltry> pf. Par;: and' 20tli," int<J:>the cent
ties being set up in Italy.
Once on making 1:he picture, of Mr.. Rank, a' .se.condary ocin.sideration, with the
foreign 16m field would make the tures," said the decision. MPA exthe Continent; he •will join; foreign serious consequences that are likely to: becoiiic ,hi!;toric.
Otir Picture's
plained it revoked its seal in ''order
list of majors no* h'andlihg .suc^
chief Phil Reisman who left last Editor seems to be coaipletely unrcpentant.^pQirtting out that readers, have
complete.
Metro, publicly to dipassociate itself and
eralidns almost
week on a similar tour. Property already been sufficiently pandered to."
under Orton JI. Hicks, led off the the motion picture industry from the
deals will depend upon, their 'find____
parade last winter and was followed picture and particularly the adverings overseas, but it's felt that when
soon afterwards by RKO under R. tising matter,"
Surprisingly big grosses t>eing rolled up, by "Henry V" and ''Caesar ,&
they return it will be with theatres
C. Maroney. Warners recently asCleopatra" are getting plenty of kudoes for Paul L.'izarus, Jr., and llis;
Raftery said that his company was
set
up for HKO ownership in pub-«d organization at United Artists. Tlie two British-made pi x were
signed Al C. Brauninger to head up bound by contract with Hughes to
Europe.
its
department; Harold Sugarman continue distribution of the picture
both considered problems as begetters of heavy coin and the succo.s.«; they
tops: the new Universal-ihtGrnational and that there was no release clause
are en.1oying is counted in ttie trade as largely a product of the excellent
lem setup; James Dodd has been on the contingency that the seal,
campaigns. That's particularly true of ''Cleo," which won not, only iieavy
named 16m ;chief for eoiumbia In- once given, would be withdrawn.
quantities of newspaper space, but got surprisingly good notices throughternational, and Douglas Yfttes for UA is not a member of the MPA,
out the country.
.Republic.
but is likely to rejoin shortly.; In
In the case of "Henry," UA distribution chief Grad Scars tinned over
the event it does, that will still have
to Lazarus full auUaority to develop and administer the exhibition technique.
Pub-ad .head conceived tlic "legit" presentation idea and roadno bearing, Raftery declared, since
the MPA will have to, accept the
showing which are considered to have accounted for the film's protracted
':V; ;;
company on: the basis of commit-.
b,o,,,'power.''
•!.,;'
;;
Continued from pugc 5
ments it already holds.
Dearth of, dales for 'The' Outla.w".still pessimistic about the hotel .situation three years from now, Tom
can't sue to get~an even crack at the
currently is no reflection of any acpictures.
la
Daley,. manager of the Imperial, Toronto, wired the Lord Nelson in Halifax
fbr a room reservation when he learned that the Atlantic port planned a
Actually, the situation is so new tion by the MPA,. but of the CathoPrivate exchange system for 16m bang-up celebration in August, 1949, of the 200th anniversary ot the city's
and the number of cases so limited lic Church and its Legion of Demost companies haven't had more cency. Church has been militating prints, operated by both stars and incorporation. Hotel confirmed the reservation by mail. Now at the helm
than half-a-do4en such offerf-rthat against the film thr<Siighout the industry ofliqiaK On the Coast for of Famous Playcr,s' flag.ship in Canadii and the largest theatre in the
no policy has 'been .arrived at. country: and has put very effective some time, has made its -vvay east. British Empire Imperial seats 3,446 Daley started his show bu.siness
Branch managers are turning over pressure on local exhibitors not to Chiefs of the homeoffice foreign 16m; career as operator of the tinique theatre, Halifax, in 1907, opened the
these offers to district managers and book or play the film. That's an- departments of the various com- Casino there in 1916 and managed this till 1923, later Opened the Capitol
for Famous in the same city.
district managers io division man- other reason why the MPA's real re- panies are currently having their
He has been manager of the Imperial,
agers and division managers to vocation now is strictly an academic hands full trying to line up prints Toronto, for the past 11 years.
and projectors for N. Y. industry
salcsmanagers
and salesmanagers matter.
to lawyers. Everyone's temporarily
MPA prexy Eric Johnston has had execs and their families.
Film ballyhoo look a new turn in a recent edition of the Philadelphia
With
most companies now dealing Evening Bulletin, in which the rector of the Protestant
;stiimped Oh what to do about such the board'.s okay for several months
Episcopal church
offers and the exhibs who have to pull its approval certificate, but in foreign 16m distribution, there are took a paid ad in the religious section to plug 20th's "Anna and the King
made them have so far received withheld action becau.se of Hughes' plenty of prints available, and the of Siam,"
nothing but polite acknowledgments illness following crash of his plane execs and their wives, consequently,
Whether the ad was planted by an ingenious 20th flack or was on the^
use
them
as a means of home enter- legit, it still brought
in July.
:Letter notifying him of
of receipt of their letters.
forth plenty o£ interest. Rector, terming the film a
With more such tenders ot busi- withdrawal dated last Friday (6) tainment over the; weekend. Since "SOul-^refreshing motion picture," announced to his flock via the ad that
ness certain to be made and the and signed by Joseph L Breen, each company cooperate's-^with the he wi.shed to "share, with: you a deeply religious experience which grew
necessity ot giving the exhibs an PCAdministrator, gave Hughes seven other, the stunt also; gives industry out of this most, comiriendable movie." Title of the sermon, on which this
chiefs
a
chance
to see first-run prodanswer, a policy can be expected days from receipt of the notice to
"experience" was to be based, wa? listed as "A Dump Became Paradise."
within a lew days. Feeling among remove the seal from all prihts. Seal uct of their competitors, which business pressure prevents them from
the distributors is that in situations was granted May 23. 1941,
Norma Shearer's return to pictures under the Enterprise banner was
seeing at the .regular trade 'screenv/here such- offers are made it may
In a statement issued Monday by
due chiefly to the influence of David Lewis, currently a producer on that
ings.
be necessary to take the bull by the Carl By'Oir & Associates, his public
Their friend.ship dates back to the time when the late Irving ThalList of the W, X. execs who run lot.
horns and offer pictures for com- relations reps, Hughes 'was quoted as
berg. Miss Shearer's husband gave Lewis his first chance at high-budget
16m
shows
almost
weekly includes
petitive bidding between the old saying concerning:, "llhe Outlaw":
production at Metro.
ff,
and the would-be customer.
'The censors might not like it, but many top, names;; Aieording to one
Enterprise, incidentally, is putting on a: story hunt to find a scrcci1pla.V
I6m
chief,
it's
gotten to a point now
They see that solution as the only the public does ... If the Johnston
suitable to start Miss Shearer off on her renewed .starring career.
D.~
practical one, since they have no office is going to try to keep the. where the prints are practically biLewis is loOldng for something highly dramatic, on the order of "A Free,
cycled
from
one
Westchester mandesire io sell away from an old American: public from seeing this
sion, to another.
Same exec l^oks Soul,'' one Of Miss Shearer's best films when she was a Metro star.
custpmer. and yet they may be sued picture .;
then it appears to me
apprehensively
to the time when
if they don't give an opportunity to that the Johnston .office is assuhiijjg
Applications for member.ship in the Academy Qf Motion Picture Arts and
buy to the new one, So it may be a great deal of responsibility. The he'll have to provide narrow-gauge
prints for all company officials
dow-n Sciences poured into the office Monday (9) foHowihg announcement that
Ju.st a matter Of weeks before com- Johnston office is as.suhiing the p,Gthe rolls would be open only until Dec. 1. Some 100 applications were
ipetitive Kidding begins, on a small sition of dictator in the selection of to the branch managers, with the
forced
in
at close of the first day with an unprecedented number' seen coming
establishment,
."
perhap.s, of a
scalp,, at .least, with the
possibility the public's entertainment
.special booking office to
keep the in because of slash in membership and hike in voting standard.s. The
that the system will gradually exAcademy will consider no applications for membership until after the 18th
dates in order..
pand as eXhibs: get wise to tlie fact
annual
Some
awards presentation in March, 1947.
such
pri-vate exchange has;
that this rnay be a way of getting
been in operation on the COa.st
Brit.
Fiinis
the type of product they've wanted
for
some time, with officials from all
Lensers on the 20th -Fox feature, '''The Homestretch,'' are ha.ving' a toiigh
for a long time.
Cnnlinncd from nart. 3
companies
contributing to the cen- time including _A.merican-bred horses oh the
A.sidc from that, tlie six weeks'
Santa Anita tracks to run
tral pool from which; the
trial of single-.'selliiig has seen no (Canada^, Ltd. Physical distribution
prints are clockwise, the Way hayburners gallop at Longchamps, near Paris. Racing
switches' in customers anio.ng the Will: be through PRC .fa:cilities here. borrowed.-. Some .stars have even .steeds trained in American ways find' it. hard to turn to the right ;ju.st as
majors and no fewer *and no more New sales staff is headed by David built up their own private ex- Lou Costcllo's foreign-bred galloper. Bazooka, found it hard to run the
changes.
;."'.
Lou
,;..,,; ;''^.'' ;;•;,,, =
Costello is noted for American way.
,,,,;,
pictures bought than before by the Griesdorf, with
;,;;
headquarters for
having the largest collection and
,«)1(}
customers.'
V^iJe an', exhib the new rival .setup to Rank estabhas
been offered large sums oi
Eastern flacTts have discovered that they can get a better break in New
'can't be forced any ipnger to take! lished in Toronto.
Jnoney
for his -library of old films.
York papers by planting their
a couple low-budgeters; in order to
Leado:ff .iii the .battle against Rai*
on the Coast than they can by feedMany of the stars turn in pri-vate ing the stuff directly. Number yams
get the b.o. smasheroo he's aiming will be the relea.'ie of
of them, as a result, have made tieups with
"Meet the requests;, .to. their
studios for 16m Hollywood p.a.s and wire stories to them that they want broken in the
for, the guy who was buying four Navy," a Technicolor
production of prmts, pf all
their own, films as coon Manhattan blatts,. Coast colleagues feed
out of every five pictures he was the Royal Canadian Navy Show
the material to correspondents
pro- as the.% are
completed. Most studios and, columnists: there,: who then send it east to: cortplete the 6,000-mile
offered before July 25 is still buy- duced in, Toronto by Buddy
DeSylva frown on the idea,
however, becau.se circuit.
ing exactly 'the same •number—aud Which had
trans^Canada tour be-' of the,
expense involved in refrom the same cpmfiahy. And he's fore proceeding overseas.
With recording the .soundtraGit
Murk Hellinger's "Swell Guy" has a title ea.sily understood in this
ontti a IBm
paying about the same.
patriotic ballyhoo, the film will. be
print when the piciure is
reduced country but practically meaningless in England, where it may wind up
So aside from the fact thSt selling released ,Oet.: 2l\ in FP-Cah.
Key from its full size.
as "A Fine Chap," or something like that
each pic on a single contract has spots across Canada,
Studio linguists are trying
Other British
Stars, 4irectors, producers,
to find rea.sonable translations of "Swell
made for tremendously roore work National Films product to
etc.,
Guy" in French, Spanish, Portube re- take, an acadenaic, as well
in the sales department, from the leased in
as social guese and Scandinavian.
Canada immediately:
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the street right up to .salesplus
additional
paper
of single-selling so far
lias been virtually 100% academic.
in

manager,

,w,br,!t,,-,eifect

in-

;

interest in

some

of the old

cla.ssics.
cludes "Waltz Time" with Richard
Several Qf the lop names run the
"The Laughing Lady" in
'•"''y '^^^
Technicolor,"Murder in Reverse" aciing
n!'!?^/-®';,.'"'^^,^^^'^,
or directing techniques of the
"Lisbon Story" and "Latin Quarter."
Old masters.

Tauber;

|

j

Enterprise i.s shoving ahead the .start of its John Garfield starrer, "BurniiK Journey,", from December 'to bctobe''r"to Vapitalizeron Warner.';' "ilumoresque," in which Garfield al.so .«tars. Understood Warners will release
"Htimoresque" in time to qualify for an Oscar nomination.
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Opening Week at the N.Y.

WINTER GARDEN Theatre
The KILLERS played to
r

080

"hntastii

St

"The

admissions!

figure'!

Killers"

soys Variety

opened sensation1

ally last WednasclaT ^t^ the Garden,
and built on subsequent days, being helped by crix praise.
Film

went in on* all-night grind policy
with scale upped to $1.70 for choice
times of day .
Fast turnover is
*i'llilLUa, J^lUlPJi^ith bringing such
a
fantastic figur<

MARK HELLINGER
presents

ERNEST HEMINGWAY'S
Directed

hy

ROBERT SIODMAK
cf "The Spiral Staircase" lame

A Unh/er$al Release

EDMOND

O'BRIEN *

ALBERT DEKKER
ond

Introducing
Screeitp/oy

frem the

ttery

•

AVA GARDNER

SAM LEVENE

BURT LANCASTER

by Anthony
by

frrtesf

Veltter

Hemingway

Pnkhtced by^Mark Helling

-

.

;

'
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Canadian Pix Theatre Biz in

UA

To

Las

of Statistics,

On Amusement

nate June

is cheaper
top price for a grade
in U. S
house like the Loew's here being

67i'.

:

is

Thi.i',

Double

,'niost.

for a straight film poli-

featuces

popular

bills

were still
in Canada

Wm

M

11T-

-IT

i.

,

Lo^S,Angele^^ Sept.

10.,^

;

marquees, overriding Mayor
ron's veto; by "a Vote of 11 to 4,

Can. Distribs Ire

.

.

Eloc-

as a

permitted to shine

Exhibs by Asking

war

aU

in.

their pre-

glory.

Battle for freedom of marquees
led by W. H Lollier, Jack Berman and Jack; Broweri :,r,eprese.rtti^

was

Candy, Rent Share
'

Theatres

:

'Described

Toronto,: Sept.

the.

as

Southern

Owners

.10.

';

California,

"brazen grab -all",

a

ties of

customers, the giant companies, material shortages and from a string,

I

.

j

Music Hall Loge Seats

the Motion

Proposed for Dallas

last

about 59% of proSome 27%. of theatres showed
only double bills and accounted for
41",.
ol
paid admissions. About
47 ^ showed single and also dual

yi;ar constituting

The Phil

gi anis.

a

Wey

new nabe

of

j.

hg.i

'

';

ciation

Canadian

Dallas, Sept. 10.
Theatres, Inc., plan

Ontario,

of

the

distributors

action

of

by

bitterly

a.U.

Bromide
countrywide strikes.
been decontrol of some induswith the lifting of all ceilings

tric.-<

Continue a Hot Ticket

and an OPA-granted

changing

in

the standard contract will be fought

theatre: with 5,000 seats.
in the formative stage

rise
of other industries.

level.s
j

barom--

pix protracted headadhe took
April start from the uncertainOPA action affecting its best

its

;:,
I

(Nat) Taylor, chairman of
Picture 'Theatres Asso-

by. N. A.

Going Up; 5,000-Seater

the

MOuritih^^^

'

beiit

Ad

Theatre
:'''

A.ssn.

mont-h. slunip ,du'gr

cier in the business,' is the pay off.
And rawslock's steady, climb in the,past three weeks has been sparked
by a break in the logj am of shelved
production that promises to push the
industry's take to a tie with last
year's $10,000,000 record..

signs, oil theatfes, limited in size
war ineasure in 1943, will be

tfic.

.

,

five

Bow- rawstoclc shipriiehts, the
:

indus.-

production which skimmed
the cream otl a potential peak
^^^^ .j^ over and thaindustry is begin-,
ling to climb out of che hole that a
trial lilm

;

,

and

'Vertical tailspin in ad

;'

i

Filna house owners here won. a decision in City Council for bigger

Their take on this item was

New Texas

2

,

1

,,

30.

$3,737,000 for the fiscal year.

A

By IRA WIT

.

.n

Admission in Canada
than

Prepares Sales Drive

Jb IgUt
Coast LxlubS
Foi*
Rrie-hter awdiqucra
MaraueeS
r
or .DITIgluer

let.

large.st bites among the 27 states
which have such taxes. Ohio got
$2,484,000 for the year and Washington's share amounted to $2,451,000.
Some 31 states have a license and
privilege tax for theatres, racetracks,
etc.

^

Kg

As

.

.

Ohio and Washington took in the

was feared before that the
It
war's end and closing of war plants,
would cause pieture»biz to drop.
But this proved an unwarranted

Films Back on Prosperity Course

western' district sales

In addition, the meetings will be
attended by Maury Orr, from UA
eastern
headquarters,
and Cliff
Giessman, chief of Music Hall Theatres operation, UA's Las Vegas out-

Washington, Sept. 10.
$12,000,000 in admissions

Nearly
and other amusement taxes were
ral<ed in by the different states during fiscal year ending in 1946, according to census bureau figures.
Fiscal years for most states termi^

Report, which included figures on
24 Jiew and ei^ht reopened film
tlieatxes during year, listed 1,323 in
oporation with paid 215,573,267 admissions, a boost 'of neai-Iy 4% over
tlie previous record made in 1944.
Receipts at these houses after Fedand Provincial taxes were
eral
$,W.4,W;711 net as compared with
$53,173,32,') the previous year.

its

United Artists

20,

convention here, with W. E. CallOr
way,, district chief, presiding over
delegations o£ salesmen from western states.

Taxes

Sends Industrial

Vega.s, Nfiv,, Sept. 10.

Sept.

will hold

OK

Sundry States Did

OPA

To Convene in Las Vegas Lifting of

All-Time High; Duals on 59% of Bills

27

Coast Sales Staffers

Starting

Montreal, Sept. 10, >
AUeridance and receipts for Canadian lilin houses reached an alltime peak in 1945, according to annual survey by Dominion Bureau

;.

Call Despite Controls

in

price

Fadeout

the resulting
erasing much

unrest with

of labor

manpower vincrement

independent, exhib-

Lengthy boxoffice queues habituWhile still
ol the pinch in materials has boomed
at present contingent upon govern- itors acro.ss Canada and will be the .ally in evidence at Radio City Music important
and rallied
industries
ment priorities, Baymond Smith, chief dispute to be. threshed but in Hal!, N. Y., have triade tickets, for the commercial pix production.
architect for the theatre group soon: independents' meetings called for
Improved general business out<
theatre's reserved seat section a; prewill; leave I'pr Hollywood and New
early in October. Currently, exhib- ferred item on the lists of Broadway, look has been segued by a green
York to surVey latest improvements
light on lensing of a substantial
and ideas in large scale theatre itors are refusing to sign contracts brokers. House reserves only the

bills.

,

|

I

British Click
Cuiitliiiied

from pAge 3

for the

construction.

I
,

The West,

a

I

300 engasemcnts running up to
23 days, al.>io broke the opening day
reoora for the Astor theatre (N. Y.)
Willi a lake of over $9,000, as against

760-seat house

On

being constructed at George West,
Texas, by W. D. and Leon Glassr
cock of San Antonio.
Leon and W. D. Glasscock are
building the Dale theatre, 600-Seat
house at Stockdale.

<!om;>

'Till Kid from Brooklyn" previous
-water mark of $8,800. Film is
ons; business throughout the
doini
counliy and is going over particularly I>ii4 in Loew houses outside New

new

new

number

season.

920

one side will be the Canadian

l)ii'h

."ili

out pt the 6,000

!

Broadway

fuses to sell brokers blocks of ducats,
as they buy un for legit shows. Ticlcets are only turned over to the
btokers in small quantities when
they actually have an order on hand
for them.

Picture Grosses

I

many

in

situations, film execs

films piled
cials say.

up behind
It's

it.

Bank

olfir

Bops Denver But
!• »
n
n
rlaiim» ^lU^
91 U ^ Anntc
;,.VWUUW

i

Polio

admit,
"Seventh." a quasi-sleeper.
was used as a "battering ram" for

//ii
,

i

surprising drawing
for later im-^

Denver. Sept.

,

;

I

.

.

Ulor;

JV
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week, okay $10,000.
(FOx) (2.52,5; 35-74)
"Claudia and David" (20th) and
"The Uiiknown" (Col ). day-date with
Esquire. Webber. Good $15,000. Last
week. ".Bi;; Sleop" WB) -and "Cuban
Pete" (Ui, al.-io Esquire, Webber, big

$9,000. Last

—

Denver

/'Brief Fnconnler.'V third of the
fiuiFsome, -originally was headed for
art hou.sp.s alone, on a policy set up
,

1

It

i.s

to

.

;

that,

Classroom Pix Field

•

space

in

cational pix by the Disney studios.
Except for training films produced
for .service consumption, Disney has
heretofore made it company policy
to steer clear of classroom pix.
maintaining that he is in the enlcrr
tainment business alone.

u 'u- building

41.
the

is

lo-

and/or screen advertising of
any kind in the theatre during the
engagement of any molion picture
on a participating basis> shall be deducted from .the. 'Exhibitor's operatcated

|
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I
1

.

.
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:
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on

is

'the .xedw^^^

M

new

business but almost all .agree
that the corner has been: turned.

NEW 16M CO-OP OUTFIT
SET UP BY NATHANSON

,

'

—

Time

of

Survey found

,

.

,

'.

Sam

Ho'.lywood. Sept, 10,
Nathan.son, former sales cliiel
Pictures, has organized

Planet

1

of.

I

Meridian
basis with

:

,

March

ing end of a commitmeiit from
Stan(iard Oil for a pic which is now
of T is al.so
in the script Stage.
shooting a film for the Stock ExWilding Picture Producchange.
tions, one of Chicago's mainstays,
has gunned productions with around
'50 jobs at one stage or another.
Other studios vary in volume of

large majority of
ing expenses.
about the
educators, enthusiastic
classroom,'
possibility: of
Disney
It is contended by the indepeitdcartoonory
boss has
films,
the
but
ents that this new phraseology gives
from
refused
to
be
budged
"uiipreccdcnted -.and .unwarrahted tiuis far
and
probably,
privileges" to the di-stributois; and his original :pOSition,
marAlthough
the
that the distributors mus' share all with good cause.
revenue even though this has noth- ket looks large at first glance, esof stuing to do with the current screen pecialiy when the number
dents in the U. S. is taken into confare, Backing up, the Motion Picture
sid(;ration, the actual potential, pur'I'heaires Association of Ontario, a
films, kcoord-,
,statement from the Quebec Allied- chasers^ of classroorn
too few to
Thcatrical Industries points out that* ing to educators, are
render their production profitable
the Canadian distributoi's' revisions
inequitable at present.
are "unjust, unfair
.

Socony, Kenwood Blankets, U. S,
Audi*
Steel,
Rubber, Bethlehem
Products, Ethyl Gasoline and the
Lutheran Church.

•

in

„

,

,

Carl Nater, chief of Walt Disney\s
eduoational research unit, has been
on a nationwide survey of educators
in every field to get a mass rcacr
tion to possible production of edu-

Ex-

further

where the Exhibitors theatre

Disney Sounds Out

1

by the Prestige unit of Universal.
"Encounter," now playing at four
small houses, including the Little $16,000.
Carnegie (N. Y.), drew highly favor-35-74)
E.<iqiiire
(Fox)
(742;
able notices ami has been scoring "Claudia and David" (20th) and "The
heavy biz at all situations: The Noel Unknown" (Col also Denver, WebCoward film, which was first figured bet. Good ¥3.500, Last weeli.: "Big
as having only special appeal; will Sleep" (WB) and "Cuban Pete" (U);
and
Jiiore than likelv hit a number of good .$3,000,
for exhibitors and will not stand the
Orpheiini (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)
AppropriaU6t\s for visual educamajor circuits in a revamped policy.
"NolorioUii'' (RKG)) (2d w>k). Good ,c,xai-nihation of (Canadian courts of tion in nation's school systems hijve
.Ma.iors have indicsted considerable
$13,500. Last week smash $25,000.
They
also point out that been unifornily small, and even a
.i.ustice,"
iiiterest in .the pic, and "Encounter"
Piiiii mount (Fox) (2.200; 35-74)
the proposed contract would "give smaller portion of that is put into
is currenlly
being screened for a "Black Beauty". (20th) and "Sing
distributor complete o.wnership motion pictures. Also, there is still
number of circuit reps who may 11- While Vo.u ,D[inc(-" (Col), r^ice $11,- the
of the exhibitor's properly during a shortage of 16m projectors and
een:se the film.
Prestige execs say 000. Last week, "Coiidcnined Devils
FC tind '"Nolhing Sacred" the period he is showing a film on faeilities for their use in many
Island''.
tliat, -.5hotild the deal go through, idea
percentage." All independent exhib- schools. Many teachers are cxpcctPd
(rci.'^ursi.
sad
$5,000.
(FC)
oC playing .the film in other art
Rialto (l''ox) i«78; 3,-)-74)- -"2 Guys itors across Canada have been fully to Oppose large visual education apliouses may be d"opped entirely.
MilWdukcc" (WB) and "Shadows advised as to the "import and im- propriations until such tinie a,s thijy
"Blilhe Spirit," another British Over Chmatown"
(Mono) (nio.V. plications of the proposci change."
are yvcn jjay increases.
,fi'm, released hei'e last September,' Fair $3,000. La.-st week, "Without Resfor the
Chairman-spokesman
Disney retains several leading
clL-monslrate.s growth of interest in ervations" (RKO) and "Inside Job"
trans-Canada independents, Taylor educators as advisors in the producthe Anglo pix. The film, coming in (U) (i-n,o,), $3,500;-:
Webber (Fox) (7,50; 35-74)
at a low point, had rough going at its
charges that "this high-handed ac- tion ot feature films, among which
(20th) and "The tion will not improve trade relations is Robert M. Htitchins, University
outset, but picked up substantially "Claudia and David"
(Col), also Denver. WebUnknown"
later on. Pic, a'.'cording to Rank ofnor will it help induce the exhibitor ot Chicago prexy. These men. it'.s
ber. Fair $2,500. Last week, "Big
to accept or even look kindly upon felt, would be invaluable in aiding
"(-•ials. should total close to $1,000,000
sleep" WB and "Cuban Pete (U),
'»'^«the proposals of the distributors.". the production of educatiopal films.
good $3,000.
(

.

I

j

computing Exhibitoi-.'sioperating expenses, any and
all inobme (such as amounts payable
Exhibitor from renting and/or
agreed

subrenting

.

.

expenses.

hibitor's

'

{

Exhibitor's.

[books and records relating

10.

power paved the way

Polio epidemic is hurting biz all
porlatioiis.:
over the city this week, but ban
Second of the films, the adaptation against yoimgsters attending theatres
of Shakespeare's "Henry V," with a will Ko 0(1 with the arrival of cool
"Claudia and David
is
roadshow policy which has found it
current top. grosserm three theatres.
to dale in eighj key city engageEstimates, for This Week
ments, has bee.'i scoring heavily.
Aladdin (Fox) (1.400; ,35-74 )--"Big
Film playing in New York. Chicago, Sleep" (WB) and "Cuban Pete" (U),
Lo.-i Angeles, Bo"ton and Baltimore,
after weeit at Denver, Webber, Esand recently opening in Buffalo,: quire. Fine $3,500. Last week, "2
Montreal and Toronto, has netted Gu.y.* Milviaukee" (WB) And "'Shadclose to $400,000.
With a policy of T-^ 9.y?,';„C''''"'"'°^"" "-Mono) (m.o.),
buying the four walls, film has been fair $3.o00,
Drnhain (Cockrill) 11,750: ,^5-'(0)—
unusually profitable to the distrib'•Marllia Iv.Brs" (Par)- (3d wk). Fair

,

,

j

away

understood and agreed that Exhibitors' books and records shall sliow,
among other items, the humber of
admissions and gross receipts at each
separate perfor'iance during the engagement of any such motion pictore. Right is herein granted the Dis-

Caravel
mercial producers,

nod from Chesterfield cigarets for a
ma,ior opus which will be lensed
under the. supervision of Louis de
Roehemont. Pic .has been allotted
the heretofor unheard of budget ol
between $100,000 and $200,000. Cortipany has also under way pix for

ticularly

_all_the
tQr5_AsSQ£iatioft,^_oyer_. w^^
hostility of the independents has
been a^oiised, states, "It is expressly

I

.

Films, one of the top comhas gotten the

"Notorious," present tenant at th.'
's lype oi film that gets a pardraw fiom the
.strong
brokers, because of. its appeal to Nf'w
Yoi'k—a-ucHences^ most of whom rc-,
fuse to buck the IVI. H> lino, heavily
populated 'with rubberneck' trade
from the hinterlands.

I

.

.

.were.,

in

gun on approximately a dozen pix
v.'hi'ch previously had been marking
time, an exec said.. Other agencies
are also reporting a start on rep^yp^gj,t with orders beginning ta
come in for camera work.

!

j

late

'.

'

UA

«t-rides-4jpert^- ^-a t-t o-^24r700T

which^

.

M: H. carries reserved seat tickets $25,000,000 forecast, at first, for '46..
in its racks only for one month ahead Slump, it Is conceded, has been too:
and they are usually gone v;itl:in a severj lor the. recovery to do much
few days of the time they are made lor the current stanza.
available. That's what makes them
Thoftipspn for Example
such a hot item with the brokers.
However, to keep as adequate a. supRecovery has been evidenced bptti
ply as po.ssible at the boxoffice. and with the^ ad agencies and at comto prevent tickets from fallin.;? into morcial studios. J. Walter Thompthe hands of speculators, Gus Eysell, son Co., biggest agency in films, ia
managing director of the hou.^-;, re- the past few weeks has gotten the

the price' close to that of
legit houses.

j

dCTiraTistrtrtns'-'tbf!-— mighty-

scripts

With
the spring.
optimism once again in the fore,
ad pix execs are now predicting that
'47 will lead them to, the promised
land with an unprecedented take of
halted

bers of some 500 indie theatre operators across Canada who bitterly

700-Seater Opened
resent the new wording of thr:. CanaMesquite, Texas, Sept. 10.
dian License Agreement as giving
Yoi lv.
The Texan Theatre, a new 700^ distributors unlimited power to colseat house, has been opened here lect on every phase of theatre opU|> to 47% Rental
^'SS^ ""^
«• ° erational revenue from, picture perPic is particularly profitable to 5,^
present Texan will be centage to even the cash receipts
producer J. Arthur Bank and United
torn down.
of candy machines,- milk bars and
Artists, its distrib, because as a re
realty rentals to stores taking up
suit of a slow buildup on previous
frontage on either side of the
succe.s.sful British films,
has been
marquee entrance. Plan' of the disable to obtain up to 47% rental, an
tributors is also complicated by the
unprecedented high for a foreign
fact that the proposed nev- chain of
film. Pie-release fanfare and inroads
s; Continued from page 14
Odeon
theatres
acrjss
Canada
or preceding pix has helped opening
(Rank) will feature tearooms in the
smash 'lakes since the film has^
diopped oil' considerably in second well at $12,000 after smash $14,400 British tradition.
week runs and moveover in some opener.
The revised 18th clause ot the
Stanley
(WB) (3.280: 25-74)—
sihiation,
Canadian License Agreement of the
"Stolen: Lift.-" iWB) (2d wk). MainHigh rentals garnered from "Cleo" taining good pace at
$16,000 after Canadian Motion Picture Distributalien by British film since the open
Valencia (Loew's-UA) '1,860; 20ing gun of the campaign to sell the 60)— "Throe •Wise Fool.s'' (M-G) (m.pix to Amei'ican.s started with "Sev- ,0.), Stout $5,000. Last week, "Caeenth Veil."
Latter film, launched sar and Cleopatra" (UA) (ni.o.),
$5,200;
wlien English pix were at the zero
point, had to be practically given'

of

gathering dust on ;studio- shelvei
.when the projects were summarily

sell llor $2.40

Motion Pictures Distributors Asso»
elation which wishes to make drastic changes in percentage bookings
agreements. Opposing will be memr

'

BALTIMORE

,

the house. They

evening.s. to which the brokers add
90c in tax and commission, bringing

New

I

.seats in its loge,

total in

is

,

Pictixres

On a cooperative

group ot 16m producers,
Duncan Rinaldp,. Allyn
Arthur Gregor,- Cot
Frank Koops, Walter' Maddox and
G. A. Durham, each of whom will
a

consisting of
Butterfield,

minimum

deliver a
,ahttuEiHy.
\.

1st

)

I

I

of

two pictures

:

Prbd.uciets

w.ill

come from tha
policy

.

:

new

share

films

to the

16m

:in

,,lhe

in-

under a salet
field.

Mpls. Arbitration Case
In 2 Years, Vs. M-G
Minneapoli.s, Sept. 10.

.

—

I

i

I

(

1

First arbitration case to be filecl
here in itiore than, two years ftniJf
Lylc Carisch, independent exhibitor;
complaining against Metro.
He alleges that unfair clearance is
granted
to
another independent
house, the Delano theatre, Delano,
Minn., over" his Watertown, Minn.,
bouse, eight miles distant.

,

.

•

Wednesday, September 11, 1946

28

Exhibitors differ

about most pictures...

But they'll agree
• • •

-

:.

Wednesday, September 11, 1946

NW

Charge Ganging-Up

Distribs

29

IPICTIJ»ES

Return of GIs Has

Better Salesmen
Continufd from pa(« S

By Indies in Adopting Exhib Tactics

men

•J

be induced to como into
the industry at the $50 and $60 apcan't

Many

Theatres

In Spot With Surplus of

Manpower

prentice salaries.

Minneapolis, Sept. 10,
Putting the shoe on the other foot,
here now charge if
distributors

any ganging up it's being
independent exhibitors,
done by
North Central Allied members, not
prepared
by themselves, and they're
independents^
to talie a leaf from the
book and carry their case to the Dethere's

I

Total Divorcement
jlg^ Continued from page S saES

While likelihood is that the Little
Three Will confine themselves to
branch managers, acting briefs and submit no formal decree,
the the Big Five attorneys have been
referred
have
in decree difficulties for the
North Central Allied and other in- deep
few Weelts. After protracted
dependents' actions to their home- past
latter wrangling, decree provisions have
olTice With a request that the
been dratted at Big Five meets and
study same with respect to their
are now in the hands of company
legality of otherwise.
exec? for revisions. Decree oE the
branch managers, .want, five majors, it was said, will closely
Lpciil
specifically, to, know, i£ the manner
follov/ the court decision. Main obbuying
o£ operation of some of the
jective of Big Five legalites i.s to
and booking combines, organi?;ed in obtain a decree which will give these,
year,
this territory during' the past
maximum leeway In
distributors
and an impending merger of two of awarding pix on bids.
the most important of such gro.ups.
In a sideswipe at auction selling,
come within certain anti-trust law
Justice, in it.s amended
Several

indi\idually,

,

tlial

the competitive efThe branch managers also wiih to "monopoly and
informa- fects of the practices heretofore
kno'vv if the "exchange of
members found to be illegal herein may not
tion" among North Central

by. n,. re injuncfilm deals, etc., is valid nova be eliminated
directed to future
and "legitimate" under the anti-trust tive provisions
business." An addPresident Bennie Berger of methods of doing
law.
on the majors is
strait-jacket
"invited"
ed
has
Allied
Central
North
of a ban on
—in fact, even requested^exhibitor sought in the formexhib which remrmbers to inform his office re- a"rccments with an
which a film
distributor demands and strict the terms on
gar:iUig
sold lo a comsubsequently
that
so
be
etc.,
may
film deals, adjustments,
it
peting exhibitor.
owners know
theatre
,
,
fellow'
control of
Stressing the pitch: that
they-re getting "a square deal." In
means a tight grip
recent bulletins he even has related first-run houses
field, the
demands.
various deals and various
on the entire exhibition

regarding

,

,

^

forth the follow
findings for court

Government puts

Distributors' present .stand and atadditionai
,ing
titude constitute a notice to indesignature;
m.mbprs of
pendent exhibitors that two can play
'iO (.I). TlK! pei-pontage of
the same game, branch managers Mh™"-e» ^afflHMteil with «'%
measure of tlifU- f"'"'"
say. Hitherto, it's pointed out, the ,int .in (icfurnte theatre buaineM
t hc.e
th" ao.«e»fi<6lia<«'
independents have enjoyed a monop- tiieatfes lire Renprally IftrBOi'.
Branch iSlV- lUwa.' and charge "{^h"
oly on beefing in public.
° ^'^^
than o'^w-s«iler">na,n
^
»
managers here now say they're Sion .:p,Hoe.s
which
extent
Mieiism* of the
weary of being continually assailed
«s
J'''''.""""'';
and having the impression given to flini renlnla theya pay
direct reneilinn of the
rentals are
the public that all the injustices, hnx ofH.'e (weipts. The n.S";» ot <
the
wrongs and improper trade practices whii* comprise the five clixuHs "C
ot the
that the "cCcHlan.s pay 35-54%
distribution
,

«

.

,

»

,

and

stem from
independent

answered in tradepaper and otjier
and if: they should help to
give publicity to alleged independent

prints,

exhibitor trade

and

derelictions

lo

hibitors

Jii

NebrasHit

Omaha,

Sept.

10.

Bennie Berger, North Central Allied

president, in

Omaha

week

this

meeting with a large group ot Nebraska independent exhibitors starting an organization, says he will try
to

:

enlist the

Nebraskans

Mid-

in a

of all

(a) In K2 cltie.H. at least ,7(K<.
"tl
^^n
(Wpl-rnn Iheatras are affiliated,
I'V
(here are no aflUiates.
Iheal
(hcrt. are no hiiJepondent nrsl-run

cllie.s

west Conference, modeled after the
Pacific Coast Conference, which ho
proposes to launch.

,

•

,

«-

or in effecti apportion the proHU
i.ip-jslv
from such exhibitors tielwceo U>e
I, .reived
Ucewe.
a.'icmUinIs which are parties to the
film
^•:l,-i
The, proportion, of, the tola!
in « eHJ'
icnial tor art. outslBnainfr feoliire

ai
tun houses wllV orrtlnnrliy run., to
Wreer! cllies the ;propOrtioii grows proIll
sressivdy loivef. In smnllec eui^s, progress

higher.

sivelv

In

'III

afliliated.

iii-c

ittltllaled.

ai

In

"J7.

with the

changc.

New York

leu.'st

150 towns of 1»sb than

From

'J'hcrc

cd

lar.se

and

I.os

opciale the piltn-ipal

ulsii

thcolres.

They

;

majur

iVlioul

as (llwlriiitHorB
ftlm.rf^ntalitj ilio,

.tl<*l'ent1anls

tn^ii

of

about 't>%f

.

dVi'ftnd«n.(S

,op:))(>(

,

con-

......
ely
f^'-

iO .>'('i>.i",Si l.h** pn:wi>r ,to excliiile: ai bit rarily
«riy, ('^(nnpptito.i' tn. the' ejtliibitlon' ,rt,el(l frnni
ari'f!*!* to' a 'sUfflui^pnr- riuu'ihH* of rirHl-flnss
fiifiiH
tn pei'tTiIt suIistriTiUat, coiiipeUlion In
;

;(hi^i

:]-.

rioiii.

-now havfl anU

-.si(TetT(l

ydiii's.'

Irt

con-.

flVo (ipfpndanfft rollectivt'ly

'I'iie

amiLsement company which felt the
elttisu of the general
decline sharply
was 20th-Fox with a drop of 1% to a
closaout figure of 42%. 20th is still
above year's low.

Blmiit;

receive

PuVjM'mrfl.oW' tiiive fliu

'

-Vevv
.Vn-

npciiillilff
.<iibse-

(IcfciidaiilM

'

as

sucli'

citie.^,

it

I'hi laaeUilila

,

of tile, total lltin, renlal, alllinutlli llic
iciceni oKo of totm theatres jHj^rH I'ed by
hem in such ,,cltle.s ,;'is-;'irtuch, Jess fhaii;that

Tl'he

(he

power

Iih

to

vp

Inif'r fo'r

nt least

exeliitle .aibilrai'ij.v

nny. odiiipelUor In the exiiibilldri flfld fvmu
'aCcoKS lo a sufHci^nt liumitpr of tlr.'il r'Tin
flipiitrf's to permit subsLnhtial cdiiipciiiion
In tlii.s- ik'h].
"51. Joint anii collt'ctive iiRe of the fpBlric'Hvo i)raoticea by aaiil derendaula bpfelofoco friuntl heroin ntid poaaession of Hit
,

(It'pcrlbcrl

[lowf-'i'
i.H

a

divei't.

In

Pars. MI and

consequence

o,C

tlieij-

copirol of tiiwitrew.
'Tii^.
No future rPfltrlrt ior/p
enliOoynd vby said fiefendania

."^4

lierppr.

uMiioit-bip

;iiit|

-

Rc!,pon.se

the failing

of

amusement

market was as

<'"nirini,y

r'araTiiduht:
iinlvet'sal

pftimijlic
.

.

.

i)i

mi"
.......
.......

—- Vi
V

,'
:

m,-"
If)',,*'

»<

ninonff

said

(

A-

Howell

K.

z

-

"fii!.
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POLIO CASES

DOWN

in

circuit--

operated houses,

courage the court from granting
them because of the demand on the

ospecially
embarrassing; They discover they have
a number of men too highly trained
and too competent to send into

,

atre

repping

for

,

have found the

Affiliated circuits
manager.;., situation

cluding
Arthur Mayer,. Herman
Hunt, Maury Miller, John Rowley,
William White and R. A< McNeil was
designated as liaison with Arnold,
Blueprint nixes absolute auction
and would- reserve the right to the
distrib to accept or reject any bid
within five days. Notice of pix auctions would; be sent out by the unit
Notice of the ATA decision to
fight auction-selling in the courts
was forwarded to every exhibitor
in the country Monday (9). Announcing its stand in the^ form of
individual letters addressed to the
16,000 U. S. theatres, ATA asked for
exhib reaction to the step be indicated on an attached card. ATA directors voted "to spare no effort or
expense to have the exhibitor interests protected in the pending legal

Metro's Abortive Experiment

first-runs,
Only thing they've been
able to do is '.put these employees in
leavCrraking type jobs in an -effort
to hang onto them and treat them
squarely until a vacancy presents
itself,
The men have to wait their
'

;

•,

what they got when they

That's

left.

keeping with the

in

Many

of living,'

rise in the cost,
of the returned vets

—

have stayed on which is ieading to
the present oversupply— but a number have also found that they can
get other jobs at more money or
better suited to their changed tastes
in the present job market and have
drifted off.

In the meantime, the circuits are
holding on to most of the. women
emplo.yees they took on during the
war. Some of them are continuing'
in their original jobs, while others
have been demoted with the return
of former aides.
There's mixed
opinion among :Circuit personnel
execs as to the value of the gals,
although pretty general agreement
that, with an exception here and
there, men are more suitable for re-i
sponsibilities and long hours of thea*
'

proceedings," the notice declared.
Because of practically -unanimous
by exhibs to auction- tre management jobs.
ATA told the theatremen,
"distinguished counsel are preparing to flght this matter to the U. S.
APPROPRIATE
Supreme Court if necessary in orPreem of Walt Disney's new feader to assure that exhibitors in the ture-length "Song of the South"
is
conduct of their business may not being set for Christmas in Atlanta.
be bound by rules that they had no
exploitation boss Terry Turvoice in formulating and that may ner is currently on the Coast hudwell place in jeopardy their abili- dling w ith Disney on plans for final
ty to continue in business."
release.

could be eventually proexecutive positions, went
into the colleges and chose top ath-

opposition

tliat

to

selling,

PEEEM

letes and students who showed leadership and personality via their
school activities. Program fizzled
completely, however, because the

RKO

type- of men chosen found no common ground whatsoever with the ex-

hibitors and didn't get along. In
addit ion, they found that they could
get hetfer paying jobs from fathers
of old college classmates and family

Metro after onfe year gave
up the whole scheme, but is now'
casting around for another and more
friends,

formula

ble salesmen.

to locate acceptai

CARY

" ATfar

as" coin 'goes, it is pointed:
out, cost of operating an entire dis-

HUMPHREY BOGART
LAUREN BAG ALL

ALCXIS

GRANT SMITH

tribution setup, outside of top execs

New

York, is minute compared
with the value of the product it handles every day. Th.e top sales and
in

In

Warner

Bros. Hit.

"THE BIG SLEEP"
IN I'URSOJl

BOB CROSBY

distribution organizations in the inare operated for less than
S75.000 a week.

ltd Hit Orchestra
Kxtru Added Attmotlon

dustry

THE TOWN CRIERS
Alr-Condltloned

TECHNICOLOR/.'
Day Proposal
Continued from page

5

.

St:

•

JANE

WYMAN

•

cvc mtoch • carios ramiru

Organization would
provide standard forms, receive bids
and keep records, including copies
of -terms, conditions and the result
of each sale.

Oirectn) bv

MARY MARTIN

main

Infor sales officials to say.
tention is, however, to prevent 5om«
local company employee to act without the decree provisions and embroil the company in legal snarls.
By standardizing the mechanics of

closed fdr repairs and remodeiliitg,

ai'sues.'.v,

'

Dancu «MIM

UROY

mail.

Reaction of distribs to idea,, which
has been pressed on them with the
argwement that it will save tha
companies from unauthorized irregularities, -has been mixed. Day of(icial.<! said. Many distribs expressed
the desire of waiting for a decree
fo be signed before seriously enlertaining the::plari. tjndCrstood that
Warner Bros, has been coldest to
the idea and Cplumbia warmest.
Day officials point out that the
idea does not entail any interference
witfi the majors' actual choice of the
highest bidder; That would still re-

MICHAEl CUR1IZ •

ARTHUR SCHWARTZ

WARNERS'

HOLLYWOOD

AM

•CONTINUOUS •UtTE RIM

11:30

R.K.O. Radfa Piefura Starring

Dorothy

McOUIRE

CONUITIONEO
'0:30

An

rrotfucwl b>

•M tUft tir

PRIN2

B'WAYalSUt

onus

End of Time

Till the

;

OONALO WOODS KX)

,

'

STRAND. B'way at 47th

MONTY WOOUEY GINNY SIMMS

the films to exhibs qualified by the
distribs either under the hamhjer
or oh sealed bids.
office to all qualified exhibs by registered

,

,

Metro, about 10 years ago, in an
effort to get a higher type of sales

.successful

'

houses in the sticks and still they.,
have no vacancies lor them in major

turn.
directors at a meet last Thursday
Major circuits have taken back,,
(5).,
Coinmittee, headed by Harry, virtually all .theii' former GI emArthur, St. Louis exhibitor, and in- ployees at salaries somewhat above

.

moted

Attorney

,

that an exhib could oiler a aompa'nyi He'li have to be guided in
these offers by the salesmen. A good,
imaginative salesman will be required to conceive arrangements
tliat will be favorable bbth to his
company and his customer. That
means that not only wiU he have
to sell, but he'll have to have the
executive-type mind to judge £i;good
deal for his employer.

help

men.

most exhibs, united in opposition to
auction selling, would carry great
weight with the court, it is asserted.
Ofticlal approval to ATA intervention move was given by the board of

Along with the ability to enthusiastically peddle their product, sales
chiefs see their staffs as requiring
extra
imagination.
helpings
of
There's practically no limit on the
type of offers, such as combinations
of percentageSi splits, guarantees,
etc:,

'

three judges' time, ATA execs contend that exhibs will stand no real
cliance ot favorable consideration
unless a spokesman can be designated to talk lor a majority of the-

will accept. It: is very conceivable
that minimuins will be such on certain pictures that there will be no
bids received or too few to choose
from. That will be partly the salesman's fault, because he hasn't dotie
big enough job of talking the
a
picture up among Its potential customers.
At that point, too, he'll
have to go out and do another; sales
job to try to drum up interest for
anotlier set of bids on the Same film.
it

sales and putting them under the
supervision of quasi-judicial officials
experienced in auction technique!
tlie companies will be able to swing
into the new method with a minim lun of dislocation, the Day office

City, Sept. 10.

particularly

Aside from the danger that a multitude of exhib petitions wptild dis-

Slackening of polio cases has permitted the reopening of three nabe
houses which were closed during
August.
This still leaves only the Gil.lham

Kansas

fi^ii

inellinds
iirejisinjf

competition between, hem flpd o( h^i s.
Dlv^stlnfr niajor defendants fii' Hielr
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Hardest hit of amusement stocks
was Eastman Kodak which fell off
7 /i pohits to new low of 2O8V2: Other

'

«fil)-

111

I

who went

staffers

Real Selling
What; distrib heads foresee is that
the salesmen will have to do a real
job- on pictures which don't prove
to be sure b.o. fare. As it loolts now,
a film will be opened to bidding with
the company putting a floor on terms
^

be

Iho

Ill

run
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enough.
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execs
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selves
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all are atliliftted.
.
1.11-71% ot nil Hr.sl-ran exhibi•M,S
-'5.000 occur
lioiis or Inp ninis in cllie." over
Ihcalcps and lhe.se affihaled
(irfiiirilca
in
pay 5(i-8.V;;. ot all. tlr.if-run lUni
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Stock Ex-

nioi'S
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past few weeks has lopped oft some
20 billions from„valuc of all stocks

ATA

{

recently retained by ATA to voice info the .arfned services have remeasure up and prove them- its arguhienis in court.
'Williams turned and their replacements in
worth more coin or go into stated he >vould take up the ques- many cases did such a good job that
another business or on pension, if tion o£ a solid front when he returns house operators have been loath to
Result is a general
they've been with one company long to the Coast following his string of let them go.

have

i.\lliliir.>rK

'^•r'l.

listed

or

one

others,
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all
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Amusement Issues
Continued from pas«
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niatlers.

,es.,
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and

icnials received

Borger asserts that Montana, Iowa
and Idaho exhibitor groups have
.agreed to join suph a, Conterence,
the aim of which, he explains, would
be to enable Midwest independents
to present a united frpnt. in trade
fisht.';
and in legislative and otlier

ATA Plea

the way to attract
them is by higher salaries. Those
already in the business will either

,

execs

Continued from .page &

,
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tlieafrea tonti-olled, Jiy aii^:.
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becsiiressly prohibit compel it on
(vblrii
iwcen hem In exhlbiUng thii flims- liceiisea,
npnii rental terms whlr,li. .ellher
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.

it up to the public it these exhave a legitimate squawk
view of the "prosperity'' the theatre-owners have enjoyed.

put
in

Berffer

eiitni
f
'J
the
i-cniar respective > receiveii uy
.'wcmlanls' and iif of
The
nie
dctenrtanls,
cciveil bv all distributor
circuils together
liirgest unaffillateil
live
such
of
less than 5%,
,,l,v
.

exhibitors
are "lily
white." They want to know, from
the homeoflice, too, if Berger and
other independent leaders should be

While a couple years, ago theatra
were offering every sort ot
inducement to women and 4Fs to
join their staffs, they now find themselves with an embarrassment of

level,

and,, naturally,

switch to the new selling
methods, the brief requests a delay
until June 1, 1947, before a complete changeover is mandatory.
early

the Dept, of
decree; asks the court to hold

-

however, sales
heads see rapidly coming to an end
under the pressure of decree selling.
Top grade salesmen will be needed

partment of Justice.

provi.sions.
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of th« B. El Griffith circuit «s well
as the one bearing his name.^ Booking offlees for the H. J. Griffith cirGriffith
cuit will remain In K. C,
became president of circuit following the death of his brother about a

New St. Louis Price Till May Spread
To

St. Louis,

The

Ambassador,

deluxer,
?.dmish scale

tilt for
leader in a new
the 110 flicker houses in St. Loius

weeks
St. Louis County. Two
the scale at the Ambassador
was boosted from 44-65o to 50-75o
with the screening of "Anna" which

and
ago

played solo.
Believed at first the tilt Stemmed
from the strong product but since
learned that it was an- experimeftt
to determine whether the conservative natives hei-e wbuld stand for
another admish hike. The film did
,5wil biz in the two weeks it was
s^cisyn, and now it's rcnorted that
a similar hike will spread to other
and also the St. Louis
F&IW houses
"
Ariiusement Co. s.tririg. operated by

i

of

Dallas,

Sept.

unusual

trial

lo,

and

—

do well at U. S. houses, Film was is celebrating its 40th birthday.
made, he said, with no thought of Thus what in 1906 started as a smalt
the American market and the story pioneering vaudeville outfit, the In.'
and treatment is typically British. terslate Amus. Go., has become one

World's Fair,' of
has one other theatre.
have helped the infiltration into 1904-5. A young fellow,
Karl Hbb"We've
Yankland, Reed conceded.
Waterlown
litzelle by name, was working in
eliminated as ..much as. possible of the office of the director
Watertown, N. Y.
when sevuse
dialect
only
cockney
and
the
being
Watertown,
now
.
Strand,
eral showmen from the "Pike," the
.operated by Merrill Lucas, who took it where it's iiecessBiy for the story," fair's amusement midway,
came to
control from his fathSl'-in^.lSw, Peter he- said.
him with the suggestion tlfat a cirVournakis, owner of the Liberty, in
Aside from production of better cuit of vaudeville theatres bo e.slabsame city.
The. Liberty and the Strand have pix, the postwar- improvement of Mished in the south and southwest,
become members of Upstate Thea- distribution machinery set up by J. Hoblit^elle was impressed; he and
tres, independent buying and book: Arthur Rank with U in America has his brother, George K., invcstetl all
ihg combination located in Albany, been an additional factor in further- their savings in the Interstate
Amus.
Upstate is handling booking and ing the cause of British films, Reed Co.
buying for another new member, the
declared.
Main Office Originally in St. r^oo
Palace, Schenectady, leased by Frank
Interstate originally had its prinDe Paula. When the Colonial, in
Reed took off for the Coast from
Albany, closed since last February New York Sunday (8) along .with icipal office in St. L.ouis, It openeddue to. a Are, opens soon under new Jack Sliirball, of the Skirball-Man- ,ils flii^t theatres in Dallas, Fort
management—J. Stephen Holt, N. Y; ning combo, to talk production of Worth, Houston, San Antonio, and
attorney, and .Tacob Olshansky, AlWaco. Later it acquired house.s in
bany lawyer Upstate will act for Reed's first Hollywood venture,
Little Rock, Shreveport and Birm"Portrait in Black."
that subsequent-run house.
early policy was to
Leonard Rosenthal, active in AlFollowing his "Portrait" chore, i"^'^^'"-,
whatever theatres were availlied of New York and as an attorney Reed will meg an unchosen film for
for independents before the war, has
'"^'^e .t^e necessary repairs,
Sir Alexander Korda. Various stoaffiliated with Upstate as legal aide
vaude shows a
'^^^ ",'^,?'V ^^^'^
ries
will
be
discussed
by
the
duo
and adviser on buying. The Rosenupon Reed's London return at the
thal family owns the State, Troy
V^T.'"^'%
Motion picture., in these early
end of the month. He will also make
.. days were not on a plane with high"
Fox Coast Additions
class vaudeville,
and were being
Los Angeles.
shown in shabby "store shows"' and
Fox-West Coast is adding three

Town

ett.

^°Joe

'

Garrisort,

switclied

New

formerly

district

:

was
City
Kansas
supervision of Dallas,
Orleans, Memphis, Oklahoma

manager

Lucas' Strand,

for

to

city 'and St. Louis. District managei
for Kansas City will be announced
Atlanta. Charlotte, Indianapand Cincinnati territories are
supervised by Peter Rosian.
Oiie of the first indie to hil5;e its to be
branch manager vin
price is the Au polo in the apartment William Parker;
to. the same spot in,
house area. Price has been upped Milwaukee^ goes
Angeles.
Only Se at this small house with Los
Max Cohen, Washmgton, branch
other nahes expected to .io.in in.
to the Cleveshifted
was
manager,
Loew's, Operating two, houses do.wnLouis Berman
managership.
town. has not announced it it will land
was upped from Chicago salesman
boost scale..
chief Arthui'

'.

:

,

.

olis

<

.

to

branch managers, Pete Dana, Pittsburgh; Foster Blake, Los Angeles;
and Barney Rose, San Francisco.

story

Texas show business and
community service is the story of
Interstate Theatres, which this year
error-r-of

3

"But a good picture is a good pic- of the top theatre chains in the
country with a far-flung circuit
David Miller, /district manager, aged by a fire.
Construction has started on a new ture regardless of origin, and tliat's spreading clear
moves over to the Buffalo, Albany
across the soutliwe.st.
be oper- still tlie only b.o. test."
New Haven area from his. for- 600-seat house at Itasca to R.
Interstate actually is an offspring
Rockr
Certain superficial improvements
mer Cleveland and Pittsburgh tevri- ated by Ben Knochs and E.
of the St. Louis

;

V's Sales Realigninenhs
Shaping itself up for decree selling, Universal, last week realigned a
flock of its sales personnel and
stepped up a number of others.
Heading the promotions were three

Reed on Pix
Continued from page

arid
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A

re-

tori

.

F&M.'

Cdebrated by Interstate Hieatres

,

Pullen,

Biz

Boston,:

:

.

Abe

Cleaves

the

is

,

Harry H. Cleaves named nianagei

Fredericksburg Road Dnve-In
of
theatre, operated here by Interstate.

replaces
business on his own.
San Francisco, Seattle and Portland signed to enter manager of newly
Cox made
J.
exchanges.;
opened Trail Drive-In theatre in San
Blake and Rose took over the tci
operated
by Underwood «t
by
Antonio
supervised,
formerly
ritory
Charles Feldman who has _ been Ezell, of Dallas.
State theatre at Big Springs, operupped to wesfern gales chief. Under
New ated by Gene Hendou and Richard
the new setup, John Scully,
few weeks,
Dngland district manager, supervises Bull, Will open within, a since damPhiladelphia and Washing.^ House has been rebuilt

&

Franchon

Marco's downtown

•

year ago.

Mo. Houses; Exchange Briefs

110

Show

40 Years of I^oneering

Milwaukee exchange

;

Garfield, Boston salesman, to New
Haven braneli manager; and Harry
.

J.

Martin, fdrmerrNew Haven branch

manager, to same post in "Washingtpn.

H.

I

\

I

.

j

I
I

\

—

I

|

jr.

Griffith Circuit lo Dallas
Dallas.

Circuit executive and accounting
Dana became district manager of offices of H. J. Griffith Circuit of
.Cleveland and Pittsburgh offices; Kansas City moved here and conBlake of the L. A., Denver and Salt solidated with the R. E. Griffith CirLake City offices; and Rose, of the cuit offices. H. J. Griffith is head

j

|

•

i
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-
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:

.
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Wall St. Spin

theatres to,^ its string of first-run
houses, giving Los Angeles a total

"shooting
public.

.

of 31 first-run outlets, with a total
seating capacity of 51,275.
Two of the newcomers, the. Iris*

Hollywood boulevard, and
Studio City, in San Fernando

on

the
'Val-

be used by Univer.?al-International as showcases for "A" prodThird is a new theatre, the
uct.
Loyola, now in the last stage of construction and will be used to showcase 20th-Fox product.
ley, will

Mayor Coming's Background

;

Gontimie4 from page 1

has already been sold, and if
any cancellations are in the offing,
the advertisers will have to wait
until the first 13-week period is

galleries",

a

to

curious

.

The circuit entered into a contract
with the Western Vaudeville Man-

fall

|

ageis Assn. early in its career, and
opened a booking office in Chicago,
Later it maintained a representative
ia New York in the Orpheum CirBasic reason for tlie high grosses '^''^ offices in order to acquire the
"c's.
Meantime, Karl Hoband inability of stock market de-i
dines to hit the gate, according to 1'^zelle was becoming increasingly
operators, is that the employment '^"terested in Texas as a home office
his expanding circuit.
In 1915,
level is at its highest peacetime
office of treasurer and auditor
level,
and unless further infla[

^

over.

1

i

Albany.
Albany 'Variety Club has on the
Democratic state ticket a member
in Mayor Erastus Corning 2d, who
was drafted to run for lieutenant
governor. Corning, one of the youngest mayors in the state, is an outspoken opponent of Governor Dewey
an<} is sure to clash with him during
the campaign. He roasted the Chief
Executive in a speech at the Ten
Eyck hotel last winter for sponsoring, a
short film which Corning
claimed gave Governor Dewey unfair credit for Slate income tax reductions.
Corning also blasted the
Governor for having a flock of Vhigh
pressure" publicity men in various
branches of the State government,
_

and for using "Hollywood technique."

Albany Feteing Lalta

tion

sets

amusement industry were moved

in,

prosperity

is

slated to continue. Talk

of another war, it's felt, isn't taken
too seriously by the spending public. Industry is basically sound because of the huge bacldog of orders
which will in some industries take
more than a year to catch up to.

to Dallas,

Parallel with the growth of Interr,
slate as the leading vaudeville e-v
hibitor in its territory was the phe-

nomenal increase
of

In the popularity
Hoblitzclle obof the Locw's

motion pictures.

served

the

success

with

circuit in the east,

its

combined

Another reason which leads the \a»t>evUle and 'filni programs. He
industry to believe that stock mar- decided upon a similar policy, in
ket sags cantt produce disaster at 1922, after experimenting with some
of the great pictures Of the early
the b.o., is the elimination of buying on margin by the Securities & 1920's.
Hoblitzelle Retired
Exchange Commission. Because of

As the 1920's drew to a close, Hobdabbling in stock
by brokers for litzclle decided to retire, and- in
more margin, inasmuch as a buyer May, 1930, he sold out to RKO. But

this factor, those
can't be plagued

depression brought disastrous
doesri't have to shell out additional the
dough when the market tumbles results to the film-theatre chains.
The ban on margin buying has been In 1933 Paramount and RKO went
circumvented in many cases by in- bankrupt. Both Paramount and RKO
dividual investors who buy stocks appealed to Hoblitzelle, the number
outright and then borrow money on one showman of the southwest, to
their holdings from a bank, but save their Texas theatres in approxithere's not enough of that type buy- mately 30 cities.
tall hour and the dinner is $5. Chief
In order to keep the theatres open
Barker Charles A.. Smakwitz heads er to create a panic.
the committee on arrangements.
According to the current state of and to prevent htindreds of emamusement business, operators are ployees from being thrown out of
more worried if their customers work, Hoblitzelle came out of bis
brief retirement.
A new Interstate
have a bad day at the track.
2
SPOT

Albany.

Variety Club of Albany will fete
C. J. Latta, elected recently as secassistant chief barker of the
Variety Clubs of America, at dinner
in the De Witt Clinton hotel Sept, 16.
It will mark the opening of the
club's new season. Tap for a cock-

ond

PREEMS LURE

was

organization

FROM BEAUTY PAGEANT
Atlantic City, Sept.
a week of previews

It was
and
pageant girls here last week as filmdom took some of the .spotlight away
from the "Miss America" jamboree.
It
all
started
when 20th-Fox
showed its "Three Little Girls in
Blue" to the pageant girls, the
pageant "family," some newspapermen and most of: the town's politicians atop Haddon Hall shortly
after the girls had arrived last TaeSday ,(3). With the showing the company, announced that the world premiere for the general public would
take place here on the boardwalk on

Wednesday (4).
Not to be outdone, Warners immediately started to buy white space
and advertise its. own world premiere of "Cloak and Dagger.''
Despite the two premieres and the
weather, the pageant parade Tuesday afternoon, and the nightly affair in the huge Auditorium for four
nights starting Wednesday and concluding Saturday, didn't do the film
,

people much good.
On top of it all PRC went into ses-

Ambassador on Wednesday and brought its convention to a
conclusion on Friday (6). Editors of
the local dailies dropped pix of the
PRC concave into basket to make
way for Pageant art.
sion at the

'

:

Interstate

Chi 'Pink.' 4 Pix

10.

Chicago, Sept.

10.

"El

.film, Clasa's

another

Monge

char-

Notv Specializing^
iif

'ORIVE-IN THEATRES

Mexican

Blanca."

of 430,000 feet of film inspected
the board 37 cuts were made.

Out
by

Refreshment

'Concestiont for

releases.

was

T'l*

was

Inc.,

RKO

"Adults Only" signs were tagged
on two domestic and two foreign pix
by the Chicago motiojl picture censor board during its August reviewing sessions. Pinked wer* Warners'
"Big Sleep," Mono's "Decoy," and
two Mexican pix, "Dona Barbara"
and "Muralli D' Passion," both Clasa

Rejected

perfected.

Circuit,

tered to take over and operate Paramount and
theatres in Texas.
By 193.'), the receiverships had
been dismissed and thia new Interstate organization was in full operation, with Hoblitzelle more active
than ever as its president.

SPORTSERVtCC,

lit<:.

BUKAIO

iURiT BLD&

Announcing an evening course of training
leading to a certificate in

Motidn Picture Tkeiter MiMageMent
PUILICITY, ADVERTISINA AND EXPLOITATION
under the direction of Michael Zala
Firtt

REGISTRATION NOW BEINO. HUD
i«ui«n Thurirfay •v«ning, SeptAmbN^ H, vt I
For Full DxTAiLS, Address
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TANTAGES

TIME' FOR RADIO

Irresponsible Gabbers

Gose Cues Aspirin

Time was, as the old saying goes, when "one believed everything lie read in the newspapers." The remark now is a bromide,
a wise-crack, something to kid about. Publishers' policy slants,
opinionated columnists, helped to change that.

By GEOBGE ROSEN

CBS' bid to achieve status ol
"star network" has reached re-

ville's

marked

the

a

spectable proportions, with the
new fall season- finding more
topflight personalities and programs riding the web kilocycles
than at any time since NBC
started to monopolize the star
-

three-week
managers'
a mutual interchange of
program ideas and problems, the
Pantages-equivalent mov.-> will be
bypa.ssed.
CBS prefers to keep it

series

of
clinics for

Wlien a commentator quotes a general as saying World War
III is due this year, or when another says that the diplomats at
Paris are plotting a third war, and are as guilty as the men at
Nuremberg— these men are abusing the privileges and trust radio
has given them, and radio itself is getting a black eye.

start

of

a

CBS program

roster.,

-Here, for example, are the new'
personalities and programs of
topflight calibre moving from
NBC into the CBS fold this fail:

under: wraps until the whole plan

Eddie Bracken (Texaco).
Dinah Shore (Ford Motor)

crystallizes itself.

Roughly, what the network has in

in Bid

mind

To

is

<Kenny Delmar (Amer.

,

':

Fast Footwork

was CBS' quick sponsorship
wrap-up last week of the Sat-

ing,

urday evening

the company's all-out empliasis on
the Dinah Shore-Peter
Lmd Hayes show which hits the

Hour and

CBS web

this

an

:

undertakihg.' are

seen

accruing

.

cigarets,

through

KMBCKidConcern
Keeps

1

Archbishop of Canterbury

j

Sept.

10.

And when

earlier than 9 p.m.
fall

Tempest!

programming semester

the

gets roll-

ing, it will result in the unusual sitwill
nation where Church's
almost solidly packed at 10:.SO
-thc-board basis with
""^
'n
"
robbers
stuff.
'"^ '^°P*

I

Montreal,

To

Late Night Time

Nix on Sennon By

Canadian

Killers

KMBC

I

For when these potentials do
the. bigtime, they will have an
understanding of what makes for a

ple.

hit

cross-section
click.
The listeners
will already know them, and these
same listeners will feel that they
helped start the talent along the
road to real coin.
It would permit, too, for the. cooperating stations to wrap up sponsors for the circuited talent, giving
the bankroller a-new act every three
weeks, a good, local commercial

Minor tempest in a teapot is being
brewed over report that Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. had refused to
broadcast a .sermon by the Arch-!
Church firmly believes that the
bishop of Canterbury now visiting crime sagas don't exactly contribute
Canada.
toward alleviating juvenile delinRow was sparked by charge of ^uency, and he'd rather broadcast
Rev. L, E. G. Graham Sunday (8) '''^ shows after the kids are in bed
at .Christ Church Cathedral in ot- That's why he's having the shows
tawa
that
CBC had Originally yanked out of the regularly sched- show with promising network matere-broadcast by trans- rial, and the. advantages of the pubagreed to air the broadcast but later ^^^^^ ^'"i'"
llcit.v' that would accrue from' ,suCh
refiised unless Viscount Montgom"
"
from listenhave been some~ squawks
an undertaking. It's even been sugery'.s presence could be guaranteed.
Airer was supposed to come from ers, who want to know why they gested that the stations could estabcan't hear the shows on regular lish locals boards of "talent judges"
the cathedral:
W. J. Dunlop, director of religioii."! network time. .But Church, though to rate the traveling acts. _
"The CBS programming dept. is
•programs for CBC, denied Rev: he isn't fortified by statistics, is willI

i

|

.

I

!

!

j

I

|

j

'

'

.

Ave

stop-and-take-note

thain-Break Time
Is

My Time

Edict

Chicago, Sept.

:

network and the
For CBS it would be a means
of keeping potential talent under
contract, at a minimum cost; anal an
opportunity to permit the affiliates
to participate in development of new
personalities.
For the talent, it
would be an opportunity to work
under a variety of broadcasting conditions, with a variety of program
directors, and a chaftoe to meet the
people who comprise that: 10 point
Hooper,
Thus, with the talent coming face
Kansas City, Sept. 10.
to; face with What appeals to the
Despite the fact that the network "grass roots" element, of meeting
and the agencies involved aren't any up with local programming probtoo happy over his decision, Arthur lems and
finding out what makes for
Church is sticking by his guns this local loyalty (which, translated into
season in his refusal to spot any of many stations,
is national listening),
CBS horror-whodunit shows it wili take the network to the peothe

which also spotted
^fJ5?.'^°"''^*>
"Beliriy Goodman "in a bid' loVThe
same audience .segment.

Stirs

Advantages Seen
Numerous advantages from such
to the stations; the

replacement for Abbott & Co-stello
Oil NBC) stems from the same desire to capture the youthful ciggie
maritet.
Idea is not new with

CBC

expense to each station), with each
of the IS routed over the entire circuit of cooperating station.
That
would give them three weeks of air
perforniance at each station.

talent.

the WiHiam Esty agency, is similarly
—pliaiincling its attention toward the
*jiiv9 audiences.
The spotting of
Vaughn Monroe as a regular Saturday night feature on CBS (bandleader has been in as the summer

'

30 slot.

5

.

month.

And now Gamel

7:

o'clock last Wednesday
afternoon the web got word that
Bourjois was canceling out. By
5 o'clock the following afternoon, the deal for Vaughn Monroe to move in for Camel cigarets had been signed, sealed, deAnd without a week's
livered.
loss
billings
ill
to CBS, for
Monroe moves in the week after
Bourjois fades.

Af

which
store dynasty,
controls WOR.
.In particular, it's
the
opposition to the station's
participation in, the: Close: broadcasts, which are sponsored by the
National Economic Council that the
most disturbing element in WOR'a

On

Scores

Phiico

10.

Sponsors of network programming
who have, long felt that the Sale of
station-break time for local spots
adds up to one of real evjls of radio,
have a champion in Philcp.
For quite some time there's been

-

i

ing

to

j

wager, that the results:
than harmful

Shows involved include such
ers

a.s

'°

wi^D
WABC.
tion, to
*\'ere

its Now York
WCBS, some i.i

flagship sta-

the industry

asking; "'What about that
out
in
Springfield.

smliate

whose
The

call letters

ABC
III.,

are WCBS'.'"
answer is:—"WCBS out in
>l>nngnc!ld agreed to relinqui.sh the
call
letters.
Henceforth it'll be

known

as

WCVS.

to.

air-

currently kicking the .whole thing,
around. Nothing's been decided oii,
but that's the basic idea :for. what
may well be one of radio's most

rewarding payoff.

a

mounting feeling among some of

Mex. Ripley
City, Sept. 10.

Mex

fans hear this daily Over a
certain local radio station during announcement of the station's daily
And at 8 p,m. we ofschedule: ".
fer you the latest news, followed at
,

,

8:15 by a commentary
at 8:36 you will hear

the

commentary on

on that news;
an analysis of
that news, and

at 8:45 there will be an interpretation oC the analysis of the news you

have heard."

Close,

WOR

affiliates in other parts of the country carrying the program, but none
had reached WOR, since he was not
carried by that station.

One of the factors that's said to
have influenced WOR's final decision to carry the program was that
the Close network commentary was
paying ofl with a rating.

New Club Forming;

top bankrollers that the affilidesire to cash in on the 30second chain break has made for a
multiplicity of comthereials: and: has
There's a move afoot among a
the
toward
"Over-,
contributed
chavges hurled group: of radioites in New York City
coniinercialization"
at radio in general. Further, they to organize 'an industry club along

Dues-One Ulcer

ates'

.'

.

argue that

it

disriipts

programming

continuity. But their chief gripe is
that the guy who buys the station-,
break time by linking his name with
the web show just heard, is reaping
the benefit of a half-hour program
for
which the national sponsor
plunks down top coin. Ujitil Phiico
came along, however, few have .succeeded in doing' anything about it.
Phiico has long wanted to get rid
of tlie practice in connection with
its sponsorship of the last quarter
of the "Breakfast Club" show on
:

ABC. Swift

social lines.
Not that they
intend pulling out o£ the Radio Executives Club, but it's the feeling
of this nucleus group of a dozen or
so that the original purpose of the
REC has been destroyed; that it has;
entered into a phase where it has
an axe to grind and that there are
too many NAB-BMB overtones about

strictly

the setup.

What
an

the group

out-and-out

week

to set

agenda:

cal boys.

BBC

However,

it

wasn't,

until

Phiico

is striving for 5s
social organization
later this

:

and the men arc meeting

bankrolls the preceding
break
half -hour, and the station
dividing the two .sponsorships has
been, sold b.r .the afliliates to the lo-

it

up.

First move .on the
will be named

Everybody

president.

moved itjto the ABC picture in a big
way a couple of weeks back, via its

Exit Blues Bring

More Top Resignations

sponsorship of (he Bing Crosby
transcribed show, that it was able to
exert sufficient pressure, to yank out
the "free ride" for the local bank-

With Subs Hard to Get
London, Sept.

10.

.

The British Broadcasting Corp;: is
The order to the affiliates has just again facing a string of re.signations,

rollers.,

gone

'

.

out— f'Breakfa.st

Club"

now

segues from its Swift portion into
quarter with only a sta-

the- Phiico

tion identification.

CELANESE SHOPS FOR

NEW DAYTIME MOMENT
Celane.se, which checked off the
nighttime programming roster a few

Dinah Shore Peddling

attitude:.

accepting

known, had weighed the
matter carefully. They were cognizant of protests deluging Mutual
it's

the

.

Variety last week.
Top men have thrown up the
sponge.
They arr-,- Chrislomer Salmon, a-'sistant talk? director; Hitton Brown, short story producer,
and
children's
news announcer;
Godfrey James, producer of feature
"Ypurs Sincerely" and book talks;
Ian Cox producer of "Science Sur^^
vey"; and David Bryson, in charge:

as highliglited in

of

BBC

discussions seGtion.

Reason for wholesale quitting: is
back
when it dropped
'Violets' "Great Moments in Music," is look- rigidity of administration, and too
CBS has tied
with Columbia ing for favorable network day time much interference from above, mo.st*
ly from the so-called BBC specialfor,
promotion
a
stunt
oross^the-board
Recol'ds for a novel
15-minute
Outfit is currently repre- ist.s, who are behind the times.
as a prelude to its new Dinah Shore showi
Another reason is the lack of prosshow for Ford Motors. CBS has sented in radio only by a transcribed
grabbed a pre-release of the singer's "Fashions and Fabrics" show spotted pects for young men who undertako
"Who'll Buy My Violets" Columbia in half a dozen markets, and via par- a radio career, and small salaries
paid
to top producers.
release.
The disk is backed by a ticipation in the Margaret Arlen
spiel by Mi.ss Shore, addressed to WABC (N. Y.) program.
Most of those who are quitting art
Celanese wants to expand the expected to obtain jobs with com-'
the promotion managers, program
manager.?, etc.. of the CBS affiliates, fashion idea for a strictly femmc mercial radio, which is on th.; lookenlisting tlieir cooperation on the daytime web show, w'ith a stylist out for bright young men with ideas.

months

Program Via

Mexico

the okay to
"^^ange the call letters of

.

"Inner Sanctum," "Suspense,"

A
FCC gave

.

"Crime Photographer,'' ''Thin,- Man."
"Big Town," which in recent installments has segued into the whodunit
category, "Sam Spade," etc.

ThisIs...WCVS
Wlicn the

are:

-

more beneficial
Kansas City.

Before
execsj

:

'

I

Graliam's charge as -"absolutely untrue," claiming it was simply a case
where the broadcast would have run
for 50 minutes' at 5 p.m. on Sunda.v.
He .said that since the broadcast
could not be condensed,, it was
thought better not to: a.'' It" at all,
Montgomery's presence, he said, had
nothing to do with decision not to
«U' the Canterbury address.

,

:'

department

audience participation show. He
continues, of course, with his
^Senator Claghorn" routine on
the Fred AUen NBC show.

:

The CBS basic plan, however, is
so broad in scope that it might posr
sibly involve a .39.-week or even: 52weck circuit. This is the plan being
studied: Lining up a number of CBS
affiliates on a routed, geographical
basis. In the event that 13 such stations were enlisted on a 39-week
test, CBS would then select 13 acts
or talent (not to exceed a stipulated

indication of .how tough it
is to land an even reasonably
good time on NBC or CBS, now
tliat the SRO flag is again wav-

Home

Latter, show will: spot Delmar
in an afternoon 'cross-the-board

:

An

WOR

doing nothing
As yet
is
about it.
What may eventually
bring the matter to a head, however,
is the fact that a number of the protests
have reportedly been: sent
direct to Jack Straus, of the Macy

Products).

.

:

about Close.

"Information Please" (Parker
Pen).
Hildegarde (Campbell Soups).

.

bigtime. In effect, it would carry to
fruition the: several attempts made
to-date to inaugurate a "farm-out"
system tor promising talent, similar
to that recently put on the NBC

agenda.

weeks as many as -200 telephone calls have reached the station
following the broadcasts, squawking
cent

.

.

Phil Spitainy (Utilities Cos.).

a "test circuit" for talented

people and acts with network potential, but not quite ready for the

Capture Youth Market Via Shows
There's been evidetioed of late at
Switch in programming technique'
among some of radio's top banltiollers aimed specifically at capturIt Was
ina; n more youthful market.
pai lu'ulai ly spotlighted with the advciU ol Henry Ford II into the motor
dyila.sty and in ihe latter's sharp
foiUiast to the elder Ford's heretofore exclu.-;ive accent on the semithat
cla.tsiral.
adult-slanted
fare
characterized Ford shows in the
past. The younger Ford is making a
play strictly for the 'teen-agers as
the potential buyers of the new cars
comin)j oft the assembly, lines.
That was the reasoning behind
tha rancehng of the Ford Symphony

WOR, the Mutual flagship station
New York, is beginning to won^
der if it didn't make a mistake when
it decided a couple of months back
Upton
sponsored
to
accept the
Close broadcast on Tuesday nights.
vigorously-r
Close's
Protests over
slanted commentary, particularly; his
rabid anti-New Deal, anti-Roosevelt
stand, have -been coming in to the
station at an accelerated pace both
from individuals and organizations,,
among them the American Veterans
Committee. It's reported that in ve-.
in

Moving Scene

Radio's approximation o£ vaudeerstwhile "Pantages Time"
rnay shape up in the near future
under CBS aegis if the network's
ambitious talent development idea
jells. It's still in the formative stage
and although yesterday (Tuesday)

:

are sounding off with careless talk that does little good, that
exceeds the bounds of good taste and that scares the hell out
of thousands of gullible people. Quotes from some "high authority," predictions, gossip, uncorroborated remarks— all help in
causing national unrest^ contributing to stock market breaks,
a war psychosis buildup and the like.

WOR As Vets

for

Spearhead Gripes Vs. His N. Y. Outlet

'TEST CIRCUIT'

Radio— thanks, to some high-placed, but irresponsible commentators—seems headed the same way. Men with millions of
malleable listeners, drunk with the rarefied air they talk into,

Camel Joins Ford Motor

31

in

;

;

new show.
Platter has been shipped
the various CBS stations.

(as

out

to

yet

uuchosen)

to

Ed Downs will
young A Rubicam is

emcee.

double

as

direct.

the agency.

Meanwhile, BBC is looking out for
replaeers, but is finding the going
difficult.

Septemhcr 11, 1946
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If

WCFL Telk

Oii's

Martin 8 Voice Sounds Powder-Burnt

Loaded

Blame It on Bour jois Scram Technique

AB. 'Confesses

Washington, Sept

Martin

Insists

Great Gildersleeve, variety;
WEAFp m., Wednesdays;

8 30-9

Irank Sinatra, variety;

&

Martin Blows Topper
HoUy wood, Sept.

;

Sept.

and

Gold

Sept. 14
Silver

W. Ayer.

p.ni.,,

Saturdays;

Sustaining,

'.

'x-

'

riety;

For Old Exec's Slur

1-1:15

Martin: "I'd like to get a release
I can take the

from my contract so
Texaco show."

May

WABC-

Sept. 18

Fold

/
Kay Kyscr Show, variety; loll p.m. Wednesdays (Will switch,
to half hour, 10:30-11. p.m. beginning Oct. 2); WEAF-NBC;
Ted
Colgate - Palmolive - Eeet;
.

;

.

.

Wertheimer: "Sorry, Tony, no can
do as we're taking up your option
for another 26 weeks.'Martin: '^But Texaco has offered
me $13,500 for my package and I

Bates..'

"further

steps."

What the
eil'g

stuck with BourjoiSi"
Script
For Best Air
But he wasn't and that's the rub.
Gag-writers will' get a free hypo
Short time later after Martin passed
from the National Laugh Week
along the doleful news to Tom BuFoundation this year with the start
chanan of the agency handling the
an annual "Henny Youngman
Texaco account deals were initiated of
Award" for the best comedy radio
elsewhere. Dick Powell was all but
program in the public interest. Prize
signed when from out. of nowhere
emerged Eddie Bracken and acting liS the first of its type to be given,
and will be made in June, 1947.
as his own agent closed the deal.
Judges in the yearly contest will
"Very good, Eddie," sighed Martin,
"and good luck to you fellow." What include Billy Rose, Ben Hecht and
Tony didn't know at the time was other show and literary names.
that Bracken tpok the show from Prize will be av/arded on the basis
under his nose but through no fault of public interest gags, with a speof his. Less than a week after the cjal pitch toward fighting intoler-

"further

steps"

meeting, which

-

WOR Gives Army Games
To Sportsminded WHN

KABC

Latest puzzler from

FCC

is

mission's action last Friday

versing

action

earlier

Board

rainistrative

KABC, San

of

10.

Com-

(6)

re-

Ad-

Its

which

]

gave

Antonio, license to cover

a boost in power*la 50 kw. Board
seldom, if ever, reverses itself unless good reason is advanced for the

move.
Speculation centers on FCC's Acis flagship
tion here since
station of the Texas State Network,

KABC

now owned by
former

Elliott

with

wife,

Roosevelt's

only

a

token

One theory is
'Commish will itself get the
case, in view of protest by exmedico-broadcaster Dr. Baker that
Texas State Net manager Gene

holding by Elliott.
that

Cagle
illegally
took the 50 kilowatt
_
_
_

1

transmitter from a Mexico station
and hijacked it across the border.

WPAT,

On Number

WCAM

Cosman

trols

tices

its

Now

that

Mao

will

now

devote his full

The

consideration of
released the Association's policy, in economic factors,, we, would, most
correspondence with W. E. Whit- certainly be inviting FCC authority
more, manager of KGFL, Ro.swell, to regulate the quantity of adverNew Mexico, one of scores of licen- tising, the charge for advertising, the
sees to protest FCC's wholesale sale price of radio stations, etc"
licensing
of
new outlets in the
(WiUard did not add, as pointed
smaller markets,
out in yAHiETY several weeks ago,
Willard said that the subjefct had that such authority would also give
been thoroughly discussed by the FCC right to make stations have a
NAB Board last month in Colorado uniform system of keeping their acand would come up for another air- counts. It would also probably reing at the. convention October 21-24 sult in FCC's determining what is a
in Chicago.
However, giving FCC reasonable rate ot return on a staany more aiithority than it now tion, a move which would place
holds over broadcasters, he contend- radio in the same fix as common
ed, would be calling for a cure a carriers.)
hundred times worse than the comWillard pointed out that "if Joe
plaint itself.
Doak?* is stupid enough to apply;
Said Willard's letter to Whitmore; for a license lor a new Isroadcast
"I think you will agree with me, it
tCon tinned on page 43)
,

.

JINGLES, INC.
firm to package jingles and
dramatized spot announcements has
been formed by Phil Davis, musical director of the Hires shjiw on
Outfit,
named Jingles and
Spots, is planning to give specialized
service to" ad agencies on the pro.duction of mlisical and novelty
plugs.
Davis has as.sembled a group of
vocalarrangers, instrumentalists,
ists and lyricists to work with him
ia the new organization.

official approval of FCC's Blue Book
mentors, has set up 10-man advisory
board of leaders in business, government, labor, education and sports.
Other officers are Nathan David and
Seymour Krieger, both of Washington radio law firm of David, Courtney, Krieger and Jorgensen.

McCormick Gets Plans
For $5,500,000 Center

Lewis' Flock of Stations

.

New

the perthe commission has ruled
"systematically frustrated"
made by WCAIVI since

eflfort

services.

.

FM

ABC.

mit.

Town

is

time' to the station, concentrating
particularly on plans to project the
outlet into fuUtime Operation,
and television.

W CAM

1944 to do its own programming, and
that it controls 25 of the station's 29
weekly broadcast hours. As a result
of the rehearing, the commission
is fairly obviou.^ that a regulatory
again denied license renewal for
government body will hot protect a WCAM, but the ruling is still subfranchise against competition unless^ ject to appeal.
it regulates its business, its incomfe

of Outlets for

,

;

back at his post giving the Commission authority to
"If we should go to the Congress
after four years with the Navy. He
decide how 'many radio : stations a and a.sk for laws which would auwas discharged with the rank of Lt. town can support.
thorize the Commission to deny or
.Cmdr.y
NAB vice president Jess Willard affirm grants in

prexy of

which highlights

on Programming

Over FCC Authority

Washington, Sept. 10.
Fear of seeing further FCC conslapped oft the business pracof broadcasters put NAB on
and record here last Friday <.6) against and

10.

Y.),

(N.

Mack

every

WPAT

Operation Rolling
Washington, Sept. 10.
Pledged to meet putjlio service
program needs of existing broadcasters and hundreds of newcomers
n both AM and FM fields. Public

the sportscast market in the N. Y.
metropolitan area, had a plum fall

Power Boost a Puzzler

'

it.

However, indication
Commission may bow to the
came earlier in the month

to surprise of

Service Transcriptions, Inc., new radio-packaging firm, set up in business here yesterday.
PST, Inc., is the first outfit of its
kind in Wa.shington and only known
firm to concentrate on producing
into its maw by accident this week. public service platters exclusively.
Mutual asked the indie to be the
Selden Menefee, author of ."AsNew York outlet for the U. S. Army .signment: USA" and lor the past 18
"Game ot the Week" broadcasts months scripter of "Our Foreign
which kick off Sept. 28 with the Policy" .show on NBC's "Univer.sity
Notre Dame-Hlinois contest.
of the Air," is executive director of
WOR, Mutual flagshlt^, was unable the disk organization. He is giving
to broadcast the series Ijecause of a up the NBC post and stints as speprevious commitment to carry the cial correspondent for the Washing-,
Princeton schedule lor Atlantic Re
ton Po.st and Christian Science Monifining.
tor to devote fuUtime to PST, Inc.
First public service series will be
Hit off the presses early in October, all
Agency,
of them 14-minute disks. First three
Again
offerings will be informal interviews
Washington, Sept. 10.
with Congressmen and top level govThe Mack Radio Sales Co., agency ernment men, titled "Uncle Sam
once accused by the FCC of con- Speaks," "Issue of the Week'' and
trolling the programming on WCAM, "Science to You."
Each series may be bought sepaoutlet owned by the city of Camden
N. J., got another thorough slapdown rately or in package of three for 13.f
week periods. In addition, PST says
from the commission today,
Mack had appealed for a. reopen^ it will take on special one-shot
case after the FCC shows of Important news events and
ing of the
had ruled that the station would be "request" stints on programs of,;
denied license renewal. Mack had particular interest to a locality.
Firm, which is known to have unclaimed there was "new evidence

WHN

Washington, Sept.

;

.

.

in favor of continuance of

.Emerson Foote denies that any
commitment, verbal or otherwise,
had been made to Martin, but that's

.

Menefee & Disk

AFRA
might ing that Mason had told him
against the newseoun* had taken steps
held hawk.
is any-

to be

is

FCC's Reversal on

.

at

when

when Jerry
of local branch of American:
Guild of Variety Artists, who was
done
a guest shot on one of
have
to
Bruun's programs, bowed out claim-

(Continued on page 42)

;

NAB in Lather

'

license.

that the
request

head

in Hollywood Friday (13),
body's guess. But one guess is that
the coming season may see the first
outright work-stoppage among ra-

Henny Youngman Award

.

FM

coinphcated

Sept. 20

ance.

'
,

Unless FCC reopens the FM record to take note of WCFL's change
of heart, the station will win an

be, short of the decision of the

guess I'm

'

I

previous

to

action

;

Alan Young Show, variety-comthought.V."V
edy; 8:30-9 p.m., Friday, WEAFWertheimer: "No, Tony, we're re- NBC; Bristol-Myers; Young. &
newing you and we're very happy Rub: cam.
with your work."
People Are Funny, with Art LinkMartin: "I'll make a deal with you letter; 9-9:30 p.m., Friday, WEAFI'll
if you'll let me take Texaco.
MBC; Raleigh; Russell Seeds.
give you 13 free guest shots any time
you want them."
Wertheimer: "No, Tony, we're re-

Bracken contracts were signed, Martin got the bad news,
What. Martin can't understand is
why Wertheimer didn't take him off
the limb when he knew it was

Strike

Advertising Agencies for 14
of
months, is ready to break off negotiations and is asking the puild's
national council to decide upon

.

Show

was

points of view.

most ob.servers
Call
the Commish okayed a hike in
Mason,
50 kilowatts, its
whd does a radio chit-chat WCFL's power to notwithstanding.
The negotiating committee of the Brimn,
In addition to program policies
niteries
local
from
Riadio Writers' Guild, Which has
columning, that he'd have to join
been carrying on dealings with a
Matter, was further
or else.
committee of the American Assn. AFRA
Hirseh,

.

son.

.

this:

in contiast to
Lec;
prexy,
since resigned, who notified
of note

Tenor

Sept. 16
guests, sports
p.m.,
6:30-6:45
commentary;

Monday through Friday;
CBS; Co-op.

of

join the union.

Bed Barber, with

to

note

sent

apology to.Paui M. Bruun, Sun -Star
columnist, for "any inconvenience
suffered by mistakes dt his predecessor" and inviting the columnist to

Widi Four A's,

.

,

week

last

Artists,

p.wi.,

Sundays; WABC-CBS; electric
companies; N. .W. Ayer,
;

..

'

Break

Scripters

something like

Paterson, N..J., Sept.
James V. Cosman, founder

available to all points of
those which dis-

inclu(|ing

agreed with, the management.
The petition admitted that testimony by Morris Lynch, WCFL manager at the June hearing violated
FCC rulings in the Mayflower
opinion and the WHKC-CIO case.
Both decisions require station.s to

;

other end picked up the" receiver.
The conversation, it's reportedv went

Cosman Back

kind, so far

Miami, Sept. 10.
refrain from editorializing in their
of Miami Local program formats and to make air
American Federation ol Radio time available to all rCvspjiinsiblei;

oi;

Sundays;

p.m.,

Phil Spitalny Orch; 4:30-5

Martin or
one bit so

the story as the Coast gets

its

Bob Lyons, prexy

WJ.Z-ABC; Harvel Watch Co.;
A^ W. Lewin Co,
Hour of Charm, music, with

was put through via transAtlantio phone and the man at the

^

(6),

petition of

is

make time

AFRAPrexy's Apology

-'.

Thompson Show, va-

.Toliiiny

call

cracking.

.

known, the labor station asked
to open the record on the Chicago FM hearing last June to show
that the WCFL Board had changed
policies and would now
program
its

as

,

Sept. 16

and was told by Hub Hobinson
Cone & Belding that the

I

first

fraiiT.

,

We)R*|^ul:ual;

:

'

:

newing you."
Martin: "Okay, then,

Friday

In

PM

when

FCC

view,

KLZ, DENVER.

ing at 8:00.

Minstrels,

Show, starring Dinah
Shore, with Robert Emmet :Dolan
Orch, Peter Lind Hayes, George
9:30-10
others;
Montgomery,
p.m. Wednesdays; WABC-CBS;
Walter ThompFord Motors;

a

be overlooked

ISst

Miami Gabber Given

variety, with Eddie ;Greeii;\9-9:30'

at Foote,

'

"RED and LINK"
jaed.Alleh and link Trotter avo
KLK's newest raa 10 finds, singing
and playing the favorite songs of
the .liills, and dlie .'VVest every morn-

WABC-

p.m.,

10.

powder

chises are handed out in Chicago
led WCFL, the Chicago Federation
of Labor station to do just that here

last

:

But it was the way it was done
that threw Martin into high dander.
Some weeks ago, goes the story, he
sought out the headman of Bour-

high brassie had taken a
Paris.
That didn't deter
liis agent, Nat Goldstone,

"ECHOES FROM THE HILLS"

WABC-

1.1

Fridays;
CBS; United Drugs; N.

,

.

10-

Digest,

Diirante-Moore show, variety;

.

:

n

Thursdsiyfi;

p.m.,

Sept.

enough.

iois

Mitchell.

OBS; Hall Bros.; Foote, Cone
and Beldihg.

when his Bourj ois
sponsor, Pierre Werthelmer, advised
him he aiid the show and the product
and the whole, shebang were being
tossed over board when the cycle is
weeks hence. .Product
lip- three
shortages, he said, which is tair

:

&

Reader's

Radio
10:30

Tony Martin, usually a, calm guy,
blew his topper last weekend and
you can hardly blame him. Things
have been loreakihg bad enough^ for
him in the last Jew years but the
crtmcher came-

9-9.JU

WABC-CBS;

Wednesdays;
p m
Old Golds; Lenneh

9:30-10

.

Needham-Lpuis-

Kraft;

NBC;

given a verbal commitment by
B
hubbell Robinson, Jr., F C
of
radio director, on behalf
Boiujois. A Short time later
Martin was advised by Bourthat
jois, through the agency,
his show as being cancelled.
Ma'rtin charges that the commitment prevented him from
accepting the Texaco show.
'

week.
Show called "Behind Prison
deWalls, is beamed as a crime
the
terrent and is co-sponsored by
Gimbel Bros, store and the Crime
youthother
and
Assn.
Prevention
Chest.
Community
the
ot
aid groups
Law enforcement officers, criminaloingists and prison inmates will b«
not
terviewed with "crime does
pay" angle stressed,
over

had been

J»e

it

WIP

ern

Sept. 11

«

celleilshQW.

;

Philadelphia, Sept. 11.
Eastwent on the air

direction in violation of FCC rules
and regulations. But concern lest

Penitentiary

new show broadcast from

A

(Sept.. u.-ai)

plated court action to force exercise ot an option on Ws can-

admits to FCC its program format
has been editorially loaded in one

WIP's 'Behind Prison

Premieres

day (Tues.) oil Foote, Cone &
BeidinK agency Mid Bourjols by
»ttoiney for tony MwUn »« »
preliminary move Jn » contem-

10.

often that a radio station

isn't

It

Hollywood, Sept. 10.
Legal notice was served to-

FCC

Editorial Policy to

daily dole of

commentary by

Fulton Lewis, Jr., over Mutual, now
has the biggest number of station
outlets of any single gabber in the
country, and the biggest co-operative sponsorship, in the belief of the
Web's director of co-op sales, Bert
Hauser.

Chicago, Sept.

10.

Plans calling for the expenditure
of over $5,500,000 for the construction of a building to

and

FM

house

televi.sion

studios and equipment were

submitted last week to Col. Robert
R. McCormick, publisher of the

Lewis last week was bought for Chicago Tribune and owner (j'
by the complete Don WGN here, by A. N. Rebori, local
Lee web on the Pacific Coast, with architect. Sketches of the proposed
Ben Hur products as the sponsor structure call for an outdoor tele.sponsorship

At the same time, WIP, vision Court to accommodate 40,000
super - multifrequency
Philadelphia, put the spieler on for people,
a
Lousol, a women's specialty .shop. tower, and buildings to house video
Don Lee had previously sold Lewis and
transmitting equipment.
for transcription repeats to local
Rebori said that if the plans, are
advertisers along its air route, but accepted by McCormick the building
now he will now go on live for one will be located in the section south
to
bankroUer buying the entire web.
of the Tribune Tower extending
With these outlets added, Hauser the Chicago River and that the enproject Vi^ill cover approxitire
sfiid, Lewis has a total of 207 star
tions regularly, Monday-Friday.
mately 86,000 square feet.

there.

FM

,.

:

RADIO
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Hamilton

Still

It's

or
that

this

was the
week faced

Johnny Thompson show which
preems on ABC next Sunday
(15). The net was satisfied, the
agency (A. W. Lewin) was content, and the bankroller (Harvel
Watch Co.)) was quite pleased.

With a new rate card ready to go
Nov. 1 along principles
new to the New York market, and
a brand new programming structure
in the ofling, WINS, newly appropriated by the Crosley Broadcasting
Corp.* is ready to propel that station
into effect

to

But it turned out the product
be plugged was the Hamilton

Prexy James

•

gated the station's new rate struoThe
tiive along entirely new lines.
immediate reaction from agencies
and clients was favorable, although

it

occurred to every-

around that two Hamiltons is too many; for one show.
So announcer Hamilton bowed
to his watch namesake. He'U
take the cash, "let the air .credit
go, and be anonymous on the
show.

body

Shouse and veepee Robert Dunville have promul-

And

watch,

into the national limelight.

all

:

,

larly

rales

"Jet's

wait and

There's been a lot of speculation
within the trade in recent days as to
what's happened to the ABC
network's $15,000,000 stock sale. The
offering was contemplated for; this
summer, hut was:, postponed until
about the ;pre-Labor Day period.
The fact that, had it gone through on
schedule,
something should have
been; cooking: by noW, has led to be-

<ngahist

competition."

lief

CBS' Joe Powers

WLW

J250 Class "A" Hour
Base rate for the station, in accordance with this philosophy, has
been set at $250 an hour for Class
"A." Rate goes down by 20% for
"B' time, and gets cut in halt to
$125 base for "C" period.
Station's old rate was on a straight
$300 base,
but various discounts
could reduce that base by as much
as 60%. There Will still be certain
discounts, both horizontal and vertical, but the total reduction will not
:

:

exceed about 40%.
Station's current clients paying a
lower rate will be given a year's

has:; hit

a

ABC

is

Icnown, how.eyer, that

much

WNEW
.

the network

may

until

let the
aftef the'

and

new

welcome

will-

:

the

advertising channels.

Seek

Politicos

Free Air Time

whole thing

.

'

of the

first

For one thing, bpai:d chairand chief stockholder, Ed
Noble, can't see any need for rush-

year;

a Field Day

Is

CBS

Freelancers

has quietly developed a soclt

writers' market for dramatic, shows
and script showcasing with a new

program which has staked no claims
to
fancy preserves and has not
billed

itself

"workshop."

Powers
Aug.
a

anything

as

The program

of Oakvillc,"

I

;

Washington, Sept.

Move
among,

.

10.

Nets

Still

I

I

I

prospects.
rate structure will
tising

!

the-board-^has seheduled 15 .scripts,
using only one writer twice in tliat
.

i

Studio Scarcity

.

of the scrlpters are well
known, including Joseph Liss, Peter
Edgar Marvin, Don
Martin,
B.
Agger, Jack Kelsey, and Max Ehrbeen
lich,
Others have either
known for other than the dramatic

CContinued on page 44)

NBCs Bob McCormick
Learns How Puerto Rican

With the majority of the top nighttime shows emanating from the
Coast, it would appear that the
.

studio space situation in New York
would be one of the lesser headaches for the major network execs.
Apparently such is not the case,
however, as already evidenced even
before, the new season is in full,

';':'

swing....

KUOM

Programs,

"

cal sales.

Mulled for Permanence
Both NBC and CBS have been
Similar to WNEW, the Crosley.
running up against squawks, specioperated WINS is al.so seen moving
Minneapolis, Sept. 10,
fically from Ezra Stone and his "AidEmergency broadcasts of KUOM. into the national advertising picture,
Revolutions Are Started rich Family" show (NBC) and Anne. Univ. of iWihnesota radio "staticin, via its new rate structure, paralelf
Sosenko, who packages the Hilde- during two-week period, when kids ling the WLW-Cincinnati operation.
San Juan, Sept. 10.
garde program, which preenis this were kept out of school by waning
NBC's Bob McCormick almost lost month
on CBS fo?T!a'mpb6U Soups: polio epideniic, have met with such
his chance to go on the air as Sched- Both shows are. switching networks
favorable reaction, station operators
uled a week ago (3) when he was this .season,
are looking for a niche in which to
down here to do a: remote originat"Aldrich" show emanates from fit a permanent; feature of .the same
ing at WNEL.
Studio 6B in Radio City, but the type.
McCormick was scheduled to go fact that the "Aldrich" cast can't
Broadcasts, planned for: period
on the air at 1:45 p.m. (New York get in until 6:30 the night of the when opening of school was post'

Clears Say They

poned,

Core,

No

will

conclude

LoveFMSo-But

week.

this

During the two weeks, Twin City
Washington, Sept. 10.
newspapers have co-operated by
The Clear Channel Broadcasting
publishing condensed contents of Service, irked because some broadbroadcasts, which are tailored for casters had said that this Clear chan-

all different grades.

nel boys aren't interested in FMv
voiced its answer today.
Victor A.
Scholis,
director
of,
CCBS, representing 16 clears, each
of 50k w strength, issued a batch of
stati.stic$
which, boiled down, say,^
that nine of the, l(i mefnbers'.are. al-:ready in FM, two more will be befora' the end of the year, and three
others are only waiting for FCC
permits to go ahead in the new radio

KUOM

:

has maintained consistent
.schedule of specialized educational
broadcasts in the past. But the new
series, based more completely on
school schedules, are held suited as
support while school actually keeps.
Now station operators and school offlcials, who planned the: programs,
hope to find a way of continuing
them.
;

I

medium.
Scholis

Platitudes'

clears'

didn't

know.

Truman Says Tain't So

;

:

Vrank Telford
tbe Molle show.

edits

and

directs

PM, and
.

the
their
,

;

.

.

'

.

UAW

i

'.

,

of the CBS News Departfuture plans, .raying only that he did ment Operalinns. .>;upervised by Ted
not know whfit he would quit, the Church, the network sent a handful
engiiieos
and a tape recorder to
iof
agericy.
pricing

'

'

,

'

new.

.'

,•

j

i

to spot the

programs

people can hear

it,

at a (iipe

•

;

.

application.

ruriiored behind the step.
V,
^
v
Some 15 other bidders are. still in:
the market for L. A.
.

when
1

.

Workers
iCIO)
Union finances were

bile

'

And through the use of the recorder Ifchnique, it permitted C;bS.

.

stuff.

despite

that,

,

.

.

.

Washington, Sept. 10.
Cited as an illustration of how the
Pre.-fideht Truiiian last week exlow-budgeted "rating stealers" can
pres.sed surpri.se and publicly poohpay off (and more and more agen- poohed reports that Price Adminis^
cj.es have
been "romancing" such tra tor Paul Porter would: resign his
packages for their clients), is the post and return lo his old job as;
8.6 Hooper copped by MoUe "MysCh ai rma n of (he: FCC before Jan. 1.
tery Theatre:"
Truman told news?men he did not
It's No. ft on the latest Hooper
expect Porter to re.sign. The 'GPA
rallies.
For a $2,200 weekly talent- chief, however, earlier' sidestepped core.
.'\s part
Pl'oduction nut, that's strictly dream direct queries by V-Ariety on his

to

new

AM

,

In

:

in

go all-out in that field,
broadcasting services .Will'
not bring radio to wide: rural areas.
These areas, he holds, must be served
the Tuesday and Wednesday con,- by the dears through
radio.
ventions of the Democrats and ReScholis' data was intended also: to
publicans, with Bob Heller, of' the kridclc dO'Wn claims that there is "a
CBS production staff, going along as conspiracy" to hold FM developoverall producer and coordinator. ment; back.
Instead of cutting in on the usual
His blast was taken as a buildup
on-the-spot coverage of the Repub- haranguing, it all went on the re- for the FM discussion to take place
lican and Democratic state pow- corder.
at the forthcoming NAB confab in
What actually went on the air, Chicago where tiie whole subject
wows.
CBS 'demonstrated the feasibility however, was something entirely will be split wide open to argument
oC telescoping time and, through the different, for Within a few hours on the confab's first day.
simple expedient of borrowing from Heller had telescoped 12 hours into
the pix studio-newsreel technique of a half-hour, of solid fare. Both the
BOWS OUT ON COAST
cutting, juggling sequences,, dubbing, Tuesday night program* devoted to
Washington, Sept. 10.
inserting capsule commentary, etc.,. the Republican convention) and the
.Congestion of FM applicants in
that it's possible to achieve a 3(t- Wednesday night, show (capsuling
minuie condensation of an all-day the Democrats, the Republicans and the Los Angeles area has eased
chinte.st which will eliminate flO% the American Labor Party), cap- slightiy: with, the witlidrawal yesof the platitudes and retain the 10% tured the excitement of something terday (9) of the United Automotheir:

:

Governor

insi.sted

interest

readiness

Via Recorder Technique

11

.

,'.

'All

Off

:.

.

'

'

Pays

;

;

A number

News Break Snubs

Package

.

.

B casters Resent

MOLLE'S DREAM

new

par. with

!

time) to do an eight-minute piece broadcast (Thursday), requiring reon the big parade in connection with hearsals and even full dress rethe inaugaration of Gov. Jesus T. hearsal elsewhere, has cued the
But WNEL, which expects beefs. Stone maintains that it makes
Pinero.
some staffers to quit, had appar- for a shoddy performance, that the
ently given orders to its doorman cut-in on sound effects, etc., are, of
to refuse admittance to people Who necessity, more of an ad lib job
might get in for the purpose of cas- stripped of the careful integration
ing the .joint on behalf of competi- "Aldrich" show had when it was on
Result is that an adamant CBS last year.
tors.
doorman r e f u s e d to recognize
Similarly,
Miss Sosenko hasn't
McCormick's credentials, and been any too happy over the CBS
Washington, Sept. 10.
NAB served notice here yesterday wouldn't even accede to McCor- studio conflict; which limits Sunday
request that top execs be afternoon rehearsal on the Campbell
that it is on the; prowl to see that mick's
asked for an olcay.
show, and she's been huddling with
Government and other news sources
The NBC man finally got into the network execs about locsening up.'
give radio: equal consideration with building, after pulling many wires,
press and pix newsreel men.
15 minutes before air. time,
only
Association said it has gotten s'evi sans' breath,; sans script, and with
eral protests from broadcasters, tlial very little patience.
However, he
radio was bypassed in coverage of went on the air and did his chore..
impdrtant news events. NAB called
Incidentally, all the U. S. nets had
on broadcasters to forward details sent exefis down here for the inon any such incidents to Washing- auguration. Mutual's rep was down
Albany, Sept 10
ton and promised that its Board of
on the list in the person of veepee
What rriay set the pattern for a
firectors would go to the top to see Robert Swezey.
When Svvezey's new technique: in broadcasting, mamthai similar snubs did not recur.
najne was called out at the official moth events such, as political conthe; net's
stepped
reception— up
ventions, ;etc., was put in motion last
trade flack, Frank Zuzulo. But the
week by CBS in its docume'ntary

Heavy Hooper Rate At No.

(WNEW's
be on a

).

;

:Tieing in with the station's hid to
event, but hope to induce broadcasters voluntarily to make some jodge into the bigtime national field.
are reports that Herman Best is
free time available to condidates for
checking out of the WNE'W operapublic office.
j'tion as head of local sales. Best is
Present act does hot even require
credited with .building up ^the stalicensees to make time available for
tion's
early grosses and helping.:
this purpose, but .specifies that when
.spiral
local billings to a degree;
it is made available, the time must
where his own commissions on busi(Continued on page 44)
ness put him in a reported $75,000'a-year bracket. But with the opera-:
tion transcending the role of a local
.station, it would: appear that much
School
of the Best biz will be crowded out
of
Meanwhile, Ira
the picture.
Click During Epidemic,
Herbert is reported taking over lo-

(Continued on page 44)

I'Ow-Coin

:

WJZ and WOIf, the flagship stations
qf ABC and. Mutual, respectively

'

take

.

Which, from all indications, will, fit
in with WNEW's scheme to develop
more national and regional adver-

'

politieos admit it would proba couple of sessions of
Congress to revamp the law in any

Feel

by

opri'ipletely: effective

first of the, year.. TTie revamped
structure is expected to :becom'e so
rich for local advertising blcsod. as
to invite an exodus of local accounts.

':

The

which preemed

become

.will

!

i'adio -minded / poli ticos—par-

reports.'

ably

26.

period.

'

.

I

a
"Joe

In its first. three weeks, the show—
half-hour spotted at 10 a.m. 'cross-

.

.

underway here [the

getting

is;

.j

ticularly on the Republican side of
the. aise— to push for revision of that
section of. the Communications Act
governing use of airtime for political
broadcasts, according to Capitol Hill

Jike
is

';

For Candidates

ing it through, since it's his, avowed
intention to pour the eoin into
and television development, building,
Conditions: .being what tliey
etc.
are, that phase of the network operation will have to be: put in abeyance, anyhow.
Dillon Reed heads up the syndicate on the proposed;;.Sale of 950,000
shares at$15 a share;

FM

For

.;

I

man

of the station's businessadvertising operation is headed for
a drastic cha.nge, with, the station
moving out of the local category.
vEven m.ere significant, it comes at;
a time when other well-heeled independent, statiphs are makijjg a bid:
to make tleeper inroads into the
national advertising picture with
more and more of a de>*ehiphasis on
local accounts.
Operators of the indie' .stations in
New 'York arfi; watching closely to
sCe how WNEW's segiie into the na-*..
tional picture transpires. The stalion's
hiked
rate
structure
an--,
nouriced last:- January, which gave
local adyertisers a year's. :pr6teotibh,

eliaracter

of the local business will

be shoved out of the indie stations,

mm

;

.'

;

,

simmer

i.s.

casters
and commentators." "We
.know we'll hold our own with any
of them in that regard," they say.
Cla.ss "A" time is from 9 a.m. to
7 p.m. That's the time when, in the
flguriug of the team from
now running WINS, the station can
get its peak listening.

iiLEiTs

There's more than meets the naked
eye in the switchover of Arde Bu-.
into its newi elaborate
lova's
Fifth. avenue setup in Manhattan.
Actually .it signalizes tixe beginning
of a hew era in wli.ich the whole

.

'

;'

purposely holding off on the sale because of the bad condition of the
market. Iir fact, it's now likely that

:

'

that the whole thing

It's

Taking these

they say,
Glass "B" time has been set as the
hours 6 a.m. to 9 a.m., 7 to 8 p.m.,
and 11 p.m. to midnight. Reasoning
t)iat, duriijg the three early morning hours. New York stations, that
ate network flagships are not yet
feeding their nets and are, therefore,
only local .competition. Same goes
for the hour from 11 at night to
midnight. As for the 7-8 p.m. period,
the Crosley people look on that time
as one during which the net stations fight the "battle of the news-

'S

budget go?
By the time the PM stations
get rolling, it's expected that

snag..

*

factors into account, they have: written oft' so-called "peak" listening
lioiirs— 8 to 11 p.m.— as Class "C"
time. "We are not going to compete
aKain.st Bob Hope, Jack Benny, et
fll..'-

,

.

.

belieye,' is "based on reality, that is
Oil .^tls-in-use'at that period and on
the -listener
our ability to hold

of the
particu-

York-metro-

FM

ju.st

see.''

The Shotise-Dunville combo has
set up a rate structure which, they

New

the

-

SLOWLY

the feeling was

spread,

indie; stations,

in

politan area, hiking their rates
and making a bid for national
advertisers,
thus forcing the
small local accounts out of the
picture, the emergence of
stations is seen as One answer
to the question; Wliere does the
local advertiser, with a (limited

SIMMERING

here and there, as word about the

new

With more and more
flu,'5hed

announce.r Gene

Hamilton.
Voice-wise, he was okay with
everybody all around for the
announcing job on the n*w

FM

Locals Into

ABC STOCK DISH

kudos

Cash
probleni

33

NATL LEAGUE

INDIES PfrCHING IN
IT

.

.

;

'

;

'

ma

Don Ameche

upon four obscure men and

women among

obscure

ith-;
,iob. It was he who, quite ^^
knowing what the. ultnriate jop
begot the would be, organized for the war

that

this

cit.y'n

was Hersey's

It

bofl

on

"Don Ameche Show."
Program teed of? Sunday (8).

as the

moved

arid

un-

replacenient lor
Vallee program
into the Sabbath 10

it

.

as

Rudy
it

General Electric
dropped Phil Spi^

which

slot

p,m,

McCrary

V-J Day.

bought
year's:

j^^^,

Gamble auspices tP

4.

p^.^^^gj,

^ ^

Nagasaki after
vacated When it
was thus able to inject a, "O^?
i;,i,ivl
personal immediacy and authenticity
As it shaped up on the opener, it
came
to "what followed. And what
had pretty much the' same sock initichided the stories ot a B-29 crew
one, though
cellent taste, and the sensitivity of a member /who had flown over Hiro- gredients that reminded
d ue showman in letting himseH .lje shimu, with the atom-boralj in his hi capsule form, of the Elgin-sponsv,avpd entirely by Hersey's maiUK^r .sliip's belly; of a Japanese mother: sored series of two-hour Thanksinto
and'style, by the New Yorker's sdiilt a Life photog who was amazed be- giving and Christmas shows
handling of a super-serious theme. caiis'" "there was nothin' to take a which Ameche has been spotted as
Hp has spotted an abbreviated ver- picHire of" in the center of Hiro- emcee-actor-narrator and overall
AIsion of the Kersey piecer-tdtxiling shim;;— jus', nothin',; a cold-blopddd major domo. And with Carleton
30,000-^
in
(he's
back
raproducer
20.UtiO words of the original
DuU'U medical officer who studied sop in as
dio alter a year's sabbatical on: the
foul' evenings across the board
(111
he effects of atomic fission on the
Metro lot), the production values
over the network, And by so doing woimded and dying.
intact. If tlje scripting end,
were
and ijV doing it as well as he did-r
'W!tn,,jU5t
satisfied
McGrary ivash't
he has shown that radio can rise high shociiing his listeners. Front and particularlv, in the comedy insert,
indeed, reaching greatness in concept back, he tied his subject, with cur- didn't measure up. that's something
the boys can remedy,
a.< well as in executibn.
rent matters of importance, insisting
Thev weren't kidding when they
There's nothing that can be said that neither anti-Semitism and. BuchAmeche
here about the content of Hei'sey's enwald, nor atomic energy and ITiro- tabbed this a variety show,
as clo.'ied, opened and closed with the vocal
storv. That has to be read— or heard. shima, can be classified
ctintrib [chords,
with a
setting the pace
bu.^iness. He wound up his
with the. voice of Bernard Baruch "Keep your Sunny Side Up" solo
Stood
conHeart
for
atomic
"My
ducting:
and
(via Dlatter) pleading
"HIROSHIMA"
trol before the United. Nations com- Still-' wth Joanell James, a newWith Everett Sloane, Joseph Julian, mission. The whole added up to comer to radio and an akay chirp-^
Raymond
curtain. Miss
^^"^
.stress,: for; the: 'final
powerful r.dio._saymg .somethin^^^
Swenson,
James was also spotlighted with an
iiortant and saying it very well in
Seymour
deed. Even if the main idea may eft'ective rendition of "It's WonderWrite;: John Hersey ,.
have been motivated by a desire to ful."
Producer: Boberi! Saudek
set ahead of a rival network— it was
Pinky Lee, who's the sole holdDirector: Charles Harrell
thoroughly worth executing, espe- Over from the ex-Vallee .show, holds
39 Mins.; Mon^-Thurs. (9-121, 9:3A
Qwrs,::
cially in this'bofl manner,
down tlie comedy assignment. Under
p.mi:
more tavorable .scripting auspices,
SustaininK
he's one ol radio's comic potentials.
WJZ-ABC, .'N. Y.

now made

turn, has

and through

iinpacl

its

j

,

.

.

:

'

,

t

'

;

.

'

Players

Hollywood

certainly

won't compete with a Theatre Guild
Air for prestige or perform-

of the

ance, judged

by, its initial

oflering

:

ouslv

abilities.

At some points the writing was
too suggestive for family consumpHis

tion.

;

.,

(BBD*0)

;

Tuesday (3>. Based on idea of a
stemming from his early work on company of film "names,'' with two
the Bing Crosby' show and concert of them starred' weekly in a drama*
tours throughoii* the country when
His tization of great plays or stories,not occupied with radio work.
capabilities in that direction have program appears to tend more tobeen proven satisfactorily, but, un- wards use of glamor, names as audifortunatelv, tale:U' on this show ha-s. ence draw than to good casting ol
been dimmed bv inept writing and plays (radio-wise) for dramatic imshallow, non-m'dh provoking gags pact. The program, therefore, is in
definitely below the level of his the fan mag class; its appeal obvi-

radio.

Robert Saudek, ABC's chief oi pubexlic <:crvice. had the good sense,

—

,,

^ Victor Borge, the Danish pianoplaying copiic, in a.s.sumihg the head
spot in what was the Benny Goodshow during the- summer,
r.^an
comes with a pre-established rep

lil.s

K,,^.

Dept the press-phbtog gang that a
vpa" ago covered both Hiroshima and

•

of consid-

.

.

(CoiiiploiO

'

ing verbal caresses with Ida Lupino.
Thev call this the 'Drene Show,"
but more aptly you can check it off

out

reporting and writing that
mag's brainstorm. And: the New
Voi'ker's imaginative treatmenl. in.

man

a

Is

Nv

w,I!;ai'>nbc>

talents. His is a versatility
him into any niche in radio— he's equally as effective as announcer, troubadour, or in exchang-

that

New

240,000 people.

SOCONY-VACfllM

erable

I

,

Mins,; Tues., 9:30 p,m,

CRKSTA BLANCA
WABC-CBS, N. Y.

ni.

p.

,

tKastor)

own sook documentary on the
1 1fa
Ideas, like certain fissionable
'ca7r~under a given siiiiuiliis same su
Tex McCrary who, With Ins wue,
a chain' reaction. That beairs an ayem chatcomes evident again as a result ol ,)inx Falkenburg,
Yorker magazine's brain- ler show on WEAF, wrote, narrated
the
the stanza, after the idea
child in devoting an entire issLic and emceed
by D. L. Probraintrusted
been
article
30,000-word
had
to John Hersey's
program manager.
on the result of the atomic bombing vost, station's
\v4s
It so happens that McCrary
ot Hiroshima and on the bomb's eltwo able to bring spmething. perspnaL to
li»ct

,

Gold- Producer: Don Clark
.to

30 Mins.; Mou., MiXO

PROCTER & GAMBLE
WEAF-NBC, N.,y.
,

Hampton

Jwe

stein."

30 Mins., Sun., 10 p,m-

CARSON

.

nirector: Murray Bolen
Writers: Jay Sommers,-

Producer: Carlcton AIsop
Wrifers; Hal Kantcr, Jean Halloway

Hiroshima' Gives Radio New Stature

prcli,

Producer;

pine, guest

:

effect

Lana With Bette Davis, Rex Harrison,
Kulh Perrott, Ramsey lUIl; Frank
Wilson, *nBinfcman, announcer
Robert
Writers:
Cenedella,
Bill

Benny Goodman
With I>on Ameche, rinky Lee, Joan- With
Turner, guest; Don
Truelt James; Joe Lilley oroh;
nounc.er
man Bradley, announcer; W» LuVIc Knig'hl

ABC's Sock But Humble Airing Of

"HOLLYWOOD PLAYERS"

VICTOR BORGE SHOW

"THE DBENE SHOW"

By SAUt

1946

Weilneatlay, Scpteinl»or 11,

BADia Reviews
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gave

rise

oglinii
to so'.vie

of

it

.

cracks with blue

similar to

is

comedy or music

programs that list a .star for draw
value rather than for any intrinsic

Lana Turner merit;
that

is

draw

will

audience

a fan

new—but

possibly

won't

it

low make for better radio dramas, or
good radio necessarily.
Borge's comedy attempts were far
For a good film actor to repeat
below his usual par. Questionnaire nothing novel, isn't necessarily a
okay good radio actor. Show on tap Tuessome
produced
sequence
laughs, but the song-teaching ses- day (3), titled "The Small Servant,"
sion with Miss Turner was 'feeble was a dramatization based on incicomedy.'
dents in Charles Dickens' "Old CurThere were .some redeeming mo- iosity Shop." The story dealt with
ment,* in the '.session, most of them a starved, abused maid-servant and
cnning from Bchny Goodman's her Cinderella romance with an acBG's rides of "Under the tor teranorarily "at liberty'' and
band.
Double Eagle" snd " I Know That wrongly accused ot theft. The story:
You Know,'' were sock, especially was a little slow, on the dull side,
The and enlivened only with mild husextet.
free-wheeling
the
Smaller combo's groovy "St Loo mor. Rex Harrison, as the actor;Blues" was .a miaor gem.
breathed life and a certain individ-

;

:

:

.

,

in itself indicative of the
Scripting level.
tints,

:

:

'.

:

,

Also maintaining the high musical ualitv into the part of the actor.
His Betto Davis, on the other hand, was
level was Borges, piapistics,
quite weal? andnnconvuicing as the
Cnopin medley rated 'pittyrpats,
Don Wilson, aside from aiding slave.v. with an aceemt move out of
with the repartee, handles the com- Well&sley than out of gaslight Dickmercials in an affable m^inner, which ensian, London.
makes the plugs easy to take. Jose.
Story, production and performance didn't warrant the buildup lor
the series. Any radio director could
"HERE'S MORGAN"
have nicked a better story and cast.

With Henry Morgan. Charles- Irving,
-Broit.
Gosfield,
Maurice
Bell,
Ralph
Arnold
Stensr,
Ncistat,
Louis
Madeline Lee. Susan D'Usscau, DREW PEARSON
Ross Gorman. Elton Brllt
'of
With
Shirley,
Tom
announcer
But there is a good deal to say about
Rolfe, Mary Shipp, Ed Begley,
to his routine. His cross-, ire with; Producer-director: Martin Andrews
Producer-Director: Bill Nea]
tlif>
manner in which Saudok preJoan Jackson, jack Miller orch
Ida Lupino only lacked click ma- Writers: Henry Morgan, Aaron Ru- IS Mins.; Sun.; 7 p.m.
sented this Hersey serial, at least on Producer: Ed Downcs
:', '-'::
''ben.'.
LEE H.ATS
tlie initial installment heard Monday
Norman Tokar, Patricia terial,
Writers:
Format of show brings on a week- Music: Bernard Gleen
WJZ.,ABC. N. Y.
(9).
Jondry

"ALDRICH FAMILY'"

.

,

..

.

Abbott &: Costello, etc, he's
burlesque and brings a sense
ttniin,g: and shqwmansli.'6 values

Like

With Eira Stone, Jackie Kelk, House
Jameson. Katharine Eaht, Mary

out

;bf:

,

-

'

,

The
turity

New Yorker proved its mawhen, in the issue dc- voted to-

out cartoons., elimstanding departments,
its humor and threw verse
and fiction into the wastbaskel for
the nonce. Saudek left out masic,
eliminated sound efltects, 'threw the
teniptatioa to dramatize into the aslican, overcame what must, have been
a bui'ning desire to make .-tust another documentary out of the Hersey
piece. Radio, like magazine publish
ing. „.
in this .u«„..v;c.
instance. rose --to: the
heights of a great art. showhg: -it
knows ,wnen,
Know,s,
to be
oejoie
when ,to
oe humble
nummc before
somi'lhing great. -No: frills were
iioedcd/ th^refpre hone was used,

Hiroshima,

it

inated
caiuicd

its

all

3fl

left

ly

Mins.; Thurs.,. 8 p.nl.

iOENEEAL FOODS
WEAF-NBC, N. Y.
I

:

,

la
,

(YpMtig & Rubtcarri)
General Foods' "Aldrich Family"

:

show is back at its former Thursday
on NBC, moving over from
CBS in the general shift of GF, progvamming, and, despite the continued

;

tization

loo^t
.'

:

,/

absence

'

..

,

.

,

.

.

1

i

1

'

The Goldsmith stamp remains, par~

ticularly

in
th-j
Sharply defined
& ALLEN
Henry and Homer characterizations, BURN.S
Georse Burns, Gracie Allen,
The initial script on the new sea- Witli
Mel Blanc; Bill Goodwin, anson paid off with the usual quota

of
laughs, with the inevitable return
ing-to-school complications a throwback tp Goldsmith's original "What
a Life" legiter.
Ezra Stone and

Jackie Kelk are still the show's top
assets; it's because of them that the

with the
trUjuting

And

Raymond' Edwai-d Johnson,

Kari Swenson, Joan Alexander, and

They

^
eftect

timing, pacing, etc., contowaifd: the overall sock
Rose.

——

j

i

demands
ovrtnirs siinw,
They read-they did ^^.^"Jh.Sw "S?-®: ^5**^
„/ „
,B«;.'fe,, Ha^^^

Annt! Seymour-^rose to the
of the script.

-

1

Hersey's fine son,se !:"'i"V
dramatic in prose conic
let

'

through in purity.

how

And by so doing,
great radio can bo

understood

and

;

.^"W

^^^"V
Writers: Everett Freeman,
Jess

i,lV„''V^, u

»

,

^
Op-

.

handled iC,""!""';'"
with inlelligenca. One must note thnt 'oV'^iv t''*"'!"' ^l^eon
0 Mins., Friday, 8 p.m
that same sense of absolute fitness
was participated in by the director, GENERAL FOODS
j
'

WABC-CBS

Charles Harrell.

nouncer; Meredith Willson orch

Writers: Willie Burns, Paul Hcnnins,

eKith Fowler, Frank Galen
Producer -Director: AI Kaye
30 Mins.: Thurs., 8:30 p.m.

GENERAL FOODS
WEAF-NBC,

;

(

Young & RubieanO

C

)

,

,

Griilis,

Hester

Larry Kerr, TI>eO
Richard Liebert

Sonderftaartl.

Geli:

McCrary

music,

of

fresh

talent

in

comedy parade, the

radio's bigtime
fact is that until

new

the

laugh-coppers are born,
built-^the old ones had betkept on,i
There's a warm
familiarity about themi they're as
comfortable as an old hat or a vee-

made or

ter

It was Snooks' first day at
sehool
and she didn't feel too enthused
apout going. So she had her Negro

bfe

brand, new ulcer; radio just
wouldn't be radio without them. The
case of: Burns and Allen is illustrative of the truth in this little homily.
They came back to the air, NBCwise, last Thursday (5) night, and
the evening at the set took on a
brighter hue,
George Burns and Giacie Allen
built no claim, to side-splitting yaks
with: their opener.
But they didn't
seem to try lor a record.. They were
just themselves. a pair of sure-tooted
troupers who had control of every
inoment, who instilled into the listener the confident certainty that, if
he won't be- lifted— he is at least
sine not to be let down.
It's their
very deftness with the old and tried
—without appearing to be tired—
that made their return welcome.
Bill Goodwin's eontrib was pretty
much confined to his Maxwell House
sales talk, while Meredith Willson
wielded his stick instead of wagging
his tongue, except for a brief piece,
which was okay too. Willson's playmg of "They Say It's Wonderful"
was in the style that deserve.«f his
chiflon label. Mel Blanc, the "postman, came on for a spot, but neither
his voicing nor his material
distinguished themselves this trip.
pee's

playmate, Phoebe enroll for her, using Snooks' name, while Snooks
stayed home to write a Uook. Yes a
book, A fanta,5tic idea this (about
General
WEAF, N. Y.
Foods musicalized its
sending substitutes to enroll at
Maxwell House "good to the last
While tlie ABC net was preparing school), 'and this reviewer
is sorry he drop
motto, but the treatment
to hurl its own radio bomb through never thought to try it,
once.
airing the New Yorker piece about
And the
Program had Us commercials inte- seemed just too cute.
hitch-hike
given Birdseye could not
Hiroshima by John Hersev. NBC's grated very well, while
mu.sic breaks have
earned-raoi'e than that prodNew York flagship, WEAF stole a between scenes also
stood out.
uces first syllable from many lisntarch last 'Wrediiesday (4) through'
.Broji,..
te'^cs.
c«r4.

Producer: Clay Daniels
2!S

Mins.;

Wed.

(1), «:1S

'

p.m.

SuiilHining'

,

Mins.; Tues.,

;!«

8-,10

m.

p.

.'"

:'
:

:.

itVeiiiti-ottb)

.'

Sustaining

.':'':-..:;-

':

!

Drew Pearson was back on the air
N. Y.
listeners, Sunday (8), in there punching with
radio
Slogan-happy
who've been pleading for a Iresh rumors, gos.sip, scoops, exclusives,
approach from the monotony of ra- inside, stuff,, ah,(} predictions of things
WJZ-ABC,
'

:

.

comedians, arc going to welcome
guy Henry Morgiih with openAlready practically a houseword in and around N; Y.
through dint of his 15-minute across
the board show for WJZ (ABC.
N, Y,!, Morgan now has his O'wn
iiall-hour show that's carried over
the entire AbC web. Judging from:
the preeiti (3),' the show, will garner
as many ,listenei'.s, on a nation-wide
basis as Morgan secured for himself

dio,
Ibis

arm.';.

hold

.

to:

come, .on mStters foreign and. dotalking- with assurance and

mestic,

giving the cu^io'merk 'the news-hypo
they want. He roamed a wide field,
from:
to

Communism

Bilboism

in

South America

in Mississippi.

was good

A

lot of

stutT,
Pearson put him-6n the spot predicting that sugar
rationing would continue; who the
American Legion's next national
commander would be; claiming Bob
in n:,.Y,'
/;
v
Hannegan would side with Douglas
Explaining to his new audience against
Truman in '48; predicting a
how ABC happened to let him make crisis between
Russia and the U. S.
with the jokes lor a full half-hour, over Germany.
t>.e comedian declared that a porter
But
like
several other commenaround
had
the place
Viho cleans up
wandered in half-an-hour early^ one tators who confuse license with libn.orning and sla''ied the machinery erty, and freedom of speech witli
rolling.
The half-hour kept being bad judgment, Pearson went too far.
pushed forward as the day pro Presidential appointments may be a
gressed. until ihe web execs were matter of opinion, but is there any
desperate to fill the .SO "dead" min- oxcuiie for referring to the "Missouri
utes by evening, and consequently gan,g3ters around the White House'"?
rushed Morgan into the breach. Or to compare the statesmen at tho
That's the way the guy kids himself present peace conference tothe Goerand one of the prime reasons lor his ings, He.sses and Streichers of the
success, but it's obvious the ABC Nazi regime? Such irresponsible retoppers, weren't worried about any marks nullily all the good in Peardead time, The.v just knew a good son.
Broil.
thing when they saw one.Morgan built UD his original audi "MEL BLANC SHOW"
ehcerby kidding the psnts' pft'.-.his With Blanc, Mary
Jane Cioft, Earl
sponsors and milking: them- love it
Boss, Joe Kearns, Ben Benadaret; :.
Proof that his fresh approach over'Victor Miller urch; Bud Heisiiand^.
rides such restriclions, however, is
announcer
.seen in the lact that this show, so
Producer: Joe Bines
far, i.s still on, a sustaining basis.
Of Writers: David Victor, Herb Little,
course, to' give tisteners a ta.ste ,of
Jr.
things to come. Morgan does a take
Z& Mins.; Tues., 8-30 i>. m.
ofT on a couple of commercials -that
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET
it

selt

.

.

.;.

-,

:

.

:

N. Y.

(Benton k Boioles)
Say what you will about the lack

;

The first chapter, Monday night (9
Baby Snooks is back on the air. to
ended on Hersey's sardonic coinmen- add a little gaietv and individuality
tary upon the fact that a Miss Sa- to'' radio, proceedings in
general,: Not
saki, at the birth of the atomic era. fnat Friday's
(6) premiere was anyfound- herself "a, human being, thing exciting or hilarious;
the whole
ci'Usiied.by books." Radio, in this in-: skit, in fact,
was only' mildly amusstance, rose above the book, ahove ing.
But Snooks is Snooks and has
the rules. above the tabus of its own earned her merit badge.
She is a
making. Radio spoke maturely when radio personality, and as
such, welit,:faced :a mature- subject, fargctting come.
Of cour,?o. she's grown up a
•such Self-insute a.'! the. rule of lilthig bit and is How at
schbol, and,
material to 12-year-oid ininds,
having lost some: of her- 1)aby-talk,
has lost something of her charm.
But there's plenty to turn on, and
"THE CITY OP DECISION"
doubtless it will be when the serial
With Tex McCrary, Jinx Fulkenbiirff, gets rolling.
Bill

.

,

Saudek could have had an.v num- program is always believable.
Production-wise. "Aldrich" hasn't
name stars from the .stage,
let down the bars through the sea*
sons and this one is no exception,

Writer:

.

"^^-Ju^

ber of

it's

...

.

films, literature, etc., to do the reading.
But this, he seemed to think,
was radio.
he u.sed radio peopie. The six— Everett Sloane. Joseph

when

.

.

I

I

self,

they showed

of the guestar's favorite
the opener Miss Lupino

of

,.

,

not act.
ot the

On

role.

and Ameche were bracketed lor
Clifford
Goldsmith's "Goodbye. Mr. Chips."
"Chips" fared well, but the proscripting cdntrib it retains all of the
ingratiating qualities that has put it grana struck its one. sour note when
Ameche . segued direct from
lofty
hi.gh on the roster of comedy shows,
..
The present writing team of Norman h-omanlicism _ into .convmcmg, the
Tokar, Patricia .Joudry/ manages to ^us^o^^
vest, the characters with the same -^PwW Drene their hair. Which is
the past; all of the in- one ot the shortest cuts to. .cheapenventiveness that combines credibility "LS an otherwise go.od 'prpduttion,
i
Rose.
with hilariou.s sltuations»is still there.
.

i

Saudek, hovv-ever, showed somej |
thing else. He showed also that, with
the elimination of all standard godgets. radio was still a medium calling
for special treatment. Therefore he
(a) chose to divide the reading o£ the
Her.sey narrative among six voices
one for each of the six -heretofore
obscure individuals; and (b) for
those voices, he drew .upon radio it-'

Julian,

euestar to play opposite Ameche
"drcani" assignment if ever there

was one. somewhat comparable to
Ameche taking over the male lead
of
"Lux Radio Theatre" every
week), for a 10 to 15-minute drama-

1

.:

-':

'

:

,

.

"

are inserted in the program "where
KNX-CBS, Hollywood
tney'd be if the .show were sponi
(S/termwi-Mflrqtte'fte)
sore<i.",
That takes up only one
small
Segment of the program
In boosting to stardom on his own
though, and for the rBst of the time
radio show the funny little guy who
he's on hi-s own, bacjced by a highlydoes the voices o£ ''Bugs Benny'' and
competent cast .",nd production;
Whole works is a very lunny sa- Porky Pig," "Happy Postman" on
tire on modern, rsdid, literature, ad-: the. Burns and Allen show. "Train
vertising, etc., and so follows no set Cidler" for Jack Benny, and "Pedro''
format.
Morgan starts off with a for July Canova, Colgate-Palmolive,

'

.

'

;

itionolog a la Bobe Hope, then segues into such spots: as: "Great Sayings
of
Unimp'.rtant Men"
and
Is
America."
:Inlerspersed.
here and there are some unrelated
but equally ftmny musical interludes, such as Ross Gorman's playing of "Flying Trapeze" on a bag-

"This

pipe.

Peet

has a potential good thing,
they rate kudoes for doing
something new instead of taking on
an established star. However, there's
a long, tough haul ahead, judging
by the first stanza,
CBS rates a bow, too, for permitFor added attraction. Morgan ting Mel Blanc to be identified with

rings in Ellon Britt. a highl.v competent yodeler, to do a Straight rendition of a cowboy song.
Pr.odueer Martin
Andrews- has
bf.cked the show with fine accoutrements, including the sound effects,
Bernie Green's orch, etc.
Charles
Irving doubles on the omcee and
stooge chores, and is good at both.
Rest of the cast follows through in
hilarious fashion,
fiftol.

and

the

NBC

mentioned— all ol them
Mel
items—b;i the teeofl.

airers

Blanc and producer .Toe Rines did a
swell job with the material at hand,
but had nothing to worfi with. Comedy format, wnich spots Blanc in a
carbon of his leal lite, "hardware
merchant ot Venice* Calif.',' sideline
to his radio career, definitely needs
a hypo if it's gonna latch onto a
1

(Continued on page 36)
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:

-ruling in a hurry End that shot iii the
writer. Scviptors
arm 'is a good

w

David Victor and Herb

know

Little,

Jr..

situation stuff; but- a
f^ood .fijgster is definitely in order.,
and in a hurry.
Blaiic also doubles in the role of
•'Zooky," that would be the same
blunder-boob "Private
staitimerint!
their

'

"GI
on
played
he'
Sack,"
Journal" for the armed forces radio
He gave
services during the war.
a lot of. stufE on the opener; in
•it
should
Writers
stuff.
too
much
fact,
follow the same luie set for them by

Sad

'•LIFE

OF

RILElf'

'

,

assuming he was being promoted
from riveter to assistant manager,
remarked that someday he'd take
That
till' boss's job away from him.
was not merely out of character for
the essentially likable Riloy and his

Writers: Phil Davis,

Bernard Kati

truni
Mius.: Sat.j S;3a p.

PROCTER A GAMBLE

.

NOXZEiWA
WABC-CBS,

..

•

.

WEAF-NBC,

m,

N. y.

(SSC & B)
The "Mayor" tame back

|

i

1

Producer; Don Bernaril
30 MiDS.; Sat., » p.

'*\

WEAF-NBC,

i

.

m.

niOCTER & GAMBLE

same
.\i id

'

N. Y.
(BtoiC)

,

Starting its fourth season, on tiie
air,, "The Life of Riley" moved right
into high gear as it re.?umey, Saturdav liigbt,' (.7) for Procter & Gamble.
It ig a niit.v' show and should readi!.y
impro'v^e its previous healthy ratings
the same NBC
it continues in
if
spot. Under the circumstances, it's
ob'viouSly a clibice promotional ve-

niuMcal

!

iin,gle

,,!

to run liini.. carries off his role with
a vvarmtli that should make his return welcome to the middle-aged

Also, the=..:r:epeated

waS- too epmphcated

to he elToctive.
1
-v
,
Beside.^ the opening billboard and
Qpcnins and closing product signatljere •was an elaborate closing,
'.inelUding a film plug for Beiidix,
name credit for the entire cast and
nroducfion .staff, and finally a long,
'

•

;,,:,',' ;

audience at which: this stanza seems
Miss Moorehead and Binslanted.
yon are perfect for their parts, and
the whole should add to the listening earnestness of a certain segment
of Saturday .nigiit',s audiences.
One assumes that the bright commercial boys in the advertising industry's latest and formidable aggregation of derring-do— Sullivan,

,

ture

'

musical hitch-hike for the
fuzzv
same sponsor's Spic and Span
cleanser. That was followed (locally,
over WEAF, New York) by a chambrcalc weather bulletin. All of which
began to sound like a radio junk-

,:

.

,

;

.

:

moot

but

point,

.

tfj,ere

no longer

Is

.

Colwell

Stauffer,

value.

'

.'

'',

';

.,

'!

,..'

"

'

'!

"THEATRE GUILD ON THE AIR
;

crearn via testimonials. It that'.s the
kind of stuff the "Mayor" audience
wahtSi the manner, of plugging the

"

as effective as tlie
atiy rate, that's

products should be
At
next fellow's;
And an\>'hat the audience got.
nouncer Frank. Martin was as able a
guide to that kind of going-on as the
Car.?.
['ormat demanded.^

("Ansrcl street")
Ha.yes, Victor Jory, Leo
G. Carroll, Pamela Gordon, Bettina Cerf, Haiel Jones; narrator,

With Helen

Roger Pryorj Georee Micks, Norman Brokenshire; music, Harold
Levey
Ada,pter: Leslie Beade
Producer: Carol Irwin
:.

Director: Homer Fiokett
BO Mins.; Sun,, 10 p.m.
/
V. S. STEEL CORP.

"QUICK AS A FLASH"
Cy Harrice, announcer;
Block's Orch
Writer: Gene Wang
Director: Richard Lewis
Nortli;

show, now

(Weintraub)

out of its Theatre Guild
has talcen on
clothes,
And it's precisely because
miles removed from the Lawrence Langner - Theresa Heltaurn
legit-minded concept of a year ago
that this segment has become a
mature entity of Its own, with a sure
place as in radio.
Take several factors that have
A haltehan.ged since a year ago.
dozen of them are named Lawrence
co-director of the
Langner.
Theatre Guild, great as his place is
hi the legit tbeatre, was a liabilit,
Everything he did— or
to the show.
rather allowed to be done to the
radio show during the year was a

I

moved

.

|

:

part

Clas.sroom quiz game, and
the questions are real
Program's strength lies in
emphasis upon competition and
information rather than upon lavish
or screwy gifts.
Giveaways are all
cash, and are rated in size accordin_.
to difficulty of the questions, with
$300 the total iri prizes.
Half dozen contestants arc provided with buzzers whicli light up
•a
flash of lightning when sounded,
Roberts, begins straight narration of
a series of well-integrated and conrirected clues in a sort of story form,
preceding them with the quiz question, such as, "'What famous novel
is this'."'
As soon as a participant
thinlfs he has the right answer he
presses the buzzeri Each quizzee is
given only one try per question at
the answer.
Questions on program caught (8
were well varied, with the novel
being "David Copperfield," the musical
composer (whose tunes were
played by Ray Block Orch^ Sigmtmd
Romberg, and others. Closer is the
"Helbros Derby" featuring a m.ystery skit with "Mr. and Mrs. North!"
with grand prize going to fiv.st to
solve the mystery.
Answer came
Ijcfore the skit was over, cutting

|

—

,

—

tor

i

-

.

,

som<?
of
toughies.

,

.

Thea-

Guild Broadway presentation, in
the direction of the radio sttidio,
Tlie show learned, during the year,
that the best Broadway performers
are not necessari'l'y the best— or even
uood radio actors; that even when
the legit people are good, two with
the same tim,ber voice can't be cast
in
radio
voice-proximity;
that
adapters should be given freedom to
malie a radio play out of a stage
drama; and a good many otiier
ooiniers which radio people have
l^nown from away back.
Now Langner is in the background, which is where he belongs.
Producer Carol Irwin, brouahl over
from the ABC net, knows her stuff
and. showed it in her casting. Direct
tre

second

!

:

its

j

|

The

was

reels off clues in an intelligible and
interesting manner.
Format .is much the same as a

regular

disappointing.

was a disabled veteran, 'who
rcauired fo play the leading
in a dramatic sketch which,
unknown to him, was adapted fr mii
l)is
own battle experience: '''he.
chap's spontaneous reaction vv; on
he recognized the story was throatcatching and the lavish, gifts he and
his listening fiancee received Rave
the spot a poignant tag.
Tlie mid-commercial of the .show
amounted to an act, too. as it worked
out. lltirlow Wilcox, making Ivis-llrst
appearance as announcer, pn the series,
was the target of another
frameup. This involved the last^'
second s!ubStitUtion of a bogus cori^imeroial, in more or less double-tallc
and almost illegiblo print. Handed
iliis
without warning, Wilcox not
only .maiiaged to read it, but actually contrived to inake it sound almost intelligible. It was not only a
I'unnv ga.g. but cleverly nailed listener attention to the plug. The fact
that it also revealed how, announeeri)
can sound '"sincere" without even
vicliin

.

The

Homer Fickett, working now
under a radio-hep producer, seems
ease.
Adaptor Lc-ilie

I

the listening audience some engaging and siAspensef ul moments Sm n rt
emcee work of Ken Roberts, who
doesn't project himself too heavil.v
into the picture to the detriment of
quizees. helps immeasurably, as he

it's

more at
R cade worked

I

j

swaddling

surer,

'

i

A

stature.

traditional

nuiliiplo^act

j

sen.sible quiz show that emei'ge-i
as a real test of contestants' information, "Quick as a Flash" brings to

For ihis
air over ABC.
in its second year; at last

away from a

u-sual

its

;

WOR-Mutual, N. Y.

grown

step

of

'

HELBROS WATCHES

few stanzas will improve upon IJ. S.
Steel's weekly full-hour presentation
which came back to the Sunday
(8)'

In.stead

pattern, the preern broadcast offered
only two main acts and, characteristically, both were frameups. Both
fall'guy contestants had to answer
the same question or talce the "conif
the
sequences," although
first
gent had been alert he could have
copped the $100 prize by simply
telling his height, as Edwards had a
brief lapse during his preliminary
palaver witli the fellow.
The first contestant was sent to
,a nearb.y record shop where he had
to try to sell his first customer a
dill'erent platter than the one asked.
in 111 is case, singer Joan Edward.*)
(no relation) was planted to demand
one of her own records.! A mierophone was hidden under the counter
ill
llie shop, but the resulting confab
j

Producer; Bernie Procter
30 Mins.; Sunday, 5:30 p>m.

No matter
on radio's regular schedules for the
next season, there is very little
doubt that, for sheer radio tlieatre.

night

Ray

;

(BBD & O)
what else may come up

I

I

With Ken -Roberts, Mr. and Mrs.

>

W'.IZ-ABC, N. Y.

.

-

a smooth, radio ver- program short.
of tl^e original "All gel
Commercials by Cy Harricc are
the ojwner,: vifitbout d-oing sliort 'arid unobnoxious while tlie
injustice to Patriclc ..Hamilton's orig- Block orch
provides good music
inal,
And best of: all,' the ca,st was -^horc. needed.
Tom.m
pure radio— especially 'ia (he .pCr.^on
:^
sion

out.

,

:

I

Street'.' oft

]

;

.

,

,

j

"elen-Hayes.
.
:
!;...
,!;
Miss Ha.yes acting was tops.
-^

course you v^eren't. You knov/

radio buy

a QQO^

m

want

to cover the Philadelphia market, look

the Coverage

WIP

gives

you

in

its

14,000 square mile area comprising nearly

8

million

'

V^;!'

She

siinwed this time, working
front
of a studio audience, that she's evei v
bit as good as she was «hcn ..lie
worked behind screens in hsr CBS
"Textron Theatre" last season. Her
emotional closing scene could have
l)c.eir hariimed by
a Duso, had the
tatter been before a mike; but Mi.ss
Haves has learned the nuances of
that instrument and she wa.s^welli

when you see one. Next time you

into

prosperous people.

terrific.

.^he

I

WIP — FV

I

WIP
610

Unm^m

ON

DIAL

NATIONMIY »Y GEO.

K HOUlNeimY*CO.

•«eOir •ARSON KANIN, riAYmiGHT

:

,

-shop,'

!

Of

.

.

,nnv question of its enormous popularity and, consequently, eommercial

Baylcs,— know

&

what they're doing when they peddle
Noxzema skin cream and shave

,

originated and
the .show from the
ingratiating talent

vised slightly (at least for the season's
opener). "Truth or Conse-.
quences'' is still basically just a radio!
version of the aged parlor game of
that name. Thu.s, it's a series of
elaborately arranged practical jokcsi
in
which victims enthusiastically!
make spectacles of them-selves. It's
in the same category as tlie slightly
older "People Are Funny" and such
daytime femme folderols as "G. E.
House Party," "Ladie.s Be Seated,"
and so on. Whether such praiikisliness is entertaining is obviously a

.

sparkle.

laclvod

The
tliat

is

who

conducted
and whose
is almost solely responsible for. its
success, remains with it.
Although the format has been rehas

.

:

•

Gamble.
Duz.

is

however,

fact,

start,

i

!

.

'&

!Proeter

sponsor,.

again the product

imoortant

.Ralph Edwards,

..

.

^

;

of the oldest

haze^he-contestant
series,
"Trutli or Consequences" returned
to lis old NBC spot Saturday night
(7) tor 'lis seventh season for the

town

to

N. Y,

(Compton)
and most popu-

One
la r

the ,C Bh
pathos as it kept the not-too-bright in his old jalopy, riding
h
season
hero ai'idhis ambitious wife. and kids kilocycles: into a fresh
laughable jokes oh /.vtiro his old baggage last Saturday niglit
'..hanging
family trade,
swift-moving story line, Tlie li«"/' (7)', Strictly for the
to Hie stanza had a quiet, homely albeit
fast cue music was appropriate
it, AntI
about
corny
humor
somewhat
the show,
:,
the as to execution, once the piece is
in the comrrierclal department,
was the kind of cxbi'Oi;ram wasn't quite ,so: iinpressivoi, classified, there
expect from a
Tbf copy used the fear ..approacli, pertne.sa one would
ream like L,ionel Burrymore, Agnes
..reiterating the danger of "abrasives
stressing that Mooreliead and Conrad Binyon,
!'to 'iender gums" and
Barry more as the "Mayor" of the
Ted is a liquid dehtifirioe. The u.se
,<imall burg, always being hounded
ot a 'tingle sales point seemed cann.y
vvriling by tlie ever-present dame who tries
actual
enmigh.' but the

scott

-

.

With Kalpb Edwnrds; Buddy Cole;
musical director; Harlow Wilcox^
announcer
BUI Bureh, Bill
Hawei, Paul Edwards
Writers: Charles Taiwell, Leonard
Directors: Murray Bolen, Al Pascliall
St. Clair
Producer'Director: Jack V»n: Nos- 30 Mins.; Sat., 8:30 p. m.

Atnes
B»rrymore,
Lionel
Mooreliead, Conr«4 Blnyoni »nnouncer, Frauft Martin; mu«io,

With

With William Bcndix, John Brown, kindly family, but tended to dispel
Paula Winslowe, Sharon UoukIds, svhipathy by making him upp^'«r as
Dink Trout, Tommy Cook, hoii a', conniver and ingrate. Otliorwise,
Kosloff or*h; .Ken Carpenter, an- the writing was wise and adrpit.
nouncer
/achieving an ehtertainiug bleiid .oC
Writers: Irving Brecher, .*lau l.ip- Diausibility and nonsense, Ivuiiior and

Other shows on which Blanc appears,
with his' triple-longue-trippings.: assigned to just a few minutes of each
show; otherwise "Zooky" will wear
out his' welcome,.
Blanc, Is okay' as himself-^his first
He's owner of the'
straight role!
Fix-It shop, which' make^ for plenty
hicle 'and a shrewd, otitft't like P. &
v'Ork on from here
of, material to
hot rislc experion in. Supportin;? players, all liand- G. will certaihly
click setup.
picked by Rines, and showing it, did rtientihg.with such a
"The Life :0f. Riley" is a remark-,
good jobs, too, especially Bea Bcnadaret in the Billie Burkc-ism, part able combination of sound ihgredi-,
oi the wealthy "Mrs, Longnecker." ehts. At the Very. Outset, the title
descriptive,
merely
accurately
not
Plot had to do with an advertisina is
schefne for Blane s hew store, with but is, felicitously suggestive of ease
"Zooky", his assistant, snafuing t,he and enjoyment! The basic premise,
parade by Sending candy 'with.'; alum situa'tion ,and characters are simple
in it to at mailing list of 'select and broad! providing aiiiple story
scope and uriivvrsalit.v of appeal.
'clients.
Possibility of building Blanc into The writing, is direct and ingenious,
a top-rating ether dra'w is definitely and there is an excellent cast, headed
there.
Golgate gave signs of recog- by the star name of 'William Bennizing that when they signed him up dix. giving an engaging perform:ior five years. Brt ouch, that writ- ance. It all adds up to a natural.
JMifoe.
ing job.
There was only one discordant
'

"TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES"

"M.AYOR OF THE TOWN"

script note in the season's premiere.
That was when Riley, erroneously

1

'

,

;

i

!

j

;"LITtle WOMa:N'!-'
with iVIrs. Marth.a Hull,' and .Tov and
NiKj
Mins •;-4i-n i> m Mm. ».,! '
'
"
co-o
j.-,

•

a fair wind

,

kcmo
"''''"'*'

K-inei*

adds to the speed of the boat

:

(Bealmonf
(«eaMmont:Vh«,«,,.
Hohwan)
unusual twist in the Virave of Mr!
and farhily gab shows pop

!

i

i

ulating radio

is

and the pleasures of

this ad-lib discu-ssion

between a mother and her two
u venile daughters. Trio just pick
out a subject for discussion, mother
acts as the moderator and they chew
it over to their hearts' content.
This
particular broadea.st thesy had schools
and teachers on the pan, and other

.stanza

Louise of the piece) who seemed
somehow strained. The saine goes
for that entire cabaret scene, for
that matter.
But in 60 minutes ot
tightly-packed drama, performed on
the whole in boflt manner, that's a
small-enough proportion of relative
failure.
Put the show as a whole

down as sock.
Norman Brokenshire

also has improved with the year, seeming less
obtrusive as the announcer than he
.seemed when he made his comeback
for Steel 12 months ago.
George
Hicks' "Voice of U. S. Steel'! was as
good as the material he had— v/hicli
was none too exciting. Roger Pryor
w a welcome emcee and narr-'
on
the stanza.
curs.

sub.iects

daddy

have been chorus
exec of a rival,

Caji

staff

of experienced representatives

consistently

maximum

achieved

results.

girls

local

agency), and what have you. What
clicks with, this one is the spontaneity and the homey touch, such
as the trouble eight-year-old Niki
had tryirtg to get out of the "libary"
rut and put the words into the mike
as the proper "library" under mother s coaching.
Trio are at their best on the commercials which ar« atf-libbcd along
wUh the regular chatter. On thi.s one
it was Fresh mit Peanut Butter, and
the kids really know their peanut

butter— homogenized,

Weed

and Company's- large

j

of the oast was in top
form,, except for one young lady (the
rest

sailing:

But in fair winds or foul,
good, times and bad,

Quin.

WEED
(

RAail

()\!!'

\\^

SmilN

RErHESENTATIVEt
Niw Yirk • lutM • CUcnt * Mmti
Ditritt • Sas Frucisci • HMfUMt

]

:
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RADIO REVIEWS

WcJneetTay, September II, 1946

"CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR

tnnwine what they're saying was
disiUusionins than
Probably no more
staged way in which
the obviously
"Consequences" program
fhe whole
presented.

is

with a plea for understanding between America and Russia. In not
With Erwin U. Canham; Phelps offering a straight newscast, Canham's special point of view, like any
Gates, announcer
new.spaper editorial page, is bound
Producer: Ed Carroll
to excite disagreement; but any dis1.5 Mins.i Thurs
tl:lS p.m.
agreemeni: with opinions expressed
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR
on this program stem from; hone.st
WJZ-ABC, N. Y,
differences in approach, not from
^
(H. B. Hiimphrci;)
distortion of facti Who could ask for
As an air commentator, Erwin D. more'?
Canham, editor of the Chri.stian Science Monitor, has two important "ENDORSED BY DORSET"
fa^tf leading: off in his favor. He's,
With Vera Holly, Dick Rogers, Four
chief of a paper that has an interClark Sisters, Herman Chittison
national rep for its impartiality and
Trio, Sy Oliver Orch, Tiny Ruff.sobriety in handling news and he's
ner, emcee
got a natural radio voice that's clear, Producer-Director: Dan McCullough

VIEWS THE NEWS"

^

The only other "act" on the stanza
presentation to Ed«,iiffht was the

,

Vau.et^. The
ward. oT an award by
.ripntcr was introduced as Jack
(Helm), of the Daily Vabut his clear diction
staff,
S-shape tones and disit msu.shed
was acthat
Hflivcry tipped off
an impersonation- by a pro-\

Kan

.

5ety

tually
fessional actor.

the show's commercial .setup, as
"The Life of
the same sponsor's
preceding, was
Bilev" immediately
There was a
a trifle over-involved.
the
then
opening,
musical-jingle
in

Edwards

billboard and

intro

crisp and persuasive. In addition, the
flow of Ganham's ideas is .simple in
form but provocative in substance,
a tot.Tl making for a valuable news
session.

agamst

backaround of studio laughter. Bethe commercial involvinn the
there was a middle

"

femme

voice

his

and a season

opening program of the new

la.st

Thursday

1

5

),

Canham

loosely knit together a half-dozen
significant item.s in the headlines
tlirough an anal.ysis of "double-talli,"

closing musical iingle
closing a hitch-hike

Don Ameche

30 Mins.; Tues.i 8 p.m.

p.m;

series,

present in the .issues. Canham ieed
ofl' with a discussion of the current
shipping' strike, stressing the dangerous inflationary tendencies impli'•THE SHADOW"
With Brett Morrison, Grace Mat- cit in the dem-mds for higher wages.
ibewsj Ethel Everett, Pattee Chap- On this point, union .sympathizers
I..«is
Van
could no doubt detect the ax-grindroaii, Bernard Lenrow,
Bealinc;
Don
HanFrank
ing behind the note of objectivity.
Roolcn,
Canham also dwelled briefly on the
cock, announcer
Paris Peace Conference and, the inWriter: Gilison Scott Fojt
Producer-Director: John C. Cole.
e*icapable atom bomb, winding up
G. property.

I

I

.

miisical Director: Elsie Thompson
30 Mins ; Sundays, .5 p.m.
CO.
W,
D. L.

show, rather than
If the exact

trlnsic part of the

Suslulnine

a

WOR-MUtual, N. Y.

mere outside gadget.

street address (for instance) of a
Tuesday piece of action in Act I is a clue to
night at 8 slot for the last few weeks action, character or situation-:rit's
for a series of sustaining showcasers worth basing the question on it; jf it
with possible network and commer- isn't, the question seems, and on the.

Mutual has been using
,

its

cial payoff.,: One Of the Showcasers,
particularly, aired the night of Aug.
27, is

a

,

,

On

"ide,

faked copy,
plug using a
testimonial, a
and hurried
plug' for the
Snother P. &

8:;{0

.

,

extraneous,- likely to result in less intensive listening.

preem was,
.

The quiz angle could also, be tied
in one way or another.,, with the listener outside the studio so that the
guy at the dial at home could also
get a piece of swag.
As foi? the vehicle used on the
opener, it was gbod but had one
fault.
Titled "Boomerang," the listener, even if he wasn't too intense,
had the denouement telegraphed
'way ahead, with the result that the
,

except for the

:

'

;

;

I

was anti-climactic. However,
title ( wh ich m a y not
have been his choice), scripter Peter
Barry did a good, :tight job of the,
type required on the stanza. Larry
Dorn's production was good; Rich-ard Lewis' direction .was firm; and
the' acting ranged between the adequate for the minor roles to top performances by Barry Kroeger and
Car.'i.
Joan Banks in -the leads.
end

'

,

i

COAL

&

WOB-Miitiial, N. Y.
iHiahruuiJ & Rynii'i

Back on the

air

summer

a

ftfter

for it.s 10th ycar
respite,
"The;

Shadow'' still oozes out of the loudspeaker with th'at same creepy aura
which has made it so popular with
kid."! who can't go to bed without a
nightmare, weighing on their hrain.
The sea.son's curtain-raiser pronii.sed

.

:

plenty of chills which should
the domestic coal company

'

keep
bank-

Brett Morrison, pliiyroller happy.
ihg. the title role, opened with that
familiar horrifying heckle and right
to the signature," it was a case of
brutal
murders,
vampire " bats,
in the
::scream.<!
night, and
other
spine-tingling gimmicks. With right
prevailing in the end, moral of ttie

...

play was that crime does not pay,
but parent - teacher organizations
would probably advocate a less lurid

:
,

way

of

drawing

it.

'Foi* its purposes, the drnmats are
smoothly projected via a good cast
of actor.s and double-quick time dircclion. Script for the initial stanza

was

well-knit; although if examined
story of a schizophrenic
author who wrote murder stones bv
day and committed them at night.
was basically absurd. But even if
credibility was weak, the mood and
tension were sustained on a high
level
which is all the whodunit
hounds ask for. Musical bacligiouiid'
and bridges contributed to the total
effect with a formula score.
Carrying the heaviest thesping
burden, Morrison plays his double
roJe as the —Sliadow" and detective-

,

closely, the

•

:

in that self-confident key

common to
all radio .sleuths.
Best' of the cant
their way about the groans
and shrieks. Plug.s for tht spon.sor

;

«new

:

.

S

.,

,

:

handled being both
and informatively u.seful.

brief

;

•METROPOUTAN NEWS IIOIM,With Tom O'Biica, Frank D. Sclu oth.
Ir., Jvaeph F.
Deiti, David Stair,
xncodore Goetjt, Fred Heywood
Pi'odnccr: Thoma.s B. McFaddcn
15 jMins.; MOn.-Fri., 1:>;1 5 p.m.
siistaiiiing:

WEAF,

,

,

a reminder of

Just

N. Y.

Hoie is loea) news rcportinu on a
.euind scale; commensurate, with the
m.-ivkcl covered by
NBC's N. Y. flagsliip,
After two wpel<s of drv
'''P*^' the .show as aii'od on Oie tee\
oit (4) IS still
uneven, and Dicrc arc
7'",?'''nie Dugs to be picked, out
But
on the whole, it's a very
good job.
doin.r credit both to
WEAF's news
•:,,^nd special events oliief,
'foni Me'iiiti
to the five t.yi-os {I'esh
t'Ut ot thtir
new.spapcr cubicle^.
The idea :o£ tlie show is to take tlie
;"sneii_er on a quick
trip around New
>
ni< ti-opolitan area and give
,?
'^i
:him
the highlifihts cf tlTe lbc;il news

WEAK

,

.

,

,

-AMERICA'S FINEST

,':

'

TRANSCRIBED LIBRARY
of WESTERN MUSIC

:

,

,

,

I

:,

Brooklyn,

ix)'^''!.

;

Long

Tested and Proved Successful for

Island,

Weslchester County, Newark :ui<111h'.
™n;4,.' E.KCcpt for Tom O'Brien.
Wfios a regularnewsroom
fcuy, llie others
are— or rather, were
--<smateui-s. But yestorday;s aniateiir
may be^ tomorrow's star, if hc\ got
-ne stuff. None
of these fell dws on
! stanza caught had the star dust;
I
a .eouple of
them hadn't vet learned
smoothly from item to item
'^o as tp,
separate the pieces in a war
^eco.9nizable to the li.stener.
But
*VOTy. one.of them showed signs of
cFadden's training and, as a whole.
^
Old a creditable
performaiice.
_^*'ether the metropolitan area will
80 tM the kind of material reported

*

;

,

:

,

,

.

,

.'

"*^'^- people
'^L;'sa'n.

is

something

else

One isn't sure that the West
tnester listener cares much about an
?>'*°"}ot>ile' theft in Jamaica, or that
"f J^ew Jersey auditor is as much
o7*''ef;ted as are those in New York
minutiae of the Rrpiib"van and Democratic state convenuons.
The the day-to-day nevv^
oieaks, and the skill
shown
:

,

to be
oy the producer
of the show will
ioon provide that
answer via HoopCertainly it's the type ol

jratings.

Show

worth

trying.

Can.

All Qualified Advertising!
Siaiions, Large or Small!
Markets, Metropolitan or Rural!

* Riidio

WEAP

,

37
aimed at th*

With Barry Kroeter, Joan Banks,
Most of the questions asked had
Horace Braham, Lawcoa Zcrbe,
nothing vital to do with the progres*
Kan Swcnson; Roland .Winters, of
the play, being on incidental matemcee; Russ Dunbari annouticer;
There would have to be
ters only.
and
orch
Ray Bloch
very fine inter-meshing of the quesWriter: Peter Barry
tions and the play's action before
Producer: Larry Dorn
the quiz part could become an in.,

worth reporting because it. has
fresh idea which— ho Wever^was
not carried out as successfully as it
WOR-Mutual, N. Y.
might have been. But, the possibilGoal of the producer of this show ity is there and, with some sharpenmust be to earn the endorsement ing and tightenitig, "Listen Carenot only of Tommy Dorsey but the fully" might, indeed, earn some inaverage run of dialers. Otherwise, tensive listening.
Idea is to combine the viihodunit
as it stands, it's merely a whoppo
plug for T.D., whose name is men- show with the quiz technique. Three
tioned countless times, and :,a weak, audience participatipners are, chosen
variety offering, with little pace or with instructions- (aired ) to listen
Given a format that's carefully to every detail in each of
imagination.
less haphazard (which is no synonym the show's three acts.
Alter „each'
for variety), the talent of the in- act'f one Of the three "typical" lisdividual performers could add up to teners is asked; by- the emciee certain
a greater sum total
questions tieid in with, the action he
If he's quick and
Emceei ng the Show, Tiny Ruffner f had just heard
did the best he could with a .script hep, the listener gets a $10 note. At
ithat seemed to think that, the name the end Of the third act, all three
DorseyV has a magic "typical" listeners can double their
of- .Tommy
take by giving in writing the correct
charm.'
s
30 Mins.; Friday,
SusteiininK

to a question

answer

"LISTEN CAREFtlllit"

*
The

icalMl prices .H to

k ft are designed to

fit

mw

'ir7c of station und
budget lyspropriations,

WRITE orWIREfor further dctiills and prices
GEORGE E. HAUEY,^ Mqnager

;

svNDiCArEO rcAJunes'

m

I

I

AN ARTHUR

B.

CHURCH PRODUCTION

Pickwick Hotel,

l<tansas City 6,

Missouri

A Convenient New York OSicc
at

475

Fifth

Avenue

K

to

We(Incs«1ay,

No Joke

Hunger'*

Hepped on

French Progress

Tele,

when

acstrict British government control,
exec
cording to Ji)hn F. Royal,
ve^pee ov:er .television. British 'Blm

magnate

J,

Arthur

Rani!;,

howevei-,

niay inaugurate the use ot commercial video by including advertising
in the shosys, that he' plans to transmit into bis theatres via closed cir-

!

I

,

..

Royal,

!who .returned

'

last

week

tele

is

concerned arid

veloped: Unlike film industry toppers
in Ihi" U. S.. Rank has no prejudices
01' fears that tele might hurt his pic.

BRISTOI--MVERS

WCBW-CBS,

plahnrfig to make
integral part of their
horned service prograijis. rather than
branching out into a series of reaiote

industry, hamacute equipment
British, is simi-

productions. A French film producer
recently turned out a whodunit in
which all the action took place in a
tele studio, Royal noted, and the pic
ture (-merged as an excellent advertisement for the. industry
Both the Briti.sh and French are
(Continued on page 42)

i

.

tele
shows and client
for advertisers; Studio space
will be offered for rental to tele
stations, advertisers and agencies,
indie producers and film companies.
Theatre
seating
be
2,000
will

producing

'SihV

rooms

"SHORTY"

plans

two

!

1

call for
studios.

the

con-

One

will

THE WARTIME
CHIEF OF THE

WHITE HOUSE

SECRET SERVICE

NOW

IS

Philly

pi-exy Frank Stanton and William S.
^eb's board chairman
p.^^^y^ ij,e
rumors, howc-^/er have been
discounted by reports that CBS> is
lining up a deal
niainly interested
with Philco for the latter to produce
Confabs, it's
color video receivers.

Jho-se

m

,

i

believed, were
that topi'i:.

!

Sheit.fieUn

now being

even

told

sensational articles in the Saturday Eve-

ning Posf— whose years as a Secret Service agent
were action-packed— is at last available for a
radio series based on the crime does not pay

theme.
Ex-Chief of the White House Secret Service, Mike
Reilly is the perfect crime buster around Whom

you should build your mystery

series.

EXCLUSIVE

ARTHUR
151

East

New
'«Viiii(

woKi

iM'iioi'o

MANAGEMENT
H. MILLER
50th

Street

York 22. N, Y.
5.6092

EL.

:/^,;,-

'.

..

''"^

To Preem on
First

I

|

'

i

!

I

little

j
'"^

'""om
'

nilig,
,

;

,.

1

I

Patty

Fred Coe,

.

NBC

with

the

Broadwav
.

producer, will
version.
Cast intele

McQuade,

and John

and
tele
both
stars,
Vau.ghn 'Taylor/ and Pat Shay,'; Tw<*
sets will be de.sig^^
by Bob Wade

NBC

.

stafr.

—

Clcvdand Cleveland's four radio
have been getting some neat
public service blurbs from the City

stations

Lioewi of the

Planning Commi.ssion. Prepared by
Donald W. Athearn, the blurbs can
be used as station breaks, and utiliw
two voices, bringing to light some,
needed improvement. Station, personnel say the blurbs are punchy,
direct

Du-

staff.

by the students. Advanced
is limited to 20 graduates of
the seminar conducted this summer

rected
course

by Worthington Miner, manager of
will provide the

technical staff.

|

Seminar for the fall term is expected to be roore intensive. Miner will
assist but the course this term will
be conducted by Paul Mowrey, ABC
tele chief, and Harvey Marlowe, ABC
exec producer-director. Course will
include panel discussions, with field
the tele labs at
Philadelphia) and

invite

,

,

stage the video
cludes Vinton Hayworth

Exact dates have not yet been set,
but the first show will go on the air
sometime during the first week in
October over WABD (DuMont, N.
y.) Show, which will be an original,
will be written, produced and di-

(Philco,

will

,

actors, etc.

Theatre Wing's television workshop, which teed off for
ex-G.fs last summer, will be hyoed.
to take in actual production, of televised shows during the coming term.
Students in the advanced course
will produce tour shows under the

'GE, Schenectady),'

,

P'f>ys will
i

American

trip.s .slated to

,

f"^"''*" ""Sit production,
"'^ P'''^'
be aired about once every
fourth week, with only those scripted by Guild members to be used.
pioriucers, it's believed, will ba able
to get a good idea of hovv. tlie. show
.shapes up tor Broadway, as tb sets,

'

Actual Shows to Hypo

DuMont

was adaptn
j
David
Bond and n

producers to watch the scanwith a view to thSir accepting

lesjit

i

i

Brooklyn accent but otherwise
does a competent job of both drawing and story-telling.
Preeni aliow,
which featured the return of Shorty
<Continued?on page 45)

tele.

S.

a series of short. stones

NBC

Guild,

1

ot a

CBS

c-

,

Na\son

''^

penned by Bond,
Under arrangements

.

Foster, who watches over tlic cartoonist's shoulder with suitable wideeyed interest.
Hoff sometimes gives in to traces

Bob

"Broadway

j

a cartoon character, "Shorty," which
Hoff draws as the show progresses.
all the while telling the story of
rt.,>„ „u
Shorty's
shenanigans L.
to

22

Sept.

genthwirker'.s Labblies,"

.'^'^o^'
i

:

the series of

in

Previews" to be televised by lh«:
NBC video department in cooperation with the Dramatists' Guild will
be statjed over WNBT, the web's
N. Y. tele outlet, on Sept. 22. Play,
a comedv-fantasy titled "Mr. Mer-

i

venture by Bii.stolMyers, which has taken a decided
interest in the new medium dur.ng
recent weeks, the program preemed
Sunday (S) night with good results.
Format is a-carry-over of a .similar
show featuring cartoonist Syd Hoff
that had formerly been aired as a
sustainer over WCBW. It's based on

Mont
is

.';

Tele Previews Slated

tele

direction of

story

:'..

NBC-Dramatists' Guild
&

(Dohertiy, Clij^ord

Here's another example of a show
good returns when
it can be
fitted into a suitable slot
sometime in the late afternoon. It's
slanted strictly at the moppets and
the Doherty, Clifford and Sheiifield
agency has' taken That""into" a^couirt
with the commercials.
Sliice
no
tele station is currently ptogranvming during daylight hours, howagency was forced to make
that's slated for

Wing s Tele Workshop

FOR A
RADIO SERIES

to

'

':

..

of the

AVAILABLE

mainly

devoted

I

BRISTOL-M¥ERS
WCBW-CBS, N. Y.

:

contain
two-channel
a complete
closed circuit' tele unit for the creation of remote, live shows that can
then be transmitted to a station's
regular transmitter for public airing.
Second studio will be used for
filming of large productions. Complete film laboratory is included in
the plans, where all film can be pror
cessed, printed, edited and titled.

Philco tor the station, especially fola series of recent huddles in
among Philco execs and CBS

lowing
.

Hoff, Vaity Foster
Director: Phil Booth
10 Mins.; Sun., 8:30 p.m.

;

Present

struction of

would probably relinquish its Frisco
under the assumption that one
Coast outlet would be sutflcient.
Humors have spread during the
last couple of weeks that CBS had
made several promising bids to
bid

With Syd

:

included.

:

and Los Angeles, and

S.in Francisco

;

Latest

in five

:

close

a

ABC

.

i

1 MffS;. ''^.^E^/suffers
accordingly.

whose

crack at buying

worked up

station pcrmit.s in .other cities, since
ruliiius limit the number ot
l'"C.:C
owned-arid-operated tele stations in
has ap--.
anv network to fivei
pending: currently
for
plicMtions
stations in N. Y., Detroit; ChiGafio.

i

^„',""'"'

Reilly,

believed that

it's

first

-had

Purchase of the Philly outlet
would mean that ABC would have
to give up one of its applications for

I

:

Mike

sold,

is

have

with Philco by producu',t
jgle show over the Philly station fur
the last year or so, and reportedly
has been trying to buy WPTZ tor
the last year^andra-half.

(

,

.

OLAN SOULE

•

will

Web

it.

alliance

'

Memo- Oh!!

Pr*s> RcprcscMtotiv*

WPTZ:

If

ABC

-

Time in the Bronx

pickups.

-

DUTTON-LIPPOLD

trale on manufacturing.

2d Tele-City, This

aiid French iilm industries, the pool...
1,000-Line S<ran
exec said, had expressed enthuRoyal saw a demonstration ot the
siasm over the venture, but NBC is
prepared to send its own camera French indu.stry's highly-publicized,
French are
crews abroad to take the films if the 1,000-line television.
expericonfining their
preiieivtly
foreigners back out.
ments on the, higher standard on
Daily Shuttle
Under R,->yars plan, the film would closed circuits; and, while the images
be flown back to this country via obtained are very good ^ they're not
dailv flights and would then be im- as good as the best pictures derived
by American engineers on Ihe present .^25-line standard in use in the
U. S. Difference in clarity, Royal
is
not worth the technical
said,
changes that would necessarily be
required to convert to the higher
standard in this country.
French have long been noted for
their great imagination as evidenced
in motion piclures. Royal said, and
SAM'RYDEK ia
can be expected to carry over into
"Bueliclor's Childrm"—1 1 tk Year
television their flair for dramatic

"FIRST-NIGHTER"

,

.

:

NBG

MAN n

,

As

i

less than

LEADING

the way to fulfilling its promise as
a big business operation, and would
like to sell the station to .coaccn-

N. Y,
(Dbherty, Cttjyorcl & S'len/ield)

,

I

strides forward
video's prospects and Ayahts, tO:
Fi'eiH-h tele is presently concentrated
an ;ictiv.e .partin the new industry.
utilizing
One ot tiie chief objects of Royal's in Paris, with the French
studio that was constructed by the
trip was the establishment of some, a
occupation as a
system whureby American tele view- Germans during the
New studio is presently
ers would be enabled to see films music hall.
being constructed underneath the, old
oE events that occurred in Europe
a swimming
24 hours previously. Brit^ one and will include
ish

;

15 Mills.; Sun., 8:40 p.m.

'

are

French television
pered by even more
shortages than the
take larly niakh-ig rapid

With Bob Edge, narrator
nirecior; Phil Booth

•

television' an

fure. busirtess, Rbyal said., instead,
.the British chief is .enthusiastic over

"SPORTS ALMANAC"

with

the .second part .of its new twoa week contract with CBS
;,3hovl's
's
„
the
Bristol-IVfyeis,
for
television
eggs— and the BBC staffers were
Sheiitield
and
Clifford
Doherty,
.just
as anxious to get: at the
has wrapped up a tight little
agency
eggs, even though .they' were
package in this one that
sports
powdered.
should prove of interest to the maInterest outjority ot sports fans.
side that category is limited but, as
commentator Bob Edge poiuted oiit
there's
(8),
in
the preem show
hardly a person in the country who's
not addictea to one type of physical
.endeavor or another, either as a
'participant Or spectator.
Entire show is composed bl fllm'.'
compiled from old stock shots by
Edge, CBS tfle's sports director. For
„
„
Second Television City tc? be an- (he t.eeoff program.,. Edge rounded up
nouneed during the last two months shots of every sport he could think
in N. Y. as a production center for
of. from skiing to.: table tennis. Nar-^
ration tied the film together neatly
all television and film interests is
sports
slated to go into: operation on the and Edge, using his flair tor
parlancev read his line? with nice
site of the old Biograph studios in
''''•.;'
aplomb.
the Bronx early in 1947. New proFotmat of the shoitv is a good tele
gram, under the sponsorship of the gimmick, opening to the front cover
Daly-Mcibauer Co., follows close on of a sports scrapbook. As the cover
the heels on the announcement of a leafed open, Edge's head was framed
similar "Telecity," which the Pease- inside tlie book, .with the cameras
EUiman real estate firm announced then dissblving into the film shots.
would be built soon at an undisclosed Despite the age of some of the pictures, majority were clearly visible
spot in N. Y. at a cost Of $60,000*000.
and the audience should be glad to
Construction
on the Biograph bear with Edge for those, shots that
studios is expected to begin by the must have been taken 15 or 20 ycais
end ot the year. Site will be converted into a workshop for making ^"two commercials for Vital.s. al.o
on the
films for television and will also in- on film, followed through
sports motif: but coiild be .sliced
clude exec offices for organizations
down a little lor better results.

presS. industry, BBC execs are
ently planning to set up six Or' seyen
in difTerent parts of the

British

it

that Royal saw featured
instructions on how to scramble

U'.

the

dives into

Show

'

programming
forhittiated. :Vdeflnite
plans for his theatre chains, once full
sereeU-size'd video is sufficiently de-

.

chow.

at getting the

from a £uur-and-a-haU weeks' sur- Irarismittars
to send tple images by feither
vey of television and film activity iii country
iclay or coaxial cable. Relays,
'England and on the European Con- radio
the British hope, will cover 90-95%
tirien'i. declared that Rank is keepthe population: since the island
ing his ears to the ground as far as; of
present,- Royal said,
has already is small. 'For the

.

delphia,

enough to go around,- diltereht
members of the staff take tufns

m

WPTZ. Philco tele outlet in Philamay be put on the auction
block for sale to the highe.st bidder
within the next couple of months.
Philco,
it's
reported,
built
and
operated the station for the most
part to hypo interest in video itr
order to have a wider market for its
receiving sets. Company execs now
believe that the medium is well on

+

goes.'off the .air, .Since there's not.

tele development,
ing a good job
'even 'thotigh they're forced to use
pre-war equipnieMt. same a^ in the

Inside Track for Plully Tele

Television Reviews

relish as soon as the program

,

I

On

said,

crew watches the
cooked during the

.itudio

food -being

shoW and then

Royal said that the British are do-

1

Royal

a

Hungry

tvani-mitted pictures

capital.

,

i

cuitii.

.

it-

television.

domestic scieiice course in
which the chef on each prograni
meal.
dilTerCnt
a
prepares
is

meet iron\ N. Y. less than 48 hours
after it had opened in ihe French

NBC

BBC

on

mediately processed, edited anJtitled,
on the viewing screens as
BBC televisioni despite recurrent to getasit possible.
NBC inaugurated
in soon
talk that it will go commercial
the idea oil .the opehing day of the.
conprobably
will
luture,
the near
Paris Peace Conference la.st month
under
lines
present
its
along
tinue
of the

By BOB STAHL

May Dump WPTl ABC Seen

Philco

Tragic-comic evidence of tha
acute food shortage still prevailing in England was seen by John
Royal, NBC tele chief, during
,)f.
his recent trip abroad.
One of the most popular shows

Royal Sees British Film hdustry

..

1946

11,

S(<:pl<^in1>«r

TBLSVISION

S8

WPTZ
WRGB

i

|

and easy

to place.

.

MARGARET
WHITING

m WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY,
Exclusive Management

Pe«onil Manager: BILL

BURTON
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It

in Tele,

Too

FORD SIGNS PIGSKIN

Proof that television is hitting
tha big tihiB was seen in an NBC
week,
last
conf«rence
story
which had all the* earmarks of
overly-exaggerated reports
tlie

Big Leagoe Baseball Tekvision
'47 B'casts

Pushed for Possible

Happens

of coiifereuces in the film

SCHEDULE OVER
.sports

vision ill New "Srork
the telecast of the
Conference football

ih-

diistry.'

whetlier

on

Decision

do*n

at

the league owners'

ine:et'«e?it winter.

Weather on Video.
Reid's

Ice

Cream has signed

Sponsor

the

weather

WGBW

—

to

fore-

discus.sniif?

three

as po.-!sible leads for a

—

Shenfield

is

the agency;':.

^

'

:

:,

the

v'auder

was a has-been,

and

,

ball magnates" buddies is still in
dpubt, it's believed likely that they'll
fall into line along with the college
and pro football, blg.gies, who've,
welcomed., television into the fold;.

,

and build Up gate receipts,;. just as
;radio has done.
:

More optim istic among

the.

video

execs, in fact, have even promised
the baseball chiefs that, once fullscreen sized television becomes a

parks need never
worry about lack of Seating room
for important g'ames. Anytime it
looks as though a, sellout was in the
works, such as for the World' Series,
all the baseball chief has to do is
throw up another video screen in
.some large arena and charge admis-^
sion for that. System, it's argued,
would greatly increase the .seating
reality,

the

ball

.

capacity of any ball park.
Success the tele broadcasters have
had with fight telecasts— especially
NBC's handling of the recent Conn-

—

.

:

immediately

.

to

:

the

higher

,

frequencies: on Friday (.13), when
the web's technicians demonstrate
live color pickups to the trade press.
Transtnission will emanate from
the CBS labs and will follow the
same circuit as the images trans-

over television i.s proof positive, according to several tele broadca.steis,
that they're learning to got aloiij*
without live musicians. Latter are
banned from video allows, umier an
.

James

of

edict

PetriUo,-

C.

Coe

,

.

:

,

Don Lee s Color

j

...

i

j

Test Gets

Okay

series.

New show

is

|

Sept. 10.
\ Chicago,
Interest in recent campaign, ot tlie
Electric Assn. to promote television
in Ghi was evidenced ia.st week
when top local radio and -video

monochrome pictures.
Construction permits went to the Bendlx
Aviation Corp. for an experimental
tele
station
in
Towson, Md.; to
Conestoga Television Assn. of Lan-

execs formed a committee to work
with a similar group of television
set manufacturers.
William C. Eddy, director oC television for B&K, owners of video

.

CHI EXECS JOIN IN

|

TELE RALLY EFFORT

i

i

[
i

'.

tion

I

I

Comeuppance

while the latter is in Kurope.
Crucial games between the Cards
and Dodgers tomorrow and Satur-

caster,

which may decide, the National League pennant winner, will
be televised by both WNBT and
•WCBW (CBS, N. Y.).
day

(14),

Pa.,

and

Net

around with single video carrier for both sound and
pictures under the new system.
Conestoga
Television
Assn.
is

,

i

For CRS Football Tele
Mel Allen, radio sports announcer
and occasional commentator for Fox
Movietone News, has signed to announce all CBS television broadcasts
of Columbia University's home football games this fall, starting with
the Rutgers game from Baker Field
on Sept. 28. Games will be sponsored by Ford, under a deal arranged
through the
J.
Walter

.

;

WBKB

station

was

here,

Stirtoii,

NBC

head; James
a.ssistant to F.d BorrOlT,..ABC

Showerman,

local

central division V.P.; and Frank
Schreiber,
station manager.

WGN

Thompson agency.

Allen was under contract to CBS
until his entry into the Army in
194'2. While m the service, he broadcast sports events to troops in Euunique in television field, since it
rope for the Armed Forces Radio
proposes- to, test out intercepting sigService.
Since his discharge, he's
nals from Philco station WPTZ in
broadcast all N. Y. Yankee baseball
'Philadelphia
and
rebroadcasting
games over WINS, N. Y. indie.
tliem in Lancaster.
Association is

PRODUCTION MAN
7 Years New York

i

I

1

composed of local businessmen and a
few radio engineers who hope even
provide

to

i

—

Lancaster

National Tele

with

Week

from Philly.
National Television Week, marking
Meanwhile, J. W. Birdwell of the what the Television Broadcasters
Nashville department store interests hope will be the start of commercial
pulled out his bid for a commercial video operatiohs on a national basis,
operation in Ka.shville.
Birdwell is slated for observance Oct. 7-12.
gave no reason for withdrawing Purpo.se, according to the TBA, is to
from tele.
advertise to the public that commercial video is a reality, that longCedar Bapids— Charles (Chuck) promised receiving sets are slated
Worcester of CBS, Washington, will for early delivery and that a nabecome farm service director for tional television service is in the
WMT, starting Sept. 16. Worcester, offing.
who has been Director of AgriculTBA's two-day conference and extural Programs for CBS since 1942 hibition: skedded for the Hotel Walwill succeed A. G. Woolfries,' re- dorf-Astoria, N.Y., on Oct. 10-11,
signed.
will highlight the week's events.
video service

j

ROBERT ALDA
HARRY BABBin
DAVE BARBOUR
VIVIAN BLAINE
JOE BUSHKIN

Networks

«/» Tarlrty,

-GET

IN

Wi-Nt

151

New Yntk

N. V.

TO

WORK
Room

Office, Studio,
Fust Side— 141 li to

Wox

GOODMAN

»3», Vnricty. IKI

New York

H»,

riTlli

more

N. V.

PEGGY LEE
JIMMY LUNCEFORO
DIANA LYNN
JIMMY RUSHING
JERRY

dialers per dollor, signals
in

Clevci

land than any other regional station.

.'^MMJV

ABC Network

IMAM

Mf hI WW

and
the

Do

you know that...

same voice heard on

the networks selling

FRESH, IPANA, MOLLE, PABST, VITALIS
IS

5000 Wat»s

SEPRESENTSD NKilONAll.'r'.By H!4'DlET.Bt!0 COMPANY

now avgilabh

to

do an

effective soiling job for

your

products. Inquire about avaitabilities todayl
Ralph N. Weil, Geo. Mgr.

Jokit E. P«or»i)n.C«., Nat'l Rep.

SIH.

W. *Mh

WAYNE

appeared "IN PERSON" last month on

calls in

SIroift.

4(llli

WRITER NEEDS PLACE

ROY ELDRIDGE

JOHN HARDEE

Agencies

HARRIS KIRK

CHARLES BELAUNAY

BENNY

-

WANTS RACK

Cleveland's Chief Station, beats the tom-

that reach a larger daytime audience

elected

prexy of the broadcasters' commitOthers present included Chick

tee.

will also play

tually

CLEVELAND'S

Tele-

Lee's bid to go CBS one. better in
color video by developing an electronic rather than mechanical system for pressing the rainbow images.

j

Drum Up MORE SALES with

Continental

vision Co. of Boston, an old-timer
in the video field.
Most attention centered on Don

:

1

tom that

-

(Continued on page 42)

a striiamlitied version

of charades, with both audience and
Washington, Sept. 10.
home viewers participating. Harvey
paces.
sociology
educational
FCC, acting with record speed, last Zorbaugh,
Demonstration will be the first Thursday (5) okayed bid of Don Lee professor at New York University,
by CBS oE live color transmission to experiment with an all electronic will emcee. Shows will be produced
since before the war, when the system of color video on a new tele- by Harvey Marlowe, ABC tele's pror
mechanical syslem employed by Dr. vision transmitter in Hollywood. duction chief.
Goldmark was in its experimental Concurrently, the CommislF also
stages. Web execs are confident now, gave godspeed to three other comhowever, that the system is .-far panies anxious to test out color tele
Allen to Announce
enough' advanced to afford a good and experiment with higher defini-

Tied to Dodger Crisis

WJW,

Ameri-

can Federation of Miusicians' prexy;
who's gone on record a.^i .s"ayiiig that
he wants to > study all;, the possiblft;.
nuances of television bcl'ore negotiating with the broadcasters for
inks Dept. Store
wage scales. In the nieautimo, he
refuses even to discuss' the question.
For 10-Week Series In
consequently,
Broadcasters,
are
forced to rely on recordliigii fOr ali
Change of Tele Policy their music. Uu.sual procedure is tO:
Marking a departure from its obtain a recording ot the singer,
merely moves his lips in
usual short-term commercial tele- who then
.synchronization:
with
the
platter
castfi, ABC tolevisidh has signed to
weekly much tlie same as is done in reconsecutive
10
produce
cording a sound track lor motion
Stores.
Alexander
the
for
shows
pictures. As one broadcast* put it,
be
Game,"
to
the
New series. "Play
this system is almost sure-fire, since
aired over WABD (DuMont, N. Y.),:
the record is known to be perfect
teed off last (Tuesday) night. Wiland a fluff would be virtually imliam Warren is the agency.
Only thing that could go
ABC had herotofore confined lis possible;would
be; for the performer
programming schedule to four weeks wriing
to mess up the lip work and, .since
for each sponsor, workiuj, under the
he's gone thrpugli .so much rehearassumption that a sponsor could
sal before, waxing the original disk,
lear/i in that length of time whether
such errors occur very rarely.;
he could benefit from video advcrThrough use of .such a system,...
tising. After the first montli. a sponNBC has been able to present on its
sor could sign on for an additional
Standard Brands-sponsored "Hour
slalioii.

ABC
:

I

Leo Durocher, manager of th^
Brooklyn Dodgers, is slated to make
his television bow tomorrow (Thursday) night on "In Town Today" over:
WNBT (NBC, N.Y. ). Durocher, along
with other Dodger and Card players, will be interviewed on the show
from Ebbets Field by Radcliffe Hall,
filling in as emcee for Ben Grauer

UMTi;U REXALL DKUO CO.
Frlila.v—CBS— 10 p.m. WST

Gradual increase in cntertainmeiU
value ot musical shows produced

'

followed through with surprised
stares, glanced sheepishly at one
another, and adjourned further
huddles until the following day.

mitted in the color film demonstrations last May. Dr. Peter Goldmark
is slated to run the show, with John
Tillman, who emcees "Matinee at
MeadowbrOok" for CBS radio every
Saturday; announcing the acts as
the live models go through their

Lip's Tele

CLAYTON

also has the

the san\e

got tired enough
to yell: "But the guy's dead."
Then they all did a double-take,

:

LOU

.

Argument pro-

what-not.

bickering,

j

Louis set-to is also expected to be
used as a talking point in favor of
sponsored baseball telecasts^ Promoter Mike Jacobs, who's reportedly talking point in their pitch to the
not a person to take chances where FCC to have tele move to the ultrahis boxoffic'e grosses are concerned, high frequencies;
has evidenced complete satisfaction
with the fight telecasts.

Mot.:

tlje

sot,

the

its

move

a.

WABD

Ford

guy in question had been
dead several years. Others merely iiodded and went on with the
squabbling, Coe included- After
another, couple of rounds of

To

CBS will fire the opening guns in
new campaign to have television

idea,

gressed, witii both sides getting,
.progressively niore vehement.
Finally, Coe
something. In a non-committal
way, ho poiiited otit that they'd
been arguing: for' nothirtgi since

PlugCBSTeletint'i

:

Tele broadcasters are oft'ering the
usual argument that the new medium will hypo interest in the game

v'

\

Live Pickups

.

remembered

.

:

.

on an experimental basis, however, cartooiis^
apd both NBC and CBS have talcen
advantage of the perniit in N. Y.
Although the outcome of the base-

claiming

,a,i>ainst

Buffalo

will be
(DuMont).
Cohimbia TJnlv,
football games, over WCBW tCBS,
N. Y.), and the Madison Square
Garden sport.t (except boxing) over

over

.

,be^

atraid-that vi-

when tlie Yanks meet
New York. Broadcasts

VWl,
in

rtiusical

.

Weather reports will be given via
aim, with more than 60 different
cause they were still
and ready
deo would cut inlb theii.' .turnstile possibilities already filmed
.conimer-:
allowed
for vse. Reports and the
receipts; Baseball 'execs had
bf: animated
.the broadcasters to :televise games qials at^. in the fprnv
presumably

herotolore,:

J.

Telecasts will start Saturday, night

.

'

forthcom-

comedy show. Wade
had his- heart..,set on: one oldtimer, whov-shall remain nameless here. Others, however, were
ing

Thursdays, Saturweekly
times
starting .hcxj 5"",days,' Sundays
Doherty, CliffoSfd ..and
US'i'.
day

Tele s Ingenuity

Yankees. Deal, Including

Brooklyn, was niade through

in

Tests Mettle Of

signing up
Ail-American
games ot the

Yankee home games and one

.leven

Ban

Live Music

by

Waller Thonipson, agency.

of other/ execs .were
old-tim^t .yaude stars

couple

a

over

reports

CBS television. One-minUte
casts will be spotted on

National League
iBotli SFord Frlck,
prexv, and WiU S, Havridge, American League topper, have refused to
permit sponsorsliip oE baseball telecasts-

New York

tion

to

ou a
air big league baseball games
cQmmercial basis is slated to be
ihanijed

Seems that WNBT producchief Warren Wado, producer Fred Coe, story depart-^
ment head Owen Davis, Jr., and

ielevisionf

be permitted

bi-baacaslers^ will

WARD

has completed its
coverage package via tele-

Motors

Foixi

Hew tort

1

Stioi-t.
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Godfrey
crashes into
among

IN JUST 8

.

striking ability of radio's

WEEKS ...ON CBS

renowned

''Huckleberry Finn'' to capture an audi*

ence
ing.

is

a familiar story

in

broadcast-

But the story recently reached a

climax

when Our Man Godfrey,

after

only eight weeks on the Columbia
nighi air with his

new program, 4 rfliiir

Godfrey's Talent Scouts, climbed the

Hooper ladder to a 9.2
That puts him
all

I

WITH A 9.2 HOOPER

. . .

The

radio programs

all

in

among

commercial and sustaining evening

shows on
This

is

all

start ever

warm

hold on Amer-

ica's listeners. It underlines

the

New

York Herald Tribune's recent comment
that

. .

Arthur Godfrey

is

the nearest

thing to a humorist we've had since
the death of Will Rogers."

These facts make sharply and abun-

of this extraordinary radio personality
to advertisers

— advertisers who want

to get to the heart of the public with

networks.

one of the fastest gains from

a standing

Godfrey's great,

dantly clear the dollar-and-cents value

rating.

7th place

program. It offers dramatic evidence of

made

by. a radio

their

message.

CBS

sales representa-

fives can give you full details.

The Columbia Broadcasting System

.

.

WetlncscTay, Sopleml>er 11,
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BABIO

Eokhaidfs associate radio (Jirector, Bob Wolfe, on sick
television
"County Fair" emcee Win Elliot going in for sports
list
vacations from "Try 'n" iind
Live
Todd Russell subs for Bert Parks while latter
show on
Fred Heider signed to scri-jt the new Johnny Thompson
Me"
Continued from page 40
for ABC
director
research
Henry Robert Poster, formerly as.st.
ABC
now
actor,
radio
Santis,
De
i
Glass" show such name talent as
and Mutual, on WNEW research staff.... Joe
11. Pier.son Mapes, veepee of Hutchins
Gertrude Niesen, Peggy Lee, Jerry
in the legitcr "The Front Page",...
announce when Prince Matcha- Colonna, etc. (Latter, incidentally,
ad acencv on Coast, .. .John Tillman to
6..., With RKO picking up the did pull a fluff several weeks ago by
belli Stradivari show returns to CBS, Oct.
PutCarson
George
over Mutual,
breaking into a recording of his
tab on his Sunday 2:30 p.m. newscast
stints.... famous "Casey at the
Bat" routine
nam now has sponsors tor three of his Six 15-minute Sabbath
Radio Reader's
Republic has now joined the parade ol mags with radio depts. at a time when a femm© trio was
he)m on
Mavx Loeb takes over the production tThurs.), .j: B. Williams The New
singing. Colonna covered up, howtomorrow
Tom Whiteside kicked oft the dept. last week.
bVeesf when it returns to the air
Howard Meighan,
ever, by opening his eyes wide in a
"'her " w^eeks
picking up William L. Shirer for
Eai Gammons, director
surprise look and declaring, "Isn't
for CBS. and Earl
director of Station Administration
r->mmons fi\'
television wonderful?")
named veepees las
o CQlumbia'.i Washington office,
.When Jack ijenn>^
Dancers Too
Milton Blow headed back to his home base after convincing NBC's Sid
until it was all over.
rtidn't know anything about it
15th year in radio and 35 Strotz that Rudy Vallec's show for Philip Morris won't need any apologies,
CBS also has made good use of
rnZ\ baclTthis fall for Lucky Strikes it'll be his of
that
sort,
and
Fred Waring morning Format was changed from situation comedy to variety, of a
recordings
on its Sunday night
Florida Citrus spon.sorship
in show b z
Jack
Runachieved the desired result. clinched the acceptance. John Hamm staying on to wprk with
dance shows, which have featured in
Z^' s onN for 13 weeks, but it's already
Phil
by
eyeing it a a supplementary com- yon on the Blow Hollywood originations soon to be augmented
the past such w.k, terpers as KatherThree tankroller^^ iinTghttime shows are
Coast for a month.
.Hal Peary is one comic who doesn't believe in ushering in his ine Dunham, Valerie Bettis, Pauline
Baker
Harry Ackerman, Y & R radio veepee, to
mercial
teeing
up Koner, etc. By fitting the
He'll warm up in four guest shots before
conceivable weather prognos- own show cold.
choreog;
H.rrT s' Goodman has just recorded every
Bracken
Z. Wayne Griffin, who produced the successful Eddie
Di.ks will be worked by loca
"Gildy"
platters.
raphy to the music, the web's produin rhyme on 66 open-end
the local U. S. -eterological audition ifor Texaco, is his choice for the series if he can get permish from cers have a guarantee that the tempo
nations ^fter'gTt i,^^t;7wea;he;^ep;nrf^^
completing a film chore m Berg & Allenberg agency, for whom he heads up the radio department won't be hypoed or slowed down,
.Susan Douglas, back to radio after
bureau
to
Billy Wilgus transferred here from N. Y. by J. Walter Thompson
which might occur it a conductor
Hollywood. '.FloVe^e Schwartz of
U-Tell-E'm Club'
produce the Dinah Shore stanza for Ford. .. .Eddie Cantor and his new were handling a live orchestra.
Lilyan Astaire, who produced the
an appendectomy
of "David Harum'' ... Southernsponsor, Pabst, are offering $3,000 in cash prizes for the NBC station proOutside of the fact that a live
,how on' Mutual in '43,' has joined cast
.Ed Conklin,
motion 'managers who come up .with the best campaigns.
orchestra would servo to dress up a
t^^. hca>^ on ABC Sunday ayem, begin a 'l?"^^!
^^frtl former United Press War correspondent, moved in as head gf KNX-CBS
^f«'=|J^,?°"/,4'j
Bill serial starts
"Just Plain
Corp
show considerably, the chief drawfor National Concert & Artists
her tor
bei
Brown news bureau..,. Al Pearee talking of retirement now that the Armour
.^^mia^ Hollenbeck joins "YoUng Widder
back to the use of platters is the
bow in radio this deal went stone dead in the market. .. .Harry Batten, prez of Ayer, laid, difficulty faced by broadcasters in
Inkograph Fountain Pen making its initial
itayers
metropolitan area.. Radio sched- over for a few days en route back to N. Y. from Hawaii where he and the presenting a tyro singer:
who's not
monto with est%ampaign in New York
°" frau lolled on the beaches.
.New Roy Rogers show for Alka Seltzer takes yet made any recordings.
^^^^^^
Kingdon and "Do!;othy
In such
ule ncCes sponsorship of Frank
on WABC. "Take a Tip its initial whilT of ether from St. Louis where he'll be chasing dogies cases, the "broadcaster is
forced to
WOR, "Here's Morgan" on WJZ, Arthur Godfrey
M»" with Rert Lee on WHN. and spot .announcements. .Dick ICoUr around the rodeo grounds. .Glenhall Taylor, who recently; switched froitt use a disk with only instrumental
transcriptions
Young & Rubicam to head up the radio department here for N, W^ Ayer music, and the singer actually voices
..
mar directing! all-French cast of "Boston Blackie"
x
It'll be the first time that an
with the right to do an outside showt: has-been set to produce the Frank the words \tbove the. music in
presenled on Radio France in near future.
the
''
Morgan piece for Foote, Cone & Belding* An offer has also gone to Bob background. Since hardly any such
,:.,r -,,i -:^yr "
American whodunit will be heavd ih France. „:
desk while Allan Kalmus Ballin as producer of the Jack Benny show, recently moved from RuthJo Dine filling in at the NBC television press
whos with the rauflf & Ryan with Morgan to FCB. He worked with Benny the past two recordings are made to have words
Mrs. K
and his wife, Jane, vacation in Connecticut.
put
to them, it requires plenty of
.Recently- years and understood he has asked the agency to arrange, if possible, for
recent illness.
Hutchins agency, is still recuperating from her
rehearsal to set the routine. Sy.stem
Wesley, Broadway his retention. Ballin is one of the radio execs of the Hollywood R & R
formed tellvisiok and radio package agency of Noel
thus makes it difficult for a singer
agencies as first packages. As- office.
.With 10 more shows than last season, CBS will have to rent
producer, offering two video shows to ad
Chrysler talent chief; Paula outside studio space for most of them. .. .Vic Hunter, one of the toppers just starting out to break into telesociated with Wesley in the setup are Sue
WPTZ (Philco,, Phila- of the Foote, Cone & Belding Hollywood operation, is no cringer at, 13's. vision.
Petty -formerly with WRGB (GE, Schenectady) and
Broadca,stcrs are reluctant to say
...Johnny Olson s Rum- Born on that fateful day,: and Friday to boot, he'll wed' Gloria Blondell,
delphia) and Sonya Finard, concert dept.:, chief
and more recently actress, Friday, Sept. 13 at Del Monte, Cal. Bob Hope will be best man they'd just as soon get along without
pus Room," originally a WJZ midnight platter show
Petrillo,' although some ha\e voiced
variety half-hour, geU a net ....Mary Meade, protege of Jimmy McHugh, songwriter, goes into
a Saturday afternoon live ABC network
concern
over where, they'd put a
bows out Sept. 14. "Duffey's Tavern' as featured vocalist. .Abe Burrows in town to warm
night spot, starting Monday^ Oct. 7. Saturday stanza
Doris_ Mc- up his typewriter for the Dinah Shore show. .. .Harry Maizlish east on live orchestra with present studio
Olson takes over the period now held by Paul Whiteman
Jack Smith business prowl for KFWB.
.Maestro Claude Sweeten hospitalized for a space as crowded as it is. It's beWhirt signed this week to do the Drene commercials on the
lieved
probable, however, that they'll
staff
heart ailment. .. .Edgar Bergen ships to Kansas City with his troupe Oct.
show on CBS for 28 weeks. .Viola Burns of Y. & R. production
be only t6o glad to fall in line .when
strip for four
14 and will be away from Hollywood for rest of the year. ...Bar at Glenii
takes over direction of "Second Mrs. Burton" daytime
the AFM decides to enter the video
Billingsley's cafe is called "The Huckster's Room."
weeks, while Wesley McKee vacations.
„
picture, in view of the affiliation
When Revere Copper resumes bankrolling Mutual's "Exploring the Unmost of them hjave with radio inknown,' Andrew Baruch will do the announcing for the show again....
lis
terests.'
Dave Gregory has come in from the Coast to write for the Kraft Music
radio
Abe Burroughs, who will script the new Dinah Shore-Peter Lind Hayes
Hall. ...Dolores Smith succeeds Erica Beim as librariqin in CBS
show, in town to sign local writers Phil Sharp and Nate Monaster. .. .New
Houston^George H. Roesner has
Roy Rodgers show will have three Chi airings in Oct.... Bob Elson has been named Farm and Ranch editor
been signed to announce eight football games over WJJD this fall.... for KTRH here.
Royal
Walter Holohan upped from local to network sales in ABC central diContinued from page 3S
vision. .. .Lynne Joanne is the new addition at the Ralph Eddy housewatching developments in color tele- hold, Father is WGN assistant farm director. .. .WBBM aired from the
Fair Saturday (7).
.Tom Henry, of Mutual's midwest traffic
leqds
vision in this country, but neither Indiana State
.Geraldine Kay, back from
country is enthusiastic over its pres- department, skedded for the Army Sept. 19.
vacation in New Jersey, returning to the casts of "Easy Money"
2
ent prospects. Both have decided, a 12-week
Royal said, to go ahead with black- and "Tales of the Foreign Service". .. .Johnny Coons at home fighting a
and-white video until such time as case of grip. .. .Harry Elders off for a week's fishing in Wis.... A. W.
Th* curnnt niylittfn* ovRttfll
they think a practical color system Kaney, NBC central division station relations manager, has been appointed
Hooptr tmtm in th» W^rnrs.NBC vacationists include William
an honorary citizen of Saginaw, Mich.
has been devised.
t«r anoi h Si t0 2 m fovar
Next year. Royal thinks, should Ray, news and special events manager; Albert Crews, producer-director,
«f WtAO. tlatiitttt ior. Ik*
see an increase in the number of ob- and Robert Flanigan, national spot salesman.
olhtr ikpM tlaliont htord in
John Harrington will fly his own plane to all the 11 football game broadservation trips made by both Britth<r ar«o vitps StoiioA 8. 0/
.Hugh Studebaker added to the list of local
ish and American engineers, with casts he will do for WBBM.
^Station C, i «ind SMivti D. i.
^Florence Bader, of
each country picking up the best radio thespers who have forsaken Chi for the Coast.
new ideas of the other. Television, WGN's public relations staff, left Friday (6) and will be married to artist
he s.iid, will offer more real com- Lloyd Reedy Sept. 14.. ..John McCormick and Edward Stockmar, of the
petition program-wise between Brit- NBC central division sales department, to Minneapolis on business ....
ain and America than was ever evi- Local ABC office staff taking off Sept. 12 for a day of fun at the Medinah
denced in radio, since American ra- Country Club. .. .Plane entered by Television AssSciates in the HalVe
dio is far ahead of the British ver- Trophy race at the Cleveland Air Races last week walked off with third
sion, whereas the two countries are prize.... Dr. Preston Bradley joining the cast of "Hymns of All Churches"
working at the same stage of devel- Sept. 16.... John W. Elwood, manager of NBC's KPO in Frisco, in Chi on
opment in video.
business.
.ABC's "Breakfast Glub" will be aired from the Stevens hotel
Nov. 5 before the Super Market conventioners. .. ."Ask Dr. Eddy," new
Kansas City— Station KCMG has platter show, begins a flve-a-week cycle on WGN Sept. 16 in the 3:30-4
,..„,.,••.„.':,,,•
busted out of its quarters on the 15th p.m. slot.
TALENT, PERSONALITY,
floor of the Commerce Trust BuildEXPERIENCE
everybody knows
ing where it has been for years and
A years pr«-wur iiiinouncing:» writing,
probably not be affected, as long
production on
New York City »tuopened "additional offices on the
Scripters
as there was no effort to shift them
tlono.
witli
AFKS-iietwork,
3 s'enrs
fourth floor of the building. In the
actor-^O-Vct-C'oli (irnd —desires poslfrom net sustainers and sucli regunew quarters are the publicity and
.tlon with radio station or advertlsiug
Continued from pagre 3Z
lar
vjeb
work
into
the
sponsored
agrenqy. Will leave N. ¥.
advertising, department under Ray
programming. In the latter event,
^ddreiitB llox 566, Variety,
means good broadcasting
Strawn and the sales department dio scripters, with the equivalent
1&4 West 46t1i StM >'«w York 19, N. Y.
of a writers' strike hitting most of the Guild might call out the net
under Clint Morrill;
writers too.
the top shows on the air.
5000 WATTS DAY & NIGHT
Peter Lyon, eastern region veepee
REMRDIN6 r MOTION PICTURES ' liECIlrRDIHG • MOTION PICTURES • » of the Guild, is flying to the Coast
Omaha •rr- Virgil Sharpe, news diOl
tomorrow (Thurs.) with Dorothy 'rector, replacing Harold Hughes as
coilumbia dfTiiiat*
assistant
manager
and
program
diBryant, national exec sec of the
greeniboro, p: c.
organization, and Stuart Hawkins. rector of KOIL. riughes, for 10 years
Hprtstnted b/ holli'ngbery
Sam Moore, Guild national proxy, is a member of the KOIL staff, goes
in Hollywood. Herb Futran, until with WJJD, Chicago.
sales
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WBIG

:

recently

veepee

in

charge of the

midwest region with h. q. in Chi.,
is also in Hollywood now, thus putting the Guild's top leadership there
for the Friday conference. It was
ex_pected that Orin Tovrov wlio

Qn^tUed

CifteoiaUtf,

j^ofi

you ....
CELEB CARDTOONS

succeeded Futran as the Chi veepee,

may also reach the Coast in time
for the meeting.
Lyon has headed the negotiating
committee with the Pour-A'S: from
the beginning. He declared he saw

CINEMART
•
•

•

Ont

Hours

suiteil to

I

-

your Gonvenlonci

oi tin lartest studios In

anil

.

New York

5
2

deliVlrlit

Phone us today: PLaza

^91 72
-

S
m
<rt

CINEMART

101 Park Avenue

brllliimt cariotura of ywriilf
Uy Niw York cartMiiiit Raltli
Owen. wIM makti a iitrsonalized
dhrittmas Card your ,frtendB will
want to Koep.
or oithtr "MERRV
CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY
NEW YEAR" or "SEASON'S
QREETINGS" under your earlCARDTOONS are
eatura,
tin

With cholco

use in continuing talks when
agencies have refused to acknowledge that the principle of scriptlicensing must rule in all cases.

ho

offers you

Hifhly tXMrttnceil ttchnicat staft

Faster strtlci

A

'

New York

17. N. Y.

printoil
ttoeli,

The Guild has been insisting on
what it calls "writers' rights" before
it would proceed to any other details

A's.

in its dealings with the

toM
Old

Four-

•(

and

tyiileal jioiei,
full <a<«
prallla;
PMilroi will

yoiir

.

A work stoppage by scripters.
while it would be directed at the
ad agencies involved, would hit the
top sponsored shows on the air,
with the writers being almost 100%
in the Guild. Net staffers would

ofi
Anott Artamli Freneh-Fold
Blank InMda
aimraslmately 4" X S",

for ptrnnal niainiio. Faur amart aHailea:
Roie,
Pattel
Gfeen, ivory at Polge.

With Mateblfli Envalopn.
order, aeilil two (» aloar photoiraphk

WItli

CAII0T9ONS.

ar thr«t-«uarter.

M

ratiirMd with

,

. : . $30.00 Mp^i<>
Eatb AddiHoMl 100 . . . $100

300 CARDtOdNS
bROElt
B. iaouril.AR

BAKKR, Box

SI2, Maillnon Sq.
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Inside Stuff-Radio

Leave

!

will

it

started

as an orientation course

ii-se

how

the radio industry
Iron the presses.

use the

(o

BMB

work on the
to

t«?ach

fuft of

two

To

1

films

different groups in

to

Malone

The

Girls,"

femme

quizzer

which, incidentall,y, switches to the

Aim

j

9;,^0

data which has jstaited pouring

p.m.

i.going to
first

two-reeler, will be aimed at advertising agencies and clients.
Shooting, under direction of Harold Young, with Charles Curran as assoT*irst pic, a

the

next week

slot

have

tiine
air.

in

a

(14),

is.

male emcee for the
it's been op

the year
,';

r.,":"':^"

Robin Ciiandler, one of the gals
ciate producer, started Monday (9).
Film is expected to be ready for
who's been on the airer from the,
."-howing at convention of As.sii, of National Advertisers which meets at
uitting.
Her place
Second pictuie, expected to be ready in time for the 'beginning, is q "
Atlantic City Oct. 2
table will be taken
at the "experts,
convention of the National Assn. of Bioadcastcis in Chicago, Oct. 21. will
'by Paula Stone who's, .been emceebe aimed at stations and networks
ing the show until now, while Ted
l.onng Smith, Frank McNcllis and Roy Walling are appearing in the
Malone takes over the helm post.
!

I

I.

Appeal

at Rehgious Listener

personnel for the specific problems

Chicago, Sept. 3.
international collaboration of
Protestant, groups to join efforts in
training personnal and selecting the
most gripping of religious programs,
IS the highlight of the work of the
Univ. of Chicago's ''Religious Radio,

An

radio presents.

Where local faciJities are inadequate, and radio talent inefTeclive,
the national agency of the churches
Would supply trrm^eri bed progran^s
of high quality.
Churches shoulit carry budgets for
radio broadcastin!' and talent, in.'
stead of expectirtg everything free.
National Clearance-

'.

Workshop."

,

Confronted with, the knowledge
that a religious program must present something of pronounced "list^
The program also contemplates
oner appeal," jf: it is, to enjoy,' it.s
tree time; on, the .'iair, the church, tiiat the various local churches In
leaders have 'resolved^ to prpve they the nationwide setup should regard
the nature of
can compete witn anything radio can the national agercy
a "clearing hou.sc" to request radio
offer.;
time.
This, of course, would elimIn the .ior.efrorii ol the movement,
inate the difficulty and bother of a
which now inclii les eight denominastation or network being called on
tions from the United States, Clahada,
con.stantly by this small group or
China, Korea and the Phillipihes, is'
'
that.
the Rev. Everett C Parker.
Prof. Davis E.lwards. in charge of
Preacher has been working with the training of person,s in radio
rtpresentaliyes: 01 these groups :since speech for this movement, sums it
Aug. 5, sharing techniques and for- all up by .saying:

I

:

tllm,,

fiiSt

43

Church Groups To Train for Radio,

Mutual's Saturday night "Leave It

I

Measuremont Biirmu has

Broiidcast

which

It

.

.

,

Paula Stone, too, is leaving the
show-soon, for a short time; to have

I

;

Veterans Adminisli ation and AFRA ha\e settled their Coa.st difficulties
a baby.
There's a possibility that
with bureau okaying lefre.sher: courses for talent with G. .1: bill financing. her sister, Dorothy Stone (from "The
Plan was held up lor sevetal weeks when Robeit Light, administrative
iRed Mill'-' legiter) may take over.
head of union school, tailed to get approval from bureau for changes in
Latter had her radio comeuppance
curriculum.
[recently, by narrating on a music
Originally plan called' for 25 hours weekly on courses thht union felt
WNYC (N. Y.),
platter show over
should be cut to 12 because the majority of students are working part time
and was judged to have good radio
After haggling it was decided the cou'r.se will include three hours of pripresence which needs only a bit
vate instruction, two hours of lectures and seven hours of actual broadmore experience for a mike spot.
casting or workshop. Government will fool bill at cost of $462 per student
Trouble with fitting Dorothy Stone
would arise, however, through time
conflict between her legit role and
Frank Cooper, now an indie agent. Was with Geiier.il Amus Corp. when
the show's new time on the net.
mulating policies to improve, relighe handled Frank Sinatra— eventually bought by
and George B
ion-radio relation.s. Main points, of
Evans, of course, is w.k., in the business for the swoonalra buildup. Both
Nick Gerhardt, lormer announcer this church-radio work are:
were slighted in Pavid G. Wittels' recent Satevepost series (four parts) on
t.oca| churches should handle their
the Music Corp. of America "octopus," but both are quite piominent in a with WOAl. has resigned his post
forthcoming New Yorker "profile" on Sinatra, which 15. J Kahn. Jr., is for a similar job at KTBS, Shreve- programs with local stations, but
port.
.''rv
should see to the training of their
writing.
k:..
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:

We

realize th:\t we can't and won't
ask, stations to pu' on poor religious
"

program.s. If a radio actor were as
unskilled as are some ministers who
broadcast, the actors wouldn have a
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WOKO

job."-

.

.

GOING ABC IN

SHUFFLE

TRI-CITY

Albany, Sept.

10.

WOKO,
CBS

which bows out of the
web on Dec. 31 after 15 years'

ABC

aUiiiation, will join

wen

Slot in the

1.

WTRY. Troy

as of Jan.

will be filled by

owned by

station

Col.

Harry

C. Wilder, which ha.s already
.-.imounced its intention of becoming
me CBS outlets (or the trj-city area

,

on New Year'.s.
Switch is comolete in that WTRY
has had an ABC tieup lor the last

An

years.

five

intensive

campaign

to acquaint listeners with the change
in dialings will be Inaugurated by
the Troy outlet beginning in early

December.

ABC,
web tor

believed,

jt',«

WOKO

is the
logical
to join, ina.sinnch as

the other, three networks have
iip.s

WGY,

in this area.

tie-

Schciiettady.

has been ah NB(~ outlet for many
years and was fperated by NBC at
one time for Genei'al Electric, it.s
owners.
WABY, sister slatioh Of
WOKO, is part of the Mutual chain;
,

,

r.nd

CBS

alfiliato

Lather

III

Continued from

s

iiage 3Z

community which can-

station in a

not

new

its

WtRY.

NAB
:

have

v.ow

will

with

support

another facility, the
Commission has no authority to refuse the grant for this reason."
The NAB official wound up on a
note of optimism, however, pomlint;
to the day when there may be more
radio wavelengths than applicants
fo. them. As new areas of the speCIrum are opened to broadca.^ter.s, he
said,- FCC may be rele,£;iVted to position of techpical traffic cop since
with, plenty of channels to go around
there will be no need for the type
of omnibus cortlrol now exerted by
government.
Only when that day come.s. he
concluded, will radio be truly free
'

same

"in

s,en.se

that

we have

a free

iH

Most

folks consider tasty flapjacks

a

morning radio fare most Chicagoland

real

morning treat

listeners turn to

.

.

.

and when

WGN.

Yes

sir,

it

comes to

the last two

pre.s.s."

Whitney, Johnson Bid I.ooUs

OK

Wa.shington, Stpt. 10.
a
four-year battle
yesterday (9) and propo.sed to hand
out a permit to the Cleveland Broadca.sting Co.
two of whose stockholders are Railway Brotherhood
leaders, A. F. Whitney and Alvan.Jey Johnston
for a five kilowatt
station in that city.
At the same time. Commission, in
a tenative finding, ruled out ScrippsHowaid Radio, Inc., which was applying for the same facility. FCC
favored Cleveland company becau.se
nearly all of its 11 directors were
long-time local residents. FCC also
looked favorably on fact that com:

FCC

ended

Hooper reports on Chicago radio

—

in Chicago, 'we

—

pany had no other radio or newsPaper holdings.
Principal stockholders

feo-:* >

are

law

partners— Ray T. Miller and
ner Democratic bo.ss and Hornbeck
former Republican boss of the city.
Donald W. Hornbeck. Miller is forSaii

Antonio

—

Fred Semann has

been named musical director of
.WQAI. .He replaces Mary Louise
Boertman, 'rtsignetf.
•

•

v

listening

show that from 8:00

to 9:00 a.m.,

Monday

WGN has a greater audience than any other Chicago station.
While this doesn't surprise us, since WGN enjoys a distinctive "station-awareness"

thru Friday,

... for

it

do think

it's

of interest to radio advertisers in this important

adds emphasis to what we have always believed: a good show on

market

WGN is

the correct answer to successful radio in the Middlewest.

CHICAGO 11

^

Clear Chajmel Station

Serving the Middle West

Wf4

ILLINOIS
;o,0Ao Watti

'

720

On Your

Dial

BROADCASTING SYSTEM
MUTUAL
EMtern
New
York 17, N. Y.
S»lc< Office : 120 Eaat <l2nd Street,
WestCoa'nt Rcipresentatlvea: Keenan and Elckclbcnl
.
411 W. Fifth St., Lob Angeles

23S Montftomery St., San Franciaeo 4

U

.

V

.

.

W«"<lne8(liiy,
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Outlet isM' liOOO-watter operating
on a daytime basis onl.y, although

FCC

application is
sion to go fulltime

'*Joe Powers

permis-

for

in

FRENCH GOVT. ASKsIs.

TO STOP

ALGIERS
on 10,000 watts.
= Continued from pase 3
The French governntient is request"As long as we have to limit our
not been known at all, ing the State Dept. to discontinue
operation to daytime hours," said form or have
the
been
broadnever
have
some
our
and
wartime arrangement permitting it to
Hearst Bowker, "We're going to pilch
Those paying higher lion permit under its old _
protection.
biggest day- cast on any net betore. Included in use the Algiers broadcasting station
ownership, acliiall.v has that new shows strai gilt to the
ratns will be given immediate, rethe house- these categories are George Rosen- as a relay for its news bulletin, also
50kw transmitter built arid ready to time listening audience,
Jenue
Hoovanesiany
bates after Nov. 1.
Der
is
Diana
thal,
relayed from London. Algiers broadRchuU is that WLIB
wivoK"
go on the air right now.
Mary CumnvinRs, George casts will cease on Jan. 1, 1947.
The station will not differentiate
A permit to start using the new' planning a series oC homemaker pro- O'Brien,
between local and national adver- tran.smitter daytime is expected grams, plus platter .-ihows wliiolv Rosentlnal (the only scripter thus
Move is said to be a polite gesture
,leen<.age far having sold two shows to this
tisers..
from the FCC any day.' There is a feature Art Ross, former
the French towards the Soviets,
of
and
liackelt,
Waller
program),
The nev program structure is ex- bit oC trouble as to nighttime iise o£ emcee.
who object to coverage of their UmJonah V. Johnston.
College Tie-ins
pected to be announced in the next the more powerful transmitter, its
ritory through Algiers station beins
More so than any other show on
few weeks. For one thing, the sta- sifinal- interfering with, that of WHN,
Tie-ins are also planned with local
for: American broadcasts.;
used
departments, the air at present, the show has
But university
tion has not yet completed the ro.stcr [,,g Metro-Owned N. Y. indie.
dramatii'
drama rapidly developed into a "writers''
live
of WtW advertisers who will add tuat technical troublt is expected to for
of
presentation
the N, Y.. market to their previous,
Another program is ex- show'' in the sense that it has opened
overcome, through engineering shows.
market for treolancers who Warwick, Lawler Eye
coverage.
tests, within a: couple. p£ months,
peetC'd to feature on-the-spot re- a wide
almost anyviews o£ plays, taken with, a wire- can do, on this program,
But tliere were indications that,
Format of
recorder in theatre lobbies- from thing they like to do.
for the nonce, the term "New York
Souvenair Fluff Merger
Also Reshuffles
Local color pror the show, wl^erein "Joe Powers,"
house audiences.
origination" as, a label, for. sock
Hollywood, Sept. 10.
announcer, reads a
showmanship will lose mucli, of its
Programs grams;, taken with the recorder in smalltowri radio
Personnel
Chief item, on the agenda for the
news item and segues into the story
city, have ijeen
the
of
parts
various
meaning. .It was freely expected
In a move designed to help set the
behind the item, is suclr as to permit board meeting of Audience Records;
will continue.
that, witliin the next few weeks,
pace of the hoped-for revitaliza- presented and
widest leeway to the writers to de- which got under way here this wcolc,
is
WINS will be read.i to take from 1,0,, of N(;,.v York's independent staschedule
program
the
Payoff on
will be a possible merger of the
four to six hours of new program- t,ons, WLIB has undergone radical time given to newscasts.
With a velop' their own themes.
newly-formed; platter company wiiTi
In Orst three weeks, show has run
ming dail.v, all of it originating from changes in program policy and per- complete staff oE its own, headed by
tragedy to Souvenair Records, iirm recently
Cinrmnati. WLW spends about $1,- sonncl.
Station, which divides its Cliff Evans who acts as "city edi- the gamut from stark
established by C. P. ("Pete") Jeagoi,
has
on
fantasy,
touched
has
comedy,
10-min.000,000 a year for live programming: allegiance
between offices in the tor," station will present a
ex-ABC veepoe. H. Paul Warwick.
^-comparing favorably with netYork Post building arid studios ute news program every hour on tied up With such current problems AR prexy, and T. Newman Lawler
work flagships in tliat department, if, Brooklyn and Manhattan, has the hour, just dovible the lime nor- as the position of the ex-GI, and has
of the O'Brien, Driscoll and Raftery
.let alone any of the other N. Y, inbeen losing money steadily for sev- mally given, and staffers will be sent had just plain, ordinary romance.
law firm, arrived from N. Y. yestertlie
sliow
on
record
remarkable
dies. And the Sho.use-Dunville tearh
A
reer.al years. fflid-August of this year
out on assignment like regular
day (Monday) for the' hoard meet.
does not expect to lose an oppor* being: the :high point in net billings porters.
Special emphasis will. .be. is that, out of about 60 writers who
tunity to charge some of that pro- for one week, with almost $3,000 in given local ne\v.s events.
Proposal as outlined by Warwick
have submitted outlines or script!!,
or
shows
their
gramming cost to the N. Y. opera- the till.
have
sold
does
not call for AR to absorb the
almost
half
besides
Entire program policy,
tion.
Cueing the shakeup is the promo- hitting to the housewife, will fol- have at least been ordered to do Souvenair Arm but to aftiliate with"
that,
Reason
is
Both companies are planning
spec.
it.
Part of the WLW know-how ex- tion o£ Ben Bowker, former chief low tlie' FCC formula for sticking their stuflE on
the
show
platters
on the same idea of roundrestricts
pected to be brought to WINS is ex- foreign correspondent of the New closer to local coverage, rather than wliile.- on '.policy
pected to be in public service pro- York Post and commercial manager attempting big productions which to "name" writers, there is no so- ing up the fluffs committed by the
gramming. WLW has been known for WLIB, into the general manager could be better left to networks. licitation even implied among non- top radio names and it's believed
merger
would work to the
pros as in the case with so-called that a
to set aside a solid hoUr at peak listr spot at the outlet, following the Election time this', fall will feature
mutual benefit of both. AR has alof
Edgar. Twomley, a special "Meet the Candidates" pro- "workshop" type programs.
ening periods to public service resignation
James Hart, who is cditor-|»ro- ready signed to get its material from
Also gram, in which local party nominees
shows, stacldng into that 60-minute who formerly held the post.
period a number of local and na- out after resigning to do free- will be presented in debate and in- ducer for "Joe Powers." has let such shows as Jack Benny, Eddie
scripters know that there is no "typi- Cantor, Fred Allen, etc., and' Soupro- terviews.
writing
is
former
tional ^'causes" like welfare cam- lance
director
Leonard Carlton,
paigns, health drives, etc. It was ex- gram
production cal" script for the program, in order venair has already pressed albums
station
Meanwhile,
pected that the same kind of pro- who is replaced by Chicagoan Lee stafts and methods are in for a to encourage development of as of fluiTs from the Tom Breneinan,
grammihg would be done in New Randon. No one has been named as streamlining. Studios are in Brook- much new stor.y material as possible. Don McNeill and "Can You Top
yet to the post of sales manager, lyn and the New York Post building, Hart, furthermore, plans on taking This?" programs.
Yorlc, fitted to the needs of the difvacated at the end of June by plus space rented from an uptown no more than two scripts from any
ferent locale.
"
Souvenair also has signed for
One other development at WINS, Robert M. SchoUey, but the sales outlet, Station execs are searching one writer in any month, to make Phi'.co to distribute its material. It
about which there has been little staff has been upped to five mem- for new quarters for offices as well sure that he obtains fresh view- the merger proposal goes through',
bers and the naming of a chief is as studios.
According to prexy points In all his scripts. This means, con.sequently, Philco will also probsaid, is the fact that the station,
Jackson Leighter, more, personnel of course, ttiat if tile show stays on ably distribute the AR pressings.
which had a 50,000-watt construe- expected.
Together with the sales depart- changes are in the ofling, and a fully after its initial 13-week cycle, there
ment, promotion and publicity staffs changed fall programming schedule will be room on it for a minimum of
have been increased.
Chief flack will be ready by mid^Septemberi
15 freelance writers.
Rhea
Diamond,
formerly
with
Chances for the show to stay,
WNEW, is assisted by Irwin Rosten
around for a while seemed good.
.
and Eleanor Charles, while former
.
Replacing "Light of the World," and
United Features promotion director
Politicos
"Valiant Lady," the show faces the
HARTFORD 4 CONNECTICUT
Fred Methot has Judy GroUman as
Libby-sponsored "My True Story,"
Continued from page 33
a new staffer, with other additions
on the ABC net, which has a 4.8 ratBAND
FOR
expected.
Sales staff now consists. be divided equally among all coning,_and started out: by bucking
of Mrs. Asya Zucker,- Sylvia Ansen, tenders.
As a result, broadcasters NBC's "Lone' Journey": in the 10RADIO
Ray T. Murphy^ Gene Kraemer, and either pass up the political requests' 10:15 a.m. slot Latter is now going
LEGITIMATE PRODUCTION
Richard W. Baldwin. Kraemer was entirely or charge twice the comover to CBS, after building a 2,3
formerly
with
NBC and .Katz mercial rate, for them— as compen- rating since returning to the air in We have available a large ballroom
agency, while Murpiiy was. with the sation for the shoving around that
Monday to Friday morningf and
April.
Judged Hooperwise, thereMcGilvra agency.
'
afternooni.
chip-heavy sponsors talie during the fore, tlie "Powers", program was not
According to Bowker, the entire political season.
deemed to be facin.g any tougli ppSTAGE 34x12
programming base of the Station is
position, if it can hold an audience
WITH FULL EQUIPMENT
So far as is known, only one broadto be broadened.
Formerly WLlB
on its own account. At least one
casters have political time free durREASONABLE RATES
programmed light classic and popagency was definitely interested in
ing recent stale primaries. This was
CONVENKNT
LOCATION
ular music platters almost excluRoy Hofheinz of KTHT, Houston, sponsorship of "Powers" this week,
sively, seldom venturing intp the
Phone SU/ 7*3000, Banquet
who solved problem of demands for but the feeling was "let's wait a
realms of live programming and
bit longer."
Deporfment
political time from Teiias candidates
almost never dipping intp jazz.
Regardless of sponsorship, howNow more than a dozen new pro- by setting aside a two-hour period ever, "Powers" has already Ijeen
RIVERSIDE PLAZA HOTEL
grams are in the mill, and a more every Saturday on which any con- spotted by scripters a-S one of the
253 WEST 73RD STREET
general musical policy has been in- tender could argue with any other
best freelance Outlets in the marlcet

WINS Does

Own Way

it in

l-Continuea from page
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WDRC

1

Do You Need

!

a

Rehearsal Hall?

I

l

YOUR
PROGRAM

I

I
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.
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in a

stituted for the platter shows.

mm TOWN FROUC PROVES
and every day

FCC

THEME

foms. ...»T

—

them.

to

'

reS

PAG
,

dollar

as any New York network slatioii ,
VAt least 2 TIMES AS MANY FAMILIES per dol
L lar as any New York independent station!
,

Another Ueason Why * •
more

listeners per dollar

in^orthJersey-Ameriea'8 4th Largest
JHarket*-than any other station, including

all

50,000 wattersi

Soure* Pulu of

Norrti

Jwlty ,nd

ilmlvi

R,l« ond bgia (C«cliidl<<« IglMl cotli)

*D* you ffatfn thh mrifl
p*»plt)

mof

than fhit* 14

Otfivir, Af(anf«« r*ftt/o.

1
• j» *

Si

0««h«»

SfraWt

Kith-

DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR NEW JERSEY'S BEST RADIO BUY"
»
i«

*

LIKE THf

NAME OP

and

State

Well in
elections,

ON

Swings Into Action
,

Washington,.. Sept:

A PLAYsji

1ft,

advance of the November
a

PAC-CIO

militant

is

launching campaign for radio time
to tout its favored candidate.?. Campaign was touched off in series: of
speeches by CIO prexy Phil Murray in past two weeks and wound
up in heated editorial in CIO News
of Sept. 9, flailing monopoly growth
in radio, press and pix, and calling
on CIO membership to work for
legislation to break the concentration in these fields.
.

Mean-while,

CIO-PAC

kicked

WIRE
ALL OVER THE INDIANAPOLIS
BUYING AREA WHERE SALES SUCCESS
DEPENDS ON THE PRESTIOI OP

at

FCC, last. Thursday (5) over refusal
of WMT, Cedar Rapids, to .sell spots
to PAG on ground the broadcasts
were controversial. Claiming that
the same political spots were being
carried by Several other lowa stations, the Cedar Rapids Industrial

THE STATION YOU USl

'

M:

I

for

Move is bo u n d to CO m e u p aga nst
equally tough opposition, with FCC
loath to move in any direction, it
is speculated.

''

^^'^O™-

^""^^ *»«>
YOUR
HOME loTO m»"''^"^"'"'^°?n"™»iTH.!roD<ya

WAAT delivers

up with some

line

i

.

'^'''"'

V3 TIMES AS MANY FAMILIES per

/

They

slot to candidates
National posts.

:up /jip (jjjOSR)

MILLER
OOOb^FTERNOOH EVrnms.
THIS r<:
EDITION oy THE HOME
iTi. v

Su

in

at present.

already'

that they can't

of the 1948 strategists in plugging
for a rtile which would require stations to give a minimum 15-minute

"nzutuxfanuuuaaauuxi^I^^rmu
(

Frolic " delivers

have

candidates

afford to pay the double-rate for
radio time even when it's coming

IT...

Hoaa Town j-roIJo
M*"* *"*. 26. 1946

..,

'TheHomeTowii

NEAR BROADWAY, NEW YORK

public-forum type show.

Some

complained to

WMT

Council charged
with "unfair
discrimination" in allocation of its
alrlime, Herbert Eveland, chairmaTi
of the Cedar Rapids .Council told
the FCC the station said it would
accept the anitouncements if sponsored by the "Bernliarlrtor-Coiigres.S
Club" but not by the PAC.
!•"«

ill

S ft « dr-ii «»«•«-«*< H* »wd ^^.^^^

BASIC NBC
JOHN

•

5000 WATTS

PEARSON COMPANY RepreSen/ofiVe*
AFFILIATED WITH THE INDIANAPOLIS STAR
E.

,

—
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CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES
Radio scripter Jack Barton Loeb
has filed suit in N. Y. Federal court
against CBS, Milton Berle, and two

—

Cleveland Lee (Stubby) Gordon, tioduced the speakers, 17 o£ the
for 12 years musical director of civic, business and professional leadWTAM, has resigned because of ill ers.
Deslth and has been succeeded by
Walberg Brown, formerly musical
Memphis-^Aubrey Guy has quit as

WGAR. WiUard Butler, WMG
New York ad man, named to sales wired
staff at WTAM.
director of

,

Plttsburgli— Herb

Morrison,

re-

cently di.scharged from. Army with
rank of lieutenant'colonel after four
years as a flight operations olflcer,
staff to handle pubhas joined

KQV

sales promotion. Mo'rrian announcer here at
before going into the. service,
has been in radio 12 years and was
the spieler who gave th' exclusive
eye-witness description of the Hindenburg crash at Lakehurst in May,

licity

Son,

and

who was

WCAE

1937.V''

Polly Howies, featured on

WCAE's

,

ingly pf the sufferings of his country,
Buenos Aires, Sept. I,
The year 1946 has been a top but sheers off the political angle.
of a ..how was appropriated w^ien
Argentine
Radio El Mundo ha.? the Mexican
^^^^^^
the web last summer put on
warbler, Nestoi: Chayres, on in opradio, ouileis, N:ot only have advex'
and Make Up," sustainer starrmg
But',
position to the Belgrano fare.
tisers and agencies spent Coin freely
Berle. Show is now off the air.
but the wartime travel limitations Chayres has been under a handicap,

Richard Sanville

'

announcer to head a new
music firm here.

staff

;

'Barnum Was Right'

Sam.

He was

drafted by the

New Larry Hammond Show
New
in an

show, to point out to vets
entertaining way the schemes
who bilk the public of
yearly, has been pack-

of swindlers

Phila.

by Laurence Hammond and
Conover model Michael Can'. Show

aged

Youth Quizzer

ayailable"; local talent.

:

up ,aH: .the
The i--esult' is

they have found thertiselves
with too many commitments and no
-suitable
time segmerjfs in which
Philadelphia, Sept. 10.
imported longA quiz show for high school stu^ they can feature the warblers.
r
This
P°P"'«r
dents, with the payoff in four-yenr 'V^"'/"'^
talent
arning to ta.
should serve as a warnmg
scholarships to college, will go ..-r
planning South American junkets,
the air over KYrthriat'teT part oV
1 he Argentine webs make, out their
this month
Show, tagged "InvitaUon to Col- ^^^^ds for each year around the last
semester of the preceding year, and
lege," starts Sept. 29 with a scholwiser to sign on the dotted line
arship to Temple University to the
early -if radio programs are to form
Winner of each series of 13. Quiz
part of the travelers' coin-raking
master of the program will be Alan
'
'„,„,'
newscaster who former- activities.
Scott,
Radio Belgrano followed up its
ly was associated with WCAU here
and with WGN, Chicago, before go- presehtation of the Mexican, warbler
and film star, Jorge Negrete, with a
ing into' service.,
The program will be sponsored by .series of broadcasts featuring Italian
Food Fair Markets, chain of super-, tenor Carlo Buti, and he is proving
markets, and is being handled by the sock radio hit of the year.
the J M. Korn ad agency. The ques- Negrete proved a disappointment to
tions on the program will be based the fans— from the vocal point of
on American history. The show has view but Buti is tops and his p.a.
the blessing of PhiUy educators and performance at the Casino Revue
Theatre are SRC for weeks ahead.
Temple Univ.
_
Buti was already a prime favorite
with the Argentine's, as his platters
SOLD
have
GABBERS
always .sold like hot cake.s.
CLEVE,
,
*
Buti, Sablon, Tino Rossi and Trenet
Cleveland, Sept, 10.
Radio news continues to make V have always meant to Argentine
di.sk
collectors,
what Sinatra or
headway in Cleveland with
mean to the bobbysock
.selling "three-a-week 15-minute a.m. Haymes
programs to Dougherty Lumber and trade up north. As far as Buti is
Metropolitan Life. Seven of the sta- concerned, the heavy proportion of
tion's eight daily news programs are Italianate population assured him an
now sold soUdly across the board, audience from the start,
The Buti programs are sponsored
with the eighth reported in the almost sold stage.
by Federal soap (Delbene and' Co.)'
Just
renewed for another .')2 cx of the Allied Black List, a comweeks is the Vick program; with bination which may or may not be
coincidence. The tenor talks feelE. R. Wallace asi news analyst.
that

;

Offers 4-Yr.Scholarshq)

currently being offered as a live
program^ Half-hourfer, titled "Barnum Was Hight," is designed for
nighttime airing.
is
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Jackson
Lloyd Shaffer, Chesterfield
Supper Club maestro,- has composed the score and will conduct.

includes

i

i

Julian.

i

1

I

WOR

Army.

!

Tete Reviews

j

Louis-— Garter Ringlep has been
Continued from page 38
to general sales manager of
succeeding Pa vis Sutton,
to school, would hit the listening
ti-ansferred to CBS, New York. King- moppets right where it hurt them
since 1941 most and Hoflf keeps his patter on a
lep has been with
as manager of the St. Louis office plane that's easily understandable
of Radio Sales.
He formerly wa.s to even the youngest. For the benelistening in, he
Regional Salesmanager for KMBC. fit of the grown-ups
also gets across some snide cracks
Kansas' City.
his agency and the CBS execs,
KXOK, which has been conduct- at
Mi.ss
but all in good, clean fun.
ing a daily safety program tagged, Foster, already noted as an ice-skat"So It Can't Happen to You" for ing star and for her roles in comseven years, will make the first two mercial films, makes a competent
awards Saturday (14). Representa- audience, chattering away with Hoff
fashion.
tives of the police department, local in good
Phil Booth does well with his
Safety Council and several civic
cameras, keeping them trained on
bodies will serve as judges.
Hoff's skillful charcoal for most of
the show but moving them to the
Raleigh— Formal exercises for the cartooni.st's face and to Miss Foster
opening of Sanfords new station, from time to time, to keep things
Ipana are
WWGP, were held Sept. 1 when a moving. Two plugs for
blended skillfully by Hoff into his
number of civic leaders broadca.st tale
and make good sense as the
congratulations to the station.
kids are urged to use the dentifrice
John Green, station manager, in- for healthy teeth..
Stol.
St.
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KMOX,

KMOX
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AIR FEATURES.
in

FRANK

association

and

Inc.

wUh

ANNE HUMMERT

are pleased to announce the formation of

FEATURED RADIO PROGRAMS.
and

the

EDWARD
PROGRAMS

.

.

.

Inc.

appointment of

M. KIRBY

President and General

LIVE

TRANSCRIPTIONS

Manager
.

.

.

CONSULTATION

.

.

providing a new, hand-tailored program and
.
.
.
production service to meet the individual needs
of radio stations, networks and advertising agencies.
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Corisequehtly, they signed,

much money

upped

•

as he,^arrived in the country an, entirely
unknown quantity, and ah
audience has had to be worked up
tor him; he did not, find it ready and
waiting as did Buti. The Chayres

-

program tor Joseph
Hammond will produce and direct,
Home store last two years, has re- with
Mi!5s Carr offering an assist in
signed to resume her stac 3 career on
the direction, casting, etc. Cast to
Broadway, where she appeared with handle the comedy situation motif
Orsen Welles in Mercur Theatre
Beck and Joe

WWSW

'

According to Loeb's attotney, Leshave eased up, and foreign talent
ter Samuels, the Berle show.'s forhas been pouring in to the country
mula was based on one he submitted lo such an extent that broadcasters
to CBS a couple of years ago, titled
have been unable to absorb it all.
"Court of Petty Grievances," In hi.s
When plans for the year were
.suit,
he asks for an accounting uf
blueprinted late in 1945, the radio
the profits on the "Kiss" Show.
oxecs had not expected transporta-,
lion .snafues to ease up ,so\ soon.

"Newsreel"

production of "Julius Caesar." Also
plans to do radio work in east.
Pittsburgh's
Marlowe,
Michael
youngest announcer, left the
staff last week at request of Uncle

Gaing in Arg.'$ Bonanza Season

—Cy Howard and
—claiming his idea

of the net's staffers

PARK AVENUE

NEV/ YORK CITY

WIckersham 2-2700

recordings had never been put on
sale in Argentina, chiefly due to
wartime restrictions. He has been
grinding records in B. A. for RCAVictorv who have found a big demand foi- his interpretation of
"Guapa" and other Mexican favorites.
Chayres has been holding off
the persona] appearance rackety, with
the"colmado" type of niteries ;making a strong bid for him. But his
manager, Mrs. Peggy Stannion, feels
that a series of concert, appearances
will better maintain his prestige as
a concert artist,
Not to be outdone by all the talent
feasts on the other nets, the Rades
chain imported Swedish baritone
Jon Otnes, a blond Vikihg-type Navy
cadet, who has made a very favorable impression. Rades also splashed
Italian opera singer Gianna Pederzjni in a couple of concerts, but the
prima .donna's voice did not seem
[.^g^g (^^^gflj,,,^ ^^^^ her adven
tures in war-torn Italy .and she

,

;

,

,

I

.

,

i,

|

proved somethin,'? of an anti-clarinix.
Apart from all the Spanish tenors
and chantoosies milling around and
clamoring tor auditions (this includes Luis Sag! Vela-^who has not
been in Argentina since 1938), the
French singers from the Colon
opera have had to depart unheard
by radio fans, as the networks had
no spots free until October next,
Pianist Alexa.rider Brailowsky is
still dickering with the webs for a
pair of radio concerts, but his asking
price of $5,000 per has the radiomen
staggered and gasping for breath.
Sponsors prefer to spend their coin
on continuous series of programs,
rather than
on these one-nigbtshots, which are costly and not such
good merchandi.sers even if they do
build prestige.

.

!

.

10 Best Sheet Sellers

Music

Possibility of Reciprocal

(Week

Of Juke s, Jocks and Disks

EndiiiB, Sept. 7)

His Own. .Paramount
Melros«
Five Minutes More
Santly-Joy
Surrender

To Each

Rights Deal With Russia Foreseen

I

.

I

Don't
Don't

Coming

,

,

.

;

.

harm in playThe truck drivers presumably ing an old Ben Pollack, for instance,
know how to work their side of the and thereby making it manifest that
The
street and they are mentioned here jazz is nothing so very new.
merely by way of explanation. If kids who think that Condon and his
there "aren't any disks reviewed in barefoot mob is the last word ought
the ensuing, it's becaiule none were to get a load of some of. the things
delivered to this .department during Red Nichols' bunch useiS to do on

J.

Deal arranged between the t\VO
involves Vannerson retaining his,
hold on ThornMU and-.runnmg, GaS:
tel'ir. Coast office.
He will not participate in the earnings of any of
Gastel's current properties, but any
other artists brought into the setup
from there on wiU become jointly
owned..

i

j

similarly with U. S. music books, etc.
This was true until Leeds Music, two
years ago completed an arrangement
with Am-Rns, Russian music rep in
country; to handle Western
this
Hemisphere rights to Russ music
outside of Russia. Leeds is responsible for the State Department's request of ASCAP. .Firm has been
talking, to the government agency on
such a propositioh and had received
assurances all would be done to
work out such an arrangement.
Society's meeting otherwise covered the usual points, .y/i.thbut much
General manager- John G.
fuss.
.Paiiie heralded a 1946 income that's
expected to surpass by $800,000 or
so last year's record revenue of approximately $21,000,000. He itemed
tbe reciprocal rights deals, Concluded
witli 14 .European and South American countries, pointing out that last
year's Brazilian contract should return ASCAP $30,000 this year.
On the question of the campaign
by writers, of background music for
.

Goodman.

Martha

—

.

Baddog

Unhkely Despite
Possible

a soloist.

AFM Halt

While the recording companies arc
away masters against a possible emergency
created by James C. Petrjllo, prexy

'

not frantically stacking
|

HARRY FOX CHASES
WEST ON ARA DEAL

.

Harry Fox, general .manager of
the
Music Publishers Protective
Assn. and agent and trustee fbi: music
publishers
synchronization
in
and mechanical rights to music,
leaves New York for the Coast Sunday U5). His trip west is over numerous film deals for music and
checkups on small recording companies, including a onceover of the
ARA situation.
is
holding
some $80,000 due publishers in roy-

"

for

ASCAP

of the

.

I

American Federation of Mu-

sicians, there is a tendency to file
as .many as possible. Reason stems
from the fact thai the current con-

with Petrillo, by which, they,
pay the union a royalty per record

tract,

old. expires Jan. 31.

However, its terins call for thg
opening of new negotiations as of
Oct. 20. They don't believe Petrillo
will wait that long, that he will hit

ARA

,

.

them with new demands early in
October; and if there's any resistmuggs were discussing jocks. They
ance among their ranks they feel
"Why Shouldn't I','" by Frank Sintwo that despite the fact the pact doesn't agreed that most record shows arc atra (Coliunbia).
weeks.
painfully lacking in
imagination.
run out until Jan. 31, he will call
"Sometimes I'm Happy" by Benny
Day in, day out, the formula- is the Goodman (Victor).
an earlier halt to recording.
same. They spin the latest Dinahs
"Deep Night" by Rudy Vallee
They Can't see him allowing them and Frankies and Perrys. and that's
'A Future Band Uniform:
(Victor).
time between Oct. 20 and JajT. 31 about the whole story.
There's "Milenbei'g Joy.s" (part II) by
to record day and night and stock
White Shorts, Black Tie up fully again as protection against rarely a change of pace; a play of Tommy Dorsey (Victor).
light and
shadow; a .fomposition
"Ya Ta Namora" by Xavier Cugat
Clothing situation, tough for mu- a prolonged strike.
blending the old and the new. This
(Columbia).

separate share of the
theatres, since

a

alties.

Fox

income from

very little of their, music ever
reaches pop sales-hit status, Paine
demurred. Film composers' argu-

ment

that

is

European

,

—

:

.

films,

.

.

to

|

.

We'll have to wait until the old Brunswick label. :
next week to discuss the lacquering
And nostalgia isn't the only thing
of such promising stuff as Irving lacking in most platter shows.
Berlin's score for "Blue Skies" and
A vvell-roui\ded disk program
the Gershwins for "Tlie Shocking Should include soniethitig of everyMiss Pilgrim."
thing a touch of Latin-America as
In the interim, however, the dos- well as the hot breath of jazz; show
sier isn't blank.
tunes as well as palpable Tin Pan
From time to
First of all, there's Benny Good- Alley; and so forth.
man's statement (anent the passing time, this pillar's going to run sug-!
of the swing craze and its effect, if gested lialf ^hour pragrams. Any and
any, upon him) that no good band all are entirely welcome to them.
That There's no pretensions to authority
has to worry about trend.s.
makes a lot of sense. It also suggests about these lists, for one man's
an interesting point: Does a really Meade Lux Lewis is another; man's
first rate band (or vocalist, for that
And speaking of Duchin,
Duclvin.
matter) need a smash platter to who must be a tolerant man to put
shoot it to fame and fortune? The up with a name like "Society's Fatwo best bands around right now vorite,", it is a. little startling to find
are probably Goodman's and Duke that he is deeply ancl expansively
Ellington's.
Neither ot them ever admired by two such calorific gents
had a tune one tune— which cele- as Earl Hines and Count Basic.
brifled them. Their success has been If
moral to that, it's
there's a
dependent upon consistently good probably the fact that men ot talent
work rather than any single disks. have eclectic tastes. It shouldn't be
Then there is always Lombafdo, who too mucli to ask the jocks to take a
is still a wow at the wicket.
No one hint. Here at any rate, are two
identifies him with a one-shot, the suggested half-hour programs:
way, for example, that Shaw is asso(1)
ciated with "Begin the fBeguine."
"I Foimd a Million Dollar Baby"
This is probabl.y of no great conse- by Blng Crosby (Columbia).
quence, but it ought to make for
"Tangerine" by Jimmy Dorsey
some barbering in the lobby of.' thC: (Dccca).
Forrest Hotel.
"I Can't Get Started" by Bunny
The second thing on the agenda is Berigan (Victor).
a brietie. to wit:
There are too
"La Guajira" by Lecuona Cuban
many platters being cut these days Boys (Columbia).
and too many guys who couldn't
"Ugly Chile" by George Bninis
make a respectable bandstand now (Commodore).
have their own; sessions.
"Got a Date With an Angel" by
The third matter came up the Hal Kemp (Columbia).
other day When a couple of VARiuTV
(9)

the Strike.

.,

Big Disk

former B. G. vocalist

Tilton,

now

but

wed

He's

Up

.

Vannerson, who was in the Navy
and discharged less than a year ago,
was manager of Tommy Dorsey and

Benny

.Feist

.

.

cpmpositions, when the music could
be secured, and Russia has acted

.

.

the time.

'

,

,

.

'

for the proteC'
tion of authors' rights in the respec
tive countries.
There never has been such a deal
between 'D,- S. and Russia. U: S.
music users made free with Russian

.

.

;

I

in

.C-P

.

w

flumors Are Flying .Santly-Joy
I'd Be Lost Without You Advance
My Sugar So Refined. -Critcrton
Linger in My Arms. .. .Bourne
Moon Over Bklyn. .... .London
BVG
This Is Always
Somewhere in Night. .Triangle
Barton
Something Old, New
Southern
Without You
You May Not Love. .Burke-VH

.

.

and

.

What Comes Natur'lly.. Berlin
One More Tomorrow .. Remick

Ijeohard Vannerson, p e r s o n a 1
manager of Claude ThornbiU's orduring the annual sGoast
chestra, has completed a deal with
meeting of the American Society of Carlos Gastel, manager of Stan
Coihpbsers, Authors and Publishers
Kenton, Peggy Lee, King Cole Trio;
here Monday (9). Deems Taylor, ot -al, under which he will .ioin GasSociety's president, told members
tel as an associate. He goes to Hollythat the State Department had rewood with Gastel next weelc (IG)
quested ASCAP to help in the prepfrom lni3 ianapoliSj Where Thof nliill
aration of a form to bo used both
.L|=will be working the Circle theatre at
Russia
here

pressed

Know Enough.
Know Why ...

could scarcely be any

By GEORGE FRAZIER

Were Only Girl. .Mutual
Am. Takelt Away. .Witniark

So.

Vannerson, Gastcl
Join Forces on Coast

Have Boxoffice

Durability

Leeds

Gypsy

That

Recordings

Nostalgic

Also

If Yoti

Hollywood, Sept. 10.
Po.'ssibility of an eventual reciprocal arrangement between the United States and Russia, protecting
the copyright interests of composers
and authors in each country, was ex-

.
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west

be

will

at

.

•

lesist

.

societies

.

turn over a separate slice of income
from this source to this strata of
composer. Paine pointed out that in
Europe the major portion of music

sicians insofar as uniforms are concerned, has hit Saxie Dowell. espehard.; .Contract of Dowell's

rights income

is from theatres since
there is no commercial radio. In
this
country the procedure that
builds, up the Society's income is

doesn't apply to all jocks, but it fits
enough of .them to make it worthy
of some tliought.
There's really no
reason why the jocks should scorn
nostalgia, for example. There would
'46
IN
ivndoubtedly be a great deal of
charm to a show tliat dipped into the
Hollywood, Sept. io.
Sales
and earnings of. Capitol past and every once in a while came
Records in the six months ending up with; an It-ving Kaufman or
June 30. past exceeded by a wide "Cohn on the ;Telephono'' or the
margin .those o£ any other similar "Two Black Grows" or Lee Morse
period in the company's brief his- and Her Blue Grass Boys.
There
tory. Net income in the first half of
1946 amounted to $395,466. equal
after preferred dividends are paid
to 91 cents per share on the 410,000
common shares outstanding.

cially

Blackhawk

orchestra, for the

Chicago, opening Sept.

reversed.

18,

requires

_

Navy along with, many of his men,
doesn't have a postwar tuxedo. His
old one won't fit.
Neither he nor
his men can find, new ones.
Result is the Blackhawk won't
tack on the extra uniform scale and
Couise will be conducted one eve- the Clii local won't allow them to
nii}.g a week for two hours starting work in uniform
if they aren't paid
Sepf. 26.
extra.
the Publishing

and EnterIt will covet
dramatic, musical, broadcaslitig, films, music, advertising arid
publishing.
tices, of

tainment Industries."
literary,

1.

Songs With Largest Radio Audiences
Survey Week of Anq. 30-Sept.
Tii»ie.

4-.

5.

Hammond
...

.Robbirts

..

.

.

.

.

to Majestic

As Director and Scout
:

JohnHammond

is joiriihg

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

.

.

.

.

[

'.

'.

I

Don't

Know Why—fFaitliful

.

In

My

.

Fashion"",".".'.".'.'.'.'.'

'.

..'Feist

Got Sun In the Morning— «" Annie Get Your Gun"., ....Berlin
Be Lost Without You
Advanced
"."""".
You Wete the Only Girl.
.. .Mutual

I've
I'd

H

I've

weeks

Linger In

My Arms

a

.... Morris

Longer.
..... Bourne
Love On a Greyhound Bus— -fNo Leave. No Love"
Bobbins
Night and Day— f'Night and Day"
... Harms
Passe
;'..'.'
....Feist
September Song. ...
....
.Crdwford
Somewhere In the Night— ""Three Little Girls In Blue'" ... .Triangle
.

Little

.

.

of dickerihg,

officially as of

.Hammond

next

hact

he

joihs the staff

Monday

been with;

.

:

.

.

'

.

.

.

;

South America Take It Away— *"Can Me Mister"..
Surrender
That Little Dream Got No whei?e
There's No One But You
"
They Say It's Wonderful— ""Annie Get Your Gun''.'
This Is Always— "IThree Little Girls in Blue"...
To Each His Own— t"To Each His Own"

.

Witmark

,

Santly-Joy

.

.

«n"'<7''\"
Whatta Ya

Gonna Do

..

.

^

* Lectt Musical,

t

BMl

Shaniro
"

'

Licejtsed.

Berlin

"

"

..
,

;.

/Wherever There's Me There's Yoii.;,
Without You-f'Make Mine Music"..,;..,,;-; v!,'
Vou May Not Love Me— '"Nellie Ely"
t Filmusical.

Famous

.

'
:'.

BVC
Paramount

Hollywood,

Sept. 10.

:

Stan Kenton, who argued mightily
against returning to the Palladium

6.

Gypsy

1:

Don't

8,

I

(20)

(Leeds

*.

'.

i

Know Enough

About You

9.

Got Sun In Moi'ning

They Say

10. if,

..

I

Xavier Cugat

f

Tony

(

Perry

(13) (C)

(Berlin).,

(16)

Gill

( 1 ) (Mi)t«a1

Pa.stor

Como

i

almost double the price he
got from the Palladium, He .opeiis
Feb. 6 for four weeks at a claimed
$7,000 per. It's asserted the Palladium was given tlie opportunity to

j

.

f
.

,

.

,

.
.

Who

Told You That Lie (Stevens)

;

.Victor

Decca
.Columbia

....

Capitol

.Decca
.Columbia
.Decca

. . , . i .

. .

Merman.
Perry Como.
.

Bing Crosby.
Perry Como.
Dick Haymes.
.

....

.

i

.Victor

..

,

.

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

y.

.'.i

.DeccSi'

,

. .

.

Victor

.Dccca

.

%e

(Miller)

I

(Santly-Joy).

Know Why

Tommy

Decca

Weody Herman

'

I

Guess

I'll

.Victor

,

.

.

..

Victor

.Victor
(Betty Rhodes..
Dccca
Eing Cmsby
Perry Como ...... .. .Victor
J 'v-y Mercer.
.i .C":)itol
Decca
Mills Bros

(
(

So Refined (Criterion). ...
Buy Papers (C-P;

.

.

Columbia

'

(Berlin) ...............

Susiu- Is

.

Golumbi)

1

.

My

.Decca

•

Doi'sey.

Tex Benelse..,.

.........

Rumors Are Flying (Santly-Joy)
Blue Skies

••

.

v.;

Capitol
.:.

";7''^*°^•
Jerry Colonna ......Capitol
•

(Feist)

(Morris).

Mabel (United).

King Cole Trio.
Crosby rAndrews
Fltzgerald-Jordah

..^ivv'.:.../^.^;,

j

Mabel,.

.

.

(

"
Viy Fickle

-j

Dccca
Haymes-Forrest
Harry James. .... .Columbia
Freddie Slack
.Capitol
Andrews Sisters. ... .Decca

?°""f'' Monroe ......Victor
(Vaughn

,;

price.

.Victor

;

\

'^v

Route 66 (BVH)

Know'

meet the Avadon

Ethel

/

...

.

Don't

for the Avadon,
by; Barney ..McDevitt, last

at

Les Brown

'

of Blue Lights

I

week

Mills BroSi

{

S

.

.

.Columbia

...
.

Peggy Lee

I

(

House

I

signed

Ink Spots
Shore.

I

;(

Columbia
.Cosmo

.....

. .

.......

Coming Up
•

he hits this territory for a dance
date he'll occupy the Avadon ballrocrn bandstand, in downtown L. A.

•f.BiVII

!

I

Stone Cold Dead

Kenton

S

.

.

Sisters. .... .Decca

f Dinah

(Berlin)

(3)

Wonderful

It's

Ybu Were; the: tpnly

ballr'bom for his cia|e there that he
took his case to the American Federation oi Musicians, 'has shiifted his
local scene of operations. Next time

operated

""soutllern
Burlce-VH

Andrews

(Dinah Shore...
Freddy Martin

Come.=, Natur'lly (12) (Berlin)

Do You Love Me (BVC)

iPeniora
''"ReimWit'

(4> (Wit'k)

.. ..;.i^

]

Coliim-,:

Kenton Adopts Avadon
In H'wood Palladium Nix

.

...

.

(16).

bia for several months after his .discharge from the Army. He left theie
some weelts ago.

'

.

What

Doin'

(Ssntly-Joy)

!

Majestic

.

Never Forgotten— "Sketch Book".;.....

.

Records in New York as a recording
director and talent scout.
After

.

i

(8)

Away

^

'

.

.

Surrender

It

.

.

I

I94S
v

;

Along With Me— ""Call Me Mister''.
.Witmark
And Then It's Heaven.
.Remick
Blue Skies— f'Blue Skies" .................
...Berlin
Come Rain oir Come Shine—* 'St. Louis Woman"
.Crawford
Cj'nthia's In Love ............
.............. .;;.;i..:ABC
Doin' What Comes Natur'lly— «" Annie Get 'iouv Guii"!
.Berlin
Five Minutes More \ ..
Meli'o.'<e
Gypsy
'.Leeds'
I Don't Know Enough About You. .....
v. JC-P

.

.

South America Take

'

top 32 songs oj the week, based on the copyrighted Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast on Radio Networks. Published by the Office oi Research, Inc:

Eddy Howard. ... .Majestic
i
Victor
\ Freddy Martin ....
J.Frank Sinatra.
..Columbia
Victor
( Tex Beneke

(Paramount)....

(7)

Five Minutes More (4) (Melrose)

Indications are that total sales for
the full yeaf will, be in the vicinity
of $13,000,000, the report concluded.

fhe

Own

To Each His

ments.

on Coin-Machines

10 Best Sellers

Flattery's sales accelerated in the

second quarter particularly, according to a report made by Jolmny
Mercer, prez, in a letter to stockholders, with; volunie 131% more
than in the same moilths of 1945.
.

All the

Sammy Kaye is currently audilioninK male, vocalists for his band
io replace Billy Williams. KayC: al.so
asked Eileen Htnry, "Miss New
York'' in the Atlantic City beauty
pageant, to try foe a chirp spot, after
she finished her boardwalk commit-

1ST HALF

131%

tuxedo uniforms inasmuch as. Chi's
Local 10 of the American Federation
of Musicians demands extra scale for
work in uniform (only local in the
country that asks extra coin, incidentally under such Circumstances).
Dowell, who just got out of the

R. J. Burton to Teach
Robert J. Burton, Broadcast Music,
Inc., attorney and executive, takes
over a new course at City College
of New York this semester under the
title,, "Copyright and Business Prac-

"It Might As Well Be Spring" by
Margaret Whiting (Capitol).

CAPITOL BIZ BOOSTED

hotel,

.

.

.

ORCUKSTRAS-MUSIC
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NK RCA ROYALH GUTRATE

PUBS

N. Y. Hotel-Musicians Strike

No

Shows

cnD one

New

dispute between

has been unsuccewfvil
in its Attempts to secure concessions
from major New York music publishers on royalty rates, following

lins

name bands ouf

kept

York-t

Amerwhich
of

the

men

mu.st follow.
aocompli.shed for

erations, .the hotel

Once the scale

is

there will no longer be
any opportunity for the hotel men
to dicker since the rate of pay for
one is expected to obligate the
other, and hotel operators, of course,
aren't held likely to achieve 9 better price than that the cafes decide
the cafes,

to accept.

Contrary to most newspapermen's

James C. Petrillo, head of the
AFM, is not too active In the dispute deiipite his pulling of Chicago
bands last week and a threat to extend the strike to other key cities
over the country containing hotels
affiliated with N. Y. hostelries. Petrillo was called in by 802 and was
asked whether he would back its
light Insofar as (he chain hotels were
Beyond that; the scale
concerned.
fight is strictly 802's baby. Petrillo
has no jurisdiction,

'

;

has told the same to Other
arguing for raises. Newark
also boosting prices for its
spots. It wants a 20%
boost, bringing ."Scales up. to $90 per
musician, ,$135 for the .leader. That's
equal to a $10 boost.
,

,

Petrillo

locals
local

.

is

"A"

Glass

.

;

Hotel operators, incidentally, have
not had a meeling with 802 officials

was
Truck

strike

in

N.

week further hampered
and movement of

tion

Y. the past
the producsheet music

and recordings, both of which have
been having difficulties enough since
the end of the war. Latter part of
last
week
standstill in

everything .was: at a
both industries in so far
as N. Y. movement wa.s concerned.
Di.skers with pressing plants in
N. Y. could .not ship to other parts
of the country and likewise, couldn't

get finished disks from outside into
N. Y. Shipping o{ masters cut in
Y. to oittlying, plants such as
Columbia's Bridgeport factory, was
completely halted.
Sheet music biz, which has. teen
showing signs of coming out of its
long saleis slump, wa.s hurt badly,
:

most, music emanates from
N. Y. Jobbers could not distribute,
since a week ago Sunday (It, when
and since publishers always look
802 ref^u.^ed a 12>&'^'o boost offer. Next upon the loss.of a: sale of even one
day the name bands were pulled out copy a.s irretrievable, the situation
by 802, and a subsequent attempt isn't easy lfl take at this particular
by some operators to iise Muzak time, T.0O[ the productidn of music
Tiiieis to supply
diners with :enter- is; slowed down,
Mu.sic printers
.'taininent was balked. Muzak's exec-' haven't been able to get the paper
.titlyes agreed to cut of^ their service
with which to take care of rush
pending settlement of the argument. jobs.
.since

,'

'

^

.

.

Business 'in
the various hotel
rooms has assortedly been good despite thg lack of music.
They have
been catering to diners only, of
course. Without music, the Govern-

ment's 20% tax is oft, which
claimed to be helping on the biz.

Loew's Decides On

M-G-M

as Label Title

is

For

New

Disk Subsid

New

MCA CONTRACT

HEIDI'S

FADING, PLANS

BAND

Hollywood, Sept. 10.
Horace Heidt plans to re-form orchestra in mid-February, when contract with
expires.
Maestro,
who quit band business 18 months
ago after disputes with agency, said
he would start building musicrew
Feb, 16 "the day after my contract
with
expires."

MCA

MCA

H^idt said he. would resume coun^
Irywide touring as well as airshows.

Songs Again

to Ballyhoo

record label being brought
out by Metro, about the title of
which there has been considerable
conjecture, will be called the M-G-M
label. At various times Metro executives have opined that they didn't
know what title would be used,
whether Lion, Metro, or a tag completely foreign to the Metro tieup
with the disk subsidiary.
Metro asserts that when the company's only plant, at Bloomfield, N.
J., goes into operation some time
around the end of this year, it Will
have too of the latest, presses in operation, capable of producing 40,000,000 disks ahnUaily.
It's also pointed out that the subsidiary will be operated by Frank
Walker under the supervision of a
trio of parent company executives,
Marviii
Moskowitz,
Charles
C.

U.S. Bonds' Nov. Drive Schenck and Leopold Friedman,
Following Elliot Lawrence's radio
nitroduction

of

the

bond
song,
soling
Your Favorite Dream,"
George G. Herz, chief of radio publicity for the TD, is sending platters
of the song to all statibns for spot
airing as part of the forthcoming

"What's

November Bond

.

alt

Loew's, Inc. veepees.

their attitude against all

drive.

Broadcast
disk
Barry
features
Wood, first "Any Bonds Today" U. S.
Treasury salesman, on th^.' vocals,
backed by Mark WarnoW's orch^

Leeds, Morris Divide

the

Army after
^*

m2«'*"'

Clarinet

four years.

A

Hun-

further bill of particulars.

'yrics as

songwriting

field.

MusiCi

outfit, is one.
Another, headquartering in New York, last week
concluded a deal to pay off 25'{; of
royalties due music publishers, in
cash,
the remainder covered by
notes payable Nov. 1 at just about
the time its next-quarter checks are
due. Another company may be put
into receivership by publisher's representatives this week. Meantime; it
is desperately attempting to stave off
this defeat by forming a new alliance
with financiers.
One was barred
from the use of union' musicians la.st
Week until it agreed to cough up

,

.

:

WB

.

.

.

,

WB

j

j

|

,

.

.

-

.
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.

,
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Moved To

,

MCA From GAC

the 50c Columbia and the 50c Victor
disks.

Glen Gray's Casa Loma orcliesti a,
which helped form the current Genv
(it
was then
eral Artists Corp.

.

Rockwell-O'Keefe)

,

will

move

to

Music Corp. of America with the expiration of its current agreement
with GAC the end of next month.
Doubtful Unless Disker
Gray signed a three-year deal with
MCA effective after the band comKeeps 60G Verbal Deal pletes four weeks at the Terrace
Room, Newark, opening Sept. 17.
Hollywood, Sept. 10.
Since the days when it was the
Charlie Barnet's afTiHation with

Barnet-Cosmo Tieup

,

country's No. 1 band. Gray's Casa
Loma outfit has been completely re-

Costno Records, supposedly signed in

New York
his

of

prior to the cutting

records

weeks

According
to

ju.st

first

ago,

for

is

staffed..

that label

Gray

—

the

member

.is

himself.

very doubtful.

Dorothy Dick Out Of

ba.sis

of this

dlsc.us.sio.n.

Bar-

went into Cosmo's N.Y. studio
and cut six sides, but added that the
.sides were to be held in escrow until
It is
the 60G deal was on paper,
not at that stage, Co.smo has.
.still
ma.sters it can't release and it .is
net

a bill; for a full: thr(;e-hour

disk session.

CONFUSION REIGNS ON
400 CLUB,

STAND

N.Y.,

New high in confusion was; set
Saturday (7) at the 400 Club, New
York, when Randy Brooks and Louis
Jordan outfits shared the bandstand
during the 11:30 p.m. CBS wire remote.
Both Outfits were on the
stand at the same time, with .Tordan's theme opening, followed by
that of Brookisi with each band
thereafter
alternating
numbers.
Most amusing to the auds were the
jumping-jack antics of the respective bass and piano men. First Jorthumper and then Brooks'
dftn's
wre.stled his bull fiddle into position.

Meanwhile

Retirement as Lyricist
Dorothy Dick, wife

Barnct a guarantee of ,$60j000 yearly
his services payable quarterly.

for

On

Only original

to the 'storyyvas he. .tells

friends here, he; has no con-

Suit involves whetlier Leeds or
®lso
composer of
"Caland "Manhattan Morris should have published
Moore
Lee Jordan wrote the donia," written by Flcecey
holding
her flust professional ven- and assigned to Morris by Preview

'Ure in the

to' tlie

Coast

'

.

Polka"

those secondary

big four (i.e. Victor, Columbia, Decca and Capitol), vvhich are tottering
on the: brink of a crash. They are
far behind in royalty payments to
artists and music publishers.
ARA,

Victar Disking

verbal
combine both got -a brief .sctbacit in the label if the terms bt a
agreed upon are not consumN. Y. supreme court lust \yeok in deal
involving ma'.ed.
ar,mimeiil-s
preliminary
It seems that Cosmo agreed to. pay
Leed.s' suit \'s. Morri.s over the tune

Wocturne."

,

At the moment, there is a group
some obscure, some belter

known among

Dispute between' Warner Bros.'
music publishing companies and
RCA-Victor. has reached the point
Meanwhile, since RCA jumped to where
song exploitation men
60c, the other recording companies have been .instructed not to aphave been deluged with queries by proach Victor executives., with new
distributors and dealers as to their songs ^or recording. Action follows
intentions.
Latter
communiques on the heels of the deinand, several
led Columbia last week to make a months ago, by Herman Starr, head .$6,000 owed one of its American
statement to everyone concerned of the combine, that Victor pay the Federation of Musicians employees.
that, "until further noticis, Columbia full statiatory rate of 2c for all
These small companies owe huncontemplates no increase." It's exmusic recorded by Victor. This dreds of thousands of dollars to pub^
plained that though manufacturing order is now, of course, obviated by lisliers and, in
some cases, artists.
costs have risen, it's Columbia's be- the jump of Victor's retail price per
Tliey will either pay ott, in so far as .
lief that the modern recording indisk from 50c to 60c, which automat- the publishers are concerned, or be
dustry has been built to its current ically jumps the, royalty per side Jaken over.
position on lower prices.
to publishers from I'/aC to 2c (see
^r^, acquired by Mark Leff earlOther companies apparently do separate story).
ier this year from Boris Morros,
Victor,
riot shar^ that attitude.
"rhere is no
p^4ve
against
Starr's
Who originated it. Is available to
word of Gapitbl's: Intentions, but which broiig.hton the 2c demand and anyone who willitake over its oisera?
there has fceen talk that Majestic the hewer ban against contacting tion and assume the obligations inand Musicraft, and possibly Cosmo, the disk conipany at all, is based volved. C^ompany owes Bqme'$14Q,would keep pace with Victor by on his di.sagreement with Victor's 000 to publishers and artists. It has
going to 60c in the neax future. a.ssignment of his tunes to artLsts. been offered under the above conThere's no concrete a.ssurance of Disker explains that Starr consis- ditions to several men widely knov.n.
this, however,
demanded its top artists, in the di.sk trade. There are no
tently
Decca is not too much concerned such as Perry Como, Tommy Do'r- takers at the moment.
For sey and Vaughn Monroe,..to perform
with the 60c price problem.
xhese indies went great guns dursome time the company had been his: spiigs..> Victor .couldnt see
the war due to the inabilJly^if
selling more and more of its product way clear to do so ,m every; ntstance.
majors' to produce records, the
Starr last year had a .'imnar beef demand was. so great for disks that
at; 75c, first by dualing top artists,
then on its Personality series. Now, against Columbia and Capitol Rec-. the indi'es were asking $1 a copy for
it is disposing of between lO'.'n and
ords and at that time instituted the unknown artists. This demand for
2c statutory demand against each Records is still constant (see sepav75% of its production at 75c.
Decca's taking the lead at this of those companies, later rescinding ate story) but 'the majors, with huge;
time in going to the higher price is the order.
increases in production and selling
a switch on its earlier days. Then
top talent, have taken a large slice
it was Decca which took the lead
of the trade the indies catered to
in marketing its material at 35c,
during the war years. This, plus the.
Gray
Glen
forcing rival majors down to that
fact that operating costs (manpower,
Subsequently,
price to keep pace.
materials, et al) have zoomed since
After
the 35c disk business became the
the conclusion of the war, has ptit
most popular, with Columbia's Okeii
the indies in a bad spot.
ll~Year Association
and RCA's Bluebird labels outselling

it

_

.,

,

;

.*

of indies,

com-

latter
In 'Caldonia' Prelims tract with Cosmo as yet and
won't have the records he made for
Leeds Music and Edwin IT. Morris

"Caldonia." Morii.s was denied its
application to examine Lou. Levy,
Leeds president, and his brother
Tune was scripted by Denes Agay, George, an e-tecutive with the firm.
for a
Jyho was recently discharged from Leeds was denied its request

.

ecutives gave most of them until (he
end of the war, and perhaps a bit beyond, to survive the inevitable onslaught of production' figures and
major talent, lined up against them
by the major companies. Many have
already passed into limbo, others are
due to follow.

Warners Shuns

panies even before 'Victor boosted its
retail price to the point where the
2c rate became mandatory, though
none had yet made it a practice to
ask for the 2c.

several

new Treasury

Department

.

.

.

.

I

i

they have been ''goats" long enough,
that if RCA can withstand the increases granted labor in all phases
of record production, plus a royalty
tap to the American Federation of
Musicians lor every disk sold, then
it can afford to pay the 2c rate. This

eyi-

the consistent predictions
regarding the future of many indePendent recording companies which
came into existence during the war
Most reare .soon, to come true.
cording,, music and band agency ex-

den.t that

j

'

.

ideas,

:

M

aimi\

,

Strike

become more and more

It's

Band

Orch

By Truck

on Dissolution

As Majors Return to Big Production

Jimmy Palmer

Music Biz Hit Hard

Fmns

Recording

the company's retail price jump of
In
Tests
pop disks from 50c to 60c. For the Fields
PftHnv
Swinjf-tO-Sweet Switch P?st we.elc, virtually all of the marvilLy if Ttrnnv ^snnl
JI'"''
jor pubs have been visited by H. C;
Jimmy Palmer, former vocalist, Darnell, RCA attorney, who speks
Herbie Fields' new orchestra,
to
with various name bands and a maeswhich closed a long run last week,
get them to agree to a l%c royalty
Cabin, Englewood
tro himself for the pa.st few years,
per side instead of the full 2c rate at the Rustic
changed his musical stance last established for all disks retailiiig Cliff.s, N. J., is being used to test
the plausibility of a name band ballweek. He broke up his .swing or- above 50c.
room in the Bronx, N. Y. Fields
chestra and intends rebuilding on a
Although there are reports that
softer basis. He'll have four brass,
opens the spot, the Tremont Terrace,
one or two publishers have given
five sax and three rhythm in the new
Saturday (14) on a two-week withi
Darnell ''conditional okays" on the
options contract. If the policy is
combo, which goes into rehearsal in
quarter-cent concession ti^e., they
successful, it will be continued. ..
N, Y. soon.
would
go along with it if other
Fields' band is one of the newer
NeW: outfit won't be mickey imouse,
agree); so far not one
major
pubs
combos. It is signed to RCA-Victor
however. Palmer figures on a sweet
of the publishing houses has okayed
and modified rhythm combo.
records, for which it made its jfir,^
such a deal. They adamantly want
date two weeks ago. Disks are not
the full 2c due them. They feel that
yet released,
I

major spots since Labor Day, is not
showing any iftimediate signs. Of
easing. However, cafe operators are
ipeeting with 802 officials and there's
a possibility an agreement will be
worked out between them by tonight (Wednesday).
It's ^Ointed out that once the cafe
men and 802 get together and decide on a scale for Class "A" op-

'

Indie

Increasingly Verge

RCA- Victor

Possibly Influeneing Hotel Verdict
Wage

War-Born

INSIST ON FULL

Signs of Easing; See Cafe Deal

hotels and Local 802 of the
ican Federation ol Musicians,

47

ol"

Harry Link.

gmiiMal profes.sionai iTnanager of
Feist, ha^ .cpme put, 0^ retirement as.
a lyricist. She. penned the title and
words to fit a tune written by Air
stone, author of "Symphony." New
one is tagged "There's No Breeze To
Cool the Flame of Love)." It's; for
<

j

i

!

I

i

I

Robbins publication.
Before marrying Link, iVIi.ss Dick
was a widely known lyricist. At one
time she was a collaborator on five
outstanding hits in one year, among
them such standards as "Bye-Bye
Blltes" and. "Call Me Darling."

-the two piano rnen burned their pants shiny Sliding on and
off the bench.

.Sunday night, howeser,; things
were really fun. Brooks, about loCBS air at 12:30 a;m., was
told by Jordan that his combo had a
12:45 shot on WOR.
Brooks hurriedly cancelled half bis .show and
when it was completed there was
some fast movement to get off the
stand and out of the way of Jordan'is
.

go on

'

opening theme on the other

net.

Bob Kane, production manager at
Columbia Recordings, moved over
Into same spot with, Majestic.
.....'>'

.

Spivak Theatre Date
May Snarl N. Y. Hotel

Music Notes

Charlie Spivak, who went through
qUite a deal to get his band back
Elliott sold four tunes; to Bepiiblic for use in the/ Roy BoSCrs weat"Apache Rose." including the title song, "Wishing Well," "Ride Va- into the Pennsylvania hotel, W, Y„
afteii .a'.fcouple-;bookings at the. rival
quero" and "There's .Nothing. Lik;e Coffee, in', the Morning".;. .>Hal Roach,.
not be. able to play

Jack

inked; Heinz Roc)iihord":as,miisito

"Curly,"

.

.

.

,

.

.

Primiwe

is

mount

theatre,

N.

,

y.,.

the.

Bob

.

Hope's "Monsietu' Beaucaire'''.;(;Par),

Spivak

due into

is

.

thfi

Penn

.

,

Dash

,

F.D.&ir.

If,

London, Sept.

WHY THE

MUSICIANS
ARE ON STRIKE
AGAINST THE HOTELS
According to the U.

New

living in

and

S.

Bureau of Labor

Statistics,

George
Pie,'i.s was

premi.seis in St,

one up for Tex Hitter.

Ilafiover Squaie.
given big spread, including introes
hero for the openstreet,

Capitol firm, incidentally, is not
directly connected with Capitol RecThere is an interlocking ownership involving Mickey Goldsert,
operator of Capitol Songs, and the
executives of Capitol disks, but
there the connection ends.

.

to Bcrlui himself,
ing,

ords.

Berlin shoved off tor the provinces
following the affair to attend trade
of

his

"Blue Skies."

He

.ihowing.s

I.

York City rose 46.8% between January 1941

Paramount

film

goes to Ktanches-.
Livorpopl and Birfor
here
comes'
George Gilbeit moved
PlugS'cr
premiere at Par's Carlton Sept. .27. 'from Berlin. Music, to. new
George
Jimmie Green, for many years Simon publishing house.
with Chappell, is. the general manager ot the. Berlin company. Direc-,
tors include Louis Dreylus and M.
ter,

Cilasgow,

mingham,

the cost of

and

|

'

E. Ricketts, g.m, of Chappell's.

July 1946.

Company has
:

In the

same

There

is

wages and

gap

of

31.8% between

the musicians'

m

KITS OF

1

GR EAT PO
TODAY

'Bless You' Hit in Triple

th^ir cost of living.
Shift

The

hotels, on the other hand, continue
reap a harvest of wartime profits.

time of peace to

in

have

Pespitei this fact, they

HOTEL

already .started ex-

tensive plugging of "You Keep Coming Baciv Like a Song,'' one ot the
tune."!, in "Blue Skies."

wages went up only 15%.

period, niusidans'

therefore a

deals

MusiCi
Peggy Lee, another
Capitol star, is said to be now iu
the process of working out a company deal. Capitol already has: set

,

new

worked out two more

Cole

10.

Official opening of trviiig Berlin;
occurred
nuusic
publisher.?,

Sept,; 4 at

disk

album,

UNVEILED AT PARTY
litdi,

BUSINESS

BOOMING

no rease Reported for June
13%
Compared With 1945 Monlh
I

offered musicians a

wage

crease of only 12!/2%— an Increase that would

still

From Eng. Back

toU.S.

American rights to "Bless You,"
current top British best sheet seller.
Words & Music's first big hit in 10
years, have: been acquired by Shapiro-Bernstein,:
Novel
-sale
was
predicated, upon
fact
that
since
& Music now specializes in
music and choral arrangements it no longer maintains a
professional staff of. sufficient size
to exploit a number as advantageously as might S-B,

Words
in«

leave

educational

;

,

.Sales by hotels throughout the'
country increased 13 per cent
during June compared With a
year- ago, according to Horwath
& Horwath, accountants for many

Room sales rose 8 per
cent; total restaurant, 18 per centfood, 24 per cent; beverage, 6 per
hostejvies.

;

and Hie average- daily- rent-per occupied room, 5 per cent.
Occupancy was 94 per cent compared with 91 per cent.
cent;-

In

New York

,

City

alone,'' total

sales increased 16 per cent;
sales, 6

a gap of

19.3%

between
musicians' wages and their
living costs.

means that musicians
and their wives and children
would have to contiriue to eat
less, wear less and live much
worse In 1946 than they did

This

In

1941.

room

per cent; total restaurant.

per cent; food, 32 per cent:
beverage, 23 per cent; and the
average daily rent per occupied
room, 6 per cent. Occupancy re-

That

Is

why

they are

29

mained the same. 98 per

cent.

now

patronage from the following hotels:

AMBASSADOR HOTEL
ASTOR HOTEL
BARBIZON PLAZA
BARCLAY
BELMONT PLAZA
BILTMORE
BOSSERT
BRITTANr

BRYANT
CARTERET

CHATHAM
COLLINGSWOOD

COMMODORE
CORNISH ARMS
DRAKE
EDISON
ESSEX

HOUSE

FAIRFAX
FORREST
FOREST HILLS INN
FOREST HILLS INN APTS.

GARDEN CITY
GLADSTONE

out

on strike and ask you to aid
them by withholding your

Written in 1939 by Eddie Lane and
N. Y, Paramount theatre organi.st, the tune failed to click
When first brought out by Words .&
Music.
Expressing interest several
years ago, Noel Gay, British pub
firm, bought the British rights from
M; the original copyright owner for the nominal advance of $200,
However a recording by the Ink
Spots kindled inferesl in. the song
.<JB.i..-lhfi._Bre5ent .suCGess_of "Bless
You'' is largely attributed to buildup
the disk gave it. Other cuttings of
the number were made by Fats Waller and Glenn Miller and a macabre
note crops up when it is recalled
that both leaders have died.

Don Baker,

W

;

&

.

Had Words & Music decided to
have brought out the local edition it
would have been their first big hit
since "Night Is Young and You're
So Beautiful" in, 1936. Fred Waring
pub house plans choral arrangements of "Bless You". and it's ironic
that It will now pay royalties to
for use of the number,

S-B

To

GREYSTONE
GOV. CLINTON
HAMPSHIRE HOUSE
HENRY HUDSON

PRESIDENT

dispel the possible impression
"Bless You" is a
religious
number, S-B will add the subtitle,
"for being an angel" and plans to
exploit the tune following current

RIVERSIDE PLAZA

campaign on "The Old Lamplighter."

HOLLAND

RUSSELL

that

GOTHAM

HOLLEY
HOLLY CHAMBERS
KINGS CROWN
LAURELTON
LEOONIA
LEXINGTON
LINCOLN
McALPIN

NEW WESTON
NEW YORKER

PLAZA

PLYMOUTH
ROOSEVELT

SAVOY PLAZA
SHELTON
SHERATON
SHIRRY NETHERLANDS
ST.
ST.

Carol has signed with
National Records. Singer did sides
Friday (6) in N. Y backed by Charlie 'Ventura band,
.tiil.vann

GEORGE
MORITZ

GEORGE PAXTON

WARWICK
WELLINGTON
WEYLIN

PENNSYLVANIA

PHIL KORNHEISER, Manager.

Standard Exploftation Depr.,
The Big 3, 1619 Broadway,
New York ?9, Circle 6-?939

REGIS
TAFT

VAN RENESSALER
WALDORF-ASTORIA

PARKSIDE

For new artist coplet and
arrangemen»s, writ* qr pRt>nc

ST.

TOWN HOUSE

PARK CENTRAL
PARK CHAMBERS
PARK LANE

AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA

WINSLOW

PICCADILLY

AQUARIUM, NEW YORK

25 EAST 10TH STREET
25 EAST 67TH STREET

PIERRE

Starting Sept.

ASSOCIATED MUSICIANS
OF GREATER NEW YORK
Local 802, A.

F.

of

artists

tained in his forthcoming Capitol
is to be called
Leslie Music.
Cole's outfit, which also gets originals by him, is to be known as King

IRVING BERLIN, LTD.,

,1

,

.

for

Capitol

week. Publishing houses which
apply for membership in the
American Society of Coniposer.s,
Authors and Publishers have been
established tor Stan Renton and the
King Cole Trio.
Kenton's firm, into which will b»
thi'own most of the originals con-

Oct.

the six -week run at tlie Par
isn't extended further he probably
will play it. Kit goes to eight, however, the Par will either have to get
ell
new boy or the Penn will.
14.

.

Me

the

will

.:.

of

with

la,st

.

.

.

You Can Be Sure
Maiv Lou

to eight.

apnnected
label,

th« process

in

up music firms

setting

.

.

Para-

with

Capitol Songs,

Hill

.

and the four-week date has .already
been slrotched to six and ina,\ go

,

.

'

.

currently at

Spivak

KENTON, COLE FIRMS

London, Sept. 10.
N. Gay
L. Wright

Bless You..,,

Laughiiig On; .Qvitside CbnneHy
There's Harvest Moon. .Strau.ss
Can't Begin Tell "You, ,Chappell
Ciueph,
Cruming Down Rivei
Money Is Root All Evil.Chappell
.Leeds.
..Down in the "VallcY.
Land, Beginning Again..Feldman
.Sun
Oh, 'Whaf Seemed to Bet

Comrn'Odore, tiiay
the Penn next, mbiSth even .if the,
musician's strike Is settled by then.

"Fabulous Joe" and "Here Comes Trouble'\ ; iPrtjdisriek Hollaiidei' doiiig
special songs for "Love and Learn" at Warners v ...George Antheil com-'
.Jimm.v. Mcpleted orig:inal score' for Republic's "Thai ;Brcmian Girl".
Hugh's 12^year-old tune, "I'm In the Mood For Love." coming up for
revival.
.Robert Ernmctt ..Dol.an composing background music; for "My
Favorite Brunette at Paramount.
.Emil Coleman collaborating with Ray
Hirsch on three songs for "Ready or Not," stage niusicak
Howard Jackson to compose score for "The Circus Horse" at Warners
..Merry Maes, inked to warble tor Majestic Record.s. ...Roy Rogers cut
loose .with five dittie.s for RCA-Victor on the western theme.
.D'Varga,
Latin-American pianist, to CO-Art Records to wax four tunes, "D'Vai-ga
Jump,""Rhumba b"Varga,""Chopin Fantasy" and "Begin the Beguine"
,.,
.Jimmie Dodd inked to wax for Enterprise Records.

CAPITOL SONGS SETS UP

British Best Sheet Sellers
(Week Endihg Aug.

ern.

Jr.,
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250,000,000 DISK SALES IN 1946
Harms Wins ASCAP Boost

to 4,750

ORIGINALLY SEEN

After Dreyfus Beef on Berlin Hike
Irving

granted

ths Committee's confab.

Overall dr.sk sale for the .Current
year will not approach the original
se«m to be commonplace
the American Society of Gomposers,
company
Tomorrow
(.Tliursday),
another estimates of recording
and Publishers created group of pubs goes before th« So- executives, who foresaw the public
Authors
unite a lo-do last week during a ciety's Appeals Board on bids for a consuming up to 400,00.0,000 platters
meeting of the Society's Publishers better point standing which had during 1946. The total is now: exCommittee.
Group previously been turned down by the pected to reach between 250,000;000
Classification
and 275,000,000. That estimate is
faced a number of beefs by pub- classification committee.
based on the first eight months plus
lishers seeking increases in standa guess at the annual Xmas rash.
among Ihcm Tempo Music and

by the board

Beefs

of appeals of

over

.

ratings
these days.

availability,

,

ing,
Piuill-Pioneei', but the major bid, a
Dreyvvinni.iig one, X'aine from

Max

,

liis,

head the ChappeJl music com-

:

.

:

Tnblcd lor the second half of the
meet this week (first meeting ran so
is another
on the boost given

long that it adjourned)
,sc|ViHsvk

ba.«ed

Saul Born.siein, who split
Berlhi la.st year after a parti!<-r.<liip of 25 years, thinks his resiof tlie original Irving Berlin
(lu<-"
Bci'lin.

will)

which had been pegged at 2;750
imer the split, is worth more if Berhn's new :catalogi composed of all
C.'o..

.

hi.'!

.wlf-wrilten tunes,

Most

4,750.

fusV

lOG

Joe

for 'Love'

You Anything But
is to

be inserted

Eyes Disk Firm
,

"My

Secret Heart."
Price is far from a record, but
it. is unusually high for. even an
unlimited use.

;

is

rated

at

with DrcyHarms, but

pul3S agreed

oomplaiht

ov#r

about Bornstein's beef.
His campaign probably
will produce a hectic .second half of
ilie.y*re

riot'

.=b

sure

:

(

.

'I

ABO

Ramm-GAC

of
Finley's

'

Music

is

WOKO

Eli Oberstein, director of artists
publishing and
repertoire
for
RCA-'Victor,
leaves New Yorlc for the Coast
around Sept. 25. Ti'ip will involve
some recording of RCA talent in that
area, but includes other business.
He'll be west 10 days to two weeks.
.

Forest Willis, of
and WABY,
Albany. It's WiULs' first publication
after years of writing and warbling
his own songs on ho air.I

Stein,

with

connected

is

Larry

recent monopoly suit vs.
Glaser sold Stein a
ABC, Stein had an
option to buy put the remaining 50%
within two years. If lie did not exercise the right within- the prescribed time, .Glaser had the right

Deal

MCA. When

half-interest in

Through

Falls
Harry

Romm

and Gieneral Artists

to

,.

Corp. have failed

to

arrive

at

an,

buy

h;im out.
said

It's

,

f ailure

Stein's

tliat

to

agreement wliereby Romm would pick Up his option was due to the
have rejoined the agency.; Romm monopbly. suit by Finley, which was
filed; shortly prior to the expiration
and Tom Rockwell, GAC chief, had
of the two-year period. Stein feared
been dickering for weel?s, but late to acquire Glaser's interest under
.

;

;

last'

week

Romm

rtjected

Rock well's

ideas, and. the entire deal

dropped.

.

the circumstances, according to local reports, because it- would have
furtlier enmeshed
as a band
"trust,"
basis
of
Finley's
suit,
Glaser's firm has a number of top
bands.

has been

MCA

;

Rorrim intends going into per.sonal
management, handling acts, ;stich ;as
the Three Stooges, that he has managed for years. He still claims plans
for him to produce a film based on
the life of the late Glenn Miller are
not completely out.;

">

Now

occupies that

owns

ABC

ABC

MCA

has been selling, among them
Les Brown. Glaser probably will
proceed with plans to open his own
Coast office, which he has been
wanting to do for some time. He
has an ABC branch in operation in
Chicago. After that, Glaser may
headquarter on the Coast,

Had Romm rejoined GAG, he
would have become associated with
the night club and act department
rather than with his former theatre
Frere Leonard
department spot.

Romm now

that Glaser again

outright, it's probable that he'll recover booking rights on
bands

.

Broadcast

"Same Sweet You," composed by

v

According to information here,
Glaser's recovery of full ownership

.

;

Jules

ago.

.

.

and

concluded arrangements here under which Glaser regained full con-,
trol of ABC. He bought out Stein's
50 percent interest in the agency
for a reported $100,000, which is
what Stein originally paid Glaser
for the piece a little over two years,

but but few new combination

thousainds of xvhioh .would have
helped create a new market tor
disks,, the latter figure is still surprising.
All companies, too, have
Hollywood, Sept. 10.
found it very, idifificult td expand
Parampunt Pictures,, frequently, siiice they caiinot easily secure
rumored going into the recording equiprnent. to produce disks. .Right
currentl.y
discussing
businesSj
is
How, for example; Decca would like
such a possibility anew. Par has to find factories capable of increasbeen liavmg talks with at least one ing its output. They would
lease
of the sliialler disk outfits put into them.
Decca's own .Coast plaint is
pperatioit during the .war, and a deal
producing: no more than
dribble;,
may be consummated this week or of disks in comparison, toa what it
next.
will
do eventually.
Chicago
Its
Par executives it's asserted, have plant isn't ready. Cdlurhbta is in a
the d e t a 1 s of the talks with similar boat. It too would like to.
the company mentioned above and boost its output but cannot.
are .sleepiiig on it. Whether or not
As it stand.?, disk production by
the deal goes through will depend on the major companies will amount to
them.
about 90,000,000 for RCA-Victor including
Red Seal, etc.), possibly
Film firm's new attitude toward, a
disk aftiliation is said to. be based 70,000,000 to 80,000,000 for DecCa;
(Continued on page 50)
on the imminence of the first Metro
recordings, due toward the end of
this year;
OfiESSTEIN'S COAST TRIP

Hollywood, Sept. 10.
head of Associated

Corp.,

president of Music Corp. of America,

Tune

Lovei"

in the film,

Glaser,

Booking

iWetro has paid Mills Music
$10,000 for, synchronization rights,
to the Dorothy Fields-Jimmy
McHugh standard, "I Can't Give

sets,

i

'

Metro'*

,.

Dreyfus, a member of the ASCAP
biiarcl, therefore a member of the
tiassification committeei had been
a^Kerti^g;; :evel• since Berlin drew
750 ndcliuonal points to his original
4.000, that if Berlin's catalog was
-worth 4,750, his own T. B. Harms
catalog 'was worth that much and
likewise
Williamson catalog
Die
Harm.s, compo.scd o£
i-ivled a raise.
Jerome Kern copyrights, bad been
pegged at 4,000 pomts. Dreyfus in
no uncertain terms demanded 4,750,
And Williamson was
and got It.
jumped from. 100 to 200 points.

•

Paramount Again

Gohsideririg the manpower problems '.the miajors have had to face,
plus the. failure of radio set builders
to turn

binc.

(tf

Associated Booking Corp. for lOOG

IIT
raise

Availability
fievliii

MCA s 50%

Joe Glaser Recovers

,

slot.

i

4^'

THE
i#«»^

ANDREWS
SISTERS
Personal

Managemtnf

LOU LK¥Y
RKO

Building

•

Radio City

•

N«w

York

Soolced by

<

HARRY A. ROMM
Suit*

302

•

RKO

Building

•

Radio aty

•

New

York

.

-

1
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CHI DROPS DISPUTED

MCA
Tommy
have

fired

U

for

brother Jimmy Dor^
about ironed out

IVIeanwhile,

sey's band has just
;ts difficulties with

General

ana will probably, stay with
It's
tliat agency for another term,
said around here that just before
.

,

,

Tom

Bocljwell,

GAC

head, went east

from here two weeks ago tlial he
and Dorsey got together one niglit
at tlie T.D. -owned Casino Garden.?
and buried the hatchet. Jimmv D.
had contemplated moving to MCA.
either via buyout deal or when his
contract expires a

little

over

LOO 1-NITERS

K.C., ST,

That small combos can be just

a.i

poVei'tul at the b.o. on one-nighters
as big, expensively operated bands,
is being doubly proved by the King

Cole Trio, on the heels o£ big succes.<ies
by Louis Jordan's Tympany
[''

",

'•'

five,

'\'

a

Cole came through the midwest on
his way to N. Y. 10 days ago, and,
in two days in Kansas City and St.
Louis, earned himself an estimated
Cole played the Kansas City
.$8,700.
Aud. Sept. 1 at a 30-50 split after a
,$1,000 takeout for a local, full-sized
band, and grossed almost $11,000.
Ne\t ni!,'hl. at St. Louis Aud, on a
rial 50-50, he grossed around $7,200.
the'jrnpetu^.^.;'

coin machines neared

10.

jukei

be levied on
a climax

la.st

out of that and later drew a Iwo-weeker between Elliot
Lawrence and Claude Thornhill, set to open ne.vt Monday tl6). Meanbooklime 802 acted up and Morrow was out again. Morrow's next N. Y.
Tins was almost cancelled due
ing
at LoeWs State week of Sept. 19,

week when

dispute over billing.Sidelight of the current musicians-hotel strike in New York impasse is
aflected
the bieak bands in suburban .spots and tho>e witliin tlie city not
Since no name band has
are getting via increased air time on llie nciv
broadcast from a N. Y. hotel since Labor Day. stations luue filled the
cancelled segments with additional Shots for other out Ills uiiallected by

Conflict dates back to 1945 whoii
the city levied a $50 fee on each box
only to have the State Supreme
court declare the move unconatitu-tional.
City countered with an or.,
dinance eliminating the word license

the city finance committee voted to reduce the tax from $50
to $25 a year, It must now be okayed
Council.
by the

i.s

to a

.;

contractual

.

V

dif!'icult,ics.

and pegging it
Operators again

'
,

tax-^slill

a

took

the

at

$50.

case

to

court and have been withholding
payments of taxes pending outcome

Most music people seem to have missed a recent lax decision in their
agreement entered into between the United States and
Great Britain on double taxation. Latter eliminates the necessity of mu.sic
piiblishnig houses, recording firms, etc, paying taxes in both countries.
Hereafter, money earned by IT. S. firms in England,; and vice versa, is
subject only to the normal income tax pa.vable in their own country. The

Feeling is that it
of the litigation.
the city council voles tavorably on
the finance committee's recommeft..
dation the. operators will drop their
suit,
restoring
the
situation
to

situation similarly applies tp all show biz.
Pact specifies "royalties and other amounts paid as con.sideralion for
of, or for the privilege of using, copyright.s, patents, designs, trademarks,'' etc.
This specifically avoids the British payment of. taxes in
coin earned bv U. S. publishers from sheet sales of songs published in
England by Bliiglish publishers and vice versa.

'

normal.

the use

/

awav

'

he's

like scrap

but had to run a special train out of New York
the band a.gencv, nuisic publisher and
executives who went to Philadelphia to attend funeral
father of Manie Sacks, Coluiiibia Records' chief or'artists^^
Sacks' dad died early Tuesday ,(3
morriing after a Wng
He was 75 and had been retired from hi.-; department store busi-

Penavylvania Railroad
Wedne.-iday
record company
services for the
and repertoire.
last

lUne.ss.

ness

m

the

(4)

sort of
tune, "And

of the
National Association
of Life Underwriters^

all

to carry all

j

i

!

i.

Gormantown

Some

Many

section of Philly.

new plugging record
Then It's Heavep."

is

my

thanks to

for their

being claimed by Reniick Music for
Tune, written bv Eddie Seller, Sol
Marcus and Al Kaufman, wa-s reported for 117 pei'formancea by Peatman
lor the week Aug. 23-30.
Previous top is supposed to have been Paraniounl,< 102 tor, "To Each His Own."
;:

it^

of

ROUND TABLE

to all of his friends.

siirpri.siiig

member

THE MILLION DOLLAR

paper in bad investments, bad loans, etc. That
been straightened out and is able to count a sizeable bank account is

tossed coin

take great pleasure in

announcing that I have
again qualified as a

One top mae.stro, who has grossed millions during his still active career,
but, who has virtually alwa.ys been in debt, is now completely in the clear
and guarding a wad of unattached coin. Whereas many of the rival names
who kept b.o. pace with the newly-heeled maestro stashed their, profits
away, aiid today are close to being millionaires, the guy, in mind above

^

'

local

olTjciats over,

a "fair" tax that should

His Capitol Record hits supplied

year

from now.

fight between
box operators and city

favor, apropos the

'

Artists

Corp.

Chicago, Sept.

Long

Morrow
He was pushed

KING COLE'S $8,700 IN

a few people

hereabouts, is that the maestro dispatched, advice to MCA's toppers to
stop booking his band as of an undisclosed date. It's the second time
within the- year that he has talu"ii
such action, the first due to a vague
peeve against the agency.

COIN-BOX TAX TO $25

Hotel Owners Assn. and N. Y. local 802 of the
AmeiKMu Federation of Musicians to get together and settle their current
Moirow has
difteiences is a stiff blow to Bud'dy Morrow's orchestra.
hotel, N. Y.,
been trying for months to get booked into the Pennsylvania
802's strike call.
and aOer securing a sliort date tliere was knocked out by
was oiigmally dated at Hie Penn for four weeks, opening Aug. 5.

New York

Failuie ut the

Time Within a Year

Hollywood, Sopt 10.
Dorsey is supposed to
Music Corp. of America

as his agent again.
Info, known to only

Orchestras-Music

Inside

Tommy Dorsey Reported Having (Nt

friends

patronage which

i

helped attain

this

,

achievement.

!

>

BOwling Craen 9-0184

.

WHitahall 3-67«7

Bands

Hotel B.O/s

at

Due to the strike against New York hotels, called bv local 802 of the
American Federation of iMusicians, none of the bands in \. Y. rboms
worked beyond the dinner hour last week. CoiiSeqiienllv, there are iio
cover totals to report.

'

!

so JOHN STREET
NIW - YORK - CITY

I

I

Los Angeles
Freddy Martin
.Russ

Morgan

(Aiiibas.sador; 900; $1-$1..50: niaralhon
Nice 4,770.
(Biltmorc; 900; $1-$1,50; indof i. Smooth 4,,5ob,
i

.

,

]

'ChicagoHenry Brandon (Beach Walk and Marino Room, Edsiewatpr Beach
hotel'
4,600 combined; $1.50-$1.80 admission' to Beach Walk; Marine Room;,
75c-$i
cover charge, no minimum). Back to good 12,000 after dropping
to 95fl0
last weelc due to cool weather.
Sherman Hayes (Walnut Room, Bismarck hotel: 465; $150-S2 50 min )
Up to husky 3,400.
Claude -Thornhill (Panther Room, Sherman hotel. 9,50;
$1 .50 -.1.2 50 mm)
Thornhill rounding out very successful run with good 7.200.

Top Tunes for Your Books

An

Ail-Time Favorite

,

I'M IN

THE MOOD

'

'

;

,

-

,

Location Jobs, Not

in

FOR LOVE

,

Hotels

Music by

(Los Angeles)
Tex Beneke-Glenn Miller (Palladium, B, HoMvwood. 1st
wk) Kids in
droves btuldmg terrific 30,000 after Best opening of past four
yeai-s
^' Los Angeles, 4tH u k).
See-savk-ing at
4500"''

,

.

JIMMY McHUCH

'

Published

l»y

MILLS

'

'

Hampton

Lionel

(Trianon, B, South Gate. K! uk1
Good 6 000
<Ciro's, N, Los Ani;eles 7th wki.
Gilded 2 675
with Charles Trenet helping for couple ol d.ivi,
-

Guion (Meadowbrook,

Kinff

B, Culver City,

lour-day weekend policy.

1st

wk).

Sorry

3

'

500 on

piotobleToOo'''

'^'^''^ ^''^

Lawrence Welk (Aragon, B. Ocean Pai k

32d and
final weeKi,
week)
" "Mdi
'

record stay
•

(Chicago')

gave you "Oiny Fingcrt" and
"Kittm on th* Keys"

Del Courtney (Blackiiawk; 500;

$2-$2..50 min.l.

OP""'

up lusty""ooo.™'"°"'

Our Grealasr Piano

—

Novelty

MUSICAL
"^oing

TYPIST

Stioii.' 6 200

"'^f't^

^^'eek to

90e-$l 15i. This spot also open
the entire
1,1,11 ,e
nf*
with OLsen
playing to a smash 21,000
Buddy Shaw (Latin Quaitci. 700. ^..-j-S.'? -,fl ,11, n )

roll

week
ween

Avcia-e 3800

'46 Disk Sales

—

Fine
fine

,

"-^'

.^^.^T^y^Ul,^:'^:

,

Wc

=====

-NOW!
^"'''

^'

Iiinale ot 11,000 after

KEYIOARD ARTISTS!

^AMTI V

MILLS MUSIC, INC.
Ulf Iroadway. New York If

ll%V

Contimieil from page 49
Vlfilti^..'

,50,0po;0OO to 60,000,000 for

30,000,000

for

Capitol

Columbia;
and the re-

mainder from the small companies,

CAPITOL SONGS,

Latter are not to6 strong;. Majestic,
.one of tlie better of the secondaries,

Inc.

for

Hi,

New York-RKO
CIrcIo

H.

60LDSEN,

BIdg., Radio City

5-7236

DAVE BLUM,

Rrof Mgr.
.

St.

turned

out

6,000,000

had been heralded for

Vice Pres.

Hollywood- 49 1 No. Vint

example,

disks during the first half of 1946,
These; figures are far short of what

CRITERION MUSIC CORP.

|

Gronitt 1050

1

RALPH HARRIS

|

1946, hut under the; circumstances they're big.
Some people heard so much about
big production figures that an
exaggerated
idea was developed. For e.xample, when RCA last
weelc pointed up a 4,000,000 batch of
records scheduled for release for

'Perry Coma Week," it was taken to
believe
Victor's
production
was
capable, of turning out that many
one stanaa. They had been
built up over a period of time.
•

disks, in

WHEN THE ORGAN

PUYED AT TWILIGHT
WALLACE-CAMPBELL-CONNELLY
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N.Y. Nitery

On

VAIJDEVILLB
Gypsy's Repeat on

Ops Hope

Compromise

for

Scale Before Moil (16) Deadline

New York cafe operatox's are*
battling the Sept. 16 deadline by Local 802 of the American Federation
of Musicians in an effort to arrive
at an agreement. Unless a. contract
'

signed by Monday (16), union is
prepared to pull out its musicians
all N. y. niteries.
Late yesterday^: afternoon, spokesman for the Allied Restsurant and
Entertainment Industries, bonifaoe
organization, said that, "We're still
J'ar apart" but held out hope that
a meeting last night (Tues.) between
Local 802 reps and the organization

Four Top Las Vegas
Niteries Pact

is

tiom

to be held at the AREI headquarters,
plus an additional confab today (11)
at the N.Y. State Mediation Board

that territory; with all having
signed basic agreements and posted
cash security to cover talent budgets.
New spots are El Cortez Last Frontier, Railway Pass Casino, Horace
spots with $85r50 scale, latter for line
gals, on a six-day work week for
in

both.
:

%

are
some cases by more than 50
out of hne. An offer of about
12Vi!% has been extended to the
union, it was reported, but Local
S02 is holding out,: although" it's said
that they're willing to rhake some

Werblin's Mont'l Visit

way

compromises.
•The musicians walkout

Gypsy Markoff, one of the survivors of the Lisbon Clipper crash in
1941, has signed tw do a .USO-Camp
Shows overseas tour in October/
Miss Marlcoff, who was severely injured in the crash and still has not
regained full use of her arms, made
a tour last year.
She'll

head an

all

femme

unit.

With Union

Paqting of four more niteries in
Las Vegas last week, by that branch
of American Guild of Variety Artists,
gives the talent union 100% security

Other spots in that area were
might produce results.
Cafe men feel that the musicians pacted by AGVA some weeks ago.
should be given a raise, but feel that
the present union demands which
they say would increase music costs,
in

USO

Cues Speculation On

Cardy Booking Setup
Montreal, Sept. 10.
Arrival in Montreal Saturday (7)

Acrobat Held

& C. Cancel

A.

Canuck Date When

Primioters Stall on Guarantee Coni

to

live

urged the

up to the

audience

•

Winni-

peg
A. B. Larbe,. understander of the

tumbling
held in

act.

Four Moroccans, was

,$500 bail for trial in

court of

special .sessions, N. Y., Friday (1.3)
on assault charge made by Bernard
Sussman, stage manager of Nicky
Blair's Carnival, N. Yi -nitery, where
both were employedi Larbe was released on bail day after amignmeftt.

late Friday afternoon, the Can-,
adiaii city included in their tour for

the

Lou

by
a

Will

number

Osborne and
Hollywood

of

After a lot of bickering with O.
Noel, promoter of the show, the
Comedians decided to put on a brief
impromptu show but lett the band
and other performers behind at their

contin- of David A. "Sonny" Werbiin,, Chief
geilt upon how far negotiations get of Musie Corp. of Americans office
in this week's meetings. If an agree- in New York, cued speculation on
the hovv much of a flght
reached,
is
is going to
ment in substance
union is expected to extend Mon- put up to keep the Cardy hotel acIf it reaches the
day's deadline.
count from going to Mae Johnson,
be who ankled
will
shows
then
stages,
strike
as of Sept. 1.
attempt
cafes
will
many
puUedj and
VAuiisTY learned that purpose of
to run as straight eateries,
Werblin's junket here was to conLocal 802 contracts expired Labor fab With Vernon Cardy, head of the
Day and all increases granted will hoter chain. Miss Johnson, who was
in charge of booking the Cardy
be retroactive.
for the past 10 years,
Vaudeville house reps are slated to chain for
with her
of act
meet with the union Friday (13), took the Cardy account
to open her own out of Carnival show by Blair. Sub- their contract called lor a $10,000
but situation is said to be not so when she left
deposit, all of it to go to the foundaInformants sequent complaint made
against
acute as that of the cafes because booking office here.
They said they had been
beyond close to the situation have stated Larbe at American Guild of Variety tion.
can
extend
negotiations
phoned kt Minneapolis on Thursday
acwill not give up the
that
Artists by Sussman.
After a trial
Monday.
night
and told 12,000 seats were sold
is
the
count without a fight, which
board of the talent union heard case
and
the
second half of the deposit
reason for Werblin's trip here.
last week it found the acrobat guilty
Ptiimer House Beats Music Ban
Werbiin could not be reached for of "conduct unbecoming a member." was in a local bank.
"Our agency (Music Corporation
Clvicago, Sept. 10.
comment over the weekend since he It slapped him with a fine of $700,
of
America)
arrival
had received $5,000 and
Despite James C. Petrillo, who left town immediately on his
which goes to the
relief fund,
railed a sympathy walkout of or- and it was reported that he was con- and awarded $300 damages to Suss- another $5,000 deposit as stipulated
in the contract had yet to be ipaid.
che.stras in three local hotels in sup- ferring with Cardy at his country man for injuries sustained.
It also
We
received
the following wire toport of the N. Y. musicians' strike, home.
suspended Larbe from membership
day:.
to retain the for Six months.
Aiixiety for
the Palmer House put on its Empire
"'Bank of Montreal advises that
Room floor show sans music last account is not so much because of
Larbe, flanked by other members they do not have balance of
or
Montreal,
$5,000
week with good results. Stunt, the the Normandie Roof in
of the act, plans to appeal to Matt
Therebrainstorm of assistant producer King Edward Hotel in Toronto, Shelvey, national head of AGVA, for on tonight's engagement.
Dick Barstow, played to near-ca- since the combined nut of both shows rehearing or modification of trial fore imperative you collect the
amount
in
United
States
currency
mark.
the
$4,000
pacity biz over the weekend and will rarely goes above
board verdict.
before Abbott and Costello perform
be repeated once nightly until the Real reason may be that fact. that
Other members of trio will base ...M. B. Lipsey, Music Corporation
with liquor restrictions eased in Onstrike is settled.
will likely be placing stance for appeal on premise that of America.'
Problem of what to do when the tario, Cardy
Larbe
is
not
replaceable
in
act
the
"In Winnipeg we were again asHamin
hotels
his
entertainment at
Muriel Abbott dancers took their
ilton, Windsor and Niagara Falls. and they will necessarily be out of sured that the money was forthcomturn was solved when Barstow wrote
were stalled until curtain
This would mean a sizeable commis- employment, too, for six months if ing.
special lyrics to jive with the steps
the
suspension
stands.
time
with the intention of having us
the
booking
anyone
sion slice for
of the line, then accompanied the
An- spots.
gals over an oil stage mike.
whether
locally
speculated
It's also
other line number was done to the
will try and keep Miss Johnson
accotnpaniment of the vocalizing
acts, if they're unfrom using
Maurer sisters.
successful in retaining the account,
is

MCA

MCA

,

:

MCA

MCA

.

AGVA

I

MCA

top show began coming around for
refunds.
The promoters have a'niiounced that refunds will be made,
but it is not known at time of writing whether any have been made so
far.

-

According to a press report, an
unofficial check by the promoters
shows that they are out $8,500 on
the ShoDVi ' -;.
,,

Show's Poor 2G, Mpis.
Minneapolis, Sept. 10.
In 9,000-seat Auditorium, Abbott
Costello show grossed a poor
at $3.60 top for one-nighter.
Boxoffice dip was blamed on polio
epidemic, which kept away children
:

&

,$2,000

of 15

HYPNOTIST

AmailnK and Exoltlup Performance
AVAIIjABIiXS

FOB BOOKINGS

M. ELSTER
ai« Eiwt

7Btli Street,

N. T.

HI,

X. T.

and under and many others,

rain and strong "Oklahoma" and
baseball opposition.
Critics
and
customers were lavish in show's
praise.

Henry Busse's band is heading a
vaude package which will include
Nazarro and Fred Lowery and

Cliff

Dorothy- Rae.
Unit opens at the Circle, Indianapolis,

Sept. 26.

POP CORN ROASTER
Cretan No. f0

PEANUT ROASTER

-

Royal No. S
,

',.
.

We

MCA

Box

'''-.deSoNiM'

301, PhocniXTlUc, Fa.

MCA

Martolais'

Own Agency

Joe Marsolais, who recently resigned as cocktail booker for the Moe
Gale agency, last week opened a
personal management office in space
let to him by Frederick Bros., where
he formerly managed that department.

LARRY STORGH
'REMBRANDT OF IMPRESSIONS'
JUST CLOSED 8 SUCCESSFUL WEEKS PALMER HOUSE, CHICAGO

OPENED JULY IITH

LOEW
BOOKING

AGENCY
ocNiKAt

ixicutm otncif

tOEW BUUOINd ANNEX
;TM W. 44lh

S>.,

N.Y.C.

•

llty*nl:>-^«00

CLOSED SEPT. IITH
Opening Sept. 16th

Oct. 13th

Opening Oct. 15th to Nov. 3rd

STATLER, BUFFALO
Opening Nov. 5th to Dee. 14th

STATLER, BOSTON
,

H. i

.to

STATLER, DETROIT

:

-f-

,

'

;

-

:

-

made by Abbott and Costello, people
who had bought tickets to the $2.50

.

MCA

,

-

Promoters' Denial
The. promoters of the shb'W have,
emphatically denied that they refused to hand over the $5,000 before
the show started. They say that the
money was offered in Canadian
funds and refused with a demand
that United States currency be paidi
They have been quoted in the press
as saying that so far as they are
concerned the actors will not get aiiy
more money .from them.
lipmediately following the charges

acts.

Alleged assault was result of an hotel.
argument, according to reports, beAddressing about 2,000 spectators
tweeri ^ the acrobat and Sussman huddled in the hold in open-air Oswhen former complained that the borne Stadium, where the show was
nitery floor, which is waxed for cus- to have taken place, Costello said:
tomer dansapation between floor "Our promote): has .refused, to give
sliows, had not been mopped up as us any part of the seat money.' This
per custom, making it impossible and is the first time in 24 years I've .ever
dangerous to the acrobatic foursome had to apologise for any local shortf
in their pyramiding part of act, comings."
when Larbe is understander for trio
Abbott said: "We work for free.
of partners. Larbe alleges that when Every dollar we have made in our
he approached Sussman on the mat- recent trip has gone to the youth,
ter, the stage manager 'blew his foundation.
Go back to where you
top" and invited him outside for bought your tickets and get your
fisticuffs and took a sock at him, He
money back."
ii
-v '.:':
admits socking him back but that's
Claim
Misrepresentation
all.
In a statement released to the
Sussman on the other hand claims
press
the
comedians
claimed
that
Larbe was the aggressor throughout
and victor of the fray. Aftermath they had been assured that the stadium had been sold out. They said
of fracas brought cancellation

industry,:

film

ized.

Costello. Jr.i.Foiindatiori, ac-

companied
band and

the

Associated with him itt
the project are G, Bissett and
Lyons, two war veterans. Bissett is
reported to have said that a company was formed to promote the
show but it never actually material"
Pictures.

contract,
a

in

with

assopiated

and recently employed by Monogram,

demand

to

'

who had made arrangementsknown here as long

Noel,

for the show, is

'

The comedians arrived

deposit

the

collect

later."

show business in years broke'
Friday night (6) when Abbott arid
Costello, scheduled to appear with
their "Hollywood Revels" show,, at
the last minute cancelled the show
and charging promoter with having

peg's

refund:

and

perform

Winnipeg, Sept. 10.
Most sensational story in Winni-

failed

On Assault Rap

SI

Then

^to

PARAMOUNT,
NEW YORK
Early 1947
Managemeni:

'

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

'

,

•

AGVA

of Ethics

Hddouts

in Bid to Bring In Indie

and practices for
and club bookers

New

in

Piping Rock,' Saratoga, N.

a

squarer

Matt

Sliel vey

dates

club

according

to;

AGVA, who

national head of

is

tains.

„

\..

ment Managers

Assn.. as well

& Turk, comedians,
and Lee Carroll, femme piani.st.
Prices have been reduced, dinner
from $2,50 to $4.50,.
being
now
tap

I

1

selette,

Quarter,

of the Latin

USO-CSTOTEPPERAGCY.

j
,

Qcorge Deber, USO-Camp Shows
q„ ^^e hospital circuit, and
Kon Nichols, who handled overseas
[transportation, have resigned from
iUSO-Camf) Shows. Bert Wishncw
will assume Deber's .chores, wliile
no replacement has been set for

;

|

I

,:';,:'
.

i

N. Y.,

operates spot.

iNichOls.

Nichols is joining the Sol Tepper
agency. Shirley .Shanin, who was in
the Frederick Bros, theatre depart-

I

a

a.'i

group of indie agents unaffilialod
with either agent group, in which
he promised to set up: a meetinglater this week or next to lay the

DEBER SHIFTS FROM

|

dancers; Jerry

.

Shelvey held an Off. the i-e,cord
confab with Hymie Goldstein, prexy
of Associated Agents of America and
Nat Abrairtson, prez of Entertain-

,

Peggy Marlowe and Pan Merryman,

in

'

'.

;

accord with providing them willi a
more siiTiplified setup than now ob-

'

'

Controversy was cvontually spiby the principals, with union
uiilreezing the escrow coin.

STATLER HOTELS SET

'

added to Tepper

rncnt, also

SHOWS

staff.

SPOTS

IN FIVE

%

Cues

Deal is on for Ole Olsen and
Chick Johnson to play their first
cafe dale at the Carnival, .N, Y.,
starting in January, following current run of Milton Berle. .Dicker is
likely to be signed at around $10,000
weekly, plus overages, which would
make Olsen and Johnson the highest

Oub Sales

Washington, Sept; 10,
Local niteries, flush from tlia
golden taka of the war years, ara

now waking up to find that Washington-^a hick town before the war —

is reverting to type, with cafe sostaying at home except on
paid cafe comedians;
Saturday night and then shelling out
Until deal is consummated, record com with a frugal hand. Survey ol:
is
being held by Berle, who's get- local night spots shows- that cale
ting a $7,500 guarantee, plus over- society is back in the pre-war dolages starting at $42,000.
drums and several out-of-towners
Since Nicky Blair took over the who invested dough in clubs here
Carnival. la.st falli, he's had onl.v two during the war are trying to pull
shows. Pirst starred Martha Rave out and head back to New York;
who was fallowed by
at '$5,000,
Indication of un.settled nitery pic''::'..'
.Berio.
;-C''
ture is a 15th Street spot, popular
Wjth radio people and the younger'
now called Delmonico's. ,Clu)j>
:.ct.
has had three different owners and
CLICKS,
three changes ot decor in' past ,16
months; It opened during war as
Herb Sach's Del Rio and then
Another instance of altruism pay- swung over for several month run
ing off concerns formation on new as Club Duct. Apparently none of
vaudo unit,, produced by ,Murray the ops have found it the anticipated
Brown, tagged "Varieties of 1947,'' goirt mine,
Unit originally gotten together as a
Joe Mos.^ operator of Atlantic
benefit show for the Home of In- City's Copacabana, sold but his Four
curables, Bronx, N. Y;, and staged Hundred Club here last May, before
for the entertainment of patients ii^g ^eal slump in biz started",
there, IS now being .sent out as a
vaude unit by Sam Gold, of Nugpld
Productions, who has made a deal
Tess
with Brown to handle its bookings.
Gold is setting it for -a string of
Dept.
Fishman's
dates in vaudfilm houses.
Brown visited a friend at the inTess Diamond, who resigned as,
ago and head ot Hollywood branch of Ameristitution several weeks
promised to stage a special show for can Guild of Variety Artists some
the inmates.
He lined up current months ago, is entering the agency
unit, which not only clicked with the
field.
She has .joined Ed Fishman's
caught attention of agency, Capitol Attractions, Inc.,
patients but
Gold. Brown will head unit -v^'hicli Hollywood, and Will handle all vaude
also includes Ursulina^ ReiUy Sis- and nitery booking'?, leaving Fishman
ters, Harold Green and Inez Gilbert
tree to concentrate, on screen, radio
with several Others to be added.
and recoi'ding placements.
Fishman has leased a small building on Hollywood boulevard, wliicli
Nitery
Arbitration
io now being remodelled. Upon coniToss of Gal Line pletion Capitol Attractions will oct

ciety

:

'

;

'.

I

CHARITY SHOW

;

'

GOES OUT AS VAUDE UNIT
.

i

]

CRA

preparing

Sets Concert Tours
groundwork for the new setup.
to operate its' Terrace rooms -thiS:
As part of the, deal AGVA plans
For De Marcos, Dunninger
year in Boston, Buffalo, Cleveland
to bring in holdouts among the infloorshow
regular
Detroit
on
a.
and
Consolidated Radio Artists, which
dies for franchises, either within
the agent groups or independently. basis, while the Embassy room in is adding a concert department, is
If they come in as indies. Union will Washington will use display on a setting tours for Tony and Sally De
Marco and Dunninger. The De Marnick them a $50 fee for franchises spot basis only.
cos, who open Nov. 11 in Chicago,
but if they should come via joining
Boston and Buffalo rooms will will carry a troupe to include Imoup with either agent group the
with Cleveland !;eno Coca, comedienne, and Dan
mid-October,
open
franchise would be gratis but of
set to bow Sept. 30. Detroit is slated Roberts, harpist, plus two pianists
course their initiation fees in agent
Monday. Statler hotel. and a string ensemble. Concert dates
groups would be commensurate to to open
Washington, will have Guy Lom- cn the De Marcos call for a $2,250
franchise fees.
chain

hotel

Statler

1946

11,

D.C Cafe Slump

Johnson To

Follow Berle at lOG,

Reeves,

lled

v.; will

,

remain, open through. September and
possibly into October, with Marty
and
Quarter orph
Latin
Gold's
Emcee 'iJewy'. Goyl.e holding, over,
New additions are Kay Vernon and
Gina Jans, singers; Winn Seeley,

cation will give the bookers of small

and

the agency,

Extending Season

some changes from union pact set
up for the larger agencies. Modifi-

sliake,

$105

Tubby

&

Olsen

of Variety Artists

to

comedian-emcee, which he liad up
m escrow pendinK decision of the
Cpneral
commiissions
on
union
Artists Corp. claimed comic owed

Piping Rock, Saratoga,

Yorlc and

elsewhere, Similar in operation, but

spots

returned

,

smaller iiilery

thie

GAC

After Settling Wjth
American Guild

..American Guild of Variety Artists
ethics
is setting up a new code of

Carnival, N. Y., Eyes

Comic Gets Escrow Coin

New Code

Mulls

SepiemWr

WediifisdaT)

VAimfiVlUJB

S2

is

,

|

:

]

bardo's orch. starting Monday (16), guarantee -against a 70-30 split.
AGVA plans to set up a rule,
A chain spokesman declared that
Dunninger will tour solo with a
modified version of the now existno individual talent agency has ex- .31,750 guarantee -against a 65-35 split;
ing Rule B as obtains for Artists
clusive booking rights to the hotel,
Representatives
Assn.
and' other
agent groups recognized by AGVA ^ American J;ederation of Music^ns
N-Y^vSpOtS
,„,
..
^
T »,
throughout the country. This form, has so far taken no action on Statler
Blue Angel, N. Y,,^ nitery, -ha^
while working out okay for the inns despite the fact that its N. Y. P^c'^d basic agreement and posted
larger agents and agencies, would stop (Pennsylvania hotel) had, its
with
American
Guild of
not .work out for the smallies, ac- bands pulled during current Con- Variety Artists. Spot reopened last
tract difficulties.cording to Shelvey.
'
'•
week, with Irwin Corey. Richard
Dyer-Bennett featured in floorshow.
i

AGyA^Adas^2

I

.

.

.

.'

'

.

.

:

!

"

'

Diamond Heads Up

Vaude

Asks

i

1

I

On

!

1

Noel Sherman, line producer, has
ShplHon
Nprrpt
Olieiuun Rpnlarinpfiled broach of contract claim against
JXepidUU^ IMerrei
Dinty's Terrace, Cohoes, N, Y., with
In Union Seattle Branch wwch he dpened. last week, win American Guild of Variety Artists.
Fred Nerret is resigning post as make similar paet with vaude talent
Producer's beef to union states
Union this week..
u
J
* o
u
T
I
A
head
that he pacted with spot for bookof Seattle branch of American

cupy buildiugi

'

.

.

Max

Gordon'.j otlier spot, ViUage
vanguard, Greenwich Village, N. Y.,

•.

i

.

i

,

SONIA (0RTI5

,

,

Guild
Sept.

of
22

,

Variety

Artists

for a -supervisory
.

effective'

post

I

j

ne,w housing prpjeTct. in Cjregbn;

Spots have been signed to
a return date in the new Zanzibar
show; N, Y., opening Sept. 27, Others
on the bill include Thelma Carpenter, Peg Leg Bates, .Hot Shots: and
the Claude HopkinSj-EUiil Eddte Yinson bands.

Van

former vaud^ performer
who ,has' been on the staff Of N. Y.
[Local Of AGVA, win take, over
I

STEVE EVANS
Offerinu
ft

CT,liB,

I

JOLLY MOMENTS

Openiiie
StfliV

Seattle spot.

.

Nerret had previously been in
charge of, the Boston " branch of
union before taking over in Seattle,
Freddie Dale now holds that berth.

19
FIt.\Xf'ISf-0

Soi<t.

SAN

KOSISN-ANGISU ASSOClA'l'KS

Latter

Ink

Sheldon,

HAPPY TIMES

ingot a

INK SPOTS INTO ZANZIBAR

in

'

Nicholas Bros, were originally set
tor the layout; but dropped out becausp of a billing tiff.

I

;

lOrgal line

some weeks
reduced

subsequently

ago.

order

to eight and then six girls. Eventually a contract was drawn up for
latter number and .line went in two
weeks ago, pacted, for a lour-weel^
run. Spot said it w.as hot sati.s,factory and tossed after initial week.
:

-

j

|

INTERNATIONAL
SINGING STAR

.

.

Lou

Buffalo
rep
of
matter and recomnational office of union

Smolov,

AGVA. weighed
mended

to

that spot must either play or pay
gals for four Weeks as stipulated in
contract.
Nitery has put: the coin

up

in

escrow at union and

asking

is

for arbitration of .the matter.

'Vanities'
7°,"°'

y

40G, Mont'l

Montreal, Sept. 10.
"Skating Vanities" took bad beatwith $40,000 net for nine-day
run (two matinees) at Forum last
week.
Seating 8,000 at tops, $3.
Polio epidemic and Labor Day weekend, opening nipiSed take badly.

line

ing

'

a.

01'

^i£..•.»Sp•»..
.....

,,,,,,

>0.li|,„„

Saranac Lake
By Happy Bcnway
Saranac Lake, N. Y„ Sept,

...

Jose,

;.

10.

Benny Ressler received a nod for
his untiring efforts on War Bond
drives in this district, He was given
a silver medal by Treasury Dept.
Lad did it all between rest periods.

CURRENTLY APPEARING AT

,

H

^

DUNHILLS''

Birthday greetings are, in order tO
Whitey Mathews, Virginia Godwin,
Carl Ballantiiie and. your coltimnist

OYCKMAN HOTEL
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Happy Benway,
Sam Lefko, filni salesman, from
Philadelphia, flashing good Clinic re-

BROADWAY'S NEWEST DANCE SENSATION

ports,

and upped hini for meals and

mild exerci.se.
:•
\
After a six-month leave of abL Terkel is back at the
Rogers, where she'll -be connected
with house staff.
Eddie Dillion shot in to bedside
chat with Bob Goldstein, who recently licked a major operation and
now doing
at the Rogers.
Kay Laus has progressed so ,well,
she is now part-time switchboard
operator at the Rogers.
Al Jolson rounds out his 20th year
a.s
donor of two free beds to the
-

'

COMEDY

::

:

sence, Mrs.

^.lle':;^!:^

STRAND,
For 6

Lettving for

New

York

Weeks

OK

Hollywood Itnmed'iaMy Att^r This Engagement to Appear
a Piefurc for

Warner Brothers

PATTER
For

Northwoods sanatorium here.
Hazel Smith, an ex-Rogerite who
here to try California ozoning, is
taking the cure at Prescott,
Reports nice comeback.
Alfred Michalski porting up OK
via bed routine. Ditto for Kathlyn
Bernard, who mastered a series of

Branches of Theatricals

I
thru 13 at $1.0S each or
13 Scripts for $13.00
Nos. 14 thra 20
READY!

NOW

.

in

AH

N(M.

taeh— Doubl* Setipt*
SEND FOK THKIM NOW!
UP ON 'BACK ISSl'KH!

$2.00
.

CATf'H

"BOOK OF BLACKOUTS"

left

Personal Manager,

JACK LENNY

PAUL SMALL ARTISTS, LTD.
SZncI Strtet, New York 19,

201 West

N. Y.

Volumes at $25.00 per Vol.

now

3

Ariz.

"BOOK OF PARODIES"

major "rib" operations.
Swiss Chalet skedded to shutter
Labor Day changed plans and
will remain open indefinitely. Hotel
Alpine opened new Glade Room last
week.
after

(Write t« those

who

ar«

ill.)

ID Seek Parodies— $10.00

NO

CO.P.'S

PAULA SMITH
200 W.

Mlh

Stn

New

York If. N.Y.

CK'<Swvi<mHM Subscrtben:
Sand U( Yeiir Hem* AdMr***

'
,
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VAVDBVILUB
S»m Gumpertz

VaudeviDe Wiggles

Its

Corny Ears

BS

Retires

Atlantic City,\Sept.

Samuel Gumpertz, lor the past
years general manager of

Up For

Bistros Tuning

Florida

10.

nine

In Moscow; Ham s Ham the World Over

Hamid's Million Dollar pier, retired
last Thursday ^5).
about why he would not imitate four
He said he wiU go to his home at
Hawaiians. It turned out to be a Sarosota, Fla., for the Winter but

(.The JoUowino is a reprint of a
copyrighted New York Times review of a typical Moseovo vaude- long, moving trjoute to Soviet woville

manhood. These women, he
were wives, mothers, lovers

show).

3y OKKVI MIDDLETON
Moscow, Aug.

i

In the' United Slates they say that
vaudeville is dead. That is. not quite
li ne in the Soviet Union,
A show now at the vaudeville theatre in the 'Hemiitage Amu.sement
Park, has a nostalgic quality for any
New Yorker, for it has something o£
the.flavor of thoae which used to hit
theatre
on upper
the Audubon

Broadway

in

Manhattan when
was thrilling

Perils of Pauline''

'"The
resi-

dents of Washington Heights.
The vaudeville-like circus is truly
This Correspondent's
iiilefhational..
Russian is still .sketchy but remarks
oMhe master of ceremonies, a tubby
Julie letlow in a fuzzy green suit,'
J;ad about the same content of corn
He
S1.S those of his American follows.
even haS'a wigele of the eyebrow.'
tliat is common to all masters of
ceremonies when they are introducing a pretty singer
The show^ differed from its Amerit;an counterparts in its strong paItTiotic content. A inale singer Vi/ith.
a Willie Howard dinner jacket sang
Hi most exckKsivily of the war, nO\y
Red Army soldiers liked a coyntry
like Bulgaria or Poland, which they
visited during the recent cenflicti but
loved the Soviet Union best and of
how they thought about thfrir loved
ones when far away.
This number, Which- brought the
.

said;

and

worker.s-^not necessarily all at the
same time, he pointed out^and, as
my companion said, "What could be

tor.

fairer than

best

,

'

A

that'.'"

'

parade was followed in turn by

two acrobatic acts in succession. One
was very good, far better than similar stuff at the Palace in the good
old days, but the second was only
fair.
Perhaps Ihi.i critic's judgment
of the second wi<s. wnbalanced by a
woman's decision to dress herself as
a leopard and a man's getup as an
American Indian. He pursued her

known names

the business.
He resigned as vice-pres. and general manager of Ringlmg Brothers,
Barnum & Bailey Circus in 1937
to become identified with the pier
when George Hamid took it over.
in

.

is Deaii Martin, who has
a .notice to Lew Perry, his
agent, notifying him that the deal is
.lent

off,

translation of some American
ballads and ! sus;.gested "Erankie and
^'x
.Johnny."
•

:

years.

nothing

as

The answer

is

has

dorie

difficult; task,

.since

was rather a shaky Open air thei(
atre-^was followed by a monologi.st.
Die.sRed in a sharp tweed suit and
stiakeskin shoes, the actor went off
into a 10-minute routine which I
first thought was- Joe Cook's old one

SOMETHING NEW
HAS BEEN ADDED!

JACK

SHEA

in

that the; com-

Mark Hopkins,
She, .did four sooko weeks,' suddenly discovered there is beaucoup.

petition to the Hotel

Iceland, N. Y.,

Ops Bow

to

Union

Dispute between American Guild
and operators of
Iceland Restaurant, N. Y., was settled in the nick to have union give
performers the green light to open
new blade show, which
•in
the
preemed Sunday night (8). On pre-:
vious day; Dave Fox, head of N. Y.
Local of ACVA, called a meeting of
the cast at the union headquarters,
advising them that they may not be
permitted to op'en the following
riight unle.<;s Abe Goldstein and ISFpel
Lee, operators, adjusted several controversial matters with the union.
Earlier in the week Babe Vorhis,
blade performer, had applied to
union for advice on new contract.
Gal said she was doing several
specialties, in addition to line work,
and had been offered contract for
$100* weekly. Union ruled that she
was a principal and should get $150.
When she reported same to the ops,
latter are reported to have dismissed'
her, Willi AGVA demanding that she
be given two weeks' .'salary at the
.$150 figure because of having reInearsed beyond probationary period.
AGVA also threatened to take the
matter to the State Labor Board on
stance that skater had been disof 'Variety Artists

missed for

activities, a

i,inion

tion of the
.

Wagner

act.

.

them

in

From Septamber 16lh

until

the 29th

.

I

Carrie Nation Doing
l

stated the FBI was carefully watch-l;
ing such moves and would take aclion with local enforc'emen): units it
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JOE
VILANE
Glenn

Rendezvous
New

viola-

Union also

BILL

additional bond money
posted since $500 of amount up had
been paid off on claim to another

Matter was finally adju.sted to satr
isf action
of the u.i.iion, with Miss
Vorhis continued .in show at new
scale, new bond posted, for current
show and an additional bond for
previous show, .".Derby On Ice."
which is being sent out o'n a tour ,of

JOHNSON

RECENTLY FEATURED

THE

BROADWAY MUSICAL Hit

IN

DAY BEFORE
"Bill Johnson
have heord in o

dates.

lair

.
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.

.

I's

the best romantic 'foorjfone

/ongi Jong time."

JOHN CHAPMAN.

Daily News.
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Hildegarde came

for tl)e mpnlh,

.^kater.

BUFFALO. N.

First blasts

I

-

demanded

Statler Hotel

I

came last week when
Perry is expected to take the
the Miami Daily News charged that
squabble to. the American Guild of
outside' mobstexs frorn
Cleveiand,
Variety Artists.
Detroit and Chicago were invading
the area, buying hotels and niteries
fhrough"frohts" in order' to get in
on the expected heavy .take. Story
That Noise
Hear

'a war between local and out of town
charges.
Flipflops in Her Grave factions developed. Local syndicate
in at $6,000 a week
lis rumored to be uncertain as to
Hollywood, Sept. 10.
and apparently cost
Clover Club,' once devoted to the future prospects.
Horse books on
the hotel nothing since it rifibre than game of chance and to the
peddling the Beach have been closed down
made back the '$24,000 in the form- of alcoholic libations, opened with a. all summer with prospects of reof couverts.
new policy under the raahagement puming for the season doubtful at
Meantime, what has 'happened is of Sherry &r Paul, Who moved out of the moment, due to conflicting perthat 'the competitive FairriiOht Hotel their old joint, the Key Club, where -sonalities among the^ group.
It is
Called in Dorothy Draper frOra Jlew the boys and gals OH Radio Row certain,', however, that if those who:
York to redecorate its grill; lured used to durik their tonsils. The new have been running the setiip in the".
away Joe Roichman, long a local Clover Club is dry— a rion'-alcoholic past do not resume this season, no
fave at the Mark, to officiate at the nitery where the wanderers from the one v'.fC will.
Returmers Active
Fairmont in.stead; has engaged local booze -emporia wander in for breakMiami Beach Junior Chamber of
society
newshawk Bob Patterson fast without benefit of old J. Q.
Commerce appointed a "committee"
("ChoUy Francisco" on the S, P. Barleycorn.
f Continued on page 55)
Examiner) to go on the air with an
The ham-and-eggery puts on a
'.'In
Old San Francisco" 15-minute stage show, from midnight pn, with
show, to institutionally plug the Fair- Muriel Gaines, sepia chanteuse, the
mont; and will fortify Reichman Four Notes, a dusky trio and other
with the Hartmans and another entertainers putting on their stuff
name act.
while the breakf asters break .their,
Kitty Carli.sle was dickered for, fasts. There is no dancing, and 'the
but nixed it in order to remain east tables are co'vered by old fashioned
with her groom, Moss Hart.
kitchen table cloths. Of course, there
The Mark Hopkins, in. turn, to Off- are setups for marathon drinkers
DANCE STYLJSr
Set the new opposition, is bringing who carry their own on the hip, as
in Carmen Cavallero's orchestra in in the days of the Noble Experiment.
November, when the,,*. .Fairmont's The proprietors hope to serve eggs
new room preems. and also engaged without laying one.
NEWPORT, KY.
Ted and Dorothy Friend— new local
Mr. & Mrs. breakfast chatterers— for
JlKt-: (iEO. LiltniF
Latin Casino, Philadelphia, will
institutional radio bally.: Ernie HeckCarnegie Mall,
York
open after a summer layoff, Sept. 16
sher's band plugs the. WaitV u
Dir.: .lOK
Cayallero opens.
with bill topped by Buddy Lester.

moola

On as

THE ORIGINAL

Auctioneer"

comedy team.

'where

Blade Show Skates

ONE AND ONLY

''Mad

I

I

.

busine.'^s

;

,

Martin, meanwhile, has .switched
to Abnfer J. Gre.':hler, who's teamt
ing hirn with Jerry Lewis to fprrti- .a

Top Shows

on' a

,

ery operators are already encountering headaches.
With civic groups
launching campaigns against gambling; local unit of American Federation of Musicians readying increased
salary and rating demands; .scarcity
of name acts with upping of bids by
rival bistros; the, new Miami tax on
patrons (25 cents per head) plus appointment of a militant city manager; the more optimistic of the ops,
however, insist that aside from.
Miami tax and the musickers demands, it's the usual presea.son
[flurry before, the influx' of touri.sts
brings the "business as usual" sign.

Device of firing an agent, started
two years ago when Dick Haymes
Qismissed General Artists Corp. to
go with the William Morris agency;
looks like it will become a standard
practice when a performer wants to
switch pfflces.
Latest to use this

Frisco

10.

With the lushest season in history
many weeks away, Florida nit;-

.-ilill

gimmick

Hildegarde's

with a large slick wilh a crescent at
Click Proves Natives
the lop and alter 10 minutes finally
bore her off, caught in the crescent.
Will Buy
The last act I saw was a mellow
San Francisco, Sept. 10.
woman who sang sentimental songs
of the Kate Smithi variety, except
Hildegarde's local click, still the
that each had its inevitable patriotic talk Of the iBitery business here, has
content; She is yrorking, she said,
made an impact on the local hotel

.

down— no

By LABBT SOLLOWAY
Miami, Sept.

Dean Martin Walks Out
On Agent Pact With Perry

Gumpertz for years was identified with circuses and is one of the

.

'^flu.'JC

Up Talent Budgets

Gambling;

season. He has made his home here
in the-penthouse of the Hotel Sena-

;

28!

On

Boffest Season Despite Nix

plans to visit Atlantic City often in

BOSTON

BILLBOARD, Aug.

31st.

VARIETY, Aug. 28th.
.
'

Bill

things

baritone with plenty pOrpipes practically sews
fpllowup.
Lad's ingratiating,

Jofinsor),

sonalify

and

up

in

:

:

good

BILLBOARD, Aug. 31st.
It Was Bill Johnson's man-sized bary which
broke the ice. Hi.s opener, God'.? Green Earth
was a nice warmer-upper, and his second
half. To Each Hit Oujn, cut the plate.
Came
back with a lorfg-haired version of Pagliacci
and segued into a rhythm beat on samf> tune.
Called back and this time it was the Way
Yffu Look Tonifiht.
Crouid couldn't yet
e«ou((h and singer was forced to beg oft.

informal mien, gets tliem from walk on and
Teeing off with
holds them all the way.
"God's Green World" he follows with "To

Each His Own" (as a salute to the pic) and,
for change of pace gives out with robust
rendition of "Prologue to Pagliacci" to esComes back for a
tablish him a.o sol'td__tiit.

,

verbal tribute to the late Jerome Kern
lopped by vocal of the composer's "The Way
You ItOok Tonight" for more salvos.
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NIGHT CUJB REVIEWS
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a redheaded looker,
puts over a .song well, though she's
t-ying too hard to bo the"personThe music
ality" type, of siivger.
was bad for her, ;as it. was for the

other perforiiiei-s

i

;

in. his

haiiiiyg

,

1

-

I

.

when

slie's

,

j

stud', as i.s;that
calling for re-

Soiiie idea <)f his ability
adlib his way to' solid yocks was- in
evidence at tli'; white-tie opener,

Wood's orch
left
in 'Je Chantc," broke oil to

them

eea.se

thi

it.--
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llliKo

/'tin

;

'

Dyer

,Ric/iai'd

;
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.

MuKir

.liM-iMlU'

.

Kr.ulk

S:ill!lli'l'l
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:
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;

:|'.'ri>f

c-iiiiaurteiV
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h-il
II iili>N,
Aiii I'c 1) .MoiiU'ilorb.' niiil
I'liM'U'.
I. (Ml
l'nrH'ip:il.-:
nmiiAi Aiwiiinl.
Iiiihli)
hfiiTiil,. .vi.iiklniH una- 'I'll, iin.;i,», 'i,;i-i„.
I

bebid

;

riiiil

.

Wniio, Al .SunMi,^ r>im ruinimi, Ul'ii S\V'
oesi-st, and then went
l,';u'ni.\
l.mn J.ic'Uhiin. UHlui MrUdr.-iMAlso interpolated -sPme ,\nil K..I,i),iiiM,
lililyllic
W;illi.v'.
Hi I'lliini.lli ll.Tllh' I.MilMll. iMvll TltvlWr;
most aeceptable English iri ''I Don't
siiMii,
i:.<iiiiii
.si^ici's.
Aliiti
iidii'-Know Why" inee "Je Ne Sais Quoi"), I'liiii-kii
.ViMlv.'s; W.'iill. 'I'rlxif,
l,iMi I.OL'h. 11 .1,.
and in a new one, "Chanson d'A- t'.i( I'-'lli-M,.
'Uii>,iMlfUi!
Hn-Vv-irl.

and

,<:

.l-iiil.

mour."

is

Latter, like
original and

most

HHiIKmi

of

his
listen-

very

.ible

'I'wlivH. iiTfl .K^.l U;lii-hi', .\l!ii-,\
Jrwin, MIditii
Ailfilr; )iM<I|'j:. lUiVli, K-'-'i'il l.nliiii', H'ranli

the floor a half^hour, he could
have stayed loiiser;, a'lid was prtib

M

l';""ti-

!

FliVitiiftaii,'

v>ii.rv -).ii'(.«;|).-

\Vrtii-,-'n:

iHitiiinj.-r

lii'jiii-

Twins;
^

.
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I'ltlwIiyi'Uli;

down an encore

ably smart to luai

':l"lM'

Ai.iijt*iit;'

:

On

rrieiil

Bciiiiett,

-

li.v

alone.

.^on^!s,

Knlin.

\. V.

Aiif<«>i.

-
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'

par for
band maintains
dansapation, which is sock.

Don

when he
hind

4.

II. .lliii'i'lM 'nhl .,\ic.n:i. .\I;uiam'i;. Amol itlv;ll!lli? {-.vlrjn jiin ciiivu'l iotl
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Bobby Ramos' band, was oft'beat a,
number of, times during its playing
the .show, ,whi'.p Morales' rhnmba

with

negotiations
=>

,

ol:

pending

^

the

is b,orin}i

''t"!!!.

ccyne.ss
quests,

,

,

gather, at vario- is times, were Franlt
Sinatra, Milton Berle, Joe E. Lewis,!
Bob Crosb,v, |rMk?e_Hyers Jaeta^ outcome of
Gieason and B. S. Pulley. That on musicians.
the flooi" can be taken literally, too,
for that's where a lot of the boys
were, swimming in gallons of beer

tbiiKUev iiiost oiitsland-

iiati;v.e

i'

,

'

1947

I<*<>-4'aiiia«l4>!« ot
Pittsburgh, Sept.

;

business, however, of
tunes.
trying to a.ssuin.; loo friendly a contMCt with tier audience, such as rocognizing some o( the ringsiders and

and
fun-producing,
and
colorful
should ; click in theatre dAtes also.
Line of eight Copa galis remains inErnie Hoist and liis orch
tact, too,
provide the in-bctweeh musie> Show,,
as a whole, ,asirie; f rom Silvors', rotibeginnhig to fedly .show
tine.
is
signs of wear, and Prosor is no doubt

fodder for ya-la-ta^ing over that
opening at Monte Proser's CopaoaOccasion was
bana Thursday (&).
ti<e bow-in of Phil Silvers (New Acts)
for a four-week stint, but on the
floor with him, separately and to-,

|

.

That

t^Jnit^^Xrt^^'^^

j

colony's t roncl)
n.entioii the
fllin
proOlable
it a
orga,gemenl.
l
Ninety percent ot Trenet'.v stiifT is:j,

eontingent— to make
j

-Siie

W^^^Jf-n^^

Unit Review

'

the opener, but

.at

I

,

i

managed to .I'Vereohie this hand- iiig being "Pros do Toi, Mon Amour,"
"Bouin," "J'Ai T'l Main" and 'Fleiir
icap. and sock' over se\'eral rhythin
to

*
By HEUB GOLDKN
Proems of new shows in Manhat

have

'

.

In for two weeks, there
song-sel,liiig.
siiouUi be enou!,;ii collectors oC his
loreiiiii-made di.sfcs around— not "to

Parks,

Mi.ss

N. ¥. Nitery Preem an Inspired Event
.istros

and Jean Sablon'j! more restrained

overseas for servieeinen, has given
this midwest youngster plenty of
audience savvy,

Snatra's Sloogery for Phil Silvers'

ta,,

: '

Ifll.llO

liiii.

.

,

;

*^
Bo!/-S, 15)-,
Delta
Rhilthin
Coreiy.
Mike.
There's bound to come .a day when
had sprayed over each
Unlike most of his pUKiisft'c" "cOnT Monica Lewis, Slaart Ross,:: Ellis
ii'e siiow.s will have tiscd iijj all surv
01 her breaking the mike into a dozen temporaries. Joe ,Loui.s the lieavyZ/(ir),-in; $3,50:iniii.
Kl MorotM>«. l>lon<''l
prises and extiienient. Th;it da.v apscattered parts, banging each- other weisjiit titlchplder. i.sn't .waiting for
Sisters iiarentl.y ..has -not, yet arrived, howinstrument
Dennis
Jahimi/. Howard,
over the head w'ori band
to
opoii
a restaurant..
Max Gordon',; -and Herbert, Jlico^
retii ement
Qt.
Hal
Harfone
Delphine,
m
rt
Adrian
mixmg
up^
i2),
&
I'ver,
for 1947 "Ice-Cipades" latches
and otherwise
louLs ibined the Iraternity of ^Jaclc by's knack of slunveasinj;: :the BUie
Continental on to a new high in luxury. Sovt nlli
the wildest' half-houi-s of yalf-projjivk'ey -Walkei-," Abc' At- Angel's performii'rs so' that they're y It'y Oreli (13). r..ine (6),
editioii ot extravaganza produced b,y
^-^ ^^^^ .^^^^ Tony Galento virtually .guarameeG to cliek i-in fill .Trio; $1,.'>0 mill.
ducing toohshne,;- ever laughed at ^^j,
John H, Harris for. the Arena Manin a New York n:tery.
this easts id e intimerie with talent
w'n'n his unveilins; of a restaurant
Harold Weinberg, who sets the El agers A.s.soi.'iatipii: is every inch: the:
Under it all— difficult as it- will be and cocktail loun.!>e, in Harlem, conndisseurs tintil its \ seams break.
A crowd of this propprlions ushered parlays, sliows plenty of b.o. savvy Spectacular Seventh
for those outside wf show business to Wednesday (4);
Preem here revealed very few
understand— Wa': n somber ;note. That
This is one place where the champ in the 'Blue Aftg!;t!'i act-ivitii;s for the by bringing back Johnny Howard
on the same roti.'jh spots although new editioiv has
rRucoUsnG.=.=;. in its way, was the. re- won't be able to ao 1.5 rouiids. and. .''eason Friday (6), When every square and the Dennis Sisters
When this cOnibo played the;; been breaking iii piece by piece in
inch of floor space was occupied and bill.
Irase. in tribute to Rags Ragiand, of sLiO, be on top of the heap,: but it
tor
several weekshonest sentnnsnt pent up siiice his.: maltes him the .social .equal of Tami a sizable Une .was waiting, for: admis- spot tew months ago. the ropes were Atlantic City
is
liapthing
Same
was
night.
Ragiand
every
up
sions beyond the rope,
slunv still runs a little long, more
death a few weeks ago.
iviauriello. the Bion.x: barkeop, whom
Opening show is a bolT exhibit pening again.
,:' than thre-^ 'hours at getaway, but is
to have played the Cppa date with ho meets Sept. 18,
Howard has brought a few :new being .speeded up to clock a more
That the tribute should
Siivers,
opening of the Joe Louis Bar with Blue Ang'.'l .slalwart.s. such as
have taken the form of the t^'O^S^- soXwus a couple of problems for the Irwin Corey. Richisrd Dyer-Bennett thin.ijs along with his other -stufl, t.onventioiial stretch.
Each winter,, it seems unlikely that
house that was: .Ragiand s medium, cranio. It's a ready source of cash and Delta Rhythm Boys, topping Lad does not use any -set routines as
With the smart such but throws a fast line of gag- "Ice-Capade.s"- can lop prpdeces,-.or.
rather than in mawkish expres.sion. jo,. Louis, lor one thing. Again, the talent ro.st':;r
Jacoby layout ging that convulses the' payees. but ;:o. far it's always managed to do
of
was fitting.
architects cdnsidei'ately included an confereneiering
Special material bit on "Blues in the so.
Present show must have cost
Silvers sn'i R-j.oaud had for man.v apartment for the Bomber on the runs off in the usually smart tradiresponse,
Howgarners
Ni,:;ht"
good,
plenty and looks it. Costumes are
year.s- dating back to their bur- top floor. Even if the .ioint never tions of the- spoi,
Dyer-Bennett, a m,o, from Gor- ard gets, his results with a sock nifty, and overhead ligliting is a big
lesque days— be™ the perfect setiip makes a nickel, which is unlikely,
each other'L; sense of humor an anartinent is aorneUiins these don's other operation, the Village borscht belt style and the ringsiders improvement over the roving spots
tor
it up.
Vanguard,,
is one of the top ballad
eat
routines,
planned
of
pa.st.
Whole thing's a cavalV
had
a
lot
o£
days.'
the
The
Warbling Dennis Sisters eontrib is (rade of sk;;ting wonders and shimHowever. Louis i.sn't the sole bene- singers giving oi't with old English
which they ran through with a rematerial
and clicko. mering loveliness. Most Of the faces
markable air of hcving just ad libbod ficiary of this project. He's in on- a and American :ehiVhti:es -in applau.se- all special
every word. BUi beyond that,, when oerts ntage deal for oroviding the winning manner. His ofTei'ings con- Bouncy Holy Roller revival item are liimiliar. but the way their silver
tain a high amount of literacy, .sly knocks 'em dead.
Duo sell their blad<>,i behave, certainly isn't.
tliev got on a floor together, whether front and his spare time. Backers
humor and are alfably delivered for other stuff, expertly with sbck sales
in a theatre or a parlor, the sponta- of .thi.s $300,000 .enterprise is the
Through
ballet
and
jitterbug.
manship. With more material alo^^^^
neous hiimot that one brou.ght out Roth family who own two Broadway top results.
;„ ^„,^ ac,ohatics. precision and
Irwin Corey., by now 'conceded to! "^^.^''.'y
''"^^' ^^^y ^^"^'^'^
in the other ju-jc v/elled out without restaurants, and the Fishery, a 46th
lounierpoinl.
"Ice-Capades"
spins
be
,a draw here
has
reached
that
really
go
places.
friends
their,
of
some
e.fort— and,
street sea-food restaurant, plus some
like a rainbow on a pinwheel. lee is
position of eminerice with this spot's
So the feel- ^pots they're (tot talkirig about.
ri'.called, without end.
»*'
" ''"l
patrona.ge whor,> he can get away temowV"T?e'r''scLu^^
ing was obviously deep when Silvers,
Apparently, there's no financial With
virtually anything, and everymention of the eveiiiing—
in the only
risk
connected
with
(his
deal
,.
despite
j^,.
,
,
,
.
.
thing he does gefa hearty results: At
n perfect tS-=tc— concluded,, the,; the husje initial outlay. Harlem,
a;;d
as
suppeer show by .sa.vmg
hed.^ell as ofay elements are seen as showing caught, he didn't exhibit
„ quietly
K„,.,
f„r
Rags" and giving a^ive support to the venture anything new, but, according to the
Rags
"one bow
for
tike
from here to New 'Sfork to direct the
cro.Wd's acceptance, there's no need,
scrammed off.
as long as Louis is arotirid to autO'
lor added matenal yet.
The pro- Villa;{4' Vanf$uard, X. V. dunces in the Nat Kar.san musical,:
Sinatra's appearance with Silvers araph menus. Opening night, a line fessor
and Bye"), pack plenly
bit,
French monolog, and
Elcairor Bowers, Phil Leed.>t, Doii "Sweet Bye
grew out of a tola- they took together that would do credit to a Broad way "Barber of Sovi lie"' phono-panto
Frye, CMc-Cliocs (3). Stanley Faccy of eye luxury. Fii'.st act finale,"An.throe
years
ago.
It
was!
film house was waiting to. get in
for the USO
tony and Cleopatra." is completely in
nrimber hit their rriark.
Trio,' 110 coiicr, $2,50 7ntii,
shortly after Th2 Voice had been re- while, hundreds watched the pro^
the Hollywood tradition: "Easter PaDelta Rhythm Boys, tour voices and
jected as a 4F and there was consid- cecdinas from across the .street Seva pianist, constitute a smooth song
Village Vanguard, Greenwich Vil-' rade'' has been costumed magniflcenl
erable fear that troops Overseas era! mounted and foot police wore grpup. This,
Ne'^ro outfit, giving olit lage, N. Y., nitery, jackpots again ly and closing number, "Honeymoon
would be less than happy to have necessary to keen order and admit with a smooth blend of
Express," i,? a sock -finish winding up
harmonics,
him sing for them. Silvers taught the crowd slowlv so that the rush neatly tailored arrangements and with a neat layout of intime fare Willi the honeymoon couple or the
that's perfect for this postage stamphini some of the routines he and Rag- wouldn't break up the place
personable mien, .'imilarly are in top sized bistro.
New layout has two obsiorvation platform ot The Chief
land did together, and, at each perActually. the spot is divided into vocal form. They responded with a
repeaters; Phil Leeds in the comedy while, a movie screen in the back
formance, woulij warm up the'audi- two parts, main room having
gives the impression ot actual travela p.iir of encores.
slot and Eleanor Bowers, songstress.
cnce for a while before Sinatra can^e hoiseiihoe bar while adjoining room
New songstress here is Monica Both turn out happy choices on ing. And ill among these spectacles,
wandering on. Silvers would brush is a strai.ght eatery, where
one can Lewis (New Acui, a neat looker and audience reaction,
the show threads a steady run of
him ott' as an unknown kid who had hear, but not see the.
talent. *ljlfch accomplished sin.ger'.
Stanley Faeey Trio, comprising le.s.ser but no more exquisite pag^
apparently lost his way and had w orli.s in the
'"':
center of the bar. The
The
Ellis Larkin Trio backs the piano, clary- and drums, teepff session
eants.
wound up on the platform by mis- decor consists of
murals dealing talent admirably, while Stuart Ross with sizzling version of "St. Louis
People haven't been overshadowed,
.tlikS;
With, soorts-twintings,
Jose.
along with does the piaiio lulls,
Blues." giving way to Don Frye, though, in ail the sumptuousnea.s.
The Voic^e flev/ 3,000 miles from others depicting Negro greats inNegro pianist doubling as emCee, You know every minute there are
Hollywood to repeat that bit of bu.si- cluding Paul Robeson. Marion Ari
who brings on Miss Bowers for song skaters on the ice as well as j<litler.
C'li4>k. Phillv
iK-ss and take Rs.gland's place in the derson, Bill Roblh.soti;
'and the usual
session. Gal is personable, has plea- Donna
At wood looks better than
Philadelpfiin, Sept, 6.
act which Rags w&s supposed to have nod to Lincoln
Louis Prima Orch (16) luiOi Judy sant voice and does neatly on couple ever, and does a fine piece of blade
done with Silvers St the Copa. That
As nresently constituted, the en- Lynn, Jacfc
Scottish
folksongs.
"Spinning work in a little backsta,ge-al-the-balPouJers, Tune-Tirners, of
arjpt-eciative: gesture by Sinatra un- tertainment is
minor to the power- Jack Verna. (4)
Wheel'' and "Truckle Him Down" let cameo patterned after the Ballet
^Vtarligfiters
(4)
derstandably sets him in a niche all tul draw of the Loui.s
that
label., but the Men
sets
things .nicely for "All the Theatre's "On Stage" number. It's:
of Note (S); no cover or min.
hi.s own in the b;'-', sentimental heart
Virginians, song and in.strurrtental
Time," "September Song" and en- built up nicely and gives Miss Atof show business.
As Ed Sullivan SrouD, which recently apneared
at
This is opening week for Frank core, "Kerry Dancers" whicii .sets wood. who's just as easy to look
r.em;u-_ked in his column: "The wags; Locw's
St.^1-;, and Norma Shcnherd"
at as she is fascinating to watch,
Palumbo's unique nltery-^the Click, her solidl.y.
sr.y Sinatra has- ^.o blood.
Then, I'lL a ,ood-lookinc; son"s?ress
Chic-Chocs, trio of sepia gals, give chance tp .dp. tlie best skafing, of her
adiriirably built on the site of Devvey Yessner's
t;.ke
whatever it IS that course.s fill the needs..
out acceptably wath Calypsos to career. Bobby Speeht btfngs out a
UnfortanatelV fatdt^ old Shangri-La.
tlirougii
that big
ooenin^li^hl'f^
Featuring the "longest bar in the merit nifty resporiso on -their first sock session every time he hits the
'^^^^-^^'^
because mat
oecause
that is ire sort, of high-oc- minished
fheir ovbToI
spotlight and
world" (nearly 500 feet), the spot is cafe date (New Acts,).
easil.y
demonstrates
u^^ufi that ,vd.ntifle,
Leeds takes oyer for his funster- wh,y he's hailed as "the greatest male
'^^Tylty angling for the elder trade by featuring.; top
Eric Waite
name bands.
Click's inL> (.nd parodies that plant him neatly skater in the world."
Not only that, but the Kid was ter- 3ombe'r;'anS''!^n!^
oTHte'eelel^ thS policy. seems; to be to line the cus- and then proceeds to knock him.self cracks down hard on the comedy and
as a comic, having apparently rirooned in.
1 he
Inrliided Wei#f-rirmer tomers up,' at the bar, let thehi buy out to keep them happy.
Lad
has
gets
howl.s
in
his
couple
of spots,
absorbed during tho.se USQ dayij all Mayor Jimmv
-Walker B 11 Rob^n- as little or as much as they want plenty know-how and slick sales- whilo JacksOn and Lynam, latter just
uat Slivers learned during long son. Bob Olin
and Mike Jacobs
and to listen to the music, Dartce manship to get laughs anew from back from the army, are high in
jear.s m burlesque about tirpin
tiThing—
V;„„
space is confined to stage in front of some gagstering that must have been the laugii department, too, with their
Jose.
which is plenty. Pair split some ribs
turntable bandstand.
Table accom- repeaters from his previous appear- trick.? of fun and daring.
v,'ith- tlieir ad libbing as well
as with
modations are for about 150 ivith bar ance here; Withal he does a neat
Standbys like the Wallcys, Phil
the routines, It, was all slightly more
job and makes them like him.
space for more than 1,000.
Taylor, and his stilts, jlig,gling Trixie.
than terrific.
Sinatra: .•rep,eated the
(F0I5T l.EIC. N.
Yance.y trio, aside from doing a Red McCarthy, the -speed demon,
Opening attraction, ;Louis Prima,
stint, :at: the m.dr.ight show- jfriday
<2,t.:";Berirw Parks, iS starting the Click
off
J?,''"?'
with a re- good job on .sho whacking provide Patti PhiUippi, Ann Robinson, Al
Silvers is dnmg pretty niuch mor*^
Wjdie,
Shore,
.Bobbj/
Railios
sounding bang.
tunes for customer dansapation, with Surette. Ghuckie Stein and those per&
Coming
on
every
tiicsame act. in the regular slioWsV ,;lVoTO.,iWoraIes Orch.s; $3,5ft miniTnutn;
half-hour. Prima and his boys keeps Frye handling lulls on piano.
fectionists, Dench and Stewart, jeaided by a cpupl,'- other Copa per'he
joint
a-jumpin'
with
Edha.
.sock
Xinneis (singers Bob Johnston: and
united following Deneh's stretch in
Th« Riviera -eat, ::bt: a .partiiiulaHfly rtiytniiFii.es,
vocals and especially the
.luhe Wilson ), bat,, of course, ;he had cold rbbm foranv perl'orinen
the army, all come through in style;
because antics of maestro Prima himself.
qui 0 a-hcad sta'-t that opening iii,ght o'' its vast e.ifpjinse
Don Condon has a new partner, AuKsqi
and it's a won- Vocalists Judy Lynn. Jack
Powers
with The Voice as .stooge.:
" d''''' that
drey Scott, tor his adagio turn and
performi i-s get over as -well and the Tune-Timers
(FOLLO'WUP)
quartet also
she'.s okay, replacing Mary Bohland,
Silver.s cairio into Proaer's base- ?
A'ld that goes particu- giye- beaucoup a.ssis.ts. The
Montreal. Sept, 8.
customers
Comic Rod Rogers tops new &>- who retired. Later Condon teams up
ment on a loanout ftdm 20th-Fo3£ for '''•.'"^ ''''' '^''^'hg
singing acts.'
really go for this outfit.
LaRue,
xyhich he's appeared in a flock, of
Millie Shore and Berriico Parks
Spelling Prima are three top-notch quire layout backed by warbler Bar- with Mary Irwin and Esco
bara Hayes and tapsters The Rexers comic, for' a knockabout turn nextfi'ms during recent years. His return t'P'i-'^Pquently. do as well as could
be local aggregations— Men
Note the (2).
to
to-closing that's still punchy after
St. Clair and: Durand, ballBroadway— nvtire strictly. East f'^'PC.eted under t.'ie circumstances on Jack Verna quartet andof the
Starstill
h street; he left Broadway when ^ sp»i'sely attcn.icd opening night of lighters.
Music is continuous with roomologists, held- over from last several seasons. And. of course,
Smoothies,
session.
Old
ijilner .Mayor LaC-tiardia put the lid '^^'^ s'l"*' show iierc: while the"
smashing
hit
are
the
a
Lane the spot opeh from 1
on Minsky's— created quite' a buzz, as Bros,, with their standard acrobatics, a.m.. When reviewed p.m. iintil 2
Rogers registers for hefty returns Irma Thomas and Orrin Markhus,
(Friday) the with
evidenced b.y th-v turnout of celeb.<; manage to maintain the: sight
sock material. Lad missed a doing their familiar Harvest Moon
values bar was lined, four deep with aptn« C,opa,:opfnirtg.
Silvers has that they oxper'piice :wh6rever they proximately 1.000 patrons pa.ssing w'UR'.e on opening night because of dance With a skill and grace that
^atil ehaplm, songwriter at the
,
a little, too much punching but sooii must awaken hope in the breast of
<
\
through the magic eye" doors
20th- nay,
F(« studio, also on loanout, at the
regained his balance. Comic savvies every balding gentleman and graceIt.'s
always beo,.i a tough room to
Slial.
piano with him.
the: French lingo which is a big help fully maturing woman in the audllul .'iCouslically. and Bill
Miller the
Aside from the comic, 'who follow.s ownlface. has apparently
in this spot-but he doesn't
depend -encp.
sought to
f'Iro's, ll'nooil
l-eter Litld:.. Haves' ptolongcd and. ,iM,se the fngidil.y
on
it.
Shakespearean item gets
Newcomers thi.s seaion are terrii.
with an innovation
HpMvuiopd,;
h.'ghfy. successful run, the rest of
Sep/.
lor
acro-ss
the
4.
nioety .but could use some Mullen Twins and Ed Balche, known
new
^
R.iViera—
the
r-i.
a line of girls
Charles
Trenel, bouncing Gallic editing for better timing.
Cops show remai-iis status quo. An- It gives the spot, situated
Best bit as The Hub Trio beCora Uncle Sam
high up on (12)
-Don Alfredo Rhumba Band IS the Parisian number.
ticipatmg that Jhe N, Y, musicians' the Hudson bluffs,
a touch of
Imitations separated them, toss in sensational
a
tha
(5); $2,50 cover.
stnke might aff,..ct niteries, boniface Hie shows earlier in
al.so- pka.y,
Winds up his stint with acrobatit! tricks, some of which look
the season' had
a fast patter and has to begoff.
^evut^^With tieen:la4'kirtg. And it helps the rouabsolutely impos-sible even after they
^,'',?''''^A"en'^'''.?.''°'''S^
Charles Trene.t bouncing Gallic
the APM flreworlcs temporarilv
Barbara Hayes has a nice set of do them; a youn.gster named Alan
in tining, too, where before it was one
Groaiicr, is making his west coast pipes.
abeyance, "he held over the previous performer folloAi-in?
Gal's a looker and sells well Konrad is a beautiful skater who's
the other with- bow at
show,, whieh includes Johnston and .out any semblaiiio
Giro's, and it's exactly the on "Lady Be Good."
"Gyps>y" and going places, and a smasheroo nov'of stagiijg.
right spot for showcasing the ohan*Tiss Wilson, providing in good style
What Is This Thing Called Love'."' elty is the badminton turn of Hugh;
Shore, invariably a facile, funny
leurs intime way
the vocal backgrotiiids for fhe revue- guy. With
with a tune. Rexers get across -with some fancy Forgie and Slig Larson. It comes
-loads of tflent, had trouble
Sandy-blond six-footef's delivery, tapstering. Pair show nice
Joe,y Gilbert, a ynungster whose tap- opemng:
night !<eiting to, his. audiroutin- early and .sets a sizzling pace. Music
ter))in,g-is.:sure to get further notice' ence,
with oo-la-la ge.stures, ing and bow off to warm palm is under knowing baton of Jerry.
and it was only a tribute to his embroidered
hat-crushing and orb-rollings aimed whacking.
varbler Janef Goylord and Lynne hard
St. Clair and Durand still
punching that by the tiirje he primarily
Mayluill. and Brian MacDnnald hanBarrett, who does a modern balletat the femme trade but registering
in
the holdover spot. dles the announcements nicely. Vol.clt
thq ,Boor, lie had 'em in hLs al.so
plenty
accepl<ible
;.vpe dance.
Show is backed up by palm. Playing before all
to the tab re- Solid in-between act.
Line i-outines eals r>re done fvonj the band iiiatform
kinds of trievers, falls somewhere between
tliu Lacuotia Cui^n Boys,
repeated from last show. Biz okay. by Eddie Buslv and, Molena Si»tera.
who also audiences during tlie past few years,
the exuberance ot Maurice Clievaliet
Cohen,
Laza.
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S5
the country, with highest figure thus
far the Beachcomber's offer to Milton Berle, $15,000 weekly, with pro-

New Acts
Songs

Comedy

U

16 Ming.

Blue Ansel, N. Y.
Monica Lewis steps into a difficult spot in this Blue Angel date.
Spot's patronage has been accus-

.

Copacabana, N. V.
Phir Silvers returns to New York
graduating from burley to a
20th-Fcx contract that has landed
in feature roles in a bevy of
It's a well-deserved graduafilms.
tion and the bespectacled comic's
Broadway shows that
return: to
while' he's shaken Minsky's, otit of
arter

tomed

he fortunately retains that free-andeasy ad lib comic manner and tersense of timing that burlesque

The Broadway mob

to instill.

will definitely like

At session caught, she did three
encores, which is a reliable bellweather of patronage acceptance.

him at the Copa,

For theatre and nitery audiences
outside the hep circle at the Proser
fount, however, Silvers will have to
do considerable broadening o{ his
material.
That's evident from reaction at the- dinner .shows; which
are well-populated with peasants,
compared with the hepslers who
patironize the later seances. VWhile
the hinterlanders wonder what-thehcck Silvers is all about, the Broadway habituals get a terrific bang out
of his trSdey songs and patter and his
inside asides.
determined not to do an
ordinary talk I'olitine and has very
weU succeeded in being both novel
and entertaining in his humor.' Most
is

Of the material is in thie fGrm of
special songs, at least one of them
having been written specifically for
this engagement, while others he has
been doing for years, some of then*
with Rags Ragland, who- was slated
before his recent death, to play this
date with Silvers.

:

At the minnie piano on the

floor

Saul Chaplin, now a tunSsmith at
20th-Fox and formerly teamed as a
songwriter with Julie Styne. More
lhan.an accompani.st, Chaplin is an
affable foil for Silvers and himself
looks like a bet for 20th for comedy
character parts as well as eompctHerb.
is

BETTINA LIANDRA
Songs
10 Mins.
President Hotel, K: C.
Bettina Liandra put in a good deal
of time around clubs and shows in
the Chi area iip till la.'.t season, and
the Drum Room boolting. marks her
BOW
the Kansas City area. The

m

deal also marks a change in this
hotel room s policy, opening up the
place to specialty floor acts.

Miss Liandra has a well-trained
vojce
the coloratura range and
well stocked with a repertory of

m

pop tunes, musical comedy numbers
Old fayes and light opera.
She's
been around enough to know how to
put it over on the personality .score,
and okay on looks. At show caught

/

she did "Begin the Beguine." "If

I

Loved You" and "Gyp.Ky," and customers gave With the patties.
Booking on this new policy is on
a twp-week'with-option basis and
loofts good for several weeks along
with the Jimmy Tucker orch which
packs her up and plays for dancing.
'
.

UNO

BROS.

Quin.

.

(3)

Songs
Latin Quarter, N. T.

The Lind Bros., making their
Broadway cafe bow, are „a robust
,„uu.>.
vocal

trio thoroughly grounded in
harmonics and who know how to
impart color and shading into their
ollenngs. Their repertory impresses
as being suitable for vaude as well
as cafes, but for theatre work they'll
.nave to add a few visual gimmicks.
J.^'^i/ song catalog has variety, as
mdicated by renditions of such
varied works as "Donkey Serenade "
•

a rib of "Pagliacci"
tional, 'Eih-Eili.''
In
song work, there's a

and the

tradi-

their straight
great deal of

seriousness, which. i.s sometimes discomforting in a cafe, but there's
*"°"gh talent to maint=ain ihtefest
au the Tvay.

AH

work is
which may be
their,

vein,

in the fortisfiimb
all i ight for im-

mediate heeds, but with the vigor
tney put into their harmonizing
a
vocal conservation program may
be
necessary ultimately.

CHIC-CHOCS
.,,

Songs

trio,
comprising
rti^^Pi,^
;5;igPelle, Thelma Murray

Dorothy
and Loise

v^hittaker, do okay on their

^ appearance
Vr„
village
bistro.

at :this

initial

Greenwich

Intime surroundings

are perfect for their harmonizing
of
cnanties, mostly Calypso tunes.

Gals

Jose.

on such item's as
iMmnie from Trinidad," "Can I Rely
You?",' ','Ice Cream, Come and
^ct .It and "Hattie from Haiti."
trio IS plenty mike-wise, through
naving appeared on the radio, via;
tJAL nrogram on City'.s niuny sta2."

'

tion

WNYC.

Hu.sky-voiced member
snatches of comedy in the
numbers that should be enlarged
.upon, and nrobably will as they go
e.ssays

along.'

VVith^a bit

more

poliish they'll

do for either boite or vaude dates.
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Florida Bistro
SB

Continued
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page 53

of law-enforcement on gambling, though nitjery 'operators in that section literally lost
to

investigate lack

i>

:

:

some

Operators

point

politically ambitious

out

:

season when it forced closing of
area rooms as 86, Brook and smaller
spots, suddenly came to life and
joined the parade. Again, seasoned
ops branded it the usual pre-season
hoopla.
Broward county, where the fabulous Colonial Inn netted over $2,000,000 for the owners, and where
Green Acres, Bouche's and smaller
casinos reaped a harvest of Dade
,

Keaton: it .ArmfieUl
.MIA.M I

:

,

Strand (H) lit
(:'i-o.sl)y
Ore

fiob

Town

Trans-Atlantic

that

the

Continued from page

;

1

:
'':

.rritr..?

I'liitlXIHll

:

:

,

(1)

Mile.'!,
and
Kay. Cppacabaha
commitrhents with
Joe E
Other toppers being dickered

tentative

Lewis.

:

Ritz; Brother.*!,

:.:

,

Rob

Blair
Adoi'ables

I

!

State*
I.liWlS.' &

New

VAN

I'ork

I

.

]

.

raminouiif* N4<«w York
IVi*. Mgt.: KOmJB MMlTIi
1501 Broudtvay^ Now Vork

Ginny Tjowery
Mfil Oole Ore
Hotel liisinnrok
.Sherman Hayes Ore
Dell

Iviki

li"'oster

Pfllave

.

Canfield Smith

Golden Gate (K) 11

18

(J)

Bri>gg»

4 Evans
The HerZogH
Hose Murphy

-

Stump & Stwmpy:
Stale

&

SHKEWSBLKY

Moors (1) IH
Christine Forsyth

Allen

Herb Howard
Pat Hill
Co

.

F &

.

Sl»RIN(iriKT,P
Couri Sfl (l> 12-iri

Seed
Jack OlRon
/fe

HOSTON

Stuart Kistpra

(K)

BoKlOii

Abdullah Girls

\%

Fvatikie

Wallow

Ted Ijester
Roy mviB

Howard

Ni<^liolM

Lorraine Rojenan.

NO

JJOl

Bobby

lillOOK

Howard

(I)

13-15

&

Betty

Cabaret

CITY

•

Klclianl D, 'Bennett
Jrwin Ool'ey
Stuart ii.*isfi
J'

Lai'liln

Delta, Rliythm Boys
atonieiy

(J)onnloLvn)

Timniie
StisH
(^liff

ri

Rogers
Reed

(

.

.

j

same troops

Vosr

Siai>leii

Gloria l»ale
a -Terry

C

HiggeriboftoiTi
Vat

roii|j;a

Bobby Cai>o-

&

JFCstello

.

.

.

,

,

"

|

'

:

^. La Pierre
Wiitjon Sis
\:"v\V/.\
Scheft
Iln.ss

Ann Pennington
Willie Solar
cniieiijip Hurley
Mlr>ha.el FJdward

Bin Acoitn

Bmnja Francl*

DtiTlas

-

Do Woiid:

Loi'faine

.SinEer*,.

Gwinn
Miriam La Veil*

-Mlriaiil

,Ia

.story

and

Maoliifo Ore

Pupi

Cfmpo Ore

.La 'Aliirliiiiijue
H'firvey Slnnc
Tlie
V;tgnb(inds

Tex K

Bob

Paul
.1 r't!

n

.

of

Vysenof

VVhife
Ffaiitiifl

Jej'vy

Grf

Leon

pany.

v

^1'

Louise

.S( f

The Pa

\

r

to

t

s^>n

L & LUpi TMiid.

Understood that both Para-

mount and Universal are dickering

r(?ill<>>

wo

form a new company which
would have his exclu.5iv.e ;serviceS
for a period of fi-ye years. Tefms
agreement permit Mason to make
outside deals through the new comto

DiV Bois

Pcaco
Bcnijftt

SirkI 1)0

.

..

LiiuV lirog

>]iroy

Glass," the trio heading for early
release by Universal, and for "They
Were Sister, .'' "Seventh Veil" and.:
"Man in Grey" how on U. S. .screens.
"Fannie By Gaslight," final United
Artists xelea.«e for Rank, is. also 'sjst
for 'early release.
Mason-.recehtly sighe'': a- paCt with
David Rose, former Paramount exec,
'

.

Ted Lewis Ore
:!

j

:

Miu-lif-ll
I.jiliii
t)n:u'tei

Gail

1

,

ci-idrlc];

VhI Oinian Ore

Geraldlrte'

Continued from page

garet Lockwood. Still it makes good
coin prospects for "Odd Man Out,"'

"Wicked Lady" and "The Upturned

Vet

J
\

i

|

,

Revuc

.

Kell>''H

Stan .Fishfr
l^e-n

of

.

Granger, Phyllis Calvert and Mar-

Hsnry Red Allen O

ii.rotpi>s

Milton Berle
Flly A rdelty

;

James Mason

Oro

Iceland
Ice

3

.Marion -C'olby^
i

j

piijilt

Seller-

;

il.aU

Maiiin

head

Crossett,

Reese Gay

v

-

Carnival
j

writing dept.-

r,ou

:

J>avif
p.a-Vld

Ray

Lewis
(tolando
Carnien

Dean & Ray

lil-ight

>orui>iy .la rnac,,/
>f{)pe Foy**

Kdniutid

Ore

Havanu-'tTaftrid

Dean Martin

r.-arry

Society

(;pto\vn)

Gilford

Pi^t rif ia
I

Bro<tlts

MonohiLo Bd

tV-

d Heard Ore
Cafo

Randy

Vs Studio Realie;nment
Hollywood, Sept. 10.
Further steps in realignment of
Universal - International,
following
recent merger, were made Tuesday
(10) with new assignments and promotion.
Morrie Weiner, with Universal. 26
years, named operations manager,;
with A. McDagostino as assistant
and Ed Tate head of operations desk.
Leslie Carey, former chief sound engineer, becomes assistant to Charles
Felstead, sound department head.
George Macon, formerly with Metro,
named head of research and Lawrence Crukshank set as assistant to

Sergio Oi'la
CatalJno Ore
Carlos Vaf"('la Ore
Hotel nix1«

.Toluison

I'ef e
J

Vincent Travers Or
Morty Reid Oro
4U0 Chih
Louis Jordati Ore

.ferry-

Jaclison

Jaf'k

A,lJison

Bill, Miiore;

Pour Jio&ebudii

Hlii« An|f«l

f'nro

J'arka

Bills

Jimmy
George Paxton Ore
Andy Kli'k Ord

FlllH

O

Rerry Brnn
Kitty Murray
CoTiw.ay

NEW lOEK

Monira Lewi(i

some changes might be
made. He'll set up story and talent
departments for U-I in London.

18

(1)

"BrsKlnp Ilawkinn

liM)

TottcrK

AI T.ibbv

organization of the U talent-story
setup.
Adolpii Sohimel, corporalion secretary and counsel for U,
who was also named exec co-ordinator of New York story and talent
activities early this year, will drop^
the latter task in view of Goldstein's
appointment.
Larney Goodkind, U's ea.^tern
story editor, and Martin Spector,.
talent chief, will temporarily, at
least, remain as is. G-ldstein leaves
Friday (13) for England and on his
return in about four weeks, fie in*:
dicated,

no
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All Stars

BoWes*

('A^IDEN

|

(D

Capitol

Lamont

(two In

,

.

"Whiilinf?

WASHINGTON

Rrook i\) 14-15
Jack Prince
KddJe Baker
(Teart

,

at Shannon
Gloria, l.evoy
Jack PaVr*«lI

ft.

15-18
&. 5-enore

DeCosla
IKiyle

.

Dick Buckley
Dlx

Tommy

l.?-14

(1>

Plavmates

Hai'ria

Continued from p ge 4

Monkevg

ByrneM &. Dooley
Walter Blake
Geneve Doraii.

SAN FRANC IS< O

Eddie Peabody

Jimniv Lunt'eford
Jininiy .fimae

Betty

Jack Page Orq
Joo Klsh Ore

Revamp

U-l

Bros

HiKterH

Viera's
VZ

fl-lS

(J)

RiRgoletto

& Pat Aimee

.Paui

Ko.val

Hprth Trio.
Pchai:;t Orq

.

i:i-jr,

(I)

Rey
KOCKI^'OKD

Hippodrome <I>
Allen & Kent

Bunny

.

Rosella;

Alv'ino

Witlis

rhiilis
Ni'oli.

(3Q)

Davidson Ore
Vine GanlenB

Jesafe

,

Larry Ross
Rega;n Callais
Anita JaUobi:
Phi! DisRey

Hotel Congress
Milt

MeiiopTii

14

<l)

KehenJt

Fayrie

Cee

Ucome

Vela Moiitoj'a
Haskell

Betty Hin
The Martinis
Eddie Pens Ore
I

riei-

Stf-el

"VI

Nancy Doran
Don Bradfield
The Lovelies

riTV

.ATL.iNTrc:
Al

Coparnhiuja
aciiiat battle conditions and
lulle \Vi:lann
in many cases, took the same, Joey Oilbi&rt
risks and lived under the .same con- f..yrin^ Hit ri'fctt
rornie Tlotst Bd
ditions, often foi: longer periods of T..'CUofi!i Llnyes Ore
l^hil SilWMP
time.
S.;iut
Chaplin.
liorhf'sUflc
'These actorsr" .said the resoiur I>ia itioud

.

Shaw Orp
Kio Cabana
Jackie Mllea'
Olark BroBV
Rita Ochman

.Buddy

& Mara

("olosimo Models

New York

Ciipitol,

J.o^'^w's

.

who,

serve as

'

Tony Feola

ON BROADWAY

3

iinder

.not,

Siinykins
Latin T,ov(^Iies
Jackie t'oogan
Paul Carleton
Piosa COFtello

Colofiitno's

Maurice

Quarter

A L

(12)

Luclo Garcia Oro

WKKK

Arnaut-,

Hild Dancei's
l.iifin

Stooges
Betty Morgan

Resolution

and did

D

Gay Claridge Ore

Winrhell

&. Paulf tte
&. Dornthea'

.

RoUet

3

Tins

Ivoeiv's

tion, *'were not

Paul

Xellit^

Bill

1^

Ore

'

'

^
.Ford
|{ .Kdgewater Ite'eh
Henry Brandon OrC:
Song. Rt'ylislH '{Mi

Puree

nracie Fields

t'.hesfer

Paul

'

.Joe
Kiircji

'

(irace & Nicco
Ja<'k AViUiama

Dame

..lohn BolPK.

Marshail Bros

Planes will use I6m prints exclusively and the only things holding up the idea are scarcity of planes
and of the specially-designed 16m
projectbrs to put in these planes.

.these

Roberts
Venter

Chez

Mo.-^.c

.laek
VaxtW. (I)
r.o

:

tion.

oiit ,to, ientettaih

I

VI

(I)

.1

HI

Hopkins Ore

CouHnenfal
KyKes
Vera Ore

'

A

Gil

'

Sammy

.\-arfiueU*

llolel

Del Courtney. ,OrQ
Dodso-h
Hdssi Sis i'li

Zeiaine
2
a ek R

raitwe (I) 12-1!!
,.Tohilny T.onB ()re.
.Toluirty ,:Oe.snioinl
T.yjin.r Hoyi'e, .Nitaa

Although use of American pix in
size is an old idea with steamship companies, exhibition on planes
is an: outgrowth of the major distrihs' swing to foreign 16m distribu-

35m

by the clubs at .sky high bids are
Sophie Tucker. Danny Thomas. Mar- combat troops, and otiier. combat
tha Rsiye, Willie Howard, Franlt awards were promiscuously aw?irded
Sinatra, Danny Kaye, Jimmy Dur to those who were not at any lime
rante: and most every topliner in engaged in combat.'*
for

Carmna

("Mm line

;

.Tai-iies

Dotti'S

i>Hir..\nKi,i>iii \

,

'

December with Jackie

VI

.

,

Jeanne Fbreman

.\Knox

,

Harvcy Stone,

Kadio City

Si.

,

Ore

ii

Wee

P,>e

CHICAGO

(lest Avna'/. IJil
.Vbnchaifiivlf*.

,

VFW

has

,

'Sis

Dixnn

Al.an

llhK-kliaivk

'

-

Pel

l-Jiiiii

(IM

Viviari- Blaine

'

'

"

,

possibly, Beatrice

•rarl Ravazza
.1 iilmiy
Farrell

MIN'NKlVI'OI.IS

flights predict 75 European .lul,fs *t
'Tiia
flights weekly within the next year,: Hilly 'I).T fit:
10 mi)
points up the potentially: important (one
11-14
.laniHira
(I)
aspects of the deal. Seven Seas, ac-- .rohmi>' 'niiKg'n n
Byrii
*
.LerOy
C
cording to Hubbell, expects at least Younp:
Jiut'ky
50 of the 75 flights will be showing T.iijiUa.
Harry
Rose
.American films.

ocean

Petors'

Miller Bros

\ urNailler

I

11

Kbv Doiisla.^
.\iisson >•

14-l.->
Co'.

I'^imont
l.ucy .Vasii

,.iTacJ<
"

:

.

Olyiiillia (IM
lliiy<loi-ks
lioyil J-le;illU!ii

.The

Don CunTniings
The Duiilnlls
;

Although keeping exact details of
(restricted gambling) county money, the deal with film companies under
the "word"' has not, as yet, come wraps, Hubbell disclosed that his
company pays for the films on a per
through to "gO: ahead."
If Broward does operate this sea- capita basis (number of people who
son it is said that Colonial Inn will will see the film on the planes) and
not present shows. This means that according to the age of the pictures.
Majority
of the pix used to date, in
the highest budgeted ($30,000 weekly for talent and music) spot in the the Pan-American flights have: been
current and Seven Seas has even
area will be cut off from talent.
certain
films
over the
preemed
In the Miami sector the AFM local
has readied a scale which will not o,cean.-'
only bring a hike of 30% in pay
Hubbell believes that the exhibifor musickers but will reclassify tion of pix on transoceanic flights
many former B spots to class A. will become as integral a part of
Florida
Supper Club asisociation flying service as food is today. All
members have already indicated that airlines will eventually have pix
in such event they will bring in out- services, he believes, since air execs
of-town bands, with some smaller recognize that nothing is more borrooms planning to drop bands and ing to a traveler than a long plane
floorshows.
flight. Need for such a service hasn't
Anomaly In present situation is been fully appraised yet, he said.
fact that AFM and.FSGA reps com- Operation of the projectors is a simbined Jo ..hting la\itsuitsiagainst en- ple: matter, for the hostess, who
forcement of 25 cents per head tax flaslTes lhe'"film "6n" a screen set- up
recently passed by Miami city com- against the cabin door at the front
of the plane.
mission.
Added headache for Miami Beach
Seven Seas, at one time headed up
ops is proposed action by city counby Grton H. Hicks, currently chief
cil to cut down hours of operation
of Metro International's 16«n operafor niteries holding all-night licenses,
tions, recently merged with Modern
Action is predicted on fact that too Films Corp., which had been bookmany bistros are taking advantage ing 35m prints to steamship lines.
of ordinance which allows such
Latter company was headed by
policy.
(Miami law calls for 2 a. m. George Barnett, who took over as
closing for all spots).
At present, prexy of Seven Seas.
Hubbell
during what is supposedly the "off"
served as Army liaison officer with
season there are five beach clubs the film industry during the war.
offering up-to-dawn drinking and
Seven Seas is also planning for
dancing. One spot, th« Club 22 by
instituting svjch a, policy turned a eventual use of 16m films in dored-setup into a profit making in- mestic railroad lines. Efforts in that
vestment. Paddock has always op- direction have been snafued in the
erated under a "dawn" policy, past by jurisdictional union tanthough at present a beer joint with- gles between the railroad birotherout entertainment. Kitty Davis' and hoods and lATSE, btit one important
Don Richards' Famous Door joined rail line, Hubbell said, is Currently
they're
the
pack.
Result;
all .experimenting with the idea arid
Most successful feels Confident the union trouble can
struggling for biz.
of the group is Benny Gaines Black- be iironed out.. Army ran 16m pix
amoor room which keeps open un- on ho.spital trsiinS during the -war,
where the idea was welcomed, by
til four a. m. with a straight entertainment policy and no band. City both medicos and patients.
council and reform elements, fear
that all clubs: Willi during the season, attempt to follow .suit and thus
make the Beach: an all-night 1 6 wn
Something tlie.y do n6t want,
Cdntinued from page 1
Plunging on Talent
Despite all the furore, top opera- a shot fired in anger. Nor did it
tions—such
as
tlie
Capacabana. make exceptions of the hundreds of
Beachcomber, (jlover and other,-! are namcnstars like Bob Hope and XJSO
going ahead with bid.s for names. personnel who .knocked themselvefi
lined up on tentative basis Mae 'West, Milton Berle
and will definitely, open eprly in

.

,

Keen

ne

.III

members

committee are behind the
move, what with elections coming
up next spring. Also ask, "where
has the gambling been taking place
on the beach?"
In Miami, with a new manager appointed, the civic- reform league
which has been dormant since last
of

:

'

their shirts outside of one or two
Chamber insists that there
spots.
has been laxity by enforcement officials.

'

i^-

-,

.lohiiny ,Burliti

'

;

i

make neat appearance in
wmie gowns and give out neatly and Beachcomber has
!??J."ioniously

mnnrvllon

In

ivli4*llirr,

,

15 Mins.
Village Vanguard, N. Y;

.

NninrrnU

men and

-iilit
wprll
smaller: op5 are afraid there will be
I.<-tt«rH in imrviitlirKis iiiilii'iUe: «ii'0ult.: (1) Iiiil«|i«ndcnti "(1.)
M«wi
a clampdown on any form of gamb^^
ling.
One larger bistro o-wner
points out lhat if Broward runs on XKW YOKK CITY Dick lievk
'
Paul Rbeen
\ illaKe
IflirD
I'lniltMi (L) i»
.lotinny l.adiiiir Co
a restricted basis, there is a good;
Margo Wade
Billy liiilly
"
Oeiie.
Ore
A inn .stone
F Shepard O'cers
Oarlands
chance for the Miami top '.spots to .vnt;;i 'lvvij.i)H"
<;rpen
Bromley: ,t .Barrett Zisgy Lane
...\lleia
Wallac* "
B,-i'i
make a profit this season, aided by Hon
Art VVaner Oro,
ilerl Stone
CHICWtSO
MuhUi Hall (n 12
Pat.sy Lane
riiiraKO (!') l!f
.Moiito Ciiiio
the chance that there'll be no gamb- Ra.bana HfLsburtjli
,-Vn<lrewB Ristoi's'
Jimmy CCola
Dloij:. (iaaiJarro
6,
ling anywhere around and the, tour-: diaries l.asK'ey
.Martin lirofi
:rex Fletcher
Uoiiprto
R.stolle Sloan
-Mack & bcsmonO
'Sibo-i
ist's
"will have, to spend that hot .hyjM'e iteneft
Villai^e ViiiiKiinrd
(Iri^nlal (I) ll-l'i
IJl'Uuhiiad 'Koijue:
Cliic'lMibCs
Uld Komaninn
money somewhere.
Kdcly Howai-iV Ore
:
Bob: W.illiaiiis
Phil Leeds
::
l.f.s,,
:;ru,.-.
ra^ul Hegfan
:.Iudd
BIcitnor -:Bow(;ra
.Mar'i'ulla & :.Nich'rs
lia.v.-;
One vet hotel op points out, how- mil
Rot'kettes
l>on Fry
'pif:;a
Orlbva
iti'Kiii
(II
yi
ever; "They might as well go all Cori),*) (le Ballet
.Stanley .Sacoy
XA rienne, Parkftr
,Swpeli-i'lH
Kiiyilih).'
rartiilioiint <r) II
WIvol
Sot [.a Porte Ore
gut, gambling or no gambling. This ('ha.<j, Rpivak: Ore
J article .\iabloy
Hob Lee
,Kiviera
.MlUi'r &. l.oe
is the last season they'll be seeing Bqb Kvan.s
Gertrude Hild
i
AViJlio Knbre,
.liinniy Lewis
h mailt Bros
J y.in Ainslie
fresh dough invested in, their rooms. F,es:ffy I.ee
Bernice Pal"l£5
H.VR'rifOKI)
ii'ranciseo
-lunc Taylor
Koxy (I) 11
Next year it wall be different.
state (i) IS-IP)
Bruee Norman
T.fine, :Br6s
.MllUegiiiHle.
Vaughn ^Ibiiroe 0
Vjvian Niekoison
They'll be using their own coin.- Fat.'^y, Kelly
N'orb Morales Oro
.Moon MaSiLs
D'FiiVfiro
Belm't*
That black-market cash will be just Jari M Lirray
Kiihuii ISleu
-Aerbmaniaes
/;ftii'/1l>ur
'
Teoiiian:
Kirk
Li.sa
Frank Kontiiine
Cab CaMowav Ore
a memory.
And don't be surprised ,Kleanor
Slalp 11.) 12
Wally Blaclter
Pearl BailPV
IM)1AN'.\1'0I.IS
Btl .Sullivan
if all this noise -boils down to a; mur.lane Dulo
^Trtfsv.
MofelaniJ''
Circle (I) Hi
Win',ers
;il
(jedric Wiillaci 3
J$.' JaiiieA
Stall Kehlbh <^r,c
.Tei^«e
mur and it will be "just like last .Barveat
'-Marianne,
l>aul Villard
(.i.aripti^ers
.Merlbetli
Ola
[Imyell. & Bnw.ser
year.", „,
.Day Dawn Dusk

:

Jose.

(.1)

,

Bills
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Comic

most

trarily,

the superior chanting of

,

his past 6s far as his material goes,

seems

.to

Evelyn Knight, a fave at the Max
Gordon-Herbert Jacoby enterprise,
and consequently there's going to be
many comparisons with Miss Knight.
However, Miss Lewis can stand on
her own. She's a personable singer,
with savvy in -delivery and selling.
She mixes her numbers nicely, alternating ballads -.and rhythm, tunes
with those of slight indigo shading.

him

rific

lUins.

Variety

i

viso that he bring in own package,
Such offers have led to speculation that the Beach and Miami will
be wide open this season.
Con-

MONICA LEWIS

PHIL SILVERS
Accompanied by Saul Chaplin

,

h an die releases of the Rose "Mason:

- biiifit.

.

'-'rA-'^-'

'
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Yiddish Comic Menasha Skulmk Hit Of
N. Y.'s Isl

Postwar German Vaudery
^;ood-Iooking sGoian hoys from the
Zanzibar, N. Y., are iii the lisual

Ocrmaiv vaudeville, vU-tuaUy nonthe war,

aiiri'ntj

made

its

(7) al Carnegie
Hall, N. V:, in a rt\anner, that should
an object loeson for bundiats,
bi'
hi^ots and, others still holding to
One of the hits bl
Hitlerian tenets.
Kabarett Der
called
show,
this
Komilvcr^'cabaref has a different
oomwtation in Germany— was, Ripley or hot,, IVienasha Siculriik, from
the Yiddish theatre, who wowed a

idiom of a tworniah ..comedy. team,
doing nicely with, songs and: g,igs.
Bert Howell sings several pop tunes,
denlonstrating a set' of nicely-toned

comeback SatuvOay

:

.

audience
German
predominantly
with ,a brand of comedy nurtured
,oh New York's: eastside and ,was
cohsunied omriivorously.
Skuinik, who comparatively re-

tenor pipes, aim .sVipws his. versatility
iiy the way he handles a uUe and a
capably
viollh;, Bud. Bowser fills
on the gag. routines and they have
to^Peg off.
,.
,Jane^ Kean starts ^slowly with a

m

I

i

.

;

.

.

straight :renda.:on of a cot
stride when she goes
, _
into: impressions of top femiiie singA looker, she makes the most
ers.
of ht?t' s.a. and does best at: comedy.
Band negates some of hor best lines

,

;

started

:

.=00 wing

,

•

:

tor

—

around the vaude circuits and knock
Orliinlal,
themselves out to please in tap-terpClueoBo, Sept. 5,
Charlie Spivak Orch (18) ioith acro-comic
routint.\
Comedy is
Ink Spots (4), Pefli Leg Bales.
Jimmy Saunders; Peggy Lee, Arnaut lightweight and should either l)e
Bros., Bob £van5« "Mmneur Beau- eliminated completely or given a Cake Sl Poke, Ida James, Eddie VinVarjetv,
in
caire" (Par) reviewed
stronger play, while aero stuff needs son Orcli (19); "In Old Sacramenio"
'46.
(Rep).
May 15,
polishing. Terping is okay, but gals
could probably strengthen their act
Turnabout of the Oriental's bills
This stage setup got quite a break by accentuathig nostalgic numbers.
in slipping into the Par with Bob
Bobby Sn\ith comes off the stand' for the last month in which the pic
film.
the stage show as a b.o
Ilopt-'s "Monsieur Beaucaire"
display really top alto work in outdistanced
to
draw, current good biz can be
Originally in for four, the run is now "Sneakin' Out."
Interesting idea.
oegged at six weeks and possibly
Dancing on the vibes is not -new, credited to the solid sepia revue
headed- by the Jnk Spots, with fliiu
eight, With HopjV b.o. powet- supbut JimmV Smith does it with enough
"In Old Sacramento" as an added
plying the addel time.
tiiiess^ to bring spontaxieous initting
stage show,
the
Unfortunately,
from an apathetic crowd. Dressed in attraction.
headed by Chanie Spivak's orchestra sky blue topper and tails with white
Show gets olT to a fast start with
and backed up by one ot the newest shoes, Smith opens with "Man I Eddie Vinson's orch giving a bolt
vocal stars, Pe.ggy Lee, and two Love," .slicking to melody and ar- rendition of "Birth of the
Blues,"
.standard vaude turns, is fair at best. rangement rather than fancy terps. following with "Juice Head
Baby'-'
It's sloppily
It could be a lot better,,
Swings "Stardust" tor great returns with Vinson in the tenor sax i\nd
produced.
closes with "Body and Soul" for vocal solo. Orch scores heavily with
and
eight
combination
of
"Cloanhead Boogie," a takeoff "on tlie
Instrumentalizing is surpris
begolT,
iped
rhythm,
gio
brass, five sax, four
mae-stro's: clean shaven head.
,^ making for an all-around
Vinaround the Iead<;i- s horn, can take, a r^,;
J,,':,,?'^,,,,^' „„^(„
son doubles as m.c. with i-nany of his
visual
and audio act.
Urge slice of the blame for a so-so
A sight comic, Pigmcat continues introductions lost to the payees by'
It's an uninsfjired group .that
siiow.
great at this housoi but burly black- starting to talk before the applause
plays cleanly, bvit without any push out was niarrcd when caught by dies down.
Chii-pstress Ida James
It opens poorly with
whatsoever.
poor ,sound. which made the conver- gels salvos with "Shoo Fly Pie" and
the usual sluffe^.l-cff up-tempo thing, sation unintelligible to balconeer.s, "I Won't Say I.Will— I Won't
Say "I
and, gives the customers, something John Bunn, Sybil Lewis, and George Won't,".:
':::':'
to look at and hoar in only two Wilkshire form straight,team.
Peg fiCg Bates is solid in his danca background arplaces throughout
Colos and Atkins have been oper-^ ing act; proving more capable and
nmgement for Jimmy Saunders' "It atuig as a team, for only :a :,few versatile
than some performers with
You Were the Only Girl" and the months but have already ostabUshed two legs to stand
on.
His imitation
band's old arrangement of "Elegy," themselves as one of the top- teams of a dive-bomber
in which he throws
Ix.lb of which rins in, neat muted on the sepia circuit.
After opening himself in the air. landing on his peg
hiaSs section.-, highlight.<s and other- [With a specialty song which should teg, is tops,
Coke and Poke score
wise make the customers sit up and be done louder to be understood,
with their .comedy chatter and exti.ke notice.
guys go into a terp stanz.a that pert tap routines.
Band's closing, seemingly designed wows. Precision stuflf is done almost
Ink Spots round out the show
to hook up, with the- next film into
.

|

:
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,

/
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"Hai-vest Moon" winner.s are:
came for: thi$ serie.s of t\vo troduccd singly by Sullivan and in,go
at this hjll. He'll go back to
,
through their p^ces ifoxtiot, waltz,
native heatn when thi^ series is
rliuhnba, tango 'and jitterbugV foi"
over. - Although non-Teuton- auditwQ min:u.te.s, eaGh> Jive hounds
about
ences ure faced with the language
naturally; win the audience mpst
is
comedy
bsirrier. since ,inopt of his:
as one, and, breakaway solos arc
with their gyrations', but all are
Berlin's "Blue
house,. Irving
sung;, reason fo/ his popularity is
.'ipek. Appearance ,a,nd costuming put
much better than average.: Show thePk res" .flltii with' Bi n,fi Crosby is al so
easy to perceive. He can take mewinds with them: all dancing to.- poorly done. It' va medley of Berlin fiiilshing touches to a boff act.
l.'idic German lied<.r and turn it into
Orch closes plug.gihg an plio of.
gether to '.Harvest Moon."
Slal.
iills, ,As usual in sucli cases, an athilarious comedy with his interpretheir
recorded
tunes,, of
which
,,
,
as many tunes as ..^uxedo Junction" and "Tippin' In
U-mpt to get
tation and facial contortions. When
Karl«s I'hiily
he does the straight portions of his
-h?s Bobby Smith reprising on the
tl
5f„^
from- which not ci.e individual tune alio iced.
,schg,vhe's a top .seller with a robust
PliilfidelpJiid, Sept. 7.
Tomm.
and appealing, voice. The audience
Airitio
Key Orch luil/i Jimmy is done tasty enough for the audlIt. gave.
could have take.i more of his offer
Joyce. Jo Ann Ryan, Cliiick Pe.er- cice to get its teeth into.
l/vill<>
f(,ir
opportunity
for
example,
the
ing!!.-,
S071,
Air Liners, Daimy firayson,
Loi(t.?tiilIc, Sept. (i.
Kurt Robitch-k, noted European co!,s/.o7is
"FaHhjul in : My opivak to work out his most outU);
RoI)i:'7'(
A!dn, Georffc L»uns, Vir
Stiihding .recori'-'d arrangement— of
producer who conterenciered, has ] Fashion" XM-G):
Hyde. Munnel Viera, Phil & Dot,
Berlin's White Xmas."
is
It, too,
_
devised an entertainment which rePhclp,!:,
The Keinmys; "Unknown"
siuuffed off.
sembte thr kii. i prevalent in the, g^^,,.
local board
al'ler a loiig
c ates ot' Eui'ope. where the comics absence Alvino
Work of Saunders, who has been (Col).
Rey returns v.'ith a
with the band for some time, is its
go in for politiiial satire as well a, hangup one-hour l^yocit:
:«( diyer^iFi\'e :\aude acts, adding up. to a
standout item.
He'.s on first with
s.,ng and dance work.
At this seii- fied entertainment.
well balanced bill, and given strong
sion there was a rib of the belligerRey starts the proceedings with "Who Toid You That Lie'.'" and: musical support by Jack McConnell's
ent doings of tr.e Paris peace con- a hepped up "Ru.ssian Lullaby" and "Pretty Girl."
He also takes part;
pit
crew (11).
At show caught,
briefly in the closing medley.
ference, and a dig at the French
then brings on, ex-marine jimmy
boudoir drama, Thij form of cabaret Joyce, who clicks with "Night and
Production fa;i!ts are in the place- opening act, Phil and Dot Phelps,
As' 'Vic
entertainment flourished in pre-Hit- Day" in a neat baritone voice. Con- nient of the acts. On Saunders' heals had to take extra bows.
lerian Germany, and persisted in
come the Arnaut Bro.=;, followed im- Hyde, m.c. said, "It sure is simtipin'
tinuih.g with" the chirping the AirPrance oven dui'ing the German oc- liner
mediately by Pe.ggy Lee.
She de- when an opening act stops the show."
four men and a gal including
cupation. There's nO chance, how-- Joyce, harmoniz';- on "The Gypsy," serves better spotting; She's brought The athletic pair specialize in headon in a way that makes her look like to-head balancing, and excel, in that
ever, that Amefica will take to this
Maestro next solos on his electric
depai'tment,
idea, inasmuch as a Democratic bonguitar for the ever popular; "Star- .jiist another act instead of providing
Hyde really cooks with gas as m.c.
iface
wiir still want Republican dust" to garner nice applause. The a production buildup commensurate
Has a lot of
trade.
with her secondary billing. Moving and in his own act.
Colstons, a mixed team of dance s-itI'legy" up betwotp. her and the Ar- fun. as does the customers with his
Talent
includ'jd
other German irists, follow in
a
fresh roiitine
name draws, including Lilian Har- l;urlying ballroom dancing.
nruts would do it, instead of between friendly chatter while giving his lip
'''^''^ trom
strenuous trumpet play
vey, who workee in the old
her close and Bob Evans. 'rtiVit the'
Key's gal vocalist, Jo Ann Ryan,
"'".'?
Closes
wUh bandleader improductions, an.l become known to
layout runs appiovimatelv one hour
goes over nicely with two wellpicsh. giving out With his multiple
American audiences witli her worK chosen numbers, "The V/ay the
f\.id there isn't- much room to move
Wind tiiings
Gets
in "Congress Dances," contributes
around is nc: c-cuso for the trumpets on military tune.
Blows Tonight" and "To Each His
oVer big.
^
S(ing and dialog.
^
Her rendition of Own."
the show is run off,
A couple of comedy novelty way
The Kemmy's. brother and sister
"Yiddishe Mamma," during which
Arnaut
Bros., a standard turn,
numbers .follou', "Ccn-ielVt Mixer,"
she occasionally referred to the,
make the mOst of their inning and act, do knockabout acrobatics, and
featuring Rocky Coluccio who steps
guy gets a full measure of comedy
1-,'ric written for her On ,a, card, can
f arn a lot of solid appreciation. They
from the ivories to handle the
be con.strued as a disassociation of down
do the fiddle and bird routines to a from prop hat, which keeps falling
any suspicions some may hold vocals, and the entire ensemble in solid wave of belly-laughs, and de- off while they are, doing their stunts.
"Hobo, You Can't Ride That I'l-ain." serve
Pair garner laughs Without strainagainst her. Former topflight Geithe reaction they get.
Daiiny Drayson, personable yoiing
itian film ingenue. Miss Harvey still,
Lee,
Miss
a Capitol disk rising- ing, and make their lifts and balcliclvs big witji his clevin- delooks good in a wardrobe of impres- comic,
slar, hits the jachpot in more ways ancing seem vcr.y- easy.
livery of an army routine mono'og
Bill
topper, Robert Alda,
porthan one.
sive sartorial display. Kitty Mattern,
Stiinhing blonde in a
A
car rider. well-chosen
who made her American debut in a and a takeoff ot a trolley trunipetei
black gown,, she makes trayer of George Gershwin in the
Preceding
Drayson.
tne audience gasn when she comes Warner's film "Rhapsody in Blue,"
radio company of refugee entertainChuck Peterson steps down front for into the spotlight, And from; there talks a little, flashes a winning smile,
ers, similarly contributes vocal work,
choruses,
a
couple
of
"IVIy Sugar Is
sings
a couple pops, and then has a
while John Hendrik, a matinee idol
on she's in. Her routine, while it's
lot of fun with George Lewis, comic,
t.vpe singer; Eugene Hoffman, a port- So Refined," and Ray for his specialty solidly accepted, is at fault, too. She
ly tenor who doubles in comedy dia- "talking guitar" with "My Buddy" does all her record clicks, pa.st and in, a routine of gags reminiscent of
"lily
Bonnie Lies Over the piesent, and among them is only one hurley. Both click neatly in their
log, and Ludwi,? Roth perform in and
Ocean." Closes the show with "Tum- pop, "I Don't Know Enough- About repartee,
the comedy sketches.
bling Turableweeds" by the entire You," which she and her husband.
Manuel Viera and monkeys folRosita
Alonso
contributed
a
gioup in a production l\nish. Shal,
ciiange
of
Dave Barbour, wrote. She should low. He puts simians through their
pace
with
Castillian
dance.s, while standard vaude turns
do more, and, incidentally, should paces while on pedestals atop a large
Monks are facile
rounding out the bill were Walter
dwell a little longer on the author- chrome cabinet.
Cirelo. fii<l|»l»i.
when
it
comes to expression, and
Dara Wahl and Grace Drysdale, who
ship of the tune as' well as identifyIndianapolis, Sept. 7.
t-jok earned encores.
ing Barbour's connection with her. obey trainer with near human inPiano accomJohnnij Long Orch, njith Johnny
telligence.
One of the monks plays
p.animent v.'as by Erwin Straus.
It's
a
Desmond, Francey Lane, Sandy Vvould touch that most audiences an electric xylophone (really a
If this type oC .show continues at
for.
go
As
tor the rest of her
Evans, Lynn, Royce :& Nitza, Mar- routine,
celeste), and picks out the melody
staid Carnegie Hall, vaude bookers
it's well done, though she
This stunt
may yet be forced to buy white ties shall Bros.; "Cuban Pete^ tU).
doesn't get the sort of backing she with uncanny accuracy.
requires from Spivak's rhythm sec- alone makes the act outstanding,
and tails,
Jose.
Youth is haying quite a flirig at tion.
A swell closer that garners nifty
She does "Baby, Won't You
the Circle again this .week, while
Please Come Home." "Whv Don't applause.
^old.
J[ohnny :Xong, and band play the
You
Right?" (a click while she
The :, well-balanced,' nicely was Do,
Ed Sullivan and the "Harvest tunes. bill
with Benny Goodman), and
liax'^y. ]>lonfreal
brings on Johnny Despaced
"Baby, You Was So Right."
Moon
winners (10); Marianne, mond, as GI' crooner already has
Trumpet Twins, Bobby Wayne
a
Hou'Bll
Bob Evans, ventriloquist, also does Frank Paris, Milton Douglas & Co.
& -Bott'scr, Jane Kean, l-jrge following among teen-agers,
Jfohnriy Burke; Lou Basii'.f House
Desmond gets,: enthusiastic re- neatly with the payees. Routine has (2), 4 Macks. Don Hootua, Lorna
Orch (12); "The Thrill of Brazil" sponse when he sings "I Don't Know beoome standard with him (even the Rode, Len Howard Oreh (9), Line
(Col),
reviewed in Variety tfii,s- Enough About You," "My Blue familiar gags are still good). One tl2).
thing noticeable about him, however,
issue,
Heaven," "I'hey.rSay It's Wohderlul,"
is a tendency to "press."
Hi.s shouted
Too bad more effort, isn't put into
''Prisoner Of Love" and a piece he
" State'" bill this: week
purportedly
frohi
includes the wrote himself, "She's a Good Woman, questions,
the production
of Gayety shows in
winners of the llth annual "Harvest
dummy to him, and the shouted an- view ot theend
clicko stints seen here.
a Bad Man'' and "You're Do\yers, vice vers,!, arc too emphatic
Monn Ball" winners, and Ed .Sullivan, You're
Settings are old and drab, chorus
ing: Her No Good." a long-vvtnded
and
as in, previous years, is on hand to
over-played.
Wood.
line
is sloppy from routines to costitle but hiS: topper,
:It .proves he
emcee. Addition of the tyro terpers can' sell both
tume;;, and generally this vauder
sweet,: and rhythmic
to an already complete layout makes
Y.
doesn't give acts much,;assist,
stuff.
the bill over long, riinning to 70 minErsfcine Hatufcins Orcfi (19), with
New parlay shows up nicely, de.Johnny- Long nfiixes straight and
utes,. Pro, acts are neatly balanced
novelt.y numbers, With emphasis on Jimmy Mitchell, Bobby Smith; Claire spite handicaps, with IViiltOh Dougwith comedy, songs and dancing,
the: latter, to the customers' satisfac- Sisters
Pigmeat, John Bunn, las stepping into the m.c. spot.
(3),
however, making the total easier to tion.
band sings and plays George Wilkshire and Sybil Lewis, Dou,:jlas' genial personality: helps
take.
Lou Basil, replacing Ruby "ShantyThe
TOwn,";"Blue Skies" and Jimmy 'Smith, Honey Coles k Cholly his gag selling, with even: the oldies
"itty arrangements smartly [Atkins;
Skit done in his own
"The
Sliadoi^
Returns" ragii5tering.
IwPrtinf'^'io^.''?^^!^^^^^
.dwellings shoes capably, although
.and
a isDecial rise
spot also gels nice returns,
""^ th* moflo).
° from
he ll have to learn to tone down the hoSse^gets
with. 'If
house: with'
a, comedy
percussion
Trumpet Twins register in mui
volume
spots,
.riumber fea-turing Floyd Sullivan,
Bill at Harlem's flagship is one of Kical novelty act, with lad doing the
As in -previous years, the "Harvest the^dfumnier,
Francey
Lane,
a for- its best efforts in recent, weeks, spicpJahistics
and
horn, with gal also
Moon" winners sit on the stage dur- mer local girl
featured as vocalist, ing terp and music with the surefire shining in horn solos.
Duo come
ing the entire show and are hardly
turns on plenty of charm in "Doin' antics of Pigmcat, vet comic.
En- bf-ck for boff 'moressions of name
noticed by the audience until they
What Comes :Natur'lly,". :"South lire, show is paced by El'skine Hawk- bands,
get their cVirthce' in the closing spot.
America, Take It Away" and "Stone ins" brassy group, which has five
Bobby Wayne's bafitoning gets
Sullivan, Bioad way, columnist of the:
Cold Deid" Besides teaming with trumpets and five trombones besides hefty ,palm,-whacking with standard
N. Y. Daily News, which sponsors Miss
Lane in a duet of "I'm a Big, the: Hawkins horn; five reed an<l iteriis like "Sorrento," "Sun in the
theannua! "Harvest Moon Ball" con- Girl Now," Sandy
Evans gets nice four rhythm fill out the band.
Morning," "Little Bit of Heaven,"
test 'and for Whose finals Sullivan al- feturns
for his warbling:
Following a crash opener, band Puppet stint of Frank 'Paris gets
ways emcees, is crisp and generally Mabel," "To Eath His. of "Mabel,
.•C)wh"-:'.and -swings into "Don't Say You're Sorry .^ock reaction wit'i lifelike dolls. Good
,aiy improved guy at the mike.
He's "Give Me Five Minutes More."
Again," with Jimmy Mitehell on the variety with dog doing ballet, ice
Inclined to pull some corny gags, but,
The extra acts help round out a
Arrangement has a bluesy skater, ballroomologists.
by and large, he helps to retain audi- strong program; Lynn, Royce and vocal.
clarinet over moaning muted brass,
Don Hootua's lassoo and rope
ence attention in the dancers.
Nitza with some funny takeoHTs oh making the chirp stint
plenty listeh- twirling sells big, as do the Four
Marianne, twirl artist fresh from the ballroom routines and
Marshall able, a nice contrast to outfits which Macks in a po. ished roller-skating
the Latin Quarter, N. Y., is sock in brothers with their satirical
treat- drown their singers in brass notes.
stint.
Lorna Rode is the eyefilling
har impressionistic dancing to "Be- ment of radio commercials and
perClaire Sisters are evidently old gal in the strip spot.
gin the Beguin.y' and "Bolero."
sonalities.
Including
Cro.^by
and troupers showcased here for another
Len Howards <irch does okay n
Howell artd Bowser, a- brace of Sinatra,
Corf).
try.
Three ofay gals have been allow cutting. Bi'is good.
Laza.

•Who

shows

..

:

—

S^Ss' but lias brought; his sadpah roui

i

^-j

:

.

appearance ot IWax
HansQii, thg notftd Danish comedian
tlie :tirsl po.-itW'ar
postwar

:

,

j

^'mywS?ver'':thi? chief reasbri for the

' ,

'

V*

IV*

,

vaude
blowing too hard, despite hef
audiences with his .dates at: Loew's by
voluminous voiee.
Johnny
SlHte, upoiv the recomm,Qndatiori of
M,^cl„., Spot,
cri^i
Burke, m the Wu„i
next to .closing
'm.; .anHit.nf>p
,-4n lilav artv Yorkold: World War I
cently

.
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Climb the Highest
Mounta in," "Gypsy." "Prisoner ot
Love," and their old standby "If I
offering
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Didn't Care,"

any future Chi engagement.
Billy
Kenny's high-pitched voice
stands out all the way.
Foos
port

Xaiional,

if

.

,

,

Act has alwa.ys been

a Chi favorite and if payee's reaction
to then- current ofTerings is an indication, quartet can be .sure of sup-
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W(i.s-/itnfliton,
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B.

Doiothy Byton Cirh (12), Georgie
haye, Nhska. Duke Art & Junior-

"Smoky"
Vaude

(2{)lh)

bill

is

definitely

routine

.week, with nothing outstanding
Irom the four acts; including the.
Dorothy Byton chorus, which head-

thi.s

lines the sliow.

This dancing do/.en puts over two
numbers, each, of better-thanavoiage quality but nothing to set
the audience gaping.
Tirst is a
colorful, eye-filling fan dance which
goes over well.
Second is chorus
routine on the acrobatic side.
Claymodcler Duke Art and Junior
(the mi.ssus) get good reception,, Act
shows Art, a pleasant-looking lad,
terp

slapping
holf-dozeli
clay
into
a
prototypes (the all-american gal, the
mother-in-law. Uncle Sam, etc.) in
a matter of seconds. Duke is a skilful performer and accompanies hisa itistic legerdemai n with appropi'i-

ate

comic banter..

Spectacle terping is provided, by
Nirska who returns to Capitol in
pITectiA-e
version
ot
a
butterfly
'

wings as
aid of

manlps huge silken
butterfly and: with,
startling lighting: effects,

She

dance.

human

some

puts over a good number.
relief come from Georgie
first appearance at
Kaye makes with the
quick
patter-without-class,
leaving impression with audience
they've seen and heard him and hiS:
Kaye's
.iokcs many times before.
biggest laughs come from the distaf-

Comic

Kaye, making his
the Capitol.
slick,

lers in the audience.. He revives the
Irousers^dropping routine and varies

the wisecracks

with a song.

Holl.

.

:

:

BW

:

]»llllion

Dollar, L. A.

Lo,<r

Angeles, Sept.

;

a

Day" (PRC).
Loiid, fast jive bill this

.

:

.

.

,

7.

Lucky MiUinder's Orch (15) loith;
Annis(«(!ii Alfeii. Bull Moose Jackson, Leon Migarian; Joe Wong, Busir
ness7rien of Rhythm (2) "Blonde for

Dollar customer
Onlv break in the rhythm
Million

week

fits

demands.

comedy

is

Joe Wong, Chinese comic.
Lucky MiUinder's orch blows the
hot notes for good reaction and for
change of pace that
finale
doe;!
pleased, selling his version of Warturri

of

'

saw Concerto",

to

hefty returns.

,

'

,

Apollo.

:

:

,

,

\

1

:

,

\

!

\

m

I
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:

,

:

.
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,
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"
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Band opens with driving rendition

Lightning," then takes
off with "I Can't Get .Started With:
You," featuring Leon Migarian om
trumpet. "Central Avenue Boogie
rhythmic concehttationis
loud
a
with clever sax passages and: strong
ivorybeating by Bill Mann, "&, 1Medley" also features potent sax
noodling. For a novelty Bull Moose
Jackson, sax. vocals "Who Threw the
Whiskey in the Welh" Other vocals
are handled capably by orch'sf emme
canary, Ann isteen Allen, who sells
"Take Me Back to Little Rock,
'Good
and"
"Bee-BaBa-Reo-Bop"
Blues Tbnight."
Tap work of the Bu.sinessmen of
sock
rates
Rhythm is clever and.
salvos.
Joe Wong's imitation.s Of"
Perry Como, the Ink Spots, Sinati'a
and others also clicks, but _comic
overpla,ys blue spots in his chatter,
particularly
before predominantly
Brog.
;iuve audience.
of "Gre.iscd

,

.

,

,

.roan Roberts has been signed for
the Copley Plaza hotel, Boston, starting Oct, 9.

,

)

.

-
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LEGITIMATE

War

Long-Expected Ballet

Yiddish Shows Back
At Clinton St., N. Y.

Starts;

Broadway

57

Resumes

Legit Parade

Yiddish stageshows return to the
Clinton theatre, in

14 Dance Troupes

an Gravy Train

ballet war this t
on^ with one Of the three
major companies, Ballet Ruiwe de. Sell 'Born
performing in
Carlo,
already
Monte
N. Y., and the other two majors.
French,
Original Ballet Russe and Ballet

The long-expected

season

downtown New

York, this Friday (13) in the presentation of Jewish stage stars in
one-act plays every weekend, instead ot the former straight vaude-

week

first

in

I

include

Chi Opera Co.

such performers as Aaron Lebedeff,
Miriam Kressyn and Vera Rosanko,

FnaUck
JjIIgllSU

Opening

Dutch Versions

Openings

last week,
September, Broadway's fall legit season dozes off
again, with no openings this week.
l^s''^^^ ''^''"""es again next week,
with two
^^.jf,^
^^^^ shows
^^^^^g scheduled: "Gypsy
Lady," Sept. 17 at the Century:
'"Hidden Horizon " Sept. 19, at the
Plymouth.-- Lineup compares favorably with last year, when September
saw nine openings
Magnificent Heel,'' seheSul^d fpr.tne Miller Sept. 18, will be wilhdrawn this weekend in Wa.shington

With three openings

the

ville.

Yesterday'

Two

Next Week With

is

program

will

Maps

I

I

Tran«latiftn*
liaiWiaUUIlO

I

Theatre, set to start their N. Y.
sons in two weeks.

French and Dutch rights to the
Garson Kanin legiter, "Born Yesterday," .current Broadway hit, have
been completed by the William Mor-

.sea-

Tn addition, 14 dance troupes (the
above three included) are set to tour
the U. S. this season, lo indicate a
banner year in ballel--but aLso to
suggest that the peak has been

I

Mgrs„ B.O. Aides

I
'

agency.

ris

dickering- for bookings for the
1947-48
season
will
commence.

(Trend away from ballet

Broadway,

noticed on

in

the

Trend
i

of ballet

apparently

^"^^'-'^

m

Broadway mu-

1

Chad^s'S^

in-day (141.

Of the three majors, Ballet Theait's
believed, will have the
strongest company. Company, directed by Lucia Gha.se and Oliver
Smith, just finished a fine prestige
'.sea.son
at the Royal Opera llau.se,
London. It retains mo.st of its soloists from last year, with its Nora

tre,

Tather s 3-Way

Jerry

i

!

Company

!
I

j

j

I

'

:

*

Krassovska

and

Marie

Tallchief,

is expected to grops $4.5,*
000-$50,000 in its 10-day stay at the
City Center, with $2.40 lop, and had

advance of over f.'JO.OOO
opened there Sept. 4.

when

it

of

A.

&

head of concert
S. Lyons agency,

(

:

|

I

N. v.. and James Kling are partnered

'

Vith David C. Jones in operation ot

:

road company of the "Life off.
"Page" management pulled an unwill tour by
bus on the one-niter trail.
A 30- usual stunt in taking a thre.e,-cbl,umn
i'ool van will traniport scenery and Hisplay ad iii Friday's News ..to reprint in toto the Times review of
props.
Atkinson, "the first review
Experiment, according to CargUl, ^"""^^^
by one of,,: Americ.as out
will
show in stands that have
special

With Father." which

[

i

I

I

:

j

'

•

spot

,

.standing,

,

not

!

'

trio

win send out

sponse

is

i

j

son head

1

'

if

arid

"Father"

Blunt speech of the critics in discussing the several shows last week
has also occasioned some talk. Dis-

Thom-

Alice

which went into re"Yours
Is
My Heart," ^
hearsal this week under direction of Thursday's
(5)
opener,
starring
Cecil Clovelly.
Others in ca.st are Richard Tauber, Chapman started
Lee Sanders, Henry Craig Neslo, |,his review by giving aWay the
Frances Helm, Tom Highes Sand, tenor's age (.56), while News colRoberta Bellinger, Neville Westman. umnist Danton Walker stated that
Ruth Silarr. Eleanor de Vito, Helen "Tauber looks lik something out ot
F. Evans. Donald. Dick and David
Madame Tussaud's Wax Works;" AtFrank and Jones.
Victor Kiraly kins,bn spoke Of Tauber as "now
Will
iiandle advance
press,
with somewhat bulky and ripened a.s a
Kljng and several others pactihg romantic opera hero," and later ori.
stand and auspices tieups.
in referring to the tenor's entrance,
I

;

|

.

I

j

i

I

j

mentioned the time "when the big
pot appears."
Notices on "Hear." were aU unfavorable, although the Post's Ver-

McKay Morris Tabbed

:

"

week

did $19,500.

it

With $480 FiHe, Called

Show moved from Frisco to Detroit,
now current. It did about

^^'^^''e it's

,

i

$19.QO0

(at

the

Down

Shubert-Lsifayette

"Dream

in 'Candida'

Vamp

playing
oppo.site
Despite
inclination
of
jjquity's
(Ca.ss) which did $8,000.
in the Eugene Haskell revival of
council to maintain a cloak of .seThe Merry Widow," skedded for
After next week, its: fourth in Detryout in San Diego Sept; 29 and troit, show moves to St. Louis for a crecy on its decision in actor Mcbowing at the Los Angeles Philhar- vi?eek, and will play around Chicago, Kay iMorris' hearing on conlractmonic. Ruling is designed to pre- [looking for a Windy City house,
jumping charges preferred by Jules
vent foreign stars from taking jobs With Chi theatre situation tight,
J. Leventhal and Frank McCoy, prothat citizens could fill.
Roisen is hopeful of getting the Selducers of the revival of "Candida
According. to Equity reps here, vvyn, if the touring "Dream Girl"
from
which he ankled, it Was as
production is being built around, the doesn't hold.
"Mary" has Mary
certained from reliable .sources that
Rtepuras, hence the waiver.
Brian and Edmund Lowe for leads,
Al.so,
actor was tagged with a $480 fine.
the Polish tenor has taken all hi.s with. Leon Errol having staged.
latter lo be paid to the producers.
exams; and is on verge of becoming
Meantime, Rosen has a Broadway Amount io .said to cover inconvenan American citizen. His- last job piro'cfuct'ion
"Baby
mind
in
was in the much-litigated ."Polon- Grancl,'' a one-set, intimate musical ienee and expen.se accrued by them
aise," from which- he bowed, last
'^'^'^^^"r
witri 11 principats and! chbrua of
Girl,'

I

:

'

Rice, in discussing "Page," ended
up a rave piece with: "After reminding us Of what they are really
capable of doing,. Ben Hccht and
Charles
MacArthur
(the
playWrights) should be made to go and

I

,

I

I

The Original

.

its

,,

-

'

bow

the

at

making
Metropolitan Opera

Ballet Rus.se,

House, N. Y., Sept. 29, after a N. Y.
absence ot five years, excites most
ihterest. Sol Hurok, who formerly
booked the Ballet Theatre, is now
booking this group, which performed
here five years ago under Col, Vassily de Basil as now.
Group has
great advantage of having most of
the standard ballets that were huge
successes a few years ago, like "Coq
d'Or" and several Leonide Massine
choreographies. The new ballets and

new names, it's believed, will attract
attention. Company will have Miss
Markova, Dolin and Eglev.5ky added
to troupe. Company has been in
South America last fev, seasons, and
recently refurbished costumes, scenery, etc., in Brazil.

Trucco Re-Signed
Meniphi.s, Sept.

10,

Victor Trucco, winter conductor
the San Carlo Opera Co., has
signed a contract to return to the

for

.

Memphis
summer

j

i

:

as

musical

director

and

Joseph Cortese, general manager,
MOAT will observe
its
10th Anniversary Jubilee next
summer hy repeating (he ouLstandig hits of its previous seasons.

announced the

:

i
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.^^^^ ""^^^^
'S*'"" ^ong' is
for a half hour before curP^ayne, "^J^^'^
Sh ame on you boys!"

.

j

,

.

May.

:

j

based bn. ;a c(imed^^
by Stephen CSross, and Lin ,.S. Root,
"One dood Year,'': seen a dozen
years ago,' With Arthur Johnson and
Sam Coslow adapting, and adding
songs and lyrics. Story concerns a
AGAIN, IN
music studeht who agrees to hay<; a
.....
New treatment on life of Jonathan baby eugenically for a wealthy
Swift, English .satirist and author of matron for a $3,000 payment.
eight. vShi'O'w is

j

I

1

I

GULLIVER TO TRAVEL

:

i

.

'

PLAY FORM

j

'

i

"Gulliver's
Travels," will shortly
make the rounds in the script, "Dear
Foolish
Rogue" by Howard
A.
Praeger and Mary Wallace, his wife.
Written in 1941, Sir Cedric Hard-

wicke was

said to have been interested in the play, according to author

On an additional charge again.st
the actor by Jane Cowl, star of
tnuux;. and other.s of the comprmy
that
the
actor's
"untoward be

j

Huddle on 'Joan'

^.

,__^'

D.,

'

A.

EYED BY WILDBERG

i

,

John Wildberg is huddling with
Jay Jostyni radio's "Mr. District At-

i

havior might have jeopardized conin ut'd
employment of the other.";,

he wa.s verbally chaslised and placed
on "probation" by Equity for six
months.

,

_

RADIO'S :1R.

;

Incident stems back to last July
when "Candida" was moving: from'
[Buffalo to Toledo, with Morris faj]:,ing to put in appearance for per-

Bergman, Jones

V--, ,

^:Tovml Say"'

j'.i

;

f

^J""'!

!

;

1

i

i

torney," for a starring role in a
new niystety drama Wilrtbe'rg plans.
to produce.
Play is as yet uhfihished, and producer refuses to divulge author's
"^""^'
'"''^ go into rehearsal as
touches are made., If
^'^"P'''"'^
'^°™P'^*^<^ in,time, show
**^,*!''3"1.'^^^^

i

formanco in latter stand. Understudy went on instead.
'Barnaby' Balto Opener
Hollywood, Sept. 10.
Troupe continued for remainder
Baltimore. Sept. 10.
Margo .Tones and Ingrid Bergman
Legit season got under way here
are huddling here on Miss Berg-, of route with another actor .supman's fir.st legit appearance in this planting Morris. Producers filed (his, week with "Barnaby and Mrs.
country, "Joan of Lorraine," slated charge.s against Morris with Equity, O'Malley'V presented
by Barney
for autumn production on Broadway. but at that lime he said he had not Josephson and James D. Proctor at
Miss Bergman is slated to leave been provided with sleeper spate Ford's.
for New York Oct. 4.
Meanwhile, for the jump. Producers sub.seNo attraction set for .next week,
Miss Jones is spending several weeks quently proved they had provided with "The Temporary Mrs. Smith",
,'

-

j

I

Praeger,

;

Story of Swift wcs

Open Air Theatre next by

conductoi'.

I

I

non Rice, after panning the show,
thought it would still be supcessful!
because of Tauber's draw, 'fauber's
singing was acclaimed by all' erix,
several agreeing show would do bettor as a concert piece than as the-,
atre.

:

I

upot. his re-

cast,

loss.

full

;,

newspapermen

turn as critic." (Atkin.son has been
foreign correspondent during the

a:

Pittsfield, Mass.,

sulficiently encouraging.

Brandon Peters

]

'

Conaedy opened
up was
a
San Francisco the following
in
week, where it ran five profitable
weeks. First

any

of

—

"

:

Hollywood, Sept l(j
Actors Equity ruling that an alien
thesp has to wait six months between legit engagements has been
waived to permit Jan Kiepura to costar with his wife, Marta Eggerth,

attraction

stage

.

I

Alien Rule for 'Widow'

a

war years.) News' John Chapman
and.' P<>rtland, Me., opening at the]
former on Sept. 23 and latter Sept. wrote a generally favorable piece,
with a couple of odd twists. Chap28, it will play auditoriums or high
schools.
circumvent possible man gave the third-act curtain line
"To
away, reprinting it in full ("The
local film-theatre opposition to use
s.o.b.
stole ray watch."), even to
of high school auditoriums, "Father"
spelling out the profanity
which
will have tieups with local organizaalso caused a little comment. But he
tions for auspices.
neatly wove it into his own last
Producers claim to be going all line, when after saying that the show
out on pro'duction costs for' the in
was exciting now only at moments,
itialcr so as to blaze a trail of new
he added: "Obviously some s.o.b. has
territory for legits; which the .same
stolen my youth."
re-

\

at'

had

commercial dates In

-

is

Company

Cargill,

division

!

!

Waiver On

company.

'

I

'

small and compact, and lacking in
names except its veterans' Alexandra Danilova and Frederic Franklin. Promising talent, however, exists
in
Marie- Jeanne,
Ruthanna
Boris,
Leon Daniolian,
Nathalie

last season: "Call Me
Mister," "Annie: Get Your Gun," "O
Mistress, Mine," ;"Born, Yesterday"
an;d"State of the Union." "State,"
the earliest one, didn't come along
last: „year until Nov.^
•l°>^"ething of a' new pattern for a
beplember month usually devoted to
jjopj by hitting: the ,bulls%cvright

Partnership

appearing only from time to

disciplined

to.,, be, in. The first ,succe.ss last
26, with
the Roots,'' which followed eiglit flops. "Page" received
Okay notices from all nine N. Y.
dailies,; a ,<'eat that only five shows

accomplished

"Street Scene" li.st no
choreographer. "Toplitsky Of Notre
time, and their lo.ss isn't too serious Dame" has Robert Sidney. "Cinder- 'Mary' Seemingly Has
since guest arti.st-s d<-n t m.ike or ella '46" has, Charles Weidman, modbreak a company. Ballet Theatre ern dance director, as dance stager.
Plenty for A! Rosen;
made a very good showing this sum- "Yours Is My Heart" had Henry
onetime
Jooss
Ballet
mer in London. London didn't ac- Shwarze,
Big Boff on the Road
cept it PS on a par with_ its own (modern) principal. "Gypsy Lady"'
dance group, the Sadler Wells Bal- has Aida Broadbent, and "Look. Ma,
Prospect that producer Al Rosen
I'm Dancing" has Jerome Robbinij. has another "Good Nighty Ladies" on
let, but liked it as theatre. Audiences
were more theatre than ballet pa- Michael Kidd is .set^for "Come Blow hi.s hands is seen in results thus far
Only the last three! of tryout trip of "Mary Had a
trons. The modern works were liked Your Horn."
best; the Americana was liked for are likely to stage in the ballet tra-, Little," Rosen's latest.
its
flavor;
the
.standard
works dition.
"Mary" is of same "naughty" type
weren't too well received, Overall
as "Ladies." which ran two years in
impression, however, was very faChicago. "Mary," which cost $27,500
vorable.
to produce, opened in San Diego
Jan Kiepnra Wins
Ballet Russe de iWontc Carlo, now
two-day run about eight weeks
for
finishing a 10-day .season at the N. Y.
ago. Show clicked at once, although
Equity
Cjty Center, is regarded as the most
the two-day run because of the Setartists,

better,

pears,

f^'w
have ballet chorros- employed in all theatres of over
capacUy and those witl.
I^P,'-- ^-^ted as dance director. MOO seating
iicketmdicating a swjiig away frbm toe less when. -housing a hit
twifls to the 'more standard tap-and- men point put that latter houses gen^
^6^ally iiave a heavy mailorder, maktwist chorus lines.
PftysifaUy impof iW^^
Decline is attrbuted lo the fact i"8
assistant to han
that Broadway musicals, in the last treasurer and one
few seasons, have had a little too die window sales, phone' ordters arid
much of ballet, and most of it wasn't the mail accounts.
have
offered comproTheatremen
good. Ballet experts feel that Broadway, given to running to formulae, mise scale of $100-$7,') sans additional
has, been doing too much imitating, staffs in boxpffices and state that
if
made,
be on a temadditions,
such
and that this season will complete
the cycle. Of the current mu.sicals, porary basis and not committing
the revivals may have ballets be- house to permanent staff of three
windows.
in
ticket
cause they originally had some. But
advance, info on new musical-s. in
Another meeting has been set for
many cases, doesn't, even list a next Monday (16) or Tuesday (17)
choreographer, to suggest a playing between Reilly and reps of treasdown of that ungle.
urer's union, with both sides ..still
"Park Avenue," -.'Sweet Bye and "Wurate on pr(;sc nt deman ds.

Kaye and Alicia Alonso listed as fin^
est among the younger ballerinas.
K did lose Andre Eglevsky to Original Ballet Russe. Alicia Markova
and Anton Dolin, who danced with
the company last season, were guest Bye" and

even

Is

year didn't come until Sept.

Ticketsellers are demanding new
scale of $110 for treasurers, $95. for
assistants and also requiring that

j

i?t"Madn''aTeUovftroupe°Manti -"--"^
c'ralfam Co.
Jose Limon & Co., Ruth Pa.ge troupe.
La Meri Co., and Dance Trio IDudBallet for
ley-Maslow-Bayles) Co.
America is first out-of-town starter,
beginning its tour in Bridgeport Sal-

The comparison

considering the reaction to last
week's revival of "The Front Page."
The very first .show of the fall, season, opening Wednesday H), it was
unanimously well received and ap-

troversy:
I

on the dec line

is

i

for revisions.

"Deep Are

compromise scale offered via James
Fi ReiUyj exec-secretary of League
York Theatres, who is frontof
ing for the managers in the con-

.

.

i

.

New

'

Co.

men's union remained deadlocked this
week when the union again rejected

Ballet Musicals

-traip.se

Ballet Russe,
the countryside
Original Ballet Russe, Ballet Theatre. Ballet for America, Jooss Ballet,
are:

Opera

Pay Negotiations

I

Fourteen companie.'i set to

,

Stiiwell.

J.

prexy, in making the announcement
added that the two operas have not
been chosen but it's likely they will
be among ':Carmen," "La Traviata,,"
"Cavalleria Rusticana" and' "Pagliacci." Final choice will be made by a
theatre VOte of the opera-going public, with
Negotiations
between
operators and Broadway box-office the translation not yet assigned.

new

musicals;.)

mai'sfi^.

Abner

StiUAtOddsln

being

is

one of which will be produced
Idea is to popularize opera

1947.

for the

Trend Away From

|

eras,
in

Dutch rights have been sold to
Cor Ruys, actor-producer, who; plans
reached. With bookings completed an early production in an Amsterfor the 14, biz is expected to be dam theatre. Marcel Durand, French
good; But belief among dance fra- playwright, will make the adaptaternity is that 14 is too many; that tion and direct for the Paris version.
money is beginning to tighten a bit,
Deal is pending for Scandinavian
and that for the first season in production.
years, audiences will really shop for
amusement. The real test it's felt,
will come during the winter of 1947,

when

Chicago, Sept. 10:
The Chicago Opera Co. plans to
commission translations of two op-

I

la.st

dramatized

Win.ston Clewcs in his "The Vio-

.lent

Friends,''

produced

in

:

London

Praeger, howa few seasons ago
ever, is stressing the love triangle
in Swift's life and believes his version to have more appeal for the

American audience Currently he's here directing the
making a few revisions on "Rogue.'' piece.
,

,:

star in the stage

.same. Morris did not make
fense at Equity hearing.

a

de-

starring Francine Larrimore, set to
open Sept. 23.

:

—

.

.

.

.

.

..

Wedncadpy,

I.EGITI1I1ATB

88

;

.

. .'
-

1946

Sepleiiilter 11,

too arch and coy in supporting ro-

Hecht-Weill's 'Flag

k Born' Socb

Hard as Palestine Propaganda
NAT KAHN

..By

niantic roles.
Sets- and costumes are lavish, but
only add to the incongruity. Ensemble work e.'\rrics little meaning and
less pleasure. Saving grace is Tauber's singing and the Lehar scoye.

While Tauber makes the title song
fresh and appealing, "Upon a Moon-

light Night" and "Love, What Has
as wife of the European wanderei-j
Given "Vou This Magic Power?" are
lirtds it easier to die at the head
also superior tunes. But they're not
of a gravebed than continue the
this chromo.
search for the road to the Holy Land; enough to carry
Br on.
Marlon Brando as a young Jew cu light,

.

who

The theatre as entertainment as
opposed to the theatre as propaganda
had another test on Broadway last
European maelstrom and un'
week, and the latter won hands in the
certain of his path until eallod to
down, Dramatizing the fight for a fight alongside the young Hebrew

'
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.
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A

Born

Flaf$ Is

;

American Le.'igui' lor a -Free_ PulLfattne
or trftgedy in one act b> Ben
Music ))\- Kurt Weill. "Stars I'aul
J-lecht.
Rluni; .features Qtietitin ReynpltiK, .Mafitr
Berini,. C'eiia Adler, ^liirlon Brando, GeorKe
i:>avid Baxtt'i. Tom Bnilyii AVilliams. Gresor.v JTorton,
ve iliil, .Tonatllan Harris
and. Harold Gar.v. Staffed by i>uther Atller;
.in charge, of production,. Jules J, .Lev^nthal:
music directrii'v Isaac, Van Gi'ove; settinsa,
Uobert .PariKon; costumes, .Tolm Koyt: choreoffraHliji-, Zahiira Gon.-; At Alvin,
V..
for lour WecliH. fltartinpr' ^ei)t; 0, '-46. S4.S0
.

production

,

'tbp..

:."

'

"

.

.

Kiteaker.

.

,V.^

.

.

.,

.:,

.Quentin Reyri'dds

Tevyfi".'.. ......
Zetdii.

l?aul M-ni\i
..... .Celia '.Vdler
.... .Marlon Brando
Mario l;erini
. ; * .y, ,
. ,.*
...... .Vi... .GeorKe David I'JaxLer
..........
.

David;
The BinKcr.
.

.

.

'.

.

...

.

.

.'.

. , ; .

.

',

.

.Corn
lidward H, lioliins
.Harold taau
..i, ....GeorKC .Lyons
Mos,i:
.,;(,,'..>.. ,,, .Arnold
..'..V. ... .Leonard Yni-i:

. .-..'*

Fred Bemi.s
"Flag" plays without an intermis- Cari. ...... ..... ....
Vic WhillocU
Frank. /.'.
and. that's a- tdtigh hurdle for
roliceirie.n Ciiizens. .liaURinen. etc.
performance,
whatever the
auspices, the names involved or the
dailies acclaimed "Front Page"
The
sentiments thereof. There "are mowith nostalgic sympathy and, fortiments, midway when it seems, that a
fied by so solidly favorable a press,
brief tepite might be in drder,-, but
the Hecht & MacArthur 1928 smash
thereafter, especially in the 'Court Of
repea.t for a run;, two decades
Nations scene, Hecht's writing and may
later. However, there's no disputing
Muni's long speech and plea for surthat was what hot stuff in- a rowdy
vival have their measiires of comVplsteadian era now emerges some.
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; . . .
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sion,
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.
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.

.

.
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;

any

pensation.

;

.
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.

.

.
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.Mrs. Grant
tradition is resurrected in The :Muvor
the forms of Hebrew Kings Saui and Mr.- Pinoua.
David, who lend encaurag'eihent to |.-ari \Villiiinis,
Walter Burns.
the fight
,
i'ony. .....

Hebrew

Murii, Hecht,; Weill,
;

and Reynolds

what diluted.
The language

bawdy, the
masculine, and the
is'

still

tliose who have, donated their
.gratis;
arid
many others melodramatics
in its general overtones,
have contributed to the Palestine aura lusty
but parlor conversation has likewise
fund in one way or another.
progressed (?), so that the appeal
There is talk of a London .'showing. there is diluted. The melodramatics
If
the
Britisli
permits
government
AHieli'ican Statesnia.n,. ... r. Jonathan Hah'i.'s
likewise, somehow, seem to be of
iRussIon Statcsiiian
Yasha Uosenthal it to be played, "Flag" is certainly familiar pattern. This is strictly from
l':nEli«!li- Ktatesmnn.. ;-To]rn. Kmlyn W.illiitni!-'
as persuasive an argument against the new-generation perspective, forynd Ei)Kiiah ;^fatearpan.". ..Tefferson Coates
the British barring of refugee Jews getting that they may have -seen the
French Statesman... .. .Frederick Uudin
in Palestine as, c'ould possibly be film version.
1st Soldier.,
.. .St6\'e ll.ill
Haul

,

,

,

,

.

...Morris Samuylow
....David Manning
youner tJne ................. ..lohn Barasrey
...... .William AHyn
.Sblomftn. ...
Gregory ^Morton

Old (ine
Middle Affed One.

head

services

.

David the KinK
.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

...

. .

.

2nd Soldier,

.

..... Jonathan Harris
3ra Soldier..
..HaroW .Gary
Supersi: William Borp. UandolDh Jones.
Nick Ferber, Jack Wesley, .\Uen' l.indsirom.
Vincent- Beck, Jo Davidson, Charles Femv
man, George Anderson, Martin TjeaviU,
;

.

given.

On

.

'

,

My

Yonrti Is
Heart
(REVIVAL)
•Arthur Spitz production of operetta in
three acts, based on "Land of Smiles."
Stai"S Richard TaulVer: features Alexander
D'Arcy, Sanimy AVhite, Stella Andreva,
Lillian Held, l^'red Keating. Music ijy Franz
JjChar; book and lyrics, Ii-a Col>b and Karl
Farkas: dar.ces, Henry Shwar?.e; sets and
costumes, H. A. Condeli; liehtinK, .Milton
Lowe; musical adaptation, Felix- Guenther;
direction,
diaioff
.Monroe Manning;
production staged by Tiieodore Bache. At Shubert. N. Y., Sei)t. 5, '46; $8 top.
CrUy
.M-.-mroe Manning
.

Soloinon
Gold-stein,
Jack Sloane. 1-iarry
Moses, Gilbert Lei^h. Jack Buxbauni. Jim
Flynn,
Nortnan
ICilroy.
Jules
l^reusJ^.
Thomits Arena, Rudolph MeKool. Joe JJerr.ard. Daniel Mos!:o\vitz, Carl Shelton, Kol)ert "VV'eaton, Bill Keid, Ray Johnson. Jim
Davidson^ Pearl SuRarninn. Natalie Norwiok, Rons Christie, Selma Stern. Michael
I'erry Becker,
Ka?:q,rasi
Paul Firestone,
;I'6gB:5'..StrfinKe, Steve Gravers, Don Sacks.
,

.

KUcen

.Ayres.

•

Anne \^'.'iyne.
LUian Bknian, Bvelyn Jjeeds, Anne Widman; Euth Harris. .AtJclrey JStllen..' Pearl
Dancer.s: Kvanf?eline.

CDlli.s,

Borchard, I,oe .Morrison, I.<)na!\ .Fisher,
Maybelle Iiuma, Sophia Babert, VlrKlnla
Shirley Kinpt, Rosnlind Posnlck,
Jeanne Belkin, Miriam Levy.
Chpir: Paul Mario. Elton -.PlowmaflT -.^ro«
seph Hill, Willla ni Durkln, 'Carl Mannins,
Allen
liov ell.
Xlcholas Torzs,
Richard
Monte.

f(ilchri;it.

'

.

.

ination, backed by documentary evidence, that here is a story that must
to Jews but those
of other creeds as well. It is a lesson
in a fight for freedom, in very much
the same manner of Pamell'S Irish
fight
against the British, Lenin's
against the Czarists, the Hebrews
against the Pharaohs,

be told hot only

"Flag"

as

propaganda

achieves
of course; because of the nature of the theme.
It is presented in Such a manner that
eyen those who have no iihmediatft
interest in the plight of European
Jewry must surely stack their might
to help these persecuted.
Jew o»
Christian whatever the audience
it must certainly wring the hearts,
of the theatregoer because of a combination of theme, direction, performance and production. It could
easily .have been jtist another prOpT
aganda piece. Instead, it, has also
evolved iiito entertaining theatrics.

many

of. its- effects,

—

:

And how Was

'

"Flag" best equipped

fight, the battle
of Palestine?
Jews,, of course, with Muni
certainly never better as the key figure whose best refuge, along the
road to Palestine, is a battle-scarred
cemetery of Europe, the key background for the 100-minute drama.

to

Through

And who

could best have exempli-

fied the spirit of telling the extent
of international injustice than an

Irish-American with the tight, grim
look of an all-American guard. That
would be Quentin Reynolds. He's the
story's narrator, bridging the gap's
of the story and being the intermediary between audience and performer.
And there are others who deserve
«redit in: this, tragedy ot a human
race, such performers as Celia AdIer,

adequate to good.

tart.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

. .

.

.

;

.

.

.

.
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how he is too legit. Lew Parker
shades him in the Hildy Johnson role
but there, again, the aura of Lee Tracy
The others range from
pervades.

Harold Grau recreates his original role. Olive Deering does an okay job as the Clark St.
(Incidentally, Variety's New
Haven review credited Elizabeth Dil.... .Helena Whitney
IjUcllle, .
IjOu.-.
..lane Mackle
lon, who was the billed actress, but
Pierre. ,'.. ......
.Harold Lazaf on Miss Deering had already joined the
U. ..
Fernand D'Orville.
\lexander D'Arcy
Vvonhe. . ................ .Xataiye Greene cast there). Cora Witherspoon is efr
...'.. .Dorothy
Fifi. ... ..............
Karrol fective as the prospective mother-inMarie. ........ ...... ... .....
.Jean Heisey law, and the police reporter types are
Archibald "Mascolle. ... ...
.Samitiy White
all good. William Lynn^ is"capitsl as
Claudrtte Vernay ..
...... .Stella Andreva
Butler
.1-larvey Kier the rubberstamp sheriff, bullied by
,,,, .... .
Prince Sou Chohg. >,. ;'.i .Richard Taul)er his relative-mayor (Edward H. Rob..... .lOdward Groag
Huanff AVei.
...
ins), and Curtis Karpe as a dimwit
Prince Tachang.. ......... .Arnold Kj^ector
hypochondriHsl Fueng. .................. .Fred Keating cop, Roily Beck as the
acal reporter, and Joseph DeSantis
Princess Mi.
Lillian Held
blaster cf Ceremotiies.. .Albert Sclioengold
as a strongarm guy (circa Capone)
High Prie..st.
.Fred Briesa all make their performances telling.
.,'; ^iBea trice
LI Tsl;;
.........
Eden
Co-author Charles MacArthur, for
The first musical of Broadway's all his tempoed staging, somehow
hasn't gotten the verve and pace out
fall season: sounds a very sour note.
of his cast as did George S, KaufAnd this in spite of a superior Franz man's original, The first act particLehar score and some flrst-rate sing ularly drags,
.

.

.

playing time wherever there is a
place of public assembly, let alone
a theatre. For it is not only the tragedy of a buffeted people it stands
as a challenge to both Jew and Christian to meet the demands of humanity."
"Flag" is frequently engulfed in
talk, and it is repetitious, but more
frequently it depicts with vivid imag-

performance, comparisons are

inevitable. The late Osgood Perkins
made his hard-driving, double-dealing, ruthless Chi newspaper editor a
cameo so brittle and vivid that Arnold Moss is no match for it. Some-

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

; . .

.

,,

,

...,..,.,,.

,

i

.

ing by principals Richard Tauber and

Andreva.

Stella

A

dated story, limp

humor and stodgy

direction

make

something bizarre' out of this proany Broadway suc-

duction, to nix
cess.

.
.

There's a heavy-handed old-European iihprint about the whole business that crushes all enthusiasm. The
shoiv is largely Lehax's operetta of
20 jcars ago, "Land of Smiles,"
somewhat refurbished. It was te.sted
on the road a couple of times a dec-

A false note arises from the injection of topicals such as the Paris
peac,^ conference, etc., when everything about it is otherwise dated. In,
fact, the program specifically states;
"The action takes place in the press
room of the Criminal Courts Bldg. in
Chicago, some years ago." 'Tncidentally, Nat Karson's single pressroom
set is good.

Abel.

BY YOUNG EQUITYITES
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Adain.-.pn

.

VernoV

liiH

Sharon

.Bert

Lytell

.

.Booth Colnliin
.Ulchnrd Alltin

Wilmington, Del., Sept, 6,
it.
I'roclor
i)f, t'on*edj tiT t (.vi, acts ijy Jeronie'
based
t'roclcelt
.iohnson'a
stage. I hy Charles Fi-iedninn
sd'Ip.
Aiswirng.
U.ali>h
.Vt
IMajhousc,
Wilmington, Del;, HeiM. tl-7, '.id;
top.
Barney Josophson and James

prtiduH ion

on

(.;h()di,r, V,

comic

Constance O'Hara, a Philadelphia
columnist who should know whereof
she writes, has purled up this swift
little item out of her dramatic knitting bag and with the liberal assist
Pemberton's pat typeof ' Brock
casting and expert direction has
fabiicated something resembling the
.

successful

a

of

illusion

fleeting

Wash, for

in

(14)

Rarnaliy an«l Mi*.

I'ldith

KIcliard

Murray Woodward?

Frank

Sat.

re-ui.s'io'iis.)

.

,

.

.

"SiuR.i" DeA'ine .......
Charie.'i I'ldwards.

C, Fieldini-

.Xina. Sitllcr
..Franlc Merlin

Mciser
..Melville Uulck

.

1'iask Moi'ffan'.' .........

.lames

(Closing

.

Beardon, ......

comedy-drama.

.

Hetllnj;.s,

."ally

,

Kaxler.

.:,

.

.,

,

,

John Ba xler-.

...

.

.Louise ''ampljen

.....

.

.

.

;

t*l.irk

lli-wat

ilurnal))' }t.i\ter. ..... .,..;T.lioiUa.^ 1.1a mi Hon
. .
1
Jane .Shult'^
.Iri.;
.Mann'
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..... .;;'.. . ,; J.'M,
Mr, Xi'Malie.v-.
Kerr.igiih
j.aUucelijt McSmi> d .... ,... ... .,;S<don linri-y
. ..
,. ^.; .
.Sam I'l'imeil
Dr.; Blac.Utiia.n;.
..... .K. hllnui Lowe
Fi'cd Hluill 4.
<.-> ; , . ,'.. ..
M.ui'iol f ainpholliVlIco Stdv.u(t;i
... . Adtl l-'at(.V
... . ; ; . i . .
Ljoii .....
..Chaldvs l>Uraria
State Ti-oO|»er,
Hubcrc ,1'ierson
i.lon Trainci-,,
. ....
.
...... I'err.v Bra,sicin
.V;;fdst.int
HeiHtrtei*. ... ....;;........ .... .Jatnie ^^chrufl t
;
.. . . .. .C'l>iir!es Mcmiiclc
i'hotoKrai>itci
......;
Koyal Daiio
(iusV. . . V, .. ,
.

.

.

,

.

.

,

.

,

.

.

.

.

'

.

.

.

.

,
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Miss O'Hara, a newspaper woman,
like Mary Chase, who blessed Pemberton With "Harvey" two seasons
ago, used to conduct the ''Jives and
Judgments" column in the Philadel- tJorgon,
I:u'U
i;iltnpr
phia Bulletin, and .\\'as a news commentator, dramatic critic and radio
"Barnaby and Mr. O'Malley," Jerwriter. With one play,"Years of the ome Chotiorov'a ,comed.y based on
Locust," knocked about by the little Crockett Johnson's comic strip, got
Here, spot- off to a slow and belated start at its
theatres a decade ago.
lighting the personal and professional matinee premiere in the Playhouse.
life of a, soi'disaht cosmic columnist,
The show, which was scheduled to
peopling her play with, stage charac- open Friday, night, cancelled that
terizations of upper-set newspaper performance because- of difficulties'
folk- and steeping it all in the stock with the intricate lighting, and, with"
inauthor's
jounialistic milieu, the
the shifting of the sets they weren't
tense preoccupation with the col- ironed out in time. Each of the, two'
uinnist's alleged awe-inspiring pres- acts is comprised
of a series of
tige arid power to make or break blackouts, and tliey do not click as
public personages may be all wool they should.
to the social emigres of the Stork
All of the comic strip characters,
Club. But it is certainly yards wide including Gus the Ghost and the inof cosmic significance for Mr. and
visible McSnoyd, are here, and most
Mrs. America and all the ships at
of the action is taken from the strip
sea, to whom its world-shaking imbut something seems to be missing.
plications will most likely be lost in
The whimsicality is there but the
the teapot tempest.
rarely produce real laughs, The
The first act is of hit stature and lines
first act drags throughout and the
at the ringdown opening night it
although interest picks up,:
looked as though Pemberton had second,
another ringer by the tail. But the is uneven.
The
first covers a week in the lite
story proceeds to fly apart with disBaxters in July. It includes
tractions in dialog and counterplot in of the
first appearance and
Mr,
O'Malley's
succeeds
the second act and barely
parents to
in attaining the required grade in the efforts of Barnaby's
The .story persuade him that his fairy godthe concluding stanza.
imagination.
line is confused and the overall ef- father exists only in his
fect anti-climatic.
The heroic scan- In the second Barnaby complicates
dal-monger, unrriistakably identified his father's campaign for Congress
as a columnist of international re- when he tells reporters that the
pute, manages by means of stolen lion, escaped from the circus and
diaries and letters tc level a devas- recovered in the Baxters' cellar,
captured and placed
really
tating and ruinou.s charge of com- was
munism against a State Dept. diplo- there by iWr. O'Malley. The latter,.
mat, at the same time deliberately fo- Pleased by the publicity, plans to
menting militant anti-Russia phobia run for Congress him.'self, but fiamong his readers. The incriminat- nally throws his support to Mr.
ing papers have been purloined by Baxter, thus insuring his election.
The settings are impressive and
the diplomat's alcoholic' weakling
son under the'baleful influence of when properly operated should be
the columnist^s unscrupulous toad of verv effective. The first is a cross*
a legman.
They are ensconced in section of the Baxter home, with
the gossip purveyor's country house the living room and kitchen on the
where a jingoist publisher with a first fioor and Barnaby's bedroom
White House yen and his wife are on the second. Occasionally action
also guests.
Publisher proposes to occurs simultaneousl.y on both floors.
hire tlie columni-st at an astronomical In changing scenes the house moves
figure to further his presidential slowly in the background as the
ambitions. The diplomat calls to de- lights dim, and a forest setting
mand his documents, with refusal rnoves in front of it. This happens
and counter-threats bringing on a frequently during both acts without
declaration of open warfare between the curtain falling.
diplomat and the columnist and pubWhen the invisible McSnoyd
lisher, making for effective dramat- speaks in
the forest scene lights
ic conflict,
'Writer, in order to save flash across a toadstool; when he
face, finally forces a third-degree speaks in the house lights; flicker up
written confession of the theft from and down the staircase or appear
the diplomat's son and is about to under Barnaby's bed.
go on the air with a sensational alibi
J. M. Kerrigan gives a competent
yarn for his weekly national hookup performance as Mr, O'Malley. and
when his wife, who has no.w de- seven-year-old Thomas Hamilton is
cided to leave him, grabs the mike, satisfactory
in the long and diffleu't;
wises, up the listening public and
role, of Barnaby. Iris Mann, 7, is exbreaks off the broadcast in curCew- cellent
as Barnaby's skeptical little
shall not-ring-tonight style.
As a friend, .lane. Royal Dano makes a
final strain Oh Credulity, she decides,
trood Gus the Ghost,
-to stay on. with Iver heelish but
The play has definite possibilities
badly-shaken' mate for a quizzical
and probably is in too rough a form
curtain.
to be given full appreciation.
The
dramatic
counterpart
of
Klep.
"your newsboy" is depicted throughout
as
an obvious, self -centered
.
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WINTER STOCK FORMED

ade ago-^once as "Prince Chu Chan,"
with Clifford Newdahl, arid again.as
"Land of Smiles," with Charles HackGroup of young Equityites has
ett— but never before brought into' formed the Players Guild, with purNew York. Continental producer Ar^ pose of staging winter stock on
thur Spitz rhakes. his Bx'oadway bow Long Island's North Shore. Tney've:
with it, as does Tauber, who has
theatre. Great
played the operetta abroad over 2,500 leased the Chapel
Neck, used the past couple of sumtimes.
are seeking
Tauber's fine singing-^in a glorious iners as a strawhat, and
lyric tenor, vibrant and undimmed investors through a mailed' prosby the years— is something to hear,' pectus. Feeling is, there are 100,000
especially when he does the title people living within; five-mile radius
song. Miss Andreva, former .Metro- of Great Neck (25 miles from Times
politan Opera soprano, is a .stalwart Sq.) who find it inconvenient to
assistant vocally. Visually the two
come into N.. Y, for legit, and who
make an unconvincing romantic cou- would
go for stock.
ple, while Tauber's gestures and posGroup leased theatre till June 15,
turing occasionally suggest the gro'47, with another year's option, pay...
tesque.
The pair go through the motions of ing $65 weekly rental (including
impersonating a Chinese prince and steam heat and janitor service).
Parisian prima donna,
struggling Need $5,000 to open and run first
again.st the diplomatic obstructions two weeks, and claim to have $1,000
that bar their union, Acting of the raised. Planning to give repertory,
supporting cast is of no aid to them, two
shows a week, with "Holiday"
hampered by a silly book and corny
comedy, Sammy White struggles and "Peer Gynt" as first two plays
vamly to lighten the proceedings, on bill. Estimated weekly nut 'will
while Frod Keating is drily amusing be $1,189, aside Irom opening exhis too-infrequent appearances penses, with gross figured at $1,722.
domg old-stylo magical tricics. Lil- House seats 215. Tickets will be
ban lield and Alexander D'Arcy are priced from 90c to $2.40.
.

v..

Bonil. Jr

.Mell.'?sa

,

.

what-makes-Sa-mmy-run of the columnar cosmos has distinct possibilities.
Burtm.

..Alan Rosa
ood
i'e(r..;y
Susiin Woodward
.......,.......> ... .Oacar l*<>lk
Jes.ie Cose,
l.eijilo I'atil,

free Palestine. Ben Hecht's theatric army; the Stern gang, in the war
.Itunt Strombers; .Tr.. lind ,Thos,. .Spi?r.Kler
Berini, revival of Iho Ben Hecht-Chiis. Mac.Vrlhiir
Cal artifice, "A Flag Is Born," which against the Britisli; Mario
Lew
lloss.
Arnold
Features
Hebrew hymn in coiiiedv.
opened a limited engagement at New wlio delivers a
Parker, Benny Baker. Edward If. Koblns,
Metopera manner.
l.'ora AVithersiioon. \Vm, J..>'nn, Pat IlarrinsYork's Alvin theatre, is a forceful
Bruce MacFarlnne.
Oltvo Deerini;,
ton,
proAdler.
tlio
ot
Luther
Direction
by JIac.Vrlhur; acttihirs, Nat Jvar^
pageant.
duction of Jules J, Leventbal; Kurt SldBed
son; cost umcf. li-eiie .Xrphson. .Opened Si'pl.
An- obvious, bit of propaganda, Weill's special music conducted by J, 'Jll, at Koyale, N. V..i to ?!i fop; regular
*'Fla8'" debuted last Thursday (&) for Isaac Van Grove and the settings by
scale. S4.2<l
Wiisiin. American. v.. ........ .UOKcr Clark
« four-week run: It has the defects Robert Davison are all excellent.
... ...lack .Vi'lioid
iJndioott, Post... .. ..
of all propaganda; yet it is deserving
Bruce .MacFal lane
Hecht has managed, despite the ilurphx-. Journal
of more than the limited engage- heaw
tragedy that encpmpasses McCuc, City Xews Bureau. .Benny Baker
Ita.v Walston,
ment set for it by its sponsor, the "Flail," to leaven, occasionally, the .Schwartz, Dally Xews,
MnrrinKlon
Co(Vl.
i.l'at
Journal
of
Kruner,
American League for a Free Pales- story with an elemental humor, espe.Roily, Bccli
Benslnger,, Trilnine.
tine..,
cially in the dialog mouthed b.v Muni, Mrs. SchkLssei ...
..i .Isabel Bonner
.('iii'tis ::K«ri»
With Paul IVluni coming on from to stress the chin-up attitude of the " Woodenshoea" KicliOTO.
Di> SantLs
Hollywood to play the lead role, Dlay's subjects. And he has a par- Diamand Louie., v. ...... Joseph
John.son,. HofiVld-Wx'am, .l.ew I'arker
that of a. Jewish refugee wandering ticularly poignant, welKwritten seene liildy,
.Blanche by tell
Jennie; ... ... .,;...,,.'.;;.;
through Europe seeking the. Prom- where the wandering Jew confronts ifollie- Malloi
Olive Dcerim;'
....
.AVilliani l.ynn
ised Land, "Flag" is a stirring mes.^Jheriff Harlniah. ....
to
be
his
plea
Nations
in
of
a Court
.Pat .McClaniey
...
sage that demands attention and allowed to live. In another scene Peirifv Grant. ...
Witherspoon.
'

„'

kivarnyScott,,.;..

l*enis

...

self

4.

Staged by
I'Vaiik Slerliu and Krtlth Wolsor,
Peinberton; seltlnKS and costuni.'s, John
Hoot.
At' Krlanger, BuCtalo, Sept. 4, '40;

'f».tw ;top.

.

l*ag«
(KEVIVAM

.

York opening

(18), he may find himwith a reasonably long-term
tenant for the Henry Miller theatre
Brock -I'eniberlon production of threeract
'
For pictures, if the
comedv by Coiistanco O'Hura features PoK- on his hands,
A'ernw-.
I.yieri,
Richard
boys
cnbjcles
Wood,
Bert
;in
the
can take it, this
Bv

Buffalo, Sept.

lOilrl

The FronI

Town

Plays Out of
The Ala gulf l«;pni Heel

.

'..

nondy Or

neurotic megalomaniac, but neither
ttie characterization nor .the, story

Los Angeles, Sept.

,

treatment

has

sufficient,

sustained

bite or impact.
The hero is, a dull
heel-r-and consequently m*)re ridiculous than magnificent.
Peggy Wood, charming as the nottoo-distinctly.
limned
columnist's
wife, bears the brunt of the story on
her shoulders. That .she manages to
do so with small assistance from the
is
author
a histrionic achievement.
Bert Lytell is allotted a surprising
amount of nothing at all to do as the
gallant, stuffed-shirt diplomat. Edith
Meiser's nympho wife of the publisher is both a classic and a natural
for her. while Richard Verney's
.'

'

'

,

.

;

.

columnist

seems

earthbound

and

stilted.

Paul Fielding projects the writer's
swishy legman for telling comedy
effect.
Frank Merlin does well by
the badly overwritten role of an
Irish literary agent, and Allen Ross
and Nina Sittler give personable In.terpretations

of the juvenile and
ingenue roles.
Jol:in Root's settings and costumes
lend a tasteful lift to the presentation.
If

Pemberton

ever

succeeds

In

winnowing out the dialogic chaff and
plot divergence from this one. in the
short time allotted before the New

IVot

(Jeorgp

4.

Butler, production of nuisicom-

Tv.

ody (nine scenes) by' (Seno Ellis. St:iged by
Le.i Dar.'i'. and C'laike Williams; setling.f
and costume 1, Cloliruogge. mu.slc. Stan Key.ava. .It,, and Wddie Davics; lyi-ics, .JSIH**,
and Be,rnard Jde,: choi-eOgraphy. Ttnty Klr.seh;;

At
'+!);

Wllshir.;

4,

.

.:

.

..Nsincy •Stitldnn

Carol,
fJenefa 1

t'hao.t..

... ......

.

Charles.
....... . . .. .
Rlloy..,
Ha: of the :Boltli!. ,, 1.
Bartender...

,.

.

.

...

.

.

. .

....

.

. . . . . ; . . .

.

. .

.

I ttil

......

.

c;ole

LeCiraiit

.Clarke Williams':

.Konnld Sherwood
Bill Bl.sscll

..Joan

.

(iardner

................ ..Bhyllts Brennian
.
......... .Marie Norloiv
.. ,. ..
Foxhole Macfartliy. ...... ...Lloyd Jenkins
Veternna Representative ...... .John .Splvey
Barbara Towne
Moonlight Sadie
phyiiia
Studenl.s:
(•o-eda-Joan .aardner.
Brenneman, Malio Norton, Dorothy Zurca,
Dorothy Knlow, Marion Clair, Mary Gray.
Boyii^Kay Hir.ich, Clarke WIlHaii", I'at
Meicier, Bob Sheldon, Jud Oray, Veriie

Del
Velvet.
i . . .

'

Horne

Atlim

Dave
.

Doctor Beverly.
Delia..

Set't,
:.'"

top,

y:i

Loa Angeles,

Ebell.

i

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Morse.

.,

:

,,:'>.,„.

.

...

:,':..-...;..

-;

.

;";"::

RIekle Owens, Murlotl Clair.
Ronald Shei'woad, Bol> Tunlqk.
Clarke Willlatus, I'at Merelen
Boh Sheldon. JiiS Gray, Verne *forac, iind
Scientist.^:

Profns.iot.'*;

ISernarcl Ide.

•

One of the characters in this misguided musical by and about vets of
World War II opined at the outset
might find ••'nething
shows
about in
tContinued on page 60y

that the critics
to creek wise

;
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Blackstone Magically

'Dream

Girl'

Days

Nifty 15G in 1st 5

PuUs 17G Out

of

Wash.

Washington, Sept.

Record

Chicago^ Sept. 10.
t
Siunmei' legit lull seems to toe over
Chi, with the four shows on tap
doing good biz and giving every in^
dication that they ,will be in town
"Dream
for some time, to come.
Girl" opened Tuesday (3) at the Selwyn and did okay, $15,500 for five

Firiit full week of "Bloomer
days.
Girl" saw the -show pull .sma.sh
while "Harvey" continued
$42,000
"State
with near-capacity $24,300.
of the Union" still going strong but
Slipped a bit to ,$24,000.
Number of shows iti town will hit
a summer high of six when "Oklahoma!" and "Lute Song", bow Sept.

16 at the Erlanger
respectivel.y.

,

m.'

Turning
$4.20).
smash $24,300.

with

10;
i

grcssed

$45,000

Resumes In

Pittsburgh. Sept.

Oct.

Easily in the lead despite, some
spotty attendance, including a sur^
prisingly poor house Tuesday, was
"Follow the Girls," the Gertrude

'

town

the touring duplicate
starring Pauline Lord. Got away a
little slowly but by mid-week had
built to near-capacity and stayed
that, way down the stretch.
Currently Nixon has Blackstone's
masic; show and then gets Gertrude
Niesen .in "Follow the Girls" and
Mady Christians in "I Remember
Mama," both for two-week stretches.
That's unusual for a town that generally has to be satisfied with a
single stanza.
"Menagerie" could
have. easily stayed another week.

"Barnaby

and

0'M»Hey"— hoping

"Carmen

—

Jones"

in

„.

B port

'

Court

!

.

first

its

two weeks

at. the.

Sq.,

;

(

]

!

|

'

'

':

.

|

Merman

musical

starrer

ca-

still

pacity $45,000.
i32d
'^Born Yesterday," Lvceum
week) (C-993; ,$4,80). Hit comedy
hampered only by lack of standee

the city, the Boston Summer
holding over with "Late
George Apley" at- Mutual 1-iall but
lailing to do as expected with the
in town, going only to -sti.stock in

!

Theatre

'.

.

Gross unvarying

space.

"dail

week)
hit,

Wal- about

at $21,000.

Me

!

VEW

\

mated

.

Mister,"- National .(21sf
(R-1.142; $6), Steady musical!,

with

SRO,

constant

grossing

$4,500.

EsUmatcs for Last Week,

i:

"Come On Up," Shubert

(1,500:
$3.60). Opened Sept. 2 as
came
to town to crowd biz off the slref.t,
which resulted in estimated $1(\500,

VFW

1
I

$33,000 w:eek!y.
"Carousel," Majestic (73d week)
In active spurt last
(M-1,667; $6).

nut, okay for this many-times repeater.
Incidentally. "Road" and
"Obsession." like "Girls." gave Labor

I

.

.

I

for between 10 and 12. with

,

.

(

'

I

Yesterday''— Lyric,

i

I

Balto. (9-14); Wilbur, Bost. general local consensus seeming to
be eight to 10.
of 1916"— El Capjtan,
"Obse.ssion." the season opener the
(9-21).
previous \veeis (Aug. 26), collected
"Blackst-onc"— Nixon, Pitt. (9-14); about $'7,800 in its second and final
session at the Shubert, with cool
Royal Alexandra, Toronto U6-21).
Shubert, Chi, notices.
''Tobacco Road" got $8,500
"Bloomer Girl"

"Born

•arid
i

Jews into Palestine, opened
Thursday (5) With unusual press
and comp ticket demands, because night,
of play's nature,- Thyrs, and Friday.
"Come On Up" was last week's
With Sunday performances, gross opener, the show going into ihe Shufor tive performances, including albert and doing a fairly good v.tek.
preview, w-as $14.600,,
though all the legit offerings in town
".\nna Liicasta." Mansfield 10.7t|-i as well as the nightclubs, movies and
week) (D-1.041; $3.60). Vet Negro- everything else, took a terrific pa.st
from the fact the Veterans of
cast comedy drama continues excel
lent pace, with gross almost $13,000, Foreign Wars convention was in
;'
^
'i"
"Annie Get Your Gun." Imperial town.
v ^,
Ethel
Last week saw windup of summer
(17th week) (M-1,427; $6.60),

"Blackouts

(9-21)-

,

week)

of

(16-21).

(20-21).

i

"A

.

Hollywood

—

;'..'
Boston. Sept. 10.
"Obsession," with a good advance
"Song of Norway," with a tJig
advance, are added to the legit sea-,
son this week, the former beginning
at the Colonial last night 9 ) and the
latter reopening the Opera Hou.sc to-

|
!

(OperKitiii.

props
ganda pageant, a plea for entrance

Ford's

I

O

Fiagr Is Born," Alvin list
Ben Hecht's
(D-:l,331; .$4.80).
'

_

Mr.

,

,

(iV-fiufical),

,

—

for

|

Keys C (.Co'iHed.y|,.' p (Drama)
(Comedy-Droma) R (Rei'iue);
:

Road Shows

The weather was cool, it
had a show with a terrific Broadway rep and the critics really went

Week

Estimates for Last

M

Especial interest developed around
Week's biz of "The Voice of the
at the Locust.
With no
niarquee names but plenty of Broad
Current
way prestige since It paused here for
(Period Couering Sept. 9-21)
twoi sellout try out weeks three sea*
McCarterv sons ago, "Turtle'' whammed away
C«.
Amer.
Rep.
to a rousing first week's biz of close
Princeton (20-21).
Shubert, Philly to $17,000.
Management, while an"Bal Nesre"
nouncing limited stay, is avowedly
(9-21),

around.

1:

i:

CD

summer.

to assist in prepirations.

VFWHitsHubBi
]

'

Turtle,"

$3 top. Earliest start for local legiter
in years, but it got a break all

to

15,

.

{

$65,000,

first

10.

smashing start last week, rolling up around
$22,500 with "Gla.ss Menagerie" at

1

definite propaganda play, came in
for' a limited four-week run. "Song
of Norway.!' bowed out Saturday (7).
'Icetime.'' two extra Labor Day performances sent gro.ss to record

;

off to

i

showing

;

.

•

Houston, Sept. 10.
Niesen musical which resumed at
Angn.a Enters; the "niime.^ has. the Forrest after having been burnagreed to hold the premiere showing ed out there as a result of an afterMusical
of her four-act play, "Love Pos- pertormahce blaze in July,
chose to open With a Monday (Labor
sessed Juana," here. The prod uctior^
Day) matinee and that proved -a
will be directed by Ralph Mead, di- cr.ackerjack
performance
idea
as
rector of the local little theatre wa.s nearly sold 'out; evening was
group, and it will be the initial big, too, then, after sharp drop, show
opening of the local little theatre came back late in the vi^eefc id. snare
over $28,000..
Despite rumors it
season.
fall
Miss Enters will arrive here a positively leaves ihis. Week- givinife it
two weeks iipw plus three in the
week prior to the play's opening,

ZZi/zGinPittBow

-

shows

Three

,

Nixon got new season

.

REVIVALS
"Show Boat," Ziegfeld (35th week)
(M-l;623; $6). Musical continues at
excellent pace, with week's take

generally: and
stay
Hits, of
strong balance, of week.
course, were unaffected, with sev-

Pliy for Big^^^2^^

season...

Lord-lenagerie'

midweek

up

approximately $21,000, however, with
large advance and $6: top.-

nearly $42,000.
1st
"The Front Page," Royale
surprising
week) (C-1,084; $4.20). Show looks
opened, with the in, with all o.k. notices, b.o. for five
performances approximating $12,000.
first, "Front Page," getting all favor"The Red Mill," 46th Street (45th
able notices and looking like it's in
Philadelphia, Sept. 10.
With approximate .$i2,0()0: grnss in week) (M-1,319; $4.80). Longsfayer
performances: v the
second, hitting a good stride with $28,000
There' were nq particular- causes five
Yours Is My Heart." got a bad gross. Now' running Sunday shows.;
for complaint after the weekend
checkup following Philly's first fiill ipressv and the third, "Flag Is Born,"
week of legit activity of the current being in a special category as a

Ahgna Enters Play
In Houston Preem

"State of the Union," Blackstone
Slipped
(19th week) (1,360; $4.20).
8 bit but still healthy at $24,000.

Icetime Record 65G in 12

In 1st

others
strength.

In St: Paul, mu.slcal smash also
was a sellout for all seven performances, including three matinees, for
$40,000. Show was first of New York
Theatre Guild subscription season
offerings in both cities.

•

Tront Page Gets Fine Notices, 12G

the National theatre

eral

the

for

week.

awaj'

at

'Oris'

|

,

attraction

Vind

thenfi

Minneapolis, Sept.

matinees last week. Coming in la.st
season on two days' notice, same

wt>ck) (2,163; $4.80). First full week
did very good $42,000.
'Dream
Girl,"
Selwyn
(1,000:
Opened Tue.sday (3), doing
$4.20).
fine $15,500 for five days.
"Harvey,"
Harris
t4th
week)
(1,000;

Repeat

Mpls.

In

j

Week

Shubert

week

5;
Meanwhile,
"The
Magnificent
Heel,"
new play by Constance
O'Hara, moved jri at the National
Broadway's usual post-Labor Day
yesterday t9), after debut in Buffalo. slump was of brief duration. Mati-,
nee biz last. Monday (Labor Day)
was good, and evening spotty. Biz
dropped next couple of days,' to pick

45G

Terrif

a .return engagement at
the 2,100-seat Lyceum and scaled at$4,40 top. "Oklahoma" pulled a' ter^'
rific $45,200 for six nights and two

and Studebaker,

Girl,"

B'way Picks Up Strongly at Midweek;

:

10

hore.

Playing

.

Estimates for Last

"Bloomer

10.

and

up a fine .$17,000 take for Blackstone's
magic show in its .second and farewell

in

crowds

holiday

shows last week— including matinees
on Sunday and Labor Day— chalked

At Chi; 'Bloomer' 42G, 'Harvey' $24,300

normal

under

well

expectations.

week, musical jumped more than Holds, and should' build this week.
Springfield (9-10); Aud„ Worcester Day matinees, with "Turtle" only
over previous, .stanza, to ap- Shov/ got so-so notices but ha,sn t
Other three $3,000
(11); Shubert, New Haven (12-14); show ppenihg at night.
proximately $48,J)00.
been hit by censOr, yet.
This
Lawler, Greenfield (16); City Aud., omitted midweek matinees.
"Deep .\rt the Roots," Fulton
"Cordelia," Wilbur (1.200: .$:r). SecOttawa was unusual situation as Labor Day
(Sapitol.
Burlington
(17);
Mixed- ond and final week hurt by convenafternoon used to be considered (40th week ) (D-968; $3.60
(18-19); Capitol. Quebec (20-21).
"Come on Up"— Shubert, Bost. poison for legit biz. They were all ca.st drama dropped a little to $10,,500. tion, v^ith estimated $4,000.
i

,

).

'Windermere's Fan'

"Dear

still quite satisfactory.
Inaugurated.
good this, year, however.
This week's only opening comes Sunday performances last weekend,
"Cordelia"— Met., Providence (9);
!(27,500 in Frisco
"Dream
Girl,"
Coronet
(30th
Thursday (12). It is Katherine Dun_
Palace, Manchester (10); Academy
San Francisco, Sept. 10.
Northampton (11); Aud., Hartford ham's new dance revue, "Bal Negre," week) (CD-I, 037; $4,20). Resuming
"Ltidy Windermcre:s Fan." now
(2)
after .jummer layoff,
a preem at the Shubert, where it Monday
112-14); Forrest, Phila. (16-21).
in its second week at the Curran,
with Betty Field back as lead, show
"Cyrano De Bergerac." Erlanger. stays nine dayS:
hit a strong $27,500 in its first week.
hit satisfactory $18,000. about $6,000
(12-14); Cass, Detroit (16-21)
Show stars Cornelias Otis Skinner BUff."
under capacity.
Never fell under
Plymouth, Bost. 'Merry Wives'
"Dear .Ruth"
Not So
and Henry Daniell.
$20,000 when. Miss Field originally
(9-21).
headed ca.st and is due to rise,
"Hasty Heart," jvith Erin O'Brien"Ureain Girl"— Selwyn, Chi, (9Merry
in Toronto
"Harvey.'' 48lh Street (97lh week)
Moore and Dean Harens, now in its 21)
Toronto. .Sept, 10,
-((3^925;- $4.20i——Long-run
,,T^
.second week at the Geary, last week
comedy"Follow the Girls' -Forrest, Philly
With the public up here appar- continues at capacity $19,000,
did fair $11,500.
(9-14); Nixon. Pittsburgh (16-21).
ently not interested. Theatre Guild's
"Icetiirie," Center (12th week) (R"Harvey"— Harris, Chi. (9-21).
prociuctlon
of
"Merry Wives of 2,994; $2,40). Skate revrfe continues
"Hastv Heart"— Geary, Frisco (9N. Y. City Center Sets
Windsor," with Alan Reed, brodied to lead town's gro.s.sers. 12 perfoi m21).'
to a bad $6,200 at the Royal Alex- ance.s la.st week (two extra on Labor
"Lady Windermere's Fan" Cur- andra,
Less liCgit, More Concert
with l.,')25-seateT scaled at Day) pushing urr.'iS to reported recran. Frisco (9-21).
$2.50 top,
There will be less legit at the N."V.
ord-brerilrlnff $6,5.000,
"Legend of Loii"~Cass, Det. (9City Center this season than la.st, 14).
"Life With F.K'/!cr." Bijou iS.'^Sd
week)
((j-614:
Long,st.ay
due to heavier concert bookings "Life With Father"— Royal Alex,
S.'i.GO).
'Jones' 24G, Hartford
record-holder held
psce wi'.K
there.
Where ,over J5 weeks were Toronto (9-14); Erlanger, Buffalo
$9,500 gross, plenty good.
devoted to stage attractions at the (16-17-18); Hartman, Columbus (19Hartford. Sept. 10.
"Maid in Vak Ozarks," Belasco i8th
An
a p p r 0 X m a te .$24,000 was
city-dwncd playhouse last year, the 20-21).
„,
Song"— StUdebaker. Chi, gro.ssed bv "Carmen .lones" in three week) (C-l.OV": S-ieO). Labor Dnv
only legit. booked thus far this year (jg^V)
davs (four performances) at Bu.sh- boff biz kept this freak attraction
IS six weeks of Shake.sjearean
reper"Ma,'y Had a Little"— Shuberl- nell Memorial here :Thursday-.Sat- well up, hick comedy holding to
lory from Jan. 6 to Feb. 15, '47, prewell above $8,000,
Lafayette, Del. (9-14); American. Si. urdav (7-9).
senled by the Theatre Guild. With Louis (16-21).
"O Mistress Mine," Empire (24th
In two earlier performances at
Another
the Center booked .solidly till next
"Merry Wives of Windsor"— His Providence the road .show gro.<§ed week) (CD-1,082; $4,80;).
surefire attraction here, with the
.spring, only possibility 'of' more legit Ma,iesty's, Monfl (9-14 ).
.$13,000, making a healthy take of
Lunts.
La.st
week's lake, totaled
exists at
"W'
""^^

(9-21).

Still

in

tion crowding, biz off stre.ets at night
with estimated $10,000 ,on third week;

.

I

—

Plymouth (1.300; .$3).
town despite conven-

Riilh,"

best

Sidney Blackmer has taken
over role of father, replacing Howard S'Tiith.
"Life With Father," Colonial 1.500;
$3). Second week tapered ofl'. hurt
by VFW convention; estimated $9)'
o6o,"0b.session" here now.
fine,

i

—

{
'

,

'
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'

-
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B'WAY PUBLICISTS GET
YEN FOR PRODUCING

j

—

I

I

Broadway pressagents arc eontinuing to manifest the producing
with four of them planning
bU.g,
shows this season. James D, Proctor,

,

.

i

it,';'

I

!

coproducing

]

-

i

I

!

.

I

ducing end before,

.

i

"The

(

D wight

I

...

tail-end of the season,
,.Last season the Center presented
;;The Tempest" for three
w eeks:

Desert Song,"

.six;

"Han.

,3'l."

$37,000

P'S'?°:"^^'„^''S^"v*^^
j^'"'"'''"" ^^°"""''''

I

(S-l4); Erlanger. Chi,

!

Avenue"

"Park

:

(0

(16-21).

Shows

.

New

Shubert,

"The
(19-20-21).
"Song of Norway"— Opera House, .Guild.
"Park
Bost, (10-21),
Union' -Billmo. e.
»'
"The

Haven
'

;

!

i

in

"Oklahoma!".

week) (M-1.509:

Iceman

St.

$4.80

James
ilS.'jth
Unique musi-

Cometh"— Theatre

week) (D-1,064: $3,601. Claimed big.gest Sunday d) of run. with over

Avenue" -Max Gordon,

L

"On Whitman

Av.-nuc," Coit

$3,000 that day, week's;,
at !l!a,500.

gros,';

1

will

iourth'- Little

co-spon.sor

Show"

with

Deere Wiman. Barry Hyamsj

has "Clarissa" .(formerly:
"Strange Bedfellpw.s" 1. which;
do in association with another
producer (as yet undecided),.
Two other p.a.s figured as strawhat producers this pa.st summer,
Lewis Harmon at Guilford. Conn.,
and Al Tamarin as associate producer at Branford, Conn,

pace with

.$30,800.

Mr.

Simon

1.

pacity

c-.

Rehearsal

and

of the Si Hurok Office, has a play,
"Inherit the Wind," in mind for production this sea.son, and Bernard

$24,,500.

cal continues at

Moines

Des

"6klahoma"-Aud.".

|

Jones,"' four, and "Little
for two weeks ot matinees
plus a few evenings. This year the
Center has rearranged its setup, offering 10 consecutive weeks of opera
«nd .symphony on a new ioint ,sched-

the first le.g of an extended ,road tour that will take the
companv to California this winter.

2j

1

(wo:

Larmen

Women"

on

"Barnaby

O'Malley," has his play already in
Baltimore tliis
(in
stage
tryout
week), Tom Weatherly, on. the pro-

i

.

,

titled
he'll

18tb

holding

Oiichess
of
MalB"— Paul
"Song
of
Norway,"
Broadway
(104th week) (O-I.900: .$4.80). Wind"Hidden Horizon"—;Shuberfs.
Up for IbnirUn Gripg operetta; bowof week.
"The Bees and the Flowers"-Mort ing out Saltirdav (7l with ahotit
Jean Dalrymple, who produced
•Temporary Mrs. Smith"-PlavOpened in Bo.':ton last night •Hope For the Best" last soa.son. ha.*
.$22,000.
Season opened Sept. 4 with 11 house; Wilmington 13-14 ); National, Singer and John Shubert.
days of Ballet Russe, to be followed Washington, D. C, (16-21 ).
"Wh.it Every
Woman Knows," (Tues.)
y^''"''
P'^^^
""'"^
"State of the I'nion." Hudson (43d'
by N.y. City Opera Co, and N.Y.
"The Duchess of Malfi''— Meiro- ".lohn Gabriel BOrkman," "Henry
a"<l
Obey" and a "Green Pasture,';week) (CD-I,057: $4.80). No chan.ge
City Symph with the Jobss Ballet politan. Providence (20-21).
VIH"— American Repertory The- in
Theron Bamberger, who
capacity pace here de-'oite re- revival.
Cox. j aire
"The Glass Menagerie"
booked in Dec. 3-22. Paul Draper
nlacement
of
Ruth
Hu.ssev
by
Kay quit pia. work three seasons ago to
Columba^i
and Larry Adler are in Dec. 25 to
Peebles and Mr. Hooker"— Francis
,'„^"^t'' ,^^2''*t'"2'1:
Gross, as usual, topping produce
"Tomorrow the World."
(16- 7-18); Enghsh, IndiMapol.s, (19j^^^pj^
"Ian. 5, to be followed by the Guild's
.$25,000.
"Heaven Can Wait"
Max
repertory, which will include "The
"Swan Sonir." Booth (17th week) plans staging
Meel"-Natl., ^ "»««•» Yes<*'-«>».v" (road)
Magnificenlf
"Thi
this sea-son. He tried it out at Buck.i
.Gordon
(CD-712; .$4,20).
Slight dip last
Merry Wives of Windsor" and "The Wa.sh. (9-14).
week to $9,000; profitable at that fig- County Playhouse, New Hope. Pa.,
"Loco"— Jed Harris.
Wmter'-s Tale."
"Tobacco Road"— Walnut. Phillv
Then the Ballet
"Hear
That
Tril'mpet"— Arthur ure. Shuberts renort.ed considering this summer.
Russe returns for ,';ix wcek.s, fol- (9-14); Savoy, Hamilton (16); Grand,
keeping sho* in that house for some
Robert Reud, another ex-p.a. but
London (17-18); Erlanger. Buffalo Hopkin.s,
lowed by more opera.
time.
more I'ecently, producer of "Ram(19-20-21),
"The Unborn Child" (road)— Jules
^
"The Voice of the Turtle." Min oscb shackle Inn" and "The Two MrS.
"Voice of the Turtle"— Locust. i^gventhal.
Libby to Tour Musical
(127th Week) (C-fl39; $3.60i.
Held
Philly (9-21),
_
„
„
"Present Laughter"— John C. WiJ- to approximatt'v Previous week's CatTolls," "las gone into production
'Best of Friend.s," new miislcal
"Voice, of tlie Turtle"— Town Hall
:"again, this time with an English p.«ystarring Libby Holman, debuted in 'foledo (9-14); Cox, Cincinnati (16 '.^son,'
pace: with ..sturdv $14,500,
"Happy Birthday"— Richard Rod"Three to Make Readv." BrO.Ttl- chological thriller, "Duet For Two
a Boston strawhat, will make a 10- j21).
hurst (27th week) iR.1,160: $4,80). Hands." Play opened at Lyric, Longer.s-.Oscar .'JIammerstein, 2d.
week road tour before coming- into
".Sweet Bye and Bye" Nat Kar- Miisirsl hrs m?dr unusual comeback, don, June 2'7( '45, for a quick sucft .ss
'Play's' Mild ST.IO, Mont
New York. It's being produced by
being brck at JVf) enn after a July and subsequent run. Mary Hayley
John Huntington and Ju.e.s J. Leven-.^^'^T^^r^^..
Bell, its author, is sailing from Eng(road)
Michael din to PS lowMv $'8 000
"Vnur- T«
T»-..-.-t,» ShubPrt d.^t
Ames Philip Huston and Herbert •"
A J
^
be present at reAndrew
Rosentl-ial who. did book.,
week) i?f-i ?a''' «fii, Franz Lehar land shortly to
got meagre $7!50_ for fiveLysislrata" Max J. Jelin-James operetta noencri Thurs, i5) to bad hearsals. Reud, meantime, is lining
.'yrjcs and. music, js slated to do .some fjay run, at His Majesty s theatre
V;*'
iLight.
notices.
Four; n<>"ff>rmances sro.s.'seri up his.'cast.
revampinfi .during, the tour.
(1,7-50-seater) at $3.50 top.

T.?;Jiv
luesaay

'•y'T'Phony o" Monday and
nights, and opera balance

^ ^iate
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Although the brief, two-week sea.'sQn Dave Wolper and James FJIiolt
had' at the Spa theatre, Saratoga Springs, N. Y., this summer proved
lloiMly or Not
costly to them, duo has an option on the house for next season and plans
really
was
He
Not."
Or
"Readv
WW.
Season will run six weeks to coincide with the
to resume for six weeks.
it was no(.-alli-ig his shots, because
newly lengthened racing season, starting end of July, and employing ;»
where near ready. Ijauyhs were few re.'sidcnt company buttressed with visiting stars,
and the plot conliisin.i!.
Duo. took over theatre from Jewell Steven late in the .season, presenting
another
We'it' -Coast attempt at,
Jane Cowl in "Candida" Aug. 12 and Gloria Swanson in "Goose for the
"Call Me' Mister", misses (;lic boat
They had $7.,500 in bond money with Equity .and
inoti-:; Gander" second week.
mo-stly because of the poorly,
o£ a claim they took a lo.ss of over $5,500 on the fortnight, Including paying
vated. plot conccrniivg attemlits
ruptured oil several bills (phones, printing, etc.) incurred by previous iwmage"rbuii of wearers of the
duck io gel ail education. There are mcnt. Duo, however, left the Spa with no debts whatever, the statement
spots-^mairily
bright^
a ifew- ihirly
that they owe Halpin Advertising of Schenectady a bill being an error,
from paK* SK issas
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and Robert Burton draw snickers 3s
Louis
a bored matrimonial pair.

Ifs a Msm's World
Westport, Conn., Sept.
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Single newspaper, announcement in Washington that. Ingrid Bergman'
Would play the Lisner auditorium in VJoan o£ Lorraine" Oct. 28 brought
516 mail orders to the: theatre and another 50 to the Playwrights' Co. olTice
Since no prices for the engagement had been printed,
in New York.
checks enclosed were tor various amounts, most of them wrong. First
news ad is scheduled to run in Washington, Sept. 22, six weeks ahead of

.

:

it is

tri).

fli.-W

.^Zaelt^^atcrs

;:U.Ili Vojenty
;..-'.es'ev.I' loteher
Williams
. . .Clin'k
. v , s . i .
;v;.,.- , .. ., Jrein T.awrtoee
Men-ill
. ..l^opliie

Probably the only possibility for
this strawhat production to emerge
on Broadway would be. as a charac- tune titled "Whafs Going On Aroun^
ter study ot a worhan who found the Here?"
Nothing much, to tell tt«e
;/:Mtk:e.::;
easiest way riot so easy on the home truth.
stretch.. Chances of the script getting
very tar, per se, are slim in view of
a shbvtagc of plot novelty. Familiar
fasituations go hand in hand with
Legit Follow-Up
miliar dialog, and the result is almost a case of where familiarity
breeds contempt from the boxoflice

'

rnany of them highly amusing,

.

.

.

..<.'..

KinKilon .'^

;

j,..,ti,,

'4ti;
.

..(
"

Itex I liMiu*iv.
n^'n Vnnei*. . V.-.
vV,
.nil tiniHin

I

the most part

lu
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:i<l.

,.,;..AilPlo llusoliman
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l.'iuniii
c

.

Tciviiiif
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.F()r

smart phraseology..

A competent cast has given script
a fine tryout bresk. Donald Cook
plays Zacliary Meredith, advertising
exec who thinks himself, fed up oh
marriage after 10 years of it with
Elsa (Carmen Mathews). An inane

angle;

:

:

:

'i'-.

well written as to
Play is faiiiy
squabble prompts him to clear out gongfj uctionT and unfolds logically,
and head fo" a hotel where he usu- Characters are the typical assortment
ally makes .overnight stops when genm-aiiy pictured as the professional
...
^
Nancy
Sister
town.
Elsa's
stuck in
set— a literary agent, ah embryo
(Peggy Gonklin) and her fiance turn composer, a writer, a would-be acup at the hotel for the purpose of tress-playwright, a femme soap opera
effecting a reconciliation but walk in scribbler, and a wealthy sensualist
on Meredith when he is ih, conversa- who has surrounded herseli with this
tion with a pickup whom ho had .aggregation.
.,'/;: :^,;
tgken to the room as a blues-chaser.
Carlotta Kingdon is the middle^
After the embarrassment wears aged woman Who has been left .a foroff. pnd Nancy and her young man
tune by a man whom she has taken
have staged a vis-a-vis word battle. aw ay from his Wife. She uses the
Meredith cupids them off to a hasty money to support a fast- whirl, her,
marriage, leaving his pickup in the specialty being to attract youthful
room— and that's right where Elsa males via the patron route. A; young
finds her when she pops' in to put on composer, who has been supported
a come-hoihe-all-is-f orgiven scene of by her, brings into the picture an
her own. Packing for Reno follows embittered ex-GI who is getting no-,
but it never reaches a head when where trying to peddle his serious
the couple realize they stiir have writings. The .former soldier falls in
plenty in common.
Hne and sWans amour for hisikeep
to cliek
Cook's' performance is first water, while continuing his attempts
;
as is Miss Mathews' and Miss Conk- .as a scribbler.
^
Unlike the other cases, Carlotta
personable
Kendrick
is
lin's. Richard
when he is
as Nancy's fiance. Margaret Irving really goes for this lad, so
weaned away by the daughter of the
man who.^a fortune she had Inherited
wron!!fully, the' experience breaks
her up. Curtain finds her alprie. With
her maid as one after anotbei? of the
r -^for
entourage deserts her.
LUi Valenty impresses favorably
'

engagement. -Playwrights' Co., incidentally, is starring Judy Pai'rish
and Richard Widmark in the Chicago company of "Dream Girl," as of thi.s
week, as result Of Chi critics' raves.

the.

'Central Park' Doubtful
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THEATRICAL FABRICS

-

.

COSTUMES

DRAPERIES

STAGE CURTAINS
-Broddway
and Hollywood studiot.

for

productions

leading

Tiic

House

ol Service'

130 West 4ith StrcM,'

CHICAGO
6

Lake

E.

need

supplies every Fabric

New

York

tOS ANGELES
1119 So. L. A. St.

St.

as Carlotta, indicating better possibilof
ities in a more extensive bitildup
the role. Zack Waters, as the liter
-ary_agfinti Lester Fletch er., the

com-

poser and Ciark WilliamsT the v/ritcr,
do capable jobs, Adele .Buschman
reads lines competently but lacks
the glamour- required by the actress
role. Peg Mayo make.s her briefle as
the maid count, and Joan. Lawrence
scrlpter.
is decorative as the radio
Dii-ectidn keeps action from bogging down, and an apartment setting,
though limited hudget-wise, displays,
Bone.
a clover motif.

JULES PFEIFFERprestnrs

Weather Seen Factor
By JACK PCLASKI

Dallas, Sept. 10.

;

Fifth season of the ciVjc-sponsored
Dallas Starlight Operetta, recently
closed, has been most auspicious to
with manager Charles R.
date,
Meeker, Jr., specially honored by

the Junior Chamber of Commerce
as reward. Ten- week season had
gross receipts of $275,000, for about
Audiences totaled.
a $25,000 profit.

BELASCO THEATRE

.

CITY

226j000.

NOV/ (N fTS
9TH SM>ISH Vf^EKl

Leading show was "The Cat

the Fiddle," with Allan Jones,
which attracted 30,000 people.

an

SAMUEL FRENCH

I

Staff included Giuseppe Bamboschek, musical director; Jose Ruben,
stage director; Carl Randall, dance
director, and Karl Koecki scenic de-
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Jerstring of film theatres in
sey. Has opened offices, but as yet
just reading scripts.
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8 PEOPLE-2 SETS
OFFEHED FOR IMMEDIAtE PRODUCTION
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Edgar Levy, whose family owns a
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Just
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Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo's "The Bells" ballet, which preemed at
City Center Friday (6), has apparently been jinxed by several varied
long before the finale. Musical is inmishaps, latest being premiere ballerina Alexandra Danilova's pulled
ter 22 days. The weather will be a:
tendon. Its probably keeping her out for the entire 11-day -ballet
knee
big factor, in the show's boxofflce.
"Bells" choreographer Ruth' Page stepped into role lor Friday's
Besides that, it's not the same "Park" stay.
Scenic (6) preem.
that clicked on Broadway.
effects are radically changed from
the indoor presentation.
Sharpest attack oil a legit producer in many years was launched in

The Bowl apparently was made

for mountain Climbers, especially in
the upper tier. First-nighjer's in the'
know came with blankets, and topcoats, and even then couldn't keep
warm. There was a rush for hot
coffee at intermission by those who
didn't bring thermo.-; bottles or other
'warming refreshment.
.

.

:

Boston last week when Elliot Norton, drama critic of The Post, went after
Oscar Serlin in a Sunday column, claiming that, "somebody should be
soundly thumped" tor bringing, in "Life With Father" in such a bad Condition with such a second-rate cast. "I have seen the play 10 times with five
different casts," he said, "and they've all been good until nOw."

Press agent Bernard Simon has left the George Ro.ss office to set up by
himself, taking Joe Phillips with him.
Separation was amiable, Sunou
No such ballyhoo for musical com- taking "Front Page" and "On Whitman Avenue" with him as his accouMts,
edy has probably ever been seen leaving "Call Me Mister" with Ross.
hero, That was possible because the
dailies gave a big play to fact that
charity is participating in the gross. all of the bitter-sweet fragrance of a
It was also the first tiro.e a street faded belle of the old south who has
Strike
Force
parade for a legiter wras .permitted. nothing left but her memories of galIt was funny and plenty, cdrny; de- lant beaiix, eotiUion.s and" warm eveEquity Meeting Shift
signed to_attract the yCkels who jttiugs along the_.delta, and sJie. has
lined Holiywood boul.eyard.r Tlie. captured, too, the awful terror of a
biggest first-night press list on record mother {.who wants more tor her
N. Y. Hotel Astor
was set. With Todd's p. a.. Bill Doll, daughter than she knows she can
distributing. 300 pairs of tickets to all
Unless there's an interim truce in
hope tor,
accredited members of the press,
"Menagerie'' is boimd to do a lot
who Were seated in upper -tier boxes for young Richard Jones, heretofore the musicians' hotel strike Equity
far from the- platform stage conwill have to shift its first quarterly
an obscure Broadway actor ;.who's
structed especially for "Park."
understudying Dowling in the meeting of the new season, skedded
New scenery was required be- been
Broadway production. As lhe narra- for Friday, Sept 27, at the Hotel
cause of the stage's vast- expanse.
he
turns
in an eas,y, effective,
tor-son,
Drops look
miniature and
are
Astor, N, Y., to a meeting place
changed in album-like manner. Ac- natural job ot make-believe and gives
tors find it difficult, to make sleeper- Miss Lord sure and stead.y support. Where the strike cgnditlon doesn't
jump entrances and. exits. Front of Edward Andrews, last seen here as exist.
platform is lined with microphones Lenny in the road troupe of "Of Mice
Both American Federation ot Mubut principals seem to yell their and Men'' and a Pittsburgher, by sicians and
Equity are American
as the gentleman caller,
lines regardle.s.s.
If weather doesn't the way
moderate Todd will have to estab- and Jeanne Shepherd. the crippled Federation of Labor affiliates and
the
actor group consequently would
daughter, are going to be okaywhen
lish a clinic for actors with colds.
Todd wanted 65 deckhands but they have .a few more .'performances not pass through AFM picket lines
couldn't get 'em. He was in the light under their belt. They were a little 1o attend the meeting. The Astor
and cue booth directing the crew at shaky at the getaway but it was has been meeting spot of the actor
the opener. .Orchestra has 60 men. obvious they knew what they -were group, for many
years', and since a
In view of the high, nut, plus part of about and would some around.
AH in all, "Menagerie" is still safe large turnout is expected at meetthe proceeds to charity, it's hard to
figure
how "Park" can operate and .sound, and stiH an exciting ex- ing, it would requii'e. an; auditorium'
comparable, tp- grand ballroo.m o£ the.-.
Cohen.
profitably, unless attendance is inore perience in the theatre;
than normal for the Bowl, which
Astor to accommodate the affair.
never is filled, except for Easter
Play's
morning services—and then it's for
(FOLLOW-UP)
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$4.80, with $16,000 for
.gross much, under

night's

oectations considering that the pubpossibly as high as $50^000
for the outdoor production, which

Write for Script
BOX 75
PLAYERS, 16 Gramercy Pork,

New

York, N. Y.

be u.sed in arenas and
auditoriums'.
Both a.m. papers gave "Park"
favorable notices.
About 20 minutes
of
the
original .show
was.
dropped, with vaude specialty acts
bagpipers added.

Tiio Glass Mnna)ij(>ric
(.NIXOX, riTTSBUKGU)
(FolloW-Up)
Pittsburgh, Sept]

Montreal, Sept. 10,
of three Broadwa.v. thesps
and members of local semi-pro Canadian Art Theatre turn in acceptable
job with Molnar's comedy, but if
there are any New York plans in
mind, there'll have to be a few
.

the
ex-

licity cost

aj.'d

Thing

'

will po.ssibly

Authors' Representatives
Went tm\ Stroi-t, Nnw York
Hll

signer.

1830

Play, Brokers

7,

Bowl, last
Hollywood
enormous
Saturday night (7), and it was so
chilly that some first-nighters walked

.

aiNCK

Hollywood, Sept,.

.

-Mike Todd's open air version of
"Up in Central Park" opened in

Maria Karnilova. premiere ballerina in "Call Me Mister" (National,
N. Y.) who stepped out of the role last week for an operation, injured her
foot during rehearsals last March, thought it was a torn ligament, and
continued dancing in the show. Subsequently injury was discovered to
have been a small bone break which healed improperly and continued
inconveniencing the dancer. ' Last week she took off a month to have
the bone reset. Kate Friedlich. who replaced, has been in show all along
She's George S. Kaufman's niece.
as a specialty dancer.

:

Dallas Season

NEW YORK

H'wood Bowl;

B.O. in

i

'

Maharam
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their novelty, however,,
their
after the first three or four,. and
American Theatre Wing, starting the second semester of its. Gl school:.
makes secne- Sept. 23, will inaugurate something new. .in four workshORs-T-theatre,
structure
involved
ChanRihg -waits painfully .long.
opera, radio and television. There will sictually be two opera workshop.s,
Another tune, "I'm Through -with
with students of opera training working on Qperas with complete .stage
lead
male
by
handled
as
the Moon."
music business. Theatre workshop will consist of members of the
Allan Cole, sounds good, despue mis- and
and advanced acting class working on plays, with eight top Broadway direct
take 0£ directors Les Darst
Clarke Williams- in pei^mitting a cou- tors Coming in, one each week, to criticize and direct an actual rehearsal.
Alfred Lunt has been added to list of instructors' in acting course, with
ple of odmics to mugg in the background thrbu.gbout. Same goes^for Myron McCormack, Marc Daniels and Ezra Stone continuing in that dewhich
others, ill the fairly jaz.zy score,
partment. New voice and diction courses have been set up under direcniight .go With the right plug.gmg.
tion of Fanny Bradshaw and Marion Rich.
Typifying the whole ]umble is a
lose

Lal1,c.-

William

lirnifi'.nl,' I'iiiHi,,

John Golden has a promising piece
Of material here. Characteristic o£
strawhat productions, it needs a going-iover, but it sho.uld be worth, the I
effort. There's a nugget for Hollywood in the opus, too.
Script is fashioned around the
upper mitdle class- .and it points-a
finger at the boredom that sets.' /n
when financially successful vChildle.ss.
couples find thofnselves with littler to
fall back on except dull cocktail
parties. Dialog has a nurnber p£ poi-jnant observations on maitrimpny,

.Elliott, incidentally, is now working on rewriting and casting, of his
piay,"Accidenlany Yours," which he'll produce as his fourth ..sOlQ. ,v6n-.
'.'
.
ture and which he hopes to put into rehearsal in four weeks.

,

subnarine commander, arid some ol
Gobruegge.
the impressionistic sets by

t^lm-s Uli V:\lenty.
\\liii1nK.
In Anitii Oi-annla: Setting's. \\ liliili'i'leil
At Miintowcse I'layh'vu.ie,
WliiUnn.

liv

Elliott reveals..

I Could Just Remember,
Clarke Williams' specialty as a Heinie

yclent "K
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Thomas

Ann

and

likable

an ace as .the pickup,
pireclion has capitalized, on script s
hiuh points, the hotel room scene :beint(.i!^:pecially good. Staging oxhiBils,
ettoclive welding of interesting-eharamusing
ac'ter.-s, listonable dialog and
situatiofis; Production unfolds egainst
a quartet ol serviceable settings, With
emphasis. on an. attractive _ living

sfor.'s

.

a Wi;

riayhoiwe, Sept.

.
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lor-

hand-kissing

makes a

Boroll
cignor

SifMson ot lillO. Inc. Drcspiila(laWen pl-oUuctUin or i-imicily
lit .lulin
In IhrfS acta, six scenes, by H.-iaiar Wildi'.
JViUufea Doniild Ciiok. t'eijBK (.'onl.-llii. ..I'liv.'led Jjv Miirlln Manulis; .scUIllKS. I>,v I-awA.t WnstDiiM,, Count(-y
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Inside Stuff-Legit

Town

Plays Out Of

Strawhat Reviews

.

:

LKGITIMATB

60

'

.

4.

Nobody's going to complain about
touring troupe of this Broadway .smash. It's about the best duplicate o£ a hit that's Come along here
in .some time. Eddie DoWIing did the
.staging and he's put together a .show
that compares favorably irt almost
every respect with the original.
Pauline Lord's superb in the Laureite Taylor role. She gets every-

Combo

Casting is the big necessity
Adrienne Ames takes the part .of
Iloma, and it's a fine piece of underplaying. Philip Huston's ham actor,
Armady, hits the jackpot with some
sock contrasting overplaj'ing, andHerbert Berghof turns in a smartly
polished performance as Turai.
Plenty of rehearsal and a perkingup dl effects like lighting and setchanges-

'

tings,

Leve on Baylor Staff
Waco, Tex,, Sept>

Two Broadway

10.

figures will be as-

sociated with the Baylor University

Playhouse here, which will be reopened this month under the direc-.
tion of Paul Baker, the: founder,
One will be Samuel Leve, scenic
designer, who will design production
for the playhouse and teach c<)ui'ses
in scenics and costume designing.
The other is Alexandei? Koiransky,
r
Russian-boni director.

.

production should be okay oh

Broadway

for a limited run,

Molnar

Joins Drama Faculty
Dr. Robert Klein, onetime general
for the. Max Reinhardt
theatres in Berlin, and a formerBerlin theatre owner and producer
drama
the
.joined
himself,
has
most,
faculty ot Goddard College, PlainPresent: settings are okay for what field, Vt. An organizer of the studio
was available, and remainder of the theatre at the New School for Social.
thing there, is out of it. She- wasn't semi-pro cast. Noi-man Taviss. Rudy Research, N. Y., more recently he.
completely sin-e of herself at opener Stoeckel, LeO; Ciceri and Douglas Pe- has been associated with drama, debut cmce Miss Lord swung into it, ters, register in their respective parts. partments of various collegeii.
the packed, house knew it was s6e- Joy Thom.son designed the sets,
Ho came to N. Y. from Germany

the

jilg

..a.

pprJ^pi-'ipfinte,

SJie's

csip.tured

are still sparkling, and with
proper direction (Berghof is doing it
now) any 'sign of datedrtess can be
eliminated.
Play is now seen on
strictly strawhat lines, with every
comedy line being milked
to the ut'

lines

,

:

Laza.

manager

'

r

.

.

.
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Awesome Welles Becomes

Literati

Horrors of a Carny Geek
By ORSON WELLES
There-

Dodgers under various bylines.
Durocher yarns are making a
rific splash in Brooklyn and are

Among other papers signed to run
the serial are Washington Post, Chi
cfigo Sun, Boston Globe, Philadelphia Evening Bulletin,' ahdi Indian-

lot

the
ter-.

said
to be accounting for considerable
They're done in "Lipcirculation.

With very
the

apolis

little

way of

"inside stuff'

and vitu-

jpcration.
With the Bums pushing
for the leagut! lead, Brooklynites are

eating

Up.

it

War

ganized by back-room "boys in London's Fleet street.
No quarter will
be asked or given in fight for circulation which begins Sept. 23 Sept.
29 for Sunday papers) when dailies
receive approximately 40% more
newsprint. All the papers are allo<

work

already taking place.
Real
begin when all
are
removed.
Dailies will increase from four and
six pages to 24, and Sundays from
eight to 32, but this is not expected

Ha.=; ari.v'ohe previou!ily written a in II -length novel of the rise and fall of
Hollywood' producer?
If not, I nominate Jimmy Steinheiraer's "The
Golden Egg": for the Scrapbook-ofrthe-Month's. September choice.
test, carpers rate me a nodding Homer for ignoring Gene Fowler's
"Father Goose" let me say for the record that wasn't a novel, that was a
;

romanticized version of Mack Sennett's biography. As for the others,
Jim TuUy's "Jarnegan" was. not about a producer but a director. Neither
were"Mc'rton of the Movies," "Queer People'' "Boy Meets Girl," "What
Makes Sammy Run," "Once in a Life Time," "Personal Appearance" and
"The Beaut from Montana" concerned primarily with the front office.
"The Golden E.£;g" is not only about the private
of the front office,
it lakes in the whole dynasty of the fanfiily that founded and finally lost
Miracle Pictures. Lest the company through a. .smart son who got the
company away from his family and then lost it to the bankers when his

are born, hot
a gifted yarn-,

,

prestige-picture flopped.

I

,

I

;

I

the

of

thi.s

week

(four nights, 9:30-10

radio version

was

,

sus-

a

a

leaves

New York

know no

and you see

,

illustrated

in

it

off in.

He

fields

the

up at this, because nothing
rummy like the chance
dry spell and getting the hor
He says, 'What's the matter?
Ain't I doin' O.K?' So you say, 'Like
CHATTER
hell you're doing O. K.
You can't
Albert Goldberg, Chicago Tribune's film and music critic^ gander- draw no crowd faking a geek. Turn
in your outfit.
You're through.'
ing Hollywood Studios.
Fredric Fradki"'", maestro on the Then you walk away. He comes fol"Thin Man" air serie.s, readying his lowing you, begging for another
But
reminiscences for Simon & Schuster. chance, and you say, 'O.K.
.scares

scares a real

.

of a
rors.

I

j

!

magazine

could ea.sily top the lot, and neither
Picture Po.st nor Illustrated has won
anything like the place that "Lite'
holds.
Newnes is preparing an illustrated weekly as soon as paper
is decontroUedr and all the publishing houses here fear a London edi-

on Block

Islan^l, to

appear

in

with

Octo-

Marpic Quits M-G to Write
Allen Marple,
aide
to
Carol
Brandt, head of Metro's eastern story
department, has handed in his resignation and will leave the company
as soon as his successor is installed.
Tentatively slated for the spot is

legit

book

publication

tor

of

by

hard

hurts.

flap-slate.s,

cold

readings,

;

its generation.
It takes the Levinson tribe all the way from Rivington street to Fort
Lee, to Hollywood, to Wall Street. It takes thena through the silent days
up to millions and down to 77-B. It takes them out of bankruptcy when
Wall Street discovers that Show business is so crazy it takes showmen,
not business men, to run it. It takes Willie Levinson from his first cry as
a baby, through his first lesson in love, through his first screen credit,
his first production; his biggest flop.
It uses languages which must have
been transcribed' from the private files of Wire-Tappers Local Ifo. 5.
Really Etwas, Eh?
It brings out much that will have to be added to "The American Language," meaning Menk will have to go to work again. Who, for instance,
would know, what these words mean:
Natka-chaser, relict, innapennant, contrack, madda fack, serin; pahblic.
meshugga, gone-or-rear, vooping cuff, silent terlets, dispossassed, perjec
«^<""=*'^^' ^^^^ chaintches, brezicely
''"'

Henry a-head

Holt.

Ed Grief signed to do an anthology
radio mysteries titled "Murder on
the Half-Hour," to be published
early next year by; Commonwealth

oi:

thority that I can. only, assume he
Mary Margaret McBride, WEAF was born in a mitt camp with a
commentator, has bought a book nickel-plated spirit trumpet in his
mouth.
shop in Sutton Place, N. Y., in partVARiET'y will also want to knoy
ner.^hip with her manager, Stella
what kind of chances the book ha.s
Karn,- and announcer Vincent Con-

Books.
I

special literary sleuthing for the
is reportedly quitting his
$25,000 a year post to write a novel.
He's been with M-G less than a year,
prior to that being flctlori editor of

company^

-

.

t
for sale to Hollywood
Aq
Mort Freedgood, Rank Organiza- "Nightmare Alley," however diluted,
would be .too rough and raw for the
tion publicist, has a short .story in
Collier's.
family trade. If the publishers can
the October is.sue of Good Housefind paper for that strong a .story,
Len Levenson's Whodunit Keprint keeping. Freedgood. will have two it's a shame the picture
producers
a thriller
"Wages of Innocence," whodunit books out in the winter,
can't find celluloid for it.
But they
penned by ex- Variety mugg Leonard and a historical, under different won't.
For Hollywood's .sake, I
pseudonyms^
L. Levenson in collaboration, with
wish I could say they might.
(Pulitzer)
Post-Dispatch
Louis
St.
Leonard Neubauer, will be reprintits
began
printing
ed in an early edition of the Ellcry on Sunday (8)
Queen Mystery Mag. Deal was set comic, action and adventure section
by Levenson during his two-week in rotogravure and is the first rag in
A new Hoe
stay in N. Y. to line up story prop? the country to do so.
being
Cdntinueii worn page 1
erties for possib't screen and legit 12-unit rotogravure press is
'

i

nolly.

'

nix-noots'i'

I

If you can't guess, write to me in care of the station to which you are
and I'll mail the answers back in a plain envelope.
Though the worst thing you can say about 'a novel is that it tells you
things you never knew before, I have to admit that I never quite knew
until Pollak told me what assistant directors doiThey really work like dogs;
according to "The Golden Egg." So do cutters; So, tor that matter, do
producers. The producers work hardest jockeying for power, but it's
woi k. and hard work, nevertheless.
"The Golden Egg" has another educational item that held my breathless
interest.
It relates how a hot love-scene which the Joe Breen office would
object to in British pictures can get by in an American picture. Pollak
jihows it in very simple, und«cstandable term.s. It's done by substituting
.sex .symbolism for Sex realism, and by adding the censor's unproduced
literary properties to the next: producer's; overhead. Thus the successors
find themselves actually getting $1,200,000 to make a picture but charged

li.stening

I

.

|

i

|

Canada Bar

used for the innovation.
Ed Levin, PM Promotion and
Syndicate Manager, has; resigned to
accept a top promotional post inChicago, Levin, who has been with
PM since it started in 1940 and who
for a year was PM's radio' edilor,
will takc/Up his new affiliation after
an extended stay on his Wisconsin

productions.

Levenson also signed with Cosmag for his "Left-Handed
Dictionary," which he compiled in
with Tod Taylor. "Dictionary," compo.^ed of satirical,; left^
handed definitions,, will run as a serialized feature in Cosmo; starting
mopolitan

'

a;'isociation

probably in

the,

December

issue.

farm.
',

country are already running, or .preparing to run, John Hersey's New
Yorker mag story of the atomic
^bombing, of Hiroshima to which the
magazine gave up its entire issue

preparatory

brother;

to

acorder.

full

in that religious
in his early fifties, Le Berthon
spent 30 years as a newspaper
writer, tor a time as amusement edi-

ceptance

Now

two weeks ago.
New York Herald Tribune was

|

flr.st

I

,

-

v.

j

Record
to announce the serialization of tor of the old Los Angeles
the piece, titled "Hiroshima." H-T, and later as a. columnist on the LOs
like all the other papers permitted Angeles News.
'

,

,

I

j

I
'

light.

The CBC .announcement comes on

take care of the "overhead."
myself feel the soft touch of bribery guiding my hand as I write this.
unqualified plug for a new novelist. Soon after I first met Jimmy Stein-'
heimer fnee Pollak) years ago, he came to Bedside Manor on a Christmas
eve, all out of breath and pulling a little cart of the mo.st solid buildiiigblocks ever r saw. They were for our first flea from heaven.
Si rice that time toys in hundreds have come and gone.
Three other
babies have played their parts In reducing all toys to shambles. But those
building-blocks remain-rmute, indestructible, complete. Not one is missing.
I can't understand it.
It must be the Pollak touch,
I
have always agreed that every man has his price, but I have argued
with bribers that his„ price
may ..„
not always be in money.
— .-j. Maybe .._
it's the
,
way you praise his writing, maybe it'.s the way you buy his stories, maybe
it's the way you pat his kid on the head, maybe it's your choice, in toys for

.$2,000,000 to

.

i

j

the heels of the Attorhey-General's
ruling that cocktail bars will be
permitted here in October, and the
possible return to pre-war hours for
taverns which are now restricted to
beer sales from 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.,
and from 4 to 6:30 p.m. except Sunuays, plus night sales on Tuesdays
and Thursdays from 8 to 10 p.m. his children. ...
Premier George Drew has twice
Whatever it is, something has fetched me about this book. In "The
'stated that changes in the Liquor Golden Egg" Pollak has done as milch for Hollywood as Gibbon did for
Authority Act will be discussed, in Rome and told a much livelier story in the. bargSlH,, There, I've Said it
<
the fall opening of the Legislatures > 4 «ni!l -I'm'

former newspaper columni.st in Los Angeles, entered the Order of St. Francis of
of A-ssisi at San Francisco as a lay

Ted Le Berthon,

Newspapers Take Hersey
At least 30 new.spapcrs' around the

such an important city as Montreal.
While this type of advertising has
hitherto been illegal in all Canadian
provinces except Quebec, it, is expected now that all Canadian provinces will accept the CBC's. green

,

of

stock

answers, billet-switches, codes, one.systems, ectoplasm, poltergeists, exten.sion rods, giving practical
notes on the usefulness of
shortwave, air pistols, recordings,
luminous thumb tacks, midgets and
even fleas with such perfect au-

"Golden

Hollywood,

about

Eyes,''

it

me

:

;

I was picked to write this review
because I'm a magician With some
working researcher's acquaintanceship with the fortune-telling and
spook
rackets.
Gresham treats

directors active on Broadway for the last 10 years,
Jimmy Pollakj former head of
RKO'c trailer department, wrote a

of

guard down—hit

and where

ber i.ssue.
Celebrity Service started distribution of The Directors Record, a list

tion of Life.

my

^^^^

W

Muriel Babcock in Hollywood for after tonight, out ybu go,' But you
studio huddles as editorial director give him his bottle. .,"
"Nightmare Alley" is something
of Ideal Publishing Co,
The
H.irold Mann was appointed chief more than merely shocking.
of the photographic department of narrative is soundly built all arouhd.
The people are more like people
Hollywood Press SyndicateLee Lowrence of Metro, N. Y., than those you'll find in most of the
Several scenes hit me
publicity staff, sold 'Vogue an article bestsellers.

re^

week-

Odt—TIte Laemmles!

'

That's
what he thinks is Heaven. So after
a week you say to him like this.
You say, 'Well, I got to get me a
real
gock.
You're
through.'
He

i

Secret's

You know how many have tried to capture the nuances of Hollywood
thinking and' language. Well, nobody has dpne such an authentic
Jimmy'Pollak. I doubt if Ring Lardttet could have done better.
People are soon going to start picking the book apart arid say, "Ah, 1
get it The Laemmles! That Willie Levinsoh is siirely Junior!"
But Willie is no more Junior than Louis Levinson, his father, is Leonard
Louis Levinson, now currently sweating over a musical version of George
Fitch's "Good Old Siwash."
Louis Levinspn's real name was Levinsky, a
change about as deceptive as Jimmy Pollak's to Steinheimer.
Relating the grief and relief of 30 years of picture-making, it misses no
trick, not even a dirty o"ne.
It is' racily Written;
It ha$ lauglis: galore.
In fact it was not only written, it was rewritten. I came on the original
version aljout 10 years ago.
At that time Jimmy was recently out of
Washington & Lee, and was learning to spell "terrific" for trailers, for
which he got $125 a week and maintained a nice hilltop home.
We used to go weekends to Wee Winnie Winkler's Lazy
Ranch near
Victorville on the Mojave D&sert along with Walter Abel and Bill Harrigan. Carl Brisson, Clark Gable, Jim TuUy, Joe Cunningham, Jack Kirkhind, Erin O'Brien Moore, Fred Keating, Will James, Morrie Ryskind,
J. P. ,McEvDy, Nancy Carroll and other fugitives from the nitcries of the
Sunset Strip used to give the desert .sun the exalted privilege of tanning
their hides around the Lazy W: T shilled in an amateur way for the place
and brought most of them there.
10 Years to Lay an Egg?
On one of these occasions Jimmy asked me lo read his first novel. ThLs
'•'Egg" is it.
This is where I came in. At that time it lacked the inspiration that comes from the sort of perspiration Humphrey Bogart oozes
in "The Big Sleep."
Since that time the Pollak prodigy has obviously
sweated plenty and, in consequence, has produced a great book;
It is too great to be made into a picture.
No producer would touch it,
any more than King Features would -serialize Samuel Hopkins Adams'
"Success" or Orson Welles' "Citizen Kane." But despite these limitations
on its world market-value, it is a magnificent novel, full of lovable, lousy,
beautitul, beastly people and destined to be the best book on Hollywood

he gets his
and a place to Sleep

likes this fine.

-

lies.-

John Mcfiaffrey, fiction editor of
American Magazine and m,c. on the
weekly "Author Meets Critics" show
aired via WQXR and WOR. N. Y,
Marple, who ran M-G's recent
$129,000 prize novel contest and does

The

to it that

bottle regular

for

.

difference.'

Gets Bottle Regular
"Well, he does this for a week,

I

Coast tomorrow (Thtirsday) and returns to England aboard the Queen
Mary Nov. 14.

to

nifck

j

survey of entertainment

here,

a

don't

i

do

read is a high tribute to his use of 36-hour passes; The realism in
this novel is certainly for men, not mice.
Any deeper disgection of the
life and loves of a producer would nevet' get to the HayS office, let
;..''.•/•.'''
.alone- by 'it.'

with the blade, and then
you make like you're drinking the
blood. Same with rats. The ii.arlts
it

I

,

especially

fi.

t

Whitley's U. S. Survey

years.

woman's

I

Reg Whitley, drama and film critic
of the London Mirror, in the U. S. to

—

firstrclass

version

"<>xcised"

ABC

the

dominate field at the moment, and
each is investigating possibilities of

A

!

Hersey and the mag received
no fee for the radio rights. The network paid the actors doing the reading and donated the time.

Meanwhile mag publishers are
preparing dummies of new periodicals to flood the market.
Four
houses Odhams, George. Newnes,
Amalgamated Press, and Hultons—

women and

1

tainer,

is

productions,

Praised, Ala., Sept.

.

filoves-ofT fight will
paper
restrictions

to

j

Scully ***********

a

Gresham- claims

is

*

SCRAPBOOK

There is a belief in Hollywood that you can't make money with. Shakeh0ri:or neat, you'll be ealliiig, for speare and there is a belief on Fourth avenue that ydir can'Vmake money
more from him.
He's certainly with a book on Hollywood'. Well. Henry V is making money, and if a
i,jjjjj.fQ[.,.^;„g
seriou.'ii adult novel about Hollywood can make the road betweeij pubAt the start of the story, its tragic lishing and pictures a two-way .street, "The Golden Egg" is that book.
hero, Stan Carlisle, learns from the
Alias Jimmy Something, Anyway
"talker"
of a
Ten -in One show
So m l have not seen a word about the book in the trades or even in
that a geek has to be taught. "You the glossier reviews.
And about now I suspect at least one reader is
don't find him," says the talker, shouting; "The author's name is not Jimmy Steinheimer, you dope!
It's
"You make him. You pick up a guy James PoUak!"
and he ain't a geek— he's a drunk,
That's merely one man's opinion. The last time 1 saw Jimmy his name
a bottle-a-day booze fool.
So you was Steinheimer. I introduced him to dozens of persons under that name
tell him like' this; 'I got a little job,'' 10' years agd.' It was when he was handling trailers, for National Screen,.
for' you.
It's a temporary job.
We Uiijvcr.sal and RKO. His real name was James Pollak. but when his
got Id get a new geek. So until we parents divorced he took his mother's name. Which was Steinheimer, and
do, you put on the geek outfit and
dropped his father's, Later, apparentiy,,;he went: back to his' father's name.
Jimmy went into the army and exicept fOT "The Golden Egg" r have
fake it.'
You tell him: 'You don't
have to do nothing. You'U have a not seen or heard (?f him since attending; a epcfctml psu^y in how^^ of bis
razor blade in your hand, and when being -hauled off to boot camp. For him to Have emerged four years latet'
you pick up the chicken you give with as fine a novel as to what makes a prbducer tick as one would care

|

p.m., Mon.-Thur, (9-12) was cut by
Robert Saudek, public service director for the web. Hersey personally,
however, had to approve each cut,
and the excisions had to be doublechecked by the New Yorker. Since

books and household good.';^
there is no doubt that quiet canvas-

gard

Gresham

:

,

gifts of

new

the

spinner who steps for the first time
before the book-reading public with
the newest of the novels about show
busineK, "Nightmare Alley" (Riner
hart; $2?. If you x;ah take your

Hersey story, done on the American
Broadcasting Company's radio net-

;

two

eat.5

« «

!

'

•

for at least

Lind^iay

that' "geeks"

made.

1

The
I

cating .some of the increase to circulation. But as the no-returns rule
stiirholds, newspapers are endeavor-:
ing to get readers to place firm orders and diminish casual buying at
bookstands.
Beaverbroofc's Daily Expre.<!s has a
long lead at present Capprox. 3,400,000 daily) and is determined to hold
it against challenge of tab pictorial
Daily Mirror,
Rothermere's Daily
Mail, and Labor's Daily Herald. Although all papers have pledged
themselves not to indulge in certain
circulation aids that were; adopted in
,.pre-war days— free insurancCj free

sing

who

^

"William

.

how

a character

61

»

Be

.-'geek."
flatly

.

,

On Again

In London
without mercy is being or-

Blitz

News.

New Yorker and Hersey set the
price low to permit greatest circulation, and iire donating the receipts
from this source to American Red
Gross. Only conditions are that the
piece be tun in full, and not dragged
out over too long a period.
„.
.,
V, -i. ,
Five British newspapers have, thus
far, cabled the New Yorker about
permission to reprint.
Mag;
ever, is reluctant. Its execs realize
that paper rationing in Great Britain
will not permit full use of the 30,000 words, but haven't yet decided
on which Britisher to permit to do
the cutting.

outspoken style,
being held back in

notoriously

py's"

is

»

LITERATI
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By Frank

44

heads off chickens, who diverts his
audience by swallowing mice.. For
a finish, he may even sample a living rat.
Such an etitertainer, in
ca.se you aren't midway 'minded, is,
known around the carnies as a

.

He has also been' doing a
mag writing recently about

t)t

f

SCULLY'S

Plenty Meek Surveying
\

by Hersey and the magazine to run
Durocher's Ghost
Those page one daily pieces can y- the story, is paying at rate -of $15 per
jng Leo Durocher's byline in the 10.000 circulation, which is a low
Brooklyn Eagle are being ghosted by price for a weU advertised feature
Parrott formerly that has already received national
Harold Parrott.
covered the Dodgers for the Eagle publicity in the press and over the
and is now road secretary of the radio..
eliibi

4

«

.

.

j

,

i

!

,

gMt

.

urday Evening Post two weeks ago
and had been at work on another
for same publicaUon at time of her
death

PAUL MNCKE

Sept.

hospital at
songs, died Sept. 4 in a
Klausthal-Zellerfeld near Goettiiig-

ham in the British occupation zone.
He was born in Berlin and would
reached

have

birthday

80th

his

died

Peyton,

Nov.

Auburn,

at

N.

.'7..

Prior to her marriage to Adams
in 1915 she had appeared on Broadway in productions of the late David
Belasco and other producers, including "The Woman," "Heir to the
Hoorah," "The Earl of Pawtucket,"
and many other plays.

Willy Engel Berger, Austrian composer and pianist, died recently .in
Vienna.
Berger wrote popular music, and
scored greatest success: with "Bendez Vous" and "Last Street Car."
also composed songs for tlie Austrian film, "The Long Way," which

He

had its
month.

first

showing

Vienna

in

last

7.
„
Her marriage to Adams was her
He never attended any of the well fourth. She had previously been MRS. EMILY STOKES HAGAB
known musical sch,ools, b"t got Ins married to Guy Bates Post, actor.
Mrs. Emily Stokes Hagar, 58, sosmall
early training playing with
Robert G, Brown and Arthur prano who sang with Pliiladelphia
and around Berlin. Later Dr.
•

,

.

bands

in

became conductor at several of
famous opera theatres in his
native city. It was then that he
introduced his own compositions, including hundreds of individual songs
and more than a score of operettas.
He had success after success. Before
long he was the house composer for

Gordon Weld, musical director. Civic Opera Co., died in that city
Husband and a daughter survive Sept. 8.
She was a member of the Com-

Cecil

hfe

the

heri,.'

rUAD (FRED) TABAH
Fuad ("Fred") Tabah, 70, pioneer
died
in; MonUeal,

theatre ownel'f
there Sept. 7.

in Berlin,
Lincke will be best
,

his

for

remembered
"Glow Worm"— one ^ot the

most famous songs of all. time. It
was a hit in every civilized country
Pavlowa created a"
of the globe.
special dance for it and it was
known as the "Pavlowa Gavotte."
*'Glow Worm": was. the biggest selling success in the 52-year history
'

"

of the

Edward

B.

Marks Music

Corp.,

N. Y. This concern published more
than 60 various arrangements of it
and sold nearly 3,500,000 copies.
His "Spring Beautiful Spring" is
a waltz as well known as most of
Johann Strauss'. Other Lincke successes are "Siamese Patrol," "Aroi-

.

"Castles in the Air." "Berlin
Echoes," "Birthday Serenade," "Fireflies," "Kwang-Hsu;" "Cherry in the
"Luna
Bergere,"
"Folies
Glass,"
Waltz," "Wedding Dance," "Unrequited Love," "On the Bosphorus,"
"Police Parade," "Softly Unawares,"
and countless
"Twinkling' Star"
others. His greatest opera successes
were "Frau: Luna," "Lysistrata,"
'•Venus on Earth" and "Casanova."
Lincke was forbidden by the Nazi
government to leave his country before the war. Although an Aryan
hiniself, he was completely out of
sympathy with everything that the
Hitler regime stood for. His entire
music business was taken away
from him by the Nazis. Included in
it was the original version of the
he
song, "Lilli Marlene," which
published but did not write and
which became a favorite of the
American and English troops in
North Africa. After the liberation of
his country he appeared as conductor before many audiences made
up of Allied personnel. Until Te'
with
cently
he
communicated
friends in this country.

na,"

i

I:

iea;

EUGENE

Born

sales

Moriz Rosenthal, 83. noted Poliish
New York, Sept. 11.
He had not been in good health for
several years.
appearance in

this

coun-

try, in 1888, jjrought praise of critics,

who

also spoke kindly of his assisting artist. Master Fritz Kreisler,

14-year-old

Also

violinist.

accom-

panying him on his American tour
was an orchestra led by Walter
Damrosch. He later made a tour of
Europe and returned to the U. S.

—

Truck Strike
LOUIS W. DEGAN
Louis W. Degan, 59, co-owner of
GRAHA.IU HARRIS
Continued from page 1
Graham Harris, 55, musical direc- the Gem, Marissa, 111., died in that
with no ad restrictions, although
tor who appeared as guest conductor city last week.
their
newsprint
House continues operation under with
with the London Symphony and N.Y.
reserves
dwindling fast, a change in policy is
Philharmonic Orchestra, died at As- the management of F. A. Finger.
expected within a few days.

N. Y., Sept. 3
Harris had been conductor for the
National Broadcasting Co. from 1929
toria,

to 1939, when hti retired because of
ill health.
He began his career as a
violinist with, the Detroit

^

'

'

'

'
.

1896 for another concert tour.
Rosenthal also wrote, with Ludwig
the Danish composer, a
"Shule des Hoheren Klavierspiels,"
a treatise on the technique' of the
piano, that has been translated into
nearly every language.
His own compositions included
Sehytte,

"Variations On a Single Theme."
"Papillons," "Romance," etudes and
preludes for the piano.
In 1902 he married Hedwig Loewy.

As

He

leaves

widow and

Father, 77,
orch Reader,

of the
died after

Sept.

dKd

in

legit ads

Himber,

ings of theatres In the Broadway
area. Film news is still being carried by all the dailies, with exception of the Mirror, but space for

Atlantic City

amusement coverage has been dras-

six children.

Richard

of

tically cut.

5.

Elizabeth Roach, eight-month-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hal Roach,
Sr., died Sept. 4 in Hollywood.

THEODORE SCHREIBER

burg, N.

J., Sept. 5. In recent years
he had been a special cop for bunga-

WB

Goldman Tops

difficulties present since the end of
the war. In N. Y., both industries
came to a dead stop during the latter

vart of last week. (Further details in

Music Department).

MRS. CATHERINE
Mrs.
legit

only being tried out in those situations that are acute, such as where
an exhibitor claims he is out of

THOMAS

Catherine

actress,

surviving

Thomas, former
and considered oldest

member

stage, died' in
age of 102.

of

the

product

threatens legal action in
in order to

buy in; on product heretofore denied him.
Latter situation occurred, Rodgers

During her years of retirement
she was known as the "grand old
lady of Essex." :A thorough modern,
ist to the end, she regularly used
cosmetics and insisted her hair
Should be coiffed as it had been ih
the heyday of her stage career.

James McKibben,
Las Vegas, Aug. 30. Bride and groom
to

FIELDING e. COATES
Fielding C. "Phil" Coate.s, 52, elec
engineer for past 30 years in
•film industry, died Sept. 7 in Hollyafter brief illness.

Coates started in' filtti industry as
engineer for Vitagraph and
niade many technical contributions
to picture production. He went into
partnership with Pete Mole in MoleBichardson lighting equipment firm

Survived by widow.

Ambridge but

lost

out.

Rodgers said,
house was hard
Metro tried
such situations,

the

new Goldman

In: Philly,

[declared, it
competitor.
in
need 01 pictures.
would refuse to cooperate by hold
ing out pn his bid^

I

'Metro is conducting its tryouts in
selected' situations throughout the
country, Bodgers said, in order to
build up a backlog of info on which
to- operate in case the provLso is incorporated as law into the final de"

;

A

A

'

.

Maria Feliza Pablos to Cornelius
Vanderbilt,
Jr.,
Reno,
Sept.
3.
Groom is a writer.

the

Goldwyn

Girls.

'

up for 'product and

the plan there. In
the M-G sales chief
would be unlikely that a

so

"We

:

story analyst; groom a story editor
for California Pictures.

Renee White to Francis Fint, HartAmbridge, Pa., where Harry
Norman Ball, an indie exhib, had ford, Sept. 9. Bride is a dancer;
filed sUit against the Pennware The- Groom member of Skating Whirlos
•;,.';',,
atre Corp., Paramount, RKO, Loew's act.
and 20th -Fox.
Ball was given a
Georgia Lange to Tom Buckley,
chance to bid for Metro product in Hpllywood, Sept, 4. Bride is one of

.

.rfihief

Joanna Say lor to Seymour Stern,
Los Angeles, Sept. 9. Bride is a

said, in

trical

wood

oi:

London some form or another

London, Sept. 6 at the

Sports

.

Old Deerfield, Mass., Sept. 7. Some that. Exhibs then send in their bids
of her early works liad been adapted via registered mail to the branch
for films, among them "Bags," which ofl'ice and the branch
manager then
Mrs, Jane Peyton Adams, wife of served as a starring veliicle for Mary
consults with the h.o. before detertaiioiuel Hopkins Adams, writer, and Pickford.
mining the winning bidder.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. John Pat Smith, Jr.,
30. Father is

son,

Cincinnati, Aug.
assistant manager of

WCPO

Shorts

jjjjg Continued from pase 2

s^==
Browns beat the Miami
Seahawks 44-0, In fact, after

land

watching the spectacle, sportswriters agreed that such selling
is now a definite part of profes-

•

grid
rough-and-tumble.
Promise of a similar show in

sional

addition to the regular game is
exipected to' bring more than
into
people
Soldier's
100,000
Field, Chicago, and that's competition for showbiz, brother.
With games scheduled for Sunday afternoon and night, and
two leagues in operation, crowds
of that size can put a crimp in
the usual fall hypo to entertainment industry's income. Similar
blame isn't laid to baseball
largely because the promise .of .,
brings
airconditioned theatres
liot-weather crowds to the pix.

.

;

.

;

;

Unique contract growing out
of ownership of a football team
has been given Ted Collin.s,
Kate Smith's manager-straight
man. Collins and Miss Smith
begin CBS airing this fall on
Sunday nights, CbUins, however,
is part owner of the' BostonYanks, National Football League
team, which schedules all of its
games on Sundays. Result of
negotiations with sponsor Gen-;
eral Foods allows Collins to st.iy

.

'

;.

:

the program whenever the
Yanks have a locally scheduled
contest, so he can watch his
oft-

troglodytes

die

for

dear

old

dollar.

Press drubbing which Marty
Servo has been taking following
his supposed "welching" out of
Ray "Sugar"
fight with
title
Robinson reached some sort of
climax last week when a Brookopened
a N, Y.
lyn fight arena
Daily News ad for its weekend
Mai^ty
"Attention
with
card

;

Servo! Fights tonight..." Some
the verbal beating seems
personally unjust, since it's obvious that a fighter's manager
handles his matchmaking, pug's

of

about forthcoming opnotwithstanding.;
So
ponents
while Servo may never meet
"Sugar" Ray because of managerial machinations, it's doubtful
that the ex-N. Y. champ has any
feelings

actual physical fear of the sepia
mauler, as alleged by dailies.

Earl Carroll donated a threetrophy to winning We.st
Valley community Softball teani
at Reseda Blvd. Park, Tarzana,

foot

MARRIAGES
Maxine Arto

:

Mrs. Winifred Payne. Keokley,
cree.
didn't want to wait," he
pianist-composer;
and widow of
DR. BASIL D. GAUNTLETT
Alexander P. Keckley,' architect,
Dr. Basil D. Gauntlett, 61, noted said, "until this had reached a point,
died in New York Sept. 7.
pianist and director of music of the where it became law, when we'd be
student of music in Europe. Con.servatory of Music at Stephens forced to rush the system into opMrs. Keckley was connected with College, Columbia, Mo., for nearly eration without any previous knowlthe music staff of National Broad- 40 years, died at his home last week. edge of how it works."
Rodgers confirmed previous recasting Co. for eight years, after
native of London, Dr. Gauntlett
-which she was associated with the was a graduate of the Paris Con- ports on the way the system has
music division of the Children's Aid servatoxire and came to the U. S. been operated in its test situations.
Society of New York for several when he was 24. He traveled all over Competing exhibs are notified of a
years.
the world as a concert pianist be- certain film's availability, with the
Her husband was one of the de- fore taking the music chair at the minimum terms acceptable to Metro.
Terms, Rodgers said, could be either
signers of the Waldorf-Astoria hotel. Missouri college..
flat rental or include provisions for
Among his works also are the ela percentage deal, depending on the
evated roadways girdling Grand
EDITH BARNARD DELANO
situation.
Some form of the sliding
Central Terminal.
Edith Barnard Delano, 71, novel- scale arrangement
might also be inSurviving are a son and a daugh- ist and
short story writer, died at cluded, if' the situation warrants

JANE PEYTON

Production and movement of sheet
music and recordings have also been
hampered, adding to the

seriously

low colonies there.
continued from page 5
are radio writers.
Prior to coming to America, he
had appeared in music halls of Lon form of competitive bidding and preMarilyn McCurd^ to Walter Byers,
don and the continent and also in dict that Metro's trials will flop Moline, 111., Sept. 10. Groom is asthrough lack of cooperation from sistant sports editor for United
vaude in this country.
Press
houses.
As Rodgers in N. Y-; bride is newswriter
Survived by widow and step- competing
for
pointed out, however, the plan is CBS in Chi.
brother.

KECKLEY

ter.

a service to readers, the Timc.<!

and Trib have replaced film and
with special program list-

owner

nitery,

Father of Bill McCluskey, director
(Xhe Great Serpentello)
Theodore Schreiber, 75, retired of station promotions at 'WLW, Cingymnast and contortionist, who had cinnati, died in Pittsburgh last week.
been known professionally as ''The
Great Serpentello," died at Keahs-

in 1927.

P.

46,

a heart attack last week.

Symphony

Orchestra in 1919. He was invited
to conduct the London Symphony in
1'j25, and in 1927 conducted the N.Y
Philharmonic in three performances
at the Lewisohn Stadium.
Survived by widow, son and two
daughters..;:'

PAT CARAMELA
Pat Caramela,
Oasis, Pittsburgh

in

MRS. WINIFRED

man-

H

pianist, died in

first

BEDELL

in

MORIZ ROSENTHAL

His

D.

Eugene D. Bedell, 58,
Lebanon, Tabah,' went to
Record Co., died Sept,
Montreal when a youth and later ager for Allied
He was chief
Angeles
entered the dry goods business to 4 in Los
Recording Co
become one of the top wholesalers auditor for Columbia
years ago,
Allied
before joining
in Montreal. Later he branched into
My Fashion" and "Three Wise
daughters siuv
two.
His widow and
film exhibition and founded the ConFools."
federation Amus. Ltd., a chain of Vive him.
Rodgers said the Metro sales chiefs
nabe houses. He subsequently, with
had been, thoroughly briefed on the
y FERN EMMEXT
the aid of two other partners, Lawauction bidding test plans at the re-;
Fern Emmett, 50, stage and screen cent convention in Chicago. He's
ands & Maloufs acquired the Dominion, Maisoneuve, Erapi'ess, Car- actress, died Sept. 3 in Hollywood not planning to call a further sales
meet, consequently, :untij after the
Also after a long illness,:
tier. Outremont and Chateau.
She was the widow of Henry final decree is handed down.
had an interest in the Savoy,, at
Roquemore, actor, and had been in
suburban Verdun.
Surviving are widows four sons show business for 35 years.
and two brothers.

the famous Metropol theatre, which
was the leading theatre for musical

shows

mittee of Judges of the Federation
Of Women's! Musical Clubs of Amer-

\

pertinent to' the situation
including preferred guarantees of
grosses, rental, playing time, etc.
definite policy has yet been set
on the time limit to be extended to
exhibs in forwarding their bids,
since this, too, is dependent on the
individual situation. In iact, Rodgers added, the entire system is be-,
ing tried out in different ways in
different localities and' any policy
instituted may hold for a certain
territory without being the universal
policy for the entire country.
In addition to "Holiday in Mexico," most recent film released by
Metro nationally, the company has
also offered the four pix from the
company's Group 17 for auctionbidding in certain localities. Rodgers emphasized, however, that an
exhib would not have to take all
four pictures in order to get one.
Each picture, under the single-selling proviso, is individually priced
and offered for sale singly, with the
four being offered .together only because they're grouped" that way in
the
company's release schedule.
Group includes
"Boys'
Ranch,"
"Courage of Lassie," "Faithful in

factors

No

WILLY ENGEL BEBGER
Paul Lincke, 79, leading German
composer of popular and production

awarded the flbn, Rodgers said
Metro takes into consideration all

Cal. League was founded la-st
by Tom Fadden, actor,
Ginny Simms, Bob Burns and
Vera Vague, honorary mayors of
Northridge, Canoga Park and

spring

Woodland

;

Hills respectively, at-

tended a barbecue for the players held Saturday (7). Softball
loop was organized to build a
friendly competitive spirit among
Valley; communities and also
aimed at reducing juvenile delinquency.

Jack Dempsey, former Loyola
footballer and current operations manager for Santa Anita
and Del Mar racetracks, ha.s

been named v.p. and general
manager of the Pan-Pacific
Auditorium, Hollywood, Dempsey also assumes duties of managership of Pasadena Arena and
presidency of the Hollywood
Wolves, ice hockey team.. He
succeeds Phil Henderson in the

new
last

post after the latter's death

week.

in that

City.

Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Fraser, son,
New York, Sept. 7. Father is correspondent and commentator on

Union Pulls Band
Continued from page I

CBS.

Noel de Selva, leader; Pete Noriga,
Mr. and Mrs. Mickey Fleissner,Vincent Lerma and Ted Thompson.
son, New York, Aug, 27, Mother was
Action against Garay, according to
formerly with
:

the contract depart-

ment

of William Morris agency,
Mr. and Mrs. John Farrow^ son,
Hollywood, Sept. 6.
Mother is
Maureen O'Sullivan, Screen star;
father is film director and former
Commander in British Navy.
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Melntyre, daughter, Hartford, Conn,
He's the band-

Burns, business manager of
union, was by board action.
Jacob W. Ehrllch, well known San
Francisco attorney, has been re-

Eddie
the

Garay in his efforts to reopen the establishmenti

tained .by

The four bandsmen were taken ill
show on Aug.
Garay, who was headlining a
Show at the Golden Gate the-

leader,

prior to the midnight

Mr. and Mrs. Courtney Smith, son,
Pittsburgh, Aug. 20. Father's an an-

24.

stage

nouncer at KQV.
atre, was not in the nitery at the
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Steel, daugh- time. Garay attempted to keep his
ter, Hollywood, Sept. 6.
Mother is club open several nights followhig
the former Pamela Britton, screen the pulling of the orchestra by the
actress.
union, using a phonograph to proMr, and Mrs. Shepherd Traube, vide music for his show, but was
daughter,
Hollywood,
Sept.
3 forced to close his doors after the
Father is a film studio executive.union indicated that it would not
Mr, and Mrs. Stu Steelman, son, reneg in its demand that Garay
Des Moines. Aug, 27. Father is with identify the culprits. The union eipthe Songfellows on WHO, in that iPhasized th.it it was not on stdkc
;

.

,

We<In<>84]ay,

September 11, 1946

hiB
oelebrating
Bergen
Louis
70lh birthday.
Rutgers Neilson, eastern publicity
chief, to upstate N. Y, for rest., .,.
Jiick Jordan, Jr., son of Loew
exec, out of service and resuming
locit and radio acting.
,
,
,
Norman (Par) Siegel back to
Hollywood this: weekend, after a
•

ClPveland and

Y. holiday;

;N.

;

.

Park
.

.Mrs. Monte Samuel back to New
Orleans this week following an; AtCity and N. Y. holiday.
Waller (Tarleton) Jacobs expand-

Ifinlic

Jioni the hotel field into the
jiiL!
sniolMd turkey mailorder business.:
Merald-Trib's Otis L. Guernsey,: Jr.
it(vw" drama crick of Cue,, replacing
Mr.i. Irene Kittle Kamp, resigned.
.

Harry

Es.iex set as

company man-

ager for "llappy Birthday,", new
Anita Loos play; David Gray stage
.
manages.:
'

::

"Anna Liicasta" runnmg special
performance for Georgia lynch vic^
,

.

tims Sept. 23, with Joe Louis preserit
a.i. guest .speaker,;-.,
trains
iii.
next
HOrwiri
.Jerry
with, a new play
Thtir.sday'. (19)
(wittv music) by B. Harrison Orkow,
lie intends to produce.

.

,

.

.Oombination of heat, humidity

;.

arid.

UA

execs g.ive company employees a half-day holiday
yesterday '10). Other film compa-

generosity of

open

nies:

for busine-ss as ua.Ual.

:

:.
,

Bahshees' reopening - of - the-lallluncheon Wednesday (,18) at

seaison

Del Courtney, currently appearing
with his, orch at the Blackhawk,- in
the We.sley Memorial hospital.
Desire Delfamy, Chi symphony
orch conductor, welcomed back from
his European trip with a. party at the
Palmer House.
Chi's Service Men's Center closed
Tuesday (3) after five and a half years
of operation w; h top acts in. town
taking part in the ceremony.
Erwin Schlichi, former manager of
the local Drake hotel and the Beverly-WiiShire in L. A., is the new
manager of the Blackstone hotel.
Don Richards, currently singing at
the Blackstone hntel'-s Mayfair Room,
has signed a pic deal with RKO,
and heads for the Coast in January,
Mary Martin and hubby Richard
through town on
Halliday passed
their way to England, where Miss
Martin will star ;» new Noel Coward
'

,

I

'

,

.

'

:

show.,
5100 Club, wliich has been closed
and in governmein hands for the past
five months becciuse ot tax evasion
will open Sepr, 19 as a cocktail
lounge.

'

universal Pictures, m its, new
hq, will have a private
dining room, barbershop and other
luxe conveniences for its top
:

-

By Tea

gets dark by the time

come home" says Universal

v.p.

San

Gordon Allen resigned from Mono-

1

Joe

gram.
Maxie' Rosenbloom
Copacabana.

Max Baer and

Seidelman, "is time for use to move
back, to town" (from their: S.carsdale

set for

summer place).
Ann Lubowe.

lulu, in for first visit in 16 years.

the Duchess,
Broadway production

original
"Can't- Take
role in the
pre.sentation

Jimmy

of

With You," doing the
Theatre Guild's radio

It

Sunday (15).
ribbing
Walker

which Walker
Ex-p.a. Kay Hansen

ords, of

is

Don Morrison, from KQW, Hono-

in

Mack

(MCA) Davis Eibout building up his
bands, via Varietv, before the agent
starts selling them to Majestic Rec.

Frienfl

at Malvinl's in

Pinky Tomiin
Jose.

execs.
it

prez.

is now a Career officer as Ma.ior .K. K. Hansen,
attached to General Jacob L, Devers,
CG of the Army Ground Forces in
WasKin^toia (informatioh section).

Leon Fromkes, v^p^ in Charge of
production for Sam Goldwyn, in
New York for two weeks of huddles
with Goldwyn prez Jim Mulvey and
:.'

Jane

Dailey,

Mark Hopkins
own flackery.

.

.

for
p.a.,

now
Lois
Hartzell
songstress on Regal Amber
"Light and Mellow."

,,

Don Lee execs, Harry Luhbke,
McWhinney, and Bo.b Forward
back to L. A. after KFRC huddles.
Following current engagement Of
Frankie (iarle, Edgewaier beach
ballroom
will
drop name band
Le.s

policy.

Big turnout for Paul Speegle party
tossed by. all local radio stations in
celebration of his new column, "Air
.

Check."

open

a

publicity,

could

branch of Wadley-Smythe

Australia

or.

Max

Schling'.s in Room 9)1 of the
Polyclinic where she's recuperating
following surgery.
At: writer Ben Hecht's suggestionj
Jules Leventhal, in charge of pro:

d\ictibn on "A Flag Is Born," benefit play for Palestine, was billed in
same large type as Hecht, composer

.

Abe Birnbaums

last

week

in

weekend

for

with Doc Vorhaus.

visit

Leo Preedman, Theron BambergBroadway flack, in for weekend

er's

confab.

Weeks' run at 2i575-seat State. Syd-

Kurt Weill and Paul Muni.
Leon Leonardi. composer-director,
has been set as baton-wielder for

sixth week.

He had done

'Bloomer Girl" and
Louis Woman."
Irwin Corey, comedian, currently
Angel nitery, has been
signed by Nat Karson for a comedy
role
in
his
forthcoming musical,
"Sweet Bye and Bye." Comic will
bicycle between both.
Danny Ka,ye and wife, Sylvia
Fine, vacationing in Colorado Springs
for two weeks following completion
of Goldwyn's "Walter Mitty." They
then come to New York to await
birth of their child, expected in December.
Donald Oaden Stewart in town
over the weekend to discuss his new
play, "How I Wonder," with his producers,
Garson Kanin and Ruth
Gordon. Playwright flew in from
Coast Sunday
(8)
and returned
"St..

,:

at the Blue

into

.

.William Cahn'.< production of "Tbp-

Dame."

'

i

last

and: mother down;
Lad
visit Mo.ss Hart.

Tyler

Dickie

fit

week

to.

slated for role in .Hart's :un(,itled

.

Best biz beii.g done in Sydney, is
"Spellbound" (UA>, ..with^ 'ffl
in
,

.

show.

.Don Murohy planed to Sante Fe
yesterday (10) for two weeks vaca-

lot.--

home prior to I'eturnirtg to
Broadway for "Heaven Can Wait"
tion at

Desi Arnaz to Joliet,

•

rehearsals.

Faye .Emerson and
checked into

Roose-

Elliott

Lo.san Inn Mon-

.-.

-:

Harry Rosenthal

&

juries sustained
';
Players.

Joseph Pevney
to a.s.sume his

in

laid up by
a fall at

in

from

new

in-

The

New York

director chore at

Enterprise.

Max

Milder conferring with Jack
Warner about Warner production
England.
.lanet Leigh limping on an in.rured knee, occasioned by a fall on
L,
in

Metro

a

set.

Dr. P. H. Latour, theatre chain
operator from Panama, guesting with-

Ben

Stoloff.

,

George Van Marter drew the art
director, chore on "1'win Sombreros"
Columbia.
Audie Murphy, war hero, .slated as
One of the five judges in "Qiieeii for
at

"Madame Harrigan," by

a

advertising

Day"

finals.

Walker

Robert

,'

placed on orobationhit-nin driving.

&

$500 and
one year for

fined

.

Costello made trailer
gratis in behalf .of Northwest Variety
club's heart hospital fund.,- It :,'will
b^ showil' on screens in ;this territory,
.,'

f.or

-:'
'

Lewton on crutches

,,Val:

sprained

-

leo-

,

r

,

'

• After barbers here
saw "Monsieur
Beaucaire" they voted Bob Hope
honorary member of their Jaur- "Blaze, of Noon,"
James Craie to Wyoming as gue.«t
neymen Barbers' union, local No. 61.
ot Governor Hunt;, for the openingAFL.,
Irving Gillman, former buying and of the deer' .season.
Jerome Courtland. film actor curbooking combine head here and now
general manager of, Inter-^Mounlain rently in the Army, reported seriTheatres, Salt Lake City, here to ou.'jly ill in "Tpkyo. -;
Zacharv Scott reported on suspensell his home.;
Bennie Berger and Don Swartz,- sion at Warners for turning down
North Central Allied president and "Woman in White."
George Howard checked out of
executive secretary, to head dele-chore.
Pacific
Air Lines for an executi-C'e
gation to national Allied States conpo.st with Telefilm Corp.
vention in Boston Sept. 16,-18.
Saul Elkins returned to the Warner
W. R. Frank, theatre circuit
owner-film producer, in from Hol- lot after making- a two-reeler, "The
Phiiadeiphia
lywood, says casting difficulties are Carnival." in Des Moines, la.
Harry Sherman tossed a barbecue:
By Si Sfaaltz
delaying start of ''Dan Patch" which
he and John Tainter Foote will pro- and swimming party for Enterprise
Jo.sh White addressed the Fellowflacks at hLs Brentwood home.
duce.
ship Hou.se last weekMurvyn Vye checked in from Now
Eleventh, hour Radio (Sity theatre
Andrew Gainey, baritone, has
York
to make his screen bow in
(Paramount)
staff,
booking
is
Desi
Arnaz
joined WCAU artists
Eddie White wilr head the show orchestra and Vivian Blaine Sept. "Golden Earrings" at Paramount,
Florence Cunningham, professor
immediately preceding opposi)3,
when Palumbo's reopens Sept. 16.
Philadelphia Civic Theatre will tion's Count Basie's orch at Or- of speech, in from Boston to coach
the "Little Women" cast in Ne(w
hold ooen house during week of oheum, the latter opening Sept. 19.
England dialect,
last day of Arnaz show.
Sept. 22.
^
Francis Bateman returned from a
Joe Titleman resigned as asst.
lour of the Southwest where he inmanager of the Studio to take a post
soected distributionjpoints for So een
with Gimbel's.
Guild Productions,
Atlantic Citv
Oscar Neufeld was. chief .iudge at
Charles Miller teaching Vincent
a contest to choose "Miss Sepia" at
By Joseph W. Walker
Price tricks of legerdemain for magic
Mercantile Hall.
Hamid's Pier closed Saturday (7). sequences in the Hakim-Litvak picJohn Maguire, retiirned to.
Bath and Turf still open sans floor ture, "A Time to Kill."
announcing staff after two-year
show.
hitch in the Navy.
.Steel Pier to continue thi.s week
;'
Gertrude Shaffer Mayers is broad- with
stage show and band lieadliner.
casting fashion news from Paris for
Copa Cabana, which Joe Moss has
Gimbel Brothers via WIP.
guiding past two months, shutZelda Theeraan-Jprmerly with the been
By Mabel Thomas
tered Saturday (7:).
aRcncy, has
Jolly- Joyce., boolflng
Ray Andrade and band to mainParadise, and
Harlem,
Sepia
joined the' staffl: of the .'VI Berkman
niteries, sticking it out although the land.
studios here.
Alfred
Alpaka band is featured at
season
is practically over.
Will try
Florence Cowanova. Pliilly ballet
to cash in on Pageant crowds and La Hulu Rumba.
authdrity, has returned hoine after
Jan Chipus.so lectured and gave
track, which reopens next Monday
.studying terp technique at> RKO
several concerts in his stay here,
Both .spots retaining shows.
(16).
Hollywoocl.
studios in
Todd Duncan, Negro singer,
Most Of the entertainers brought
Gordon 'Hawkins, education': and
booked for Honolulu, Maui and Ilaprogram director of WeKtiii.^liouse to Atlantic City, vi,?it the Betty 'Waii.
Bacharach home for polio vlctims
stations, has been appoinied in.^trucRoyal Hawaiian Hotel will be
and do their stuff. Owners of varitor: in radio. at: tile::: yniye
ready
for tourists in December this
ous
.spots
also
donate their time -and
•'.:'
Pennsylvania,contrib ehecks,
Fred Or.?atti. who year.
The Edward G. Robinsons, h ere
operated the night spot bearing that
name
in Somers Point, and Charles on vacation, really covered the isPittsburgh
:
Penza, Jr:, ;South Jersey \ brewer, lands.
Jim Wahl, local NBC announcer
were latest to help charity.
By Hal Cobeti
Hotels here continue to feature now doing special radio a-ssianLige Brien to head PRC exploitaniKht spots. Traymore's Submarine mcnts.
tion deoartment.
Viola
Woody Woodruff, nilei'.y .performer, grill has Cal Gilford orch with Andv ,;
Dana
Thomson,
silent
Arcari- and Jand Clement.'? with Bill .screen .star, visiting on Maui for
out of Marines;,
Gloria Lee Dancers come back to Madden in dining room, Ritz-Carl- three months.,
Nixon C:a:fe for a- run on Sept. 2.1.
toh feature.?' 'Nick D'Amico orch
E; K. Fernandez bringing a large
I'leatrc booker, alternating
.Jules, Gfeen.
with
Bennie
Morris. circus from V. S. for Maui Fair,
nlaned to Hollywood for a vaCafion. Mayflower Holiday room keepiilg first there in five years.
George -Heid and Bandleader Al Billy Van orch and featuring also
Lewis H, Weiss, gen. manager of
Marsico dis.solved their aprncy part- Mary Kaaihue trio, Ben Tracy and Mutual Don Lee in for dedication
nershin.
Ruth Webb.
President has Esy of station KHON, new Mutual staJackie Heller home for a few days Morales and rhumba band.
:/
:|'llir-l,,-'

,,

inf Sept. 16.
Virginia Peine (Mrs^Qucntin Reynolds) in to catch Mos.<; Hart and
Kitty Carlisle last: week at New;
Hope in "Man Who Came to Dinner,"
Adeline Walters, Playhouse treasurer, bedded for three days last
Associate treasurer Lamar
week.
Clark checking out Sat. il4) for
teaching
Mercersburg
Academy

,

:

'

,

'

.

.

Eugene Goos,sens a ma.ior success
conducting the ABC Symphony Orchestra in Sydney and Melbourn?.
Wirth's Circus is in Sydney for a
run.
It has just completed a tour
of the keys and nabes of Australia.
"Spellbound" (UA) is one of the
biggest b.o. hits ever released in this
zone. It's in sixth week at Regent,
Sydney, for Hoyus,
Joan Hammond. Aus.sie songbird,
preems here

this

month

for Austral-

ian Broadcastini; Conrmission after
10 years in England.
Industrial trouble recently stopped

cinemas in Newcaslle. when two
projectionists refused to change jobs
as requested by employers.
ye.sterday (Tucs.).
Songstress
Hoyts plans operating theatrette
Kay Armen found
what looks like a valuable agent's underneath the Regent in Bri.sbane
address book (N. Y., Chi and even soon, idea has beenfon tap for some
London talent names) in a cab in time awaiting' official: .sanction.
front of the Squibb Bid g, but none
James Ma.son is becoming a powof the agents she quizzed claimed it. erful b;o. draw in Aussie.: "Seventh
Inquiries c/o VAmETY.
Veil," in which he stars, is breaking
Mark Hanna, personal rep for all records in Sydney currently.
Benny Goodman, was born in Frisco
Graham Willis, is produCirtgbut never saw the town, his family
leaving wiien he was a baby, so the scripting the weekly Metro radio
agent's first stop oh' his present show, josie Birkby is aid to Wjllis,
hegira with the bandleader was S. F.-, Who recently returned froni service.
stemming
Indu.slrial
slowdown
before
continuing
Hollywood.
to
from coal shortage is hurting biz
Hanna returns Sept. 16.
badly in Adelaide. Even radio .stations could only operate a few hours
all

:

:

.

.

,

,

,

-

;,

:

KYW

.

'

.

.

.

,

,-:;-;;

-

,.

;

'

-

-

daily.

Chicago

:--':.,;"..

Jim.

1

>:.:>;......:-;:

.Da.vici.son

.'et'

a.s

,^-;:^

chief

pro*,

Norma Talmadge in town for a few ducer for the Dave Martin Tlvoli
days on business.
vaude-revue loop.
Was a Lleut.Maurice Golden, M-G talent scout Colonel in the Army during the war
here, oft to Hollywood.
years.
_Merrv Gardens Ballroom celebrat"Bells of St, Mar.v's" iRKO) is set
ed its 2,'5th anni last week.
Gracie Fields signed for an addi- for the .Hoyts circuit via deal with
tional four week,? at thie
Virginia Janik, local

be in
Chez Paree. Ernest Turiibull. Preeili will
Melbourne at the Esquire, formerly'
chirp.stress

recently inked by M-G, leaving for
the Coast.
Elmer Rice in town for the opening
of his "Dream Girl" at the Selwyn

Tuesday

Sidney

at the

is,

welcome
ready
to
Tonmiy Trinder, due

to tour here soon for
cuit.

(3).

Eddy Howard*'? orch opens

Plaza.

British comic,

the Tivoli cir'Booking was made by Dave

Martin.

;

'':

a

;w:i.tif

after teaching ;hJs kids

to blay. football.
Col. Clarence Shoop checked it) at
Paramount as technical adviser" On

;

»(9) for rehearsals of "Here Today,"
final bin Of iPlayhouse season open-

:

Reginald Baker and Michael BalGon are expected to vi.'it Aussie after forthcoming trip to U. S.

:

to rejoin

111,,

band after aL.few: days in Hollywood.
Fortunio Bonanova made av onereel film for showing in Army hos-

pitals.

of
re"I
tour.

local

1o

',:.:

his:

day of performance

Lewis,

:

Abbott

-.V.

'

,

'

-.,.'':,,':':';"

-

tions.

for its foad
Old. Lo^> strawhatter, continuing
.season additional week to prevent

,;

engagement

their
::;::-.

:

.Robert; Ciimmings-, ;artd ,Eu,gerie
Frerike to. Lake .Tanoe: to scOut lOCai,

&

farce,

announced

~,ella

wed.;';

:

new

;

Richard, Arlen and Margaret Kin

:

Addison
manV

Tewfik Shousha Pasha. Egyp-

.'My

tian public official, visiting 2Gth -Fox

;

Remember Mama"

button deals for his British out-

di.stri

into Hotel Nicollet Minnesota
Terrace.
Curly'S nitery has Richardsons,
ventres,
Carol
Del Sandro and
Richards.
Sonia Cortis into Hotel Dyckman
Flame Room with Talia and Perry
Martin orchestra held over.
Abbott
Costello show jumped
here by plane from Toledo, arriving

two hours late
at Auditorium.

:,',

:

.

;

,Marie Gale Bainbridge, widow
More than $1,000 collected last
former local stock impresario,
week in New Hope for Actors' Fund turning;
to New York to rejoin
at local strawhatter.

velt

Bv Uric Gonick
Todd Duncan, Negro singer,

Brisbane, soon.
U. Sv grapplers are boosting the
wrestling biz in; Sydney .again.
"Smithy'' iCifoiV' winds lip a seven
ney.

litsky of Notre
like chore for

Larry Potter's Supper Club.,
Louis B, Mayer returned to his",
desk follo-iving an attack of flu.
Louis B. Mayer's brother, Jerry,hospitalized fOr another operation.
Casey Snyder joined the RKO
flackery after four years in the Na\-y.
Dave Rose in from England to talk

at

,

flu.

a,

;

_

is

Bob Patterson. Examiner's ChOlly
Francisco, paeted for Fairmont Jiotel
IS.^minute program over.^KGO. Sundeals for exhibition outfit's product:! day nights at 10.:,30.
'there.
Lillian ,:Jeiikin.s, director of MadiGarden

Vincent Sherman returned from

business trip to Mexico City.
Howard Sherman inked as executive assistant to Sol Wurtzel.
Billy Curtis, midget, is new .emc.ee,;:

:

i

Europe nexL Tuesday dO) to close

.S.q.

after siege of strejj throat.
Al Rogell returried from location,
scouting in the High Sierras.

.

George Kaufman bedded

after

:

::

Dale

home

,

,

By I.es Rees
Dean Murphy with Harber.s

at,

.

Luigi
Luraschi and, family- tO;
Carlsbad on vacation,;
Lige Brien checked into PRC- a»;
exploitation manager.
Dore Schary returned to his de.'^k

WWSW

,

film '^vorlt.
Kiro-v resting,,

I-^'an

,

with

with

,.-.;

'

resume

hospital: treatment,-

'

show,.

:;.;•;,

.

Otto

,;

-

Bucks County, Pa.

;

;

.

By Sol Jacobson
Phillipa Bevans. of "Dream Girl,"
in Sun. (8) to visit mother, Viola
permanent Roache.

with-

son

,

WWSW

past six years
resigned to open

up

laid

,

,

reFrank W. Tuttle divorced by Tesumption of weekly. Friday Family
tania Smirnova.
Nights until next month.
Stanley Rubin back to. Work after
Johnny Harris' mother back home
two weeks „of flu^
after spending six weeks at his sunt-;
Kruger in from New York to

.

.

-

Howard da Sjlva
throat infection.

house, Jennerstown, Pa.
Variety Club has postponed
,

Paul and Grace Hartman set for
Fairmont when Joe Reichman opens
there, Nov. 19.

...es.stern

:

at

Cain.

Leicester Square
Aug. 29,.
biggest and most exclusive
crowd of any recent premiere.-;
mer horhe near- Atlantic City.
Radio Olympia is expected to be
Jane Louise 'Wolstoncroft, former'
Olympia
in
held at the
the autumn
staffer just out of the Waves,,
of 1947, with radio manufacturers to L. A, to work in ad agency,
exhibit.
Radio
.getting
ready,
to
Fred Burleigh ;'will open PlayOlympia- was last held in 1939.
house season Oct, ll with Maxwell
Deborah Kerr, who has been Andersohis: "Both; Your Houses.''.
termer
by
Metrogiven
long
Nixon-bound "On Whitman AveGoIdWyn-Mayer at' $3,000 weekly, nue" was an entry in Pitt Drfima
was appearing in the Open-Air- League's play writing contest iwo
Theatre. Regent's Park in 1940.
years ago.
staff
Dave Tyson back on
Now that ENSA has wound up afentertaining more than after annual summer leave to direct
ter
500,000,000 in the forces and war children's activities at Steel Pier ,in
industry, Basil Dean, its director- Atlantic City.
Bert Stearn has gone: to Hollygeneral, is getting ready to compile
wood for Screen Guild meeting and
a history of the organization.
The New Yiddish theatre., in the also to visit wife, Pat, Who's vacaEast Side., is staging a Yiddi.sh ver- tioning out there.
John Anderson he* technical assion of "The Merchant of Venice"
in association with the Arts Council. sistant at Playhouse, replacing Jenny
Lou Law, 'who'll teach iii comrnun ity
It will be produced by Robert Atkins who does not understand Yid-: theatre's acting schooj,
Joe Flynn in ahead of "Follow the
di.sh.
Edana Romney. South African, Girls" and Freddy Schader, who
p.a.'d
summer opera here, back
who came to London some nine 4rum-beating
"P Remember Mama."
years ago to study after winning a
Fred Kelly, Pittsburgh actorscholarship at Royal Academy of
Dramatic Arts, has become engaged dancer and director and brother ot
Gene
Kelly
left Tight afteir "Iceto John 'Woolf, ioint managing dicapad,es"
preem
,,here for New YOrk
rector of General Film Distributor-s.
stage dance.s for new Nat, Karsori
\Phil Philgersdorf; here for gen- to
musical, "Sweet
Bye,; and. Bye."
eral survey on British film publicity,
Kelly's beeh: with; ice show for last
will stay for three months. Has al- Several months,
assisting. Chester
ready taken looksee at "So Well: Re- Hale in putting on the numbers.
membered." first HKO-Radio picture
being done; here in conjunction with
J. Arthur Rank, to Ket angle on its
exploitation for American release.
Minneapolis

drew

.

other biz.
Harry' KOsiner, Edward Small's
rep, on the Coast for huddles
Sm.all prior to leaving for

preem

film
theatre,

Jane Nigh divorced Victor Cutler.
.\ileen Pringle divorced James M,

,

.

.

Park avenue

"When

Hollywood

KDKA's morning feature, "School
of the Air," resumes Monday .(361
after summer layoff..
"goldier's .Wife" closing strawhat
season this -week at Mbuntain Play-,;

,

San Francisco

'.i'

de

,

Town"

63

Boston en-

.

Rene Ray, having her fust book
"Wraxton Marne"; published next
month, already is writing another,
:E. C. Milloy, former branch manager for 20th-Fox, at Manche.'^ter,
appointed assistant sales: manager in
London.
"London

and

Saratoga
gagements.

,

.'
.:

between

London

hospital for operation.

the Waldorf honors 50lh anni of the
Journal-American under the Hearst
aegis.

-

;

CHATTER

Oriental theatre Sept. 12.
Dale Is
mae.stro's birthday
Copacabana, Loop nitery now imder construction, has moved opening
date up to Nov. 16.
Arthur Lee Simpkins goes into the
Chicago theatre after his. .qurteht
Latin Quarter engagement.
Frank Smith, manager of the RKO
theatres in the Chi areas, in the Oak

Broadway

:

;

:

:

;

-

:

'

:

.

WB

.

,,

'

'.

1

,

,
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ovelier
''My Beauty Facials bring

quick

new

Loveliness

V It's thrilling the way Lux Soap Active-lather
facials

fresh

leave skin softer, smoother— give

new beauty," Lauren Bacall says.

it

*'I

always depend on this gentle daily care."

Don't let neglect cheat you of Romance.
Try these beauty facials Lauren Bacall
recommends. Be lovelier tonight!
In recent tests of Lux Toilet Soap facials by
skin specialists, actually 3 out of 4 comp1exions

improved in a short time!

Lauren
Bacall
"Work Lux Soap's creamy Jather well
into your skin," says lovely Lauren

Storrins

Wttrner

ftrv«,'

Bacall. "Rinse with warm water, splash

on

As you pat to dry with a soft
skin takes on new loveliness I"

cold.

towel,

"THE BIG SLEEP"
now showing

9 out of 10

Scraen Stars use Lux Toilet Soap

—

locdlly
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'TALK BACK TO DRAMA CRITICS'
N. Y. Hotels Agree to

Fdlow Niteries

As

Coimn'l Television Moves West
* I

And Pay AFM Musicians 20% More

The long-suftcrmg Broadway

Jf'cderation of Musicians got together
(Tuesday) in
O'Dwyer's office and settled their salary differences, after hizzoner called
ary differences, after Hizzoner called
liotol men agreed to give the same

'

-

20 "i. boost previously okayed by the
Prior to the meetcafe operators.
ing, at which the two factions shook
hands, howevcir, it looked for a time
like' the playing of music, by name
bands
or
ordinary
elub-jobbers.
would become a lost art in N. Ti.

•

Symphony.
Goodman's name

ig

quite big in

that country.

'The

playwrights flareup hit a crescendo retiring from polifics.
A grand.son of the late Senator
last season, with the crix getting all
the play and the managerial end Henry Cabot Lodge of Massachuhaving recourse to no other outlet setts and a brother oC former Senexcept to vox-pop his defense in the ator Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr., Lodge
will run for office from the fourth
dailies' "letters to the editor" col-

Miami

Bistros

Move To

End Gyp-'Em Graft By

district.

umn.
With legit producers Still
smarting under last season's multiple blows, the new air show has a
timely element that's attracting wide

Records, Does $113,000

!

'

for fear of waiters'
in midst of a short,
so stood the gaif
despite the public's screaming.
it

Week

Radio Lag Held

17.

It President Truman says yes, the
White House will become the stagescreen-radio capital of the U. S. A.
for a while ne.s;t Monday (23). Mr.
Truman got a telegram today, signed
by 8B names', asking for a conference Monday to discuss witli him
steps to end lynchings.
Signers of the wire, who asserted
they'll go to the "White House if the
President would see them, included
Orson Welles, Quentin Reynolds,
Larry Adler, John Garfleid. Paul

This season most ops are reported
ready to institute a system inaugurated by the Copacabana management toward the end of the season,
System calls for telephone reservations to be handled, from a phone
(Continued on page 53)

Selzniclt Talking

Oscar Hammerstein II.
Gene Kelly, Alan Ladd. Canada Lee;
Joe Louis. Burgess Meredith. Grc^
Peck, Edward G, Robinson.
Artie Shaw, Frank Sinatra. Franklin P. Adams and, Prof. Albert Ein-

attraction's 70% share of the
takings. So heavy was the demand
for tickets that Mrs. Georgia Clark,

N. Y. BIZ

wat. feared originally that visi-

'

!

i

j

j

time for deliveries.
Theatre and .cafe business picked
Consideraljly as result.

make one

AT lOOG YEAR

'

I

tor and buyer influx into :tho city!
Would be cut off by the stoppajics,
but most inns didn't feel any efl'ects
.and are full-up until Oct. 1. Buyers
l^ept coming in aver the past two
weeks since mdst arc stocking up
for the winter season and anticipatpd that the situation would ease off

j

with Sid Alexander, eastern quently boon reported considering
pub-ad head,, on the "Duel in the retirement from the Army, as has
They made their Eisenhower. The job^ would pay up
campaign.
to $100,000, annually.
first appointment last week, to a new
The liquor industry recently comto consist pf
field force, planned
four to five men, to plug the film. bined its two public relations facBever;,i''c
Initial appointee is Ted Tod. who tiorts into the Licensed
Tod Industries. Inc., and plans an even
Will headquarter in Chicago,
comes to Selznick from Warner greater policing of its own rogulacode to balk periodic dry
Bros., for which he was Wa.?liinBton tion
':'nisades.
mid then midwest pub-nri rep^,,

'

dles

Sun''

'

.,

|

i

|

j
I

•

:

Shows

lot

film annually away from
either on participation basis or

flat

fee.

,

Cues Video

London, Sept. 17.
With both eyes fixed on early
wholesale installation of full-screen
television in a nunsber of top deluxe
houses in the Gaumont-Brittsh, ard

Odoon

circuits, J.

Arthur Rank

terests are currently inaking a strong
bid, for thousands of, miljes of goyi;
ernmont-owned coaxial cable stUl
criss-crossing England, the rcmni-'nts
of the elaborate. British < system uE
air-raid defense. Since the Government, mindful of things that might

come, intends to preserve ownoi's
the coax network. Rank interc.-^ts
are seeking to lease the system, -for.I.

in

Amoirnt of -coin was not disclosed
but'it's understood that Bogart would
collect a flat $200,000 from Warners

(Continued on page 55)

per film in addition to getting ap»
proval rights on director and screen'Bogart has been set to co-star
with wife, Lauren Bacall, in "Dark
Passage."
Other films on his' slate
include "Winter Kill,""Treasure of
Sierra Madre" and "Mr. Broadway."

ROSS NIXES $1,500
FOR ADDICT GUESTER

:

piay.

Mickey Rooney's 20G
Mickey Rooney

'nas

a six week tour at the

&%

Ex-boxing

champ

Barney

Ross,

who last week voluntarily surrendered to the Government as a narcotic addict, turned down $1,500 for.
a guest shot

been set for didn't
want

now standard

price for top rate film stars of
$20,000 weekly
guarantee against

[

nified

on the

air

becaLise,

he

to give his case undig-*

ballyhoo.

Ross surrendered formally yester50<;^ of the, gross.
Out of this sum, day (17), leaving for a cure. Durin?
Rooney will shell out for surrbund- the preceding weekend, be was at
ing talent, which is still \to be set by: Grossinger's, upstate New York rethe William .Morris agency.
sort, where he rested a few' d;iy.s. A
Rooney is slated to start at the rep of CBS' "We, The People" SluiRKO theatre, Boston, Oct. 24, and day night airer contacted him. end
will continue with the E-arle, Phila- offered him $1,500 to go on the show
delphia. Nov. 1; Oriental, Chicago, for a brief spot,
The show's proNov. .14; Downtown. Detroit, Nov. ducers were so sure Ross would say
21; Albeo, Cincinnati. Nov. 28, and yes, they had already arranged for
Palace, Cleveland, Dee.
Rooney's last theatre

was

at

Locw's

Sla'.'o,

N.

5.

a line-feed to pick

engagement from Grossinger's.
Y.. in 1940.

:

Into His Theatres

:

[

'

,

17.

,

.

,ing

Tuesday

Sets Precedent

Hollywood, Sept.

liis

GEN. IKE

i

New 15-Year Pact

WB

Humphrey Bogart may soon ink the
longest straight acting contract in
history of the film ,industr.y by signing a 15-year 'pact with Warners.
Sam Jaffe re^^ealed terms of the
deal which calls for Bogart to make
two films annually in the succeedAetor is allowed to
ing 14 years.

LIQUOR INDUSTRY SEEKS

\

strike— both of which ended on
-night
(l7)-Tvisitors kept
pouring into New York at an undiminished pace. Hotel space situation
'in the itiidtown area has tightened
once again after the summer lull.

With

of
the
importance of
recordings as against radio, as the
medium for the exploitation of
songs, are not so certain anymore
that one has. more power tlian the
other in the overall picture. Their
uncertainty is caused b.v (1) the
slump: in sheet sales, Which Started

,

FACE OF STRIKES
,

Bogart's

men who have long been

convinced

\

HELD UP

Despite picket lines in front ol,
.leading hotels by the American Fed^ration of Musicians and the truck-

Sale of Music
Mu.sic

Brit. Coaxials

(Continued on page 55)

stay in New York incidental with, the start of the, fall
in endeavoring to make a deal with rciLirn to the-au' by. important pro:';,..-,':;;'
'They have had grams. :
•the- Swedislr star.
Those incidents, which many pubseveral confabs: but there has b.een,
on page 53)
( Continued
ho indication yet as to,wh,ether, she
will sign with him.—
Selznick was slated to return to
the Coast last night :(Tuesday ) or
today. He's been east about 10 days
seeing his two sons, .iettrey and
Daniel, prior to their entering school
Fprraer Secretary of State- Ed Ward
Boys
in .C^onoecticut this montli.
iiave been living in Connecticut with Stettinius. Generals Douglas MacMarshall and
Solzniclt had Arthur, George C.
their mother, Irene.
them down to Atlantic City last, Dwight Eisenhower are reliably
reported as having been contacted
week.'
Paul MacNamara, producer's pub- by the American liquor industry for.,
,,
licity topper, r,cturns to tiie Coast at its czar under its. new operation.
the end of this week, following hud- IVlacArthur arid ivlarshall have fro-

several days of

;

the next 12 months.:
Old question of whether sponsors
would decide to take a fling at video

the

'

goi-y

m

Drop In

Contract to Garbo last'- spring and became moi'c proGrefa Garbo is being, sought by nounced during the summer while
David O. Selznick as an addition to tlie Hooper ratings on radio shows
the list of players, un'der. contract, to hit the lowest ever, and (2» the noProducer has spent the past ticeable increase in sheet sales cohim.

Robeson.

It

to

season

.

IN

Key

to K.O. Lynching mass walkouts

Washington, Sept.

banks-

coupled with the disclosure

week

I

10-week

Announcement of the new

this week that RCA-Victor is all
set to swing into full production on
its 1946 line of television receivers

a legit

On

up against

&

rollers,

at Des Moines plugging before enough sets hit tni;
In
"Oklahoma!" broke all records for market to make the expenditures
show by grossing $113,000 last pay off in product sales seem.'-- .to
been licked simultaneously,
in Des Moines at the 4,300-seat have
(Continued on page 52);:
KRNT theatre (radio), formerly a
Shrine edifice. Figure is much more
than originally estimated. The Theatre Guild's approximate profit on Rank's
Bid to Lease
the date was around $45,000 out of

points,
healtliy
agents,
club-,iobbers,

who, incidentall.v, were body could get, into the joints with(Continued on page 44
out shelling' out.
In one case, the headwaiter didn't
or wouldn't recognize a partner who,
Wait Tniittait O.K.
rather than make a scene at the
front door, slipped the attendant a
sawbucki The managements were
Showbiz White House

spon.sor all home football games of
Northwestern University. All telecasts under both companies' aegis
will be carried over WBKB, Bala baa
Katz tele outlet in Chi.

($300 to $2,000 appr6ximatc cost>,
points up the optimistic predictions

,

'

Television's steady expan.sion into
top-coin
advertising
medium

spread westward from New York to
Chicago this week as Mai'shall Field
3d announced his decision to bankroll the "Don McNeill Dinner Club",
and Ford Motors stepped in to

of tele's chief proponents that video
will project itself as one of the na^
tion's top forms of entertainment in

'Okkihoma!' Cracks All

Waiters, as Last Year show biz interest.
Tabbed "Broadway Talks Back,"
Miami Beach, Sept. 17.
Miami and Miami Beach operators the new show will debut on WOR
are determined that they'll not be (N. Y.) early in October. It's been
to.ssed
a working tor the waiters tliis coming packaged by Gertrude Berg and
the hotel men
(Continued on page 52
into
bandleaders, season. Last year in some spots, sitscare
music publishers and the uation was such that virtually no-

Meet

a

'

Deal the cafe men agreed to
and which the hotel men will now

,

+

GOP

producer, not to mention the playNominates Lodge
wrights, who have been taking it
Hartford, Sept. 17.
Benny Goodman is
on the chin from the drama critics
fessional trip to the Soviet. Maestro
John Davis Lodge,,' former stage
without an opportunity to hit back,
may take a trio of musiciahs with' will get their innings this season via and screen actor o( Westport, has
him to that country some time next a riew radio show iii which they'll been named by the Republican. Party
And he slug it out weekly with the news- of Connecticut for the seat represpring for jazz concerts.
himself, if plans work out, would paper-magazine crix.
sented the last two terms by RepreLuce, who is
do longhair solos with the Moscow
periodic .critics vs. producers- sentative Claire Boothe

go along with, calls for, in addition
to the 20% hike, time and a halt
fori overtime, extra f6r occupying a
bandstand more than one hour al a
time, ,$5 extra for New Year's Eve
and a nine-hour working day.
Before agreeuig to the above

.

FordM,llii Shovrs

eyeing a pro-

hostelries.

'

Marshall Field,

legit

Goodman's Vodka Jive

Mayor

•yestei'day

mmi

Riiolo

New York Hotel Owners Assn.
and N. Y. Local 802 ol the American

the deal.

up the spot direct
But Ross nixed

'

'
.

•

;

-

September

We<1ne8ilay,

Cain's Proposal Lights Fuse For

The Berle-ing Point
-By Milton Berle.

Authors Leape's Faction Blowup
After 34-.vears of cautiously avoid-'
Ing political issues, the Authors'

League

TicUel sale for the Joe Loiiisheavyweight
Mauriello

Tami

fight at Yankee
title
tonight (18) spiirlod

50 squawking Authors Leaguers
'^vho let out a highly publicized cry
was "communistic"
that the
form of "totalitarianism/'
arid a
Supporters of- the Cain plan countered with charges that a red herring was being dragged into the iswhich was irrelevant to the
siie

AAA

:

battle lines
\ver6 being drawn across the 7,000
members of the Authors League, the
36 member-executive council of the
•

organization began preliminary dis-.
cussions today ('Wednesday ) at its
New York national office which
would decide the ultimate fate of
.

the AAA.
Proposal for the

AAA, which was

the

to

Authority

copyright, as

222nd

WEEK!

"BLACKOUTS OF
El

Ist cotnic;

its

2d comic; your

1946"

.

Ydle '36?
picture titled, "Malice

a

bv

itiemi

.soiiietJiitifli

m

WoiKkr-

new.

old, soinethiiio

blue?

soi'ietltirifii

^

acti

There's

Ne Truth

KumOr

to the

That Westinghouse is backing "The Ice Man Cometh" ...That William
That Barry Gruy's baby calls
Saroyan is writing Phil Harris' dialog
his father "Pater Pan".... That "The Big Sleep" is ba.sed on Rip Van

in h)H 'VllaeUouls' now
seasson, Cwacity houses

5th

What do they

thino borToioed,

.showmanship
in

„.•.,,-';,';',

Wit Way,

Greiit

(ot college reiiiiio/i);

land."

Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, C«l.
oreht(l to Ken Murray's deft

"An

dfunk

2a drunk: iVope, Vnt 69.
Understand Barry Gray will do

KEN MURRAY'S

,

'

always."

Winkle's

WALTER WINCHELL.

life.

Hsng'nail

Oescriptions

manager of the Yanks:"
was his whole column.
Johnny Nuen replaced Dickey

Wo.stmore Bros: Pan handlers.
.Re.Mailmen's pop tune; "To
torded hypnotic routines: Trance-scriptions.
86
Each His Zone" .., .Russian wine: Moscow-tel.
Observation Department
HOLSTEINS
lor
Jack Gilford just invented a toothbrush with a whip attached,
Herd of 86" purebred Holstein cows people who want to beat their gums:
Whispered at Cafe. Zaniibar:
\
which the late Joseph H. Copper,
Paramount
"He's shy and reliriufi.
operator and
theatre
ttccouiK.'!
thai's
in
his
why
he's
reiiriini.''
"Yeah, he's shy $20,000
partner, maintained on his Milleasier to
Understand that most butcher shops are hirinir mideets
brbok, N. y., estate, were auctioned

as a stop-gap.

Monday

Gromyko; Kremlin gremlin

.

.

,

.

LATE JOE COOPER'S

FETCH 216G

'

.

.

.

.

work under the

counter.
When a film script called for a battle between armed knights, the pinchpenny producer phoned Central Ca.sting for a few free-lancers.
771 mute?"
I see l/oii
"SoTry, got no time."
"Oh, a nelxcork. eh?"
Understand that when a rookie cop was making his first arrc.Kf lie took
his prisoner to the movies, .there was, a sign iri the lobby tliat .siiici. ('(kiUt

the highest price
ever brought in the U. S. for dairy
animals. Total sum realized was
$216,025. Cows were sold separately,
highest single price being $10,000.

BAKER FOLLOWS BENNY
INTO MUSIC CORP. FOLD

a

method of preventing the writers
from being shortchanged in their

The

.

1st

Ruth
That

send his work to

for

pink to hear their next week's material going over so well.

News 'printed: ''Memo to Larry
McPhail— Why not make Babe

mapped by Cain, and formally by the Screen Writers Guild
at last month's membership meeting,
called for the creation of an authority which would act as sole,
copyright repository for writers in
every field of authorship. Under
the plan, every writer in the country hoping for sale of his work would

originally

be compelled

the

There aren't nearly as many
fans from out-of-town and the
chances of the pudgy Bronx
'barkeep are expected to be slim;-.
However any lioavy. with a sock,
should not be totally discounted,
and there have been upsetSv
especially when the betting odds
are between 8 and 10 against
Tami copping,
Dhy after Bill Dickey was out
manager of the Yankees
as
•limmy Powers of the N.Y. Daily

'

AAA. As

Stadium
over

and indications that
the gate will top $300,000 at $30
top. Newsprint shortage, due to:
the trucking strike, -held down-;
ballyhoo in tliG dailies and thCLouis-Conn busteroo early in
the summer crimped general interest in this eveninss's bout.

weekend

by

iherits of the

Went to the Martinique to welcome ex-G. I. Harvey Stone. The place
was reiilly' jammed, so much so everybody had to synchronize their breathDartce floor was crowded, loo; one couple could hardly spread their
ing.
dance chart out on it. It was great to sec how well Dario and 'Vernon
trusted each other... all night long they worked together hand-in-,pocket.
Told 'Vernon that I thought the prices were kind of high, but he .said, "It
just seems that way because of the low ceiling." Everyone seemed to have
They were pickled
a giand time, especially the comics at the ringside.

Spoft* Shorts

America suddenly found

of

center of a bitter factional
struggle last week as right and left
Wings went to work on each other
over the issue of James M. Cain's
proposed Authors Authority,
Fuse for the blowoft was lit in
the headlines of the nation's dailies
itself the

.

1946

1ft,

MISCELLANY

2

(16)

at

"Can

(I.

Sale was ordered by attorneys
Austin C. Keough and Arthur F.
DriscoU for the estate. Cooper died
March 20, 1946. He operated 23 Inside."
houses in Oklahoma, Colorado :an(3
Nebraska, some in partnership with
Par. Pat McGee, of Denver, is now
running them for both Par and -the,
,

The recent Satevepost serial on
America, in which
with publishers, film pro- Music Corp, of
was pictured as the octopus
ducers and radio stations, A com- MCA
„.
^„
,„
in all the biggest names
mitlee of five directors, headed by a PuUing
apparently has <Jone
llciillbr
"tough mugg" (Cain's expression) showbusiness
,^ouM be set up- to, cbhtrol opera>- the firm no harnr Since the article
Situali«»ln!
has appeared, MCA has gobbled up Cooper estate.
/''''''i
.jiong
grabbed
.Bv
Opponents of the plan, who hur- Jack Benny, and now has
joins that agency
riedly formed the American Writers phil Baker, who
current pact with
Association, comprising 50 prorai- Oct, 18, when
You First, Alphonsel
William Morris agency expires.
Moss-Amiers Babe Ruth
rient literati, last week charged that
other day, in the most casual manner, I touched upon a siuiation
is
shift
Baker's
Reason
for
the plan is monopdlistie and would
which is far from casual. 1 wroie something to the eflecl that many
ascribed to the fact that he's had no
Segue to Major of us along Broadway were mellowing. A most unwholesome .contjtlion—
Deal
set up a flve-man dictatorship over
work in fields other than radio and
literary expression and opinion in
Howard
for
I wish I had never brought it up.
flack
and
Moss,
Alec
wants to do pictures. Martin Goodthis country. In a six-page letter
But it is a fact— and it means dull and duller days are, ahead.
"The Outlaw. will not himman, ex-Morris office and now of Hugh,.
^ », t
(Continued on page 54)
Let «ie eacpldin. Shortlj/ (i/ter I tuas handed o Broadiuo!/ coliimit to
produce the life story of Babe
the MCA radio sector
ade the deal
kich around, Winchell, who claimed a bit o/ priortfi/ in this hii.sinc.s.'i,
Ruth, to which he last week ^acwith Baker.
rights
association
with
began slappinfli Tue around ill print tuhcn he could Jind time off {rom
in
quired
Despite the Baker .shift in October,
SID
Broadway
sportsman
throwing
the horn at another prioriti; claimer nomed O. O. McliiDire.
Amiel,
Jack
commissions on his "Take It or
Then I moued over to the Journal and Ed SuUiv<en assuvied viy chores
Leave It" air show for Eversharp and restaurateur. Mo-ss is aiming to
SOIREE
on the old Graphic. He took n poke ot both Winchell and »iii/,se(j (iiid
will go the Morris office as long as get a package deal together or sell
a neat thrcc-coniered n#air tuith 7iobodiy speaking ici aiiyr
Hollywood, Sept. 17.'
it
became
Hollywood
the
story
itself
to
a
just
he continues with that sponsor.
This town went back to the Era
body else except O. O.. who nodded affably over to my corner.
major or indie.
of the Great Experiment when the
In the meantime, Dan Parker from his sports desk was throwing bricks
Ruth has received a down payJack Benny Indies
Hellinger came into the picture as a general peacemaker
Brothers Schwab, proprietors of a
from
handily.
yarn
around
to
the
ment on rights
Hollywood, Sept. 17.
drug store, tossed a non-alcoholic
Jack Benny is going into produc- Moss, and Amiel and will receive the and then Skolsky, who was sent over by the late Harvey Dwell to .snare myparty for Sid Skolsky, as an after- tion on his own. as head of an indie remainder,
to
about extremely coveted services for the Daily News. Runyon was around, too,
amounting
math of the press preview of his unit now in course of formation. J. $100,000, When deal for' filming is not fightihg anyone in particular but occasionally throwing a pitchfork
<ir.st
film production; "The Jolson
with the prongs only slightly blunted by his satiric velvet.
C, Stein, prez of Music Corp. of finally closed.
Story," filmed at
Columbia. The America, will be his partner.
It was really tres gay and when one night Dan Parker pniic/u'ri
Schwabadero, made known to fame
fellow sports writer 7iamed Marcus Griffin and Al Jolsoii grabbed
Understood the new outfit will tie
by Skolsky in his syndicated news- up with major studios in package Perry
Skolsky on another night and .shook hi7ri, thinfcijig he was Sobol, and
paper column, was crowded by 150 deals, with
the same Jolson. punched Winchell, thinking he was Wmchell who
Benny appearing in^
His
guests'and flocks of scribes and gate
had done him some imaginary lorong loell, now, I o.uess you know
several of the pictures.
erashers, who put on an orgy conPerry Como journeyed back to
what I mean uihen / say there was always some excitement around.^
sisting of ice cream sodas, spiked
For that matter, I can remember back to the night in the old colorful
Cannonsburg, Pa., his home town,
with pineapple,
strawberry
and
Paley
Saturday (14) to check the spelling Club Argonaut when Billy Seeman punched me in the snoot and Bill
whatnot.
Ex-Nitery Prop. Saved
apologized for him and when some hoodlum whose name escapes' i^e; tried
of his name on the street the burg to
It was one of the most peaceful
slaughter Paul Yawitz, mistaking him for me. Seeman and I are
parties ever held in Hollywood, al-.
Electric Chair has named after him. He was also friends now and that hoodlum is dead having died in the hard wa.v—
though the Schwab freres had taken
and Yawitz is making a million, more or less, a year, grinding out ni<>\ les
given a key to, the city.
Chicago, Sept. 17.precautions to insure their windows
Julius <Dolly) Weisberg, for many
To properly mark the event, the in Hollywood.
and showcases against the possibility
Those were the days wlien an Earl Carroll toould gel. up in
of human bodies crashing through years manager and part owner of town took a loeaj holiday and
swank Central Park Casino and deliver some sort of opinion, (o tli«
the glas.s. There were no casualties, the local Colony Club where many paraded the singer down the main
effect that the fellow across the way at another table (again, by cQineven though the guests drank deep top acts appeared, was saved from drag with his wife and .son.
eidence, Winchell^ was no sflntlcnian and a newspoper /cllou- iiamed
Cannonsburg is 38 niiles from
of chocolate malt and other soda the electric chair last week when
Gene McHugh who is vow a big exec on the Oailv News whs taken
the Illinois .supreme court granted Pittsburgh.
fountain libations.
for a ride by thf late and not ninch lamented Jacfc "Legs" Dirniioiid
In the deception line with Skolsky him a stay of execution Tuesday (11)
but released when he talked himself out with the same smoothness he
were Larry Parks, Evelyn Keyes, pending a review of his case.
displays when he lays dowa four kings and rakes in the pot.
Weisberg was .sentenced to die in
Impersonating Himself?
William Demarest and Bill GoodConditions have changed, let me repeat. Winchell and Runyon ,w haswin, all connected with the picture. the chair Friday 13) for killing auto
Omaha, Sept. 18.
ing bandits at night and Write about each other; Ed Sullivan mentions iii.y
Among the outsiders and well wish- .salesman Joseph McKnight in a tav
Wallace Beery, in town over night, birthdays in his column and sends me> Christmas greetings; Winchell puts
ers were Frank Sinatra, Mickey ern last Oct. 23.
was the subject of a police .search in a plug for my moving pictures and sometimes I gift him with a news
Eooney, Bette Davis, Sylvia Sidney,
Thursday night ( 12 ). A phone call item.
dealings
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Como Honored
By
Home Town

—

—
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Ann

Miller. Lucille Ball,

field

and Dick Powell.

John Gar-

Marj.

Knapp Checks Out

Marjone Knapp, understudy to
Merman in "Annie Get Your
Gun," who was inked to a term pact
by Columbia recently, leaves New
York for the studio this week. Mary
Jane Walsh has been tapped by producers Rodgers &. Hammersfein as
Miss Knapp's successor, with the understanding shell go out with the
first road company.
Mi.ss Knapp's departure from the
hit Irving Berlin musical had been
delayed pending the signing of a
femme to sub for her.
Ethel

Savo Recuping Quickly
After Leg Amputation
Jimmy Savo, the comic who
planed in from Hollywood for a
leg amputation at the Memorial Hospital,

was

N.

last Thursday
(12),
up two days after the
removed

Y.,

sitting

purgery.

Stitches are to be

today (Wednesday),
Savo is chuckling over the many
gadgets sent him by well-wishers.

A

where he was regLstered
It's not a healthy situation.
The old, wholesome kick-him-in-the-slats,
brought a doubling arm of the la\.' shivrhis-ear rivalry seems to be a thing of the past. A lot of new boys
who thought someone might be mas- have come into the business and instead of tearing them apart, everyone
querading as the actor. When inter- rushes to the harbor into print— to gush fulsomely about their wonderful,
viewed. Beery .said: "I don't see how wonderful es.says. It's sickening,
anybody else could be mistaken for
I had some hope last year that mxiybe the good old days were cuiinny
me."
hack when Pat di Cicco took a heave at Columnist Lee Mortimer and.

to the hotel

The cdps

said they were about to
Beery
tor
imper.sonat!ng
Beery and cau.sing a crowd to collect.

arrest

The

tral Park.

•tests.'

traveling

Wismer on

pamphlet teaching "The Art of
Dancing" especially tickled his sense
SNAGS LIPE
GAL
of humor.
Paris, Sept. 10.
A delegation from the Lambs vis- American publicity given by Life
ited him and more than 50 baskets mag to Lise Bourdin, young French
of flowers were sent him.
A actress, similar to the one already
bouquet from the "Bench Sitters given Barbara Laage by the .same
A.ssn." was especially amusing to magazine,
resulted
in
Clifl'ord
the comedian, "members" of the lat- Fischer contracting the girl as soon
ter having watched Savo feed nuts as the i.-J.sue reached Paris.
almost daily to the squirrels in CenShe is currently making picture

FKCHEi

actor,

in

his

station

wagon, was on his way back
Hollywood after a visit east,

MAG

to

Football

nosticator for the coming season,

Wismer, who has been broadtootball
for
a
dozen

casting

goe.s

into

his trance

for

the

first time next week \yhen
he picks the winners fQr'.-th*

,

,

,

weekend

^o;io\yius^,. ;

_

:

—

.

Harry Wismer, veteran sports
broadcaster
and director
of
sports at the ABC network, will
be the Variety gridiron prog-

yeai;s,

:

then was walloped in turn by some one else who figured this v;as the
only fight in town. That blew over quicfclj/ and dull days eanw back
again. There wa.^;a little tingle luhen someone phoned Nick Kenny liad
been in a brawl but later it turned out they meant Commodore
Dutch's annual ball where iVic/c obliged by singing one of his oUllesi
"Gold Mine in the Sky."
It's all too iiweet and nice-nelly now, with everyone bowing and -sci aping to each other except a few die-hards-who still come through Avith
the whip—but not often enough. Of course, Winchell is a little peeved
with Bennett Cerf and Lyons is a little peeved with Billy Rose and I ni a
little peeved with my tailor^but it's routine, as they say^ out at Ihecity desk up the hall.
We might have resurrected some semblance of the truculent da.ys if
Burton Rascoe had stayed on the job because he would call a spade a
spade and mean Wolcott Gibbs, but even the critics are playing pretty
pretty with each other, except the estimable G. J, Nathan who will occa*

,^

.

doorway right next to a theatre and snub all
including Monty WdoUey and Gyp.sy Rose Lee.
It could be worse, of course,
Suppose Pegler joined, the

sionally stand in a

,parode.' ?'..;_.,•.;_

.

,

(Reprinted by permission
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COLUISION IN DECREE BIDDING?
mm
Eric

Johnstm Hopes

to Create Film

Accord With USSR While Abroad
IN

An effort to bridge the gap between Russia and the United States,
—at least so far as Alms are con^

Hayworth, Col Talk Pact

—

cerned is the principal object behind the European tour on which
Eric Johnston will embark next
Monday (23). Motion Picture Association prexy stressed in NeiV York
last week the belief that the growing bitterness of feeling between the
U. S. and the Soviet can be alleviated by a jnore concentrated effort
at mutual understanding of prob-

United

Hollywood, Sept. 17.
Rita Hay worth and Columbia are
talking a new starring contract, al-

-

i'lems-.

•

SAG Yens for U.S.

Johnston has made no effort to
obtain a visa for entry into Russia.
of his immediate start
would not bo a bit surprised to see
him end up there, however, for if
the Russians indicate any desire at

Members

U.S.

Break on Taxes

he's
his presence while
all for
abroad he'll be quick to take up their

A

It was recalled that on
invitation.
his la.st trip abroad he had a foinhour interview with Marshal Stalin

of the longest such interviews
on record— and he apparently got
along very well with the Soviet chief
of state.

—one

referendum vote by Screen Actors
Guild members. Originally proposed
by William Holden, resoultion points
out income of actors fluctuates great
ly from year to year, unlike incomes
of other salaried groups.

Problems

MPA

Present plans Call for the
topper's tour to take him into most
of the Russian satellite countries
and it is in tliese that he hopes to
do the induiStry most good unless
Russia in
into
invited
actually
reaching an understanding and accord with the Soviets. He feels that
much of the bogeyman that has been
built up around the European com-

—

.

Hollywood, Sept. 17.
taxation plan for the:alleviation

the "inequitable" income tax
ot
situation, as it applies currently to
actors, has been submitted to mail

"Present tax format is inequitable
to actors," it is stated, "because the
latter group may earn a small income
for several years, but will carry the
full brunt of heavy taxation for a
single year of high income."
Among officers installe* at the

—

Famine Pic

m

Showing Snagged

aimed to
which
a major
program changes but didn't want the company for handling distribution.
"Famine," which depends on timely
(Continued on page 22)

from Wanger

First picture

is

ex-

(Continued on page 20)

.

That indie production bug has bitten Danny Kaye and. the comic is
currently casting^about for partners
to join with him in a unit to make /

ime
MAY

mean increased showing of
American pictures.
Problems that Johnston will take
up in Europe were discussed at
(Continued on page 22)

19,

1873—SEPT.

'

1933

22,

will

their

own

more

film

pictures.
With cnly
to appear in under

one
his

present pact with Samuel Goldwyn,'
Kaye has been talking to various

meeting was Robert
George
succeeding
Montgomery,
Murphy as prexy of SAG. Also installed were Franchot Tone, Dick
Powell and Ronald Reagan, first, second and third vice-prexies respectively; Paul Harvey, recording secretary; Anne Revere, treasurer.
Guild

last

Pat Casey Not Retiring,

Coast Labor Remains

playing

Capitol Film, Chij Fire
Kills

One Man, Injures

Two

in

Mystery Blaze
Chicago, Sept.

17.

for

its

was

effectiveness,

planned to hit the. screens
month.
Jamblock on "Famine,"

ear^sr this

it is reported, is the insistence of majors
that they be paid for distrib ex-

penses in. handling Government pix.
Since exhibs would be paying no

Che man was burned to death, license fees in running oft' prints,
Surplus of $592,061.40 was reported
two per.sons were injured and a wo- demands of distribs can only be met
U. S. b'onds.
man was re.scued by ladder in a fire by the Government footing the bill.
Tuesday
aftei-noon (17) in offices During hostilities, majors distributed
With no prospect of retiring Pal
of the Capitol Film Co. on Chicago's official films via the War Activities
Casey in the near future as studio
film row. Dense fumes from burn- Committee without charge to the
labor liaison in Hollywood, Eric JUSTICE DEPT.
ing
film
also drove 50 other tenants 'Government.
Johnston has reportedly abandoned
of the six-story building into the
Further reason for delay, accord—for the time being, at least—his
CO. streets.
Fatality was the building ing to reports, is feeling among
scheme of naming a Coast labor rep
of engineer Tony Lesberg whase
operations
of
Investigation
body MPA officials that the Government
to serve under his command. MoConfidential Reports, Inc. by the was found at bottom of an elevator should have
cleared its films through
tion Picture Association prexy, who
of Justice, with a view shaft. His clothing had apparently
Department
that organization
in
addition to
has long desired to have his own
possible antitrust suit
(Continued on page 53)
(Continued on page 53)
man on the Hollywood labor scene, towards a checking
outfit was reagainst the
fears that the setting up of any such
vealed in Washington Tuesday (17)
rep would breed a jurisdictional
Attorney
Berge,
assistant
Wendell
by
dispute on the employer .side. And
General. Rumor of an impending
so, with the producers already up
anti-trust suit against CR have been
to their ears in jurisdictional strife
trade for some Biz Dips in
'Notorious/ 'Beaucaire,'
among the unions, Johnston has circulatins; in the
time and was definitely hinted at
temporarily given up the "idea.
*Cleo/ ^Mexico,' 'Sleep'
Golden
during the New England convention
Casey has served for many years of Allied exhibitors by Nathan R.
Several kej' cities covered by Brazil" (Col), "Three Little Girls in
as studio labor contact, with his sal- Yamins, convention chairman, yesVAniETY hit an air pocket on box- Blue" (20th), "Crack-Up" (RKO),
ary paid jointly by the major, and terday (Tues.).
office front this week, with con- "Rendezvous
With Annie" (Rep),
some minor, producers. He works
CR, which had been organized tinued strikes, holdovers and end of and "If I'm Lucky" (20th) hinting
entirely independently of Johnston,
who last spring indicated he would .several months ago as a cooperative vacation season blamed. The man- the best promise. "Girl.s in Blue"
venture by a group of distributors, ner in which biz is tumbling for looks to do liusky .'$.30,000 in Philalike to see Casey retired in favor of
now covers checking activities for holdover product has some exhibi- delphia, where outstanding. "Lucky,"
a younger man, with knowledge of
modern labor techniques, and who all the majors with the exception of tors wondering. There are more pic- which opens in N, Y.,, this frame, is
would be under MPA command. The Metro. Broakup'of CR on the charge tures currently fighting it out lor doing nicely in Baltimore.
violations would force top business?, too. than in recent
idea of departing burned Casey and of monopoly
"Home Sweet Homicide" (20th),
he made it dear he wasn't ready to inajor companies into a system of sessions.
which preemea at Roxy, N. Y.,
checking.
In the past,
think of it yet. Issue, since that time, individual
There is small changf from last doesn't shape up big on basis of biz
numerous squawks have come from week in the race for first spot among done at that house despite,
has been dormant.
strong
exhibitors protesting the checking
Johnston now has a labor expert metliods of CR but what relation the fli-st 12 this stanza, "Notorious" stage bill. Crix also tossed it
out
"Bcaucaire"' around. "Scandal in Paris"' (UA),
edging
on his staff in Washingtqn. He's exhibitor pressure had upon the (RKO)
(Par)
for top coin. Former is in nine only fair in N. .V., is rated nice in
Edward Cheyfitz, formerly a CIO initiation of the D of J investigation
"They Were Sistei-s" (U)
cities while "Bcaucaire" is current Boston.
exec in Ohio.
is not known.
in 11 keys, "Caesar and Cleopatra" was just moderate in Cincinnati,
Dr. Isidor Lubin, head of CR/ (UA) is still thij-d. "Holiday in James Mason, male star of film,
apdenied having any knowledge either Mexico" (M-G> forged ahead this parently not being so well
known

Same—Johnston

meet-

its

.

DANNY KAYE ALSO PLANS
JOINING INDIE RANKS

munists is propaganda and poppycock that they are hardheaded businessmen with whom an accord on
films can be reached if a realistic at^
titude is taken. By discussions with
leaders in such countries as Poland,
Yugoslavia, Rumania, Bulgaria and.
Finland, Johnston hopes to pave the
way to understanding and trade that

The

board at

Artists^

ing in ;New York yesterday (TuesCollusion between competing exday) okayed relea.se deals with
hibs'to defeat Metro's recently-inRight
Gets It
Walter Wanger and Hal Roach. Both
augurated plan of experimenting
17.
Angeles,
Sept.
Los
are for long terms and include an
bidding
for
picwith competitive
Seeking to get the "dramatic arrangement for sharing of the
tures in strictly competitive areas
of
director
Sherman,
Vincent
feel,"
Roach studios by Wanger. Latter
company
unforeis giving the
some
served
Warners,
Unfaithful"
at
"The
still
has three pictures to turn in
difficulties
the
sysseen
in making
tem work, it was revealed this voluntarily on a coroner's jury in a to Universal under his pact with
killing case.
that company before returning to
week.
the UA, which he left several years back
with
satisfied
wasn't
Sherman
Since news of the experimental
script, and to go to U.
tryouts was first disclosed; exhibs jury scene in the film
real lowdown.
Also on the agend^i of the meetin such situations, recognizing that wanted to got the
ing was discussion of
deal that listhey might be next on the list as
tribution chief Grad Sears is reguinea pigs for the tests, have gotporied to have broupht back from
ten together to talk things over in
the Coast over the weeltond on
an effort to make certain neither of
acquisition of Enterprise product bv
them forced the bidding too high.
UA.
It
understood that ivas
is
Metro is expanding the tests gradutouched on only Mghtl.Vi howevei-.
ally in situations that fall under its
view of the pending a&reements-^vith
definition of competitive spots and
Wanger and Roach that required
exhibs usually have no advance
knowledge until they're notified by
Government films which have okay.
Board meeting, \vh\ch had oeen
a Metro branch manager that a cer- been slowed down to a distribution
postponed from the previous week
tain film is available for bidding.
standstill since; V-J day by a string
One instance of such collusion of snags have currently sailed into to allow for Soars' return, lasted
was disclosed between an indie ex- another. With no official pix reach- well into the evening without completion of its entire agenda. It will
hib and the manager of a house ing tl. S. theatres for the past year,
owned and operated by one of the "Message on Famine," first to secure be continued next Tuesday (24 ).
Indie exhib had approval of exhibitor organizations Among subjects thai e.scaped discusmajor chains.
bought Metro product on an exclu- after sizable revamping, has been sion were possibility of rejoining the
Motion Picture Association; action to
sive first-run basis for several years stalled on its releasing schedule bebut the product, under the system, cause of a near breakdown in nego- be taken regarding the revocation
was now to be offered to the other tiations between American Theatres by the MPA of the Production Code
house as well. Latter needed more Assn. and the Motion Picture Assn., seal from "The Outlaw,": and a flood
of other relatively minor matters.
pictures to meet his thrice-weekly
are
pick

Dead

though the actress' current contract
has about three years to run.
New pact is understood to carry a
heavy boost in salary.

UA;

to Return to

Co. Also Mulls Enterprise Distrib

01 GOllliE

-t-

.

.

Wanger-Roach Set

CHiiRGE

i

$47t>,328.13 is invested' ih

PROBES

writers, directors and producers on
his idea of their getting together and
organizing a package unit to go it.

alone.

Goldwyn story department is cursleuthing for a yarn for
final pic that will give him a
role entirely different from any he's

rently

Kaye's

played. His latest film, "Secret Life
of Walter Mitty," now winding up
production* is also said to present
the comic in a considerably different
type part from any he has previously
played.

MAJORS' CHECKING

National Boxoffice Survey
Many Keys

:

—

Top

Dozen

,

SCREEN ACTORS GUILD
THREATENS TO QUIT AFL

Hollywood, Sept. 17.
Screen Actors Guild is mulling the
'idea of pulling out of the American
Federation of Labor unle.ss that organization puts a stop to jurisdictional disputes in the film studios.
I'he union sent a sharp telegram
to WilUam Green^ AFL prexy, de-

of the current investigation or
impending legal action against

company.
declared
tlie

D

"It's

when

news

aslced to

to

me,"

any round to fourth slot.
the
Others in the Golden Dozen, in
he order o( biz and spots played, are
(WB), "Canyon Pas.

comment on "Big Sleep"

of J checkup.

PEARSON'S PIC BIT

.

sage" (U), "Searching Wind" (Par),
"The
Killers"
"Centennial
(U ).
(20th),
"Claudia
and
Sitmmer"
David" (20th), "Martha Ivers" (Par),

Drew Pearson, newspaper colum- and "Two Guys from Milwaukee"
and radio commentator, hat! <WB). "Easy To Wed" (M-G), fairly
been tapped for a bit role in a 20th- well played out in the keys, just
Fox film to play himself.
missed the first 12.
manding that studio labor disputes
Many new films went on release
He leaves for Hollywood in a few
be "settled in some Intelligent months.
In keys this round,_with ''Thrill of
nist

i

there.

Trade Mark

SII.,Vl5^.MA^

VABIETY.

b.T
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Sl<i Silverman
President
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"Courage
showing up

Lassie"
(M^G) is
well in four spots.
(UA), which has

of.

"Young Widow"
been

on release
tor
.sometime,
with additional bookings
possibly prompted by withdrawal of
code seal on "Tlie Outlaw," first

spurted

Jane

Ru!5i--ell

nice in

two

starrer.
cities

"Widow"

and steady

in

is

.

.
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PlCTUBfiS

Gloomy Parlay

on

Laudy' Lnwi-ence was, strieU.v
hia ftwn to the point where he devoted the major part of liis time to
secret, private deals at office ex^
.

'Bedelia'

is

the answer

suits against his. for-

Korda,

mer employer.

to .back

his

to Sir Alex, including such diverse
mattets as hiring a colored orches
tra to appear in a Paris nitery .to
peddlitig a product known as Surgito

Guild members. Presented at 13th
latter group may earn a small income for several yearSi but will carry the full brunt of heavy taxation
for a single year high income."
Supplementing, his tale of woe.

a sofa in Korda's ofWhen he got up in the
fice.
out to get a
morning he

shave and discovered there was
With that he
a barbers' strike.

tomebaek

ond defense, Korda

say.s

that

1

Irish

'Wittii'' Abie's

Sound; and she's up

in

.

fine

a

Pulaski
i

Kose,"

tax

tlie

ing his

effective.

Morgan, presently on the Coasi.
recently inaugurated a new series of
shorts which he'll produce in cooperation with the Associated Press.
New series, to be based on factual
events, will' be. rclea.sed
through
Metro, (he first, "Traffic With the
Devil,"
recently
completed
and
awaiting a release date.

"Up

swath

in

expand-

in Central Pa.i'k" in the

Hollywood Bowl, the four leading
dailies boo.sting the experiment as

I

1

charity

funds

are

getting a
slice of th.:> gro.ss. .Maybe the engagement will pan out tiut the
weather IS so chilly at night that the
show's chances are imperilled. ..Besides that,' the Currier
Ives drops
that meant so much to "Parle" indoors are mi.sjsed. .show is now
framed to play theatres and arenas,
indoor or out, but in the, latter form
isn't the "Park" that clicked on
it
•

.

&

'

.

Broadway.
The pool

L. A. to N.

.

Ellen Glea.son
Peter Hilton

Bob Howard
Sol Hurok
George Jes.sel

.

C. B.

.

tie

Mille

.

:

,

.

'

by Parliament.

Meyer

Plans Indie Pic East

S. Sylvan Simon
Mike Todd
Audrey Tottiar
Spencer Tracy

Julian Roffman and Ben Kcrner,
both asisociated with Canadian government film -services during the,
war, have purchased screen rights
to "The Velvet Well," a recentlypublished mystery -seller by John
Gearon, for production in the easl^
Tliey're now organizing a new ind e
company to turn out"Wcll'" and
other properties they own in New
York,

Miguelito Valdes
Irene Vernon

direct

Dave O'Brien
Charles O'Curran
Mary Pickford
Dick Powell
Roy Rogers
Virginia
|

|

.

Sale

Hoffman and Kerner

1

!

|

.

Europe to N. Y.
Dave Blum
George Sanders

Murray Silverstone
j

!".;

.'
,

i

i.:-'

.t'.'.i

V

'-

I

N. Y. to L. A.
Joe Bcrnhard
Byron Price

„

.Milton Sperlin,g

.

Universal, of course, has no quota
."Since its close ticup. with
insures it a free hand on the
British lots when 'the time comes.
Moreover, its di.stribution ot Rank
pix in the U. S. would probably be
the aaswer to any regulations passed^

Rank

.

i

,^

.

problem

.

:

eastern production chief, is
currently in England and it's understood that he is eyeing the sitiuilion._
British reports are strong that P;ir
has in mind the idea of making
.several pix before another year i?

Harold Knox
Arthur Krim
Charles Laughton
Andrea Leeds
Al Lichtman

Martha Montgomery
George Morris
Diana Mumby
Mort Nathanson

.

i

,

Vincente MincUi

.

and George Brown at Pai-, .Perry
Charles
of
McSorley's
Mounted
Literary, Society and ei<-m,ui;g Bob
Sisk at Metro... Harry. Brand, the
Grover Whalen kid. .Ben Piazza,
the epicure. .Dave Chasen. champ
greeter
of
Broadwayiies. .Billy
Grady who swears he's moving back
east... Lou Smith of new Liberty
.Films... and a flock of others.,
(

re-

man,

P. J. Kelly

Florine C.

i

:

Columbia,

.

Jack Roth and Frank Ro.ss...
Mat; Allen of El Capilan "Blackouts''), and Eddie Sutherland who
directed "Abie" ... Harry Ros.;nthal
who's building a swimming pool in
the shape of a grand piano behind bis
elaborate house. Jimmy the Schnozzola rehearsing a lagoon scene for
"This Time for Keeps," with Esther
WiUi.'ims, Durante in white flannel
swalkw tails singing at a piano on
a. platform in the middle of. the drink
as he gets dunked
It's by Joe Pasternak for Metro. Schnoz due east
some tinie In November. .Earl Carroll's
barbecue. Sidney Skolsky's

:

ahead.

'

Mary

.

.

pushing

ly

portedly, is .seeking to pact Maurice
Ostfcr, former head of Gainsboroiiiilt
for it.
st\idios,
to run the show
Simultaneously, the company hii!?
been active lately on a hunt (or studio space. Parannount's Russell Ho!»

RKO in a deal with J. Arthur
Rank's Alliance Pictures is already
in
shooting "So Well Remembered
Rank's .studios. Alliance and RKO
pact calls for two pictures with an
even division of ownership. Both
Ned E. Depinct, RKO press* and Phil
Reisman, foreien chief, are, reportedly seeking a further Alliance deal
to boo.st the number of films. "Remembered" is being megged by Edward Dmytryk, who brought along
an American crew of technician-s.

Jack Cole
William F. Combs
Judy Garland
Karen Gaylord

j

:

films for

Maurice Ostrer .t« C«l.'.V
Other U. S. companies are rapifi-

up.

Edward Buzzell
James S. Clark

1

ciate<l British

ol

June Allyson
Edward L. Alperson
Judith Anderson
John Bertero

.

nifty "Jolson Story".

Coral Ca.sino is a
replica of that at Saratoga's Spa but;
it
got so cool after sundown that
they lurried on: the heat at the Biltmore in late Augu.st. .Motoring
down the ocean highway to Delmar
(rack thousands of well derriqks are
passed, part' of the state's fabulous
wealth.. .At Laguna Beach the odor
of oil is noticeable even in the hotels
at the

J.

a number of
to the war, the As.sn-,
Picture Co. made .some
Warners.

of

Prior

pix.

Cohn small
work as

J.

J.

iContinucd on page 20)

son,,

a

j

their

becomes

.

oxec producer,

Kati..

AT Lichtman,

Siegel in their
the various production
units. Although all reports of a slice
in the personnel roster were denied,
rumors persisted that the heavy list
of producers of both shorts and features would
be heavily pruned.
Number of junior writers are also
slated to be trimmed to minimum
requirements and the options of
those on the contract list, it was
-said, would be allowed to lapse, with
their reemployment only as needed.
In line with this, Howard Dietz,

I

Mike Todd cut

Sam

assi.st

and M.

.

i

in N.Y.

to

-

Schenck and Mayer

activities,

assigned

I

but "nobody seems to mind that
Delmar is one of the most attractive
racin j plants, recently acquired by a
group, Todd having the directional
end. .dinner on the terrace iilter the
races is a feature and on Saturdays
the Clubhouse i-emains open until
midnight. . .Planes from Los Angeles
fly to the track daily, an ad.iacent
landing Rold being an abandoned
blimp ba.se. .By air it takes -10 min-

.

.

:

:

I

;

Morgan's Indie Siiofts

Leave From Metro

line

i

.

dome.

Herb Morgan, Metro Shorts proclucer and chief of the company's
h.o. shorts department, has left M-G
on a tentative basis to try his hand
at indie shorts production. According to Howard Dietz, Metro veepee
Over ad-publicity, Morgan has not
definitely resigned and no succcs.sor
will be named until his resignation

;

.

.

syistfe.tn

'

WB

H'wood

In

.

staTlment of stock, 6.066 shares- out
of a total of 29,999 shares to be sold
to Lawrence, at the due date.

Flan Gives Him Pro Tern

pixy

'

j

.

Law-

;

Max Milder, Warner Bros, equix-nlent to Goetz, is also reported tryiiii!
Of sinfile-sellihg; to bring over production per.soniu'l
"
for an early start. Milder, too, has
High on the agenda, moreover, been confabbing in the States with
was a discussion of >vays and means
topper.s, and pressed for proto trim production costs. To stream- duction
big bud-^ct
inaugurated

for.

.

rence failed to pay or tender to him
the purchase price for. the first m-

:

of the company in regard to changing conditions caused by the recently

17.

.

ing a stock interest as a personal
bonus from a certain Strengholra as
inducement to licensing to the latter
the rights to pix owned by London
lor the Holland territory. In a sec-

v

.

I

.

grievances,

.

:

brackets again".'." .She lives in a. hoTise
on a hilt back of the Strip. .Archie
Selwyn is in excellent physi'.'al concompletely
having
again,
dition
beaten a coronary attack. He swims
daily at Santa Monica in the pool at
the Honolulu-like California Cabana
Club that has no cabanas and doesn't utes.
need any, and .he's going back in
Plenty of Sports Opposish
show business out there, having deProfessional football games are
clined to manage a new legit outfit weekly
events, both leagues having
in New York.
standout teams in pre-season action
For fais hit-and-run mistake George
..Seeing the games at the Coliseum
White is incarcerated at 1 HC, Pine is not for tlie lame and the halt bcValloy road -camp in the mountains cau.se of long flights of stairs. .same
about 20 miles from San Diego.
goes lor the Bowl, reached only up
Last week Louis Schurr, the agent, a steep concrete walk. .Coast snowvisited the former revue producer men seem to be placid about those
and found him in a good-natured night contests along with p.m. basemood,- resigned to the prison stretch ball games, yet such attraction.-, are
.'.
.T.hey gave him a pick but after oppo.sition to theatres.
one day the warden realized that he
Pete Ermatinger, at the Biltmore
was i;ot built for such labor and thera. has Warren O'Hara
parked
White was assigned to checkin'i. He's
with "State of the Union". ..Eddie
in a clorinitDry with 10 other prison^
Joseph, head man of I. Magnin's cU -ss
ers. He never had many friends but
specialty .shop.
Wolfle Gilbert,- the
the agent is steadfast and sends fancy
songwriting kid, though ar grand"food from Romanoff's and the Venpappy. ..Jimmy Durante, Eddie .lack-

Italy.

.

:

By Jack
Anne Nichols has made

claimed

:

A B wayite

'

Korda charges Lawrence with exact-

at

,

chief.*

westerns, including a Hopalong Ca.ssidy series; acquisition of film riyhts
to the novel, "Wilderness Cliauipien," published by LippincoU & Co ,
and disposal of a large number of
flasks of mercury t1:!rough a certain

re-

bt'iiig

blitz

Majors would have- swung into
Montreal, Sept. 17:
.the h.o, iS; completely sa.tisfied with.,
British production even earlier if
Quebec's bilingual film production the entire executive production staff
the building hurdle had not stood In
took a step forward with the an- and there is no political disturbatice
Situation, however, is
way.
the
nouncetnent by Renaissance. Film or rumbling of any kind at the stugradually easing and the American
Distributors that it had purchased dio;" Schenck said.
companies are now making proijMiss Par.sons' rumor, climaxed a
a 300.000 square-foot lot for a film
rcss. Metro, for instance, has just
.series of reports emanating from the
.studio near the city of Montreal.
completed construction on it.s ElJoseph De Sevc; company's prexy, Coast recently of a general resli ce
lot and will probably make
told Variety that $2,000,000 will be shulTling of top Metro production
live pix in the coming year. Ben
used to build the studio and start execs called for by Mayer in an at.steadily-mounting Goetz, M-G British production chief,
to
trim
production. De Seve would not .say tempt
huddled
with Louis
Mayer in the
where all the coin was raised but production ccsts. Upon his return
U. S. recently on plans for renewed
admitted it did not all cw>e from from the Coast last week following
Reported that Goct-^
two weeks of huddles with Mayer pix-making.
Canada.
Greer
will
bring
over
to
England
He said he plans to make the film and William F. Rodgers, Metro veepee over sales. Schenck announced Gar.son plus a group of technicians
plant the Hollywood Of Canada.
Meantime, with the arrival of Paul that the trio discussed future plans for his first venture.

'

rights in Mexico and South America
of certain Hal Roach films plus 27

currently
the

'

Hollywood, Sept.

in

is

renewal of production

where

Efhtire question of quotas,
suspended during the war, will be eonsidered by Parliament with the likelihood of, new requirements being
promulgated. Parliament has boon
marking- time since the end of the
war because acute building shortages have hamstrung restoration of
old studios and building of new one*.
Reconsideration of quotas has been
set for "48 because building pinch
is figured to be over by then.

Metro prexy
the
next day by
Nicholas; M. Schenck. "Everyone at

Lukas; shooting started today i.Tuesday) at Ste. Hyacinthe. Quebec, on
Quebec Productions' bilingual feaHelmut
Stronghold."
ture, "The
Richard Martin was assigned by Dantine and Mary Anderson are in
RKO to star in a .series of westerns the cast and, by arrangement with
based on Zane Grey's works, start- the J. Arthur Rank Organization,
Paul Dupuis, Canadian star of Briting with "To the Last Man."
in the French
Actor was upped to stardom be- igh films, is appearing
George Marcause of his recent work in the RKO version only. Producer
iCon'tinued on page 12)
picture, "Bombardier,"

Among the alleged deals which
Ijr.wrence purportedly negotiated on
the q.t. was the acquisition- of motion picture rights to a large number
of Ftench, Spanish, German 'ind
Bussian pix; the securing of an interest in a studio being constructed
in Italy; acquisition of distribution

Clarifies

Studio 'Shakeup'

MartiHSetinRKOaters

declares.

interest
in a

point

forced
suspension ot activity. All signs iivdieale that a substantial number ot
top pix will be produced in F.nijland before 1947 has faded.

"Rumor" that Louis B. Mayer had
resigned as production chief at the
Metro lot. aired by columnist Louella
Parson.s on her Sunday (15) night
radio show, was emphatically denied

$2,000,000 Studio Setup

.

Jericho."

asserts that Lawrence availed
offices, telephone and
cable facilities for his private deals.
What's more, the answer charges,
some of the transactions were in
"direct competition with actual or
potential business of London Film
were
deals
The.se
Productions."
inade, it is alleged, secretly and without the knowledge or consent of
Korda. On July 1, '46, when Korda
learned of plaintifFs activities, he
fired Lawrence forthwith, answer

his

Metro

and

Grow With New

Plans

Films Waiting for greenlight are
"Forever Amber," "Chicken Every
Sunday," "Boomerang," "My Heart
Tells Me," "Mother Wore Tights,"
"Captain From Castille," "The Ghost
and Mrs, Muir," "The Hollywood
Story," "The Gay Illiterate," "Party
Line," "Honeyfogling Time." "The
World Shook," "Ballad of Furnace
Creek," "Bandwagon" and "Walls of

himself of his

Topping

for the airport

Quebec's Bilingual Pix

return frOm New Yartc. ov^ir' weekend. Although only 14 films are on
the studio's starting slate for next
eight months, 16 other Stories are in
various stages of preparation and
may be added to shooting schedule.

Koida

Batelli in

it

breathed a heave of relief when
—as he half-expected by that
time— he. found his reservatibn

vived

shown
the

went

Hollywood, Sept. 17,
20t.h-Fox will start production on
17 films in the. next four months.
Darryl F,: Zariuck revealed on his

|

picture-making during the war.

.

Cook's," originally .slated as the company's starter,
has been set back to next summer.

had not been cancelled.

,

.

Man From

"The

Pix in Next 4 Mos.
j

venture.

its first

as

on

sleeping

high-tailed

.Korda also replied to Lawrence's
BUit by fHing a counterclaim against
him lor more than $100,000 that had
been paid him in salary and expenses during the time he Was supposed to be working exclusively for
the British producer.

.

Lucky," a yarn by Arthur Caesar,

,

company.
In Jesponse to Lawrence's t-wo recently filed breach of contract suits
for $302,400 damages and tor spewhich
cific perfoirmanbe of a pact
would compel sale of London Film
stock at 1/20 its face value, Korda
maintains that when he hired Lawrence in a contract dated April 1,
1946, retroactive to Nov. 1, 194S, the
latter agreed to devote his time exclusively to Korda's affairs as chief
of promotion, production, sales and
distribution of all films that Korda
had an interest in any capacity. Contrary to his commitment, the answer
claims, Lawrence set up two personal offices, one in Parisv the other
in New York with his brother-inlaw, Arthur Field, in charge.

it in .1948, It. S, major film compaHollywood, Sept. H.
nies are- rapidly shaping plans for
Pi-e.'stige Pictures, new production
renewed pix production in the
company organized by C. L. Tevlin, United Kingdom. While all Yank
produce "Sometimes You're majors were forced to drop British
will

room and wound up

cate a ho^el

.

Concerned over possible action by
the British Parliament when the
question of quotas comes up before

Bows With Xncky'

Prestige

He then tried to get
ot Older.
couldn t
a cab to go there, .but
one empty and .finally
find
He was unable to lo-

walked.

ZanuckTeesUpl?

French surgical dressing

a

List

.

charges, lists sorrie 23 different transLawrence allegedly
that
actions
dabbled with while und.er contract

tiibe

Leads E-L

Hollywood, Sept. 17.
Arthur Rank production, "Bedeiia," flr.st of 10 to be released in
the U. S. by Eagle-Lion, has arrived
from England and will be ready for
distribution in. two months,
Film co-stars Ian Hunter^ MarBarry K,
garet Lockwood and
Barnes, with I. Goldsmith as producer and Lance .Comfort as director.

der Korda to Lawrences two N, Y.

supreme court

4Te arrived in New York from
to
the Coast on his way back
England Monday (16) morninjt.
He tried to phone the Korda ofBldg.,
fices in the Empire State
out
biit found the phone system

'1:

ot Sir Alexan-

As Spur to More UJS. Prods in Eag.

London yesterday

for

in '48 Seoi

Anew

Quotas

(Tuesday )—.without regrets.

-t

.

pense,

New York

Avers Latter's Secret Deals

Suit

British

Walter Veevers, head of Sir
Alexander Korda's trick photography department, planed out of

Korda's Defense to Landy Lawrence

,

,

,

will

write,

and produce "Well." Former
Was in charge of film production lur
the Canadian Army, Navy and .M''
Force during the war. Kcrner \v;is
head of the .script department of the
National Film Board of Canada iiii"
is co-author with Tom Van Dycke
of "Not With My Neck," which has
been accepted for publication
by Julian Messner.
New Penguin edition of "Well" is

just

.about

itu

be

,

p.ui}Usbe(l.

,

Wednesday, September 18, 1946

Opens E-L

to

More

.

ducing Artists opens up to the industry a new releasing agency for
pictures.

indie

Arthur Krim, E-lj

,

:

Monday

admitted

prexy,

(16)

that

the PA deal, might presage th^ taking on of further indie films by his

although

outfit,

ments were

in

no further agreeimmediate prospect.

in the arrangement be-;
E-L and Lyons' unit,. Krim
said, was the excellent new; studio
facilities recently -purchased by PA.
Deal ealls for reciprocal use of E-L
and 1? A lots. This is important to

Factor

who

out-

fit, with Raft slated
producer and star.
with United Artists

ation.

double as coReleasing deal

to
is

under negoti-

.
.

Currently Bischoft is producing
the last reels of "Mr. District Attorney" for Columbia.

consummating

Par Boiling Up
21 Pix in Big

PA

will turn over
pictures the first

Production Sked

year and a minimum of two pictures
each of the following two years. It
is hii>hly probable, he indicated, that
tht-re might be more than a duo each
of the last two years.
Initial films
are "Prelude to Night," from Day-

Hollywood, Sept. 17.
Total ot 21 pictures has been assigned to 10 producers at Paramount,
while a dozen or more«*ttopi<!6- are- in
the writing mill, in preparation for

headed by Zachary Scott, Louis Hayward and Sidney Greeostreet, and
'Imperial Venus," from the Edgar
Maass book on the- life of Pauline
Bonaparte, Napoleon's sister. All the
films are to be high-budgeters.
New. lot acquired by PA will have
nine stages. It is almost ready for
In addition to these facilities,
and PA will make available to
each other actors, writers, directors,
and crew.s. Krim stressed, however,
that there is no exchange of stock
ownership and, aside from the reciprocal use of facilities and staffs, it
is a .straight releasing deal.
Alfred W. Schwalberg^ general
sales manager of E-L, who is now
on the Coast, will announce company's complete product lineup early
next wQSk. Krim said.
In addition
to the 10 pix of its own, E-L releases
include the two from Lyons and five
Use.
E-T<

-to

Ifl.fram i. Arthucllank.

Goldwyn-Koch Won't Pull

.

1

It's

Montreal, Sept.

17.

determined as

To Make 10-Wk.

entertain

ter,"

last

among other things, told Vaktety
week that there'll be no beating

around the bush in the screen version ot "Earth and High Heaven,"
bestselli(ig novel by Montreal author
Gwethaiyn Graham on the problem

,

,

choice sites for background shoot-

Survey of U.

S.
i

future filming.

Activity

is

f

handling. "It's Spring Again," "Sai-

gon" and

a dramatic story,

still

un-

titled.

On Claude Binyon's program are
two, "The Wonder -of It All" *nd
"The Gauntlet," and Robert Fellows
has a like number, "Dragnet" and
"The Black Knight." Handling one
picture each are Charles Brackett,
:"Alice-Sit-by-the-Fire''; Harry Tugend, "Blaze of Noon"; Richard Blumenthal, "Eagles Have Flat Feet,"
and Harry Grey, a musical, still un-

In the writing mill are ''Immortal

cluding Warner Bros., Loew'Sj NaTheatres,
Paramount and
visit a number of Coast

tional

RKO, and
studios.

Execs in party are J. M. Carson,
sound and tele official; W. M.
Cleminson, administration; W. E.
Cucksey, engineering; Li W. Henton,
heating: and ventilation; D. McDay,

GB

architecture,

possible.

Countries .serviced by the Motion
Picture Export Assn. will also probably not feel the bile of a product
shortage, since those countries presently get only a limited number of
American pix. Reports that the cooperative agreement entered into by
the majors to confine their export to
25 pix a year has not been renewed
-for—thfi ifiming season will probably not have too much effect, since
most companies will probably not
turn out that many films in any
one year.

Artliui's

Court,"

Frank

is

released.

been

decided to shoot some
and the best
.spots are. now being -picked, but it's
not sure yet if the leads will have
It's

of

to

the

picture here,

I

I

.

the Lots

in

;

.

come up

William

,

hoi:e

W.ylcr

to

do any scones.
and
direct,

will

Gregory Peck is set for the lead.
There's talk of Joan Fontaine taking
the femme lead, but that's not sure
yet.

Walter

Huston

poi'tcdly pacted.
I'ic
will
be

pudget

is

is

also

Technicolored

re-

and

tentatively set at $1,500,000

$2.000.000.

Montreal.

Canada
,

make

Slated to leave the Coast
a couple months, it
background; shots for

ih

"Earth and Hi.E!h Heaven," which
inproduction
sludio
into
goes

March.
Pic
seller

is

beini?

made from

'the

be.st-?

by Gvvethalyn Graham, who

lives in Montreal and will supervise
Howard
the location work there.
Koch, wlio recently finished the
screenplay for Goldwyn, was up to
Canada last week to consult with
Miss Graham on the locations to be
^.
shot.
,

'.

'

...

,

.

.

showing

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

ders draws the

"As-

is

ately

brought from Monogram, the.
it would
buy "Coan
original
by Gornell
•

statement that
caine,"

Woollrich.
It had previously considered the yarn, but passed it by
because of the Code restrictions.
Former clause in the Code read:
"Illegal

drug

presented."

traffic must never be
The new, liberalizing

•.

.

.

Phil L.

.

femme

lead

in:

"West

be portrayed in such a way as to
stimulate curiosity concerning the
use of, or traffic in, such drugs; nor
shall
scenes be approved which
show the use of illegal drugs* or
'
their effects, in detail."
.MPA board also got a report

from

prexy Eric Johnston that the Production Code seal had been withdrawn from Howard Hughes' "The
Outlaw." Board authorized a statement that "Mr. Hughes' company
broke its WortJ" in using "Outlaw"
ads: that were not submitted for
MPA approval or were submitted
and rejected.

,

.

.

Bureau agents

signed to Treasury," which Sidney
Buchman will produce with Dick
Powell starred.
Announcement of
the Code relaxation also immedi-

of Dodge City," Colbert Clark' production, at Columbia. >
Ca?t and
crew of "The Home /Stretch," '20thFox' horse racing picture, went on
location
for
a week at
Santa

,

.

..

Ryan \vill produce "{'ather Dunne's
Newsboys Home" for RKO with Pat
O'Brien starring.
Nahcy Saun-

.

.

.

slated to start Sept. 26,

.

work of G-men, T-

amendment: adopted by the MPA
Wolfson, Paramount pro- board in New York
states:
was handed two new chores,
"The illegal drug traffic must not

"It's Spring Again," a musical, and
"Saigon," an adventure tale starring
Alan Ladd. ... Metro is building a
temporary stage on Catalina Island
to speed production of "Green Dolphin Street." Cast will -use the
building for several sequences instead of going back to Culver City.
... Ned Sparks will play his first
film role in four years in the Robert
Riskin production, "Magic Town."

.

.

the:

Narcotics

fighting the dope racket.
Col's projected picture

J.

ducer,

.

.

.

P.

to

.

i

New

.

be produced by Fred Finklehoffe
and Chester Erskine for U-I
U-I borrowing Robert Hutton from
Warners to co-star with Ella Raines
Warners
in "Time Out of Mind."
inked Ben Blue for comedy lead in
Harry
"My Wild Irish Rose."
Sherman will produce the Bret
Harte story, "Tennessee^s Partner
as his second picture for Enterprise,
En^
with Joel McCrea starring .:.
terprise bought the Fannie Hurst
story, "She Walks in Beauty," for
Hal
future .filni production
Wallis assigned Kirk Douglas for
one of the leads in "The Beggars
.- William
Are Coming to Town."
Marshall draws one: of: the leads
Joseph
in "Wyoming'' at Rep
Schildkraut inked for "Will Tomorrow Ever Come." Allan Dwan producing' and directing at Republic
Pc^gy Stewart drew femme load in
Sidhev Picker production, ''Outlaws
of Sioux City;" at Republic
Columbia handed Colbert Clark
production i'eins on "King of the
Edgar Kennedy
Wild Horses." .

Dope

Opens Up

.

.

Monday

Robe," slated to start April 1, will
Relaxing
occupy 11 sound stages, causing RKO
to curtail some of its "B" product
Traffic Code
Most of the filming will be: done on
the RKO-Pathe lot in Culver City
Cycle of Mellers
which has 12 stages.
Columbia's plan to make a film
Studio will adhere to its schedule
calling for 36 high-budget films, in showing the work of Ut S"."6overn*~"
addition to the Dick Tracy series ment operatives in breaking up il*
and the Zane Grey westerns, lopping legal dope traffic led to the action of
the Motion Picture Association last
off other "B" pictures if necessary
week in liberalizing the Production
Code's clause on drugs. Code amendment is expected to open a whole
new Geld for mellers and action pix

.

.

next

(23).

mcn and

.

Crawfotd,

Joan

together

MPA's

i

.

for
will

Coast

Hollywood, Sept. 17.
Ross' production of "Tht

Diet" and "Social Terrors." . Alan
Hollywood, Sept. 17.
Eyes'" and "fiotany Bay."
Sam Wood signed William Came- Hale will narrate "The Circus
ron Menzies to produce "Ivy" for Horse,'' a short, at Warners
Walter
Pidgeon draws male star spot
addition.
Wood
In
U-I release.
Rep. Establishes Ink
bought "Purgatory Street," by Ro- in refilming of 'If Winter Comes,"
man McDougland, which he will with Pandro S. Berman producing,
Section; Clampett Prez produce himself, with Menzies as at Metro ... RKO signed Louise
Al Bloomingdale moves Beavers for key role in "Banjo."
director
Hollywood, Sept. 17.
will be
Republic is rounding out its pro- from RKO to Columbia to produce Third Autry at Republic
Romay Pictures "Robin Hood of Texas," starting
duction policy with the establish- "Petty Girl."
ment .of a cartoon department, rented space at Scientific Film studio Nov. 29, Armand Schaefer producer.
proWallace
MacDonald
draws
headed by Robert E. Clampett as for indoor shooting on "Return of
ducer chores on "Prince of Stalpresident,
Walter W. Arnold as Rin-Tin-Tin." ... Louise Albritton
veepee and general manager, Mur- inked for major role in "Egg and 1,'* lions" at Columbia.

Goldwyn's Mont'l Locale

will continue to look
after distribution matters
for the
company's first' two pictures, in
which he will apparently retain an
interest.
Second, now in produc*,
tion, is "Pursued."
Third picture,
to go before the cameras Oct. 1. is
"Aspern Papers," starring Lili Palmer. It will be followed by "White

Bernhard and Sperling leave for

CURTAIL RKO 8'S
|

and

Bernhard

Nights,"
starring
next spring.

From

Briefs

"End

create a sizable stable of acting
writing talent.

the

"Comin' Through the R.ye,"
"Lulu Belle," "Dream Girl," State

King

I

'ROBE' SPILLOVER WILL

Life,"

in

and R. Pulman, projec-

tion.

^

of the Union," "A Connecticut Yan-

kee

,

'^T.J^.J'^.,^
,

two years.
for foreign films into those
Richard Maibaum leads the pro- tions that have heretofore been filled
ducers with four pictures on his pro- by American product.
Theory will probably not apply to
gram.
They are "Abigail, Dear
Heart," "The Innocent Mrs. Duff," those European countries that were
"The Big Clock" and "The Great under German occupation during
the
war and didn't have any AmeriGatsby."
five
Three
other
producers
have can pix for the last four or
drawn three films apiece,
On years. Backlog built up by the
Daniel Dare's list are "Gather Ye majors during these years is exalthough
demand,
Rosebuds," "Variety Girl," and "Life pected to fill the
been'
Is a Ton ot Brick.s,"
Val Lewton is several of the majors have
readying "Instead ot the Thorn," holding back on their oldies in
"The Sainted Sisters" and "Make prder to get their current releases
You -a Fine Wife." P. J. Wolfson is into the world markePTas soon as
est in

Goldwyn picked up the novel in
With loosening of transportation
an unusual deal, whereby compen- facilities following the war resulting
satioiv to Miss Graham, would be' in location crews being shipped all
made on a sliding scale,' depending over the country, Samuel Goldwyn
on how many copies will have been is: planning on sending, -a' unit to
sold by the time flicker

.

•

Koch said that' it was Samuel ray Vosberg -as treasurer, and RoyGoldwyn's desire that the book, don Vosberg as secretary.
which has a Montreal locale, should
First cartoon will he "It's a Grand
not be distorted in the screen handOld Nag," startint! a series of six, to
ling, Scripter said that though this
be filmed in Trucolor on the studio's
Is the first time this problem will be
1946-47 program;
dealt with on the screen, he's not
afraid of its getting a negative reaction anywhere.

in the
former
WB
under the new setup will
move: up from v. p. and exec producer to the presidency title which
was held by Bernhard.

believed likely, therefore, that

.

Koch conferred here last week
with Miss Grahgm on several angles
of the book and to help in picking

but that he would'

yet,

Sperling,

writer,

.

of ctnti-Semitism.

theatres

(Tuesday)

other propositions

Industry.

Howard Koch, w.k. film scripter of the World." "Royal Family of
Hollywood,"
"The
Storm,"
"The
who did the, scenarios for "Casa- Vixen," "The Night Has a Thousand
blaiKa," "Sergeant York," "The Let-

said yesterday

that his future plans have not been

,

Pic Dealing

in

With 'Semitism' Theme

chieftain,

U, S. Pictures is also aiming to
the majors will also try to promote
!''':v?^"T"f"^!r'''!]' ^''.wM P'^'Ju'^
extended playing time for their in to New York Monday (16 on the e„iarge the scale of its production
product in foreign* countries. With first s op of an extensiv^ lO-week activities, Sperling said Monday
Hollywood (16). and will endeavor to turn
°
the exception of England, however,
out
than the three pictures a year
most countries have: never played
,
important equipment
originally planned.
pix for more than a week at a time. P^.^'^^ 9^ ^11
Producer said
manufacturers; contact a number of
tl e company will also build up its
and the demand for product turnoutstanding theatre architects; study
the great- over is expected to open the way
eastern
scouting
organization
to
operations' of important circuits insitua-

titled.

Punches

WB

G-B Theatre Men

.

the

ton Stoddard's novel, wliich goes before the cameras Nov. 1, with a cast

Keaton Stays

the top budgeters, consequently, is
expected to result in a slice in the
number of films turned out by the
Production chiefs
entire industry.
such as Darryl P. Zanuck have already emphasized *he belief that
American exhibs will be forced to
give extended playing time to each
film in order to keep their houses
in operation 52 weeks a year.

New York

arrived in

after
Lyons pact, said
for release two

Milton Sperling and Joe Bernhard,
who joined forces in an indie proin Mexico
duction unit at the end of last
Hollywood, Sept, 17.
year, decided to call off their partBuster Keaton, Currently winding
up a starring role in a Spanish nership during a series of huddles
countries to get more playing tinie language film in Mexico City, has over the past weekend.
Sperling
been
inked
for
another
picture
by
in the world market.
will buy out Bernhard'S interest in
Most majors have announced that, Alexander Salkind, producer,
Filming starts in February, with the outfit, United States Pictures,
under the new selling policies emwhich
releases
through
Warner
Bros.
Keaton
drawing
salary
a
share
a
and
bodied in; the anti-trust decision,
first picture,
"Cloak and Dagger,"
concentrate on producing of the profits.
they'll
only top-budgeted pictures, deleting
goes into distribution Sept. 28.
most of the B product. Stress on only
Bernhard, former

Contemplated cut by most major
Raft, Bischoff Unit
producers in the number o£ films
they'll turn out during the coming
Hollywood, Sept. 17.
year
is expected to pave the way for
George Baft and Sam Bischoff are
product from England and other
organising an iridie production

.E-L, since in addition to 10 pix of its
own it must make on its lot tha first
it
yoiir,
i?
commtitted to provide
bipace for six to 12 PRC pictures.

Krim,

Former Taking Over the Indie Unit

Indie Prod. Units

twiH-n

Monday

Sperling-Bernhard Split U. S. Picts,

UP

Deal closed over the weekend for t

by ^Elagle-Lion of the
product of Arthur S. Lyons* Pro-

BRITISH

U.S. PIX AIDS
mi mw

Krim's I^al With Arthur Lyons

distiibution

XEWS

PllG-PIKIDVCTIOX

FEWER

:

.

Chertok, Ent. Dickering
HollywwJd, Sept. 17.
Jack Chcrtok is hucidling with Enon a deal to join that :ptudio

|

^"^'ta.
I

I

Ewing
f^'om

|

Scott, recently discharged
Iho Arhiy Air Forces, draws
po.stwar director chore on
and the Huntress," co-

f^f^'

''Tarzan

star^^^^^^^^^yg^^^^^^^^^^^Contin^e^^^gg^^^^^^

terjj'rise

as a producer.
:

'
'

:

Curl ently Chertok

is

putting

the;,

finishing touches on the Hody Lamarr starrer, "Dishonored " Ladyj^

Which hedidforHuntStromberg.

•

~"

1

!

September 18, 1946

VTecliieeday,

PlCTVaES
Belies His

AFL

Unless

Name

Hollywood, Sept.

Settles Jurisdictional

17.

N. Y. Pix Cos.

,

Leo Sulkv, who started acting
back when GrifRth Park
was a community location spot,
working
is not a bit sulky about

and

3.000 Collarites

way

Scrap Anolber Studio Strike Looms
Hollywood, Sept. 17.
|
Screen Actors Guild and lATSE
Price

lopper Eoy Brewer met

in

secret

effort to arrive at a
in: an
plan to keep studios open despite
Meetcurrent jurisdictional dispute.
previous day's apthe
followed
iha
5AG to have the American
peal by SA(5
and
oncfe
settle
Labor
of
Federation
withlor an jurisdictional disputes
union.
in the ranks of the master

profession.
545th,

at his

His

.

,

latest,:

:

job

is

a

(SPG and SOPEG) Make Their Peace
Peaceful termination of the negobetween the two iinions

.

.

character role in "I Wonder
who's Kissing Her Now" at 20thFox.

Rushes Back West

tiations

Enterprise Calls Off Deal covering 3,000- whitecoUarites in New
York film offices and 11 picture comWith Litvak on 'Coup' panies was all but :assured Ss the:
Hollywood, Sept. 13.
Enterprise called oft its deal lor
the services of Anatole Litvak as

ec-'«.=ion

Tangled Hollywood
taking

is

Byron

labor, sitviatipn

Price,

v,p.

Of the

MoHon Picture Association in charge
ca^t operations, back to' his of-

I

'

tonight cWedncsday) from

fice

New

east about 10 days
Huddle between Brewer and the SAG York. He came
James ago to attend the MPA's quarterly
of
consisting
Cagnev. Ronald Reagan and Leon meeting la.st Wednesday on.
of the
one
with
culminated
Ames,
Price will enter into negotiations
conferees stating "Absolutely no tha genera!
was accomplished toward set- now- going: on to avei-t
ins<
are
tling the situation. The actors
studio tieup.
;

Award Goldman
Nearly

500G

In

.available for

the job.

;

i

:

:

always obtain employment elsewhere."
Studio shutdown can be expected

cm

•

tatives of the

17^

tributors over alleged "freczout" Of
his Erlanger from ftrst^run product

RKOVanipin'Ti

.

,

.

,

unless either
81 close of this week
lA'.'SE "prexy Richard Walsl) pi: the
Carpenters' international chiej,, WiJ

Philadelphia, Sept.

Decree's

]

by a "conspiracy" With the Warner
Bros, chain entered its final round
last Wednesday (U) when Federal
Judge William H. Kirkpatrick handed down a decision awarding Goldman damages for the 14-month peno riod embodied in the suit. Judge

Ready

|

unions preindustrywide

,'

;

Screen Publicists Guild

and the Screen Office & Professional
Employees Guild and the film comsatisfactory
panics finally reached
basis for settlement at their meeting

-

;•

si

Philly Trust Suit
The four-year-old battle between
WlH'am Goldman and the major dis-

new

agreement at their meetings tonight ;
(Wednesday). After several ;:rnonths^,' J
of bargaining, which at times threat-,
ened to end in a walkout, riepre.sen-

last Friday,-(13).-

,

concerned in keeping the studios
open, tor it means their jobs, wherepainters,
as the carpenters and the
jn the event of a studio shutdown.

both

of

pared to .ratify a

"Coup
de
of
producer-director
Grace," which the studio bought
.specially for him.
Studios execs explained that the
deal was cancelled because Litvak
declined to say when he would be

committee,

.

memberships

ATA Rounding Up

.

:

-

.:

:':

:',:;',

Although terms of the set tlern^ht
are being kept under iiy'irips until
the union memberships okay them,
understood that the office workers
are due lor substantial wage hike
averaging about 15% with a reduction in the work week to 371'i! hours.
Increases are being spread Pyer all
categories with workers in the lower
wage brackets receiving higher percentage increases than those in the
upper. Wage: increaseis will be retroactive to the first Week in May.
Contracts are due to run for Iwo
years with a ^jne-year reopening
If, after the first
clause on wages.
year, the union demands a wage; readjustment, the question will be submitted to an impartial arbitrator.
Union recognition clauses were inin
the contracts 'granting
serted
maintenance ot member.*ihiii for all
present members of tH«i Guilds with
a ratio of three out' of eyer.y foi[»r
new employees who ttiu.st jpin the

.

I

,

I

I

i

Deaee Evidence
Technique of the horrible example
be employed chiefly by the1
American Theatres Assn. in its attempt to pry open a spot for itself
w'ill

.

'

:

"

as a litigant in the Government antiATA intervention plea,
Kirkpatrick fixed the loss at the Er- trust suit.
langer from Sept. 1, 1941, to Dec. 8, currently in the draft stage, will cite
to
Under the law; future disastrous results of auction
trust decree becomes final, district 1942, at $1'25,000.
Feeling
meet in Chicago Sept. 30.
and branch managers will continue Goldman is entitled to triple dam-;, selling in a minimum of 25 instances;
should
situation
ages, which added to 6% interest ac- scaled from the giant national cirloy lATSE is that the
to hold periodic meetings at more
rued since that time would approxi- cuit to the operator of one or two
be settled here. It is understood I A
for close study of
mate between $4.50,000 and $.500,000. theatres. Each 'Of the examples will
chiefs regard settlement by a Chi- frequent intervals
chance decision effects as they occur. First Goldman's original suit was for $1,CE'>o huddle of council as a
join in the petition and file supporttherefore
for a heavy setback and
ing affidavits under the plan of
of the new series of frequent'conter- 350:000.
ruling;
Judge Kirkpatrick also granted strategy which Thurman Arnold,
lA may hurl defiance at any
ences is being held in New York this
Executive
Goldman "injunctive relief," which ATA mouthpiece, and officials of the
contrary to their stand,
Robert
of
direction
under
week
and
means he's now entitled to first-run theatre unit have drawn.
council meeting between SAG
chief.
distribution
domestic
Mochrie,
sesproduct on the same basis as WarlA heads was the second secret
With the idea of securing, a cross^
Concerning any proposed change, ner houses.
sion lor the actors as a group had
section of exhibitor interests to join unions.
Goldman is now expected to file a
In an effort to permanently harmet earlier with Joseph F. Cambiano, Mochrie had no comment when.
petition,
that new suit against the defendants ask- personally as parties to the
between the
the Carpenters' international ^rep, queried, holding to the position
national h.q. has wired regional monize relationships
ATA
is
this
point
given
out
at
any
word
business
companies, the coning damages of about $3,000,000 or
and James N. Skelton,
veepees to canvas their territories guilds arid the
until
remain
so
will
premature
and
946.
more allegedly sustained from Dec. for representative exhibs who will tract provides for the establi.'^hment
a'ent of Carpenters' Local
court.
Studios meantime have continued linal action is taken by the
8, 1942, until the present, since the
nd affidavits to of an industry panel composed of
lend their names
only
thing
tne
said
that
veepee
RKO
who
Erlanger is still shuttered.
the policy of firing carpenters
^^'^^ company with
""^^P
request
Wires
proceeding.
the
now is wait.
In fixing the Erlanger's loss. Judge
rc.'rsed to work on alleged ''hot the film industry can do
power to pass on all disputes except
He refused to become affected by Kirkpatrick u.sed as a "yardstick," authorization, plus details, as to why those arising from promotioiis, merit
se:s'' with total number of 78 carportions the S-W Mastbaum, one block from each exhib thinks that auction-sellpcnlers discharged, However, the over-worry current in some
The board
ing will spell more headaches and increases and discharges.
No
Mochrie,
Says
the
industry.
of
carpenters
which
the
the Erlanger. The profit
studios rehired some 51
will also give final decision on the
thing Erlanger would have made was less profits. From 4 roster supplied;
so the: actual total of those still out matter what happens. Of one
new contract
by its veepeesi ATA expects to have layoff clause in the
remains at 27. Producers made no you can be sure, two, three, or based on the ratio of seating beby the
list
of
petitioners which has been disputed
formidable
a
still b©
will
now
we
years
from
tour
in
stand
their
tween the Erlanger and the Mastnow statements as to
unions.
be baum. The Erlanger has ISOiQ seats; whose factual gripes may swing the!
the beef, but the. meeting today is selling films, exhibitors will still
Companies involved in the con-three-.iudge court into a reconsideraexpected to result in a definite state- buying them, and thp public will s( ill the Mastbaum, 4,300.
tract are Paramoiint, RKO, 2pth.
tion of its auction-iielling: dictate.
seeing
them."
be
"1
have
no
hesitation
in
making
ir.' nt o'f policy^
National
Columbia.
Metro,
Fox,
This week's RKO meet includes the finding," .said Judge. Kirkpatrick,
Trio of legalites tionsisting of
Basis of the latest labor trouble
Screen Service, United Artists, ftemidwestern district manager, H. H. 'that had the Erlanger operated in Arnold for .^TA, Paul Williams,
in the film studios is a jurisdictional
ptiblic, and in the case of the SPG,
eastern district boss, R. free competition during the damage Southern California Theatre Owners
Carpenters, Greenblatt;
the
;:dispute between
Warners and Univer«aJv
J.
Folliard, and branch managers, period it would have made profits.
Jackson,
Assn.
counsel,
and
John
G.
members of the Council of Studio
Sam Gorelick, Chicago; Lou.Elman,
"1 also think that the evidence ofattorney for the Confederacy of
Unions, headed by Herbert Sorrell.
Minne- fered by WiUiam. Goldman Theatres, Southern Assns.; are working on the
and the Set Directionists, members Milwaukee; C. J. Dressell,
apolis; Morris Lefko, Pittsburgh, and Inc., is sufficient to enable the court petition in Washington, SCTOA- and Selznick and
of the lATSE, headed by Richard
Joe Brecheen, Washington.
to estimate the amount of probable the CSA are joining with ATA as
Walsh, bringing back the old strugprofits with a reasonable degree of part of the latter's pitch that, only
N.Y.Astor
gle between .SorreU__and 3Va]sh Lhati
accuracy, which is all that the law through a united plea will there be
c?used the longwinded strike, and
Scramble between pawd O. .^elzrequires."
a chance of opening the way to court
nil its picket riots, last year.
nick and; Samuel Goldwyn fo^ use
Mono's Sales
Defendants in the case are Warner approved intervention.
Meanwhile,
of the Astor theatre^ N. Y., appears
The Carpenters claim the right to
Bros. Pictures, Warner Bros. Circuit, it continued doubtful whether the
construct all the sets on the film
In Canada and Atlanta
Management Corp., .Loew's, Inc., Motion Picture Theatre Owners inevitable^ since both producer-!—
will
lols, demanding that the Set ErecParamount, RKO-Radio, 20th-Fox, Assn. would accept ATA's invite for they share use of the houses
in
tionists confine their labor to erectin.g
Columbia, 'Vitagraph, Stanley Co. a solid front. Allied States Exhibi- have top pictures ready to go
Ghi
Meets
Follow
same. It is a question between conSelznick will have
of America, Universal and tjnited tors are definitely cold to any such in December.
Following a regional sales meeting
structing and erecting. When the
"Duel in the Sun" and Goldwyn
Artists.
proposition.
Carpenters refused to handle work Saturday (14), Monogram veepee
"The Best Years of Our Lives."
still
Goldman
has
another
suit
turned out by the Set: Erectionists, Edward Morey take.s off this week to pending
No decision has been reached yet
against the same defendants
a total of 46 were discharged by vi.5it franchise-holders in Canada for alleged Jefu.'=al to
on who will get the house, but it
sell first-run
five major studios. They picked up Sales meet was attended by all eastInt'I
Special
pictures to the Keith's and Karlton,
appears inevitable that either one
their tools and went over to the ern distribution heads, topped by
both of which he now runs and
will have to seek another piitlet if
R. Goldstein, and was followed
National Labor Relations Board and
which formerly were part of the
Film Theatre in N.Y.
he doesn't w^nt to hold up New
filed charges: of unfair labor prac- by a similar huddle in Chicago, prechain.
•
interminably. Gold•
iL
f
sided over by L. J. Schlaifer.
A Warner
tices,
Recentiyi however, Paramount has
wyn.wiU also have to have anaddithe LaSe OI
Producer and labor representa- third will be held Monday 23) in given fir.s1-run pictures to the Karltional showcase for the next Danny
Plan for setting up an special
tives got together last week and Atlanta.
ton. Whether this will take the heat
Kaye
picture, "Secret Life of Waller
Morey's ;Ganadian meetings will
wound up without an agreement.
of!:
Paramount is a question that's United Nations international fi)m Mitty," which is- likewise finished
theatre in New York during the
One result of the debate was the cover problems raised by refusal of puzzling the trade.
shooting.
meeting of the General Assembly,
finnouncement that the major lots the Canadian government to drop
Immediate future of (he theatre
starting
next month, have been
werrdetemined to keep on'produc". PJ'ce ceilings on all pictures playcurrent
,i,ng
in that country.
According to Miskinis' Det. $1,200,000
abandoned.
In.stead, ^ean
Benoit- depends on how, well the
ing, regardless Of the jurisdictional
"Caesar and Cleopatra,"'
the Monogram exec, they have been
trouble.
Suit Vs.
Majors Levy, head of the UN films section. occupant,
$17
attempting to get price regulations
planning a .special exhibition for ^^o'^s uP- I* is in on the .same
Detroit,
17
Sept.
altered for some time -with no suc500 holdover figure that applies to
delegates to the Assembly .of Win
Suit
seeking
$1,200,000
treble
in
in
cess.
Currently, the Canadian laws
ning pictures in the international Selznick and Goldwyn product
' egulate
the number of films: Irorn damages was filed against major mo- film competition in Cannes, Frances, the Maurice Maurer house. Pie did
tion
picture
distributors
and opereach company which can be played
$52,000 in second week, ju.st conlater this month.
on a percentage basis, going largely ators in the U. S, District Court here
cluded,
It
had
been
aimed
originally
by
to
reJoseph
Miskinis
and his son, Joe,
on precedent.
Hollywood, Sept. 17.
If a company had
Jr., owners of the Civic theatre, Suit peat in New York the establishment
Difl'erence between Samuel Gold- five films a year playing on perwyn Productions and Samuel Gold- centage before the war, under charges the United Detroit Theatres of a special theatre for the deleReynolds 'WUdcatter'
gates, as was done at previous meet^
^vyn Studios was disclosed at the principle of the Canadian law, that's Corp. and major film producers have
by
combined
to
sijSned
prevent the Civic ings in San Francisco and London,
Contract has .Ween
National Labor Relation's Board all they'll be allowed now.' If atto
hearing wirere Marvin A. Ezzell, an tempts to influence .somewhat the from obtaining 'first class film.'j in However, iti was decided that with Quentin Reynolds with 20th-Fox
the
same
district
Manhattan
with theatres
being the amusement do a screen treatment based on theofficial of both companies, declared changing. of the overall picture fail,
owned
capital
Enterprises,
by
United
Detroit.
of
the
world, there would activities of Wildcat
they were in no way connected.
Morey hopes to persuade price offiofficers
hardly
..Miskinis
also sought an in.iunction;
be any necessity to provide Inc., group of 28 PT boat
Ezzell asserted Samuel Goldwyn cials to allow Mono to up its quota
to end the alleged conspiracy and additional divertissement. Also, the- organized in the Pacific during tlie
P. ''uctions was wrongly charged of percentage pix;
v/'.'.h
unfair labor practices, along
Domestically, sales meets so:- far to force tlie distributors to agree to atre .scheme was considered 'imprac- war to "make only such investments
Co-de- tical inasmuch as delegates would be as would give pau.se to a prudent
with nine other companies.
have been surprisingly routine, with furnish him feature films.
It
merely makes pictures at the Sam- little comment on the ahti-trust de- fendants in the suit are United De- scattered between Manhattan, Flush- man." Their first buy was a trotting
troit Corp., the Vogue, Harper, Alger ing and
I.jake
Success and there horse and they are now engaged in
uel Goldwyn Studios.
cision.
Sale.'! heads have been inclined to stick to the business at and Flamingo theatres, all owned by could be no location that would be purchase of a saloon onThird avenue, N. Y.
hand, where Mono is concerned, United, and Paramount, RRO-Radio,. sufficiently convenient to all.
KUGGLES CUTS 'TOWN'
since the company was not named in- Warner Bros, 20th-Fox, Columbia,
Benoit-Levy now plans to show
Under the deal with 20th: R'*.VIn order to assure himself that the original suit and won't be af- Universal, UA and Loew's.
,lhe best shorts, features, newsreelS) nolds receives $12,500 as payment for
"London Town" is edited to the tem- fected until the decree becomes
documentaries, etc., as chosen by the the treatment, which must be comper of American audiences,- producer final, Pix: sales toppers are currently
JANE
STARRED
judges from the output of the world pleted before Nov. 1. If the comWesley Ruggles sneak-previewed the concerned with the company's new:
in the Cannes exposition. New York pany okays the treatment, the i-oin
Hollywood. Sept. 17.
British-made film in and around New "March of Progress" drive to be conJane Greer becomes a star on the engagement will either be a one- is to be applied against $50,000 which
Yorlc three times last week. He tried ducted from Oct. 12 to Dec. 28. Ob- RKO roster with the top.femme
role shot or very limited, perhaps a $5 a Reynolds is to get for doing a comG different version each time.
ject of the drive will be liquidation in "Build My Gallows High."
head all'air with proceeds going to plete story. Writer shares the irimit-y
:PiGture originally ran 128 minutes, of 1945-46 accounts and .setting up
Warren Duff produces, under gen- an international charity..
equally with Wildcat Enterprii^e.s,
but'as fin&lly relea.sed bv Universal ot sale.s channels for the next year's eral supei'vision of Robert
Sparjc,-!,
As.sembly is presently .slated to) liAbbott-Kimball' -ad -asenKy regrc*

licm
^

their

AFL

Hutcheson,

back

present stands,
executive council

doWh'fro'm

although
is

the

BKO contemplates
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change in sales policy urjtil the anti
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ALLIED SOUNDS OFF PLENTY
May Ask Cross-Iioense Ban

D. of J.

Allied

BEEFS CALORE

Boston, Sept.

By IRA WIT

WB

Boston, Sept. 17,
(Tuesday)
In
a speech today
before the entire membership. Alprexy Jack Kirsch scored
lied
present "exorbitant" rentals asked

paratus."

UAandUHold

thing."
In a later talk Sidney Samuelson,.

head of Eastern Pennsylvania Al-

D

Out on

liedi said that theatres

of J

several

days

a

should close

United Artists and Universal up

rent

production

shortage.

ing equitable

of the Southern California to get their statements of proposed
will object to competitive findings in acceptable form for subbidding as murderous for the small mission in time for the Sunday (15)
independents. It will point out that deadline, are slated to submit them
all independents are vitally affected- no later than today (Wed).

liams

by the decree and would have no
other way to buy pictures, if the
court Iceeps it ruling. It
will be charged that auction selling
will not leave the indies adequately
protected against the stiff competition of the major-affiliated houses.
Arnold and Williams see no necessity for taking further evidence in
the case and want no. delay in set'tling the matter either in the trial
court or on appeal.
Independents

petitive bidding.

meet here tomorrow (Wednes-

decree

is

directed
It

against the dethe terms

.

I

Eric Johnston to Stress

Exhib

spiracy, not wrongdoers."

-

Distrib

Accord

to

call

off

tween exhibs and

and

Own

On

realize that they are partners in the
same enterprise will be made tonight (Wednesday) by Eric Johnston
in a speech at the National Allied
convention in Boston. Proxy of the
Motion Picture Association will duck
all discussion of trade practices in
view of the presently pending Federal court case.
He'll
rectly,

over

|

Two sound

to put up money. Previously
Myers had revealed that no cash
would be asked of Allied members,'
with most of the coin coming from

outside undivulged sources. He addhowever, that certain influential

ed,

new system', started since tho antitrust decision, it was claimed, cities
are scaled according to population

—

with smaller ones even
competing with larger

map

Glorified

Midway,

Says British Film
Broadway

looks

midway, according

like
to

a

Man

glorified

Tony. Reddin^

Paramount's ad-publicity chief and
theatre operator in Great Britain,
who was lunoheoned by Par at the
(16)
hotel, N. Y„ Monday
prior to leaving next Thursday (19)
for London. He made this observation in explaining that he had found
Broadway's outer appearance to
have slipped since he was in :N. Y.
Reddin said London's film
in 1938.
theatres wei'e much'" more dignifled

Astor

TECHNICOLOR'S 25C DIVVY

Technicolor Motion Picture Corp.
directors declared a 25o per share
dividend last week, payable. Oct. 15
to stockholders on record at close of
lA DIETRICH TO PARIS
.
business Sept. 30.
Hollywood, Sept. 17,
Kay Harrison, director of TechniMarlene Dietrich, who i-ecently color, Ltd., of Great Britain, and
returned from Paris, is going back Lcslier Oliver, plant manager, are
there for a- co-starring role with due in N. Y. this week from London.
waimu in the French capital.
They Will go to the Coast for a
Actress is currently Working at month of confabs on latest developparamount in "Golden Earring," her ments, returning to England late in
"wst Holljiwood
October.
picture Jin years.
:

I

having

of the capital, with rest of the

in outer appearancei
Reddin confirmed that ipicture
theatre grosses are about the same
in Great Britain as during the war,
only difference being that there is
not the concentration of w'ar workers and troops in certain communitteir.

Beefs on

MPTOA

B way

•

stages, will be ready for
occupancy next month and the remaming.ihree in March.
In addition to producing on his
own, Nassour will rent studio facilities to indie
companies.

will have four stories, stars, and
contracts tied up." He assured members that production plans are wellworked out without any members

ance between key city first-runs and
houses in smaller cities. Under the

for

curiae.

to

also make reference indiit is understood, to the MPA's
recent battle with Howard Hughes
letter's use of unapproved and
Unit
Lot disappro-ved advertising on "The
His
Hollywood, Sept. 17.
Outlaw." Implication in Johnston's
Albert Nassour, owner of the words reportedly will be that exhibs
studio currently under construction should uphold the moral level of the
on Sunset blvd., is organizing an industry on the local level by reindie unit to go into production next fusing to use pix or advertising that
S|)ring, when the lot is completed. do
not carry the MPA's okay.

r Setting Indie

Court

the feuding bedistribs

plans to petition the
intervention as amicus
is against both divorcement and auction selling levy
said but will not follow the Ameri
can Theatres Association lead and
ask to be made a party to the suit
because, legally MPTOA believed it
could^ only act individually, not as
organization in such drastic step,
moreover individuals would be subject, to all court restrictions if becoming parties in behalf of MPTOA
levy claimed:
will then

In His Speech to Allied
Plea,

ceivable relief Which the Govern'
menl desires against independents.
They are the victims of the- con-

we

when not

—

members might provide

at least

part

mem-

bership supporting through guarantees of playing time.
In his address to the conventioneers, Kirsch continued the survey
which has been going on for some
time by taking a hand vote" on their
willingness to support the produc-

.

:

.

i

sell their

be impossible, even if
the Government desired to pursue
such a course, for it to reopen the
decree, and reintroduce proof against
the independent interveners, as defendants.
Finally, there is no con-

"You don't have to have any nloney
to go into production. I know what
I'm talking about. Before very long

.

speciflies

pictures.
"It would

convention

two

days' board meeting which preceded
the convention^ and at which the
question was discussed at length,
that the move to promote Independent Production Films, with assured
playing time by Allied members, is
dictated -"by; the deliberate creation
of a product shortage by Major producers." He added that the pinch
is bad now and would continue to
worsen during the coming season.
Allied prexy Jack Kirsch addressed the meeting today (Tuesday) on
the subject ot production, saying,

CureAll-MPTOA

.

"Both Mr. Williams and Mr. Ar-

upon which the majors will

national

distributors.
Myers told Variety after the

Divorcement No

J

Columbia's statement declared.
Opposed by Wright on their
request for an extension of time,
Paramount. RKO, Metro. Warner
Bros, and 20th-Fox submitted their
drafts over the weekend. Spokesman for one of the companies said
Monday (16) that the proposals were
(Continued on page 22)

nold,"

to protect their own interests.
"Their sole and limited purpose Is
to object to the distribution of pictures by competitive bidding.
The

-

Allied

opened Monday (16) with disclosure
Nathan
Yamins,
convention
by
chairman, and H. A. Cole, Texa.s
Allied Exhibitor leader, that Metro

six

towns
pushed down to "inferior position."
Formerly, many of small town
houses had national release date.
tion plan. He asked, "If we give you
Metro action, it was. said, followed
stories,
stars and contracts, how
a survey by Audience Research Inmany of you would sign to play
stitute which determined that the
pictures."
Reply was practically
company could make more money on unanimous.
pictures, with wider clearance spread
While no concrete plans have as
between cities: of different popula- yet been disclosed, Kirsch told
tions. Yamins declared, "on hearmembers that complete production
say," that RKO and one other major
Boston, Sept. 17.
layout would be given each local by
Despite the general exhibitor poll were likely to follow Metro's lead. its president^ and they'd be asked
conducted by the Motion Picture The- Col. Cole, who owns houses outside to guarantee playing time by conhim that tract. A number of suggestions
atre Owners of America, which voted Dallas, said Metro notified
lopsidedly in favor of theatre di- he was dropped from an average of came from exhibs, among them ore
vorcementj the MFTOA opposes di- one week behind Dallas' first runs that a fund be collected from each
vestiture as a cure-all for industry to five weeks. He said he threatened to help cover production costs.
Federal suit to restrain Metro and
evils. So says Herman Levy, MPTOA
Survey of membership has been
general counsel.
That vote was then held a conference with M-G going on for some time, but even
taken from exhibitors generally not sales v.p. William Rodgers, who more queries are necessary accordthereupon agreed to drop the idea ing to Myers. Survey committee is
explained.
MPTOA members, he
Delein
Texas,
according
Cole.
to
directors
and
Theatre group board
headed by -Irving Dollinger, New
regional officers will meet either in gates were told that if Metro's in- Jersey exhibitor, to determine the
(Coiitinued on page 21)
New York or Washington within 10
amount of time that should be guardays to determine the final course
anteed for films with Allied supanti-trust
suit.
Levy
concerning the
port.
disclosed the MPTOA would have
Stanley Neal, head o£ Colonial
Rodgers and Connors
met before but want to hold off until
Films, attended the board meet to.
he can see both the government's
discuss production plans. Neal, who;
NWAllied's
Overlook
It
and majors' decree proposals.
previously said he,: was to close a

"The proposed provisions that
have been coming down this summer, both from the five producer-:
defendants and from the Government with respect to the method of
sale of pictures, have been clearly
beyond the court's jurisdiction,"

.

the statement said in part,
"denied that any such legal conse^
quence was possible. They pointed
out first that the interveners would
appear, not as defendant, but rather
in the position of plaintiffs seeking

Yamins referred to the standard contract by saying, "We haven't
the right to negotiate even one
dotting of an 'i' on the contract.
The whole thing smacks of Hitler."
When general discussion was intors,

statement of proposed
which it challenged the authority of
the Federal court and the Big Five
on the proposals they have made
concerning single^selling and com-

day) with Arnold and Williams to
settle the strategy to be finally fol^
lowed, it is understood.
Williams and Arnold, who are
working together here on the ATA
brief to be filed shortly in New York,
came out with a statement Saturday
pooh-poohing the whole thought that
independents can get into trouble by
intervening and indicating that they
were proceeding vigorously.

First

17.

necessary through legislation or has inaugurated a new national reby litigation." In blasting distribu- leasing schedule which widens clear-

While the Big tive sent what they
termed "incomplete tentative drafts"
to Robert L. Wright, D. of J. prosecutor, Columbia, the third member vited, Harry Perlman, Philadelphia
of the Little Three, sent him a exhibitor, blasted plans to bring
sizzling 18-page combo brief and
(Continued on page 20)
findings in

New York

fendants.

Boston, Sept.

"if

MPTO,

:

Local Checkers

Kirsch

until late yesterday (Tuesday) after

.

from the independ-

-

will

Allied Decries

week rather than

meet distributors' high demands,
which have resulted from the cur-

weighed in with the hope that all
noon remained the only two of the independent exhibs would unite in
Dept. and
a national buying combine.
eight defendants in the Govern
ents who want to get the case settled
Nathan Yamins, convention chairment's anti-trust ease not to have
promptly.
man, proposed a resolution that the
The petition to intervene, in served the Department of Justice board of directors see to it that an
preparation by Thurman Arnold, with their proposals for a decree.
expanded contract be drafted, securcounsel for A.T.A., and Paul Wil- The two holdouts, who were unable
rights for exhibitors,
;

also'

17.

,

New York
A sharp

court.
policy dash between
various indie theatre groups is inpositions taken
different
dicated by
on what to do in the current phase
of the New York case.
further delay
any
to
Objection
3.
for the majors from the Justice

Hollywood, Sept.

17.

While Allied will not be set to
produce its own films for another
months according to general
counsel Abram Myers, production
plans have as their long-range purpose the alleviation of the current
product shortage which has .made
possible, the high prices asked by

:

-

2.

CoL Pays 250G for 'Two'

Columbia bought screen rights to
"Big Two," a legit by Ladislas BusFekete and Mary Helen Fay, which
by distributors for their films. Robert Montgomery and Elliott NuKirsch termed rentals "high" and
gent will stage in New York this
"unfair."
fall. Deal calls for a minimum price
Allied prexy added, "We hope to
of $100,000 with a $250,000 ceiling,
see the day when 12,000 theatres
depending on the length of the stage
will close their doors for a week
run.
to show the public and government
Nugent will direct and Montgomthe unfair practises of distributors.
We- are appeasers now because we ery will star in Columbia's screen
haven't your entire support. If we version.
we can lick this
stick together

;

the

Own Fix for 6

Mos.; Charges Deliberate' Shortage

As GovL, Indies Protest Decree Delay
Washington, Sept. 17. +
Nationwide group of indie exhibiAmerican Theatre
tors, paced by the
Asks Tax Refund
Southern California
the
and
-Assn.
Los Angeles, Sept. 17.
Motion Picture Theatre Owners, is
in Federal
Petition was
filed
motion for intheir
file
to
expected
here by Warner Bros., asking
Court
motion
York
New
the
in
tervention
a refund of $7,550, collected by the
week.
next
the
within
case
picture
Office of Internal Revenue as a
elimtlie
urge
merely
will
Brief
manufacturers excis.. tax.
ination of the single picture auction
This sum, plaintiff charges, was
selling provision of the proposed decollected by the Government ilweek
the
of
developments
legally in taxes and penalties for
other
of photographic ap"manufacture
were:
Strong indication here that the
1.
Justice Department brief to be flled
shortly Mwill ask a ban on crosslicensing among theatre owning maBrief may also support the
jors.
single picture selling provision" of

Not Set to Make

% Demands

Minneapolis, Sept.

17.

North Central Allied
here to go over local heads in protest against 20th-Fox and Metro's

,

deal with Allied to make 12 pictures
flew back to New York immediateliy
following meeting.

didn't help

It

percentage policy. The

home

Carnegie Hall Elevator •
Strike Doesn't Halt Pic

offices

Strike ot elevator operators and
in CArnegie Hall building,
N. Y., last week failed to interfere
with production of "Carnegie Hall,"
would have to be made by the dis- film v;hich Boris Morros and William
trict and branch managers in MinneLeBaron have been shooting in the,
apolis and that the latter would- confamed structure since early last
tinue in charge of all negotiations.
month. Picture continued the bigSpecifically, North Central Allied gest boon the city has ever seen for
protested directly to Tom Connors, actors and would-be actors, with
20th vice-president in charge of dis- more than 1,500 extras having been
tribution, over the classification of employed to date.
"four pictures in a row without proScreen Actors Guild, with about
vocation," :"Smokey," "Do You Love 1,000 members on its roster in New
Mo?", :';Contennial Summer" and York, and only about half that num"Anna and the King of Siam" as ber in the market for extra jobs, has
percentage releases. In its commu- waived its membership requirements
nication, to Connors, Allied claimed for the mob- scenes. As a result, the
that not more than one of the four producers have been privileged to
pictures rated percentage and pre
use anyone they choose and the Max
ferred playing time and that not all Richard caijting office has been supof the Other three belonged in the plying tlie "talent" from diverse
top bracket of straight rental pic- sources.
ture.';.
Filming in Carnegie Hall Winds up
Allied appealed to W. F. Rodgers, today (Wednesday) and moves to
M-G sales manager, to reduce the Fox-Movietone studios, N, Y. Meannumber of percentage pictures time, the elevator operators and janwhich, it was -charged, are much too itors Went back tO' work Monday (16)
numerous.
under an a,£!reoment to arbitrate the
an
The protest and pica are in vain question of whether the Hall
because there has been no change apartment or office building.: If it is
by either' 20th-Fox or M-G in their adjudged the latter, higher pay rates
classification 'of pictures involved^ are called. for.

advised

Bennie Bierger, the body's janitors

president, that any policy alteration

,

_

,

.

.

'

'
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PICT1JRB GROSSES

L

Holdovers. School Bells Dull

Los Angeles, Sept.

49G for 3d Wk.

in 4

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gr,<»ss
$7S9,500
This Week
(Based on 18 theatres)
Total Gross Same Weet
$695,000
Last Xear
(Based on 15 tlienires)

initial session in three theatres.

"Claudia and David" looks to do
mildiish $30,000 on second franie in
two spots. "White Tie and Tails"

'Summer' Hotcha32G. Hub; 'Wy'29G,
19G

San Francisco, Sept 17,
Seasonal slump prevails on Marr

17.

Witt) bulk of theatres filled with
holdovers and long-run pictures and
school season starting, biz is off all
Sole important
over this week.
newcomer, "Make Mine Music" is
likely to hit a record $52,000 for

Oby $26,000,

Frisco; 'Jonrnej'

$52,000, 3 Spots;

But lusic' Smash
'Mexico' Torrid

'hers'

A.

(FWC)

Fox

Key

JV.

Down

Last

$16,500.

to

lilfed,'

houses on second stanza. "Holiday
in Mexico" is heading for hffty $49,-

'Passage'

Three days got

$7,000.

.

(fWd)
IIS Summer"

000 for third week in four locations
while "Notorious" is solid $36,000 on
fourth frame for two spots. "Caesar
and Cleopatra" will do near $34,000
for third week, four houses.

IG Each, Cleve.
Cleveland, Sept.

Record

17.

for long-run hefty grossers

wk)

Same Week

Last Year
cities,

$3,004,000
183 theotres)

Week
50-$1:10)

—

(M-P) (1,373; 40-80)-,
"Searching Wind" (Par) and "Fast:
Company" (Mono). :Ne~w bill, in this

'3 Girls'

usual second-run house will get big:
Last week, ''Janie Gets
$11,000.

PhiBy;'Cleo'29G

55-85)(^o

Nice $11,500. Last week
(3d wk)
Years" (M-G)

:

Fenway

Last week,

Philadelphia, Sept.

(m.o.).

"Green

(3,200;

good at $24,000, despite three
weeks for film. La.st week, with
second week of John Calvert, others,
on stage, $29,000.
(M-P)
Esquire
(1,500;
$2,40)—
"Henry V" (UA) (25th wk). Still
jogging along at $5,000 about same
as last week.

wk).

(20lh)

.-.

Estimates for THIS

Boston (RKO)

"Canyon Passage" (U) (3d wk) phis
Tony Pastor orch, others, on stage.

week, nice

(1.400;

"Centennial

out.

Still

(Based on 22

*^ra?amount (FWC) (2,646; SS-SS)and
(Par)
Wind"
-"Searching
"Specter of Rose" (Rep) (2d wk).

paired with "Wife of Monte Cristo"
okay $20,000 in three .smaller
is

look solid this week. But "Centenial
Summer," at the Met looks stand-

Y.)

Total Gross

5.5-8..)-"2

(^d

City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
$3,346,000
This week
(Based ori 23 cities, 199 theatres, cJite/Ii/ /irst runs, including

55-85)-

(4,651;

2 Spots

Boston. Sept. 17.
''Searching Wind," "Scandal
in
in
Paris" and "Holiday
Mexico"
.

"Martha Ivers" (Par). Okay $26,000.
week; "Centeniual- Sumniei
I,ast

^Tal-hef/'fFWC)- (2,(i56;
Guvs Milwaukee" (WB)

AH

'Mexico' 51€, 'Paris' 19G.

the ex
ket Street this session, with
third
in
ception of "Notorious,"
week at the Golden Gate, and
the
at
and Cleopptra
"Caesar
and
Ivors
United Artists. "Martha
new
the
are
"Gallant Journey"
entries, and neither are big.
Estimates for This Week
"NoGtitdeh Gate (2,844; 60-95)vau(ie
torious" (RKO) (3d wk) plus
Solid
headed by Tommy D'x.
$45."}»'$32,000, Last week, great

17.

DeUixers are still enjoying okay
55-85)- biz this week. Week marks the
C2.133;
"Beaucaire" (Par) (m.o.) (2d wk). opening of "Caesar and Cleopatra,"
fine
week,,
Last
Still neat at $9,000.
"Thtee Little Girls in Blue" and

^T^e*^^*)

Married" (WB) and ''Somewhere in
Night" (20th), $10,000.
Majestic (Brand-Mage) (1,500; 40r.
80)— "Scandal in Paris" (UA) and
"Love on Dole" (Indie). Looks nice
Last week,"Mr. Ace" (UA)
$9,000.
Steps Out" (Mono)
an<i "Freddie
(3d wk), $6,000.
Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 40-80)—
"Time Their Lives" (U) and "They
Were Sister.s" (U). Fine ,$28,000 in
8 days. Last week ''Till End of
Time" (BKO) and "Palooka" (Mono)
(3d Wk), big $22,000.
Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367; 40-80>
—"Centennial Su;nmer" (Pat) and
Staunch
"Swamp Fire" (Par).
Last week, "Martha Ivers"
$32,000.
(Par) and O. L Brides'? (Rep), .$26,t
000 on second week.

.

:

is being set at Palace by "Notorious,"
Estimates for Thls^eck
(2,148; '•Walls Came Tumbling Down." First
(Blumenfeld)
Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 50-$!)— still doing big biz on third canto, *^0?phe»m
55-85)—"Gallant Journey (Col). So- two are getting a nice play. Top
"Holiday Mexico" (M-G) t3d wk). With $85,000 practically in the bag
Canyon
Last week,
so $19,000.
smart
week,
Last
holdover is "Notorious" in third
Smooth $6,000.
for three weeks to date, phenomenal la-ssage" (U) (4th "wk). $10,500.
$8,300.
United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,- week at. the Stanley.
parts for 70c top, this is exBeverly Hills Music Hall (Blumen- in these
Estimates for This Week
207- 55-85)— "Caesar and Cleopatra
feld-G&S) (824; 85-$l)— "Caesar and pected to soar to $100,000 for the one- (UA) (5th wk). Firm $13,000 or
Aldinc (WB) (1,303; 50-94)— "Three
Near month run.
Cleopatra" tUA) (3d wk).
hear. Last week, $14,0OOi
Wise Fools" (M-G) (2d wk). Fair
$5,000. Last week, good $7,300.
Easy to Wed," at the State two
$11,000. Last week, neat $14,500.
Carthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 50 big weeks, and "Canyon Passage," at
Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 50-94)—
Centennial Summer" (2Gth)
L'ville Lush; 'Kid' Fast
"2 Guys Milwaukee" (WB) (2d run).
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 40-80)
Okay $4,000. Last the Hipp, both are current smash
(2d wk-m.o.).
Nice $6,000. Last week, "Each His "Holiday in Mexico" (M-G). Great
•week, fair $5,000.
hits.
24G,'Widow'-'Abilene'
Own" (Par), great $7,500 second run. $32,000, with h.o. in view. La.st week,
Estimates for This Week
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048; 50Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-94)— "Caesar "Courage Lassie" (M-G) and "Walls
$1)— "Claudia and David", (20th) (2d
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 55-70)— "Big
$25,000
Oke
(UA).
Down" (Col), $24',000.
Cleopatra"
Tumbling
and
Solid 19G, '2 Guys'
wk). Down to $11,000. Last week, Sleen" (WB) (m.o.). Lively $10,500.
Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)
plus $4,000 for Sabbath showing at
near average $15,600.
Last week, "Centennial Summer"
Louisville, Sept. 17.
Earle. Last week. "Searching Wind" "Searching Wind" (Par) and "Fast
Downtown (WB) (1.800; 50-$!)— (20th) (m.o.). same.
"Kid- From Brooklyn" is packing
fair $22,000.
(Mono)., Excellent $18,(Par),
Company"
"Two Guys Milwaukee" (WB) (3d
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; ,55-70 )— the field this week at the Rialto, and
"Janie
Gets
week,
Last
Earle (WB) (2,760; 60-99)— "Walls 000.
wk-5 days). About $12,000. Last "Canyon Passage" (U). Sock $30,000. many shows each day will help.
Came Tumbling Down" (Col) with Married" (WB) and "Somewhere in
week, okay $18,000.
Last "week, "Big Sleep" (WB) (2d "Young Widow" at the State is stage show topped by Bob Chester Night" (20th), $16,000.
(Blumenboxis
Downtown Music Hall
wk), stout $19,000.
proving that Jane Russell
(Loew) (3,200; 40-80)
State
orch and Paul Winchell. Pale $15,in
"Cleopatra"
session
85-$l)
feld)
dandy
(872;
with
a
Lake (Warners) (800; 55-70)— office draw,
My "Holiday Mexico" (M-G). Potent
week, "Faithful
Last
(U A ) (3d wk) Good $17,000. Last "Centennial Summer'' (20th) (m.o.). sight. "Two Guys' From Milwaukee" 500.
Fashion" (M-G) with Alvino Rey $19,000. Last week, "Courage Lasweek, nifty $19,100.
and "Walls Tumbling
sie" (M-G)
Slowing down a bit, $3,500. Last at the Mary Anderson is healthy. orch, $17,000.
Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 50-$!)— week, "Night and Day" (WB), excel- Weather is rated a favorable factor
Fox (WB) (2,250; 50-94)— "Three Down" (Col), $14,000.
"Holiday Mexico" (M-G ) (3d wk ). lent $3,800 on fifth downtown week. at the first-runs this stanza.
Tr&nslux (Trartslux) (900: 30-74)
Little Girls in Blue" (20th). Husky
Estimates for This Week
Neat $11,000. Last week, good $14,^
Deadline" (Mono) and
55-70)—
$30,000. Last week. "Anna" (20th), —"Below
(1,200;
Ohio (Loew's)
Brown (4th Ave.-Loew's) (1,000; nice $15,000 on fourth canto.
700.
"Brighton Strangler" (RKO) (reis"Courage of Lassie" (M-G) (m.o.).
"Canyon Passage" (U)
Last week,
Usual $5,000.
El Key
(FWC) (861; 50-$l)
Goldman (Goldman) (1,350; 50-94) sue).
Going nicely at $5,000. Last week, 40-60)
"Make Mine Music" (RKO). Great "Boys' Ranch" (M-G) (2d Wk), pleas- (m.o.). Excellent $5,500. Last week, "Beaucaire" (Par) (5th wk). Okay "Traffic in Crime" (Rep) and "Great
"Beaucaire" (Par) (m.o.). $4,500.
Guy" (Indie), $4,500.
$10,000. Last week, "Black Beauty" ing $7,000.
$15,000. Last week, fine $19,000
30-40)
(Switow)
(1,200;
Kentucky
Tremont (Brand-Mage) 1.500; 40t20th) and "Letter for Evie" (M-G)
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94)
(3,300; 55-70)— "No- -^"Blue Dahlia" (Par) and "Night
Palace
(RKO)
(UA) and
Paris"
wk),
in
(2d
weak $2,000.
"O.S.S." (Par) (3d wk). Trim $13,- 80)--"Scandal
torious" (RKO) (3d wk). Looks like
"Love on Dole" (Indie). Nice $10.Four SUr (UA-WC) (900; 59-85)— another torrid $16,000 currently for In Paradise" (U). Oke $3,300. Last 500. Last week, good $16,000.
Last week, "Mr. Ace' (UA)
Keith's (Goldman) (1,500; 50-94)— 000.
"They Were Sisters" (U) (3d wk). this one-month run, the longest and week, "Two Sisters Boston" (M-G)
Steady $4,500.
Last
week, nifty most profitable in the theatre's his- and "Night Train Memphis" (Rep), "End of Time" (RKO) (2d run). and "Freddie Steps Out'' 'Mono),
$3,500.
$5,200.
Fair $7,500. La.st week, "Plainsman" $6,000 on third week.
tory. Last week, great $20,000.
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100; (Par) and ''Ari.se My Love" (Par)
Guild (FWC) (968; 50-$l)— '!Wlute
55-70)— ,40-60)— "2 Guys Milwaukee" (WB). (reissues), so-so $4,000 on second
(Loew's)
(3.450;
State
Tie and Tails" (U) and "Wife -Monte
Cristo" (PRC) (2d wlc). Nice $4,500 "Ea.sy to Wed" (M-G). Slcylarking Sturdy $9,000. Last week, "Of Hu- week,
13G,
week,
Last
good
$30,000, and sure h o.
man Bondage" (WB), was
cr over. Last week, good $7,200.
Mastbaum (WB) (4^350; 50-94)— 'NOTORIOUS'
Hawaii (QjcS-Bluir.enfeld) (956; "Beaucaire"' (Par) (2d: wk), fine enough at $7,500 to hold, but new "Big Sleep" (WB) (3d wk). Neat
product pushed it out.
857$1— "Cleopatra" (UA) (3d wk), $17,500.
$25,000. Last week, big $29,000.
'IVERS' lOG
National (Standard) (2,400; 40-80)
55-70)— "BeauHefty $7,000. Last week to $8,700 but
Stillman
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-94)— "No(2,700;
Omaha. Sept. 17.
still good
Third down- —"Night Editor" (Col) and A. B. toriou.s" (RKO) (3d wk). Bright
caire" (Par) (m.o.).
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 50-$!)— town week, lusty $9,500. Last week, Marcus show "La Vie Parec." Town $29,000. Last wc«k, sock $36,000.
"Notorious" at the Brantieis is .so
"Two Guys" (WB) (3d Wk-5 days). "Courage of Lassie" (MiG) (h.o.), hasn't had a musical of this kind for
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-94)— "Mr. far ahead of the field here this week
Finales at $8,000. Last week, good very good $8,500.
a long time. Result is a strong $13,- Ace" (UA) (2d wk). Good $12,500.
Despite limiled
itself.
class
it's in
by
$13,000.
000. Last week, "Unknown" (Col) Last week, hangup $18,500,
Hollywood Music Halt (Blumenand vaude headed by Robert Alda,
capacity of house it will beat the
feld) (475; 85)— "Caesar and Cleo$11,000.
much larger Paramount and Orpatra" (UA) (3d wk). Strong $5:000 'Claudia' Sturdy $14,000
Rialto' (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 40new jecord
pheum. Looks like
60)— "Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO ). Prov. Big; 'Claudia'
Last week, under hopes at $6,200.
loew State (Loew-WC) (2,404;
Strong $24,000. Last week, "Canyon
"Martha Ivers" at Paramount is
In Slower Buff.; 'Wind'
50-$l)— "Claudia" (20th) (2d wk).
Passage" (U). terrific $27,000.
20G, 'Passage' Tall 18G, next best grosser.
Mild $13,opo.
Last
Week,
mild
State (Loew's) (3,300; 40-60)
Estimates for This Week
$22,100.
18G, 'Notorious' 13G, 2d "Young Widow" (UA) and "Abilene
Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,0a7;
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—
Town" (UA). Biz is really jumping
'Widow' Fancy at
50-$l)— "Holiday Mexico" (M-G) (3d
Buffalo, Sept> 17.
here, but long show hurts, Solid
"Notorious" (RKO). Terrific $13,000
Providence, Sept. 17.
wk). Trim $21,000. Last week, stout
Biz is slightly off, ail over, town $19,000 or over. Last week. "Ciourage
or better for what looks like a new
V
"Claudia and David" at Majestic house record. Last week. "Make
$26,000.
Lassie"
of
(M-G) and "Johnny in is the hot entry
Million Dollar (D'town) (2,420; .-^5- this week, with holdovers and re- Clouds"
this fairly active Mine Music" (EKO) and "Perilous
(UA), $25,000.
i85)— "High School HerO" (Mono) issues also hurting. "Claudia and
week. Right behind are "Young Holiday" (Col) (2d wk), big $8,000.
with Freddie Stewart, Warren Mills, David" and "Searching Wind" look
Widow" at Loew's ..State,
and
Paramount (Tristates) (3,000; 16Frankie Darro, Jackie Moran; Bay
"Canyon Passage" at RKO Albee. 65)— "Martha Ivers" (Par). Lighter
'SLEEP'
toppers.
25G,
Malone, June Preisser on stage; Good
"Claudia" is unuisually big for the than expected at $10,000. Last week,
Estimates ror This Week
$22,000.
Last week, "Blonde For
small-seater Majestic.
, ,, fine $13,200.
"Canyon Passage"
„.
(U)
Day" (PRC) with Lucky MilUnder
40-70)—
BALTO; 'CLAUDIA' 12G
Buffalo
(Shea)
(3,500;
Estimates for This Week
O-rpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16-65)
orch on stage, $21,000.
"Searching Wind" (Par). Okay $18,—"Wife Monte Cristo" (PRC) and
Baltimore, Sept. 17,
Albee
(RKO) (2,200; 44-65)
Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2,210; 35- 000. Last week, "Of Human Bond'fhin
New entries brightened up the "Canyon Passage" (U) and "Cluban "Alventurous Night" (U),
$1)— "Make Mine Mu.sic" (RKO) K'ld age" (WB), $17,000.
downtown
front
here this week with Pete"
(U)., Hefty
Last $9,500. Last week, "Lover Come
$18,000.
"Wanderer of Wasteland" (RKO).
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 40-70) ''Big Sleep" a sock hit at the Stan- week. "Till End of Time" (RKO) Back" (U)-and Desi Arnaz band on
Smash 430,000. Last week, "Black —"Claudia
(20th). Good ley. "Claudia and David" also looks and "Step by Step" (RKO), $15,000
and
David"
stage,
great
$20,000.
Beauty" (20th) and "Letter For Evie
$14,000. Last week, "Martha Ivers" nice at the New.
in 8-day stand.
(M-G) (2d wk), dull $8,000.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 16-65)—
(Par) (2d wk), stout $13,500..
Estimates for This Week
.'^Pantages (Pan)
Carlton (Fav-Loew) (1,400: 44-65) "Canyon Passage" (U) (m.o.) and
50-$!)—
(2,812;
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20- —"Centennial Summer"
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)— Hu"Notorious" (RKO) (4th wk). Hefty
(20th) (2d "Night Editor" (Col). Okay $9,000.
Neat 60)— "If I'm Lucky" (20th). Draw- run). Good .$5,000. Last week. "La.s- Last week, "Beaucaire" (Par) ancl
$18,000.- Last week, very fine $23,000. man Bondage" (WB) (m.o).
Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 50-$l)— $8,000 or ever. La.st week, ''Centen- ing well enough at $14,000. tast sie" (M-G ) and "Johnny In Clouds" "Dark Horse" (U) (m.o.), about
"Beaucaire" (Par) and "God's Coun- nial Summer" (20th) (m.o,), $10,000. Week,"Mr. Ace" (UA), $12,700.
same.
(M-G) (2d run), nice $5,500.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
try" (Indie) (4th wk>. Oke $14iO00.
40-70)—
Teck
(Shea)
(1,400;
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44^65)— "Ban-:
20-70)
"Kid
From
Brooklyn"
Last week, neat $18,000.
"Martha Ivers" (Par)- (m.o.). Around
(RKO) plus vaude (3d wk). Wind- dit of Sherwood Forest" (Col) (2d
Paramount
Hollywood
(F&M) $6,000.
Last
"'Plainsman"
week,
run) and vaude on stage. Solid $7.(1,451;
50-$l)— "Beaucaire"
(Par) (Par) and "Jungle Princess" (Par) ing up strong stay at $14,000 after
Off; 'Anna^ 14G,
500.
Last week, "Cat Creeps" (U) Indpls.
solid $18,000 last week.
(4th wk). Neat $12,000. Last week, (reissue),
$7,500.
Keith's (Shanberger)
20- and vaude, $7,200.
good $14,700.
(2,460;
'Diary' 13G, Both Mild
RKO Hillstrcct (RKO) (2,890; ."^O- Lafayette (Basil) (3,300; 40-70)— 60)—"Black Angel" (U). Opening Majestic (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)-^
«0
(Wed.) Last week, "Beau- "Claudia and David'.' (20 th) and
"Notorious" (RKO) (4th wk). 'Down Missouri Way" (PRC) and today
Indianapolis, Sept. 17v
Sturdy $18,000. Last wCek, solid •"Avalanche" (PRC). Nice $11,000 Or caire" (Par) (3d wk), good $12,500 "Strange Holiday" (Indie). Great
Film biz here has levelled off alter
near. Last week, "Time of Lives": after fine $16,000 on second.
$22,400.
$20,000.
Last week,
"Centennial'
Labor Day spurt, but figures gen«it2 (FWC) (1,370; 50-$l )— "White (U) (2d wk) and "She-Wolf of LonMayfair (Hicks)
25-,55)-- Summer" (20th), $16,000.
(980;
"Earl Carroll Sketchbook"
Tie" (U) and "Wife Monte Cristo" don" tU), good $9,500.
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 70- erally are holding near average.
(Rep).
(PRC) (2d wk). Fine $5,500. La.st
"Night Train
20th Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; Betterinj; hou.se average at $4,500. 85)
To Memphis" "Anna," at the Indiana, and "Diary
week, hefty $8,500.
40-70)— "Notoriou.s" (RKO) (2d wk). Last week, "Rendezvous With An- (Rep) and Alvino Rey orch onstage
Chambermaid," at Loew's, are
United Artists (UA-WC) (2,100; .jO- Likely $13,000, fancy. Last week, nie" (Rep), $4,200.
for three-day weekend run. Fairly of a
to lead
$1)— "White Tie" (U) and "Wife strong $16,500.
Little
(Rappaport)
$1.80- good $7,500. Last week, "Sensation getting only modest returns
(306;
Monte Cristo" iPRC) (2d wk).
$2.40)— "Henry V" (UA) (9th wk). Hunters" (Mono) and Hildegarde on straight-filmers. "French Key," Ih''HIjand
Steady $10,000. Last week, .=iolid
Winding up final sesh at $5,200 same stage, wow $112,500.
fiting by draw of San Kenton
"Holiday Mexico" (M-G) (3d wk).
$15,700.
as pace of recent weeks.
44-65)— on stage, is well out in front at ine
State
(Loew)
(3.200;
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 5G-$1)— Stout $11,000. Last" week, sturdy
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)— "Young Widow" (UA) and "Break- Circle.
$12,800.
"Claudia" (20th)
wk).
Fair
(2d
"Claudia and David" (20th). Nice fast In Hollywood" (M-G). Steady
Estimates for This Week
Wiltcrn (WB) (2,.300; 50-$l)— "Two $12,000. Last week, second of $18,500. Last week, "Three Wise
$6,000: Last week, average $9,300.
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (Z-SOl): 4C-72)
VOffuc (FWC) (885; 50-85)— "Make Guys" iWB) (3d wk-5 days). Ends "Smoky" (20th), $9,800.
Pools" (M-G) and "Great to Be
—"French Key" (Rep) with Stjn
.Mine Mu.sic" (RKO). Sock $l?„O0O. run at $7,000. Last week, good
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-74)— "Big Young" (M-G), good $16,500.
stage.
Last week, "Black Beauty" (20th) $12,600.
Sleep" (WB).
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65) Kenton orch, others, oh"Cuban D«'Y;y,
The big news here
PcU
Last week,
and "Letter Evie" (M-G) (2d wk),
Laurel (Rosener) (835; $1.80-$2.40) with great $25,000 looked for. Last —"O.S.S.'' (Par) (Third week began $21,000.
.luhnny
tluU $2,800.
—"Henry V" (UA) (14th wk). week, "Stolen Life" (WB) (2d wk), Monday). Second week was strong (U) with Johnny X^ng orch,
'
(Continued on page 20)
Wilshir* (FWC) (2,296; 50-$l)— Smooth $6,000, Last week, $6,500.
$13,000.
$10,000 after big $16,000 opener.
.
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PICTURE GROSSES

W«<lwc8day, Sepicmber 18, 1946

'Bascomb -Howard Strong 65G

W

'Passage' Torrid 26G,

in Chi;

Denver, Sept.

35G/Slranger Stout 31G,

Chicago,; Sept.

a strong $63,000.

Grosses Are Net
Film gross estimates, as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i;e., with-

However, "Bad
Howard orcn

on stage, at the Orientali looks tops
with .strong $65,000. .."Centennial
Sunimoi ," at the Roosevelt, beads for
Firth Iraine of "Caesar and
$28,000.
Cleopatra." at tlie Grand, still is
good with $23,000.
"The Stranger," bowing at tne,
Woods, is stout $31,000. "Crack-Up"
looks ol<ny at $33,000. "Easy to Wed"
al.so looin.s fine with $35,000 at smalU
.

sealer United Artists.
Estimates for This

.\poHo

(B&K)

.

-

v

Week
65-9,'))

(1,200;

Distributors
out the 20% tax.
5hare on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net income.
parenthetic
admission
The
prices, however, as indicated, in-

amusement

clude the Uj S.

—

tax.

Chicaso
"Monsieur

Andrews
Solid

(B&K)

(3.900;

Beaucaire"

05-9;!

But

— Pitt Slides

'KiUers'HotllG

)—

(Par) plus
(3d wk).
week, strong

Last

Pittsburgh, Sept. 17.
only so-so this week,, com.

Biz

is

,

—

"Ice-Capades"
and
potish
from
newly-resumed legit ijeihg a little
too much. .Lone sock will be! "The
Killers" at Harris, which seems sure
wk).
(11th
(Par)
Own"
His
"Each
Going right along with a healtav to hold;, "Searching Wind," at Stan- $11,000.
ley, is just fair.
"Monsieur BeauLast week, $17,000.
$14,000.
"Big
Rialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)
CRKO) (1,150; 65-95!— caire" is falling oft sharply in sec- Sleep" (WB) and "Cuban Pete" (U)
Grand
"Caesni- and Cleopatra" (UA) (!>tn ond stanza- at Penn.
Fast $4,000. Last week, "2
(m.o.)
Estimates for This Week
wkl. Sock $23,000. Last week, $24,"Shadand
(WB)
Milwaukee"
Guys
40-70)
Fulton (Shea)
(1,700;
,000.
(Mono.)
Chinatown"
Over
ows
Oriental (E.ssaness) (3,240; 65-95) "Runaround" (U). Giving house a
fair $3,000.
—"Bad Bascomb" (M-G) plus Eddy sure runaround at $6,500 or near. UTi.u,),
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)— "CanHoward orch on staffe. Lusty $05,: Last week, "Anna" '(20th) (4th wk).
von Passage" (U) and "Scandalous"
La.st
week, "In Old Sacra- fine $6,000.
000.
Fancy
'(U), also Denver, Esquire.
mento" (Rop) plus Ink Spots on
$1.10-$2.40)

wk).

.tiiR

Last week about the same
$l(i,O0O.
(B&K) (900; 65-93;
Gari-ick
"

,

—

$8,500 at the Rialto.
''Notorious"
evidencing
the
is
greatest resistance to the current
downbeat, with smash $138,000 in
view for fifth session at the Music
Hay, return of youngsters to school

—

apparently not hurting the Hall as
much as anticipated. "The Killers,"
Winter Garden, also is homing up well, with $52,000 reported
for third, week end,ed last (Tues.)

—

,

at the

:

stage. l)tg $(i8.000.

—

Palace
(RKO» (2.500; 65-95 )
"Grack Up" (RICO) and "My Pal
Triggci" (Rep), Okay $33,000. Last

40-70)
.Harris (Harris)
(2,200;
"Killers" (U). Had a big build-up
via personal appearances here recently of Mark Hellirtger and Edmond O'Brien and erix raves are

Last week, "Claudia" (20th)

$4,000.

and

Unknown"

"The

-

Denver, Esquire, fair

-

week. "Make Mine Music" (RKO) helping too. Rousing $17,000. which
and "Palooka Champ" (Mono), $23,- means it holds. Last week, "If I'm
000;
(20th) (2d wk), .$9,000,
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500: 65-951— Lucky"
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300: 40-70)
"Centennial Summer" (20th). Good
—"Beaucaire" (Par) (2d ,wk). Bob
Last week. "Stolen Life
$28,000.
Hope starrer nose-diving to under
(WB) (Bth wk). keen $18,000.
Stale-Lake (B&K) (2.700; 65-95)- $15,000. Had only one good week in
since
week: was strong
last
"Nighl and Day" (WB) (3d wk). it
$25,000.
Holdin.s; its own with nice $32,010
La.st week. $35,000.
Ritz (WB) (800; 40-70)-^'2 Guys

night.,

also

(Col),
$2,500.

.

Leads
St.

St.

Louis

"Black Beauty." at Victoria, diving
to $8,500 on final (third) week. "If
I'm Lucky" opens at this house to-

Louis. Sept. 17.

morrow

The big activity has shifted to
week "Night and Day" midtown tjiis week where "The Big
$3,000 for fifth week
Sleep" is rolling up at big se.ssion
(M-G) (8th wk), $21,000.
downtown.
at
the Fox. "Searching Wind" looks
Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 65-95)Senator (Harri.s) (1,750: 40r70)—
Opened "Strange Triangle" (20th) and "Sun stout at the Ambassador. The Mis"The Stranger" (RKO).
Last week, Valley Serenade" (20th) (reissue). souri and Fox have joined the Amwith sturdy $31,000.
bassador in the new admission tilt
"Kid Prom Brooklyn" (RKO) (13th Firm $4,000.
"Walls
week.
Last
here. Autumn temperature is an aid
wk $17,000.
Came -Tumbling Down" (Col) and to
biz.
"Sing While Dance" (Col), $3,500.

(WB)

(Thurs.)
''Crack-Up'' also is .slipping badly
on first holdover frame at
tliird. "Sister

Nice

(m.o.).

to $22,000

the Palace, but stavs a

Kenny" opens on Sept

Arnaz-Blainellp^Annie'

32G,Mpls.;^SIeep'Wow
15G, 'Widow' Lusty lOG
Minneapolis, .Sept. 17.
Two important film newcomers,
"The Big Sleep" and "Young Widow." are bringing up the aggregate
loop take to a dizzy height currently.
They are being helped by the radio
combo, the Desi Arnaz band, Vivian
Blaine and others on stage plus

(WB)

"Easy to

Last Week,
(M-G) (m.o.) only

$8,500.

—

—

Wed"

Last week, "Three Wise Fools" (MG) and "Sing While Dance" (Col),

$7,000.

.619.000

2d

Kansas City, Sept. 17.
"Rendezvous With Annie." HoldTheatre row has a duo of neware "Caesar and Cleopatra" in
Beaucaire" comers and a brace of holdovers.
out in
"Two Guys from "Monsieur Beaucaire is way
Milwaukee" and "Three Wise Fools" front. Bob Hope's latest giving the
"Notorious"
in the second. All have come through Newman a huge session.
continues, to jam them in at the
in a big way.
Orpheum on holdover. "Courage of
Estimates for This Week
Lassie" and "Swamp Fire" are the
Aster (Par) (900; 30-44)— "Game other new films.
oE Death" (RKO) and "Dark Horse"
Estimates for Thi.s Week
tU). Neat $2,100 in D days.- Last
iFox
Esquire, Uptown, Fairway
week, "Adventurous Night" (U) and
45-65)
"Last Crooked Mile" (Rep), okay Midwest) (820, 2.043, 700;,
"Anna" (20th) ;,(2d' wk). Pleasing
$1,900 in 5 da.ys.
$14;000.
Last Weekj big $20,000.
Ocntiiry (Par) (1,600; 50-70)
45-65)—
(Loew's)
(3,500;
Midland
.'Beaucaire" (Par) (m.o.). Here after "Courage
(M-G) aiid.
La.ssie"
of
sock Radio City fortnight. Still fine
"Perilous Iloliday'' 'Col ). Modei:ate
St $6,000. Last week, "Casablanca"
$15,000.
Last week. "Ea.sy To Wed"
(UA) (2d wk), good $5,500.
(M-G) (2d Wk), okay $ll,00D.- .
Goplier (Par) (1,100; 44-50)— "She
Newman (Paramoiint) (1.900; 45Wrote Book" (U). Mild $3,200. Last 65)— 'Beaucaire"
(Par). Leading:
week, "Faithful in Fashion" (M-G), town at socko $21,000. one of best
$3,000,
weeks here, Last week, "Martha
Lyric (Par) (1,100; 50-70)— "Three Ivers" (Par) (2d wk). modest $9,000.
Wise Fools" (M-G) (m.O.). Modest
Orpheum (RKO) (1.900: 45-65)
$5,000
in
prospect.
week, "Notorious" (RKO) (2d wk). One of
Last
O.S.S." (Par) (3d wk), $4,000.
few to play this house solo, strong
Orplieum (RKO) (2,800; 50-70)
$15,000. Last week, colassai $21,000.
2 Guys Milwaukee" (WB) (2d wk).
Tower (Fox-Joffee) (2.100: 39-60)
1. xcellent
$11,000- after tremendous —"Swamp Fife" (Par) and "Dark
$19,000 first week.
Horse" (U), Straight picture:, here
Of
discontinuance
after, recent
Radio CHy (Par) (4.000; 50-85)
^
week.
La.st
Rendezvous Annie" (Rep) and Desi vaude. Light $8,000,
Arnaz orqh., Vivian Blaine, others, "Home on Range" (Rep) and "Cow0" stage. Stage show is real pull boy Blues" (Col), $9,000.
here. Very big $32,000. Last week,
(I'ar) (2d wk), hefty
«r,'^?i'5^''^'="
Wl,O00.
"Stolen Life" (WB). Good $4,000.
..o*'^0-*'an (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)
Last week, "Easy to Wed" (M-G),
Big, Sleep" (WB). Lusty
$15,000 or $5,000.
World (Par-Steffes) (350; 50-90)—
?J«r Last week, "End of Time"
tKKO) (3d Wk), strong $6,000.
''Caesar and Cleopatra" (UA) (5lh
'P^'') (2,300; 50-70)— "Young Wk). Did well enough at RKO-Pan
i»rj *
Widow" (UA). Nice $10,000 or over in two weeks to get this added
"Key Last week. "Three Wise downtown
run. Has surprised everytools" (M-G), $11,000.body. Good $2,000. Last week, strong
'

—

,

—

;

,

,

—

—

-

.

(1,100;

50-55)

—

$2,500.

near.

First

new non-holiday record

Republic (Brandt) (1,064; 75-:$1.20)
"Specter of Rose" (Rep) (3d wk).
$7,500 after fine $10,000 on
second. Stays a fourth session.
Rialto
35-85
(Mayer)
(594;
"Last Crooked Mile" (Rep).
Back
to meller tare which goes best here,
and will do sturdy $8,500 or over.
May hold. Last week, "Shouldn't

Okay

—

Happen Tp Dog"
pened

to

this

week
mark

hit

of

Continues indef.

(20th),

house,

haponly

it

with

$7 200

Rivoli
"Till

(UA-Par) (2,092; 60-$l,i..'^)
End of Time" (RKO) <9th

Wk). Still tnaking coin eighth; stanza
ended
last
Monday (16) being
s.eventh

$23,000;

was

Sti vs

$25,000.

one week longer, ..with '"Two
Years Before Mast'' (Par) opening
on Sept. 24.
Roxy. (20th) (5,8K6; 90-$1.20)—
''Home Svveet Homicide" (20th ), jiid,
on stage, Hildegarde, Patsy Kelly,
Jan Murray, others '(2d wk). Goes
into second round today (Wed).'
nitial week was, very moderate 5;83,OQO, With, most of draw coming from
obviously fine stage layout. Crix
didn't like film as adult fare. This
combo is in only for two weeks. In
ahead, "Claudia and David" (20th)
plus Vivian Blane, Jerry Colonni,
others
on stage
(4th ' wk),
u\t
only

:

$75,000.

—

State (Loew's) (3.450; 43-$1.10)
"Thrill of Brazil" (Col) (1st run),
and, in person, Ed Sullivan and

Harvest

Moon

Dance

Winners,

.Tohnny Burke, Jane Kean, Howell &
Bowser, others (2d wk). Draw if
Daily News Harvest Mooners, .ner
usual, ,holding
this
layout
over.

Looks stout $25,000

after big $35,000

opener.

Strand (WB)
"Big Sleep" (WB

(2,756:

75-$1.20)—

and Bob Crosby
orch. Town Criers, others on stage
(4th wk). Still a winner with $58,000
or
thereabouts this round after
strong $60,000 last week. Set for six
weeks here.
Victoria (Maurer) (720; 70-$1.20)
—"Black Beauty" (20th) (3d wk).
Sloughed to bare $8,500 this frame,
sad. Second week was okay $14,000.
"If I'm Lucky" (20th) comes in hera
tomorrow (Thurs.).
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 00$1.20)— "The Killers" (U) (4th wk).
Third session ended last (Tues.)
I

was big $52,000 after terrifie
$58,000 for second week. Part of allnight grind policy has been eliminated, with house opening at 9 a m.,
night

and final show going on at midnight.
Stays indefinitely.
:

(Loew's) (4.820; 60-$1.10)
— Capitol
"Holiday in Mexico" (M-G) plus

Gene Krupa
'

orch, Mitzi Green, Ben
Beri on stage
(5th
wk). Fairly
steady after big dip last week, being
around $70,000, strong for this time
of run; fourth was $72,500, much

below

due in

is

morrow

(Thurs.)

Ivers Rousing

Wise
next but no

"Three

expectancy.

Fools" (M-G)
date set.

or near. Last week, "Heart-

will

be only $20,-

38G, Det. Topper
Detroit, Sept. 17.

"Strange Love of Martha Ivers*
and"Thril! of Brazil" look like top
new entrie.s this week, with former
doing smash biz at the Michigan.
"Caesar and Cleopatra" also shapes
as stout on second week at the United

Horse" 000 or near after nice $29,000 initial
(U), $21,000.
round. "Black Angel" (U) is due in
"Big next Saturday (21),
Fox: (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)
Sleep" (WB) and "The French Key"
Globe (Brandt) (1.500; 70-$1.20)—
(Rep). Big $28,000. Last week, "Beau- "Scandal in Pari.s" (UA). Teed off Artists.'
caire" (Par) and "Danger Woman" here last Saturday
(14) but far
Estimates for This Week
(U). $30,000.
from smash. Fairish $22,000 or close
Miohisan (United Detroit) (4,034;
:Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)
r
all,
ix not giving film 60-85)—
is about
Ivors" (Par) and
"Anna" (20th) arid"Martha Ivers" much break. Holds. In ahead; fifth "God's "Martha
Country"
(PRC ). Terrific
(Par) (2d run). Nice $17,500. Last week of "Casablanca" (UA), robust
$38,000. Last week, "Ea.sy to Wed"
week. "Canyon Passage" ,(U) and $18,500;
(M-G)
and
"Below
Deadline*
run),
(2d
Runaround"
(U)
'The
Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70: $1.40) (Mono) (3d wk),
loud $26,000.
$13,000.
Fire" (Par)
(4th
wk).
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (4,049; 60-85)
— —-"Swamp
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000: .50-60):
Has shown marked staying power
"Jungle but off on this frame to $11,000; —"Thrill of Brazil" (Col) and"Phan(Par)
and
["Plainsman"
tom Thief" (Col). Strong $30,000.
Princes.s" (Par) (reissues) (2d, run). third was tail cy $14,500.
Last week. "Anna" (20th) (2d wk),
Trim $12:000. Last week. "Beau
Golden (769; $1,20-S2.40)— "Henry
and "Shepherd Of V." (UA) (3d wk). Second session powerful $24,000.
Geste":. (Par)
Palms-State (United Detroit) (2
Hills" (Par), (reissues) (2d run) (2d ended last Monday (16) night dipped
60-85)—"Outlaw" (UA)
976;
and
wk) $8,300.
.slightly, to $15.0O0: but not far firom:
near-capacity $l'7,00O Opener, Matir "Fred-die Steps Out" (Mono) (6th
nees are off but nights nearly sell- vvk). Still lusty at $2O,O0O..Last week,
climbed to $24,000 on scare of yankout. Continues, this making the 14th

(RKO)

beat"

and

"Dark

—

,

—

,

,

I

j

Sock 18G. Mont'l

'Kid'

•

New

Montreal

•

film.s

arc

in

Sept.";,17,

mn in

.stern

soots

this week except "Night in Cusa^
blanca.," which is in third Week a*
-

the Princess:
Estimate.s f6r This
,

Week

Palace (CT) (2.700; 35-62)— "Cluny
(20th), Good $13,000. Last
"Each His Own' (Par) (3d

Brown"
week.
vi-k).

$12,000.

,

—

or

Ambassador (F&M) (.3,000;. 50-75)
Criterion
60(Loew's)
(1,700;
—"Searching Wind" (Par) and $1.25)— "Always Loved You" (Rep)
"Hearts Growing Up" (Par). Solid (2d wk). Second stanza ending to-

Huge 21G,

K.C.; 'Notorious' 15G,

$52,000

$65,000.

$8,500.

'Beaucaire'

over.s

(Par)

at

—

Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 44-65)
Wind" (Par). Heavy
drama isn't doing so well here, just "Renegades" (Col) and "Great To
Last week, Be Young" (Col). Average $15,000,
getting by at $18,500.
"2 Guys Milwaukee" tWB) (2d wk), Last week. "Courage of Lassie" (MG) and "Out of Depths" (Col), same.
oke $15,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 44-65)
Warner (WB) (2,000: 40-70)
"Deadline at Dawn" (RKO» and "Courage of Lassie" (M-G) and "Out
"Shadow of a Woman" (WB). Fine of Depths" (Col) (m.o,). Good $8,000.

its fii'th week, "Monsieur
in its third and

UlHown

Week

Estimates for This

40-70)--

(3,800;

27.

Estimates for This Week
Astor <Gity Inv.) (1,300; 70-$l,40)

-"Cleopatra" (UA) {2d wk). Way
off from opening week, but -still big

1,

Stanley
"Searching

.

mount.
Shows $100,000 for second
round concluded last (Tues.) night,
remarkable in view of conditions,
''Sivanap Fire" is winding up a nice
engagement at the Gotham this
week, with "Rendezvous With Annie" coming in- next Saturday (21 ).
Elsewhere biz will be consi(Jerably
lower
than
recently
registered,

Big 28G

'Sleep'

:

Also still sock is "Beaucaire" plus
Charlie Spivak & Co. at the Para-

.

,

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; b5- Milwaukee"
95)— "Easy to Wed" (M-G). Rousing $3,500. Last
$3,'),000.
Last week, "Green Years" (WB). okay

a bit from first four weeks' phenomenal gait but still great at $138,000;
second hit terrific $145,000 while
third was $161,000. Continues, and
looks likely to go eight weeks at
present pace.

.

—

$70,000.

(Wildberg) (900;
— Civic
"Heiirv V" (UA) (7th

,

;

Sisters on stage

$(i3,000.

:

.

,

"Always Lowed You" (Rep) (3d wlc)
Okay $17,000. Last week, good $20,000.

22G/Beaucaire'-Spivak Big lOOG, 2d

,

;

Taris

Hildegarde 83G,

-

—

"Monsieur Beaiicaire," plus Andrews
Sisters on stage, at the Chicago, Oo-

Bascomb," plus Eddy

'Homicide'

Estimates for This Week
New York's. 1'7-day-old truck
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)
"Claudia and David" (20th) and strike plus the longshoremen's tieup
"The UnkKown" (Col) (m.o.). Big of all Manhattan shipping is being
$4,i500. Last week, "Big Sleep" (WB)
reflected this week at, Broadway
and "Cuban Pete" (U) vm.o.), fine
first-runs. Number of holdovers and
$3,500.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)— slightly below-par product also is
"The Plain.sman" (Par). (Re-issuc) crimping the overajl total. Loss of
Last week, "Martha
Big $14,000.
considerable juvenile patronage ,via
Ivers" (Par),' (3rd wk), fair $9,000,
reopening of schools, too, is
•the
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)
"Canyon Passage" (U) and "Slightly taking its toll. Only surprising thing
SeaiuJalous" (U), day-date with Es- is that Times Square theatres have
Great $18,000. Last
quire, Webber.
able to hold up as well as they
been
week, "Claudia and David" (20th)
and "The Unknown" (Col), also Es- have despite all these handicaps.
uuire, Webber, $15,000.
Biggest new entry is "Home Sweet
Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)— "Can- Homicide" plus Hildegarde, Patsy
yon Passage" (U) and "Scandalous" Kelly, Jan Murray and others on
Trim stage
(U) also Denver, Webber.
at the Roxy. B.ut the initial
$4,000. ,L£>st week, "Claudia" (20th) week ended last (Tues.) night was'
and "The Unknown" (Col), also Den- considerably below., recent opening
ver, Webber, good $3,500,
stan/.as here, being a very moderate
Orpheuin (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)
$83,000. Bulk of drgW stems from
"Easy to Wed" (M-G) and. "Strange stage layout topped by: the salbn
Conquest" (U ). Socko $19,000. Last chantoosey. In for two weeks only.
week, "Notorious" (RKO) ^d wk),
"Scandal in Paris" also started
good $13,500.
mildly at the Globe last Saturday
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)
(14), with only fairish $22,000 like"HuWian^ Bondage" .(WB), and "Pass- ly, reviewefs not giving film much
key to Danger" (Rep). Fair $9,000. Of a break. Only other new film is
Last week, "Black Beauty" (20th ), "Last Crooked Mile," which is trim
and "Sing" While Dance" (Col), good

17.

Good week here with five new pictures bowing with the holdover o£

Slow Up B'way;

"Easy to Wed," how-

ever, will be leader for single theatre, beihiJ sock at the Orpheura.

Xrack-Up' Trim at 33G, 'Summer

Strike, Schools

17.;

Biz is fine all over town. "Canyon
Passage," day-date in three spots,
will pace city.

iiig

Truck

Denver; 'Wed' Sock 19G

Tall

,

(CT)

Capitol

End
000.

(2.700:

35-62)— "Tn!

Time" (BKO). Strong $14.Last week, "Smoky" (20th), big
of

$15,300,

Loew's

(CT)

(2.800;

35-(>7)— "Kid
$18.-

Last week, "Green Years" (MG) (2d wk), nice $13,200
35-53)-(2,.W0;
(CT)
Princess

ing picture.

United Artists (United Detroit)
60-84)— "Caesar and Cleo(1,941;
Hollywood (WA) (1,499; 70-$1.10) patra" (UA) and "Fast Company"
—"Night and flay" (WB) (8th \yk).- (Mono) (2d wk). Fast $18,000. Last
week,
.strong $25,000.
$till rnaking
money albeit down
Broadway-Capitol
(United Detroit)'
from recent pace, being $24,C00 this
stanza after $25,500 last week. Con- (3,400; 60-85)— "O.S.S." (Par) and
"Swamp Fire" (Par) (4th wk). Good
tinues.
$14,000. Last week, loud $23,000.
Palace (RKO) (1.700; 60-$1.20)
Adams (Balaban) (2,863; 60-85)-^
"Crack-Up" (RKO) (2d wk). First
holdover frame is way off from first "Canyon Passage" (U) and "Mysteriweek with $22,000, still okay, how-, ous Mr. Valentine" (Rep) (2d wk).
ever; first week was sweet $31,000. Lofty $18,C00. Last week, socko $20,:

ter,

,

'

.

—

Stays

,

From Brooklyn" (RKO). Big
000.

week for the Bank epic first-run in
N. Y., played 11 weeks at City Cen-

Kenny" (RKO)

a third, ''Sister

coming in Sept. 27.
Paramount (Par)

— "Beaucaire"

(3,664;

(Par)

plus

70-$1.20)
Cliarlie

Spivak orch, Peggy Lee, Bob Evans,
John & Jean Arnaut (3d wk). Sec"Night in Casablanca" (UA) ind; ond week ended last (Tues.) night
"Man Who Dared" (RKO) (3d wk) showed a remarkable $100,000, esTrim $7,000. Last week, sock $8,500. pecially fancy in view of biz oh
Imperial (CT) (1.8.50: 25-45)— "In- Broadway; first hit $124,000, new
side Job" (U) and ''Dressed to Kill" non-holiday week higli..
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke(U). Neat $4,500. Last week, "B,id70-$1.25)— "Notori(5,945;
man's Territory" (RKO) and "Genm.s fellers)
ous" plus stageshow (5th wk). Down
at Work" (RKO) (2d wk), $4,700

day-date with Downtown.
Downtown (Balaban) (2,683; 60-^
85)— "Song of Arizona" (Rep) plus
Ink Spots, Ida James. Peg Leg Bates,
000,

Eddie V'nson orch, others, on stage.
Strong $18,000. Last week, "Canyon
Passage" (U) and "Mysterious Mr.
Valentine" (Rep), big $15,000.
Madison (United Detroit) (1,8!)6:
40-55)— "Three Sisters from Boston"
(M-C) and "Perilous Holiday" (Col).
Oke $2,200 in 3 davs. Last Ueelc,
"Bad Bascomb" (M-.G and "So Goes
•

)

Love" (U).

$2,100 in 3 days.

:

10
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'SOCK ENTERTAINMENT
GROSSES IN ANT SITUA
^'A

sound and strong attraction destined to go places/'
-M. P. Herald

'^Artistic

and

creative assets should

make

it

a winner/'

— Boxoffice
and whole
women/'

''Rosalind Russell

appeal

to

cast excellent

• • .

Special

—At. P. Daily

"Warm, human

• • • first-rate dramatic entertainment •
cannot but hold audiences completely absorbed/'

•

"Film Daily

"One

year •

of the better pictures of the

Russell's

performance well worthy of

• *

Rosalind

Academy Award
"The

consideration/'

Exhibitor

"Has pathos, tears and laughter, a romantic love story
and some wonderful humorous touches . . . Should be
top

money-maken"

"Headed

for

a smash

"Highly effective

'^showmen's Tmade Review
hit/'

drama and

- Hollywood Reporter
sure-fire boxoffice/'
Daily VbrietK

OmCB

'VAniEXT'R' I-ONIDON
8t.

12

French Censors Lean Overboard

Aussie Indies Being
Absorbed by 2 Chains

On

Risque Pix; Hope to Help Local Biz
Paris, Sept. 17.

Conti'ary

to

adherence

that

+

the

to

Silverstone Diie

Production

Back

_

Producer Reveals in
New
India

Harley, Kastner in Paris

Expansion or Greater Union is
Paris, Sept. 10.
Murray Silverstone, 20th-Fox In- backed with British capital via J.
Code makes for added sales, the
England
left
prexy,
Bob Harley, after a survey of
Arthur Rank while Hoyts is branchFrench industry, is getting the of-- ternational
aboard the Queen Mary last Satur- ing out with the aid of 20th-Fox.
Switzerland, Italy, Spain and Portudisplay
ficial censor committee to
day (14) and is expected back at
gal, is back in Paris where he only
unprecedented broadmindedness on the h.O. over the weekend. Boat
has made an appearance since besituations or risque shots which pre- was due to stop at Halifax today
or tomorrow but becoming 20th-Fox European manager.
viously might have caused refusal (Wednesday)
the current shipping strike,
John B. Nathan, after a few days at
of an fexport permit for local prod- cause of
20th h.O. officials were not certain
iict.
the Paramount office here, is flying
as to when he would land in N. Y.
This %vas revealed .following a
back to.. South America, returning
Silverstone has been on a survey
-meeting of representatives of ail
here in November to become Par's
tour of England and the Continent
brandies o£ the industry with inEurope chief.
He
for more than, three months.
lormation minister Robert Bichet inlooked over the site for the proposed
Lacy Kastner, back from America,
tended to make, the local industry new 20th studio in England and is
has been able to shift back the wliole
more profitable. Some producers expected to make some announceColumbia office into their old buildclaimed that refusals of export per-ment of when actual construction
ing at 20 Rue de Troy on.
mits were detrimental since precludwill start upon his return.
Sydney, Sept. 10.

Aussie Film Biz

Past 6o(Hn Stage;

,

Patrons Shopping

ing foreign sales at a; time when
French production is aiready in the
red. 'It was agreed that it was up to
the censors of the various countries

thing

films might be sold to raise
objections, but that there
to kill selling chances
in the eo.untry of origin.

own

was no reason

Object of the meeting: was to place
the industry on a self-sustaining

V

basis.

the

of

boxofflce

past

a

is

generally

it's

agreed in industry circles. There
seems small chance of ever getting
back to the old-time peaks. Fact that
the last of U. S. troops has left eliminates the free spending at the film

Italo Film Biz

where

their

boom

^Vustralia's

theatres. Industry experts claim that
screen product will have to be sold
heavily in the future,

New Entries Help
Argentine Legit
Buenos Aires, Sept.

-

'

Rome,

Sept.

3.

Italian film industry, facing comFrench producers claim that this
Informal checks made by film' biz
year they will spend about $16,000,- petition from more than 400 foreign
000 on production of about 80 fea- pictures in the pominig seaso'n, is officials have convinced them that
tures, but will get only about $10,- pi'essuriHg the governinent for rtieas- local patrons are shopping for their
OOO.OOO back, about half from foreign iires which will protect native pro- screen fare. They're willing to pay
.

3.

The way the public is spending
money here is being reflected by
the number of legit shows being

added to the list; mftny of which
already have enjoyed record runs;
The long-awaited production of Mar*
Constant
ducers.
National Filmi Producers' for a picture it they want to see it, garet
Kennedy's
"The
Assn. Claims current free importa- but, thus shopping habit has put the Nymph'" preemed at the Odeon the:

They also will get a share of
local grosses, totaling about $65,000,sales.

.

000 for French and foreign pictures tation is flooding the country with skids under not-so-gor^ offerings. atre recently, with film actress Delia
shown here. Incidentally no mention 100% more product than can be ab- Experience hds proved to exhibs and Garoes in the title role and Esteban
distribs that no matter how much is Serrador producing and playing anwas ttiade of how much is left un- sorbed by the local market.
Solution to crisis, it contends, is a spent on bally, the .public won't other lead. The Kennedy opus: was
declared in foreign sales as paid
under the table or left abroad as nine -point program which it plans come in unless the picture has what translated and adapted by Roberto
to push through legislative channels it takes.
balance in foreign currency.
Talice, Angel. Carotto and Cesar
Typical of this situation was the Lenci.
The two ideas were suggested in if possible. Program includes a law
recent experience of Here Mclntyre
Preem of Nini Marshall's legit
®"
cutting' the 'annua'rtoss^cfaTmed' by
''^^Zf^ ^Vrflrf^' ? ''^f
of Universal*: who's known here as a venture, "Un Millon de Llos," at the
the producers. First was reduction evhibition of Italian films in all pic
of taxes by doing away with the 17 % 1 re houses, creation of a govern- veteran showman. He went to town Astral theatre, Aug. 14, attracted
.

'

transaction part of the total tax, and
the other ysfas raising admission

J

prices.

1
.

1

,

2nt board to study industry prob- on "Night in Paradise" and "So Goes
ms and reorganization of all agreeLove" because feeling they were
export-import of winners. He was helped in his big

My

lents covering the

all films.

A

cut

in taxes is regarded unRaising
admission
prices
likely if the move can
g6t approval of the Economie Nationale, Production Industrielle and

likely.

Seems more

:

SID

:

BOX (RANK) TO FILM

DISCOVERY OF AMERICA

.Finance ministries, which must agree
to the move. Unofficially, the C.G.T,
.

London, Sept. 17.
(labor union) must also agree. Some
Sidney Box, J. Arthur Rank protop laborites say it is up to the producers to revise their methods and ducer who turned out "Seventh
save money rather than any in- Veil" has skedded as. his next production the story of the discovery of
crease in admission.
America. Box announced today that
he would begin production immeRussell Vs.
diately, on fll.tping in_ Technicolor of
Raphael Sabatini's "Christopher CoAnglo-U.S.

Lockwood

An

Buildup

lumbus.*'

That battle of the bulges between
One of the largest units ever
censors in this country and England
which American tabs headlined last as.sisned by a British company to a
location trip will film all exterior
Tveek following threat of official
par- scenes on a site on the Meditering in Britain of the fulsome
ranean, Box said. Producer declared

faw^.";rstbel^o"=^."
was labeled as
a<!
n nno-ir as ^a
phoney

pair of falsies by the Motio'n
Picture Association. According to
the
U, S, dailies, the British Board
of
Film Censors, headed by 80-year-old
Lord Tyrell of Avon, was deflating
Miss Russell becau.se the American

^Z^r^

,

^^^^

j^^^
Claimed the
picture Avould be made as. one of the
highest budgeters ever turned out
in

Margaret Lockwood in the British
made "Wicked Lady."

Spokesman

iiothin.1;

soever
it

MPA

for the
said this
a.ssDcistion felt that there

retaliatory whatTyrell's ruling and

in Lord
would have no

effect

on future

Actions by the

PCA. In some British circle.? it has been claimed
that
the American scis.sop-wieIders have

been harsher on English pictures
than on our own. Retakes on "Lady"
denianded by the PCA because of
the revealing Restoration Period
gowns worn by Miss Lockwood are
being made on 20 scenes and are
costing heavy coin.

England.

Bilingual Pix
Continued from page 4

{

ton and director Fedor Ozep have

points

up

mushrooming of

the.

Canada's film industry, biggest operators being Dominion Productions
Ltd.,
headquartering in Toronto,
where the initial film has just been
completed; and Quebec Productions.
Renaissance is not a new outfit
here since they produced "Le Pere
Chopin,';'' French talking film years
ago.
Under the new setup the
name has been changed. Renaissance
is
at present operating a small
studio in the westend of Montreal,
but production plans there are at an
-

Raak Again Sues For
London Winter Garden

indefinite stage.

Working with the Renaissance
London, Sept. 10.
Third and final hurdle in J, Arthur outfit is Father A. Vacher of-France,
Hank's suit against Countess de la as a technical advisor.
Father
Marr and Jack ftylton is expected to Vacher was previously connected
reach the House of Lords next with La Societe Filme in France.
month, Sank is suing for return of
Renaissance will differ from other
Winter Garden theatre, jvhich he re- Canadian film outfits in being able
cently acquired, and Which ii held to produce several pictures at once.
on lease by Marr and Hylton. First De Seve said work is being done on
trial resulted in loss to defendants; 10 scripts.
He claimed to be imsecond trial went in favor of defend- porting 11 technicians and a lot of
ants.
equipment from France, whore ReAs to the result of third trial, it's naissance has anotl-^r studio.
anybody's guess. But case has cost
De Seve at present owns 49% of
to-date $25,000, with legal expense,^ the stock of France
Pilme, largest
still mounting.
exhibitors of French pix in Canada.
'

.

after his brief attempt at the high-

'

gearing- their

plans-

-futinre-

m

-

ac=r .piece_QrcliEstra._aons!ucted

by_,Pablo

cordance with this changed attitude. Sorozabal.
Typical was the announcement of
Norman B. Rydge, Greater Union
topper, to stockholders of his company. He said there was evido'nce of

reduced spending by the public and
that steps had been taken to meet

Puerto Rico Likely To

Follow Decree Rules,

the situation.

Sez UA's David Gould

Serge Lifar Comeback
Hits Snag in Paris

New

film selling policies

embodied

in the anti-trust decision will apply
to all U. S. territories and posses-

Visit to U. S.
Government

National

of

expected to have a highly
favorable effect on the steadily
growing Indian film industry, acis

cording to V. Shantaram, top Indian
producer. Here with hopes of tak^
ing a pioneering step for the Indian
industry by having one of his pix
released in the U. S., Shantaram said
that withdrawal of British control
will lift the political ceijsorship heretofore imposed on Indian producers
by the British.
Strict British code, which includmany political bans, had forbid-

ed

den the Indians from turning out
any pix with a pro-nationalistic
thnme. During the war, Shantaram
said, when Indian producers were
.suffering from an acute raw stock
shortage, the British forced them to
produce one feature-length propaganda film for every two entertain-

ment pix turned out. Propaganda
pix were not subsidized by the government, so that if the producers lost
money on them, the government
would not come to their help.
Most producers, in order to protect themselves, turned out quickies
Shanat as low a cost as possible.
taram himself produced 'one such
titled ''Grow More Food." Since
he is one of the top producers in the'
country, Shantaram. said he was.;
bothered more by the British censors than most other producers. One
film, he said, he was forced to reedit four different times before the
British bluenoses would finally ac-

Mm

cept

it.

Producer

.

arrived

in

Y.

N.

last

week with his wife, Jay ashree, star
of many of his top pix, and M.
Sharar, who writes screenplays for
him. They plan to spend about a
month here huddling with top U. S.
industry officials and will then head
for the Coast to o.o. Hollywood production techniques. Shantaram presently owns the Raj Kamal studio in

Bombay and

is

now contemplating

building another studio to incorporate 12 sound stages. He'll also at*
tempt to buy equipment for the new
studied while in this country.
Producer brought over a negative
print of the film for which he hopes
to set up a U. S. releasing deal.
Titled "Song of Buddha," film is a

Shantaram

high-budgeted 10-reeler.

shot the pic simultaneou.sly in both
English
the

and Hindustani and though
Hindustani version has had a

wide play
.sion
still

in; India^ -the English verhas not yet been seen. Film is
held in customs here, but as

'soon "as it's released, the producer
hopes to have it processed in this
country, after which he'll show it to
American distribs. His wife and lie
co-star in the picture which, he said,'

has an international theme that
should fnake it acceptable to Amer»
ican audiences.
In addition to his studio, Shantaram also has his own distrib outfit and owns and operates a circuit

ot 15 theatres throughout India. Film
biz enjoyed a tremendous boom in
lndi;i during the war, he said, but
Serge Lifer, pre-war Opera balhomeoffices still uncertain
about i.s sufi'ering -a general decline now
master who was suspended for the changes, however, the territories iiecau.se of the demobilization of
one year by the purge committee probably will await the handing British and American troops, haand who's vainly tried to play Lon- down of the final decree before lional unrest and growing inflation.
Many tyro producers are now atdon, tried an unsuccessful comeback putting the new requirements into
effects, according to David Gould, tempting to buy their way into the
here. In an ill-timed move, his adUnited Artists manager in Puerto industry with the hopes of making a
visers got him to announce a recital Rico.' .
quick killing with a quickie but
at the Salle Pley el with funds going
.studio space is at a premium and it's
In N. y. for huddles with Walter
to erect a memorial to the liberaGould, UA foreign general manager, doubtful that they can last.
tors of Paris. This caused the
Indian industry turns but about
Re- the Puerto Ricnn chief said that
sistance Movement to threaten his
country is enjoying self rule. P.R. 150 features a year, second only to
American production,
performance if not cancelled, calling organic law
Shantaram
body always has folit an insult to Parisians.
lowed the lead Of the U. S. in said. Films play in all Hindustanispeaking countries, including several
In his publicity, Lifar's friends passing legal changes, though,
and
were quoting official correspondence can be expected to do .so in this i.slands in the West Indies, with distribution being handled by indie outshowing that the suspension period case.
fits who buy out the distrib rights.
was over and diiiclaimihg that he
JFilm biz in P.R. is still booming All foreign pix imported into India,
had received Hitler at the Paris
despite
the departure
of
many including American and British
Opera, '•
troops.
Despite the small size of product, play only with their origthe island, P.R, absorbed more than inal soundtracks, ig^ith
no dubbing
650 features last year, plus sottie or super-imposed titleSi
Bogota

same as any law passed
by an American court. With the
sions the

let

brought with them from Hollywood
all necesisary key personnel with
both European and American filmmaking background.
Expansion of the Renaissance outfit

many film and theatre toppers to
honor the little star who has been
barred from radio through opposition of the Peron regime.
At the Smart, a cast of 85, headed
by Pedro Quartucci, and directed by
Nestor Ibarra, is offering a translation of Jules Romain's "Donogoo."
Pepe Arias has returned to comedy
in "Charley's Aunt" at the Premier

In contrast, a picture like "Spell- brow theatre with a Moliere play.
bound" (UA) has been able to chalk
Fernand Ledoux's Comedie Franup record runs. This convinces ex- caisc company has been playing to
hibitors and .distributors alike that capacity at the Odeo with a record
the public is buying what it wants admission, scale of $3 per.
I'he
and only that.
Avenida is playing "Manojo de Ro-^
Result is that many circuits are sas,"' with a Madrid east and a 45-

Paris, Sept. 17.

Production Code Administration refused to okay the low«cut gowns
of

week the
would be

campaign by Greater Union Theatres, which books U product in this
territory.
But the net result was
that "Paradise" got only eight days
at the State, ace Sydney house, and
"My Love" went only two weeks at
the Lyceum. Formerly either picture
would have gone six to eight weeks.

Bquar*

British Censorship Balks Fix of India,

Melbourne, Sept. 5.
Freeze-out of indie exhibs in this
zone looms as more than likely
within the next year or so becau.sc
Greater Union Theatres and Hoyts,
the two top circuits, are redoubling
their ettorts to corral nabe and rural
houses with offers of heavy coin,

the American Idea

MH'rIlu'* I'lHcc, Trafnlvar

•

•

,

;'

'

WB's

Showcase

rei.ssues.

Moving to ibcroiise their theatre
holdings.; in foreit!!! countries,
Warnhave

ers

Theatre
serve as a show-windOw for
company product.

WB

is

taking

possession

Jan.

1

after extensive refurbishing
of the
iivc-year-old 1,200-^eater, including
installation

of

new sound

ment. According to
veepee of Warner
deals

for

equip-

Wolfe Cohen,
International,
of
several
arc
also hold sites

acquisition

more South American houses

now
in

pending. Warners
Mexico City and Sydney, Ausfor which theatrics are being

tralia,

nlanncd.

Puerto

dubbed

Ricans
pix,

are

Gould

adverse to
People

said.

acquired the San Jorge have a very high literacy rate , and
in
Bogota, Colombia to feel they're being insulted by dubbed

..°

films,

P.R. also offers no
pix,

Gould

said,

market for 16m

because patrons can

practically walk to any one of the
130 theatres. There's a big postwar
building surge, with several new
hou.ses going up. Others are refurbishing old houses and installing air
conditioning.

MEX FILMS IMPROVE
IN QUALin IN AUG.
Mexico City, Sept. 17.
Despite the fact that 51 Mexican
pictures hit the screens of this country up until last Aug. 31,; it was only
recently that a majority of these
features had a high boxofflce rating.
.

,

But with August, most pr6ducers

believe that the new policy of qualRelations between exhibitors arid ity rather than quantity is really
distributors on the island are gen- getting in stride. During August,
erally good, Gould said, although, there were only eight releases but
the exhibs kick about percentiige Ave of them were regarded as being

.

:

,

.

•VABtEXT'B'

OiriTlCSI
Mftrtla'a F1hc«, Trit(«lKar Siiiiura

at.

London, Sept. 17.
with plans to establish
theatre
holdings,
Ned

In line
overseas

HoUani

With

Czecho, Denmark

pictures will be going t
additional European couna
tries within the next 30 days as
'Skin'

Amfirican
tliii'e

result of pads with Holland, Czechoslovakia and Denmark last weelc.
Motion Picture Export Assn. worked
out arrangements in the first two
countries while the Motion Picture

Resumes

of

Piccadilly

Fill-

.

companies to distribute product in
that country starting Oct. 15. Under
will release
terms of pact,
the

via

features

run,

Our

for

leaves

Czechoslovakia,

his

New setup is
post this month.
expected to restore U. S.' screen fare
popularity in that country,
Czechoslovakia being we. ;0f best
markets in Europe tot American pic.;
tures betore the war. .,

l&nPixfromQuota

:

and Gerald Mayer
in Holland la.«t month
approved when MPEA members met \n N. Y.
It
had been
okayed bv the NBB previously..

MPC-^ Joins Bond
thus becomes a member

(0 all

32

ti",.,

mcmber.s of that organipercentage will be

must

films

all

shown and only

.

six

trade

bo

can be

films

booked at a time. However.

expecW
ture.s

MPEA

to distribute aboiit 100 fca"

of

member companic; during

and N.Z.

In Aussie

Twerilieth-'Fox has signed with
Sir Alexander Korda and five other
top British indie producers to digtribute
their
films
in
Australia,

New

Zealand, and Tasmania. .Under
terms of the deal, announced jointly
today (Wednesday) by toppers of

|

controlling about 60% of the
income potential from Australia,
and the Amalgamated chain, which
controls a similar proportion in

by the
i

U.S. Plays

Loom

With the

cast.

.

.

Korean.^, hos-

to anythin.c> Jijpanesc. the Japanese narration doesn't go there,': so'
their pix are seen with the oi-iginal
English dialog biit 'witb -a 10-minute
prolog in-Korean preceding the main
tile

title.

For Aussie Legit

Narrated versions ot IVletro product
have already been sent to India, asing a commentary in Hindustani:
China, using Msndarin- Brazil, using
Revival in legit theatres in all
Portuguese: B^vpt and the Middle
Aussie keys is getting underway at
East, using Arabic, and Siam, with
last.
Pacing the reason is Whitehall
Siamese. System is expected to open
Productions, operating: the Minerva,
rp new markets u those areos in

Sydney, Sept.

5.

Sydney, which is headed by Roland
Walton and Kathleen
Robinson.

They

tee off with

which many potential ciLstomers can
neither read su'otitles in their own
language nor understand, the En '.lish
soundtrack.
Chief advantage of narration, in
addition to its suporior-ity over .vub-

"Soldier's Wife,"

film.

English Actor and Wife

of

Maximum

zation.

of African Consolidated The- in the language of the audience, will
although not confirmed here. tee ofl in Brazil -with "They Were
A; Ei Harmel and John Sehlesinger, Expendable."Consolidated officials, planed to LonSystem had its beginnings in pre*
don ostensibly- to huddle with Rank war China and Japa.n. At that time,
regardihg some proposal. Under- however, the narrator stood beside
stood Rank wanted to buy an m- the stage and exptained the action,
terest in Alrican Consolidated via a sometimes having to shout to make
deal, similar to the one he, made with bhTi.self heard above tlie
film's soundGreater Union Theatres in Austra- track: Since the war, the Army has
lia.
used the new syston. succe.ssfullv in
Sehlesinger and Harmel also went Japan and Korea. In Japan the narr
to
England to acquire, legit „:atid. rator's voice has been:' rc^recorded
yaude .shows for the EOttipany's cir^ on American soundtracks, and comes
cuit in South Africa:
in between lines .spoken in English.,

atres

titling, is

the fact that

it's

much

:

;:

less

expensive than ei'her subtitling or'
dubbing, other system mo.st widoly
used for American films in toreiiin
Syst,em. as Metro will u.ee.
is designed to do for the ear what
subtitles do for the eye. with the
film's original soundtrack being
«wcred at strategic points wherein the
voice of the narrator explain.s the
dialog in the country's languai^c
Metro, therefore, will i)0 able t*

countries.

it,

l

.

ii!

be privileged to

will

ration in films designed for foreign
exhibition. New technique, utilizing

RKO

Harmon

Bond and

is

the use. of nar-

,

werc«

MPEA

3^

been

has

.

worked out

thf

deal

this, month

sometime

starring Uj S. actress Terry Walker.
by 20th on a percentage basis..
Deal is virtually completed for the
Deal was announced in a joint
Amount of film that can be im- statement signed by Murray Silver- importation of "Life with Father."
Local version will feature Virginia
ported by variotii: companies diflfers, stone,
20th-Fox International prexy;
Barton, Walter Gilbert and John
but averages around 200,000 meters Sir
Arthur Jarrat, deputy chairman
Hayden and will probably bow at
a year, with no provision for the
and managing director of BritishHayden -reportedly
the Minerva.
narrow-gauge> which is counted just
Lion;
Ernest Turnbull, managing
will be in charge of production for
as 35m is. In one respect that's an
director, of Hoyt's Theatres; Michael
one year. After "Father's" run, actadvantage, since the same picture is
Moodabe,
managing
director
of
ing trio of Barton-Gilbert-Hayden
2Vi times as many feet in the wide
Amalgamated, and Alex Korda:
may be set for other plays.
stock as it is In the narrow.
Striking back into legit. WilliamHowever, since the American comson-Tait is importing several U. S.
panies look upon 16m as a separate
to Make Second
productions
for the current seaion.
endeavor which they don't want to
First
will
be the musfical, "Folthey
cut into their standard business,
Film With Rank Unit;
low the Girls." Other recent Broadfeel' that the least that should be
way
hits
are.
in the negotiation stage.
done is the selling up of a separate
Reisman to Paris Soon E J. Tail handling the contracts.
quota tor 16mv
London, Sept. 17.
Phil Reisman, head of RKO for-

Preliminary agreement which Fran-

sell

a

International

tives

Korda and Others

,

homeofflce.
Prior to this accord, the Soviets
had obtained one which gave thena
about SO?;, of the Czech screen playmS time. However, the Russians
could not supply sufficient pictures.
This left the way open for the agreement just concluded.
The MPEA deal with the Netherlands BioSGOop Bond ends an impasse which lasted tor nearly a year.
cis

that

compe-

local product in foreign

Metro

inaugurate on a iwide .scale:

.slated to

Deal There Set

Johannesburg, Sept.

With China expected eventually New Zealand;
Indie producers concerned include
to be one of the world's greatest
THerbert Wilcox, Carol Reed, Leslie
markets tor 16m exhibition, AmerArliss,
Anthony KimminSy Zoltan
ican companies planning to go into
Korda
and Edward Black. Arrangethe narrow-gauge field there are
endeavoring to have the 16m footage ment marks the first release deal
signed
by Alexander Korda for diseliminated from the import quota.
tribution outside England since he
If that proves impossible, they will
took over, the British-Lion setup last
seek to have a qliota set up tor 16m
separate from that which applies to February^ Pis will be distributed
standard

from

countries,

consummated with J. Arthur Rank a commentator who explains the
interests in London by representa- English dialog right from the screen

cuit,

ll'iinimel Helped Ciech Dea,!
Joseph Hummel, Warners' European manager, and Kanturek had
started negotiations in Prague many
months ago. Lubos Linhart, general
nianaKer uf Czechoslovak Film Corp.,
and .lindrich Elbl, head Ot the Ministry of Information for Export and
Import of Films, who came to N. Y.
a1 \he invitation of Francis S. Harmon, signed the pact with the okay
of their government after negotiations .with Irving Maas at MPEA

.

In another step to combat
tition

Hears Rank

So. Africa

.Reported

20th to Distrib

to Attract

Considerably More Foreign Revenue

ilistrib

companies involved, all British
pix to be released by British-Lion
in the United Kingdom will bo distributed through 20th to Hoyt's cir-

Seek to Ehminate

to'its old

.

Or Dubbing Counted on

all

new

-

eign chief, will leave Sept. 22 for
Paris, Switzerland, Italy, Sweden,
then America.

13

Narration Instead of Subtitling

was the

about
The other opening was "Mother
Monopoly during the coming year. of Men," which came into the
ComMfEA rtH'civod adequate guarantees edy theatre, Sept. 12. It is a corny
and wideniin-discrimination
of
drama that is saved partly by the
product,
for
U.
S.
distribution
spread
fine acting of Barbara MuUens. It
MPEA will open an' office in drew mixed reception not only from
Pra£;ue soon at the invitation of the crix but also the audience, and looks
Louis an unlikely entry.
Film Corp.
Czecho.'^lovalc
Kaiiturelt. MPEA managing director
for

Depinet on his first trip to London
announced. Tuesday (17) that RKO
was prepared to purchase a theatre
in the West End for premiere showings of the company's product as
soon as one is available.
The RKO exec veepee, accompanied by Phil Reisman, RKO for-

Sept, 10,

hilariously received. Show is limited to 12 weeks because of Miss
Leigh's Hollywood film commitment.

MPEA

picked

limited

on

17.

of

highilight of the past week.
"Skin"
was suspended last, year because of
Vivien Leigh's illness, and resumed
with her return to the 'cast. Laurence Olivier, her husband', directed
the
production.
Revival
was

Into all three.
distrib
a
Czechoslovakia,
was made with the
c'-eelioslovak Film .Monopoly by. the
enabling MPEA member
MI'K.-X.

new product

80

"Skin

pact.

asi eeinent

London

London, Sept.

Resumption

Department made
Teeth" at the
U. S. film com*
for 12-week
panics had been stymied on getting

Denmark

tiie

in

And OK; 'Mother Men' NG

State

find

Assn.

.

fXTEIRIVATIONAL
RKO's West End Showcase

American Films Reach Accords

into

.

eign sales, will stay here until

Ned

Injured in Plane Crash D e pi n et, RKO_Ei cture _toppe r

ar-

.

DAVE BLUM DUE BACK
FROM EUROPE SURVEY

two weeks

j

re-record the narr;-,tion on one master negative in each lan.cjtiage and
make as many prints as necessary.
System will be used on IGra product,
as well as the regular 35m vcrsioni!,
and is thus expected to lure many
more customers ir- the backwoods
areas that are serviced by--the nar-.

.

Dave Blum, Loew's International row-gauge films. In films in which
carried by acveepee over ad-publicity, is due most of the story
back at the h,o. Sunday (22) or tion, It's estimated that Iri'/r oi the
Monday after a two-months' tour original dialog can be left intact. In
films, where plot or; dialog is.
Paris visit is primarily t« finalize that took him to every Metro office other
will
arrangements for "Golden Silence," in England. Europe and the Near n'ore complicated, the dialog
which RKO-Radio is producing in East, Blum arrived in Paris from have to give way more to the narMaking off.
.lation:
They were among jhe six passen- France in as.sociation with Pathe Portugal this week and is slated to
To help Metro International tcrri^
France. This is expected to go into fly home from the French capital
gers who were not killed outright.
torial managers in letting the local
production early in October with over the weekend.
In Europe to check and explore customers and cxhibs know about
Rene Clair directing.
Tour
Paris, Sept. 10.
Basil Slater, English actor, and his
wife, Betty Levy, are recovering at
the St. Louis hospital from in,iuries
they sufl'ered when the Paris-London plane crashed a few miles after

Expects

rives.

to

stay

I

which he goes to Europe for
four weeks, returning to London before leaving for the U. S.
after

i.*-

,

1947.'

An important

provision enables
to build or acquire tlieatres in Holland, being on
sairie, terms n.s other members of the
Boijd. \s an indication of its qood

American companies
.

Bond's

managing

board
agreed to is.suc a theatre permit to
Loew's Intornational, latter being
faitli,

,

•

the:

1

i

Vienna Philharmonic's

i

Vienna, Sept.

,

!

i

Discussing the 16m situation,

'

London, Sept.

erl

"Ballet Theatre," Covent Garden,
"Cluttcrbiiok,"

Wyndham,

"Crime & I'linishnienI," Globe,
"Dear Murderer," Aldwych.
"Fifty rFifty," Strand,
"First Gentleman," Savoy.
"Follow the Girls," Majesty's,
"Fools Rush In." Fortune.,
''Grace of God," St. James.
"Grand National Night," Apollo.
"Guinea Piff.V Criterion.
"Here Come the Boys," Saville.

S.

Asreemenl!

A one-year agreement was worknut with Denmark whereby U. S

niiiis

would rciume release

country.

^

Wh

,

3,

"Better I.ate," Garrick.

.

nanish-U.

in that
f

.

•

i

"IHeh Time," Palladium.
"Honeymoon," York'.?.

rental
deals and 10% tax on rentals remain, the agreement was signed

"IWessage for tVirgaret," Westmili.

after a.<!surances had been made by
the Danish government that serious

"Perchance to Dream,'' Hipp.
"WckUD Gin." Wales.
"Pblierg-tiist," VaudcvilU.

ceiling

on

consideration would be given to reninvmg the present ceilings and the
;ax l,)ad.
Accord means tbat each
individual company is free to
?ncad and make any deals it wants

w

."1
_

Denmark.
American companies already are

-awributin.j;
.

to

the

tr.

«!

Norway
made last

in

^''"""fniciit
wuh a ceiling

luider an
suninier,

on actual remittances

when

"Mother of Men," Comedy.
"No Boom at Inn," WintcrjGrardon.

J'Shop Sly Corner," St. Martins.
"Skin of Teelh," Piccadilly,
"Soldier's

WHe,"

Ducho.<i.s.

of Norway," Palace,
"Sweetheart M'ne," Vic Palace,
"Sweetest and Lowest," Ambass.
"Under the Counter," Phoenix.
"Windermere's Fan," Haymarket,

"Song'

"Winslow Boy," Lyiij,

Rei.'i-

is now profilms simultaneously: with the main' object to
owners
to erect 16m
induce theatre
now has 50 to 60
theatres.

man

said

company
16m

his

ducing 35m

Current London Shows

.

,

also revealed that

Vienna Philharmonic orchestra ha.s
Set dates foi' European tour, in-

..atrej5.

.'

Reisman

30.

"So Weir Remembered," which his
company is producing hei-e in a.s.?ocomciation with J. Arthur Rank,
cluding Bclgiuni. France, Holland,
they will do another, with
Paul pleted,
England.
and
Switzerland
story no', yet set.
Paray will direct part of time.

j

1

th? only MPEA member which now
owns a dcnnilo site for a theatre in
Holland.
Deal also provides that permits be
given to the new Dutch-American
sy (1 d) cate
N. V. National Theatre
Eiilerpriso) for operating the A-Sta
theatre in The Hague and the Luxor
theatre. Rott<>rdam. if bids for one
or both of these houses is accepted.
Pact also provides for creation ot a
comniiuec on Now Enterprises, com.Postd of two di.strib members, of
whom IVIPKA is one. two exhibitor
tiienibeis and a chairman to pick
°y Unanlhiou.s vote of the bdmmit.

;

1

and

RKO

complete 16m' programs throughout
the world ready for any deniand.
Reisman -revealed that ho intends

the film .situation, Blum al.so supijli- narration, the coonpaiiy's publicity
ed publicity and exploitation ideas department has a.s.-cmbled ^.22-pagc
promotion manual for shipment to
to those cou.ntrios cut oft from- Metro
product during the seven years of: the countries involved.
the war. Ideas related mostly to
Metro's new product, since the company is releasing only a minimum
number of those films that never
played in Europe during war years.
IN
Company consequently e.vpeels the
Paris. Sept. 10.
foreign countries to catch up with
current relea.ses in the near future.
To facilitate sales here, the .local

TRIM MARCH OF TIME

TO ONE REEL

release

Mex Patrons Peeved

Kosincr's Quest; Sale
Small's Oldies,
Search

for

Rudolph
Small's

player

a:

Valentino
screen

Of

Rudy Role
to

Edward

in

of

biog

portray

the

early

i.s
one of the ilem.s oil
the agenda that took Haj-ry -Ko.<;infr.
Small's easteri^ rep. to Europe yes-

screen idol

,

.

Mexico

City, Sept. 17^

-Local film theatre patronsi plenty
patient while waiting long periods
in line' to get in, boiled over recently
,

at

the

.Cine

Hipodromo,

a

of

March

ot

Time

will

be-

down to one reel, Paris inanis
Gilbert Conte
currently
working on the Night Glub issue,

cut

At Cinema Delay, Riot

to make, an extended visit to South
America and Australia early- in 1947.i

PARIS

.subse-

quent-run

house. Impatient at the
management's delay in refund mg
their admittance money when the
show was halted by a projection machine
mi-shap,
they- rioted' and
smashed much furniture and trappings in the, theatre.

ager

:

.

cutting out about 900 feet.
Idea is
that local exhibs. ospeciaHy gi'ind.
hou.ses, want to slash the footage per...
program to allow mbc-e, time at -the
intermission when cand.V siafe.'v arg a
highly profitable item.
.

.

only do exhibitors squawk
over two-reel subjects, but some of
them make -cuts in features M'hen
they rate them too, long.
Richard do Rochcmont, March of
Time producer, currently on a Euro-

Not

A youth and elderly woinan were pean tour, and now in London, is
iTuesdayi. Producer claims
have sorted through all the Hol- jailed, both being accused of beina due back in Pari.s for a week before
lywood poK.'; bil tie.« u(i •succe.s,'^ fy lly the riot's ringleaders.
he returns to the U. S.. Sept, 20.
three
Kosiner
look
at
and will have
Perkins Due From Loudon
candidate.? in France and two in
James E. Perkins, new Paramount
Italy, all experienced actors lined
RKO's Symons Out?
up via still photo.s submitted. If none managing director for Great Britain,
proves satisfactory. Small intends is due back in New York next FriLondon, Sept:. 10.
snaring- an American unknown for day (201 after a brief visit -to Lonsoon will anterday
to

-

i

i

'

the part.

-

Other chores on^ Kosincr.s; .slate
are the iiale 'of. rights to a number
ot Small prodiieiioiis to indie distrib
autfilK iu

don.
His aelual

Krirniiff

'

,

chief

will

he returns
'"'^r,*^

installation

as -Briti.sh

be made formally when
to London in about a

Reported that RKO
nounce a change in sales chief
with Ernest

hei-e,

Symons stepping down,

Joe 'Vegoda, his

assistant,

is

ex-

attataA^MfaUiMiiMit^MMiHMkai

We«ln«8i1iiy,

September 18, 1946
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Announcing

MGM

REPRINTS of MASTERPIECES
with ^ratituJe for a su^estion pom

oar Friendly customers

Many of

M

out accounts liave told us of

of

queries

patrons

tlieir

asterpieces of

All Time,

lias

tlie

constant

M-G-M

great attractions Avliicli

power and

liave never lost tlieir

Tliere

concerning

significance.

new
many of tlie renowned

been a growing interest among a

generation of picture-goers in

M.etro - Goldwyn - M.ayer entertainments wliick
liave enabled tkis

company

Academy Awards

tkan

to

Responsive

Lsive as al
al\ways to tke

of our alert customers

we

iil ance
skow mans hip gulidai

express tke public wlsk,

are tkerefore pleased to

time to time
rel ease d

I

wko

we

be acclaimed by more

otker companies;

all

announce tkat from

will issue Reprints of previously

M-G-M

Masterpieces.

YOU WERE

RIGHT,
MISTER EXHIBITOR!

The

first

RAGE
in ail

of

ft

M-G-M's Reprints of Masterpieces

HEAVEN"

doing excellent business
4 test engagements.
IN

is

Next comes "CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS " The
idea in which you encouraged us so heartily
is

off to a flying start. See next page.

BERGMAN AND

INGRID

ROBERT MONTGOMERY ARE
SENSATIONAL!
In its tests at Indianapolis,

Harrisburg, Dayton, Reading:

IT

EQUALS SAILOR TAKES A WIFE!
BEATS "BAD BASGOMB!
BEATS "VINES HAVE TENDER GRAPES!"

IT

BEATS

"

IT

"

IT

M-G-M

presents

HIGHNESS

AND

INGRID BERGMAN -ROBERT

BELLBOY!"

MONTGOMERY in "RAGE

IN

HEAVEN"

Watson • Oscar Homolka • Screen Play by Christopher Isherwood
and Robert Thoeren • Based on the Novel by James Hilton • Directed by W. S. VAN DYKE II
Produced by GOTTFRIED REINHARDT • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Reprint
with George Sanders

•

Lucile

With a Dixie Mclociy" and
among others.
Showers"
"Apiil
In view Of the since broadly travesout.
tied "Sonny Boy,", the latter
Column ist Sidney Skelsky,, who engineered thi.s Jolson package tor a
Cbluriibia picture, and offtciales as
tiptop,
produc-er thereof, has done a
with Gordon
in collaboration
job,

Baby

.lolson story

TlM-i

(MUSICAIi-COLOB)
(l.m-cdliiml*! «!loaso ot .Sfdncr Skolaky
PfatUri'fl
Aur, (J.iflUti) lMC]0lH-tlO.l.
Piminrosl, !!tll
i'aUiH, KM lvii JCpyos, Wm.

Miniature Reviews

sical.

"AnKel on My Shoulder (UA).
Bright comedy-fiintasy wilti high-

:

Hii

.MiUrew SoU! ilnnoes.

ChiiVuilfl'.

r

A

iloNon

I

(li-nSini

vliUie,

.

Bicve- Miirliii

Turn

liti.i iiiv

M>

Kiitlur

laf
nil'""

Aim

Mnlisiy

Al

.rolsiin

Keycs

.

;

.

Pmuith

....Tatirara

Slinyne.

..John Alpxaniltir

.

boy")

n.

*

.....S<'oUy JSwkftt

Maxw'H

.....Edwin

""otfi"»\\y
JoL.on Story"
Even as Jose Iturbi s

•The

stars Al J Olson.
oK-!c...on artistry

oateri

go'//,X''chopi"

"A"

There's a -scene in which Cantor
Yoelson explains a Variety headline
containing the word sockeroo to hi.s
Sockerooi he explains ia a
wife.
hep manner, means "a double socko,"
what "The Jolson •Story"
I'hat'.s
4l>0ishould be at the b.o.

wiU

so

Jolson's s.ng.n|,

rnt'^VThis^TeynicoK^^^^
-singer s

on

.'tiifft'l

the great mammy
for smash
cav?c° Film is destined

Sio

of

.

,

.

Slara

joms the ui••The Jolson Story"
biographicvea^in? cycle of show biz
StiU-living personcals dcSling with
it comes a
alil.ef And along with
he first
medley or Jolson songs that
famous.
int od'iiccd and made
for a show biz
.\s a personality

.laUKs

I'Kvieweil Hollywotxl,
('iarl;.
r.uTinirig- lime, I»(i; .»HKS.'
H.li

,

llai >ara

0^'ier

.

Smiley

..

;

...

.

.

.

.

Ilraxen

:

.

.,.

.

20th

its

anniversary

of

,

lii.K

.

.

(Maude
.Onslow Stevens
.

.

.

.

,

.

.

,

,

.

,

.

,

.'^hynivvay

.;.liu.s.s

Whiteman

. ,

-

sound.

.

.

,"

.

.

Haul Corss
Duke Taylor
lOdward Kearte

,

:."

,

,Ol5e,«tor t'lDte

Stultord.;

\Villi.l,n

""CJa.«8id.V

..Aiiily ("lyili!
.:Itand Hrook!^

Mrs; Kv.ta^i.

.

..lu

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

....

.

.

:

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

..lohn

(le.orKe

:

year later, in 1927, when Jolson s
'Jazz Singer" swept the world and

j

j

I

w(;stern, 57th in the series is about
reiea.sed by United Artists.
tO:
Bill Boyd is- still in :th.e Sadille and
the forrnula rertiains pat, so .there is
olieve .that "Devil's
no reason to
Playground" will fare any less suc-

;

.

:

lots more on and ofl
As Evelyn Keyes pla.\'S

Theme deal.s with Satan's efforts
to best his Heavenly adversary at
least once.
H,'; uses as a tool, for

But there's
screen.

th(3

—

only she's called
Keeler
BeiLsoti— in meticulous man-- The "atferript a gaiigster who—wants
she helps carry the boy-girl revenge on the pal who bumped him
"Show Girl" and the off. That doesn't sound like too hot
"Liza" (Gershwin) tune, to which a premise on which to base a picture
Mi.ss Keeler terped, are utilized foi: but lesults are solid for entertaihthis purpose, as are Jplson's acci- ment, Large credit goes to Archie
dentally-on-purpose audiehce-inter- Mayo's deft direction in developing
ruptions as he sings from the cus- humor without offense and his guid(It's
tomer.?' side of the. footlights.
ance, of players. Harry Sogall and
w.k. that as soon as Jolson stopped Roland Kibbee, scripting from Sethis pseudo-ad lib vocalizing the gall's
origirial,
have given plot
show collapised; that" a weak Zieg- punchy dialog and situations that
by
sustained
feld masical was only
click.

Rtiby

.

Julie

'

rler,

saga. Ziegfeld'S

.

..

its unofficial, unbilled star with his
nightly vocal "interruptions").
The story; thus, is an average adjtiixture Of iaet -and fiction, perhaps
a shade more factual than the averMore image show biz subject.
.,
-1
portant is that _it:.captures, in .Its
story line, the: fruitful .progres.sion
ot an inspired trouper who was to
laste the heights from minstrelsy to.
\audeville, from Broadway musical
C'lmedy hitdom to the talkers, carrying along .his dancer- wife to some
pretty goo.d. hei.ghts all her own.
But the. real star of the production
is that Jolson voice and that Jolson
Kiedley. It was good showman.ship
to ea.st this film with lesser people,
particularly
Larry Parks as the
^inammy bid. That was 'an inspired
casting but one wonders what audiences of another season: may think
when fltcy hear Paries singing in hisown style, sans the traditional and:
trademarked Jolson style. Be that
a.< "it may,
he's: 'the: y outhf til reincarnation of the mamtny-singer. It's
-

.

,

^ujle apparent how .he must have
-studied the Jolson: mannerisms: in
bk.ck-and-white because the vocal
:

synclironiidatibn ("with a plenitU(3e of

I

Paul Muni is the murdered gangster,
turning in performance that
measures up to past credits and giving film plenty of zip. Awakening
in hell alter being bumped, Muni
wants out so he can get revenge on
his killer. Claude Rains, as Satan„
sees chance to even things with a
crlhio-buslihg earthly judge who's
the double lor Muni. Old Nick offers
Muni opportunity to get his killer if
-

he'll,
It's a

queer

to judge's political halo.
deal, the: two. take off for earth
fun" starts: Bowery lingo and

and the

I

You

tl

"Swance"
runway),
pd

My

Spaniard

Who

Blight-

(production number),
"Liza": and"42d Street" incidentally
in the Keeler stuff, "Waitin' for (he
Eobert E, TJee,'"- .'"Rockabye 'ifour

delay, since manufacture and
release ot "the la-st Hopalong sees
this one coming out under new protluction auspices.-Boyd has become
a partner in the unit with Carl
Leserman, who handles the distribution end, and Lou Pennish, one of
the proprietors of General Service
Studios, who takes care of production and financing, Harry Sherman,

Long

under whose aegis Clarence Mulford
created the character and who produced the great majority of the pix
in the series, retains a percentage
interest, but no production. authority.

Ninety-hour shooting, schedule on
which Hopalongs are produced in no

way

on the first-rate photogexcellent locatioiis, unusugood musical backgrounds, liberal u.se of extras and other production factors which give the series
an edge on much of the average
western output.
George Archainbaud:S taut direction also is worth
reflect

raphy,

ally

note.

•

.

Yarn is the usual affair in which
Boyd and his pards, Andy Clyde and
Rand Brooks, find a damsel in distress (Elaine Riley) and,
.some

how

thfi big -boss'NvaV -fee'Sle'd on earth/
Rains shines as the Devil, shadiiig
the :eharacter with a likeable puck-

ishness.
I

good for

botii,

sympathy and

chuckles. Annii Baxter is excellent
as the
troubled flaticee.
Onslow:

"

4.,4

technical aides,
James "Van 'Trees'
lensing and photographic effects by

Howard Anderson on

track

exposure

point up fahta.sy elements.
Music
score by Dimitri ' Tiomkin furthers
ofrcd and other credits fit equally
.
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potpourri
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'torn
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MiiLituH Leblane, ...i
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1.1

rare

p.sychiatric
basis for this story
foundation. Tiik(Mi

symptoms forms a
and it's a wobbly
from radio's "Crime Doctor" sci u s,
lilm has Warner Baxter in the" Doe-

role for just about tlie whole
its marquee draw, EntertaiiiinoiU
values are not strong enough to sustain it without heavy exhibitor t.ttor''

of

ploitation.

trayed dramatic encounter, threatens
the detective and stalks out of the
party, the girl following in a frenity
Several days
of mixed emotions.
later, both the girl and farmer are

Unexplained

twists; in the seenai io

provide most of the mystery, and
IheyVe still unexplained at the end.
Script concerns a returned vet who
visits the doctor for diagnosis oC
amnesia attacks, and is subsequently
murdered by two hoods who .get the
same treatment from a mysteiious
gal. thought to be the sister of the
Denouement nveals
vet's fiancee.
personality split in the fiance, Kllen
Drew, causing her to a.ssume dead
sister's stronger personality. No one
explained where the vet's aniiicsia
attacks came from.
In spite of the limping script,
"Crime Doctor's Manhunt" has some
fair moments, but the entire production could have been jacked up Ijy

'

'

,

and

editing

belter

One

direction.

house-searching sequence

is

evident-

supposed to build suspense, but
does nothing but put the brakes on

ly

interest. In this instance, as well as
in others, cutting would have added:
.

to have been -strangled to much-needed pace.
Caf,ting of some experienced hands
death. The' detective, who is famous
for his sleuthing ability, is unable to such as Baxter. William Frawloy and
find any clues btit the scripters, who Ellen Drew might .have made tlivecwere also stumped for an ending, tor William. Castle's job. easier but lie
unfitting
an
through
tailed
to capitalize on it. The two
solve the case
and totally mechanical foray into the hoods were made to look not so
tough, and Miss Drew, in portiaying
.calm of psychopathology,
"
Together with everything eh<; her weaker self, went to sacchmiiie;
casting for this film is highly un- extremes.
Radio show's bally may help this
usual, with Steven Geray playing
a
the lead role of tri^partite lover, de-- •series but as it stands the film
tective and killer. With a firm di- borderline case.
rectorial hand controlling the works,
performance
Geray gives a credible
"is
pathos
of
the
evoke
to
I^looii
T<'xas
but 'fails
lt«»ll
situation. Micheline Cheirel, as the.
(SONGS)
young girl, is a talented actress with
Hollywood, Sept. 12.
clear promise tor the future. Eugene
Ttenublle release of Bdwiu'd ,I,..VVhif« itra-

found

'

.

'

i."!

On

3orden. Ann Codec, Paul Marion and diii'llon. stars Roy Rogers; Ceotnrea tteoiMe
l-layes,.: Dale, lilvans.
llob Nolan
Hebn Freeman, in supporting roles, "tluhby"
and Kona of Pioneers.. Ulreeted by Willianv-:
al.so add importantly to the overall
Witney. Hereenplay. Paul Qangelin, -.Vlaurl
sinccrity-of-the-fi-lmv

—

-

-

fl-i'aahinl-oelginal sto^yT-.leon .Mnrj:.a..: eltuiera, "Williain Bradford: niu.sie. JJale .IlnU.'i; ,,
j-'Ollti.s.
.lank tillliott, Tiih Spenecvi: f";iH:or,;.
,

Knows

Bloudio

and

Columbia productuin

Best;
Fea-

release,

:

Singleton, .Arthur Lake, l.any
(Jer.-iy,
Steven
Simms, Miirjorie ICcni.
Djrei i.i!d
,Tonnlhan Vliile. Shemp Howard.

Penny

lurea

by Abby HTlln. Hereenplay by I5dw.,ird
Bernd.l. Al Martin from stoi'y by Bcrnds
oh comic strip (.-hai-acter by I'-hie
lia.sed
Younu; eamern. Philip Tannura: edilor,
"ept. Id,
Aaron Stell. Traileshown

Runnms

'itl,

tnne,

Ml^W.

<i»

t)aKW0od
.Mexander,

.

.

l)r.
,r,

* •

•

.

t'ooiiid-. .,.;..,

,

.lim

.

Gray.

.

. .

.

t)r;

.

.

•

.

..

EvanR.
Uuth Kvnny.

.

.

.

.

.

Rlee
Alyn T.or,kwood
.Carol tUiEhea
,laol{

Mary ,............Cilorio.

.I.udwiff Donath
Arlliur I.ott
liidwin Cooper

, .

:

V.

.

Cowan

Danny :Mum'mert

Titu.s

.

..terome

.

.

'onroy
Davifl Ari'i.«ilionK.
.

'4(1.

10.

Previewed Hollywood.:; >'(>pt.

Orlebeck.

Hunnlng

MINS.

time, «7

ttoy Rogers.

rtoKevn

Kmao

'I'rlKKor

,.

(iabbv Whitlaker...,

.GeorKe H«f.m
Dale loyai's,
Dennis lloey.'.Ellzaboih Risdim

.1111

.. ..

Dolanoy

Cole Gregory.
Caotus ICate Taylor.
Steve Anders
t'rnnit U: Wilson
.

.

.

Pom Prescolt
Ned Barries.
,Ioe Cummlhga.
,

SLuht:

".
,

.

.

.

ISdword K'lino
ICenno Tluiican;
...Toni London
.tlarry Strang.

Kdward
,:;

.:. , ,

;. .....

lUih

.Mi'Doiiald

.Fran.'l.'i

.

llranniM'un

Don Wllliama,
,

.

.

.

CasKlily

Lee Rh«inwa.y;
:

"

.

.

..........

,,,,,..".

Nolan

:&

.

.

...

.

,

.

.

..meve
.

"liari'elt

I'lei'i'e

t.ydeh

Sons of Pionen-f^

.

Charles I'e;U>ody;.
.A'lviu "Puddle.....
I

tfent

;Marjoi'le

....Steven Oei-iiy
..Ibnftthnn Hal"
.Hhenin Howard

...

.

.

.SlnglBtnn

Arthur I-alte
Uirry Simma

,:.

, •
..

.

.

.

; .,.

•

.i.v,

KehmUtl,:.

C. DithcrH.

.

.

i.es

Bert Morris.

Penny

Blondie

Ollie.

:

.

.

Didn't Wanna Do It),"
(on. the Winter Garden

'•'The

Life"

'

cessfully than its respectably long
line of predecessors. Fact is, Boyd
is a fitting hero, the story is more
than ordinarily engrossing for a hoss
opry, and there's been no stinting on
production yalue.s, as such, things go
in a we.stern, so exhibs should find it
a readily-acceptable booking.

packs a certain laugh as Muni thereof) for effective
handling of her
brushes off Satari.'s^thxeats of torture f^a,ture.d jiart.
Herb.
with the threat Jo tell th| ft'a.4g§*m"(}"B,:

Stevens, the: judge's psychiatrist, who:
Has .nevpr" "pakes .some -wrong guesses about his
nntir.nl 'c Strange behavior;
George
been
magic of• patient's
science has produced a composite Cleveland, Hardie Albright, good as
-whole to eclipse the original at Muni's murdering pal; James Flavin,
his most youthful best.
The pops Marion Martin. Murray Alper, Kurt
are a no.stalgic hit parade and, in Katch and others turn in solid "work
this day and age of song revivals, to back tip the leads.
a cinch for: '46-'47 reaffirmation. The
Rogers and his associate producer,
tunes include "Rosie You Are My David W. Sicgel, have furnished
Posy." "Mammy," "Sittin' On Top smart backing for the .serio-fuh that
of the World,": ""Vou Made Me Love transpires and mar.shalled expert
for Jolson's voice, it
niu.
li.^^
.4
better.
Thus Al,
the

W

60
mannerisms of Muni are an fast minutes, straighten in
everything
iil-fit
for the judge's body, which out
for her. This entails
Muni is occupying temporarily .with ing the sheriff and the outsmartstandard
Satan's help. Thirigs dah-t: work out
gang of leather -chapped cutthroats,
as the devil planned because Muni
led by Robert Elliott. Acting is rougoes sott for the judge's fiancise and tine, with
Miss Riley earning a
niixcs up all revenge plans. Windup
laurel (or the sagebrush equivalent
f;angs(i?r

clnseups) defies
, detection.
.As

more than a year
Hopalong Cassidy

0:1'

.

there to rate good: business and if
given
exploitation. h.ypQ
returns
industry
revolutionized
This i-s but one of the segments^ of shotild be sturdy. Word-of-raouth
yearning
The
Story."
will be an aid. It's a fantasy; brightly
"The- Jolson
of nimto: singi" to give generously
polished by scripting, direction and:
Sfjlf.
CJied by the still famed-insbowbii catchphrase, "Ybu aiiv't playing,: that punches over Contents.,
heard nothin' yet"; the Sunday nights Charles R. flogers' productioii measat the Winter Garden, the birth of ures up to his ..best in shO.Wttanlyto
the runway as Jolson got closer
^^•t!tles.. Top cast names of :Paitl MtiPi^
his audience, the incidental whistling
in between vocalizing-r-all these are Anhe Baiter and: Claiide Ilains will;
recaptured for the screen.
aid draw.
an. entire"

Itiihy Karrell.
..... .'. .
,S(^rKeant .llnulley
aid CottO!'

lit

try Girl who is already betrothed to
a neighboring farmer. On the wedding eve, the farmer, in a well-por-
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Dwarf.
While "Don Juan" with a Vitaphone
."'Angel on My Shoulder": stacks Up
score koynoted the start pi souM.
t as nifty ientertaitiment in s'erio-eornic
.After a hiatus
the full fruition of sound didn
come into being until more than a vein slat-cd to. piense alfc Valii:e:s are since the last
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merous actors with foreign accents.
Story revolvt-'s around the ill-fated
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Hoyd Parisian detective and a young coun-
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a schizophrenic
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police inspeeloi who becomes a" in- Taiiura; asat. dii'ector, Carl Itierke; ,',lit*ir
sane killer at night, a tight com- DwiKlit Caldwell. TradeHhown N. v; l-w pl'
bination of idirection, camera-work It, Hi. llonnhiK time, <ll MINH.
ttuliert: Ordwny
Dr.
...WarninIta^u'rseries
and mtisical .scoring produce a
r*Mie (.'otter.
,l,:ilen. i)r,MV
of i.solated visual efiects that are In.^peeior Mannlut;.
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-The Jolson Story" einerges ;as "
American Success story m song.
Hebrew Going
i-night be called a
the Lrosoy
Mv Way" but just aschurch
backthe
picture .made
less
ground inerde^Htairthere's^ even JolThat Al
this.
in
synagog
of the
Canson is Asa Yoelson, son of
Washington
Yoelson, in his
tor
hometown, is incidental to the upof a great American
bu.sincss per.sonality around
focused a trend of events r

K. It,
Muni, .\nn«

'

i,i-i;sinal. ,,t,>ry.

m

surge

14.

Coorge

Tret'.^;

near-blind process-server, has a fat
part which he plays to the hilt lor
ill his low-comedy style.

laughs

•

l'Ma\in.

^:fr,','niilay.

natural, ot
ca'valcade JoUon is a
show busioou.sc It's axionjatic
Sir Harry
ness that he ranks with
CheyaIfudcr and the late Albert greatest
three
]ier as one of the
tin"le men entertainers.

a
Paris
ot

Sitnnis and Mnrjorie Kent, as the
children. Shemp Howard, playing a

Moon"

Sh»uld«'r

I'ttuI

.structure

trail

lead roles assisted by Jonathan Hale
playing the irate boss, and Larry

•

features' lliislow
llaili,,^;
ClevOlaniJ. Har(li,> .\lbriKht
IJirfoteJ by .Arehie ,Vla.yo
ilarVy .ScRaM. ItolamI Kibbod

ciiiiaie
stf\-i'ris.

Around the
Stbi-y

•..,:"

.

.

I'lcass of X%arle,s

niiul .\n ists

gros.ses.
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Hollywood, Sept.

average

to an unusual de.subtle
"Blondie Kno.ws Best" (Col).
gree. Paradoxically, the film .seems
Staple fare fQi: faiAily trade.
to collapse uiider the weight o£ its
Manliunt"
technical niceties as director Joseph
Doetor's
"Crime
1^ Lewis continuously takes time out
Minor murder meller
tCol).
to make his points through the inwith Warner Baxter for marimageiy
cinematic
of
direction
V
quee.
rather than directly through the
On Tex».s
•'Roll
spoken word. One sequence, Tor example, draws the relationship be(Songs) (Rep). Koy Rogers in
and an
inspector
police
tween the
with
actioner
outdoor
solid
ambitious daughter of a provincial
songs.
innkeeper through pure camera techiGol).
(Songs)
"Landrush"
nique; Cutting quickly between the
Program .oater for thin b.o. reman and woman, the camera softly
plays upon the girl's features then
turns from moppet appeal.
coldly shifts, not to the man, but to
Great to Be Young"
"It's
the chromium fixtures on his ex-,
(Musical ) (Col'). Minor musical
pensive car, the hubcaps, the door
ca.-it with juve players; dualer.
handles, the car's name, etc. The effect and meaning are startling in
Shadows Over Chinatown"
their clarity.
Cnan
(Mono). Routine Charlie
Settings for the pie, which unfolds,
run
whodunit pars the ,E;eneral
arc
in an obscure French village,
of the series.
outstanding for their density and accuracy of detail. Despite the obvious
budget limitations, the layout of the
Tiie llevil'S
streets, interior decorations and landt'niietl .Vrtists release of J.ewls.'.ts 'Kaeljscape shots define France as it exists
.Itars Wiilin'in Boyfl;- teainll prtnlrvtion.
in our imagination. Also contributing
tures. An'ly ("ly<le, llauil B"j«K!>.:- Elittne
to the "ccntinental" touch, but .deDirei'teS by, (leorfte Arefialnbaud.
Riley.
tracting cnce again from the film's
ba.ieil
on
.Schmnler,
I'oris
Sci-e'eiiplay.

.

^eVemScr,"

province of the screenplay, In aU
other deparlmeuts, however, tlie fllm
has been liandU'd wilh extraordinary
artistry to ociual or bettor Hollywood's highest-prieed product. It is
sure to earn pi'ai^^^ fo''
nuich out of an little but, given thtHaw in the screenplay and the cast
Of unknowns, the lllin's impact iil (.he.
than it deserve.s.
b;(?. vvill be "softer

"So Dark The Night" (Col).
Abo^e-par whoctunit marred by
weak screenplay, A "B" that has

,

'*.,,,. .BinnicU Vo;^an

release

the

returns to
good
a
in"
.^chcdule

general advisers are capital)
and the rest ot the cast competent.
Scotty Beckett, who plays Jolson as
a boy, also does a liighlight job.

.William Forrest
Eirl>....----Ar"' Toilil

Playground"
DevilTS
Hopalong Cassidy tBUl

Bovd)

son's

.

t«.»

•The
iXJA).

beam, the pacing
right, the theme honest and forthright. Besides the top romantic pair,
Ludwig Donath as Cantor Yoel.'-on
and Tnmara Shayne as Mrs. YoeLson
William
are the cast's outstandars.
Demarest and Bill Goodwin as Jpl-

Di"m:irest
niir GfiO'lwin

'.V.'.liUawlB
.

tMitrrtaiiiment quotient.

the

on

materia)

Jo-Cnrro)l Dfiims'on
...KrncSt Cosrart

l''«<-

Hick

... ..Kvelyii.
.
.

J.PW Ura-UHUulfC

.

;,I"Ury

Parks

..WiUlam

.

,

"

Griffith, his associate produ.cer, and
dir.cctgr Alfred E. Green. The; casting i.s "excellent, the. clioiee of: song

l2H\.MlNf<.

time

•

•

.

"
&J'

amuigpmciils,

Itunnlriff

until. 'V-.:

I-''"

•

mil8i»--d»rwU«.-.

M.iinnslV;

l,ti-

H-

.loi',.

lUii'iiovi -limnlii'r.'i,

\V. •llulli-f.i-

leiu-i.

\v

'-''

••A" tag. Unforttinalf'ly, in this ca.so
tlie inisS is tis Kood a.s t» milo, since
the Die's faihiro lies in the dooisivf

"The .lolson Story" (ColoVMusicaU (Col). A mop-up mu-
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Saga of Blondie and. Dagwood. as
dontinued in this pic,, is surefire
family fare in all nabe situations.
Following down the trail blazed by
predecessors, "Blondie Knows
its
Best" is a fast mix of situation comedy and. broad caricature sJJrved up
in typical sprightly fashion. Although
scripting for this "series has been reduced to a formula known by rote
to all filmgoers, all "Blondie" pix,
including this one, manage to difEus*
a charm that pays off at the box-

Solid western musical fare for the
.

Boy Rogers fans, "Roll" On Texas
Moon" is a showmahly roundup t)f
oater ingredients aimed at good returns in the established maritel for
this type product. Action is fa.st and
tunes are neatly integrated with plot.
Production backing makes hand.y use
of outdoors to lend values, gonfrally
shaping film for favorable reception.
Rogers vocals three of the tunes,

working with Dale Evans on two and
with the Sons of the Pioneerson
third.
Latter group spots comed.V:
number to round out score. Be.sl ot
tunes are "Wontcha' Be a Friend of
Mine," by Jack Elliott, and "The
Jumpin' Bean," Pioneers' comedy
:

piece by Tim Spencer.
William Witney's direction keeps
the plot concerning feud between
Cinematic standards, more- cattlemen and sheepherders nioying
kept at a consist- at swift clip and puts players through
their paces in smooth style. Dialog
Jj'recmah,. Direeled by Joseph Jl. Lev^ia.
Ser.eenplay. by "Martin Berkeley.
SttJry
for this
stanza revolves in the Paul Gangelin-Mauri Grasbm
Dwight
Babopck Baaed oji story by jVulifOy Wisberg.: around
Dagwood's bumbling at- script minimizes stock we.stern foririeameia, Burnett' (Jiiffe'y;- "editor. .Terome
on
an
his
boss
ula to make appeal more adult wi(htempts
to
impersonate
Thoms; muslo,- M. W. Stotoff, 'J'rude.shown
important contract assignment while, out overlooking interest for younger
in ,N.^y., Sept.
16,
"-io;:
IluhbinK time,
at the same time, trying to dodge a filmgoers. Story concerns. Rogers a>i
Familiar situations trouble-Shooter for cattle combine
Henri Caasin,
.Hteven Geray process server.
i>!anp,ilo Michaud, ..».;;, .iVtichKline Cheirel
of Dagwood in dutch with his wife, who's assigned to prevent a range,
Pierre M lehaud ...... i ..... . Kugene Borden
his boss, and the world in general, war between ranchers and sheepmeii.
Mama Michaud.
;
.Ann (.'odco
by villains
I)r, Uonenurt.
.Kgon Brccher are squeezed for all their worth. In War is being connived
Widow Bridelle...;,,,.,., ..Helen l<"Vdeman addition, the psychiatric fad is ex- Who want to grab off profitable -sheep
fiearges,
.
.Theodoi'o fiottlleb ploited through
Dagwood's falling ranch operated by Dale fcvans.;
t'ommis&fiji'e.' Grande,
Gregory- Gay into the hands of a couple of doctors Around that theme there's plonty ol
Ur, Manet,
.. ..i...
.,,tftan Del Vol
other thvins
I.con Aehard..
.......rant Marion who are fast on the hypodennic fast tiding, shooting and
I'ere (tiii-lot.
draw, Dagwood's rescue makes for to sate action tastes with songs mixed
Krall R«mu
Jean Duval.
l.bul.'! Mereler
a rousing windup -with Dagwood's in to bridge any gaps in movement.
whole family^ including a half-dozen
Rogers is in good-form, both acdonWorking out of the "B" corner of pooches of varying size, joining in wi.se and vocally. Same goes for Mi.ss
Cleor.ge
Columbia's lot, prodticer Ted Rich- tile act.
Evans in femme lead.
mond, has created in. "So Dark (he
Cast remains standard with Arthur "Gabby" Hayes clicks with rire-eaiNight" a film that barely misses the Lake and Penny Singleton in the
(Continued on page 22)

So Dark

iliu ::Vighl

f'oUjnil)ia release of Ted Tticluiiond produclion, i'-(;atui;es .Sto-veh (Jeray, Mieheliiio
Cheirel, Kufteiie Uorden, Ann Codee, Helen.

office.

over, have been
ently high level.
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SET ir FOR A MONTH AT lEAST/
IN

NEW YORK 6 WEEKS AT THE STRAND/

WARNERS PRESENT HUMPHREY BOGART AND
LAUREN BACALL VERY MUCH TOGETHER IN
"THF
91 FFP"%"„SS?rDOROTHY MALONE
DIU OLLLr
IriL RIfi

*

HOWARD HAWKS
production

WeducBtluy, September 10, 1946
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Paying

Man'

Pufafic Is 'Forgotten

A 60-40 contract will give the
distributor a handsome return, if the
week's gross is bitf. There should be
some way of determining percentages on a local, not a national basis.
Plenty ot pictures are very spolly.
doing, turnuway busine.«.s,,. in some

faulty in every respect. When,
for instance, they talk about using
two checkers only because one of
therri is a new man bising broken in

tem

by an: pid hanS---lt leaves us more

As

But Wait

According
(ia95'1476),

Sept.

[

17.

(the

sons are odious. Shakespeare
theiTi odorous, the Bard's polite way
o£ saying they stink. This scribe
strings along with Bill^even it' in
the. very nature of this fact-a.'isembling trek comparisons are inevitacalls

crocks on worn out tires and
most of the Cars in this area are in
category, I'm no prophet, but
viewing the future from the Detroit
point of view I'd say things will remain good for another two or three
with 2,600,000 to
Detroit,
years.
draw on, is not overseated now, but

I try to remeliiber thi? fO'i
soling thought:

old

find with the
percentage systerri,::as such, but there
is -no question about there being' too
many percentage pictures. I mean

this

milking

"Don Quixote" guy) compari

'

]

"I've

,

no

'

fault

to

too many pictures riot worthy of it
are being forced on: us on percentage
Nobody can dispute the
terms.
checking system iB based On, the the^^^^^ exhibitors are crOoks. Of
t(^gj.e are some, but the sys-

it
doesn't, take long to overseat a
place. As it is, in spite of exorbitant percentages, everybody is mak'
ing money.

.

ble and valuable.

'.

it becomes evident
exhibs are so mtent
on convincing the' wbrlf of their
own lilywhite purity and the other

More and more

distribs

and

I

,

,

':,,'''!;';

!

,

]

Won

.:

j

j

|

j

\

i

the other hand, thiiik this one
over.
Wc' havc to take the pru",
ducer's flat statcniciit his picttire cost

"On

,

'plenty.''.
,

1

'

-make, but they don't
take our vs'ord for anything; they go
through out boplv.'^. Anyhow, vnKler
the present system sleepers are a
thing of the past.
And this is no
.good. What too tew people seem to
'-^^l.ze IS, apart irom popcorn, the
only way an exh.b.tor can live toWhen
day is on' today's grosses.
these boiianzfL'grossos drop itwill be
just too bad for a lot of exhibitors.'
and it won't do the distributors any
good either. Personally I don't think
the so-called bub})le will bitrst foi- a
long time-— three or; four years maybe,
I am not alarmed by the increase of outdoor opposition. Midget
auto racing i.? a craze hereabouts.
to

.$4,000^000

!

1

I

.

,

:.^-„.

Back

Wolf:—

to

"As a member of the
Owners ot Indiana

Allied TheI think it'.":
do)ng an efficient job for us. but !
opposed to the ATA, We feel
it's controlled by the producers and
docs not serve the purpose' intended,
Gur association voted lOO'"-;. to stay
litre

am

Although

I

i

^^e

|

Start Court Actions

So are the soft ball leagues. Both
are enjoying tremendous patronage.
Drive-in theatres are doing capacity
but so are our houses, and old established theatres everywhere.
"These new attractions serve a
good purpose; they tend to get people out of their easy chairs and out
of their houses onto the street. This
means good business for everybody;
"But for fear you'll run away with

'

W

'

—

j

this to continue. For this 16m racket
is getting stronger all the time and,
ui)lt"s,s it is curbed, will become
a
Frankenstein. This kind- of compolition should be stifled becaase it is
unfair.
It got its start in this state,
and is a growing business throughout the middle west.
One guy I
know is making $700 a week with
IGni showings.
A, way to wake the distributor up
would be for the exhibitor to cheek
the difl'erence in his pereenliiHo take
01) ,rij{<hts whefl;
showings are
the opposition^ This woulti jiir tlicm

'

Customer, For the most part,
the more successful and the richer
the indie operator ' demonstrably is
the louder he yells about the out"In my opinion exhibitors gener- once upon a time treasurer of the
percentage
exorbitant
rageously
The ally in this area are .not going to Palace theatre, New York, when it,
terms demanded by di.=itrib.s.
more powerful the distrib's situatio.n institute court actions when the was the hub of the world's vaudeville biz, is now national treasurer
the more loquacious he becomes in
tapering, o& days come. The exiiibi- of the Variety Clubs of America,
reciting the crooked tendencies of
theatres
exhibs in the mass. Thus far not one tor always gets the worst of it, and and head of the Y &
through Indiana, Says
itidividual in .either group has so is used to it. As for the American scattered all
much' as mentioned John 'Whoozis Theatres Assn., there is need for a Wolf:
"Admission prices throughout the
and Susie GlutE, whose cash over
national organization, but nothing
state have been boosted 25% since
the couftter keeps the industry in
will stop the distributors from keep- 1939. Last raise was a month ago
being.
There is an obvious answer to this, ing the exhibitors disorganized. when we found our summer business was as big as winter business.
current
as
the
long
organcourse.
So
certainly
too
many
There
of
are
From nowhere came a single
so long as izations.
sellers' market persists
Another one, ITOM, has
pix are bought and not sold amuse- just sprung up. There is no .sense squawk. On the contrary, people
ment-hungry John Citizen can safe- in this multiplication of organiza- say they get the biggest value for
ly be ignored. But now and again tions. AH of 'em do the bidding of their money when they go to the
oblique references to the end of the the distributors when it comes to a movies. And this, I think, is somehappiest situation the biz has ever showdown.
Speaking of which. I thing makers of national advertising
Jknown are made by exceptional dis- know nothing about the Govern- campaigns ought to take into consideration. Men and women in Intribs and exhibs alike. Generally,
ment's proposed bidding system, and
diana don't go hog-wild even when
however, they all appear to labor nobody else does.
wartime profits make the going too
imder the illusion the golden-eggFlouts ATA Principles
easy to be believed. Their dollar is
laying-goose, otherwise the public,
"Coming bacK to ATA, I was a .still a dollar, and when they decide
has drunk deep of Ponce de Leon's
entertainment is the best
spring, of eternal life. So they inter- delegate to an ATA gathering in St. movie
rupt their planning winter vacations Louis not long ago. 1 heard a lot oi,. value they get fOr, their dollar— it
in Florida with regaling your re- fine principles spouted, but I prefer seem? to me to be worth blazoning,
uy^^
porter with breast-beating roars of to say nothing about that setup-]
play very few double feavilification of the guys they sell to bar my own decision to stay out tures, leaving this
policy to the .secof it,"
or buy from.
ond run houses. I'd say 90% ot InNext, George Landis, exchange diana houses stick to a single feaAgain, to let them give out for
themselves, here is C. L. Buermelee manager for 20th Century-Fox with ture policy, although this docs not
who, with Barney Kilbride, operates headquarters in Indianapolis. Landis, apply to the northwestern part of
a string of 40 independent houses in whose territory includes the whole the state. As for new building plans
the southern
peninsula area
of state, except the northwest counties, I've not heard of any for IndianapMichigan with headquarters in De- and the whole of Kentucky, had four olis, but new houses are planned
troit.
of his salesmen in the five top places for Muncie, Newcastle and WinchesSays Buermelee;
"Only yesterday we increased in last year's efficiency competition ter, and we have everything .set for
prices over the whole circuit, the rvm by his company. As a reward facelifting operations on all our 37
Landis took the quartet with him on theatres.
first boost since the rise at the time
Says
of the imposition of the Federal tax. a recent visit to- London.
Indie Producers
As for further increases, this re- Landis:
mains to be .seen. So far we have
"It seems to me the cheeking sysQuality Films
not heard of a single squawk, and tem deserves explanation at length.
"We are getting enough product,
business shows no signs of falling First, consider the personnel.
Aloff.
As for double features, we have most invariably a local man is but we like to encourage indeto play them for the m6st .part but chosen—a bank clerk, department Pendent producers, and there are alI hate 'em. Once in a while we get
store salesrnani somebody with a ready quite a few of these-. And,
a picture we can bill as a single good name in the cdthmunity. Some- from, what 1 hear there'll be more.
an't play to good bii.sinc.ss.
Such a times an
exhibitor
recommends Incidentally, when I say indepenone was "Bells of St. Mary's'. But someone—and wheh we act on his dent producers, I don't mean more
they are few and far between.
recommendation we di.scover, as 5am Goldwyns. I mean little f ellikely as not, the guy is notorious as '"WS; I see no reason for their not
Better Pix
For
the town's drunkard. Sometimes an turning out product as good as the
exhibitor uses his girl cashier to majors are delivering, and I'm glad
Extended Playing
glad-eye otherwise steady checkers, to say this is definitely better than
"We could certainly ase more good and she dates them up for a little prewar. AU I hear from Hollywood
pictures. Obviously it's better to play' necking
between 6 and 8 p.m. when leads me to believe thLs improvea good picture seven days than a the bulk of the
custom.crs are pour- '"'^"t will continue. They've got the
.split week with a good one and a
ing into the house', it's for such talent and, they've got the money. I
cluck. That's a cinch question to anlook to see lots better pictures in
reasons double-checking is neces
swer. If I could answer the others -sary.
And I've only mentioned a 1947.
I wouldn't be sitting here. I'd be
couple of the exhibitor's tricks.
'Prices are going up exorbitantly,
down in New York making a mil- They've got plenty of others.
if they go any higher we'll have to
i

[

|

i

r£?iS,S. £^
IS^II
—John

:

in

Exhibs Gripe at Forced
One-Sided Suspicion

'

;

(1573-1631) and Miguel de Cervantes

.seats

'

sides to ;lhe:,cjHest,ian.

,

j

Marlowe

empty

in :any

.

:

lo.

given spot, You .see vIV.^^^
no bones ciboiit adniitling; there''s i\\'o

;

j

Foiloscue

Christopher

:

:

playni.tJ

others.
But in this respect the d isIn ii way
tributor's policy is rigid,
you can't blame thorn becau.w .'^omc
So the
exhibitors do lie like hell.
di.stributor can't be sure what kind
ot busine.s-s any niven picture will do

'Golden Era Ends

Till

'
can get their enteKainment free,
"In our opinion the distributors
arc very shortsighted in allowing

.

and

:u'eas

checkers. Even two checker.^ isn't
the whole story.; Often a hou.^e in,
Kalaraaisoo has a sMpcrvisdr
say,
checking the work of one o{ hi.s, best
.checkers, just as: the expei't otieokeichecker,
by ourjs. Naturally, i£ tlie.v were checks^ the rookie
"Business is generally oka.v, ril-:
played only a week -downtown we'd
do better vvith them, but we realize though it has lagged slightly. l .(iis.producers have' got to got their agree the- lifting of gas re.stricti^^^^^^^
money somewhere. Every time I'm hajj had anything, to do vvith busitempted to grouse over 'excessive ne!?s tapering off. You can't drive

By Hayden Talbot
Omaha,
John
to

thaiv sonie'what cbld. "VVe object to
having our hottses made a school for

Names;

Exhibs, Distribs Call

giving a free show* Naturally people aren't going to pay when they

ness.

is

the impression I'm a chronic optimist, I'd like you to lot Al Blocher
put on the brakes a bit." Says Albert Blocher:
"What I'd like to' enter as a prime
beef is the itinerant 16m operator
who is going around the country cutting in to our business to no siniill
degree. There he is, with no invest-

—

I

!

this

outCit

i

same as the War Ac
^^.^^ rendered mag

during the war, the
remains.it was'theii and \v^uld
bo now almost impossible to get national recognition of a job well done:
There was, for Instance, 'no p.it on
the back for the exhibitor in Princenilicent services

Iiid,, who did superlative worlc
with bond sales in his small community, i)ut there was a plenty big
writc'up for the manager of a Loew
hou.se who-se work didn't begin to
size up with the Princeton guy's; It

ton,

looks

New York

like

big

shots-^

whether they be ATA executives or
trade paper editor.s don't realize

—

how much

the little fellow in the
Princetons of this country resent being ignored. And feel good if their
work gets published recognition.
"As for bidding, we are much oppo.sed to it. We think it would raise
havoc with the trade. The worst
part of it is the little man will be
hurt most of all. The Government
may mean well, but they don't understand our business. I'd like to see
the industry clean its own stable.s.
We've always been for this policy.
We never supported the Neeley Bill..

Indiana favored block booking. You
to run our business our

ment and equipment he can pack see we like
into a B'ord, coming into towns and own way.

i

'

<

With
Welcomed

'

I

-

,

Needed

|

Time

-

Extended Runs^ Based On
Upped CostSfNG forNabes
"Any more

Says Blocher:—
"Yes sir extended runs forced by
distributors on split-week ho'u.scs.
Their only excu.se almost always is

—

the

lion dollars a year.

,

.

everywhere

w

Can Be Too New
Case

Says James

country have gone on a buyer'.s
refusing to pay exorbitant
prices for third-rate goods. Surely
there's nothing to prevent exhibitors
doing the same The fact they don't
strike,

"I'm only a

ample evidence they're making
money under the present setup.
.

.

—

story
pi-etty soon Technicolor
won't ,mean a thing. Like bread oh
the table every meal.

"I

di.sagree emphatically with the
Suggestion true salesmanship is no
longer necessary. It is not enough
your product; the matter of
day and date is most important.
Certainly we have to buck

^'Extended runs

in

first-i-un

thea

tres have a varying effect on us
sometimes their success is equalled

and Paramount as hard as ever.
I

houses, three of tliern first runs. All
of them deluxers; one with 3,800 and

another with 2,500 .seats. They play
a picture anywhere from two to six
weeks. 'Going My Way' and 'Bells
of St. Mary^s' both did six big weeks
in the one house here. This naturally
milks
the
picture
plenty.
There's not much left lor me. Maybe
it's just as well I don't want to get

,

It

ridiculous to argue otherwise. It
equally ridiculous to .sugge:t salcsis not the key to this situation.'"
ion," Indiana, from the exhibitor's
i"twestingly
Srrt"*;
word-sketchec
by Marc Wolf and
his
IS. booker,
Albert Blocher.
Bio,
Wolf,
is
is

i

same way I look at reissues. People
manager don't care when a pictui-e was made
so long as it was good when it was

South Bend:

fellow with this
against four chain

little

'

MGM

I

know

up

•

to place

C

I

769-,seater

.

is

.

"Second features are up to B and
standard, which means it-hey are
pretty lousy.
Westerns are being
,Kiade in Technicolor, to be sure,
but it's going to be the same old

is

Fushenea.s,

of the Oliver theatre,

it isn't being openly said but there
many houses keeping alive solely
on popcorn and candy^ This may not
be the fault of the Operator; local
conditions bring it about;
But for
operating costs to keep a theatre
from breaking even, and for him to rich.
Needs Double Bills
be able to keep open only on the
.strength of -his popcorn and candy
"I've made no price increase since
sales is all wrong.
We're in .show the Federal tax. I have to play
business, not the confectionary trade, double features to keep going. Three,
I consider it a most unhealthy
ton- four time a year, maybe, 1 can get
'dition;
away with a single feature, but it
"We recognize the cost of produc- has to be outstanding, I need new
tion is going up, and 1 appreciate carpets and new seats, but I can't
the justice of the producers a,sking get 'em. I did get a new machine
us to recognize their problem. But and new sound apparatus in 1940,
when we ask them to consider our and they're .still okay. Naturally t
increased operating costs, they turn could use more good pictures, but
a deaf ear.
As for the whole per- the big fellows seem to have created
centage setup it seems to me it is an artificial shortage in order to
not approached sanely. It is not the boost prices,
exact percentage figure which mat"Prewar each one of the majors
eTs itirthTgross the
h picture draws, Was turning out from
to 60 picm other wdrds,.it is no good to the tures a year for you to 50choose
from;,
di.stributor -to get an
ai
80-20 deal, if now they're making 18 to 20 a year,

are

the best proof percentages are not e:torbitant. Unorganized individuals throughout the

.

difference to our patirons.

raise adrnission prices again.

"As for scarcity of product, that'.s
ridiculous; there are plenty of good
pictures. Business now being done

"On the whole, the quality of the
-is betlj.
than prewar. .My only gripe In this respect
is the artifi;cia1 shortage of product.
At that, reissues are going well in
my territory, 'Northwest Moimted
Police,' for instance,- doing very well.
This, incidentally, may be of interest
to exhibitors generally. At the time
of the general release of this picture
w; were having an argument with
Paramount, so it played arotmd Detroit hardly at all. Now the fact it
is an old one iiocm,"; to make no

manship

1

I

'

the picture
nicture nl«vs
plays

fe,
tfi

.starvation busi-

prewar. During the war most

our patrons.

i

postwar product

tt)

of the product was naturally war
pictures. They didn't go with every*
body,' especially
Today
women.
where can I find a 'How Green Is
My Valley,' 'The Great Zicgfcld.'
'San Francisco"?
Those were big

fact the picture cost a lot to
if this means a thing to
productions. You don't see anything
So they ask us to run
like them now. But I don't say perthe picture three days instead of
centages are going up exorbitantly.
two. Can you see them asking a
1 buy third-run pictures.
The price
first-run house to keep a picture on
is fair. Mostly fiat rental.
With me,
an extra day? It's inconceivable.
very
f e
contracts,
percentage
Yet the policy of the split-week
maybe 15 a year.
house is as important to it as the
policy of the big downtown house Is.
Films
Say a house has a set policy of staging a Family Night every Tuesday,
In
of Clearances
and the community knows it will
"As for clearances, a picture can
get a western on that night. In.stcad,
be too new for us. Better to wait a
suppose it has to .sit through a
long time to let people forget it
'Cluny Brown.' You can imagine
than to screen it too quick. This
what such a thing would do to that
may .sound screwy, but it's based
house! Yet this is what the di.«on experience. I look on this the
tributors are trying to do to us."

make^as

<

.

up

gripes, Al'?"

|

And

in

my

opinion the quality

i,s

not

made.

Anyhow,,

it's...

the

way

.1

operate.

"Another thing which may .sound
screwy is the fact Paramount has
been fairer to me than any of the
other major.s— although I'm the only
opposition they've got, if you can
call
it
opposition. They're more
reasonable than the others. So- they
let me make a living,

"As for bidding, for the little felit's no good.
can't stand
bidding; it'll drive us out ot
business. There's nothing new in it,
either. This system was used by the

We

lows
this

majors from 1919 to 1925. Then a
salesman came along and signed me
up a contract for, say $1,500 for a
block of pictures, With- thi.s he'd
go down the street to my competitor and show him what I was willing
to pay. So
competitor wouUt
Offer $1,600 and get the batch. .So
I hated him when I saw those pictures on his screen. Bidding's the

my

same thing, and will make exhihitoi's
hate one another more than evei'.
The distributors' whole aim is to
make tis hate one another and keep
us divided and weak. But who 'am I
to .squawk? As I say, they let me
a living."

make

tNext week:

CUiaigo)

,
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September
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Roxy Preem

'Razor' Cuts a

Inside Stuff-lectures

Picture Grosses

"Razor's Kdge" will be given its
world preem at the Roxy, N. Y,,
the evening of Tuesday; Nov. 19, it
\vk). Good $15,000 after last week's was determined at a Session ot theafine $18,000.
distribution execs Monday
(Loew) (3,434; 44-80)—, tre and
Capitol
Debut will be formal ana
"(Sourage ol Laissie" IM-G) with (i6).
Sturdy $34,900. .Last week,
invaiKie.
^

a personal interview with a strongly worded editorial, EdiPublisher, newspaper trade journal, took up the cudgel for Howiira
Hughes against the MPA's revocation of the producer's advertising seal,
action, which was taken largely ai^ a result of newspaper sds exploiting Jane Ru-sseU's s.a., was termed by Hughes a restraint of trade.

Combining

Continued /lom pase 8

INDIANAPOLIS
Desmond

others,

on

!

hefty

stage,

$21 800

.

40-

MPA

of using ad censorship »s a club
The E & P editorial accused
against ind«pendcnt operators, of which Hughes is one as a result of his
Tradepaper said, "It is one thing for
resignation from the association.
advertising media to censor advertising copy with a view to protecting the
public against fraudulent claim.-; and bad taste; It is another thing for inn
alleged 'industry-wide' association to use censorship of adyex;tising copy
... a.s a condition to obtaining a, 'seal of approval,' -without which consumer
outlets (.also controlled by association members) are not available." Editorial went on ;to cite Hughes' case against MPA.

,

60)— "Anna''

the pic
wi(h the irixiximum of alten.0 «et

'(ei;^^^tvV.*T70)-ivU*^"^K

.

Okay away

"Beaucaire"; (Par V (3d wk).

'

,

j

,

(reissue

(M-G>

Heaven"
'•Faithful

Fashion"

in

tion.

*"^Xmbi^^L«ew)^t,263l°4T70>-;'''ust such preem at the Roxy was
"Caesar and Gleopali-a" (UA) (2d for •wil.son" AVig. 1, 1944.
i-unl.

)

j

I

*'Lyric (Katz-Dollc) (1,600; 40-60>
(m.O:)
(U)
Passage"
Passage
*'Ganvon
"Ganyon
Dandy $7,500. Last ""^'efk, Beaucaire" (Par) (m.o.), sturdy .$6,500.

,

!

.

"Big Sleep" (WB) (m.p, V. ,Solid $10;Night and Day"
Last week.

iWB)

I,

Up

Seattle; 'Passage'

Sock

I

.

(Seattle,

"Canyon^ Passage"

is

session, with holdovers in

'

Sept.

.

,

RKO, on basLs ot engaKements played to date by "Notorious," is figuring on domestic gro.ss of $6,500,000 for Alfred Hitchcock's Ingrid Bergman-

5

Cary Grant
ipalecf

Weissrnliller an<l
Sol lieSser pro-

RKO

Continued from pa se.
,

.

We

thi.'
,

most other

^^^^ English invasion of America,
Our contract should provide a clause
allowmg an exhibitor to cancel any
picture produced in England."

i

Estimates for This WeeW
mue iMoUse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
"Easy to Wed" (M-G ) (3d wk >. From
Good $5,500. Last
Fifth Avenue.
week, "Green Years" (M-G) (4tli
wk), okay $4,600.

—

English pictures to this country.
„. He
..y^g are now ready for the
.

j

{
i

Lionel Barryrriore inked for a co-

\

star spot in ''LitUe Women,'' to be
produced in Technicolor by David

I

Warners handed
O. Seknick
..
„„.
The Last,
three producer chores.
Fling," "The Forty-Niners and 'The
.

[
,

I

.

,

'
;

'

APPle Orchard, Jo Rober^
;
wound up her
Dorothy Lamour

j

|

.

in

job

"My

Brunette" at

Favorite

Convention chairman Nathan Yamins Paramount and Shifted to "The Big
Dan
charged di.stributors with violating Haircut" on the same lot
terms ot the consent decree by re- Dailey, Jr., was handed the male

;

.

.

,

,

.

Avenue (H-E)^ (2,349; 4.5;,S0)
Grable
in
opposite
Betty
lead
^^jj exhibitors blocks of
"Searching Wind" (Par) and "DanTights" at 20th-rox
five where the latter had turned "Mother Wore
gerous Business" (Col). Okay $12.Troupe of 30 thesps planed to
Last week, "Easy to Wed' down a previous block,
500.
Conn.,
to
film "BoomStamford.
(M-G). (2d wk), $10,000.
Yam ins said he told Spyros
Thomas
Liberty (J & VH) (1,650; 45-80) - Skouras in conference several weeks erang" for 20ih-Fox
Mitchell goes back to Broadway for
"Plainsman" (Par) (reissue) and "Big
that 20th-Fox and all other
,
,
his first stage stint in 10 years, when
Brown Eyei" (Par). Robust $16,000. 389.
majors "had made an agreement
Last week, "Scandal in Paris" (UA)
his film chore in "The
he
washes
up
and "Talk About Lady" (Col), dull with government and then evaded Romance of Rosy: Ridge" at Metro
in every possible way to make
it
$6,800.
Rogers is starting his 10th
(H-E) (850; 45-80)— monev."
Skouras' ... Roy
iviBsic Box
Consequently,
Good gQ^pJj,i„t j^at the exhibitor.s had 'year as a rider on the Republic lot
"Anna" (20th) t^th wji).
under a contract renewal calling for
$5XK)0. Last week fancy $7,000.
-caused "industry chaos" had no
one year,
'BSn""Vr?Uo?y'''' mkoV'' nl validity since it was the distributors'
Clifford Odets draws hiS' second
"greed and avarice" that had caus"Partners in Time" (RKO) (2d wk»
film director chore on "Whispering
Oke $5,500. in 5 days. Last week, ed the Government to step in.
stout $11,000.
"We "will continue the fight until Cup," which he screenplayed for
""^
ReK""
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)— the distributors: by deeds not words, l'""'*'-"
^'^"^
"Canyon \Passage" (U) and "Cuban restore confidence in the industry," "^'^
P^^^" f"^
Pete" (U). Great $17,000. Last week.
Yamins claimed "i"^^ to key roles in Metros
"2 Guys Milwaukee" (UA) and "In- Yamins declared.
"Green Dolphin Street" which rolls
oig that erstwhile 50% profits assured
wk),
(2d
(U)
side
Job"
on location this week at Klamath
exhibs had been sliced to 25'* and
$11,800.
Palo mar (Sterling) (1,650; 45-80) then chiseled down to 15% by ^len, Cal. ... Robert McGowan will
"GI War Brides" (Mono) ana njgardly allowance of overhead ex produce an^ Bernard Carr direct
^loi"
(Mono).
„°
the fourth Hal Roach feature, "Who
"Sunbonnet Sue"
P*^"^^^'
Last week, "City ot Con$6,500.
Killed Doc Robin'/", postponed for
Both the other speakers charge the a week to permit retakes on "Fabuquest" (WB) and "No Time Comproducers with artificially creating lous ,Toe."
edy?* (WB) (reissues), lair $6,200.
John King, recently
Faramttont (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)— a product shortage. Paramount, for
released by the Army, draws his
(2d
(20th)
"Centennial Summer"
instance,, he said, would only release
wk). Bi^ $9,000 after great $15,500 two pictures more by end of this first postwar acting job in "Renegade Girl," which William Berke
last week.
fioosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-30) year. Irving Dollinger Jersey ex- will produce for Screen Guild re—"2 Guys Milwaukee" (WB) (m.o.). hibitor citing figures .showed the lease ..
John Abbott Shifted to
number of pictures reduced from Pine-Thomas for a role in "Adven<.
Good $5,000. Last week, "Night .4iid
"
Day" (WB), big $5,000 on .six til 61 in 1939 to 377 in 1945 with still ture Island'' after winding up his
week.
He claimed "the chore with Bette Davis in "Decepless coming up.
producers were taking a page from tion" at Warners
Reginald Lethe black market book." Each comBorg inked to direct "Stork Bites
pany :has between 20 and *^ un- Man," fourth picture on Comet's
released pictures "but they won't be
1946-47 program. »
v-u <>. .^-w.. released because producers want
Columbia
handed Rictiard Dix
'
equivalent black market money,"
„
Fifth

;

.

•

That compares with

$8,000,000,,

which

is

total antic-

.

.

i

.

.

is already in.
"Bells" i.s expected to do more than proportionately better than "Notorii
ou.s" in the foreign field, since its religious theme gears it to partictilarly
grosses
in predominently Catholic Latin America and in other coungood
tries throughout the world where Catholic population is large.
RKO
execs figure that in these territories, "Bells" is getting "under-the-carpet
money"'—-in other words coin bidden away by people who don't ordinarily
attend theatres but who are attracted to the film by the Catholic angle.

of course,

duction goes into work on the RKOCulver City lot, with :Kurt Neuma nn
producer.

!

Sounds Off

starrer.

domestic gross for '-'Bells of St. Mary," greateist income^gelter inhistory and likewise a Bergman vehicle. Most of the "Bells" coiri,

i

as a.«sociate

17

leader

Johnny
Brenda Joyce.

i

m.o.), $9,500

Allied

17G, 'Wind' Oke 12iG
...

from page

Coniiniied

starring

000,'
I

From Lots

Briefs

'

—

H.O.'s Reissues Slow

'

|

Smooth $10,000. Last week,
"Clunv Brown", (20th (m.o. ), $fl„TO,
Eai-ie (WB) (2.1.')4: 44-85)— "Or Huma'n Bondage (WB). Stout $20,000
(WB) (2d
Last week, "Big Sleep
Wk), big $19,000,
Mttiop-^litan (WB) (1,513; 44-70)—

and

I

(M-G), okay

&

MPA

>

(3,300:
(Kat^-Dollel
$14:000,
(20th). IMild
Last week/, "Canyon Passage, ilji,
great $19,200.
„
LoeX's (Loew'sV, (2.4,50; 40-601-^
lUA!.
Chapfibei'maid"
"Diary
o£
Modest $13,000. Last week, "Rage lir

Indiana

tor

.

,

!

I

1

I

I

i

.

Anent that $4,000,000. of "paper" profits in 20th-Fox stock that 'Variicty
la.st week reported Darryl Zanuck had made, prodliction topper declared
the profits are going to remain"paper" for a long time. "I have not sold
one share of my holdings, nor do I intend to sell any. As a matter ot
fact, if I had the money, I would like to acquire more," he said.
He
pointed out that he hadn't sold any of his holdings in either common or
preferred shares in more than two years.
Zanuck's "paper profits resulted from stock options voted him by 20thFox stockholders almo-st seven years ago. Privileged to buy 10»,00(I:shares
at 13,: he: exercised his option when they were selling at more than .SOiMarket break knocked the price off 'somewhat and the shares Zanuck
now holds are worth around 45.
"

'

Old timers who knew Joe E. Howard "way back when" are doing their
Wonder Who's KisSing Her Now," the 20th-Fox picture ba.H'd
the- career of the 82-year-old' troubadour.
Among them are Lew Hcarn,
Clark, -John "Skins" Miller, Harry Seymour, William Frawle.v,
Lewis Russell, Sam Ash, George Cleveland and Eiddie Borden. Aside from
the cast, others who appeared with Howard on the stage are George Jes.';el,
producer, and Lloyd. Bacon, director ol the film.

stints in "I

on

Edward

j

|

l

•

1

•

•

I

Warners' writing miU sounds like the Tower of Babel these day.";, with a
flock of linguists hired to translate a flock of foreign scripts and stories
all parts of the world.
Finlay McDermid, studio story chief, declared
number of documents from alien shores is the highest in the lot'.-: history, and is increasing day by day.

from
the

i

,

j

_

j

|

Tinted pictures are so numerous in Hollywood these days that deliveries
are being set months in the future, even: with the laboratories working
One producer: who wound up shooting on a Technicolor
film last month was informed that his prints would not be delivered before next February.
.

at full capacit.v.

^

I

.

.

.

Republic is cutting down the use of process shots because of the increased use of Trucolor in the filming ot westerns and "B" pictures.
Process shots in Trucolor are difficult and expensive. Armand Schaetei x
"That's My Gal, recently completed, was made without a single prcice.-is
"

shot.

:
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,

,

.

I
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H0PE18G,C1NCY;'ACE;

!

.

1
:

four new
twice as many as last week,
with biz holding about normal.
"Monsieur Beaucaire" is topping the
Mexnewcomers, with "Holiday in Mex
ico and "Mr. Ace" not far behind,

Downtown houses have

|

'

"'"^

oolUnger asserted.
,
,,.
^
Allied prexy Jack Kirsch 1ambasted Columbia for asking the court
to end booking combines in its brief,
Kirsch said, "When Abe Montague
steps on my toes and tells me we
,

Toills,

^alL\\Tth's"*'""
Keith's.
smaller
Estimates for This Weelt

I

j

i

^"^^

,

:

;,

but "instead of making more
pictures with that star they boosted
film rentals tremeijdousiy on the

Fairish $6,500 trailing solid $12,000

tres

.

Keith's (City In V.) (1,540; .50-70)—
Sisters" (U). Moderaie
$6,500, but stays. Last week, "Coiir^
age of Lassie" (M-G) (4th wk), $6.-

star's pictures.

000.

postal cards."

"They Were

.

(RKO)

—

".4nina" (20th)
500. Last week.

"Kid From Brook-

Lyric

to

UA

SSi Continned from page

Eagle-Lion

3

pected to be "The Billad and the
Source," from the bfst-selling book
of that title. Ingrid Bergman will be
the starring spot in "The Whistler's starred. Roach is making a series o{
features,
similar
to
the
Destiny," to be produced by Rudolph short
Flothow, Picture will follow the Dix "streamlined" comedies he was turnchore in "The Hunter is a Fugi-: ing out for UA relecse before Hp
five."
RKO handed Jane went into the Army. He has two ol
Wyman the top femme role in them now finished aoo a third clos"
"Magic
Town,"
recently
turned to completion.
Other producer deals pending, aldown by Loretta Young because of
illness.
James Stewart is male though already authorized by the
star, with William Wellman direct- board, are release of pix from Eding and Robert Riskin as producer, ward Small, Howard Hawks, and
starting Sept 25
Seymour Armand Dcutsch-Hal Home's Story
Nebenzal announced the signing of Productions. All of the.se come, parMaria Montez to star in his produc- adoxically, at a time when the comtion, vAtlantida," slated for a De- pany is in the best position in its
cember start, with Ralph Blum as history in regard to quantity of
associate producer. Picture will be product. Roster, as of the end of
based on Pierre Benoit's novel about last week, showed 22 active producers, with 10 pictures awaiting
a lost city in the Sahara.
Next starrer for Roy Rogers at release, 12 being edited, 5 shooting,
and 43 in various stages of preparaRepublic will be "Bells of San An.

i^^h^'^ld^'ih^^e'crmbi'res.'Vhlt'ywh;^

we part company." ;:Kirschi who
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 50-70)— "Mr. rep resents a lOOVtheatre cpmbi ne.
Last declared, "I don't believe the GovSlick $16,000.
Ace" (UA).
week, "Anna" (20th), fatso $lfl.i)00. ernment can break us up;"
Capitol
(RKO) (2,000; 50-70) —
Distributors were also accused of
"Holiday in Mexico" (M-G). Hotoha using
other tactics to boost rentals.
$16,000. Holds. Last week, "Marina
One instance cited was sending
Ivers" (Par) (2d wk). Okay $8,500.
cards -to exhibitors to vote which
.50-70)
Grand (RKO)
(1.430;
"Three Wise Fools" (M-G) (2d wkl.lstar the greatest attraction at theate-ioff.

Wanger

.

:

:

'MEXICO; 16G APIECE
Cincinnati, Sept.

.

That's:

what you get

when you answer their

(distributors)

.

.

.

be produced by Edward

tion.

J.

White. Filming starts in two months,
his rodeo

when Rogers completes

i

)

i

tures

than

some

Company now' has more

pic-

awaiting release or editing
distributed altogether during
o| the leap years of the past.

it

BRITISH LABOR M.P;S

i

i

,:

I

j

,

Washington, Sept.

lU. ALLIED'S 123D
Era theatre, -Harvey,

Main stem biz is oft this stanza
because of so:many holdovers. Big'
gest newcomer is "Courage of Lassie," hackee by stage bill, with .si.urdy
session at the big Capitol. ''Of Hualso is stout i-.t the

man Bondage"
Earls.

Estimates for This Week
(RK-O)' (1,838 Ml (44-{i0)-f-j

Keith's'

'

UNK

Chicago, Sept.

17.

!

111.,

17.

has been

added to both the Allied Theatres
of Illinois and the Allied buying and
booking organization, bringing to
123 the number of filmeries under
the Allied' helm in the state. House
is owned by J. B. Rubin who also
operate.s
the Hawthorne tlieatiiei,

in

the

market

for

the legit 'field,: however^ Jacobson,
said, on strictly an investment basis,
as have Paramount, Metro and 2<)th-

Fox. It will have to have an author
or player tieup, or a string on the
film rights, he declared.
Jacobson, currently housed in the
former quarters of United World
Pictures,

is

setting

up

staff

a:

for

covering plays, books and the taient
field.

.

lowing the convention) for huddle tour.'
lyn"
(RKO),
fourth
downtown with Jack Levin,
Confidential Reround, $5,500.
Ports manager, in an attempt to work
palace
(RKO) (2 600; 50-70
"^'t
a compromise on local checking.
"Beaucaire" (Par). Plca-sinf; .1;I8,000
Studio Contracts
for this new Bob Hope comedy. Laitl ''This is my first assignment and I
week, "Notorious" (RKO) (2d wk /. accept it as a challenge,'- the Allied
sock $19,000.
prexv said.
Hollywood, Sept. 17.
Shubert (RKO) (1100; ,50-70)Tomorrow
(Wednesdav) the
thr entire
nnfirp
J^omorrow (Wednesday)
"Notorious" (RKO). Switched from'
Montgomery Clift, Howard Hawks.
Palace for third frame on front ine meet will be given over to discussion
Jean Wallace, renewed, 20th-Fox.
Plump $7,500. Last week. "Two of the recent court anti-trust deciRobert Cornell, renew, 20th-Fox.
sion.
General
counsel
Abram
Myers
Guys Milwaukee" (WB) :(m.o.).
Norbert Brodine, cameraman, 20th,
will speak to the members on legal
satisfactory $6,000.
Harry Kleiner, writer, 20th-Pox.
angles of the decision and the forthJean Ruth,: renewed. Paramount,
coming final decree.
Gordon DouglaSj renewed, RKO.
'Lassie'-Vaude Lusty
Allene Roberts, actressi Sol Lesser.

34G,DX.; 'Bondage' 20G

is

Broadway plays to finance, according to
Benn Jacobson, recently
named eastern studio rep for the
new compapyi E-L wiU not go into

-

gelo," to

Meet opened with Kirsch announcing he would go 16 New York, fol-

!50-70t
(1,400;
(m.o.).
All rijsht S6.-

I

.

Yen

Eagle-Lion's Play

Julie London, actress, SoL Lesser,
Connie Cornell, actress, Metro.

Norma Drury,

Warners.
Mikhail Rasumay, renewed. Par.
Roy Roberts, renewed, 20th-Fox.
Lloyd Ahem, cameraman,: 20th.
actress,

L. B. Abbott, cameraman, 20th.
Al Irving, cameraman, 20ih«Fox.
Sally Rawlinson, renewed, Par.

Milton Krims, writer, Par.
Laraine Day, actress, RKO,

.

U.S.

TOUR TIED TO lATSE

Tom O'Brien, Laborite member of
Parliament and general secretary of
the National Assn. of Theatrical
Kinematic Employees, lands in New
York tomorrow (19) in the first stop
of a one-month visit which includes
a stay in Hollywood.
O'Brien's trek
via the Queen Mary was in part

&

sponsored by Richard Walsh, prexy
of the International Assn. of Theatrical Stage Employees, U. S. equivalent to the NATKE.
Agenda of the O'Brien trip includes his appearancg in the role of
speaker and rep for the potent British Trade Union Congress at the
AFL convention on Oct. 16. In his
first trip t« the U. S., O'Brien plans

some heavy huddles with lATSE and
other showbiz labor leaders plus a
schedule^ ^ meeting .y^jith Pie.S|id?ntj
,

Metro Shakeup
5 :Continue4 from pug*

* si

M-rG veepee over ad-publicity, said
Monday (16): that there would be n<>
change whatsoever in Metro's production policy.
While other companies have declined to predict the
number of films they'd be able to
turn out this year under the industry-wide stress on only top-budncters, Metro has also not annoumcd
any production plans but revealed
that more than 30 features are now
ready for release pr in editing stage?,
with five more' ih production: at this
time.

impbssible to determine yet
the new sales policies embodied

It's

how

in the anti-trust decision

will afTtct

production, Dietz said, but Metro i.f
not contemplating any cut in the
number of pictures. He declined to
go into detail on the company's plans
for cutting costs, which he said were
reaching the "serious", stage, biit
denied recent reports that: the ;Comf
pany would attempt to reduce the
All
running time of its features.
talk about cost is strictly theoreticiil,
Dietz said, since with all factors cf
production taking up their full

share of the hypoed expenses, its
impossible to tell how much any
film will cost until it's in the cans.
Best way to trim costs, consequently,
he said, would be to cut the general
-ovprl^a^s pfll (much assijpwsitW

,

'
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PICTURES
Loew's Longhair Shorts

Russo-U.S. Bartering in Germany

Seven shorts which David

May Ease Raw Stock for Yank Pix
Impasse over raw stock thatr" IS"*
currently keeping American films
from fuUscale exhibition in the U.S.
and British zones of Germany is ex^

will distribute via United
this year, it was disclosed

fying the melodies. Inllialer, Bach's
Tdcato arid Fugue in D Minor, was
preemed Monday (16) at the Center

'

AMPAs Tee

Off Oct. 3

Associated Motion Picture Adverpected to be overcome ishottly on
tisers, mapping its fall season activithe basis of a survey now being
ties, set the first open meeting for
made by the American Military October, with
speakers and agenda
opinion
of
the
Government. That's
to be announced later.
Under plans
Francis Harmon, v. p. of the Motion
and Gerald drawn up by Rutgers Neilson, AMPA
Association,
Picture
prez,
presiding
chairman at each
to
Eric
Mayer, foreign affairs aide
meeting
will
be
rotated,
among the
Johnston, MPA prexy, who recently
organization's
roemhership
with
returned to the U.S. from a month
They discussed the raw every third meeting to be a closed
abroad.
business
session.
stock situation with General Lucius
On behalf of the AMPA relief a
Clay, Mil-Gov topper in Germany,
fund-raising committee was appointin sin effort to reach a solution.
U. S. distributing companies re- ed, with Chester Friedman as chaircently issued an ultimatum to the man. Balance of the committee inWar and State departments that cludes Charles AHcoate, chairman of
they would send no quantities of the AMPA relief fund; Phil Wilprints into Germany unless an ar- liams, chairman of the planning and
rangement is made whereby they program committees: Dave Bader
can at least get back the cost of the Arnold Stolz, Evelyn Koleman, Jefilm and processing. As things now rome Pickman and Ray Gallagher.
standi the best the American distribs
can get is credit in blocked marks
for income derived via exhibition of
their Alms. There's no prospect that
these marks ever will be convertible
into anything like their present exSEPT.
Companies are not
change value.
Minneapolis, Sept. 17,
squawking about the inability to get
Bob O'Donnell and Bill McCraw,
'profits out, but figure- that inasmuch
Variety Clubs national chief barker
as the prints are desired, for educaand executive director, respectively
tional and reorientation purposes by
have advised Northwest Variety Club
the AMG, they ought to at least get
that they, will be present in Minne
their costs.
a polls, Sept. 23 for the University
Gen. Clay recognized this fact in
of Minnesota's testimonial dinner for
his talks with them, Harmon and
has started machin- the club here in recognition of its
.

theatre. Salt

NORTHWEST VARIETY
SET FOR

Mayer said, and
ery moving to clear up the situation.
Solution, he declared, would be,' on

successful campaign to raise $250,900
for a heart ho.spital on the campus.
Fred Allen will emcee the dinner.

City,

mood

of the

shorts are being made in Cinecolor.
Werner. Janssen, who conducted
the 90-piece orch which played the
Bach music, was present at the Salt

Bill

'

.

provide the raw stock if a suitable
barter deal can be arranged for
chemicals of various types, which
are available only from factories
within the U. S. zone. Clay is trying to work out such a barter arrangement.

m

Bring
equipment from the
U, S. and set up a plant in the
American zone for making filTin.
There are presently a few minor
plants in the U. S. area, but with
the stock they'd provide working at
full capacity, plus all that could be
scrounged in various other ways
under present conditions, no more
than 35^000,000 feet would be avail2.

able.

Buy raw

stock in the U. S. and
to the American companies.
Bifficulty with this— and it is equally true of the second method— is that
3.

give

it

Army nor Military Government has an appropriation for
such and where they will get the

neither the

money

man Adolph Zukor

Majors (or 489G
Olean, N. Y.,

Hollywood, Sept.

17.

^

Continued from page'

1

ss

Tara Hall, the home of Scarlett novation proved successful others
O'Hara in "Gone With the Wind," would take it up and were exhorted

was torn down after standing for
eight years on the RKO-Pathe lot.

On the spot wil be erected dnother
home for the David O Selznick production, "Little Women," slated to
start Oct.

1.

MEEMAN ANKLES
,

P-T

Hollywood, Sept. 17.
Doc Merman checked out as pro-

duction

manager for Pine-Thomas
Merman-David Pictures,
with William B. David as his

to organize
Inc.,

partner.

New

outfit has two stories lined
for filming in Cinecolor, starting
Oct. 7.

up

ACCOUNTANT
t'oriiicr

Kovoimn
'"<•*''"'

AEoiit llioroUBlil.v
pK'ture production,

Ultitrlbiitlon nnil tlientrlniil Hccountlnfr
"ix problenm scektt fiiH of ptirt

Mme

t'onneotloii,

'.

N«W

St.,

Yorit 19, N. Y.

Now Specialising)
in Refreshment

Concessions for
DRIVE-IN THEATRES

inc.
BtPfa

new

system.

'Whole Town Knows Your Biz'
Other major point gabbed was use
of locar checkers by Confidential
Reports, representing all majors ex-

S,ept. 17.

Treble damages totaling $489,000
costs are being sought in an

.

BUrhALO N Y

akin to a 'similar meet coming up
for the 20th-Fox field exploiteers
under the supervision of Charley
Schlaifer, ad-publicity director, and

Harry Brand, studio publicity chief.
Moves key the trend, toward an industry-wide realization of the belief

anti-trust action filed by Bordonaro
Bros. Theatres, Inc., operator of the
1,434-seat Palace here, in Western
District Federal Court at Buflfalo,
naming 13 producers, distributors
and exhibition corporations as codefendants. Charging the 12 distribu,
tors with conspiring to effect a inonopoly for Warner Bros. Pictures,

that the

Inc.,

the

brought under the
and Clayton anti-trust

suit

Sherman,
acts, and the Robinson-Patman act,
alleges the plaintiff was unable to
'•obtain a fair and adequate supply

of first class feature motion pictures
for first-run exhibition at sa;d Pal-.

.

;

bodied

company and Warner

theatres.

M-G

hibit "numerous inferior and undesirable productions
. without making any similar requirement or conditions with respect to productions
leased to Warner Bros."

forces.

Par execs will reexamine effectiveness Of such media as radio
and publications in building up the.

atre patronage. Shift in ad coin dictated during the war when some
media closed down while others remained unaffected may be redirected
to prewar channels. In this regard.
Par meet will study a plan for extensive use of billposting in connection with key engagements of the
company's pix, since motor traffic
has upped substantially since V-J.
day.

New

'

',

slated for early release, tor special
attention. New plans to be drawn at
the huddles will be imme<liately
tested in these two pix.

PETE WELLMAN SUES FOR

SHARE IN TWO THEATRES
Youngstown. O. Sept. 17.
Peter M. Wellman, operator of
neighborhood houses in Youngstownt
Girard and Hubbard, has filed juit
in Common Pleas Court for $25 000
damages and also to force the sile
to him of an interest in the Uptown
and Mahoning theatres in Youngs*
town.

The petition alleges that Wellman
was to have obtained an interest in
the two houses at the time he obtained the Wilson theatre for $50,000
in June. He was to have Raid $105,000 for the other two, $60,000 in cash
and the balance in note* A ten.1er
of $60,000 has been refused, Wellman
charges. Defendants are Elias Kaniaris,

Louise

Youngstown;
George
Manos, operators of

and
the

Manos Amus. Co., Toronto, O.; John
and Athena Chri.stopoulos, Warren,
0.i Roxy Anius. Co. and William P.
Barnum, Youngstown, attorney.
Wellman said Kaniaris and Manos
offered him the theatre interests, 'ind
he arranged for a transfer of leases
from the owners of the properties.
He said he received the Wilson and
was to have obtained possession of
the Uptown and Mahoning on Aug.
1.

In addition, it is charged that defendant, Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.,
has at various times attempted to
acquire the plaintiff's theatre for the
purpose of I'monopolizing the firstrun exhibition of first class feature
motion pictures in the city of Olean
and of being enabled to 0x admis-.
sion prices,"
,

York Theatres

AtBXiS

KERSON

IN

BOB CROSBY

TOWN

THE

CRIERS

Air-Condltloned

iN

TECHNICOLOR/.'

MONTY WOOLLEY 6INNY SIMMS

STRAND, B'way at 47th

•

JANE

WYMAN

•

eve aroen

MICHACl CURTtZ •

ARTHUR SCHWARTZ

•

at

10:30 A M.

•

R.K.O. Radio Picture Starring

Guy
and MADISON
ROIiERT MITCHVM

Dorothy

Prmluotit tt

McOUIRE

mm

WARNERS'

SUt

HOLLYWOOD

CONDITIONED

An

CONTINUOUS • LATE FttM

Bllfj

CRAIG

A

"HOLIDAY
in

MEXICO"

i>aiMniHM,Mninn!.

SwMt

HILDEGARDE
-ROXY""Mill*"at.*-

—tMlrmI—

B WAY &
47th St.

OB

HOPE and

Joan Cavlfleld
'^Mentimr

Clair*

TREVOR

^

A Par&mount
with Patric

LADD

MORROW

'
'

'
,

'

LEE

Nlshtl;.!

RADIO CITY

TEKSON ^

BUDDY

^

PEGGY

Exiral

PARAMOUNT

- Mtdnlirht Feature
Ooori iOoen 8:.TO A.Mi

ALAN

'

Picture

Knowlas

Cool
Times Square

MUSIC HALL

Thura., fiept. 19

'

BOB KVAJJS
JOHN ahd BKN£
ARNAUT

:

MARSHALL

IS

Person

in

CHARLIE SPIVAK
and Mil Orchottra

In

.BMuealrt"

AN KKO RAPIO riCXURK

"

Pletiif?\

MPIIISMCII.
lEN ICII

CRACK-UP

Planet.

Homicid*'

Ctntury-FM

ON STAGE

PAIACE
•

20th

St.

RICE'S

6ENE KRUPA

IGREEN^

Pal O'BRIEN
Harbert

WILUAMS

RiVOLI. B'way and 49th

11:30 t M.

'Home
M.|4l'lTilMcllwM>

St.

End of Time

Till the

0<ncn antit utt ttifM

UROY

WAY

carios ramirc/

MARY MARTIN
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OirKt«4 t)

B

•
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Warner Uros. Hit

in

"THE BIG SLEEP"
and His OrehMtra
Xxtra Added Attrnction

timer C: O'Brien of White Plains,
and
Blumenstock was badly pummelled,
ORCH.
first by an irate lynch mob which
witnessed the accident, and followMeridian Signs MsUox
ing by a state trooper who claimed
Hollywood, Sept. 17.
Blumenstock resisted arrest. CurMeridian Pictures, newly formed
rently free oh $1,000 bail, Blumenstock is up for hearing in a Lewis- 16m company, signed Walter Mattox
to
produce
(Wed. )
boro court tonight
on
a series of western and
charges of assault and reckless driv- action films.
Outfit is lieaded by Sam Nathaning. O'Brien
seeking adjournment
of the ease until Blumenstock cah son, who recently fiulled out " of
exit fro'm the hospital.

LAUREN BACALL

GRAI^ SMITH

Of ENS

The into a ditch, after allegedly running
Have con- down two pedestrians, Blumens,tock
was not aware of the jaw fracture
until Monday (16).
According to his attorney, Mor-

,

'

HUMPHREY BOGART

CARY,

.

for regulations.

investigation into uniform cliecking
clauses in distributor contracts after
the Justice department received a
number of exhibitor complaints. Belief is strong that Clark will take
action on anti-ti-usV grounds.'

have

sat in on the recent Metro sales
meets in Chicago in order to work
up a closer liaison between the work
of the distribution and exploitation

.

Sidney Samuelson, chairman of
Eastern Pennsylvania Alliec^, said:
Charles M. Reagan, Paramount, sales
chief, told him less than 500 exhibitors out of total 15,000; complained about local chocking.
From sources outside the convention, it was learned that AttorneyGeneral 'Tom Clark has initiated an

em-

policies

moreover,

exploiteers,

The

Jaw

done.
job is going to
fidence in your leaders."

selling

the anti-trust decision
will require a return to old-type
showmanship, with a consequent revamping, where necessary, of outmoded exploitation techniques.
Metro exploitation staff, under
the direction of William R. Ferguson, has held periodical divisional
meets during the last several months.

Analysis of impact' of radio' spot
on promotion of
company product, currently being
conducted by Par with Buchanan
Advertising Agency, will determine
Par's future course 'on employment
of radio as drumbeating fare. Degree of penetration of the spot an*
nouncements in communities, where
used^ will be discussed during the
four-day confab.
Meet will single out "Two Years
Before the Mast" and "Blue Skies,"

announcements

'

Broken

was "no need

new
in

obtain first-run product from only
one major -distributor, Param'ount,
because of a "dispute" between that

Delegates squawked
cept MetrOi
loudly over their business being
known to the whole town because
local people checked grosses. One
man complained his own gasoline Blumenstock's
service station operator checked his
Following Accident
receipts while another said his landMort Blumenstock, Warner veepee
lord did it and then jacked his theatre rental. Another example was a in charge of ad-publicity, underwent
(Tuesday)
local undertaker garbed 'n high hat an operation yesterday
in the Danbury, Conn., Hospital for
plus full regalia.
While many remedies to fight the a double fracture of the jaw sufsy.stfjni were suggested, including a fered in a Westchester County auto
10
days ago. Although
test suit, no action taken after prexy accident
Jack Kirsch assured members there badly injured by his car's swerving

'

Box No. *66, Variety
154 Watt 46th

to fight the

exploitation

and

.

Local Checkers

'WOMEN' VICE 'WIND'

will result in a

and

advertisinfe

machinery, the company announced.
Plan for the> Par conclave is closely

following season not even Paramount pictures were available to the
Palace for first-run exhibition, according to the complaint. It is stated
further that for the past 10 years
plaintiff has been able to license for
first -run showing, 50% of the product of Metro, 20th, and Universal,
among the defendants, but the
charges are made that these companies
discriminated against the
Palace (1) by exacting higher film
rentals than those charged Warners
for similar productions, (2) by demands for preferred playing time,
last Sunday (15) night.
Leun Kelmer, veteran of 17 years which demands were not coincidenwith RKO Theatres, succeeds Grieb ially being made on Warners as a
condition of the showing o.' their
at the Albee. He moves over from
half of the product in question, and
the RKO Kenmore, Brooklyn.
(3) by requiring the plaintiff to ex-

a dvibious issue.

is

huddle of all special field reps with
studio and h.o. heads set to open
at the Hotel Warwick (N. Y.) Sept,

complete overhauling of Par's pub-

Olean Exhib Sues

Agenda

Par's Ihib-Ad&llii^

Charles M.' Reagan, and board chair-

to

Larry Grieb, RKO Albee manager
in Brooklyn, has resigned to become
supervising director of picture theatres for the City Investing Corp.,
which operates the Astor and Victoria, N. Y., and several other theatres in Cincinnati and elsewhere in
the U. S.
Grieb, who opened the Mayfair
theatre on Broadway for RKO, and
also handled the Globe and 86th
Street for the same company, was
honored by top RKO theatre execs
and 60' managers at a testimonial
dinner at the Diamond Horseshoe

On

Change in importance of different
and advertising media in
selling pix and the shift in showmanship requirements under the
new sales system, will come in for
prolonged discussion at a Paramount
publicity

licity,

Elson

Larry Grieb Leaves RKO
For City Investing Spot

Showmansiiip Requirements

Shift in

30. Important meet which will be
Lake City premiere and was hosted attended by such biggies as Par
prexy Barney Balaban, sales chief
by city officials.

ace theatre
because 'of the
wrongful conduct and acts of the
and Ben Blotcky com^ defendants."
tigated. They are:
prise the club's committee assisting
1.
That raw stock can be obtained
The Warner interests have operatin the arrangements.
from the Russians and provided to
ed the 1,000-seat Haven and the 350The heart hospital is the North- seat second-run State since 1930.
the American companies for processing their prints in Germany.
Both west Variety club's main philanNamed as defendants, served
It
not only has through
the Agfa and Eastman plants are in thropic project.
Buffalo branch offices, are
the Soviet zone and they have a raised the funds to build and equip Loew's, 20th-Fox, Universal, United
capacity for beyond the 72,000,000 it, but also will contribute a sub- Artists, Warners, RKO and Paraannually for its mount.
feet per year which is the esti- stantial amount
mated U.S. requirement. The Rus- maintenance.
Complaint cites that for the 1930sians have indicated willingness to
31 season, the Palace was able

one of three bases now. being inves-

,

23 FETE

Lake

Pictures to catch the

music are of Bryce Canyon, Utah.
There is no commentary. All the

,

•

L. Loew
Artists
yester-

day (Tuesday), will be one-reelers
of classical music with scenes typi-

21

"NOTORIOUS"
Cory Grant

Starring
and Ingrid

Borgman

Spectacular Stage Productions

J.

ARTHUR RANK

Presents

''Caesar and Cleopatra

Cool

ASTOR

Broadtvny and 45th

.Stri^nt

ToDiilqi;' rrk'ei<«^,(;aptlnuopa

End

Long Shutdown Helps Texas

of

UA~Universal
Coiitimicd from

News

Theatre Const.; Other Xchange
Plouston.

A

.:

weanesaajr, scpicmner lo, ly^o

PICTURES
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;

;
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77-clav shutdown on building hos
lifted here with the announce-

Hot Customers?

been

that a settlement had been
of the builders strike, involving contractors and the American
Fet1cration t)f Labor. More than six
theatres in various stages of construction soon will be completed.
This includes four houses bemg constructed here by Interstate Theatres.

Omaha,

ment

made

Sept.

17.

Ralph Blank, operator and
owner of the Admiral* and vyho
is building the new Chief Theatre on the south side, is going

vs*

Film Reviews

1

Continued from page 16

because the defendants
wanted to reserve the right to
change their minds in the next 10
days, although they have nothing

"tentative"

specific at the moment on which
they want to make a switch.
Columbia Picturesin its findings attacked the court ban on block booking and maintained that single sellits
ing would require it to change

Moon

On

noil

Ti'.ikjis
ing comedy lead as tough cattleman.
Heavy works is capably taken care Of
by Dt-nnis Hoey. Franci.s McDonald,

Kcnne Duncan and other henchmen.
Eli-/.abelh Hisdon is a crusty companion to Miss Evans.
Edward J. White's production furnishes good backing lor piclur*.
Lensing by William Bradford, editing

delinquency.

nile

was a

total

people

.so

As the

last

war

one including younger
peace shows a bigger in.

in crime
their teens.
crea.se

among

children jn

Well-produced by Basil Wright and
by Jack Lee, this film
shows what government social services are doing to combat crime. Many

finely directed

appearing in film duplicate their real
life loles— John Vardy,

headmaster
and other; technical credits up to
entire financial base. The brief also
of Liverpool Farm School, plays
Brog.
Standard.
headmaster, and Basil Henriques
took pokes at the decision's policing
chairman of a Juvenile Court, rc-of the industry; asked for a reducenacts bis part on the screen. The
tion of cancellation privileges to
Materials have been on hand but la(SONGS)
fttds- were chosen from
schools in
20% instead of the 25% proposed by
bor to finish the job was unobtain(\ihimblji rfK'i"-''« of Coflterl. (Murk .vt'i)Liverpool and Birmingham. Only
the court; and stated bluntly that Co- tlui-Uun.
able,
Stiii'i-eli.
:KniiIt'y
Clwu-Ies
.SiHi-f
walk and keep it dry no matter
professional is Julia Lang as a gii'l
lumbia "cannot enter into any arbi- llurnt-llo; rf'HHirr.<i l>(U-l.s Uonok. Ozle AVu- delinquent.
what the weather. The Chief is
Kel\ys. .Mci'Oenl,Ul*^^^•te^l
b,v Vej-non
tei'a.
Southern 111. Exhibs Huddle
tration plan or scheme as suggested
building and will be j'.eady
Story shows what happens to a
now
pln.v. Mk-hfi(;t S'inininn.H; c.iiih'vu, ,(,1t<)rK<- U.
Chicago.
,\lppluiit; .songi*. Kniilpy TJuniette,, Uiilt' Wivby ti-.e opinion."
youngster brought up in the slums.
in a few months.
as.sU dirt-olor. Willtiim O'Otmnor: eiUMeeting of United Theatre OwnSeeking the definite fadeout of lei-a; .l:;in*'3
The state gives him a final chance to
-y.,
Wwt'f^ney.
't'i-adeshc»w>l N.
toi-,
ers of 111, to discuss the recent N. Y.
learn to be a good citizen.
booking-buying combines, Columbia Sei>t. 11, '-lii. .IturiirhiB Uiiie. 5X;MINS..
anti-trust decree and its effect on July 1, 1948. Latter house has been
,:.
.r.hnrle'H Stnt-rett
Film is timely, but dubious if
asked the court to insert in the de- .Stove Hui-incti.
skedexhibitor,
is
independent
Schwyn
Carl
the
.SuiUey. Jlui-iiet^e there's any big market for such
leased for 10 years by
film
which would re- '.Smiley
...Doris Himcli
ihu'y f'ai-lsei
ded for Springfield. 111.. Sept. 17-18. & Associates, Bowling Green, O., cree a provision
I'lii-kt r:
Kmniol t Lynn in the U, S,
Group is made up almost exclu- circuit, which hopes to get posses- strain the defendants from dealing .lake
.Hurt .Ccary;
lliuvUlrm.
with such combines. Government's t'Hlelt
sively of do wnstate Illinois theatres sion of the house sooner.
...Sleptieii Bfti-t'Iay
(liu-vej
<lv«'p
and with Allied Theatres of 111.,
proposed decree might be construed .Snokctl
.Hobei't Korlmnn
Toledo,
State,
operates
the
Schwyn
..... ...... ...
.OeorKe t:hpse)iro
helped defeat recent state proposal deluxe nabe, as well as two each to ban the combines, Columbia said, lltU.
Chiniitown
Klu'rltf U(illin«.
Hurt Osborne
to raise thie film theatre tax IQCJ..
MonoKi-yni release of Jame-s .s, lturk*-tt
in Bowling Green and Napoleon, O. but there is too much ambiguity in
Wiiiers -Mtul iCoIoLUiTu: ;KUiTfiers
0*/.ie
Universal's Regional, .sales nicetpnHlnvtion.
Stars Hldiiey 'J'oler; 'tHrm-fra
Jack Armstrong, manager, of all the its terms and there is no reason why
iVIantan M<'relHntl. Vlctoi- .Sen Yonitg, '[iuiia
Ing held here at the Palmer House Schwyn properties, will manage the
"should have
A
program
dualer, "Landriish'' will Chjimller, John OiUhiucJet. Tuul ni',vai:. liigroup-buying
exbib
J.
Gomersall,
A.
T;
E.
week:
last
it is
probably excite weekend moppets. rev-ted by Terry Morse. Oi^Kiiuil m-r-pt'iiand Paramount property as soon as con- any special immunity."
Feldman,
Charles
O'Keefe,
jjl.'iy, Ilayniond Schi-oek based on
Kii'i-i Dei-r
taken over. The building also
Year's delay until July 1, 1947, is This one is modest in every respect, BiKKCrs'; Blorles: camera. WlUia.ni si<'kn(M-;
Maurice/ Bergman headed list of tairis stores and offices, and will be
At llwtoklyn niTfind.
editor,-- Rivlph Dixon.
ccmpany officials at meeting.
necessary for Columbia to readjust most of all on budget.
extensively rendvated.
Film di.shes up the usual accoutre- TJ. TT., <loal. Sent. 13. '4(t. Kunnini: tinic,
itself to single-selling, the brief said.
ments of lioss "thrillers," with chase
.Hidney .'rol(.p
Government's consent to postpone scenes galore, a coviple of mediocre Oharnti -<;:han^<.,
St.- Cloud Amus. Sells Chain
.Itirmiiij^hum. .;...
...
Mn ntan --iVlnreluml
Intcrstate's *-year Scholarships
Phillipsburg, N. J.
operations until Jan. 1, '47 is insuf- brawls, and lotsa shooting. Added to Jimmy ........ ; .:.
... VU'tor Seti Yonnjf
Dallas.;
Sale bt St. Cloud Amus. Corp.
since the: which there is hillbilly singing by :Mai:y Oonovei'* . *...,. ,.. ,-,,.TaniM iMiantUei*
With a four-year scholarship to ficient, Columbia, asserted,
.left Hay
....,,:«........,. ..John ftitllmidet
which operates 11 theatres in West- Southerh
Methodist University as company would have to take steps Ozie Waters and his corny crew, and .\Hkc Roffan,
l^alU lll'VHr
ei:n New Jersey, to New York in"to give itself an adequate supply of slapstick comedy by Smiley Burnette. .liH-k Tilford.
.IJi-m-e KpIIork
first prizei an essay contest to get the
terests, to be known as Inter-County
.Alai\ l!iiilKe
viewpoint of local young people on pictures and create an inventory, Camera work fails to dispel the ever- Ciuit. Allen
Circuit Corp., announced by Alvin
Aliiry (tonUm
Mi-s, Ciinover. .............
the position and influence of the thefinance itself for present feeling that an automobile .l<inn .Mert'ei', .......
I>orolh;V lU'nniier
F, Sloan, head of St. Cloud Corp. atre in community life, was an- and particularly to
had passed over the ti^afl just before ;l*OHplNive,
... ....;...
..laeU 'NniHoil
Theatres in deal are located in Sus- nounced here by Karl Hoblitzelle. that purpose."
a scene was shot,
Columbia, in a fl.-iancial policy
sex. Newton, Blairstown, Belvidere, Interstate Theatres prexy.
Stor.y harks b.ick to days when the
Contest
Standard Charlie Chan fiire. A
JHackettstown. Washington. Clinton, is part of the circuit's 40th anni cele- change, will have to obtain cash by Government was giving Indian terrifilm, "Shadows -Over
Frenchtown, Flemington and Lam- bration. Contest closes Aug. 22.
way of refinancing or stock issue to tory away Iree. In this case, land is slimly-budgeted
is cooked up from the
bertville.
other sink into an inventory and keep the called the Spur, and, faintly remi- Chinatown"
scholarship,
Besides
the
familiar recipe of Oriental epigrams
prizes will be a $300, sCcond place; same on the shelf for a period of niscent of Oklahoma's panhandle, is
occasional corpses which have:
Mex. Variety Tent in Dec.
When the and
$100 for third.
time, its brief said. Single sales will a refuge for baddies.
been
the
trademark
of this series
New clubrooms of the xecentlysquatters come the gang tries to scare
Al Pickens, tor pa.st 15 years in the
tormed Mexico City Variety Club film industry here, named PRC sales- freeze the company's capital which them away. Charles Starrett, the Du- since the late Warner Oland first
tent are expected to be opened some man to handle independent houses under block boooking has been rango Kid, saves the newspaper edi- quoted Confuciu.s. Plot originality
time ih. December, with many top in northern Texas and nabe houses turned over rapidly, it continued. tor and the land for the newcomers. in this one is negligible but diitloging is snappy and film is well/U. S. industry of ficlals slated to at- here and in Fort Worth.
Moreover, the brief asserted, over..Starrett is still a stiff and stilted
tend the tent's formal induction
J. H. Seagler opsned Alba theatre,
head expenses would be boosted parallel to the Lone Ranger, com- paced.
As usual, Sidney Toler pliiys the
ceremonies. H.O. salesmanagers and Alba's (Texas) firs* theatre in many since "it will have tO: go through plete with white, horse and mask.
<iage slant-eyed sleuth with comedy
foreign managers are expected to years.
more
many
sales campaigns each Burnette draws well-spaced laughs, support from his two fumbling aides,
take advantage of the occasion to
New $25,000 Texan theatre at AtWaters and his Colorado Rangers
Mantan Moreland and Victor Sen
get together with the Mexican in- lanta (Texas) opaned by Barton and year and increase its personnel."
corns in with unconnected songs, and
opens
briskly
fiat
Brief
withthe
Young, Story revolves around the
dustry toppers.
Jeff McLendon of Dallas. Pete JunDoris Houck is just fair as a weak
"this is not a consent decree. At the
According to information from nel is manager.
efforts of the Chinese detective to
love interest. Kids who will enjoy
Xuis. Montez, Mexico City's chief
crack an insurance racket outfit.
The Cedar, 266-seat house, will be outset, Columbia wishes to make almost anything will take this.
barker, establishment of permanent opened here this morith by Williarh perfectly clear that it consents to
Mixed up in the ca.se is a missing
headquarters has been delayed be- Shaw, veteran of Air Force, House nothing in this decree."' Continuing;
girl, thought to be a torse-murder
cause of the crowded conditions in is. the first in Cedar Hills, a suburb,
II'n
tit ll«
victim, but who is on the lam from:
Columbia
declared
that
it
was
not
the city. National Variety Tent will
•The 60O-seat Town theatre, being
the mobsters because of then- plot
(MUSICAL)'
the
function
a
court
to
regulate
of
be represented by Bill McCraw, new built at Huntsville, Texas, by R. B.
Cfiliimliia I'elea.se of '.Pod Itjchmohd proagainst her fiance. Plot conveigcs in
an
industry,
to
police
it,
and
to
national exec director; Bob O'Don- Weatherall,
completed.
force diictitMi.
is
nearly
I'-entm-f.«
Leslie Kr.dok.-^. ;)iminy
San Francisco's Chinatown vvhtue
nell, John H. Harris, Chick Lewis
Weatherall, formerly manager for the. defendants and others in the in- l.loyd. .lliff Diinneli. K<)l)erl .Stanton. Mil- Chan tracks down the leader o£ the
ton
Directed by Dei
^ and oreh.
and Charles Skouras.
the late Sam Pai;rish, who owned dustry to adopt a given system of Lord.Dpl.tif?
.:;'/Sereehplay, .Tack Henley ba.'^ed on gang.
;
Cuban industry officials, expected and operated two houses- herev re- regulation and restrictions.
Kai-en
fttory
by
l.JoWolf;
son)<a.
RoliMinor romantic interest is lurAllan
Such
to apply for a Variety tent charter cently was released from Navy.
IJons l''iHher. Jack Firin; tnu'sical dinished by Tanis Chandler and Brtice
policing was unfair to Columbia erts,
reelur. Saul ChnpUn: eanieriii Henry 15'reiiin the near future, are also slated to
Paul
since it was not on equal footing lich; edltof. Aaron .SleU. Al.Broolclyn t'ux. Kellogg with John Gallaudct,
attend.
Norton giving okay
Texa.s Houses Up Adntish
with other companies that had their X. 'Y.. dual, ,sep:t. Kt, ''4i!. KunninK time, Bryar and Jack
MI.NS.
support in stock parts. Straight camown market in the form of affiliated 'rei'i-y ....
T.e.slie lii-ooks
Gainsville, Texas.
Colonial,. AliiMy, R&Hsbts.
era work and musical effects par the
l.ioyd
Malone.
..Hmtny
(liekv
theatres,
it
said.
Albany.
Admission increases are going
general level of the production.
Jobn.'-on
leff I'^onncil
The Colonial, dark since fire dam- into effect in some of the smaller
There is no such thing as blind (TCOfK-iJ*
•S|)ud" Winter.". ........... HobeH Stanton
aged it in early February, relights houses of Texas that did not take selling, Columbia asserted, and there 'Ivtir-y^^ 'rjin;'(hy.... i ....
Jack Wiilianis
..T.aek Fina
During the seven-month full advantage of the last raise in is no proof that any exhib did not .lack^.i.
Sept. 27.
franklin .biiinson.
.a. i... ..Krank Orlh
closedown, extensive changes have
know
what
kind
of pictures he was .\lr.s. .lohnsoii
^ ...... Ann (.'odes
...
been made in its exterior and in- Federal admission taxes. C. L. DenAnila.
,1'pt Yankee
terior.
A Civilian Production Ad-' nis has boosted admissions 4g to 29c getting when he bought product burkel
['-r.init
Sully
ssIS Continued from page 3
Trade screening Ainiirojie Kenliin...
ministration permit for $27 000 was at the Rio: here. This includes tax. from Columbia.
......Grady .Sutton
.Vernon Dent competition between him and the
Issued to the new owners some
Forrest Dutilap increased his scale served no useful purpose since at- rop. V
.Mili.on LifUUKit and Hi.s Siwint? W-inR;
months ago. The blaze gutted the at the Palace, Cisco, Plains theatre tendance at these functions has al^
indie for the films to boost the cost
lobby and did other damase. .Tacob at Cross Plains and the Star at Ris- ways been very poor, the brief deColumbia has thrown together a too high. Two consequently got toOLshansky., an Albany attorney, is ing Star
cla-red.
to 35c including tax.
group of juve actors into a tunefest gether and worked out a plan
active .in the operatibri under the
Northeastern Texas small houses
potpourri but. although youth pre- whereby they could both share in
present regifne.
J.
Steohen Holt,
dominates in "It's Great to Be getting some Metro product, taking
New York barrister, heads the eom- are staying at their old 25c charge.
Young," the pic lacks the expected turns on mailing in the highest bid
jjany. which was incorporated last Houses in the western part of the
freshness and vitality. St^le story of for each picture.
January to take over the 3S-year old state are now getting from 35c to 50c.
stage-.struck kids trying to break into
subsequent run*
Harry Berinstein, Southwestern Texas houses average
May Cue Others
S Continued from page 3
the big time is dressed up in a me^
owner of theatres in Ithaca, had con- 40c in small houses.
Such examples of collusion imducted the enterprise for his father's
length at a meeting of the Motion 'iwcve scoic and played by perform- mediately open up the possibilities
estate over a long period of time.
Picture Export Association, of which ers bordering on the a>~iateun.sh for of many exhibs taking part in such
Flower Wins Golf Meet
a not very irnpressive result.
It's
Ii^-Fox .exchange gave a dinner at
he is president,' in New York last slated for the smaller situations.
schemes, should competitive bidding
Denver,
IMurray's Inn to cap its showing in
week. MPEA members have no false
Six tunes are scattered through the become general industry practice via
Chas. Flower had the best gross
the Andy Smith playdate drive. All
hopes that Johnston will be able to film with, the cleffing team of Allan the final decree. Cooperation would
employees will receive a bonus of score in the golf tournament of the
pave
the
way
to
any
Rocky
appreciable
Mountain
Roberts
and
Doris
Fisher
responsible
Screen
break down the whole principle on
Club, yi'ith
three, weeks' salarv,
Guests werenumber of deals which will permit for the bulk. Nuijibers include "It-s which the court based its suggestion
Max Friedman, Warner Theatres Wm. Agren second;
Robert Selig named chairman of coin to be: taken out of European Great to Be Ybungi" "A ^'housand for the new policy and, though colbuyer: Joe Saperstein, Fabian division booking manager: Joe Wein- the state drive for USO funds.
countries.
That has admittedly and One S-vveet Dreams," "Five of the lusion would be. illegal,; it's believed
Herb Gumper opened his new been pushed, into the; background as Best," "That Went Out With Highstein, Warners short subiect booker'
toiigh
Button
Chris Pope, Schine booker for the 250-seat La Jara, La Jara, Colo,
"Frankie Boogie" and that the courts would have a
a secondary consideration.
sort
Which Bumble Shoes,"
Albany zone: and Charles Gordon
Boogie."
Bob
Stanton; time proving anything of the
C. U. Yaeger ha.s set Sept. 26 as leaves two reasons for
the desire to brother of Dick
owner nf the Olympic first-run thea- opening for his new 850-seat Lamar,
Haymes, together existed, since most of the agreeget American pix into the continenexhibs
tre jnUtica. Branch manager Wei- at Lamar, Colo.
with Leslie Brooks, Jeff Donnell and ments would be finalized by
James Reeser. new manager of tal nations;
den Waters headed the Foxites.
Jimrny Lloyd carry the chief thesp- via word of mouth, or "gentlemen's
First is as a point of cooperation ing and singing burdens on their
Alpine here,
succeeding
Stanley
as- agreements."
Thomatos, who is going into: civil with the U. S. Government, films yet-undeveloped shoulders. ProducSome major distrib.s, who have
Ad JPix Co.'s Pa. Pitch
service.
being influential in selling, deinoc- tion numbers are unimaginatively
at the prosPhiladelphia, Sent. 17.
Western Amuse.- Co. hopes to open racy and the American people. handled v-ith. Milton DeLugg and his evidenced displeasure
Alexander Film Co., Colorado their new $50,000 750-,seater
pect of having to sell their pictures
at Second is the desire to open up and small swing combo providing the hot
Springs, producers of advertising Rangely, Colo.,
under competitive bidding, might
center of a new oil retain markets agiainst foreign
com- and noisy jazz obligato..
shorts. played host to Philly exhibs field in October.
Story revolves around the efforts even welcome news of the collusion,
petition,
so that when the day
aboard- the yacht.
"Two Smiles
C. G. Diller reopens Vida, Maniit's believed, .since they now have
comes that coin can be exported of a group of ex-GIs who want to,
II.
which dropped anchor at the tou Sorinss. Colo., after
get into .showbusiness and land in a strong selling point in their efremodeling from
Corinthian Yacht club, E.fsington
most European
countries,- the borscht circuit where they try
and decoratings
Government out of
Fr last week.
American pix~ will have an equal out :the,ir talents, After ru'nning forts to talk the
the proposed policy,
^xhibs and their families were
spot at the barriei with films from throjugh the mill of heartbreaks, they
ftKO'S Management Shifts'
wined and dined and taken for a
areas.
.stage a big show at the summer hotel
RKO Theatres made the following other
cruise on Delaware Bay. Host was
HANSON'S RELIGIOUS PIX
That doing business with Soviet where a Broadway producer is vacaHarry Cotton, general, district- man- changes of managers in several N. Y.
Toronto. 'Sept. 17,, >
tioning. Pic winds up with the usual
a.ger for the Pennsylvania, New Jer- houses: Leon Kelmer, former man- orbit countries is by no means imOscar Hanson, top di.stribulor of
ager of RKO Kenmore. Brooklyn, possible,, it was pointed out last week finale production number earning the
sey and New York areas.
becomes manager of RKO Albee. re- tiy Johnston aides, is evidenced by perfof merg contracts for a- Brbad'way 16m. product in this countryi has
'
'
placing Larry C5rieb. resigned. Fred the accord reached with Czechoslo- run.
secured exclusive Canadian righis to
B. & K. Renews In Toledo
Smith, ex»manascr RKO Aldcn; Ja- vakia.
While the country is not
Religious Film.s, Ltd., Rank subToledo, Sept. 17.
maica, replaces Kelmer at Kenmore, wholly within
i;iiildr«>n
Trial
sidiary.
the Soviet sphere, the
Balaban & Katz plans to enlarge and Louis' Gro.ssman,
munaged government has a heavy representar
(BKITISH-MADE)
This follows the recent acquinand modernize the Princess, Toledo, RKO Tilyou, iConey who
Island, lakes tion
London, Sept. 4.
of communists.- Nevert.hel-ess,;
tion by Hanson of the Canadian
on which it just took a new 15-year over' the Alden.
JUtilinitr Filnm release of Crown Ti'tlm rnlt.
Joseph Goldberg, it
lease. The I.IOO-.seat hou.se has been formerly relief
went so far as to send two repre- Tiireeted bv Jacl' r.,ee. .Story by .lrtek- T.ee, rights to the Gaumont-British libr:iry
manager, appointed
operated by B. & K. for the past nianagci! of the,
sentatives to the United States— N'<irn DtVttSim. :\t Acailerny theatre.' Kun- of some 120 educational subjects,
Tilyou.
Stephen
iiins l)nie-. on' SUSS.15 years, and has been a holdover Perry replaces Mrs.
with Hanson now aiming to provide
Caroline Clev- they are .still here— to negotiate an
spot for the Paramount, 3,000-seat engcr as as-st. of
schcol-'i
RKO Grcenpoinl. arrangement for importing AmeriAftermath of any war alw.iys has a film service for churches,
stand, on which the ]ea,se expires latter resigned.
can pix.
been an increase in crime and juve-' and universities acro.'s Canada.
to try something lie w. He is getting figures on a sidewalk heating plant which will run hot
water through his 96-foot side-
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RADIO'S BATTLE OF THE BIBLE
Monument: Sock Plugging

Hill's

GF Radio

That Pays in Ratings, Sales, Coin
Friday

death' last

The

George Washington

American Tobacco

the

of

(13)

Washington
Friday (13),

pattern

tobacco

America,
But long before
Old CJold,
terfield,

outfits

Each side

'

.

.

in

Chesventured
into bigtimc radio programming operations. Hill had sensed the impact
up air personalities
of" wrapping
and big budgeted shows to sell his
Camels,

WebWalks Where

etc.,

Hill
himself of tett said
cigarets.
that his only philosophy was to give
the public a good cigaret and to
show a good profit for the stockholders; it the bellyaching esthetes didn't
like his shows^that was their concern, he didn't care. The commercial
was tlie thing, so far as HiU was

concerned.

Cabots,

Lodges

.sold

Fear

Tread

to

never once tried
weight around), but on

selling Luckies, Hill
Iris

the musical shows, particularly on
the "Hit Parade" program, he took
a more active role
and usually got
what he wanted, including ratings.

—

Sired Slogans
Hill himself inspired tiie_ controversial slogan "Reach For a Lucky
Instead of a SWeet" and also sired
the "LS/MFT" plug, the telegraph
ticker
technique,
"Lucky Strike

Means Fine Tobacco," "Lucky Strike
Green Has tJone To War" (postwar
gag is that Green must have been a
casualty, for the green wrappers
nevesr got back from the war), in
addition to other Lucky slogans that
were given the trip-hammered treatmtjjnt
through the multiple Hillbudgeted shows.
Hill's death has cued some specu-

lation

as

pattern

of

how

to

it

will affect the

Starting Oct. 8, the Boston symph
into the Tuesday night 9:30

moves

10:30

ABC

segment

'

ABC Cops Crosby

5-Min. Capsules
Negative reaction of prospective
bankrollers to buying chopped-up
tinie has cued a switch in ABC policy aimed at eliminating five-minute
segments. As a result, the Harry
Wismer sports roundup* Which was
beard cro&s-the-board in the 9;5510 p,m, slot, will now be reduced to
a Friday evening- capsule only.

For one thing, Turns; moving into

Wednesday night

9:30

wanted

a

full

period,

half-hour instead of

25 minutes, so Wismer '-vVaS yanked
out of the Wednesday time;
With

the Boston Symphony moving into
the 9:30-10:30 Tuesday segment, that'
automatically rubbed out the Wisher broadcast on that night. And
with the Bing Crosby disk show going into the Thursday
at 10 slot,
ABC is inviting ct mmerei-'l bids for
•the
previou.s
half-hoUr.
And it
doesn't want to risk a "tune-out"
during the five-minute interval between the two shows.

The

On
,

Wism&r's 42 Sponsors
the
other hand, Wismor'5
in commercial sports

announcing hits

stride this season. He's
got 42 sponsors, with at
Jeast half of
them locatid in major
'narkels around the country, for hisi
'ialurday evening
its

co-op spOrts Show.

a

resolution

firm

with

As

was granted plaltering task
basis of supplying tailorpublicity and other efforts, in
addition to feeling in handing out
waxing that net would give greater
care to fetching platters in effort to
protect its own interc.<;ts.
ABC, by keeping it in the family,
just managed to nose out' World,, a
Decca subsid, which was favored by
Crosby. Latter has interest in that

to:

tor' "Equal

Religious

became

essential

Ry HERB

outlet,

and

KYW,

We

firm.

Snappy,

circu-

was

the'

ABC's

of

edge in

final

it

was
I
!

EDGE

Here's one for the books.
A few weeks back, Don Hollenbeck was bounced by the ABC network because,, on his early morning
WJZ (N. Y;) sustaining news commentary, he got off a., crack about
a Marlin Blade spot announcement

preceding
I

|

j

his

program.

[jreiy off ^)a-se

Now

Hollenbeck

is

returning

yvjz. this time for a Saturday

Dog

Victor Moore has been pactrd for
the Jead role in the hew package
show, "Jolly Hotel for Dogs," based

on Beth Brown's new noyel,

Cashman

-vyith

set to cut the' first
10 days;

:

Ed

record

about
Show, packaged by Roger White
Radio Productions, features novel
treatment of dialog between dogs
who are taken Jn by a retired Brooklyn postman, -wiho has set up a hotel
for the canine*. Program will be cut
on the Coast,
.

ish

a

carrying, three calves to -Athens in

with Greek War Relief.
Wlic-n we arrived here and sot
about malting arrangements for the
bro'iidcast to be picked up as a segment of the "County Fair'' broadcast

connection

we found

24,

.and why.

but what
.

'

British Army control of Greek radio should be placed pn the United
Nations .agenda. The word: that the
Greeks 'have 'for it, must be "iuafu"
...and at the present time not a
thing can be. dene about it:
During the Cjerman evacuation of
Greece, when Allied troops were
sweeping the bums out of the Balkan
area, the Nazis set about to carefully
destroy Greek radio transmission facilities. When the British moved in,
the.v erected transnlitters.-for local
and shortwave broadcasting.
Today, Greek radio uses tliose
transmitters for their programs. But,
as it appears, onl.y with tlie permis,-iion and co-operation of the Brit.

Look, a Talking

Confounds Cnx

.

I

"I-told-you-so" routine.

They say that the proof-positive
in the Hooper pudding, which
shows that eight of the Top 15 programs on the air for the Sept. 1

.

is

period are in the whodunit-cops, .'n'
robbers category, most of them
moderately-budgeted shows.

These include the No.

"Mr.

1 rated

District Attorney;" "Crime Doctor"
in the No. 2 spot; the Pepsodent

T^^ web Bob Hope-replacement, "Man Called
X;" Roma Wine's "Suspense;" Iron-

commercial news program.
his sponsor is— Marlin Blades.

tANDON

from Greece, were the last
words a GBS official told us, as our
DC-i .plane took .off from Newark
Airport on the "County Fair" flight

.

Off,

phrases from George Sessioi-is Perry's grab hold of a whodunit "rating
piece, including these descriptions of stealer" and get a fast audience payat minimum
off
cost,
are doing
plenty of finger-pointing at the
Hooper tallies and performing an

BroadcasteFs.

wheb

sigrijl

he meant;.

it

The agency boys who have been
some steaming up radio bankrollers: to

used

transcription

Richts^

Athens, Sept, 4.
can-l guarantee to pick up

on August

.

presentation

shellae stint
choice.

Crime Pays

NBC

local

The transcription was put
out by BBD&O, agency for the Curtis Publishing Co., and plugged the
article, one of a series on American
cities, published by the Post.

I

j

than

the city."

The blurb was nixed by WFIL,

ABC

to

morn-

And

The Sound and the Fury Of
Tree' Radio in Greece
j

more

Slur on City

station.

(Continued on page 38)

ABC

made

considerably

|

,

on the

of the top spenders in radio,
totalling $8,300,000 iti

billings

:

"National

for

bid

One

-

1945;

radio station

evident that existing . interdenominational organizations, while claiming to be representative of all Protestanti.sm,
were in reality representative of the point of view heretofore described, namely, that which
rejects the infallibility and absolute
authority of the Bible.
^
"While recognizing the rights of
Jews, Roman Catholics and rational-

World Broad-

seems that there
inner-sanctum

(prexy, etc.) for each of the

setup

Coml

Satevepost

THE

Waxing

it

separate

Jello, Maxwell House,
Grape Nuts, Postum, etc., all opcompanies
separate
as
(similar to American Home Products) and each distinct exec setup
will make its::own decisions on budget allotpftents, radio programming,

(Continued on page 36)
time be sold to theirgroup.'!.
They are banded together
in the National Assn.. of EvangeliRAZOR'S
cals. Behind the mildly-worded resolution
of
this
group, there is Or, the Hollen-bfeek Saga
Kasy
implied a threat which reads:
Lesson in Acquiring^ a Sponsor

Inc.

a

spends in other media, the GF nighttime programming schedule is divided between Benton & Bowles
(Burns & Allen for Maxwell House);
Philadelphia, Sept. 17.
Young & Rubicam (Fannie Brice
Two of the largest Philly radio for
Jello;
"Aldrich Family" for
.stations last week rejected a spot
Grape' Nuts, "Thin Man" for Postranscription
from the Saturday
tum), and Foote, Cone -& Beldinjj
Evening Post plugging a story about
(Kate Smith for Postum).
Philadelphia on the grounds that it
was "offensive and a slap in the face

that

Bid

being watched

move

In effect,

be

companies;

ABC

bigtime transcription
the chore, including
casting and NBC.

in

to

will

etc.

managers around the country, insisting

closely.

programming;).

The

The "fundamentalists" have

tralization
.

is

Nixed in Philly

is

lated

:

Recording Division has
been granted mechanical handling
of the new Bing Crosby program for
Philco. Because of the prestige attached to the job, virtually every

'

comeuppance

for Fat

I

ker of Chicago,

NBC

Job, Outnosing Both

And World

Net Swallowing

of

Disking

American Tobacco pro-

(Continued on page 34)

the

one

as

shows,

erating

Churches of Christ in America,
headed by Rev. Dr. Frank Goodman,
and a group of midwest preachers
headed by Rev. Dr. Everett C. Par-

the network's public service .sustainLast year it was sponsored
ers.
Saturday nights on the same web
by AHis-Chalmers, but the latter
cancelled itself out this year.
To move it over into the Tuesday
.slotj however, meant a reshuffling of
the Boston aggregation's entire traveling schedule, with 12 Cambridge
booked
for
previously
concerts
Wednesdays now inked in tor Tuesdays, and out-of-town engagements
al.so slotted for the same evening.
ABC is plunking down $50,000 to
meet the costs, but figures that in
terms of a public service payoff it's
getting in cheap.

GF

.

10:30

frozen the time for-pubUo.serv^
ice

.

step will affect the

:

!

to religious groups.

fight for the latter
the National Religious BrOadcasters, Inc., headed by Rev. Dr.
Clinton H. Churchill, of Buffalo; as
prexy, and including among its officers Rev. Dr, Eugene R. Bertermann
of St. Louis and Rev. Dr.- Glenn V.
Tingley, Birmingham. On the other
side
is
the Federal Council
of

Considering he staid conservatism
of the organization, the Boston Symphony orchestra is getting frisky. It's
revamping its 1946-'47 schedule to
conform to ABC's bioadca.st requirements. In terms of Cabot-Lodge tradition, that's comparable to a Back

to

,

to

radio billings.

this:

on the air is creating considerable
agency speculation,' with the decen-

completely
10:30 to 11

how

Just

various agencies harr'ling

periods the web is
sold out.
(Tuesday
also open; but board
chairman- William S. Paley has:
10

NAB,

tlie

Leading the

idea

He maintained a strict hands-ofi
policy on comedy shows (in the two
Bay bombshell.
years that Jack Benny has been
to kiclc.

Beyond

each side wants to sway the FCC
And if the "fundamentalists" lose,
both before the NAB and FCC, they
will probably press their case before the next session of Congress,
with the result that the entire Communications Act may come in for
Congressional overhaul,
Involved as far as the radio industry is not a matter of choosing between two- types of religion, but
rather a choice of radio business
principles. The "rationalistic" group
is not strong for sale of time to religious groups, being interested only
in the improvement of that type of
broadcasting.
The "fundamentalists," on the other hand, want time

his

GF

shuffle in

the heavy-spending "war babies"
have pulled out of the radio picture. In a sense, tobogganing of
billings adds up to one of the
year's ripley's. For,- with the exception of the 7-7:30 Saturday
evening time and Tuesday night

.

lis

Broadcasters.

Sr.,

year wrapped

•

lining up to toss the
fight into the lap of the forthcoming
convention of the National Assn. o£

son^
Hill's
other
surviving
Percival, who'd rather be called
Val, is learning the ad biz at
Cone ,& Beldiiig and
Foote,
working on all accounts except

American.

"rationalistic."

last

up gross time Sales totaling $65,724,851, will wind up 1946 with a
1% loss in billings.
It's chiefly due to the fact that

Each side is influential enough to'
make things tough for broadcasters.

father, Perclval.

(Camels) and Liggett &
one of the

(Che.sterfleld), as

leading

CBS, which

Reshuffle

Top-shelf exec reorganization o£
General Foods Corp:, aimed at a dar
centralization of the flock of GF
subsidiaries
and vesting greater
autonomy in the individual brands,
is expected to eventually cue a re-

CBS' '46 Finis—7% Off

powerful

large,

'

follow his dad, the

-

'

IVIyers

may

same way as G. W. Hill,
took up the succession of

into a gross of more than $500,^
000,000. The Hill technique in its application to radio was no; small lactor in American Tobacco becoming
solidly entrenched, along with R. J.

three

considered

'

dency,

was evidenced by the

fact that his multiple air shows sold
paid off in ratings, and
cigaret,
spiraled American Tobacco billings

Reynolds

is

is

sections of the Protestant churches.
On one side are the so-called "fundamentalists"'; on the other is the group

and sales rfiahager, also
must be reckoned with. There's
also the possibility that George
Washington Hill, Jr., who has
been groomed for the presiV.p.

unparalleled. That he was as much
a showman as he was an advertis-

tycoon

who

died last
expected to suc-

Hill,

between two

fight is

ceed Hill as American Tobacco
prexy, although Vincent Riggio,

impact in radio in setting
for the trip-hammered
commercial technique and lifting
the controversial slogan into raditi's
established formula has remained
Hill s

iny

president of the
Cigaret
Co,
(Pall

Mall) and right bower to George

ness world,
tlie

,

Paul Hahn,

American

"battle of the Bible"

shaping
up to? harass the radio industry on
tlie issue of the sale of time for religious; broadcasting.
Actually, the

The Succession

Co., fol-

lowing a heart attack at his private
fishing camp in Quebec, has perhaps left as great a void in the field
busiof radio advertising as in the

A

May Be Affected by Top

THE MIDDLE

ill

off-

president

Hill,

Billings of

Army, Four hours

ized
Yeast's "Big Town;"
U. S.
Steel's "Mystery Theatre;" General
Foods' "Thin Man," and Whitehall's

"Eliery Queen."

While it's conceded that summer
ratings are not a true barometer,
nevertheless they point to the fact
that with 126 network prdgrams in
the rating competition, an eight-outofrrthe-Top-lS payoff c^m't be laughed
off.

of the broadover (or
'^^ ^^e Britons- for programs
i^*^""?
for Ills Ma.iesty s forces stationed in
Greece. Oniy once a day, for a pe
Chicago, Sept. 17.
riod of 15 minutes, are the Greeks
Harold
Stokes,
Chicago
radio
allowed to broadcast via sliortwave
out of the country.,. and for this musical director for the past 18
years,
has
been
appointed program
privilege. Radio Greece must;pay the
director
of
ABC's
central
division
British for the use: of -the transmit-:
::.:..-:'^--effective immediately, according to
ters.
V
Greek, program
schedules
are Ed. Borroff v.p. in charge of the
cleared with British army men. who net's central division.

casting

day., are

-

HAROLD STOKES ABC'S
CHI PROGRAM DIRECTOR

turned

.

'

.

--

-

.

...

':;

maintain offices in the radio station
As soon as programs are
drawn up., the. :program director
upstair.s and works tlie schedules out with a corporal or -some
other raii-k who might be on, diiityi:
"
Trouble Starts
itself.

walks

Fred Killian, who has held the
of acting program
manager,
will become the permanent program
manager under the; new setup.
Stokes,, who started in the band
biz in 1921, succeeds Gene Rousey
post

.

:

.

who resigned

last

month.

Killian

.When we set about to make ar- had formerly been assistant to WalranijomciHS for our broadcast; which ter Preston, program- director of
was to consist of an interview with WBBM.
17-ycar-old
Gus 'Kaloss,
whom
RADIO AND CHURCH EDITOR
"Coiihty Fair" sent as caretaker for
''
the onima'is, and about eight rninutes
Miami, Sept. 17.
of general talk and interviews with
IWiaml Daily, News is latest daily
Greek
gcvcrnment
officials— that to hypo its radio cQveiage. Louise
seemingly easy job becahie snarled Leyden has been named radio ediin all kind.rof red tape.
tor.
Sheet runs the column $even
The regular CBS nian as.5igned to days a week.
the arec was not on hand, since he
Miss Leyden is also the paper's
(Continued on page 38)
church editor.
.

,

:

,

i

—

—

,
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WMCA, WNEW

Up New

Set

Coin Starts Radioward;

Political

Plans

WJZ(N.Y.) Tees

With Eye to WINS^rosley Threat

*

WMCA

and

WNEW,

indies which face
competition from the injection

New York

the
stiff

Both

Premieres
|

announced
and winter plans, and in,

stations this, week

their fall
neither case did they indicate that
they are worried by WINS' threat of
tough competition. But the neatness
<3f the program buhdies presented ;by
both stations indicated their aware-

ness of a change in the market situation.

Thirteen

nounced by

shows

new

WNEW,

were an-

while

WMCA

came through with nine, some
which are new while others are
improved or revamped formats of
of

former successes in the line of public service programming. And both
stations came through with new
plans for their musical departments,
each of the stations having a new
director on the job.
Prexy Nathan Straus of WMCA,
and his new music head, Paul Gould,
have worked out a formula which
they seem to hope will give the station leadership in the "middle brow",
music field. New York has two indies feeding much longhair music to
radio audiences—WQ?"^ and WNYC.
Several of the other indies specialwill hit
ize in jazz music,
hard on those musical programs
which fall in between the two extremes.

music

WMCA

,

New Music Combos

WNEW,

Sept. 18

10-11

p^rri.

Bates.
Sept. 20

YouBis

Alaii

8:30-9

NBC;

Correlates work of local .staff and
state corre.sponAenls ,10
with, AP and INS wires, the
all-around news service to
listi'nors oC the Denveir region.

ftive,

best

'

KLZ,

DENVER.

WEAF-

Fridays;
p.m.,
Bristol Myers; Young

and

Rubicam.
People Are Funny, with Art

RWG Tosses Gauge

Linkletter; 9-9:30 p.m., Fridays;
WEAF-NBC; Raleigh; Russell M.

Seeds.

.

After 4-A

.

Simms Show, with
Ginny
Danny Thomas, others, variety;
9-9:30

p.m.,

Fridays;

Effort

WABC-

groove.
Here's the

I

15:

To Keep Talking

14.6

...

... 14.1
Charlie McCarthy.
••Screen Guild Players" . ,13.1
Walter Winchell... ... ... .... 12.9:
11.9
"Burns & Allen"....
11.6
Judy Canova..
"Lux Radio Theatre"...... 11.5
10.9
"Dr. Christian"
.

.

.

...

.

.

.

"Hollywood Players"..

.

.

.

10.5

. .

10.3
"Suspense"
10.2
"Grand Ole Opry".
"Evening With Romberg".. 10.0

"Man

Called
"Dr. I. Q."

X"

lO.Q
9.8

"Album

CBS; Borden Dairy; Young and
Rubicam.

I

^

.

Top

"Mr. District Attorney",

of Familiar Music
Parade"..............

"Hit

.

9.7

.

9.7

Sept. 24

Bob Hope Show,
p.m.

10:30

10-

variety;

Tuesdays;

NBC; Pepsodent;

WEAFGone,

Foote,

and Belding.
Sept. 26

Show,
Cantor
Eddte
Margaret Whiting, variety;
'

11 p.m.,

Thursdays;

with
10:30,-

WEAF-NBC;

Warwick and

With the American Assn.

Legler.

Ad-

A g e n c i e s practically
pleading for continuation of a 14month-old courtship between the
4-A's and the Radio Writers Guild,
the
has broken the, engagement and now it looks like trouble.
The RWG's national executive
Committee met' in Hollywood over
the week-end, and issued a statevertising

Juve Sins Concern

One of the most ambitious series
of network shows aimed at combatting juvenile delinquency is on the
agenda and is scheduled to tee

NBC

—

into

radio,

rswlio operathey can get

Setting the pattern of the radio
parade, perhaps, is the experience
of WJZ, ABC's N. Y. flagship which
booked 49 political
already has
shows for a. total of IG'A hours. Purthermoi'e, a number of these are for
ABC's entire New York State Network, and some of the others are
to tie in with a group of stations in
New Jersey. In addition, WJZ- has
already booked a number ot station breaks, these being for the most
part of the "get., and register" or
"be sure to vote" type.

official
in the offing. But the
statement merely said:
"The Guild now recognizes that
other measures will be necessary to
gain its demands. The basic plan for
been agreed
these measures has
upon at the current meetings. All
details of its (the plan's) execution
have been referred to the national
'

.:

.

Heaviest radio spender, so far, is
the Republican Party, which in N. Y
State is concerned with re-electing
Gov. Thomas E. Dewey as a prelude
to his possible Presidential nomination in 1948j By the .same token,
the Democratic and American Labor
Parties, going all-out for a Dewey
defeat, are expected to pour large
ladles of coin into radio too.

,

'

WEAF, the NBC key station in
N. Y., has thus far signed up only
four political broadcasts, one of
them to hit the N. Y. State regional
setup of this web; But station execs
made ;no secret of the fact that they
hope 'they don't get too much of
this type of programming. "Thejr
scare the audiences away," this exec

'2

Bid Via

PV Technique
Boston,, Sept.

17.

said.

Thirteen spots urging registration
and a heavy vote, on a non-partisati
basis, have been put together by

Add WHDH, the Herald -Traveler producer Mildred Fenton for the Inment announcing that RWG-4-A owned outlet here, to the parade of dependent Citizens
Committee of
negotiations are off.- There was a indies pushing their way to their
the Arts, Sciences and Professions,:
dark hint that some drastic steps—
perhaps a walkout of top radio
scripters from commercial shows

^

much

:

WHDH's

RWG

is

Network Shows

I

of

rolling

how much

but how
from the parties
they dare turn down.

Fibber
for
&
replacement
Molly), with the regulars swinging back into their estalilished

McCAllS

•string :o£

variety;

on

(Continued on page 36)

NEWSHAWK

CHIEF

EARL

'

,

Show,

KLZ's

(will

switch t6 half -hour, 10:30-11 p;m.,
beginning Oct. 2); WEAF-NBC;
Ted
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet;

Pabst;

hand,
the
other
through program director Ted Cott
and its new music master, Ray Ross,
has worked out a number of new
mujsical combinations.
This station
will use small combos in varying
periods; there will be a combo consisting of Hammond, bass, and electrie guitar; another made up of accordion, clarinet, vibraphone, piano,
bass and guitar. -The small groups
will be blended at certain peak periods so that they will make up a
larger orchestra.
But the smaller
units will be used lor new styling
in music.
WMCA's re-styling of shows this
year will accommodate various programs to spot and announcement
business on hand, altering shows
from time to time. "We don't want
a jingle to interrupt a program of
sweet music, for instance," said veepee Leon Goldstein. "So if we want
the business represented by the jingle-r-and we do^we'll recast the
show in such a way that the jingle

Wednesdays

already

tors is not

'

W

is

and the big concern of

Hooperatings.

15)

Only two summertime fiU-in
shows managed to survive the
Top \h class ("Man Called X"
Bob Hope and
subbing for
"Evening With Romberg" in a.s

:

.

(Sept.

latest

Ford Show, starring Dinah,
Shore with Robert Emmett Dolah Qrch, Peter Lind Hayes,
others;
Montgomery,
George
e d n e s day s;
p.m.,
9:30-10
WABC-CBS; Ford Motors; J.
Thompson.
Walter
K^y Kyscr Show, variety:
:

'

coin

The commercial programming
picture is beginning to take on
a brighter hue, as witness the

(Sept. 18-Sept. 28)

With 161/4 Hrs.

just getting

Rates 'Em

How Hooper

1

of Crosley Broadcasting Gorp, coin
into WINS (purchased from Hearst
T.adio for about $2,000,000) are doing
their, new season's programming this
year' with a show of utter uhconeern
for the newcomer in the field.

Off

With the 1946 political campaign
under way, the political

among

both

markets' upper crust. And to hear
William B. McGrath, managing director of the outlet, tell about it
it's "the two P's" that's doing it-^
the letter standing for Programming

i

plus the National Citizens Politleai:
;

:

Action
spots,
Committee.
These
written by Abe Burrows and Herb
Baker, feature Jerry Wayne and
Mary Small. The CIO PAG will unand Promotion.
wind its own spot campaign at a
McGrath, former promotion head conference called for next Monday
of the
indie,

WHDH

Bulova-owned New York (23) by Jack KroU, successor to the
has been heading late Sidney Hillman as head of
He points to PAC's labor wing.

WNEW,

since March.

Just how much money the political parties will spend this year is
has increased by 80% in the May- anybody's guess, as yet. But best
June period over March-April. In projections of present plans indicate
corresponding
periods,
the
the
nate from KGO, the web's San Franthat the total may reach $500,000,
whS
Hooper figures show for
a
cisco owned^and-operated station.
Series will be based on actual porise of 23.'7% in the afternoon audiSam Moore, Guild prexy who is- ence, and an increase, of 16.2% in
lice records and will be scripted by
statement,'
besued
the
official
had
Generations Battle For
Richard Breem, KGO staff writer.
evening audience.
The programs will hit hard, with no fore him a copy of the 4-A letter
McGrath thinks the increase in
attempt made to soften the impact which asked that negotiations be the station's popularity has just
continued. That letter was sent by
of th3 juve delinquency problem.
started. He puts a lot of faith in
Series is the curtain-lifter in ABC's A. K. Spencer, chairman of the 4-A still further audience
Brass
Yets Face
favor to come
initiation of a policy to originate committee, last week in time to
through the sports schedule signed
Rochester, N. Y., Sept. 17.
national
shows from its o & 0 stations outside reach Moore and the
exec sec, Dorothy Bryant, before the by WHDH. The station will broadThere was an unusual fight staged
of New York.
cast home games of the two big colhere last week when the Veterans
Juve problem will also be tackled Coast confab. ,
lege groups here Harvard and BosIn his letter, Spencer declared
Broadcasting Co., composed of 38
on a lofty scale by CBS via a 60ton College; as well as the pro footco-owners of whom 37 are veterans,
minute show as part of the web's that the Guild and ad agency comball games of the Boston Yanks and
lined up for Rochester's remaining
pattern of spotting a series of hour-, mittees had actually gotten together
the hockey games of the Bruins.
radio wavelength against seven
long documentaries on vital issues, on a number of points, including
Just to complete the sports picture,
similar to the "Operations Cross- arbitration, air credit, liability, payof the town's outstanding citizens
McGrath has obtained an option for who have formed the Rochester
roa Is" show a couple months back.
(Gontinued on page: 36)
the Boston home games in the new Broadcasting
The documentaries will also embrace
Co.
pro
basketball
league.
Jordan The battle, lasting three days,
such subjects as housing, the occuMarsh, a department store, is spon- with sessions running into the night
pation of Japan, another on GerTot' Switcheroo Put
soring the pro games, both football
many, etc. Plan is to produce 10 to
twice, was staged before an FCC
and hockey. The college games are examiner, Mrs. Fannee B. Litvin.
12 such broadcasts annually, with
sponsored by Atlantic Refining Co. The FCC held the hearing here in
Eversharp Agenda
CBS establishing a special DocumenAnd just as a fillip, under the oil deference to the vets, 32 of whom
tary Division to prepare the shows.
New unit is headed by Robert Heller,
For Possible
Slot :5pons()rship, the station will broad- appeared on the witness stand.
cast the Yale-Columbia game this
producer of the "Assignment Home"
The vets want the 1280 channel
Looks like Tums has started fall.'
.:.
The
series.
to build a 5000w outlet here.
something, now that its' bringing
McGrath attributes the rise in solid citizens of the town— including
"Pot o' Gold" back to the air via
morning
audience
to
the
president of the university,, a
the
Fred
B.
ABC network. Schick-Eversharp,
an
Cole
show,
bank
others
of
president,
and:
"Carnival
in
Music,";
which has bought the Friday niglit
say they should
at 8 time on the same network to broadcast Mon.-Sat. from 10 a.m. older generation
have the wavelength.
replace the current Monday night to noon.
in
stations
There
are
three
But in additian to the programNBG is taking Rudy Vallee and half-hour on CBS, is kicking around
affiliate;
Blow agency at their words— that its own version of "Pot" which may ming, McGrath has shown the town Rochester— WHAM^ NBC
«something in promotion. While the WHEC, lindd up with CBS; and
the new Vallee show for Philip Mor- go into the Friday period.
Mutual
both
takes
die
which
WSAY
However, this one goes the tele- station is owned by the Heraldris will get progressively better;
more closely,
Because Vallee failed to submit to phone gag one better and introduces Traveler, he has taken full-page and ABC feeds but is
daytime
NBG a recording of his show before a shortwave gimmick. Studio short- ads in all of the Bcston papers, aligned, with MBS. A new,
construction,
broadcast time, the initial airing, in- waves message to guy in a car to go, plugging the station and its new 250 w station is under
is also being
another
waiter
and
250
sofar as the network is concerned, for example, to such a street, iwo programming. The .station has also
in the Rochester
built
at
Geneva,
actually counted as the "audition" doors from the corner.
Whoever issued wads of publicity and proshow.
NBG programming veepee answers gets the jackpot.
motion material tied, to its prospec- suburban area.
The vets insisted they should be
Clarence Menser was far from happy
Show, tabbed "Mr. Opportunity," tive move to new studio quarters.
given the new local channel. They
over the initial show' last week (10), is a Larry White package; Schick is
Jiaid' they had $60,000 ca.sh, and anbut he's taking a "wait and see'' at- still undecided, and may decide to
other
$75,000 in bank credil-s.
titude.
forget all about it and just pick up Letiigh Coal Sponsoring
The local newspapers, both owned
the tab on "Fat Man," also a White
'Yankee Weatherman' by Frank E. Gannett, played the
package.
Alan Courtney Recupes
Broadcasting Co.'s claims
Rochester
Bo.ston, Sept. 17.
latter firm inThe Lehigh Coal and. Navigation against the vets, the
Denver Disli Jock
sisting that it too was offering ,20 'i
Haila'sSuds Saga
Co., Phila'^elphia, has signed a 52Alan Courtney, New York disk
Gannett is
of its stock to ex-GI's.
jockey who gave up work in the east
Latest
recruit
from the legit week contract with the Yankee Net-, said to own 60% of WHEC, and the
several weeks ago to head "west for ranks into radio's daytime serial work to sponsor a new show, "The
older
the
representing
attorney
his health, resumed- part-time work field is Haila Stoddard, who recently Yankee
Weatherman,"
Mondays men's group is tied in with Ganthis week on KMYR, Denver. Order- appeared in the title role of Elmer through Fridays, from 8:15 to 8:2Q
nett.
a.m.
ed to the Denver area by his doctor, Rice's Broadway hit, "Dreain Girl."
battle
a
to
came
down
fight
The
Courtney gave up a disk show on
Miss St-oddard has been added to
Seventeen of Yankee's stations of youth vs. middle age, both groups
WOR, N. Y., to Barry Gray.
the cast of "Just flain Bill," heard have started carrying the program, being thoroughly solvent and caOn KMYR he has inaugurated a cross-thc-board on NBC 5:30-5:45 while the remaining stations of the pable. It's up to the FCC to decide
disk program under the title, "Cam- p.m. Serial starts its 15th year on regional web will carry it as fast
whether the vets gel the wavelength
pus Club," daily stint.
the air tomorrow (19).
as the time slot become available.
or the town's brass hats.

some time next month. Program,
tabbed "Are These Our Children?,"

off

will be spotted in the 4:30 to 5 Sunday afternoon period and will ema-

strategy

committee

and

will

be

the
to

Hooper station listeqing index
prove that the station's audience

presented to the membershir at an

early date."
Significance
attached by
those in th^ know to the fact that

WHDH

Town's

RWG

'

2 New AM Outlets

—

AM

For D. C. Suhurbs
Washington, Sept. 17.
acting with record speed,
construction permits here
Friday (13) for two new standard broadcast stations in the Washington, D. C. metropolitan area. Action iwill give the capital 11
outlets, with four other bidders still in
the market for stations .here.
One permit went to Tri-Suburban
Broadca.sting Corp. for a daytime operation in Silver Spring, Md. Joseph
Brechner, chief of radio for Veterans Administration and a radio
writer and producer for the past
nine years, win manage this outlet.
Grant to Tri-Sutaurban came as real
triumph, since station was earlier
tabbed for hearing with two other
bidders applying for a different
wavelength in the Wa.shingtOn area.
Mustering former FCC precedents,
the company protested the hearing
and won a permit within 48 hours
of the time its petition was' filed by
local counsel, Cohn & Marks.
Second permit went to Broadcast

FCC,
okayed
last

AM

:

Management,

Inc.,

for a

new

station

in nearby Bethesda, Md. Pre^sident
of this firm is Willard Egolf, former

NAB

counsel,
practice.

now

in private

radio

Erie, Sept.

lY.

The 28-dayrOld strike of employees
Of WLEU, Er-ie,, Pa„ has ended, with
employes returning to work Monday (16).
Wage increases of 20 to 40% w^re

:

in the new contract. Workers also won a 40-hour week, tinae
one'half for overtime,

granted

On

ABC

NBC CROSSES FINGERS

,

-

.

ON NEW VALLEE SHOW

'

:

:

,

.

,

As

WIEU STEIKE ENDS

and

:

.

I

—

"

a

-

!I

fiAnio
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PEARSON-ALLEN IHY WBAL RAID
FCC

local Live Rule,

Modifies,

Up on Wire News

Easing

Washington, Sept.

Degree

UP, INS.

to

etc:)

news

is

Painful Payoff

rewritten or

for local consumption by a
radio station staffer— and not th ?
oiisiii or subject of the news itselt
—will determine whether a new.s
slot will be classified as "local live''
or "wire" under standards of the

FCC's Blue Book, it was leaned
here last week.
Further interpretation of these sections oC tlie Blue Book— amended by
FCC July 2— was made public last
week with release of an Aug. 30

One

chief

made

it

ol;

the'

CBS

execs put

it

,

way; "The agencies haven't
bought it because it's a hoiisebuilt show. It doesn!t make them
happ.y to know that the networks
can build shows, too. If anyone
else had packaged it, they would
have, hopped on it at once."
this

from acting FCC Chairman
Charles R. Denny, Jr. to Robert W.
Brown, executive news editor of InBrown,
ternational News Service.
who protested the Blue Book's original language, had asked Denny on

The FCC

sponisbrship.

foi'

letter

-

clear this

Want Phiily

Five

FMObys, Three

Substance Counts

New York

Others Drop Out
Philadelphia, Sept.

af-

has always recognized the imrole they play in radio

Brown, whose last fears wereisooflied
by the FCC letter, issued answering
statement last week rejoicing that
the
implication of penalty against
'

conscientious
news
programming
based on teletype news reports" had
;

Midls Recoup

CBS

is

worriment over the Perry
Como, who has developed into one of the top-bracket
personalities on the air, is still a
CBS property. But as star of the
NBC "Chesterfield Supper Club"
situation.

show, he's become identified with

And CBS

doeisn't like

it.

dept. is
for the

singer. Since he's still a CBS "property," the network has the right to

yank him off the Chesterfield program, depending on the time slot
cho.sen for the show.
The situation i-sn't resting any too
well,
either,
Newell-Emett
with

program. Move comc» at a time
the show's other sparkplug, Jo
SlafToid, is contemplating switching
tu tlie Coasst. If it loses both Como
and its femme singer the program

when

woiild

be tossed for a considerable

lOS.-i.

The Conio-CBS Situation is analoto the problem that confronted
Garry Moore when he teamed up

gous

Jimmy Durante

for the CBS
«how% Moore was an NBC "property," but in that instance he man^fied to obtain a relea.se from his
witli

contract.

"

Ives-Philco for Mutual

I

!

i

to

Philco Corp. has inked Burl Ives
a disk Joal on the Mutual net-

S'-worfc.-;;
[

;

Beginning Oct. 18. Ive.»! will be
aired over the web in a transcribed,
1.5-minute show, Frida.v.s, 8-8:15 p.m.

i

I

Agency

is

Hutchins.

Dale Morgan, who's been with
stays On but is upped to the
network's director of .special events

WOL,

the capital.
on the

Lou Brott, until now
news staff, becomes

WOL-Mutnal

publicity

in

WOL

Washington.

director

in

is

veepee

tate and insurance man, who was
one of Bing Crosby's partners in the
recent purchase of the Pittsburgh
Pirates ball club. Galbreath has an-

.

for the net.

Bricker

a'

Inc.,

FCC

.

New

aeenqy, which handles the Chesterfield

November.

25% holder in Capital Radio;
which last week filed bid at
for a new station in Columbus.
Bricker, who informed the FCC
that he is the man to be contacted
on all details of the application, is
associated in the radio company
with several wealthy and politicallypowerful newspaper and businessmen.-'"
President of the company is John
Galbreath, chip-^heavy Ohio real esand

WBAL

ON 'REAL

,

The CBS programming
currently mulling a show

this

stick

mission, since

other 25';

•

side St. Louis,

The commisKion knowingly okayed
as means ol financing a radio operaation what so far as is known, was
the first "public offering of .stock'' in
a radio station which was not even
a fact on paper,
Id,:;a for the station came to Guy

interest in

Va; The chain which Wood runs has
applied with FCC to buy 'WPAR,
Parkersburg, and WBLK, Clarksburg. W. Va., and is already owner,
through the Parkersburg Sentinel
subsidiary
newspaper, of
Co.,
a
WOPK, Marietta.
Also tied in the Bricker application is O. Bennett Larsen, present
manager of WPEN, the Philadelphia
Bulletin station. Larsen once held a
piece of WWDC/ Washington, and
now owns a 25% block of WHOWj
Inc., which is bidding for a new
outlet in Baltimore. Third director
is S. L. Keller, director of UP foreign features in New York. Wood,
Larson and Keller each hold 16%

AM

of capital stock..

Company has

an' authorized capital of $100,000, says it is not interested in a net affiliation in Columbus, but will do a purely local

programming

AM

job. If

FGC

okays the

operation. Capital will apply for
channel, its application

PM

a local

long-time

CBS-KMOX.
of

St. Lotiis.

emplovee of
With plenty

know-how but no dough,

sought

advice

of

Runniotx.

Washington

his

.

&

counsel, Cohn
Marks, on how to
raise the money. He conceived idea

of running

ads

in

the papers and

distributing ilicrs and blotters urging
people to buy stock in a statio,n he
might be able to get sometime ii. the
future.
Butchers,, bakers and all
types of local business people bought
up small pieces in the non-existent

Runnion, keeping everything
the up-and-up, registered the
stock sale with the Missouri counterpart of the Securities and Exchange
^Commission.
station.

on

Everybody who wanted

to

buy was

permitted to put up his money; the
only limitation being that no one
individual could get more than so
many; shares of the stock.
Result is that Runnion
though
still maintaining control of the station's operation
now has a compan.y
in which half the community has a

^

—

stock interest.

/

UOPWA's Clean

SweepatWMCA
fice

its

Another director is Austin Wood,
vice president and general manager
of the 16 Ogden new^apers in W.

states.,

Runnion,

The Radio Guild of the Jnited Ofand Professional Workers of
America (CIO) this week' is signing
the Columbus

station.

ANACIN CLOSES BOOK

the latter network, which is reaping
the benefits of the current Como
buildup.

•

AM

currently" going through a

siege of

Como

of Bid For

New Ohio Station

AM

On Como's Buildup
.

WBAL

AM

portant

17.

FCC gave its blessing to a new
type of rcdio promotion here last
Friday (13) when it okayed a construction permit to the St. Louis
City Broadcasting Corp. for a new
regional watter in Claytpti, Mo.—
pint-sized suburban community out-

I

-

AM

had

:

CBS

ner in the "Washington Merry
Go-Round," but is slated to take
plicatioh for the estimated $6,000,000
over the No. 1 job of running
prize on ground that, on the basis of,
WBAL^in event the FCC sees
the record, they could .do, a better
things a certain way.
in the
job of programming
public interest.
The two were mspired by the
Blue Book which last spring pointed
a finger at the Hearst station as an
outstanding example of failure to
live up to program promises and of
of
general over-commercialization
program format in defiance of the
public interest.
The commission
tabbed WBAL's renewal license tor
a hearing on these counts, and then
postponed the hearing twice, reportedly on hope that a second bidder
Washington, Sept. 17..
would challenge Hearst's right to a
Latest bigtime politico to enter
coveted clear channel.
The Pearson-Allen bid is looked radio ownership field is John W.
Bricker,
GOP vice-presidential canon as the first big test of the Blue
Book in action, >vith FCC placed didate in '44 and favored to pick up
squarely on the spot to prove it will U. S, Senate seat in Ohio elections

.

AM

no intention,
Denny insisted, of casting "aspsr•sioiis on wire news programs or to
discourage their use," adding that

been removed.

Love

earlier rumors o£ a rift between
the two top newsmen.
Allen, overseas with 'Gen. Patton's Army for over three years,
did not return as Pearson's part-

maker, WBAL, Baltimore.
Leaning heavily on precepts set
forth in the FCC's Blue Book, the
Pearson-Allen team coolly made an-

.

stantially" rewritten in the station's

_

known newsmen Drew Pearson and
Col. Robert S. Allen, of "Washington Mferry-Go-Round," put in a bid
at FCC to tSike over the facilities o£
William Randolph Hearst's powerful
clear-channel outlet and top money

by or forego the high-minded
sentiments of that report. Situation
is doubly complicated for the -comhas cleaned up
its program format and added sevJ.
T; Hall, the applications were eral sustainers and public service
taken under advisement.
On the slots since last spring in an eleventhstrength of examination and com- hour effort to keep its Ucense.
Observers here are al.so looking
ment by Examiner fcharles Hubert,
it
is
believed that the preference for a bitter legal battle over rights
for the FM licenses would go to ex- of FCC to act in this case, with top
legal counsel slugging it out, first
isting
stations.
Applicants heard were WDAS, before the commission and later in
Pearson and Allen have
outlets; the courts.
WHAT, both existing
'WJMJ, which has an FCC okay for hired Cohn & Marks as their special
station; the counsel, while Hearst switched lawconstruction of an
Unity Broadcasting Corp., subsid of yers in the middle of the stream -mi
of
two
victor
Segal,
the International Ladies Garment put Paul
Workers Union: and the Franklin Supreme Court battles with FCC, on
Broadcasting Corp., a group of his payroll.
The challengers nave incorporated
Philly attorneys.
Three other applicants withdrew as the Public Service Radio Corp.,
their petitions—just before the hear-' with "capitalization of- 100,000 shares
ings.
They were the Amalgamated at $5 par value. Pearson and Allen
Clothing Workers of Americaj the will each hold 50% of the stock, subCrescent Broadcasting Co., and Rev. scribing to $125,000 worth and borrowing an additional $260,000 froni
Percy Crawford, Philly evangelist.
Odd sidelight at the hearings was th«i bank; Both Pearson and Allen
the appearance of Patrick J. Stanton list their net worth in excess of
in the dual capacity of vice-prexy $100,000.
«
Allen, formerly Pearson's partner
and general manager of WDAS and
president of the WJMJ Broadcasting on "Merry -Go-Round," is president
Co., whicli intends to start construc- of the company; Pearson is veepeetion soon.
treasurer; and Eli Frank, Baltimore
It
is
believed that since every attorney, is secretary but holds no
other local
station has an FM stock in the corp. Allen, on release
outlet or a permit, the FCC would from the Army, was due to head wo
have to grant one to WDAS and the Philadelphia Record's Washingband. Any ton Bureau, but will move to BaltiWHAT, now on the
other action might be construed as more and take over active direction
discrimination against the two out- of WBAL. in event FCC yanks
lets.
Hearst's license.
WDAS originally applied for an
Hold Details
FM permit in 1942 but was asked
The application is bare on proby the Government to withdraw it
posed programming, but it is specuuntil after the war.
lated that Cohn & Marks are withholding their ammunition for the
hearing— now slated for Oct. 1, but
probably due for postponement to
both parties more time.
STORIES' give
Pearson's role as challenger to
Anacin (American Home Prod- Hearst revives memories here of the
ucts) is dropping sponsorship of the bitter feud Which boiled over sev15-minute "Real Life Stories'' cross- eral years ago between the columnthe-board nighttime show on Mu- ist
ex-mother-in-law,
his
and
tual.
Last broadcast under its pres(Continued on page 37)
ent commercial auspices is Oct. 4.
Mutual kept the show on sustaining during the summer, with Anacin
Setup
Schechter's
resuming the bankrolling until it
fulfills it.'i contractual obligation.
A: A. Schechter, Mutual's veepee
Strictly a budgetary gesture, in in charge of news, special events
view of American Home Products and publicity, has revamped n numplunking down heavy coin for spon- ber of strategic spots in his division.
sorship of the Bob Burns show this
Jack Paige, until now with WOL,
season.
Wa.shington, is coming to New York
to head the web's special events,
Paul .Jonas became director of sports

be wire. On the
other hand, a program of national
aiid international news based entirely
on material furnished by a wire service would be rated "local live" if
more than half of it had been "sub-

FCG

17.

Five applicants for the four remaining FM channels in Philly presented their ca.'ies before an examiner of the FCC at the U. S. Customs House here last week.
After four days of testimony,
marked by rapid-fire cross-examination of witnesses by FCC Attorney

still

newsroom.
Commission

Still in

Washington, Sept. 17.
Report that Pearson and Allen
are teamed up again as sole
stockholders in company bidding
bigtime station,
for
Hearst's
WBAL. has put the kit>osh on

,

For example, it was pointed out, a
program which was no more than a
verbatim reading by a New York
station of a wire news text 100%

would

Wa.«;hington, Sept.

They're

Head

Said Denny's letter: "A news progi-ani based on material received by
wire, but more than half of which is
very substantially edited and rewritten by a station staff member or by a
writer employed by a sponsor, and
announced in its edited and rewritten form, should not be classified as
a 'wire program.'

concerned with local

Who Had Know-How-But No Con

mi

Waishington, Sept. 17.
Biggest bombshell in radio since
release of the FCC's Blue Book was
dropped here today when nationally

John Bricker At

ol

time that the Blue Book now does
not require that 50% or more of a
news program be devoted to purely
local items in order that it be classiiled as "local live" in the logs.

fairs

ON FCC
:

In view of the: 9.7 rating payoff for the Arthur Godfrey "Talent Scout" show on CBS in a
wci.'k, XAug. 30 )' when the top ratinij jn all radio was clocked at
11.3, there's' more than a little
bafllement a.* to why the show
is stiir riding ihe, sustaihitlg" eir-!^
f'uii and hasn't been grabbed up

i'dited

Aug. 1 for further clariflc^ition
the Jfuly 2 amendments.

Services

t

17.

which wire service (AP,

Station Permit Given Financier

BAS[ ACTION

.

first

tract

in

white collarite radio eonYork, with the indi«

New

WMCA,

With the coUarites' collective bargaining election at CBS a.s
yet undccid(!d, iilthough the election
was held in mid-June, the Guild is
now goina after the h. q, of the
throe other nets, and is also reported
pressing for organization of come of
York's other major indies on
the basis of the
pact.
Embracing 60 people at
the contract provides for the union
shop, perierential hiring, the checkoff, ,$30 minimum for lowest cate-

New

WMCA

WMCA,

goj-y,

pay

increases

ranging

from

$7.50 to $10 a week, increased vacations, seniority and priority; grievance procedure, and arbitration of
all

grievances including discharges
The contract is

for whatever cause.
retroactive to Aug.

5.

Meanwhile, there in impatience all
the way around with the National
Relations

Board's failure to
coma through with definite decision.';
on the CBS elections. The UOPWA,
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, and CBS are concerned
in one decision about the main bargaining .unit for coUarites. Voting
on this unit gave the
'first
La'ior

—

UOPWA

,

i

Tops' Nixed Major Bowes

place, the company (i. e.. no union
at all) second place, with IBEW
third.
It's up to the
eiiher
to oertify the
if
it
has
enough voles after challenges are
got out of the way, or order a runoff
ballot ano
decide which of the
(Continued on page 34)

NLRB

UOPWA

Routine, to

Expand 'Tops'

For 60-Min.

ABC Sun. Show

.

With Ford Motor canceling its
Sunday night 8 to 9 "Fc-'.ival of
American Music" show on ABC,
Paul Whiteman is moving into >he
hour spot, expanding his "Forever
Tops" show that's been occupying i
.lO-minute

Monday

night segment,
over the .Sunda.v-

To

Frigidaire Cold

'Hollywood Star Time'
Holly wood. Sept.

17.

Frigidaire is shopping around for,
takes
a new show to replr.ce its "Hollyprogramming execs and wood Star Time." There's a strong
Whiteman were mulling the possibil- possibility that the bankroller may
on to the Herbert Marsh-^'l
ity of "Pops" heading up a show latch
reprising the ex-Major Bowes rou- "Man Called, X" show which >ias

Whiteman
time on

.Sept. 29.

ABC

of develoEJing new talent via been a perennial summer fillerj '.lis
amateui' aiiditioning. But final for- year subbing for Ptpsodent's Job
mat decided upon will stick to Iho Hope program.' Several other pro'"Forever Tops," .strictly pro-variety grams are also boin'.', considered
session, with Eugenie Baird, Johnny
But it looks like the current pix
Thompson,
etc,,
plus
additional adaptation series is headed for tha
chorus units.
scrap ,h<>iip.
tine

•

,

,

'

^

a,
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FRANK SINATRA SHOW

BED SKEtTON

With Pied Pipers, Andre Previn,
Janet Waldo, Axel Stordahl Orch.
Producer: Mann Holiner
David
Writer: Frank Wilson
Bod O'Connor, announcer
Writers: Edna Skelton, Benny Freed 30 Mins.; Wed., 9:00 p.m.
man, Joliiiny Murpliy, Jacit Stan- OLD GOLD
WABC-CBS, N. Y.
ley
Producer: Edna Stielton
itennen & Mitchell)
With

Anita

OeGe

Ellis,

Pearson,

Felton, Fat McGheehan,
Forester, music director;

VCTtia

.

SO MIns.; Tues., 10:30 p. m.

Prank Sinatra started his second
RALEIGH
season for Old Gold on CBS air last
WlEAP-NBC,. N. T,
(Russell Seeds)
Wednesday (11) nicely, but nervousOne never speaks of Red Skelton ly. Bending ah ear behind and
Quite the around the guy's occasional shakes,
in terms of lofty radio.
i

,

DICK HAYMES SHOW

Hiatus on Hiatus
One of these nights, a show
returning to the air after the
usual summer hiatus will ga on
just as if no vacation had been
principals.
the
suffered
by
There will be no gags about the
sunburn, no cracks aboj^it the
brawny lifeguard and the blonde
(or about the puny lifeguard and
the tat dame), nary a situation
involving the tribulations of the

Producer-Director:

.

comic

Camp

homeward

Schmaltz and (a)

ACTOLITE
WEAF-NBC,

..getting
,

,

:

•

.

;

HALLMARK

.

•

'

-

:

and

,

Switched over from its Sunday
6:30 p.m. NBC spot to the midweek "MEET
AT PARKY'S"
previously held down by HiJde- With Parkyakarkus, Patty Bolton,
Joan Barton, Sheldon Leonard,
garde, "The Great Gildersleeve" reElliott Lewis, Opic Cates & orch;
sumed his misadventures for Kraft
announcer. Art Gilmore
without any other audible changes. Writers: Harry Einstein (VPatlcy")

ME

Gildersleeve partisans would probably storm the streets if any deviation took place in the comedydramat
formula based on farcical situations,

an occasional

fast line,

and darica-

ture types. It's all neatly done and
the armchair contingent should be
as large as ever.

Opening fall stanza (11) arched
ov - Gildersleeve's vacation vagaries briefly and plunged directly into
the everlasting domestic and romantic tangles. Everybody was in the
act^Walter Tetley as the impish,
briaht-voiced nephew, Louise Erickson as the adolescent neice and Lillian Randolph, as the bedevilled
maid. The widow Ransome, Gilderfemme fatale, was played by
Shirley Mitchell with Richard Le
Grand and Earle Ross in the parts
of Peavey. the sardonic druggist,
and Judge Hooker.
Scripting for the program by the
yet team of John Whedon and Sam
Moore was hand- tailored to Hal
Peary's style of comedy. Opportunities galore were opened for the
familiar grunts, groans, snorts, chortlesj and other laryngal
gimmicks
that apparently are surefire laughwmners. Direction was deft throughout with the musical interludes adding nicely to the session's pleasant
sleeve's

'

.

-,

V

more annoying—group
dicts.

And

.

well

as

of studio adjust to please that audi-

i

Cates should stick to the music: his
when he attempted to help
the leading comedian, was ho asset.
.lust to complete the evening. Art
as
announcer for Old
Golds, was given copy that was an

"MAN ON THE STREET"

voice,

With Bob Gillespie
15 Mins.; Mon-Fri., 2:15 p.m.
.Co-Op.

WONS,

on

tention

jackpot

,

Cjilmore,

Hartford

The only /eatufe
this

award.

that merits

at-,

insult to. any listener above the
of 14 who can remember that
it

age

was
ourbstoner is its
Old Golds that led the parade with
Interviewees
re- us emphasis

on irritation, freedom
ceive a silver dollar for correct refrom throat ailments,- etc. Now sudspojise to qvicstioij. In the event of
denly, they laid it on thick
about
improper answer money is jack- this being
a commercial and not
potted till correct one comes along
,

treatise. It sounded like a'
Show is adequately handled by medical
going straight- from a Lost
mikeman Bob Gillespie although he euv
devotes too much trivia talk about Weekend into the WGTU and outshoutin" the old line bluenoses
per.<!onality up for questioning.
to
Pac- nrove his own

ing

IS ok.

%?^,iJ^6*''d was
*
Swifty

Wax

production,

Opener used a John Gould story,
"The Farmer Takes a Wife," starring Olivia de Havilland. She did a
top job, and was backed very capably
Hal Flmbers
by the entire ca.st, especially by
Producer: Ted Sherdeman
principals Edgar Stehli and Matt
Director: Bruce Kamman
Crowley. Miss de Havilland was a
30 Mins Sun., 10:30 p.m.
bit too-too Boston Back Bay in the
OLD GOLD
opening scene, portraying a Back
WEAF-NBC, N. :Tr..
Bay gal marrying a Maine farmer;
she sounded rather like a visiting
(.lienn^ &: Mitchell)
Dutchess than a believable Boston
Eddie Cantor's old stooge, Parkyadebutante of credible stature; but
karkus, is back with his ojim half- she soon lost tSat uppity exaggerahour show for Old Golds. As heard tion, and became increasingly better
on the NBC teeoff Sunday night as she got into the swing of the role
as the city gal trying to make good
(15), it was the kind, of dialect dolon the farm. Marx Loeb held the
ing of twisted verbiage and lowr reins tightly as director
(except in
drawer humor that one might ex- the star's caiie in that first Scene);
pect from a show devoted entirely and even in that scene he built a
masterful montage, good enough for
to a type of stuff that's okay when
more serious fare. The whole thing
used as filler.
can be put down to okay radio dra'Parky
gags, depending entirely
for
a middle-register
on dialect that starts out being matization
phoney Greek and ends by being audience.
Kollmar as emcee was okay, exphoney Jewish, seemed, however, cept
when he tried to be a 'bit too
to amuse the studio audience no end.
cheery, with a chuckle or two too
It's a long time since the' listener
many, as the official greeting card
heard a louder, more heartily gufsalesman. Tom Shirley handled his
fawing, louder whistling and more
end of the announcing competently.
heartily. aisle-roUing^as

ence, Sheldon Leonard and Elliott
Lewis went in, substantially, for the
same type of humor as the star's.
Joan Barton, making her debut
humor.
via
"Parky's"
beanery,
sounded
Plugs for Kraft cheese mostly okay, and chantcuse Patty Bolton
Complained about the shortage of did "Get Happy" with plenty of pep.
farm Ingredients and were spread Opie Cates' orch backed her adethinly.
quately, and didn't do badly with
its own version of "Cherokee."
But

,

its

announcer* Tom Shirley. Names will
be used to highlight each week's

,

reform. It's hard to
see how that can be Considered
Sponsored by either good business
Or sensible raEck.
««>•

of Boston.

Cors,

Cars.

Nor-

Producer: Phil Cohan
30 Mins.; Frl., 9:30 p.m.

REXALL
WABC-CBS,

N. Y.

(Aver)
Jimmy Durante and Garry Moore
bounced right back on the Rexall

& Ryan)

bandwagon Friday

pinched for speeding, (b) missing the bus. or ic) (and this is
contrary, there is a definite aura of however,, one got the idea that he's
a real switch) Icslng a weekinfantilism abdut the Skelton routine a more mature performer who's
end at a cabin in the wooils as
segment
of
large
very
likely
couple
yards
more
to
snag
a
that satisfies a
a result of (1) a flat tire, or (2)
witas
two flats, one named Helen.
of the Hooper tape measure than last
America's listening audience,
Yes. some day the millenium
ness the consistently top ratings it season. What will help is the imwill come, Santa Clau.s' visits
draws in the Tuesday night (afterWill clay acro.'ss the board, and
Hope) slot on NBC. Just how much minent debut of Dinah Shore for
nnd comedians will
scripters
of a contributing factor this adds up Ford in the 9:30 sldt following, forrnto in terms of a "free audience ride" ing a top-alot vocal: parlay that will
treat Joe Miller as a myth.
—being bracketed along with "Fib- give "Duffy's Tavern," replacing Edber McGee & Molly" and Bob Hope die Cantor this .year on NBC op"RADIO READER'S DIGEST"
-^will,probably be discerned from posite Sinatra,' a tussle.
the initial Skelton rating, for Hope
There were, few things wrong with ("The Farmer Takes a Wife")
llavilland, Edgar
tind the MeGees are still vacationing. Sinatra debut aside fromi,the way, Willi 01iv;a de
Ethel
Crowley,
Matt
Stehli,
B.iiti the fact reihains, regardless of
he hooked and sliced the notes of
Wilson, Alan Hewitt, Eleanor AudOne's individual ideas about Skelton 's "To Each His Own" after addressing
Laura Carpent«er, Eleanor
ley,
brand of humor, he's sufficient of a the -tune in a knot-tight stance. The
Sherman, Don Douglas, Roy Fant;
showman to extract maximum laugh writing could have been better, parKollmar;
anRichard
emcee,
results for those who revel in the ticularly in the bit with Janet Waldo.
nouncer, Tom Shirley; music, Jack
"mean little Junior" and rube Chat-; Piece, built around the theme of
aeterizations that are his forte. As the tune, "The Girl That 1 Marry"
Miller
such he's still Raleigh's No. 1 sales- was a cute idea, but it seemed a 'bit Adapter: Robert Cenedella
man, and that's what counts.
p.roducer:'
overdone
and
unbelievable.
It
Skelton addicts will be happy to' sagged deeply at the finale. (Imagine Director: Marx Locb
note that there's no deviation this what could
be done with "Waitin' 30 Mins.; Thurs., 10 p.m,
season from the format of previous
at the Gate for Katie," including
semesters. If, as was evidenced on
Y.
the
field day the sound effects man WABC-CBS, N.
the neW; season's getaway show last
(Foote, Cone & Beldino)
would have.) Writing for Sinatra
Tuesday (10), thte scripting material must be a tough
The
Hallmark greeting cards has pickwas something short of inspiring, boyish approach isassignment.
by now hackand even the timing was bad, sug- neyed.
the tab again this year for the
ed
up
And the Crosby-style light
gesting that the boys have still to
air version of Readers' Digest, but
emerge from the vacation doldrums, and flufily wordagc-takeoff, as used
on this show, doesn't seem right for wisely veered away from the show's
nevertheless the Skelton stamp minimized these shortcomings. It's a one- him although it sat well enough on old format. This year, starting with
the
opening
show.
Those
syllables
man .show, and if you like Skelton just don't skip
over Sinatra teeth the preem last Thursday night (12),
there's very little«else that matters.
the show is being given over to one
Anita Ellis, who vocalled "Alone" the way they hurdle Crosby's.
Musically, aside from the afore- dramatization instead of a lot of
With Me." David Forester's orch,
this-and-that which gave this stanza
spotlighted in an arrangement of "I mentioned '-To Each His Own," the such unevenness in its past existence.
Got Rhythm," and the rest of, the show was there. It kicked oft at a The old format was more like the
neat pace the boy's disked arrange^
cast fiU in satisfactorily.
magazine after which it's namedThe Raleigh commercials, slanted ment on "Five Minutes More," containing much of the trite and
helped
quite
some
by
excellent
backalong the "medical science offers
corny along with some solid mateproof positive" line, follow the trip- ing by Axel Stordahl's AFM'ers. rial. And while the circulation of
hammered technique suggestive of Sinatra's other contribution was "Be- the mag itself has proven that the
Luckies" "LS/MFT." It's drummed gin the Beguine." Good, too, was the formula does have some appeal— to
into you till it comes out of your Pied Piper's piping "Sun in the a mere 9,000,000 readers or so—rgie
Morning."
Rose.
ears.
Andre Previn, 17-year-old pianist, air version never reached such
was Sinatra's prize-package guester popularity. For one thing, the radio
this show. And the kid's exactly that. vehicle could not. or did not dare,
"THE GREAT GILDERSLEEVE"
With Hal Peary, Louise Ericlcson, He displayed unusual taste and use much of the highly controversial
Walter Tetley, Lillian Randolph, touch on vari-tempi versions of "My material appearing in the printed
Radio, therefore, was
Shirley Mitcliell, Richard Le Man" and dexterity amazing for one magazine.
Grand, Earl Boss; John LainiTi so young. Or for one a lot older, for left with a lot of anecdotes and had
to be content with many a halfthat matter.
announcer
Commercials for Old Gold, aside baked vignette which was better
Writer's: John Whedon, Sam Moore
told
in
printed
form.
from the carefully ad libbed pitches
Producer: Frank Pittman
All this has been changed this
by the performers, are novel and
Director: Fran' Van Hartesveldt
acceptable. But Marvin Miller's de- year to the telling of one single
30 Mins.; Wed.; 8:30 p.m.
livery of them is too obviously read. story* the dramatization of one piece
KR.'VFT CHEESE CO.
each week. The week-to-week conHe needs more of a warmup.
WEAF-NBC, N. Y.
tinuity will be given the show by
Wood.
(ATeedliom, Louis & Brorby)
its emcee, Richard Kollmar,
.

Uhli

N. Y.

(Rutlirauj9^

,

.

Dick

man McDonald
Writer: Harry Kronman
30 Mins.; Thurs., 9 p.m.

from

bound

JIMMY DURANTE AND GARRY

-

With Dick Haymes, Helen Forrest,
MOORE
Four Hits and a Miss, Gordon With Suzanne Ellers, Roy Barry
Jenklas Oieh and chorus; Lurene
orch: Howard Petrle, annonncer
Tnttle, Jerry Hausner;' Frank Maf- Writers: Jack Douglas, Bud Plerkon.
'
tin, announcer
Les White

night (13) for
Dick Haymes drapes this .session
their fourth year as a comedy team.
with those slick vocal glis-saiulos that It's the same 30-minute layout of
have catapulted him into the top- D &
zaiiyism, and that goes for
crooners'
ranks.
Beyond the format, the perennial but never
ftight
tiring Durantcisms, the more than
Haymes' heartthrob appeal, there's
usual quota of fluffs that invite but
Helen Forrest, Gordon Jcnkin-s? music not always-^some laugh-getting ad
and a well thought-out production. libs, and the inevitable gaga Moore
Intimately: designed; the new foimat saga. .Wrapped together under the
strictly pro wand of producer Phil
for the show is a: judicioiis mix of Cohan, it adds up to one of
the top
pop music, ve.strpocket dramats. and laugh shows on the CBS rostoi\
Last
miniature light opera with soinclhing Friday's getaway show
was no exfor everybody.
ception.

M

—

As, emcee,- Haymos dispUv.ys a
liuattected
smooth, easy,
that's reminiscent, without being imifvee-whccling
tative,
of
Cro.sby's
mike style. Haymes launched last
Thui'sday night's stanza (13) with a

'

If the scripting contrib sometimes
.showed a tendency to lag, the doublebarreled
Hash of Durante-Moore
showitianship was always in evidence. Rexall's antiseptic boys are
"Five Minutes More" back for the kill and their technique
segued into a playlet is as surefire as ever.
Tuttle. Scene was laid
Only new personality spotlighted
baby's nur.scry and al- on the show this season is the femme
scripting wa.sn't high- singer, She's Suzanne Ellers, and her

manner

rendition of
then neatly

with Lurene
in a

bawling

though the
lighted with any yak-making lii'cs, it
was pleasantly palatable. 'Tliis 10minute area of the program is open
for future exploration in the way
of comic, sentimental or melodramatic material and no doubt will be
varied from week to week.
Rest of the show rolled at a nice
pace with Miss Forrest beating out

"South America, Take It Away" and
Haymes' second number, "I Guess
I Expected
Too Much." Program
wound UD on a sock upbeat with the
orch, Haymes and Forrest combining
into a showboat musical comedy
themed by "Waitin' for the Robert E.

.

vocalizing of "They Say
ful" was plenty okay.

It's

Wonder-

Howard Petrie does his usual good
job on the Rexall' corn mercials, with
an assist from Durante on an integrated insert. However, the fore and
A
aft plugs'* should be sufficient.
Rexall jingle breaking into the midway continuity probably shaped up
.smarter on paper than it did vocally.
Rose.
:

.

"CBS PRESENTS RED BARBER"

George Bryan, announcer
Producer: Jack Mosman
15 Mins,; Mon. khru Fri., 6:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WABC-CBS, N. Y.
yond good taste.
Red Barber, recently appointed
sports director for the CBS net, is
giving a daily roundup of the na"STRIKE SCENE IN NEW YORK"
tional sports picture with occasional
With Paul Killiam, Keyes Perrin, interviews with topflight names and
Bob Martin
pickups from around the
direct
Producer: Dave Driscoll
country. It's a straight chatter pro15 Mins.; Thursday (12), 10:15 p. m. gram, but Barber is a front-runner
(one shot)
because while everyone else is faSustaininK
natically
hot over the National
Witli

Lee."
Autolite took three bows at the
usual breaks without intruding be-

WOR-N.Y.

In what seemed like a sock idea,
deployed several newsmen
around focal city points affected by

WOR

League pennant race. Barber retains his dry, phlegmatic, matter-offact style of reporting.

Teeing off last Monday (16), Barreforms
concurrent maritime, trucking, ber ran through the contract
agreed upon by the baseball policy
musicians' strikes transcribed committee over last weekend with
observations and fitted them special attention to its history-maktogether into an air dbdumontary ing precedent in the sports world.
on life in a paralyzed city. But, ex- Day's baseball scores were detailed
cept for one brief pas.sage, the ses- with Barber explaining the mathesion fizzled, having about as much matical impact of the Dodger's loss
Interesting
excitement as a sidestreet on a Sun- to the Cubs that day.
day afternoon. It was nobody's fault angle on the program was Barber's
except possibly the strikers tor not interview with Eddie Dyer, manager
furnishing some blood and thunder of the St, Louis Cards, who; gave a
for the reporters to report.
But dugout view of the current pennant
from each spot— the waterfront, Hol- fight.
land Tunnel and an A&P gr»)ccry—
came the same report no ships, no

the

and

their

::

:

—

trucks,

JIM

no soap.

YOUNG

A breath of lite was infu.sod into Writer-Producer-Director: Young
the broadcast by a pickup direct 15 Mins.; Mon.-Fri., 11:15 a.m.
from a union meeting being held by Su.stainingf
the truckdrivers.
The floor debate
was palpably real stuff, packing
spontaijeity and drama under cover
of the truckmen's raw wit and intelligence.
Even the formalities of
parliamentary procedure v/ere attention-getting because it was a genuine bit of minor history in the making.

Smart

showmanship

.slipped

that mike into the union hall— and
should have kept it there for the
fuU 15 minutesi

WLIB, N. Y.

Film chit-chat on the air has by
a fairly pat formula so
no matter what angle a comuses, he's bound to run

now reached
that

mentator

into fairly familiar grooves.

unfortunately,

the

case

This
of

iSt

Jim

Young, who preemed a 15-minute
session over WLIB Monday (16).
Most of his material comprises accepted verbiage (jf odd sidelights and
what sounds like press-agent: handouts..

However, upon occasion.
JOHNNIE THOMPSON SHOW
With Ray Carter's Orch, Gene Ham- gives out with a bit that's
beaten path,
ilton

Producer-Director: Walter ScanloH
Writer: Fred Helder
IS Mins.; Sun., 1 p.m.

HABVEL WATCH
WJZ-ABC,

CO.

N. X.
iWt L'ewin)
Supplanting the Clifl

Young

off the
such as Charles Ruggles desire to open a school for
comics because the dearth of old
proving grounds.
.Again, Young has an easy informality
his delivery which to «
great measure compensates for th«

m

Edwards

familiarity of his material.
session.

On opening

Young brought

stanza of last season, HSrvel Watch on Betty Garrett of the "Call Mm
Mister'^ leglter for an obviously un"WHAT'S
WITH RADIO" has latched onto Johnny Thompson
15 Mins; Wed. (Sept. 11), 9:45 p. m.
rehearsed interview Which went
as part of an obvious campaign to over nicely.
Sustain-nr
Miss Garrett handled
get enough femme listeners inter- herself especially well even to takKIRO, Seattle
estedin. the lush diamond timepieces ing issue with Ruggles on the fact
This, the second in a series of
four extolled
that
there's
no more training
programs on what's Wrong (and There s everythe final commercial.
indication that pro- grounds for comics left. She pointed
right) with radio, brought out
a gram purpose will have some meas- to some borscht belt graduates who
buijch of gripes on baseball commer- ure of success inasmuch as
the ro- are now top names in .showbusiness',
cials and singing, commercials
by bust bantoning of Thomp.son can
Jose.
representatives of the listening pub- heighten the interest
of femmes in
But KIRO manager Loren that direction.
S9btone
and Peter Lyman, ad agency
Thompson is a polished singer GOLD
SILVER MINSTRELS"
account executive, didn't' have the Whose .voice is hearty
With
Jimmy Carroll, Betty Mulliner,
enough to apanswers, so session bojgged down into peal to male listeners
Happy Jim Parson, GeeGee .Tames,
as well. Selecrepetitions of usual: "If we buy
Gold and Silver Quartet and Trio,
we tions such as "Night and Day" and
buy in spite of the commercials, not September Song,"
Ray Block Orch; emcee, Roland
sung excellentlyr
because of them"— "Radio advertis- plus a closing
Winters; announcer, Ted Brown
hymn,
make
for
sufmg should be more mature"—and ficient variety.
Writer: H«rbert Bickles
More truth is needed in radio adOrchestral backing by Ray Car- Producer: Walter Lurle
vertising."
ters orch is colorful and ample, and Director: Bob Novak
While session was obviously un- the string counterpoint
aids Thomp- 30 Mins:; Saturdaiys, a p.m.
rehearsed, better planning of the son's cause
Sustaining
considerably.
continuity could make these quar,„J?}ompson is billed as a Paul WOR-Mntual, N. Y.
ter-hours of real interest Without Whlteman
More thmi amply flHing its Saturdiscovery, and on opening
sacrificing the spontaneity and town,
session (15) Pops himself stepped day evening half-hour slot. Mutual
forum style. Particularly, questions into the proceedings
for a brief mo- has put together a high-powered
and answers could be made more ment to
variety sustainer that is straight
give him a sendoff,
pertinent and radio's side of the conCommercials were overlong fiir a family entertainment. Only drawtroversy could surely have more
quarter-hour program and tended to back, to .,jihe entire show is its lack
thoughtful and spirited defense.
interrupt the mood Thompson cre- oi|< UAilfi'^'liul), but one listen should
'
Idea is a laudatory one. Reed,
ated.
Jose.
(Coniihued on page 38)
'
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N. Y. Radio Execs' Club Undergoes

Renovation Under Swezey s Regime

,

show, angled at a specific purpose,
given time on the
is goiiig to be

The rasceiadancy ot Robert D. Swethe
zey,,;Miitual network yee
\ii\v(i of the JKadio Executiveii Club
in N. Y., is spearheading a whola.
'new concept as to the role such a.
-Pf*n F<inFKall
Ull "Alliitrgde organization should play.
Detroit,. Sept. 17,
Set up in 1939, there's long been
slanted toward getting from scriptExclusive broadcast of the Detroit the feeling that the Radio Execiiers, edueator.s and others their best
misnomer;
ticipation
basis,
"World
Sehow
on
Lions games of the National Football 1,^'f ^1"'' t',"'^ "^S^ t^^^" ^
dramatic ideas
tl^at,
actually, the RFC has never
Opener,,
through
from
T
„,^r^,r,
a
Kozar
be
affected
Stadium,
curity" can
League will be heard over WXYZ. j^uy reflected the overall industry
Frisco, wilt have Sam Baiter calling
democratic solution.
ABC: and eight stations of the Michi-^ thinking or has made the contribucollege
the
plays,,
writers,
but
with
Bob
pro
Foutz doing the,
Not only
gan Radio Networkthis season, with tion that should stem from such
Chicago, Sept. 17.
plot's and other educators will be. color.
First city. wide auditions for Negro sportcEsters Jimmy Dudley and Bob & large group of radioites. in the
asked to submit scripts to the work'
radio thesps will be held here Sat- Powell at the niike, The flr.st regu- No. 1 spot in America: The fact that
I.cwy l C«r|>. B»ukr«ll8 Gam«s
shop, with the proviso that shows
lar
broadcast will be the Lion-:|,it has chiefly invited into its ranks
urday
(21)
addition
at
WBBM.
Talent
in
hearradiowise
l.ewyt
Corp.,
makers of radio
must be solid
Cliicago^ Cardinal game, Sept. 30.,
the representatives of the sales end
message.
electronic equipment who've beeh ings are beixig put oh jointly by the
to havin.t; the desired
Dudley,: a fprniGi- Virginia Univer- of the industry, instead of a cross-;
Pay for scripts will be $2150, and using much new.spaper ad space of station arid the Chicago Defender, sity
grid star,, has been iri radio 1() pattern from all branches has been
a.coniinittec
daily;
both
50-50
Negro
split
by
.iudged
on
late, has taken its initial plunge into
shows will be
years, liandlihg tnajor league base- seenV, as ism ojE ;the rc tarding eleFadiman:
scale
salaries
P.
other
costs.
Clifton,
and
irdio by sponsoring the professional
consisting of
ments.' ;
;
>^
Show for which the auditions are Ijall ,and college sports,
;j
v
John Turner, script editor for the ilooiball game to be played Friday
Tho iaions
will be spon, The Swezey regime, however,
may
ABC net; Robert Saudek, web's pub- night (20) between the New York planned is "Democracy, U. S. Ai," sored by the broadca.sts
Goebel Bi^wing Co. of change the whole picture, in which
sustainer that's been on at -3!30 p,m.
lic service programming chief; and a [Giants and the Green Bay Packers.
Detroit.
The
cohtrdcH .was /placed the ftEC may emerge as a :truly
Latnamed.
be
Saturdays
for the past few months.
fourth person yet to
Game is -- for the N. Y. Herald
Starting Sunday, (22), however, it's through Brooke, Smith, ..F.teneh' and repreRontative vpice In 'radioi llter will probably represent the or- Tribune: Fresh Air. Fund benefit.
lustratiye of the "new dear' on the
being moved to a better time spot; Dovi'ance Ad Agency
ganization sparkplugging the deal,
Bi!oadcast
will
on
be
agenda: is the move to brin,g into the
Americans United for World Gov- (N. Y.) as game will- be played at following CBS' "Wings Over ,lorsetup the presidents of the tour maernment,
N. Y. Polo Groundgi
Ted Musing dan," at 10:30 a.n)- Sundays, De- Philco Profit $164,787
jor networks' to sei've o.n an advisoryshow
service
public
Another
will call the plays, and Connie Des- fender provides the,;: scripts, all of
The board win hold its minext
preem
to
*46
which are written by Robert Lucas,
In
.scheduled by Saudek,
mond will report the color.
tial session tomorrow; niflit (Thurs-.
and station provides director, studio
,
Monday (23), 1Q-10:30 p.m., will be
Reflecting
an
improvement
in day) and, in addition to the web
Years"
Hundred
called "The Next
facilities, air time and music.
busine.ss, with resumption oC manu- prgxies,
Football
invitations have also gone
hundreth
two
and will be tied to the
Chi's first ail-Negro airer remains
facturing on a bigger scale, Philco ,)„t to Eleanor Roo.scvclt. Charles
anni ot Princeton University. There
a sustainer in its new time slot, beSix-Station
Corp. shows an operating profit of Mortimer, Genera) Foods voepee
will be four Monday night shows on
ing designed to improve race relathe .second quarter of with a know-how on commcicial ra.11164,787
Na.shville, Sept, 17.
this program.
tions here. It's believed to be the
1946 as compared with a $2,569,471 dio technique, and others.
Six station.s wih cover the footTeeoff of the Princeton show will
only show in the country put on
loss from operations In the first
ball games of the Southeast ConferMove is the first aimed at project"
use Houston Peterson as moderator,
through the joint efforts of a station quarter.
Company reported last week inj, the REC into a more vital, domiand will include Dr. Karl T, Comp- ence this fall.
and a Negro newspaper.
Spark
coverage
plug
of
the.
is
an
operating; loss of $2,404,684 in the nant role in industry matters, and
ton of Massachusetts Institute of
WSM's
asst.
general
manager,
Jack
first
six
months.
After
estimated
tax
Oppento bring into its fold braintrusters
Technology; Dr. J. Robert
"Prevue" originates,
via
D«>trOTt^"Bud" Guest, son of the credits of $2,350,000, the net loss for who will give the organization moi-e
heim, of California Technical In.sti- Harris.
stature. .
tute; Dr. Harlow Shapley, Harvard wire recorder, on the practice fields famous poet, has been signed for the first half of 1946 was $54,684.
the
For
- '-^
of
SEC
schools,
and
cooperating
three
the
^—
'Teporter
first
half
at
large"
airings
of
1945,
Philco
by
of
astronomer; P, M. S, Blackett,
Austin
Manchester (England) University; on the venture with Harris are Dodge Division of Chrysler Corp. income was $1,644,623. Company roJ. Howard Lumpkin has
Henry Slavick, WMC, Memphis; Bill Contract was placed by Ruthrauff
ported thai it hoped to be able to announced opening here of a radio
and possibly Dr. Albert Einstein.
Brengel,
WWL,
Orleans;
Marreport
satisfactory
New
for
Ryan
and
calls
three
15-minute
earnings
the
for
On tlie openers, titled "Nuclear
production company to be known as
Energy on Trial," the scientists will cii.s Bartlett, WSB, Atlanta; George shows, Tuesdays, Thursdays and last half of 1946 if given freedom Programs, Inc. Lumpkin was direcover
(CBS) at from farther interruptions of pro- tor of radio at the University of
be challenged by the moderator to Walsh, WHAS, Loui.svillc; and Jini- Saturdays
;
(<:15 p.m.
(U)ction.
mie Wilson, WAPI, Birmingham.
justify their work.
Texajj,

Wk

riot work as soon as details are
compk-tcd and enough meaty scripts
Program, tabbed
on hand.
are
"World Security Workshop," will be

ABC

.

*•

I

Brewery Books

Detroit

:

:

no

,

I

rUUlUdU nn

I

WYY7

-

.

i

'

WBBM ALL-NEGRO SHOW
GETS NEW TIME, HYPO

1

:

FM

Starts

Washington, Sept. 17.
GRID
The Washington Post-owned highEleven games ot the Brooklyn frequency station WINX-FM won
Dodgers pro. football team, nt home the title as the capital's first comand away, will be carried by WMCA, mercial FM station -when transmitN. Y., the schedule starting with the ter went on the air here Sunday (15)
San Francisco game Sunday (22) for a daily stretch of
hours of
and extending to Dec. 16. Out of duplicated programs.
town games will be -covered on the
FM transmitter will duplicate AM
spot, not by ticker,
.-./ .v/
shows over WINX from 9 a.m, to
.y
I'ic magazine has bought the arst
11:15 p.m, daily at .no extra charge
half of the schedule, on a direct deal to sponsors.
with the station, and the rest of the
games are being offered on a par-

On ABC Sked; College
Anni To Get 4 Shows
A new workshop

BADIO

WMCA DEAL ON
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Heard the good news?
What news?

The 11:00-11:05 p.m news on WCCO,
Minneapolis-St. Paul.
What's good about
.

.

.

it?

conunands 43%

of the listening audience

throughout 127 counties

oi six states

,

.

has twice as many, listeners as the next
ranking

Twin City

YHiy does
It's

it

made

station.t

rate so high?

to order for the Northwest's

large late-to-bed audience. Custom-built

e

by WCCO's seven-man News Department.
UP and l^adio Wire
dispatches and from local sources.

Tailored from AP,

Who
Ik

does the reporting?

George Johnson. Long-time veteran of
WCCO. With a loyal Northwest following
built by his "Night Owl" show.
good news.

That

IS

The

best

is

Saturday,

is

WCCO's

yet to come:

to 11:05 p.m. Ne'wscast,

now available

ior sponsordiip.

For details get in touch with

Radio

11:00

Sunday through

WCCO

or

Sales.

WCCO
Minneapolis -St. Paul

•

Columbia Owned

50,000 Watts
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Hand
Biid in tto

VTorth

Two

in

tlie

^

Bfish

.

.

The

NBC

The

NBC

since the

Parade of Stars

is

now

starting

its fifth

year of audience building.

Parade of Stars material has been in the hands of
first

of August,

The NBC Parade

of Stars

alert station

promotion

men

Tme Easier Bjeb Gmws wmm Wqbm
fall

network showcases, originated 3 years ago,

times Sunday, October 13 (from

4

to

6

p.m.,

will

be heard in high-Hooper

EST) and Monday, October 14 (from 10:30

to

midnight)—

a three-and-a-half-hour sampler of the best in broadcasting. Inqfitatioij Is tijc Slijcerest Flattery

The

NBC

Parade of Stars, more than ever,

is

decked with

brilliant innovations

and extravagant, trimming— plastic bandboxes, new on-the-air promotion,
space advertising.

Ynu Ean't

The

NBC

The

Greatest Shows in Radio.

using

Bnnk hu

all

of Stars

media.,

is

Ike

made

liitf

.

.

promotion of

possible by advertisers, talent, stations and the network,

listeners is the

goal— more for

AMpRICA'S NO.
•

af Radi*

CariMnrtiaii af AMarica

effective

listener-tailored

but..,

.

M tMmM mmm m SMRmBm

More

^Mimi

Cnver

imUM^M IBe Iffieans

more for the independent

A Sank*

Its

parade of Stars remains— basically— proven,

The NBC Parade
all

JudflE a

"

.

advertisers,

affiliated stations,

I

more for

more for

talent,

.

NiTWORK

the National Broadcasting

Company

—

'

1

;

.
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CBS Demonstrates

YANKS VS. BISONS (FOOTBALL)
With Dennis James, Tom Cair, announcers
Producer: .Fack Murphy

Stanton Sees Answer to Doubters
BOB STAHL

By,

at a series
of press demonstrations last Friday
can
(13), proved conclusively that it
produce clear, fullcolor pictures of
high definition oh the ultra-high fre-

emMechanical
quencies.
ployed, however, involves the same
system

disks; in

the.

synchronized rotating
camera and receiver that were used
in the web's color film demonstra.

of
Problem
spring.
last
whether the system is commercially
feasible remains for the FCC to de-

tions

'

':C«fe.'

CBS

\idoo
receiving
sets equipped to piclt up the UHI,
Color were presentjy being manufactured by several firms using CBS-

Miner.

Worthington

^

that

disclosed

irianage.iv

developed patents. Color sets should
be available to the public. Miner
sa'id. as soon as the FCC sets commercial standards. All-industry coniwiilteei .'comprising the major manulacturers and broadcasters, is presently deliberating on, the standards,
which should' be forwarded to the
for approval before the end of

FCC

the year.'

Meeting or Seeing?

live

;".

MOTORS
WABD-OuMONT,

N.
IJ. Walter Tdoriipsoii)
DuMont television, stymied in its
remote pickup plans heretofore by
an equipment shortage, has apparently had the necessary know-how
all along to scan a good football
game. This show marked the first

Exec council of the American
apparently
Society
Television
itself snarled up with th(!

got

ATS membership

by calling "jt.'i

meeting at the Hotel
tonight
Barbi^.on-Plaza, N, lif
(Wednesday).
NBC teJevLsing the
With
tonight,
flght
Louis-MaurioUp
most ATS mcmbeis are expected
to stick around their receiving
sets tor most of: ih(> evening.:
NBC's handling ot the Cohni
Louis fight last June did so much
..

WABD

that
video
they can
think

iiiore 'out

of

watching

.

Yankee Stadium.

I

Using three new DuMont-built
cameras with RGA Image Orthicon

mem-

Murphy was

transmit
able
a long-shot, a medium closeup and a
highly effective closeup of the game's
tubes,

arrangements.

to

tract;

Appareatly experimenting
Bouts will be picked up by
during the" early part of the fracas, WABD, DuMoht s N. Y, tele outlet,
the producer missed the boat sev- and transmitted to viewers in the.
eral times by using one of his longerN. Y. area and, Via coaxial cable,:
range lenses on a running play,
when the closeup would have given to WTTG, DuMont Station in WafShington. Initial telecast is scheduled
a much better picture.
Scanning got progressively better, for Sept. 30.
though, as the game progressed until Murphy was almost second-guessing the quarterbacks during the final
quarter.
Closeup lens used for the
rushing plays brought the players
1.0.
almost within touching distance. As
soon as it looked as though a
pass play were in the works. Murphy switched immediately to one of
his other cameras to get a wider
view of the action. •
Jame.s,
doing the play-by-play,
With the initial appearance of the
showed a tendency to second-guess
first Image Orthicon cameras from
but,
for the most part, handled
the
commentary
well.
During the DuMont labs, a third manufacthe first 10 minutes ot so, trans- turer
has entered the list price field
mitter trouble in N. Y. prevented
lO tele equipment. Already
the- images from going out over the for
air and James filled in capably with there were
RCA, sole owner of
a radio-like detailed account. " Carr,
patent rights on the tube, aitd Genworking, from the studio, introed the
players before the game and did a eral Electric. Both GE and DuMont
nice reprise of the action at half- manufacture
cameras which will
time and during several time-outs.
the
RCA-made tube, but
Ford commercials, also handled lake
action.

the definition could probably

favorably to Techni-

'

.

Images still
color motion pictures.
are not as good comparatively, however, as the low-frequency black-

:

Using the single orthicon tube
and-white picture.s« presently procamera that was invented and deCBS engineers under the duced.
Closeups Best
guidancft of Dr. Peter C. Goldmark,
Images came through best on
web's director of engineering research and development, the 15- closeup shots, but lost some of their
minute demonstrations showed pic- clarity when the actors moved back
Fringes of the
tures, for the most part, of true from the camera.
(Continued on page 32)
color.
As with the film demonstraveloped by

DuMont

from the studio via slides, looked
more like a plug for kids' animal
picture books than for Ford cars.
something

is

new,

With Ronnie and Ray, Diane Courtney, Corsairs (4)

^Utlft^

20 years of
liie

WNBT-NBC,

existence,

its

N. y.
this program was the .first o( a
be aired under the same
and unless Kd Sobol expects his
baby to stay in the one-to-flll category indefinitely he's going to have
to perk up production and mountings
considerably.
When caught
title

has

on

tlie

made

a

deep and lasting impression

listening habits of Detroiters.

Sunday

So conscious are they of W'WJ's leadership

(1,'j)

e\ening. This impression valive
reflected in the gratifying results

WVVJ
:•
.

lisers in

which

coniinually obtains lor
.-<!w!(')7Vr<'^

Jargrst

its

where steady employineni

of

male

.

.

show

offered

is

virtually

assmcd

years to come, siipplwng

more than

a

paper left the field uncontested for
the Ft. Industry Co., which was
slated to compete with the Blade in
hearing Oct. 3, for the city's only

commercial

the tube

little

Having the advantage ot newness,
DuMont machine lays claim to
couple ot added gadgets not
boasted by the others.
Probably
most important of these is the auto-

the
I

a fair wind

a
i

I

more matic
I

solve

lap dissolve,

shots

which

.

effects dis-

automatically.

require manual dissolves.
Additional
features
are a
fourchannel line amplifier switch, making possible the use of four cameras

of experienced
tives

same time, and test prqftes for:
possible breakdowns. Curre^ production plans call fop 36 dual chain
sets or 72 cameras by the end of the
first half of 1947, with provisions for
increase according to demand.

1

eoofl. terp training .in. their
routines
although gal was inclined to
overdo
hip-wiggliiig and mugging to
the
point where it was neither
interest.

AND COMPANY

pitch

,

I

acliieves

results.

WEED

Company is planning to
largely to the smaller video
markets, where use can be made of
the product of its transcription machine.
Transcribed programs are
already being worked on by DuMoiit engineers.
equipment.

,

representa-

consistently

maximum

at the

of silence.

adds to the speed of the boat
and the pleasures of sailing.
But in fair winds or foul,
good times and bad, Weed
and Company's large staff

Other

cameras
I

:

cars!

tele slot.

offering.
I

Dance duo Ronnie and
Ray
emerged from the program as best
of any in the cast, and
even then
could be found wanting in a
couple
of
instances.
Youngsters showed

for

Aweuca's

moil-in-dcmund /nod in t -shiny, new

O., commercial television bids
was obviated last Friday (13) when
the Toledo Blade withdrew its application, with report that it would
reflle bid for an experimental color
operation, Withdrawal of the news-

.

barra.ssing interim

million workers

Cherry

]

quartet

pletely
vocals.

to

do,

switched

.

week

last

Broadcasting Co., for new

transmitter in Providence, to test
tele transmissions on the ultra-highs.
Company is licensee ot WPRO.
At the same time heai-ing on Tole-

Corsairs were comdeadpan throughout their
At one point the camera
All-Amenea Contorence football
to Miss Courtney and the
quartet tenor before they caught game of Saturday (14) marked the
first use by DuMont of its new lO
their cues for a :short
but em-

adver-

market

& Webb

I

That the performers were professionals was undeniable, but any semblance of video experience or diroc
lion was absent with, few exceptions.
Diane Courtney,
a
nice-looking
chirp, came through some close-ups
well during her stints, while the

is

by grant here

product,
Both
companies
insist
upon selling the lO's in pairs. GE,
on the other hand, will sell singly,
ISO that Its price comes to about
$29,500-plus for, equipment comparable to the DuMont and RCA paired

selling.

tuned to \V'\V| morning, afternoon and

ing at regular fixed stations, 16 are
already on the air and 21 are building. Twenty-eight relay and mobile
test stations are already licensed and
operating throughout the country.
FCC continued to speed experimentation in color video on its way

RCA

than its cryptic title suggests; simply
song and dance without embellishment and certainly without much

that their sets are almost. auiomatically

company produces

neither

series to

nation,

RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES
Hiw York • lulM • Ckfciit • AtliMi
•ibiit

•

S»

Ffucitto

•

Hollywsoil

•

,

provided
whJ'T;(n"^^r'^*i^J'"
what
little life the, program
could
'^9^!'^,::': ]::'/:
'" y\:: iTpmn.:

'

,

::.

:

NSC
AisocioU

loiic

fM

Stilioit

WiUi

Sydney Ma.son, emcee; .laclc
I ayne,
Dorothy Day, Louis Zara
Producer: Richard Goggin
Director: Helen Carson
30 Mins., Friday, 8 p.m. (CDST)

WeNA

Sustaining

WBKB.

3000 WATTS

Nalimal Ktp r,„nl0llv,,:

tHC

GfO»Gt

f.

ijkotch
in

0.(,»;(

HOUINGBCKY COMPANY

A

pack&g^ show, owned by Ed
IS a new type of
quiz-expert
exnert.'^ to

wea\e

around prop.s that have been
•uc;gL>sted by the public. The
authors
do not know their assignments
or
oroDS until a minute before they tell
then- stories and their assignments
(Conthiued on page 32)

hrllliant

caricature

of

ydiirself

ty Near Yirk cartoonist Ralpli
Owon, will make a personalized
Ctirlttmai Card ytur frlendi will

i

waM

ta

kM*.

Wlik ehaica t( aitliir "MERRY
CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY
NEW YEAR" «f "SEASON'S

Chicaso

show requiring the
a olot

,

'

!

'

^Thi.s,

AMERICA'S riONEEK BKOAOCASTINC STATION
-f.rW

j

'
,

The best of the first three sponsored video shows under (he
new
time charges of Bill Eddy, thi.s
piogram has what the other two (Teleqmzzicalls and Telechats) lack,
audience appeal.

950 KILOCYCLES

CELEB CARDTOONS
for CHRISTMAS!

"STUMP THE AUTHORS"

H,)w»rk

-

—

I

Sustainini;
ilie

radio station in

transmit-

the FCC survey indicates. Bulk of the testers are manufacturers Philco,
RCA, Dumbht,
or licensed,

chain cameras, while DuMont asks
$28,000 plus a possible 10"/, lor its

Frodqcer: Ed Sobol
IS Mins.; Sunday, 8:40 p.m.
-

flies reveals.

While prices are fnirly close for
the gear, selliAg methods and extra
gadgets vary.
quotes $29,000
sub.iect to a 20% increase for dual

sm

"SONG AND DANCE"

J, first

FCC

ters of all kinds— fixed, mobile and
relay— are either under construction

itself.

though,

whicli IS all to the good and the sales
pitch never interfered with scanning
of the g.ime.
I.

IMPRESSION

WW

Puts

Tiu-ee Into Field

Idea

in action in all portions of the

Sixty-flve experimental

...

a picture that, for
the final quarter, was better
than, could be seen from the 50-yard

and Washington
line at

now

spectrum, check of

Sherron Metallic, Bendix, Westinghouse, GE, Raytheon, Continental,
etc.-^and bigtime nets who are also
active in commercial tele.
Fridays.
Experimentation is both in blackPact was negotiated by Leonard
F.
Cramer, DuMont exec veepec, and-white and color, or. just color.
through the William Morris agency, Latest batch of testers have all been
representing
Samuel concentrating on color transmissions
the
arena.
in the upstairs spectrum.
Weiss, arena owner, and promoter
Of the 37 companies experimentBill Jphnslon also signed the con-

at least

a

.^z

be compared

as

in

first

:

bers, is slated to too oiT at 8 p m.
Fred Cugel is in charge of

tions,

and,

Hypo

Washington, S(3pt. 17.
Although commercial television is
moving along at a snail's pace, experimental video transmitters are

.

thoroughly workman-like job, with
announcers Dennis James and Tom
Carr lining up with producer Jack
Murphy to bring viewers in N. Y.

the
get
to

game

keeping close

remote sports events
for the coming fall and winter season, has signed to handle thriceweekly boxing and wrestling matchthe
es from Jamaica vArena for
coming year. Deal gives DuMont exclusive video rights to amateur boxing on Monday nights, pro boxing
oiv Wednesdays and wrestling on

a

,

fight

"the

than they can bv going
meeting.
Meet, open only to ATS

of a

telcca.st

television,

ers in lining lip

the series of local pro
games to be sponsored over the station by Ford, through J. Walter
Thompson, TeeofI performance was

svich,

:

:

members

to Opublicizd.

DuMont

step with other N, Y. tele broadcast-

.

fall

first

WABD-WHG Sports Lineup

I'OBI)

i

FCC OK,

Latest Permits Stress Color

180 Mins.; Sat. (14), 8 p.m.

new

CBS, unwrapping its
color television, camera

65 Tele Testing Units Get

Television Reviews

Live Teletint

,

1

I

GIlEETINGtl"

Under your carlare
tka
Franch-Fald card
stock, anraximataly
x S''.
Blank Iniide
told far iiariaiial masiait. Faur inurt sliades:
Old
Rau, pattal drun, Ivery or Belfle.
WltU Matchlnl Envelonat..

CARDTOONS

tatora,

nrinttd

•«

tMMt Artowia

V

order, <Md twa (I) clear pliotoirapi>s
ty»I»l joMi, full face ar Hitee-guarterv
praSle.
Pleluni will d* returned witli

Witli
of

and

your

CAirOTOONS.

200 CARDTOONS

.

Each Additional

.

.

1

$30.00 Potlpaid
.
. . $5.00

00

OMOER TODAY AND AVOID THE
CHAISTMAS RUSH.l
l>Ot;OI,AH IIAK14R. Kox W.. IMxdlmn

HiHiIon, N(nv Voile t'liv

.

SEPT. 14,

For

tops in mysteries

.

.

Listen to

ABC

Thli

Th*Sh*rl<t
of.

ranch
trim. In th.

(Poc.f.e
hi, wry humor.

f

Count«r»py

Th» Len* Rang«r
Riding the lawless frontier of

mount, Silver, the lone Ranger wastes no time In bringing
bad men to swift pioneer

Informotion by l«wi« J.

Volmfin*. (Wat«nnqn Powl

justice.

(General

his

Candy)

Polic*w«nMin

Gangbust«rs

West bn

coMnter-

as he leads the fight
against foreign agents who
traffic In the vital secrets of
our national defense.

spies,

(Schutter

from lh« naHoo'i olbum of
crimo '— with comm»nt» and

the old

sleuthing with David

Go

Hordirig, chief of

cases. (Equitable Ufe)

Droraatic accounfs of famoui
polic* cos«— tens* momenh

Inililo

Cooil loroxl

FBI

presentation of authentic

AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY

um

U Your

An official broadcast based
on newsworthy stories taken
|»fr6m the Wes of the Federal
An
Bureau of Investigation.
interesting and dramatic
I

MOfy Sullivan, In
a progfam based on her^oxr
Detective

speedy

periences as director of

New

policewomen, shows
feminine InWifion often
(Cotter
helps solvo a crime.

York'*

how

Mills)

Prodvclf)

Th« Fat Man
DarkVarttur*

Dashiell

Interest-gripping psychological mysteries with unusual

character

twists of plot that

are olmost

guaranteed

keep you

to

vorite

inwy «

are one of America's millions of
armchair detectives who enjoy nothing
more than a good, well^ plotted mystery
story, you won't want to miss any of the
programs shown on this page. You can hear
besides-^

into

— on

American Broadcasting Company

your

station.

of
Top-flight mystery shows are only
the reasons millions of folks from coast to
listen regularly to ABC. There's great
radio entertainment of every type on the
network week after week. For popular

wast

music, you can hear, such big-name bands
as Paul fFhitetnan's and Sammy Kaye's.
For comedy, listen to Lum and Abner and

Deal

Gargan

is

be-/
real detective should
with fost
hard-hitting, quick

mystery.

answers,quiekeronlh»draw.

Breakfast in Hollywood. In the quiz

field

try

rtie

Why more

Break the Bank and Try 'n' Find Me. And
two examples of the really fine music you

can hear on

ABC

iinA Festival of

are Metropolitan

Opera

American Music.

homes being set on ABC stations today.

A

merican
A

NETWORK OF

Advertisers

who want

tions reach all the people

make

ABC today

a hation-wide audience durinf {oo/

who

located in practically every

economical rates

hand down.

leading companies

it

ABC

today.

ABC't 207

Ita-

live in 22,000,(X)0 radio hotnet,

major market

in the

U.S.

— and

possible to reach theie listeners It

a surprisingly

tow cost per thousand. // yoti art an advertitrr,

remember

a good

thai

ABC time period iou[lU today meitiu »

valuable fratichise for years to lomt.

roadcasting
20

iory will

are advertising on

time 'periods are buying time on

because ABC offers so much to so
many— great entertainment of all kinds, as
well as a// sides of aW the news— that you'll
find the radio dials in so many of the naIt's

tion's

Trial*

EKcltlngmomenHofoulhenJie

In

o
everybody's Idea of what

light

men ?ouWnt

baffling

in "I

Crime," William

solves
sBUeera through and

IF YOU

them all— and more

At Ross Dolan

growing ^ fa-

-muscles

spots that thin

auetting to the very end.

Fameu* Jury

William Gargan

Hammetfs new

-o

ompany

.
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Ziv Plans

Everybody, Induding Video, Going

SpeoLiUUion
take,

9- ,gfoal

television

that

out ot the

slice

will

gate

last

I

June by N6C, Gillette and Ja-

cobsi'

I

'
,

Instead of the five cameras viifcd
receipts- at lap' sports events
by NBC on the Conn-Louis fight,
expected to receive much of a test only two cameras will be used thi.<
Both have the RCA, Image
will
time.
NBC
tonight (Wednesday) when
Orthicon tubes and the newly-detelevise the Joe' Louis-Tami Maurivised turret lenses,, permitting four
ello heavyweight championship fight
different-length shots with a single
from Yankee Stadium, N. Y.
camera. Scanners will be placed 83
Just as the telecast of the Conn- feet from ringside in the right field
I.ouis fight last June tied on to the section of the Stadium.
general ballyhoo given the fight itBob Stanton, NBC's ace tele sports
self, and so gave video its most imannouncer, is slated to handle the
Interportant boost to date, so interest in blow-by-blow commentary.
tonight's transmission is eliciting as views with ringside personalities,
little interest as the actual event at
conducted between rounds, at the
Fight has received last big. fight by Ben Grauer, have
the Stadium.
hardly a line of publicity or straight been discarded for this event by
copy in even the N.Y. dailies and, NBC because of the general lack of
with promotei" Mike Jacobs charging interest:' in the bout. Between-round
only a $30 top, prospects of a gate spots will be given over to Gillette
gross totaling anywhere near that commercials, or the cameras will retaken in at the June aflfair looli main fpcuseti on the fighters to give
stim-;
viewers a chance to watch them
NBG will make fight available 'to being worked over by their handlers.
just as many viewers as were able
to look in on the Conn-lLouis bout,
Roberts, Micket Quit
but it's expected the number will
come nowhere near the record esti-.
Two more top execs of the U. S.
mate of 300,000 who watched that State Dept.'s International Broadone.
In addition to WNBT, the
(combining the
Division
casting
web's N. Y. tele outlet, the fight will shortwave operations of the former
(GE, Schenecbe carried by
OWI and Office of Inter-American
tady), WPTZ (Philco, Philadelphia)
They are
Affairs), have resigned.
and WTTG (DuMont, Washington). Wilfred Roberts, associate chief of
Radio relay transmission will carry
the division, and Werner Michel,
the images to Schenectady, while
chief of the program branch.
they'll travel to Philly and WashRoberts has been in Government
ington over the Bell System's coaxbroadcasting since 1942, when he
Telecast is sponsored by
ial cable.
joined OIAA. Previously, he was
Gillette Safety Razor through the
Maxon agency, under the deal signed national production manager for
.

r ,.
isn t

CBS Color

.

.

.|

,

|

|

;

,

j

I

.

1

;

.

IBD

WRGB

.

Frederick W. Ziv, the transcriplong-range
lion outfit, has begun
planhuiR prior, to steppiii.J! iuto tcloas a protlucer of packaged
vi.'ii.on
aim programs; for video, While; no

!

actual prbgfanri plans

sports events.

have begun as

Ziv Coast reps; art', currently; [
studying motion pictui'e. production]
atid^ techni^yes as background for
video programming.
Platter company execs have expressed opinion that the majority of
dramatic and variety programs in
the future of television will be
turned in order to cut costs and obtain the greatest coverage, and tlvat
their experience in the radio tran.scription field equips them to operate a parallel business for video, especially since they have the distribution facilities already available.
In Hollywood Ziv has been associated in the production of several
low-budget pictures, notably with
yet;;

I

|

Monogram,

in

an attempt

to

edu-

cate its producers for future television programming via films. While
none of the: films have been major
productions and Ziv's association in
their making has not been important
motion picture-wise, it's felt by the
company that the experience gained
from the association will be invaluable in its television future.
No concrete programming plans
have been developed, nor will they
be, according to company toppers,
until there are enough stations in
operation to- make production some>
what profitable. They say that Ziv
hasn't the wherewithal to make
heavy cash layouts like those of nets

and manufacturers without promise

of reasonable return. Also, because
Michel, who's been with OWI their typo of show is tailored for the
from the beginning, is going to CBS small bankroUer rather than the
His first large national sponsor, the company
as a producer-director.
assignment will be the Wednesday must wait until outlets are in busishow of American School of the Air, ness in some of the smaller markets
throughout the country before imtabbed "March of Science."
Michel's. place is being taken over mediate plans are laid. Arrival of
on an "acting" basis by Mucio F. big corporations on the television
Delgado, who had been in charge of scene as bankrollers has little effect
Latin
broadcasts
for on the video e.t. future.
American

NBC.

1

.

.

I

OIAA.

!

Dallas—The FCC has given its approval to the KRLD Radio Corp. for
the operation of a television station
here. Pending is application of the
Interstate Theatres Circuit which

Denver r- Western

Mut.

.

LOU CLAYTON

UNIT£U BISXAIX DRCG CO.
VrJday—CHS—»>S0
"Thin Tim»

—

M-<i-SI

''It

p.m., KIIT
for Kevits"
HaVpelifd hi Itroaklyu"

I

Air
Lines,
through West-Marquis, Inc., is sponsoring "CBS Morning News Roundup," over KLZ, at' 7 a.m. Monday
through Saturday. Contract is for
52 weeks^

has its equipment already
and ready for operation.

set.

up

Chief;

OneHr.aWk.

Scene
were also blurred.
Programs
showing two boxers was intended to
Mexico City, Sept, 10.
demonstrate that there's no color
Television has been succesisfully
breakup in fast action shots, making introduced to Mexico with
the iiii
the system feasible for all remote auguaration of .station XEIGC
hei-e,
screen

.

Bow On

XEIGC Hailed by

Continued Irom jiage 30

Of Radio's EI. Service

New Louis Bout

Through Motions on

Tele's Mexican

Packaged Film

Shows as Tele Version

Breakup was

visible,

however, if the viewer blinked his
eyes or looked away from the screen
for an instant.
Images were to have been carried
by coaxial cable fi'om the GfllS labs
to thevtransmittier atop the Chrysler
Tower, and then flashed back to the
receiver. Coax, however, reportedly
sprung a leak sometime during the
.

,

,

day, so that the. pictures were .carried via straight line from the Ifibs
to the viewing room, only two floors
above. Film images were transmitted .successfully over the air last
spring, and the live pictures would
supposedly be just as clear under
the same conditions.
To achieve the bright pictures,
which were clearly visible in the
viewing room, CBS
fully-lighted

used a new aluminum-backed tube
in the receiver that concentrates the
light on the viowmg screen and prevents it from being dissipated into

Fernan,do Rainiroz,' chiol -of
the telecommunications section of
the Ministry of Communicatioris and

Gcii. J,

.

.

Public Works, superintended the inauguration, .which featured an hour
of broadcasting. Station is in the
headquarters of the Mexican Radio

Experimenters League

at

Lucertia,

1. Programs
are given tor an
hour every Saturday night.
Chief of the station is Guillermo
Gonzalez Camarena; radio engineer.He built the sending and receiving
apparatus in Mexico. Gen. Ramirez
said in the inauguration speech that

No.

XEIGC

will popularize television in

Mexico.

Lasky Drops Agcy.,

Phil

Returns to Dunun Firm
Wesley

San Francisco, Sept. 17."
Dumra, prexy of Associ-

I.

Tube was ated Broadcasters, inc., has named
made by the Rauland Corp. to CBS Philip G. Lasky as veepee-general
specifications.
manager of the firm, which operates
No Extra Cost
KSFO and shortwavers KWI0 and
the interior of the set,

Use of the color equipment for live
studio shows will not add to production costs, according to Miner, since
sets
be painted in the same
way for black-and-white video. In
addition,
he claimed, the color
equipment requires less studio lighting and less complexity in camera
manipulation, since a camera can be
held on one shot for a much longer
time without the audience getting
bored. This would do away with the
necessity
for
continually
cutting
from one camera to another, he said.
In line with this, CBS proxy
Frank M. Stanton declared that the
orthicon tube requires only one-half
as much light as a standard blackand-white iconoscope, and disclosed
that CBS is presently conducting
live color tests with an Image Orthicon tube that will require one-:
tenth as much light as the orthicon.
I.O. mobile equipment is presently

mu^

KWIX.
Lasky is disassociating liim.^clf
from the Lasky Co. ad agency which
he organized with Wallace F. EUiottj
and the latter takes over the ad-

'

being eon.strueted for CBS, Stanton
said, which is .scheduled to be used
for. remote pickups of outdoor sports
and Madison Sq. Garden events by
the end of the year.
Demonstrations,
Stanton
said,
round out CBS* color video equipment facilities and should enable
the web to "broadcast in full color
every conceivable type of television
program."
CBS has shown, he
added, that "we have convincing
empirical answers to the theoretical
questions raised in certain quarters
concerning
the
practicability
of
color television as a broadcasting

vertising business.

With

Lasky coming back to
organization, Rey V. Hamof Assoeitakes over ftilUime direction
Universal Broadcasting Co. oE

Dumm's
ilton,

former exec veepee

ate<l,

of

which

.

Dumm

is also presideint.

THROUGH A

FINE

service."

Tele Reviews
SB

Continued frDm paee 30

may

( YOUR
L
(

GREAT OPPORTUNITY
HAS FINALLY COME
TONIGHT YOU PLAY AT

NO.'

I

MUST

STAY IN THE HOTEL

AND LISTEN TO

CARNEGIE HALL

be a comedy, romance, murder
mystery or adventure.
A good program when first heard
on the air over WENR a couple of
months ago, the audappeal is enhanced by television. Sydney Mason
ably handles the emcee chores heckling the experts and .jumping the
conversation over the hurdles. Jack
Payne, short .story writer, developed
first story, a comedy, with a string
of hot-dogs for a prop. Dorothy Day,
radio scripter, produced a touching
love story from a pair of baby shoes
and a telephone and Louis" Zara,
best seller, dreamed up a mystery

WOV's

from

PRAIRIE STARS.

affect to

gepd

of

gun and a bunch of
The whole thing has a lot
chuckles especially from

a skull, a

bananas.

some of the

histrionics the authors
dramatize their stories.
The direction was good with excellent cooperation from the camera
a combination of close and far
shots to catch the expressions of the
experts. This was one spontaneous
program that planning and a good

m

-

emcee developed.

SALIENT FACT:
OlclaAofflo's

LEE SEGALL'S GEEEN LIGHT

AT

HEW YORKERS WHO LIKE OLD TIME
MUSIC SWING THEIR DIALS TO WOV
10:15 P. M.,

.

]t|ETROP«IJTAN,

y«i

.

luteal, ilWiM
.hislib
"A concciiiriitnl meir<>|tulilan Mntcr
In ihe world.' Yrt, Nc»
Yorkeri are nol Hcccwurily MphlMlcaIn in Iheir rlioicc
of mnk
nd nitaiamBMnl. An exaaiiplc "Prairia Slara"
with Bo«ali«
.

:

i|,c

Washington, Sept. 17.
Lee Segall won FCC approval here
la.st Thursday (12)- to set up in busine.'is tis an operator of his own station in Houston, Tex.
Segall, who
now runs an ad agency in the town,
will operate on the 1430 kc wavelength with 1 kw power, daytime
:only.

iinil

ia

">'«rla«i»g, ttearM altow that ha.
"VPf"""*'
•a I d iiadl lo New
York> vau ra<lw audiowc. And ii can, do » aellinx.
joh far you ... Mendajr ihrougli Friday aVIOilS p,ni.
,

.

N

•''I'M

.JOHN

E

WEIL. 0.n.ial Min«5«,

'CAISON CO,

N<>l.l '!«p.

Minneapolis

window

— Vandals

smashed

Is

WKY
Oklahoma

City

Owned and Operated by
The
Oklahomo Publishing

17

the home. of StanHubbard, KSTP part owner
and general manag-jr. He discovered
pane.') at

ley

the

Dominant

Station

broken windows when he and

his
family retuMied home from
spending a month at a lake resort.

Co*

Representative

The Katz Agency^

Inc.
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THANKS FOR THE REMINPER
BUT I'M ALREADY SOlO

ON

FRED B. COIE.

HAVEN'T MISSED A

SHOW

SINCE HE FIRST STARTED

YES/ THERE'S A CARNIVAL OF SAtES IN

^^^^^^^

Monday through Saturday 10:00 A.M.
When women start talking about a radio program
the

show for your sales message! And

are talking about ond
sented every

Tops with

listening to

New

.

England

.

.

women

"The Carnival of Music" pre-

England

listeners for

a program

years Fred

that de/iVers

—

B.

Cole

entertainment

for listeners re sales for you.

Get them
the

mood

talking

to

about your product.

listen.

Join the

Tell

them when they're

Camival of Sales on the "Carnival

of Music."
For further detaih,

6

ST.

Noon

day from 10.00 A.M. to 12.00 Noon on WHDH.

New

continues to supply

in

to 12:00

that's

JAMES

wnf* or lee a John Bldr mm.

AVE.,

WHDH

BOSTON, MASS.

•

5000 WATTS

Represented by John Blair

& Company

•

850

ON

THE DIAL

,
. .

.
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MMM
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has signed to bankroll Tales
night by vocalist Dick Brown. .. -KeUogg
indie, on Tuesdays. Thursand Tunes" lor Raisin Bran on WEVD. N. Y.
Oct. 15.
days and Fridays from 8:15-8:30 a.m.. starting
is newly appointed pubcontact,
column
NBC
formerly
George Wolf,
office, replacing Jack BurY.
In
N.
Belding
Cone
&
Foote,
licity chief for
.Charles Carroll and Joan Lazer
nett who resigned several weeks ago. ..
Blackburn and Court
.Arline
Trent".
..
Helen
of
Romance
added to "The
Gal Sunday" ... .Doris Rich new to "Stella Dallas ...

MMMMH

>

>

the Production Centres

From

UOPWA
Continued from paga ZS

As

Benson join "Our
Hodge Mora Martin Rene
Al.in Hewitt added to "Backstage Wife"....Al
Farrell
Gekiere and Dorothy Sands new quartet on "Front Page
Astor next MonCinema 'Lodge, B'nai B'rith, will pay tribute at the Hotel
Analysts. The news comNews
Radio
of
Assn.
day evening (23) to the
the prinmamtaining
consistently
for
cited
be
will
mentators and analysts
,

YORK CITY ...

US ISEW

.

Paul Kesten. ex-exec vcepee o£ CBS, back in town
.Psul Wliite,
recupGration in Arizona and Mexico.
. .

allci-

long siege oC

loi tnei-

CBS news

back in New York.... ABC network buildniE; up its rescarrli
appointment of Howard Campbell as director o£ market reExpansion program will also involve several
search the initial move.
pending appointments. Campbell is former head: Of research for WGY,
producnig
the Qcneral Electric station in Schenectady, .'.Lester .Vail now

direclov, also
division, with

I

.

"Aldrich

Norman
sicista.

.

,

.Irvmg

on the Esquire Fashion Parade.
_

_

.

states categorically it isn't

.

.

.

.

.

.

directed."

.

.

.

RDG's AFL Charter
Washington, Sept.

.

The union has about 1,000 members, principally in the locals in the

.

origination centers— New York, Chicago, HoUywQod 'and Washington.
George Zachary, of New York, the
temporary prexy, announced that a
drive would get under way to orlocal
directors
radio
oC
ganize
stations in the U. S. and Canada. He
estimated a potential membership of

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WOR

.

M

,

the

the 107th affiliated union. Jurisdiction under the charter covers those
directing television and radio broad-

.

.

.

to

casts;

WNEW

.

5,000.

Wasiiinelon.

— In

an

:

Thursday

(26) and a 13-week tour of vaude and nitery dates starting
next Jan. 5. ..,Maxine Keith; introducing students to "Radio Broadcasting
and its Bugaboos" at McGill University, Montreal, due back in N. Y. today
(Wed.)
."Get a Pin-Up Girl,'' new tune composed by Donald Wolf, son
of the prexy of the Phil Wolf ad agency, introed over
Monday (16)
.

.

gram

'

,'''•\.^

M-M—^•»--'

't^'----'—

".

.'.

'

'.:.L

—

-,

•

'

•

WFBM

.

'„,'

Buys Evansville

.

.

.

Fate of "Vic & Sade" has been decided for the time being at lea.st with
Mutual keeping the show on the air in its present spot as a sustainer in
the hope of landing a new bankroUer for the package. .. .Marjorie Taylor
Shurtleff, formerly with the Ixiuisville Courier Journal, and Francis Walsh
joined the news staff of WHBF, Rock Island.
singer,
iJoe Rohner,
looking for a new name. Singer has asked the radio aud to submit their
nominations for his final selection, .. .Dottie Dot-son, former chirpstress
with Del Courtney's orch, now singing for "Breakfast Club".... 35 NBC
central division stations have signed for the new 15-minute platter program "Touchdown Tips".... "Stump the Authors," ABC's popular story
show will move from its present 3-3:30 p.m. Sunday spot to 7-7:30 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 28.. ..Mayor Kelly has proclaimed the period of Sept. 22
to Oct. 5 as Tom Mix Child Safety Week, as part of a campaign to reduce
.

250-Watter for 200G
Indianapblis, Sept.

'WAere"J)un and Bradiheet"
meet "Jtoiopeeand CroMley"/

WFBM,

local

CBS

17.

has

outlet,

bought WEOA, Evansville, for .$200,000 and plans construction of new
studio there, WDEA, which broadcasts on 1,400 kilocycles with 250
watts, now shares staff and studio

WGBF

with
in Evansville.
Call for new stlidio in separate
building and organization of its own
staff, Bitner said.
is operated by Evansville
on the Air^ Inc.
facilities'

Plans

IHt VOICE OF THt

WGBF

HALM Bf ACHLS

serial,

WWDC

CHICAGO

.

WNEW

hypo interest
safety

m

number of accidents among children.
Walter Koessler, station manager of WROK, Rockford; Reese Reinecker,
of KXYZ, Houston; William Bennett, sales manager oC KXYZ;
Allen Curnutt, station manager of WOSH, Oshkosh, and S. C. Vinsonhaler,
prexy. of KGHI, Little Rock, in town for confabs with ABC central division heads. .. .Ed Kobak, Mutual prexy, in town for meetings with local

answer—

the

a novel

*

"I'm" Casting"

man
file

for. talent

is

your right hand

information.

cards to lose— no more

No more

lists to dis-

appear—just a phone number—Lacka-

wanna

4-1200.

Say *"I'm Casting"

briefly, the

W.

Hill

IT'S

new

chart, quarterly, assures
list at all times.

or

make

ended.

an up

any member of your

staff

to

can

detailed artists background or

tough part

to fill—* "I'm

ing" has the answer for you.
as

A

unlimited inquiries 24 hours a

—A

just a

matter of seconds— and your problem

you a pic-

name —and,

type of work he does,

You
day

answered in a

gives

artist— his

date

taining to our talent

is

One glanje

The story goes that

always— do the

c.isting.

Cast-

YOU^

.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
CALL

LA. 4-1200

RADIO'S FIRST REAL PICTURE
Unequalled

LET
is

a lasting tribute to the

'

memory

to the

of

LIMITED FIRST EDITION

OFF THE PRESS NOV. 15TH
256 pages

of the fastest

reading ever published

FOR ONLY $2.75

ORDER

NOW _ ^

'

,

perhap.s,

daring

DeWitt McBride

friends.

'

frankness

its

in its

THE CHIPS FALL

ACTOR and

Hill was a very superstitious man
and it is paradoJcical that he died
on Friday the 13th. He always car-,
ried an ivory buddha and rabbit's
foot in his pocket, and the fishhooks
in
his hat
had be in a,, certain

was the

RADCO
tipoff

that Hill was" the inspiration for
Frederic Wakeman's Evan Llewellyn
Evans character in the best-seller,
"The Hucksters," a novel which
probably did more to spotlight the
whole technique of ad agency-radio
programming operation than any
previous
work.
Wakeman says
'faint so; that Evans is a prototype

whole Madison-Park avenue
contingent. The boys on the inside
retort "who you kiddin'?"
of tine

in

Unsurpassed

FG&B

(outgrowth of
the Lord & Thomas agency) in full.
Knowing that death was imminent,
he arranged for the move from R&R
to FC&B. Hill had great admiration for Lasker and they were close

Therein,

21 West 47th Street

INDUSTRY NAMING
REAL NAMES
using LIVING characters

American Tobacco empire, that the
tobacco account would some day be

position.

RADIO REGISTRY

MOST FASCINATING

&

A, 0. Lasker, the ex-Lofd
Thomas
chieftain who is, credited with playing a major role in building the

to

Radio

The TRUTH about the World's

promised

Hill

DYNAMtC

IT'S

gramming. His death came only a
couple of weeks after he
had
switched two of his top accounts
(the Lucky Strike Jack Bonny show,
and the Frank Morgan Pall Mall
program) from Ruthrauflf & Ryan
agency to Footei Gone & Belding.
The switchover is not scheduled
until Sept. 28, and what effect Hill's
death will have on the transfer is
anybody's guess. Meanwhile, Pete
Barnum is flying out to the Coast
from New York to talk with Morgan in an attempt to hold his Show
and Pall Mall account for R. & R.

returned

and any question on your mind peris

master picture chart

help yoii identify the face—and

the name.

LEW LAURIA

bq

STIMULATING
IT'S STARTLING

:

of our

ture of each

,

'

IT'S

net execs.

TO HELP END YOUR CASTING PROBLEMS
will

Wheels;"
,

.

manager

NEW SERVICE
information—Call Registry and say
* "I'M Casting"—and we will give you

efl'ort
to
weekl.v traffic

the

ANNOUNCING
Your copy

its

WBBM

.

G.

you're casting— and need talent

in

"Death on
launched a

scripting
has
contest ior the show among the pub*
lie.
Writer of a winning script will
get $10 plus an interview over the
First publicly
air by the station.
written script will be aired Oct. lit-

Continued from page 23

When

i-ssued

Radio Directors
Guild by the AFL, Guild becomin,:;,

last

WNEW

.

week

was

charter

International

,.

.

17.

.

.

.

lATSE

ijy

RDG

!

.

,

two challenges

'The

were not released, and no cei tiHca.^
has'occurred. The fact
tion of
is that the challenges are presently
under consideration by the N,LRB iii
Washington and, in all probability, a
hearing with respect thereto will be

Eddie Cantor will be Pabst's "calendar boy" for '47. Arty almanac with
month goes out to 150,000 inns
tile comedian mugged on every turn of the
and taverns.... Jack Mesikin does baton duty for Joan Davis with the

WHN

.

"this

so,'

.

argument concerns two challenged
and Levy declares:

Delta Rhythm Boys spotted where last .season Andy Russell gave put
titled "Marianne."
a new format for
continuity aiid acceptance with the chunes. .. .After weeks of master-minding
,T5ed- Schneider has been made head o£
^-'[h
strategy
Ginny Simms the Young & Rubicam board
activities as day
department New rssignment is in Addition to_ hi., present
^^^'^i
,^
.
...*aim-oiit ,stuaiQ
merit award for good neighbors and song of your uie
operations manager and chief announceri ., .Fred Johnstone, 'WHN nightat 6000 Sunset proved unsatisfactory to Fanny Bricft Show so CBS had to
time announcer, goes, on three- week holiday starting next Week.,
ReCapitan theatre for -eastern broadcast
Walter I.urie returned from Chicago yesterday (.Tues.) with ,a Mutual, make a r^fitW' deal with El
Jesse CSoldv
five blocks away.
contract for a new show to be emceed by Jim Ameche. Show, untitled fteaV wilV he done a^^
SonSimers turns out the Scripts for the Borge-Goodman
as yet, has been packaged by Lurie and Mutual's program veepee, Philr stein, who with Jay
biz. .. .Savington Crampton in
Alan Sands has completed a half-hour comedy situation combo, is the only Ph.D. joke-writer in the
lips Carlin
from N. Y. to whip up the Philco commercials for the Crosby biscuits.
radio package, a takeoff bii songwriters and the orchestra business.
Hutchins agency are James Carmine. Pierspn
Lite mag is, preparing a layout on juve radio shows. ., .David B. Stein, Also on the ground for the
Mapes and Hank Booraenl. Groaner cuts his first twp platters Thursday
sa'les staff. .. .At a "Vaudeville Isn't Dead"
formerly with WHN, to
writes and pr
show to be given Oct. 23 at the New York Lighthouse for the Blind, Joe with Bob Hope as the first guest, Biir Morrpw
ROmay, Gharidteers!, Skitiih Hehdersoh,
Franklin of
will have as guests Georgie Price, Mae Questel, Joe supporting der Bingle will be Lina
anftduncer ... Joe Lilley'S
White, Nick Lucas, and Irving Kaufman... .Art Ford broke down his first John Scptt Trotter's music, and Ken Carpenter as
night back from vacation.
.Kenyon & Eckhardt, talking to Yvette about scoring duties at Parairipiint forced him tP telinqutsh the baton on the
Ameche-Drene show to Cafrtien Dragon , Don Lee netvvork went 6ft the
Bill Gale recording bis Borden band, heard on "County
a new air series
Fair," for Columbia.
.WOR's exec producer Robert' A, Simon giving a swing shift and now goes Slleht from 1 to 6 a.m. .Lewis Allen Weiss
dark brown outdoor look.
radio course for musicians at Juilliard school.
."Topflight," a book about back" from his Hawaiian siesta with that
famous American women edited by Anne Stoddard and just published by Ernie Martin returned from N. Y. production huddles with CBS program
chiefs ., ."Sandy" Barnett, adapter for Jjux Radio Theatre, becanne a papa
Thos. Nelson & Sons, includes Bessie Beatty among its 13 femmes.
.Z. Wayne Griffia got his clearance from Bergfor the second time.
> White Rock having new jingle campaign prepared by Kenyon & Eckhardt
Allenberg, of which he is radio director, to produce the Eddie Bracken
.... W. Hubbard Keenan and Wilbur Eickelberg named to represent
on the Coast, They've set up hdqtrs. at L. A ...Danny O'Neil, currently piece for Texaco. .Don Qttinnj CarrpU/CarroU and Larry Berns eollabed
Gardrierv heing that it's
being-given hypoed CBS buildup, takes over the web's 7:30-8 p.m, slot on on a picture sfdry and first refuSai goes to
Friday (20) and Sept. 27, as a fill-in before the Meredith WillSon show tees an all-radio project. ...Music bill on the Bprge-Goodman Show /Will tun
off.
O'Neil also slated for a week's p.a. at Loew's State, N. Y., starting around $4,500 a ?week which is tops fpr any npn-stralght-musical prdtiife' ,5eriali

.

.

ballots

^"'':yi'.

HOLLYWOOD ...

lis

-

.

on tha

television people, there

.

,

shb\v for a couple of weeks, while his wife's (.Jacqueline Su.sanni play,
"Temporary Mrs, Smith," gets launched out of town under the Vinton'
Frceriley banner.,
Oliver .M. Presbrey, who handled the U. S', Steel and Cresta Blanca
accounts for BBD&O, .has left to head up the Chi office for the American
Actor Carl Emory has written a dayNewspaper Advertising Network

'

allowed

,

CBS

to

a deeper gripe> althuogh that unit
concerns only 13 people. Here thei
main argument is between Radio Directors Gviild and the International
Alliance of "Theatrical and Stage
Employees, A few weeks ago, au
official of RDG said it was all over
and RDG has been certified. Matthew M, Levy, counsel for, lATSE;
is

returns to radio, after a four-year
ciples of free speech. .. .Joyce Hayward
Malone ....
absence in the role of Barbara Hale on CBS' "Young Doctor
and R. Cantor rePatsv Campbell takes over as the "Mouse" on the Y.
...Mary Hull, just back
Mouse".
His
and
"McGarry
inza
Story"
Friday tZO)
"My-True
on
fiSatuied
Wiscon.sin.
stock in
reading for two forthcoming legiters. . . .Mary Pattpri doing

wife

should be

group.s
runoff.

PUBLISHERS, 6365

HOUYWOOD

28.

Enclosed find check or
in

the

amount

Saliiia

.....for

oC

which please send me.

,, t.

.copies, of

LET THE CHIPS FALL
Naiiie

Add

Ave,

Calif.

money order
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Coming Events
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"Chicken Every Sunday."
fersonal appearance tour early
in 1947.
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Inside Stuff-Radio

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

Continued from page 24

hands

The U S State Dept. shortwave operatipns, with a problem on its
speech made in New York by
last week as a result of the foreign policy
the speech and its
Secretary of Commerce Henry E. Wallace, handled

the show's mood and style. That's
gobd business and good programming, we think."
,
repercussions like a hot potato.
l n.
will keep some, of its well
given about three
Wallace's speech, delivered Thursday night (12), was
newscasts that night. The news,, with known public service shows, such as
to three and a half minutes in
Coming," "Halls of
very brief quotes, was spotted in the "Americana" section of the 15-min.^ New World A"
United Congress," "Background for Peace,"
shows, top place being given to the Paris Peace Conference and the
Adventures Into the Mind," and
Nations.
Arbitration."
Next day, when the politiGal lid had been blown, off, and Secretary pt Samuel Zack's "Labor
of the A show put on last year, slanted to
State James F. Byrnes found himself in a spot at Paris as result
vets,
Wallace speech and its apparent endorsement by the President— Byrnes' the needs of newly discharged
will
Shortwave operations were jittery. They reported the President's en- called "When He Comes Home,"
year.
dorsement, and quoted from newspaper editorials— starting with the N. Y. be called "Ruptured Duck" this
Herald Triburte and the Daily Worker (Gommunist), both of which rapped The station will add an art show, to
fits

,

.

WMCA

,

DX

.

Wallace.:

.

Harold Liebow is looking for handicapped people for a special type of
radio show, tabbed "Gallantry Unlimited," which he's going to put on
Purpose of the show is to encourage listeners who are
(N. Y, ).
hahdicapped, and their families, by bringing to the mike those who suffer
from Jin'e handicap or another and yet have been able through their
courage or inventiveness to live usefully. Liebow says that a search of
the files Of various organizations devoted to helping the handicapped
hasn't brought out enough people for the show, and he's sure that there
must be others who'd like to be on it. Webow is an announcer at WNYC,
but is doing this show on his own.

WNYC

:

'

'

WOL

WRC

in
has followed the lead Of Mutual affiliate
NBC-owned
a wire recorder to step up first-hand coverage
of D. C. news. Step, according to WRC, is first in series of moves to improve local newscasts. Microphone and recorder weigh less than 40 pounds
/and .can be set up for action in two minutes' time. CBS-owne;!
in the capital so far have not imported recorders.
and
was first net station here to make wide use of the gadget, scoring big-time
news scoop when it wire recorded the first 14 minutes of Harold Ickes'
farewell press conference as Secretary of the Interior here last spring.
'

Washington and purchased
,

WTOP
WOL

ABC-WMAL

.

.

.

Ex-GIs who took Earle McGill's eight-week radio course conducted by
the American Theatre Wing will have their own experimental show to
Sixteen of the 25 students have been
write, produce, direct and act.
assigned participation in a new 15-minute show, "Radio Production
Workshop," which they will air weekly, Wednesday at 9:15 p.m., over
WNEW, New York.
Except for the supervision of George Wallach, members of the class
will carry every phase of the show, with cast being paid AFRA scale. At
end of each show, a radio editor or critic will review the show just aired.
and the Grove Laboratories developed here when John Kettlowell,
vice-prez, prexy of Seeds, resigned
because of a threatened $160,000
court suit, brought against the Grove
people (a Kettlewell account) by his
boss, Keyes.

Co.,

Old Keyes-Kettlewell

Feud Flares Again

In

Seeds Vs. Grove Labs
Chicago, Sept.

17.

Kettlewell, claiming that he and
Keyes never agreed on respective
business philosophies, asked Keyes
to
withdraw the threatened suit.
When Keyes nixed the suggestion,

Another repercussion in the long
mixup between Freeman

drawn

.

Keyes, prez. of the Ru.ssel M. Seeds

Kettlewell quit;

James Grove, Jr., now head of the
pharmaceutical house, gave Seeds
three months to close the account.
Whereupon Keyes, shortly thereafter, said he intended to collect
$160,000 from Grove^ for services
performed in connection with the
contract originally set to expire in
'

May,

1947.

Kettlewell's

tiein

with

the

deal

dates to his suing Seeds in 1944 for
$144,000

the

in

unpaid commissions on

Grove account. He claims

that

the voluntary act of placing an ac-

count with any advertising agency
implies

draw

the

client's

right

to

with-

that account on 30 to 60 days

..notice.

be conducted by Art Shaw; and a
book show for kids. It will set Up a
special show devoted to atomic energy, and will continue to broadcast
United Nations proceedings, putting
emphasis on its nightly half-hour

summary

of that day's

UN

WNEW's new shows

doings.
will include

"Milk and Cookies With Jack and
a juve "husband-wife" ad lib
chatter item; "What's It Worth?", on

Cincinnati.— WKRC is changing its
tag line from the Times-Star station

these retailers the station distributes
window and counter cards for emphasis on key items of their own

Cincinnati's key station, spot
to
lighting all of its printed blurbing
with a key symbol. On the air the
new identity slogan is plugged via
spot announcements and Bob Otto's
10 a.m. newscast, Monday through
Friday, with separate linkings for independent food and drug stores. For

A

selection.
CBS affiliate, the station is circulating a monthly four,

will evaluate objects
brought by listeners; "So

of art,

etc.,

You Think You Know People?" a
psychology quiz to be conducted by
Dr. Ernest Dichter, consulting psychologist to CBS.

Also on

WNEW,

Bruno Shaw

will

run a Show called "Make Up Your
Mind," on which he will present all
sides Of controversial issues. "New
York Salute" will present a jury of

prominent New Yorkers who, each
week, will select a citizen who has
made a vital contribution, while the
person's life is dramatized on the
show. "Adventures of the Spirit"
will be a dramatization of incidents
of Biblical origin, with modern-day
parallels. "Report to the Listener"

radio fan sheet,
Notes, with art and

Key

dubbed

CBS and WKRC

type notes on

pro-

grams and

personalities. Started as
a direct mail piece. Key Notes goes
to 50,000 copies for October, when
distribution WilJ; be made through
'

retailers.

RWG
Continued from page

Wnshlnrton.—Art Brown has

Zt

handling

Two

WOL

outlet.

from

Sorj Spots

is

now upping power

1,000 to 5,000 watts.

Boston

—

Charles Curtin, veteran
Yankee Network production super-

"On

only
two points,'' wrote
Spencer, "the release form and a
form of contract for the purchase of
writers' material,

cart-

celled his contract with WHN, New
York, and returns as morning man
for WOL, the Cowles-Mutual outlet
here, Sept. 30.
BroWn loft WOL,
where he did a morning stint, last
year to go with the New York'

for ordered single-shot scripts,
of unordered single-shot
and trial scripts, reforeign
and
writing,
publicity,
motion picture
domestic
rights,
rights, and ^disability Of
a writer
pacted to a show.

ment

scripts, audition

Jill,"

which experts

8% X 11-inch

page

.

named manager

visor,

Yankee

have we failed to

Network

of the

hew

WMTW,

outlet,

Portland, Me. The new station, located at the Falmouth hotel, will
make the 26th station in' Yankee's
regional chain. It's a 250 watt station, operating on a frequency of
1490 kilocycles.

reach substantial agreement."
Spencer asked 'that the two com-

recommend to their organizations acceptance of those points
within "areas of agreement," and
continue talking about the other
points, concluding:
"Our committee hopes sincerely
mittees

— WDRC

that you may see the desirability of
drafting and recommending such a
form, so that your members and
ours may have the benefit of the
discussions between, our subcomhaving their
mittees; rather tha v
year of work wasted. Would: it not
will put on the station's program di- be possible
to review th* question
rector to discuss the station's poli- with your people in the hope
that
cies with the audience; Charles Siepthey might agree to the idea that
mann, author of the FCC Blue Book, in some situations sale of material
will be a guest on this show's preem.
(rather than lease, as insisted on
Service to Vets
by the RWG) is entirely proper? It
its
continuing
to
In addition
is our belief that such action would
"American Negro Theatre" of the benefit all elements of the radio inair,
and its "High School Hour," dustry."
batch
of
will also have a
It was the tone of this conciliatory
shows tabbed: "Passkey to Music," letter that the
council meeting
reporting doings in the concert field;in Hollywood disregarded totally.
"State Your Case," slanted to vets,
The meeting was attended by the
with a Veterans Administration of- Guild's leading
brass, including in
ficial taking up complaints from exaddition to Moore and Mrs. Bryant
GIs; a "Veterans Newsreel," bringthe following: Peter Lybn, veepee of
information, to
ing job news and
the eastern region; Orin Tovrov,
ex-servicemen and women; and "Fun
veepee of midwest region; Milton
With Books," dramatizing each week Merlin,
Coast veepee; Aubrey Finn,
material from the Saturday Review
coast exec sec; Stuart Hawkins of
of Literature.
N. Y.; Jack Robinson of Hollywood;
To top all this off, Cott has pro- and Herb Futran,
ex-veepee of the
pared a speci.l spot campaign to
midwest region;
democracy, etc.,
teach tolerance,
In his statement, Moore said:
through use of approved spot tech'T'he Guild's main objectives in
niques.
these negotiations were two.
The
While the plans of both
first was revision of the notorious
or less of the
are
and
"release fbrm" under which an autype each of them has programmed
thor gives up all his rights in adevery year for the last few years,
vance, even before the agency will
there was a noticeable effort on the
agree to read a submitted script.
part of 'both to get their schedules
The second objective was recogniset before WINS gets into its swing.
And among the other leading indies tion of an author's ownership of the
material he° creates, and his right
in N. Y., too, that feeling of "I wonder what WINS is coming up with" to license his .naterial for a single
performance only. The agency repwas also evident.
resentatives repeatedly admitted the
justice and reasonableness of the
Guild's demands, but hemmed and
hawed when it came to granting

WNEW

RWG

Hartford
and The Hartford Courant are really pitching the
woo. Not only has the station added two more news broadcasts from
the editorial offices of the sheet,
making a total of three daily, but
is
planning to originate its curb,
stoner from in front of the newspaper's plant on State Street. It was
only recently that both: the paper

and the station began to formulate
a plan of cooperation in facsimile
broadcasting. Hartford Courant,
which at one time owned a radio
station in the early twenties and
gave up same, carried a radio bias
for years. During election periods
full facilities of the paper are turned
over to the station.

VA

|^

:

WNEW

.

WMCA

mou

1

1

Satevepost

LIKE THE

NAMES

Continued from page 23
city that wears a cutaway coat and soiled, ragged under"machine politics has made
wear"
it one of the most backward cities in

Philly:

IN FINE

MUSICAL

REPRODUCTION..*

"The

other similar
the nation" ... and
phrases.
The Philly Record, in a front page
editorial took a slap at the two stations for turning down the transcripions. One of the stations, WFIL, is

AVAILABLE

any of them. Asked by Guild negotiations for reasons for this position,
the agency men said only, "some of
the sponsors

Guild

now

want

that way." The
that other

it-

Networks

BOX

'.necessary to gain

W.

demands."'

RiCORDING

•

MOTION PICTURES

untl VnckugreV AironvlpN

VEKSATIM'l— CONT.\C'T.S OALOKE!!

recognizes

measures will be
its

GIRL FRIDAY-RADIO
AsshtanI to Top DIrtttor-Producan
Yeiira Kxperlence With UlB

.Hoven

•

460,

46th

CARE VARIETY,

St.,

RECORDING

>

New York

1»,

154
N. Y.

MOTION PICTURES

owned by the. Record's .morning
ppper rival, the. Philly Inquirer.
Roger W; Cllpp, general manager

.''ae

.

WIRE
ALL OVER THE INDIANAPOLIS
BUYING AREA WHERE SALES SUCCESS
DEPENDS ON THE PRESTIGE OF
THE STATION YOU USE

BASIC NBC
JOHN

•

5000 WATTS

PEARSON COMPANY Representatives
AFFILIATED WITH THE INDIANAPOLIS STAR
E.

WFIL, explained his station's acon the grounds that the transcription was "unfair inasmuch as
only one side of the Post
it told

of

tion,

article."

"The transcription said in effect
that Philadelphia stinks," said Clipp,
"Yet the article told of the good and
bad features of the city."
"The Saturday Evening Post prints
several thousands words about the
city, yet' wants a I'adio station to. tell
about the article in one minute. It's
unfair to Philadelphia and unfair to"
the listeners,' who would think that
the Post's description of the city
was the opinion of the station,"
Leslie W. Joy, general manager of
KYW, called the transscription "offensive to good taste,"
"It was undignified and we told
the agency so," said Joy.
"We offered to run a live or .transcribed announcement about the ai'ticle deleting the offensive stuff.
But' the
agency said they would skip the
.ti'aBscriptipp for this Week."

CINEMART
• Hours

•
•

offers

you-

suited to your convenience

One of the lariest studios

In

New York

O

experienced technical staff

2

Phone us today: PLaza 3-9172

CINEMART

.'

.'^El,:

Nielily

Faster service and deliveries

101 Park Avenue

•

New York

»

17. N. Y.

'
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Johnnie Neblett Dead
In Plane Crash;

RADIO

'Employ Handicapped'

Show

Drive Opened by Y.A.

championship match.

Fridav

last

With approval

of the Advertising
Council in New York, Brechner said
some 50 top radio shows and the

'

I

I

I

radio fame was
He was nationally known
ITieteoric.
primarily because of his transcribed
shows, most popular of which i.s "So
the Story Goes," currently on 90
stations throughout the U. S. and

.';

is

now

pro-

which, last week celebrated
upping in power to 10,000 watts.
He came to Chicago in
Canada.
[Roberts was program director at
1942, after a number of yeans in raKHQ-KGA.
Spokane, before serving
dio in Baton RougCi Louisville and
Mil ilL t'l,- Njvv.
"Bargain a
Conducted
Louis.
St.
Counter" over WGN and variou.s
other shows on AVLS and WIND for
i

was

when

called off at the last miniit*

accommodations

were

Since much of Latin-American
radio is government-controlled, convention will be well supplied with;
officials as broadcast reps.
Virtually
all U. S. radio and tele manufacturers will be represented.-.
.

.

it.s

.^1

while, finally hitting the big tinie
with "Story," which was first broadWBBM. Was also featured
NBC's "Tin Pan Alley of the Air"
during the war.
"Story" hasn't had a Chi outlet for
several months, but Neblett continued to be heard here as a freelance sports announcer, most recent
stint being the College All-Stars vs.
Lo-s Angeles Rams pigskin bout.
There is speculation on what happens to "So the Story Goes." Situation is felt to have a parallel in the
record .biz, Which has done very
well with disks of Enrico Caru.so,
Ernestine Schumann - H e in k and
others whose records continue selling well despite their death,":.
This
is believed to be the fir.st time the
trade has had such a lest on an electrical transcription show, however,
with upi>r down ratings around the
couhtl-y for "Story" felt to be dependent henceforth on how widely
the story of Neblett's death has circulated among radio listeners via the
wire services.

Three From B. A.
Buenos Aires, Sept.
.

:

.

city

and provincial radio stations of

the country.

a

cast over

COMPAHV
1946
July 5,

Promotion Manager
Prom
^
Good«^n,
Harry D.

Pearson-Allen
Continued from page 2S

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
S
I *

e^«TV RAZOR
GILLETTE SAFET^^^ g ^.

;

Eleanor (Cissy) Patteron, publisiier
of the Washington Times Herald.
That rupture, it is recalled, re.sulted
in
"Merry-Go-Round" being
the
pushed out of all but four Hearst
papers. Editorially, the liberal Pearson-Allen duo have always been at
-loggcrheads-w-ith the-Hearst press, _
WBALj under Hearst's operation,
has been one of biggest moneymakers in radio, grossing over
$1,500,000 last year and netting in

Copley Pl^''^
Boston, Mass.
Tioa-p

Mr. Goodwin;-

^

+

s power to

Hearst, accordexcess of $800,000.
ing to reports here, has traditionally
iLSed

profits

stations

of

WBAL,

WISN, Milwaukee and WCAE,

Pitts-

burgh, to support losing newspaper
properties.

Analysis of WBAL's format, as
written up in Blue Book last April,

:£ordially:;y^^^';::;;::V'/,;::'^^^

showed

that station carried no .>=u.<:laining time between 2 p.m. and 11
A
Monday through Friday.
total of 87% of its entire time wa.s
commercial. Of 507 spots broadcast
in a single week in April, 1944, six
were .sustaining, public service anIn the same week.
nouncements.
gave nine hours, 50 minutes
to religious program.s--but only 30
minutes of this was free time,
Although
NBC made "Chicntjn
Roundtable" and other net sust.iiiiers available to the station,
in the same time period carried no
forum or discussion-type program of
any kind.
In past eight months, however,
p.m.,

WBAL

WBAL

station has kept

FCC

With ten times more power than formerly, WCOP's new 5000-watt signal corries

dn

advertiser's

message

to every corner of the

Greater Boston area

— a market

con.stantly in-

formed of changes in its program
schedule. These have cut down on
amount of- commercial time an<i
spots, and upped the public service

of 3,000,000 people. Right along with
service. That's

why

WCOP

adds

ufi,

it

goes

WCOP's

to the shrewdest

intensive merchandising

buy

in Boston for

your

offerings.

advertising dollar!

WISN FM OK
Washingtoni Sept. 17.
Bad news for the Hearst radio
occasioned by
in Baltimore
competing bid of Drew Pear.son and
Col. Robert S. Allen for WBAL'sfacilities
was partially ofl'-set by mi

—

station

FCC

—

action

here

Monday

ilfi'

WISN,
awarding
Hearst
station
Milwaukee, a conditional grant for
a metropolitan

FM

outlet there.
Durr,
Clifford
J.

Commissioner
FCC's most conscientious advocate
of the Blue Book philosophy, dif--•^ented with the FCC majority and
voted for a heating on WISM's FJVi
bid.

A Cowles

10.

Argentina's delegates to the InlerAraerican Broadcasters' Conference,
"
have left Buenos Aire.s by plane,
The delegation is headed by Dr.
Juan Carlos Guyot. prexy of the
Argentine Broadcasters' Assn. togethet -with
Alfredo
Perez
Dr.
(Rades Network) arid Louis Maunier,
representing respectively the
.

in

;

not

''.

:

director, of local Indie station

KEVR,

it

available. Until now, the only fairly
.successful
hemisphere convention
was last years at Rio de Janeiro.

.

•.

Sealtle^Curt Roberts

gram
;

newscast of less than

.

,

j

500 for Month-Long Session

.

Cooperating

.

Draw

regulations

duration.

service
organizations include the 'Disabled
American Veteran.^ and the American Federation for the Physically

Handicapped.

:

ent.;. Meet, Will also .be ;longer, than
10 minutes'
usual, running for the entire month
This restriction was writ- Of October under the
title "Primer
ten iny the ,C,BS xegiilaHons during Congreso Inter-Americano d« Radiothe war,' ahd /was designed to pre- difisoras;"!
Convention
will
huddle
at the
vent the exploitation Of war news.
Hotel Prada, running closed meetAlthough it is now permissible to
ings for the first Week, arid then
sponsor hew-scasts of less than 10 opening to the public both exhibits
minutes, tlvere IS no change in the and discussions for the final three
regLil^tioh- lirniting. the.'nuinber of weeks.. Private sessions will be deannouncements of sponsorship to voted to task of making the organtwo— one at the beginning and one ization permanent, with a governing
at the end of each, newscast.
body and annual get-together. UnThe opening announcement may. til: now, there have been no .regular
include the name of- the sponsor, ad- membership.s or rules, with the, comvertising matter
relating to
tha ing meet called by general consent.
Effort was made last spring to
sponsor's product or service, and the
iinn!i> (if Iti(? nr^v..^ snut'c*-.
have a similar meeting in Cuba, but
a.

,

;

Corp.

.

four major networks have been
asked to cooperate by featuring spots
On the campaign in broadcasts during that week. The VA radio office
is prepared to furnish spots,; speakers, and disabled vets for program
participation:

i

tract player.
Neblett's rise to

announced

Vancouver, Sept. 17.
revision of Canadian Broadcast-

Indications point to the coming
governing, Inter-American broadcast meeting,
broadcasting in Canada now permits which open."! in Mexico City Sept 30,
as the biggest south-of-the-border
comniercial sponsorship of news- convention
of its kiiid,v with- mot'e
casts; Of any duration.
Previously it than 500 reps of Latin broadcasters
had rOt been permissible to sponsor and U.- S: m.anufacturing firms pres-

ing

(13).,

i

Neblett is survived by his widow,
Angeline Orr, Columbia Pix cotjr

But Limits the Plugs

A

by the Veterans Administration
radio service, radio chief Joseph L.
Brechner

Mexico City Confab Expected To

On News Sponsorship

Washington, Sept. 17.
Coast-lo-coa.st coverage for National "Employ the Handicapped"
week, Oct. 6-12, will be co-ordinated

Stays on 90 Stations
Chicago, Sept. 17.
Johnnie Neblett, Chicago radio
linnotmcer and partner with Morton
Aacobsen in Neblett Radio Productions, was killed In a plane crash
on Tam o' Shanter golf course, Niles,
Sunday (15). Also killed was
Brice Buckingham, sales manager
for a steel company and friend of
Neblctt's, who was the only other
passenger in the plane, a BT-13, or
Army primary trainer. It was the
plane from which Neblett recently
All-Americaii
golf
the
telecast

CBC Loosens Up Rule

Station

Exclusive Am&^rc&n-Broaelfea<(firfg Cto'nfpdhy.'>@Xdter.in' Boston

^

ft

—

WetliieBday, ^i^plcinbei* 18,
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Dr. Myers tends
lowbrows.
become the classroom lecturer at

tci-est'

to

Continued from page
fined

RM^fWet :baek for more.
opeTied:«;itH minstrel parade
wusic, and -was: switched by. emcee..|
Roland Winters to ch.orus .arrahgpRobert E,
mem ot ••Waitin' for theexercised
a
Lee." Jimmy .Carroll;
nic« Irish tenor in ."I'n Take You
I

tyring a

^

P?r?"^„„P^^^'^?

.

;

script.

with. .the

iCathle.en,"

mo
those
e

to

.

,1

.

,

^

,

Agaih

'

,

such ^^"'^
to moppet.^ Q
Junior Mr. and Mrs. team, comJoan Lazcr; .and" Richavd
pt us-mg
Leone, are supposedly talking spontaneously without the benefit ot a

-8&*i

Honie

-

2<i

From

which

maiinci:' ih

the

:

Commandments

continued from vage 3X
.,.

B casts

Protestants to radio time, we
believe the day has come to urgently
request, and we do .so request, that
::
Chicago, Sept. 17.
available color prints of paintings ^j^g ^.^^^^ industry take immediate
Setting up of a central planiiing
discussed as part of programs P'""" gteps to grant equal. rights and prlyi^
iiiotion
leges to" the great Bible-believing and production board
nationwide
inslituiiatin'al .for
Show
oe American Protest- SL'ale— to provide necessary religious
constituency
.nals.
anti.sm and furt.hermore lo make
^
available without discrimination ai
reasonable amount of time for pur- was the unanimous recommendation
chase by accredited broadcasters of of the Religious Radio Workshop
affordas
basis
on
the
.same
religion
wtiich concluded a month-long forum
C:ontinued from |>age 23od other interests.
in Chi last week. Group; was headed
was on a special a.s.signment in Geco-operate
stand ready to ^u-w,,^.
..yVe
„
vi.^y.^ti
r'
ni^^^
WnrpH
r
Everett C
Paiker
nova.,. h o cold, we had to start the ^ith the Federal Communications
ball lolling
Commission and the radio industry Umyersity of Chicago.
T^^e forum took the position that
in every possible way to ameliorate'
Fu-.s'l we saw the Greek Minister
churches
"ow
as a whole
^'P
of Piess and Information, who was the present situation."
bothered with broadcasting
very co-operative. Ho phoned thcj
^he reference to the FCC was facilities, correct radio
planiiing;
director ot Greek radio, who was also
"fundameii
,,5 g ^iift that the
talent, and production, arid hence
co-operative. But, sinccM-e co-operanpt resl ^^^^^^^^^^
formulated a number p£ "what
tion was all thoy coilld offer. Noth- 'whatever action NAfl votes, but will i'^^'^e
ing definite could be decided I'POri gp fyrjher— above the FCC if hcces- and how to dos" for the betterment
ot religious radio shows.
rpj^g
untll we worked it out with the Brit-

For Church

i.stic

:

i

|

|

—

|

'

.

]

j

,

quartet

Greek Radio

Block's:

lor the

on

enders covei'itiS an fi'oni Michaelan"elu and Da Vinci to John Stouart
MasterCLU'ry and Grant Wood.
has
Society
Reproduction
piece

10

Battle Of Bible

limci, but maintains intore.^L with
good narrative.
Series includes 2B half-hour open-

Radio Reviews

string

i

|

^^^'o^
t™&1Sd
"Turke^
in th,

IdenHhatlhey^were

did

well-brief ed be-

;

.^^m

^'^^^^'^^.
|

the

mop-

i

Pm-w

,

i

.

Straw.-|ollowed by

.

!

i

I

.

I

-

„cui

rcntly

baffling

world .statesmen except when
Joan quoted her father as saying
that a buiich of high school kids
could probably:' do .more, than the..

little

.

i

I

at .the

delegates

P^ace*

iconference

I

„^SreJ^l^

!

^^ir^<Mi!^-^%^!i^°^
co-op

'

were touSi on^'
that^were^
that
"
Pirrrs!
morning airers
banki-ollers of the *°y/.;,in

lau. hs
laughs

I

^Sin?lb^i^bSl»'anS

°

topics more attuned, to. their, young
albeit precocious minds. ^That part
of the show vvasn't. too bad.

I

I

'

'

j

I

I

Army radio people. we .saw the
British army:.,1hey, loo, wer> "coish

.

group

obvioiisly dissatit recently
^jji,, the answer
.ig£ij,^
received from NAB, prexy Justin
gg^y_

.

is

Ten

"commandments"

listed

by

the RRW, which if put in effect,
should bring about a reiuvenalion
in religious broadcasting include:
the broadspoiled backward arid, ear-marked for
radio director re1. Providing a
to take a
decided
Christ
Jesus
of
the
Gospel
casting
of
bread
the service boys; and Sloppo
Voice. Young Leone studio and to check on its facilities. is not in the public interest, then, it sponsible to the Council of Churches
high-pitched
her
withmorning
all
toasted
that can be
apparently realizes that he's an im- One look at the antiquated setup should be discriminated against. But who shall administer radio time on
out burning because it's half wheat
around the neighbor- was enough; We watched one local
a national scale;
interest to have
public
and' half a-sbestos. Latter cut FCC portant guy
the
in
if
it
is
Parody was hood now, with his own radio show
program go on the air. A .tuiitarist regular religious broadcasts availcorners kinda close.
a high standard of
2. Develop
also does okay. Dee
neatly tied up in a package almost and all, but
too far from the mike. The engi- able to the people of this nation, programming;
the announcements in was
too sophisticated for a supposed Fitch handles
kept giving- him signals to move then these broadcasts should not be
3. offer
courses in radio techstraight-faced manner, but how he neer
minstrel show.
is a
closer. The musician evidently was discriminated against by the tempohimself
kidding
from
keep
can
at Pastors' Institutes;
Miss MuUiner and Carroll, backed
Stal.
not liep to the "handles," and didn't rary Uustees of the people's propby chorus and orch, whipped up a mystery.
the establishment of
^ promote
know whai to do. Unfazed, while the
nice olio of "\nnie Get Your Gun
promising
scholarships to enable
show was on the air, the engineer
tunes; not unusual perhaps, but they
The Federal Council people are persons to attend radio schools;
pressed his talk back button and told
Gal's velvety pipes foil the
sell.
about talking out
I the man to move closer. The guitarist being Careful"fundamentalists.''
5. Establish a lending library of
tenor well, and entire group gets
Transcription
An
against the
over in top fashion. Block's orches- I
radio books;
said o.k., and they had a short
to interview Dr. Goodman in
----M-M-M--*tral duties were outstandingly perchummy conversation to a back- effort
6. Plan publicity and promotion of
dicated that the Federal Council is
lormed, and maestro weighed
BEHIND THE MASTER- ground of Levantine melodies.
with sharp comment now and then.
not anxious to stir up the other side, religious radio programs;
PIECE"
.
Tomiii.
Then we learned that our broadthat any statement from that
7. Set
up frequency modulation
With Arnold Moss, Dri Bernard cast would have to bo relayed from and
organization would have to be so stations in seminaries;
Myers, Martin Wolfson, Jpe »i
the Greek studio to the British Cable cautious as to need national execuSantis, Peter Coppel, Leon Janncy
8. Set up local church radio workv
"MILK AND COOKIES WITH
and Wireless Service, which would tive committee approval.
Producer-Director: Hal James
JILL"
JACK
shops;
London,
in
overland
to
it
relay
With Joan Lazer, Richard Leone; Writer: Milton Evprett
On the other hand, it's known that
interest of church
9. Stimulate
which would beam it shortwave over
Music: Ann Wet
Dee Fitch, announcer
Dr. Goodman is loaded with infor- members in higher standards of listhe Atlantic for pick up by RCAC
30 Mins.
Producer: Jack Grogran
broadtening habits;
When we mation about the religious
Co-op
for transmission to CBS.
15 Mins.; Sun., 3 p.m.
casting situation around the country,
12 Stations
Sustaining
asked the program director whether
^
10. Promote co-ordination between
(Masterpiece Reproduction Soctety) he thought it would come through, having recently returned from a
WNEW, N. Y.
church and lay groups in the radio
Highbrow drammer for every- he shrugged his shoulders and told tour that took him to 600 stations
WNEW, N. Y., indie, has gone in
field.
this series re
in the; U. S;
over its head on this show. It's diffi- body's
^ _ enlightenment,
^
us that he couW make no commitcult to tell whether the ramblings of lies on high production standards to
Federal Council people are
The
Cable
and
Wirewhether
ments
as
to
a nine-year-old girl and an 11-year- make education palatable as enternot happy with the type of religi- pressure from their hometown Proold boy on world-shaking interna- tainment. Half-hour programs put- less in Athens would pick us up from
transcriptions played on some testant groups by the time they artional events were meant to be taken jine highlights in the lives of great the studio in Athens, or what would ous
stations around the country, being rive at the
convention. Beseriously or as a satirical swipe at artists; attempting to show in realis- happen afterwards.
of the opinion that it's not a matter sides, no one wants to give the "funt'-e current rash of Mr. and Mrs.
tic fashion the trials and tribulations
More Co-operation
spielers on the air. Either way, howof "rationalism" versus "fundamenthey experienced, and at the same
damentalists" a chance to line up
ever, the idea is tough to digeistj: time jlish up divertissement for lisThe next person, to see then was talism" but rather of good taste hundreds of Congressmen to fight
Show's appeali if any, TOll 'be' coh'-' teners.
the Cable and Wireless man. He was versus bad. They say some of the the FCC and radio as a whole when
program
the
respect
Ih
each
very "co-operative", and. ottered us "evangelical'' group exhort people to the 80th Congress convenes.
caught, treating Michaelangelo, exthe .send in contributions to pay for the
W's studio
So radio is on the spot— it will be
Life of the use of C
periences varying success.
building.
That time they purchase but that, in fact, damned no matter which side it
the sculptor-painter is given too Greek post ofTice
sympathetic portrayal by Arnold "studio" is about 7 feet wide and these funds are used to finance takes.
Moss, while entertainment, for gen- about 12 feet deep. Two huge tran- various small denominations. Fursoms are open to .street noises... thermore, there are allegations that
eral consumption, becomes a little
Overall, troUoy cars, trucks, blaring auto some stations actually get a split of
over-intellectual in spots.
however, the half-hour produces hom^; stmet " vendor's "shotits and the "take" fro"m {he "plate-passing~on"
well-paced drama and should ap- wailing babies, pi^avide a oacaphonic the air.
Leading Man i"
slots,
peal in the hoity-toity time
'a
background.
But these are matters that the
usually given over to Sunday after"CURTAIN TIME"
beat-up and badly dented carbon Federal Council people are wary
noon symphonies, opera, etc.
Show opens with an excerpt of directional mike sat on a table. No about tossing around publicly, obthe drama tb follow, and then segues sound-proofing of any kind was in viously fearing that the radio fight
Dr. Jack tdndlli t*
into commentary by Dr. Bernard evidence. The slightest movement of might only increase the troubles inIN WHITE"
Myers, New York University lec- the mike set up an unearthly scieech. side the various Protestant groups
turer, whose research collated mate- The "control board," in the same between "Bible-thumpers" on the
Play details
for the series.
rial
Prcsi Rtprcscntaliv*
room, was operated by a civilian em- one hand and the liberal bloc (or,
work for Pope
Michaelangelo's
hava available a lar«« ballraom
ployee ot C & W. There was no two- as the other side calls them, "quasiJulius II, beginning with the inter-oMenday to Friday morniiigt and
rupted construction of his tomb, go^ way contact with London, or any agnostics") on the other.
aftameoiit.
In the big metropolitan centers
ing into the painting of the creation place. No talk back system, no voice
STASE 36x12
on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel, level.Sj no nuttin'i But this was bet' New York, Chicago,. Boston, Philaand finally the painting of the Last tor than the Greek studio, so we delphia, etc.— some of the radio peo^
WITH FULL EQUIPMENT
Blues Supper on the wall of the same "bought" it.
pie, encouraged by the steps taken
REASONABLE RATES
.structure for a succeeding Pope, folFive minutes before we were to a year ago by
(Phila.) are of
Wayne Varnum of Columbia Rtcords
LOCATION
CONVENIENT
lowing which he dies.
take the air. ..and there was no time the opinion that they can now laugh
Urgently Naedi 2'A-3 Room Manhattan
work
is
excellent
Dramatic
Phone SU« 7-30Q0, Banquef
the
"fundamentalist"
group.
Apartment, Preferably Midtown.
throughout, well-highlighted by orr check— we did not have the .^lighte.st off
Deparfmenf
has thus far been supported
No Wif; Childnn or Dogs
gan bridges and payoffs. Facts are idea of whether the clock on the wall
kept well enough out of the. realm was correct or not, and it turned out legally in its ban on commercial
CIrck 5-7300
of encyclopedaic information to in- to be 35 seconds .slow— the radio man time for religious purposes.
started calling. .Hello GPO London,
But the' grass-roots stations and
253 WEST 73RD STREET
this is Athens. .Mr. Landon has ar
they are the majority membership
YORK
NEAR BROADWAY,
rived. .we are ready to put through of the
will feel plent,y of
a program on
9935...we will
start at 7:50 Athens time". ..he re
peatod this a number of times and
then told us we could go. on the air
when ready.
I

•piped in for "commercials" were
Kidney-tone,, the only nature aid not
"

problems

the

Ja.s" orThGOming ift a duet by
Jimm'y' Carroll and Betty MuUincr
of "They Didn't Believe Me." Musishow were
of the
portions
cal
snioothly paced, well-finished jobs,
selected for overall appeal
Parsbn*ahd'»eBWte featured

hYtisic

Kids, pei'fomance-wise, are okayi
has a nice spontaneity that
elicits attention when coupled with

Gal

^

operative."/
'

Finally,
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we were

set
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We
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look at the
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HARRY ELDERS

Do You Need

A

Rehearsal Hall?
FOR YOUR BAND
RADIO PROGRAM

"WOMAN

LEGITIMATE PRODUCTION
W*

DUTTON-LIPPOLD

'

Apartment House

WPEN

WPEN

—

.

RIVERSIDE PLAZA HOTEL

.

NAB—

.

IN

THE CENTER OF THE UTAH MARKEtI

NEW

SVM

When

asked whether London heard

whether we would be on the air,
whethrt* the apparatus was working
...he merely shrugged and said, "I
us,

thinlt so, it sliould."

So we went on. the air. The mike
had to be passed around the table
to the five participants, like a hot
potato, so that each would have his
turn to he heard (?).
When, earlier, we learned the fre.

quency on which we were to be
pickod up and and it was :cabled back
to the U. S„ Art Moore, producer ot
Fair,"_ wired back, "CBS
says signal yoti suggest never been
broadcast. Let's see you make
liars of them."
It all paid off, though, when the
next day Moore wired, "Reception
excellent. .Congratulations."

"County

fit

|

.

Wcslaco,

'I'cx.

KTOK, Oklahoma

JOHN BUIR &

CO.,

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

to

He

— Barney

'

|

KRGV

Taylor, now
of a Wichita. Kan., .station.

succe<?d.s

manaeer

Ogle,

City, has resigned
here.
ot

become manager

Archie

"Norvln! Are you into that box of

Wheatieg attain?"

Wednesday, Septombci' 18, 1946
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SPA TERMS READY FOR PUBS
Sinatra in Break With Barton Co.,

j Ralph Peer Takes Over

ARA

Disks,

I

To Devote
Frarilt

Ben Barton and Hank Sanicola
brothe Barton Music Co. has been
ken off and the singer will henceforth put all his efforts behind the
firm
publishing
Songs
Sinatra
jiew
and
he" is starting. Sinatra, Barton

the

Sinatra

previously

once

two

firms

and

Legal Picket-Crossing

he

finally

bad

de-

quit.

Argument

between

Sinatra

and

Barton' and Sanicola, who is a partner in the' Barton firm, developed
over Sinatra's decision to place all
copyrights stemming from- his Metro
into the new Sinatra Songs
filiiiis
firm.

This was

first

its

Sinatra's pact with Metro gives
.score, alternating
with Bobbins Mu.sic. His new firm
will operate with offices in New
York, Chicago and Hollywood. Originally, the new firm was to haye

Fred

Ahlert

SPA

attorney.

lost for a time after some
rough going and finally landed

at Baltimore.

of the terms to

Fee Bid

•with

those

that

and arranging for

there'

Herman,

,

Mexico,
plant

release, of

,

Starr

is

also

publishers

also

not

rest.

described as associated with Peer in

though Becli pointedly made it
U-l wa,s not itself involved
Garbus, in revealing that
had $600,000 in assets, as compared to a disputed $900,000 in liabilities, which creditors said wa.s toolow an estimate, asked that creditors;
go along with the new management
group in an effort to put ARA back

clear, that

Warner Btos. music combine.
WB firms are not members
MPPA. they must be dealt

separately.

in ^matter,

ARA

Cr^

,

be-

For Band Agcies.

MPPA

,

As a total; Peer group is reportedly owed $,')00,000 acquired when fhcy

^

bought up personal notes held by
Leff, former ARA head. Government was listed as being owed
.$200,000 in taxes, and remainder ot
debt is split between music publishing firms and talent.
Phil Harris:
sum- was logged as largest artist creditor.

Mark

Spnie of the band agencies havfe
been ruhning- into a new twist in
their; relStibhs With young and lesser-known orchestral leaders.

For some time, music publishers
have been awaiting an idea of the
byrin^ recent: '.we^kis/ as the;
the writers will make. mer Season waneiS and vSeasonal
There has been considerable con- .one-nighters and locations began
jecture and discussion on the sub- folding until spring, a Sizable nujifiject, but, on the whole, the SPA bor of these outfits have seen pocommittee has been very tightlipped tential working opportunities fade
on what they have decided to ask and a tough future staring at them.
for. and most publisher talk on the
To clear their rosters of bandleaders
sub,lect has been based on guesses. for whom they cannot easily find
workr one iOr two of the agencies
Royalty Demand
haVe beeti ofJering teleases trbni:
One term the writers are expected contracts to these; combos, but the

Others included Hoagy Carmichael,
Ginny Simms, Judy Canova, Chu

:

I

profitable motion.

in

demands

.

disks,

John Beck, of Universal-Internal
and Charles Washburn were,;

deal,

head

Starr,

tional.

JoU^s&^

at the luncheon.

in increasing

,

in

pressing

a

;

ARA

country resort for a

members. Neither Douglas nor Starr,
incidentally, is aware that the proposed contract will be bonded them

major New York publishers
RCA-'Victor got last week in
seeking a Vic royalty rate concessiwi
on its new 60c disks. Capitol folfrom

-

,

was so exhausting, -the
Kapp family went to a nearby

"Vacation

ing looked on as representative of

Capitol Records is running into
the same sort of negative reaction

RCA move

i

was read from

now

publishi;r,

ARA, acquiring

the trip to

Since the
of the

lowed the

mu.sic

reportedly lining "up Latin talent for

,

,

of the

been managed by Barton and its
the retail price of its pop disks from
songs exploited by his staff, but now
.lOc to 60c and it, too, seeks to avoid
a new personnel is to be hired.
the payment of 2c per side royalty,
Sinatra will not take any coin asking the pubs for a l%c rate. Merfor his interest in Barton.
He is cury Records is also boosting to 60c,
e-xtracting certain copyrights from
but so far has not asked for pub
the catalog and transferring them
royalty concessions.
..
..
,
„
to Sinatra Songs. What these copy^^?}^].
'!i5^"!,^*:.„l''.:
rights are is undisclosed.
Among cording
to publishers who have stood
them probably will be his theme, steadfastly against the Victor bid for
and a break on the 2c per side price due
"Put 'your Dreams Away"
"Nancy," written for the singer's them on all disks retailing above

of bankruptcy, \yire

.

The Kapps had to complete
New York by train.

Proposed contract will be given to
Walter Douglas, chairman of the
Music Publishers Protective Assn.,
by Schulman and Milton Drake, one
of Vne committee members, at a
formal luncheon. At the same time,
Ahlert will hand a duplicate copy

Capitol Ctttrate

Disk

,

'

got
,j

to

.

,

,

!

,

,

They returned

N. Y. this week.

•
,

songs.

him every other

form following a second
meet with Coast SPA men by
and John Schulma,n,

final

trip, to

came

chief,

:

|

Pubs Brushoff

ling interest in Bartoq. This they
agreed to do if Sinatra would sign
a contract with them under which
they would run the firm over a period of years. Sinatra disagreed and
resumed plans to set up Sinatra

Jack Kapp, Decca

back from a vacation in Bermuda with his family last week
Saying he shoulda stood in bed.
Starting out on a five-day jaunt,
Kapp ran into a continuous ,se,'ries of mishaps starting With a
.seven hours' delay at the New
York airport. Coming back, only
accommodations were found in
a converted air transport which

contract to be-

come effective, Jan, 1. This agreement has been worked on by a committee of SPA members for eight
months and was finally revised into/

responsible for the

di-sagreement. Later, in lieu of
idea he had about the second firm, he asked Barton and Sani-cola to give him 51%, or the control-

first
thfe

ever.

new

they seek in a

Hollywood, Sept. 17,
Ralph Peer will be the new prex,y
and principal creditor of ARA
records local platter firm, it was dis(Monday) at a
closed yesterday
creditors meeting held by 'Morton
Garbus, attorney and acting prei: of
ARA. In an attempt to influence
creditors into permitting continued
operation and eliminate the thrpnt',

More Like a Breakdown

music
publisher
reps
tomorrow
(Thursday) in New York the terms
.

Go Along

Attorney Asks Creditors

lyiCHEOi

Protective Assn. will formally hand

,

cided to withdraw from the Barton
setup but recanted. Late last weelt

NI

Representatives of the Songwriters

Ever since New York I/Jcal
American rfederation of
802,
Musicians, called name bands
out on .strike against N. Y,
hotels, most of the leaders involved have, of necessity, been
crossing,, the ilnioh's pi,cket; lines.
They've been living at the hotels
involved. The housing shortage
is so acute that union action is
thus precluded.
Local 802, at the time the
strike was called, asked leaders
to move, from the hotels they
were living at in order to avoid
contact with the pickets. None
could find new quarters, how-

Sanicola hnvc been arguing for several wcelcs over the placement of
in

AT

with
in

copyrights

New Firm

Efforts to

connection

Sinatra's

Chu

:

to propcse is a full 50% of the statu- leaders won't take them.
This
50c. Tliey feel the recording indus- tory 2c royalty on recordings.
This stance has stopped some of
has also advised Colum- try has gotten away long enough has been pretty much obviated by
the agency men cold.
They don't
Records that Barton tunes re- with bargain royalty prices since the increase in retail prices by RCAknow what to do when a leader for
corded by him, but as yet unreleased, the picas of the then infant Decca 'Victor and Capitol records from 50c
whom they can see very little fuare not to be released.
practice
the
inaugurated
necessity
company
to 60g and the subsequent
ture won't take his freedom and try
of
paying
per
side
for
their
music.
about 10 years ago,
2c
to keep going with another agency.
Capitol used the same approach of Columbia Records, however, still They
listen to the maestros tell
the publishers as did RCA, Last pegs its retail prices at 50c and pays
them to "do the best they can" and
,
,4
T« tu
4
the writers
week, after most major publishers l".c royalty per side. If
themselves to be talked into
had been visited per.sonally by H. demand their legal half of the 2c retaining their contractual hold on
C, Darnell, RCA attorney, in -search rate, a,s expected, publishers will the combos.
of tlie lower rates, RCA followed it have no alternative but" to demand
As agency men have been predictup with letters to all pubs stating 2c from Columbia or be satisfied
ing all summer, the next four to six
that in the event they were not ad- with V-iC per side of that company's
months is going to witness a mad
vised differently, it would be as-^ royalties as their own profit.
scramble for survival among the
Metro Records will be distributed
sumed that the l%c royalty was
Disk royalty is probably the only iesser^known combos. Virtually all
in New York, Newark and Chicago
letters, from
subject the pubs are certain the agencies have plenty of these groups
by Zenith radio outlets and by dis- satisfactory. Capitol's
its Coast headquarters, concluded in
writers will dwell on in the new on their hands, with no dates
tributors who handle the Zenith line
in
same vein.
contract However, there have been sight.
in all other sections of the country the
And the situation isn't enLetters from both RCA and Capi- reports of other items to which tirely restricted
although there is no deal with Zento the lesser outfits.
tol have been turned over to Harry
they're averse.
One of the.se is a Some names are included.
ith involving the lattcrv
It happens
manager of the Music sliding scale ot payoff on sheet-sale
that the distribs tied up with M-G-M Fox, general
and royalties. They've heard the writers
Protective
Assn.
Publishers
in this way also are tied up with
agent and trustee for pubs in such will ask so much per eopy for sales
Zenith,
JOINS
matters. He's on the Coast at the in the lower brackets, increasing as
New company la.st week made an- moment
and no doubt will advise sales go higher.
other move on rounding up personCap executives of the publishers'
IN
PUBLISHING CO.
emphasized that ,the terms
It's
nel.
It signed Jesse Kaye, who has
.stand.
handed Douglas and Starr tomorrow
been heading Loew's vaude booking
Domenico Savino, still a stockare only proposals; It's very prob- holder in: Robbins Music although
department, tor the past few years,
able that there will be considerable Metro bought out Jack Robbins, has
te head the Hollywood office 61 the
argument, before final terms are moved over to J. J. Robbins & Son.s,
company. Ih addition to his normal
agreed upon,. There's plenty of time, to work with the veteran music man
work, in such a position, Kaye will
Current agreement in
for discussion.
contact Metro artists on the lot on
editing
and publishing new
disking, look for other talent not
works. Robbins & Sons will publish
Every Capitol Record name cur- doesn't expire until Dec, 31.
connected with the film company rently in the east will take a shot
Savino's ''Cuban Concerto" and a
and otherwise supervi.se operation of at Capitol disking mikes this week,
number of folios. Firm. was. set up
the ^Hollywood branch.
He leaves Paul Weston, Cap's recording direc- Pied Pipers, Capitol
by Robbins following his exit from
for the Coast within a few weeks. tor, flew into N.Y. over the weekend
the Metro combine.
His spot at Loew's is being taken for a full week of cutting after
One is the "Carnival Song Book,"
Pact
Diskers,
by Sid Piermont, Who preceded Kaye which he must quickly jump back to
tied up with Nicky Blair's Carnival,
in that position.
(Further details in Hollywood to pick up the baton on
N. Y. nitery, to include such w,k,
:

is

al.

.

said to have stated that

sult in said management credit of
$500,000 being dissolved first. Crctlitors are to appoint a committee to
study the plan and return with a
verdict.

.

-

young daughter,

Martinez, et

Garbus

unless others went along with new
mana,gement, foreclosures would re-

;

Sinatra

bia

Zenith Oidlets

To

,

Cosmo Disb On

AFM 'Unfair' List

,

been

by New
American
Musicians and for the

placed on the "unfair

York Local 802

iXstribM-GDisb

SAVINO

Records has

Co.smopolitan

of

list"

the

Federation of
past week or so has not been able
to do any recording. Action by 802
followed a complaint by mac.=tro
Larry Clinton, who had been unable
.to

collect

from Cosmo some

$6,000

due, him for arranging and conducting for the label.
Earlier this week, Clinton formally
advised Cosmo that his one-year
with options contract with the com•

R0B6INS

pany was voidj due to its inability
to live up to its financial terms.

NEW

CAP NAMES HUSTLED
FOR EASTERN WAXINGS

DEUTSCH VICE ROBBINS
INTO ARTISTS BUREAU

:

Howard

,

;

OK EX

Vaudeville section).

Andy

Ru-ssell's

Coast on
Parade."

the

cut-in

Lucky

from
Strike

the
"Hit

record .lo Stafford.
Weston
B. G.
Margaret Whiting, Peggy Lee, King.
Cole Trio, Rusisell and Alvino Rey's
orchestra all this week, at
Benny Goodman wilt go longhair and
studios in N.Y. He'll work
again Nov. 18^19 When he appears afternoons and nights some days to
as soloist with the New York City get them all on wax.
The arti.st.s,
Symphony under Leonard Bernstein cbmpri.sing mo.st of the cream of
at the N. Y. City Center in the Capitol's crop, are all working in the
world preem of Alex North's "Revue east at the moment.
for Clarinet and Orchestra." North
Cdmposed the work last year while
Minneapolis Symphony orchestra
still attached to
Army Special Serv« start.s Oct, 1 to record exclusively
ices in N. Y.
for RCA Victor. It's organization's
Entire program those two days first Victor contract in .several years,
'^ill
consist of music written by recent platters having been made
young veterans,
for Columbia.

LEHING HAIR

will

GROW LONG AGAIN

WMCA

WOR

-

(,

,: I

.

<

,

,

With Rival Standard

non-copyrights as "Me,rry

(Buddy)

Robbins

has

stopped out of the American Aiti,sts
Bureau, nee Robbins Artists Bureau,
with plans of going into the ad
agency field,: Milton Deutsch, band:
manager
for
Miguelito
Valdez,
Benny Carter, et al,, is the new operating head of the AAB,
Coincident with young Robbins' resignais his intention to
Stark, of Baltimore,

tion

Widow,"

wed Bemice

AAB was originally founded by
music publisher: Jack Robbins as an
adjunct to Metro, before he and the
whereby Capitol record artists also
Carry Me Back to Ole Vir- film company parted company. It
eitt for Capitol transcription firm.
ginny," "Daisy Bell," "Home on the was operated the past year, or so by
Pied Pipers signed deal over week- Range," "JoUy Good Night," "Hinky Howard Richmond and young RobDinky Parleyvoo," 'Little Annie bins, Richmond was forced out ,six
end with Standard Radio for tranRooney" and "Volga Boat gong." weeks ago by poor health.
of
in.<^*ancc
is
first
.scriptions.
This
Ted Fetter will writC; special new
signini! away by company's artists lyrics,::KOHL IN VET HOSPITAL
and may be indication, of Standard's
Robbins points out that some of
John P. Kohl, son of Charles Kohl
opening gun in prospective raids on the best Victor Herbert and Soiina
in return for latter's entry music will soon become copyright- (& Castle) who operated the MajesCapitol
ripil
free", as their 56 years of copyright tic- theatre, Chicago, and was coninto E. T, field.
protection, at least in the U. S., w^ill nected with the WesteCn Vaudeville
Capitol would make no comment shortly
expir^i and he vifill i.ssue Managers Assn,, will remain until
on Pied Piper's deal except to say "Premiere Editidiis" of these works, .spring at the Veterans Hospital, Fori
Hollywood, Sept

Brcakin,^

away from parlay

Tralee," "Loch Lomond,"',
of Summer," "Aloha,"
"The Bowery," "Strolling Through the
"Ro.se

17.

of

"Last Rose

setup,

i

,''

,

j

|

tha^ grogp'f terjrjs could nqt be. met.

in

jolit>'form'.'',:^'i:

I.

,'''•;,'.:

:''

»

(.Austin,, IVUch.

.

.,

—

"

Jukes and Diskers
Of Jocks,
GEORGE
one to do a set of Harry Warren's
wonderful things. Everything considered, he's about as competent as
they come, and tunes lik'! "Ooh,
That Kiss," "Would You Like to
Take a Walk," and "You're My
Everything" stand up sturdily over

FRAZIER

Bv

There's apparently no cauterizing
the profusion of albums. This week,
for example, Musicraft has four seta
on the market: (1) a batch of Teddy
Wilson piano solos; (2) Artie Shaw's
Cole Porter set; (3) Walter Gross'
ivory esques on Vincent 'Youmans,
and (4) an album of 10 faces by
Georgie Auld, his saxophone, and
his orchestra, as they say in radio.
The Shaw items will probably turn
out to be the mcst popular of the
lot, although they're far from the
best musically. The tunes, though-^
"Night and Day," "Get Out of
Town," "In the Still of the Night,"
"What Is This Thing Called Love?",
"Begin the Begulne," "You Do
Something to Me," "I've Got You

Under

My

Skin,"

and

Love You," which

best.

Is -.one; of

at

long

last

that^

hinted

will be

intended

his

Two

2.

Five Minutes More

(5)

3.

South America Take

It

4,

Surrender

5.

Doin'What Comes

6.

Gypsy

7,

If

(Paramount)....

(8)

battle

spots

jive

name band

inaugurating a
spot

to

bring

to

now

(9)

(21)

(

(Melrose)

Away

(Santly- Joy)

.

,

.

,

|

Natiir'lly (13) (Berlin)

You Were

(Leeds)

|

the Only Girl (2) (Mutual)

Majestic
..... .Victor

Columbia
Victor

Sisters.

Xavier Cugat.

Tony Pastor
.

it's

bring in a better clien-

Eddy Howard
Freddy Martin.
Frank Sinatra
Tex Beneke

Andrews

(5) (Wit'k)

.

Hal Hartley orchestra will be
8. I Got Sun In Morning (6) (Berlin),
the house band and name outfits will
be brought in overy two weeks.
9. Don't Know Enough About You (14) (C)
officiaUy
been
hasn't
Though it
announced yet, Chez Maurice on the
10. Tliey Say It's Wonderful (17) (Berlin)..
west side of town, another zooter's
names.
hangout, will also bring in
Coining
Whether this. town can support two
name band policies remains ques- J Dojt't Know Wliy (Feist) .......
tionable. It's intended by both spots
to bring down the names mostly for Rumors Are Flying (Santly-Joy)

album

.Decca

.Columbia

....

........ .Cosmo
Victor

Perry Como
Dinah Shore. ..... .Columbia
Freddy Martin
Victor
Ink Spots
Decca
Dinah Shore ..... .Columbia
perry Como
Victor
Dick Haymes
Dedca
Les Brown
Columbia
,

,

Ethel

Merman.

...... .Decca

Peggy Lee....

Capitol

Mills Bros...

Perry Como
Bing Crosby

Decca
Victor
.

.

Depca

,

Up

for Love."

(

House of Blue Lights
gay 0/ wonderful tunes out o/ the
Joc/cs mif/(it
and the 30s
take a hint from Hemy
Morgan. The screwy itcm.s Morgan plays on his early evening
show over WJZ tooirid give the
Most.
jocks a change of pace
conscientious programming by any
Manhattan jock is done by Fred
Bobbins on his "1280. ClWb" owcr
WOV. Robbins, by the way, is
exerting a wider influence thon a
jock usually does. Milt ("Terry
and the Pirates") Caniff studies
Fred's slang ond occastonalljy put.s

'20s
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

in

strip's

man,

Wax Facts: Jocks who are looking for danceable nostalgia slionld
investigate ttie two albums JEmile
Petti made for the Liberty Music
Shops. Wothiiif; /ancj/, just a nose-

the mouth of one. of the
Bud Freecharacters
the hot tenor saxophonist,
.

i

Who Told You That He

(

(Stevens).
/

Dorsey ....... Victor
Frankie Carle. ... .Columbia
Betty

Rhodes

Victor

Freddie Slack

Capitol

.

Andrews Sistei's. ; .Decca
Gonnee Bos well. ..... .Decca
Vaughn Monroe. .. .. .Victor
.

.

.

.

U/cc«i>isc

it

Tommy
(

I

one-niphlers.

Eckstine's Clicfceroo

'

Songsmitta:

"name band

locally.

of the zoot suit 'teeners, but

probably won't have any objections.
Billy Eckstine's National of "I've
The Teddy Wilson solos— "You're Got to Pass Your House to Get to
My Favorite Memory," "Cheek My House" looks like the biggest
Interlude, seller the Vibrato's had to date. It's
"Strange
Cheek."
to
On Vic"Hallelujah," "Why Shouldn't I?", a natural for the jukes.
"Sunny Morning," "All of Me," tor. Vaughn Monroe is out with two
r umbers from George and Ira Gershand "Long Ago and Far Away"
should go big in cocktail lounge win's score to "The Shocking Miss
They are "Aren't You
jukes. They're that sort of thing- Pilgrim."
rather Kind of Glad We Did?" and "Changunobtrusive,
and
restful,
pretty.
That goes for the Gross ing My Tune." The music is swell
He does "I Know and looks big, but Monroe thrushes
sides as well.
That You Know," "Through the it as if he expected to be arrested
Years," "Tea for Two,' "Without a any minute for impersonating a
This, however, probably
Song." "More Than You Know," vocalist.
"Sometimes I'm Happy," "Orchids won't mean a thing to the customMonroe takes a steady pan-,
in the Moonlight," and "Time On ers.
ning from the critics, but his popuMy Hands."
The Georgie Auld album will larity remains undiminished.
popular
probably
be.
extremely
More Wax Works
Georgie's family, and friends.
Harry Warren, the Forgotten

To Each His Own

tele.

.

While on the subject of albams,
might not be a bad idea for some-

J.

17.

back band
biggies is the Roseland, on which
$75,000 has just been spent on a
Ballroom was
swanking-up job.
formerly the Auditorium, hangout
First

Goodman and

'The Night Was Made

among

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines
Battle

policy in the near future.

fine job.

Vpretty" rather than a hot clarinetist.
That's all to the good. Cole Porter

Name

|

The tunes are VWhy Do I
Belongs to Daddy"— are indestructiYou?", "Long Ago and Far
The band gives them the Love
ble.
Away," "The Touch of Your Hand,"
Kostelanetz and the vocaliziug is
"She Didn't
Song
Is You,''
"The
As for
frequently John Held, Jr;
Say Yes," "Twas Not So Long Ago,"
Shaw, himself, he apparently reand
he is a "Smoke Gets In Your Eyes;"
alises

Promise
Likelihod of a

o£ >Tcrome Kern by
his orcliostra (with
chirping by Earl WrightSQii, Mary
Martha Briney, and a chorus) is a

"My Heart

Spots

is

.

Victor's

Al

Two Montreal

Montreal, Sept.

Then too, there is that
the years.
in which he was the
little thing
forgotten man— "Atchison, Topeka,
and so forth." Mercer was in the
caboose on that one, but Warren
was right beside him. And speaking of Mercer, someone should do
something about a ditty called "P.S.
I

.

.

Wednesday,' September 18, 1946

ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC

40

It

.

.

.

has been cropping up in "Horold
T«en," tuhicJv is done by Gar I Ed,
Wild Bill
.
another "1280" fan
Davison wilt wax o botch of old
Louis Armstrong tunes for Milt
label.
Commodore
Gabler's
.

(

Haymcs-Forrest
Harry James.
King Cole Trio

^

Crosby- Andrews

(

Do You Love Me (BVC)

I

Route 66 (BVC),

Know (Morris)
My Sugar Is So ReOned

1

Guess

I

I'll

Vly Fickle

.....

.Capitol
.

.

.

...

Eye (Santly-Joy)

.

.

,

.

.

Shanty

in

Woody Herman

More Than You Know

.

.

.

..Decca

.Columbia

.

...

Decca
Victor
.Capitol

.

.

.

.

.

.Decca

Johnny Long. ^ ..... .Decca
Perry COmo:'..
.Victor

(Feist).

(Miller )

.

Decca
Victor

Fitzgerald-Jordan

Bing Cro-sby

Old Shanty Town

.

.Capitol

j

Stone Cold Dead (Miller)
Mabel. Mabel (United)
Night and Day (Harms)

.Decca

.Columbia

..

.

Tex Bcnelce
Johnny Mercer.
Mills Bros
< Betty
Hutton
Jerry Colonna .....

,

(Criterion).

Buy Papers (C-P)...

.

.

.

Asbury's Convention Hall

.

Indie Diskers'

Loses 18G on Season

Troubles Mount

Asbury Park, Sept. 17.
Hall, Asbury Park,

Convention
closed

recently

a

after

season

of

Record distributors and retailers name bands by the week, lost a total
are already jumping off the indie
of $18,000 over the summer. Rediker
disk bandwagon, with chain stores
Sears Roebuck's Bros.', local jewelers, who paid the
setting the pace.
Coast office, for example,- has sent city $8,000 rental on the huge spot,

^liOKk

out a communique ordering .no more
purchases of any records other than
the majors.
In New York, Macy's policy of
holding independent platter label
stock to a minimum has been tightened. Even in the midwest, once a
lush field for the minor diskers, the
swing bodes ill for the indies.
Minneapolis and Kansas City, both
serviced by distributor Frederick T,
Lee, report that these labels, many
of which retail for 79 cents, have

you

shelled out a total of $152,000 for top
names and' took in approximately
$134,000 at $1.80 a head except tor

one week with Hal Mclntyre, when
:

the tap dropped to $1 plus tax.
Redikers paid big money for talHarry James drew $27,750 for
eight days' work and accumulated
just a few dollars more at the b.o.
than he was paid, making his week
a losing proposition. Vaughn Monent.

roe drew $12,500, and Gene Krupa
$8,500.

common showIt's
probable th&t the Redikers
by department stores and will not be back in the operation
marked down to 53 cents. This is a next year.
;
been heaped on a

table

trend, since the accepted
unwritten law in record biz has been
never to mark down retail selling

startling

new records.
Reasons given are various, including the obvibus fdct that with in«
creased production buyers are less
willing to accept the 7Sc and $t indie platter with little or no name
artist value.
Another weakness of
the smaller companies is lack of disprices of

PRESIDENT,

CARDY HOTELS

Top Tunes for Your Books

An AlUTime
I'M IN

Favorite

THE MOOD

,

FOR SELECTING MY ORCHESTRA
FOR THE FOURTH SEASON

AT YOUR FAMOUS "VANITY FAIR"
KING EDWARD HaTEL, TORONTO

tribution facilities.

FOR LOVE
Music by

Krupa, Retaining Ventura
Interest) Stops Backing
Gene Krupa has stopped his financial

. .

.

JIMMY McHUCH
Published by Robbins

support of th6 orchestra maes-

by Charlie Ventura. Drummer quit after going through an KIYIOARD ARTISTS!
W« gave yon "Diuy
amount of coin stipulated as his
troed

Ventura organized.
retains his interest in the
band, however, and he and his manager, Johnny Gluskin, continue as
Ventura's advisers.
limit at the time

Krupa

Charlie Ventura's new orchestra
inaugurates a big-band policy at the
Spotlight Club, on 52d street; N. Y„
Oct. 4.
Big bands in the small-capacity niteries on the "jazz-street"
are unusual.

Flngtri" and

"KitUn OR the Keyi"

—NOW!
Our GrcaUit Piano Novtlty

MUSICAL
TYPIST
MILLS MUSIC, INC.

Management:

Blue Barron Reported
Interested in Radio Station

1619 Broddwoy.

Now

York 19

Washington, Sept. 17.
Maestro Blue Barron has staked
out a one-sixth interest in the ap-

AM

plication for a new
near Pittsburgh, Pa.,
reports here.

radio outlet
according to

Though bid has not been filed,
Barron tt'iU be. director in company
which .seeks, a .1 -kw daJriime-oiUy
-

wiwimi

nWH II HIW

•oytle.t^Jn

AUquippa, Pai.

.,

-

.

•,,

3t E. 42114 St., H. Y. 0.

MUrmy

Hill

i-M«

.

,

mm
'•Mm

\i's

a national sensafioni

STONE COLD DEAD
IN THE MARKET
Words and Mvsk by Wilmoth Hcudini

V/liLluCfS

M.^illC C©[^[?^@i^Alll@N

•

1619 Broadway, N.

Y.

19

.

ion MOONEY, G^n.

Pro«.

Mgr.

.

>.

,

10 Best Sheet

in Disk

Columbia Crosses Rivals

(Week

Sellers

Sept

JStidiTiflT

Game Over

Waiting

'Things

So Am Take
Suiicndei

We Did'

ago

Morlis' S/Iu^ic aga inst

-into eompctiViori- witlt

ttie jplaiis

ot

In

Sinatra

Gyp,sy
Lost Wilhuut

.

,

and CapitoV w.as,a bad

.

,

went

the

di'ivct-'s

thii-il

scat

UCter' being

all along.^

Capitol Records to maiKel Jo Sldt-

I

Doii't

I

Don't

foids,

to a fiinny surprise

Wliilc Morris vvas diligently.; wat chin t; tor Capitol to thrriw tho/StaClord disk into sales stalls, Columbia,
which was supposedly doing the
same -tiring along with Becca, sneaked through on.: the rail and beat
'

-

song

,

:

Away.. Witmaik
.

Santly-Jov

,

You

.-.

All

Leeds

..,

And.Then

,

.

.

Enough,*,

.

,s

,C-P

.

.

Lingci-

Witmaik
Rennek,

,

.

,

.

.

ABC

,

Gypsy
,.
,,, ,,,,,,,
,,
Don t Know Enough .\bout You

Berlin,
Meli'o.>-e,
.

. .

Know Why—i' Faifliful

Don't

I

Got Sun

I've
I'd
It

Be
You

Lo.st

My

In

.iC-P
.Fcjit

Fashion

'

,

Moining— *"Annie Get Your Gun"

In the

Without You,
the Only Giil

Berlin

Adv. meed

,

Woo

..

.Mutual

.

Never Forgotteiv-— ''Sketch Book",
......
....
Linger In My Ariri."* a Little .Longer Baby
On the Boardwalk-—,-^'''ri)ree Littl(5 Girls in Blue"
Scptembcf Song, ..... .......
.Somewhere In the Night^'-'Three: Little Girls In Blufi"South Amciica Take It Away— Call Me Mistei"
Suuondoi
There's No One But You
;Thcy Say .^Il's- WQndertHl--T*''Ahnle: G
Your Gvih;":. vv".
This Is Always - 'iThiee Little Guls in Blue
To EaUi His Own— i' To Eaih Ills Own'
Under the. Willow: Tree, I'V.
.i.,
„,';. .-nV.
.
Whatta Ya Gonna Do:
.::
.:.;,:::>:.;..
Who Told You That Lie.
Wliy Doe^ It Get So Late So Eaily
...
Without You (Trps, Palabras)--^t;'Mal!e Mine .:Musi<:"i
You Keep Coming Back LiKo a Song— •'Blue Skies'
.',

I've

,

.-.

.

.

.

Boun-ie

.,.

,.

.

.

.

,

,

,

.

.

,

.

,

To Be Aired At

;

:

.

.

.

,

..,

,

.

.

.

,.

.

,

.

,

,

.

.

,

.

.

.

;

.

.

Witmurk

,;

.Sanlly-Joy
.Shapiro

^.:

:

.Berliiv

BVC
"

.Paranioimf
.Peter

Maui iue

BMI

.

.

,

$Ste\'i.'n.s

Harms

.

.

.

Crawford

.Triangle,,

;

.,

,

BVt
,

.

.

MCPE Meet Oct. 1

1

,

,

,

,

Moi IS
Bourne

.

.

.

New Payola Bsefs

.Berhn
.heeds

I

.

,

...

.

..........

,,

,

,

'

Beihn

.

.

,

My Arms

in

Mister"

,.

.

.

6-12, 1946

RobUins

Mo

Call

Heaven
,

.

,

—

September

of

,

Me-*

It's

Blue Skies -fBlue Skies"
Cynthia In Love
Doin' What Comes NaUir'lly— "Annie Get Your Gun"
,Fivc,, Minutes More
........
Girl That I Marry, '-The— '-^''Annie Get Your: Giin"..-..

,

Columbia

c\eiyonc to the punch by loloasing :\Flnal giggle oh the- 'wbO!le::.afl'air
Fiank Sinatra's disking of the tune is that RCA-Victor/ whieh :'hatf not'
in the Coast aiea
scheduled the tune lor recordir,!'.,
This switch caught Deeca b\ sui- was torccd to .make U tO: bo- ready
pilsc:
It had been building up a f or. -thp pos.siblfe #cc,es!i bf: t'hc song
backlog of Bing Ciosb\ prcs-sings ol due to the exploitation it drew from
the tu.ne as; a means of swamping the argutnent. .Vaughn Monroe will
Kiss Stafford's version if Capitol compete for RCA with Sinatra,
was ttf.Jump-.-the-guft. The next, day, Crosby and Miss Stafford, Hal
howevei, ovci 100.000 Ciosby copies Mclntyte 'made It for Cosmo.

Natur'lly.. Berlin
.Feist
Know Why.

Know

Time

the

Alony Wifh

Advanced

,

,

Survey Week

Mutuil

Giil

......

.

.

kep-t walelt oil. Cafi.ltpi.
for the release of the' dii;!?,.
.^nd

.

.

a' suit if Capitol put the
on the market carliev than
planned, Capitol agreed to hold it
up for a while, but not until Get.
1,")
Thci-cafter, Morris ahd: Pccca

threat of

.

Oxtoid
RunlOI^ Ail i lying,
BVC
This Is Alway.s
My Sugar So Refined. .Critorioh
Who Told You That Lie. Stevens
.Miller
More Than You, Know
Somewhere in Night. Triangle:^
Old Buttermilk Sky .BUvkc-VH.
Thei c s No One But You Shapu (>
You May: Not Love. ;Burkc^VH'

.

wocK.

.

Coming Up

'

end. last

.

T/ic (op 31 sonqs oj the week, based on tUe copvnghted Audieitre Coveroqe Indoi SiiM'ei/ o/ Pop»lni jHumc Broadcast oil Radio JVclU'oiKs
y'ui,.
':':]'''.,',..
Usiied bu the Office of Research, Inc.;
r-"'

What Comes

Capitol, which clain-ied -It had not
been advised of the O.et. 15 release
du-kine ol 'The Things Wc date bv Moiii>! bofoie it gave the
Did Last Sumrticv" prior to the-.Oct. sons' to Miss Stafford h.id schedu'ed
the latter's vev.sion. for rcloase on
15 relcas-o date set by Morris came
Sept, 2, After Morris" beef and a
;

It

You Weie'Only

It

Loud'objeeUons scyerar .w
Columbia Recoidt, Dccc.i
\,\
.

..
.

Songs With Largest Radio Audiences

14)

To Each His Own. .Paramount
Five MliiUtOA More.,,, McUoso

,

.

.

,
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,

Southern
BCI

1

:
.

111!

Payola sc uawk is rearini; its ugly
FoUoihing songs are those thai did not hace enough performance (tcdnn
New York after
head again
months of comparative quiet follow- on the week to be inOuded in the lop f/roHP, Theiy mostly aie tiitics
';: ,-'.::,„:;,
,:;:.'
: -^'v
'v'--'''^'!.
ing the installation ot Dr. John rising inpopularitiu.'
/Starlight
,,:,,..
;
,.r.V,.V.
Peatman's' systeni of measuring tlie Adventure
.JValiant
....
Coffee Song, The. .\
value of. radio plugs.
,, .Crawford
Bob Miller, president of the Mu- Come Rain oi-Gome Shine— * "St. Louis Woman",
Mood Miisu'
sic
Publishers Contact Employees Either Its Love Or It Isn t—-fDcad, Reckoning '....
Good Musu
union, has received so many beefs Eveiybody Loves My Baby
Baitoii
in recent weeks on under-the-table How Cute Can You Be
Blo,ldua^
transactions that he intends making I'll Be With You in Apple Blossom Time
Loon^
the situation the top ^itcm on the It's a Pity to Say Goodnight
Shapu o
agenda of the Oct. 1 niecting ot the Just the Olhei Day
MilUi
MPCE council, the fiist mucc last Moic Than You Know
,Santlv-JoA-My Fickle Eye.
spring.
,',>.,.,;. .:. ,. .Capitol
,My Sugar Is So Refined ......
,:,;>;,, .:. ;:,
Haims
Night and Dav—,"Niglit and Daj"

m

'.;':.

.

,

.

.

.

:

,

„",.

^

,:

.

,

.

•:,

:

.

,

.

,

.

.

.

.

:

.

,

,

.

,

,

,

.

,

:

,

.

.

,

.

,

.

.

.

.

:

'

.

Extend Peatman Gauge
this

week adds the

extra 25 or so song,s listed bv
Dr, John G. Peatman's survey as
not having enough pertormEince
credits
attain
to
the top, 30
group.
The extended list will be carried each week.

Too Many

,

payola
the

to

MPCE, but

investigations start and witnesses are hauled on the carpet, "no
seems to knb-w
anything:"
one
Therefore, nothing can be done and
the thing goes on ulcerating the music-business. Miller feels that a good
deal of the talk is started by contactmen who cannot keep the pace
o£ secuung perlormanee,s' with rivals and, to cover their own inadequacies, the payola cry IS rai.sed.
Since the: installation of the Peatman system by trade papers, there

Oof

have been
the system

numerous

.objection.^!

Filmnsicat.

t

when

^1

to

filed with VAKiutv. Small
publishers claim tha'. (1) the method
of measuring performances, which
gives more credit to sustaining and
conmiercial programs with- :tbe: highest listener ratings than those ip the
lower biackets, makes it almost impossible to iaunch .a now song. Radio
prbduccr,s woft't play the song until
It's on
the sheet, and they cannot
get it on the sheet without good
plugs. This. -they 1 !c:, gives the major publisher an unfair advantage,
.'Tpo,
t-ho small
pUbs. have .been
-

;

TWO

daytime

SONGS
An

:

system

hardly

eliminated the evil.

CAPITOL SONGS,

Bottletop Bandleader

Inc.

Akron, Sept.

17.

M. H. 60LDSEN,

roxors a break while at the Palace
theatre (13) last week. Instead of
bru.shing them ofl, or niaking them
wait in the alley until ready to sign
autograph books, he held a paity
for fhfim' after the afternoon show
Friday (13),
There .was only one catch— they
had to bring along a record of
Long's recording of "Shantytown,"
Those who met the requirements
were served a coke and had their
discs autographed.

New York-RKO

BIdg., Radio City

I

I
i

Circle

5-7236

DAVE BLUM,

Prof.

Mgr.

Vice Pre$.

Hollywood- 1491 No. Vine
Granite 1050

St.

,

RALPH HARRIS

4

isw«*»

,

,

.. ...

, , .

.

,

My

Heart"

Me

There

s

* bci:<i.

IVlrislcaL

Bly

tBMt

.

,

.

.

.

Oxford
Famous
.}E B MjiUs
H.uiis
C.
.Republic

K

.

You.

Me— •''•Nellie

.Foist

Buike-VH

,

Licensed.

LEGAL SNARL

IN

infringement

suit

TOP HITS OF YESTERDAY

involving
titles

siiTiilar

came

GREAT POPULAR

Music's "The Story Book
Ball" infringed upon its song, "At
the Story Book Ball." Papers were
served upon Hcniv
Spilzci, gen-

STANDARDS TODAY

Melrose

:

M

eral

manager

of

Melrose

Melrose
nuttiber ;was: .written
around 1917 by the late Billy Montgomery and George Perry, viiude
team ot those days, and the original copyright was held by Will Rossiter.
Renewal rights were assigned to Melrose by. Perry and
Montgomery's widow, ;Perry was a
former newspaper contaclman for

N

the

stage.

Yankees after leaving the
Montgomery died in 1934.

Y.

Written some 30 years ago by Ernie Burnett, "Story Book Ball'' was
held by the old fuTn of Waterson,
Berlin
Snyder. Mills later briefly held the copyright when it acquired the Waterson catalog around
1931.
Renewal rights were assigned
to Leeds seveial years ago by Burnett who IS now living near Saranac
T,ake N Y
He's the wntci of the

&

famous
Baby."

standard,

,

"Melancholy

-

Bernard: L. and Morton Mijler repicsent Leeds while Lee E>tslman is
defending Melrose.
:.,;:.;.,
:.

New
'.::"
:

Seattle Ballroom

wC-

-;

::;

Seattle, Sept- 17,

Show Box, large nitery here, has
been leased by Nate Lyons to North.
West Eht^cprisies, Iiic.;,' which .will:
convert the spot into a straight
dancehall. Name will be changed to
New Show Box, and Les Alien will
be resident manager.
Show ,Box, physically 'one of (he
finest
in
town, ha.s been
spots
plagued with low grosses due to its
location and fact no mixed drinks
can be sold. Was closed for most of
summer, opening for several weeks
run with .shows ,headed by Gypsy
Rose Lee and the Duncan Sisters,
but biz didn't jiustify thp outlay.
New operating outfit also runs the
.

:

Johnny Long, 'gave Akron bobby-

CRITERION MUSIC CORP.

,,

.

Nowhei e—f Cross

.

to light when Leeds Music charged
in a N, .Y, federal court action that

rad,io perfarrriet'.-!,

Peatman

......

.

'STORY BOOK BALL'

two songs with

ciaipaing, that .pay.ing IVaij simp.U^
switched from late night band le-

rootcs .to.
that the

.-1 ,

,

,

,

You May Not Love

has

beef

.

Iron.s in the Fire,

Silhouettes
Wherever There's

quiet.

For years- the
been a headache

.

Two

.Miller, who has been hduhdod
constantly on the subject, as have
his
predecessors, will demand a
showdown; He intends asking that
the members of his union' who have
been yelping loud and lo.ilg about
suspected infractions either "put up
or shut up." In short, squa\vks will
have to be substantiated or >thosc
that make tliom will be told to keep
,

,,;:;:

.

,

Pa.sse
.
Rumor.'! Aie Flying
That Little riroam Got
,

Variety

Edgewater Beach Ballroom in San
Francisco, and hopes to cash in on
current local

boom

in dancinjj.

For

new

arHst

copies

and

arrangemehfi^wrlt^ pr phone
PHIL

KORNHEISER, Monagci,

fhc Big 3, 1619 Broadway,
York 19, Circle <S-2939

New

ANDREWS SISTERS

BING CnOSBY .nd
Eddie
THAT

Heywood and

and Eddie Heywood and His Orchestra

His Orchestra

DREAM GOT NOWHERE

LITTLE

From Paramount

THE HOUSE OF BLUE LIGHTS

My Heart"

Picture "Cross

A MAN

.

Vocal with Instrumental Accomlianiment
featuring Hddie Heywood at the Piano

DECCA fiCCORO NO. 23641

Vocal with Orchestra

DfCCA RECORD

NO

23636

75i

INK SPOTS
TO EACH HIS

ALWAYS

THIS

IS
20ih Cetttury^Fox Picture "Three Little Girls

iii

Bliie"
i

Both Vocal with Instrumental Accomfiahimettt

SOi

DECCA RECORD NO.

DICK HAYMeS
HELEN FORREST

I

ONE MORE
Itolh

DICCA RECORD

NO

ON

AND

UNDER THE WILLOW TREE
PECCA ftECOBD no:

?887'6

.

And

His Orchestra
GUITAR POLKA

Polka Vocal Chorus by Bob

From Universal

Picture

.

SOj!

I'M

Featured in Columbia Picture "Over the Trail"
Both Vocal with Orchestra

Both Singing with Instrumental Accompauimenl

OECCA RECORD NO. 460?3

OECCA RECORD NO. 460U ...75i

.

YOU WERE ONLY TEASING ME
BEGINNING TO FORGET YOU

I

I

.

ERNEST TUBB

Roy Ross and Hii Ramblers
ATOMIC POWER
HAVE TOLD YOU LATELY THAT LOVE YOU

.

.

.

75|f
Price*

onptsn
'

Croner

"Canyon Passage"

Fox Trot Vocal Chorus by Bob "Tex" Croner

50c

RED FOLEY
.

"Tex"

ROGUE RIVER VALLEY

*
.

DECCA RECORD NO. 18877

:

ALAMO

50c

.

LAWRENCE WELK

His Orchestra
Morgan Manner"
THEN IT'S HEAVEN

Fox Trot Vmal Chorus by Russ Morgan

;

I890J

the

Fox Trot Vocal Chorus by Betty Perry
.

WITHOUT YOU

THE

Fox Trot Vocal Chorus by Jimmy Brown

DECCA RECORD NO.

In

His Royal Canadians
BE LOST

KISS

RUSS MORGAN
And

75i«

Fox Trot Vocal Chorus by Don Rodney end Quartet

50i

"Music

.

I'D

V

Fox Trot Vocal Chorus by Dee Parker
from 20th Century- Fox Picture "If I'm Lucky'
J890S

IN THE FIRE
GET THE PAPERS

GUY LOMBARD0

Fox Trot Vocal Chorus by Bob Carroll
'

I'LL

Both Vocal with Guitar
.

And

His Orchestra
IF I'M LUCKY

750

GUESS

OECCA RECORD NO. 23638

JIMMY DORSEY
And

.

(And Go Home)

75d

.

.

.

TOO MANY IRONS

Both Vocal Duet with Orchestra
Directed by Earle Hagen
236II

236J5

MILLS BROTHERS

SOMETHING OLD, SOMETHING NEW
WHY DOES IT GET SO LATE SO EARLY?
DfCCA RECORD NO.

"To Each His Own"

NEVER HAD A DREAM COME TRUE

From Columbia Picture "Tali About a Lady "

Both Vocal with Orchestra Directed by Earle Hageu
18878

OWN

Inspired iy the llaramount Picture

WILLOW ROAD
OfCCA RBCORD NO.

75fi,:

,

PICK HAYMES
From

A BROTHER TO A MULE

Picture "Thrill «f BraxiV'
Both Vocal with Orchestra

COME HOME

BABY, WON'T YOU PLEASE

IS

From Columbia

MOW

d» not

include federal, iiUte

oHbMl taC'^^

DECCA DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION

from your regular Decca branch

fxccufivc Offieet! SO W«s« 57lh Sfre«»,

N«w

York

19,

N.

Y.

In

CanodoT-Th*

Conifio

Compan/, M., 46S 18th Avcnve,

lachin*}' Alon(r«al

'

—

f

i
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Disney's Big Waxinaf

Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey
Hatchet-Bm-ying,

Team

in

in

CaL Date

Tommy

j

come,
There are

Chicago
Henry liriitidoii (Marine Room, Edgcwater Beach Hotel: 900; .$3-!!!3.50
min,). Outdoor Beach Walk clo.scd for the fall and winter; Marine Room
drew very good 7.2Q0.
Sherman Hayes (Walnut Room, Bismarck Hotel; 46.'); $l„")0-,f2.50 min.).
With three local hotels without nuwic, jumped to robust 3,400.
Louis Prima (Panther Room, Sherman hotel; 950; $1.50-$2.50 minD^
Claude Thornhill out Thui'.sday (12) Prima in to round out bolid fi,500.

.

six

songs

in

four of which will
worked on by Santly-Joy,

rately soloing sidemcn, and each
baiid taking alternately sweet and
swing single sessions. A pair of
bONHV.; gloves dangled from
i;iain
the li n!;e of the raised curtain over

,

since

disagreed

seriously

haven't

t

score,

Hotel B.O.'s

at

Itfinp

to

Hollywood, Sept. 17.
and Jimmy Dorsey, who

Bands

Score of Walt Disney's "Make
Music" is piling up an unusual number of recordings and
So far, there is
transcriptions.
a total of 52 popular dvsks and
transcriptions sot, and more are

Mock

the
be

,

.

over

hands

shaking

years

several

grave
•thrpxigh

a

their

mock

.

father's

went

ago,

press agent's)

(or

hatchet-burying routine at the Casino Sardens Ballroom, Ocean Park,
hear here, when their two orches-

Hotels Settle

tras started a dual run Friday (13^

Playing on the same bandstand for
the first time since late in the 1930's,
when the band of one opened and

Los Angeles

Truck Strike Nips

them.

]

AmbH,>!sador; 900; $1-$1.50; 1st wk.). Sweet 4.000
I.eisbluii Noble
Kuss Mor^fan (Biltn)ore; 900; $1-$1.50; indefinite). Re.soiindinn 4 300
(

tabs,
tabs.

j

Coiiliiiucd froin

AFM

the other closed a rUri at the New
Yoilcer hotel,' N. ^. {This was the
first time they worked togettier; lor
coin since splittmg up the Porscy
Bros, band at Glen Island Casino,
N Y.t. the freres put on a "formal hanging up of the gloves by

iChicago)

pane

While

the guvs really being hurt by the
On Monday
strike called by 802.
the hotel men's committee and
802 executives met and the former

i

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

Printer Shiprate
New York

the

trucking

been bypas,sed by publishthe shipment of music, a

strike has

ova

in

goodly number of them are

still

in

Gay ClarldKc (Chez Paree: 650; !l!3-$3.50 min.t.
out successful run with healthy 5,700.
Der Courtney (Blackhawk; 500; $2-$2.50 min.V.
He did great biz. finishing with very good 6,200.
Art Kassel (Trianon; 90c-$1.15). Nifty 17,000.

,

Gracie

Field,'!

Courtney's

i;oiiivding

Iniial

week,

;

leiteratcd that their raise limit was
poor shape due to their inability to
Georee Olsen (Aragon: 90C-$1.15. Smash 21,000.
the same 12>.'i% offered 802
Buady Shaw (Latin Quarter; 700; $3-$3.!)0 min.h Getting back on its
During
This, after everyone dir secure copies from printers.
Sept. 1.
feet after bad .summer with a nood 3,800.
rectly or indirectly involved with the past week, pubs have been using
(Lo.s Anoeic*)
the situation had figured that the the mails and railway express to
Tex Beneke-Glenn Miller (Palladium, B, Hollywood, 2d vvk. 1. Biggest;
'smoothing out of the hotel angle ship copies, breaking large orders
exchanging handshakes with a sixadmishes,
of the dispute was a matter of rou- up into small lots tor the mail route. thing to hit here in years at repeat 30,000
inch axe.
Billy Butterfleld (Avodon, B. Los Angeles, 5th wk.'). Hiked up nicely to
tine since,, the came operators, who
printers of music have
Meanwhile,
From now, on the air's -oilicially are rated in the same class 'A2*' been having a tough time. All have 6,000 pasteboards despite heavy opposish.
Lionel Hampton (Trianon. B, South Gate, 2d wk.). Beautiful 7,000 adclear of Dorsey swings at one afl- category as the hotels, had settled
been
unable
to secure any deliveries
other— and there's been plenty of They based their attitude on the
mishes,
of paper and some of the printers
Don wood-Don Alfredo (Giro's, N, Hollywood, 8th wk,); Around 2.,'150
the latter- since the days when the fact that once the cafes accepted a
are running dangerously low on
for close of Charles Tienet.
t*a wore learriing trombone and scale the hotels had to take the
stocks. This situation won't improve
Benny Goodman (Meadowbrook, B, Culver City, Ist vvk.). Mighty 9,000
sax A-B-G'.s from, the elder Dorsey,] same figure or leave it. It looked
for a while due to the fact that
It's only abbut five years age .since
for a while as if they would leave it. paper mills, unable to make de- payees on bow-in stand.
Dorsey (Ca.sino Gardens, B, Ocean Park. 4th and 1st
.llmmy and
the fabulous Dorseys,, whose activiA Threat io Near-Names
liveries in N. "V., have gone about
ties alternately against, or lor one
Agents see in the boost obtained di.spoiiing of current and large slices wks >, Double billing brings up customers to 14,000,,
and /or ^inybody within by 802 a threat to their bands in
another,
Jan Garber .(Aragon, B, Ocean Pai-k, 1st wk,). They like schmalt?; fine
of the immediate future's output to
reach Irit the headlLRes with a slug- the category just, under the top
here for 9,500 on the -starting stretch.
users in other areas.
This means
icst at T.O,'s opening at the. Astor names. They feel; that the price of
that when the strike does break
Boof. N.Y.
a young band looking for a job in
eventually, there won't be any" backOpening was considered light, but a N.Y. hotel for the prestige in- log at mills
for printers, to draw
in view cf being post-Labor Day, and volved, will cost so much even at flat
upon immediately.
J.D.'s band having been in for four .scale that mo.st hotel operators will
Leonard 'Vannerson, who left New York for the Coast Monday I6i with
weeks already, the event was not be desirous of spending the $500 or
Carlos Gastcl, to run the latter's Hollywood office a,s an associate; will
appearances. $1,000 more per week for a top name
liijht
as surface
as
Whether Vannot retain management of Claude Thornhill's orchestra.
Frank Sinatra, a T.D. erstwhiler, and get the advantage of the in- Entering
nerson's move to .join Gastel's operations is responsible lor llie break,
hit the boards for a^ue.sting, ton- creased m.arquee value of the latter.:
or whether Vannerson took the Gastel spot subsequent to a break with
silling "I Don't Know 'Why" over the In Other words, it's another situaCoasts Raises Thornhill, is undisclosed.
airwaves. Singer worked first with tion wherein the name band is not
T.D. and then re-chorused with bothci-ed but the gmallies are; this:
King Colo Trio recorded a Xmas tune for Capitol last week with unIssne; Taylor
N.Y.
Jimmy, and also helped in announc- is true of the club-jobbers, too,, who
usual instrumentation for them.
Trio, normally composed of guitar,
in a titles of some others.
weekly do hundred.s of private party
Hollywood, Sept. 17.
.piano and bass, addedt ejgtit: fiddles, two violas and two cellos for cutting
Band.stand is set up to accommo- lobs in the bancfUet and ballroom
There was a big hullaballoo here of a tune whose title is; undisclosed. Idea seems to be that Cupitol, tor
date-both crews, and the night pro- niches. The music price to such af- last week prior to the start of the which Cole cuts,
does not have Xmas material to compete with, other top
gressed with customary and expect- fairs will go much higher iind fewer
annual golf tourney of the Music pop names and this Item will be its entry: Too, there's an idea to appeal
ed kid gapers up-frontmg while men on individual jobs is the inevito the Xmas spirit of the Negro disk fans.
Publishers
Employees
"bands, challenged on some
tunes table result.
At the moment, none of the hotel Union. It seems the local divolers
,ahd alternated tor dancing. BroadArtie Shaw's Musicratt platter of "Begin the Beguine" has been replaced
cast.'!
were similarly handled, with rooms employing name orchestras Of the
objected strenuously to in the company's Cole Porter album he cut for that diskery. New number,
bands taking easy jaai numbers to- will be able to reopen immediately.
There is no talent available to them. participation in the tournament by also an instrumental, will be "Love for Sale." Some 30,000 albiinis were
gether, simultaneously and sepasent out to dealers with the "Beguine" side included before RC,?i..Viclor
Since it seerhed to leaders and agents Paul Barry, professional manager
halted it on basis of Shaw's former contract with them, which lorbade liiin
that the hotel strike would go on in New York for Mayfair Music,
much longer than it did, outfits that He's here on a visit and had al- from recutting any of his original Victor numbers for anyone else. Some
had been commited o N.Y, jobs all ready participated in the N. Y. albums were recalled and "Beguine" replaced.
tourney;
had been handed a string of oneSquabble over Barry reached the
night dates and sent out on the
donors of prizes
road to mark time. There's no ques- point
Govt. Recalls
tion that these dates will be can- threatened to withdraw their offercelled as quickly as po.ssible and ings if Barry was allowed to play.
the bands hurried back into ,N.Y., Tommy Dorsey was one of the.se,
he
but that may take the rest of the but
subsequently
hushed-up
R«ady To Serve You
Fair in
when it was pointed out that Jack
week, or possibly longer.
Aircheck.s, Rehearsals
.lohnstone, N. Y., head of Embassy
Austin. Texas. Sept. 17.
This Guy Had a Real Problem
Music, with whicH Dorsey is conAll Your Recording;
Mexican government has recalled
Philadelphia, Sept, 17.
nected, was playing in the tourna- the Tipica orchestra, which had been
Problems
Saddest member of the musicians ment. He. however, has been here scheduled to work at the Texas State
Chicag:o's Largest
union here is Jules Benner, member .some time and didn't play in the Fair next month:
Government's
Independent Studio
of a local cociitail unit.
N. Y. tussle. Tournament started move was made after a long
.

still

,

.

I

.

-

Tommy

]

I

I

Orchestras-Music

li^ide

<

MPCE Tourney

.

On Both

,

Tops

—

Contact

MPCE

.

MPCE

where

Mex.

IN

Orch From Texas

OUR NEW

STUDIO

AFM Row

Benner's problem

I

argu-

is

this:

He'-s scheduled to be married next
Wedding is scheduled to take
place at the Warwick hotel. Everything is all set; 380 guests have been

i

yesterday .(Tuesday),
and
Barry and Johnstone teed off,

both ment

But the Warwick is part of the
Kirkeby hotel chain, which has been
declared unfair by James C. Petrillo.
If -Benner goes past the picket line,
he's liable to, be bounced from the
union.
His bride's family say that
the arj-angemenls for the wedding
'

ican

|

]

|

invited.

BOURNE.
SEVENTH

AVE,,

Inc

NEW YOHK

19,

N. Y,
I

SANTLY-JOY

N. Y.

MPCE.

was

This

group was hired
,

WALLACE-CAMPBELL-CONNELLY

to

or a

SYMPHONY
Two
7121

RIDGE

fulfill

Mexican

the face of his

Studios

42nd FLOOR
20 N. WACKER
STA 5635

Mexican
tion,

rgovei

nmont took the

made through

its

ac-

consul gen-

San Antonio, to avoid "any
which ma.v in the least alTect
/relations between the countries."
Prior to the order; however, Texas
Gov; Coke R. Stevenson had spoken
up against Petrillo's ban on the band.
oral at
cau.se
.

of the"'A": players, 3 aiid 2. Fisher
had disposed of .Murray Luth, top
man of the "D" group.
Taylor'.'i winning of the cup that
goes with the title finished a tournament that for probably the first
time was free of handicap squabbles.

.

^BHF

R£CORDINr.

CORPORATION
CHICAGO

-

the -stroke advantages were
laid out. was evidenced
by
the
number of elimination
matches that were decided on the
ISth green. No less than eight were
concluded that way, one, between
Sukin; and Rocco Vocco, going 36
holes, and another, between Mickey
Cjarlocic and Jerry Johnsoti. going
extra sudden-deaUr holes. Prior to
his match with Sukin, Vocco had
knocked but Tommy Valando on
the last putt. Itf his match with
Sukin Vocco was tour down on the
15th tee and boat Sukm tour straight

ANDY KIRK
And His ''CLOUDS OF JOY"

.

accurately

PLAYED AT TWILIGHT

in

Accommodate

A SOLO

.ban.

;

That

WHEN THE ORGAN

Will

and

ofTicials

also set for the Fair, not
his
appointment if the

quite an up-

set since for the first time in the 11
years of tourney play, not one of
the golfers classified in, the "A"
feroup got into the finals.
Taylor,

who started from the "B" group,
knocked out Marvin Fishef, 3 and i.
changed at this late date.Benner appealed to union officials^ Latter topped the "C" contingent
who carried his appeal to Petrillo, plavofl's. Taylor drew down $200
asking that an exception be made in plii.s a watch donated by Mitton
his cfise, but the word is "no exccp- Boric.
Before tackling Fisher, Taylor had
tions."
knocked out; Mike Sukin, survivor

m

Fair

C. Petrillo, head of the AmerFederation of Mtisiciaas, who

had barred the Mex outfit from
Taylor Wins in N. Y.
Larry 'Taylor was the final winner working in this country and threatof the annual mashie match of the ened to order Tomm.v Dorsey's band,

can't be

799

between

James

.

week.

Featuring BEVERLY

WHITE

AQUARIUM, New Yark

.

holes to halve.

Handicaps

this

year were revised

downward with every progression
tow&jcl the finals
rect arithmetic.

It

pioved the cor-

^

.CURRENTLY

j

DECCA RECORDS EXCLUSIVELY

i

:

OIICHESTRAS-MVSIG

Wcdneeday, Sejj^tember 18, X946

Toung Man Mose' Gumble

Music Notes

.

Edward Heyman composed

title song for "Magic Town"
Dr. Miklos
.Leo Talent, of Mutual
Rozsa writing the score for "No Trepassing",
Hal Borne organMusic, in Hollywood for confabs with Mike Gould'
Co., with "When You're Near" as first tune
Music
lule
Gibraltar
ized
Stvne and Sanuny Cahn defied eight numbers, "The Song's Gotta Gome
from the Heart," "The Brooklyn Bridge," "Bach Invention," "Time After
Wonderful
Day
for
"Its
a
Ball
a
Game,"
"It's
the
Same
Believe,"
Time," "I
Old Dream" and"Whose Baby Are You?" for the Metro picture, "It Hap,

.

pened in Brooklyn."

Stelner back in Hollywood, after a New York vacation, to score
With Father" at Warners. .. .Freddie Martin donating first prize in
music contact men's golf tournament at California Country Club, Sept.
16.... Paul Barry of New York Mayfair staff, doing Hollywood with Buddy
Morris. .. .Herb Lutz resigned from ABC Music to become a partner in
.Richard Hageman,
George Simon, Inc., with headquarters in Hollywood.
composer, inked to play a composer in the Jules Levey fllmusical, "New
.Music Guild of Los Angeles sponsoring 10, chamber music
Orleans".

Max

Herman

Starr

Ruled

Starr

wired

Gumble, he's
to the trade.

.

.

next month .... Oliver Sabin, national sales director of
over the Hollywood field.
Harold Adamson and Jimmy McHugh .sold "Chiquita from Santa Anita,"
Parade of 1947"
William Lava composing
to Republic for use in "Hit
bri!,'inal score for "A Boy and His Dog" at Warners. .. .Eddie Cherkose
.Arthur
and EUa Mae Morse collaborated on ''Sandman Never Sleeps".
own
score
for
"The
Razor's Edge" at 20th-Fox
Newman conducting his
... .Sigmund Romberg composed new tune, "Christmas Eve," for the Mike
Todd producWpn, "Up in Central Park," at Hollywood Bowl.
Herbert Stothart writing background music for the Katharine Hepburn.Lud Gluskin is musiRobert Taylor picture, "Undercurrent," at Metro.
cal director and Lucien Mora week composer of score of "The Retur n of
Carl Stalling and Milt Franklin on their
Monte Gristo" at Columbia
350 musical collaboration on the Bugs Bunny cartoon, "Hare Grows in
.Lou Adrian scoring the William B. David proManhattan," at Warners.
duction, "My Dog Shep," for Golden Gate.
Smiley Burnette and Curt Massey organized the Western Music Co., for
publication of cowboy tunes. .. David Snell composing "The Mighty
McGurk" score at Metro.... Hanns.Eisler, who wrote the score for
Arnold Pressburger's "A Scandal in Paris," is composing an orchestra
.Bronislau Kaper writing background music
finite on the same theme,
for "The Secret Heart" at Metro.
.

.

.

.

^

.

.

ject.

Decision means

AKM

Fees
not only

Prom

,

With 20G Damage

Suit

places

of

publishers are also at stake since
its, members in various
amusement wli^re its AKM has a reciprocal royalty arUpper court's re- rangement with the American; Soused.
,

music is
versal has dealt a heavy blow to the
reconstruction of AKM, badly shatbrought by one
Eleanor Erickson. She claims her tered during the war years, as jt
right foot and ankle were per- has stopped the Austrian Union of
manently injured when she was Theatre and Cabaret Owners from
knocked down by a jitterbug dancer
.iftking a royalty agreement.
while she and her partner were
Predicament grew,: out of a lest,
dancing.
case wherein AKM, represented by
.Suit is due for trial soon. ;
attorney H. Brandstetter, sued the
Simpl cabaret for non-payment and
Drops
Rose asked for a provisional order preComposer-maestro
Dave Rose's venting the Siiifipl frorn playing
recording contract with RGA-Victor music registered with the AKM.
has expired and has not been re- Court agreed with AKM and ordered
newed. He- has been with Victor for the ciibaret' owner, to abstain ;from,
Fine plus four
years, but lately has npt had an out- playing its music.
weeks arrest was; threatened for
standing piece of music.
Rose is currently on the Nash- each infringement.
Cabaret appealed to the upper
Kelvinator radio program; which
also changes personnel the end of court, which ruled that the government has not yet re-enacted the
this month.

Prom

other

$20,000

Minneapolis, Sept. 17.
ballroom, playing name and
bands, is defendant in a

damage

,

'

ciety

AKM

,

to

will fight the decision.

Knickerbocker Yacht Clubj Port
Washington, L. i., assumes the
,

,

,

Dave

status

of

name band tomorrow

a

(Thursday) with the opening there
of Les Elgart's orchestra. Club has
been using full-sized orchestras in
its Anchor Room all,: Sumnjer, biit,
never went into the- name class. It,
will, originate network remotes.
Room now seats approximately
1400; however, a terrace used in the
summer to increase capacity to over
500 will be glassed in as soon as
,

I

I

possible.-

Do Show,

Represent Music Pub
Rounding out his fourth -week in
the U. S. Bay Ventura, French orchestra leader and music publisher,
painted a drab picture of the sheet
sales situation in England and on the
Continent, revealed plans for a mu-

comedy which

-sical

this

season in

Paris

closed a publishing
tiated wJule here.

He

Saturday

(21)

produce
and also dishe'll

deal he negoplanes to Paris

having been in th*

U. S, since Aug; 25.
^
Slump in sheet sales

started in
last April and
Ventura estimates sales in Britain
have dropped to one third of
mnmal and 40% off in France. He
said he had the "impression music
business was inflated during war

and France

En.i(land

to

added

and

years"

kno ws what

is

no

one

really

meant by "normal.''

point has
been reached, and sales are slowly

However,

the

turning

improving in England.
Very much snafued by an unhealthy tax situation, high musiwages, plus increased produc-

"cian"s'

tion costs,
tastically,

which have mounted fansmall

intimate

musicals

of the type formerly presented at
Bouffes-Parithe
800 seater, Le

sienne, can no longer be produced
profitably, Ventura declared. Chief
drawback to producing ventures is
the 45% tax which prevails on all
seats.

However, Ventura hopes to overcome all these factors in presenting,
"La Bonne Hotesse," at the 3,000-scat
Alhambra. He plans a December
preera. Show, With book by vet
Serge Veber and music by Bruno.
Coquatrix, will star Andre Claveau
and filmite, Giselle Pascal. It will
feature a radio comic known only as
"Bourvill," who, according to Ventura, "tops everything in Paris showbiz." He sprang to prominence in
.

the past four

months

in a

show pro-

duced by- Jean Jacques Vital.
While here, Ventura concluded a
deal with the U. S. branch of Peter
Maurice Music, a Leeds music affiliate, to act as selling agent for his
own French Rayven Musit;. Its catalog consists of South American copyrights, plus many French songs. Deal
also provides for Ventura to act as
Paris rep for Peter Maurice and
Leeds, He'll be in charge of Maurice's, Paris branch as partner and
manager and will agent; for both
catalogs in all western Europe.
Ventura's band opened at Palm
Beach Casino, Cannes, Sept. 16,
without him, playing the engagement with only 16 pieces. When he
gels back to Paris, Ventura leaves
immediately for Cannes where he'll
rehearse the band for five days with
an extra 10 men— outfit's normal
size. They close at the Casino the
29th and appear the following night
lor a concert date at the Marseilles
Opera House. Follow with dates in
Lyon, Mulhouse and on Oct. 3 opens
,at the biggest
G.I. club in Heidel-

berg, Germany. Orchestra then tours
f Plgium and returns to Paris Oct.

k HVH SIHGIMG STAR RECORDS fOUR ROHHAHTIC SONGS
CXCLUSmiY fOR SIGHAWRi
6 months ago Bobby DoyI* was in the
Unlttd Slates Navy singing for the GIs at
Guam, Okinawa and Japon. He is currently

alike as Iho

Jutt

hoard coast to coast on the new Eversharp
program with Ray Bloch's orchestra.
Bobby is young, only 20 years old, has
bluo oyes and blond hair . < « romantic
voice that will give you thrills and fever..
Bobby's records have been pi.cked. by
.

MONICA LEWIS

.

.

.

Tli« liolion'i

naweit itnsma itot >inst a cut*
rhylhmic long > . / a itery of a tot
ond a conory.. .You'll lov* Monica'*
dtllghtful

traolmcot of Ihil twtll

numbtr couplxl with a now batM.
SIC.

\mz . nuMiiVnniif MUM

RAY BIOCH

Bob

.

.

.

•jHijBi

lived

records
Auttgnphtd by

.

*<iin-B™«»»
15015

Thiele.

Autographed by the artist, each Signature record assures you .clear-<uf, long-

Muitcdl

HAZEL SCOTT

.

.

.

Tli« ilor of

ST.,

AlllM

t-1

MURI IlLSS

f^iyL^j^ift-^

H. X. C.

wont,
•

ogoln

.

.

.

thanks to

ing,

JOHNNY tOTHWEll

Cafo

Socioty mokoi h«r ',tlobUt on Signoturo focordi wtflt on album of
and {aiz...ptonty of rliytliin
pqcltod In tills (our rocord album.

ctoitlci

balanced recordings

know-how, high-fidelity recordand new and improved equipment.
Ask your dealer for Signofure Records.

technical

*

th» ArtitI

SKNATUtI RKORDINC CORP. Ml W. Ztth

S!gnatur«'i
diroclor recordi two ,bnlliantly or*
rongod initrumcntali ... both hovo
a lotlfi-Amoricon flovor , . > a must
for your focord library.
-sir.
SiC.

of your favorite artists

«r* now recording exclusively for Signature
twi ^ YOU KRPCOMING lACK lIKE A SONO ... all under the expert supervision of
AND THEN IT'S HEAVEN

.

<
Martin Block as the records of the week
he is being acclaimed by fans and critics

new romantic singcrof our day.

More and more
«io

•

;

,

,

RCA

Authors; .and

Knickerbocker Y. C. Into
Names; Elgart Tees Oflf

,

.

Composers.

of

Publishers.

suit

Ray Ventura Returns

To Paris

sub-

this

royalties for

B.

.

concerts, starting
Musicra't) loo'^'^S

.

Jitterbugs Kick

former laws dealing with

cannot collect any more royalties
down by a lower court which had but could even be forced to refund
upheld the right of the AKM monies received; in the past and al(Austrian Society of Authors, Com-f ready distributed. Royalties of all
posers and Publishers) to, collect American authors, composers and

"Life

.

45

Mu»c

Levy

Ineligible to

Vienna, Sept. 3.
In a surprise decision an Austrian
court reversed the findings handed

tags),, is 70.

As

:

AKM, Austrian Counterpart of ASCAP^

and the Warner

Bros, music bunchi plus others, gave
Mose Gumble a surprise birthday
party luncheon at Toots Shor's restaurant, N. Y., last week.
The vet
music contact man, who prides himself on being called "songplugger"
(eschews
the
fancy present-day

'Young Man Mose"

,

fill

now

with

.

.

.

You'll,

SKINNAV ENNIS

plottor. Joftnny scoror,

tho bob

anothor

torrlftc

hit

bocouio

thoro's ptonty of that lonsotionol
olto lox pfayod by Mooitro Bothwolt.

SIC ts0if<>**o<<ic<>*o[iiAn

^^iy^z;^^

,

Tho liar of
. .
Hopo show end loodor of «
now bond ,comoii, thi!oy|li
.

with ,,two fomoui numbori' „atwdys'
aisQciotod with Sitinnoy,

""•"''"•iMiriniMfiB

Mu^y-^U^

,

;

|

.
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VAUPEVIIXE
Okla.

Conventioneers Help Late Detroit's Latin Quarter
Season Biz in A.C. Nitcrics
Remains Shuttered Till
17.

Dry Law Repeal Seen Adding

TE Hoteken Say

$10,009,(100 to State
Oklahoma

City, Sepl.

the

mob,

IT.

may

Statewide prohibition repeal

be brought before

Olilalmma

Griffin

unus
legislature next year, but it
jojiu
likely to be considered by the
state legislative t«'l
?;r';j"d';:elcd
condiKica
heaiing
at

&

Morelli Tells

Detroit, Sept •n.
Latin Quarter remains closed by
^ay.s

have gone

was indicated

and
and

.^^

Copa

Tiirf,

Cabana, Paradise,

of smaller .places;

ho.st

;i

tered.

b'a^'^^^

depend on convention
keep them in chips, this

Oth.or spots
bu.'iine;*!

where they are
Rcvuo._
the new edition o£ "Gay '90's
Both started stage Careers as end

!

repeal
Eociation seci-etary, estimated
would bring the state approximately
revenue.
$10,000,000 annually in new
that
showing
fiptures

I
,

to

I

boing the be.<;t oonvention yeai^ since
Iho war, which, of course, dosed
Such .spots as
down everything.
Babetlc'.s, Clicquot, 500 Club. Hiar

.

le:ih. Club Notnand, Paddock, remain
open year round but, aiwrfiys prune

playing
minstrel shows,
in
traveling turkeys until latpithe bigpopulation hitting their stride with
ItimeiB ot minstrelsy i-uch as Prim-

Matt

Shelvey,

national

head

or
Artists,

American Guild of Variety

planed to Gbica80> Monday (16) in
unsnarl .a contract mixup that may
cause loss of coin to group of performers through mistake of Chi office of General Artists Corp. i.s.suing
wrong contracts to performers for a
six-week date at Shadowland, San
Antonio nitery.

,

Flynn said he would not get
aroimd to ruling on the spot until
Anthony Morelli, licensee, appeared
to answer charges of questionable
owtiership. The state has been cracking down on all places with liquor
licenses suspected of having hidden

clo.'jod.

^1^.^^^.

Snarl in Chicago

considering the Latin

still

Until
license."
liquor
Chairmiiii Felix H, H. Flynit. rules
on the license it will remain shut-

•

Stango, one

"i.-i

it

Contract

Quarler'.s

into thoii- Alsual fall pUm of cuiHailand .pntertainmeiit, Bath
iiiii 'acts

35 Yrs. as Vaude Partners

Wrong

Who's Who?

the State Liquor Commis.sion whicli

that. foUOvy'S' the: horses,

VViilvthnt in minii/they

Stange Span

B.U Gi.mn and Oscar
o

Shelvey Adjusting

Atlantic City, Sept.

Although race track opened its fall
Monday
nu->>t in nearby McKec City
(Hi) most nightclub operators here
ospcct to do little business with the

Instead

owner.ships.

issuing

of

regulation

Meanwhile, Enric Madriguera and AGVA contracts for the date, GAC
mistakenly issued AGMA
wife. Pat Gilmore, and 22 other in.stead
of his troupe are marking (American Guild of Mu.sical Artist.':)
Harlem Club will remain open
They were skedded to open^ forms, which covers concert and optime.
hquov
and until Oct. 5. late date for this club,
are now stymiecl bC' eratic fields and ha.s nothing to do
but
Spot
irose & West, Lew Dockstador
the
at
>
taxes. ;
i".shows. /Uptown's Tom Endicott is buying cau.se of license controversy.
with vaude dates.
chair^ George "Honey Boy' Evans
.lames C. Nance, committee
more white space with local gazettes
Although booked in for six weeks
that the
iiwn. declared, however,
tlian he did in the middle of the seathe show was cancelled out after
to deissue was one for the people
son.
He usually folds up the latter
AGVA has blanket
second week.
had
cide and that the tax commi'.tee
part of September, but >.s holding out
bond
up for spot and is demanding
no jurisdiction in the matter.
a.s long as the customers ^b,
two weeks' salary paid for labor
N.Y.
AID
Whether there are other plans to
D.C. NITERY
CAIRO,
All spots got tough break last
mixup in condespite
the
performed
bring the r^eal issue before
wfeck when the fine weather sudNew York office of Frederick tract forms. Since AGVA, has no
Washington, Sept. 1
Oklahoma legislature was not
talks
reorganization
denly turned SO cold that patrons de- Bros.,
after
„„,.-»cf Tiiphf
nisr i
jurisdiction over. AGMA nor were
Club Cairo, town's newesi
immediately indicated.
jjaj, ^^^^^ ^ig con^^^^j^^^^ ^^^^
between Tom Kettering, of the Los
that union they
members
of
the acts
spot, gets under way here Friday
ventions helped biz to hp etid, espe- Angeles office and Milo Stelt, FB
which
on talent. cannot process on unplayed contract,
and an efbudget

He

submitted
other States of similar
receive such revenue fiom
-

'men
!

with

talCiVt

'

-bMdgets after

summer

1

his

season,
^

members

|

j

'

'

'

FB CHANGES SETUP

HARRY ANGER OPENING

ml

m

1

OFHCE

TO

AS

CLUB

i
i

'

show

with a high

'

Walters Back With

Loew

fort to sell

orate enough to Sport

In Fla. Nitery Operation manent chorus
Lou-Walters is 'back in partnership
Quarter on Palm Island,
Florida, which he'll operate with E.
M. Loew, partner in the N. Y. Latin

time— if

own

its

weekended

I

in

-

AGVA Pays

a long

is

veepee. will concentrate
Decision to have the N. Y. branch
concentrate on artists was made so
that various FB offices activities
will be coordinated.
Meeting also decided that the
Hollywood 'office will concentrate on
the "film business, while Chicago's

Off

$408

Claim to Frederick Bros.

the baby of Harry

until last January, was
production and district manager for;
Warner Bros, in D. C. He staged the
Earle live productions until they
were discontinued. Anger, who also

,

Shnniers

ever.

C\ub Cairo

Anger who,
|

16,000
here.

per-

something which

has not been tried here

In the Latin

Quarter.
Vm- several seasons, Loew pperated the Palm Island LQ solo, while
Walters was tied in with the Tei race
with
i-borri, Miami, and prior to that,

line,

the

cially

Washington a nitery elabr

primary

On Belle Baker LQ Date
American Guild of 'Variety Artists
forwarded Frederick Bros.. N. Y.,

involved in a disoperates a talent agency in New pute
between Belle Baker and
Walters was
Inn.
Colonial
the
York, has Sam .Shanker, local chain the agency over commissions on
caught in the Colonial room opera- store, man, interested with him in!
Quarter, N; Y.,
Latin
Walters
Lou
tion, iust at the time gas rationing
i^Q.^^^ venture which will be
winter. Miss Baker disbecame effective, and he was cut located in the Cairo hotel, just off nitery last
puted claim but put amount inoft from his source of customers.
the edge of the mid-city.
talent union
volved
in
escrow
with
He subsequently moved into the
Opening show will feature Robert
procedure had
Terrace room, which he sold .last Craig, 20th-Fox singing juve; Yvette, for arbitration. Such
been set up several times but Miss
year.
Hclene & Howard, and Nip Nelson, Baker had been unable to attend
Loew, meanwhile continued with plus a group of New York showbecause of illness or playing outthe operation of the Latin Quarter,
girls.
of-town engagements. Union set up
in which he reportedly dropped
It was Anger who, together with
another panel to arbitrate matter
S80.000 last year. Loew is said to
local restaurateur, tried two weeks ago, notifying Miss Baker
Paul
Young,
have given Walters carte blanche
to open the Willard Hotel roof as a
that unless she appeared the $i08
in running the room. Walters is now
blocked would
deal
was
night
club.
This
be turned over to Frederick
in Palm Island supervising details
when a liquor license could not be Bros. When she didn't reply that
on reopening, the spot.
obtained on the ground that there was done.
,

agency.

|

$408

|

|

|

;

|

|
I

I

i

|

'

I,

•

,.

'

were not enough elevators
roof.

Anger's

Schanker,

to

the

current

partner, has had two prior flings
into cafe biz. He had a piece of both
the Jalna and Culinary Arts, which
were not long-lived.

Romany room, Washington, which
pre-war

was a heavy

talent

user,

resume floorshows starting Oct.
Spot for several years operating
an eatery, will attempt shows
with Harry Anger booking.

will

Controversy stems back

to

as to who was entitled to commission for the L. Q. booking. Date was
originally pacted by Jerry Rosen,
when latter was in the employ ot

Until she could play it. Meanwhile
Rosen left the agency to branch out
on his own, with Miss Baker ILsted
among his clients. It was afte" Rosen
left Fredericks that she played the
In
date. Fredericks, however, claimed
at State,
3
original booking had been made 'by
Vaughn Monroe broke the house Rosen while in their employ and
record at the State theatre, Hart- were entitled to 5% of the commisford, in a three-day engagement sions. AG'VA acquiesce^', on same

HAPPY TIMES & JOLLY MOMENTS
OpeikUlg
;t«-.

cunt, SAN

19
l''lt.\NCISC'0

KOSli:\-AN0>ER ASSOt'IATJCS

(15).

Monroe racked stance when singer did not appear
to

$20,000.

Previous highs were $18,000 reof
corded
during
engagements
Tommy Dorsey and Sugar Chile
Robinson.

put in a defense.

Significant part of the proceedings
the fact that talks took place when

is

work

is

Barnum & Bailey circus, and
make his first European

'slated to

represented the circus
break ot the war.

shortly.

Yank Act*

for

two

fancy skating division.
Also set for a London show is
Ann Falvo, singer who'll bow at the
Prince of Wales theatre, Oct. 10.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Bcnway

starting

around Nov,

28.

to

JOE
VILANE
OANCE sm'sr

Y.,

Joe Donicolo agreeably surprised
by visit from wife, Ruth Dcnicolo,
and sister Rhoda last, week.
Elated over nitty clinic report.s
Dick Moore, Ben Schaffer, Victor
Gamba and Sig Mealy have formed
a quartpt to yodel chanties to other
inhhates at the Rogers.
The J. M. Florios shot in from Now
York Citj; to mitt, James Wotton,
who is doing nicely,
Bobby Hatz, who beat the rap
here, is back on his old job, while
Joe Debrowski, who recently beat
an operation, is now an assistant
switchboard operator at the Rogers,
Morrissette,

OWN AGENCY

ASSOCIATES

LTD.

for
all-clear

who

home

and returns
week;

office,

to

NEWPORT,
Mlft.:

Dir.:

HOTEL. MONTREAL

.lOK

York

MANN

Laurette and Glymas

has beat rap here,
at old job next

l>.\.\('IN(i

work

Sfi>t.

KIEOWN

a(»

HtMOKISTH
to Ofi. 3
UmlB-vlllC, K.T-

IIOTHI.,

Jackie Roberts, nitery songstress,
okayed on checkup and left for the

Bis Town.
Charles Dowe flashing good clinic
Reports and upped for meals and

HYPNOTIST

'

mild exercise.

:

;

in from Philadelphia to bedside Isabel Rook, who's' flashing nitty
clinic reports.
Helen Pelechowicz, formerly of
Grand theatre, Camden, N. J., exchanging chit-chat with brother Joe,

who

MOUNT ROYAL

New

recently

Anna Mae Rook and Joe Diamante

ENTERTAINMENT WITH MAIN OFFICES AT THE

KY.

OKO. MIUIY

Carnegie Hall,

.tniu/liiic

shot in from

Rose Hanken
home and back

go-

work papers

last

week.
William

Gargke and Jack Baker
shot in from Long Island to visit
Edith Gargke, who Is showing nice
improvement.
Alice Dudley, dancer, checked in
Rogers,
(Write to those

at the

KiillliiK

rcrf<>rn>nn<'i>»

bookinos

M. ELSTER
•XIH

f.HHi

Wth SlicH,

S. y. 2), N.

New

Jersey.
received her

to

iiiKl

.\v,\n,.\nM; fihi

popped

SPECIALIZING IN ALL FORMS OF

Rendezvous

Glenn

annual checkup, wa.'i
papers and returned

work;

Fay Schacht, formerly of Warner
Bros,

.

out-

<

Saranac Lake, Sept. 17.
Charles Kaufhold, electric technician for Yost theatres of Harrisburg,
Pa., checked into the Rogers for

E.ithcr

'

until

and Lederer will be gone
months during which time

Rintiling

London

signed

to

MAY JOHNSON

Bros..

Continental acts, at
W. Frederick, head oi N. Y. oflice trip to line up
He'll accomwas on vacation. However, it's been the end of November.
Ringling North. Lederer,
denied that he's being circumvented pany John
pre-war ran a talent agency
or that he's no longer important itv who
in Paris and Vienna,
with
offices
return
to
to
slated
He's
the setup.

B.

observation.

Frankie Carle has been signed
repeat at the Capitol theatre, N.

ANNOUNCING THE

ESTABLISHMENT OF HER

j

Shelvey will huddle with Jack
head of Chi branch ot
IrVinu.
be devoted AGVA, on what procedure, if any,

was dropped.

camo»here

IN

of col-

Named

,t;iven

TAKES PLEASURE

AGVA

way

Rep

Monroe's Record 20G
Hartford
Days

up

far as

Arren and Broderick have been they'll hit England, France, SwitzerBelgium. Holland and the
to open at Stoll's theatre. land.
London, Oct. 10, in Tom Arnold's Scandinavian countries.
Show. Layout will also mark
Ice
Fredericks. Miss Baker had been
CoUcdge,
Cecilia
of
bow
pro
the
too ill to open on original date and
Walters agreed to put back booking 1940 Olympic games winner in the

as

ending Sunday

As

has no

penalizing: GAC for
mistake and demanding payoff for
remaining four unplayed weeks.

a dis-

pute between songstress and agency

8.

STEVE EVANS

will

it

unless

will be taken against GAC. AGVA
may alao discipline the periormcrs
Findings arc to be pas.sed upon
tor signing other than their own
by L. B. Frederick, president of the
union's contracts.
firm who operates from the Hollywood.post.
New York has also been designatEuropean
ed to act as a feeder for Hollywood. Lederer
been
has
decision
Consequently
made to reorganize a legit departfor Ringling Circus
ment which they regard as the best
Hans Lederer, of the Clifford C.
source for film material, N. Y- offtce
Fi.^cher office, has been named Europreviously had a legit sector which
pean representative for the Ringling

:

Sid RheingoU, Who quit agenting
for commercial pursuits^ is bade
agenting again, having joined the Al
Davis agency. He'll handle nitery
and club-date bookings for that
agency.

activities

concerned,

is

lecting

bands.

to

'

tfine via that union.

-

who

ALWAYS WORKIMG

WHITEY' ROBERTS
Now on the 4th Option
BLACKHAWK. CHICAGO
l>lr,i

Art

111.)

W.M. SrO«1HS

_____

;

Wedlineeday, Seplemliep 18,

'A Rose by Any

Gear Up Artists-Agent

Disputes

Representatives

Artists

from

committee

latter

Assn.,

agent

group: last weelc to devise a plan,
to be mutually agreed upon, to expedite hearings and disposition of
some 17 cases involving agent-performer disputes that liave been piling up at

AOVA

through inability

up impartial arbitrators.
Modus operandi in such matters

to line

requires an arbitrator for plaintiff
bringing the charges, whether performer or agent, another for,the defendant and a third that'.s impartial
but generally carrying the weight

rendering a verdict.
confab it was agreed by
Shelvey and ARA that Broder and
Mortimer S, Rosenthal, associate

Dario, of La Martinique, and Jack
Kntratter, repping Monte Proser's
Copacabana,. will huddle with Dave
Fox, head of N. Y. local of American
Guild of Variety Artists this week
anent paoting new basic agreements
with union and posting of cash bond
security.
Both N. Y. niteries have .siKnified
intention of signing new pact.s.

whether matters could be
threshed out satisfactorily at these
sessions and if not what method of
arbitration should be set up. At any
rate, both sides want to' clear the
declc on this unfinished business.

Want Out on

V»<:ts

Harry

Romm

Own

Sets tip

Agency; Drops

Plans to Rejoin

.

a's

a

one-man firm

for the present, intends to limit the
number of people he will handle.
He has theatre booking rights to the

Tex Beneke-Glenn Miller

orchestra,

Don Haynes, its personal
manager; the same privilege on the
subject to

Andrews

Sisters for locations, pictures and theatres, under Lou Levy,
their manager, and will handle the

Three Stooges, Jean Parker, comedian Pat Henning and singer Phil
Brito for dates in all fields. Brito is
Irving
managed
by
personally
Romm, Harry's brother. In addition
.

-

Arbitration Society for arbitration.
has heretofore hannational
dled arbitrations
in
its
headquarters in N. Y., the talent

AGVA

Although

BOYS'

TOWN CHOIR

:

MCA

to

Fielding

old
not

Open

coming

April.

celebrity

to

concerts,

England

is

other nitery craft unions.

next

until

A.greement with musicians was
reached after the Allied Res;taurant
End Entertainment Industrie.?, boniorganization, met with Local
f ace
802 representatives, end accepted a
union compromise offer of a 20%
pay increase, time and a half for

'

V

'

•

Adler will do a series, of recitals
with Paul Draper' here in April,
which are being ari;anged by Emile
.

Mont'l Branch

Littler.

weeks, according to Sonny Werblin,
head of MCA's 'N.
'layfiut. MfcA is
entering the Canadian field in competition with May Johnson, former
agent, who has gone into busi.ness for herself and is now booking
the Cardy chain of hotels; chief tal-

Better Shake for Payees
If

A.C/s Beaut Contest
Is to

and

OK B.O.

Continue

17.

,

I

Approximately 50.000 paid their
ent buyers In the Dominion.
Werblin, who corffe*red last week way to view the crowning of the:
with Vernon Cardy, owner of the new Miss America and the events
chain, refused to say whether they'll leading up to her selection with
make some arrangement with Miss complete figures on attendance and
Johnson on talent exchanges to get gro.sses awaiting a report .of the
local Pageant coinniittee.
their talent into the Cardy chain.
While the show was called a comHowever, it's believed unlikely
that they'll conclude any arrange* plete success this year, Pageant ofment with' Miss Johnson, inasmuch ficials realize that they must do two
as present
policy forbids com- things if they are to continue to
mission splits. It's figured that with draw some 10,000 people each night
prohibition repeal in province of for three nights and 20,000 the night
Ontario, there'll be enough bookings the contest end.s.
One is to provide .seating arrangeto keep a branch busy.
was set to open a Montreal ments .so that the customers can
The other is
office as far back as last July. Deci- plainly see the girls.
sion was made at a N. Y. staff meet- malce a general rule .that the girl
ing, sentiment of which was to in- earning a place in the Pageant's
stall Miss Johnson as head of the events here have some definite, talsetup, because she had been dealing ent, a tklent which will assure her
with
firm's
Canadian customers. of a chance to push on further into
However, Larry Harnett,
vee- show biz.
Thi.s year's seating arrangement
pee and coordinator of the theatre
and cafe departments, is said to was the poorest of any Pageant in
have insisted on Ray Overbeck of the entire 25 years of its history.
the Beverly Hills office -heading the Unless the payee had a box, his
setup with Miss Johnson assisting chances of viewing the affair withhim. Miss Johnson subsequently re- out the aid of opera glasses was
signed, and plans for the opening poor indeed. The boxes crowded off
the huge auditorium stage, and exwere delayed.
tend some 10 deep beside the long
ramp which led off the stage. BeWerblin Thrown By Horse
hind the boxes, without any elevaMontreal, Sept. 17.
tion whatsoever, came the next best
Werblin and Cardy were at the seats while the customers paid third

I

SETS CONCERT TOUR

The Boys' Town Choir,

MCA

MCA

|

I

best

money

-

Day when

However, some believe that settlement came at the union's 20% offer

AREI execs felt that Local
would attempt to crack the
united boniface front by individual

.802

negotiations.
If union was successful in this strategy, many felt that
this might have led to eventual
disolution of the organization.

SID

PIERMONT RESUMES

AS LOEWYAUDE BOOKER
Sid Piermont, talent booker for
the Loew circuit, until he joined
the Army Special Services as a
captain in 1942, resumes his former
post with the Loew organization,
Monday (23). He succeeds Jesse

Kaye, who becomes head of the
Hollywood oflioe of M-G-Hl recordFurther details on
ing company.
Kaye's appointment in Music sec'

tion of current issue.
Piermont, since returning from the
service, joined the theatre depart-

ment of Music Corp. of America,
and later resigned to be casting director for Mifee. Todd, a post which
he held until last week.

:

New

appeared recently at the Roxy theatre, N. Y., and the Dormonde Bros.,
bicycle act, only French turn on the
bill.
Two Breedwins and a line of
British femmes (12) complete the

St. Louis, Sept. 17.

COMEDY
PATTER
For All Branchei of Theatricali
No*.

thru 13 at $1.05 each or
13 Script! for $13.00

I

Not. 14 thru 20

NOW

READY!

$2.00 •ach-<.-DoHblc Scriptt

SKNn FOR THEM NOW!
CAT€H m* 0.V n.-\cit ISSUKS!

"BOOK OF BLACKOUTS"
3 Volumes at $25.00 per Vel^

"BOOK OF PARODIES"
10 Sock Farodlci— $10.00

NO

C.O.D.'S

PAULA SMITH
200

W.

S4th

St.,

Neyr York 19. N.Y.

Ex-S«(vicemen Subtcriberti

Send Ui Your Honi« Addrcit

Lois Lee
"America's Singing Beauty"
Tw«

Wrphii

KeKiiiiilnir

.Se|>t.

JOIh

CONTINENTAL CLUB. CLEVELAND
'Xlinnk >'on,

Frank

SeniK'H,

,\(iirl.v

<^iln

R«P.: 1'KE0F:I{IC'K ItROS., N'rw Vork

lineup.

Acts are booked for four, weeks
and optionSj with the Whitney Sisters
leaving at the end Of the first period
becau.se of a Nov. 1 commitment at
the Restaurant Windsor,, a new
nitery in Madrid.

'Bowes Grads' Unit

of bis livelihood. He asserted that he
serves no liquor on the premises and
be derives his largest revenue from
customers after taverns are closed.
The new law place's all set-up
spots on the same plane with other
places whei^e liquor is sold, 'requiring a license and the same closing
hour. Heretofore the set-up spots
have enjoyed a big edge over other
similar places and by not being- required to have a, liquor license they
Were not subject to any closing hour.

Set for Full
Full-week: jdates

New York

Washington.
Cs.p\io\,
Loew's
Group, for which Goldberg has been
getting $3,500 and which is -^cbmr
amateurs who
pri.sed
of former
played Bowes' amateur radio show,
is due for. the Hippodrome, Baltimore, the week of, Oct. 24; the
.

.

Downtown, Detroit, the first week i,n
December, and Loew's State on
in October, the
actual date not having' been set yet.
Goldberg for years ma jor-domoed
Major Bowes on the latter's touring
theatre units.

Broadway sometime

i

AG

E

N

C

Y

CfNEKAl (XECI/riVC OfftCtS

LOEW

set for

at

Danny Kaye's Vauders

LOEW
BOOKING

Baltimore,

Lou Goldberg's 12-person "Major
Bowes Graduates" unit, which clcses
its first touring Week tonight (Wed.)

Danny Kaye has been lined up
for another vaude date. He's slated
to open at the Chicago theatre, Chicago, Oct. 18 and will play the RKO,
Boston, Nov. 28.

Wk. Stands
in

and Detroit are

agreed

try.

TO PREEM

temporary injunction restraining cops. Prosecuting Attorney and
Liquor Control supervisors
State
from enforcing the new state liquor
license law governing set-up establishments was won last week by
George GrafT, owner of the Club
400, a well patronized nitery in midtown.
Graff filed suit last July 2, the day
after the act became effective and
testified before Circuit Judge Charles
B. Williams that the law is unconstitutional and that it deprives him

it

($1.65) for seats slightly

New

A

work-

;

160

W.

'

,

because

directed

CHUNG FOR TOP AaS

.

of nine-hour

The musicians agreement, according to Carl Erbe, Zanzibar co-owner
with Joe Howard. ,sets AREI as collective bargainer for the cafe indus-

.

MIAMFS

maximum

prior to Labor
to retroactivity.

;

MCA

for

:

:

I

;

Mount Vernon (Cardy 's) ranch

a

ing day. Union membership iS'.slated;;
meet shortly to r^ati.fv the pact.
-,-'v 7
No trouble is anticipated.
Richard McCann Local 802 'ornxv,
headed the union neaotiators, while
AB'R'Or
president and
Billy
Rose.
owner of the Diamond Horseshoe,
headed the bonitaee negotiators;
Settlement followed a series of
meetings held throughout the week.
down
broken
Negotiations
had
Thursday (12) when the committees
.were stymied by the 12V2% offered
by cafe owners, and 20% demanded
by the union.; The union was .slated
to pull tootlers starting at midnight
Saturday. However. AREI met Friday when they voted to attempt a
The agreelast-minute settlement.
ment followed on Saturday.
Tilt Retroactive
The increases granted are retroactive to Sept. 2. date of expiration
of old pact. AREI averted a strike
to

,

Atlantic City, Sept.

'

overtime, $5 extra for New Years'
eve,' extra for working on the band*;
stand ..rhore than an hour at a time,

the weekend, and while there, Cardy ramped behind the so-called orchesby invited Werblin to pick himself a tra places,
nag from his extensive ^tables.
With regard to talent, some of the
ARA and AGVA split arbitration the Rev. Francis Schmitt, will open Werblin apparently picked one of girls had it in abundance, many
its first nationwide tour at Fabian's the more temperamental nags and
didn't.
costs on SUCH matters.
the
first
thing
on
he
knew
he
was
The
22.
Oct.
Albany,
treatre,
Palace
35-voice unit, selected from the com- the ground, the horse having thrown
bined first and second choirs of 150 him.
Florida Nitery Sets
COPA,
7iG
Damage: A few cracked ribs.
at the famous Nebraska institution
founded by the Rt. Rev. Msgr. Ed7iG Weekly for Acts
ward J. Flanagan, sings a capella and
youthcafe using a talent
The
3S0-seat
Murray Weinger, operator of the in accompanied unison.
A
AMBASSADEURS, PARIS, budget
of around $7,500 is slated to
Copacabana, Miami Beach, has set ful choristers perform three times
in
Jacksonville, Fla., Oct. 15.
open
a rigid $7,500 ceiling on Individual a year for the public at Boys'. Town,
1
SET
OCT.
acts.
Spot to be called the Peaco(5k Club,
but this is their first cross-country
Copa is opening Dec. 5. Opening venture,
Clifford C. Fischer's Les Ambas- will be operated by; Joe Williams
show isn't set yet, but he's dickerAlbany appearance will be spon- sadeurs, Paris nitery, will open for and initial Show will include Sonny
ing for Jan Murray and Bernice .sored by Knights of Columbus for the first time since the war, Oct. 1, Dunham orch. Bob Russell, Skating
Parks, already has Harvey Stone the benefit of Camp Takawitha on with the first American talent to be Whirlwinds, June Taylor line and
and Frances Faye set for the Dec, 26, Lake Luzerne.
Ricardo & Norma.
exhibited in a Continental cafe.
and has the Rit2 Bros, signed for a
General Artists Corp. is booking
Talent will include Jack Harris,
January date.
who formerly operated La Conga, lout of New York.
N, Y., who'll be the maestro in the
Wins
Nitery
St
Loo
Mftjestic theatre, Paterson, N. J.,
Anne
spot; , Whitney Sisters and
is
slated to open for the season
Other, acts will include
Setup Law Francine,
Tilt Vs.
Sept. 20.
Woodrow, juve British juggler who

union is amenable to sending such
matters to- the ARB AAS, providing

20% Hike

,

;

fields.

like to kiss off American Booking Harry Romm figures to do one inCorp. (Joe Glaser) deal. There are dependent-film a year.
Romm's deal with Dorso calls for
nine other agent^artists involvements calendered at the union but the latter to represent Romm's artthe abovermentio.ied will be ironed ists for radio, in those situations
out first before taking on the others. wherein he has such privileges, and
Dorso's
Should the conciliatory sessions Romm will in turn repre.sent
prove fruitless there is a possibility clients tor theatre bookings.
they
will
go to the American

'

N.Y. Bcniface Group Okays

occupying the building that
housed the Hollywood Can-

teen.

GAG MCA

Harry Romm, who last week dropped any ideas he may have had
rejoining
General
Artists
about
Corp, in New York, has set up his
own booking organization. He has
leased space in the office o£ Century
Artists, Ltd,, but will have no connection witli Dick Dorso, its head,
outsi'de of an arrangement to handle
each other's properties in certain

Romm, working

Principally on the calendar, which
mostly involve performers wanting
to terminate exclusive representation pacts with agencies, are cases of
Viola
Rubin,
comedian;
Benny
Laync; songstress; Rufe Davis, comic,
and Edith Fellowss, sTeen starlet,
who want out on their contracts with
Fredenclc Bros. There's also Ann
Howard and Phyllis Claire seeking
to abrogate exclusives with Sol Tepper agency, Lenny Kent with General Artists Corp. and June Richmond, sepia songstress, who would

When

Music Corp. of America will open
a Montreal offlee in around eight

After

tain

Nitery Musician Strike Averted

Although the strike situation between New York niteries and Local
802 of the American Federation of
Meanwhile a sign on the old Adler Delays London
Trocadero announces: "Montie ProMusicians was averted- by a lastTrek Until Apiil, '47 minute'
(14),
settlement Saturday
ser's
Copacabana will open here
London, Sept. 10.
before Jan. 1, 1947."
bonifaces are none too happy about
Larry Adler, who was expected
the whole situation. Cafe operators
here in October for a series of Harnow exnect increased demands by
once

Martinique, Copa, N.Y.,
Set New Pacts With Union

in

counsel for AGVA, would get together on these cases this week and
attempt ..conciliatory, meetings with
parties involved. This would ascer-

47

a title battle in these parts. First to
open will be the Hollywood. Copaca-

bana,

Matt Shelvey, national head oftAmerican Guild of Variety Artists, La
met with I. Robert Broder, attorney

Other—

Hollywood, Sept, 17.
niteries bearing the same
Copacabana, are readying

Two
name,

and

VAUDEVILLB
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AGVA.ARA in Amity Huddle To

for

'
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48
words and music of the song aie
reproduced all around the wall mar-

Night Club Reviews

gin.

Variety

.

Irene Manners, opening the show,
makes a fine impression -as looker,
the rest of the customers.
singer and personality, but hasn't
i.a Msiriiiiiqius N^. Y.
Rest of the show is short but well quite got the routining of her songs
Bob
Harvey SlonK. Vagabonds (4),
Abbott right for a steady build, nor tlikc
Merriel
the
done with
Mitchell. Ted Laiurie, Helen Ed- Dancers featured in a 'Cake Walk"
most Hollywood personalities who
wards, Tex Kendrick, Liiu' (C) $3.50 number spotting th« male Blackbuni venture out without a script belimd
(ID) $5.
initi.., opening night
twins.. Musical backing for the line them) has she as engaging a line of
Maurer
vocalizing
the
is provided by
talk as she should have, She turns
H'Jtvey Stone, ttie ex-Gl who first sisters and to words written and read out to be a capable piani-st with a lot

WEEK OF

gained prominence as a comic enter- by assistant room producer Dick Bartaihin(> troops in the Army, returned stow
^^^^^ in ^
a tCiTipo that jive with the
to La Martinique, last Wednesday line's steps. Patrons were invited to
M to one of the most spontaneous dance to the tim?s,of tbe.Maurer sis:
Iv enthusiastic receptions given a ters but only a few tried despite the
up
Backed
F0os.
iiew in'tery star in years.
gal's fine efforts,'
bv the hilarious antics of the VagabondK and a richly-mounted pro«l«»u, X. Y.
duction titled "You Gotta Keep
I.O
Cool." Stone makes ot the club's new
D«lo, Paul Viilard, Lisa
Jane
fall show a sure form of insurance Kirk, Dai), Dawn &; Dusfc, Niklie
nitery
oft-repeated
that
against
Mont«n; $3 ininii»M"fc
slump. Payees, including the east)

(

Rnban

side

crowd and society editors who

.Another good show at, Le Ruban
seldom venture so far west, were
jammed to the doors for the opener. Bleu of which. Jane Dulo,. quondam
On in the next-to-clQsing for a Jane Dillon, and now back to her
has
half-hour, Stone demonstrates
perfect timing, ease of delivery and
fresh material that's a great improvement over his last N. Y. appearance, at the Capitol theatre—
and he was plenty good then. The
audience, evidently knowing what
was m store, gave the guy a solid
reception when he walked on, called
him back for two encores and then
refused to stop applauding at the
House was forced to dim its
finish.
lights, bring on the line arid start the
full

original Dulo is the topper. She.
a fine flair for comedy lyrics and as
a comedienne and satirist has registered in musical comedy, just clos-

You With

ing with "Are

It?"

:

Show runs a good variety pace
Paul Villai'd'S salty sea
chanties with which he first came to
attention at the Village Vanguard^ to
Day, Dawn and Dusk's rhythm singColored male trio is among the
itig.
Viilard, in
smoothest in the field.
•

.

:

between

.

of personality sinking at
but she doesn't do this
sung a couple of rather
ous or unfamiliar songs
to establish her from the

NKW

she's
seri-

outset.

Care'' 'Summertime.'
"What Do
of Love," 'Three Little
Speak to
Girls ot Cadiz," "Blue Heaven," ate.
all of which she doe's extremely well,
but not all o£ which interest the

.luilil

k«U«!l

rtininiunnt

Music provided by Carl Sands
here from Chicago, and lendand tuneful
with Sands'
work at the piano being the most
outstanding thing in it. Room had a
private opening party, but has since
done good dinner and supper biz
and should catch on big' when the
workmen finish other remodelling
jobs in the hotel which currently

riifia

up the lobby.

&

when

of his gags, slanted straight at

She

biz, go over the heads of the
average spectator, but his splendid
|

From'^ll'!ndic*Uons ^StU*e

nf

'is''rip'e

Vagabonds,

Y.

in N.

PS— she

got the job.

her

instrumental

intersplices

work with a nice lyric style.
The other femme chirper
Kirrvvith

is

a nice vocal delivery

Lisa

and

1

torvauiror'nit'e^y

date.

\

'

on the
she makes good sight impact ""T^t
got their small podium-stage frbiii whence the
Abel.
on the Coast, talent performs.

who

start in their own cafe
are a highly versatile

crew of gag-

flil.ii>Bi>rill'

Tl^iey

;

;

jBlie.

&

Wnlly

Waril.

Ktldie's* IV. Y.

^

(\V)

«fl

il-it

<l)

.lai'k I .a;mon
l.u<"y Na-si)
llclle. Airf.i

under control.

New

parlay

l'al.ini*r(>-s

Caliinea

AluiuMali
I'Mwaril

(iirls

M

the way and he mops up as
usual by holding the rostrum for
more than half an hour on opening
show (13), knocking himself out as
usual to kill the customers with his
ribald ballads and funstering.
His
throwaways, nifty quips and general clownantics rolled the payees,
who couldn't seem to get enough of
him. He had to bring troupe of surrounding acts on for an impromptu
finale to get off.
Although Davis is practically a
whole show in himself there are, of
course, a retinue of other acts which
on overall make for a diverting and
well balanced layout. Frank Shepard's gal line paces proceedings in
fast opening ensemble, giving way
to Margo Wade, cute looker, for
some nifty tapstering. PaUi Sheen,
slick blonde, follows and gets over
neatly in her song session (New
Acts)
Lou and Lilyan Bernard
make with the music on regulation
and
king-size
harmonicas
with
"Holiday for Strings" particularly
standout.
Ziggy Lane, who's been
doubling as emcee, does neat job on
"Surrender," Irving Berlin medley
and "Talk of the Town" for solid
returns.
Latin dance by line gals
provides
neat
buildup
for
The
Paysees, repeating here with their
neat ballroomology, of which adagio
waltz is standout. Louise Stewart,
nifty bruriet. reveals all that's permissible in the striptease spot, which
sets things for Davis.

^)r^

Quick change in booking, nece.ssiby the sympathy walkout of
musicians at the Empire Room, (8); $3.50
brought mcntalist Dunninger in to nights.
bead a musicless show replacing
tatod

7ui?i.

,Sals.;

$2.50

other

;

NOW

:

displaying a
terrific

of act is
routine of reading the minds of
in the aud, giving them data
that amazes not only the sub,ject but

turns out to be about the smartest
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Paree," fa,st -moving 50-minute production, lent color by some brilliant
drop.s and sets, and kept moving by
a neat assortment of talent.
Laic gals (13) sport tall elaborate

Irwin t'orey
Stuart K(kKrf
r.arkin 3
Delta Khylliirt Boys
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KIli.H

Still trying to boost attendance at
this
once famous Out-of-the-way
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Lande and Vcina, dance team,
up as one of the best ever seen

staOK

Pair pace through standard
adagio spins and whirls, but display
flnesse and gracefulness that sets

a

thein with aud.
Dick Good registers with a comedy monolog. Some of his material
is corny, but customers ate it up. A.
burley sketch, with scene at a re.sr
taurant table. ga:rvier.s plenty laughs.
Al DeCloi-q, Taylor, Claude M.alhi.s

Red Alien 0 and Bert Lynne arc the mainstays

S Churchill
Dotlie Reirt
I'.eia Terry
J C IllBBenboi lorn

ill: the city,
top showman. Van made friends with
{,'t)lby
Opened Monday (14), the bolto the payees from the start and held Marion
nobby Cauo
i^en Vost SinRer*
occupies s,ite of famed old-time He- attention for 45 minutes.
Matelle & Dini,iB
M iri<T in Clwinn
Lorraine Dc Wood
naissance Room, but otherwise in no
Versatile Betty Morgan clicks with M|riain T,aVell9
AlachUo- Ore
way resembles the old 'gloomy spot. her dancing, playing the piano, and
CiMiaciibana
I'upl Cvmpo Ore
.lulitt
Wil.ton
Place ha.s been done over in tiers twirling a baton, atid Elmo Tanner
l<n Mnriiulqii«
.Topy Gil bert
Harvey Stone
rising from the dance floor with was pleasing whistling
"Nola," "Holi- r.jnne Tlnrreft
'I'bo
VaBabonds
striking raspberry and white drapes day for Strings'' and
"Stardust," Krn\e Uolst Bd
Tvx Kcndrlctc
on three walLs, a gold-paint back- Dance team Mara & Maurice
Ijecuona Httyea Ore Val Olman Ore
do
ground for a series of. architectural okay in a couple of routines includ- i'ht! Sllv.erH
Bob Mllchell
Saul (Miaiilin
f.nlln Otuirtei
drawings of .surreys, gig.s, curricles ing a rumba, the best of their
offer- Diamond llnrAcHlifie Ted Lewis Ore
and buckboard.s on the fourth. White ings.
Ross & lia I'lerre
Cleraldinp Du Eftia
Sis
plastic-covered Victorian chairs and
Lind Itroa
Line does neatly in two numbers Walson
I'rilzi .Seheff
I'JIro.v Peace
banquettes carry out the motif, and with tenor Sol Feola
providing fine Ann Penningflon
Oail Bennett
accessories consist of surrey lamps, vocal backing.
Slrkl Oi* Vysenof
Mel Cole's ' orch Willie solar
whip-sockets, etc.
.lactiuellne
Murley
Band is locat^ backs the Show well and provides
Tnul Willie
Michael Ktlwara
in a surrey with fringe on lop, and
Jean
Franda
music for dancing.
Foos.
Bill AcorB
Jerry <5rev
:

is

ly done.

here.

Lewis

.lai'tlao

lloiie Foyi'
Kiirliunil llall

I

nutnljer

and had house perking with inter-;
"Paris" nuinber likewise is neat-

est.

•Terry

Reese Clav

Ollford.

made

Tiny Taylor gives out with "Street
in Singapore" and a swing .version
of "Old iWan River" to nice returns.

"

J*arry

(('|>tO\Vll)

evidently

their dance evolubit slow^movin.ij
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owner Irv Benjamin spot's
Gus Van in his new n-voe
which is improvement ovgr hi.s last

.

which

ciirtjful

and leg weary, but made up for it
by giving the patrons an eyeful ot
epidermisi, which has btien lacking
since burley and girl shows are feW:
and far between in this town. Open-

Sheen

I'attl
f'

'I'my

A, B, Marcus, musical show impresario, paused in his travels to
present a new edition called "La Vie

tion.s.
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Nostalgic ttihes. from the days when
Van was tops in the business tbok
well with, the aud and standouts are

emergency
Despite the fact that music was
absent, the show lasted well over an
hour with Dunninger holding the
Spot tor a tense 57 minutes. Opening
with a line of chatter in which he
explains the nature and purpose of
his act, Dunninger has the aud with
hl.n all the way with a few magic
tricks, and a large dose of mental
wizardry. A master -showman. gUy
i.s completely at home and a natural

O
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.lack .AVilUuins
Bill B\n\v
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offering which featured the Three
In a strong bid to capitalize on its Stooges. House was packed for Van's
location on tl'.e busiest corner-in ihe opening with guy doing a ban'.,'up
city, the Tou'raihe ;h6tel (long a.fave: job of pleasing everyone
prespnt.

Evelyn Knight and Freddy Nagel's
otch who were skedded to liead the
robin's hew,' rev.uei. Novelty of a show
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singers and instrumentalists
Vafc So«ie<y IJptoivn
did too many encores at the
Dautd Brooks, Patricia Bright,
opener, holding the stage for nearly Dorothy Jarnac with Hope Foye,
Despite the way they Jack
40 minutes.
GilfoTd; Edmund Halt Orch,
please, the act would have more sock
Datie Martin Trio; $3.50 niiji.
As with
it they trimmed it a little.
Stone, it's their fresh delivery and
Barney Josephson, inaugurating
all-around salesmanship that puts
the fall festivities in his uptown boite;
them over.
With a bass, two guitars and a despite his preoccupation with proplenty hot accordion, each of the duction of his legiter "Barnaby and
quartet is probably good enough to Mr. O'Malley'' has taken sufficient
do a .single, and they've combined time off to insure that a major source
their talents into a neat little pack- of his income is supplied with ample
age.
Some of their routines are a entertainment vitamins.
little
purple, but get the bellyWhile half of his autumn show conlaughs expected. They run the gamut sists of holdovers from the summer
from a straight "Swing Low" through session, layout plays like a fresh
an Hawaiian parody featuring Slim batch of talent, and adds up, to a
Gaillard-type lyrics down to a hot display in keeping with the hep trajam session of "One o'Clock Jump," ditions of the spot.
and please all the way.
One of the new performers is Jack
Bob Mitchell (New Acts) holds Gilford, who' after hitting' in "Meet
down the only other single spot with the People" had a long sojurn at this
ballet-tap routines. Rest of the show spot, and is repeating here after a
is up to the usual high-^MartinitniF protracfecl .stay 'on the Coast. Gilstandards.
Ted Lawrie and Helen ford is a clever comic with literate
Edwards, a couple of nice-looking material and fresh delivery. StulV is
kids, handle the production number ideal for intime cafe work and his
vocals in good fashion.
Duo sings efforts get yocks at virtually everyseveral original songs penned by thing thrown at the mob. He's got
With Art Waner handling piano
Sherry Edwards and Elise Bretton, a sock impression of an orchestra
one of wh:«,h. "Never Pall in Love," leader and a boogie-woogie .satire accomp, Davis tees off with parody
has good commercial possibilities. plus a few throwaway.s, all of which On "Sun in the Morning," giving it
the usual ribald treatment, follows
Six Martiniqueens are nifty lookers attain the desired re.'ults.
with another on "South America
and well trained, putting more than
Other newcomer is Dorothy Jarusual punch into their numbers. As nac, dancer who was in the Broad- Take It Away" and a parodied Gilan added feature. Dario and Jim way musical, "Bloomer Girl," assist- bert & Sullivan medley that's a
clincher.
Vernon have Tex Keadricks, sexy- ed by Hope Foye, singer. More
Interspersing
numbers
on with
looking blonde, in the emcee slot. them under New
plenty naughty nifties but none
Acts.
too offensive, he sews things up.
Gal starts out fully clothed, but disRest of the 'bill is getting to be
He brings on partner, Leon, for
cards piece ot costume before each
familiar to the cafe patronage. David
some
number. It's a good gimmick,
more repartee which adds to
Brooks, late of "Bloomer Girl," with
Val Olman and his hep combo back
the merriment of proceedings— and
up show nicely and also provide an, int'ormal deli.yery, and tunes un- they eat it up.
good dance tempos. Sacasas and his usual for boite singers, grows on the
Sellout
biz
at
opening .show
rhumba boys fill in for the Latin patronage in easy stages, and he has caught.
£dba.
no difficulty in garnering encores;
numbers.
Stal.
Patricia Bright, who's made the
rounds of class spots, is getting an
C'olosimo's,
KmitirA
,attcntiye audience here with her
Chicago, Sept. 11.
spool's of prominents.
Her rib ot
(r ALMEB HOVSEl
Gms Vein, lElmo Tanner, Belly
Hildegarde. and takeoff of Lauren
Chicdgo. Sept. 12.
Morgan, Mara Ss Maurice, Live (S)
Dnnninger.
JWaurer Sisters (4). Bacall, plus parody bh "My Man," Mel Cole
Orch mrwith Sol Feola;
win her plenty salvos.
Jose.
Biacfc&MT-n Ttoins, Merriel Abbott
$3 -$3.50 min.
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ing a properly quiet
aspect to the place,
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Eddie Davis, Margo Wndc. The
basque shirt and sailor's cap to self- Paysees (2). Patfi Sheen. Lo« &
audience still kept accordion accompaniment, does a liilyan Bernard, Ziggy Lane, Line
(10), Art Waner's Orch (6); $3.50
tiptop job with his sprightly tunes.
lame on his Gl rouThen there are two solo temmes, TWin. .•.„.,'.;
tins, l3Ut has abandoned that in favor both
Nikke Montan, alterOK.
Present line- nating between piano and piano-acof more topical stuff:
Eddie Davis is back heading the
up includes songs like "Can I Be cordion,
instruright
does
all
happy,
Funny for Money?" in which he kids mentally. This bistro's maitre d', show here and everybody's
especially Leon Enken, partnered
DariO, the Martinique's bonitace; Carlo, caught her at the Alibi Club,
with
Davis in operation of the
the
With
Bookie
"Got a Case on My
Palm Beach, and told her to drop
Scratch-Sheet Face," and another around and see bonitace Tony Mele bistro, who plans lamming out for
his hiatus
now that everything's

norfof
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Hon

Her repertoire includes things like
"Straus," "My Man's Gone Now,"
I

YOIIK riTi
(I.) IV
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than serve

onrnliiit
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(I)
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the piano
until

more
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belon lndicnt«
or tiiUt week.

eniiiicotlon nllli blUa
wlietlier full

In

Nuiiirrnia

;

Oills

SEl'l'EMBEK

in

the comedy highjinks.
Elmei- Clove &- Co., comedy xylophone act, also get over neatly. Gtiy
essays some legit xylophone playing,
but mixes in gags, and comedy bu.sincss with the xylo hammers. Hin
blond feniine partner assists by p;irading acro.^s the stage while. Clevc:.
is playing "William Tell Ovcrttire,".

and doing comedy strip.
Loon Miller, who dances and proB. Marcus, a choiv
handled for .several
with his exaggerated
zuit .suit gotup. and terps. Currently
he is giving 'cm boogie. IJemonr

duces

for

which he

ytiars,

A.

ha.'?

clicks

several types, "Ea.sy," "Bi,g
Boogie," and others, backed up by
the line gala, and adding up to a
swell number which pleases iinnioiiHold.
sely.
stratos

.

:

—

.
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Rosy,

chalants, three young men, mix difIV. \.
Hildegarde with Jan MHf ray. Patsy ficult and unusual balancing and
Kelly, Eleanor Teejnan, Henry King, acrobatic feats with their clowning.
Gae Foster Rockcttes, House Orch; Miss Blaine more than meets the
«xpectations. Her number.s
"Home Sweet Homicide'' 120(h), re- greatest
include
"Doing
What
Comes
viewed in Vahikty July 17, '4(5.
Natur'Uy" and "Love Is Wonderfull" from "Annie Get Your Gun"
It was an inevitable question: HiU and she registers solid hit.
Arnaz
tiegarde in a 5,886-seat theatre like goes great guns in his two specialty
the Roxy? It was an inevitable numbers, "North America Take It
diicstion because of the manner ana Away" and "Babalu," contributing
jilyle of the Milwaukee chantoosey, with Dulcina some lively
dancing
who heretofore has shown her that winds show jn whirlwind style.
greatest effectiveness in an intimate
Rees.
salon like the Persian Room of New
York's Hotel Plaza, the Statler hotel
and the like. It
in Washington,
Capitol,
seemed fantastic that a chance
Woshinfliton, Sept. 12.
would he taken with her in such a
Major Bot«cs Ali-Slor Graduates
Wg house, and on such a mammoth
Craw fords (2), Teddy
•staSe, at that. But fantasy and fic- —Dancing
tion—and talent— have their com- Block, Knapp Sisters (3), Dicfc Lane,
mon denominators, which ju.st about The Yourtians (2) The OaJcics (21,
sums up why the current Roxy bill Sarry Birch; "Courage of Lassie"
(M-G).
is an effective piece of merchandising. And, in fact, why Hildegarde
must be labeled the amazing seller
Thi.s is a new one-hour package
of showmanship that she is.
debuting here and with all the wrinThis bill is by no means all Hilde- kles not yet worked out, although
garde. It's smart presentation to it shows considerable promise as a
project her retinue as much as she fast moving, lively entertainment
docs, namely Jan Murray and Patsy unit.
Kelly, plus the sock hoofing of
Show has been put together by
Eleanor Teeinan. It's smart because Lou Goldberg, who handled stage
each of the backer-uppers has plenty units for years for the late Major
of talent on his own, and they en- Bowes, with a considerable assist
strongly.
And
there
are
tertain
such from Gene Ford, managing director
factors as lighting and general stag- of the Capitol. Goldberg has lined
ing; which frequently put this show up some of the top performers of
in at least a near-sock stratum.
the former Bowes units,' several of
Approximately the first 20 minutes the acts being just back from USO
are especially breezy, with Hildy tours overseas.
pacing the layout strongly with her
Knapo Sisters do well in vocal
emceeing, a couple of pop songs and arrangements a la Andrews Sisters,
her banter with Murray and Miss and really cook with a rendition of
KelJy. If the latter half of the setup "Blue Skies" which caps their turn.
seems somewhat dawdling by comT Sammy Birch, who also emcees,
parison, chalk it ud to a first half draws plenty of laughs with his sithat was tough to follow.
lent mugging to phonograph records,
The setting, that of a smart cafe hitting tops for the revue with his
very much like the Persian Room
takeoff on Cyril Smith. A fast movonly here it's called, as per her ra- ing act.
dio show, the Penguin Room
is
The Oakies offer a hillbilly novelty
.something for which the theatre in which they make mountain music
outdid itself. It's a brilliantly lit job from a wide variety of instruments
and smartly presented all the way, including spoon.s, a uke, jewsharp,
with JHenry King handling the baton crockery jug, cymbals strapped to
for the house orch and getting into knees, castinets, etc.
the libretto along the way.
Dickie Lane is a .slick ventriloquist
There's an extra piano mid-center who should move to the top with
for the star, for the couple of pianobetter material. The Dancing Crawsong numbers she does at the up- fords, who open, have a tap specialty
rights, and tables and chairs dot the
featuring military taps with lumifloor and are occupied by the house
nous gloves and shoes on a blacked
.standby's
(Roxyettes, etc.)
along out stage. Tedd.y Block gives out
with
a
fluartet
of
servicemen with sound effects of motor boats,
brought UP from the audience and airplanes, machine guns, etc. Comseated at the tables. The latter, in- pleting
the unit are Musical Youcidentally, are focal points for some
mans. the woman playing a violin
of the Patsy Kelly comedy, in which
and the man an accordion. Lowe.
the omniscient theme of her contributions is finding a man. It's obvious
comedy, but laugh-provoking reApollo, IV. V.

Christy makes a pert impression in
the tojp vocal turn. Her best seller
Tony
Sis- is the band's terrific "Rika Jika
ters,
Tommy hyman, Frank Mar- Jack," which rocks the house. Her
lowe, Howard NichoU, Paul Winik & "Come Rain or Come Shine" is good,:
too, but the intricate band arrangeEdna Mae; "Canyon Passage" (V).
ment somewhat overshadows the
Boston, Sept.
Pastor Orch, Qlooney

House resumes

•

.

,

"

America Take

;

ingly able straight Woman,
It is, perhaps, .somewhat of an incongruity for establLshed performers like Mi-ss Kelly and Murray to
accept lesser roles in the manner
that they do. since Hildegarde so obviously is the focal talent. That they
get over as well as they do is a
tribute to their own talent Kafm.

lta«lio

f iiy,
JWinncopolis, Sept. 14.

Desi Arnaz Orch (14) with Tana
and Dulcina: Vivian Blaine, Jeanne
Foreman, Nonchalanls (3); "Renaesvow with Annie" (Rep)

This show seems to hold everytnmg that should spell box-office,
what with Vivian Blaine, song-stress,
the striking, Desi Arnaz personality,
and highly ]isl..nable music.

Buxom

Ella Fitzgerald

•

and Cootie

Montreal

Heaven," "They Say

Wonderful,"
"Surrender," "Rickety Rickshaw,"
and "To Each His Own."
Paul Regan, mimic, garners best
salvos of show with his clever takeoffs and comedy patter.
Guy does
good impreshes of a dozen personalities but gets best returns on Will
Rogers and the late President Roose-

off to a

Do

the
Whole Thing," Stick-swisher serves
up swing at its best in "House of
Joy," a cacophony of din which
sends sidcnjen and Williams into a

bone bathed

in

trumpet and troma

pale

blue

sult.

spot.

m

large and small Congo drums, catoassps and clavis lend distinction to
melody that excites and ingratiates.
The orch has five rhythm, including
the bongo and marica, five brass
and three violins, plus Arnaz who
takes. an occasibnal whirl at the
large Congo drum, and two girls

Circle, Inilpls.
Indianapolis, Sept. 14.

Kenton

Stan

Orch

with

June

Songfive numbers, sweet and hot.
stress, garbed in a black bolero effect gown with sequins, is an ultra

Stan Kenton introduces a new and
She opens with a hif'hly sophisticated style of swing
of songs.
swinfiy"Patootie Pie," slips into a in his first appearance here. He has
beautifully done "I Don't Know what it: takes to get nifty response
66"
whose
"Route
then
a
racy
Why"
from the kids, and they're giving

.seller

lyrics are altered

slightly

into

the

blue vein. Draws heavy mitt with
a powerful "Lady Be Good," jam
arrangement contrived by her accompanist, Ray Tunia, who's plenty
Arnaz and
up the peppery proceedings with hep on the 88. Incidentally number
little
resemblance to the
their antics. Both of the band's gals bears
Gershwin tune of the same name,
are lookers.
After band's theme, "Tabu," the (iloses to a smash finish with "Stone
tnusicians go into a pulse-quickening Cold Dead."
four
male sepians, are
rhumba, I'Gallega."
Vagabonds,
Then Tana,
luscious and sultry brunette, warbles a smartly attired vocal quartet plus
Style
is
^The Man I Love" to good returns. guitar accompaniment.
Trip to Mexico" permits Arnaz to reminiscent of the Mills Bros, Open
exercise pipes and he scores solidly. with "(iieiitb Lindo," segue iiito a
Attractive Jeanne Foreman's dance .sock "Gypsy" backed by the band.
Comedy number, "Good Old Deacon
impressions go over well.
Marco Rigo, band's piani.st, is Jones," follows and group closes
featured in "Malaguena," which at- with the now. time-worn "Ea-ba-rctains symphonic proportions and is bop."
one of the program's .sfandouts. In
Hani & Browni, male and gali
decided contrast is the exciting dance team, give out with some tame
djmcing of blonde bombshell Dui- aero tapology which gels meagre
cina of the band
who shakes a palming. Bob, Merrill, personable
Wicked hip during "Say, Si, Si" and singer doubling from bandy croons

him

a big reception.

Band

specializes

The combination

smart arrangements and tricky
rhythms and sells with lots of gusto.

to

It's

order

with their clavis.
sizes up as made
for its musical
.stints.
several of his boys spice

in

who

tosses

aside

restraint

entirely

While two of the boys join her in
making "Tico, Tico" exceptionally
arresting.
.

In

;

The musicians are
"Continental"

at

before

best again
the Non-

"Somebody Else" which is distinChinky
guished by falsetto voice.
Grimes docs a .standard cooch dance
amind the usual whistles and Spider
Bruce and "Yak" Taylor are on with
blackout.
comedy
the usual

a

displaying

versatile bunch,
of in-^trumental

plenty
taking an

virtuosityj
occasional vocal in fine
style and doubling in comedy for
the novelty stuff with a pleasing im-,

,

.

of Latin-American

session
tunes.

and pop

Joan and Ernie Hayden
should go places once their tap routine

is

a

little

more

set.

look cute and the jive item

Couple
a big

is

Roy Maurice's

Christy, Ray Wetzel, Buddy Childers. Shelly Manne, Eddie Safranski,
Meribeth Old^ Keaton & Armfield;
"French Key" (Rep).

Miss Fitzgerald, who by now is
close to being America's number one
sepia song stylist, is plenty socko in

who keep busy

Comic Tod Morgan does a smart
job of pacing current Gayety parlay
which features some surefire acts.
possesses the know-how on
a punchline, and gets nice
Latinwith his material.
American tenoring of Terri La Franconi is clicko. Lad's got a fine set
of pipes and has to beg off after

Morgan

selling
results

seller.

Though a welcome change of pace,
this instrumental number was disr
appointing and drew only scattered
with
salvos.

The Arnaz part of the bill,
rnaestro's singing, dancing, comicalir
ties and intriguing music .served up
the Latin fashion, is lively and
stimulating.
The bongo, marica,

It's

velt.
The acrobatic Three Rays try
too hard and didn't 'jell at show
caught.
Timing was way off with
many of their gimmick <done for
laughs) losing effectiveness as a reFoos.

virtual frenzy. Latter, on a trumpet
solo, really gets hep and gets plenty
of palm whacks. "Mood for Coot,"
original by Williams, features

an

clarinet,

;

Chi

drawing
Band
and cheers from audience.
with eight brass, five reeds and three
rhythm give out the jive with a */ill
while a comedy bit and other acts
balance program nicely.
Orch, fronted by Williams who

muted

with

out

'

bill

blows a vigorous trumpet, is
noiisy opening with "Lets

giving

.

at this
the forte
shrieks, whistles

song-seller

;

.

(Col)

Williams orch pace the
Harlem showcase with

It

mannerisms but getting

Cootie Williams Orch (W), Ella
Fitzgeraldi Vagabonds. (4), Honi &
Merrill,'
Chinky
Brownie,
Boti
Grimes, Spider BrUce, "Yak" Taylor;

"Man Who Dared"

Away" and

"Patty
Philadelphia, Sept. 17;
the usual
John. Boles, Bob Chester Grch
over big; with Phyllis Lane, Lew Gardner;
Tommy Lyman wearily emits the Gerri Gale, Paul Winchell;
"Walls
customary baritones, and mubvcal Came Tumbling Down" (Col).
specialties are offered by Stubby
Pastor trumpeting "I Can't Get
Headed by the perennial fave;
Started With You," and Henry Ri^gs John Boles, of the flickers and
lately
drumming "King Kong."
Band from legits, and backed by the Bob
closes with "Hey-bob-a-re-bop" in Chester orch with
ventro Paul Winhigh for a wow.
chell and dancer Gerri Gale in as
'Vaude specialties are fine and offer added starters the
show
is nicely
nice contrast. Paul Winik and Edna paced frorh opening
theme' to' Boles'
Mae do their sleek terps for cus- closing spot.
tomary kudos," and Howard Nichols
Chester tees
with "Octave
draws attention with hoop juggling Jump'' strong on off
and balancing. Biggest click is Frank ment. Songstress the brass departPhyllis Lane folMarlowe, whose odd brand of com lows with "Just
the Other Day" and
edy pratfalls; frustrations and be "Hey Baba
Re
Bop."
Comely Miss
wilderment,s provide, a different port Gale,
blonde looker, begins her turn
of amusement that proves plenty
with
baUet twirl and
refreshing.
Had to beg off on -stays aon semi-Ieglt
her toes for some boogie
opener.
ballet terping.
Opening biz was pretty good conChester's
other
vocalist.
Lew
sidering a third week of film on 'oill
Gardner, on next to sing "To Each
Elie.
His Own,'' "If You Were the Only
Girl" and "Surrender." The lad has
Oriental,
slick voice and had some of the
teen-agers sighing.
Chicago, Sept. 12.
Winchell and his dummy Jerry
Eddjy Howard Orch (14) with Bob
Gapelii, Paul Regan^ 3 Rays; "Bad Mahoney click jn a well timed ventre act. Winchell gets in a couple of
Bascomb" (M-G).
neat impersonations.
Uses maestro
Eddy Howard, Chi favorite since Bob Chester for his encore sneezing
the days when he was singing with bit.
Another fast band number "Tail
Dick Jurgens orch, is featured with
his own band in current show. Orch Wind" follows featuring Phil Galgets things going with a salute to the lant on trumpet and Alan Yost on
Windy City with "Chicago," follow- sax.
ing with "Careless," Combo shows
Boles, still looking
young and
what it can really do in a fine pres- handsome as ever, introduces each
entation of a Gershwin melody. song with a bit of homey chatTrumpeter Bob Capelli does a re- ter. Included in his repertoire are
verse English on "I Want to Get a Jerome Kern medley, "It's Been a
Married," vocalizing the novelty Long, Long Time," "Desert Song"
tune with special lyrics. Guy also and "Waiting j|t the Gate for Katy."
lends good assist with his trumpet He knows what the customers want
Following and gives it to 'em. Chester and
in "Embraceable You."
the current style that a band must tooters provide solid backing for the
have a novelty number featuring acts.
more than one member of the orch,
Hou.se fairly well filled when reHoward group offers a pointless viewed (Sat. afternoon).
Shol.
number called "Fan Dance" that
proved no novelty With the aud.
I»ayety,
Three orch members come on stage
Tod Moreian, Roy Maurice, Joan &
Mdith pants rolled up and with wigs,
and go through some sehseless and Ernie Hayden, Bobbie Davis, Anlaughless maneuvers with a fan in thony & Rodgers, Bobbie Del Rio,
each hand. Howard gets good re- Terri La Franconi, Marian Miller,
turns for his vocalizing of "Blue Line (12), Len Howord Orch,

Cake,"

—

gardless.

Earle, IMiilly

warble "Hallelujah," "South

Sisters

,

Both Murray and Miss Kelly produce plenty of laughs, though some
their business together towards
the end is milked a little too finely.
Hildy 's exchanges with Murray, incidentally, reveal her as a surpris-

.singer.

its

to clinch a lasting impression at the
hot for .biz.'.
Pastor band, long popular around curtain.
Two extra act^ on the bill are
here, comes in with sharp and meaty
jive, and makes plenty of decibels -solid. Meribeth Old gets a big hand
traversing well^chosen list of current for her spectacular contortion stunts,
looking fresh and pretty through the
-.
pop.s.
Opens with "Back Home in In- screwiest fsyrations. Further laughs
diana" in a nicely tailored version are provided by Keaton & Armfield
emphasizing
the
brilliant,
well- in their standard routine in which
focused tones of the btass and set- the lady refugee from the morgue
ting up a 'receptive mood. Follpws turns into a glamour girl via a
with "Surrender, with Pastor doing modified striptease. Biz was okay
the groaning against a choral chant at second show opening day Corb.
which elicits and good.
Clooney

Wash.

of

11.

band policy with
Band gets some laughs with its
this bill, following two-week session
with John Calvert show, plus others clowning in back ot Kenton while
on stage, but still holds the film a he warble.s "St. James Infirmary."
third week, first time this has hap- "The Concerto To End All Concertos" gives all the key men a chance
pened in many sessions, and not too

,,,„

,
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RKO, Boston

promptu

effect.

.

:,.'
.

.

.
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Kenton, who switches from piano
to Iront the Ijand, is

an

alert leader

and better than average emcee who
irnpres-ses with his sincerity even

when dwelling on "artistry" as the
his
individualized
of
He labels his stuff "Artistry in
Boogie," "Arti.strv in Percussion,"
etc.. but (he hightoned pitch doesn't
bother the bobby sockers,
Orch opens with nifty version of
Softly, As In a Morning Sunrise,"
with the ba.snc rhythm beaten, on the
tympani. The basSi Eddie Safranski,
get.s a hot workout in a specialty
number, followed by a vocal turn
for the trumpeter. Buddy Childers,
who fjivcs a comed.v .slant to "Can't
Get Enough Of You" and "I Thank
Shelly
the. Lord. I'tri Not a .Tree."
Manne proves his cla-ss on the drams
in
another
specialty
and June
trademark

st.yle.

'

:

acrobatics and balancing get solid milting.
Invalid
lad's appearance on crutches after
the stint, goes over with the family
trade.
Bobbie Davis also registers
in some wild tapstering in true sepia
fa.shion, and gets the crowd with the
balancing - chairs - and - table - withteeth routine. Anthony and Rogers
do okay with an old hurley comic
stint but they still don't know when
to gef oft;
Bobbie Del Rio's accordion .sesh has got a cute novelty
twist and garners nice palm- whacking.
Marian Miller is okay in the
striptease spot.: Line gals n^ed rou:

Len Howard's showcutting

tines.
neat.

Biz okay.

.

is

Laza.

Embassy Club, N.Y., Sets
Back Reopening: Date
Reopening of the Embassy club,
N.Y-. originally slated for last week,
has been postponed until early October. Bill Miller, who retains 50%
of the spot, is angling for suitable

New

Acts

VIC PERRY
Pickpocket
15 Mins.

Bradford Hoot, Boston.
This is not, exactly the best place
in the world for Vic Perry's brand
of audience participation thievery
since there's not always an audience
on hand to participate, but it sure
demonstrates his ability to get a
situation going and build it for a
sock windup, even when the otids
are against him.
Althou.§h he's a

hypnotist,

man, magician and card

.stunt

.sharp too,

he sticks with his pickpocket routine here. During a band vamp, he
runs around the tables with a bucket
seeming not to touch the customers
at all. In this alone he differs from
Dr. Giovanni's standard act of like
calibre.
Back on the stage it turns
out he's got half a dozen walletsv
watches, papers, cigaret packages,

He calls their owners up, lines
across the stage, and works individually with each, further cleaning ojit their pockets in sight of the
audience but unobserved by the victims. It's very tricky stuff and. with
right participants, very funny.
He keeps up a running fire of fast
patter in WS British accent to further confuse the victims and builds
the act to a strong payoff by snatching a- girl's bra out of the back of
her dress. She's probably a; stooge,
for obvious reasons of audience sen.
sitivities, but the trick is still startling.
Only trouble is she runs off a
little too fast for the audience to
recognize the piece of apparel before
the G-chord ending the act. Needs
a kind of a double-take to punch the
etc.

them

.

able character work in British films.
Came to the U. S. early in the ytiar
and has played niteries and a couple
of stage shows.
Headed for Hotlywood in October, according to announcement, and is obviously ready
for

it.

Elie.

DOROTHT JABNAC
With Hope Foyc
Dance
.

10 Mins.
Cafe Society Uptown, N. Y.
Dorothy Jarnac, who dances to voaccompaniment of Hope Foye,
has a set of routines designed es.sentially for class audiences.: Her
terps are based on Negro b'ues
themes which gives Miss Jarnac a
wide range of unusual choreos. Routines plus the sultry background of
the sepian Miss Foye. give the illusion of authenticity and a high degree of interest. Miss Jarnac is ofay.
Miss Jarnac has flair for interpretation and her lithe personality plus
cal

fluid

body movements make her a

Prime bet for class cafe work, but
routines need a wider ma-ss basis
for work in vauderies.
JoHe.

PATTl SHEEN

'

Sonirs
8 Mins.

Leon

&

Patti

Eddie's, N. Y.

Sheen

a personable blonde
with nice pipes who knows her way
is

around nitery floor. Coiffe and gown
add to attractiveness.
For stint here she does trio of
numbers, teeing off with ballad, "I'm
in Love," and then for change of
pace the faster ditty, "Doing What
Comes Natur'Uy" from the musical.
"Annie Get Your Gun," which she
socks over neatly.
Encores with
"South America Take It Away" for
good response.
Mannerisms at mike could be improved, which undoubtedly will as
she goes alon«!. Gal should do okay
mintime. spots.
Bdba.
-

BOB MITCHELL
Dance
l»

mks.

La Mart'lnique, N. T.
Featuring a tap-ballet combina-

Bob Mitchell impresses as be*
ing too standard. However, his taps
are precise and have the right .=hading touches. Ballet, soins and leaps
are also good, but ordinary.
A nice-looking, youngster, Mitchell
starts on the lonshair side and then
segues into hot jive terpine as th<>
beat picks up.
It's precision stuff
but has no flash quality. Lukewarm
reception accorded him at his iWartinique opener demonstrates that
he s good as far as he goes, but that
he could go much further with bettion.

ter routines.

Slul.

Resort Nitery License

Suspended on Minor Rap

Atlantic City; Sept. 17.
City Council in SometS Point has
current at
suspended the liquor license of OrMiller's other operation, the Riviera,
satti's Casino for five days after Fred
Ft. Lee. N.J„ ha.s been set.
Orsatti entered a plea of guilty of
.sellings liquor to minors on Aug.
3.
BEOWNLEE WINDS UP IN RIO Council sot suspension to start Sept.
and continue until Sept. 27.
23
Met bari tope John Brownlee Was
Mayor Fred Chapman said the adheld over in Rio de janeiro, Brazil,
vanced
until last week.
date
of
the
suspension
This winds up his
was
"customary" in order to givp spot
Latin American concert tour.
concerned "time to fulfill present
.lane Pickens .set to open at the commitments." The Mayor said that
Copley Plaza hotel, Boston, Oct. 9, the offense was not reported to City
following run of Jean Sablon.
Council until recently.

name

'

gag over.
Perry looks and acts like the late
Laird Cregar and has had consider-

talent.

Noro

Morales band,

.

:

Wednesday,

LEGITIMATE
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Blackstone's Magic

Top Shows Do Top

Biz

on Broadway

Boflfs Pitt, for
Pittsburgh, Sept.

Septein1>eir 18,

1946

Agents Upped to $190 for Broadway,

16G
17.

Legit season, which got away to
such a good start with "Glass
Menagerie," continued on the beam
last week at Nixon when Blackstone
came into town with his ^ magic
show and took away terrif $16,000.
Figure was all the more amazing in
view of- the $2 top. Threat o£_ a
power" strike held down the opening
* Broadway showmen, through the
slcight-of-hander shot into high
(28th week) (R-1,160; $4.80). but
League of New York Theatres, have
Trucking strike, preventing the hurst
next night and stayed that way right
summer
after
aown Comeback of revue
granted the agents and managers
delivery of newsprint, hela
down the stretch, winding up with
$30,000;
over
in Rehearsal
well
minimum slumps surprising;
liberal salary increases, and while
the New York dailies to a
better than $5,000 on the closing
next
follow
to
listed
Avenue''
"Park
carried
Theatre the Assn; of Theatrical Agents
"The Fatal Weakness"
last week; only the News
to day; Saturday (14).
and
have
will
Shuberts
so
prevent
month,
show ads. But that didn't
Big advance sale for "Follow the Guild.
Managers has the privilege of 'i)utelsewhere.
"Three"
more,
spot
from.
shows
eiv
most of ,the better
which opened two-week
"Sweet- Bye and Bye"—Nat Karson. ting the offered new scale to arbi"Youi-s Is Mv Heart," Shubert (2d Girls,"
(Mon), and
than holding their own td fine
Theatre tration, it's unlikely that it will^
the gagement last night
"The Iceman Cometh"
$6). Despite
as
of,
confldeiit
Some of those in low week) (M-1,382; full
grosses.
already
week grossed managempnt is
Guild.
first
the boosts are virtually as much as
brackets slipped and are on the way weak Dress,
year here in long time.
"Loco"— Jed Harris.
sud- $27,000, good at scale; advance sale best
asked for. What remains to be setout, as expected. Ore stopped
Arthur tled is the managerial stipulation
On the factor.
"Hear That Trumpet"
denly Saturday (14), it being
REVIVALS
Hopkins.
Whitman Avenue." Two new entries
for "new blood" in ATAM, which is
(36th
Ziegfeld
Boat,"
"Show
Week are the Coast-made
"Happy Birthday" r-r- Rodgers and not subject to arbitration. Anna
this
$11,000 IN
'HEEL'
^'Gypsy Lady'! and "Hidden Hori- week) (M-1,623; $6). Judging from
Hammerstein.
Rosenberg, as mediator, suggested a
zon." One arrival maybe next week, pace revival should play into win"Present Laughter"—John C. Wil-. formula whereby that wrinkle may
apprpjcimated
September.
gross
for
beyond;
ter or
and that'll be all
son.
be ironed out, but until final settleAttendance to the new attractions $41,000.
„
,
Washington, Sept. 17.
"The Bees and The Flowers" -^r- ment of the problem the pay in"The Front Page," Royale i;id
surprisingly strong. "A Flag Is
is
Tagged a flop from its. very openr Mort Singer and John Shubert,
Born," with an approximate $35,0UU, week) (C-1,084; $4.20). First full
creases may be held up. Mrs. Rosen*
ing here, "Magnificent Heel," Brock
"Lyslstrata" (colored, revival)
-was not much under actual capacity, week's business indicates that this
berg's handling of the situation innevertheless,
production,
Pemberton
Jelin and James Light.
while the revivals, "Yours I? My one will do all right; it got $17,000.
cidentally,
brought
$11,000 for its week at Max J,
compliments
"The Bed Mill," 46th Street (46th chalked up
Heart" and "Front Page," look like
"The Unborn Child" (road)— J. J. from both factions.
National.
the
money shows.
week) (M-1,319; $4.80).. Figures to
unprece- Levcnthal and Frank McCoy,
almost
an
drew
Show
ATAM-ers are to get approxiplay to Thanksgiving at least and
Estimates for Last Week
chorus, of pans from the
dented
mately
takmore
coin.
18%%
holidays;
Press
maybe the midyear
local drama desks. At that, the day
<'A Flaf Is Born," Alvin (2d week) ings improved to over $29,000.
agents' minimum on Broadway will
was partially saved by the drawing
$4.80). Propaganda play
(D-1,331;
be $190 weekly as against $165. On
power of show's stars, Peggy Woods
getting real coin and may move to
the road they will get at least $210,
and Bert Lytell, plus the persistent
another house before exiting;, tak:or $45 over the; present rate. Comword-of'-mojith rumor that authoress
ings approached $35,000 first full
Constance O'Hara had a certain
pany managers will receive $133 in
week.
prominent national columnist in
«'Anna Xucasta," Mansfield (108th
New York, a boost from $110. Oh
name
tUe
wrote
last
she
when
Slipped
mind
$3.60).
week) (D-U041;
tour the scale will be $166 for
Girls'
part. •
•week to $11,500, Okay, after going,
musicals. Union asked for $200 in
National has three pre-Broadway
down under $7,500 a week or two
N. Y. and $250 out of town for
Philadelphia, Sept. 17.
tryouts skedded for the next three
during the summer; may stay until
'The
dramas.
Freedley's
Some advance men are
Vinton
weeks.
Christmas.
Although there is still considernow on the job at salaries topping
Temporary Mrs. Smith," .starring
"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial
Chicago. Sept. 17.
crix
of
part
on
the
squawking
able
featuring
Althe latter figure.
(18th week) (M-1,427; $6^60).
"Oklahoma" and "Lute Song" Francine Larrimore and
(16)
Monday
caliber
about
opened
columnists
and stage
ways a couple of hundred bucks opened at the Erlanger and Stude Mischa Auer,
Up'
On
"Come
West's
number
v
on
night,
Mae
over $45,000, depending
(16),
of current season's opening attracbaker, respectively, Monday
of standees; standout musical ear bringing to six the number of plays bows in the following week (23); tions— with more revivals and re- 'Norway'
Big
trant last season should span new currently in town. All look like with Clifton Webb, in Noel Cow- turn engagements than new shows
due on
season.
longtermers with grosses and ad- ard's "Present Laughter"
,
„
skedded there can be no kick on
At Boston Opening;
"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (33d vances very good. "Bloomer Girl" the 30th.
biz in Philly's four regular legit
week) (C-993; $4.80). Road show heads the list with a husky $42,300.
in first two weeks
shown
houses
as
company opens this week; $21,000, "Harvey'' is in second place with a
1946-47 season.

Despite Dropped

$210 for Road; Mgrs. Increased

Ads Via Truck Strike;

$133 and $166-200 in

TIag'Wham35a'Heart'2IG,'Page'17G

Shows

ATAM

To

Pacts

—

—

—

.

FAIR

WASHINGTON TRYOUT

.

—

.

PhiUy Takes Hot,

'Bloomer' $4230.

'Follow

31G

in Chi

'Union'

23G

—

,

capacity.

capacity $24,300 and a heavy ad"Call Me Mister," National (22d vance of
"Dream, Girl"
$56,000.
Week) (R-1,142; $6). Holds to capaci- catching on. doing a neat $18,000 for
ty plus, and weekly takings are its first full week.
close to $33,000 every week; fine for
"State of the Union" slipped a bit
new managers, Melvyn Douglas and
going
again last week but still
Herman Levin.
healthy $22,000. r
"Carousel," Majestic (74th week) strong with a

'Obsession' Nice 12G

of

Current Road Shows

Last week's easy leader was "Follow the Girls" wnioh beat the first

(Period Couering Sept. 16-28)
McCarter,
Amer. Kep. Co.
Princeton (20-21); Shubert, Philly.

—

of its return to the Forrest
after that theatre's fire in July, by
a sound margin to register a resounding $31,000 in its farewell week
in Philly. Gertrude Niesen musical
played five weeks here in all and
except for forced interruption might
have swung through the hot weeks.
It didn't have a losing stanza;

week

Boston, Sept.

17.

"Song of Norway" at the Opera
House and "Obsession" at the Col-

stepped into the bestseller
brackets from the tceoff here last
(23-28).
.„
week to keep the new season in high
Shubert, PhiUy
"Bat Negre"
gear. "Barnaby and Mr. O'Mallev"
(23Haven
New
Shubert,
(16-21);
Was overestimated
(M-1,667; $6).
Estimate's tor Last Week
will be added to the list toinorro'w
25); Met., Providence (26); Lyric,
but count of more than $43,000 last
(3rd
night (18) at the Wilbur.
"Bloomer Girl," Shubert
(27-28).
week is really something for musical week) (2,163; $4.80). Slight drop but Bridgeport
Prospects continue to pour in to
"Blackouts of 1946"—El Capitan,
playing nearly a year and a half.
make the li-st strongest in years.still very good $42,300.
Hollywood (16-28).
"Deep Are the Roots," Fulton
Management of "The Voice of the "Duchess of Malfi" is next at the
Royal Alexandra,
"Blackstone"
"Dream Girl," Selwyn (2nd week)
<41st week) (D-968; $3.60). Around
with
the
Turtle"
was
plenty
tickled
Shubert on Sept. 23, with "Park
First full week of this Toronto (16-28).
$10^000 last Week, a drop but still (1.000; $4.20).
pulled
second
week
in
the
$19,500
Chi.
Avenue"
Shubert,
same night at the Colonial;
"Bloomer Girl"
some profitable; new Lillian Hell- Show grossed $18,000.
fov this John Van Druten comedy "Born Yesterday," Wilbur Sept. 30;
week) (16-28).
(5th
Harris
man play due here during autumn.
Harvey;"
"Born Yesterday"—Lyric, B'port at the Locust. Rave notices plus all- "Happy Birthday," Shubert Oct. 3;
Girl/'
(31st (1,000; $4.20). Turning them
away
Coronet
"Dream
(20-21); Bushnell, Hartford (23-25); out favorable word-of-mouth has al- American Repertory Theatre, Colonweek) (CD-1,037; $4.20). Went to with a capacity $24,300.
ready overcome absence of marquee ial Oct. 7; "Present Laughter," Ply(26-28 ).
Haven
New
Shubert,
that
play
for
excellent
$19,500;
"State of the Union," Blackstone
"Carmen Jones"— Capitol, Quebec name and show can virtually name mouth, Oct. 14: Moss Hart's "World
dropped under $10,000 before laying (20th week) (l,3fi0; $4.20). Down a
(20-21); His .Majesty's, Mont'l (23- its own ticket for length of stay, of
Christopher Blake." Plymouth
off.
bit again but still strong $22,000.
but it's understood that engagement Oct. 28; "Toplit.sky," Shubert, Oct.
28).'
"Gypsy Lady," Century (D-1,670;
"Come on Up"-T-Shubert, Bost. will be limited to eight weeks be- 30; "Fatal Weakness," Colonial Nov.
$4.80). Presented by Edwin Lester;
cause of backlog of tryoUts in Octo- 4; and "YearJ, Ago," Copley, Nov. 11.
(16-21); Nat'l, Wash. (23-28).
Herbert
five
Victor
score from
ber
and
November.
Phila.
(16-21);
"Cordelia"—
Forest,
Estimates tor Last Week
operettas; book by Henry Myers;
$52,000
Capitol, Wilkes Barre (23); Aud.,
"Bal Negre," season's first pream,
"Come On Up," Shubert (1,500;
lyrics by Robert Wright and George
Lyric,
Allentown drew good notices from all four $3.60). Second week very nice estiScranton
(24);
Forrest; well regarded on Coast;
(25); Rajah, Reading (26); Baste, flMt-line crix, with a couple of raves mated $17,000, picking up a little
opened last night (17).
Harrisburg (27); Aud., Trenton (28). included.
This
very
specialized following exodus of Veterans of For"Hidden Horizen,". Plymouth (DCarlo
Monte
Russe
de
Ballet
"Cyrano De Bergerae"-^ass, De- dance revue entertainment offered eign Wars. Third week current and
1,063; $4.20). Presented by the Shuflnalled an 11-day booking at the
by Katherine Dunham had its open- final.
berts
and Albert de Courville; N. Y. City Center on Sunday (15) troit (16-28).
"Dear Euth"
Plymouth. Bost. ing postponed from Thursday to
"Dear Kuth," Plymouth (1,300; $3).
adapted by Agatha Christie from with a quoteii gross of about $52,000,
Friday, but reported about $7,000 Remained at nice level on fourth
her novel of same title; opens to- last week's takings being slightly (16-28).
"Dream Girl"— Selwyn, Chi. (16- in three performances given at week with excellent
morrow (19).
$11,000, better
more than $34,000. Elated with the 28).
Shubert.
than last. Fifth week current;
"Harvey,'^ 48th .Street (98th weeiv)
high gross, the Monte Carloites
"Follow
the
Girls"—
Nixon,
PittsEven "Tobacco Road" which was
(C-925; $4.20). Bettering $19,000, ca- started off on tour, content to let
"Obsession," Colonial (1,500; $3).
none too hot in its first session at Strong personal draw for Rathbone
pacity for laugh show that will cele- two other major ballet outflts fight burgh (16-28).
"Harvey"— Harris, Chi. (16-28).
the
Walnut
upped
and
brate two-year run next month.
to
$10,500
in
its
Leontoviteh,
plus
excellent noit
out day-and-date on Broadway
"Hasty Heart"— Geary, Frisco (16- second and final week and there
"Icetime," Center (13th week) (R- late this month.
was tices, plus post-Labor-Day theatre
'28).
nothing to complain about there.
impetus, added up to a strong esti2,994; $2.40). Pace of Skating revue
Remember Mama"—Krlanger,
"I
Col. De Basile's Ballet Russe opens
has even surprised its presenters,
mated $12,000 on first week. Second
Last
night's
(16)
only
open.ng
house
opera
Buff.
(26-28).
running way ahead of predecessors; at the Metropolitan
and final current.
"Lady Windermere's Fan" Cur- was "Cordelia" with ZaSu Pitts
down from high mark of Labor Day Sept. 29, being dated there until Oct.a ran,
"Song of Norway," Opera House
Frisco (16-21); Biltmore, L. A. which came in to the Forrest for a
23, and the Ballet Theatre starts
week but nearlv $46,000; great.
single week.
Walnut is dark this (3.200: $3.60). Opened strong with
(23-28)
"Life With Father," Bijou (354th five-week engagement at the Broad"Life With Father"— Hartman, Co- week with "Bal Negre" and "Turtle" estimated $23,000, and growing. Seats
week) (C-614; $3.60). Went up a bit way theatre the following evening.
Next Monday, the are on -sale through Oct. 5 with
night at the Met will be lumbus (19-21); English, Ind'napls. as hold-overs.
to around $10,000, and run leader Opening
plenty
American
Repertory theatre offers
of takers. Show got good
(23-28).
$9 top.
makes some money at that level.
"Lute Sons"
Studebaker, Chi. "Henry VIII" at the Shubert and though somewhat patronizing no"Maid in the Ozarks," Belasco (9th
then on Friday will switch tc tices. The Opera House has had con(16-28).
week) (C-1,077: .$3.60). Will tour afsiderable work done on it during
"Mary Had a Llttle"-^American, Barrie's "What Every
In
ter another week; freak play mak- 'Jones' Torrid
Latter revival is a local the summer with entirely new seats,
St.
Louis (16-21); Davidson, Mil- Knows."
ina eoodly nroflt but there's more
preem. Also bowing in next Mon- (and a few more of them) and awaukee (22-25).
at
4
coiii for it on the outside; eased to
"Mr. Peebles and Mr. Hooker"— day are "'The Student Prince," al bigger pit through the removal of
$9,000: colored cast "Lysistrata" folNew Haven, Sept. 17.
Playhouse, Wilmington (20-2J); Wal- the Forrest for three weeks, and the stage apron.
"Carmen Jones" hit town last nut St., Philly
lows.
"Mr. Peebles and Mr, Hooker'' at the
(23-28).
"O Mistress Mine," Empire (25th weekend (12-14) as the Shubert's
Walnut for either one or two.
"Obsession"—Colonial,
week) (CD-1,082; $4.80). One of the new season third attraction in point, 21); Hanna, Cleve. (23-28).Bost. (16Mae West's "Come On Up" is listed 'PARK'
bie four in agency ticket demand, of numbers and first in point of b.o.
"Oklahoma"—Erlanger, Chi. (16- for the Walnut October 7 and Max
others being "State of Union," "An- At $4.20 top on four shows. SRO 28).
Gordon's- "Park Avenue" comes to
nie" and "Born Yesterday"; $24,500 boosted the take to a torrid esti"Park Avenue"
Shubert, New the Shubert on the same date— both
quoted.
mated $15,000;
Haven (19-21); Colonial, Bost. (23- for two week stays. On the 14tn,
Los Angeles, Sept. 17.
"Oklahoma," St. James
(186th
House has lined up a solid sched- 28).
"Sweet Bye and Bye," another
^Quintet of attractions pulled in
week) (M-1,509; $4.80). Musical won- ule into mid-November, with sever"Present Laugrhter"
Playhouse, tuner-try-out is skedded at the For- nifty coin last week, warm weather
der's gross last week; was not much al premieres on the list. Current is Wilmington
rest, and "Blossom Time" comes to keeping the two freshair offerings in
(26-28).
under S31.000; nothing ever dents break-in of "Park Avenue" for last
"Sons ol Nor-way ">^Opera House; the Shubert on the 21st. "Song of the ehips.
the capacity-plus pace.
Norway" (Forrest, Oct. 28) and
half (19-21). Next week splits, with Bost. (16-28).
Initial stanza of Mike Todd's "Up
"On Whitman Avenue," Cort. (19th "Bal Negre" (Katherine Dunham)
State of (The Union" Biltmore, "Ballet theatre (Shubert, Nov. 4) are In Central Park,"
got plenty of
Week) (D-1,062; $3,60). Taken off in for first half (23-25), followed by L. A. (16-21); Curran, Frisco (23-28) other official bookings, with Walnut boost from tepid nights to clip ofl!
Saturday after a surprising
19 "Born Yesterday" for three days
State, of the Union' -Blackstone, and Locust still to be announced for a sweet $104,000, well in the black.
-weeks; modest grosser didn't win its (26-28). October opens with Elisa
late October and earl.v November,
Chi. (16-28).
Half-price tickets featured
radio
investment back.
beth Bergner in "Duchegs of Malfi"
"Temporary
plugs
Mrs.
for
Smith"—Na"Park."
Management
"State of the ITnion," Hudson in a four-day stand (2-5).
claimed the show could gross $200,tional, Washington, D. C.
(16-21 )•
(44th week) (CD-1,057; '$4.80). Still
000 weekly, if selling out in the 22,Sunday
band-vaude,
folio-wing an Ford's, BaltO. (23-28).
gets all house will hold, with tak"The Duchess ol MalH"— Metro- 'Lady Windermere'
OOO seat Hollywood Bowl, so the fir.st
okay Tony Pastor session on Sept.
ings close to $25,000; that figure pospolitan,
Providence
week approximated slightly over
(20-21);
Ply8, nicks up again with Ella Fitzgerjsible because of standees.
mouth, Bost. (23-28).
Strong 27G, Frisco 50% of capacity.
"Swan Song," Booth (18th week) ald (22).
"The Glass Mcnagerie"-^English,
At the Greek: theatre, "East, Wind"
(CD-712; $4.20). There will doubtSan Francisco, Sept. 17.
Indianapolis (19-21); American, St.
came from behind bad press noless be another attraction in this
"Lady Windermere's Fan," now in tices to grab $31,000 and close two
Louis (23-28).
'Father' llG, Toronto
spot next month; has been sticking
"Tobacco Road"--Erlanger, Buffalo its third week at the Curran as the weeks with $60,500 in the poke,
around a long time but the original
Toronto, Sept; 17.
(19-21); Shubert, Lafayette, Det. (23- last in the Theatre Guild's series,
El Capitan resumM its normal
red is still that way. in fact more so,
still holding' up well in its sixth
starring Cornelia Otis Skinner and gross figure of $17,000 for the 221.st
28).
"The Voice of the Turtle," Moroso annual Toronto visit, "Life With
"Up in Central Park' H'wood Henry Daniell, turned in a strong frame of Ken Murray's "Blackouts,
(128th week) (0-939; $3.60). Just a Father," with Edwin Maxwell and Bowl, H'wood (23-28).
$27,000 for its Second week.
of 1940," "State of the Union" relast
bit off
week, when count ap- Betty Alden, grossed a very satis"Voice of the Turtle"— Locust,
"Hasty Heart,"
starring Erin peated fair $19,000 for the fourth
proximated $14,000: fine considering factory $11,200 at the Royal Alex- Philly (16-28).
O'Brien-Moore and Dean Harrens, inning at the Biltmore. Musarts
Ipneth Of sta.y. and au'ite profitable. andra, with 1,525-seater scaled at
"Voice of the Turtle"— Cox, Cin- now in its third week at the Geary, sepia version of "The Bat" caught
1'Threc,. to -Mak« .Ready,'? Broad* $2.50 top.
cinnati (IS^^Sh
did fair, $ll^Pp l0$t week.
,
n
$1,700 in four. days,
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Ad Man
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'
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f^KIETY

D
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'Menagerie' to Tee Off

X

of

2
'Biggest' K.C.

Shows

for Every

B way

51

Theatre;

Season

Kansas

Sez Shuberts Force Agency Tie-in
filed with anthe Department
of Justice against the Shuberts and
Operating Corp. by
their Select

Complaint has been

ti-trust division of

theatrical

Strohl,

Clifford

Kiepiira-Eggerth

To

advertis-

man, oil the grounds that the
managers are alleged to be indulging in illegal practices by forcing independent bowmen to use the
Blpine Thompson agency when placing show. ;<iopy in the dailies and
.

;

Back
Widow'

L.A. With

Los Angeles, Sept. 17.
Jan Kiepura and Marta Eggerth
will open here at the Philharmonic
Auditorium Sept. 24 in "The Merry
Widow," with Eugene Haskell as

ing

producer.
other media. Shuberts have favored
Operetta,
With practically the
Blaine Thompson for years and it's same cast that played here two
indicated that they have tin inter- years ago, will play split weeks at
est in that offlctf.
Philharmonic and tour the neighStrohl was engaged to place ads. boring towns.
for the Ballet theatre, which opens
(Shubert-opBroadway
the
Bt
eiated), N. Y., late tKis month, but

biggest
ings with "The Glass Menagerie,"
starring Pauline Lord, in a three-day
stand beginning Sept. 29 in the
Music Hall. This is the first of five
shows to be brought in for Theater
•Guild-American
TTheatne
Society
members; who get a 10% cut on regular ticket prices.

he had handled
copy for a couple rf weeks, Lucia
Chase and Oliver Smith of the ballet
outfit were informed that the con-

Basis;

Set Hefty Schedule
Toronto, Sept.

With

17.

the

,

,

I

.

|

j

Ballet Theatre, joined Strohl in the
complaint to the anti-trust division,
Fields is also press man for the
Playwrights Co., which often plays
Shubert houses, but the ad stipula
tion- does not appear in that office's
booking contracts.

ord in the 39-year history of the

1

Following a successful 13-week
session of ".<!ummer theatre/' high
lighted by the teeoff here of Tallulah Bankhead and Donald Cook in
"Private Lives," later back for a

I

j

claimed to
Shubert stipulation
be a tie-in practice that has plagued
producers and press agents for

turnaway

and Jose
feryer for a fortnight in "Richard
III." the Toronto playhouse quietly,
without a break, slipped into the
regular legit season with the Theatre

is

1

same

the

and

it's

attend-

Canada; and something of a record
outside of the bigger U. S. centres.
With only
a five-week gap to be
.
_
„
,
^
,
,Tan -Feb., Rawley has a ""ed
ready booked an even score of at
tractions that will take him up to the

m

!

A

formances

and

mark
number of

of 1943, for
presentations,

,

bettered

that

confidently

he's

."icason,

31,579.

Receipts are estimated at slightly
mqre than $500,000 but the margin
of profit was extremely small due
to the upped costs all along the

,

end of May, 1947, With only five
weeks open, and this so early in the

the prethe same

by

February, and

These bookings head the list of 25
road companies which 'already are
skedded to play town this season,
amounting to virtually a legit per
week. Jimmy Nixon, of the A & N
bookings,
particularly
for
probably
May,
would run the total up to 30 presentations, the largest list ever here.

The Theatre Guild-American Theatre Society group had 2,600 members last year. Plan was to increa.se

membership

year to 3,000, but
early date on "Menagerie" cuts down
campaign and enrollment expected
to about equal that: of last season.
Playgoers League, which supports
local bookings^ has a 3,000 member-

the

this

predicting

Royal Alexandra will be

Arch
brother,

Selwyn.

who

the

"Edgar

late

his
with
Selwyn,

adjacent to Beverly Hills.
Strip,
Hou.se will be financed by Louis
Lurie, San Francisco magnate now
in New York for the Century premiere last night (17) of ';Gypsy

Idea is to operate it along
subscription lines, and many professionals have offered to buy in.
Selwyn has already been promised
regular road attractions from the

,

.

GRASSROOTS

holiday season, are '"Voice of the
"Lute Song," a return of
"Carmen Jone.s," "Call Me Mister,"
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo. "State
of the Union," "Oklahoma!'.' and

Turtle,"

17;

too

is

hidebound fis its theatre ideas and
that producers are too much con- Donald Wolfll's Shakespearian comcerned in following certain styles pany from England, first time a Britand in thinking about what the crit- ish troupe has played Canada since
1939.
ics will say, Arthur Sircom, director of the Cape Playhouse, Dennis,
Mass., and Broadway director for AdvanCC-Sale Plan
|

j

I

j

;

nany

here to direct a new
Minneapolis civic theatre group, told
reporters here that renaissance of
the American theatre must .stem
years,

from the
groups;

;

|

j

i

"•grass roots" of good' civie;,
t

.

i

Sircom points

W

W«.»lrc.
OrRts

WaH
W tMI

PIai'o
in AjieV
C.

Cleveland, Sept. 17.
Advance reserved-seat ticket plan,
inaugurated by Milt Rrantz of the
Hanna as a special courtesy for its
regular patrons, has turned out to

to such examples
of the most profitable stunts
as the
Pasadena Playhouse, the Cleveland ^^^r .staged by this towns sole legit
Playhouse, the Chapel Hill (R C.)
For us hr.^l 15 adraclions, Aranlz
Playmakers and the various sum-!
.al'eady has approx
mer groups in New England as "the
'""^i
hope of a rebirth of the American '"^^t-^'V $5,000 m cash advance or
ders for each show. Befdre the sea^
theatre."
.son is ope (led Sept.. 23 by Basil Sath*,
bone and Eugenie LeontoVich iiJ'"Obsession." he claims the sidyafjcei,

of

i

community theatre groups

.

I

i

.

'

,

i

j

I

Seek Bobby Clark For

in the profits after building costs are

amortized.
High road grosses of "Mary Had
a. Little" have proved a windfall for
Selwyn. Play is an old French farce
which he owned but never intended
to present.
He turned the script
over to Al Rosen for 2'/^% of the
regular
royalties
the
gross,
to
Seladapters also being payable.

wyn was skeptical even
"Mary" drew real money

of incomers.

San

Francisco, and after going there to
it over was mystified at the
business,
grosjs
for
five
weeks
totalling $75,000.
When the show,

look

headed by

Edmund Lowe and Mary

Brian, got $19,700 in Detroit, he still
couldn't figure out how come.
He thinks that "Mary" would be
kicked around
if
presented
on
Broadway, but if he's wrong Selwyn won't be sore. Showman has
recovered from a heart condition
but turned doWn an offer to handle
a new production outfit on Broadway .upon the advice of his phy.sician.:
/

at-

Negotiations

are

under way

between Paula Stone, producer

of

the forthcoming revival of Victor
Herbert's "Sweethearts," and Bobby
Clark whereby the comic will be
assigned the lead.

Under the Hanna's ticket plan,
Schwartz Casts 'Dnieper'
which is not related to its "Theatre
Maurice Schwartz's "The Song ol
patroris
are
subscriptions,
Guild
guaranteed the same prefeflred-lOGa- the Dnieper" has added Menachim
tion seats two weeks in aiyaihce ol Rubin, Mark Schweid; Ola Slivko,
Misha Fishzon,
every new Broadway sho* bojftked. Jacob Rechtzeif,
Gimmick is that long-term; .ducat Abraham Arco and J. KadLson. Yidbuyer ha.s to put up double ;th€ dish language folk play, dramatiz.nprice of his initial tickets for serv- tion of Zalman Shneour's bpok of
with initial deposit being held the .same name, opens Oct. 21 at the
ic£
Art Theatre, U. Y.,' 'V^ith,
in escrow find returnfed in* form, of Yiddish
Schwartz starred.
Hickpt.* for season's final show,
:

who

has

the

it

troupe,

'

;

when a remanager was

limit

of

starting

$10,000

Sept.

up Broadway as
autumn progresses: "The Iceman
Cometh" (Beck), "The Bees and
The Flowers" (Cort, which al.=o is
supposed to get "Lady Windermere's
Fan"), "Hear That Trumpet" (Playhouse), "Cyrano De Bergerac" (Alvin), "Mr. Peebles and Mr; Hooker",
(Music Box), "Lysistrata" (Belasco),
"The Duchess of Malfi" (Barrymore), "Loco" (Biltmore), "Park
Avenue"
(Broadhurst).
"Present
Laughter" (Plymouth ), "Henry III."
"What Every Woman Knows" and
"John Gabriel Bjorkman" (latter trio
all at International), "Joan of Lorraine"
(2d
booking
for
Alvin,
"Painted Grapes" (Talluiah Bankhead ), "Land's End," "Birth of Addie
Bemis."
Also, "Playboy of The Western
World," "Happy Birthday," "Curiosity," "Galileo,"
"Come on Up,"
"The Fatal Weakness," "The Temporary
Mrs.
Smith,"
"Cordelia."
"Naughty Naught," "Sweet Bye and
Bye," "Finian's Rainbow," "World
of Christopher Blake," all supposed
to premiere by the end of November.
Others due this side of New Year's
fing that

1.

limit, but he refused to do so, although such an operation would
have left a profit anyhow. Manager

he did not care to snatu the
colored-cast "Lysistrata" due at the
said

Bela-sco next

month.

Pfeiffer pulled a

number

of

days, all being subsequently dropped.
Show attracted plenty of attention
despite the advertising in the dailies
being confined to the News, Mirror
and Journal-American. One of the
extra-space stunts last week was an
announcement that "the most beautiful American Indian maiden of all
.

time"

debutting
in
"Maid."
Pfeiffer admitted that the girl has
about 8 >4% Redskin blood in her
veins,
Her name was given as
"Princess Manoa."

the

Belasco,

were turned

slips

being that

were not

efficiently

such

tickets
spotted.

comers
debuts

.

back their Broadway
the mid year.
Those Advance Sales

will set
pa.st

Broadway

BROADWAY BERTHS
Plan to switch "A Flag Is Born"
the Adelphi after its four-week
at

the

Alvin,

N.

see at

least

five

Conservative estimates are that the

Y..

play will have an advance of $250.if not more, before Oct; 9, the
opening night. Others now rated to
premiere with $100,000 f n the advance
till are "Joan of Lorraine"
(Ingrid
Bergman), "The Fatal Weakness
(Ina Claire), "Moon For The Misbegotten" (James Dunn), and "The
Duchess of; Malfi" (Elisabeth Berg-

has been

set. Sponsors o£ the Palespropaganda play believe it
should have a longer stay in the
metropolis becau.se of the tremendous interest excited by "Flag,"
When "Flag" moves to the Adelphi, Luther Ad ler will take over the'
male lead now being played by Paul
Muni, Adler staged the Ben Hecht
drama. The Miller was among other

will

shows opening with enormous advance sales. Topping that group
should
be "Iceman," the Eugene
O'Neill drama, for which there are
now 5,000 unopened mail orders because tickets have not been printed.

'RAG' WILL SWITCH

to

'

'

in at

indications

fill

Can

In Chicago; at the Great North'
ern, where "Maid" stayed for over
a yeaf, business depended upon twofor-ones.
Similar distribution was
made, in the metropolitan area, but

few bargain

will

include "If The Shoe Fits," "Heaven
Wait," "Look, Ma, I'm Dancing."
"Street Scene," "Fourth Little Show,"
"Sweethearts," "Toplitsky of Notre
Dame," "Beggar's Opera,'' "The Big
Two," "The Belle of New York,"
"Years Ago" and at least three ;asyet untitled shows. As earlier indicated, 14 or 15 present attractions
will hold over, leaving slightly more
than a score of* houses for at least
double that number of fresh attractions, so it is likely that some new-

was

;

.

plenty more productions than avail-able houses. New shows in the of-

Pfeiffer says that the profit at the
has averaged close to $2,400
weekly; since jt is a low-cost attracbut claims it can net 5Gs
per
week on the road.
Deal
with the Bela.sco calls for a stop

000,

tine

ner).
"Iceman" will be $5.40 top ($4. .50'
con.sidered lor "Flag'' after I'plus tax), highest scale for a .straight
limited Alvin date but John play in a generation. There will l>e
Golden booked that theatre for his six performances weekly, matinees
being out because the curtain will
"It's A: Man's World,", immediately
after "The Magnificent Heel" can- ring up at 5:30 (O'Neill could not
condense the script to a three-hour
V
celled- cut.
length) with a dinner }ntermi.ssion
I

houses

the

I

I

.

Timberg Authors Comedy

an hour later.
It
is
proposed to
have a $12 top for the opening
night of the colored "Ly.sistrata." but
the scale thereafter will be $4.80.
.

Three-act comedy ba.sed on the
activities of an Hungarian family,
written by Herman Timberg, vet
vaudevinian, and Ben Levintoh is
planned for Broadway thi.s fall by
Joe Summers. Titled "Knickerhock'

.

_EI<i:BLo.idwav.

-

The theatre situation is akm to
that in London, where there, too, are

will

through Consoli-

tion,

!

Rehearsals start in a few wee1(s
and show is skedded to open in
Chicago sometims
Novennben

:

Of B'w^y Hillbillies soughtj the union submitted a :iist
"Maid In The Ozarks" will call it of more than 90; names, indicatihg
an engagement Sept. 28, when it will there is retarded production to evade
because of the
had
have
a surprising ll-week en- booking pincers
theatre paucity. There are probably
gagement at the Belasco, N. Y. Ad- more agents
and managers still not
mittedly a turkey, but a money- under
contract, tor some won't, go;
maker, "Maid" will take to the road to the road if they can help it.
N. Y. Like London
again and, Jules PfeiHer, young Chi-

tractions.

'Sweethearts' Revival

:'

Recently,

company

placement

when engagement
in

,

orders will total $90,000 for these

Road

to Hit the

Again After llWks.

'

i

PITCH FOR THE LEGIT

laid'

in

floor.

mak-

play that's

.

stunts
which he has an interest.
to publicize "Maid," namely "milkThe Selwyn theatre will cost man" and
"milkmaid" matinees, also
around $500,000 and will have a caa midnight performance on Saturthe
lower
pacity of 950, mostly on

Lady",

a

them.
Early in the summer it was known
that the season would be late and,
despite the influx listed for midautUmn, there are quite a number of
showmen ducking the first real fliijht

was formerly among the most suc- Takings dipped to $9,000 last week,
notice to withdraw being served.
Pfeiffer was advised to buy tickets
so that the gross would top tjie stop

cessful Broadway producers (he has
been living in Hollywood for some
years), is going back in show busiHe will manage a
ness out there.
new legit theatre to be built on the

,

New York

'

fiela.sco

Head LA. Theatre

.

Declaring that

17.

Drama is the first of a series of
four to be put on by a group of
film .and legit thesps in the playhouse on Hollywood blvd.

cagoan,

booked solid for the 1946-47 season. United Booking Office, which would
Immediate dates, after "Merry give the community two ace legiters.
Windsor,"
are
"Life
Wives
of
As the Biltmore is located in downWith Father," Sept. 9; Blackstons
'line.'' ',town Los Angeles, it is not expected
in for the weeks of Sept. 16 and 23;
"The Merry Widow" proved to be Jose Ferrer back in "Cyrano de Ber- that' two. hou.ses would oppose each
the strongest draw, 75,635 payees at- gerac." Sept. 30; "Tobacco Ro'ad," other.
New house is expected to operate
tending the seven presentations. All Oct. 7; Walter Huston in "Apple of
pieces, except "The Great Waltz," His Eye," Oct. 14; Jooss Ballet, Oct. on a 52-week basis, and four months
which ran for 14 nights, weire limi- 21; Maurice Evans in "Hamlet," Oct. during the year would be devoted
new plays.
That would make
ted to one-week stands.
28; Gilbert
& Sullivan repertory, to
the new house a showcase, in which
Nov. 4; a new play, "Family Affair,"
the studios have evinced considerNov. 11; "Student Prince." Nov. 18.
able interest, and it is virtually' sure
Other pencilled-in attractions, with
SIRCOM'S
there would be little casting
"Up in Central Park" for the Xmas that
Selwyn is to participate
trouble.
Minneapolis, Sept.

Los Angeles, Sept,

.

Keenan Wynn and Tamara Geva
will be joined by Lionel Stander as
a co-star in "20th Century,'' to be
staged at El Patio theatre here for
two weeks, opening Oct. 1.

dated Radio Artists, an independent
booking outfit.

Arch Selwyn To

with

-

continue to date

j

.

Coast '20th Century'

ship.,

'

,

Statider In

.

of

also something in' indicating interest in the legitimate theatre in

17.

ance' records were hung Up during
the 29th sea.son of the Municipal
Theatre Assn., concluded recently
in the al fresco playhouse in Forest
Park.
total of 866,963 payees at
tended 86 of the 88 skedded per-

vious

(current)

playgoers apparently never realizing the "regular season" price bite,
judging
from boxoffice receipts.
While the 52 consecutive weeks is
a record for the Toronto legit house,

Upped Costs Cut Net
receipts

week,

"The Merry Wives of Windsor."
This comes in at $3 top, which
was the summer^tariff for "Desert
Song" and other Rawley productions
during the hot and holiday season,

500G on Season But

New

repeat

production

Guild's

Loo AI Fresco Over

St. Louis, Sept.

December, January,
April.

.

thing happened to his office on other
occasions, so he decided to test the
legality of the Shubert method.

St.

1,-

52i)-seater.

i

;

that

Showman

money on' Broadway, though a
moderate gros.ser, sought anotheif
house and queried the Shuberts, He
was. told that every one of their
theatres had been booked; in fact, 40
new shows are angling for. aroUnd
half that many bouses on the Shubert string. That gives some indication as to the supply and demand of
legit
the
headache
theatres and
faced by producers who are going
ahead with new shows and taking a
chance that the natural .flop perr
centage will open up' the line for
ing

Wynn, Geva,

A

office, said that additional

unprecedented threeElias Weiristock, were requested by v('eek revivial run here of "The i)esthe show's management not to dis
ert Song,'' starring Lucille Manners,
lurb the advertising setup, but they Eniest Rawley has segued a corninsisted that the account be switched
Labor Day to Labor Day cycle
from Strohl.
of .^2 consecutive week.'i at the Royal
This is a non-dark recBill Fields, who is press agenting Alexandra.

Strohl says

For Mgrs.; Await Flops as Wedge

,

On 52-Week

tract for the Broadway stipulated
that Blaiiie Thompson handle all ad
copy- Lefe Shubert and his booker,

years.

Booking Problem Unsettles Jobs

The Guild schedule

as booked "by
&. N Presentations, also includes
Erin O'Brien Moore in "The Hasty
Heart," Louis Calhern in "The Magnicent Yankee," Walter. Huston in
"Apple of His Eye," and one yet to
be booked. Exact dates for these
have not been set, but they will hit

Toronto's Alexandra

the. troupe's

jifter

Town

City, Sept. 17.
tees oft on what will be its
season of road legit show-

er's

Children."

William Calvert has been signed
for the leading role, thtit df a prize
lighter.

'Jones' for Montreal

Montreal, Sept..

17.

"Carmen .Tones" set for week's
run, with
two matinees at His
Majesty's opening Sept. 23, to be
followed by Blackstone also lined up
for a' wecU'*''engaieitiei*t' with' t<vo
matinees. Ton for "r.irm»n" k ii!4«4

WtMliiesday,
aspii'ins t lospuuis. is
lra<losppctacle.'
intlu-olliii!;
a 11
luniinm)
Ulv tntont and
mafUcd by hi^..
^.
llucharm, li'errer'a delineation ot
role shoiiUl catapult, hini

—

I

Town

Plays Out of

.

,

,

,.

,

,

Inside Stuff-^Legit
Mike Todd out himself large hunks

of publleity on the Coast
Central Park" and presenting ii in the mammoth Hollywood Bowl. Four metropolitan dailies in Lo.s Angeles whooped it up,
participating in the gross, which goes to their charity funds. Slice going to the funds is variously reported at from. 10'',. to 25%, and the paper.5
are reliably reported being guaranteed a minimum of $25,000, as against
That, plus the Bowl's IZVi'",), nvakes it necessary for
percentage.
(lie
Park," ill its curiously revised form, to draw big attendance if the 22nighl date Ls4o pan out.
"Park" isn't the first legiter to be staged in the 22,()O0-.seat Bowl. About
12 years ago Max Reinhardt put on "Midsiimmer Night'.s Dream," with
the ensemble coming down the hills, which made it more ot a sight'show
than Shakespeare. About four years ago "Ro.se Marie" was also staged
there, a feature having Royal Canadian Molinties coming down the hills
on their nags onto the huge platform stage. It grossed $52,000 in its sole
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week and cost $64,000.
Todd took time out from the Delmar track, where he is directional head,
He's quartered at the Unito handle the "Park" .showing in the Bowl,
versal tot but shooting on Edna Ferber's "Great Son" is not slated to begin
tor months, and Todd is due in New 'York .soon to ready "Curiosity" and
scheduled
"Autumn Song," a
and
he's
also
dramas,
"Galileo," both
imisical on Tschaikowslcy that was done on the. Coast last year under the
title of "Song Without Words."
Todd
to invade the sports
aims
film
activities
In addition to theatre and
Vincent X, Flaherty, iiports
field in addition to handling the Delmar plant.
expert of the L. A. Examiner, devoted two columns to Todd's expectasyndicate
to promote big
understood the showman is forming a
tions,
league baseball teams in Hollywood and San Francisco, transportation
by planes to make it feasible.
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own produolion, .sta.ned by
Melchior Ferrer,' with settings and
costumes by,: Uemuel,,,' Ayers, ^addiby Alfred
tioiirl historical research
Pant
Stem and incidental music by .some.
Bowles, are all touched With
thin,c! o£ incandescence.
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top

B.v
program for WOR under its new
engagements here a couple of seaprpgram chief. Rod Erickson.
At the premiere .'The Temporary
sons ago) will probably be surprised
Format of the show calls for four
much Mrs. Smith" dispensed a, fair share of
to note that "Bal Negre" is
participants who'll argue the pros
more closely akin to ballet, than it js laughs but, regardless of the usual
failSj. to
and cons of a (;urrent legit attrae-to straight theatre or (as in the case oponinsj-night obstatiles, it:
One
entry.
tion, plus a moderator. On one, side
oE ''Tropical Revue") pure vaude- impress as a Broadway
reason, is a slow, draggy first act. in the verbal slugfest will be two
ville. It looks like a click.
plot, what' there is of it. doosnt
representatives of the show in quesLocally, three of the regular legit The
act.
second
the
until
perking
opening,
start
tion, probably the playwright and
ci-ix covered the Shubert
In closing "The Magnificent Heel" after trying out, Brock Pehibertoil
sheet Likewise, the authors saved their the producer or one of the stars.
first-flight
while' remaining
said that the show was virtually two plays, but that wasn't apparent in
for 'the. second, stanza.
dialog
best
specialist.
dance
over
to
the fence will
it
turned
need plenty of On the other side ol
It is both melodramatic and comic but the two elements
script form.
On the Whole notices were close to Both act.s, however,
be two critics.
attention.
are not properly fused, nor is it certain that such an objective can be:
ra\'c variety, and even in present
"Heel," has
Frtincine Larrimore. in the title
Critics will be chosen not only accomplished.
However, Constance O'Hara, who authored
slightly rough state, "Bal Negre" rnn"
support of two expert from the daily first-stringers but already started to work on revisions.
presscs as superior to "Tropical Re- role, has the
MilAuer
and
Mischa
from the trades and magazines. Ocvue," and certainly far ahead o£ the comedians in
From one angle the tryout was successful to Pemberton because it
lard Mitchell. This trio is responsible casionally, an average theatregoer
ill-fated"Carib Song."
brought back to him confidence in his directional ability. For years that
moments.
brighter
play's
for the
also be invited to the broadcast department was entirely handled by the late A«toinette Perry. "Barnahy.
IWost pretentious new item is, a
The play deals with Natasha Smith, will
air his theatrical and Mr. O'Malley" was also withdrawn, making two tryout closings early
three-scene dance drama (comprisdown to her last $3, who is unable to turn critic ahd
ing whole of Act II) called "L'Ag'ya,"
Virtually all of the in the. .season.'.'
to get an acting or singing job ;and point of vieWv
set in last-centiiry Martinique, and
troubles landing husband No. 5. major reviewers have indicated a
has
atr
zombie-horror
on
the
verv heavy
Smith l-ibusehold includes Peggy, willingness Ot take part in the broadEarl Carroll will give all hiis theatre press books to the N. Y. Public
mosphere. Miss Dunham shines ta the
the teen-age daughter; a Russian casts.
excellent advantage in it and WilLibrary at the request. of George Freedley, in charge of the theatre diaunt, several assorted- ex-husbands;
Since critics have to cover first vision. Original scripts of the songs written by the showman will also go
bert Bradley and Leland Morris gave
a genius who is composing a symstirring contributory performances.
program
will occupy to the library. Carroll doesn't recall the exact number of ditties he wrote
the
and
nights
and
a
piano,
Smith
the
Although longi number is impressive phony on.
get but thinks that "at least three" were hit numbers.
of more or less wacky char- an evening spot, Erickson will
and properly weird and supernatural numberdragged in for laughs.
around that problem by recording
acters
To celebrate another birthday, Carroll gave a party at his Beverly Hills
in atmosphere.
The heroine sets her cap for a each session at a convenient after- home Monday (16), as he did last year, when 200 were invited and another
Last act contains mosf of the sliow's stutl'v millionaire dog-fancier but
audience will 200 crashed. There were cops on hand this time to keep phoney free-'
studio
period.
A
noon
strictly modern notes, all of which complications arise in the persons of
will origi- loaders off the lot.
the
show
and
used,
be
While east recently Carroll engaged :Kaven Malone,
are grouped under heading of a num- the ex-husbands.
Mrs. Smith beber ^called "Nostalgia," which, with comes a dog fancier, too. but when nate at the^OR, West 52nd street a beauty-contest winner who went on the stage instead Of entering the
the Sans Souci Singers (mixed sep- she falls to tend the millionaire she playhouse, which used to be the Atlantic City "Miiss America" contest, for his Hollywood theatre restaurant.
tet), recalls such oldies as "Under the trades the dog for an oriental bird,
Guild theatre.
Bamboo Tree," "Alexander's Ragtime and starts in pursuit ot another milSeries will debut early in October,
Edwin Lester brought the "Gypsy Lady" to New York from San FranBand" and "Everybody's Doing It." lionaire who collects birds.
with ."The Ice Man Cometh" likely cisco last week in a special all'PuUman train, same accommodations he
The star has her share in these proAs the ex-husbands, Auer and
ceedings and gets nice assistance Mitchell generate the lion's share of as the first show to be discus-sed. provided for "Bloomer Girl" when that musical went to the Coast early
from Floyd Smith. "Brad" Cowans the chuckles. Auer is a former flag Moderator assignment has not been in the summer. There were preview performances of "Lady" Saturday
Walter Pritchard Ea- (14) and Monday, on the eve of the premiere last night (17), at the Cenand Lucille Ellis.
pole sitter, Mitchell a wise-cracking set yet, with
Part of show which can stand most pres.s agent. Miss Larrimore's role ton and Eugene O'Neill, Jr., cur- tury, N. Y.
revision and sharpening— although makes no strong histrionic demands rently the strongest contenders for
Clarence Derwent was with the company. Equity prez having gone to
even this is not too much off the but the star is vivacious and knows the spot. Possibility exists though the Coast for two weeks ot rehearsal there. Understood it is his first
beam right now— is Act I. Best item how to handle comedy lines. Howard that the chairman spot on, the show appearance in a musical.
here is the Haitian roadside num.ber, St. .loh-.i is properly stuffy ss the
may be rotated among three difl'erwith Jo Mielziner's settings borrowed doglover.
ent moderators.!
John Chapman, N. Y. Daily News drama critic, is due to get two citafrom "Carib Song." This, with Miss
The romantic ipterest is provided
Dunham appearing to good advan- by Joy Geilen. as the daughter, and
It's expected that when there is
tions, one from the Treasurers Club and another from the ticket sellers'
tage, is light in vein and brings in a Paul Marlin, the latter turning out more than one opening in a week, union.
Boxofltce people are seeking a pay increase and in last Friday's
donkey for comedy purposes. Some to be rich, thus helping to solve some the producers of the series will pick edition, Chapmajn highly lauded them, giving reasons why treasurers and
of the earlier first act numbers, how- of the Smith family problems. Joyce
the show which i.s generally rated assistants should get all they ask for.
ever, seem to drag a little.
Allan draws laughs as an obnoxious
the most important. On weeks
Gilberto Valdez, the conductor, ar- teen-ager. Fania MarinoflE plays the as
ranged most of the tunes which, for aunt, and good bits are offered by when there is no opening, the parWillie Schneider, who was in advance of "Life With Father" when his
will
kick around some legs were crushed.. in ..an elevator, accident
the most part, are old folk songs and
Bolion, Arthur Siogel and Sil- ticipants
City about six
.
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Loi.s-

variations of 19th century" (or older)

in

.

or'lheaTfi'caT "Contro-

general topic

vio Minciotti.

themes from the Caribbean islands,
Billy Gilbert, Hollywood comic, di- versy.
and Central and South America.
This i.s believed to be the first
rected, and while he keeps his actors
,
,,
Although it may be that a couple on the move the play's pace never
*™? a theatrical series of this type
of the crix waxed a little too lyrical rises above a pedestrian gait. GilWith big time budget east and am"Bal
opening,
show
after
about
bert uses a variety of vaudeville
Negre" seems to have what it takes, tricks, including a dog parade, to bi«o"s f ormat has been a ttempted.
~^
although it always must be figured as hold audience attention.
'.
a strictly specialized offering that
Omaha Incensed Further
Donald Oenslager's living room
can't be measured by ordinary crit
setting is attractive, and he aiso is
'Omaha, Sept. 17.
ical yardsticks. One thing in its fa- credited with the excellent lii^hting
A grumbling legitimate clientele
vor at the b.o. is, of course, the em
Klep.
eftects.
was
incensed further during the
phasis on sex tha Vis always associ
,

.
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.
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revues.

Cvrano

Waters.

Hergerac

«i<>«

1

JULES PFEIFFERpr*s*nfs

I

'

IN

tut

performances and an

upsweepinsi production of this monumental drama, Jose Ferrer and his
associates, have' presented a superlartive piesentation of Rostand's actors'

it

CITY

ITS
70TH SMASH WEEK.'

Essenti-

ally Gallic in its dramatic rodomontade, it has more temporary appro
priateness and appeal in its glorifica
tion of the inviolability of the free,
unfettered spirit of the common man

Ferrer's sentient and luminous proieetion of the flor.y Gascon, long a

EntePtainment tor tinier taitU'rft
TUn

MUSIC

al

ZITTKI. PKESHNT.S

MWmTE

TOWN HALL

at

John Jacob NILES

DYER-BENNET . .
GOLDEN GATE QUARTET .
Josef MARAIS & MIRANDA
Richard

.

.

.

EVE.
SAT.
EVE.
SAT.
EVE.
SAT.
EVE.

OCT. 5

SAT.
EVE.

NOV. 30

OCT. 19
NOV. 2
NOV. 16

AMERICAN BALLAD SINGERS.
TICKETS

After Your

$1.^0

to

,

Show—All

Continued from

pfii;e

WNBT

1

according to video industry officials.
Latter are now looking for an uninterrupted progress of commercial
television across the country within
the next few years.

65G

Field's

WCBW

I

IMiinfte

I

has signed to spon.sor the
McNeill show, on a 26- week contract,
with a cash outlay of more than $65,000, believed to involve the most
coin to date for a video series. Move
is an entirely new one for McNeill,
Whose "Breakfast; Club"; is one of
radio's top daytime shows on ABC.
Pact was negotiated for Field by
Foote, Cone & Belding.
McNeill and Sarri Cowling, "Breakfast" comic, are the only two performers from that show to be
included in the Field layout, with'
F.C.&B. expected to supply the other
.

Field

i

Format

talent.

ha.sn!t

been

com-

Concerts Begin

$$.60— Scries Tickets

$15,

$1,!..';0,

it'll be a variety
JVIcNeill describing Field
fashions on inodels..:Kickoft, slated
to start next Wednesday (25) in the
8-8:30 p.m. slot, will be from
studios, but sut)sequent shows are
expected to be telecast from spots
like the .Ambassador Hotel's Pump

show, with

aMl:30 P.M.
$10,

$7.50,

Tax—At TOtVN IIAIJj B»x OBice or
TKD ZITTEL, Itoom mO, 15 East.40(h ii^lreet, NpW; Xoik ,16,,

$6

Including

N^.X.

WBKB

Room."

1.

Ford's

r

i

.

/

I

decision

1

to

.

sponsor

,

——

.

,
.

,

demonstration in N. Y. today (Wednesday) for RCA distributors. Demonstration for the press had originally been skedded for yesterday
(Tuesday) but was called off by
RCA execs under the belief that
they'd rather have their distribs get
all the information first-hand from

management.
In line with this, the company
toppers deislined to give out any in-i
formation On the sets. It's been
learned, however, that the new re-

ceivers will comprise two smallscreen table models, and a largescreen sized console, plus another
pro.iection-type console throwing an
image the size of a standard news-

paper sheet.

WABD

WBKB

Bill

Eddy.

Announcer Joe Wilsoh

'BARNABY' PIXIES DO

THEIR BALTO. WORST
Baltimore; Sept. 17.
Legit season got off to a terrible
start here last Week, with the James
Proctor and Barney Josephson pro-

"Barnaby and Mr.
of
O'Malley" giving Ford's one of tlie
most inept openings in house his-tory. Extra*heavy production ovei
light cues ana
numerous
loaded with
pictures. Pickup will come in from
scene changes was a dog fight trom
Dyche Stadium in Evanston, 111., in curtain to curtain, with subsequent
a
single-.iump
relay to WBKB's performances
postponed .J"''-,
transmitter in the Chicago loop, lone showing Saturday (14). Hou.se
making it one of the longe.st .single was guaranteied for .entire week o"
s'howsplayeo
television jumps in history. Distance minute takings for two
cost smn
exceeds that for which the station added only to production
$100,000 with foldused the double relay system in to have reached
an
at windup here
covering the recent Tarn O'Shanter ing ordered
headache.
added
golf tourney,
Town is dark currently, a Sooj
KCA's Video Farade
idea to clear the atmosphere for j ;*^
New line of RCA receivers is advent of '"The Temporary JMi*
slated to be unwrapped at a special Smith" due Mon. (23),
will handle the play'by-plays.
Chi station will use' two

Image

thereby

duction

RCA

Orthicons for the gamesy
assuring the best possible

'

.

;

.

the

,

.

football games sets
the company up as one of the
heaviest spenders to date in the
television picture. Under the progressive advertising policies instituted by Henry Ford II, new chief
exec of the company, Ford has also
signed to sponsor all sports and
special events from Madison Sq.
Garden, N. Y., this fall and winter
over
(CBS, N. Y.), with the
exception of Mike Jacob.?' boxing
matches, which are carried by
(NBC, N. Y.) under sponsorship of
Gillette Safety Razor. In addition.
Ford will also bankroll
telecasts of all Columbia University
home football games, as well as ail
N. Y. games of the recently-formed
All-American Football' Conference,
Latter are telecast by
(DU'^
Pont, N. Y,).
r'v
Telecasts of the Wildcat games are
slated to tee off with the Iowa Slate
tilt on Sept. 28. Bill Morris of the
J. Walter Thompson agency, which
handles the Ford account, is due to
gp to Chi to handle the games in
cooperation with
director

WCBW

Field, Ford's Tel.

pletely set yet but

ELIE SIEGMEISTER'S

Make This

set to

the roadshow season at the
theatre, had cancelled.
Tristates Theatres Corp. spokesman said it was because the show
was too heavyi

A

remains one of

sic tradition of the. theatre.

NOW m

"The Glass Menagerie,"

—

—

^

Omaha

Written nearly 50
years ago, partly as a display for
the talents of the elder Coquelin and
the most magnificent love stories in
all literature, pulsating with all of
the epic grandeur of the great clas-

NEW YORK

fingerprints

muscumpicce.

Sfirah Bernhardt,

BELASCO THEATRE

that

managers
for quite some time.
°

weekend producer Brock Pemberton's office was ransacked.
real value was taken.
Burglars probably wore gloves; tio
were detected.

Northwestern

open

Buffalo, Sept. 12.
brilliant

^j^^

I

week when announcement was made

(FOILOWUP)
For

q^^^

Nothing of

...

Dunham

°

I

'.

ated with the

Oklahoma

years ago, is now out of a wheelchair and expects to be back on the job
within a year. Schneider, who lives in Tacoma, Wash., pever collected
damages. Hotel people claimed he was a cufTo guest something that, has

.
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Hersey's

JoKii

piece

'"HiriOshinia''

I
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|

Titan",

N

I

"Counterattack,''

of

pci'ipts
Is

over. For two weelcs the .strike
crippled newspapers fearing or actually suffering newsprint shortages,
and cut N.Y, display advertising to
near zero— throwing amusement advertising into the discard.

in

First

his

effect

of

the

-

The

had /brought to .New

strike

,

Yorkers, the smallest newspapers
ihey liad .seen in years, the Hearst
Mirror cutting down to 8 pages/ A
common gag was, "I'm so weak I
in the Bulletin of the N. Y. Public
can't even, lift a Mirror." Daily
Library.
One number contains an article ..so News was only one that continued
rare that it has now bibliographic 10 carry amusement ads throughout
value: "Notes on Bibliokleptomania," the strike.

Fred Fehl gave photos oC scenes
from half a dozen shows, some hits,
Gifts are acknowledged
flops.

I

some

|

I

S. Thompson in which
shown that the book thie^ps on
French to Pnbiisb in NY
Inspired by Life and Newsweek
the great scale were librariaris themselves, in charge of big public and which print in Varis practically at
private collections. Notes the editor the same time as In America, the
of the Bulletin; Deoch Fulton, in a French weekly Juin will have an
footnote: "To paraphrase a recent American edition, m French.
Be,

it is

this
advertising note: nothing in
study is intended to promote the
theft of books in those states

Humor

sides two pages prepared in N.Y,,
six pages of the weekly's eight will

I

be flown from Paris on mats.

illegal."

is

in

them

Roger Hermann, publisher

librarians.

1

;

U.

|

!

"

;

who changed

I

I

;

'
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Radio Lags
:s

Stokow.ski out of their dandruff all summer, had been blocked out v\'ith
A .s's e
a bigger curtain in green and gold saying "Central Park '71."
had been built over the first row ot boxes and the orchestra dropped iit a
,,,'
pit.',''

liilusic

Continued from page

I

—

Painters were up to their ears and nowhere near Central Park. A town
and country car, as new as tomorrow's paper, was parked in a space w>icH
iJaid, "Reserved for Mr.' Todd."
An orchestra was tuning up, and one t;tiy,:
set: and taking no chances on California's capricious
summer climate, was oompa-oomping with his hat on. Everything looked
awry. It didn't look as if the show would open before Congressman May

lifhers scoiT at as coincidence, nevertheless are being cited as the pri-

observing the sun had

;

recovered.

We

•

2.

contract in any time clause
is after 30 days.

,

months

number

if

hshed

of books.

j

Queen <Fre<leric Dannay and
Manfred B. Lee); Lawrence Treat,
vice-prez.; Ken Cro.sson, sec; Helen

lery

R'"Vr;
B.
Bogart.
MT-11-

t

ri

1-

i

J.

S.,

"

TWA

a.ssislant

editor

of

]

tating

the past three months,
, j
t,ii
resigned
Sions,
recently
editorship of Salute has
associate editor ot Holiday.
He was. during the war, managing
editor of the Mediterranean edition
of Yank.
Allan Michie. English editor of
Readers Digest, is currently winding
up chores on a story of the widespread enterprises of British film

'

contact for

ABC

movie column

and CBS,

for

J. R. Comin.sky, executive vocpec
and treasurer of Saturday Review
of Literature, and before that nat'onal advertising manager of the
N.; Y. Times, gives some inside stuff
on the late Adolph S, Ochs, publi.sher of the Times,
in the
next
SRL,
He's
of
Bennett
Cerfs
guests during latter's vacation, and
(Comifisky |takes Gerald .W. Jqljnpvn's

"Central Park" with

William-s,

:

;

I

with his Vietuiese roundhou.se style.
nUke Maries It "RnshV
We were "Up In Central Park" at last. It fooled us completely, except
were dressed in woolens and blankets, which is routine anions;
the heprset at the Bowl ever .since Irving Thalberg caught pneumonia

among

playing"A Midsummer Night's Drcim" straight. These at lcas£ di-'n't
have to look on the Currier & Ives skating scene as taking pl.T-c at
Christmas in New York back in 1871.
It was 3' beautiful show and between :tho.se Todd, perc and
they
certainly worked like demons between 4 p.m; and 9:30. to open ©n time^
the dailies broke out the next morning as if it were spotnews; They
front-paged the opening in the city news sections and gave it runovi-rs.
They raved. They made us New Yorkers fee] proud.
Fearing it might not work out quite that well, one of the Todds tJuiiioi
papered the second row of boxes with the whole H.-iy.s li.st of picture chatCapitol Fire
tcrers.
To them the candor of a New York show took their breath a'A'ny,
Continued from page 3
Most of them haven't seen or heard the word "hell" since they went to
Sunday school. As for politicians talking: about their graft the way
cau'^jht fire while he was baltliu;*
bobbysoxers
talk about cokes whoops!
the ilamcs and in bis flight he fell
Indee'dy for. us old New Yorkers the only alien touch was that the
down the shaft.
grafters were all Democrats* In California the grafters are supposedly
Injured seriously- were a film inRepublicans, and I can get affidavits from Col. Jimmy Roosevelt, Will
spector
and a Railway Expr'j.ss Rogers, Jr:, Helen Gahagan Douglas,
Senator Sheridan Downey, Emmctt
ohijufleur who was delivering films.
Lavery, Lucile Gleason, Frank Sinatra, Orsen Wells, Gregory Peel: and
was Paulette Goddard (all good Democrats)
Another inspector (femme)
to prove it!
preparing films for delivery on third
From Boss Tweed to Harris Tweed
floor and was overcome by .smoke.
Those cracks at us Democrats came acro.ss awful loud. Naturally the
Firemen carried her down ladder to
Republicans laughed their heads off. There were 10 mikes acrOs.i the
The three injured were lootlights
;-afety.
to carry the voices, but only two Mikes really mattered, 'I'hty
taken to St. Luke's hospital.
were Senior and Junior. And don't you kid yourself that it all chucd
None knew "how the fire .stai't.nl, wiUi Bess Tweed going to jail just because he charged a lousy .'S850..''»44.2.V
but reported there was a ".sud'lon tor 200 park benches.
Air the Republicans who laughed at that vvoi'e
(ia.sh— and then the film ignite'l.'
wearing Harris Tweeds, proving the family is still in biz.
Office is a .shipping depot for CapIf Stanley Walker and Wcstbropk Pegler had caught the show, tniiy
itol, with offices at 1327 South Wabprobably
have
would
applauded
the cracks at the Dems and then panned
.
a.sh •avenue. .'Firm; .distributes mR
the show'because it showed that, gralt or no graft, life in. New York was
sues and foreign films,
beautiful. These bucolic bumpkins \vho come to New York, woo hei"
and then when their goat glands shows .signs of withering throw her: over
Eddie Standing^ director and g<'n- lor a cow in the country are simply reverting to tripe.
eral manager ot Campbell-Connolly,
Maybe, as Johnny the McNulty say.s. ''Ngbody goes to New York an.y
music firm in London, leaves New more, it's too crowded." But they certainly are going to "Up In Central
York I'or home tomorrow tThurs- Park,'' The_ Todds will gro.s.s
That's moret
„
a million on their short run.
fliiyji
He's been here three weel^s.
than Tweed got 'for the 'bcnohris
i

'.')

—

i

carj

toon editor, has edited his third collection of cartoons from Collier's. "I
Meet Such People," which FnrrarStraus will publish in October. Book
contains some 200 cartoons plus an,
account by 'Williams of the busincks
of being funny.
Houston Brcnch, veteran novelist
and film .scriptor, flow from Holiywood to Tao.s, N. M., to finish collaboration with Prank Water.s on
"The Disinherited," which FavnrStraus will' exploit as their bin
.

I

;

i

I

;

I

j

;

and with

that people

I

starts a
in

Collier's

me

were still carping and grips were .still griping but, by golly, Si<;miind
Romberg's bald pate was .down in the pit ready to conduct the overture

,

:

I

Gurney

,

-

.share

j

,

Cominsky on Ochs

proud of it.
thought Sylvia .should

i

Glamour mag

His "Jazz
the November issue.
story" slated for fall publication by
Duell, Sloan & Pierce.
He leaves
for the Coast next week.

shorts

I

I

tycoon J. Arthur Rank. Feature will
run in Digest's November issue.
Ralph Gleason, former trade press

1

So

me alone. Me and 15,000 •additional fugutives from the Mall. For w'.icn
wc reached the bowl, traffic was pibn',> up from all directions. By h:"20
at least 12,000 had battled their way inside the huge saucer. Carpenters

I

become

From New Directions, NOr walk.
Conn., and more recently with a
N. Y. headquarters, James Laughlin
is distributing Pharos,
$1 mai,', next
month, devoted entirely to "The Unwavcring Pivot of Confucius." by
Pound. "Personae," hi.S' collected

Government

,
j..,..,
..»,„ ...„,.
the
war,
them, a.s was done during
but subject was apparently skipped,
Charle.s M. Reagan, Par sales chief,
who is chairman of the distrib group.
said Tuesday (1'7) he knew nothing
whatsoever about "Famine."

1
I

to the

from Paris where he
Peace Conference

:

New York and

panies, met Friday (13) and was to
have taken up the problem of ro-

Harry

i

—

Distributors' committee, consisting
of salesmanagers of the various com-

f«

\

Sitorts

Continued from paige I

groups. Backing that scnti^1,^ j^eg
neither ATA
any other group can commit a
major company to on-the-cull distritjution of the Government .short.s.
it is said. Theatre groups can only
clear the playing-time phase of the
problem, it is pointed out, and not
the extensive job of distribution.

Ruth Gordon.
P.. jVIcEvoy,

U;S. via

.

Paper for P«und
Treasonist Ezra Pound may be in
cells more or le.ss padded but hi.s
work goes on in other ways.

poems, and "Cantos III" are on pub
omnibus volume of
«
all of Pound's translations is aJso an
nounced. A future number Of the
mag Viva, edited by Joe Garcia
Villa, will be devoted to Pound.

Government
(,^hib

!

mimeo

wife,

*^

:

and refused entry
bemg book bootlegged

Readers Digest, has returned
j

leadmg;

with

SaTr^^sUenTeeler."^"''"'^

and

John-

Present officers are President, El*

r«<i,v,K«,,„

Collier's

'

;

single or multiple disk releases.

form.
Wilstach has written "I
Knew The Ringling Bros./' source
material: of their early; years and
rise,
but publication not yet annomiced.
Viking's
"Born
publication
of
Yesterday," in book form, discloses
that copyright ownership is in two
names: author Garson Kanin apd his
\n

fled;

I

to

attention first in disks and later became "most-played" candidates .once
public fervor had been stirred by

Paris

in

to the U.

McCloy, treas.; .Tames M.
Cain.
Frances Lockridge. Craiq Rice. Rex
Stout,
Vincent
Starrett,
leading
members.
„ a Ch.
'ri,n™
/-.I
.
,-r
fhcre is
chapter:
oncers:

short

American Legion mag.
George Sklar's novel, 'The Two
Worlds of Johnny Truro," will be
published by Little, Brown.
Henry Miller's flrst novel, pub-

sale goes

6. Advance royalties of S!500— at
least^upon delivery of ms.
7, Author may have ri-^ht to e»
amine publisher's books if not satis»

williL
wuHam

short

.sold

4. Re:
cheap editions, put^lishor
and author must in disagreement
submit to arbitration. Royalties to
the author are raised on roprint.s.
5. Contract may be terminated by

.author after 18
under a certain

That was 'The Naked Genius,"

few radio plugs, plus the tunes ciir^
a forthcomrently riding high which came to

payment

Well,

ing the third act of its premiere. In fact, the lad became such a chro.iic
worrier Mike, Sr. gave him pieces of his shows so that he could h' vc
.something to show for his worries.
The fir.st one .showed a red Bi"' .t.
But he got in on "Mexican Hayrff'
d
rode all the way to "Central Park'' on his nickel. That brousbt him to
"Hamlet" and in time to the Hollywood' Bowl, which had' seen Shakes:
e
once before in "A Midsummer Night's Dream" and didn't like him jo
well then either.
But Mike, Jr. faced the old Scully wag over a mile of telephone wire
with the old Todd assurance. "Dad wants you to come to tVie opEiiii)'.;,"
he said. "What opening?" he was asked. "Central Park," he countered.
"Up in Griffith Park?" he heard him.solf being a.sked. "No, the H',))'.ywood Bowl. Tonight," he added. "Okay," 1 said, "and if you don'L opjn,
no hafd feelings." "We'il open," he insi-sted.
After all, she was used to disI; decided to take our swainless Sylvia.
appointments. Twelve years old and' kicked around in a family of at'. vi'c
She was born in
egotists, she has only one indestructible inheritance.

,

"Hootchie-Kootchie" in
ing Dance mag.
Charles Gombault, managing editor of France Soir, visiting Anatol
Litvak in Hollywood.
Duane Decker, out of uniform, has

stuck a note in

The Todd Who Worries
Mike s car, wished him luck and went home.

within minutes there was a call from Mike. Before I could take the call
from our swainless Sylvia, Mike had turned her over to his boss. It turned
out to be Mike Jr., who must be all of 17 by now. People say ho loo' s
older on account he's the worrying type. He's been Worrying about X<, 'd
openings ever since the '*Hot Mikado." He worried for fear Gilbert &
Sullivan might sue.
He had learned to be wary about Variety muggs, too, because on;? of
them .sold his old man a thing called '"Call Me Ziggy," which closed < ui -

lino

alties, if any, 30 days after publication. As a rule the wait has been
six months, with 60 or 90 days more
thrown in for bookkeeping. In new

:'>•::

:

,•

I

a few commas and inwhere pairing was out of
proper power.
was charged $2S.
ing first play about modern' Canada.
On the other hand, the supporters
The publisher mast i.'sue novel
Don Martin completed his first
within a named date or lose sill novel, "Shed No Tears," in Santa of recordings <4lone point to the
number of songs built into hits durrights.
Barbara.
ing the past few years wit^-' very
H. The publisher shall pay all royBernard Sobel expounds on the

dicated

,

,

.

mary reason for the greatest sheetsales slump in a number ot years.
who this year celebrate
They now feel that it isn't complete2i>th
wedding anniversary,
ly correct to single uut the recording
written by Ashton Stevens;
industry as the mainspring of sales
Ellin and Irving Berlin, story by
potency, that a combination of good
Charles Robinson and George Holplugs
land;
Gene Tunney and Polly recordings and solid followup
on the best shows available is the
Lauder.
best possible primer for a new-born
tune. One without the other is, in
CHATTER
,
the majority of casei, without the
Larry M. Wilson in Montreal writr

to the author as such.
contract an itemized statethe changes must be shown,
excess of 15% of the original cost of composition. One author

;

'

their
story

m
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romances"

"great

Continued from page

the Lunts.

In new
ment of
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series Walter Howey will start running in American Weekly will be

be charged

and

Central Park, Calif,, Sept. 13.
When did One-Eyed Connolly finally become a gate-crasher omoi,itu,s?
Brother, am I getting tired of being his uncrowned successor! I've been
challenged so often you'd think I was the Northern Lights trying to blind
Senator Claghorn.

|

'Great Romances' Series
the

\

Scully

!

for huddle- with JoN Y. rep. She was
formerly associated with Amerique,
French
language
publication.
N.Y.,

flying over
sette Lacoste,

Among

By Frank

I

of .luin,

is

New MWA Book Contract
The new book contract put out
by Mystery "Writers of America contains some items that are an improvement over the old style ayreement. Here they are boiled clown
from legal language:
1, Author corrections ha\e always
been a racket. Often the corrections
are printers' errors and .should not

M

Our swainless Sylvia, aged 12. a mugg emeritus Capt. John Freeman,
S. Army Air Forces retired, and the old ScuUywag himself were
checking up on our precinct captain.s when we see a sign which says; "Up
It was in my backyard,
In Central Park.
It wasn't U.I.C.P., though.
tampered with This part
which is sometimes called the Hollywood Bowl.
of the .system was first stejJ in cutSo i paid,
l")ie sign said, "Opens Tonight.",
It was then about 4 p. m..
ting down front door graft, but the
.sec how clo.se they arc to making uood
Bowl
and
up
the
•Let's
drive
to
captains soon found a way to beat
that.
They'd phone in reservations: on that rosy promise."
Well, it's a fast 440 all uphill Irom the road to the stage. Two.Jolmfor parties of all sizes which would
laws, i.g.v stopped us as we turned into thc homestretch.
be. "sold" for. helty handouts. When
this
was found: out, maftag'ement
hon-,
'"Variety," I said with' simple dignity and \vith the, accent on
then would have the phone operator existent: "d" as final proof that iTiy mufjgery vvas: the McCoy.
ask the party making the call where
"PassT' asked one of the johns.
they were staying, and later in the
,,"Pres.s," I said, figuring they must be foreigners.
day would call back to .confirm the
;:
"Gotta have a pass." said the other.
reservation,
.:..
"For what? To get Mike Todd's name in the paper?"
They started setting up a road block.
That'.s. as far as the system has
"Drive on, Bud," I ordered. I- figured he could drive In an emeryi iicy,
gone, but some top garcons. are attempting, tp. find \vays to beat the though in the 8th Air Force ire was a navigator, not a pilot. But he .slil.l
system.
Some figure on getting has an awe of law and order. He hesitated. So I gave it the old blood
around it by working with hotel and guts. You'd think he had been goosed. He nearly drove the accele.rator through the floor board
residents.
One john jumped for his life, the other grabbed for the door ot llie
But even if the servitors do boat car. I reached out with my handsome elbow crutch that looks like a
the systeni, there's littje likelihood
submachine gun when uptilted and let the blocker have it;. Sylvia
that the headwaiters will clean up
screamed.
brief
las much as $25,000 during the
When we reached backstage guy.s were working like, mad ail over ihe
season; as some did last year.
place.
The huge shell, where the longhalrs comb Bach, Beethoven r nd
;

that

t«

The latest challenge took place praciic^lly in my own backyard; It.,:
could have had political repercussions, too, on account I'm the Democratic leader in the Hollywood district and this is an election year, with
our side leading 3 to 2 and therefore sure to lose, 3 to 2.

away from the dining room. Notalions are. made in ink so that they

I

.

•stars.

it

»

Miami Bistros

end

strike's

newsprint, thereby relieving
pressure at any rate.

Forest Hills, N. Y., gifted 200 rare
photos of famed stage and screen

which

is.'iue

from the BOM distribution will
go to the American Red Crqss,

;

"Jacobowsky and the according to the N.Y. new.spapers,
of
script
Colonel," and Mrs. Genia Graves, of would be resumption of delivery of

by Lawrence

entire recent

is

"The

Down" and "Air Raid
S. N. Behrman .s,'ave

Brooklyn."

strike

**

-

ties
|

The New York truckmen's

aii

;

being

"near

Truckine Peace Eases Paper

"Carmen Jones,"

W. Somerset Maugham's script for
"Sheppey," 3,000 books; scrapbooks
and photos from the Actors Fund
Home in Englewood, N. J., Crom Lee
Babinson the. rehearsed and iinaJ

Moon

being a

miss.'"'

some unusual literary gifts of late.
Amottg them are Oscar Hammer^
stein II'S script- for

to task tor

*

SCULLY'S S<:RAI*B(>(>K

;

The Ne\y Yorkei' iftag is stiil
plugged, tHe .Book pf the
Month Club having taken it up lor
issue as an extra book to its members in November. Author's roy.al-

of

biography on Ochs, "An Honorable

53
* * *

c.iE>lIab^

which took up

and Thefts
the
theatre department
Y. Public Library has received
Literati Gifts

The

*»*« ***»

4» «

for
adventurer-romance:
before on "River
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84
was

ral services in Albany the body
talcen to Toledo for burial.

OBITUARIES

Authors' League Blowup

KATIE TOWERS

Katie Towers, 75, retired AustralGonUnued from page 2
ian actress, died recently in. Sydney,
sent to over 300 writers, organizers easily accomplished. Any lobby we
Australia.
"no one i^ile he watches his chances for
that
declared
Zealand.
in
New
the
born
for
bookings
was
the
ultimately
took
over
She
he
HAMILTON
material could other sales go glimmering,
of the Western Vaudeville Circuit Her parents operated sh<fWS in the dependent on literary
Clavton Hamilton, 65, playwright, after buying
the may establish in Washington will be
out the George Webster dominion and,of ten played for gold remain in business without
the
critic," author and lecturer on
add- met with a counter-lobby, financed
super-agency,"
towns
this
hit
the
miners
of
blessings
when
nuggets
circuit.
theatre, and former chairman of the
whole authoritarian by the millions in fact, billions—
Diamond later came to New York, troupe played. She later married ing that "this
behind the motion picture industry
Pulitzer Prize Committee, died at
Commuthe
by
of
her
inspired
member
Chalmers,
a
was
plan
where he" worked with Charlie Free- George
his home in New Vorlc, Sept. 17.
came to nists." The statement pointed to "the the radio industry and the publishman in booking the smaller houses parent's troupe. She later
Born in Brooklyn and educated
has well-known ing industry."
played under several fact that the
on the Keith-Albee time, and when Australia and
leadership
its
there and at Columbia University,
in
last- appearance pro-Communists
Her
managements.
Cain Blasts
he left that organization became a
N. Y., he made first contact with the
was at the Minerva, Sydney, five has given some color to this charge,
agent.
Socking the
in a cross-coun*he franchised
of
critip
theatre as drama
years ago.
as well as the fact that The Daily try jab. Gain replied in
a statement
Diamond later took another trip
Forum in 1907, and from 1910-18
worker and other Communist pub- that ridiculed their charges of
a
allheld similar post on The Bookman. to, Chicago and booked the St-iteproject
the
giving
lications are
WILLIAM SCHOELLER
"Moscow plot" and "dictatorship"
was
During that period he also served as Lake theatre until it was absorbed
attention
Special
support;"
and predicted that by Jan. 1 the two
William Schoeller, 65, actor and out
by the Paramount circuit, and in
critic lor Everybody's Magazine,
mugg,"
"tough
phrase,
to the
major eastern writers' guild— tlie
the Bucits paid
director of
1943 joined the Arthur Fisher office. technical
later wrote for Vogue.
czar
the
be
would
said
the
and Dramatists' Guild— would
Playhouse, New Hope, Pa., who
Funeral services were held Friday County
He was the author oi a number of
of the literary world;
be enlisted on the side of the AAA
Tliat (13) under auspices of the Jewish died there,. Sept. 12 from a stroke,
plays, including "The Love
and that copyrights of most authors
Denounce Red Scare
native of Vienna,, he had been
Blinds," in 1906; and "Heart o£ Theatrical Guild with a Masonic
would be vested in the authority.
for
playhouse
Come
the
with
All
associated
"IfU
pro
and
himself
fallowing.
ritual
Punchinello"
Without committing
Cain, declared that the
would
the last three years with Theron or con on the
plan, Elmer in no way supersede
Out in the Wash" (with Gilbevt
the existing
Bamberger, director. He also served Rice, Authors' League prexy, de- guilds but would
MBS. FRIEDA KICHARD
Emerey) in the same year—all in
incorporate them
advisory capacity for a num- nounced the
1906. Subsequently he wrote "The
for breaking into into its structure.
Mrs. Frieda -Richard, 73, promi- in an
Tliomas);
productions
Guild
Blackfriars
E.
ber
of
A.
(with
beBig Idea"
the newspapers with a red scare
nent Viennese' actress and a mem.
Meanwhile, Authors' Leaguers not
"The Morning Star" (with Bernard ber of the late Max Heinhardt's in N. Y. His last Broadway appear- fo*e consulting the League and us- associated with the
AWA, joined in(with
Searching Wiird,"
"Tliirty
Voight)
companies, died in Salzburg, Aus- ance was in "The
ing the organizational channels open the fracas of flailing verbs.
James
Thomas); "The Better Understand- tria, Sept 13, according to word re in which he succeeded Arnold Korf. for democratic discussion of all isT. Farrcll, novelist, in a letter to Elin
"Friend
and
Thomas);
ing" (with
sues. Rice said the plan was up for mer Rice urging rejection
ceived by relatives in the U. S.
of the
last
play
The
Voight).
Deed" (with
RUSSELL
(Wed.) at the plan, said the sponsors of the
today
discussion
After studying for the stage, i;he
project
1926.
in
•was produced
Russell Whelan, 45, newspaper- Authors League council at the re- haven't a good record in
joined Heinhardt's company in 1910
the defense
Among the many volumes he con- She appeared in most of the Ger- man,- novelist and director of United quest of Emmet Lavery, president of rights of free expression.
were;
theatre,
the
to
tributed
man translations of Shakespeare's China Relief, Inc., radio programs, of the SWG, and that a representaOperating out of offices in the
group
•^Studies in Stagecraft," "Problems plays, as well as in Ibsen and Moliere died at Flushing, N. Y., Sept. 15 fol- tive of the dissident
Devon
hotel,
N.
Y.,
the
was
the
playing Would be present to debate the issue.
of the Playwright," "Seen on
Since 1920. she played the lowing a heart attack while
plays.
stepping up its drive to recruit opon Con
"Conversations
Stage,"
role of the mother in "Everyman" golf.
From California word' came that, ponents to the
via a mailing
His latest book "The Flying in addition to the membership of the campaign to the nation's literateurs.
at the Festival in Salzburg.
She also achieved a reputation as Tigers," was published in 1942. Sur- SWG, the
plan has been en- Among those already affiliated with
IN MEMOMAM
a film actress in English and Ger- vived by widow, parents, two sisters dorsed by the western and midwes- tlie committee are Louis Bromfieldi
man films, appearing with Conrad and two brothers.
tern cbuncils of the Radio Writers Bruce Barton, Rupert Hughes, Kathand Mady
Veidt, Emil Jannings
Guild and by the membership of criiie Brush, Benjamin Stolberg,
Died Sept. 20, 1936
Christians. She had never appeared
FEBNLET W.
the western region of the RWG. John Erskine, Clarence Budington
in the U.. S.
"In Our »t*art« Alway»"
Fernley W. Kutz, 66, former di- Added impetus for support to the Kolland, Eugene Lyons and Rene L.
Survived by two daughters.
rector for Metro-Gold wyn in silent plan in the east came with reports Kuhn..
NEniK, MARY AllEEN and BETTY
film era, died last week at his home from the Coast that actual work in
NICHOLS
organizing the plan was under way
in Pottstown, Pa.
temporary Drama, "So You're WritKen Nichols, 49, until two Weeks
Kutz entered the film industry and that members had been aping a Play," "Wanderings" and "The ago in charge of overseas transporCommit^
after his discharge from the Army pointed to the overall
Geraldine Fitzgerald to Stuart
Theories o£ the Theatre." He also tation for USD-Camp shows, died
during the Phillipine insurrection. tee of the SWG.
Schettel,
Los Angeles, Sept. 10.
edited Pinero's "R. L. Stevenson as Sept. 14, in New York after a heart
Stacked full of topnotch Holly- Bride is screen star; groom is mana-He retired about 10 years ago
a Dramatist," Stevescn's "Treasure attack. He resigned that post two
from
and returned to Pottstown
wood writers, the organization, ger of Newsreel theatre in that city.
Island," "The Social Plays of A. W. weeks ago to join Sol Tepper.
California.
strategy, and puTjlic relations com-^
Edith Wagner to Ted Smith, GalPinero," Hooker's Translation ol
Nichols, a gi-aduate of Marquette
mittees included Cain, Ring Lardner,
•'Cyrano de Bergerac," Yvette Gil- university, started in show business
iip. W. M., Sept. 8.
Groom is a studio
ROBERT E. SPENCER
Jr., Arch Obolcr, Albert Maltz, Al-^
bert's "How to Sing a Song," "Repreart director.
as a musician, and later became
Robert E. Spencer, 44, composer van Bessie, Adela Rogers St. John,
sentative Plays by H. A. Jones' accompanist for Frank Fay, George
Mary Lou Montgomery to Ed
of popular songs, died in San Fran- Albert Hackett, F. Hugh Herbert,
and Goodrich's "Richelieu."
Angeles, Sept. 15. Groom
Brady,
Los
Givot and others. He also staged cisco, Sept. 14.
and others.
Survived by widow and two sons,
is a radio announcer.
the annual benefits for the National
Among his best known numbers
Editorial comment in the
Donald Hamilton, who is connected Jewish hospital, Denver.
Betty Lee Mahr to Paul Spor, Jr.,
"Walking mag for September struck out
with radio work at WOR, N. Y.
He joined the USO five years ago were "I Wish I Knew,"
Toledo, Sept. 7. She's dance instrucfiercely at critics of the plan, saying
ftnd Gordon C. Hamilton, who is asst. when it was known as the Citizens Arouiid in a Dr«iHn" and "Hushaby.'
He had also written special numbers that "cries of 'red' from lick-spittle tress; he's son of Toledo booking
national affairs editor of Newsweek. Committee
and booked overseas
for Sophie Tucker, Ted Lewis and trade-papers, gossip columnists and agent.
shows and took care of the transLeatrice Joy Gilbert, to Henry C.
others.
Hearst's trained seals can be disMICHAEL MINDLIN
portation;. At the time of his death,
missed as beneath contempt. The Hart, Jr., Providence, R. I., Sept. 15.
Survived by widow.
Michael Mindlin, 54, legit producer he was affianced to Dorothy Hall,
is
capitalism,
naked and Bride is actress and daughter of
actress.
Survived.,
by
a
radio
and film exhibitor in New York City,
actress
simple, but it is
capitalism for Leatrice Joy, former screen
brother.
CHARLES
WILLIS
in
pioneer
died Sept. 13 in N. Y.
and the late John Gilbert, screen
Thompson, 75, writers, not entrepreneurs." The
Charles
Willis
the importation of foreign films,
star.
CLAUDE
newspaperman and writer, died in editorial flatly denied that the AuMiiidlin also had been in the prothority would somehow dictate the
Doreen Pastor to William H. Carbeen
New
York
Sept.
8.
He
had
on
archi
he
noted
Claude Bragdon. 80,
duction end of the theatre since
content -of a member's material and ter, Las Vegas, Sept. 14. Bride is a
was 16. Born in Russia, he was tect, author and stage designci', .died the N. Y. Times for 21 years, was advised the— opposition, especially member of Donald Nelson's jtaff^_;_.
brought to the U. S. when an infant in New York Sept. 17. He ap- Washington correspondent for 15
Peggy .Taco to Charles Underwood,
years and editorial writer for six producers, to stick to the real issues,
by his parents. While still a youth parently died in his sleep.
which they outlined as follows:
Uniontown, Pa., Sept. 8. Both are
years.
While
biz
author
of
not
of
show
he
had
been
with
Bragdon,
who
had
he organized a stock company
there.
ar
(1
Under
an
established
met
and
written
about
many
stage
)
the AAA, the producers on staff of Station
books
and
many
which he toured the south.
his
will
forsook
ehitect,
at
the
age
of
58
personalities
not,
through
remakes.
during
newspaper
caTie
able
Gloria Blondell to Vic Hunter.
His first success on Broadway
came in 1922, when, with Michael former accomplishments to become a reer and enjoyed the friendship of to make two or more profits out of Monterey, Calif., Sept. 14. Bride is
dione
designei
and
art
story
successful
stage
purchase;
many
of
them.
Last
Goldreyer, he produced "The
screen player and sister of Joan
Warning," which was an immediate rector for Walter Hampden, actor
(2) Producers will no longer get Blondell; groom is head of radio for
He was father-in-law o£ Lew Ney,
few years later he serving in this capacity on Hamp- writer and erstwhile "iVIayoi" of as a free gift from the writer his Foote, cone
Belding, on the
success.
"Cyrano.'
productions
of
den's
acquired the Fifth Avenue Playsecondary right (television, radio, Coast.
Greenwich Village,. N. Y.
"Macbeth,'
"Othello."
serial, etc.) in any piece of material;
house, N. Y., where he launched a "Hamlet,"
Ellen Demming to Hal C. Thomp,Venice"
others;
"Merchant
and
of
drive to popularize the art theatre
son, New York, Sept. 14. Both are
(3) Producers will be restrained
DENNIS QUINN, JR.
He had also won Presidential
through foreign and unusual films.
Dennis Quinn, Jr., 37, who for- from freezing a writer's material on legit actors, who appeared with sumHe also operated the Little Carnegie medals- for his architectural achieve merly managed
theatres in their shelves for an indefinite period mer stock at Green Springs, Pa.
ments and had written many books,
«r;l otlier small theatres.
Trenton, N. J., died in New York
autobiography,
"More
including
his
Y
In 1928, he clashed with the N.
Lives Than One," published in 1938 Sept. 15. He was a brother of Wilstate censors over his projected proliam Quinn, general manager of the
Survived: by two sons.
duMion of the German film, "Tlie
Mr. and Mrs. William Phillips, son,
Raybond Theatres circuit, N. Y. /
Practicality of
City Without Jews." Tlie story was
Oxnard, Cal., Sept. 3. Father is a
LORA
In addition to brother he is sur.
-Howard Lind.say, making an esti- makeup man at RKO.
that of an imaginary state which
62. retired vaude vived by parents.
Lora
Valedon,
mate of the plan in the same issue,
pasiC-s a law expelling all Jews. The
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Jay Irving,
Circus
performer,
died
in Pvovi
and
doused the
censors called the theme "objecstandard-bearers
son, Pasadena, Cal., Sept. 9. Father
dence, R. I., Sept. 15
JOHNNIE NEBLETT
with' doubt about its legal
tionable,"
and
She had been in shobiz 30 years
Johnnie Neblett, 33; radio star,' financial practicality. Lindsay said is a radio, announcer.
Mindlin' was one of the first proand
introduced
the
reputed
to
liave
Hal Mclntyre,
Mr. and Mrs.
was
killed
in a plane crash near that when Cain suggests that the
ducers tO' bring o-ut a film scoring
Father
Hitler.
In 1934, his "Hitler's Reign "slide for life" stunt in both theatres Chicago, Sunday, Sept. 15.
can be established in two daughter, Hartford, Sept. 3.
the only femme
Further details in Radio section:
years, he is inviting the
of Terror," for which Cornelius and circuses and
"to is the orch. leader.
performed
to
have
ever
such
a
feat.
live with him in a fool's paradise."
Vanderbilt, Jr., shot many takes in
Mr. and Mrs. Crayne Patter.son,
had
also
been
stunt
in
She
a
woman
Mrs.
Reynolds,
Paul
wife o£ the Pointing to the terrific expense daughter. Hartford, Sept. 10. Father
Germany, was shown at the May fair
theatre, N, Y., against the then active many films. Until her retirement in manager of the Grand, Carrier Mills, which would be involved in a fight is radio announcer at WONS, Hartopposition of the German-American 1932 she had done an act with her 111., died in St. Louis after giving to establish the AAA, Lindsay said, ford.
U
husband,
Dan
Valedon,
Who
survives
birth; to a daughter. She was the "It Cannot be done by small loans
Bund and allied group-s, who tried to
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Hyde, LOS
her.
Father is with
daughter of Oscar Turner, head of from the four Guilds to sot
for^tan its showing here.
a Angeles, Sept. 7.
A daughter, sister and two broth- the Turner-Farrar Theatres Co. of secretariat" as was outlined inupthe Metro's music department,
AfHither of his importations was
her.
ers
also
survive
BergofT,
Illinois.
David
original
French version of
original proposal. The Radio Writers
the
Mr. and Mrs.
"Mayerling."
The 35th St. PlayGuild is broke, he said, ivhile the daughter.
New York, Sept. laEVERETT STUTZ
house, the St. George, Brooklyn, and
Charles Croom Cook, 47, business Dramatist Guild has been carrying Mother is Adele Rivio, songstress.
Everett Stutz, 41, who managed
the- Chicago Playhouse were other
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Smith, son,
manager of Paramoimt's publicity too large a share of the financial
the
Colonial
theatre,
Albany,
N.
Y.,
is .on
cf his theatres.
department, died Sept. 10 in Holly- burden tlirough heavy assessments. Hollywood, Sept. 11. Father
Survived by widow, two daughters for five years and who previously wood, following a heart attack. He Only the treasuries of the
and David O. Solznick's production staff.
and a son, Michael, Jr., of Warners' had been film house manager in had been with Paramount 10 years. the Authors' League could be tapped,
Mr. and Mrs. Joel F. Kronish, son,
Ohio
and
Indiana;
died
in
Albany,
according to Lindsay, and no large Hollywood, Sept. 10. Father is an
publicity department.
Sept. 10. Stutz had not been in good
sum would be forthcoming from this assistant film director,
Mother, 62, of Howard Le Sieur,
health since he suflfered a stroke
source in any case.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lefkowitz.
BILLY
more than a year ago, but by a advertising manager of United ArtRaising the spectre of constitu- daughter, Paterson, N. J., Sept. n.
Billy
Diamond, 56, vet vaude game fight succeeded in returning to ists died Sept. 15th at Morris Plains, tional legality, Lindsay declared, Father is manager of the Hyway
booker with the Arthur Fisher his post at the Colonial. He left to N. J.
"Before the
can achieve the theatre,.Fair Lawn, N. J.
agency, died Sept. 10, after a heart manage a Bud Silverman circuit thepower of protection for authors
attack, at his home in New York. atre in Southern California, hoping
Louise Norman, 29, wife of Hatty which it hopes to achieve, it will be
Diamond, who started in show busi- the climate would improve his Norman, radio writer, died irt New necessary, as Mr. Cain points out, to
Leo Fuchs, Yiddish legit comerole
ness in a comedy act with
wife, health, after
dian, will be starred in the title
sold
.
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DIAMOND

AAA

his

Edith, gravitated to the booking end
Of the business starting with Gus
Sun in Indianapolis, and was later

transferred to Chicago.

In, Cljiicaeo,

Harry Berinstein

the Colonial.
He returned to Albany a month
ago with the liope of resuming his
job at the Cploplal, ;F,oll<)wjqg ;tun^-'

York, Aug.

31.

chance the Copyright Law. There
is nothing in the eicperience of the
in its long, hard
struggle with the Copyright Law to
suggest that this can be quickly or',

Harry Weiner, father of Hal and Authors' League
Willard

Weiner,

difjd Sept. 8 in

screen

Los

publicists

A,nsel«js,
^

,

,

Of the

"The GaUcian Cowboy," new

Yiddish operetta opening the fa"
season at the Parkway theatre.
jSrpohJyn, ,pn Oct. 5.

.

"^'(tlneeilay,

September, 18, 1946
phony

CHATTKK
orchestra

of

sixty,

Gue.st

London

Paol Le Pere, back from Coast,

snotted pronto in road "Born Yesterday."
Al LU-htman. Metro studio producY, to huddle with
tion exec, in N.
)i.o. execs.
Spencer Trac.y arrived' in N. Y.
fiom (he Coa.st over the weekend for
vocation.
a siboi't
John Garrity, Jr., residing in Hol-

By
Ethel

week
urday

t'lorencc S.

Lowe

Waters wound

up

a

Brown Derbv

stint at the
(14).

two

'Bills' Keed'.s planned
nitery
hi<! easl-slde

>

.

lyn," currently at

RKO

Keith's.

Robert Cumming.s, film star due
Oct. 1 to speak at the luncheon
opening of launching National Symphony winter series.

now delayed un-

.

.

Sarah Young, chief booker for
the first of the year.
20th-Fox here, heads local Variety
Earl Carroll birthday-barbecued at tent's Women's Divrision for the third
home. Wn-es went out to consecutive .year.
"attend."
to
pals
Y.
N.
hi-«
Stanley Adams, former
raw
Luila Ernst set a,s "Cinderella" In film chief during the war, named
the Leonard SiUman forthcoming government surplus property chief
for the Chicago area.
•musical. If the Shoe Fits."
Thurman
W.
Arnold,
who
husband
Vinrepreand
Garland
Judy
ccnte JWinelli .skeddcd to arrive from sents ATA in its intervention in the
New York anti-trust suit, heads west
(Wednesday).
llic Coast today
Pinil Hccluili and the Mrs. o.g.ing to .speak at a large dinner in Los
Bro;ulwav. He's anm-sements ed of Angeles Sept. 22.
.Variety Club holds a stag party
the Houston (ScHpps-Howard) Press.
Henry* Lawrence handling Danny Friday (20) to salute Max Cohen,
SehoU's role in "Call Me Mister" outgoing Universal branch manager
while latter undergoes a tonsilec- here, who has been upped to head
company's
Cleveland exchange, and
4om,Y.
Alex Gottlieb, Warner producer, his succes.sor. Harry Martin, transand Polly Rose. Billy's sister, due in ferred here from New Haven.
Gue.st ot honor at 19th birthday
New York Sept. 30 after their Coast
party for Loew's Capitol was' Dougwedding.
George Brown, HoUywoqd pub las Leigh, tycoon of illuminating adhead of Paramount, due in from the verti-sing. Leigh's latest brain child,
Coast end of this month for pub-ad M-G's advertising dirigible; illuminated D. C.'s skies with a 500 word
powwows.'
Singer Margaret Whiting planes birthday greeting on the eve of celbuc k to the Coast this week, after a ebration.
til

,

his Bevhills

WPB

-

to

east,

Eddie

join

'

;

..

'

..

bride

engagement;

Bobby

booked Into

juggler,

Opei-a Co. this .season.
Regis J. Yunker, assistant .Tianager
of Barry, promoted by Shirball Theatres to Toledo berth.
Brian McDonald, m.c. of "Ice-Capades" last three years, now company manager for show.
Herb Drake in town contacting the
movie ed.s in his first swing around
the circuit for Columbia Pix.
Dorothy Elpern, of
exchange,
went to Coast on vacation and liked
it so well .she's .staying there.
Virginia Reed has joined
continuity department, replacing jimmie
Spanos, back to Pitt for her degree.

WB

:

.

'

KQV

South Africa
By Joe Hanson
Pro vaude at the Standard Theater—Johannesburg,- for—the first time
many

Jule,

William Fenn hotel's Terrace Room
next month
Richard Karp. of KDKA staff, reengaged as conductor for Pittsburgh

Bermuda where he spent his honey
moon with his bride, Edna Fenn, pf
England.

.

Irene Connell, local gal, reiolning
Gloria Lee Dancers- for -Nixon Cafe

Univer.sal, returning to Penn State
this fall, interrupted when called into
service.- He recently returned from

Bristol,

,-

Stephanie Diamond, of radio, home
.summer at Provincetuwn.
after .spei'ding the'

.

vear.s.

'

Record

'Okla.'
Solomon, noted British pianist, is
concert artist scheduled for a
Continued, from page 1
South African tour.
Sigi
17-year-old, who operates the auditorium, shut
Welssenberg,
Bulgarian-born Palestinian pianist, off all telephones early in the week;
doins; capacity on concert tour.
Although Des Moines is ordinarily
Plan to form a National Theatre
in South Africa with many small a one nighter, Mrs. Clark offered to
play "Oklahoma!"' a second week untheatres now being talked here.
Paul Loyonnet, French pianist, der a guarantee deal.
will give recitals on stopover here
Musical, which isn't booked in the
en route from Palestine to U. S.
state of its title, drew Gov. Robert
Masha Arsenieva. Russian Baller- Kerr of Oklahoma to the premiere
hui, is now appearing in Johannesin Des Moines. Instead of using his
bur.s. with Cape Town appearances
car from the hotel to the theatre, "he
to follow.
Metro's "Green Years" is doing rode in a surrey with a fringe on
Then came the rains, and he
top.
terrific biz at Plaza, Cape Town.
latest

"State Fair'"

.

:

was soaked.

(20lh) also did well

Colosseum.
Before the war biggest takings for
M. A. Schle.singer, managing di- the Des Moines spot was for a conof IVTA, Ltd., New York, cert with Eddie Cantor, who drew
down here to confer with brother, $18,000 in two nights.
at

,

I

rector

I

W. Schlesinger.
Next legit shows set for Alhambra in Cane Town are "Pygmalion"

,

and "Philadelohia Story" presented
by Munro-Inglis Comp.
Capt. .Tack Stodel,

Cape Town

di-

rector for African Theatres, back
from five-week big game trip. Also
took 35m Pictures of animal life.

'Two

from Boston" (M-G)
and "Watch 6n the Rhine" (WB)
Sisters

are doing

among new

better than average biz
U. S. films in this terri-

Joe Hummel,

made

Warners' European
around South

flyin« trip

Africa accompanied by Jerry Sutton,
South African manager for company.
,

George

Formby,

famous

British

comedian, plans to visit South Afin October for quick tour. He
first overseas performer of
-

I'lca

Win be

note in six vear>!.
. -lohanncs van der

Merwe, indicted

for murder and robberv of Herman
Michel.son. manager of Maje.stic Cin-

ema, Cape Town, sentenced to 10
years for culpable homicide^
Plenty ot squawks from public on
propcsal to introduce commercial
radio ,nro.grams plus dissatisfaction
With S. A. Broadcasting Co.'.-! policy
hoK_ forced the I'overnment to order
an_inQuirv into South Africa's radio.
Johannesburg ha<i started a sym-

"Up In Central Park" at the 22,000-seat Hollywood Bowl vied with
"Oklahoma!'! in Des Moines, but the
estimated gro.ss of $120,000 included
the opening night iSatiirday, Sept;

:

in

was

in three oix at Svdnev
Georges Thill. French tenor, has

recently

I-

.

,:

'

home from Adirondack honey-

moon.

Bob Montgomery, of Jock Lawr
rence's J. Arthur Rank publicity
organization,
returns to England
Sept. 24.
Steve Miller, former Army
PRO, has joined the outfit in London
as Montgomery's aide.
Scandinavian Airways junketing a
U. S. pre.ss-radio group, ihcludmg
Bob Gonsidine and H. "V. Kaltenborn, in an exchange with a Swedish
newspaperman contingent, to Copenhagen, Oslo and Stockholm (Wed.).
Charles D. Prutzman, Jr., son of
C. D. Prutzman, chief counsel for

rep.,

.'

:

Cohen

Vie Lombardi and his new orch set
for Bill Gieen's late in October.
Col .salesman Buzz Keyhan and his

(

;

.

:

'

.

;

j

Pittsburgh
By

pressbook department.
Was with
Metro on the Coa.st.
Milton Berle, Georgie Price, Patsy
KtiUy. Mitzi Green, Paul Haakon and
a ;flock of other prominent old^grads
of the Professional Children's School
will attend season's opening' Sessions
today Wednesday ).

in

:,

:

Cantor's

.

-

,

"

'

|

.airer.

Hey wood Kling. 21-year-old son
handicapper Ken
of comic. sti;ip
Kling. has joined United Artists' h.o.

.

ish

,

Sat-

Vera-Ellen in town last week to
hypo interest in "Kid from Brook-

lywood, back with "Tourquise Matat Belasco. there.

rix.'.'

55

Pepublic product goes through BritEmpire Films down here.
Hollywood
Sydney cinemas are closing night
George Sanders is off to Monaco
Bob Goodfried in from New Yoi k,
shows earlier in order to allow pato form a film company there.
Loretta Younff to Honolulu on vaBritish Broadcasting Corp. is in- trons time to get out of town. Travel cation.
restrictions because of coal shortage
troducing "Women's Hour," starting
David Bruce, nitery owner, dihas cut service to the city from
Oct. 7.
vorced.
Ambrose, back from his engage- nearby nabes down to hourly trains.
Jimmy Lloyd laid up with .sinus
Biz is bright for vaude-revue on
ment at Gafe de Paris, Monte Carlo,
two-a-day on the Tivoli loop. Svdnev trouble.
and reopens at Giro's, Sept. 17.
Vidor' to San Franci.sco on
King
show, in for six weeks, includes ElVernon
Sylvaine's
new
play,
business.
"Quiet in the Forest" finally set for mar, Rex Dawe. George Wallace.
Jules Stein clippering- to South
early production with Mary Clare Jr., Joe Latona. Colin Croft. Billv America.
Kerr
and
produced
bv
Lieirt.-Col.
in lead.
Walter McCreery trained in from
Helen Howell (Mrs. Val Parnell) Jim Davidson.
New York.
keeping friendly with Lew & Leslie
Marian Cohn recovering from apGrade, local bookers, so as to return
pendectomy.
to vaudeville again;
Bill Davidson hospitalized l<ii' miChicago
Mona Inglesby's International Balnor surgery.
let revived at London Coliseum Sept.
Elmo Tanner planning to organize
Danny and Sylvia Kaye to Colo3 for four weeks season, with open- his own band.
rado Springs.
ing attraction "Comus."
Dean Murphy and wife Dottie Day
Fortimio Bbnanova to Mexico City
Scott and Whaley recently split in town on their way east.
for film work.
after 25 years as a standard vaudeGus Van, at Colosimos, celebratJack English to Oregon on a fishville act, with Eddie Whaley taking ing 60th birthday this; week.
ing vacation.
in Chris Gill as a new partner.
Sam Honigbers' took over flack
Bert M. Steam in town from
Commercial
broadcasting
from duties for Colo.simos last week.
Pennsylvania.
Radio Luxembourg .starts operating
Benny Fields opened a two- week
Lou Weiner checked in as a Rein England Sept. 29. with Wireless engagement at new Showboat nitery, public publicist.
Publicity as the English agents.
Milwaukee.
Tiny Hill laid; up with an injury /
"This Way to the Tomb," starrin'g
Ted Tod, former Warner Bros.', to his left hand;
Robert Speaight, transferring from fiaclc her^, joining Vanguard Films
Angela Lansbury divorced Ri(;llthe small Mercury theatre to the and skedded to head its Chi office.
ard Cromwell.
Garrick, Sept. 16 for a series of
Bsn Kalmenson in for. sale.*-- hudr
Chester Conn in Chi to plug
matinees.
20th-Fox's "Three Little Girls in dies at Warners.
Leslie Banks latest of actors to Blue," skedded for a Chi opening in
Barry Sullivan returned fronr a flyhave his house burgled, with unwel- Nov.
ing trip to: Dallas.
come visitors getting away with
(iordon Hollingshead to Balboa fiu^
Danny Ka e has been added to
$1,600 of swag while family was the list of stars to appear at the Chi- a fishing vacation.
away for weekend.
cago theatre's 25th anni celebration
Jimmy McHugh, Jr.,-, in- from the
Trocadero restaurant in Piccadilly Oct. 18.
London MCA office,
celebrating its 50th anniversary on
Besa Short in from Texas to look:
Oscar Furstenberg has been apOct. 5, when for one week proprie- pointed superintendent
y,
,:;
of produc- over shorts product;
tors J. Lyons & Co. will establish tion for
Ginger Rogers' and Jack Bvi.gSS:t6
the newly incorporated Filthe atmo.sphere of the Gay Nineties. mack Corn.
their (jregon ran(;h.
Actress Nora Sinburne marrying
Stanley Cortez to Mexico for two.
Show following Gracie Fields at
Esmont Knight, her third husband. the Chez Paree Oct. 7 will be headed weeks of gandering.
Groom recovering from blindness by Sophie Tucker, Bobby Brecn and
Frank: Fay len returned from his.:
sustained during battle of the Bis- Willie
and will be the costli- Manhattan vacation.
marck has successfully returned to est, everShore
Curtis Bernhardt will ;-,:iil for
presented at the spot.
stage and screen work.
France in December.
Lew and Leslie Grade have been
Martin Kosleck cooking up a .^ixappointed bookers for American
week tour of England.
Zone in conjunction with their Paris
.
Richard Ney back in town ;after
IS
representative.
George Leroy. at
two weeks at Del Monte.
By Les Rees
first
Shardust,
Heidelberg,
with
Cora Sue Collins and Ivan Staufl'or
batch of acts to leave in September.
Curly's nitery: has "Imaglnators." took a license to remarry.
Queensberry club, formerly LonWilliam Zoellner, M-G homeA.. L. Kaplan in from China for
don Casino, recently acquired 'oy office, a visitor.
studio huddles at Warners.
Arnold,
will
Emlle Littler and TomJanell Lynn, Warners actress; hosGene Meredith. Warner Brothers'
be ready for Christmas when Littler chief accountant, vacationing.
pitalized for major surgery.
and Arnold will stage a pantomime
Tom Conlon hospitalized with, a
Sonia Cortis held over at Hotel
there. Original intention was to put
recurrence of a former illness.
on the Broadway revival, "Red Mill." Dycltman Robin Hood Room.
Herman Belmonte, Costa Rica acJohn Sebastian into Hotel Radis- tor, became an American, citizen.
James E. Perkins. Paramount's
new British chief, here on an un- son Flame Room with Ray Morton
Earl McClintock returned to Warofficial visit, will stay 10 days. Then orchestra.
ners after four weeks in Honolulu;
he goes to Paris for short visit beWalter Hoflfman, 20th-Fox exMaureen O'Hara bedded by a back
Expected
returning
to
America.
fore
oloiteer, off to Hollywood for three- injury sustained on the 20th-Fox lot.
back in London with David E. Rose, week vacation jaunt
Ivan Kirov hospitalized for further
when he will be officially introHotel Lowry Terrace Cafe re- observation, following an operation.
^
duced.
Howard da 'Silva returned to work
opened with Ted Weems orch and
Alfred Shipman (& King) who unat Paramount after five days out with
Richard & Flora Stuart
til recently backed Sydney Box film
flu.
Prom Ballroom has Don Glaser
ventures, has acquired an interest in
Al Rogell on an 8,000-mile plane
Twickenham Film Studios. Studios for three nights and Del Courtney trip to scout locations in the Pacific
formerly were owned by defunct and Ray McKinley for one-nighters Northwest
y
Julius Hagen company, having been this week.
Dan Russell named foreign pubacquired sometime ago by Jack
Andre Kostalanetz orch will be licity manager for Samuel Goldwyn
Buchanan.
augmented by local musicians to Productions.
number 80 pieces for Sunday (22)
J.: Carrol Naish mulling an offer
concert at Auditorium.
tO: star in a Yip Harburg production
St. Paul Civic Opera .season to on Broadway.
Australia
Edward O'Connor left for Manila
open with "Naughty Marietta" followed by "Madam Butterfly" and as regional director for Loew's. Inc.,
By Eric Gorrick
in the Far E-ast
Ken Fidden. RCA manasfine direc- "Maytime" or "Katinka."
Carol Reed in from London to ditor, in from looksee of London. New
"Rendezvous with Annie," current
York and India.
at 4,000-seat Radio City with Desi rect "Portrait in Black" at Universal-International.
Sir Ben FuUer_ is looking for an Arnaz-Vivian Blaine stage show, is
Irene Lee is from New York to
extra theatre site in Newcastle, first Republic pic spotted into 'house
discuss story properties with her
under present operation.
major industrial zone.
boss. Hal Wallis.
W. E. "Farmer" Jones given green
Columbia's "Song to Remember"
Robert Ryan returned to work at
lisht to proceed with his new 800- RKO after a week off; the result
is in its 38th week at Savoy, Melof
seat theatre at Marshall, Minn., be- a horse accident.
bourne, and will continue.
Revival of "Rose Marie" for Wil- cause building will include apartTony Reddin, Paramount's exments
discharged
foe
war
veterans.
ploitation chief for England, in town
liamson-Tait at Royal, Sidney, is in
Grace
McDonald, who has quit for studio confabs.
its seventh week and will continue.
Sy Bartlett back from the WisconJohn B. Laycock ioined Univer- films and stage to settle down here
as housewife, and husband, Ralph .sin woods where he completed a
sal's public]'t.y dept. under Lin Endean. He was formerly with Para- Green, to launch series of children's whaling story for 20th-Fox.
Saturday film .shows at Lyceum, leTiiomas H, Morahan. Briti.sli art
mount.
director, arrived from London to
Wrestling is on the increase as f'it roadshow house.
Bob Murnhy, Sunday Tribune work for David O. Selznick.
U. S. mat men come over more freErnie Hallcr, Warners camcran'ian,
quently. Fight biz likewise upbeat- film editor and critic, wrote up Minnesota Amus. Go's. Chateau theatre, draws a .six-week vacation after
ing with importations.
"There's a move on to have the Rochester. Minn., whose patrons in- three years of steady work.
Sherman Harris on leave of abgovernment relax the amusement cllide Mayo' clinic visitors and which
tax, hypoed during the war years to has one section without seats, ex- .soncc from Sol Wurtzel Productions
clasively
net treasury millions of dollars^
devoted to Wheel-chair to recuperate from recent .sur..>pry.
Jack L. Warner received a .scroll
Most popular star in Sydney at clients.
of tribute for contributions to Mme.
present is James Mason. Britisher.
Sun Yat Sen's food relief nrogram
He's a rave with the f pram p.b Mnsnn

conductor at first performance will
be Dr. Malcolm Sargent, British
Francis Robinson teamed with Bill conductor. Albert Coates will wield
Theatre, Inc.
Fit Ids in p.a.!ng
baton for two seasons. Until now
Da vies, ex-WORer, now Cape Town had the only large orRuth
chirping with Gray Gordon's band. chestra in country.

year
Pabst

'

I

Rank's

been packing them

in in Sydney and
Melbourne at solo , concerts.
For
some reason, crix have been severe

Viiteo

Continued from

p.tge

I

China.

Jimmy MoHugh, a former Boston
Opera Hou.se office boy, now .songwent longhair at a recent garsmith,

den party at his Beverly Hills home
tele hookup rather tlian an outright when he had as guests Mayor Bowbuy.
ron of Los Angeles, Jeanettc MacShould the deal go through,: Rank Donald and Gene Raymond, Mr and
would have a handy centralized Mrs. Jan Kiepura. and otheiT: Mcpommunication setup to pipe visual Hugh even coritribbed a few Piitcini
programs to many houses within the arias on the 88.

».,;:,

on the singer.

Directors of Whitehall Productions,
operating Minerva, Sydney,
fave cocktail party to U. S, star
Terry Walker, here to do ''Soldier's
Wife" for unit.
Freddie Carpenter is coming here
Moines the New York company and from London to produce mu.sicals foreseeable future without costly inWith successnational (touring) (roupe had rolled for Williamson-Tait. Carpenter was stallation expenses.
San Franciseo
up a gro.Ss of $10,000,000 in 3V4 years. a dancer here foi years with W-T ful experimentation of blownup tele
programs on a full-sized theatre
KRNT date added *113,000 to the prior to going overseas.
By Ted Friend
Government. i.s brineine .Svdnev screen nearing completion in two
John Elwood to New York.
grand total. Previous record take for
Orson Welles at the Mark Hopkins.
a week was $64,000 set last October transport back to normal acsin after Rank companies, Bush Radio and
Dan Topping and Bruce Cabot in
by Bushnell Memorial hall, Hart- months of curtailment: because of Cinema Television, it is understood
coal .strikes.
Citv exhibitors are that several of the British tycoon's town.
ford, Conn: (seating capacity, 3,200);
looking for a biz increa.se now;:
Barbizoa Room moving in as town's
houses in the West End will be the
Seating capacity of the KRNT Radio
BUI Osborne, Monogram exec, due first to innqvate
top late spot.
telescreenings.
Theatre is 4,200.
here to look.see the Down Under
Al Williams to open new room in
British producer's plans call for
Three-fourths of the $113,000 gro.ss zone from Singapore.
He'll hold
El Cortez hotel.
here represented the Theatre Guild's confabs with Gordon D; Ellis, Brit- sports events as the first tele pieceCaimen Cavallero and Joe Reichshare. The house expenses are in- ish Empire Films, distribs of Mono de-re.sistance to lure fUm patrons. man Nob-hilling.
Stress on sports is double-barrelled
cluded in the items deducted from fare.
Mark Hellinger due in for press
Wirth's circus is pulling healthy since not only are the Britishers hot conferences on "The Killers" openKENT'S share.
Significance of the record Iowa trade in Sydney on longrun date. fans but theatres could compete for ing.
Unit is still under management of patronage with the event itself.
KSFO and AFRA join in new,i.( ri(,'3
ticket sale is more easily gra.spo.d
Doris Wirth. Femme manager .says
LiJasing of co-ax system is feasible titled "Give 'Em a Break" to' curb
when it is comp.ared with New York .she'll
have new-" acts from overseas
since both high frequency radar and juve delinquency.
totals. Al the 1,500-seat St. James
soon.
Copacabaha .still closed wjtl> distheatre in Manhattan, the average
Rov Ro"cr= is ..scaring with Aussie tele are in the same order of moga- jtrict attorney investigating, ttllegcd
gro.ss
weekly
is
approximately m.a.sses vi->^ his wc.stprns 'ffi.-iC gp' tp eycles' ihakfnj^ 'the switch sompfhirig
rnickcying" of bandsmen worklnj? in
"
$30,()0D.
Greater vU'n ion and indffS cxHiibs. (>nifineei's'ean hartdle.'
7),

when "Park"

got $16,000.

$10,000,000 In 3<<t Years
De.s Moines, Sept. 17.
Before "Oklahoma": came to Des

:

'

'•

.

.

^

S<^
^

f<^19IEfr

Vedwewlay,

SeptcmW
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Recorded Broadcasts Better Than
Radio, Insures Perfection-Jolson
Intra-trade
buzz-buzz on "The
Jolson Story" has radio sponsors interested anew in Al Jolsou ior a fall
series but he, like Crosby, is committed to the recorded show idea-.
"R-ecorded- programs
are better
than radio," the veteran showman
points out. "as witness the soundmixing in 'The Jolson Story' and the
records I made for Decca. It's the
ultimate
in
programming,
both
thi'ough a leisurely interspliding 6f
the best elements: of your pro'gram'
and from the refinements whicli recorded
programs ' make' possible
'

•

sciontiflcally,

'
'

"Crosby comes to the mike once
every Thursday and however he
does it it lays there, good, fair or
sensational.
But recorded, 'everything can be sensational.
"That's my attitude on any radio
series' I might do. If the jokes lay
dead' we can cut out that portion of
static audience reaction," continues
Jolson, "and b> Just punching up
the weak spots here and there it's a
cinch to have a sensational program

return to I'adio is" expected to
cue the singer-comedian's early
decision' to wrap up a sponsorship deal "for the 1946-47 broadcasting season.

Schenley, whicli sponsors the
Cresta Blanca nighttime show,
is anxious to ink Jolson to a
contract; so is Milton Blow on
behalf of his Philip Morris account.";
But Jiottest deal at the
moment is Kraft Music Hall,
with strong possibility that Jolson may step into the spot held
down by Bing Crosby before
latter decided he'd rather transcribe his shows for Philco.

."

week after week.
"And the nicest part is that nobody knows the difference, or cares,
for that matter,

if it's a live or recorded program. Do you or I know
the difference unless the announcer
tells you it's fby transcfiption'?"
His album of Jolsoti. standards is
selling big both in the U. S. and
England.

Coming-out

parties

and

desires

the

of

drawing

Biz
social

Prove There's

ural reaction to. .war's curtailed
fripperies plus .debuts of a number
of girls from America's best, families

which occur

this year

returning

through mere

coincidence.

— $4,000,000

Of that number, 16 have
(Continued on page

Fred

CNo Drudge')

Again Planning

or

Here

more.

gotie into
5)

Allen

to

Radio; Wants B'way

room

Impresario attributes society's
splurge of elegance partly to a nat-

Niteries

of

'

Flee

Show

Minneapolis, Sept. 24.
as toastmastcr at the North-

west Variety Club's hospital dinner,

Fred Allen announced his plans to
escape from the "drudgery" of radio
after the expiration of his present
39-week contract in order to have
some fun again by appearing in a
Broadway show and writing a humorous book about his early vaudeville days.

Musso's Jive?

Publicity

fated

Television's chief proponents, with

on Romano Musso-

lS.-year-old son

lini,

Duce,

playing

of the

ill-

with

an

Italian dance band, has at least
two U. S. talent agencies interested in bringing the combo over
as a freak attraction.

Romano plays the accordion
with a tavern combo on the isle
of Ischie (near Naples), to which
his mother, Raehelle Mussolini,

and her family have been

exiled.

Skolsky Bewails

eacii new event covered by the
medium in good style, have alwaj-s

come up with the timeworn expression that video has finally reached
-maturity and is all set now to go
full-speed
ahead.
It's
doubtful
whether these optimists will think
of anything new to say. but they
certainly received a solid foundation on which to base their optimism with WNBT's airing last
Sunday (22) night of "Mr. Mergenthwirker's Lobblies," first play
in the new "Broadway Preview"
project sponsored jointly by NBC
and the Dramatists'. Guild.
Plan and it's a good one is for
NBC to invite leading producers to
watch the preem performances on
video and thereby see new plays in
flni-shed form.
Producers in this

—

—

.

B way Fadeout

—

events of the forthcoming season
promise to be the most lavish display
of pomp and ostentation in the memory of Meyer Davis' 30-odd years
experience in catering to the musical

Jr.

increasing production costs is being met by Hollywood
in the b.o. power of the films it is
turning out. While the totals on the
expense sheets are soaring, coingarnermg potentialities of the films
they represent are keeping pace.
That's disclosed by the list of the
world's alltime top grossers, compiled by Vabiety and published
herewith. It shows that virtually as
many films hit the magical $4,000,000 domestic rental figure during
the past year as in the entire history
of the fihn industry up to that time.
A significant fact revealed by the
list, however, in light of the constantly soaring costs, is its brevity.
From the time "The Great Train

of

Boom Band

HERB GOLDEN

Challenge

Robbery" was occupying nickelodeon screentime until the present,
only 33 pictures have returned or
are still in release end give promise

Postwar Debs

set.

Black Market Paris

BOB STAHL

By
^By

Jolson Hot
Three-way»bid for Al Jolson's

Sidney
Skolsky,
gone-Hollywood, is

York

after

41/2

Broadwayiteback in New
years and sadly ob-

serves that "the Broadway Assn.
should really make on honest-togosh effort to save the street before
it's -too- late. It's worse than- ConeyIsland.
In fact, it used to be like
Coney, but now it's so bad I wish it
were at least back to Coney Island
standards.
I'm just flabbergasted
that the Broadway Assn. has blinded

much and doesn't force
membei's to do something about
it," he adds.
"Sure Broadway is a stale of
mind, as you say, and it has moved
to the East Side, but there is some
show business left. However, they
have done nothing to make it apappealing," the columnist complains.
itself to so

its

:

way, it's believed, can visualize
whether the shows have any value
for them.
Several top producers
'

were present
ance,

reps

performalong with talent and story
Columbia) Warners and
at the teeoff

of

Universal.

Whether any

them

of

(Continued on page 44)

.

Met Diva's Concert Tour

By

Via Plane Piloted

Her Husband-Pianist
Government surplus
North American AT-6 for transporutilizing

a

tation, Mona Paulee, mezzo-soprano
of the Met, and. her husband-accompanist, Capt. Dean Holt, who'll pilot,
will shortly take off on an extended

concert tour of the U. S, and CanFashionable world added heavy
ada.
Junket tees off Sept. 30 with
coin to its coffers in the inflation"The legit theatres are particularly initial performance in Toronto and
ary war years and now, that the
appalling. The whole street is like winds up some time next May.
bars are down, each socialite will
Allen says he'll about have had a second class carnival midway,
Winner of a Met contract in 1943
seek to make his particular function his fill of radio when he completes which is why I wish it were back when she came through as a finalist
as Opulent as possible. Cost of music the contract. It's too nerve-wrack- to topgrade Coney Island standards." in the Auditions of the Air', Miiss
alone for the average affair, accord- ing and too hard on one's system
Skolsky, producer of "The Jolson Paulee met Holt in a San Francisco
ing to Davis, runs to $5,000. When and there's too much grief attached, Story," which opens at Radio City nitery where he was leading the
drinks, refreshments, costs of hall, he avers. In radio, he points out, Music Hall following- the incumbent band and she was a warbler. Durother factors are tallied up often the "90% capitalize on the talents and "Notorious," is east for the American ing the war he served with the Air
Troupes See St. Loo Snag
present-day nut totals around $25,- efforts of 10% and it gets your goat. Veterans "Committee dinner being Transport Command and is .still oit.000 and upwards.
terminal leave.
(Continued on page 62)
tendered Al Jolson.
v
Housing If Cards
Biggest debbie party of the season
Bands,
among other traveling Will be that ol the daughter of the
troupes that are booked into St. Peter A. B. 'Wideners of PhiladelLouis during -the first week and a phia, whose reception will be held
half of October, 'have their fingers at Philly's Hotel Bellevue -Stratford
crossed against the .Cards winning with Davis conducting an orchestra
the National League baseball pen- of 75 men. Debut of Abby Rockenant. They see themselves sleeping
(Continucd on page 62)
on park benches in the event the
World Series comes to that town.
Hal Mclntyro's orch, for instance,
Will Finally
whicli opens at the Tune-Town BallSee
room, St. Louis, Oct. 5, is already
Chicago, Sept. 24.
-making unusual plans to sleep its
"Oklahoma!" will spend a week in
,W|en if the Cards finish
on top.
Oklahoma City starting Nov. 25, cut.*hey.'ii stretch out
on cots in the
ting a week off its 10-wcek stay
.ballroom itself.
here to keep the date in the state
wa.s named ai^ter. This'U be its
it
Ten
first visit there, .strangely enough.
A Tul.ia date is al.so set for the

No Middle Class

Left

Paris, Sept. 24.
There's no more" middle class in
Pans, and nitery biz demonstrates it
'Wore than anything else. 'While the
Class spots are enjoying
a boom to
(Continued on page 62)

.

'

On

Win

.

Oklahoma
You-Know-What

Commandments

Set as Semi-Pop

Tune

Bennce Russell has set the Ten
J-ommahdments to music as a semi-

•POp song, with
his own tune to a
Revised Bible text, plits a pop verse
'Of ilie
intro.

Bciurne

is

publishing.'

.spring.

State's governor, Robert Kerr, has
been yelling at tlie Theatre Guild
for three-and-a-half years, since its
most valuable property opened on
Broadway, to bring the musical out
that-a-way.
'

.
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MISCSLLANV

Army

Carious Italian Copyright Ruling

in the telecasts of the

Army

foot-

ball games, first assignment

hav-

Italian court's decision, was handin a suit filed by the Italian
Publication Co. against
the Jandi Sapi Publishing House,; in
which the plaintiff sought to estabright
to the exclusive translaits
lish
tion and publication fn Italy of Sinclair Lewis' "It Can't Happen Here."
In finding that Jandi Sapi had a legal right to translate and publish
the book, despite the fact that Lewis
had turned over all Italian rights to
(Continued on page B2)

Minnesota

West Point Saturday

ing been at

when

(21)

cadets

the

It

All

telecast

Tires sponsors the Army television shows which go on the air
(NBC). Schedule,
over

WNBT

U

games, inUniversity
pig.'skin conte-sts and finales with
the Penn-Cornell annual mixup.

which

for

calls

New York

cludes two

Evening
luncheon

Adams

Wednesday (18),
turned up at Toot'iS

which he autographed and
gave away to friends, including
Bill McGuggin, the St. Louis
ties,

town

in

scribe

sports

McCormack
ball

on That Man

Thinps are bad

over, according
to the Wall Street Journal. Doleful
over recent market slump, tone of
Friday's (20) edition of this financial
spokesman is in the main pessimistic, and it infers that it would take
a magician to get the country back
on a sound level.
But the magicians are having
troubles of their own, according to
a page-one story in that issue of the
Journal. In a bylined dispatch from
Los Angeles by Robert Sullivan, the
sheet points out that the appearance
of rabbits from a necromancer's hat
is virtually being eliminated by the
present day hard times. The magico,
article states, is going broke trying
to buy food for the lettuce burners,
and audiences object to fake rabbits.
In addition, union dues, leave the
illa.sionist bereft of personal cabbage,
With rabbits disappearing instead
of appearing, the prestidigitator is
also plagued with material short'
ages. Magico is handicapped in the
all

trick
department because
email
copper and brass has disappeared
since the war, and wood is virtually
unobtainable.
Also silk for the
streamer tricks is hard to get and
rayon and nylon are inadequate sub
rtitutes because of added~weiglit "SiiA'
volume.
The Journal indicates that the
magician himself is due to disappear

eventually.

for

and

Post's
fight expert.

and

the
Bill

thriller.

Metro

of

Boston

"BLACKOUTS OF

Al

base-

N. Y. Football Giants' requests
reserved-seat tickets at the
Polo Grounds this season is
about 300% over last year, and
last year in itself produced a
which just
request record
about suggests the kind of season
that pro football will have this
despite
the new
year, and this
Air-American league as compethe earlyrseason crowds
tish
wildest
the
exceeded
so far have
expectations

GEORGE WHITE'S CAUSE

Berman, Max Gordon
Buddy de Sylva and Louis Shurr
are leaders of the group which
trying to aid the former producer,
L.

now

in a California priiton camp
for hit-run driving.
Berman, who
was for many years White's attorney, left for the Coast over the
weekend in an effort to aid his for
mer client, while others are lending
the lawyer support and providing
White with what comforts he is able
to accept;

Morris Ernst Starts
Senate Probe Prelims
Washington, Sept.

24.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Ex-baseball Giant Phil Weintraub, who finished his career
with the Newark Bears a year
ago, is now batting in another
he's in the processedleague
foods busmess, and doing plenty
Guy Lombardo
okay, too
failed in the sweepstakes for the
big three title of motorboating
.

.

.

.

.

.

on Sunday (22) when he finished
second in the President's Cup
Regatta on the Potomac, with
President

The

Truman

crowd

among the

50,000 present.
bandleader earlier this sea-

large

of

son had annexed the Gold Cup

and the national sweepstakes.

FRED ALUEN.

Reynolds Anlile Broken,
But Continues 'Flag' Spiel
Although his left ankle wag
broken in a handball game; last
Quentin Reynolds
Thursday (19)
went on that night to do his narration for "A Flag Is Born" at the
Alvin, N. y., from crutches.
He's doing his stint from a wheelchair until show moves to the Adelphi theatre, at the end of four weeks.*

Dramatic Moment
One of those dramatic occurrences
took place Sunday night (22) at the
Stork Club When Mrs. W. Averell
(Marie) Harriman came into the
N. Y. nitery and was "congratulated." Wanting to know for what, she
was told of her husband's justannounced appointment ^as Secretary
of Commerce, succeding Henry A.
Wallace.
Mrs. Harriman, w.k. in show business, explained she had only spoken
to her husband in Paris and that
most of her trunks were already in
London, as she was preparing to
join him at the Court of St. James.

media and lend his
counsel to hearings on the subject,
tentatively scheduled to open in
i^id-Novenfiber^

munications

'

.

;

tests will

home.
and Texas all swing into action this
Texas Christian, Texas A &
weekend, and aU three will be stronger then last year. It won't be long
befpre Southwestern Conference football will be back to its high prewar

M

level..."-

Pro Football
National football league competition begins with a real gusto this weektwo games drawing the spotlight, the Rams and Eagles in Los
Angeles/and the Packers and Bears.struggle at Green Bay.
The All-American conference has some top games coming up also. The
two headline tilts find the Chicago Rockets tangling with the San Francisco 49-ers, and the boys from the Golden Gate led by Norm Slandlee
and Frankie Albert, should win easily. In the other topnotcher the Cleveland Browns and New York Yankees get together.
end, with

The games:

COLLEGE
WINNERS

GAMES
Army-Gkla. ....
.....
Boston College-Wake Forest (Fri.
Columbia-Rutgers
... ....
.

Cornell-Buckncll

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

nite)
,

,

.

,

...... ............

Dartmouth-Holy Cross
Navy-Villanova

.

.

.

Army
B. C

Pittsburgh-West Va.
.. .. ...
Temple-So. Methodist (Fri. nite)
Notre Dame-Illinois
Indiana-Michigan .....................
,

Iowa-Purdue .................
Iowa State-Northwestern
Minnesota-Nebraska

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Pitt

.

.

...

.

,

.

.

Greetings And
^Snlutetlonsl

. .

.

...

famous Broadway deteche does not immediately

6-5

Iowa

. .

. i .

Minn

,

.

Ohio State

,

. ,

.

Mary's- Wash.

...

.

.

.

.

.,,..>.. 2-1
7-5

North.

....

.

A&M

.. ...

.

13-5
2-1

.....

6-1

2-1

.............

•

6-5

Alabama
.

.

8-5

6-5

Ky.
Georgia

.

,

.
.

.

.

.

.

....

.

.

.

Duke

.

Miss.

.

................. 4-1
,

.

..

,

.

.

;

,

.

.

.. ..

..

.

...

<

.

8-5

...

.

Tehn. ...... .....

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

....

.

.

.

UCLA

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

So. Cal.
St.

,

•

9:5
6-5
7-5

8-5

Mary's

(Games are played Saturday afternoon, unless otherwise

'

6-5
7-5
8-5
7-5
7-5

.....

Texas

,

So, Cal.-Wash. State (Fri. nite)
St.

7- 8

6-S

... ,^

A&M

Texas-Colorado

5-1

.i

La. State-Rice (Sat. nite) ................... La. State
Baylor-Texas Christian
TCU
Texas A&M-Texas Tech
............... Texas

Oregon State-UCLA

DAMON RUNYON-

.

6- 5

^

Mich;

,

,

5- 1
.

N. D.

Okla. A&M-ArkanSas ...................... Okla.
Wisconsin-Calif.
WLsc.

cued Dave Bright, industrialist, from Alabama-Tulane
drowning in Lake Michigan Sept. 18. Cincinnati-Kentucky (Sat. nite).
Knowles jumped in and saved Clennson-Georgia (Fri^ nite).
Bright, who fell in while attempt- Duke-No. Car. State,
ing to tie a mooring rope to a post.
Florida-Mississippi
.....
Georgia Tech-Tennessee
..

4- 1

.

.

....... >
.............
...

..... . .
....
.

.

4-1
8-S

.

.

..Temple

.

,

.

.

.

ODDS
..

,

Col
Cornell
H. C

Navy

Missouri-Ohio State .........

Chicago, Sept. 24.
Patric Knowles, picture actor, res-

r'

•

.

KNOWLES— HERO

SIRE
-By

two big

.south the

their trip

•

PATEIC

In-ivill

be Alabama-Tulane, Georgia TechTennessee. Frank Thomas's Rose Bowl team will be dynamite all year led
by Harry Gilmer, while Coach Neyland at Tennessee will bring that school
sport.
in
the
former
prominence
its
to
back
In the far west Southern California again will be strong. And Washington State won't stop it this Saturday. St. Mary's last year's Sugar
Bowl team, sparked by Herman Wedemeyer, will be too tough for Washington, while intersectional flavor is found in the Wisconsin-California
The Badgers, fresh from their win over Marquette, wiU enjoy
affair.

,

THE BRIGHTER

stated.)

recognize.

non-committal cover against not only the possibility of passing
PROFESSIONAL
up somebody of importance that he should know by name but of extending
(NATIONAL LEAGUE)
recognition to some mugg over and beyond the guy's merit and rating.
ODD.S
GAMES
No one however important they think they are can object to "Chief."
WINNERS
7-5
It is certainly not belittling.
Chicago Bears-Green Bay
On the other hand it does not possess
Bears
6-5
that glow that mi^ht suggest close friendship or great Interest. But
Detroit Lions-Chi Cards
Cards ............
6-5
Philly Eagles-L. A. Ram.s
having thus protected himself against any possible charge of snobbery
Rams
8-5
or snobbery, Johnny takes closer visual Inventory and it the cirPitt Steelers-Wash. Redskins
Redskins
8-5
Giants* Yanks (Mon. nite)
...
cumstances warrant adds the personal equation^ "Ohr hello Damon,''
Giants
or Fred or Bill or Whatever.
ALL-AMERICAN CONFERENCE
Almost everyone has a stall-greeting of that nature an impersonal
Buffalo
Bisons-Chi
Rockets
(Wed.
nite,
25)
Rockets
acknowledgment of acquaintance without further responsibility until the
DOns
party of the second part is more definitely identified. It is, I think, pro- L. A. Dons-BufTalo Bisons.
Browns . ........ '
tection against bad memory and sometimes fading eyesight, I used to have N. Y. Yankees-Cleveland Browns.
Frisco
one myself, I would! simulate enormous affability on being hailed by some- San Francisco-Chi Rockets..,,
one I could not place and shout:
(Games, are pldj/ed Sundav a/ternoon unlesf othertoise stated.)
It is a

.

-

•

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

"Weil!

Well!

.

.

.

.

.

—

Well!"

Observe I did not mention a name. The "wells" apparently radiated
delight that sometimes astounded the recipient, especially if he were a
stranger who was only going to ask me for a light. He was apt to be
even more a.stounded by the sudden chill that befell, it bxs hail was prelude to an attempted touch.
Ihave made quite a study of greetings and salnation* as I have gone
through life and I And that the most common Is the aUuple "hello,"
often prefaced by "oh" or ''why" and delivered Hatly or with that
tonal expression that marks the varions sizes of the "hello" as, for
example, with emphasis en the last syilable, in case of a large "hello,"
viz:
"Oh, hel-lo-o-o-o-o!"
I like the medium "helJoV as the most non-committal salutation of all
until you have fixed the' recipient's indentity in your mind, and can grade
him or her accordingly. Louis Sobol, the columnist sayis "hello, baby,'
to everyone he greets, but I think that is a little too embracing, and personally -I could not stand the simpers that befall Louie when he mingles

Morris Ernst, New York lawyer
and civil liberties advocate, is in
town to map strategy with Sen with the

James' Murray, chairman of the
Senate Small Business Committee
for proposed hearings this fall into
alleged growth of monopolies in
newspaper, radio and pix fields.
Ernst, as revealed some weeks ago.
was approached, by the Senate group
to head up a study of mass com^

Down

1946"

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywpoil, Cal.
"Best evenine'a entertainment in
AnMrica. Ken Jruri'.'vy Is great."

run.

big games: hold the spotlight, Notre Dame-llllnois
ability plus a wealth of

Frank Leahy's coaching

make the Irish one of the most feared teams in the nation.
diana, smarting under a crushing defeat at the hands of Cincinnati,
be no match for the Wolverines.
material

KEN MURRAY'S

"Hello, Chief," salutes Johnny Broderick,- the
when he gets a big hello from someone

George White has discovered that
in his current troubles he has sud
denly developed a bunch of friends
he lacked when he was at the peak
of his
career. -Showman,
who
boasted perhaps fewer close assO'
ciates than any important figure on
Broadway or in Hollywood, is about
to benefit from a "George White
Fund" to be set up by a group of
legit and picture people.

WEEK!

ioT

tive,

SHOWMEN RALLYING TO

A.

new

Schor's with a pocketful of

two

and Michigan-Indiana.

223rd

Banshees

the

after
last

Hirshberg,

In the White House

In the midd'lewest

Equipment had not
from the Coast, so that
was scratched. Goodyear

Louis-Mauriello

Even Magis Will Blame

of the Soonerfi' strengtli.

battered

VillanoVa.

arrived

Commentofor)

JVettcorfc Sporta

King Football is back in all its color and splendor this weekend, with big
games scheduled in all sections of the country.
The games in the east last week moved along as expected, with powerful
Army smashing Vlllanova, .35-0. Davis and Blanchard didn't play long,
but long enough to make victory secure. Army plays Oklahoma this week
at the Point and should win, although the Army coaching staff knows little

Cas Adams, eports columnist
for King Features, will be voice

lishers,

ed down
1

-By Harry Wismer(ABC

Sports Short*

mean

that film companies, book pubmusic publishers, authors,
songwriters, etc., will have to revamp completely their copyrights in
order to protect their works from;
infringement by Italian organizations. News of the decision was announced by Herbert M. Karp, copyright attorney for several of the
major music pubs.
,

/rish,

Michv Alabama AlsoFaves

Protection for U. S. Pix, Books. Etc.
Complete lack of copyright protection for all Amci'ican works in
Italy *as revealed this week with
iiews of a recent decision handed
down by a court in Rome. Farreaehing effects of the decision may

Over Ok/a;

4-1

ladies.

_Ail comers are "pal" to Jack Dempsey, the former heavyweight cham
pion of the world, or sometimes "pally."
His memory for names and
is nothing to write home about, but he makes everyone think he
remembers them as if it were but yesterday that la.st they met. Babe
Ruth is another, "pal" man, too, and Gene Tunney is an "old fellow" chap
though Gene is not; often stumped for names.
Lew Wortheimer, a well known West- Coast sportsman, hails male and
female with "hello; podner" and in fact his nickname has become "Podner."
Mike Lyman, the Los Angeles and Hollywood restaurant man, addresses
folks whose names he is not sure of as "Neighbor." Ted Lewis, the band
leader, covers with i"hello, honey," and .Harry Richindtt, .the singer,

faces

>

.

sometimes overwlielms total strangers with his effusive "hello," sweetheart"
when he is trying to think of their names.
Abe Attell, tlie former featherweight champion of the worlds calls
everyone "Champ" and Phlily Lewis, a fight manager, rarely addresses
an acquaintance other than as "hello, sonny boy/' though the gee vn»V
be stepping on a long white beard. A salutation becomes a hiibit with
a man. George GIvot, the actor wHb the Greek accent^ bailed ope
and all with " 'Alio, Sport."

-,

Mendel Yudelovitch, the pants maker and former horse player, known
along Broadway as "Little Mendel," says "hello. Sugar Plum," often
accompanying the greeting with a pinch of the cheek of the greelce, an
operation that sometimes startled the hard boiled citizens of Lindy Prive
until they became accustomed to it.
Winchell says "hello, pop" to adults and babes in arms. Johnny KejeS,
the old time so-called ''Mayor of Chinatown," called everyone "(."ou.sin
or just "Couz." Harry Fisher the Fifth avenue jeweler's greeting, when
he is in doubt of a name or even, when he isn't, is "hello, darling'' boys*
Irwin, the West Coast booking agent, is one Of those "hello, darling" boys,
especially to the dames, a type of salutation that I find is highly favoreo

by agents.

My older readers will perhaps remember "Ah, there" and "howdy" and
"hah-juh-do" but I doubt if any of them will recall just plain "80o4
morning" and "good evening" and "good day." They were too far taacK.
And now, dear friends, I ask your indulgence while I go out and belt a
guy I kqow who says, instead, of just good-bye, "be seein',you."
Copyright, 19*6, King Features Syndicate, Inc. Distributed by iiucniational

News

Service.

(Repritteea by'pirmisiUn froWJW. 'y.'.TdarWoarAmerica^,- Sept. 19.
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PICTURES

'NOT HOARDING PIXVBALABAN
Telecasts of 'Jolson' Spot, 'Razor's

Oif[fll1[llD

Preem Presage More Tele-Pix Tieins
Indications of

a closer and more

-

Nov.Hlflv

,
between the two mdusheen practically
major film producers apparently not knowing what
video would mean in the Way of
.

Relations

tries heretofore hav
staleihated, with the

.

potential competition and, consequently, easting a skeptical glance
at any proposals for cooperation.

i

With 20th-Fox and Metro having
withdrawn their applications for tele
station permits, Paramount is the
only one of the majors retaining a
working interest in the new medium. Par, besides its affiliation with
DuMont, also operates an experimental station on the Coast and currently has applications pending for
a tele network under Television
Productions, a Par subsidiary. RKO

Buchman's
;

10% Bonus

Sidney Buciunan, head of

his-

own

indie unit via Columbia
Pictures, did such a pitch-in on
"The Jolson Story," as general
factotum to Sidney Skolsky, the
producer, that he was honused
in spades.
Harry Gohn> on behalf of Col,
gave Buchman a Q% slice in the
pic and Al Jolson gave him an
extra 5% from His share. The
.

whose biog was produced
as a package by Skolsky, nature
ally gave the latter a fancy cut
on the biopic, as did Harry Cohn,
prez of Col. Tliey were not obligated to do so as Skolsky received special recommendation
as producer.
star,

Par Adding To
Prod. Bacid(M[

With a schedule that calls for rean RKO-Pathe subsid, is lease of only two pix from now to
currently engaged in .the production tho end of the year while its studios
of films for tele.
hum with heavy production activihave long ties. Paramount will have the greatVideo proponents
claimed that television would be a
natural ad medium for films but, so est backlog of films on its shelves

Television,

(Continued on 9age: 31)

NickSchenck,lichbnaii

And Mayer Deny Those
Metro Studio Rumors
Reports persisted last week that
"important" changes in Metro's top
production personnel were impending.
They included rumors that
Louis B. Mayer would resign his

"

Both
as production chief.
Mayer and Nicholas Schenck, Metro
prexy, went on record to declare the
post

reports untrue.
Upping of Sam Katz a couple
weeks ago to join Al Lichtman and
Moe Siegel as Mayer's immediate
assistants apparently had something
to do with setting off the new round
of rumors.
Latest talk has had

Lichtman

or Katz slated to fill
spot, although there's no
explanation being heard on
quit.
All the
talk started following an announcement issued by Schenck, after his
recent trip to the Coast, to the ef^
feet that the company was taking
steps to pare production costs.
Mayer's

logical

why Mayer should

Mayer

was vehement in his
when questioned in Holly"There isn't a shred or paror iota, or whatever is smaller
than that, of truth in that report,"
he said.
''As
long as Nicholas
denials

Wood.
ticle

(Continued on page 29)

Johnston's Party of
0.0. Europe 6-7
Eric Johnston, who was

4 To
Weeks

slated to
leave for -Europe Monday (23), has
delayed his departure until next

Wednesday (2). It was believed in
some quarters that mention of the
Motion Picture Association prexy as
« possible suceessoit to Henry Wallace in the Secretary
of Commerce
post had led to the" postponement.

had actually been decided on,
however, before Wallace's bowout,
has been

JJelay

«

learned.

Accompanying Johnston abroad
,TO the six or seven-week
toUr of
.

i-urope

be Joyce O'Hara, his
Gerald Mayer, his aide on
iweign affairs, and Gerald Movius,
M nis Washington staff, who assists
on writing his
speeches and other
will

assistant;

matters,
,

i

Although John.ston was named as
^0. 2 choice for the Commerce post
Washington handicappers after
We Wallace blowup last week, anoiner flim exec was
also being men^

"f'"^— Donald

w

i

the

Former head
War Production Board is now
Nelson.

»jexy of the Society
of Independent
MoUon Picture Producers.

Mary I^kford Charges Prod. Code
Favors Big 5 at Expense of Indies

T

-t

amicable relationship between telewere
visioil and the film industry
seen this week as Columbia Pictures
took- advantage of the supposedly
Louisthe
lar^e audience tuned into
Miuriello light telecast to run a
trailer on "The Jolson Story" over
WNBT (NBC, N. Y.), and NBC announced it would televise the cerer
monies at the Broadway world
preem of 20th-Fo3i;'s "Razor's Edge."
the Hoxy theatre on
slated for

CUES

Charge that major company producers are creating an artificial
product shortage by a slowdown of
the releasing tempo of pictures was
scouted this week by Barney Balaban, Paramount prexy, who termed
any such practice as "hurting the

more than the independent exhibitors." Replying to
the assertion made by Abram S.
Myers, general counsel of Allied
States Exhibitors, and other Allied
members, Balaban declared that re-i
quirements of studio overhead, foreign markets and affiliated theatres
of the majors negated a product
pinch policy and made such indie
claims totally unfounded.
At the same time, Balaban discounted arguments that a product
shortage had been planned to open
the door to the release of a fiock of
reissues at high rentals in the near
future. Sounding a warning to the
entire industry, Balaban said "in
view of the uncertain lahor condi-

affiliated theatres

tions at the studios today, it would
be folly to release a large number
of reissues now when we may have
to fall back on them later on to keep
the theatres open.'' It is conceivable,
he explained, that Paramount may
exhaust its backlog of pix because

(Continued on page 20)

—^Pickford

Color Only

Black-and-^white. pictures will
be as obsolete as silents as soon
as Technicolor and other tint
outfits can increase processing
facilities sufficiently to meet the
domatid, Mary Pickford prophe;

New York (Monday

sied in

Oft-made

point

23).

some

that

films lend themselves better to
b,-:and-w. than chromo treat-

ment brought the reminder
from Miss Pickford that the
same thing was claimed about
silent pictures when the talkers
.started to make inroads. .Action

pix were said at the time to be
better

sound,
films

suited

for

silence

than

but how many action
are made silent today?t

Miss Pickford queried.

•

Administration of the Motion Picture Association's Production Code
loaded in favor of the Big Five
and. is hurting the indies, Mary Pick>^
ford charged in New York yesterday (Tuesday). She said she was
planning to canvass independent
producers on her return to the Coast
next week with a view toward getting changes made which would give
indies equal voice with the majors
in judgment on PCA-ordered deleis

tions

and

"As things stand now," Miss Pick^
ford told Variety, "the Bit; Five are
both Congress and the Supreme
Court.
They not only make the
rules, but they sit in judgment on
the operation of them, so that an
independent has no recourse. Inasmuch as we must live under the
Code, we want some say in its conand administration."
Miss Pickford, a one-third owner
of United Artists, madT dear that
"The Outlaw," which
disis
tributing, had nothing to do with
her resentment. Sh(. said she felt
qualified to talk on the subject of
the Code since her nam; had always
been a-ssociated with nothing but.
the cleanest of pictures.
tent

UA

Pitt

Power Strike

Stems

Biz

The Code is administered one way
Pittsburgh, Sept. 24.
for the Big Five members, who conParalyzing strike today (Tues.) by trol its administration, and another
utility
workers against the Du- way for indiei^, Miss Pickford de.

i

quesne Power Co., which services clared.
Tills echoes a charge made by
the entire Pittsburgh area with elecrecently
producers
that
grinding the wheels of city British
by Jan. I, '47, in the history of the
(Continued on page 29)
life
to a dead stop with a disastrous
Firm Partnered in
show
business.
effect
upon
company. Pile-up of Par pix which
hours
strike
only
a
few
With
the
stems from a combo of wartime stuInterlocking Pix Cos. old, 50 of the 65 theatres in the city
Kaye's Indie
dio conditions plus recent slow^sellElection of Robert Benjamin to the have been forced to close due to a
ing dictated by decree's new meth- board of Universal Pictures last power lack. Remaining 15 houses,
With
Deutsch
area,
are
week
marks
the
eighth
executive
in
downtown
mostly
the
ods will act as a cushion for current
Yon by Danny Kaye to join the
electricity belabor unrest though not a. result position the attorney holds in the remaining open with
indie producer ranks when his curcomplicated
a.ssociations
in
this ing supplied from own generators
rent pact with Samuel Goldwyn is
of long-term crystal-ball gazing.
Town's only
country of British film magnate J. installed last year.
result in an association with
Par has at hand 22 completed and Arthur Rank. It is also the 10th exec legit theatre, the Nixon, where "Fol- up may
Armand Deutsch, prez of Story Prounreleased films. Currently before post in affiliates of the Rank empire low The Girls" is playing, also is
ductions. Deutsch and Kaye are close
the cameras and nearing windup are held by a member of Benjamin's law operating with an auxiliary power
friends and have discussed possibilsix more while 21 added pix are firm, Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin &
(Continued on page 31)
ity of the SP topper and heir to the
being readied for the cameras, In- Krim.
Rosonwald estate giving financial
dicating how long some of these pix
Firm, which has long been active
baclcing to the comic for his own
have been in the cans; "Two Years in representing film industry clients,
unit.
Before the Mast," a major Par opus, is now among the most active in the
Deutsch's association with Kaye
which only preems this week has country in that field. As with most
hinges on: latter locating a suitable
for
gathering
dust
the
past
been
other firms, partners in Phillips, Nistory' for himself. He has one more'
the
three years. Another top opus,
zer, Benjamin & Krim turn in all
New York is topheavy this week .picture_.to. go for Goldwyn. SP; in
already
Technicolor "California," is
of their earnings as execs of out- with Hollywood players and execs which Deutsch is partnered with Hal
eiglit months old, with no indications side companies to the firm's treasand promised to bo even more so Horne, just closed a deal with United
as to release date.
ury and draw a stipulated weekly had the crucial strike situation on Artists for. release of its initial picj
During wartime, order of the day sum from, it as each individual's the Coast not held many production "This Side of Innocence."
was to make as many pix as pos- share of the take.
toppers close to their desks. Among
sible regardless of releasing slate
Titles in the Rank taffiliates held those
are Joe Mankiewicz,
east
requirements. With availability of
(Continued on page 18)
Walter Wanger and Joan Bennett,
rawstock and labor hi. ly uncertain.
Al Jolson, Lester Cowan, Mary
Par toppers wanted to reap while
Pickford and Buddy Rogers, Ralph
Par, Dietrich Ink Pact
they could. War pix, as topical, were
Cohn, Mr. and Mrs. Al Lichtman,
Trade Alarls ilcsistorcd
set for release immediately after
and Mr. and Mrs. Lew Schreiber.
Hollywood, Sept. 24.
FOUNDED BT SIMB SILVERMAN
completition while films such as
tomorrow
arrives
Piazza
Paramount inked Marlene Dietrich Ben
Fiil>1iNli«<l Weckl.i b7 VAKIETX, Inc.
"Two Years," without topical, slants to a contract calling for one picture (Thurs.).
President
Sit) Silverman.
were stored high up on the shelves. annually for seven years.
154 West 40th St., Now rorli 19. N. I
Also Charles Laughton, Sidney
Consequently, with only "Two
Star signed her first Paramount Skolsky, Gene Autry, Brian DonSUnRCRTPTION
Years" and "Blue Skies" set for '46 pact in 1930, when she was brought levy, Mr. and Mrs. Pandro Berman,
Porelgrn, .... .Ill
Annual. .... .$10
2 S Ccn tB
SI n gls Copies
release. Par officials estimate that here from Europe for ^Morocco," Jerry Horwin and Robert Montthe company will have minimum of but has been a fi-eelance since 1937. gomery. William Perlberg had, been
Vol. 164
No. 3
33 pix racked by the end, of the year. Currently she is playing in "Golden east for two weeks and returned to
Two pix in four months pace com- Earrings" on the same lot.
the Coast Sunday (22).
pares with ordinary rate of release

Robt Benjamin^s Law

tricity, is

Many

May

Danny

Armand

Be

FLOCK OF H'WOODIANS

CONVERGING ON N.Y.

"

of five films every two montlis. Slow
rate is being adopted so that sales
execs can feel their way ahead carefully with test sales in the unfamiliar auction selling territory.
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—
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18
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Bill

Chatter

Lead Big Grossers

SAM BISCHOFFS FOUR
PIX FOR UA RELEASE

,:.

Film Reviews
Foreign
George Frazier

'Notorious,' 'Sleep,'

.

.

.

reLate heat wave plus prevalence or slow in nearly every spot
Although in
this
week.
of holdovers and continued runs in ported
many key cities covered by VAniErr seven cities, it looks to do less biz
only
taking the wind out of some of than several others playing in
United Artists' board of directors, are
formerly high-sailing grossers three or four spots. For instance,
meeting in New York yesterday the
Again "biz is badly split "Night and Day" (WB). is nearly as
this week.
(Tuesday), approved deal by which
bf the first four toppers. strong although currently just in
Sam Bischoff will produce four pic- up outside
three towns.
These are "Notorious" (RKO),
release. Long-term
tures for
"Tlie Stranger" (RKO), which had
"Monsieur Beaupact for the former Columbia pro- "Big Sleep" (WB),
additional bookings this stanza, came
"Holiday in Mexiducer calls for three George Raft caire" (Par) and
close to getting into the first 12 lists.
(M-G) in about that order. "No- "Lucky," which is rated slow in Los
starrers, pliis a film version of "The co"
torious" is leading "Big Sleep" for
which
Dratler,
Jay
novel
by
Pitfall,"
Angeles and moderate in San Fran«
biggest coin, but Beaueuaire" is not
will be published this fall.
Cisco, is territ $34^000 in its initial
UA board meeting was a continua- far away in third slot.
week on Broadway at the Victoria.
Others in the first 12 are "Canyon "Gallant Journey" (Col) isn't shaption of the previous Tuesday's ses"Caesar"
"
WA),
Passage
(U)
minor
matother
ing up well on showings made this
sion. Number of
I'm
(20th),
"If
David"
and
"Claudia
directors
but
frame,
"Scandal in Paris" (UA)
ters were discuissed,
skipped all discussion of UA's re- Lucky" (20th), "Killers" (U), "Mar- also looks to be another disappointjoining Motion Picture Association. tha Ivers" (Par), "Courage of Las- cr, being light in Minneapolis and
There was also no mention of "The sie" (M-G) and "To Each His Own" N. Y., and mild in Boston.
"Cleo,"
"Claud(Par).
"Passage,"
the
"Black
Angel" (U), which opens
Outlaw," company execs taking
attitude that UA would continue ia" and "Lucky" are In the bigger in N. Y. today,, looks a modest entry
in Boston and Baltimore.
distribution despite withdrawal of money in order named.
(Complete
Boxoffice Reports on
Production Code Administration "Searching Wind" (Par) continues
a major disappointment^ being !iniid Pages 14-15).
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Night Club Reviews
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56
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Radio
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alterations.

Frank Scully
61
Television
41
Vaudeville.
..>,...,....... 54
Harry Wismer Football ..
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s

.

.
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1946

-MCTUIIES

WAVE OF NEW AMUSEMENT TAXES
AH-Time Top Grossers

Buy

of $215,000

Novd

.

Gone With the Wind (M-G) (f939)
This Is the Army (WB) «?43)

$20,000,000
8,500,000
7,000,000
6,500,000
6,300,000
6,000,000
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (RKO) (1937)
5,750,000
Leave Her to Heaven (20th) (1945)
,
5,500,000
Big Parade (M-G) (1925)
Saratoga Trunk (WB) (1945)
5,500,000
Notorious (RKQ) (1946)....,...,.,.......,,.,.
5,500,000
,
5,000,000
Song of Bernadette (20th) (1943.)..,.....
5,000,000
Meet Me ih St. Louis (M^G) (1945) . ......
(1942),
(M-G)
Miniver
5,000,000
Mrs.
Weekend at the Waldorf <M-G) (1945)
,. .,
4,900,000
(M-G)
(1946)
Follies
;,.
4,750,000
Ziegfeld
(1945)
(M-G)
Aweigh
4,500,000
Anchors
Apocalypse
the
of
(M-G)
C1921)
Horsemen
,
.
.
.
ii
.
. .
4,500,000
Foiir
....
.. . .. .
.
...
.
. .
4,500,000
t6.sf Weekend (Par) (1945).
4,500,000
Random Harvest (M-G) (1942)
(Par)
(1945).
..
...
.......
.................
4,500,000
Road to Utopia
(1944)
Away
(UA)
............
......... .
4,500,000
Since You Went
4,500,000
Spellbound (UA) (1945)
(1943)
4,500,000
Slagedoor Canteen (UA)
(M.G>
(1944)
,
4,500,000
Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo
i-HiriU of a Romance (M-G) (1945)
4,500,000 ,
4,500,000
Valley of Decision (M-G) (1945)
Hollywood Canteen (WB) (1944)
,
4,200,000
4,000,000
Ben-Hur (M-G) (1926)
Dolly Sisters (20th) (1945) ..
4,000,000
Rid From Brooklyn (RKO) (194fi) ............
4,000,000
Reap the Wild Wind (Par) (1942).
4,000,000
Sinking Fool (WB) (1928)
4,000,000
State Fair (20th) (1945)....
,
....
4,000,000

(RKO)

Bells of St. Mary's

.

.

.i

IIT

,

PICTOIIE BIZ

And Then It's Leased for Only 10 Yrs.

(1945)

Going My Way (Par) (1944)
For Whom the Bell Tolls (Par) (1943)

,

'.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

i

.

.

.

.

,

.

i

.

.

:

lath's Blind

CHILFLY

Fallowing pictures have alreaiv achieved, or give promiae of achieving
basis of grosses tojiate, $4,000,000 hi Somestic rentals:

oil

»y IRA WIT

which marked time during the war;
and the necessity of boosting wages
of civil service employees to meet

Those

Lil

Things

Last-minute briefing of the six

Goldwyn

Girls

by British In-

formation Service reps in

New

York before they left for England last week resulted in a
largerscale eleventh-hour shoebuying expedition.
Gals had

mostly

open-toe affairs, which
BIS pointed out were entirely
impractical at this season of the

year in Britain.
Likewise on BIS advice, Goldwyn offices had the femmes ac-

companied by their own crates
of Lux and Kleenex.

,

ary.

There were many unusual aspect.'?
the deal, arnong them the fact

to

the current high living costs.

Prophesied lift in entertainment
bite along with new sales taxes and
further nicks on utilities and personal incomes was highlighted at the
32d annual meeting of the Gtovemmental Research Assn. held last
week at Magnolia, Miss. Reps of
some 150 taxpayers associations and
research groups, saw nothing but grey
skies ahead in the forthcoming year,
with show biz, particularly film theatres, due for hard tax blows.
Pointed out during the conference,
and confirmed by other sources, is
the fact that construction work running into many billions of dollars
are on the must list of municipalities
with the added proviso that current

that

Metro May Make

^^Prod. Deals

it

which
pushed

a leasing 'arrangement,
one of the points being

is
is

in

the

American

Authors

Authority proposal that has caused
such dissension in the literati world
during the past few weeks. Fox gets
screen rights for 10 years, at the
end of which time it can obtain

them

On London
While Metro refuses

Plays

to participate

in any way in Broadway legit production, it will enter into pre-production deals in London, Mrs. Carol
Brandt, head of the eastern story
Continued from pas* 1
department, disclosed last week. Mrs.
distribution since Jan. 1, 1945.
control and other factors over which tax income will not meet the costs. Brandt planes out today (WednesExamples cited were Los Angeles, day) for six weeks- in England and
total of approximately 550 pictures he has mo power whatsoever.
Every picture, it is pointed out, which has a wartime backlog of France, She may make some Lon^
has been released in that period.
in
construction work don legit deals while there.
General inflation of U. S. economy has its own "characteristic of liqui- $450,000,000
And that characteristic is waiting the starting gun; MinneapoSituation so far as backing plays
naturally is in large measure ac- dation."
lis, which will .spend $80,000,000, and
abroad is concerned is completely
countable for the increasing number influenced by such factors as the
transportation different from New York, which is
New
Orleans,
whose
weather,
holidays
and world events,
of pictures edging their way into
the $4,000,000 golden circle.
How- during the weeks it hits key theatres. requirements alone demand $40,000,- the reason for the difference in MeMajor
portion
18)'
of any film's income
(Continued on page
tro's attitude, Mrs. Brandt explained.
ever generally good business alone
Not only can a very good production
isn't enough to push
a film into is received during the first «ight to
b: staged in London for $10,000, She
that stratospheric area.
As Edwin 10 weeks of its release. If a few
said, but a film, company can on a
general of those weeks are unduly hot or cold
Aaron,
Metro's
assistant
2
B'way
Houses,
Next
or
wet,
it'll be reflected in the total
much more liberal basis than in the
salesmanager, pointed out the other
U. S., sew up rights in advance of
day: You can't get a picture into gross.
Each Other, Will
Similarly there are other factors
appearance of a show on the boards.
the $4,000,000 bracket by charging
(Dramatists' Guild agreement in this
high terms or high admission fees such as the death of Roosevelt,
'Duel' Day-Date in Dec. country provides that a play must
or anything else but extended play- which hit film business. If a picture
be offered for competitive bidding
ing time.
And extended playing happened to be going into release
'^Duel in the Sun" will Open simulall studios alter production, detime is achieved only by pictures right then, it could easily have suf- taneously at the Actor and Victoria t
with an especially heavy charge of fered sufl'icient damage to its b.o. on Broadway in December, accord- spite backing from a particular comb.o. ingredients— whatever they are. potential to keep it out of the golden
ing to present plans of producer pany.)
Repping Metro in any pre-producWhat makes a top-gros.ser is nat- circle.
David O. Selznick. Arrangement
While accurate income figures are has been made, it is said, for Sam- tion deals and probably acting as
urally a question that is becoming
increasingly
acute in Hollywood. naturally regarded as confidential uel Goldwyn's "Best Years of Our producer of any play it backs will
List .of the alltime high coin-grab- by the companies and are thus hard Lives," which has equal priority on be the agency of Linnett & Dunfee,
bers discloses there's no simple to come by, those in the accompany- the Astor, to open at another house. Mrs. Brandt said. She also disclosed
formula lor success.
Aside from ing box have been checked and Which one hasn't been determined that Metro will run a prize contest
in France for the best novel, someisuch elemental facts as that a star cross-checked and are believed cor- as yet.
what similar to the $125,00f prize
or stars are a virtual necesjsity for rect, with a leaning, if any, to the
Possibility of a conflict existed
novel contest company annually runs
Here's the way
landing a film in the golden circle, conservative side.
between Goldwyn and Selznick for
they reveal little in common, Here's pictures in the golden circle line up the Astor, on which they have a in this country. French winner will
ge. about $25,000, plus $50,001 if the
by companies:
« rough breakdown by type:
sharing agreement with Maurice
Metro
book is published in tlie U. S., ac13
Musical
Maurer, who operates it. Goldwyn's
.
6
Paramount . . . . .. .\
cording to present plans, which have
5
Costume drama
acquiescence to Selznick's desire to
5
.....
...............
4
..
not yet been completely worked out.
Patriotic or war.
preem the pic simultaneously in the
5
RKO
.
................. 4
Instead of being open to all publishDrama
two theatres^ which are practically
20th-Fox ............... -4
ers, as it is here, contest will be
Religious theme
next
door to each other, provided
3
UA
3
worked through a single Paris pubthe
Suspense
solution to the situation.
2
Universal
0
lisher, Gallimard, the femme .story
"Duel" will have its world preem
Adventure drama
2
Columbia
0
exec declared.
Comedy drama
in
Dallas
in December.
2
In Metro's aim to line up novels
There are piles of other pictures
Comedy
/ 2
...
.
from abroad, Mrs. Brandt said, she
in the close or doubtful category.
Cartoon ............. .... ... 1
will oflier subsidies to writers in
They include "Harvey Girls," "Ad- Ted O'Shea Gandering
Ranty of $4,000,000 films will come venture," "Green Years" and
England and France. They will
"Easy
a.s sonnewhat
of a surprise to tho.se To W«d," from Metro; "Smoky,"
amount to slightly less than the $50
"Qt intimately familiar with indu.sCapra's 1st for Liberty to .$100 a week which
Anna and the King of Siam" and
the contjpany
tiy financial matters and to those
Ted
O'Shea,
sales
chief
for offers in the U. S., but they will
"Tree Grows in Brooklyn," from
outside the industry
who vision Fox; "Lady in the Dark," "Story of Liberty Films is now on the COast similarly give Metro an option on
every Hollywood effort as bringing
Dr. WasscU" and "Star Spangled to huddle with Sam Briskin, out- the work so financed.
»n a billion or so dollars. Only 13
Rhythm," from Paramount; "Night fit's exec producer, and Frank
This is Mrs. Brandt's second trip
pictures have brought— or give hope
and Day," "Sgt. York," "To Have or Capra, Liberty partner, who just to Europe this year. She was abroad
of bringing— in $5,000,000 or more.
Have Not," "Mildred Pierce" and completed "It's a Wonderful Life." last spring. Her object is to make
Only encouragement in view of "Rhapsody in Blue," from Warner O'Shea will gander the pic, which about three trips a year, she said,
Counting expenditures going into 'Bros.; "Spanish Main," from R]g:0, is Liberty's initialer and likewise rather: than to set up extensive perimportant product is that rapidly and
"Song to Remember" and first since he returned from the manent story departments in London
expanding $4,000,000 golden circle. "Gilda," from Columbia.
Army, for star Jimmy Stewart. and Paris.
Wore than one picture a year had
Some of the picture.'; back farther O'Shea is expected back in about a
never reached it until 1942, when in history are more difllicult to as- week to get final plans under way
three achieved it. Here's the lineup: sess, "Birth of a Nation": (UA), for for release, which will be via RKO.
1921
instance, is quoted at from $3,500.Mort Nathanson, recently named
... ...... 1
192.5
000 to $18,000,000.
In light of ad- eastern publicity head for Liberty,
1
1928
mission priees and film rentals at took over the spot Monday (23). He
1
1928
the time (1915), most trade vets are was formerly with Samuel Goldwyn
.
1
Ladislas Bush-Fekete's deal with
1937
inclined to accept the lower figure.' and more recently with Mike Todd.
1
Columbia Pictures for his "We Two"
1939
Then there are "The Covered
.
1
play (written in collaboration with
1942
Wagon" and "10 Commandments,"
3
Capra Wins Round Vs. Col
his wife, Maria Fay) will be co1943
both released by Paramount in 1923,
4
Angeles,
Sept.
24.
Los
produced by Robert Montgomery
194*
which are credited with $3,500,000
4
Prank Capra won the first round but he will appear only in the film
194!i
and $2,500,000 respectively.
.13
in his suit again.st Columbia oVer version.
Montgomery & Nugent

Hollywood's 33 Top Hits

Dearth of top-ranking literary
material led 20th-Fox last week to
take a $215,000 gamble on Ken-;
neth Roberts' forthcoming novel;
'Lydia Blalcely," without havin.a;
seen one line of manuscript or
galley proof , It was the biggest blind
deal of its kind in indu.stry history,
the screen rights having been acquired at the fancy price by eastern
story editor Bert Bloch on the b'Ssis
of a one and one-half page synposis
written from a talk'with the publishers and on the fact that the
Literary Guild had accepted the
bool; as its selection tor next Janu.

An unprecedented drive to hoist
local amusement taxes during State
legislature
and municipality governing board sessions in 1946-47 is
definitely in the wind.
Entertainment tax boost throughout the U. S.
is considered inevitable by taxpayer
associations and industry experts because of a combination of postwar
factors such as an increase of 33%
to 50% in running local governments; early initiation of costly muimprovement construction
nicipal

A

in perpetuity by payment of
$20,000.
Company must also pay
$20,000 for any remake, either before
or after the lO^year period. Roberts
gets his $215,000 paid to him in even
installments over the 10 years.
On the basis of the author's re'putation as a writer of best-sellers and
the fact that the book is virtually
guaranteed a sale of over 1,000,000
copies, Fox didn't feel it was taking
too much of a chance.
Literary
Guild puts out about 800,000 copies
and Doubleday, the publishers, is
guaranteeing a trade edition of 200,000 copies. One of the unique angles
of the deal is that Roberts is to giva
$15,000 of the coin he gets from

(Continued on page 29)

Sindlinger ('How's

Your

Audience Peiietration?')
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Exits Gallup After Tiff
Al, Sindlinger has resigned, eflSective immediately, as exec v.p. o(

Audience Research

COL'S 250G PRE-PROD.

.

.

DEAL FOR BUSH-FEKETE

.

.

.

Gallup

C

charge of client relations.
Sindlinger's departure from ARI,
which he joined iti January, 1943,
was said to be over differences in
policy so fundamental that there was
no alternative other than his resignation.
He is understood to have
differed with Wolcott and Sayres as
well as Dr. George Gallup, who it
prez and a member of the board.
Wolcott came to ARI from March
of Time, as did Sindlinger. He was
production manager, while Sindin

linger

was

advertising - publicity

head. Wolcott had previously been
with 20th-Fox as chief of its test
department.
Sayres formerly was
with the radio department of Young
& Rubicam on the Coast.

Rank's Memphis Showcase
Memphis, Sept.

.

"

Institute,

Poll subsid serving the film industry.
James L. Wolcott, who has
been with the outfit since last September, will take over Sindlinger'a
duties as senior executive officer,
retaining his present title of v.p. and
general manager.
Jack
Say res
will share in the management as v.p;

24.

The Ritz, 900 seat deluxe naba
house here, will be converted into a
class first-run theatre Oct. 16as mid^
south showc^e for J. Arthur Rank7a
Prestige Pictures
by the owner,
David Flexer. Noel Coward's "Brief
Encounter" will be opening picture
followed by "Love Story" then
"Henry V" under Theatre Guild
sponsorship. Three other

Rank

films

also set.

Balance of Flexer-Haberfield chain
and in no^th Mississippi will
show occasional foreign language

here:

films also.

,

.

1946

More important than star or theme
Of production
values in getting a
picture out of the ordinary good

U'S

REGULAR

50c

DIVVY

Universal's board of directors last
week declared a regular dividend of
50c per share on the company's com-

the

picture,

"A Song

to

Remem-

ber," when Federal -Judge Pierson
Hall denied the studio's motion to
dismiss the action.

ousmess classification and into the
Plaintiff
declares- he prepared
soiden circle, according
tl»e story for Columbia before he
to distribu- mon stock.
tion execs, is
a rare amalgam of facMelon
payable Oct. 31 to stock- entered the Army. He wants 25%
jors over which the
of the net proflt.'j.
producer has holders of record Ocf. IS.
i.<;

(Elliott) will present the stage version with a cast yet to be selected.
Col's deal is up to $250,000,. via a
$100,000 pre-production payment and
three additional $50,000 payments if
the run Is long enough, hitting the
ceiling if coirt)leting a year's stay on

4facMUBMT'S TAX EEFVIIDS
Washington, Sept. 24.
$42,516 tax refund for overpayof 1945 income tax has been
to Fred MacMurray, Bureau of
Internal Revenue announced last

A

ment
made

week.
Similar sum was refunded to MacMurray's wife, Lillian, for the same
vi»aj-.:

.
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:
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FILM STUDIOS LET OUT LOGO
Eagle-Uon Axes

'B'

Product in Move

By Foy-Schwalb«rg
Hollywood, Sept.

24.

Production of "B" pictures took
another jolt when, Eagle-Lion announced that its original filming program will be curtailed to make room
Announcement
for high-budgeters.
by Bryan Foy, veepee in charge of
production, and A. W, Schwalberg,
veepee-in charge of distribution, is
in line with the general policy in
Hollywood studios to give the humbler product the old heave-ho. The
Eagle-Lion edict predicts "a higher
type of product able to compete at
the boxofflce With anything turned
out in the industry."

;

Currently, Eagle-Lion has a production program of seven features
bracketed at $1,000,000 or more, in
to

six

addition to

pictures

12

staff

PRC

and

directing

depart-

producing

ments.

Meanwhile Schwalberg is organizing a separate Eagle-Lion sales force
to function with the physical facilities of PRC exchanges. He is now
picking; experienced film peddlers
for Various key spots to form the
-JUgl&u.s of tlip K-T. <ia1(».«! rjpp^^rtrpant-

Company wiU.release two

features

Producing Artists, Inc., and at
least five J.
Arthur Rank high-

for

made

budgeters,

in

England

and

hand-picked for their appeal to the
is the
producing-releasing schedule:
"It's a Joke, Son," release Jan. 1,
1947; "His Bridal Night," production start Oct. 7; "Prelude to Night,"
Producing Artists production, starts

American market. Following

shooting Nov.
ance,"

1;

"Repeat Performstart
Nov. 15;

production

"Mr. Jow," (E-L), $1,800,000 budgeter, starts shooting Dec. 20; "Bedelia,"
(Rank), scheduled for December release; "Love from a Stranger," starts
production Jan. 15, 1947; "Kenny"
(E-L), $2,000,000 budgeter, based on
Louis Bromfield novel, starts shooting Feb. 15, 1947; "Imperial Venus"
(PA), scheduled to start Feb. 20,

"Clementine" OE-L), $1,600,000
budgeter, starts lafe February, "The
Adventuress" (Rank), February re1947;

lease.:-'

RKO

On

the
are in

lot the "B" produca dither over the announcement that the Frank Ross
production, "The Robe," will utilize
11 sound stages for months, leaving
little space for other product. Understood no picture budgeted at less
than $500,000 has been scheduled
after Dec. 1.
Some of the
producers are reported looking for
new' connections before the axe

ers

RKO

falls.

HOFFMANN ADDS A PAIR
Hollywood, Sept.

.

24,

^Warners added three pictures to
Lharles Hoffman's production program, making a total of five.
Ne-.vcomers are "The Hasty Heart,"
_
A Kiss
the Dark" and *'For Sentimental Reasons."
Previously assigned were "The Unsuspected"
and
Ships
the River."

m

m

;

N. Y, to L. A.

,

Joseph Bernhard
Ralph Cohn

.

:

Seymour Poe

White and Austin Willis,
a Canadian who's pacted by
Productions
Ltd.,
and
has just completed DPL's initial

Dominon

"Bush Pilot."
Next pic of Dominion Productions,
"The Highgraders," will be filmed
Quebec City. DPL is a Toronto
outfit, which recently completed its
initial
pic, "Bush Pilot,"
starring
Austin Willis, Jack Larue and Rochelle Hudson.

flicker

in

Willis will also play the lead in
"Highgraders" with the femme lead
being taken by Ronnie Burkett, a
Toronto gal who is doing her first
flicker job. Negotiations to get' Jean
Parker for the part fell through.
Shooting in Quebec is scheduled
to begin about the middle of November and should take about eight
weeks.

in line for the job.

L. A. to N. Y.
,

Frederick Brisson
Earl Carroll

Sam Coslow
Wick Crider
Dan Duryea

—

Lester Gottlieb

M

Ann Sheridan

Shifts Pix
He disclosed plaas for issuing
S. J. Perelman, Ogden Nash and
Hollywood, Sept. 24.
"Babylon" is the F. 250,000 shares of stock in USP,
KuFt-iFeill.
personally until
Next starrer for Ann Sheridan at Sc6tt''Fitzgerald book. "Venus" be- which he will hold
necessary
to dispose of them to inWarners will be "The Unfaithful," longed to Miss Pickford and "Bab;^In the ofcrease working capital.
instead of "Serenade," a^ originally Ion" to Cowan and are among the
fing, he revealedi were plans possislated. Shift was caused by the un- properties which they said had been
bly for his own studio and even a
availability of Dennis Morgan as co- tossed into a central pot.
distributing
company.
He indistar in "Serenade." He will be tied
Release of the P-C product will
up with "My Wild Irish Rose" for be via United Artists, Miss Pick- cated that his large-scale production
several months.

Jerry Wald
cent

Sherman

is

ford's

one-third ownership of that
automatically giving her

producer and Virtr company

director of

"The Un-

Pix will
(Continued on page 29)

distribution

faithful."

:

rights.

'

From

the Lots

,

Europe to N, Y.

Joseph Hummal
Tom O'Brien
nichard ,de Rochemont
"

Woodham Smith

Hollywood, Sept. 24.
porarily to return to his home lot,
Phyllis
Calvert,
British
star, Metro, for shots in "Green Dolphin
checked in.at V-1 to prepare for her Street/' while WB picture is shot
American starring role in "Time around him.
Douglas Fairbanks,
Out of Mind," to be produced by Jr., signed Alexander MacDonald,
Jane Murfin and directed by Robert retired Naval commander, as proSiodmak. .. .Harry Carey, Jr., re- duction aide on "Exile," at U-I....
cently out of the Navy, makes his B :n Bogeaus talking deal with Gary
film bow in "Pursued" at Warners Cooper and Cary Grant for a fifth
....Ray Taylor assigned as director sequence in his episode picture, "A
on "Wild Country," Eddie Dean star- Miracle Can Happen".
.Smog held
rer, to be produced by Jerry Thomas up location shots on Paramount's
at PRC.
.William Frawley draws "Dear Ruth" for two days.
Filming started on Sol Lesser's
role of singer in "My Wild Irish
Rose'' at Warners.
.Warners gave "Tarzan and the Huntress'' at Santa
the gun to "Night Unto Night," first Anita Rancho, with the Johnny
Hollywood picture for VivecaHnd- V,''eissmuller-Brenda Joyce co-starrer
fors, who co-stars with Ronald Rea- slated for 10 weeks on location....
gan. .. .Richard Riddell signed as Peggy Stewart draws the femme
production designer on "Ivy," direct- lead opposite Allan Lane in "Outlaws
ed by Sam Wood and produced by of Sioux City," Red Ryder western,
.Jules
Levej
Wijliam Cameron Menzies at U-I.
at Republic.
borRepublic rolls three films this rowed Dorothy Patrick from Metro
week, "Jesse James Rides Again," fur femme lead opposite Arturo de
"Web of Danger" and "Outlaws of Cordova in "New Orleans"
Peter
Sioux City".... Filming of U-I's Stewart, director, led a troupe of
"Flame of, Tripoli" halted when surf 147, largest in history of the Pineat Sequit Beach washed out the Arab Thomas unit, to Catalina Island to
tint village. .. .Elizabeth Patterson film "Adventure Island'' for Parainked by Selznick. for character role mount release
Reed Hadley
.Screen Guild draws key role in "Captain Prom
in ."Little Women".
P'-oductions signed Patricia Morison Castile,'' to be directed by Henry
an(' J. Edward Bromberg for leads King for 20th-Fox
Sid Tomack,
"Queen of the Amazons". .Most comedian, gets his first serious film
Of ''Dark Passage," the Bogart-Ba- role in "Inside Sti,)ry" at Columbia."
call co-starrer at Warners, will be
...PRC rented space In Sutherland
Studios to film the first of a new
shot on location in San Francisco;
Tom TuUy draws a character role in series of Michael Shayne mysteries,
"My Heart Tells Me," produced by starting Oct. 1, with Sigmund Neu.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Ben Piazza
Dick Powell
Jack Present
Sidney Reznick
Jean Ritchey
Hal Roach

.

.

.

.

'

for 20th-Fcx.

ballyhoo

.

Hollywood, Sept. 24.
Members of the (Sartoon Producers
Association, indie group headed by
Walter Lantz, are thinking seriously
of dropping amusement cartoons and
shifting to commercial shorts, because of the high cost of cartooning.
Costs have gone up 165% in five
years while revenue during the
same period have gone up only 10%,
Commercial cartoons pay
off
heavily and there is a growing demand for such product.
.

.

"A Time

Brackett in Par Deal,

.

feld

Hakim-Litvak arranging exploitation
hookup with 1,200 amateur
magician groups throughout the

Lucille Watson
t'rances Williams

.

CARTOON PRODS. MULL
GOING COMM'L 100^

.

.

Gene Markey

;

.

i-

Cal Smith
Bianca Stroock
Catherine Turney
Beryl Wallace
A. W. Watkins

Berne Wilkins
George Zachary
Sam Zagon
Al B. Zell

i

. .

William Harrigan
Margaret Herrick
Dennis Hoey
A. M. Kane
Harry Kosiner
Irene Lee
Richard Llewellyn

Sol C. Siegel

Day

Eastin the expansion mo',
ern talent chief will also be named,
&aid, to help build up a stable of
Already in the USP foJd,
Sperling pointed out, were Lilli;
Palmer, who appears opposite Gary
Cooper in "Cloak and Dagger";
John Rodney and Harry Carey, Jr.,
who appear with Robert Mitchum,
Teresa Wright and Judith Anderson in "Pursued"; Larraine Miller,
who currently has second lead to
Helen Hayes in forthcoming Broadway legiter, "Happy Birthday," and
for whom' USP has a story, "Distant
Drums"; and Gale Robbins, a chitper, who will continue nitery and
personal appearance work, or may
be loaned out, pending lining up a
story for her; by USP.

he

'

W. Schwalberg
Frank Seltzer
M. J. Siegel

N. Y. to Europe

plans, in contract to Bernhard's conservatism, was one of the factors
in the splitup.
Elizabeth Carver, former story ed
for Selznick, has been named by
Sperling to head eastern story activ-

stars.

.

Bob Graham
Mack Green

be

ities,

Briefs

.

Wallace Ford

in

.

first

June AUyson
Barney Balaban
Joan Bennett

:

terest

.

"Bush Pilot" is now all set for
release, which should be in about
two weeks, but who'll do the distributing has not been finalized yet.
Eagle-Lion and Pathe are reportedly

Alfred

Ann Todd

Somio

Barbara
latter

Sigmund Romberg

Buddy Rogers
Milton Sperling

Harold Stern

Josef

.

ing place.
It's intehdea''tTratT;TTFuhiFwiIl'lje"
here, for about eight weeks. Playing
in the film will be Trevor Howard,

who

Sperling, prior to his return to
the Coast Friday (20), stated that
while Bernhard held no residual in-

USP's first two releases,
"Cloak and Dagger" and "Pursued,"
take stronger action,
he'd supervise their sales and hanPlans
7
Pix
in
Next
dling by Warner Bros., without payTechnically, layoffs are not disment and strictly as a matter of
missals, according to the studios,
ZYearsViaUADistrib friendship. Queried on this, Bernsince carpenters and painters are
assigned to work on sets assembled
Either "One Touch of Venus" or hard snapped:."! will not. It's enby lATSE men and if the, assign- "Babylon Revisited" will be the tirely untrue that I'll have anyments are refused they are asked to initial film to he made by the new thing further to do with United^
'leave the premises." Those being Mary Pickford-Lester Cowan pro- States Pictures whatsoever."
asked to leave, under these circum- duction unit, the partners said MonBernhard, who left for the Coast
stances, would not be eligible for day (23) following announcement of Monday (23), said he had no defiunemployment insurance, it> is be-^ their merger. Gowan added that nite plans about the future as yet,
lieved.
"Whichever of the two is decided on but might have something to anGroup of 101, made up of 69 car- to lead-o£f the program of seven nounce on his return to New York
penters and 32 painters, demanded pictures planned within the next in two weeks. He refused to amdismissal slips when told to leave two years, it would go before the plify the cause of the split with
Sperling, declaring: "I always try
Universal yesterday,
refusing
to, cameras by Jan. 1.
leave unless islips were forthcoming.
General manager of the new or- to be a gentleman."
Sperling, who is married to Harry
Studio refused to give slips and ganization which as yet has no
Warner's daughter, Betty, mean_g.rpup_ was esco rted from the lot b y name-^will
be
S elmar
(Sonny)
time outlined plans for expanding
studio police. Similar incident oc-'
curred at Republic where 20 carpen- long associated with her in running activities of USP. Outfit is under
ters and 16 painters were let out. her affairs; Miss Pickford will take contract to turn out a muiimum of
Par studios employ approximately the presidency title, with a board two films a year for WB release, but
production to four,
1,400 carpenters and 700 painters on chairman still being sought.
Pards will step up
an average and if notices to "leave want a major industry figure, they Sperling said. He pointed out that
company had made two since March
said.
(Continued on page 20)
Of the two properties which head 15 of this year, when it went into
production initially, and will have
the production slate, "Venus" is the
former Broadway musical hit by two more finished by March 15, 1947.

<

Lewis Pennish
J^ary Pickford

<»• I.

Rolland (Bill) Gillette, who
producer. Film will have
background, and

is

the

is

Van Newkirk

Lily Pons'

David Rose
Oscar Serlin

24,

picking of sites for location shooting
in and around Montreal is now tak

Michel MorgSn

Clem McCarthy
Edward (Ted) O'Shea

A.

Plan Quebec Lensing

French-Canadian

•

generated between them.

'

unit of the Alexander Korda
string of film producing outfits is at
present in Montreal where plans are
going ahead for filming "Marie
Chapdelaine," noted classic of Canadian literature. Heading the unit

here

Milton Sperling's acquisition of
100% control of United States Pictures last week was accomplished
via a lump-sum payment-in-full to
Joseph Bernhard, with the coin obtained by Sperling on a personal loan
from the New York Trust Co. The
former partners agreed on those details of the parting and little else,;
as signs became apparent of conill-feeling
having been
siderable

:

A

Ray Miller

Cowan
Humphrey Doulens
Donald Hyde

,

Upped

As Korda, Dominion Pix

Leo McCarey

Lester

Hugh

New

Montreal, Sept.
executive pro-

still

is

;

Can. Production

Not So

Amicable; Sperling s Ambitions

Hollywood, Sept. 24,
Slicing Nine Pix
Over 1,000 carpenters and painters M-G's
'Scaramouche'
were dismissed from studios yesterHollywood, Sept. 24.
Hollywood, Sept. 24.
day
(Mon.)
in the biggest action
Total of nine films in the PRC
Metro will remake the Rafael
taken
so
far
in
the
current
labor
editing rooms is the highest in the
Sabatini story, "Scaramouche," deal^
situation.
Although
labelled
a
history of that company.
ing with love and swordplay dur^
In the cutting process are "Gas "wholesale lockout" by the Confer- ing. the French Revolution.
KenHouse Kids," "Lady Killer," "The ence of Studio Unions, producers neth McKenna will produce.
stated
the
action
would
seriously
Devil Drives," "Don Ricardo ReOld Metro company filmed the
handicap
production,
but
also
would
turns," "Born to Speed," "The Resilent in 1923,with Ramon
prove
a
as
means
of
novel
bringing
the
issues
a
turn of Rin Tin Tin," "Driftin'
Navarro and Alice Terry as stars.
River," "Stars Over Texas" and to a head. Previously,' CSU toppers
had stated there would be no strike
"Tumbleweed Trail."
over jurisdictional gain. However,
studio action, which they term "lockPickf ord-Cowan Unit
out," would indicate they may now

for

in the making,
and that he will bolster it soon with
numerous additions to the writing,

duction

for Costlier Pix

.

PRC, including "The Red Stallion,"
to be filmed in Cinecolor on a $700,000 budget. Others will cost from
$350,000 to $650,000;
Foy declared his

U. S. Picts Partners' Split

KEYS BIGGfSI

country

to

Kill," in

which Vincent Price plays

to

a magic man.. ..Van Heflin left the
east of "Possessed" at Warners tem-

producing,

Owen Crump draws "A Man

But Wilder Holds Out
Hollywood, Sept.

of

24.

Charles Brackett signed a new
contract with Paramount, but his
production partner, Billy Wilder, has
declined to affix his signature thus

Our Town" and -"Three Bad Men"
on his production program at Warners, in addition to "Thunder Valley"
and "Night Unto Night," far.
previously
assigned. Fred
Guiol
Old contracts for the team
(Continued on page 20)
had two years to run*

still

8

Wednesd^,

Executive Producer

Septenili«r 25,

1946

ROBERT FELLOWS * Produced by WAf

VeJgeBday, Septtanbef 25, 1946
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making an honest

failed to try

Blue Skies
(COLOR-MUSICAL

.

Home

.Vleiorla

.Knrnl.vn. .OrlnieE

Skies" is anoth<?T in the
it"
show biz cavalcade cycle and,black
sDell beaucoup blue skies and
Crosby,.
ink for any exhibitor. With
the
on
Caulflcld'^
Joan
and
Astaire
marquee, a wealth of /Irving Berlin
producson,^s and lush Technicolor
miss
tion values, this lUmu.sical cant
for terrific grosses.
The cue sheet on "Blue Skies"
42 different song items but
lists
some of it has been excised and^ the,
orches-.
rest so skillfully arranged,
trated and bresented that the nospall.
talgic musical cavalcade doesn t
The songs are pleasantly famuiar to
for
and*
ueneration
I
War
World
the
the youngsters, they are refreshing
and "solid, esDecially as Berlin has
modernized them.
.;„ ,,. ,
Result is that Astaire's "P.uttin
On the Ritz" (originally writtfen for
Richman) is the musical
.Harry
standout of the more than 30 items

ue

John Garfield, as the war herogangster carries most of the weight
of the story on capable shoulders.
His performance gives picture considerable lift. Geraldine Fitzgerald,
as the girl he tries to take, is not
comfortable in the assignment but
come.i /through: with best character
George Tobias, Garfield's
allow.s.
aide, injects considerable number of
chuckles. Also good is Walter Brennan as a con down on his luck. Faye
Emer.son does well as a past love of
Garfield's who almost ruins his new
romance. George Coulouris is a
osveho gangster who gives Garfield
trouble. Others are okay.
Jean Negulesco's direction manages to carry the story along in good
fashion most of the way, although he
inclined to be over-obvious in
is
.some individual scenes. Robert
Buckner furni.shes excellent production background for events, cloaking
action in smooth values that show

^Musical-Color)
(Par). Crosby - Astaire - Joan
Berlin's
Irving
in
Caulfleld
pnilay. How can you lose?

"Blue

Skies'?

Lives ForcveV"
"Nobody
(WB). Familiar meller of gangster

who reforms

for lovC;

ca.st

ilames augur good b.o.

Bow"

Magic

"The
(GFD).

(Music)
a

film,

British-made

likely U. S. entry.

^

^

(Col).
Is Mine"
"This
Briti.sh fllmization of stage com-

Man

hit "A Soldier for Ghnstmas" looks strong U. S. entry.(EagleOvcrlandcrs"
"The
Lion). Lack of marquee names
Aussie-made
against
militates

edy

pic in U. S.

.

"Accomplice" (PRC). Lightweight whodunit for secondaries.

:

The Overlanders

Homi'N for All

liv-

London, Sept.

ing.

Film DlFitnbutms' rcle.ise
Arthur Hank short. ProiliieeO hy
sieiKfl Nolbiimlov, At ('ola(!« theatre,
Running time, 80 MINS. - ;
General

of J,

"

;

of

First

a

new

called

series

"The Modern Age," new British
screen review on vital topics, is
J. Arthur Rank's challenge to the

March

Time.

of

He

will,

find

small response for this issue, outside his

own

circuits.

Taking the hot house squatters
topic, producer and commentator
go into hi-storic essay on causes
prtisent
housing
Britain's
for
pli,!jht. Air of optimisin is introduced as boost for the present
government. Commentary is fair

but manner ot delivery

is

(AUSTBALIAN-MADE)

17.

sopo-

rilic.

Issues, .scheduled for once a
month, incklde "Scotland Yard,"
and
Tomorrow,"
"Bv
Air
"Clothes to .Come." Unless improved o:ver this one, it's doubtful it March of Time need worry.
Cane.

London, Sept, 19,
release ot
Ealing SUjiH,)«.
Michael fiitlcon production, .star.9 Dauline
Campbell, Chips Rallcrty. Written and dlWalt;
Eagle-Won

rectcil by Harry
Au.strallan iissociHte, Kalph Smart; music by John Ireland. Camera, Osmond BorratUiile. At Sttidlo One. llunning time. «l ,MINS,
Dan McAlpine,
Chlpjr RaHerty
Bill pursojis, , . .
Nugent Haywaiil

Parsons,,.

Alary
.Mrs.

I'nrsons.,;,
Par.sons.
.. ........

Helen
Corky,

Slnbad,..

duller

<?harlle.

Manager......,,

.lean Blue
....lieleii
Crleve'

.

.

.John

.,

.

Fernslde

.Peter

Pagan

i

. .

,

.Frank

Itnnsome

,Stnn

'Volhurst

...

Minister,

.

,

vAlArvhall'

.Sergeant,

.l*ollce

'

.Daphne Campbell

John

Crosby
*;ega'n

First big feature film to be made
by a British firm, this
should come as a breath of fresh air
to audiences jaded with routine pictures. Based on fact, the story has
legitimate fictional twists to give it
audience appeal. The fact that a mil:

in Australia

lion
American servicemen spent
part of: the war years Down Under
up. Camera work by Arthur Edeson
should not be' overlooked. Whether
Martinique number, the deliberately is keved to meller developments, as
it can be sold as an epic westerner
rouis score by Adolph Deutsch, Editing
will spell its U. S. chances.
corny song-and-dance challense
"You Keep would benefit bv cropping of at
tine, the new. theme,
Producer Michael Balcon sent diComing Back Like a Song, which least 10 minutes from footage.
rector -Harry Watt to Australia with
the eve of their elopement. But they
overtones
Brofl.
ties it all together; the
meet again in Paris, a duel with a mandate to make a picture repreana
"Remember
"Always,"
i-entative
of that continent. Watt
of
Price results. The faithful Kent and
pro"How Deep Is. the Ocean"; the good
spent
five months soaking up the
the heartbroken Miss Calvert save
ductional "Everybody Step, a
atmosphere. In the Federal Food
the violinist's life in time, but Granbecause
(With Mus(c)
flash although thrown away
Office, Controller Murphy explained
interest
in
playing,
ger has lost all
bpoof other .footage; the modern
(BRITISH-MADE)
of the greatest mass migration of
(ilimax comes when she engineers
gie-woogie overtone to that corking
cattle the world has even known to
London, Sept. IS
a Papal Command Performance in
arrangement in "Heat Wave'
get them out of reach ot a probable
Film Uistrilmlor.'i release
CSeivrlil
the Vatican (an imposing reproducwhatever the number, the oasic eainslarough' I'lclure. Stars PtiylH.'i <'iilJap landing. Across 2,000 miles of
tion)
and
to the strains of "RoHeisKent.
director
fpature,s
Jean
and
(Sranfjer;
.Stewart
there;
vtirt,
values are
heat and dust, drovers had battled
Beriiara mance," Price releases Miss Calvert,
Direoteil
by
rilce,
ler jnakes much of his opportunities, Dennis
with 500,000 heads of cattle. Watt
knawTe.s. .^'ereenplay by Roland Perlwee so that she can marry Granger.
Berlin,
with
who,
Manuel
Bow"
by
Sandrich,
•Ttie
Maelo
from novel
Mark
Within the limits of the script. decided this would be the film's
Camera. Jack Cox, Jack Asher.
theme.
Crosby and Astaire, whipped UP Komroft'.
.Alt:
ralace theatre. Kunnlng time,' 106 Granger gives a fine performance.
Story begins in 1942 at the tiny
"Holiday Inn" three years ago, was .MIS.S.
Running him close for acting honors,
of Wyndham,
where meat
.Stewart: Granger is Cecil Parker, who, as lawyer- town
the key man in "Blue Skies" until I'agailinl,
pro- Jeanne .
.i'hylHa Calvert
....
works are destroyed, personnel
The his sudden death interrupted
which have been retained.
Jean Kent manager for Granger, provides the evacuated, and Chips Rafferty,
Then, Biiintthi.il.'. .a.
boss:
duction plans for the pic.
Price comedy. Parker, who won laurels in
.Dennis
HocheHev..;
raul
lie
la
flash production terp routines are
emergency sub- nermi,
Parker "Caesar and Cleopatra," adds to hiss cattle drover, is told to shoot 1,000
.Cecil
.;.
,. .,:. ..
Not^ for-_, too; thfere was the
especially eye-arresting.
head of prime beasts. He decides
.'il'orle Liihr
stitution of Astaire for Paul Draper, counters lie Vermont!...,
reputation.
getting the climactic "Heat Wave
this film emerges Count (le:ViBnriona.,,.,.. .Henry Edwards
it all
Miss Calvert, has little opportunity, instead to overland them across 2,00()
•When, In a lush Martinique set- but with
Celller
.Fr.ank
..,.:...;.•...:.
Antonio;
...
respect,
every
'
boxoffice winner in
Jerroia in her struggle with
M,iiry
... .... ;k
an anaemic miles of tough going.
TercBa.
ting, A.staire does a dramatic fall a
Epic trip lasts 15 months, and the
Speaight Dart, ^ind her attractiveness some.Ronalil
Certainly, foi' Astaire, it's perhaps CaPdinal
off an elevated platform as result of
l''elix
.\y Imer
adventures are graphic. Highlights
seriously Pasin
alcoholic predilections induced by a new triumph. If he ever
Wnrren times escapes the camera. Kent's
Lanilltiily ..................... Hetty
thought of retiring. "Skies" shijuW Manager. .....„.;. ..:,,. .Anthoiiy Holies portrayal of the singer who came are the breaking in of wild horses
his torching for Miss Caulfleld.
Puttin
when
their own had died from poiideas.
such
is
of
any
Skies"
postpone
"Blue
from Genoa's gutter has the odor of
The story of
for him.
weed; the stampede with the
familiar pattern and rather skclch- On the Ritz" is a kudo
Swan song of executive producer Lambeth Road. Price is a pictur- son
men facing a charge of maddened
Heisler and dance-stager Maurice Ostrer before quitting J. esque, stuffy soldier.
ily hung together by A.staire. He's director
maniWhatever failings the picture may cattle and the forced march across
cast as a present-day disk iockey Hermes Pan. with the totter
Arthur Rank's Gainsborough Proin
a mountain path with a sheer drop
stringing the cavalcade of Berlini- festing imagination and novelty
ductions, there can be little doubt have, there are many bally angles
on one side. The cattle are delivered
But that
numbers.
ana together by recounting the nos- other production
"Magic Bow" will be big box- for the exhibitor. Even though
particularly, noteworthy office in England. Strength of mar- Granger and Calvert may not yet safe from the Japs, and Chips and
is
talgic episodes behind the success "Ritz"
in
his team go back north to help
of the platters as they are miked. with its concerted .10 Astaircs
quee names like Stewart Granger, be big marouee names in the U. S.,
front,
up
Astaire
again.
a
background to
Starts with "Pretty Girl Is Like
Phyllis Calvert, and Yehudi Menu- Yehudi Menuhin should count for
chorus
male
Direction reflects credit on Harry
unique
exan
marking
it's
an
thereafter
Melody" and
Only something.
hin.. cannot
be underrated.
Cane,
Then, by
Watt, who adds one more success to
tension of the Astaire vs. Crosby for the dancing star.
snag in the over-boosting of Menuhis record, which includes "Target
technique, first unfolded by them in camera abracadabra he is made to hin is that it stresses the fact that
This
Is
for Tonight" and "Nine Men." Not
^Holiday Inn," and given a re-do dgnce counter-clockwise to himself, whenever Granger, posturing as
(BRITISH-MADE)
only does he show something of the
mirror-multiplied by 10, so that the Paganini, is playing the violin, he
here.
London, Sept. 12.
real Australia, but he also puts over
Crosby is the romantic winnah double quintet seemingly does a is .iust giving an excellent imitation
Coliinibia
British
X'lcture»
release
of tragedy, comedy and romance. His
Miss Caullield is par- contra-routine to himself up front. of the bowing and fingering of a M.'ii'cel
throughout.
Varrrel
production.
Stars
Tom
tial to the nitery troubadour (Cros- It's the same type of lens magic genius. For the U. S. market, this Wall.'?. Glynis Johns, Jeanne de Casalis, cast had few professional actors.
to
audiences
opening
film
Tall, laconic Chips Rafferty is a
which has inured
Diret'ted by Marcel Varnel,
by) whose unusual flair for
.•Screenplay lay
represents a big selling ,iob. But it Doreen
Roxy
theMontgomery,
seeing
a
Nicholas
Phipps,
idea
of
natural for the head drover. Laplot
keythe
niteries
is
a
accept
and closing
may go over if nicely exploited.
Reginald Beckwilh, Mabel Constanduros,
his
note. Astaire is the suave dancing atre-type number put on in an
Honors are shared between Stew- from Reginald Brckwlth's stage play "A belled Australia's Gary Cooper,experience in "Rats of Tobruk" and
star and she's in the line of one of intime boite. as occurs in this film.
t'^amera.
Phil
art Granger and Yehudi Menuhin, Soldier for Chrlslinas,"
his shows. Astaire's romantic interCrosby is Crosby although a who Dlays all the violin solos. Rare- Grlndrod, Al Siiulio One. Running time, "Forty Thousand Horsemen" helped
him in this film. He is now in Lonest carries her along but Crosby's slightly heftier Bing. He's the same ly has such emphasis been laid on 10» MINS.
Philip Ferguton,.
.Tom Walls don playing a lead in Balcon's "The
crooning charms her until they troubadour, chiroing the ditties as the musical side of a film. Backed Mrs. Fergu,^ion
Jeanne de Castilis
marry, have a baby and split up. only Crosby does even though his by the London Philharmonic, Menu- Phoebs Forguaon...
.....Nova Pilbcam Loves of Joanna Godden." Other
Finally Astaire's disk-jockey nos- waistline is some\yhat more generBrenda
Rosalyn Boulter stage people include John Fernside,
hin is heard in "The Devil's Trill" Millie .,Forsusoil
Qlynis Johns Peter Pagan, John Nugent Hayward
talgia brings the graying but still ous than behooves a iuve. As for
(Tartini), "La Ronde des Lutins" Bill M.icKenzle,.i. ..,.>.. Hugh McDermott
lovely Miss Caulfield into the story Miss Caulfield, she's the photogenic (Brazzini),
and Jean Blue. For his leading lady,
"Campanella," "Caprice Ronalil
,.:,.,..i;Barry Morse
- lor-another- -elinch with, toe^^roan^ .answer to the Kalmuses' prayer as
No. 20," "Violin Concerto No. 1," I.ady Daiihiicy, ...... A trtbroslne Phlllpotts Watt chose 20 year old Daphne
er.'
,
Mary Merroll Campbell, nursing orderly in an
an iAeal 'Technicololf subject. Tech- "Introductions et variations" (all by. Mrs, Jarvis.
Interspersed is a deft dovetailing nicolor brings out her blue-eyed
Australian
She
military hospital.
Paganini), last movement of Violin
Living up to Columbia's boast that had never before faced a camera,
of' sundry production values. Billy blonde beauty like a portrait.
In Concerto Opus
(Beethoven)
61
and
Be Wolfe is capital as the exrvauder everv respect Paramount, Siegel, "Romance," a haunting melody by this is its best Briti-sh comeciy to but she makes a real outdoor girl
(including Heisler & Co. have done right handwaiterrcantain
turned
date, picture should register hefty in this picture.
Phil
Green
based
on
theme
by
a
his own original "Mrs. Murgatroyd" somely by the stars, the tunesmith
grosses here, and should find a ready
Cameramsn Osmond Borradaille
Paganini.
specialty for solid results)
Abel
and their assignment.
For those who dote on good music market in America, when trimmed deserves laurels for his work. The
Olga San Juan, Latin eyeful who
15 minutes.
Starts off with veteran of British music, John Ireand rave about Menuhin, this film about
came to attention in a Par short,
ripples of laughter and keeps up the land, was persuaded to do the film
Lives Forever is a veritable feast. For the Granger gait,
is De Wolfe's vi.s-a-vis and clicks on
Gane.
music,
for the first time.
fans, here he has an unusual and ather own with "You'd Be Surprised"
Christmas of 1946 finds Bill Mac(ONE SONG)
tractive part. For those who know
and other numbers. To the showkenzie, ex-Canadian soldier, enjoying
Hollywood, Sept. 21.
something of Paganini and who are
wise, "Surprised" will remind of
'Warner BrOB. release o£ Kobert Buckner now drawn to the theatre by Gran- his holiday in Saskatoon. Greetings
Helen Kane's boop-a-doop' style, es- production. Stars John Garfield, Geraldine
Hollywood, Sept, 21.
cable signed "The Fergu.sons" is exPRC release o( John K. Teatoid producpecially as Miss San Juan is coifled. Pltzgerald; featurea Walter Breiman, Faye ger or Menuhin, this picture may cuse to flashback across the Atlantic
Stars Richard Arlert; Veda Ann Borg.
Generally speaking, for Ihe fans Emerson, George Coulouris, George Tobias, disappoint because of its conven- to an English village in 1942 where tion.
Tom Dugan, Michael Branden, Alarjorle
Original tional story packed with cliches.
Nogulesco.
Jean
by
who manifest a little sophistication Directed
.soldier was Christmas
Manners,
by
Directed
Earle
Hodglns,
screeTiplay, W, R, 'Burness; camera, Ar-,
Granger is not to blame for this. Fergusons. Home is inguest of the Walter
and inside stuff on their favorites, thur Bdeson; mu.slo, Adolph Deutsch; ediColmes. Screenplay. Irving Elman
a pleasant
the dialog is inclusive of such tor, Rudl Fehr. Tradeshown li. A. Sept. Given the right material and' ap- state of tuimoilj Brenda has left her and Frank Gruber from novel by GruV'er:
camera. Jockey Felndel: score, AlexHnder
proach he probably could have por- husband because he
tongue-in-cheek craciks as "I like ao, 4«. Kunnlng time, WO MINS,.,
couldn't supply l^aszlo; editor, Robert .Tahns, Previewed
kids
even
better
than
horses" Nick Blake,. ............. .John' Garfleia trayed the strange being who is said a turkey, second daughter Phoebe Hollywood, Sept 20i
time, <>0
Running
,Fllzgeraia
.Geraldine
..
to have inspiretl dread as being in
(Crosby), along With other topical Gladys Halvorsen,.........
WaUef Brennan league with the devil while at the can't make up her mind about boy MINS.
Grubet,
,Richnr<l .^rlen
innuehdos on Bing's bangtails pen- Pop
Emerson
friend Ronald, ex-maid Millie, now Pimon bash
..... .... .......... .Faye
Ton!.
...Veda .^iin Borg
.......George Coulouri-'? .same time being the darling of the in uniform, arrives as a billette and Joyce Bonriiwell
chant. It's in a rather corn.y scene Doc GartKih.,
Eddie Slocum,
..Toin Dugon
............George Tobias ladies. There's little to show how
with the baby that one of the three Al Doyle.,.
lllchaei Bvandcn
.Robert Khayne this uncanny genius conquered a MacKenzie. primed by his Colonel .Sheriff Rucker.,
King,,
Manners
new Berlin numbers, "Running Clict
Evelyn
Price...
.Mtir.iorle
about
Anglo-American
relations,
.'.Richard Gaines
Charles Manning...
world.
Bailey
Earle Hodglns
Around in Circles (And Getting No- J3ell Boy
,DIpk, Erdman
.,
comes in time to sweep Millie and Jcit
Pete Connors...
...... Fra ncis Ford
The usual montage of a traveling Phoebe off
Flavin
Janio.^
where)" is done bv Crosby to Karo- %hake Thomas
their
feet.
Both
girls
Earle
Jim Bonnlwell,.
, ,Hd ward
......Ralph Peters coach and concert programs is a
lyn Grimes, a rather .self-conscious Win'ay Mather......
n son
make
a
bee
line
for
him,
Vincent
,lta w
having
Herbert
deSpringer,
HttVler
Alex
TelesCero
poor substitute for building up a cided that the gloves are
five-year-old. (Incidentally, nf the Mission Attendant
Castleman ......
...... .Sherry Hall
.William JCdniunds
off.
other two new Berlin numbers, Ben
.Ralph Dunn character Whose career Was more
Story follows a familiar patlerni
strange
and entertaining than fic- but complications including
Grady Mutton
Dull whodunit with little to recom"You Keep Coming Back Like a Counterman,, ..
a mail
Ition.
Nor
is
the
background
Wholly robbery and Phoebe's visit to the mend. Will serve best as T)rot;ram
Song" and "A Serenade to an Oldconvincing. The Genoa at the beFashioned Girl." the former is the
.soldier s bedroom, provide good fun. filler for the secondary situations.
"Nobody Lives Forev.er" is melo ginning of the 19th
century shown Final shot shows Millie preparing Inept direction defeats whatever
most promising of all three new
drama in a familiar pattern. It has lis too reminiscent of the studio,
have.
tunes).
CThrlstmas dinner for her Canadian merit cast and script might
Being unacquainted with Manuel husband Mackenzie,
It's to the credit of producer Sol name strength, gooiJ production and
Physica.l production values are good
C. Siegel and director Stuart Heis- sufflciisnt intereist to generate healthy Komroff's novel, it is impossible to
Acting honors go to fidinburgh- for minor budget expenditure.
ler that the Berlin cavalcade did not boxoffice returns. It's the old gang- .say how much the scriptwriters are born
"Accomplice" Is from the Frank
Iiishman, Hugh McDermott,
assume talker versions of the old- ster reformation theme, dressed up indebted to him, but the resultant who is rapidly becoming a star. Gruber novel, "Simon Lash, Private
time illu.strated song .slides. When with timely interest in vete.ran re- story resolves itself into the too fa- Glynis Johns makes a fine foil, but Detective," but Richard Arlen as the
to
habilitationv although latter is not miliar one of a man loved by two her speech
it does occur, as with the title song,
becomes somewhat mo- book-loving dick, has few chances
the Technicolor pastels make for likely to be used as a model for such women, one a socialite, the other a notonous. Nova Pilbeam and Barry break into ac Jon needed to siiitain
disgutter graduate with a heart of gold. Morse arc
fine camera portraiture. This takes programs.
an acceptable pair of interest. He's called in to .solve
place in the pre-Niagara Falls scene.
John Garfield is seen as a drafted It tells how Stewart Granger (Paga- lovers while Joanne de Casalis appearance of husband of an old love
The niteries which CIrosby -founds, mobster being released after years nini), before lea'ving' Genoa for Par- dithers delightfully. Veteran Tom and there are four murders before
hosts and then unloads :to an omni- in the service and with plenty of ma to win a Stradivarius, is tricked Walls begins a second career here as case is cleared up. Gal and her huspotent Greek by the name of Rako- heroic medals to 'ndicate his fight- by aristocratic Phyllis Calviirt into a .straight actor.
band are in cahoots to defraud bank
/
When
.polis trace the speakeasy era.
phoney disappearance.
The ing ability. Original script by W. R. assisting her father to escape from
Direction by Marcel Varnel is slick by
cavalcade rings in^ a touch of Burnett follows writer's bent for prison. In Parma, she invites Gran- and aimed to :get maximum laughs.
complications set in, pair resort 10
World War I with "Got My Cap- putting down on paper more melo ger to Play ,'al her home, but dismurder to cover their trail, but deCane.
velopments never makes it very clear.
tain Working for Me Now." refer- dramatic elements of U. S. gang life gusted by the bad behavior of her
repeis
direction
friends,
ences to .flaming youth, the jazz and conmen. Garfield, intent on a
Walter Colmes'
he leaves after insulting heri
Kyan Vice Siodmak
titious and lacking in skill needed to
age. "keep cool with Coolidge," the long vacation from war duties, is Seeking distraction with Jean Kent,
Hollywood, Sept! 24.
debacle,
and
point up interest in proceedings.
Wall
St.
up
to talked into taking a wealthy widow he gambles, loses, pawns his Strad,
Frank Ryan will direct "Time Out Veda Ann Borg and Edward Earle,
World War 11 with "Any Bonds To- for a large slice of her inheritance. and has it redeemed by Miss Calvert,:
day," "This Is the Army, Mr. Jones" Plot moves along towards its ob- unknown to him, in time for his big of Mind" for Universal, supplanting are the plotters. Tom Pugan ,*ive,s
and "White Christmas" (Okinawa ,1ective with all the obviousness of concert. The gifted violinist falls in Robert Siodmak^ who has directed for some laughs as Arlen's handyman. Best characterizations are fursuch a theme. The gangster falls for love with her.
setting).
five pictures: in a row and needs a
nished by Earle Hodgins .Is a graftThe Berlin catalog being what the gal he's trying to take, turns
Leading Napoleon's troops into rest.
antl
marshal,
small-town
ing
it is there is no wanting for variety,, honest and it all ends in a high- Parma is Dennis Price, selected by
Latest-addition to the: cast is Eddie Michael
intelligent
an
Branden
novelty and nro duct ion ideas. pitched finale that suspensefully the Emperor as husband for Miss
top
Albert,
who
draws
one
ot
the
sheriff. Lensing, editing and other
Whether it's "C-u-b-a" for the Ha- portrays complete reformation and Calvert. After the usual love comBroy.
technical aides are stock.
vnnn epftino "Kpat W.^vc" for the nroner end for tho,'!e of the mob who nlicationi^, .<!he renounces Granger on roles,
,
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EXHIBS BLAME FILM SALESMEN
Der Tag for the Decree-Oct. 21
With United Artists and Universal filing their decree proposals this
week, iK'xt inipartant date in the antirtrust suit is Oct. 21 when final
proposals of both the GovernThent and the Big Five will be handed up

mm

,

Meanwhile; possibility exists that intervention plea of the
American Theatres Assn. will be heard before Oct. -21 since the notice

to tlie court.

of application
fit to listen.

set for Oct. 1 or as

is

soon thereafter as the court sees

ON

m

Targets in a host of suits which
charge them with chiseling on percentage deals, exhibitors in many
instances are currently rai.sing the
cry that: the distr'ibs themselves
have brought about the situation via
overzealous sales employees. Gripe
which is being aired widely, includ-

said this week that its proposals in final form
aUead.v been received by the court but these may yet be altered
rough draft which was served on
Si"pt. 16. Understanding between the Dept. of Justice and the Big Five
precludes any substantial changes in the final decree propo.sa Is of those
majors, a D of J official said. Memorandum in opposition to the majors
sUijgested decree provisos may also be prepped by the Government for
Oct. 21 submission, it was disclosed.

Government spokesman

lia.s

alter consideration of the Big Five's

ing at the recent Allied meet in Bo.ston, attacks distribs on the ground
that
their
employees encouraged'
phoney reports on picture grosses,
in an effort to garner as much
playing-time as possible during recurrent sales drives which put the

Nomikos 10 Houses Sued for Phoney

on exchange employees.
Story of many exhibs which exhibitor group officials back up is

preissure

%

Returns; 140 Such Suits to Date

try to

total of percentage t
throughout the coun-

some 140 separate

Monday

majors

actions, six

filed

(23)

damage

Sept« 24.
Faro and roulette sequences in
"Desert Town" will have a touch
of
professional
finesse.
Hal

Van ;A. Nomikos, and sevcorporations owning 10 theamanaged by him. Total of 140

aiiaiiist

eral

Latest action, brought by
20th-Fox, Paramount, "United

:

Metro

ists,

and

Warner

RKO,
ArtBros.,

(Continued on page 18>

.

change managers and salesmen

"

UA

Denies

,

and when we howl bloody murder
because the rental is way out of line,
we've been told more than once not
to worry because the gross will
never be checked anyway,'' one exhib expressed the general idea.
"Then they tell us just to the sign
the contract and pay whatever the

Any

Trade Monopoly
\

picture is worth."
Top executive in one theatre organization, asserting that his mem-

Claiming
lack of evidence of
United
Artists'
participation
in
monopoly conspiracy, UA yesterday
(24) filed a proposed decree with
the N. Y. Federal court which would
exonerate it from all charges of rea.,

i

Settlement

With

U on Clearance

A

Pattern for Others

Philadelphia, Sept. 24.
An out-of-court settlement between an upstate exhibitor and Universal Pictures on the question of
preferred playing time set a pattern for other exhibs faced w-ith
similar headaches.
.1.

S. Miller,

operator of the Emaus,

had filed suit in Common Pleas Court asking that Uni-

Pmaus.

Pa.,

"Canyon
which he had bought at

versal be forted to deliver

Passage"

40
He claimed that at the time
of the purchase there was no mention of preferred playing time, but
.

when he had asked delivery he was
exchange that he would
have to play the picture on a week-

told by the

end.

His suit asked that the exchange
deliver the film for a midweek playdate. Miller also a.sked for "punitive damages." Miller's petition also
asked the Court to forbid Universal
from selling ,"Ganyon Passage" to

subsequent: run houses in Allentown
until he played the picture.

The suit was duft
on Thursday (19).

to

come

to trial

straining trade.

In 44 findings of
fact which
submitted for court
signature, the company set forth
sales methods peculiar to it as basis
for its contention that UA's policy,
subject to producer approval, could
not be the means of furthering

:

White,

Brown

to

Divvy

Rogers' Rep. Slate
Hollywood, Sept. 20.
is
dividing production
responsibilities for the remaindet of
the 1946-47 Roy Rogers
pictures bet«'i^eti Kdward
J. White and Donald
. H. Brown.
While draws "Bells o£ San Angelo," "The Gay Ranchero,"
"Springtime in the Sierras" and "San AnJonio Sunset." Brown will produce
Song of the Golden West" and
"eart of Mexico."
-

Republic

Metro

View* Things
chief

,

past clearance provisions in favoir
of selling product first to \yhafever
exhib is, willing to pay most for it

for

,

Music Hall, N. Y., is bemoaning the fact that continuing

the

strength of "Notorious" at the
house has robbed him of the biggest publicity: tieup of the year..
He was plugging for opening of
the Hall's next picture, "The
JoLson Story,'' tomorrow (Thurs-

day)

—Rosh

:

sold their product /first
situations who: eat-ned
the highest grosses but declared
this had 'nothing to do with any
change in existing clearance pro*
all distribs

who was son

of a
of a cantor in a

visions.

synogogue and which has been
labeled a "Jewish 'C3oing My
Way'," was figured by Lynch a
natural to preera on the Jewish

New

Charges were voiced by Sidney E.
Samuelson, general manager of AU
lied
of
eastern
Pennsylvania*
Samuelson claimed that Meti'o h o.
bookersv arc
currently
checlciiig
every exchange to determine th^
number of prints required to service

i

I

I

Year.

Metro's 3 for Oct
I

Not Via Auction
i

less

Buffalo, Sept. 24.
This town, which holds the dubious distinction of being the runnerup for the largest number of cases
in the arbitration tribunals under

UA

.

I

,

|

I

I

|

|

in the anti-trust decision. New re
leasesj
in ^addition to "Cockeyed

No

Miracle" and "No Leave^

continue- to release product when
it can become available.
Samuelson also took a crack at
the general plan
announced by

Love,"

(Van. Johnson starrer),- also include
"Rage in Heaven," first of Metro's
classic oldies slated for distribution
by, the new reprints and importa-

for

August and September

Rodgers for selling .films in noncompetitive areas under the anti«
trust decision.
In such situations,
Rodgers had declared several weeki
<Continued on page 20)
I

;

GreenthaFs

i

Agency Tees Off With
U-I and

includes
"Boys'
Ranch,"
"Courage of Lassie," "Faithful in My
Fashion" and "Three Wise Fools."
Auction tests have been conducted

now appears to. to date in strictly competitive areas
be fast becoming a hotbed for anti- booking out of ex"changes" ill Pitts
(Continued on page 29)
The Government's
trust litigation.
case against Schine theatres was recently terminated here by an apdecree submitted states.
peal by the latter to the U. S. SuDistribs Sue Mpls.
At no time did UA distribute more preme Court from the adverse rulthan 5% of the features in the U. S., ings of the local Federal district
Pa. Exhibs on
Deals
proposals say.
Nor is there any court. Last week Bordonaro Bros.,
evidence to support a claim that it of Olean, filed suit in the same court
Minneapolis, Sept' 24.
arrived at clearances through any astainst Warner Bros, and the Big 5,
Distributors here are proceeding
other method than independent ne- Universal and United Artists for against exhibitors who
allegedly
gotiation with the exhib, UA main- $500,000 damages alleged to have have made fraudulent returns on
tains.
Moreover, since under its been sustained since 1930 when
percentage pictures. The first of
con tractual committments, UA eould deprived the Bordonaros' Palace. what will be a number of suits askenter no licensing agreements with- Olean, of first-run product.
ing exemplary damages has been
out written approval of each sepaTuesday (17) Dipson Theatres, filed against the nine-theatre cTrcuit
rate producer "it could not bring Inc. filed an anti-trust suit against operated
by George Miner; -the
about a monopoly in the distribu- the Big 5 and Little 3 distributors in Miner circuit and Isles Theatre Co.
tion or exhibition business."
the same court .for damages of $2,- and serviced out of Minneapolis.
The plaintiffs are Paramount.;
,500.000 for alleged conspiracy and
Vincent R. Mc» RKO,
restraint of trade.
Loew's,
20th-Fox,
United
Huddles La. Gov.
Faul, operating head of the Buffalo Artists, Universal and Warners and
Shea-PaT;J^oew circuit, is named as. their action has been filed in the
Jimmie Davis' Biog co-defendant. Brought under the U.S. district court; Superior; Wis.
Sherman and Clayton Acts, the com- Theatres involved are the Ashland.
New Orleans, Sept. 24.
plaint alleges conspiracy to monopo- Ashland; Grand, Chetek; Falls and
Producer Lindsley Parsons and
Par, Loew's Rivoli, Chippewa Falls; Isle, Cumlize pictures in Buffalo.
scripter Steve Healey of Monogram
are claimed to own one- berland; Unique, Ladysmith;' Norconferred
here
with Governor and McFaul
Theatres, Inc. which wood, Philips; El Lago and Majestic,
Jimmie Davis on plans for the film third of Buffalo
Rice Lake, and Falls, River FallSi all
in turn owns all of the stock of Bison
in which Louisiana's chief executive
Theatres. McFaul, is listed as presi- in Wisconsin,
will he starred in a leading role.
which own
It's also alleged that request.'; made
The film has been titled "Louisiana," dent of both companies
downtown Buffalo, by each plaintiff in February for an
and throughout the script will be or operate the
Great Lakes, Hippodrome and Teck audit of receipt records of the inthe, thread of the story of a sharethe neighborhood volved theatres were ignored. Sevcropper's son who went on to the on first runs, and
Kensington) Elmwood, Seneca, North eral Miner circuit houses had regovernorship.
The tropical beauty of the bayou Park, Kenmore. Niagara, Roosevelt oently banned Confidential Reports
tljeatres.,
checlcers because they were- localites
state, the expanding industries and and Lackawanna
ijipspn further .alleges that he and^ one distributor here' cut off their
the bountiful resources of the land
Hollywill also form the background; Par- leased the Franklin, Ridge,

|

as-leadoff-clients:—A-geney^whieh-will also handle U's tlieatres, when
acquired, and its 16m program, will
swing into action with a newspaper
campaign for "The Killers." Though
officially planned to start going on
Oct. 15, offices will probably open
by Oct. 1, Greenthal said.
In opening his agency, Greenthal
captured the Universal account from
,J. Walter Thompson agency and both
the Rank and International accounts
from Buchanan & Co. Plans call for
opening of a Hollywood office within a month and establishment Of

And

%

WB

.

permanent

now

|

I

|

i

!

nounced shortly, Greenthal

I

Greenthal, prior to his

j
I

a

.J[

;

•

[

;

.

l

;

i

1

.

income.

New

Castle.

.

'
'

[

-|

'

.

;

:

\

of years.

.

Universal and Int'l
FlackericS Merge

'

:

number

i

'

——

stint,

:

—^'
wood and Park in Lackawanna in
Victor, Marousis' Sued
September of 1939 after an offer by
Pittsburgh, Sept. 24.
the prior owners tO; sell them to the
David /Vic-tor, veteran New Ca.stlc.
Shea-Par-Loew circuit which offer
was refused because it was claimed Pa., exhib, was sued in federal court
that their receipts were in.sufficicnt, here last week by Warners, United.!
Dipsoti .claims that irhme.diatel>* after Arli.-,ts and 20th-Fox on charges of
on perccn.la.qc
he acquired the four,, the Shea inter- falsifying reports
At the saiiie time, Columbia
ests Constructed the Lackawanna in pix.
competition to his Ridge, with a re- and Univer.sal filed similar action.s
Speer Ma.rpusis,. Ipnglimc
sultant loss to him of $36,000 in oper- against
ating loss and a red $3,i,000 in net operator of the Regent .theatre in
;

stated.

UWP

was a major serving as chief of the
Motion Picture Branch, Information
Service Division. Ho had also been
ad-pub director of United Artists for

!

be romance thrown

the

on Park

non^theatrical field, company
has taken on Friedlander Productions, a fashion account.
Top exec
for the Coast office will be an-

I

the pix wide appeal. And,
of course, there'll be music aplenty
of the Davis type with lots of footage reserved for "You Are My Sun.shine," the governor's top -hit tune.
His band vvilt also appeal'.:
f
Parsons, Healey and Mitchel Hamilburg, governor's agent, will leave on
tour of state middle of the week to
scout" locations. Actual work is expected to start about first of the
year.

offices in
bidg.,

the

;

there'll

Tishman

where U-I will also make its
about May 1, '47. British pic,
"Temptation," is the last handled by
Buchanan.
Company will not confine itself to
film field, Greenthal .said.
Its first
theatre client is the Winter Garden,
U's Broadway showcase, while in
h.q.,

Mono

in to give

New York

erecting

ave.,

I

.

Rank Accounts

Monroe W. Greenthal, whose post
veepee and director of advertising and publicity for United World
Pictures became expendable when
Universal merged with International
and absorbed UWP, has set up the
Monroe Advertising Co. with U-I
and the J. Arthur Rank Enterprises
as

Latter

On

New Ad

I

release.

the Consent Decree,

.

being forced to wait.

Rodgers conceded the -check was
Metro has scheduled three films bping made but said this had "-^
for general October release, none bearing on the releasing scheauie.
of which will be put on the auction it's necessary to test films to see
block for test purposes under M-G's how they do and then to base their
experimental tryouts of the com- availability on these tests, he depetitive bidding system called for dared. He stressed that M-G would

And

Universal, last of the Little Three,
its proposals today (25) or
tomorrow. Strategy of UA's decree
is in a step-by-step picture of its
sales operations to prove that it is
on the side of the angels.
did
not.. sell. in._b locks nor did it fix admission prices, proposals state. Contracts, merely included a. warranty
of the exhib's scale without require
ing it to be any arbitrary figure,
will file

'

the territory, adequately.
After the
results are in, he said. Metro pictures would be made available in
Order 6£ the amount of the film rental, with those theatres paying more
receiving priority and those paying

On Top

monopoly.

sons said

first-run

to

Hashona.
with its biog

"Jolson,"

kid

were denied this week by William
Metro voepee over sales.
Claiming the report was "entirely
untrue," Rodgers pointed out that

F. Rodgers,

.

;

Shortly before
Universal attorEgftal,
Michael
Miller's counsel, and asked for a
conference. After the confab Egnal
told the court that the controversy
had been settled.
Under the agreement, it is understood, Miller waived the damages.
He will; get the picture for a midweek showing and the subsequent
runs won't get the picture until the
regular clearance time elapses.
opening of court
neys
telephoned

^

P. A.

Fred Lynch, press

by Philly .exhibs that.
was planning to scrap all

Charges,

.

How a

Clearances

All Past

bers have frequently complained of tions division, which is headed up
such practices, said that he had ad- by William B, Zoellner.
vised his members to make no such
With exhibs squawking about a
deals on oral promises. "We know,"
product shortage, Metro is reluctant
(Continued on page 20)
to hold up general release of its pix.
according to company sales toppons.
Sales chief William F. Rodgers. conDipson Anti-Trust Suit
sequently, has decided to limit the
auction bid tests to "Holiday in
of Bordonaros
Mexico," which teed off the experiment;?, and the four pix in the ComSchin^s in Buffalo pany's Group 17, announced earlier

UA

Indie's

Kayo

Will

to

win over exhibs to inking the pacts
after the deals were nixed by the
theatre men because the rentals
were deemed exorbitant.
"They put the bee on us for a film

Wallis hired four slick dealers
and croupiers from Las Vegas
to show the actors how.

major company
in
actions filed
drives in 11 states bunched in the
northeast, middle west, Florida and
GaliCornia is exclusive of the current hot court battle in Pittsburgh
in which 27 plaintiffs, operating 41
theatres, have jointly sued the eight
majors in an action to restrain demand.s for audits. The majors have
interposed 140 odd separate counterclaims charging fraudulent reInspection of theatre records
tiu-ni!.
.wa-i granted majors and upheld on
appeal.

But No Side Games
HoUywoodv

actions in the Chicago federal court

tres

frequently, exhibs are won
over to signing licensing deals on
the promise that no checkers will be
posted when the films in question
are played. Claim is made that these
promises were often given by exthat,

the

Bringing

chiseling suits

Metro s Rodgers Denies Top Bidding

'

.

.

Merging
ments of

of

,

national has

Holi.vwood. Sept. 24.
the plibjicity departT,

Universal
and
Interbeen completed, witii

John Joseph ^s; national director
advertising and publicity and .J.

o£L.-

Kaufman

as associate director, .«;crVing as contact man with the studio's

independent producers,
David Lipton Will function as exccutive

coordinator

of

advertising

and promotion, and Pete Dailey will

|^

as. studio publicity director.

'

! !! !

..,-•.,..,(
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ANNA AND THE

NO
COMPANY
HAS

KING OF SIAM
Winner of the
Blue Ribbon

Boxoffice

Magazine

Award for August!

CENTENNIAL

SUMMER
IN

TECHNICOLOR

20th's greatest grossing Musical!

EVER

SMOKY
TECHNjCOLOR

IN

Motion PictMre Herald
July Boxoffice Champion

HAD

CLAUDIA"^DAVID
Matching

''A Tree

In Brooklyn

IF I'M

'
'

Grows

everywhere !

LUCKY

Terrific in Pittsburgh

HITS

PLAYING
AS

Held-over

New

York

THREE LITTLE
GIRLS IN BLUE
TECHNICOLOR
IN

New

^

Records for Philadelphia

and A tlantic City

Starts today at the Roxy,

New York!

HOME SWEET
HOMICIDE
Now scoring Boxoffice '^Killings"!

CENTURY-FOX

WedneBdaj, Sepleinl»er 25* 1946

13

m

DARLING
CLEMENTINE
Soon to be the Boxqffice
Darling of Every Showman

I

MARGIE
IN

TECHNICOLOR

World
You Love Her!

You'll Tell the

THE BRASHER
DOUBLOON
That Gal Guild is driving
Montgomery Wild!
I

NO
COMPANr
HAS
SO

MAHY
HITS

COMING

CCNTURY-FOX

Wednesday, September 25, 1946

'SLEEP GREAT 16iG,

L A. Perks Up; 'Passage'

Brisk 5(iG

Smash 85G

In 5 Spots; 'Sleep'

in 3,

Cincinnati, Sept. 24.
"Big Slocp" at the Grand is the
loader this f came with a smash fig"Claudia
ure at this small-seater.

ami

2;

livers' 50G in
Los Angeles, Sept.
,

three

strong,

new

bills

'Lucky' Only 43G, 3
"

24.

week,

'

theatre

strong and

is

here,

outlet

heading for

000 or close.
"Martha: Ivers,"

:

a'

Estimated Total Grsss
This Wc.!k
(13a,s-cd

$681,600

Total
Last Tear
(ISased

;

$643,000

on

13 flieatres;

two

Ires, (sMefly first runs, includiiisr

'Notorious'

Tops

Holds

kicltofl'.

50-70)—

(Based on 21

Week
$3,828,100

cities,

179 flicafres)

•

.

50-70)— "Big
Grand (RKO)
Sleep" (WB). Topping city at $16,Holds.
500, whopper for this house.
"Three Wise Fools"
Last- week,
(M-G) (2d wk). moderate .$6,000,

Indpls. Oif

But

28G

Baltimore, Sept, 24,
"Notorious," at the qombo Hippois sparking the list here, with
Started
terrific session in prospect.
off with nearly a record opening day.
Also doing well is "The Black Angel'

drome

first

moveover

froiii

'Kid'

RKO

(RKO)

Lyric

Ace" (UA)
Last week.
good $6,500.

(1,400;

(m.o.).

No

"Anna"

50-70)— "Mr.

dice at $4,000,
(20th) (m.o.),

—

"Holiday Mexico" (M-G) (4th wk),
Oke $4,500. Last week, $6,300.-

Film biz
here

sole exception ol "Kid
Brooklyn" at the Indiana
sock, and best Danny Kaye

with

From
which

Socko 17G

Indianapolis, Sept. 24.
still is in a slight dip

is

•

.

—

.

Just $3,000. Last week, stout $6,100.

Carthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 50$1)— '^Claudia and David" (20th)
(m.o ). Good $7,000. Last week. "Cen(2d wktennial Summer" (20th)

this

to

smash

$28,000.

From

Lastvweek,
Brooklyn"

•

way

'The Stranger" at Stanley are

50-70)—
(2,600;
Palace
(RKC
film to play here. Ideal fall weather
"Time Their Lives" (U). Slow $11,f(jr slump from
Last week, "Bfeaucaire" (Par), is, partly to blame
OOO.
at Keith's.
recent high levels.
swell $17,000.
This
Week
for
Esirimates
Shubert (RKO) (2,100; 50-70)—
Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20- "Beaucaire" (Par) (m.o.).
Nifty
Circle ^Katz-Dolle) (2,800"; 40-60)
60)— "Courage of Lassie" (M-G).
"Notorious"
week,
Last
(Par)
and
"Searching
Wind"
Drawing fair $14,000. Last weekj "If $6;500.
(RKO), third sesh on- main stem, "Slightly Scandalous" (U).
Mild
I'm Lucky" (M-G), $13,200.
sock $8,000.
Last week, "French Key"
$11,000.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
Top(Rep) with Stan Kenton orch, others
20-70)— "Notorious" (RKO).
on stage, dandy $21,000 at .46r72c
ping town with extra shows pushing

Beverly HiMs Music Hall (Blu/ menfeld-G&S) (824; 85-$l)— "Caeear and Cleopatra" (UA) (4th wk).

"Killers" at Harris, holding up solidly in second week, and "Wife of
Monte Cristo" at Warner, a lastminute booking. The big new" ones,
"Caesar and Cleopatra," at J^enn,
'Time of Their Lives'' at' Ftilton and
oft.

theatre to this theatre under
PleasCity Investmient operation.
ing $6,000, Last week, "They Were
Sisters" (U). so-so $5,5D0.

an

in two locations. "Malte Mine Music'
hit good $30,000 in three, spots secciid stanza. "Cleopatra" ended fourth
weelc at $19,500 or near in houses.
Estimates for This Week

(2,000;

again..
1 1,430;

town stanza and

Wow

Balto,

W.'Y.)
Total Gross Same
Last Year

$15,500..:

(RKO)

Keith's (Citv Inv.) (1,540; 50-70)—
"Notorious" (RKO).. Fourth down-

:

50-$l)

City Grosses

Estimated 'Fatal Gross
?3,366,400
This Week
(Boscd on 23 cMics, 202 tJtcn-

,.

.

Capitol

24.

Biz is mainly in the dumps this
sessioHi Big sports week-end, with
pro Steeler.s. grid team under Jock
Sutherland for the first time, Pitt U
inaugural and big night benefit
National League baseball game preceded by all-star stage show coming at same time knoclced things into
a cocked hat. That's too much competish for what there is on tap at
film theatres.
Best Of the lot are
•

Holdovers, are fljrn.
Estimates for This Week

(UA), nice

Pittsburgh, Sept.

„

Key

Stout

big $56,t

,

(1,532;

'Stranger' 16G, Thin; 'Killers' 15G, 2d

s

"Holiday in Mexico" ^M-G) (2d wk).
$11,500 after hotsy $16,000

on 18 theatres)

Gross Same Week

over,,,
spots, looks .'itout
"If I'm Lucky" appears sloW at; $43,;
000 in three, hoiises.
Fourth frame of '•Holidaym Mexat
heat
still
Is'
houses
foutin
ico"
$38,000. Fiftli and Anal round Ql
"Notorious" shapes as nifty $30,000

Belmont (FWC)

A.&C. 9G, 'Cko' 19G,

Off;

'

opened

playing, in
$50,000 or

the Albee, Cincy

at

(RKO) ^3,100:. 50-70)—
.\lbee
All
."Claudia, and. David" (20th).
right $16,000. Ln.st week, "Mr. Ace

Broadway Grosses

a:

theatres. "Canyon Pas.'age," initial
new
bill" in tTniyersal-International's
five

David,"

'Time
biggest cinema, is iiext best.
Tlieir Lives," at the Palace, is a .slow
Overall count lor doWritown
third
houses i.s a few degrees under last

are giving

new, lea?e on liie this
toame. Although a fourth entry is
Sleep"
liot shaping up to. par, "Big
in three
is shaping up as sock $8.i,000

firsl^runs,

Way

Pitt

CINCY; XIAUDIA' 16G

'

scale.

.":

of

Estimates For This Weeic
Pulton (Sliea) (1,700; 40-70) "Time
Lives"
Abbott-Costello
(U).
here. Will be lucky

'

.

comedy no dice

to get $9,000, not so good.: But holds
because house is in a spot for prod-

Last
uct.
$7,000.

week, "Runaround"'

(,U)

.

'

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70) "The
(U) (2d wk).
Packing a
healthy wallop at $15,000 or over,
which ought to rate it another
.stanza.
Last week, giant $22,000.
Killers"

'

Peiin (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40-70)
Expensive Eng"Cleopatra'' (UA).
biggie is taking it on chin.

lish

'

campaign apparently
couldn't help it any and critics didn't
make the going any easier. Maybe
Last
$19,000, which is depressing.
week, "Beaucaire." (.Par) (2d.wk),

Heavy,

costly.,

olcay $19,000.

Eltz (WB) (800; 40-70) "Searching
(RKO). Wind" (Par) (m.o.). May gel a bit
"Anna" above a woeful $2,000 on moveover
(Sohanberger) (2,460; 20frorii Stanley, where it w'as mild,:>
60)— "Time of Their Lives" (U).
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 40-60)— Last week, "Two Guys -Milwaukee"
"Gallant Journey" (Col) and "Man (WB) (ra.o.), okay $4,000 for third
Opens today (Tues.) after good reSt.
.(2d wk) closed: at $10,600.
Who Dared" (Col). Slow $12,000 week downtown.
sponse for "Black Angel" (U) at
Downtown (WB) (1,800; !)0-$l)
"Beaucaire"
In " "alread;-Laat_ji!S£ki, "Di^ry _pf Chambermaid''
40-70)
"'^
$12,500.
Senator (Harris)
(1,750;
Sf. Louis, Sept. 24."Big Sleep" (WB). Big ,$30,000. Last (Par) (3d wk), big $12,500.
(UA), $13,000
".1 angle
Pri-ncess" -(-Pax-)— (-reissue)
week, "2 Guys Milwaukee" (WB)
It's a battle between "Holiday in
Lyric (Katz-D'olle) (1,600; 40-60) and "Swamp Fire" (Par).
Little (Rappaport) (206; 35-66)—
Okay
(3d wk-5 days), fair $10,700.
"Open City" (Indie). Nice $3,500, Mexico" and "The Big Sleep" teamed —"Anna" (20th) (m.o.). Fair .$5,000. $4,000 or over. Last week, ''Sun
Downtown Music Hall (Blumen- oke for this capacity. Last week,
Last week, "Canyon Passage" (U) •Valley Serenade" (20th) (reissue)
French'
currently
with
"The
Key"
feld) (872; 85-$l)— "Cleopatra" (UA) "Henry V" (UA) (9th wk), at $2.40
(m.o.), $7,500.
(20th),
Triangle"
"Strange
and
with "Mexico'' .sock and doing the
(4th wk). .Near $10,000. Last week, top, solid $5,600 for final stanza.
$3,000.
good $14,500.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 25-55)— best at Loew's. "Sleep" is at the big40-70)
.(3,800;
(WB)
Stanley
Earvotian (FWC) (1.538: 50-$l)
"Black Beauty" (20th). House averr ger Fox. Biz is steady all over town.
"The Stranger" (RKO). Not going
"Holiday Mexico". (M-G) (4th wk). age of $4,000. Last week, "Earl CarHeat Sloughs
But
for this one despite marquee draw
'Oke $8,000. Last week, neat $11,400. roll Sltetchbook" (Rep), fair $3,300. Loew's has hiked its scale to the
and fairly good notices. Sluggish
as tiie Fox, Ambassador and
El Key (FWC)
(861; 50-$l)
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60 )*-- same
"Searchweek,
$16,000 looms. Last
'Notorious'
40G;
"Make Mine Mu.sic" (RKO) (2d wk). "Claudia and David" (20th) (2d wk). MLssouri.
ing Wind" (Par), mild $18,500.
Good $7,000. Last week, $10,600.
Estimates tor This Week /
Firm $8,000 after fancy initial sesh
Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-70) "Wife
Four Star (UA-WC) (900:-50-85) at $11,300.
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)
'Angel'-'Star-Garler'
Monte Cristo" (PRC). Fir.st time an
—"They Were Sisters" (U) (4th
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-74)— "Big —"Claudia and David" (20th) and
indie distrib ever got such an. imBoston;
Sept, 24,
Wk).
Nice
$3,500.
Last
week, Sleep" (WB) (2d wk). Maintaining "Shadow of Woman" (WB). Trim
pressive first-run break here. Picr
$4,600.
Sudden terrif hot spell thi:ew a ture is doing well, with $10,000 or
fine gait at $17,000 after smash first $18,000.
week,
"Searching
Last
Guild
(FWC) (968; 50-$l)
round at $23,700.
Wind" (Par) and "Hearts Growing wrench into the Hub's biz this week, close.
Last week, "Deadline at
"Canyon Passage" (U). Solid $8,500^
a
Up" (Par), $17..500.
to reduce all takes to the small po- Dawn" (RKO) and "Shadow of
Last week, "White Tie and Tails"
Fo.-i
(F&M) (5,000; 50-75)— "Big tatoes bracket and causing yanking
Woman" (WB), only $7,000.
(U) and "Wife Monte Cristo" (PRC) 'Claudia' Nice 18G, K.C.;
Sleep" (WB) and "The French Key" of several pictures. Only new bills
(2d wk), good $4,200.
Fine $25,000. Last week, are at RK() houses, "Notorious" do(Rep)
Hawaii (G&S-Bluinenfeld) (956;
"Danger
"Beaucaire"
(Par)
and
'3
ing
Fools'
Smart
best
by
far
at
at 16G,
Memorial, and
85-Sl)— "Cleopatra" (UA) (4th wk).
Lusty $29,000^
Woman" (U) (10 days), $34,000.
"Black Angel," with stage show, 'His
Fi"aleg at $'3,500. Last week. '$5,900.
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-7.5)is moderate at the Boston.
Hollywood (WB) (2.756; 50-$l)—
'Beaucaire'
on 2d "Holiday in Mexico" (M-G). SOck which Estimates
"Big Sleep" (WB). Sock $28,000.
Del.; 'Claudia'
(or This Week
In
Last week, "Renegades"
$27,000.
Kansas City, Sept. 24.
La.st week, "Two -Guys" (WB) (3d
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$1.10)—
Newcomers are on the milder side, (Col) and "Great to Be Young"
'wk-5 days), oke $7,400.
"Black Angel" (U) plus "Star and
Stout 36G, 'Lassie'
Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen- but biz is pleasant all around. (Col), $15,000.
50-75)—
Missouri
Garter"
revue.
(i'&M)
Modest
(3,500;
due
$26,000
feld) (475; 85)
"Cleapatra" (UA) "Three Wise Fools," at the Midland,
Detroit, Sept. 24.
Ivers" <Par) and "2 (3uys to slow opening. Last weels, "Can<4th wk). Oke $3,000. Last week, looks in for a good week. "Claudia "Martha
There are four holdovers and 3'
and David" in the three Fox first- Milwaukee" (WB) (2d run). Good yon Passage" (U) (3d wk) plus Tony many new bills this week with the
$4,500.
week, "Martha Ivers" Pastor orch, others, 'on stage, solid
Iris (FWC) (828; 50-85 )~r"Cany on runs is set for eight days, anij nice. $13,000. Last
overall total satlstactory. .Biggest,
Passage" (U). Fine $8i000. Moved Kids went back to school last week, (Par) and "Anna" (20tb) (2d run), $24,000.
to "Claudia ^and
will
go
Esquire
(M-P)
$2.40)— money
(1,500;
into firstrru'ni after years as subse- a week late because of the polio epi- $16,000.
big Fox but "To Each
Orijhcum (Loew) (2,000; 44-65)— "Henry
t26th wk). Heat hurt a David" at the
quent, to give U a flve4heatre local demic. Ringling circus on a threeHis Own," at the smaller United
day stand last week is estimated to "Renegades" (Col) and "Great to Be little, but film now is getting the stu- Artists, looks comparatively stronger.
outlet.
dent
trade
Young"
(Col)
and
second
(m.o.).
Sad $5,500.
wind for nice
Loew Stasre (Loew-WC) (2,404; have taken out a batch of coin.
Tails" is moderate
LcVt week, "Courage of Lassie" $6,000, with winter-long run in view. "White Tie and
Estimates for This Week
eO-$l)—"If I'm Lucky" (20th) and
"Courage cl
the Downtown.
at
Esquire, Uptown, Fairway (Fox (M-G) and "Out of Depths" (Col) Already pa.ssed record for any run
"Strange
Triangle"
(20th).
Slow
Lass ie" shapes as sturdy at the
here. Last week, $5,800.
Laist
$23,000.
week.
"Claudia" Midwest) (820, 2,043, 700; 45-65)— (m.o.), neat $8,000.
.:
Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 40-80)— Broadway-Capitol. This Week
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; .^0-60)—
"Claudia and David" <20th). Came
(2bth> (2d wk), tliin $13,700.
Estimates for
_
tos Angeles (D'town-WC) (2.097; in a day early and will be in for 8 "O.S.S." (Par) arid "Smoky" (20th). "Martha Ivers" (Par) and "Sunset
60-8»)—
(2,863;
(Balaban)
Adams
COr$l )— "Holiday
Mexico"
(M-G) days. Nice $18,000 or over. Last Oke $8,500. Last week, "The- Plains- Pass" (RKO). Haci previous week "Canyon Passage" (U) and "Mpten-(4th wk). Strong $17,000. Last week, week "Anna King of Siam" (20th) man" .(Par) and"Jiingle Princess" at Met; opens here today (Tue.s.) ous Mr. Valentine" (Rep) <3a., wk.).,
after
yanking ''Searching .Wind"
(Par) (reissues), big $13,000.
(2d wk), fancy $12,000 in 6 days.
$21,100.
Last week, lofty
Okay
$16,000.
(Par)
and
Company"
"Fast
(Mono)
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—
Million Dollar
(D'town) (2,'.20;
./ ,
r^„
on fifth day of .second week witli $18,000.
65-85)— "Dead of Ni:gt)t" (U) (2d "Three Wise Fools" (M-G) and
Broadway - Capitol (United Ueonly $5,000.
First week was, flue
run) with Boyd Raeburn oi'ch, Senor "The Unknown" (Col). Family trade
60-85)— "Courage ol
troit)
(3,400;
Only
$11,000.
Wences on stage. Light $19,000. Last boosting this to neat $16,000, and Denver Mild;
(M-G) and "Larceny
Majestic (Brand-Mage) (1,500; 40- Lassie"
Last:
week, "High School Hero". (Mono) may hold. Last week, ^'Courage of
$32,000
Big
80)— •'Scandal in Paris" (UA) and Heart" (PRC).
M-G ) and "Perilous Holir
.with Freddie Stewart,: WaTffch Mills, Lassie"
20G,'Wed' Nice
(Par) and ''Swamp
"Love on Dole" (Indie) (2d Wk)i week, "O.S.S."
Frankie Darro, Jackie Moran, Ray day" (Col), $15,000..
(Par) (4th wk), stout $14,000.
Way 0(1' at $6,000 after nice $9,000 Fire"
Denver, Sept. 24,
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 45Malone, June Pr'eisser: on stage, good
.Downtown (Balaban).. (2,683;. bUFinal week of polio restrictions is first.
65)— "Beaucaire" (Par)' (2d' wk).
$2?.200.
85)— "White Tie and Tails" CU)
theatre,
)—
letting
i8-year-olds
attend
Memoiidl
(RKO) (2,900; 40-80
Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2,210; 55- Solid $14,000, first week's $20,000.
0^*/.
"They Were Sisters" (U).
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)— but start of school is slowing this "Notoi'lou.'j" (RKO). Best in to.Wn $12,000. Last week, "Song of Ari$1)— "Make Mine Music" (RKO)
and "Wanderer Wasteland" (RKO) "Notorious" (RKO) (3d wk). Biz favorable influence. Number of hold- at $40,000, wham, despite heat wave. zona" (Rep) with Ink Spots, Peg
(2d wk). Down to $16,000. Last holds up well on this; getting $12,000 overs also is holding down overall Last wack. "Time of Lives" (U) and Leg Bates, Eddie Vinson orch, others
this rounij, and couM .go to a fourth total. Top newcomer is "(jaesar and "Thoy Were Sisters" (U), neat $28,week, smash $29,300.
on stage, nice $18,000..
„ ^„ ...
Cleopatra," but it's moderate iii 000 in 8 days.
week. Last week, great $15,000.
Pantages (Pan) (2,812; riO-$l)
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (4.049; 60-85)
Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367; 40-80)
Tower (Fox Joffee) ^2,100; 39-60) three spots..
"Notorious" (RKO) (5th wk). Good
David" (20th). Stout
—''2 Guys Milwaukee" (WB) and —"Claudia and
GstimalCs for This Wccl.
"Man from Rainbow 'Valley"
fl4,000. Last week, sturdy $18,500;
$36,000. La.st week, "Thrill of Brazil
Aladdin (FoX> (1,400; 35-74)
"Decoy" (Mono). Opened here to- (Col) and"Phantom Thief" (Col),
Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 50-$l)— (Rep) and "Night Train Memphis"
"Martha Ivers" (Par) and '*G. I. War (Rep). So-so $8,500. Last week, "Canyon- Passage" ttF) and "Slightly day after yanking "Centennial Sum- powerful .$30,000.
Brides" (Rep). Stout ,$.32,000. Last ''Swamp, Fire" (Par) and "Dark Scandalous'* lU) ('m.o.). Big $5,500. mer" (Pair) and. "Swamp Fire" (Par)
Madison (Urtited Detroit) (1,856,
Last week, "Claudia and David" on fifth day of second Week, sad 40-55)
week, "Beauqaire" (Par) and "God's Horse" (U). $8,000.
"Tomorrow Is Forever
(20th). and :"The Unknown" (Col) $16,000,
First
week hit staunch (RKO) and "Seventh. Veil" tU,'Country'' (Indie) (4th Wk), down to
(m.Q.), $4,500.
$]2.!i00.
$32,000.
Okay $2,400 in 3 days. La.st week,
Denham (CoQkriU) (1,750; 35-74)—
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 40-80)— "3 Sisters from Boston" (M-G) and
paramount .Hollywood
(F&M) (U) and "Wife Monle Cristo" (PRC)
"The Plainsman" (Par) (2d wk). "Holiday Mexico" (M-G). Conked out "Perilous Holiday" (Pol),. $2,200
(1,451; 50-$l)— "Martha Ivcr.<j" (Par). (2d wk), good $9,600.
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 50-$l)— "If Fine $11,500. Last Week, great on heat wave to $19(000, thin, 'after 3 days.
Fat $18,000. Last week, "Beaucaire"
nnt.
I'm Lucky"^ (20th)
and "Strange $14,000.
nice $29-000 for first.
(Par) (4th wlO, neat $11,800,
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,034,
Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)— 60-85)— "Martha Ivcis" (Par) ana
RKO Hillstrcet (RKO) 12,890; 50- Triangle" /20th). Fair .$8,000. Last Denver iFox) (2,525; 35-74)
80)—"Notorious" (RKO) (5th: wk). week, "Claudia" <20th> '(2d wk), '•Caesar and Cleopatra" (UA), day- "Martha Ivers" (Par) arid "Sunset "God's Country" (PRC) .i2d wk).
terntio
date
with
Esquire,
Webber.
fair
Modest
$6,000.
Pass"
here
today
week,
(RKO).
Opened
week,
big $18,Oil to $16,000. Last
Rousing $28,000, Last
Vogue (FWC) (885; 50-85)— "Make $34,000, Last week, "Canyon Pas- when "Searching Wind" (WB) and $38,000.
600.
,,
Mine
Masic"
(RKO) (2d wk). a.ix'.-'c'' (U) and "Slightly Scandalous" "Fast Company" (Mono) folded on
50-$I)
Bitz
(FWC)
(1,370;
Palms-State (United Detroit (2,9(6,
also
Esquire,
(U),
Webber, big fifth day of second week with limp 60-85)— "Outlaw" (UA) and "Fred"Canyon Passage" (U). Solid $11,000. Sturdy $7,500. Last v.-eek, $11,700.
Still
Wilshire (FWC) (2.296; ,50-$l)
$18,000.
$12,000. La.st week, trim $18,000.
Last week, "White Tie" (U) and
die Steps Out" (7th wk).
Esquire (Pox) (742; 35-74)— "CleoState (Loew)r#*!,200; 40-80)— "Hol- strong at $15,000.
Last week, sur"Wife Monte Cristo" (PRC) (2d "Holiday Mexico" (M-G) (4th wk).
patra" (UA), also Denver, Webber. iday Mexico" (M-(j).
Good ,$8,500. Last week, $10,800.
Sloughed on prising ,$20,000.
...
•wk), nice $5,600.
^
Wiltern,<WBJ (2,300; .'iO-$l).— "Big Nice $3,500. Last week, "Canyon second week to mild $12,000 after
United Artists (United Detroit,',.
Studio City (FWC) (880; 50-$l)—
Own
Pas,sage"
(U) and "Slightly Scan- good $19,000 flrsti
(1,941'; 60-8S)—"To Each His
"Canyon Pa-ssage" (U). Hefty $8,500, Sleep" (WB). Potent $27,000. Last
'Fremont (Brand-Mage) (1,500; 40- (Par) and "Hearts Growing Up
Switched to flrst-run for Universal'a week, "Two Guys" (BW) (3d wk-5 dalous" (U)> also Denver, Webber,
week,
80)—
Last
$4,000.
Paris"
(UA)
and
$29,000.
"Scandal
in
Lusty
days),
fair
(Par).
$6,500.
setup.
new' day-dater
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)
Second "Caesar and Cleopatra" CUA) and
"Love on Dole" (Indie).
Laurel (Rosener) (835; $1,80-2.40)
United Artists (UA-WC) (2,100;
SO-SD—"Canyon Passage" (U). Trim —"Henry V" (15lh wk). Lively "Easy to Wed" (M-G) and "Strange week OflE to $6,000 after okay $11,000 "Fast Company" (Mono) (2d wk),
(Continued on page 31)
first.'
fast $18,000.
Last week, -White Tie" $4,000. Last week,' $5,500,
m.o.),

okay

third

$4,100.

Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048; 50-$1)— "If I'm Lufcky" (20th) and
Light
(20th).
"Strange Triangle"
$12,000. Last week. "Claudia" f2Dth)

"Kid.

Of

(RKO ), down

•

to-

$12,800,

but

still

Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,300; 40-60)

lexico'Sock27G,

From

—"Kid

Brooklyn"
week,

$17,000. Last
(2flth). oke $13,000.

Socko

fine.

Keith's

—

L;

—

'Sleep 25G

—

Hub

—

Wham

26G

:

—

Own'

14G
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32G
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Chi Strong Despite H.O.

HOPE SMASH $21000,

s; 'Killers

one newcomer this

only

There's

on tap. Next best is "Two Guys
From. Milwaukee," also hefty.
Estimates for This Week.
Buffalo (Shea). (3,500; 40-70)— "2
and
Milwaukee"
(WB)
Guys
.'.'Swamp Fire" (Par). Hefty $20,000,
Last week, "Searching Wind" (Par),,
okay $17,000,
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 40-70)
Big $21,000
^'!Beaucaire" (Par).
Last
for new Bob Hope comedy.
week, "Claudia and David" (20th),

Grosses Are Net

biz continuing strong de-

Film gross estimates, as re-

a heat wave and impending
Jewish holidays. "KiUers" looki to
in

$37,000

terrific

get a

its

ported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e., without: the 20% tax.
Distributors
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net ineomei
The
parenthetic
admission
prices, however, as 'indicated, include the U. Si amusement tax.

initial

at the Palace.

frame
Holdovers doing particularly well
are "Monsieur Beaucaire," with Andrews Sisters on stage, at Chicago,
$57 000; "Easy To Wed," at United
$34,000;

Artists,

"Stranger,"

at

Woods, $30,000; "Caesar and Cleopatra." at Grand, $17,000; and "Cen-

Summer,"

tennial

(B&K)

Chicaffo

65-95)

(3.900;

lover -Ink Spots

Smash 42G, Cleve.

—

plus Andrews
(Par)
"Beaucaire"
on stage- (4th wk). Strong
157,000. I^st week, great $63,000.
Civic (Wildberg) (900; $1.10-$2.40)

Cleveland. Sept.

Sisters

—"Henry V" (UA>

(8th

wk). Fine

potent $16,000.

$14,800. Last week,
(B&K)
faarrlck

"Each His Own" (Par) (12th wk).
Healthv $11,000. Last week, lolty

—

$13,000!

:

Teeing

off

2,4.

the Palace's fall vaude'

.

season, the Four Ink Spots and an
Sll-colored unit are pushing "Lover
.

:

Come Back" up

65-95)

(900;

to smash session at
Palace. All the holdovers are
doing better than ordinary, with
"Easy to Wed" in the velvet- at State

—

>

$32,000.

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 6,5^
9.51— •Ka.sv to Wed" (M-G) (2d wk).
$34,000.
Last week, giant

Stcrlin:,'
*3fi.noo.

Woods

(Es.sanc.ss)

65-93)—
(2d wk). Sock
(1.200:

".Stianwi" (RKO)
$30,000. Last week, big $31,000.

Basie Boosts 'Crack-Up'

22G

Fat

Minneapolis, Sept. 24.
Current line-up holds more ncwcorr.er.s than for many weeks, witli
•only

three

Basic'.s

holdovers.

and

blind

With Count

revue

on

stage

"Crac.lc-Up," the Orpheum will
likely pace the field. Radio City's
• nd

"Courage of Lassie" and the
"If I'm Lucky" are well up
big money,' "A Scandal in
another major entry, doesn't

State's
in the

Paris."

look so

good.

Biz is a bit spotty.
Estimates for This Week
A-stcr (Par)
(900; 30-44 )— "Truth
About Murder" (RKO) and "Slightly Scandalou.s" (U). In 4 days, satisfactory .Hl.SOO. Last week, "Game of

Death"

(RKO) and "Dark Horse"

<U) split with "Invisible Informer"
(Rep) and "One Exciting Week"

,

(Rep I. okay $2,200 in 8 days.
Century (Par) (1,600: 50-70)
Scandal
hi
Paris"
(UA). Light
$6,000 looks about alU Last week-.
Beaucaire (Par) (3d wk), fine $6.-

—

"

'500.

.

Gopher (Par) (1,100; 44-50)—"The
Plainsman" (Par) (reissue). Big $4.oOO. Last week, "She Wrote Book
'U>. $3,000.

Wise

about
Fooks"

(2d

wk),

Roxy

(5,886;
Girls in

(20th,)i

"Three

Little

—

90^$1,20)
Blue" (20th)

'

.

plus Beatrice Kay, Maurice Rocco,
Naldi. JMew bill opens
Mary Raye
here today.
Last week, "Home

&

Hdrnic'idp"' (20th) and HildePatsy Kelly, Jan Murray,
on stage (2d wk), stanza
ended last night slipped to poor
$66,000 after modest $82,000 opening
week, picture being blamed mostly
for offish biz.

Sweet

garde,
others,

.

.

State (Loew's
(3,450; 43-$1.10)—
"O.S.S." (Par) (2d run) and stage
)

:

show.

Fine

week,

Last

$30,000.

Brazil" (Col) (1st run)
and Ed Sullivan Harvest: Moon
Dance Winners, others (2d wk),
"Thrill

of

.

:

sturdy $26,000.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.20)—
"Big Sleep" (WB) and Bob Cro.sby
orch, Town Criers, others on stage
at $53,000
Still strong
(5th wk).
Stays
after big $57,000 last week.
one more after this (5th) frame.
.Victoria (Maurer) (720; 70-$1.20)
Terrific
—"If I'm Lucky" (20th).
$34,000 on first session ending today
Grix generally didn't like
(Wed.).
it, but jitterbugs jammed house, especially last Saturday and Sunday,
when theatre couldn't hold 'em. In
ahead, "Black Beauty" (20thi (3d
wk), pale $8,500.

Killers," "too,

Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60$1.20)— "The Killers" (U) (5th wk).
Slid a bit on fourth round ended:
last (Tues.) night but still sock at
$43,000;

third

Continues

'

was

great

,

$52,000.

Unusually comad campaign
is holding up.

indef.

prehensive, sustained
credited tor way this

Dagger' Lusty
$42,000 in Philly
Philiy's

i

1"' l/^o"

Satisfac-

"Blue
week,
Last
tory
$3,200.
Dahlia" (Par) and "Night in Para,

I

di.se"

<U),

$.3.300.

Oriiheum (RKO) (2,800; 50-85)
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100;
Crack -Up" (RKO) and Count Basic 40-60)'— 'Two Guys Milwaukee''
orch and rcvuc on stage.
Fancy (WB) (2d wk). Mild $4,000 after
*22 0()o in sight. La.st week, "2 Guys initial week's excellent $8,000.
Milwiuikcc" (WB) '{2d wk), liieat
National (Standard) (2,400; 60-80)
$9,000,
—"Queen of Burlesque" (PRC ) and
.Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)
stage show headed by Bonnie Baker
Lomaw of Lassie" (M-G). Hitting and Three Stooges, Pointing to fin'e
,?,^';,$'6.000. Last week, "Rendezvous
Last week, "Night Editor"
$18,000.
With Ahnic" (Rop) and Desi Arnaz (Col) arid A. B, Marcus show "La
Orch. Vivian Blaine, others, on stage,
Vic Paree." $13,000.
SOW $;«.000 at 5b-85c. scale.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 4060)— "O.S.S." (Par) and "Hot Cargo'/
(RKO) (1,600; 50-70)
tsiS Sleep"
(WB) (2d wk). Looks (Par), .'^lan Ladd.is hot marquee
greal $12.00.0 after
Last
Strong $16,000.
sock $14,000 first name here.
week, "Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO
Stole (Par) (2..300; 50-70)— "If I'm smash $22,000,
40-60)—
(20tlii. Divided opinions, but
|. icky
(3,300:
(Loew's)
State
uke y will (Jo good $12,000. Last
"Boys'
(Mono)
and
"Suspense"
^eek, 'Youni? Widow" (UA), $10,000. Ranch" (M-G). Thin $11,000. Last
'Par)
50-155)
week, "Young Widow" (UA) and
(1,100;
"M,,iNaght.!,nd Day" (\VB). Good $4,500. "Abilene Towjn" (UA), solid $19,000
000^'^*^'^'
<WB), neat and m.o.
$4
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (3,400:
«,^-?"* fPar-Stefles) (350; 50-90)— 40^)—-"Cluny Brown" (20th) and

Milwaukee" (WB).
ond run.

fair

$5,800

sec-

50-94)—"Caesar and Cleopatra" (UA) (2d wk).

Boyd (WB)

(2..?.50;

Fairish $17,000 after neat $25,500 for

—

,

.

—

;

)

:

.

>

.

,

—

Milwaukee" (WB) (m.o,). "Sliouldii't Happon to Doe" (20th),
1™ week downtown. Satisfactory Fairish $5,000. Last week, "Lover
week, "Caesar and Cleo- Gome Bad?"; (U) and "Mndonna
..«=i.
'PatiaV^?-'"*(UA) (5th wk). okay $1,800. Seven Moons" (U), about same.

"'^'^

^"^^^

opener plus $3,800 for one-day showing at Earle. Sunday,
60-99)—
Earle
(WB)
(2,760:
"Swamp Fire" (RKO) and Erskine
Hawkins orch on .stage. Looks oke
Last week. "Walls Came
$26,500.
Tumbling Down" (Col) with stage
E.stimates for TIi's House
Alb-e (RKO) (2,200: 44-65)— "Can- —"Night and Day" (WBj (9th.wk). show, poor $15,500,
Fox (20th> (2,250: .50-94)— "Little
yon Pa.ssage" (U) and "Cuban Pete" Staying up there nicely with $21,500
(U) (2d wk). Hefty $14,000.. First on current frame after $23,200 on Girls in Blue" (20th) (2d wk). DipLikely will go four ping to $19,000 after sock $30,000 for.
eighth week.
.sesh raiTj up solid $18,000.
opener.
Carlloir (FayrLocw) (1,400: 44-65) weeks more.
Paiaee
(1.700:
60-$1.20)
(RKO)
Goldman (Goldman) (1.350; 50-.94)
"ClauiSia and Dayid" (20th) and
Okay -^"Martha Ivers" (Par).
Looks
"Stran'40 Holiday" (Indie) (2d run), "Crack-Up" (RKO) (3d wk).
$19,000: or close to it. after fine $23,- husky $32,000.
La.st week, "BeauPerk.v ,^C,000
La.-:t week, "Centen"Sister Kenny" caire" (Par) wound up stay at fine
for .second,
nial 'Suinmer" (20th) (2d run), good 000
(RKO) starts here next Saturday $15 000 for fifth canto.
.$5,000.
invitation
(28) after an
preview
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000: 50-94)
Fay'.'J fFav ) (1.400; 44-65)— "Caught
Good
—"O.S.S," (Par) (4th wk).
in Draft" (Par) (reissue) and yauiJe Friday (27) night.
FaraiidoUiit (Par) (3,664; 70-$l,20) $11,000. Third week was neat $13,headed bv Grace Dry.sdale. Peppy
plus Cliarlic 000.
Last week. "Bandit nt Sher- r— "Beaucaire" (Par)
$8,000.
Spivak
orch. Peggy Lee. Bob Evans,
Keith's (Goldman) (1,500: 50-94)
wood Forest" (Col) (2d. run) and
the
Arnaut?
:(4th
Sufferwk).
Third
*ound
).
(20th
ruh).
—"Anna"
(2d
$7..50O.
vaude. nice
44-BS )— concluded la.st night held to strong ing because of lon'^ .-.lay at first-run
(2.200:
Majestic
( Fay
"Human Bondage" (WB) and "Car- $8«,000 alter socko $98,000 in second Fox with mild $S.OO0 here. Last
week, "End of Time" (RKO), fair
avan Trail" (WB), Healthy $17,000, week.
Radio City Mnsic Hall (Rockefel- $7,500 second' run,
Last week. "Claudia and David"
70-$1.25)— -Notorious"
(5,945;
Mastbaum (WB) f4..150; 50-94)—
(20th) and "Strange Holiday" (In- lers)
(RKO) an(i stageshow (6th wk). "Cloak and Dagger" f WB ): Looks
die), solid $19,000.
44-65)— Still terrific at $133,000 or there- like big $42,000. Last week, "Big
'3.200:
(Loew)
State
"Boys' Ranch" (M-G) and "Faithful abouts, after smash $i:i9,000 last Sleep" (WB) dropped off sharply to
frame.
into
$18,
Goe6
seventh
week
Trim.
to$18,000 for third sesh.
in My Fa.-Jhion" (M-G).
Stanley (WB (2.950: ,50-94)— "NoLast week,: "Young Widow" morrow (Thurs.) With an eighth
000:
Buckin*
(U.'V) ai,id "Brcakf.nst in Hollywood" likely unless product jam forces it torious" "(RKO) f4th wk),

—

(Col).

% ^TnLed'^
"^'^"^' a'pepuh

)

"

—

17G

Lucky Day"

''

?
showing what highbally can mean.
Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1.303; 50-94)— "AlSolid
ways Loved You" (Rep).
$19,500 thanks to excellent bally.
Last week, "Three Wise Fools"
(M-G) pale $9,000 for second sesh.
Arcadia (Sablosky (700; 50-94)-"Night and Day" (WB) (2d run)v
Okay $7,000. Last week, "2 Guys

f^^^^l^f"?/
production, is
lie

powered

'

die's

Philadelphia, Sept. 24.
is getting a

hew prbduct

heavy play while holdovers are
showing signs of bogging down.
Films making their bow in current sesh include "Cloak and Dag-

IIG

—

•

,

run.

—

lair

—

:.

.

,

Last week, "Three

(M-G)

"The

:

60-$1.25)

(2,092;

Years Before Mast" (Par).
Opened yesterday withr a special
last night
8:30
p.ni,
press,: show
under auspices of U.S. Merchant
Marine Academy, with regular run
Last week, "Till
cohtihuing after,
End d£ Time" (fiKO), ninth week,,
ended Monday (23) night, went to
$16,200 on final six days; eighth was
good $23,000, making very profitable

..

:

all.

set.

(UA-Par)

Rivoli

—"Two

^

$5,000.

,

DuU

week

'Gallant'
at $12,500 continues in great fashion at the
Winter Garden, doing $43,000 in
San Francisco, Sept. 24.
AH Market Street biz is off be- fourth round ended last night.
Capitol brings in "Three Wise
of
three-day
heat
wave.
cause
Fools" plus Paul Wbiteman band,
"Notorious"
Despite this
continues Martha Tilton and Roddy McDo wall,
big in fourth week at the Golden tomorrow (Thurs,) after six solid
"Caesar
Gate backed by vaude, and
weeks of "Holiday in Mexico" plus
and Cleopatra" also looks okay at Gene Krupa band, Mxizi Green and
United Artists despite being in sixth others on stage.
frame. Top new entry is "Each His
Rivoli teed off with "Two Years
Own" which is rated only good at Before the Mast"
(20th) (m.c), $3,500.
yesterday follow50-70)— the Warfield.
(Loew's)
(1,200;
Ohio
ing nine money-making sessions with
"Beaucaire" (Par) (m.o.). No drop
Estimates for This Week
"Three Little
'Till End of Time."
in sight on fourth downtown lap, $7,^
Golden
Gate
(2,844; 60-95)— "No- Girls in Blue," with Beatrice Kay,
000. Last week, "Courage of Lassie"
torious" (RKO) (4th wk) plus vaude Maurice Rocco, Mary Raye & Naldi
(M-G) (m.o.), $5,000.
headed by Tommy Dix and Rose on stage, opens today at'the Roxy.
60-95)—
(3,300;
Palace
(RKO)
Murphy, Great $25,500. Last week,
Palace opens "Sister Kenny" on
"Lover Come Back" (U) plus Ink hefty $32,000,
Saturday (28 j after an invitation
Spots, others, on stage. Smash $42,Fo.x (FWC) (4.651: 55-85)— "Mar- preview the night before. This fol000 as initial fall stage show. Last tha Ivers" (Par) (2d wk).
Poor lows three okay weeks of "Cracks
week, "Notoriou.s" (RKO) (4th wk), $12,500: Last Week, good $26,500.
Up."
nifty $18,000 and nearly $100,000 for
Warfield (FWC) (2,656; 55-85)—
Estimates for This Week
month's run.
$27,Astor (City Inv,) (1,300; 70-$1.40)
50-70)— "Each His Own""2(Par). Good
(Loew's)
(3,450;
State
500. Last week,
Guys Milwaukee"
"Caesar and Cleopatra" (UA) (3d
"Easy to Wed" (M-G) (2d Wk). Fast (WB) (2d wk), nice $16,500.
wk).
Holding up nicely, albeit a bit
last
big
$29,000
$18,500 after nabbing
Paramount (FWC) (2,646; 55-85)— off early pace, with sizeable $42,000
'
week,
"If I'm Lucky" (20th) and "Yank
Stillman (Loew's) (2,700; 50-70)- In London'; (20th) mild $21,000. for current week; second was sturdy
Being Last week "Searching Wind" (Par) $52,000.
"St^irchihs^. -Wind"; (Par).
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 60-$1.10)
kicked ground by patrons a.s well as and "Specter of Rose" (Rep) (2d
"Holiday in Mexico" (M-G) and
crix, mild $12,500. Last week, "Beauwk). $7,000 in 3 days of holdover.
Gene Krupa orch, Mitzi Green,
caire' (Par) (m,o.,), lusty $9,200 for
St. Francis (FWC) (1,400; 55-85)—
others
on stage
wk).
(6th-final
third lap.
"Centennial Summer" (20th), Sad Slipping consi(ierably on blowoffi
$5,500.
Last week (3d wk) (m.o.) stanza at $64,(K)0 or close; fifth good
an insipid $11,500.
"Three Wise Fools" (M-G)
.$67,000.
State
(FWC) (2.133; 55-85)— "2 plus Paul Whiteman orch, Martha
L'ville Spotty; 'O.S.S.'
Guys Milwaukee (WB) (m.o,). $7,500. Tilton, Roddy McDowall on stage
Last weeki "Beaucaire" (Par) (24 opens tomorrow (Thurs.).
Lofty 16G,'Queen'-Vaude wk) (m.o.), fairly good $9,000.
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60-$l,25)
Orpheom (Blumenfeld) (2,448; .55Opens here
85)— "Gallant Journey" (Col) (2d -"Black Angel" (U)
toda.y.
Last week. "Always Loved
Hot ISG/Suspense'
wk).
Tepid $12,500.
Last week,
You" (Rep) (3d wk), went to only
$19,000.
Louisville, Sept. 24.
on final session, extremely
$14,000
United Artist* (Blumenfeld) 1,mild, while $19,000 was struck on
"O.S.S." at the Rialto and "Queen
)—
Caesar and Cleopatra"
207; 55-85
of Burlesque" plus stage bill at the (UA) (fith wk). Okay $7,600, Last second.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.20)—
National are leading the field this week, fine $13,200.
"Scandal in Paris" (UA) (2d wk).
week. Other hou.ses are not getting
Looks hke thin $15,000 after mild
"Mr. Ace (UA )
$20,000 in opener.
top grosses, and generally speaking
opens Saturday (28),
it looks like a less than good week
'Boys' Ranch $18,000 In
Interest
GotliAm (Brandt) (900: 70: $1.40)
for the downtown houses.
"Rendezvous With Annie" (Rep).
in the play-off series between, LouisProT^ 'Bondage Fat
baseball
Indianapolis
Much below recent pace here, with
and
ville
initial ses.sion hitting only fair $11.teams possibly is hurting.
Providence. Sept. 24.
000 or near. Holds, however.
In
Kstiinates for This< Week
Loew'.v State's "Boys' Ranch" and
ahead,
fourth week
of
"Swamp
Brown (4tli Ave, -Loew's) (1,000; Maje.stic's "Of Human Bondage" top Fire" (Par) was neat $8,500.
40-60)— Young Widow" (UA) and the list hereabouts in a fairly nice
Golden (769; $1.20-$2.40)— "Henry
"Abilene Town" '(UA) (m.o.). Good week. "Canyon Passage" is strong V"(UA) (4th wk). Third .stanza
Laiit
weelc "Canyon Pas-: in second week at RKO Albee. ended last Monday (23 ) night held
$4,500.
.;•
sage" (U) (m.o.). $5,500.
"Searching Wind." at Strand, is off near recent gait at $13,500. while
kenlHCkv (Switow) (1,200; 30-40) recent D:ice for this house.
second was $15,000. Continues.
"Grern Years" (M-G) and "BlonHollywood (WB) (1,499: 70-$1.10)
;

Lyric (Par) (1.100; 50-70)— "Younq
(m.o.). Mildish: $4,000

Widow" (UA)
looks

sixth

—

—

Mild MHs.:

in

16G, lucky' 12G

'Lassie'

comes in next Saturday (28)*,
35-85)
(Mayer)
Rialto
(594;
"Destry Rides Again" (U) (Rei.ssue).
Good $7,500 likely. Gets only one
week, "The Raider'' (Indie) being
next in. Last week.. "Last Crooked.
Mile" (Rep), stout $9,200.

issue)

—

the

Grand (RKO) (1,150;
and "Canyon Passage" doing fine at
"Cleopatra" (UA) (6th wk). Plump
the Hipp. Stillman pencilled in the
$17,000. Last week, opulent $20,000.
OrienUI (Essaness) (3,240; es-OI)) only other first-runner, "Searching
"Bascomb" (M-G) plus Eddy How- Wind." but it's not faring well.
wk).
Hangup
ard orch on stage (2d
Eslimate.s for This Week
$45,000. Last week, terrific $05,000.
Allen (RKO) (3.000; 50-70)— "No(RKO) (2,500; 65-95)—
Palace
Staggering $37,000. torious" (RKO) (m.o.). Socky on
"Killers"
(U).
Last
Laist week. "CrackrUp" (RKO) and fifth downtown week, $lliOO0.
"Mv Pal Trigger" (Rep), fairly good week, "Bit! Sleep" (WB) (m,o.).
perky $10 000.
$27,000.
Rnosevelt (B&K) (1,500: 65-95)-^
Hipp (Warner.s) (3,700; 50-70)—
Second
(U).
Passnge"
•'Cetiteniiial
Summer'V (20th) (2d "Canyon
wk».
Flashv $24,000.
La-st
week, stan7.:i nice $15,000, following big
grand .$27,000.
$.30iO00 la,=;t week,
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 65-95)—
Lkke (Warner.s) (800; 5flJ0)— "Big
"Nisht and Day" (WB) (4th wk). Sleep" (WB) (m.o.). Pleasing $3,800,
Mielilv *.'J0,000. Last week, sizzling Last
week, "Centennial Summer"
65-95)

,

product contributing to the mixed
picture.
In contrast to the offish
trend of some pictures, otlier.s are
holding up to the strong pace set in
opening weeks.
bullish $17,500.
40-70)—
Hipp
(Shea)
(2:100;
Only three pictures, one a rci.ssue,
"Claudia and David" (20th) (ni.o,). opened during the past week,
"If
Near $7,000, neat.
Last week, I'm Lucky," pushed around, by the
"Human Bondage'" (WB) (m.o.), reviewers, is heading for a terrific
trim $7,600.
$34,000 on initial stanza at the Vicr
Lafayette (Basil) (3,300; 40-70)—: toria. Jive crowd went for this one;
"Stage Door Canteen" (UA) and especially over the weekend. "Ren"House Across Bay" (UA): (reissues), dezvous With Annie," which came
"Gallant Journey" (Col). Clood $17,- into the bandbox Gotham last Satur000 after "Stage Door Canteen" day (21), is heading for a modest
(UA) and "Across Bay" (UA) (re- $11,000, below recent biz at this
issues) were yanked after 3 days, house,
"Destry Rides Again," the
and $2,500.
Last week, "Down reissue, looks like igood $7,500 at the
Missouri Way" (PRC) and "Aval- small Rialto.
anche". (PRC), oke $10,000.
Four
long-runners eontinue stout40-70)—:
Teck
(Shea)
(1,400;
ly.
Paramount, with "Beaucaire"
"Searching
Wind" (Par) .(m,o,). plus Charlie Spivak band and others
Scant $5,000 or near.
Last week,
on stage, still is strong at $88,000 for
"Martha Ivers" (Par) (m.o ); $5,300. third week ended last night
(Tues.)
aotli century (20th Gent.) (3,000;
while "Notorious." plus stageshow,
40-70)
"Notorious" (RKO)
(4th
at the Music Hall, is displaying rewk). Fine $10,000 in 8 days. Last markable stamina, with
$133,000
week, fancy $13,000.
likely for sixth stanza ending today
(Wed ). Hall expects it to stay an
eighth
week or longer it pace
continues.
Also remarkably sturdy
Heat Slows Frisco But
is the Strand combo of "Big Sleep"
and Bob Crosby band, Town Criers
Own'
'His
Neat $27,500; and others on stage. House looks
for $53,000 this session (fifth), with
.

Estimates tor This Week
Apollo <B&K) (1,200; 65-95)— "Always Loved You" (Rep) (4th wk).
nice
Last week,
$15,000.
Trim

Terrif $34,000,

'Rendezvous'llG,'Notorious'6thl33G
Broadway shapes up a bit spottily
in current session, with final weeks
attractions and mild
of long-run

.

:

$24,000.

$17,000.

,

Roosevelt,

at

lucky Rapped But

"Monsieur Beaucaire" is the winner here this week with a big session

Chicago, Sept. 24.

spite

B'way Spotty, Long Rims a Factor;

Buflfalo, Sept, 24.

Sock 37G;W34G, 'Stranger 30G, 2d
week with

GUYS' 20G

BUFF.; '2

IS

.

)

i

(iVf-G). ^folirl

1

I

.---R -ri.i ii."
hoihI S12:000.:

(.Parj

Wind"
La.vl

44-65)
(Pari:: Fairly
week. "O.S.S."
(2.200:

.

.

downward

out.

.$20,000,

Strand (Silverman)

rp,.^'i-'ys

(3d wk), so-so $6,50O.

trend with bright $26,500.

Republic (Brandt) (1,064; 75.$L20) Third week was hangup $29,500*
—"Specter ol Rose" (Rep) (4th wk).
Stanton
(WB> (1.475; 50-94)—
Mild;
Passable $6,500 alter okay $8,000 in "Mr. Ace" (UAI (3d wk).
T,ncf
.V. US.
third week. "Fantasia" (RKO) (r^- *onn»
'

.

.

Screenplay by Allen

Rivkin,

Hi

ALLYN JOSLYN
TIIO GUIZAR

VELOZ

AND

AND

Introducing "A

A

A

Man

E

Is

Brother To
Mule"...
"Thrill Of Brazil" and

other

new

ALLAN Roberts-'

AND HIS ORCHESTRA

DORIS FISHER hit songs!

^'vk"^

Harty Clork

and Devety Freeman

•

Directed by

0.

Produced by

SIDNEY BIDDELL
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(oger Albright To Head

Ted Gamble Reviews ATA's Reasons

Washington, Sept.

Taking

issue

with the expressed t

number

epinions of a

of theatre or-

Jive Operas Into Pix
fiivniiations that intervention would
Hollywood, Sept. 24.
Bubject their members to court restrictions and regulations, Ted. GamGrand Opera Will get a streamlinble, board chairman of the Ameri- ing and a haircut for indie film
can Theatres Assn., declared ATA's production. Frederick Jackson and
application "is the only step that can Ed Finney have formed an indie
be effective for exhibitors in this firm to produce swifty versions of
"The best legal authorities "Faust" arid "Pagliacci" revamping
case."
we've been able to consult have as- original plots into topical stories
sured us that the exhibitors, since a la "Carmen Jones."
they have not been found guilty of
Pair have been associated with
anything, are within their rights in
Stone,
seeking intervention without any Andrew
detriment to themselves," Gamble

ton, co-ordinating all the association's visual education activities. Its

MFA

The new

seriously

gunfire

in

line

and

take.

Gamble asserted that more than
96% of those exanswering the ATA poll of 16,000 theatres, had not only expressed
opposition to auction-selling but apr
proved the ATA move.

and

also

first picture,

Ray

also

Ij!il-

land, to be a film adaptation of
Joseph Shearing's book, "For Her to

See."

2,300 theatres, or

>hib.!i

From other sources it's understood
and Warner Bros.,
that Metro,
members of ATA, oppcsed the intervention move.
Individual
interveners, none of whom are affiliates,
include Fanchon
Marco Service
Corp., Gamble Enterprises, Bij ou
Amus. Goi, Southern California
Amus; Co. and Eden Theatre Co.

EKO

&

Benjamin Firm
;

by Benjamin prior. to election to the
board last week included: President, vice-chairman of the board and
general counsel for the J, Arthur
R ink Organization, Inc., board mem-

U

ber and general counsel for Pathe
Industries, and board member and
counsel for Eagle-Lion. In

g- -.eral

addition, his law partner, Arthur
Krira, is president of Eagle-Lion, and
Jerry Edwards is general counsel for

fRC,
Outside of the Rank associations,
Louis Phillips, of P, N, B&K, is assistant general counsel for Para-

to

grow

old) fuhen

you can keep a

.

its

show

.

.

Hsncnail Descriptions

biz,

Copa Comedy: Silvers-wares. .United Nations Drink; Bevm-Up. v.Hildy
,

final

likely to star

no need

,

under ink!
There's No Truth to the Rumor
That Earl Wilson's new book, "Pike Peak or Bust," is the biography of
Jane Riussell. .That Peter Rabbit has been signed for the Eversharp
repeater show. .That the Rockefellers will tear down the RCA bldg. to
erect a night club
.That when Elsa Maxwell goes swimming they have
to open «1I the drawbridges. .That night club dance floors: will be used
for dancing, and not for last minute table space.

Johnson:

Expected wave in demands for increased wages for civil service employees, born of substantially advanced living costs, is being hypoed
by a rapid spread of unions among
the civil workers. With the, recent
Norwalk, Conn., teachers' walkout
and presentation of formal demands
by the N. Y. State pedagogues for a
minimum of $1,000 annual hike lead*
ing off, irresistible pressure is expected in almost all localities.,

picture,

Holman

,

Plump producer; Sounds great, but suppose my wife should find outT
Just invented a new fountain pen. It's filled with water and wi'ites

for a cash boost.

practically

good

.

.

Continued from page 5

and probably towards

arrangements for
Par's 1947 film production over here,
Hal Wallis is expected here in April
to finalize studio arrangements, with

making

.

,

Gym

.

•

Besides seeing plays,
is

.had to wait for a red light to crojs

.

London

for Broadway
material.

-in

.

that

for her.'"
iwtftuiior: There's
young figure!

New York, unabla to meet operating expenses on a nickel fare for
its lines, must also look elsewhere,

following the initial attack by appearing in a German World War I

Obviously taking a pot-shot at Al-

Continued from page 3

is

currently engaged

000.

broke up the tournament the day

pointing up the need for intervention; .said, "It should be remembered that ill considered exhibitor
action created this Government suit.
Those same interests now counsel
non-intervention.
But exhibitors
cannot ailord to make another mis-

'

MPA

fight.

Hildegarde has been signed for the Campbell show:,. the
musicians on it have been ordered to wear soup and fish.
Lip-quipped at Lindy's:
"Flop producer? Don't be silly. .you should have seen the play he made

Amus. Taxes
;

BVay

M

is

Now

in visual education.

ATA

Exhibitors,- -&EHnble,-

The Crcat Wit Way
Missed the Louis-Mauriello

Mrs. Russell Holman
Mrs, Russell Holman, wife of Paramount's eastern studio rep, was the
target for bullets on a Westchester,
N Y., golf course two different days
last week, One of the shots came so
close it took hair off her head, Police, searching for the culprits, be.
lieve they were youthful pranksters,
with nothing sinister in their mo
lives, although the repeated firing
at Mrs. Holman made her appear to
be the particular object of their aim
Wife' of the Par exec, who is currently in England, was playing in
the Women's Tri-County Golf As
sociation tournament at the Century
Country Club, Purchase, N. Y., when
th) bullets whizzed out. of bordering
woods. She's prez of the Women's
Metropolitan Golf Association,
Mrs: Holman refused to take the

Holman

lied" States

Republic"?,-

in is production of a series of films
to serve as models for classroom use

Almost Hit (Twice)

asserted in asking
helmet which Holman had brought
to intervene, the majors and their home many years ago as a souvenir,
resources available
affiliates have
Police took a more serious view
lor bidding on pix which far exceed
when the shooting was repeated two
those of the indie exhibs. Any plan,
days after the first attempt.
for bid selling would "enable the defendants to use their superior bargaining power to strengthen their
Rates 3
monopolistic position," the applicaHits
Plays as
tion maintained. Consequently, competitive bidding would be "competi,
London, Sept. 17,
tiv? in name only" and the results
Russell Holman, eastern produc.
of
exhibs
would be to deprive indie
tion manager of J^aramount, now in
anti-trust law protection while leLondon, has been looking at current
gitimatizing "the domination of the
West End plays. He votes "Winslow
market already condemned by this Boy," "The GUinea Pig" and "The
"
court."
Gentleman" as certain hits
Fi
Action'
'Ill Considered

Moreover,

step by

MPA

.

'the street.

with the views of Johnston to push
One of the
educational activities.
projects

.

.

.

Golf Course Bullets

a

;

.

.

slated tO' move here permanently
until November, he will spend much
time in D. C. in the interim.

Albright directed personnel training for the board of education of
the Methodist Episcopal Church before joining the association.

Berle

—

will be Roger Albright,
of the New York staff of
since 1935. Although he is not

director

told

friend of the court, we would
come hat in hand and ask permisBy intersion to make a speech.
vening, we are asserting a right to
be heard, a right to offer proof if
necessary, and to appeal, if need be,
^ to the Supreme Court"
Gamble's declaration of the reafebns behind the intervention plea
followed closely A^A's notice of intervention filed in the Federal Court
Monday (23) which asked for hearing by the Statutory Court on the
question on Oct. 1. ATA, joined by
Southern California Theatre Owners
Assn. and 12 individual exhibitjOrs,
attacked auction selling as depending upon many diverse and varied
factors besides, price in fixing a high
Since these factors would be
bid.
decided, in the final sense, by the
"within
distributor
or
producer
broad and practically meaningless
limits," it can only mean that effective supervision of decree selling by
the Court would be impossible, the
petition argued,

By Milton

Seems everyone's deserting New York for Hollywood and pictures. I
sent a wire to Louis B. Mayer, telling him I thought I should be in the
movies, .so he wired me back a pass to Loew's State. Told Sclznick that
while I. remained in New York thousands of dollars were going out 'the
window so he closed the window. Understood Zanuck came east a few
weeks ago to scout talent. He screen-tested a showgirl on a polo pony
the pony reports to the studio next week,^ Yes, Hollywood is certainly
crying for new talent. I got one offer myself. Can't say what studio it's
from...but 4oes anybody know the music to "Battle Hymn of the

member

;

Variety
"The suggestion of some units to
eppear as amicus- curiae is as different from bur intervention move as
night is from day," Gamble said. "As

24.

Establishment of a Department of
Educational Service within the Motion Picture Ass'n was announced
yesterday (23) by Eric Johnston.
Unit will operate out of Washing-

'

.

The Berle-ing Point

MPA'sEduc1DepLinD.C.

For Vigorous Intervention in Suit

Admish Bite Seen

M ^Natural'

Show biz is likely to take it on the
chin, conference pointed out, because
realty assessments, backbone of income fuel for municipalities, are at
their highest point and cannot be increased much further to meet the
added costs. With an OPA clamped
anchor on rentals; real estate's income is insufficient: to warrant further assessment hoists. Conference,
conclusion
reached
consequently,
added coin would come from; 1, city

A

Parker

role.

Inside Pictures
"Forever Amber"

becoming almost as much a jinx to 20th-Fox as
of the men in her past. After being forced to
scrap all the footage taken with Peggy Cummins in the lead role and
then replacing du;ector John M.. Stahl with Otto Preminger, word now
comes from Hollywood that Cornel Wilde, who was to play the male star
role, has left the cast. Wilde, it's been revealed, has beeh under a doctor's
care for some time and will take an enforced vacation after completion
of his current "The Homestretch."

Amber

herself

was

is

to

some

"Amber" was slated for a fresh start next month, so it's unlikely that
any footage had been shot with Wilde. So far, no announcement of a postponement has been made. Difficulty recalls, however, the half-kidding
remarks made by Darryl F. Zanuck during his recent h.o. visit, when he
declared that it would be just too bad if anything more happened to hold
up production on the film, what with hypoed labor costs, production dif-

-

^

ficulties, etc.

Current reports by Broadway columnists that 20th-Fox is flirting with
Stettinius, Jr., to head its board of directors are almost two years
too late. Exploratory talks were held with the former Secretary of State
shortly after the death of board chairman Wendell Willkie In October,
amusement taxes; 2, sales taxes; 1944, on the intiatJve of prexy Spyros Skouras. Nothing came of the
3, public utilities taxes; 4, local indiscussions, however, and the by-laws were subsequently amended to
come tax.
eliminate the post of board chairman. That action doesn't mean, however,
Few cities currently derive a sub- that Fox will permanently operate minus a director-ln-chief, since it has
income from amusement been indicated that the board would create the job again if a man of the
stantial
proper stature came along or a need was suddenly felt. As it is, however,
PhilaChicago,
include
bites. Those
delphia, Seattle, Spokane, San Diego there have been no talks or negotiations along this line for many months.
and San Bernardino (Calif). Chi in Talks were also held with Joseph P. Kennedy after Willkie's death on pos.^
theatres,
sibility of his taking board chairmanship.
from
its
drew
1944
$275,000
dancehalls, etc., on license charges.
City also harvested $305,000 from
Final shot in "The Jolson Story" (Col), showing the star's wife walking
automatic musical instruments and out on
him, has caused speculation among newspapermen and people in
Philly, with
$50,000 from niteries.
the industry who have seen previews of the firm as to what happened to
an admission price of Ic on each 2Sc Ruby Keeler after
that.
She is obviously Jolson's screen wife, as played
garnered
permit
$1,fees,
plus $10
by Evelyn Keyes and tagged "Julie Benson," in a biographical film. Irt
'44.
in
489,720
real life, after the parting from Jolson, Miss Keeler married a non-pro
Seattle's take was $616,894 on ad- and has been living quietly since then near Santa Barbara.
She received
mission charges, and Spokane taxed $15,000 from Columbia for the clearances which permitted the similarities
all amusement spots $133,442 in 1044. in the film to actual events in her and
Jolson's life.
William Morris
State of Washington uses admission agency handled the deal for her. She is very sympathetically portrayed
taxes widely, with 63 of its cities as a gal who accepted many personal disappointments (despite her prolevying bites on its patrons. Wide, fessional success ) because of her husband's apparent preference for enterspread employment of tax in Wash
taining over the home life she desired.

Edward

.

'

—

Nomikos Suit
Continued from page 11

ss

tax
Nomikos and the theatre ington followed vacating of state
in '43 to permit municipalities tO
owning companies with conspiracy
broaden, their base.
to defraud the distribs by making
Tax experts view admlssioh bite as
false statements of gross admission
receipts on percentage pix in order a natural for cities, since it hits non
to induce the distribs to accept residents as hard as residents. While
payment of license fees in amounts all persons visiting a city would pay,
Addition- tax is not substantial enough to de;
less than actually due.
phoney returns, suit said, ter visitors or drive them to non.
ally,
paved the way to cheaper rental taxing localities. Bite is popular because it takes the weight- oft prop
terms on subsequent pix.
charges

Theatres involved, according to erty owners.
the complaint, are the Parkway,
Efforts of American Theatres Assn.
Lincoln, Rex, Ace, City and Logan, and other film industry organizations
all in Chi; the Antioch, Antioch; to win a lowering of Federal 20%
Yale, May wood, and Orpheum and tax nick may prove unavailing beWeb, Savannah, all in Illinois^ Suit cause of growing pressure from murecently
which claims defendants refused nicipalities.
Suggestion
request of majors for auditing of made and being widely considered is
records demands both regular and that the Federal government con
punitive damages from 1940.
tinue collecting the added wartime
Actions filed to date by majors 10%, even should it be cancelled out
range from a low of 13 brought by by the U. S. and turn the money*
some companies to a high of 18 by over to local governments fo'r their
growing needs. Any U. S; move to
others. The suits came into the spot
light in Boston at the national meet lift the tax, it is said, would start off
of Allied States Exhibitors when demands for a substitution of benedelegates questioned their validity ficiaries.
after a statement by Abram Myers,
Allied general counsel, that all ex.

mount; Louis Nizer is head of the isting sales contracts, in his opinion,
N. Y. Film Board of Trade, which were illegal a.s violative of anti-trust
represents all the companies in en- laws.
forcement of claims and exhibitor
All the suits, Myers pointed out,
contracts; Krim is a member of the had been brought by the majors on
board of National Screen Service a fraud basis without the complaints
and Seymour Pizer is general coun- referring in any way to the sales
sel to NSS. In addition, the firm has contracts.
Since the contract is
many other film clients, one of the waived, Myers said, the anti-trust
most recent additions being Arthur decision has nothing to do with the
Xyons' new outfit, Producing Artists. suits.'

UTO Would

Campaign
For End of the 20% Tax

ni.

Chicago, Sept.

24.

Exhibitors and others in the indus-

were told

begin moulding
public opinion against the 20% Federal admission tax, which is to contry

to

tinue until six months after the war
Officially ends, by Edward G. Zorn,
prez of United Theatre Owners' of
.

Interstate Theatres, Texas, commemorating its 40th anniversary la.st week
with a specially printed private edition called "40 Years of Community
Service" and dedicated to founder Karl Hoblitzelle.
Book outlines the career of Hoblitzelle and the history of the circuit, with
insert boxes containing short tributes from Cecil B. DeMille, Jesse Jones,
John Nance Garner, Governor Coke Stevens and others. Bob O'Dottnell
'

did the intro.

Hush-hush orders were issued to all department heads at RICO by N.
Peter Rathvon, studio chief, "as a precaution against false rumors and
reports." To prevent unauthorized leaks, all announcements must be made
officially through the publicity department.
Part of the dredded false
reports have to do with studio shakeups.
Beginning with "Hit Parade of 1947," all future Republic musicals will
contain at least one tune with Spanistt lyrics for the Latin-American trade.
Stunt was tested in Roy Rogers and Monte Hale westerns and created
favorable comment south of the border.

As part of the celebration of the 40th anni of the Interstate Circuit, Don
Hinga, news editor of the Houston Chronicle, has authored a brief history
Of Karl Hoblitzelle's contribution to Texas show business. Book has been
published as a limited edition.
at a convention attended by boom conceivable" as soon as build7S southern Illinois exhibs ing material and supplies are available and auction selling is ]rnpo.«r,|'
week.
Zorn said the problem should be upon the industry.
approached on a national level and
Among those present at the metilthat the industry should not dupli- ing held in the Abrahapi Lincoln
cate the fiasco when the tax was first hotel were John Balaban, Henry
Stickelmaier
of Great Lakes Theaimposed and the exhib organizations
ran in all direction at the same time, tres, Allen Usher, Par district maneveryone with a different opinion ager; Harold Stevens, Par branchand no one knowing exactly what he manager; Tom Gilliam, 20th-FO3t
branch manager, and Bill Devaney,
wanted.
Speaking of the future, Zorn pre- assist, resident manager of Metro,
dicted "the worst theatre building all of c:hi.
Illinois,

more than

in Springfield last

'

The big drama

from Warners!

is

"A

musical

Tiie big
f

^

•

is

from Warners!

IN^ECHKIICOLOR

The big comedy

is

from Warners!

Guvs FROM milwauicee''
The big mystery

The big adventure

is

is

from Warners!

from Warners!

t/NITCD STATES PICTUAES PROO.

Jack

L»

Warner

;

That Chanel Aura

Albany

Clinton" (la.) Herald: "Motion
Pictures of Future to Smell."
since
It was intended straight
the story told of plans to have
scents .'accompany films in the

Larger Overhead
price hike

24.

future.

been affected

has

of theatres in

a sizable number
the Albany area. It includes Albany.

fey

'Not Hoarding Fix'

Schenectady and Utica. The
ConUnaea Irom page 3
run houses, like the ,palevent
pcc and Strand, Albany; Proctor's Of labor diflicuUies, in which
would be the mainstay of
State,
and
reissues
Proctor's
Troy;
nnd Troy,
Schenectady, and Stanley and Avon, company operations.
^
prodthe
to
attention
tap
his
afternoon
Turning
the
Utica, increased
pointed
from 44 to 50c and advanced the uct shortage issue, Balaban
the number of
night admission time from S to 5 out that reduction in
scarcity
a
create
these
to
in
Par
charge
by
pix
p.m. The evening
Since it
situations—Fabian and Warncr-ris would only be unprofitable
would boost the apportionment of
65c.
each film as
In a number of other runs there fixed studio expenses to

Troy,

A

first

.

have been corresponding price

in-

well
poitit

.

The average upward trend
about jSc.
general increase in operating

A

costs is the i-eason cited
changes. In Albany, a 10%
for projectionists, effective

for the
increase
Sept.

,

sales

costs

past the

where

these costs.

ceptions.
is

fixed

as

returps could meet
"Paramount's policy is
to make and release as many top
efficiently handle
can
pictures as it
under the theatre-.by-theatre, picture-by-picture selling under the decree. It is the only policy that will
pay off in profits and cut overhead
costs," Par's prexy declared.

Many of the independent
theatres have pushed their charges
exup, too, although there are some
creases.

1,

but retroactive to June 1, is one of
factors mentioned. Increased film
rentals is another.

Scophony Defendants

I

Get Week's Extension
Long-awaited

of

settlement

anti-trust

suit

the

received

another setback Monday (23 ), when
the N. Y. district court granted
Paramount, Television Productions
and General Precision, all defendants, an extension till next. Monday

Honor System

N.Y.

Tilt

Formation of an industry-wide
committee to iron out disputes
between the film companies and
white collarites in the New York
offices establishes something of a

Danger of a walkout by white
working in the film ex-

precedent in labor-employer reUnlike the Inbor^manlations.
agement setups prevalent during

Exciiangesjalk Walkout,

51

Nix

Want 15%

collar itcs

changes of Columbia, 20th-Fox, UA,
and Metro is looming following
imanimous rejection of an offer for a

wage

Sf'u

years, the film commitcomposed exclusively of
reps from each of- the majors
honor-bound to give a: square

the
tee

deal to the unions in handling
their grievances.
Heads of the Screen Publicists
Guild and the Screen Office ft
Professional Employees Guild,
though su.spicious that the committee may be stacked against
them, have agreed to the deal as
a test of industry, good faith. AH
disputes, not specifically provided
for as arbitrable by an impartial
third party, will be in the lap of
the industry committee.-

with the authority to call a strike,
if necessary, in order to gain wage
increases parring the 15% won last
week in New York film offices. Separate negotiations between the exchanges and the union were being
conducted on a wage reopening
clause in the union contract which
expires next year.
Talks began last July with the
negotiating committee for the union
consisting of two members from
Continmd from page T
each
company headed by Otto
Langer, secretary - treasurer of the premises" are continued today
SOPEG. Hepresenting the compa- practically all of these two crafts
nies were Charles O'Brien'i Metro; employed at the 10 majors ;will have
Clarence Hill, 20th-Fox; Harry Buck- been ousted.
ley, UA; and Hank Kaufman, ColTrouble Started: Sept. ll
umbia. On basis of union contract,
Trouble started Sept. 11 when:
any wage increases which are
Cambiano, Carpenters' ingranted will be retroactive to Au- Joseph L.
ternational representative, notified
gust.
,.
the producers that on the following
day all construction and erection of
sets must be performed by carpen^
ters, or such sets would be declared
"hot". Producers' reply was:
Continued from page 7
"Unless your members resume the
.

Studio Labor

,

reasons," he continued. "Paramount
has foreign market commitments
which must be met regardless of domestic conditions," he .said. "Moreover, the fact must not be overlooked that Paramount has substan^
tial interests in the exhibitor field
and faces, the same problem of ac-

quiring product faced by other ex-

Owning

hibitors.

many

first-run

From the Lots

readying "Cradle and All" as his next
following
production ibt Roach,

houses as

more

.'

.

.

:

v

goes

into

operation Sat. (28) with the reopen-

We

A

Idigger's
Daughter,"
film starring Raimu

Frenchand produced by Marcel Pagnol.
Baker
po nted out that jvery picture would

doing that, the company would milk
the reissues dry and spoil their fu-'
ture potentialities. He pointed out
that selling a reissue to a fourth-run
not necessarily play all three houses, house today, renders the picture
but that the Fifth Avenue would be valueless later on as regards distriused as a moveovei house, with the bution to prior run theatres in the

made

two getting the iirst runs.
same area.
Former Miami theatre, on 6th aveftue and 46th street, closed by Fielding on charges that the management Reade'5
had added salacious clips to regular
icrther

pictures, has been completely refurbished, with new projection equipment, airconditioning, new seats,
new marquee, etc. House will seat
650.

-

500G Pool

In Asbury,

Flops

Razing

It

Asbury Park, Sept. 24.
Demolition permit was granted to
Walter Reade by city authorities
last

week, thus paving the way for
of his Monte Carlo Beach

razing

Col. Films

Dope Meet

Hollywood, Sept.' 24.
First meeting of the United Na;

tions Commission to control narcotics will be filmed by Columbia
as a sequence for its forthcoming
picture, "Asssigned to Treasury.''
Permission for the filming was ob-

tained in Washington by Jay Richard Kennedy, who wrote the script
and will functioii as associate producer bn the picture with Sidney

Buchman.

Wtw York

Commission will meet
November.

in

in

Poo), located off the boardwalk, and
erected at an estimated cost of
$500,000 a few seasons ago. Unprofitable operations of the pool is
said to be largely due to failure of

the city administration
help
to
Reade's cause along by liberalizing
zoning and parking regulations in
the vicinity of the natatorium,
Reade also had a deal on for a
midget auto track to be set up oil
the site, However, negotiations fell
through wlien thetraclc promoter refu.sed to cooperate with him on promotion and other arrangements.

Gloversville, N. Y., Sept.

New

York, Kentuckyi Ohio and
Maryland, is two years overduePresident J. My er Schine explai ned
appearing in an elab-

orate
publicity
manual for the
month -long celebration that the organization reached its 25th milestone
two years ago, but did not think that
brate,

tors

.

.

.

and Victor Saville directing
Robert Warwick, .signed for a fea.

.

tured role in Cecil B. DeMille's "Unconquered" at Paramount
Wesley Ruggles checked into UniversalInternational to put the finishing
touches on the score for "London
Town," which he produced' and directed for J, Arthur Rank in Lon*
,

.

.

was

suitable to cele-

years the Schines entered the hotel
business on. a- large :scale.
TheRoney-Plaza, Miami Beach; the Boca
Raton, Fla and the Ten Eyck hotel,
Albany, are among the hotels they
now own and operate,
:

,

,

'

SS

%

Continued from page

11

he added, "that the salesmen and
managers have to produce, particularly during drives, and -that they're
out to build up records by hook or

,

crook."

Defense along those lines, it was
cannot stand up in court

.

asserted,

and

therefor

is

not

frequently

one case, where the E. M,
Lowe circuit was named as defendant in a suit which charged the filing
raided.

In

of false b.o. returns, verbal promises.,

of

sales

personnel that the houses

,

would not be checked was incor-

porated in the defendant's answer, it
was said. Defense was tossed out by
Federal Judge Healey who ruled
that it could not be interposed to
26, 1945, directive of the AFL Exchange the terms of a written conecutive Council, .as reaffirmed on
tract.
Aug. 16, 1946. This directive is bindIn this regard, exhibitor attoring on all parties. We will not work
proon any set constructed in violation neys point out that U. S. laws
made
of the AFL directive. We can only vide that any conversations
prior
to the signinff of a written
interpret your threatened action as
in the
included
contract
must
be
a deliberate attempt to continue to
provisos or else have no
stall meeting legitimate wage de- pact'.s

Idaho

.

it

a Jubilee.
Hence the direcdecided to wait until Schine

employees had returned from the
service and Schine patrons were in
the mood to "celebrate with Us."
The Schine prexy and his brother
Louis W., v.p. ad treasurer of the
largest independent chain in the
country, launched their careers at
the Hippodrome theatre (which had
been used as a roller-skating emporium) in Gloversville. The circuit grew steadily, first in upstate
New York and then in the other
states named.
In the pa.st several

Wire from Cambiano to the producers said:
"We repeat our position that we
stand ready to do all work a.ssigned
to us in conformity with the Dec.

"Unconquered" troupe
sixth and last location
traveling about 5,000

Pennsylvania,

wartime

in

mands and signing contracts."
On Thursday five major studios
and began hiring lATSE carpenter reCalifornia.
placements, while 12 locals in the
Republic paid a reported $'100,000 Conference of Studio Unions served
for "Wake of the Red Witch," novel notice on producers for immediate
negotiations
on
new
contracts.
by Garland Roark.
Studios hiring replacements were
Mike Frankovich will produce
Columbia, Metro, RKO, Universal
The Black Widow," third of four
and Warners. Total of 37 carpenters
clifChangers on Republic's 1946-47
and five painters on the.se lots were
schedule. (3hapter play is slated for
paired off and told to leave th^
a. November start.
premises when they refused to work
Charles Bennett, currently script- on "hot sets".
ing for Universal-International, diOn the same day the Conference
rects the next Laurence Olivier of Studio Unions sent a wire, signed
starrer,
"The Trial of Madeline by Herbert K. SorreH; prexy, to the
Smith," for Two Cities Film Co. in producers:
London. Bennett will leave for Eng"The Conference of Studio Unions
land when he completes the screen- joins Studio Carpenters Local 946
in
play for "Ivy," late in October.
the opinion expressed in their teleJohn Garfield's first starrer for gram of Sept. 18, We, therefore, deEnterprise, "Burning Journey," is mand
immediate and continuous
slated to start Nov. 1, making three negotiations to conclude contracts
pictures in simultaneous production with all Conference of Studio Unions
on that lot. Other two will be "Arch locals, as was pledged in the interim
of Triumph" and "The Other Love," agreement of July 2.' We expect an
Costliest picture of the year at immediate answer to this demand,
Metro, "Green Dolphin Street," went and if it is not forthcoming these
into production on the Culver City locals will take whatever action is
lot, after a week on location at Kla- necessary to bring negotiations to a
math Glen, with Lana Turner, Van conclusion."
Heflin and Richard Hart in top roles
its

after

miles in

.

in a statement

in this Controversy .•*

California,
for
filming
Stallion". ..Jack Holt, former
star, signed for role in "Renegade
Girl," to be produced by William
Berke for Screen Guild Productions.

trek,

24.

PostSilver Jubilee ot Schine Circuit, Inc., operating 125 theatres in

war

Phoney

picket lines were established. SAG
declared it could see "no merit in
allowing 3(1,000 people to be thrown
out of work in a union controversy
over 350 jobs," and pledged continued efforts to have the AFL set
up permanent machinery for the orderly settlement of jurisdictional disputes before they result in work
stoppage. Instructions to film players concluded: "In the meantime,
and until further notice, you are instructed to proceed through any
picket lines that may be established

"Red

...DeMille's

2 Years Overdue
the current an4 spectacular

-

Northern.

wound up

Schines'MAiuii

Schine drive, from Sept. 8 to Oct.
5, is reviewed in a 50-page booklet
prepared by publicity director Seymour Morris. Schine managers deperformance of their work imme- veloped all the ideas in a series of
diately the undersigned will use .<ieven meetings in Gloversville, Syrevery legal and reasonable means to acuse, Rochester, Cleveland, Cincinhave such work performed by other nati, Albany and Wilmington, Del.
employees." It was signed by the The two Schines, Sid Deneau,. new
Columbia, Goldwyn, Metro, Para- director of theatre operations, Mormount, Republic, 20th-Pox, Univer- ris, William Kraemer, head booker,
sal, Warners and Hal Roach studios. and Maurice Glockner, director of
On Sept. 18 the Carpe. srs defied concessions, addressed these.
the producers' ultimatum ordering
them to return to work, while the
Screen Actors Guild ordered its
members to keep on working in case

.

New York

these two films will have the b.o.
pull and piaying-time possibilities of
four average
'pictures. We know
ing of the new Avenue Playhouse
that only by playing hi^ quality'
(formerly the Miami theatre). Lat- films in. the immediate future can be
ter was purchased by Sara Baker, films in the immediate future can •we
part owner and operator of the 55th their present high level.
Street Playhouse, following its shut"But we have no intention of cuttering by N. Y. License Commis- ting the number of films released
sioner Benjamin Fielding several below the figure that can be efweeks ago. Baker is .currently set- ficiently handled by our sales' force.'
ting up plans to route his foreignAs to reissues, there is no sense to
macle pix from one house to the other a haphazard releasing of the oldies
in the circuit
to plug open playing-time in scatNew system will tee off with "The tered houses, Balaban declared. By

metropolitan

is

'

increase at a membei'.ship

meeting of the Screen Office & Piofessional Employees Guild on Monday (23). The meeting voted to empower SOPEG's executive board

we do, our problem is completion of his current chore,
Immediate than the subseMargaret
"Here Comes Trouble."
quent-run theatre operators and we
aggravate O'Sheridaji gets the femme lead in
(30) to file their answers to the certainly do not intend to
"Red River," to be produced by
cross-claims of Scophony Corp. of it by .slowing down production.
'Numbers of pictures has long Howard Hawks for Monterey...
America and Arthur M. Levey, SCA
ceased to be a determining factor in'
prexy.
Mary Ware draws top femme role
Cross-claims, filed several months keeping theatres supplied or assuropposite William Boyd in "Hoppy's
ago, had accused the three defend- ing exhibitor profits," Balaban conHoliday/' fifth of the Hopsilong Casants of conspiring to hold back re- tinued. "We now know from actual
lease of the Scophony patents for experience that there are almost un- sidy series for UA release. v .Cecil
full -screen sized television, echoing limited audiences for top quality B. DeMille inkSd C. Aubfey Smith
most part Government product. While it is true that in- for top role in "Unconquered" at
for
the
creased spending power has concharges against all the defendants.
...Douglas Sirk will
Dept. of Justice is still waiting for tributed to higher b.o. levels, an Paramount
Judge Edward Conger to render a even greater contribution has been direct the George Sanders starrer,
decision on the petition of Scophony, made by the high percentage of "Personal Column,'' for Hunt StromLtd., of England to be dismissed toppers on the programs released by berg at General Service.
from the case on the grounds that most of the companies in the paist
William Farnum inked for a charan English corporation cannot be five years since the consent decree acter role in "They Walk Alone," to
subject to the jurisdiction of an went into effect."
Answering exhib critics who've be directed by Richard Wallace at CoAmerican court. Since the English
lumbia . .Raoul Walsh led his "Purfirm is also a defendant, the D. of J. singled out Par because it has slated
sued" troupe of 120 back to Warners,
attorneys cannot proceed with the two films "Blue Skies" and "Two
after 15 days on location near Galcase until the judge makes up "his Years Before the Mast" for release
lup, N.M. . .Richard Lyon, moppet
mind. Answers of all other defend- during the last three months of the
son of Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon,
ants to the Government charges year, Par's prez said these pix have
draws part in "My Heart Tells Me,"
b.o. pull and playing-time potenwere filed some time ago.
his second screen role, at 20th-Fox
tialities equivalent to at least four
average A films. "We chose these ...Clarence Brown will double as
two big pictures only because we producer and director on film biog
1st Chain of Foreign
wanted to minimize the drain on the of Robert Schumann, starring HepPix Theatres in N. Y. sales organization of theatre-by- burn, at Metro. .PRC renting 1,700in
First circuit of foreign houses in theatrc selling. We are certain that acre ranch near Mt. Shasta,

i

war

.

Can^t Seduce Quantity

"We Cannot reduce the number of
made by our studios for other

films

Scophony

SOPEG Moves On

Des Moines, Sept. 24.
This headline appeared in the

flits B.O.;

Albany, Sept.
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Promises of sales personnel,
in inducing a contract, are
not binding unless incorporated in
weight.

made

the body of the contract, these
torneys say.

at-:

Metro Clearances
Continued from |MEe

11

ago, Metro was offering its entire
1946-47
product on a one^or-all
basis, with candellation privileges

granted to the exhib. Under the decision, each film is to be contracted
for individually but an exhib can
sign to take on the entire season's
product at once.
According to Samuelson, Metro in
setting up such a deal reserves the
right for the exchange to designate
the prices of the pix aftei: the conThis
tracts
have been signed.
"price designation later" clause, he
said, means that an old customer
will hot be protected in his Metro
run .since, if competition develops
there in the future, Metro will sell
to the highest bidder.
Rodgers, denying the entire re-,,
.

port,

emphasized that no contracts,

covering the 1946-47 product had
been printed yet and so Allied could
have no knowledge of any such pol'
Trilby'
to
icy.
Only statement made so far,
Hollywood, Sept. 24.
he .said, was in his first general
Remake of George DuMaurier's statement, which included no such
He pointed out that no
novel, "Trilby," has been placed on provision.
William Jacobs' production program pictures for the new season have
at Warners.
been offered yet under the one-or-;
Same studio filmed the yarn in all basis and, consequently, no sales
have been made.
193&, with John Barrymore.

WB

Remake

.

'

'
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HOT

WEEK
THIS WEEK

THE

TRADE SHOWING
OF THE

NEXT

HOTSHOT

FROM THE

GOMMNT
Thi Bi{ Drama

from

is

Wamen /

THAT^

"A STOLEN LIFE"

SIZZUN6!
Tlx Big Mnsieal

iron Warners

is

/

"NIGHT and DAY"
h TMMHMr

Tilt

Bit Comedy

is

JOHN

frem Warners

mm
HTZtERAU

HERALDINE

"TWO GUYS FROM
MILWAUKEE"
The Big Mystery

is

from Warners

/

"THE BIG SLEEP"
WALTER

The Big Adventure

is

from Warners/

FAYE

BRENNAN EMERSON
•

GEORGE COULOURIS GEORGE TOBIAS
•

"CLOAK and DAGGER"
United States Pictures Prod

by W. R. Burnett
Music by Adolph Deutsch
Directed by
Produced by

Original Screen Play

JEAN NEGULESCO

Jack

L.

Wamer, Executive Producer

ROBERT BUCKNER

Renault's Fans Stray Into

Buddy Morrote Grch

Commy

Heaven" and "Tiptoe Through the
Opener, "Seems Like Old
Times," straight and parodied, plus
a guitar number, completes the act.

Tulips."

with

(15)

Jeff Dixon, Afadel«iiie Rwisell; Re.x
Weber ujith Lee Leoiinrd, Georflie

His pleasant voice plus hts simple
manner garner nice response.
Don & Phil King are standout
with some really top drawer acroHeavy accent on comedy, plus the balancing stunts. Team works well
eflticlent Buddy Morrow band gives together,
using almost no props.
the State a well-oiled bill that plays They offer an impre.ssive- exhibit of
well despite a couple of sags. For- body control, smoothly and graces
tunately the comedy turns are varied fully handled.
Grab plenty of apdefismall
the
cover
enough vto

Kayt,

Sydell;

Confab, Crack: 'Red's So Unbecoming'

&
O'DoHiiell
(Par).

.

acts'

error,

and upon discovering tlieir
Expert vocal handling of
House."
Ihe standard remarlc became, "Rod "Give Me the Simple Life" and
The mouv "Happine.ss Is Just a Thing Called
's so unbecoming to me."
;iks, upon making, that mistalte. just
Joe" lands applause for Ann Moore,
smirked. However, the alert doorwoogie, "The Mad
Torrid
boogie
men saw that each one of these Boogie," shows. off Basie to good adcamps was: shown the proper pews, vantage at the piano.
Amusing
and can.sequently the falsetto-set pantomime as well as eccentric
Was' allowed to revel all by thenv comedy dancing lifts the Zephyrs,
selves to the antic.« of Henault.*
two lads, to-high' favor, a dancing
his series of irecitals

last

vaudcrios

nault

become

stronge.st .rri'agnet, for the frilly ones

of his resources.

.

showman with a
background of- many engagements
at the old Palace theatre: He knows
bow to aim his asides, and how to
a terrific

become

sly with innocent situations.

"Chiquita
of
interpretations
Banana" and the Salome dance induced some of the most prolonged

His

yocks even heard

He

.

in

this staid hall.

repealed some of his
such as the- "Habanera,"

also

Etandbvs

"My Hero" and "Gay Widow," all
«f which got unrestrained applause.
Renault had several guest performers showing ur. Sunday night's
L,ulu McConnell, Spivy
affair had
and Fred Keating in the audience,
with John Steel emceeing the show.
Renault had a pair of tap dancers
and a femme Singer. Latter was introduced, as a genuine girl. Some of
these were sub-par but they did
inake the proceedings much gayer.
He's planning further recitals this
season, which so far. have been
profitable at a $2.40 top. He could
use the large hall as there have
been standees and turnaways at all
his showings.
In certain circles, Renault is an
Jose.
assured concert atti-action.

Lower

show opening

Afiollo.

IV.

day. Rees.

Son

Si

Smmy;

Strangers"

—

in front of Bryant's band.
Costumes, dances and layouts in
general are- perfection itself and
impress as- a topflight nbvelty act
for
either
vaude or Broadway
niteries,

Cozu
June
Roe,

(Mono).

Willie Bryant's cOmbo, comprising
four trumpet, four trombone, five
reed and three rhythm, starts things
off with maestro vocalling "My Love
for Yoi.i."
Medley follows of which
a novelty tune, "Phlungiei Phlungie,"
outstanding.
Orch scores with
is
Vic Perry. Koj; Bollard, Jimmy
"Savoy Shuffle," an old Fess Wil- Husson, Hal Htinter, 2 Viespcrs, Les
liams number, which brings out the Rhode House Orch;
"Our Hearts
brass in the liand, but good. Outfit Were Grotoi«g Up''
(Par).
is
also in there solid with "Let's
Blow." another jive composition.
Layout here this Week adds up to
Rae & Rae. brother and sister
aero dance team, rim through some uneven affair with. Vic Perry, topfair
tapology
followed
by Ceil liner, the only act to bring house
Waters, only ofay act on the bill. out of. palm-doldrums with his pickSexy blonde, dressed in a white pocket routine.
sleevele.ss blouse and black pleated
Emcee Jimmy Husson doesn't help
.kirt. displays a strong pair of pipes matters an.y with his throwaway in-,
Brings

Sparky Kaye pulls

a

gag prizefight

with Vincent Pellagrini that builds
to a beg-off; Dod Dod.son with his
monkeys and chihuaha ballerina
maintains the pace of the specialty
acts, and Chaz Chase, in standard
.

chow-down

routine, ties it into a
It's a
good layout nicely

.;

'i,')'

,

Open with a boff tomtom dance
three males in flowing loin
two gals with sarong, bra
and feathered headdress executing
frantic capers accompanied by a
rhythmic background from
noisy
Cole and the band. 'Vocalist June
Hawkin.s, attractively garbed in a
black, floor-length' skirt with blouse
and a bare mi<triffi pipes ".Summerwith

cloths and

high-pitched
time"
in
a
strong,
voice that's surprisingly melodic.
Terpers are on again this time with
Songstress
a more modern, routine.
also does "Stone Cold Dead," selling
it
sexily with mild bumps at the
finale

and draws heavy mitting.

Five dancers close with a unique
each male wearing

,,

;

Gamble with

"Don't

roif/i

,

V.

Willie Br^ont Orcii
(16),
Colc'.^ Di-iim Remte (7) ujifh
Hm()J.iTi.<:, Ceil
Wotcr.s, Roe &

21.

:

,

floor fairly well filled for

12:30 p.m.

Boston, Sept.
Garter", reuue

,,

,

(7)

SongSi Dances
16 MIns.
Apollo, N. Y.

.stage

KO, Boston

and

-.

:

is

"Star'

on a cute note with Paul Sy- Dodson, Others, Show Girls; "Black
This vet hound AngeV lU).
dell's terrier act.
handler puts his p'ooches through a
Harry Howard's production of
run Of aero antics, for u-wal heavy
this standard revtie based on Mike
returns.
O'Donnell and Blair, a vet vaude. Todd's title had a few- rough moments at opener due largely to
tearh who've been around the cirroutining but shapes up a.s one Of
cuits since 1918 with various cdmed.'i'
novelties still have a hilarious act the better of its brand through the
Act is a sock efforts of the Vaude specialties.
n the oldtime traditions,
Gals, mostly lookers,
have tive
musical novelty W'ith a trick bass
sax that emits more than sound, a production numbers consisting of
piano which at various times squirts the usual parades on special motifs
water also an exploding mike, Sur- with vocals offered on the side and
prising nature of routiries makes for a lead up to the specialties.
Best
are "Ballet in Blue" and "Girl on
learty laughs.
Georgie Kaye has added some new the Police Gazette," but -others,
material since last at this hou.se, and though conventional and sometimes
surprisingly enough, material often (as in the case of "Bunny Bunny")
overcomes defects in delivery, but pretty uninspired, serve the purRex pose, which is to be sexily .decoraaltogether he shows up well.
Most of them employ vocal
Weber's singing through his teeth tive.
while grimacing is a I'au.gh provok- efforts of John Barry, but' Helaine
ing gimmick, liut unfortunately it Jarrow warbles and dance.s acrotelegraphs his trick with femme batically to good effect in "Ballet
partner, Lee Leonard, wherein he in Blue."
does the singing to his colleague's
Except for balancing and juggling
oral motions.
Jose.
stunts by the Vanderbilt Boys, acts
ate comic and nicely contrasted.
Herman Hyde and Roberta Light
Olvnipia. IVIiuini
wow with mad session of collapsing
musical instruments and fast talk;
Miami, Sept. 20.

.

He

II
"

starts

:

June Hawkins

IVith

-

number "The Old IVIan's .Sleeping."- Chaz Chase, Herman Hyde & Roberta
Light, Helat7ie Jarrow, Va7iderbilt
Both draw okay saivos.
The act section of the layout Boys, Sparky Kay e, JoHn Bapty, Dod

•

:

Acts

COZY COLE'S DBVIH REVVE

On the current Apollo bill, along
with Willie Bryant, the bandleader
introes Cole as "making his fir.st appance in Harlem" and states he previou.sly
had been with "Carmen
Jones,
then waxes nostalgic by
mentioning
the
skin-beater
hail
consisting of double-talk plus mis- once been with his own outfit. Cole
pronunciations. Comic works on a now heads his own sepia revue of
stand in front of the pit, going into five dancers (twq femines, three
the audience for laughs and victims. males) plus songstress June Haw-^
Is a little rough in handling audi- kinsi
As a whole, revue is cleverly
Otherwise clicks.
•ence participants.
built around drumming of Cole who
Lowe.
sits amid his traps, snares and paraphernalia on a dais in center of

.

0£
since the Beaux Arts balls.
"Danny Boy" atid "I'll Get By," melcourse '(hey just can't show their low the', sheiianigans pleasantly.
former abandon in the staid CarJo Jones demonstrates some top
,negie halK but they dQ let out with flight
drumming during ."Dogin'
Renault
when
high pitched squeals
Around." a standout band numbfer.
makes a point. The proceedings are "Lazy .Lad.y Blues" and Jimnay's
so tres gav
Boogie Wopgie" are made to order
Renault; himself j.s a phenomenon for Votund yocalLst' Jim,fhy Rushing^
of present-day show business. It Scintillating; .-t^nor sax work by
Wasn't too long ago that, this femme Paul Gon.s'olve.s ehhances: the earimpersonator worked Jimmy Dwyer's appeal of "Body and Soul."
The
Sawdust Trail with a less resplend- preci.'iion lap dancing of Cole & AtHowever, his sar- kins merits the. superlative remarkent wardrobe.
torial display at- Carnegie displays able.
The show, which continously
quite
It's
moola.
heavy
of
an outlay
gams momentum, finishes In a "One
a comeback he's made, and his pres- O'clock Jump" blaze of madcap
ent affluence indicates careful hus- glory.

bandry

excitement

little

pleasant

interpretation of 3: crapgame fight
Bob
being especially well done.
Bailey, youthful warbler, impresses
as a "real find. and his contributions,

the Rethe

season,

have

there's

band's arrangements or its
Morrow is responsible for a
Morrow's
all-around job.
trombone slides fall ea.sily on the
customers and his attempts at novelty are well-placed. Vocalistics are
by Jeff Dixon, who's bary still needs
further showing dates to reach maximum effectiveness, while Madeleine
Russell does a fairish stint with
Morrow vocal assist in the nbVfelty
the

soloists.

,

By virtue of
which stai'ted.

with a fine

and while
in

New

Paul

Blflir,

"OSS"

The area around Carnegie hall, t
N, Y.. was a confused region Sunday helps to make the musical dispensa(21) when the New Masses staged a
tions more listenable.
cultural shindig, just when Francis
"Every Tub" launches the proceedplause.
aertaiili was giving the second of his
Then Pete Nugent m ciencies.
ings noisily.
Doc Marcus, comic-magician, does
series of female impersonations in tails and with top hat displays some
The Morrow crew, which recently okay in another version of the zany
ihe. Carnegie Hall Chambers.
Buddy
and classy, stepping.
fast,
nearby Loew flagship, the
The Kraft-Ebing gentry Were con- Tate, tenor sax, is featured in an played the
various magic routine. Main stock in trade
the
by
nicely
does
Capitol,
is a jumbled type of comedy patter,
tinually going into the main hall, exciting band jive exhibition, "Blue
bit of showbackmg.

•
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terp number;
metallic tights

and swathed in gold
while gals are draped in
flared skirts, yellow bras and tiaras.
All vigorously beat drums in unison
while Cole goes to town on his own
traps.
Makes for a sock finish.
turbans

BETTY GRIMES
Sonars
in Mins.

Fifth Avenue, N. Y.
striking honey-blonde with,
sultry voice, Betty Grimes
potentially
good
as
a
singer.
Now, however, she
apparently hasn't got the tyro stagefright kftiks out of her makeup. She
sings while leaning against a niirrored post in this crowded room,
and her one-armed gestures give her
a lop-sided look.

No.

A

a

1

tall,

low,

impresses
nitery

Numbers, including a brace of
accompanied by Larry Flint's house pops and one special song, titled
Valentine," are okay for her,
orch, and seems: set for tour after "Little
but
she should stick more to the
this
week's workout.^
Biz here,
Her voice
however, was well off due to unsea- .slower blues numbers.
sonable hot spell, and show will isn't fitted to the jump tunes, such
as "Sun in the Morning" and "DoinV
m warbling "I Know How to Do It" troes.
on two 'Vespers, who probably end up five or so Gs under What Comes Natur'Uy," and she
and "It's a Low Down Dirty Shame." do okay with
Bite.
their
leeterboard average.
loses the smooth quality when she
Garners fair applause.
bouncing to garner healthy .mitting.
tries to give out with volume on the
]\ati»na:, l/vill«
Pismeal, standard comic at this Hal Hunter follows with drum.stick
high notes in these.
hou.^e. is back again for the ump
Louisuille, Sept. 20.
work on chairs, floor and skins for a
Million Dollar. I.. A.
Mi.ss Grimes first won note as an
fair reception.
Bomiie Bafcer, 3 Stooges, The teenth lime and regales the custom
Los Angeles, Sept. 20.
tennis star, and still has
ers
with
stale gags and some dull
Barreu, Don Hooten; "Queen of
Boyd Raeburn Ort?i (18), jeatur- amateur
Kay Ballard, with her mugging
repartee
national
ranking. With a little more
with
Bryant.
Though
his
Biirlesciue" (PRC).
and mimicry found house tough. ing Ginny Powell, Jack Searle; polish,
material 'is creaky, its nevertheless
could make the transition
Went through almost entire stint her Senor Wences, Kay & Charles to anyshe
effective with this audience.
nitery floor fairly
intimate
Clad
but
week,
this
Only lour acts
fore they warmed up a bit. Closed Cerney; "Dead of Night" (U) (2d
in a bright checked coat and the
S(«I.
easily.
solidly enough with takeoff on Belle run).
there's variety on the bill, and comU.SUR1 baggy pants, he manifests
edy, singing, and dancing are dished lusty voice in
Davis.
closing to heavy mit
generous quantities. AH ting
in
Emphasis
©lit
is
on
screen
bill
this
BILL
In
own
McGRAW
spot,
Husson gels nowwith "Baby, Please Be Careful."
week
and
it's the main lure for cusbacked up by .strong musical aggreSongs
where
with
some
&
tired
gags.
Son
-Sonny, song and dance teanri
Works
English-made horror film 18 Mins.
Ratibn in the pit, under direction of smartly attired
too ,fa.=t for aud and asides about tomers.
in light gray suits,
pianist-leader Mac McConnell. Lay- go through
getting first downtown showing No. 1 Fifth Avenue, N. Y.
some brisk tap routines their indifferent reaction didn't helo is
with Boyd Raeburn's ^orch and
out is m.c'd by Don Hooton, a per- which rate heavy salvos.
After several seasons with the
However, any. Looks like Clairk Gable but got .stage acts supporting.
sonable chap lately out of the serv- their opener is
Louisiana State Opera, a role in the
marred by vocaling nothing -with his takeoff on the guy.
a
his
spot
does
in
own
ice. The guy
Winds up with. Sid; Caesar version of
Raeburn's orch polishes off five road company of "Student Prince'
"If I Didn't Care" inter.spersed with
Long's
."mild monolOg, then gives an im- weak
gags.
Elimination of such comics, supposed highlight being the numbers in non-commercial style, and solo stints with Johnny
presh of a dame disrobing, which trivia would make for
orch
and Radio City Music Hall,
Smilin'
being
more for musician listening
Jack sequence.
Left imfaster better
^rabs plenty laughs. Then essays a paced act.
presh that he just didn't care, with than for average band fan. Orch's Bill McGraw is making his ManA
few tap stens. and gets down to rope
style hasn't caught on enough yet to hattan nitery debut at this spot.
Co7,y Cole's Drum Revue (New house reacting in same manner..
twirling which is sock.
Raeburn personable lad, he demonstrates the
Acts) clicks as closer.
Laird Cregarish looking Vic Per- fit film-vaude bookings.
finesse of a seasoned entertainer
Three Stooges register with their
ry had them all the way with his does the emceeing but lack of stage
rough brand of humor. Boys stoop
presence slowed down proceedings. and sells both his per.sonality and
nimble - fingered stint.
Palter
acgood
in
well-trained baritone voice
to the anatomical for laughs, but
Aiayety^
companying his lifting wai! fast" and Band opens with "Boyd Meets Stra- fa.shion.
-the customers liked 'em a lot, and
Montreal, Sept. 23.
furious and aided no little in over- vinsky" is next out with "Man With
With a piano accompaniment. Mcresponded with plenty of palmthe Horn," featuring Raeburn on
I.tli
St.
Cyr, Peter Chaii, the all impresh,, from opening sesh along
Graw starts here with a musical:
whackingi
the ai.sles to victirhs of his pick- clarinet and Tommy Pederson on comedy version of "Gabriel" and
Crnwlords
Another welcome returnee is Bon- Gang, Sully (2), Francisco, Ma* & pocketing coming on
trombone. "Tonsilectomy": has Guy
stage for fur& Thomos, Ted Lester,
then swings into "All Through the
McReynolds,
alto sax, Frank Beach,
.nie Baker, lass with the tiny voice Linda
ther
depredations
Parish,
of their: pos.sessLine
Day," evidencing good phrasing and
Len
(12),
which goes over with vi.sual effec- Howard Orcfi
lons.
House gasped arid howled as trumpet, and Ralph Lee. tenor sax. wide range in both. He puts o\eT
(9).
tiveness. Piped "Oh 'What "VToU Do To
he built to climax. Off lb solid re- in the spotlight.
"The Eagle and Me" eaually well
Me," tne'dlev of older tunes which
Best received was medley of old and comes back to do "Irish LulGayety operators should Start do- turns. -IPerry fractured a leg Monshe recorded and aired "Espeoiallv
':
ing something about the unruly bal- day (2.3) and had to be pulled- out and new numbers such as "Danny laby" for heavy applause,
For You,^' "Walk With Billy," You'd
Boy," "Mabel, Mabel,'' "Moonlight
of the layout]
McGraw h.as enough cla.ss and
Be Surprised," New tune cleffed by cony toughs who make it almost imLes Rhode arid house orch are Serenade" and "Little Boy Blue." polish ndw for the better niteries
Jack Brooks "I'm A Good Little, possible for performers to work. It
Stol.
with overtui-e of GersVvwrin; Closer for orch is "Yesterdays." On dilng, makeup, etc.
Bad Little Lady" was in the groove, is a small part of the payees that solid
vocals
are
Ginny
Powell
and
Jack
rowdy it up, but they're- enough to tunes and back show in neat fashibri:
and, of course her identifying standSearle.
Former does "Temptation" NILSSON TWINS ,::'--,
Biz fair when caught.
Lary.
by "Oh Johnnv" to close her vocal make things uncomfortable for
and "Rip Van Winkle" for okay reevery bod.y.
Songs'
stint. A solid hit;
turns.
Searle
proved okay on :S0- Mins.
Parlay is generally up to scratch
Bill tees off with a neat boy-girl
"Prisoner of Love" and "I Don't
this week except^ fdr an odd weak
Famous: Door, Miami Beach
-Cagkiloi^ W.'isii.
dance team. The Barretts, youne,
Know Why."
spot, but with stripper Lili St. Cyr
Nilssoii duo, attractive and niftily
graceful, giving it a Hvel.y start.
Washington, Sept. 19.
Ijift -to
this week's bill
comes couteriered blondes from the (Joasf,
topping the layoCit, biz should be
Garner nice apnlause.
Hold.
Don * Phil King. Nick Lucas, Doc from Scnor Wences, .Spanish ven- add a needeci hj^pb to Famous Door,:
hot. Peter Chan does okay in the
His work with his hand recently opened intimer, whit;h had
m.c. spot, with Chinese touch help- Marcus Line (&) '-Somewhere in the triloquist
Orpiicniii, ]lij!>lis.
dummy and head in a box, plus slick been doing just fair biz with a
ing Wm click. .His material could Night" mth)\
juggling
rated
plenty of palm- straight band policy.
Mirtneapblis, Sept. "21.
be improved, but the amiable perpounding. Kay and Charles Cerney,
Opener sets them with "My S'fCount Bfl.,sifi. Orch (17) loith, Ann sonality covers material weakness,
Capitol bill is below the- usualMoore. Boh Bailey^ Jimmy Rushinq, The Crawfords have an ace tapping house staridard, but still' mildly ballroom team, are more for musi- ter Is crazy" to lead into their .spe.r
cal e than pop film-vaude stage ap- cial material, heightened in comedy.,
stint,
with
Pete Nugent, Zephxirs (2) and Cole
the luminous effect show- pleasant fare.
pearancfeis.
Brog.
ing only the feet, and registering
effect
by the youngster's mug,siing
& Atkins; "Crack Up" (RKO).
Format is aldn'i; revue lines, with
big. Francisco's juggling looks aver- line
and biz. Blondinos get them all the
gals
coordinating the other
way on the comedy-anglSd stuff'
This .show is long on jive. boOgic age till he puts home new switches three acts with their terping. Octet
wind Up with etioores in the- ballad
wOogie and dancing and .short on on the tricks. Registers hit.
of dancers have plenty of eye apMelrose Ties With SGP
veiii, host :Don Richards accornpiri^,
Max and his canines offer about peal, but hoof with more-: zest than
comedy, but what it affords is among
Duo look ready for .the .-imarter
he best dog routine seen here yet. polifih. GaLs dp: a trio pf numbers,
the tops in those particular lines and
Hollywood, Sept. 24.
New York spots ^"h1
the entire melange hits a lively pace It's a Kurq-f)re\ act:
Sully and opening and Clb.sing, show, and anNew indie outfit, Melro.se Produccalculated to win favor.
With its Thomas do some alleged comedy and, other midway on bill for- good lions, closed a deal to produce 12 ^"^"'^ ^°""'=='
aside
from
eight bra.ss. five .saxes and four
the material being weak, measure.
features for release through Screen
rhythm, including Basie at the the vulgarity -doesn't help either.
Top billing goes to Nick Lucas,
Valdes' N.Y. Strand Date
Ted Lester's musical novelty stint, who, like most veterans, makes his Guild Productions over a three-year
piano, the orch fairly sizzles along
Miguelito Valdes and the Ray
and the hot, loud jump swing gets in with many instruments, garners' stance on the ba.sis of '-Auld Lang period.
S.G.P. is currently committed to McKinley band have been booked
one's blood and causes in.stinctive hefty initUng, as does Linda Parish Syne." Lucas and his guitar can still
toe tapping.Individual soloing is is .some boff vocalizing of pop tunes. register, even
with the younger distribute the pictures of eight pro- for the Strand theatre, N. Y-., .^lart-;
conspiculously in evidence through- Gal's a looker besides possessing ace members of the audience. Does best duction units, for a total of 64 to 72 ing Nov. 1 for three weeks and op^
MiMHiiiiiHBiiiiiMiHiiiiiiiuU^ j!3lfl.ftm«>iehrn...,
j^^^ with his- old standbvs. "Mv Blue Dix. in the next three vears.
tions.
bundle.
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THEY'RE GIVING
THEIR SHIRTS

TO

SEE

M-G-M

HITS!
TBOCFMGM
Sure, ir$t

"THE BIG ONES COME FROM M-G-M

NOW YOU CAN GIVE
THE KIDS A SHOW
.

-

of the greatest favorites
in two decades of sound
in

7^

316 film exchanges!

CHILDREN'S FILM LIBRARY
28 miES fftOM 10 ofsrpfBurofts

COLUMBIA

MONOGRAM

"Blondie Brings Up Baby"
"Five Little Peppers

"The Hoosier Schoolboy*'
"The Barefoot Boy"

WARNER BROS.
"Green Pastures"

"A Midsummer Night's

and How They Grew"
"Five Little Peppers
in Trouble"

REPUBLIC
"Sis

M-G-M
"Young Tom Edison"
"The Human Comedy"
"Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn"

PARAMOUNT
Wonderland"

Miss Marker"
"Mrs. Wiggs of the
Cabbage Patch"

"Little

Pauper"

Hopkins"

"Young Buffalo

Bill"

20th CENT.-FOX

•

RKO-RADIO

"Jane Eyre"
"Rebecca of Sunnybrook

"Two Thoroughbreds"
"Anne of Windy Poplars"
"Anne

"Alice in

Dream"
"The Prince and the

of

Farm"
"Poor

Little

Rich Girl"

Green Gables"

UNIVERSAL

UNITED ARTISTS

"The Underpup"
"Sandy Gets Her Man"
"The Mighty Treve"

"Song of the Open Road"
"Knickerbocker Holiday"
"Three's a Family"

The Cream of the Crop for Saturday Morning Shows!
Approved by your community leaders, parents and teachers, all reviewing groups,
and
sponsored as a public service, by Eric Johnston, working through the Motion
Picture
Association with the above listed

member and non-member companies.

XIeRE'S an announcement that ought to be of great interest to parents
.Jf young children
are allowed to go to the movies only once a week, only Saturday
morning, and the pictures shown on
Saturday morning are all good pictures, that about solves the problem of
how to got Johnny and Susie
away from crime pictures and other hair raisers, doesn't it?
It's up to the parents to see that theatre
owners in their communities do show these special films from the Children's Film
.

,

-

.

.

.

.

Library."

,

—MARTHA DEANE

on Station

WOR,

N. Y.

—

-

-

TARIKXX'S' LONOOM OFBICB
MkTtbl'a Fines,

TnMgm

Silverstone Sees

End

•

flt.

IIVTERNATIOIVAL

SqaKr*

Milland Picked For

of Distrib

Royal

London, Sept. 24.
Royal Command Film

Quota in England But High U.S. Prod.
Chief question iacinjK U. S. film t
companiea in th« foreign market is
what changes England will make in
the 0Kisting quota law when it
comes up for renegotiation in 1948,

The big
show to be given

Murray

Silverstone,
20th-InternaUonal prexy, just back
from a three-months tour of Europe
On the basis ot his
and England.
to

he

survey,

the

predicted

British

London, Sept.

,

star to appear.
24.

English has been refused extension of perto play here by the Ministry of
Labor. He sailed for America on

This

the distributors' quota.
would end the present com-

abolish

production in England by
American companies.
Film council committee comprisiiiy J. Aithur Rank, Reginald Baker,
a ciiicuit chief and two indie exhibitors,' now is huddling on terms
o£ the new act. Recommendations
^iist be accepted by Parliament before becoming law, Silverstone said.
pul.sory

;

-Boo.st in the exhib quota, will cut
the playing time of American films
This
on British screens, he said.
quota is the clue to the possible
abolishment of the distrib quota, he
According to Silverstone, this
said.
will help build the British industry,
now a government goal.
Pointing out that the three big
British chains now absorb about
15()
top features a year, the 20th
that American prochief stated
ducers would continue English production even it the distrib quota
were bypassed.
Emphasizing that a top British,
film will outgross a top American
Silverstone said
film in England.
that despite thiSi British theatres
during the current calendar year
would play only 30 top British pix
or about 10 for each of the three
:

.

circuiti!.

explained that 20thFox wjll continue to produce in
England. The company's new studio
will not be completed for 18 months;
Gompany has just completed "Meet
Silverstone

Me

at

films

more

16m

London, Sept.

24.

Zetterling, 23-year-old Swedish film star, who scored in the
Swedish picture, "Frenzy,"' has been
signed by Michael Batcon to star in

"Frieda," the Henry Sherek-Ronald
Millar stage hit, set to go into production {.t Ealing Studios soon... Of
the several offers Michael Redgrave
has received from Hollywood, he
has decided to appear for Fritz Lang
early next year in "Secret Behind
the Door," in which he will co-star
with Joan Bennett. He is due back
in
London late Spring to play
"Macbeth" in the West End...Hermione Gingold is using Margaret

Picture
liksly

extra

admissions

are

to cost more.
That is
film
production cost,

with

theatre

distribs asking for

due

more money from

exhibitors.
Understood
crea-sed wages for cinema

that

.

in

employees

fact that

Wales.

He now

he was born in
an American
:

is

^

and

citizen

London, Sept.
.

Joe Hummel Back

ii U.$.

Joseph Hummel, Warner Bros.
European manager, who was due in
N. Y. from Paris over the weekend,

New

Pix Prod. Units; Delays
Big Production on

Own

London, Sept. 24.
Latest developments here indicate
that Sir Alexander Korda does not
Americans. According to Myers; the intend to start a large scale producmental age of the English film- tion on his own for the time being.
patron was about 15% while that Instead he will follow J. Arthur
of the American was seven and a Rank's policy by building a central
half to nine.
organization to handle the work of
He explained that in England film independeint producers working in
publicity was the poor relation of his studios and, probably, with liis
the industry and that every penny backing.
spent on the publicity and advestis"Bonnie Prince Charlie" and "A
ing side was questioned. He said the Man About the House," both started
British would have to emulate the as Korda pictures, now are listed as
Americans, who provided large sums Edward Black productions. Leslie
for display advertising campaigns.
Arliss, who did the directing; job on

among

PIX COMPETE
AT CANNES FESTIVAL

8

U.S.

Paris,

the

80

Czechs, Likely in

Sept. 24.

really using this
stage what amounts

French are
to

Blue," "Gilda,"

"Make Mine Music,"

'Wonderman,"

'Gaslight

and

"No-

torious."

the Venice Festival,
when one picture won the prize, a
considerable number of awards will
be given. To cover part of the expenses, the management tried to obtain permission of the film com-

Contrary

to

panies to have their film used for a
and at regular
second showing
This has been
admission scale.

upon

frowned

by

American

and

British contestants so far.

As Result

1947

New

of

Pact

Both the Holland and Czechoslovakia pacts already okayed by the
Motion. Picture Export A.ssn. were
approved by the Netherlands Bioscoop Bond and the Czech govern^

ment last week. As a result of these
actions, U. S! major companies will
about 100 features in Holland during 1947, it was revealed by
Irving Maas, MPEA general man-

release

ager.

nopoly,

and

the

means

action in
film distrib

between the
Czech Film Mo-

trip.

Due

here shortly to star in couple of films
for British National. .Concurrently
with squatters activities in London
West End picture theatres are-showWalt Disney Mickey Mouse titled
/Squatters' Rights". .Sir Alexander
Korda has formed new film company,
Kinsmen Films, for sole purpose of
producing films with Empire and
.

.nig

.

overseas setting?.

that

MPEA mem-

PROGRAM

BIG-HOUSE NEED

London, Sept. 19.
Irving Rapper, iiOndon-born Warner Bros, director, due here this

In

Mex

Pix Irk Natives

Mexico

City, Sept. 24.

Screen players' unions here are
irked because they charge that too,
many foreigners play in Mexican
pictures. The organizations aver that
while not objecting to aliens ap-

of some Mexican picture.? have five
foreigners to one native play en And
that's wrong for the local actors, ..

:

,

'

J

,

.

'

"Night and Day,''
at the Warner, is

now

in first

week

in same category;
sure for three weeks.
Metro's "Holiday in Mexico" also
looks strong.
As a whole, the West End is still

and looks

in the money partly due probably to
bad weather conditions and visitors

in,,London.

Grosses .it $4 feo Pound
Academy (Indie)
"Children on
Trial" (Ealing) and "Zero De Conduite" (Indie) (2d wk). House has
regular following, generally grossing
around $3^600 first week, with sec-

—

ond week near

$3,000.
Staying another week.
Carlton (Par)— "Searching Wind"
(Par) (5th wk).
Has reaped nice
harvest, with first few weeks averaging well over $12,000. But now
nearer $8,000* Stays another week,
bemg replaced by "Blue Skies"

Empire (Metro)— "Holiday in Mexweekend

ico" (M-G).
Judging by
trade, this one wiir chalk

up $22,000, which warrants holdover. "Green
Years" (M-G) comes in next.
Curzon (Indie)
"Les Visiteura
Du Soir" (Indie) and "Toscanini^'
(Indie)
(4th wk).
One of arty
Westenders, two French films doing
steady $2,500, good for smallie. Being replaced in about two weeks by
'•La Femme du Boulanger" (Indie).
Gaumont (GB)— "Theirs Is Glory"
(GFD).
Opened with bang with
plenty praise from crix. Is in for
for three weeks day-date with Marble Arch Pavilion.
Looks cleanup
at $12,500 or over.
Leicester Square (GFD)— "London
Town" (GFD) (3d wk). Opened big
and did sock $15,000 first stanza;
with this week about $11,000 still
big. Staying two more weeks despite
general release starting next week.
London Pavilion (UA )— "Mad Hatter" (UA).
Opened poorly with
first week's intake unlikely to exceed $8,000. Staying second weel;,
and then being replaced by "Angel
on My Shoulder" (UA).

—

-

.

—

'

:

On

Aussie Film Production Seen

Upswing With Next Season Plans Set

Sydney, Sept. 24.
for a major upbeat in Australian film production is seen next
year. Sir Alexander Korda is sendSantiagOi Sept. 17.
ing a unit here to do the picture,
Making their own contributions to "Smiley," with understanding that
the cause of hemispheric solidarity, 20th-Fox will be; interested in distributing.
J. Arthur Rank likewise
Romero
Cesar
and
Power
Tyrone
and staff of three arrived here this is expectecl to swing into production
week in the former's plane named i v 1947. Ealing will do three' films
behere.
plane
was
the "Salud Amigos,"

Power, Romero Plane To
Cliile, Peru, Argentina

Hope

.

of

all

Latin-

decked with flags
American nations. Party came
from Peru.

in

Week./
„
Object of trip is to take in some
His first Chile visit, in eight years.
of West End's latest plays and make Power drew an excellent press who
Plose survey of British film produc- hailed him as a "sincere friend of
tion activities, with a view to War- Chile." Whole entourage partied by
ner future activities at Tqddington 20th-Fox manager Carl Knust. Group
studios. Films are expected to re- took oft foir Buenos Aires later this
sume production there next year.
week.
-

'

Two

<

Rapper On London Looksee

with result that their houses are do*
ing the real trade. In the case of
Par,"Searching Wind," at the Carlton, is doing excellent biz despite
being in fifth week, and "Monsieur
Beaucaire," at the Plaza, is .smash
although in fourth week.
Latter
holds over indefinitely.
Warners'

ber companies will release 80 features in Czechslovakia in the 1946-47
season. U. S. releasing schedule in
that country will be launched by
"The Wicked Lady," now is slated, 20th-Fox picture •Wilson".
for both pictures. Scottish location
Louis Kanturek, MPEA managwork on the former has been con- ing director for Czecho, leaves Sept.
cluded and. a unit at present is 28 for Prague where he will arrange
working in Rome on the other pic- for the precm of this film. To sigture. It is understood that "A Man" nalize the importance of the event,
preem will be attended by
will go on the floor at Sound City as the
soon as the location unit returns and President Benes, and other officials
that "Charlie" will be held over of the Czech government as well as
until January.
by American Embassy officials.
Last week the British Film Producers Assn. announced that six new
companies, all under Korda sponsorB.A. BUILDING
ship, had been granted membership
in the BFPA. They are Kinsman
FILLS
Picture Corp., Bryanston Films, Ltd.
(Leslie Arliss), Anthony Kimmins
Argentina, long under-seated at its.
Productions. Imperadio Pictures, Ltd. picture theatres, currently is getMarl>Ie
Arch Pavilion (GB)
(Herbert Wilcox), British Lion Pro- ting the long-needed big capacity
"Theirs Is Glory" (GFD). Looks
duction Assets, litd.^ and Reed Film houses, according to Monroe Isen,
cinch for three weeks. Big $7,000 Or
Productions, Ltd. (Carol Reed).
Universal's veteran manager for the near looks likely.
New Gallery (GB)— "Centennial
country, who now is in N.Y. for
huddles with Joseph Seidelman, U- Summer" (20th) (2d wk) has proved
Odeon's Refinancing
International prexy, and Al Daff, disappointing, with first week barely
veepee. He told VAitiExy that the exceeding $8,000. Second looks near
Splitups
Includes
$5,000.
"Dead of Night" (Ealing) retheatre construction program there
places for one week, after which
London, Sept. 24.
would provide several 1,200 to 2,500- "The Two Mrs. Carrolls"
(WB)
Odeon's refinancing has been of
seat houses so sorely needed.
making first time in years that
ficlally disclosed.
Shareholders are
Isen was congratulated' by cable Warners film has been West End
offered
Cumulative 6% by some 30 Argentine film biz top- prereleased at Gaumont British
1,186,849
Preference shares of $4 each at pers on his 25 years with Universal house.
,
Odeon, Leicester Square (Odeons)
slightly over $5 a share. Preference last week. Bulk of that time he's
shareholders are offered one new been in Argentina. Distributor and —"Claudia and David" (20th) (2d
share for' every two held, while exhibitor leaders alike are going to wk), Below average with first week
only $15,000, with second Week exordinary stockholders will get one fete him when he returns to Buenos pected
to touch $12,000.
But stays a
for every 10.
This issue will raise Aires in three or four weeks.
third stanza, after which "Without
Isen pointed out that 15 film thea- Reservation" (KKO) comes in.
!P5,980,000.
Plaza (Par)
Company
also
is
redeeming tres would be completed in Buenos
"Monsieur Beau^
$5,040,000 worth of its Second 5>^% Aires and its suburbs during- 1946. caire" (Par) (4th wk). Smash from
Debentures at $105. Holders are of- He said that the Lautaret circuit opening, being smash $18,000 for
fered $316 in Second Mortgage 4% and a.<i.sociates plan to start buildr first week. Now nearer $15,000, still
very healthy. Still good for several
Debentures of Odeon Theatres and ing a 5,000-seat theatre within the weeks, with
nothing skedded to fol$104 in cash for each $400 held.
next 90 days.
low.
Studio One (Indie)— "Naples au
Baiser de Feu" (Indie) (5th wk).
Nice $3,800 on first weeks; now about
$3,500.
Expected to stay another
two weeks.

.

Canada on short

Exceptions currently are Warners,
Metro and Paramount who do not
have any seasonal discriminations,

.

Too Many Foreigners

Mexican-made filrns,
involves $4,000,000, besides the hike pearing
in
In salaries tor theatre managers, and since many Mexicans play, in fordouble fees charged by Performing eign productions, they intend-to ask
Right
Society .. .Valerie
Hobson
shorten: the length
given starring role in Joseph Shear- the government to
ings ^"Blanche Fury," which her of time actors from abroad may
husband, Anthony Havelock-AUan, work in Mexico.
is to direct. .Robert Beatty, off to
The unions contend that the casts
his jiative

like

(Par).

The Czech government
officially okaying the
pact, already signed

MPEA

24.

some American distrib*
utors are pulling their punches with
their product, some of lesser ones
now playing the West End.
Looks

his

Korda Sponsors 6

^ts

16G, 'Town' FatZOG, 2

.at

,

Lockwood's "Wicked Lady" gowns in
her British film skit in "Sweetest
and Lowest."

cause of his recent screen successes

and the

'Day'

be

London,

man was

to a three-weelc carnival in Cannes
so as to hypo Riviera trade.
American entries are "Anna,"
Week-End" "Rhapsody in
"Lost

Mai

film

will

100

a luncheon of display men in
said the English display
better-.than the American
and that he had far more imagination and did a far le.ss stereotyped
job. British display men. said Myers,
tried a more intellectual approach
to their publicity. The reason for
thi.'i,
he said, was that there was a
higher level of intelligence among
fllmgoers
than
English

ing

opportunity

British Fdin Briefs

who

Top

tralasia, Silverstone said this was
The Internatiopal Film Festival
under the jurisdiction of the domes- has opened in Cannes getting big
tic company.
He would not say publicity buildup here. Apart from
whether Paramount and 20th were the picture theme of the gathering

distrib setup:

American

Wow 15G, 4di Week;

.

.

negotiating for a joint foreign

first

Milland,

London huddling on his initial
here, was picked be-

Lofty; 'Mexico'

22G, 'Beaucare

at Metro's Empire
has selected Ray

Par production

Still

screen fame stems was delayed in arriving until late
from his work in U. S; productions Monday night. Take off by plane
Sept. 19.
had been delayed twice.
Sweet also did a couple of British for Paramount.
Hummel is here for six weeks to
films including "A Canterbury Tale."
All British film stars have been
huddle with homeoffice officials,
invited to the affair which is an
and likely for a once-over of
elaboration of the pre-war Garden
product on the Coast. It is his first
Party idea staged annually for the trip here since he assumed his new
Rank's Publicity Chief
Cinematic Benevolent. Fund of Bri- post about a year ago.
Hummel
tain.
Not revealed as yet if other recently
returned from a visit to
Says British Ads
American stars will be invited or South Africa
and- other sections of
that Milland will appear as spokes-:
his
territory;Yanks' in Intelligence man for all U, S. screen players,
Usually part of fund raising at these
London, Sept. 24.
John Myers, chief publicist of the Shows was done by selling authentic
Pix for Dutch,
For
Holly wood souvenirs.
J. Arthur Rank organization, speak-

Hell-

skedded for 1947.

Questioned on whether 20th would
undertake domestic distribution ot
Sir Alexander Kordas' pictures in
light of 20th's Korda deal in Aus-

in

West End

,

Dawn," produced by Marcel

Hellman, and has two

man

1,

Milland ai the

Bar John Sweet

John Sweet, formerly in the
Army, who has appeared here
in Jed Harris' "Our Town," and
more recently in "Green Laughter,"
Sgt.

U. S.

would boost the present exhib quota mit
arid

Nov.

theatre,

'

3:ceordiag

Command Show

23

.

Rank's '50% buy into Greater Union
Theatres. Twentieth-Fox formerly
released Rank product here over
Hoyts, former holding a major interest both in Hoyts and Moodabe
circuits,

,

Rank product will go through
Greater Union now. Local industry
sees hot competition between RankGreater Union and the 20thiFox and
Korda-Hoyts combination.
;

reported toying with
A print of ."Smithy" has been reidea of doing one more after its success with "Smithy," now playing ceived in N. Y. by Columbia's homeUnion Theatres houses. office, but thus far it has not been
Greater
Korda's product tie via British Lion, shown to exhibitors or circuits.
with 20th-Fox for Australia_ would Likely wiU be pre\ue'wed for a repgive it release through the big Hoyts resentative group of exhibs at some
circuit in Aussie and via the Mood- early date to get American reactions.
Crix lauded picture when
abc chain in New Zealand.
This is viewed here as a reply to shown in Sydney, Australia.

Columbia

is

'

Odeon, Marble Arch (Odeon)—
•London Town" (GFD) (2d wk).
Also at Leicester Square Theatre,
with first week around $12,000, big.
This week is unlikely to exceed
$9,000.
Being replaced by "Searching Wind" (Par) for one week prior
to general release.

TaMcr (GB)— "Ivan the Terrible"
(Indie) (3d wk). Thi.s is final stanza
for this Russian film which has

done fairly well, with first Week
around $2,400. Now Close to $1,800.
Being replaced by' ''The Stranger"
(RKO) getting second West End
prerelease,
Tivoli- (GB)
"Centennial Summer" (20th) (2d wk).
Teed off

—

merely

good

at

near

$8,000,

with

second stanza unlikely to top $5,000.
Pulling out with "Rake's Progress"
(Eaale-Lion)
replacing
for
on?
*

week,

Warner (Warners) — "Night and
Day" (WB), Doing big biz, around
on first stanza. Originally
skedded for 10 weeks, but accumuof product forcing run 'to
weeks after which "Man I
Love" (WB> r^nlac<«

$16,000
lation
eight

26
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Boston biz bofF with

3rcl

week holdovers in two

houses... Philadelphia a sock holdover! Move-

overs

in Syracuse, Toledo and Baltimore!
Keep your eyes open on how they play this Ace

in

Columbus, Cincinnati,

New

York,

St.

Paul!

an Ace of
a hit from

—

.

:
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'Wednesday) September 25, 1946
enough to refuse to
court.

Qii Exhibs Blast Govt, leddling'

"It

out of

settle

Says McConnell:
me every prosecution-

surprises

Increased Releasing of Shorts

of an exhibitor for alleged falsification of his books hasn't been thrown

In Industry; Pix Chiefs Should

out of court before the beginning of
the action. Why Harry Brandt, or
any other person charged with this
offense,
should have settled
or
should have even consented to appear to defend the action— leaves me
amazed at their ignorance. The
truth of tile matter is every such
prosecution transgre.sses a primary
law which, in effect, requires litiAdmits
gants to come into court with clean
Hollywood. Sept. 24.
hands.
These prosecutions could
Academy of Motion Picture Arthave all been thrown out of court on ists admitted 100 new members, the
the grounds the original contract largest number ever taken in at one
between distributor and exhibitor is time, raising the total membership
illegal inasmuch as it is a violation to 1,145, an all-time high.
of the Sherman Act. This is an- allAcademy voted to make an Intersufficient answer to specific charges national award next year for the
of falsifying the books, and leaves first time.
Margaret Herrick, exthe plaintiff without a legal leg to ecutive secretary, was delegated to
stand on.
the International Film Congress at
"In point of fact this is presently Cannes, -France, as an observer.

No Barb

.

Say

at Duals; Distribs

—

'Retrench Before Market Crashes
BY HATDEN TAliBOT

totally unprepared.
Yet who is to
dispute the fact the Stock Market
Divorcement is uppermost in the is going crazy?
lona list ol anxious uncertainties
for exhibitor associations I
'-'As
ciinetUly plaguing Chicago's film belong
to none. It is possible they
chiottains. Of the many interesting
may be doing the exhibitor in some
talks With Chicago operators the situations a real
service, but I can't
most outstanding was coupled with see what they can do for me. There
a demand of anonymity. So it is is harmony in
the Chicago areanot included in the usual quoted harmony arising, out of complete
cohtribS. Because of its importance, understanding
between sellers and
however, not to mention the impli- buyer.s. We get along swell as indications patent to bet\yeen-the'lines
viduals, and have no need of assoreaders, a summary of the points
,

Chicago, Sept.

24.

|

'

made

is

set forth.

Divoi'cementj

and

ciations.

.

lilce

,

auction-bidding,

every other atternpt by the

like

make

the American
fllm industry play ball under an un^

Government

to

one and
the same time a pain in the neck
and a joke. S'^ecifically, John Doe

workable

owns
ins»

set of rules, is at

a half interest in

is

any association.
"I don't have to be told the fate
of the scare monger. He always has
been, he always will be unpopular.
so long as
Okay with me
It's
VAiiucrY has sense enough to include
this tiny note of caution in your
countrywide symposium which so
far would seem to indicate everything in the garden's lovely, and the
.

owned

But now comes

flower^ everlasting.

I'll

take a rib-

Vaiuety lets me
point out the well ktiowh fact no
flower ever bloomed which didn't
fade. Even Luther Burbank couldn't
bing

Under divorcement one of the two
to sell

.

—

divorcement. Either the. producer
has got to sell out to the exhib, or
the. exhib has got to buy out the
producer.
Or again, in plenty of situations a
house is jointly owned by two of
major producing companies.
the
has sot

Chicago has as

enlightened a bunch of exhibitors as
you'll find anywhere in the country
ignorance of world affairs
contrary notwithstanding.
to
the
Within the limits of their own operations they know their business,, andneed no -problematical help from

by one of the major producing companies. The arrangement has been
mutually satisfactory for years of
successful operation.

see,

— their

a proflt-mak-

house; the other half

You

gladly-f-if

.

out to the other.

each case, the beat this law of nature."
From unpopulsrityrrisking Silverletter of the law is complied with,
There is a valid, transfer of title. On man to lunch at the University Club
paper it looks like the house Ms with the supremely confident winner
owned to the extent of at least 95% of the far-famed Jackson Park case
by one corporate unit or by an in- was a leap from the Arctic to the
dividual. But appearances not only Equator.
Give an ear to Thomas
can be, they most certainly will be McConnell, attorney for Florence B.
deceptive in this instance. Dissolu- BigeloW, Marion B. Koerber, John
tions of partnership, as final as they E. Bloom and William C. Bloom, the
can be made, are sometimes .dissolu- quartet of independently wealthy

So what?

So,

,

in

name only. No marital dU
vorce law has yet been framed im"
posing actual cassation of relations
tions in

between the divorced m'jple

owners

to battle for a

il's not going to requii,. a superlatively clever lawyer to iind ways
and means of circumventing the
intent of this divorcement act.

,

saness,

with headquarters in Chicago. Says
Silverman:
"We picture people are not economists, We do not know world
conditions or trends. And I'm not
confining myself to Chicago business
men; it's true over the whole country. Contrasted with this, your English business man is schooled to
think in world terms. So he can
forecast developments more accurately, than we can.
''We have been operating loosely.
Nine men out of 10 seem to think
this seller's market will continue
indeflriitely.
Only the rare excepis making plans now for the
to come when the current lush
conditions vanish.
Not so in England. She is right in her constrained
policy. There's sound common sense
behind her pulling in her belt an'Other notch.
While we go along
under every yard of canvas we can
carry, she is reefing her sails in
order to ride otit the storm she can
see is coming. And all this is cause
for
worry on the part of any
thoughtful. American business man
—whatever his line of business.

days

youngsters insist 1929 can't happen
again. They're not old enough to
realize their fathers were saying the
very same thing in the summer of
'29 when they convinced themselves
the panic of '07 would never be
repeated.

The amount

of

it

is

we

always wait until we are on the
brink of Niagara before we grab the
rope thrown to us at the last mom«nt. Up to now the rope has been
strong enough to save us. Let's hope
it will continue to be.
"I expect to find myself caught
in the crisis tomorrow, next week,
any moment. How soon the crash
comes is immaterial. The worrisome
thing is it will come as a shock to

?"%
that

ot the

men

in the ind<JStry,

and

high a percentage of business
goHcraUy. It will certainly see the
vast majority of movie men caught

I

a

jammed - to
Names and

-

:

face

contemplated

o£

the war, sales toppers declared that
commercial sliorts suffered a tre-

mendous slump in sales. Some of the
Government shorts, produced in
Hollywood, were equally as good as
the majors' regular product and,
since exhibs received them for free,
it was natural for them to book in
the special releases instead of prodiuct they'd have to pay for.

the: - ceiling niterics.

compiled shortly after
S. Harmon, forof the now defunct
Activities Committee; reveal that
theatres received 77.387 prints of 177
subjects during the 37 months of operation of the Office of War Information. In addition, an average of
12,500 theatres played war informa,tion films during 1945. Since V-J
Statistics

;

V-J Day by Francis

mer exec veepee

War

—

;

"Rights of the exhibitor are,
course, important. For that matter
the same can be said for the producer and the distributor. Nobody is
going to dispute this. But what do
all of them matter compared with
the only fellow who really is tops,
the fellow- who pays his money at
the boxoffice and so keeps the whole
industry alive? Why should this customer— unable for whatever reason
to get downtown in any given city-^
be denied the pleasure of seeing any
given picture in his neighborhood
house until all his downtown friends
have forgotten it? If it can be done,
I mean to put an end to this unfair
treatment .of vast section? of the
community because of the accident

conviction the world is bounded by
the Hudson and East rivers. True,
no New York newspaper claims to
be "The World's Greate-st" leaving
Chicago Tribune to init to the
dulge in that flamboyant splash of
self -laudation. Also, Chicago is inclined tp be self-important. But as.

Day,

—

however, exhibs have voiced
to any more in-

growing antipathy

:

formational films. Gripes culminated
in the resolution passed last spring
by the American Theatres Assn.,
limiting Government leases to only
those subjects passed by an ATA
committee.

compared with New York your Chicagoan appreciates much more how
tremendously dependent he is on
the prosperity of the farmers of
Iowa and Indiana and the other ad-

With theatres consequently freed
of the semi-compulsory material,
the majors are making a concerted
to revamp their shorts distribution. Warners
last week
anpos.
nounced one of the biggest schedInto a speakeasy in the state of
Maine comes an obvious stranger. ules of shorts for any single month
in the last six years, with nine subsouse at the bar asks. him if he's
jects to be distributed during Nothere
to
do some fishing. The
vember. Eight shorts have already
stranger says he is not a fisherman.
Whereupon the local souse intro- been announced for October release.
Metro, for its part, has announced
duces himself as being the champion
that
all shorts will be tradescreened
whole
of
New
fisherman of the
England. A week ago he caught for the benefit of exhibs and has
decided
to sell the brief ies on a onea bass measuring six feet from snout
or-all
basis, with the exhib to be
to tail and weighing just over 60
pounds. Says the stranger. "That's granted the privilege of cancellation
if
he
takes them all. Metro also
marvellous. Only thing ever happened to me like' that was last sum^ last week inaugurated the policy of
joining states. In film circles a story
currently going the rounds is apro-

effort

:

A

succession of yowls from exhibitors
and attacks on exhibitors by distributors. I'd like to say a word for
if nobody objects.

"I'm prepared to bet not one ex*
.

one distributoir, in 100—
had he been asked in advance
would have voted in- favor of putting Bob Hope in a costume picture.
Why, I can hear them saying, 'What
Hope? In a wig and silk stockings?
You're crazy!' So what? So Paramount has the courage to do just
tills thing. And it takes courage to
hibitor, not

generations of Chicago's amusement
seekersi So lend an ear to John
Balaban:
"It would be stupid to deny there
have been and are monopolistic tendencies in the motion picture business. But with this said, and without wishing to join the large army
of gripers Varikty has already lined do a thing like that. Never mind the
up in this symposium; I still think money invested. To a big concern
we got a raw deal in the Jackson the production cost of a single picPark case. Naturally such things ture is oaly a bookkeeping item. But
must be a matter of opinion, and as Hope is too valuable an asset to be
an interested party I admit I may be monkeyed with. Put him in a terbiased. On the other hand, judges rible flop and the after effects could
are only human beings. They are be disastrous. So I say it took cournot Infallible. And the fact he ruled age for Paramount to cast him as
against us does not by itself con- Monsieur Beaucaire. Generally courvince me we deserved to lose. If age is admired and rewarded. Why
anyone chooses to raise the point of shouldn't Paramount get a bouquet
our offering to settle, or of our, not for such outstanding courage?
appealing against the decision to a
"If anybody anywhere suspects me
higher court, as evidence of our of any ulterior motive in handing
case, I can only say no such, doubt out this slight tribute to producers
motivated us. It was simply In line generally I suggest it might be an
to do idea for such a suspicious person to
with our general policy
everything in our power in our deal- think over what I've had to say
ings with people in every branch of about the importance of harmony
the industry to make for harmonious within the industry. How can it hurt
Fights are supposed to an exhibitor's business for him to
relations.
losers. In our praise the good work of a producer?
I roduce winners and
opinion fights always make every- What harm can it do him to say
body concerned a loser. Harmony is publicly how much he has been in
as essential in business relationships the past benefited by a consideras it is in the home.
ate action on the part of a distri"As for more pleasant things; busi- butor?
neas is belter than it was a year ago.
"All right, all right, I know. ProAnd I see no end of the present ducers do turn out stinkeroos. Dishappy state of affairs for a long time tributors do put on the pressure
to come. How can I be pessimistic when they have to. unload the stinkwhen I see the figures being done croo. But \vhy emphasize the excepall along "the 'line today? What can
tion.s? Why not let the facts speak
anybody say to offset the fact 'Mon- for themselves? So far as I can learn,
sieur Beaucaire' in its first week at exhibitors all over the country are
the Chicago theatre will do $94,000— planning
new building, improver
perhaps $95,000? A few years ago, ment.s, replacements. Would they be
said such a gross was doing this, if product generally was
if anybody
possible I'd. have laughed at him. lousy, if diiStributors were making
Business isn't good'; it's unbelievable, life unbearable? To such weepers I
"And why shouldn't somebody give say only 1945 was the lushest year in
the credit where .it belongs— to the the history of the industry, and 1946
producer? I've been reading this .se- is going, to be Hi.sher than that.
Here, parenthetically, has to be
ries in Variety since they started,
and so far they've been one long interjected aiinther digest of chatter

;

,

mer whep they made me try my running sneak previews on its
hand at surf fishing on Cape Cod. shorts, thereby according the brief ies
They showed me how to stand in the much the same treatment as is given
surf and throw my line out, and I top features.
did. When I began to pull it in I
felt something heavy on the hook.

the producer,

When
fi.sh

I

got

at all; it

tique

it

ashore,

was

lantern

—

a

it

wasn't

LESSER SEEKS NEW TAG
FORPICTHATLOOKSHOr

a

lantern— an anthe

date.

1600

stamped on the bottom of it. Remarkable thing about it was the

—

United Artists' and Sol Lesser's
forces were frantically searching over
the weekend for a new title |or the:
producer's fortheohiing picture known
as "No Trespassing."
Following a
gander at the film, Grad Sears,
distribution chief, became so enthusiastic, he insisted on Lessor's giving
it
a new title indicating it was a
"bigger" picture.

was still lit."
More Alphonse-Gaslon

lantern

The

local
souse staggers
and
shakes his head. Finally, in a plaintive voice and putting an arm over
'

UA

the stranger's shoulder,' he says:
"Pardner, if I'll take a few pounds
off my bass, will you put that lantern out?"

As a result, Lesser offered $,^00 for.
The appositene.ss of the yarn, according to* Chicagoans,
is
New a new tag to. his staff and UA's under
York's studie'd refusal to accept the the necessity of making the change
fact of Chicago's existence. One of quickly,. since a new ad campaign bad
the.se days,
when Chicago's pre- to be made up. Studio had ads comdestined place
as
"The World's pleted and was just about ready to
Greatest City" becomes more nearly go with the copy built around the
true than the Tribune's more than "No Trespassing" theme. Title probsomewhat premature claim. New ably will be set by next week.
New title will be the picture's
York may offer to take off a few
pounds of weight from her ba.ss— third, Delmar Daves, who wrote it,

—

into positions' of responsibility too
heavy for their inexperience to cope
with, This new crowd of relative

babbled by

in the

Pointing to the number of in for*
mation films run by theatres during

quotes are necessarily
lacking, but in so far as the summary paints a word picture of prevailing opinion in Chicago's fllm circles it rates inclusion here. So here
it goes
Chicago's current opinions,
not this reporter's:
It's an old story, ot course, but
of Chicago's biggest gripe is New York's

:

Youth at Fault
"The root of the trouble is the
American way o£ catapulting youth

tures

shortage of features.

half-dozen or more
men in the business in the course
of
an evening out in Chicago's

Bilked Via Jackson Park

Balaban & Katz who have-^been.
eminently successful catereril to

tion

—

principle^and money of residence."

Inevitably, after McConnell, next
to step into the ring is one of his
late opponents in the Jackson Park
case, John Balaban, urbane chief of

First to shoot the works
was Eddie Silverman, chief of Esan important indie circuit

forthright.

tor

is

Congress will be held in Hollywood
next March.

be made clear to every exhibir
if the
in the country
decree
which the court asked me to draw
up at the conclusion of the Jackson
Park case is signed by the judge
concerned. Briefly, this, decree will
end once and for all one of the
greatest evils from which the industry is now suffering— clearances. It
will end extended runs in so far as
first run exclusivity is
concerned.
So the excessive milking of the
market will be stopped. In this connection it may be-<thought-provoking
to draw an analogy.

to

Hypoed release of shorts current'T
being made by most of the major*
an attempt to get shorts distribution back to its normal pre-war
level following the release of the
nation's screens from Government
information films. Step-up in release
according
industry
schedules,
to
spokesmen, is not an attempt to dear
the way for a killing of double fealy

100 Members

Acad

& K. Chief Claims Chains

B.

Silverm»n Sounds Off
Chicagoans willing to be quoted
were as numerous as they were

'

the up-to-then undistinr
who had guts enough

of

guished nabe

— and

They Merely Replacing Gov t Reels

Red
Chicago- will blow out her lantern. originally labeUng it"The
Translated into terms of strictly House."" Edward G. Robhison i»
business, Chicagoans are em- starred.
Seymour
Poe,
Lesser's
eastern
rep,
phatic in expressions of disgust arising from the habit of producers and leaves New 'York for the Coast this
distributors of citing the big grosses weekend to See the film and discuss
plans
with Lesser.
He'll' be gone
done by their pix in Broadway theaabout a week.
tres. As they see it, it is an in.?ult
to their intelligence to grab credit
for record-breaking busine.s.'; when.
actually, the real
attraction
that
if

I

:

film

;

I

RKO

week

in that hou.se is a Benny Gobdor a. Frank Sinatra; .Such meanjngless bo'osts make Chicagoans Sore.

man

,

I

They know by experience

I

Lawrence Tierney, who has

.

I

]

.storm,y

24.

had, a

career since he leaped to

.star-

dom in "John Dillinger," was handed,
a now long-term contract by RKO,

the thing which really jammed
that house for 42 .days was a stage
so .spectacular it wouldn't have

with a weakly boost of $500 over his
previous pact.

mattered if the screen offering, had
been a silent of the Clara Bow nra.
(Next week, Milwaukee; 'Minne-

in

tact,

!

$500

Hollywood, Sept.

they're

going to be asked .stiffer-thah-eyer
percentage terms for a pic because
it has stayed six weeks in Radio
City Music Hall—when, in point of
!

Re-Tickets Tierney

At a Pay Hike of

show

apolis,

Des Moin6s and Knma.i CUy)

C^ihtract also calls for star billing

the M->rtin. Mooriey production,
"San Qtiontm," in which Tierney was
originally
player.
.

.

asisigne'd
-,

.-:

as

a

featured

Wetlnesday^ September 25, 1946

September 25, 1946

ay,

PICTVRBS

29

each other .was conscioui or uncon-

--

.

scious logrolling. "They're big boyi,
you know," she said.

Pickford-Cowan
Continued trOm pac* T bss

Former

budgeted at between $1,500,000 and
$2,000,000, according to Cowan, with
liberal use of color promised.

PICKER EXITS M-G PROD.

NO EXPLANATION

JOB;

star pointed out that she

was not quarreling with the Code

Hollywood, Sept.

but felt that everyone who
must live and abide by it— Including

itself,

Name

Writers to Script

GovL s

24,

Documentaries, Anderson

Leonard S. Picker, who shifted
writers, directors and producers- from Columbia to Metro four months
Certain to feel the eflfects of the should have a hand in determining ago, has resigned his producer post
Swinging into a campaign to pact
and
checked ofl the Culver City lot
new combine in an important way its contents and administration; She
top writers for its pix aimed to sell
pointed out, for instance, that a without explanation.
is Samuel Gold wyn, who no w holds
Shortly before Picker joined Met- U. S. policies abroad, the State
the lease on the elght«stage studio writer's reputation might be seriousbearing his name, but which is ly injured by a deletion or change ro, Louis B. Mayer ;was reported Dept.'s Oif ice of International Inforhis
producers that "The mation & Cultural Affairs last week
actually 51.25% owned by Miss Pick- ordered by the PCA, and yet he had telling
Goldwyn holds 23.75% of the no representation in the Code Ad- Bandit of Sherwood Forest," a Pick* signed Maxwell Anderson to script a
lord.
er production at Columibiai was an two-to-three reeler, "Venture Into
partnership interest and Lady Stan- ministration.
ley, widow of Douglas Fairbanks,
Should her ideas on broadening example of a fine picture made for Freedom," -documentary which tells
.

:

iS"/,.

"

^''\'y''''f^~i''\'r:-''':-. :

Goldwyn's lease wiU be up. Miss
in September, 1948,
which time a new deal will have

Pickford said,
at

the PCA be in line with those of
other indies they will ask Donald
Nelson, head of the Society of Independent Producers, to take action.
Miss Pickford said. "The Code belongs as much to the SIMPP as to
the MPA," she asserted.

less

than $1,000,000.

Changes at Metro

be worked out. This would obviously be to provide space for her
SSSSS Continued from page 3 ssss^^
own production activities, as well as
Schenck is in New York, and as
those of her husband. Buddy Rogers
long as God grants me the privilege,
In the meantime.
(Comet Pictures)
Miss Pickford explained, the pact
I will be in my present position at
Blind
with Goldwyn gives her "most favMetro.
Recently we reorganized
ored" rights'—in other words, space
— certain functions at the studio and
Continuea from page s
and terms equal to the best obtained
by any other tenant renting facilities Fox to Doubleday to advertise the Sam Katz took over certain addiBut I haven't any
from Goldwyn. She said she'd con- book. This is in addition to the tional duties.
intention of leaving the studio now
there
headquartering
and publisher's campaign of
tinue
$60,000, or in the foreseeable, future.
I
Cowan would continue on the Hal making
one of the highest initial ad wonder who starts these rumors and
Roach lot.
budgets in publishing history.
for what purpose."
Capitalization of the new unit will
jumped
Schenck,
Mayer
in
Fox
into
echoing
dethe
deal
on
the
be between $2,500,000 and $3,000,000,
made up of cash and story proper- basis of the. facts it had at hand claring that "there's not the slightHe and Miss Pick- rather than wait until galleys are est truth in tlie report," asked to
ties, Cowan said.
will
ford
be sole stockholders. available this week, since they'd be be quoted as laughing at the idea.
George J. Schaefer, who was asso- equally available to all companies Relations between Mayer and the
competitive
bidding
would h. o. have "never been better," he
ciated with CoWEm in the past and and
with Miss Pickford when he headed probably result. Roberts, acting as added.
Lichtfnan, presently in N. Y. on a
UA, and who was suggested as a his own agent another unusual
told
Daniel
Nye at combined vacation-business trip,
possibility for the board chairman- instance
"Someship, will not be connected with the Doubleday, who was handling de- also scoffed at the reports.
tails, to^ accept the Fox oflfer when
body apparently took a shot with
company, the partners said.
Cowan anticipates returning to the Bloch inade it. Other story depart- a needle,"- he said.
"The whole
Coast
from New
York today ments were nonplussed at the thing is so much applesauce. I know
(Wednesday) and Miss Pickford unique development, since all of nothing! about it and don't believe
Saturday (28). Rogers is east with them had been struggling to get it":
to

.

20th's

Buy

I

.

,

Fbt

der as being without a single fortification along its entire length.
Lesson intended for Europeans is
that two nations can exist peaceably
for many years without any sort of
"Venture into Freefortifications.
domV sells the idea that the U. S. is
not imperialistic since it has volunr
tarily granted independence to the
the story of the granting of inde- Filipinos. Pitch of other pix will be'
pendence to the Philippines. An- along similar lines, OlC oflicials say.*
derson, who will receive a substanOIC pix are currently prepared
tial piece of change for hus scripting,
with commentator accompaniment in
is the first of a number of name wri- 28 languages. Estimated audience of
ters

which the OIC wiU.

venlist

to

.

from

4,500,000

to

5,000,000

monthly

prep some of tjie 60 to 70 documen- view at least one of the unit's films
planned for the coming year, throughout the world, an official
Motion Picture said. OIC, in' addition, is establishEric
Johnston,
Assn. prexy, who will leave for Eu- ing film libraries in many countries
rope on a film industry trel, next which lend out both pix and projecweek, also figures in OIC plans. MPA tors to schools and organizations.
topper will do some pinch-hitting for
the QIC's Film Division by way o£ a
survey of the general European
EXHIBS,
scene. Johnston, on OIC request, has
agreed to report back on what subPOLIO,
ject matters are currently considLubbock, Tex., Sept. 24,
ered most vital by the continentals;
MPA chief's advice on the kind of Besides the polio epidemic cutting
pictures, which the OIC should pror boxofflce receipts, exhibitors- in the
duce and aim for European con- western part of Texas and in the
sumption will be heeded by that Panhandle are facing another head-

taries

TEXAS

AFTER

FACE DROUGHT

governmental unit,

it

was

said.

ache, the effects of a drought.

'

—

—

Pacting also last week of Prof.
This is reported as the worst in
Harlan Hatcher, Dean of Ohio State's many years, playing havoc already
College of Arts & Sciences, for a with livestock and crops. In several
writing job keys the strategy of the sections the tomato crop and peanut
OIC. Hatcher will script "Border crop are a total loss.
According to reports, if a rain falls
Without Bayonets'' which points up
the 3,000 mile U. S.-Canadian bor- this month it will help some.

:

advance galleys.
for quite a coup

•

:her.'

r

Fox

—

if

will get credit
the story proves

good.

Pickford-PCA
ssssm Continued from pace 3

American pictures were treated
more leniently by Joe Breen, PCA
administrator, than were English
productions.
Miss Pickford said she knew of a
number of specific instances of unjust treatment of indie films by the
PCA, which she is certain would not

have occurred had they come from
tlie majors.
She mentioned difficulties by David O. Selznick on "Gone
With the Wind" and, more recently,
Lester Cowan on "Story of GI Joe."
Miss Pickford,
incidentally,
this

week announced a producing
nership with Cowan.

part-

LogroUInr

Yarn is an American historical
romance of the period 1800-1805,
with a glamorous hero and heroine.
Roberts' books have always been top
sellers, but only one has been filmed, "Northwest Passage" (M-G), and
that was but a mild success. His last
one, "Oliver WisweU," was never
purchased for the screen.
Fox announced over the weekend
it was about to put into production
another novel, "Miss Rose," by Joseph Shearing, with Peggy Cummins, English actress, in the top
role.
"Rose" was published in London in 1934 and a short time later
published in the U. S.
Company
bought the rights some years ago
with the intention of producing it
at the Denham studios in England.
Gene Markey will produce the pic,

ture and write the screenplay. It's
She indicated that the leniency about the British theatre at the turn
Which Big Five members showed to of the century.

INVITATION TO BID
Government Owned Surplus
GAFCO SALE NO.

5-B

I

WHAT!
Over $7,500,000.00 Worth!

SEARCH LIGHTS:

trailer

mounted,

2,400 lbs.

POWER PLANTS:

portable,

control.
assorted,

for

remote

•

CABLE:

on

Results

reels, etc.

CARBON: high intensity, negi &
COMPONENTS, TOOLS, ETC.

pos.

Metro

officials,

that

the process

is

Bergman - Montgomery

starrer, inaugurates Metro's new system of
selling reprints, under which the
oldies will be treated as new, first
run product and sold in the same
way. Pix are to be accorded special
treatment, including new prints, accessories, trailers, etc., and will be
sold
or near-top rental.
at top
"Heaven" has been tested in several
Loew's key first run houses In different parts of the country and in
some cases have been among the
theatres' top grosses, doing as much
as 125% of the houses' normal busi'
ness.

Also slated for release this year

under the new division are "GapCourageous," "Great Waltz"
and "Boom Town.'^ Exhibs have also
been requesting "Gone With the
Wind" again, according to Metro officials, and this also may be re-retains

leased before
Zoellner,

WHEN!

U bsss

and Atlanta.
have proved, according to

Philadelphia

a long one, since the exhibs are
given 10 days in which to file their
bids and it then takes another couple
of days for the branch manager to
send them into the b.o. and for h.o.
execs to make their decisions. Realizing this time lag would slow
down release on its new product,
Metro has decided to forego auction
bidding on the latter, believing it
can get together enough info on the
way the system works from the
films on which it's already been
tried. If the system becomes law,
however, then naturally all pix will
be sold in that way.
Relea.se of "Rage in Heaven," old

100- volt

D.C.

CONTROL STATIONS:

Metro's 3
Continued from page

burgh,

Jam

1.

meanwhile,

is

slated to

leave tor Los Angeles in two weeks
on the third and last lap of his
nationwide tour of Metro exchanges

Inspection Dates Sept. 27-28, 1946
bids accepted till 2 p.m Sept. 30, 1946,
Bids received on complete units or component parts basis from priority and
non-priority buyers; property awarded
to highest bidder; tie bids awarded by
,

to line up salesmen for his division.
He'll head first for L. A. and then
spend, two days each in San Francisco, Portland, Seattle, Salt Lake City
and Omaha and three days In Denver: Complete announcement of his
future plans is expected' upon his
ret urn to the hio. about Oct. 30.

priority.

WHERE!

New

brire-fn Planned
Salem, Ore.

Catalogs,
I

information, bid forms,
on request from

etc.,

Plans

be

for

ing drafted

.WAR ASSETS ADMINISTRATION
GEORGE

A. FULLER

(Under Coetraef With

WAA

COMPANY

for

SHrplus Dltpbiol)

1710 So. Redwood Rd., Salt Lake City, Utah.

Phone 7-5411

a

constructed

new Drive-In

to

here soon are be-

by Albert and William

Forman who have acquired a

20-

acre tract of land for that purpose.
Formans, who operate as United
Theatres, also control three other
local houses, including
State and Liberty.

tiie

Grand,

6633 SUNSET BLVD.
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

TKLETHONI
HILLSIOI

OtM

:

(t% the '*hd^fefes'* of pomt«0f-C0ntact

advertising

...

BABY
.

is

add *'tmpo'* to

that

your campaigns
in there

...
, . .

and The PRIZE

beating the "sfei'ns"

with a patron-winning barrage of

eye-and-ear-arrcsting TRAIURS and
ACCBSORlES,..that are mm4 to
PROFITS
I

He's a"fe«p'* lad. ..this
. , .

PRIZE .BABY

and when he beats the drum

your patrons

and get
'*0rooue'*

Stop, look

into

the

.

.

and Osten...
•

The

that leads right to your

BOX omcBi

.

^

.

Wednesday,

25, 1946

Se£teiniilier

PICTUBBS
Last week, "Canyon Passage"
(U) (m.o.) and "Night Editor" (Col),

.

31

$9,500.

otKightsAimiTersary

Picture Grosses
Continued from page U sss

Today (25) Expects No
Annual observance of the V. S.
ot Rights annivemry, occasion
prompted the much -heralded
jab by Cecil B. DeMille last year
against labor unions and the American Federation of Radio Artists, will
be celebrated on the steps of the
Sub * Treasury building in Wall
Street, N. Y., today (WedJ, with no
that

.

Orpheum

(Tristates) (3,000; 16-65)

—"Night in Paradise" (U) and "In
Old Sacramento" (Rep), Okay $11,000. Last week, "Wife Monte Cristo"
(PRC) and "Adventurous Night"

DENVER

Encore DeWfille Blast
Bill-

$10,000,

Conquest" (U) (2d wk). Good $12,(U), $9,200.
week, big $19,000.
Paramount (Tristates) (3,000; 16Piu-amount (Fox) '.2,200; 35-74)—
65)— "Courage of Lassie" (M-G).
Death Valley" (SG ) and "Adventurous Night" (U). Fair $9,500. Last Above average at $12,000. Last week,
week, "Human Bondage" (WB) and "Martha Ivers". (Par), $10,500.
"Passkey to Danger" (Rep), $9,000.
Rialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)— "Claudia and David" (20th) and "The
'Music' Okay 12G, Mont'l

Wilby-Kincey Plans Expansion In

News

South Carolina; Other Xchange

000. Last

Unknown"

(Col)

(m.o.). Fair $3,000.

Spartanburg, S. C.
Carolinas District Manager Warren Irvin announced plans for expanding Wilby-Kincey chain houses
in this area with a postwar building
program first on list. Plans call for
rebuilding Ritz^- Columbia, doubling
present 750 seating: capacity; new
house at Darlington, S.
new
'

Last week, "Big Sleep" (WB) and
Montreal, Sept; 24.
"Make Mine Music" is the sole im-.
"Cuban Pete" (U) (m.o ), $4,000.
Webbfr (Fox) (750; 35-74)— "Cleo- portant newcomer this week, but not
such trouble expected. Celebration patra" (UA)', also Denver, Esquire. as big as hoped for at the Palace.
the
Wall
by
Estimates
for This Week
annually
Modest
$2,500. Last week, "Canyon
is sponsored
Palace (CT) (2,700; 35-62)— "Make
Street Pbst of the American Legion Passage" (U) and "Slightly Scanand the Bill of Rights Commemora- dalous" (U) , also Denver, Ssquirej Mine Music" (RKO). Good $12,000.
Last week, "Cluny Brown" (20th),
which includes several big $4,000.
';

tive Society,

top showbiz execs.

drive-in

zone manager for Warners, with «

by 100 members.
The regular weekly dinner sessions
of the Variety Club have been resumed, one business meeting being
scheduled monthly at the club quarters over the Warner Theatre offices.
scroll signed

C;

Greenville,

for

S.

en-

C.;

largement of Carolina at Greenwood, S, C, and larger- layout in
Spartanburg.
Site has been purchased for a new

Harrb With FlimaCk
Milton

,

Harris, veteran thcatra
director,
publicity
of the Filmack

S.

manager

and

named N. Y. rep

Corp., screen trailer firm, in line .with
Darlington where W-K
company's expansion policy. Harris
has one house, the Liberty.
the Miami DrivePaul Horton; manager of State at recently managed previously associditto.
In theatre and a
Capitol (CT) (2,700; 35-62)— "Till Inman, S, C.. is readying plans for
ated with Loew Theatres in CleveEnd of Time'! (RKO>. Nice" $13,000 a 500-seater there.
director of publicity for six
land
as
Sunday shows, shuttered here by
for second session after strong $14,city officials, apparently will stay years,
000 first.
Loew's (CT) (2,800; 35-67)— "Kid that way. Sabbath film advocates
Kans.-M«,. Exhibs to Meet
From Brooklyn" (RKO) (2d wk). lost city-wide referendum by 'small
Kansas City.
Okay $14,000 after big $18,000 open- margin. Veterans of Foreign Wars
group subsequently
ing week.
called
upon
Annual convention of KansasPrincess (CT) (2,300; 35-63 )i-"Ma- municipal dads and requested open- Missouri Theatre Assn. set for Oct.
donnii 7 Moons" (U) and "Dark ing of theatres Sundays anyway but 1-2 at the Muehlebach hotel here.
Horse" (U). Fairish $8,000 or near. were refused;
Tom Edwards, Eldon, Mo., associaLast week, "Night Casablanca" (UA)
tion prexy, said about 200 are ex'
Carmicba'el Joins Rep
and "Man Who Dared" (RKO), okay
pected to attend. Governor Andrew
Los Angeles.
$6,000 in third week.
Schoeppel, of Kansas, has been inRalph Carmichael, former film vited to speak. Another feature will
25.45)—
imperial
(CT)
(1,850;
"Crack-Up" (RKO) and "Sunset salesman for Metro, joined Republic be talks by Si Fabian, prexy. and
Good $5,000. Last as branch manager in Los Angeles. Robert Coyn, secretary of the AmeriPass" (RKO).
week, "Inside Job" (U) and "Dressed Appointment goes into effect Sept. can Theatre Assn. They will ask ex30:.'
to Kill" (U), okay $4,500.
hibs of this area to join the national

theatre

at

,

DeMiUe was awarded a special
''Americanism" medal by the two
outats last year and took advantage
of the occasion to air his gripes at
iinion bosses and AFRA over the
ABC web and N. Y. indie WINS.
This year's celebration, the 157th
will be broadcast nationally
aniii,
over NBC and by WNYC, N. Y.

1vers' Rousing $15,000

'

Seattle; 'Stranger'

IIG,

,

passage' Big 14G, 2d
Seattle, Sept. 24.

Annual country: fair is back again,
but not hurting theatres too much.
Cooler weather is helping. "Martha
ParticiIvers" and "The St-ranger" look tops

municipally-owned station.
pating in arrangements for the B. of
B. society are Gardiner Osborn,
Barney Balaban, William Randolph
Hearst, Jr. and other
society's board.
Bill of

members of

the

Rights Defense Gold Medal

for 1946 will go this year to John
W. Davis, former U.. S. an>bassador
to England, for his part in initiating
the bill of rights section in the
United Nations charter. Group of
West Point cadets are slated to unfurl the flag of the city of Bastogne,
presented t© the 101st Airborne Division by the town's mayor, and
Maj. Gen. James Van Fleet will

among new

entries.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
"Searching Wind" (Par) and "Dangerous Business" (Col) (m.o.). Slow
$4,000 in 6 days. Last week, "Easy
to Wed" (M-G) (m.o.) oke $5,300.

week,

Last

$15,000.
ness''

(Col), $12,700.

(J&VH)

Liberty

45-80)

(1,650;

—

—

backed up by "Partners in Time" (RKO) (2d),
$5,100.
from okay
Orplieum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)—
"Canyon Passage" (U) and "Cuban
Pete" (U) (2d wk). Great $14,000
after smash $18,800 last stanza.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,650; 45-80)
"Suspense" (Mono) and "High
Tele-Pix
School Hero" (Rep). Okay $6,000.

eral patriotic songs,

Jay military band
Governor's Island.

—

More

Continued from page 1

.

,

Last

known, Columbia's use of a
trailer on the fight telecast last
Wednesday (18) night is the first
instance of any film company bankrolling a tele commercial. One-anda-half minute spot was aired during
the prelims to the main event. Price
Columbia paid for the commercial
was not disclosed.
I dea was
the brainchild_ of Ben
Serkowich, the company's ad-pubfar as

licity

is

director.

the

Witti

Petrillo

ban on the use of music from a film
sound-track for video, Serkowich
was forced to use recordings of Al
Jolson's voice and synchronize it
with the
bia

film.
Since the original
in Technicolor, Columalso forced to ma!:e a black-

was

trailer

was

and-white print for video purposes.
AH this, according to. Serkowich,

meant that the trailer cost more
than would a spot announcement on
radio of equal duration. Becauise of
the small number of tele sets on the
market, Columbia has no immediate
plans for further tele advertising.
Telecast of the "Razor's Edge"

preem was

instituted by 20th-Fox
execs, rather than NBC. Which is
also
thought to augur well, for
future cooperation between the two
media. NBC will handle the event
:«s a regular news feature, meaning
that 20th will not pay of the freight.
V NBC's cameras will be stationed
in the lobby of the Roxy for the
event, bringing to viewers all the
highlights of the ceremonies.
Ty-

rone Power,
Payne,

Anne

Gene Tierney,
Baxter, Clifton

and Herbert Marshall,
cast,

will

make

their

all

tele

John

and

(Mono),

War Brides"
"G.L
Sue"
"Sunbonnet

45-80)—
(UA) and

(3,039;

Casablanca"

"Night
Good
"Deadline Murder" (20th).
"Centennial
week,
Last
$12,500.
in

Continued from page

presses, are cutting out all advertising except for theatres remaining

open.

SWAP

New

to s niontlis.
Write Box 470, Vortoiy

154 West

46tli St.,

New

York 1*

UA

promptly

off

HUMPHREY BOGART
LAUREN BACALL
In

Warner

Kroii.

Dit

"THE BIG SLEEP"
IN I'EnsOM

-and

Orchestra

TOWN

CRIERS

Air-Conditionrd

HAL WALLIS TO REP
»N TECHNICOLORS'
WOOUEY- GINNy SIMMS
PIX AT NOBEL FETE MONTY
JANE WYMAN eve mden cmioj RAMntu
•

HU

and

Kxtra Added Attrnstlon

THE

WASH. SLOPPY ALBEIT
'CLAUDIA' TALL 20G

behind UA's move.

BOB CROSBY

—

$4,600.

is

York Theatres

4SARY.

STRAND. B'way at 47th

St.

•

Hollywood,
OONAIO WOODS
MARY'MARTIN
» Hal Wallis will represent the film
DiricMto MICHAEl CURtlZ'Pro<liK«« ty
KRTHUX SCHWAItr; > Oancti cntit tn* iti|«l ty
indu.'-lry as speaker at the 50th anniuito» r»mi
versary of the death of Alfred Nobel,
Washington, Sept. 24.
il.t
B V/AYai
WARNERS'
it was announced here by Jacques F.
Biz in the big houses here conAmerican
of
secretary
tinues to be spotty this week. Latest Ferrand,
CONDiTIONtD
heat wave plus lesser product may Nobel Anniversary Committee.
"Claudia and
Event will be held at the Hotel OKhS 10:30 A M..> CONnMUOUS • tATe ftlM 11:30 r »
account for this.
David," at the Palace, is out front Astor, N. Y., with large delegation
for the newcomers.
of industry representatives'Vexpected
Estimates for This Week
to attend.
(LoeW) (3,434; 44-80)—
Capiifol
"Somewhere in Night" (20th) with
Okav $25,()00. Last week.
vaude,
"Courage of Lassie" (M-G), sturdy 'A' Oldies Very
in St. L.
Sept. 24.

l*aramount'H

"TWO YEARS
BEFORE THE MAST"
StariiiiiE:

MAy JMO • UKIAN
WII.T>IA»r

nONLEVV

BTCNUIX
IIABKY FITZGKIlAI.n
RIVOLi, Broadway at 4f»h

HOLLYWOOD

Street

,

lOlh Cantury-Fox Pr«>«n»

"THREE LITTLE GIRLS
IN BLUE"
IN lECHNICOLOK

OK

$32 000

COluinbfa (Loew) (1,263; 44-70)—
Satisfactory
(2nd run).

"Smoky"

third

for

$8,000

(UA)

(2d run), stout $10,000.

Earle (WB) (2,154; 44-85)— "ReneSatisfactory $18,000.
gades" (Col).
Laiit week. "Of Human Bondage

'

(WB),

solid $20,500.

Keith's

(RKO)

St. Louis,

(1.838;

44-80)—

"Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO)

(4th

Sept. 24.

its

4,000-seater

town,

].<;

St.

proving a

&

b.o.

Marco

PALACE BWAY
47th

•

Pat O'BRIEN
H«rl>«rt

Doe."

Fine $18,000 for last 9 days ot
The house which opens at 6:00
run. Last week, hot $15,000.
Metropolitan (WB) (1,513: 44-70) p.m. grabbed a lusty $8,000 for this
whereas moveovers and
Mild $8,.i00 dualnr,
Last week. "Big othor films show averaged around
pic.
Sleep" (WB) (m.o.), fine $10,000.
$6,000 for a week's run. The follow(Loew)' (2,370: 44-70)— ing week "God's Country" and "Man
Palace
"Claudia and David" (20th). Good
Valley" shared a
"Beaucaire" iFrom Rainbow
Last week.
$20,000.
"Beau Geste'? and
$8,000.
solid
(Par) (^d ,wk), nice $14,000.
"Shepherd of the Hills" socked away
$28,300 for a two-week stand and
Plainsman"
and
''The
'Lassie' Nice 12G,
currently
"Jungle Princess," oft to a strong
Omaha. Sept. 24.

wk).

A NiMi

-

Clair*

*-

&

BOB HOPe

St.

TREVOH

^

MARSHAlt

'Monsieup-

BemeaW

"CRACK-UP"
AN

—"Crack-Up" (RKO).

IIKO

KAY

MaWiei RMeii

Eittral

-ROXY'*"

in

likely to be continued for an
is
Several weeks
indefinite
period.
ago the policy was inaugurated with
the showing of "Rain", and '*Meet

.John

Mtry R*y«

in

midbonanza, and

Louis,

on Staga^BEATRICE

Plu«

Policy of reviving oldie films of

week downtown. A standard by Fanchon

Last week', ''Gaesar and Cleopatra"^

A

KADIO lUCTIJRH

fAITAIiLQUMI riCIUII vllk

PATKIC

KNOWLES

for- first-run

^ijiON

SCRKKiS

PThurs.,
Vivii

-Hept.

2C

.10HN80M

I

.

v«rlt, »

Milwaukee, with Alec Pappas and
Spheerios, exhibs who hold

lease on the property. It's being remodeled and will reopen about
Oct. 15 as the Town Theatre, new'
first-run outlet for
there. Meed
for placing product in key midwestern spots where it'll be played

GRANT SMITH

.

NinifU Iioum: Beverly Hilla, 0mUt., tarninhed, for. fumlalird apartment New

Gets Milwaukee House
Chicago.

Andy

PRC sales v.p., was another speaker.
On behalf of Tent 9, Chief Barker
Charles A. Smakwitz presented Latta.
former chief barker and N. Y, Stale;

grosses are expect(«l to fall way off
with transportation facilities at a
By local proclamation,
theatres were designated as a vital
public service and will continue to
remain open as long as possible despite deficit operation.

Walkout of the utility workers
(20th) (2d wk), $9,400.
was staged after repeated threats
Boosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)— and in violation of a court injunction
"2 Guys Milwaukee" (WB) (4th wk).
issued two weeks ago which deSolid $4,500. Last week, fine $5,000.
the stoppage would be
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; clared that
"2 Sisters From Boston" a menace to the public welfare.

(M-G) and "Hoodlum Saint" (M-G)
(3rd run). Okay $4,500. Last week,
third run of "Do You Love Me"
(20th) and "Night in Paradise" (U),

VA

United Artists Corp. bouglit a
third interest in the Miller Theatre,

Even though the key- houses in the
downtown area are remaining open,

Summer"

25-50)

Frank Plumlee to handle buying and
booking and Arlie Crites as superintendent of theatres: Griffith circuit
includes houses in Nebraska, Kansas,
Missouri, Oklahoma and Texas.

quire surgery for a non-functioning
stage lighting has been gallbladder.
reduced to 50% of normal.
C. J. Latta Feted
Radio stations are staying on the
Albany. Sept. 23.
air, broadcasting temporarily under
Harry H. Thomas, PRC president,
their own power from studios loheaded the speakers at the Variety
cated in the center of the town. Club dinner in the' De
Witt Clinton
however, they will be hotel honoring C, J. Latta on his
Shortly,
forced, through cessation of elevator election as second assistant chief
service in buildings where they are barker of the Variety Clubs of Amerlocated, to move to transmitters in ica. Thomas, who has known Latta
Newspapers, faced for years, made a special trip to Aloutlying areas.
with insufficient power to run their bany for the dinner. Lloyd Lund,
plant but

standstill.

$6,800.

Paramount (H-E)

Harold Harris, general manager of
H. J. Griffith theatres, resigned to
take another job. Change brings in

Sept. 24.

to the entire Omaha territory, in the
hospital for a checkup, found to re-

Webb 3«week
the
debats

in

through the preem.

DESIRE

week,

(Mono)

association.;

Op

Omaha,

Joe Meyer, film ad tycoon, known

Pitt. Strike

"Searching

Wind" (Par) and "Dangerous Busi-

(reissue)
and
"Plainsman" (Par)
"Big Brown Eyes" (Par) (2d wk).
Great $12,500. Last week, big $16,30Q.
Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)
"Centennial Summer" (20th). Moveover from Paramount. Headed for
speak on 'the GI Bill. Messmore $6,500. Last week. "Anna" (20th)
Kendall, prexy of the B. of B. So- (4th wk), okay $5,1«0.
ciety and also owner of the Capitol
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
theatre, N, Y., will deliver the an- "Stranger"
(RKO) and "Sunset
nual address. Lisa Kirk, current at Pass" (RKO). Big $11,000. Last week,
LeRuban Bleu, N. Y., will sing sev- "Badman's Territory" (RKO) and

the Fort

.

Joe Meyer's

Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)
—Fifth
"Martha Ivers" (Par). Immense

Omaha

currently, but
Trade is tiiievcn
"Courage of Lassie", at Paramount
lookK solid. "Night ini Paradise'' at
Ihp OrphcLim is okay. "Notorious" in
'

.second wee'lc at the firarideis l6oks
in for fine session. "Martha Ivers" h
mild at the Omalia.
its

Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500: 16-C5)—
'•Notorious" (RKO) (2d wk). Very
big $9,000. Last week, terrific $13,000.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 16.(j5)—

start, will

add $12,000

to the theatre.

Kotlier

WII.MAMS
'EASY
TO WED"
iS) In TecliiiU'Olor

IN

|>I.:R,S0.\

I

RADIO CITY

TOMMY
RIGGS

MUSIC HALL

"NOTORIOUS"

DANNY
O'NEIL

Starrinc)

and

Cary Grant
.

Ingrid

Bergman

Spectacular Stage ProductioRi

GABEL PILOTS 'FLYER'
Hollywood, Sept.

24.

Martin Gabel, formerly in legit,
will direct the Walter Wangor film
production, "The Washington Flyer,"
for Universal-International relea.se.
story by
Picture. ba.sed on
a
George Worthing Gates, gets the
gun in Deoemljer, with Susan Hay-

"Martha Ivers" (Par) (m.o.). and
"Freddie Steps Out" (Mono). Mild ward starring.

O'CONNOR ON CAMPUS

i

Hollywood, Sept. 24.
.Donald O'Connor goes collegiate
lor Wniversal-Ihterhational in '•Good
Old Eli," his flrst piciLire since his

J.

ARTHUR RANK

PreSentt

;

..

return irdm the Army.
.Technicolor musical will

;

.

|

be

coj

produced by Fred FinlilehofTe and
Chester Erskine.

'Xaesar and Cleopatra"

^

I

'

Cool

ASTOR

Broadvviiy mid 45ni Htivei

Popular I'riceft— Colli Iniioim

;

STORY OF A CLUB

*

Every evening millions of Americans

occupy reserved tables at the Chesterfield Supper Club. There
'are

no charges of any kind, no tipping, and the only things

sold are Chesterfield Cigarettes.

clude singing stars Perry

The

Como and

regular celebrities in-

Jo Stafford, the Satisfiers

with Helen Carroll, Lloyd Shaffer's Orchestra and Martin

Block of the smoke-dreamy voice and Lord Chesterfield
mike-manners.

In addition, each night brings guest stars— famed personalities
.from the Radio City Air-Rialto, comedians and entertainers

from Broadway

way
for

in the

and

bistros

theaters,

Hollywoods. After

— in

only two months

and babes who found

all this

had been on

their

NBC

February 1945 — the Chesterfield

Supper Club was voted favorite fifteen-minute program by the

and columnists

nation's radio editors
Poll,

in the 1945 Billboard

This distinction was repeated in the 1946 Billboard

Poll.

The winner of many honors and awards himself, and the
seventh son of a seventh son, there has been nothing mystical

about handsome Perry Como's sensational

was a barber

in small

rise to

fame.

He

town Canonsburg, Pennsylvania, when

AMERICA'S

J^O.

1-

NETWORK

he was discovered

by Ted Weems, and given

I

with the

Weems

engagement on the Fibber
records for
"1

McGee and MoWy

RCA- Victor— all

the role of singing

fi<?ld

a singing spot

orchestra. Night chibs, the movies, a singing

Supper Club.

these

came

sliow, best-seUing

quickly, culmhiating

master of ceremo)iies of the Chester-

Como

fan clubs flourish from

Cape Cod

Cucamonga.

amatern-

who made her
show

.

.

the

lovely Jo

radio debut at the age of 11 on an

in California. Later Jo

.

is

was a member of the Pied

She made her solo

and blossom

into a leading night club

How

to operate a night club?

Perry

Como and

the

bow on

Supper Club, and proceeded to win award

world— the

NBC

Feminine star of the Chesterfield Supper Club
Stafford,

Pipers, vocal group.
field

facilities,

heard on

the Chesterafter

and recording

award

star.

Decorate with sparklers

like

Jo StafFord, invite the greatest audience in

NBC
and

audience— route

bill it in

NBC. The

the

result: five nights

American homes take on the
Chesterfield Supper Club.

National Broadcasting Company

it

company

on the superlative
of other great

shows

each week millions of

distinctive audible decor of the

Vednesday, September 25, 1946

RADIO

Move

24.

flve-to-one vote
the bid of Press

down

ha* tunied

Premieres

Wireless, Inc., to provide a new type
of shortwave program delivery service lo stations and regional nets
thioughout the country. Conxinissionei- Clifford J. Durr is reported
to have held out in favor of Press
Wireless on the grounds that it
would provide valuable -Oh-the-spot
n,e\vs and program material to far
distant stations which may be without net affiliations or are unable to
pay heavy A T. & T. wire line
charge.-; for an occasional program

hookup:

(Sept. 25-Oct. 5)
Sept. 26

with
Show,
Cantor
Eddie
variety;
Whiting,
Margaret
10:S0-11 p m.. Thursdays; WKAF-

NBC;

:

&

Sundays; WEAF-NBC;
Electric Light and Power Co's.;
N. W. Ayer.
"Forever Tops," with Paul
Whitemart Orch; 8-9 p.m., Sun(Sustaining),
days;, WJZ-ABC.
ifitcTh Show, with Phil Harris,
Alice Faye; 7:30-8 p.m. Sundays;
WEAF-NBC: F. W. FitCh Co.;

rates as low as

program material
$40 to

have

proposal
group, of indies distant

a

broiiglit

for
for a 10-minute slot.

SfiO

PW

A 60-ciay test period of the
sliortwave service this summer came
lip Vi ith 88";! of the stations on the
mareceiving end reporting the
terial of satisfactory quality for re-

L.

DX

broadeaSt.
blurbs,

PW

W. Ramsey.
These

drama:

4-4:30

reported to have nixed
th^ idea due to engineering doubts
as to quality of the shortwaved material and ability of average station
receivers to pick up the signals
is

Danoer-Fitz*

Sept. St
Show,
i>avl»

..

.

Joan

variety;

WABC-

Mondays;

8:30-8:55 p.m.,

CBS: Lever

Young and

Bros.;

School of the Air, 5-5:30 p.m.,
Friday; WABC-

CBS. (Sustaining).
Glamour Manor, variety, with

DX

Kenny Baker; 12-12:30 p.m.,
Monday through Friday; WJZABC; Procter & Gamble; Ben-

rumored

"to

liave been dead set against letting Press Wireless have a monopoly
in shortwaving programs in any
event, and opening the field to all
comers would call for more use of
the sliortwave spectrum than the
Government apparently could spare.

&

ton

Bowles, Compton.
Slam, aud-participa-

Grand
tion:

11:30-11:45

Monday

p.m.,

Sample.

Buck

Amos
edy:

induptry center. One of the top insurance companies is also in on banl;:roll sweepstakes.

rauff

,

NBC

i.^

holding out for sponsorship

'.,

.Jiini.

Wednesdays; Lewis

;

Likclihocd
soni.^

is

52- week

on the

that

NBC

I

'ELLERY QUEEN'

SHOW

American Home Products' (Ana"EUery Queen", show on CBS,
,late-se,asori
hiatus
which
started Aug. 28 occasioned some sur)

prise,

:

returns to the air on Oct.

The unexpected

late

9.

signcutting

and apparently the same conditions

when

"Bllery" resumes.
Show will be practically entirely
recast, with Sidney Smith, Ted De-

and Santos Qrtaga^three of
"demand" actors all checking oft; Report- is they were asked
to take a 50% cut in fee and refused,
American Home Products lias also
cancellod out on its sponsorship -ot
"Beal Life Stories" on Mutual,

Cor.-;ia

radio's

Abbott and Costello, variety,
with Marilyn Maxwell, Skinnay
Ennis
Orch10-10:30
p.m.,
Thursdays; WEAF-NBC; R. J.
Reynolds; William Esty.

Erwin Wasey.

—

5.'

.

Roy Roiicrs Show, variety, with
Gabby Hayes, Dale Evans; 9Saturdays; WEAFMiles Laboratories; Wada
Agency,p.m..

NBC;

Frank

of

more

Mi-rriwcll, drama; 10p.m., Saturdaysi "WEAF-

John

More

Fetzer,

licensee

ot

Stations

on FCC Hot Seat

Programming Faces Blue Book Test
Bitter Fruit
NBC's salute to KRGV,
Tex,,

Weslaco,

affiliate

FCC

ruled

first in

rus

ite

sponsorship

Assn.

eitherc

,

of

the

favor ot Fetzer,

The Supreme Court ukase

resulted

FCC's setting aside its grant to
who was already operating
WJEF at Grand Rapids on 1230kc,
and holding a comparative hearing
on both bids.
FCC, however, having toed the
line procedurally, has come up with

same verdict in Fetzer's favor
this time, is is unlikely the
decision will be reversed.
The commi-ssion's latest ruling declared that giving the slot to Ashthe

— and

backer would not provide -an additional radio transmitter in Muskesince the
gon,
company merely
wants to swap channel of its present station. WKZO.
grant to Fet-

A

zer,

on the other hand, the CommiiS-

sion said, would add another outlet
to Grand Rapids, bring additional
service to over 200,000 listeners, and

NBC affiliate

in California

Hollywood,"

J0;]5-10;45

p,m.,

with
Sat-

WABC-rCBSj Procter .&

Gamble; Comploii,

ot

:

ledo.
to

outlet

-

:

Commission said it had skedded
^11 seven licenses for hearing because a statistical breakdown of.
their

which forbids: shipment of grapefruit from other

service."

legislation

:

formats indicated they were
not giving "a well-rounded program

kicked up a fuss, despite state

However, FCC was

quick

to point out that this information
is not considered conclusive and all
seven will be given full opportunity
to introduce any other relevant information to show that actually their
operation is up to Blue Book stand-,
ards and follows earlier promises
made to the Commission.
Over-commercialization and heavy
padding of spots was rumored as
source of FCC's irritation in most
cases.
Both WBAL, Baltimore, and
CBS has finally evolved its pat- WTOL, Toledo, were singled out in
tern of programming for its 5:30 to the Blue Book for special criticism,
6 cross-the-boatd ''Showcase Time," but the other five, outlets have only
which gets under way next Monday recently come to FCC's attention^
Programs being developed by it was timderstood.
(30).
,
the web, and considered to be of
Indicative of its general pattern of
nighttime calibre, will be .spotted action, FCG revealed that 400 other
during the half hour, with a flexible stations which had been operating
for
displacing on temporary licenses at one time
policy
permitting
shows as others round out,
or another in the past two years
It
was a tossup for a while have been given a clean bill of
whether CBS would use the 5:30 to 6 health. All 400 now have regular
or 11:30 to midnight segment for its three-year franchises,
showcasing,
program-development
FCC's statement was couched in
but the net settled on the earlier less formidable terms than that of

parts

of

the

country

into

the

state.

Set Pattern For

CBSShowcasers

:

period on the basis that twice the

generally was
licenses would
be jerked only if
middlebrow music.
sisted in being bad actors.
"Showcase Time'' lineAt the same time, FCC disclo.sed
"Oklahoma Roundup"; that another 79 renewal applications
CBS Gets Down to Grass
Tuesday, Ceasar Petrillo'a musical were awaiting action in Washington.
show from Chicago, which, however, No action will be taken on these
Roots in
'Actuality
will be a filler; Wednesday, "Theatre cases, Commish added, until disof Romance," recently dropped by puted cases involving the licensees
Report' Type Program Colgate, which will revfert to its are cleared up or FCC completes
CBS is planning to launch an am- original format; Thursday, "Hawk engineering and legal studies, apart
Larabee"
(nee
"Hawk Durango" from program operations.
bitious new type of public service
program in 1947. be.st described as when spotted on the web last summer); Friday, the J. C, Flippen.^ow,
an "actuality report to

give the city

network

its first

CBS

nighttime

tiein:

audience would be available. The
11:30 segment will be given over to

the Blue
taken to

Book and
mean that

broadcasters per-

serious and
Here's the
up: Monday,

New

the nation."
"That's Life,".
at a weekly report on
Late night musical shows will inof public opinion on the
clude "Music You Know" on Sunday;
most, crucial economic issues ot the
Eileen Farrell on Monday,. (Tuesday
moment,: with rarik-and-file opinion
still
open); "Invitation to Music,''
gathered by teams of reporters-in^
Wednesday; Thursday, musical show
terviewers moving around the countieing in Juilliard School, Friday and
try for the purpose:
Saturday nights will be given to

Program aims

Luce's Left

Hand Cuts

segment."!

I

,

CBS program

I

reps Edward Murdance music.
row, Lyman Br.v.son. William. Fine^
shriber and Robert Heller will meet
in Washinglori
riaxt Tuesday
(1)
with reps of the CIO, AFL, Railway
to Sound Off
Brotherhood, NAM, Chamber of
Commerce, New Council of AmeriMutual in
Switch
can Business, and various farm
The
recruiting
Array
show,
groups to discu.ss the program,
Series will run 39 weeks, of half- "Sound Off With Mark Warnovir,"
hour programs, probably on Satiu-- which has been on CBS most of the
summer, is going to stay on the air,
day afternoons.
switching to Mutual on Oct. 10.

Warnow

On

.

.

.

Lawes Show for Mutual
Lawes,

e.K-warden of
Sing Sing, will return to the air next
month in a new show for Mutual,
Lewi.<5 ,E.

hasn't

l^.

single

short

These hearings are in addition
one already called on the renewal
license of Hearst's powerful Baltic
more station, WBAL, where situation is further complicated by newsmen Drew Pearson and Bob Allen's
filing a competing bid tor the Hearst

all

'

fall

are; KBIX, Muskogee, Okla.; KMAC
and KONG,, San Antonio, Tex.;
WIBG, Phlladel(>hia; and WTOL, To-

, •

carrying the Waring commercial,
but it put up a bitter struggle to
the end. Why, reasoned the Weslaco station, should a Texas staplug Florida grapefruit
tion
"when our own grapefruit is out
of this world."
On the other hand, not a,

allegedly

goals set forth In the Blue Book,
but hastily assured the radio indusit had by no means made up its'
mind to yank the culprits' licenses.
Stations, thus put on the hot seat,

try

been straightened out
now, and the Texas station i»
It's

in June, 1944,

Fetzer,

gramming

was

Fred Waring. morning show. And
kidding,
wasn't
the network

WJEF,

and disposed of Ashbacker's bid for the same channel
by setting it down for a later hearing.
Ashbacker promptly appealed
the procedure here to the high court,
which ruled last December that FCC
must hold a simultaneous hearing on
all mutually exclusive applications
before granting or denying any of

Washington, Sept. 24.
FCC last Friday (20) tabbed for
hearing the renewal licenses of a
haU-dozen radio stations whose pro-

^'Here's grapefruii juice in your,
eye," following the Florida Cit-

FCC

Hopper:
urdays:

6

Washington, Sept, 24,
Ashbacker Radio Corp. of Muskegon, Mich,, which bested FCC in a
recent Supreme Court light, found
Last
it had won an empty victory.
week (20), the commission for a
second time proposed to deny Ashbacker use of the 1230kc wave-'
length, and reaffirmed an earlier
grant of the channel to competitor

by Trimount Clothes.
Show, to run 15 minutes once-aweek, will likely be a dramatization
of 'prison cases, although format

(Sustaining).

"this

depart for the Coast.

per

Ray MlUaiy, Ann Todd, Hedda

10:30

NBC.

may

,

Ont.

9- 30

too,

Web

Oct. 4

Sparkle Time, with Meredith
Willson Orch; 7; .30.-8 p.m., Fri*
days; WABC-CBS; Canada Dry;

summer

off has been linked to AHP's
coriiers. on its programming budget,

will prevail

Day Show, situation
7:30-8
WEAFp.m.,
Colgate, Ted Bates.

comedy;

ANACIN HEADACHE ON

whose

Co.;

cam:
Dennis

NBC:

cin

Howe

&

will yield

demand and make

compromise.

-

Oct. 3
Duffy's Tavern, situation comedy, with Ed Gardner; 9-9:30
p.m. Wedne.s-days; WEAF-NBC;
Bristol-Myers; Young
Rubi-

^'.v.?;

'

:

Roclie. Williams, Cleary.

bssis.

.

'

'

:

stantly it NBC would agree to a 16wecij deal embracing all the concerts
beiu
niaostrood by Arturo ToseaT

Bros.;

CBS: Campbell Soup; Ward,
Wheelock..
I'ot o' Gold, aud-participation
with Peter Donald; 9:30-10 p.m.,

is that
sponsors only want it On a 20One would grab it up in-

wcc:

Tuesdays;
Ruth-

p.m.,

Ryan.

8- 8:30 p.m..

for r."twork lime).
Sanft in current negotiations
soin-.'

9-9:30

&

comedy, with Arthur Treacher;
Wednesdays; WABC-

program On a solid 52-week
which would tap the bankapproximately $1,200,000 in
(.fSOO.OOO for talent, and $700,000

rdllm- for
CO.SI.S

Andy, situation com-

Oct. 8
'•Up to youth," forum; 8i30-9
p.m.,
Wednesdays;
WOR-Mutual; Triangle Publications; Al
Paul Lefton.
Jack Carson Show, situation

last

of the
basi.!.

'n'

WEAF-NBC; Lever

sponsored by General Motors, which dropped out about
six weeks a!;o. GM, however, is not
amon.g the new crop of Detroit bidder,;.

4:45-5

Friday;
Foods;

General

Bowles.

Tibber McGee and Molly, sit'
uation comedy; 9:30-10 p.m.,
Tuesdays; WEAF-NBC; Johnson
wax: Needham, Louis, Brorby.

Symphony Orchestra MTminute Sunday afternoon program is hot at the
moment. There are actually nine
bidd'.-rs around the corner, most of
them emanating from Detroit's auto

Symph was

&

.'Oct. 1

NBC

for sponsorship of the

De.jl

drama;

Rogers,

Monday through

WOR-Mutual;
Benton

student

directs

programs

KLZ, DENVER,

Lost Again at

in

p.m..

K

In Supreme Court

them.

aud-par-

Jackpot,

Friday; WABC-CBS; Whitehall
Dancer - Fitzgerald
Products;

Longhair K'aid

cki-se

lerliniuiit'.'),

live

Mich. Case 'Won

Bates.

Hollywood

For

Roberl.s.

radio

than 75
week.

WABC-CBS;
Friday;
Continental Baking Co,; Ted

through

ticipation, with Kenny Delmar;
4:30-5 p.m.. MondayTWednesday*

NBC Hopes

it,

:

Monday through

the shortwave spectrum and ^high policy
question as to whether or not any of
channels should be
the valuable
used domestically were also weighed

congestion in

new

Grand Rapids.

Rubicam.

clearly.

is

situation comedy
Ross; 6:30-7 p.m.,

with Shirley
Sundays: Anacin;
gcrald-Sample.

program material.

by FCC. the commission

(Sustaining),

Bob Burns,

possibility that

CHARLES ROBERTS
Cominif up through (he. ranks aa
announcer and ai ior, radio veteran

Children?"
Sundays;
p.m.,

Eddie Bracken SUow, situation
comedy with Ann Rutherford,
William Demarest; 9:30-10 p.m.,
Sundays; WABC-CBS; Texaco
Co." Buchanan,

AM

Present

Our

".^.re

WJZ-^ABC.

According to advance
hoped to hit the big-

time with the new service when
and I'M outhundreds of new
lets reach the air, most of them
without major web contracts, and
started casting about for topflight

FCC

p.m.,

5

DIRECTOR OF KLZ PROGRAMS

ChiirleH

with

Hour,"

Electric

Phil Spitalnv Orch, music; 4:30-

DX

PW

The

p.m.,

7-7:30

Belding.

"New
had sought com-

news:
autliorization to
reports from the United Nation?
meetings at Lake Success alid pWier
prices
centers
at
important news
well under the Wire line charges,

would

Legler.

Sept. za

Sundays; WEAF-NBC; American Tobacco Co.; Foote, COrte

;

Wireless

&

Warwick

Pabst;

Jack Benny Show, with Phil
Dennis Day,

Harris. Rochester,
cOmedy;
situation

'

Press
mercial

The 1846-'47 broadcasting season will probably see a continiied
exodus of network shows from New York to the Coast, leaving only
a handful of major nighttime airers emanating from Manhattan. The
N. Y.-to-L. A. migration, which over the past few seasons ha.s left
little doubt that, production-wise, radio is a tnuch a Coast "baby" as
films, may include the "Hit Parade" before the season rounds out
That "Parade" has stayed on in N. Y. over the years is attributed t(i
the fact that the late George Washington Hill, the sponsor, wanted it
thai way. But with his death, a switch is reported under consideration
The Phil Baker "Take It Or Leave It" shovir for Eversharp, another
N. Y. origination, goes to the Coast next-month for an indefinite stay
with possibility that it may headquarter there between tours. Ever^
sharp, which has just- bought the Henry Morgan show to plug its
Schick product, also looks set for a Coast berth, with Morgan currently
In the market for a Hollywood home.
Status of "Chesterfield Supper Club" appears to be in doubt, with

Durr Dissenting

in 5-1 Nix,

Washington, Sept.

The FCC by a

Greybeari Go West

DX

Press Wifeless Loses Domestic

sponsoi-ed

time

is

definitely been set, Definite
also being held up, pending
variotts net stations.

word from

It will take over the 8-8:30 Thursday night time held down for 33
weeks, by "Carrington Playhouse,"
which is going o(T. N, W, Ayer
agency is handling the Army recruiting programming.
Mutual will also have a new, 15minute Saturday a. m. show, at 10
a. m.,, beginning Oct. 5, with "SmilinV
Ed Mcdionnell'' being sponsored by
Cole Milling Ct>. J. Waller Thompson is the agency.

Radio, But Right Plays
Footie With the

Medium

Henry Luce's Time and Life is in
the market for a new, radio show,
via Young
Rubicam, which hanOutfll
dles the Life-Time account.
has definitely decided against rcyiving the "March of Time" show, but
efforts thus far to acquire a ne>v
.

&

package have been unsticcessfulTime-Life has made overtures to
sold
NBC for time, but the web
reported the publishing
out.
It's
i.s

was interested in picking up
show from another web it NBC
would open up time in which to spot
outfit

a

it,

but

idea.

NBC

apparently
;

nixed the

\,

All of which seems to indicate
.soma conflict between the circulation and editorial end of the Luc*
publications as to radio's worth. Editorially, Time has been on a rapping
binge, lately, taking the viewpoint
that ratings have been dipping ber
cause radio in general is losing appeal, etc.
But the circulation moguls apparently still think the media
has impact.

Wednesday, Septeinbei'

23.,

RADIO

1946
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CHI PHILANTHROPY TIRES NETS
Those Stardust Plugs
Looks like the air stars are in for some double duty this seasdn.
They're selling not only entertainment, but their sponsors' product as well. Not all the top-budgeted nighttime shows are back
ioT the fall semester, but a sufficient number have checked in
hapless trend is shaping up—with the sponsor
to indicate that a
more determined than ever to hitch his plug to a star. A Prank
Sinatra personality flipping off an Old Gold testimonial, a Dinah
praises of Ford Motors, a Don Ameche rhapthe
singing
Shore
sodizing over the virtues of Drene Shampoo— in fact, you can
pretty well go right down the line. It might be good salesmanship, but is it good showmanship?

[ips

dio production centers, following in

-wake

ot the wholesale exodus of

talent

and shows

started harmlessly enough when the "integrated" commercial got rolling a couple of seasons back. As a comedy insert,
It still doeSj when a
it often paid off in some socko byplay.
Jack Benny kicks around an "LS/MFT." But now, apparently,
it's "all kidding aside." The sponsor wants his plug straight-and straight from the star's mouth.
ain't good.

New York
new.

and

But

it's

first

initely alarmed.

It all

to

reached, the stage where, for the

the impression that to him radio's all business (and we don't
business) and the entertainment aspect is secondary,
that's something else again. Obviously, there's bound to be an
unmistakable payoff when Sinatra puts In a personal plug for
Old Golds, but it's just as important to weigh the danger of
stripping the star of dignity and cheapening the show.

mean show

deteriora-

one of the nation's key ra-

tion, as

the

Coast,

time,

is

..

not

homeoffices

the

the

of

viewing

strictly

from

a

the

NBC Holds Off on SOOGReactocaster
As Schwerin Makes Formal Com'] Bid
WEAK, NBCs flagNew Yoric, made a

Ship station in
formal presentation to the network
brass during a policy-shaping powwow at Shawnee, Pa., last week, in a
bid to wrap up' an exclusive commercial coniract with the web. The
test period via
expires at the
end of the year.
Thus far the web chieftains are
non-committal, but it's known that
they were favorably impressed with
Schwerin's program testing operation and what it's I'evealed thus far,
It's probable that Niles Trainmell
Co, will hold off on a definite deci-

WEAF

.

&

sion until

December,

There's a lot of coin involved, with
NBC, in the event that it signs up,
iinderwriting the operation for a cool
half-million.
However, that cauld
be on K, sliding scale. For ^yhen agencies and radio bankrollers are signed
up for Reactocaster participation,
their tab would be written off the
NBC outlay.
Under the network's exclusive, the
agency-client testing would, obviously, be restrictetf to
program-

NBC

ming.

NBC
In

the

grabbed itself a lot of .space
magazines and dailies after
.

.

Debut

'Get Tough' Stance

Kiboshes King Cole Show

NBC has again applied its "get
tough" policy on programming and
nixed a IS^minute Saturday show
spotting the King Cole Trio. The
5:45-6 p.m. Saturday time was pur
via
Wildroot,
the
chased
by
BBD&O agency, with a 145-station
hookup.
NBC programming veepee Clar
ence Menser was of the opinion the
King Cole show wasn't strong
enough for such a spot and lineup
of stations and told Wildroot to dig
up a stronger show.
:

Wildroot's

still

looking.

Biow-Bloody

Symphony To

WLW-WINS2-Way

Package Program

But Unbowed
These are trying days for the Biow
agency, and the next month or two
may witness a drastic overhaul of
its

cy production operation in recent
months. The Rudy Vallee show for
Philip Morris, which has made NBC
very unhappy, is being aired on a
week-to-week basis. "It Pays to Be
Ignorant," also a eiggie show, is
scheduled for another dumping-^it
was tossed off last season in favor
of the ill-fated Abe Burrows' "Holidays" show and subsequently re-

stored—and it now looks like the
"Philip Morris Playhouse" will come

Mill back

in

November

as replacement for

"Ignorant."

is going to have
hands. It all sterna
WEAF, the web's
New York; in its
new-found concept as to a station's
re.sponsibility
for
worthy public
service programming, has been kickIhg off some of the web: shows tb
malce room for its own programming "in the public interest."

5.

WOR

owned by Bamber-

is

ger's dept. store,
is

owned by

which

Macy's.

.in. 'turn

:

:

situation

dollars-and-cents

viewpoint on the amount of coin be
ing
earned from Chi-originating
sponsored shows, The general impression is, don't be surprised if the
networks, in order to balance the
scales, start pulling in the Chi horns
and go in for some drastic reduc-

.

Thus far the' station- has been mo.v-.
ing in slowly, yanking out less 'eonspicuous network airers, such as the
8 o'clock morning news roundup, the
1:45 p.m. Robert McCormick news
program before the Sunday after,

.

,

.

.

:

Soap Floats Out

.

;

noon "National Hour" show went
WEAF gave it the brusheroo

off,

in

•
its own show.
But from aU indications when the

favor of

Of Old Format In

station gets rolling in earnest on itspublic service schedule, more and
more network shows will get the by-

.

.

Daytime Switch

tions in personnel.

NBC,

in
has
the
Chi commercial production-programming scrameroo. The web's Chi dir

particular,

felt

daytime shows, which have moved
to the Coast. It's been stripped of
the income from the Miles-sponsored
"National Barn Dance" Saturday
night program, and it has taken the
budget rap for the Carnation showi
which moved to. New York.
As far as NBC is concerned, it's an
unhealthy situation. The web has
tried to combat it, originating the

Jim Ameche show from Chi, latching the Mars Candy "Curtain Time"
sponsorship on

known that the web is pretty well
resigned to Chi's lowly place in the
radio production picture.
Exodus of the "Websters" show
from Chi to the Coast presents a
similiar problem for Mutual. CBS
doesn't even have one of the perennial
Wrigley shows emanating

NBC

&

P&G

Show P&G
Fifty

Club,"

to the Chi billings,
the Crosley
and moving some of its public servCincy, P&G
shows to the midwest. But it's

ice

pass treatment.

recognizes the lofty motive
behind tlie WEAF scheduling. But
Cincinnati, Sept. 24.
Gamble, radio's top there's one aspect of it that the web
Procter
can't afford to ignore, and which will
spender, and chief proponent of tlie
affect the network when more vital
daytime serial formula, is mulling a programming is passed up by its key
new daytime half^hour show which, station. There's always the danger,
by-passes the cliff hanger format. it's felt, that other affiliates may be
influenced by WEAF's decision in
Move is significant in view of the their refusal to pick up network
fact that if the program hits the sustainers.
When they chime in
network schedules it would replace with: "Why should we carry it when
two of the soap operas on the cur- your own flagship station ignores
rent
schedule and mark an- it?", NBC would like to have an
other attempt towarc" making serious answer that makes sense; It's, looking for one.
inroads on the soaper formula.

has in mind is "The
currently spotted on

WLW

station here in
planning to test it in
four or five other markets to determine overall audience acceptance
is

of the luncheon'
participation show.

Thus

gabfest-audience

'

far the P&G's. segue

soapers to

It

s Crosby In

The Middle, With

from

Other type of daytime
'

Morgan on Top

programming has been gradual, but
making definite inroads. Company
from Chi any more. Gum outfit cur- co-sponsors Mutual's "Queen For a
With Henry Morgan sold to Everrently sponsors the Gene Autry Day" and ABC's "Glamour Manor,"
sharp-Schick, the ABC net has comSunday program, but it's from the and shares in the bankrolling of
pleted its Wednesday night cream
"Breakfast in Hollywood."
Coast. There are only two Chi-origtime segments, building a parlay
inating shows on the CBS roster, and
that, puts Bing Crosby between '-Pot
one of them exits from the picture
o' Gold" on one side and the Mornext week.
It's
the Continental
gan show on the other.
Baking "Bachelor's Children" show,
dropping,
it
the
sponsor
Irene
the
new
buying
Beasley show instead. That will
originate from New York. Which
only leaves "Ma Perkins" on the

with

Durr Raps

ABC

Morgan

and

network programming.
The Philip Morris account, in pairpre-testticular, has been a sore spot in agen-

:^emonstrating the WEAF
ing operation to the press. Meanwhile, several thousand reprints of
last January's four-installment series
in Vaiuety which originally outlined
the entire project are being sent out
hy Schwerin to the. industry,

Ciscimiati

NBCs

Oct.

NBC

its

that
flagship station in

"Answer

of

WOR, N. Y.,
twice daily, 12:45 p. m. and 7:15
p. m., will be broadcast from
Gimbel's book dept. Sept. 30-

def-

major networks have become
They're

Daytime show
Man," heard over

looks like

a problem on
from the fact

Yes! Macy's Tells Gimbel

four

Vision no longer gets billing credit
for the four sponsored Irna Phillips

weekly basis on

Kicks Sustainers' Shins
It

The story of Chicago's

Without those commercial tag lines,
radio would wind up in a situation paralleling the eight to
10-page ad-less New York' dailies when they were forced to go
sustaining during the truck strike. But when a sponsor leaves

Horace Schwerin, whose "pre-test^ t
Ing-v/hile-you-wait" Reactocaster is
currently being tested on a twice-

As Oifspring

[

IS
.

Nobody's being kidded.

And that

WEAFs Long Pants Worry Network

[iiyp

On WXYZ

Columbia agenda.

ABC, thanks

Price

Washington, Sept.

to its .'{4,000,000 bill-

ings on "Breakfast Club" three-way
sponsorship, probably feels the Chi
debacle less than the other webs.

24.

Three months after approving the
King-Trendle radio .stations— WXYZ, Detroit, and WOOD,
sale of the

Grand Rapids— to the

FCC

ABC

net, the
publi.'!hcd
its

today (Tues.)
opinions in the case, showing a wide
rift in the commission.

Nielsen Takes 50G

,

As rumored, Commissioner Clifford J, Durr dissented again, with
GommLssioner Paul Walker supporthim, the ruling being 4-2 in
favor of ABC's purcha.se of the two
properties.
(ABC has since sold
to Liberty mag,)
Durr and Walker la.shcd out at
ing

RapAsGFAgcys.

WOOD

.

Refuse to Kick In
General Foods has

pullcci

out of
'

permi.s.sion

to let

ABC

pay

$2,800.-.

000 for WXYZ, of which sum $2,155,000 is for good will. They .said that
amount is more than twice the book
costs of the- net's total facilities be-

Cincinnati, Sept. 24.
The Eversharp -Schick program- the A. 'G. NicLscn radio icscarch
The Cincinnati Symphony Orchesfo^ this deal.
tra will be Crosley Broadca.sting ming has also been a flasco to date. operation.- In. terms:; of billinsj.?, it
.The dissenters declared that the
Corp/s- -first major contrib to New Schick's Monday night CBS "Tonight adds, up to a $50,000 a year vnp tpr..
on Sroadway" shftw goes to the scrap
deal is a setback for FM radio,
York's radio scene
Radio Index.
,

'

has

been

on

Tuesday

nights since he bowed in as a sustainer with his own half-hour show
a month ago. After his third broadcast and, ironically, after his top
scripter, Aaron J. Ruben, asked for
and received a release^ Eversharp
grabbed him. He starts his sponsor-'
ship career Oct. 16, the 'same night
Crosby opens on the net for his.:
PhilcD platter stanza,..;.,' V

—

—

,

Happy Fclton replaces Peter Donas 'Pot' emcee, latter having a
conflict, with his
'Can You

ald

WOR

Ton

This' Wed. .show.
"Pot" comes back to the air next
Wednesday (2) for Lewis-Howe Co.,
peddling Tums. As of Oct. 16, when
the Crosby and. Morgan shows join
the ABC parade, the web's Wednes-

day night setup will include: "Pot,"
9:30-10;
Crosby, 10-10:30; Morgan,
10:30-11.

WOV Enters Robbins In

:

,

.

with

the Nielsen
heap. Schick for a while looked set
GF quietly pulled out about r. week
to replace it with "The Fat Man,"
liight airing over Crosley's.
N. Y.
but instead Biow grabbed up Henry ago. after buying the NRI re.'icarch
outlet, WINS.
story.)
service for the past three years. ConWhile the Crosley people are reti- Morgan. (See separate
cent about announcing the sympn
trary to the client-agency protocol,
plans,
waiting
that 'prevails, GF was looting the
until
have
they
Life
wrapped their N. Y, outlet's proAs a rule, the
'Portia' Faces
$50,000, annual bill.
gramming into one package,' it beNot so long ago Young &; Rubicam banfcroUer picks up the tub Cor marcame known here that the longhair
research, but where advertising
ket
agency inherited the "Portia Faces
,Ie.ed ..ip^New
York will start Oct. 19, Life" daytime' serial from Bentoii & research is involved itfs strictly ^n
and will last through the winter.
Bowles in a .reshuffle of General agency budgetary matter.
Jifrera Kurtz will
For' the past throe ycarsj GF was
be guest conductor Poods programs and accounts. Now
on the opener, but Eugcnt Goosens
rule, but the
the shbV reveits to B & B, which willing to bypa.ss the
,JVH1 take over the baton in Novem- Will. c.Ue.;:a. change at the production sponsor decided this year that the
ber.
tab for the radio advertising
$50,000
helm.
WLW,
furnished
by
NRI should
research
the
the
local Cro.sley outlet and
.^
Switchover was originally schedhome base of James D. Shouse, will uled for Oct. 1, but Y&R now keeps be divided among Young & Rubicam,
not participate
in
the, broadcast, it until the first of the year. Lester Bonti'ri & Bowles, and Foote, Ccne &
which will be fed to WINS only, Vaii has been produciiig^f^r Y&R, BcUUng, ;which iJiandle the multiple
onouae, prexy of the corporation, is but David Levy, head of daytime ra-: GF air shows. ''Apparently the agena member of
the board of the Cin- dio for the agency, is assigning a hew cies couldn't agree on plunking down
cmnati Summer Opera, which
producer into the spot pending the the coin, so GF decided to exit the
carries locally each year.
Nielsen picture.
move to B&B.
this season,

a_

two-and-a-half-hour

Saturday

'

New

pointing out that

ABC

is

its new AM outlet
more than 84 times the

for

had slated for.
that city.

The

FM

Spinners Sweepstakes

spending

in Detroit
$33,460 it

expenditures in

As
WOV,

N.Y. Battle Gets Hot

Bulova-owned indie,
Manhattan "Battle
and is throwtop audience puller, Fred
the

has, joined in the

commission, however,
was unanimous in approving ABC's
entire

$15,000,000 stock floatation

program.

.

'

.

of the Disk Jockeys"

ing

its

Robbins, into the highly competitive
wa,\-spinning sweepstakes.

,

.

WLW

ABC: Did

We

whose

Robbins,

Say That?

•A week ago the ABC net was mulling tlie idea of cancelling five-minute capsule shows. But that was before a sponsor came along. Now
Champion Spark Plug Co. has briught
the Friday night, 9:55-10 .spot lor a

nighttime

"1280

Club" segm'ent outdraws most of the
indies, is switching over to the 6:30
period starting next Monday (30),
in a bid to make inroads on Martin
Block''s late afternoon "Make Believe Ballroom" (WNEW) and the
forthcoming
Ted Husing
,

'

WHN

''-:
''^,
jockeying.
network smallie,
'rr'^-K.':
Show, with format not yet set, but
WOV program reshuffle also inprobably a gabber with dramarovor- volves switching Rosalie Allen'*

full

,

,

,

;

toncs,

Oct;

11.

will

start

either

Oct.

4

ot

hayseed disk session
jp.m.

slot.

into-

the 9:30

W

.
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"STARS IN THE AFTERNOON"

"CANADIAN CAVALCADE"

THE GINNI SIMMS SHOW

tHK FORD SHOW

Dixie Dean, With Dinah Shore, f rank Sinatra,
With Diiwh Shore, Peter liind Hayes, With Panny Thomas, );uest; Frank With Jean DickensODt
Howard Gable's OroheMra;- Cy
DeVoI orch, "The Sportsmen"
Ann Sothern, Elliott Lewis, John
Kmmett Dolan's Orch;
Robert
Mack, m.o.
'Chorus; Don Wilson, snnouncer.
Brown, William Keifhley, Virfinia
Gedree Montgomery, puest; Tom
Writers: Edward W. Ede« and Kay
Brady
Producer:
Ben
Bruce, Theodor Von Eltz, Howard
announcer
Franilsvn.
,Edse.
Hugh Wedlock, Howard
Writers:
MoNear, Peter Lind Hayes, Ralph
Writer: Abe Burrows
Producer: Ral Furdy.
Snyder-,
Morran, Jean HershoM, Hoary
J'roiluter: Bill Wilffus
Special Music: Xester l,ee, Eddie C. 30 Mins.; Monday, 8 p.m.
Carmlchael, Arthnr Lake, Penny
XO iVIiiis., Wed., 9:30 p.m.
BORDEN'S
Hcrkose
Sineieton, Hanley Stallord, MarrOllO MOTOK CO.
Canada
Toronto;
CBC,
CBL,.
30 Mins., Frl., 9 p.m.
lene Ames, Jimmy Durante, Garry
WABC-CBS, N. Y.
BORDEN'S
(Young & Rubicam)
Moore,
Howard Duff, Sandra
V
(J Walter Thompson)
Y.
WABC-CBS,
N.
Gould, Arthur Q. Bryo% Patrlee
The now Ford Show, sparlced by
Rai Purdy was one of Canada's top
XYoiingScRubicavi)
Munsel, Jack Smith, Paul M«Diiuili Shore and Peter Lind Hayes,
radio producers when he tossed up
production
Gratli,
House Jamison, Staats
Chalk this one up as one of the
j.s a tosllv, oight-cj'linder
Canadian
join
the
everything
to
shows
of
Coteworth,
engaging
Les Damon, Claudia
only
operpleasant,
wa.s
rCally
it
best
bill
"at
job—
Morgan, Vaughn Monroe, Bob
.The big news Army. Now mustered out with the
atinti on six on the premiere broad- the fall semester,
proHawk, Boh Hannon, Tom Howardi
ca.-l liist Wednesday (18). Thi.s i.s the about the new Ginny Simms
rank of Lt. Colonel, he's back in
Lulu McConnell, George Shelton,'
show with whieh the Ford Motor Co., gram, however, is that it definitely radio with "Canadian Cavalcade,"
one
Harry McNaughtonj others; anserajjpinit all Other programming, is estabhshes Danny Thomas as
highestof
the Dominion's
cottiedians one
nouncers Bob LeMond, Howard
iiiakin? a bid to capture a whole new of the potentially gifted
budgeted shows and his first civilClaney, others
postwar narket geared to promoting of the air,: Slotted in for a guest, ian-radio assignment.
His duties
the "smartness and performance q£ shot to tee off the Borden show in overseas have not dented his sense Producers-Directors; William N. RoIiperiod,
night
at
new
Friday
9
its
'son,'
Robert Lewis Shayon
the new Ford product With a dedemonstrated of showmansliip.
definitely
Assisfeant
Directors: Larry Burns,
emphasi.s away from the non-existent Thomas
"Cavalcade," carried on the CBC's
proper material as oh
Ace Ochs
low-cost angle. With an eye toward that, given
(20) stanza, he's headed trans-^Canada network of 28 stations, Writers: Carroll Carroll, others
a more youthful market hep. to the last Friday's
upper-liracket niche among reveals again the Purdy talent for Music: Archie: Bleyer, Lud Gluskin,
Btreamllned convertible-station: wagon for an
Young, & whipping a show together that is
funny .men.
radio's,
others.''.
Ford job, it was natural :to bracket Rubicam's production braintrusters marked by spontaneity and the ut.the show back-to-back with Frank should do something in. a hurry most he can get, out of the line-up. 90 Mins.; Sun. (22), 3 p.m.
WABC-CBS, N. Y.
Sinatra. And it won't do CBS any
about a permanent Simms-Thomas It's an audience show staged sin the
In the first of two 90-minute
dannvge in its Wednesday night pro- toamup, it the opening show is a CBC Playhouse.
broadcasts
Sunday (22) to showcase
gramnaing buildup to iiieet' the com- faithful barometer of his importance
Format for the season will include its 1946-47 talent, CBS dished out a
petition of the "Duffy's Tavern"-"Mr. to the. program.
guest stars and interviews with un- program that had more entertainDistrict Attorney" parlay in the same
In editing the initial show down, usual Canadian personalities, inter- ment and unity than
one would norhour on NBC;,
to 25 minutes because of the emer- spersed with musical backgrounds of
mally expect from such a potpourri.
Foilified witli a strictly profes- gency Henry Wallace talk to the na- Howard Cable's orchestra.
Tee-off
The hour and, a half moved fast and
.sional production job off t^e J. Wal^ tion on Friday, Y & R production
had Jean Dickenson up from New
ter Thompson belt that endowed bo.vs
full York and in top form for her glis- pleasantly, with only a few sags in
retained
the
wisely
the half-hour show with all the Thomas eontrib. with a dramatic sandos in "Italian Street Song" and, a generally high level of entertainsmooti! -, running behind-the-scenes spot and the first of a series of "Song to the finish of the 30-minute stanza, ment graph. The novelty of a showcase of network talent, of course;
acfiOulrements, nevertheless the two- of Your Life" request selections singing Strauss's "Blue Danube."
has worn off, but this program
cylinder lack on this .JPord job was clipped off.
Happily Thomas bore
Sandwiched in on initial program showed
some originality and planfairlv apparent; When Miss Shore the brunt of the 25-minute byplay was
Dixie Dean, piano-accordion
was sinaing, particularly such tunes and, thanks to the smart Hugh Wed- recording aiid radio artist, and one ning in its getup, and a good jugas "Sun in the IWorning" and "To lock-Howard Snyder scripting job, of the stars of "Meet the Navy," the gling of material, to keep it varied
Each His Own," it was strictly a and an equally effective specialty, Canadian service show produced in and interesting.
Further interest attached itself to
high-gear operation. Too, Miss Shore song taUored to the Thomas tech- Toronto by Buddy DeSylva before
can now handle lines with a surefire nique by Lester Lee and Eddie Her^ it went overseas.
Dean had no the appearance of such new (to
technique. That she's a top asset in kose, it added up to a well-inte- trouble in scoring with his "Ca- CBS) talent as Dinah Shore, and to
the ball-bearing-smooth intermesh
the star spot on the show is im- grated, nicely tempoed comedy and
•,

.

;

•.,

'

'

.

-

.

,

,

THE nVDX VALLEE SHOW
Tommy
With

Chorus;

PHILIP MORRIS

WEAF-NBC,

.

deniable.
It could well have been that the
Peter Lind Hayes contrib
initial
didn't quite measure up to what was
The object of multiple
expected.
agency bidding in recent months following his boff Copacabana, N. Y,,
nitery reception and the.overaccented
air buildup he got via Miss Shore;s
intro, the total net effect o£ his
comcdv routine was to leave the jnipiession that he's still an unknown
quantilv as a sock radio personality.

singing show.
could well
It

fault may have been in the two
he chose— his hitery
satirizaticns
Texan bit and his English a la James.
Mason routine in some byplay tabbed

Thd
,

"The Ninth Wail."
•

.

Hayes can

defl-

nitelv project his personality over
the airlanes; he has an easy, natural
demeanor about him which gets
across, but his GOtnedic talents in
terms of radio weren't as socko as
one might have anticipated.
The scriDt shortcomings didn't end
The Shore-George
either.
there,
Montgomery (first of a series of
guostars) Mr. and Mrs. "toast opera^
bit had a belated quality about it.
funny. Inparticularly
it
Nor was
evitably inviting connparison with

nadian Capers" medley.
Chief appeal of "Cavalcade"

^4-M"f

»»> »,
Television Reviews
»»
»»
>

»» ******* ** *
LOUIS-MAURIELLO FIGHT

*

t

-

-guys who paid..$100 for a ringLaCoEsitt. There's questionable value side seat at last June's Louis-Conn
in adhering to institutional plugging bout complained they didn't get their
obviin; a "sell goods" era and while
money's worth, whereas Gillette had
ously geared to tip off the buying a chance to get in several commerpublic why Ford is only operating at cisds.for more than, its money's worth
60% production, the free-enterprise in that eight-rounder. With Louis
overtones with a sideswipe at strikers polishing off Tami Mauriello in a
fast
seemed strictly off-base. That kwd and .furious first round in this one,
of supplementary verbiage added on the people paying only
$30 for a
to the regular commercials is going ringside tab saw plenty of
action but
overboard for a half-hour show.
Gillette had a chance to get in only
Rose.
one pitch^and that came at the end
of the fight when a large number of

''MlSMOUr LANE",
viewers had probably already turned
With MelAiih Winters, Bea Mornin,
DUde Skiles, Emelio Caceres, Fran- off their sets.
Video-wise, the fight was up to
cis C.iri>esi, Stanley Nelson
NBC's usual top standard. Because
15 Mins.; MOn., Wed., Fri„ i;:30 p.m.
Wriler-Produeer: Stanley Nelson

CO.

Network

of this dearth of interest evidenced
in the fracas, the web decided to handle the fight lilie any other affair,

without the fanfare, attendant on the
Conn-Loui.<; bout. This meant cutting out the betweenrrounds byplay
used for the June event, when Ben
Grauer introduced personalities at
the ringside. With only the ring itself to concentrate on, consequently,
in.i;.
Program revives tunes of yester- NBC used only two cameras instead
oC the five used for Conn-Louis, butday using as its theme "Memory
the scanning this time was even betLane," Such fav.es as "For Me and
Mv Gal," "Louise," "Alice Blue ter.
Each of the two cameras was
GOwn" arid a Victor Herbert medley
were caught on this airing. Tunes equipped with an RCA Image Orthigroup
studio
con tube, making possible clear, highare well played by the
whiclr is composed of w.k, artists ly-defined images. Producer Burke
Group
will
nationally.
Crotty
kept his closeup lens on the
and
here
both
be heard in a series of jive programs two bojtors during the entire rouhd,
later on in the season which stiould which was all to the goO(l. Matjriattract many listeners. Francis Car- ello's first blow, which staggered
nesi ii? the vocalist and is more ma- Louis across the ringr was easily dislured than when caught years ago. cernible and the cameras didn't mi.ss
His voice shows improvement and one of the resulting Louis punches
Sliouldi With proper grooming and which brovight Mauriello to his knees
buildup, make good national network for the kayo.
timber. Orchestra was given an opSetup this time also included a
portunity on "Louise" with Caceres mike directly above the ring, v/hich
at the violin; Morin at the organ; clearly picked up all the referee's
Skiles at the trumpet and Winters at instructions to the boxers, as well as
the piano each giving out on a solo. the sounds of the blows landing, the
Nelson is program m.c. as well as boxer's shoes scraping across the
treating the commercials for Morn- canvas, etc. Sounds from the crowd
ing Glory Mattresses made by Taylor also came in clearly and the milce
Bedding, These are in good taste picked up the classic inti-odiict.ion o'
but the center commercial can be cut. announcer Harry Balogh: "May the
Good effect is made linking the dates better contestant emerge triumphof the gongs with events of these by- antly." About all that was mi.ssod
gone years in introducing the songs. was Mauricllo's slightly profane
'•
Ancty.
statement after the fight, which has
(Pitlttk)

Teeing off the fall season, WOAI
has uncovered it's new staff orchestra in a Series emanating from its
San Antonio studios. Series is well
produced and should have a I'oUow-

,.

,

.

.

t

»»»» f »> ^
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between,
But "Mr. System" held them off
as he showed them what other talent he had. Most of the intros, as the
program segued from one stint to
another, were smart and original,
although a few were corny and uninspired. A couole of the veteran

.

'

.

XBiow)

'

Gamble, it's a' natural that his sentiments over what's happening now iri
the Tuesday night at 8 time is strictly
the kind of talk that'll get no further
than a closed circuit.
Last week's (17) show was not only
bad. It was embarrassing. In terms
of major programming
operation
(true, its $9,000 budget is in contrast
<

to last year's
still
it

P&G

$14,500 outlay, but
a hefty talent-production chunk),
to the network,

was embarrassing

an otherwise strictly pro agency
operation, to. a sponsor who's no
novice in nighttime programming, to
the Tommy Dorsey-Bert Gordon
guestar contrib, and above all, to the
memory ol' a one-time conferencler
who long ago set the pattern for the
succession of gracious hosting on the
air. But that wasn't the Vallee heard
to

last

Tuesday

(17).

True, Vallee was handicapped by a
script that was slow; and stilted, and
lacking in anything even suggesting
inspiration, yet he did nothing to
counter the deficiency, In fact he
read his lines (and muffed some)
with a starchiness. that demonstrated

how out

of character he is in. the
of comedy. At the best h«
achieved the status of a stooge feed»
ing lines (and what lines!) to Gordon
and Dorsey.
But uiifortunately, even the usually
reliable Gordon had nothing to work
with. By the time Dorsey got around
to batoning his musical insert, and
nullifying the sad verbiage that preceded, it didn't much matter. On the
show heard, the format seemed to be
hanging in mid-air; it wasn't quite
apparent whether they were striving
for a variety show or. a situation
field

comedy.
This program preemed on Sept, 10,
with the first airing, featuring Hal
Peary and Lina Romay, counting as
actual audition show under
edict to "give us a good show
or got off," Menser wasn't any too
hapi)v with the results, but accepted
the

NBC's

it would improve.was the second,
considerably under the par of the'

Vallee's word that
The .show caught
teeoff

program.

already gone down in the annals of
From here on in, it's between NBC,
corriedy shows showed their age, in
radio as a classic.
Rose.
the "Blondie" and "Maisie" excerpts. Vallee and Blow.
Bob Stanton handled the blow-by. But
blow well. Announcer for the first and for the most part, performances 'THEATRE VS. TOLERANCE"
material were okay. Sequence
time in his video career became exof Jimmy Durante and Garry Moore, With Milton Berle, Joe Louis, Noble
cited during that terrific round. He
Sissle, W. C. Handy, Timmy Rogperhaps, was tops, with Moore's
wouldn't have been human if he
Robinson, Uta Ilagen,
ers,
Bill
gags and Durante's malapropisms
hadn't. Despite his exuberance, howothers
being sure-fire. Takeoff on an "Inner
ever, he kept his head and still out30 Ming.; Mon. (2Sy, 11 p.m. (one shot)
lined the fight in a detailed fashion. Sanctum" mystery, with an all-star
cast
comprising "Crime Doctor." WNEW, N. Y.
Gillette commercial--the one and
Show biz people from now on
only— was much better than the ama- "Crime Photographer," "Thin Man," ought
to be applauded not only for
"Sam Spade" and "Dr. Christian,"
teurish slides used last time. This
their traditional, w.k. big hearts but
one featured still cartoons drawn to trying to solve the whodunit, was
their alert minds as well. Sensitive
an
amusing
stunt.
the Gillette pitch of "Look sharp,
to the horrors and danger of race
From
"The
Family
Hour,"
Patrice
feel sharpi be sharp," and should
bigotry, a typical cross-section of the
have been well-received by anyone Munsel warbled "Sempre Libre" and
Jack Smith crooned "Rica Pulpa"; entertainment world joined in the
watching at that time.
Stol.
from "American Melody Hour," Bob crusade to end lynching in America,
Hannen sang "To Each His Own." which was highlighted Monday night
"OVER SHOEMAKER'S
Virginia Bruce did well in a some- (23) by a rally from the stage ot the
SHOUUDEB"
what melodramatic sequence from Mansfield theatre, N. Y., foUowii^ a
With Vaughn Shoemaker, Don Faust Lux Radio Theatre in a "The Letter" benefit performance of "Anna LuProducer-director: Loraine Larson
excerpt, and the "It Pays To Be Ig- casta." In line with its established
11 Mins.; Thurs., 7:30 t>.m.
norant" digest was rowdy and funny. policy on racial problems, W NlWBKB, Chicago
Hoagy Carmichael lazied nicely contributed a big share to the camRunning commentary and ad libs through "Georgia;" and Peter Lind paign by picking up the proceedings
between Chicago Daily News car- Hayes had some good
and .spreading the circumference ol
mimicry.
toonist Vaughn Shoemaker at the
Bob Hawk wrapped the package the fight.
,
drawing board and Don Faust as an up neatly in a tasteful
In an unusually sober mood, Miltribute to
interested
questioner-listener
was CBS and what the network strives ton Berle emceed the show, givmB
smooth and the camera follow was to be— reoresentative
parade of white
segment of brief intros to the
a
filed to
who
excellent.
Closeups of Shoemaker Americana, Scripting
luminaries
Negro
and
of Goodman
sketching a political cartoon alsout Ace.^Carroll
their anti-intoierCarroll and others; pro- the mike to voice
with Joe
the Truman-Wallace brawl and ex- duction by
Robert Lewis Shayon ance sentiments. Opening
included Nohie
plaining it as he went along was also and William
N. Robson; perform- Louis, the group
an audience pleaser.
Shoemaker ances by the .star talent— were wov- Sissle, prez of the Negro Actors
drew his sketches on a cardboard en .smoothly together,
Guild; Bill Robinson; John Wildberg.
to
get
CBS*
treated with a hypo solution to bring fall setup off
producer of "Anna Lucasta"; Waltei
to a neat start. Bron.
out cpntrast between India-inked
White, exec secretary of the Nationat
lines and white space, enabling video "FOOTBALL
Association for Advancement of
FORECASTS"
Kosetta
enthusiasts to .see clearly.
With Eddie Dooley; Dan Seymour, ored People; Uta Hagen, and
Camera pan of previously sketched
LeNoire, from the cast of "Anna Luannouncer.
or
cartoons wasn't clear enough for an IS Mins.! Thurs., 10 p.m.
casta." W. C. Handy, composer
A-grade pic. In the main, however, ALL-AMERICA FOOTBALL CON- "St. Louis Blues," sang the on2'"ar
pix were well defined, and the outblues classic, "The Memphis Blues,
FERENCE
side interference was negligible;
while Timmy Rogers, of Cafe Society
WOll'Mutual, N. T.
Downtown, N. Y., worked over a
(Fredcricfc-CHnton)
much weignl.
In a move to hypo interest in its novelty tune without
Aside from these two numbers, tne
schedule,
the

Cm

FoUowup

Tele

Artliur Daley, featured sports columnist of the N; Y. Times, returned
the Videowaves last Friday (20)
night as an alternate announcer witli
of the Giants-Green
to

Bob Stanton
Bay Packers

football game, broad(NBC, N. Y.). Just
he was last year when he
handled most of the pro games for
WNBT, Daley dresse.d up his play-

WNBT

cast by
as good as

by-play reporting with the kind of
inside stuff and knowledge of the
game that's required of a top announcer.

Daley has

-

.

;

and se-

tq?,ent

—

Fred

TiSias Quality

Coast and N. Y.

'

cdreal gabfest of last season, this one

TAVLOR BEDDING MFG.

of

;

With Bob Stanton, announcer
AUen-TaluUah Bankhead Producer: Burke Crotty
2:09 Mins.; Wed, (18), 10 p.m.
wasn't even in the running.
Where the Ford Show on its teoofC GILLEXTi: SAFI'lTY RAZOR
really went oft the deep end, how- WNBT-NBC, N. Y.
ever, was in the reprise of tlie
(MOXOTI)
comCameron-cameo institutional
Joe Louis pulled an unintentional
meicial, on this occasion handled by switch on Gillette for this fight.
tlio Ford "roving reporter," Henry Dough

the

is its

have been the
for Canucks with an in- quences without any halt or bugs in
"Danny Thomas Show" on the basis searching down-to-earth
story.
Best the program. The^ occasional fluff
teresting
of what was heard on the premiere,
woman who was confined to the lines, as when
but this in no way minimizes Miss was told by an Ontario
Jimmy Durante missed up on a
Simm's own contribution or her whipped the housing shortage by script gag. but even this was turned
with
eight-room
house
building
an
Because of
stature as a performer.
and thick to account for a laugh.
foundations
the sock Thomas routine, to evalu- fieldstone
Program was off to a good, gaggy
ate it as the "Ginny Simms Show" adobe walls, the whole solid after start
as Miss Shore and Frank SinHer vocals nine years and "cheap as dirt" to atra, presumably
is difficult at this point.
were tops, her smooth and natural build, and a mecca for scores of star lineup, went,left out of the CBS
off to see "Mr.
emceeing never fell short. Which would-be builders daily who seek
S,ystem" (who turned out to be the
SDfeaks well for tlie show's future. the lady's free advice.
lisping
Elmer voice of the Bugs
Whole show was an overall sucBut the spark that lifted the program several pegs above the usual cess on sprightly pacing and spon- Bunny cartoons) about getting a romantic
song
interlude
adroitly-written
on the prO:
taneity,
marked
by
provided
by
variety
show was
Thomas and the writers who wrote commercials -^ whether gagged or gram. Of course the pair finally got
dramatic that were cleverly segued their chance to sing, but it was just
his lines in character,
Don Wilson gets a crack at .some into their proper slots, and plugged a so-so duet at the end of the proof the banter, in addition to han- the Borden product not only without gram ("Tea For Two"). Customers
irritation to the listener but were in would
have been better pleased
dling the Borden commercials.
with a couple of solos somewhere in
Rojie.
themselves entertaining, McStay.

N. Y.
'

.

could very well be that all hell
pop loose when the NBC programming boys get a whiff of this
one (as though they haven't already!)
A capsule review of this new Rudy
Vallee show for Philip Morris could
well be sinnrhed up in very few
words:
NBC's got a justifiable
squawk. If the web's programming
chief, Clarence Menser, was unhappy
over last year's Thursday night 10:30
"Villa Vallee" time for Procter &
It

Will

,

..

Virginia

Graham, announcer

;

;

Dorsey, Bert Gordon.
Kruegcr Orch,
Gregg, Frank

Denny

guests;

Director: Joe Parker
Writer; Bob Marko
30 Mins., Tues., 8 p.m,

voice

that

a

well -pitched
enough' interest

solid,

injeiits

(Continued on page

.46)

newly-formed

AU-

.America
Football
Conference is
bankrolling this session of pure pigskin palaver. Eddie Dooley, former
Dartmouth quarterback, handles the
chatter with a rapid-flre, slightly
nasalized delivery, and in his perusal
of the football scene is careful- to
avoid any plugs for the stand across
the street—the National Football
League,
Dooley's stock-in-trade comprises
the usual crystal-balling of next
week-end's games, post mortem
analyses of last week's contests, and
thumbnail sketches of the outstand-

didn't pack much entertainvalue; but it was serious, there?
lore valuable in another way.

show
ment

ALAN YODNG SHOW

„ ,
Christy, Doris
Singleton, Charlie Cantor, "Smart
Set" (Patricia & Mike Corngan,
r

With Jim Backus, Ken

Gerry Salathiel, Gloria Wood, Leo
Dukehorn); mnsic, George Wyle;
announcer, Jim Wallington
Sherwood
Schwarta:,
Al

Writers:

Schwartr, Joe Young
Producer: Eddie Pola
30 Mins,, Fri., 8:30 p.m.

BRISTOL-MYERS CO..
A WEAF-NBC,
N. Y.

ing stars in his sponsor's league.
stiff concentrated dose
of football
talk, the session's appeal is strictly
limited to the addicts and the dopesters on the lookout for a way to
beat the football' pools.

(Young & Rubiooin)
...
Young is proof positiv*
given talent to stairt with, new
(Continued on page 46)

Alan
that,

.
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MHER UP FOR AFRA AND NETS
\m

PACT

It's

Up" time

in

the na-

network-radio talent league.

tional

new

contract (or
start Tuesday
(1)
becontracts)
tween Vat networks and the Ameriof
Radio
Federation
Artists.
can
wound
up its pitchEach side has
Negotiations for a

ing
the

arm and

ready to go when

is

game is called Tuesday at the
headquarters of the New York Bar
Assn., N. Y. The nets have a slight
edge at this moment, as far as bartechnique
is
concerned.
gaining
AFRA, priding itself on being a
democratic union, has ma?ie virtually every: one of its steps public by
having these aired at the i-ecent Los
Angeles convention. The net execs,
however, have been holding quiet,
off-the-cuff meetings, with only a
handful of veepees, labor-relations
experts, and attorneys in attendance. AFRA's moves, therefore, are
known to the other side but AFRA
can only guess how the nets will
react to the various proposals.
:

Research, data, copies of speeches,
minutes of meetings and other material collected or requested in connection with the CBS program Managers Clinics in New York will be
ready for distribution in about a
month.

CBS, incidentally, has been
splurging plenty of coin on the
brace of shows, particularly on
the writing end. As his first freelance assignment since checking
out of J. Walter Thompson, Carroll Carroll was pacted for a
comedy writing contrib. It's re-

have been given the proof town by such
personages as Davidson Taylor,

Talks

Edward

R. Murrow, Elmo Wilson,
Cabell Greet, Mrs. Frances Wilder,

Taylor

and

Robert

ported he's getting $1,000 for
each of the two shows. But tnat's
only a smaV part of the budget;

L.

.

'

hitting the big money
with Frederic Wakemann's "The
Hucksters," will be augmented here
next week when Public Affairs Com»
mittee. Inc., turns off the presses
ent cycle of Columbia Workshop "Radio Is Yours," a capsulersized^
shows will be given this Sunday (28). plainspoken critique of radio for the
It's "The Day, That baseball Died," layman.
The paper-back pamphlet, to be
scripted by Irvin Title,- which was
put on sale for the usual dime, is
done a few weeks back.
understood to have an assured preCBS felt that proximity of World press„ circulation over 100,000 with

Chance" and

Baseball Died'

First repeat broadcast on the pres-

lines" written into the script.

gram men from out

of radio expose.s, sparked
of FCG's Blue Book last

speeded on its way by
Charles Siepmann's "Radio's Second

spring,

to Reprise

%

if they felt a character
another agency's show was
getting two more gag lines than
their own, the pressure boys
went to work on the network,
"appeasement
with
resultant

talent;

batch of local program men embrace
the small-wattage home town group.
They followed the high-powered and
regional station reps who met the
two previous weeks. This was the
second year of what CBS has in
mind as an annual institution.

J.

Round

by release

Workshop

froifi

.

Shay on.

With Another Finger-Point 'Expose'

the
sponsored
shows have been getting temperamental over the spotlighting of

:

Robert

Spingarn Springs Into Radio Arena

handling

cies

Meanwhile, the third and final
Clinic is in session this week (23-27)
at the Waldorf-Astoria hotel in N. V.
Williaifi Fineshriber, Roy Langham
and Robert Kennett preside at all
meetings and luncheons.
Current

CBS

Blankets

CBS programming dept. has
bein running into some extracurricular headaches in connection with its brace of 90-minute
promotion progl-ams (Sept. 22-29)
showcasing top talent on all web
commercial airers.
It seems that some of the agen-

GRASSROOT STATIONS

STIfiT TUES.
"Batter

Wet

CBS CLINIC REACHES

Series games made it a natural for Wide
distribution
expected
in
repent, along with fact that; web re- schools and libraries throughout the
ceived an enormous fan mail urging country. Author is Jerome Spingthe reprise.
arn, who has had long experience in
Repeat will differ from original both business and government end

production only in omission ot music; of radio.
Spingarn, recently released from
it's been
decided that the musical
was superfluous.
(Continued, on page 46)

score

:

—

'

It will be a .strictly "professional"
of negotiators on each side
that will get together.
has
placed its job in the hands of
George Heller, national executive
secretary (who is also secretary of
the largest. New York City, chapter); Ray Jones; national asst. exec
sec; Claude MicCue, Pacific
Coast
national rep and head of the Los
Angeles chapter, and Henry Jaffe,
attorney.
The nets will place their
cases in the hands of Robert D.
Swezey for Mutual; Clarence L.
Menser for NBC; Frank White for
CBS, and Charles "'Bud" Barry for
ABC. All are veepees but Barry,
who is Bational program director.

batch

AFRA

TEST MARKET PLAN

Three-Way Hurdle
At the very commencement there

disagreeing

on

whether

one

This

is

^AFRA

(a)

Network commercial employY., Chi, Los Ajjgeles and

in

employment

for

ance or rejection of an unpredictable public.

Chicago locally;
(c)

PRICING

Commercial

employment on
states and on local

Pacific

11

programs over Pacific

Because

safe

the

approach

and sound

to

stations.

problems

Right there, the nets will say these
are three separate and distinct contracts, each of them to be negotiated
separately.
That hurdle will have
to be surmounted before any further
negotiations proceed.
Involved as
part of this part of the negotiations
is the
place for the negotiations.
The nets will insist on separate
tYieetings in at least three different
Places, ,N. Y., Chi and the Coast.
AFRA will want to put aU the egsjs
in the N. Y. basket.
Once 4h is "procedural" or "substantive" dispute is settled, they get
down to scales. AFRA will ask a
35'/i
increase for actors, singers
and announcers on national network
shows; and it will want to wipe off
differentials between regions.
Following
negotiacommercial
tions, AFRA will want to e.stablish
sastaining parity-^i.e., get commercial
scales
for sustaining shows.
The latter point will make little difference for 15-minute sustainers, but
^will mark a substantial increase, if
v^on, for people working on haif-

markets,

like these

is

WLW offers

the intelligent use of test
its

advertisers and pros-

pective advertisers a Test Market Plan, com-

and so thoroughly integrated

plete in scope,

as to

of

make

remarkably reasonable

APPEALS

cost;

We invite your study of this plan, and
WLW's facilities for implementing it.
Contact your nearest

of

SALES

POLICIES

WLW Sales Office—

our representatives will beglad
this

ADVERTISING

possible any test or combination

tests ... at

go over

lo

new Test Market Plan, created by

SELLING
TECHNIQUES

nour sustainers.
Next will come the effectiveness
the contract. AFRA for once will
only stations that recog-

,

PACKAGES

new packages;/

tion policies, in sales appeals, await accept-

Commercial

(b)

L

forth

duced; changes in price structure, in distribu-

San Francisco;

:

products

war-born improvements are ready to be intro-

ment in N.

:

venturing

are

wit:.-'

.

New

ihe lime for testing.

is

are entering an untried market; old products

the. last

the

PRODUCTS

of

"substantive" or
will insist that
pact, signed in 1944, and
expiring Oct. 31 this year, was one
agreement with three parts to it, to
"procedural."

FOR«»«

the
nation"

is sure to be the kind of argument
that has snagged global politics in
the United Nations, the two sides

AFRA's requests

goes

••SO

,',

,p,f

OUTLETS

insist that
flize

,

AFRA

locally

shall

benefit

from the national contracts. There
are network affiliates around the
:

Ihe Nation's Most Merchandise-Able Station
Crosjey Broadcasting Corporation

counti y that don't recognize AFRA.
in-sist, in effect, that
be read out of the network"
and .should not be fed programs on

The union will
Ihe.se

Which

.

Cincinnali 2, Ohio

.
'

.

'

.

'

AFRA members

work.
Also Transcriptions
While these major network negotiations proceed,. AFRA will conduct
another set of talks, with transcripiion companies.
Here, no. central organization is empowered to do the
oargaioing for the employers. These
(Continued on page 46)

«30

rm Awmie

NM Yoft 20, N. V;

360

6381 Hollytfgod Blvd.
HollyMod 2tt/Calil.

N. Michfoan Ave.

Chicago 1, IMImis

Stat«03«£
San

rmnclM

.

Hellywattl 540tt

4, Calif.

Ekhraiil

1105 MocUatt CiMr: BMi.
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WNBC

Thi«

C6C

to Celebrate lOth Anni Nov.

2

Network

With Airers Over 3 Natl

the
plus
coast-lo-coast,
nadians
French' network serving Quebec
To mark the 10th birthday of the Province.
Trans-Canada and the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., a French networks operate 16 hours «
be
series of special programs will
day; the Dominion network operates
pre.-!etited Nov. 2 over CBC's three
(>nly in thS evenings but this service
national networks— Dominion, Transis to be increased, according to A.
Canada and French. Series of half- Davidson Dunton,' chairman, CBC
hour programs will present the
board of governors,: who says that
progress of nationalized/ radio in
the three CBC networks now cover
Canada in the past decade,: with dra.
Toronto, Sept.

If . . .
Same day (Nov. 1) that WABC
In N. Y. becomes WCBS, so does
WEAF become WNBC.
All of which has cued speculation as to whether ABC network
will push its flght to gain com-

of radio homes in Canada.
Short'-wave stations are also maintained at Toronto, Ottawa, Vancouver, Sackville, N. B., and Dart-

96%

grams from the American networks
and BBC.
SUperSfeding the Canadian Radio
Broadcasting Commission, CBC was
established Nov. 2, 1936, and given
regiilatory powers over all broad-

mouth,'. :N.

^S..'.

-

casting in Canada. At that time, the
inherited eight Governmentowned stations and 14 privatelyowned stations, the CBC initially
giving an operating network service
of six hours on weekdays and 8%

1

|

Mrs. Thackrey's

|
,

KLAC

Hollywood, Sept.
Thackrey is now

|

i

24.

sole
Dorothy
owner of station KLAC here. Deal
was concluded here this week where-

CBC

wouldn't get to
the

864

Washington,

Inc, last week, poohpoohed reports that manufacturers
Although FCC reported last week
were deliberately withholding FM
a potential of almost 1,000 FM stapublic,
and blamed the defrom the
tions authorized and applied for, a
lay on difficulties in tooling up assimultaneous pronouncement from sembly lines and FCC's shifting
the
Assn.
Radio Manufacturers
the
FM band to a higher place oh the
showed that, of an all-time record spectrum.

Washington, Sept.

with

base

first

Number

Permits, AppGcations

plete possession of that tag for
WJZ flagship outlet. CBS
its
says there isn't a chance— it still
belongs to them; that Ed Noble

24.

niatized reports of CBC operations
and talks from officials on aims and
achievemeni.?, plus exchange pro-

FM Sets Down, Under 1% of Total-

FCC

24.

;

'PEOPLE' TO

ALTER

production
ceivers

PEOPLE AND CHORES

13,000,

ol

radio rer
a paltry
of the total,

1,500,000

'Late

only

August,
or less than
in

1%

Fall-

Cosgrove said that

FM

would

sets

m

begin to come off the lines

vol.
were PM-equlpped.
umc in September or later in the'
Taken together, the facts mean fall, with every indication that it
problem, Young & Rubicam is planthat no matter how fast FCC speeds would be considerably "later in the
ning to overhaul the Gulf-sponsorod
the
reqiuests,
action on FM station
"We, the People" Sunday night show public won't get a chance to ap- fall."
And no amount of talkiniJ.
on CBS Shakeup is expoctod to innew service Xmtil the

strictly

'an

internal

production

praise the
radio industry has unloaded

volve writing, producing choro.s, etc.,
with an attempt made to hypo the

AM

Stan/a with a smarter, more imaginative job. Feeling is that the program has failed to achieve its potential as an audience grabber.
Same format will prevail but stars

with

models and

FM

Even

ready

is

a; lot

more

can

(FM'ers point out)
8,600,000

that

alter

exclusively

fact

standard

broadcast receivers have been put
on the market this year, less than
radio
40,000 with AM-PM combinations.

to

significant

of

resell

to

sets.

observers here was fact that, while
Meanwfiile, the FCC last week
overall radio production moved up
unleashed a detailed status report
August reaching an all-time
by she purchased the 250-share in- will be worked in, and program will in
on all FM applications and
peak—output of FM sets slumped Breakdown showed that, grants.
terest in the station formerly held have a closer show biz tieup.
as
oC
some 6,000 to 7,000 below the July
of J. WalFallow,
V-p
Arthur
by
C.
Sept. 13, there were 804 FM perhours on Sundays, this coveriog 49%
San Antonio— KCOR will play host production figure of 20,000 units.
ter Thompson Agency.
mits or applications; 65 FM stations
of Canada's population, mostly in
Ray C. Cosgrove, president of the were on the air; 270 construction
to a group of
Latter's former holding.s, repre- here on Thursday (26)
urban centers.
Assn., speakManufacturers
Radio
the
southof
authorities
agricultural
permits had been issued; 261 other
Today, the CBC operates two net- senting a 25% Interest in the station,
ing to 'the Electrical Industry of
west.
companies held conditional grants
works serving English-speaking Ca- were bous-ht for $112,500.
for FIW operation.
Action on bulk
of those with conditional approvals
was being held up, pending receipt of additional engineering information, FCC said.

—

|

In addition, the commission dis*
closed it had set down 137 FIM bids

Good-Neighbor Policy
Washington, Sept.

24.

U. S. and Canada have, entered into a "gentlemen's agree-

ment"

governing use of FlVI
channels along the Canadian
Agreement provides
border.
that neither country shall make
chan.
final a-ssignment of an
nel within 250 miles of the bor-i
der until the action is okayed
by the other.
Existence o£ the compact was
learned this week when FCC
n?vealed that three U. S. applications for FM outlets had been
referred to Canada for coordi-s
nation with assignments north
of the border. The three applicants are: The News Examiner
Corp.; Troy Broadcasting Co.,
Trby, and the Wooster-Republican Printing Co., Wooster, O.:

FM

Another 191 applicafor hearing.
tions are awaiting action at FCC
Most of them, FCC simply
hasn't got around to studying. Some
57 will move as soon as applicants
tile program plans.
offices.

Finally, the commission said there
bidders who have al31
stations
reeciyed two
apiece and who will not be given
a third until the entire backlog of
FM bids has been checked and other
companies receive a first and second

FM

were

FM

ready

Yes. .the

latest C.E.

Hooper

WNOX

has 10

survey shows

n

PROGRAM
OAVIS-A. RUSSELL

STATION

RATING

WNOX

26.2

McGEE AND MOLLY

Ba»«d on $urv«y« •xtending from 0«c«mbtr,

get

25.3

ha* 10 out of tho

24.9

Tho moaning

DR. CHRISTIAN

WNOX
WNOX
WNOX
WNOX
WNOX
WNOX
WNOX

SCREEN GUILD^/LAYERS

WNO.||

BLONDIE
CRIME DOCTOR

ALDRICH FAMILY

JAMES MELTON

TAKE

IT

OR LEAVE

reasons

wh/ WNOX

WNO:|

IT

is

your best buy

I

Ihii

yoar,

•voningt, Heoptr thowt

ofFor

24.1

WWDC, newest
of an FM permit here.
The second in a series of such
pep talks went out last week (19)
and urged D. C. dealers to exert
pressures On the manufacturers to

1949,

FM

sets in production.

is

WNOX,

with

CBS programs,

11,'and IV out of tho

first

clear as

onstrate

first

a boocon. So many top
in

announcement or program message

IS.

rating*

tho Knoxvlllo ar«a

WNOX programs — that they will
if

PM

by

dialing

Strouse
into

the

Washington P6st station WINX-FM,
W3XU
or
outlet
experimental
licensed to the Commercial Radio
Equipment Co.
WWDC, Strouse said, would go on
the air with temporary equipment
shortly after Jan. 1, and would be
broadcasting with a powerful 20. kw
transmitter
between March and
June,

1947.

hear your spot

you use

Marty Goodman Exits

WNOX,

23.4

MCA

Goodman has resigned
Music Corp. of America
radio department to go on his own
as personal manager. Parting, eflecMartin

the station most listener* in tho Knoxvillo area tune to

from

22.7
for

10 out of

their

most popular

11

programs.

;

the

amicable.
Goodman, previous to jonung
MCA, was in the radio dept. of the
William Morris agency, and prior to
that was a showbusiness attorney.
Goodman .will be personal manager of Jean Sablon, whom he signed
to on6 of the most lucrative sustainIng pacts on the air. Sablon's takiS
tive as of Oct.

21.

MPRISfHtlD ir

production
newsletter to
out by Ben

winner

Sunday through SoKirday

proof positivo that most folk

prefer

2a.6

L

10 good

,

FM

wrote dealers that they could dem-.

25.6

RADIO THEATRE

monthly

first 11 HIGHEST
RATING PROGRAMS

B

VOX POP

a

is

radio
dealers sent
Strouse, manager of

threvgh April of

FIBBER

'Exert Pressure'
Latest wrinkle in

here

out of the

HIGHEST AUDIENCE RATINGS
KNOXVILLE STATIONS

ON

J.

PM^grant.

11

ikanhamjI

ujnox

lOOOD UIHTTS

•

93D Ht

•

KnOHUlUE,

TEtin

I

1

for

CBS

a
is

.4,

is

15-minut9 weekly
$1,000.

stint

oViir

.;

Sunday Night, September 29th

JACK BENNY
will

be back for

his

/5/^ Tear tn Radio
with

MARY LIVINGSTONE
PHIL HARRIS

ROCHESTER
DENNIS DAY
DON WILSON

Every Sunday-NBC Network
7:00 P. M.

Eastern

Time

6:00 P. M.

Central

Time

5:00 P.M.

Mountain Time

4:00 P.M.

Pacific

Time

REPEAT BROADCAST
PACIFIC

PRESEmED BY

COAST

STATIONS-9:30 P.M., P.T.

LuCRY STRIKE L S,/M. K T.
'

»^
>» ^

RADIO

^^^
40

From

i

the Production Centres

>>»«««

<

m mW

YORK CITY

Wediiepclaf, Septemlier 25, 1946
Peace and War" and directed "Crime Doctor".

as asst. director of editing dept., his former post.
preparing a big ballyhoo for next week (1) when its N. "V.
will
CBS' veepee Ed.
flagship, WJZ, celebrates its 25th anni
go to Paris in November as a member of the U, S, delegation to the
UNESCO meeting. .. ABC's music editor. Dr. Harold Strickland, renew-

ABC web

Leonard Carlton to Kenyon
music classes at Hunter College
& Eckhardt as asst. producer on ''County Fair," with James Knox bowing
out of that spot.... Jeff Selden new continuity head, Oct, 1, at WNEW,
take
up similar job at WHDH,
while William E. Shea quits New York to
American Veterans Committee kudosed' ''Superman," its chairBoston
man; Charles L, Bolte, appearing on the air on the show last week for the
.Add writers on Jimmy. Durante-Garry Moore show; Stan Davis
purpose.
N. Y. to D. C: Wahoo LaHay, of N.W. Ayer, in
and Elon Packard
connection with Phil Spitalny air preem next Sunday from Constitution
Hall. .. .New package outfit specializing in political and relief programs,
Heading
lias been formed in New York under title Feature Productions.
organization are Walter Lewis, former managing director WTNJ, Trenton,
N. J.: Peter Roland, Hollywood film researcher; and Ernest E. Hotheins,
former UNRRA officer.

.

.

ing

months

Hayworth, sufUnternieyer succeeding as special events chief. .. .Vinton
rehearsal of NBC television
fering a displaced sacroiliac just before dress
"Mr MergenthWirker's Lobblies" Sunday (22), went lhroui«h lehearsal
in the control
by
standing
and the actual airing in pain, with hi.s doctor

.s-

booth.

name

of Blacl<ie, is
now a frequetit visitor on the 18th floor programming hdqs. of (^BS
following. .. .Peter,
Ernie Martin back to Coa.st for CBS. with Cy Howard
continuing
18-year-bld son of Adele Seymour, has just got married but is;

white dog, which

rejoice.s

the

in

.

.

.

,

Columbia Univ.,..Moe Hastings, who handles the Saturin. the
day atternoon symphony program On ABC, has- a bQok coming out
America," Its a
spring und-er the Creative Age banner titled "Visitors- to
and have good
collection of biogs of foreigners who came to America
.Leonard Holton
stories to tell. They range from Lafayette to Churchill.
as a student at

.

now official that Bob Ballin, recently made a veepee by Ruthrauff
Ryan, heads up the Hollywood operation relieving Nate Tufts, who goes
to become aeeount exec for the agency on a now piece of business.
Pierce moves up as supervisor of production. Realignment was made
by Merritt "Pete" Barnum, who also had a tew talks with Frank Morgan
relative to blocking the move of the. Pall Mall account from R .& R to'
Foote, Cone & Belding due Sept. 28. .. .Tom Breneman's absces.sed ear may
force him to cut short his vacation for treatment at the Mayo clinic ...
Lome Quinn now captaining the rewrite squad for Mel Blanc. .. .John
Guedel branching off into the tran.scription business with five-minute
.Sheilah
"Vest Pocket Mysteries'" and "Marketing" as the initial sellers.
Graham's cinema chit chat on Don Lee renewed by Rayve while a national
.Bing Crosby cut four records for Philco from Thursday
deal .pends.
through Sunday. He'll hunt deer and pheasant on his Nevada ranch before staftihg the next batch... .Ray Sinatra taps the iowtibeat on the Bob
Burns show, taking over from Gordon Jenkins who this season is exclu.sive to Dick Haymes and Auto-Lite. .. .Carol Richards, staff Singer at
KSTP, St. Paul, won Bob Hope's "Cinderella slipper" and opens in the
vocal spot.
If she works out she will be permanent replacement for
Frances Langford.
Jane Lait doing a whale of a press job for Philco's
B, Crosby and Burl Ives.
.Maestro Claude Sweeten hospitalized, after
severe heart attack. NBC's Alex Hobb still in critical, condition .. .KNX
Newcaster Nelson Pringle was. guilty of questionable taste when he bulletined the passing of G. W. Hill in this flippant manner:
"George Washington Hill is dead; yes, George Washington Hill is dead."
He defended
it
as a sober paralleling of Luckies slogan ... .Name guestars will be
called in when Phil Baker pitches "Take It Or Leave" here for nine
weeks or more. .Just when it looked like "Man Called X" woiild .be
Frigidaire's new entry, the client pulls a surprise and renews "Hollywood
Star Time." Also in the running were Arthur Godfrey's "Talent Hunt"
and a show built around Monty Woolley. .Hastings Piston Ring bought
"Michael Shayne" for a Mutual spread after being confined to the coast
Don Lee network for Union Oil. Latter will replace it with a mystery
show of its own creation; .. .Marlyn Maxwell is the featured singei-" with
Abbott and Costello
Tom Conway replaced Basil Rathbone as Sherlock Holmes for Kreml. Rathbone is going back to the theatah.
It's

oa.st
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David O. Selzniok's release of
"Duel in the Sun." The use of freeing
ly

distributed transcriptions to virevery foreign station will
first time such a method

mark the

of exploitation has

Howard Brown,

been

tried.

.

radio producer and exporter, is handling the
deal for Selznick, while the latter
handles production and all costs. The
platters will be distributed gratis on
the basis of their quality and appeal catching cuffo time in exchange.
In non-English speaking countries
straight musical platters will be cirlocal

:

"

"HIRES TO YA*
FOR SECOND YEAR
HIRES SUNDAY PARTY
ABC, COAST'TO-COAST

1

culated. Disks will
by script material
I

translated

be accompanied

which may be
by native announcers.

I

'

PROVES

,
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Two
tional

being

transaction

change

in

what

management

it

is
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Schreiber's

Top

WGN

WGN

by Col. Robert R. McCormick, editor
and publisher of the Chicago Tribune, which owns the station. Move
was an uppance for Schreittcr, who's
been general manager of ttie station
tor tlio past few year.s. Ho. succeeds
Chesser M. Campbell, who was

named treasurer of the Trib. Latter
also retains title of veepee and ad.
manatier for the paper.
A Trib .staffer since 1918, Schroi'bcr
now fakes complete charge of V.'GN.
Lawrence, Mass.
Frederick P.
Laffey, discharged from the Array
with the rank of Sgt., is returning
here as chief announcer.
to

WLAW

Do You Need
a
Rehearsal Hall?
FOR YOUR BAND
RADIO PROGRAM
LEGITIMATE PRODUCTtON
W* have available a largt ballroom
to Friday morningf and

—Monday
aflernooni.

STAGE 36x12
WITH FULL EQUIPMENT
REASONABLE RATES
CONVENIENT LOCATION
Phone SU. 7-3000, Banquet
.

Department

RIVERSIDE PLAZA HOTEL
WEST 73RD STREET
NEAR BROADWAY, NEW YORK
253

IATSE,IBEW

CBS Union

LIKE THE
Elections

NAME OF

—

old-line unions the InternaAlliance of Theatrical hnd

—

4^ersM^'Hmft
^

held June 14.
For the citywide white collar unit,
the winner is a CIO union, the Radio Guild of the United Office and
Professional Workers of America.
Thi.s outfit got 338 ballots out of a
total of 796, or three more than a
clear majority. IBEW was third on
the balloting, having got 104 votes,
as against 212 for no union at alV
lATSE came in 'way behind, with
only 15 voles.
In, separate balloting for directors
in CBS television, it was a fight between two AFL unions, lATSE and
the newly chartered Radio Directors
Guild. RDG won by a vote of 8 to
While the total here, 13, is very
5.
small, the battle presages an important precedent on' who is to control
television unions in the future.

ON

A

SYMPHONY. :a

,

\V3¥t

as

TIMES AS MANY FAMILIES per doUar
any New York network station ...

V'^t least 2 TIMES AS MANY FAMILIES per dollar as any New York inde endent station!

p

Another Reason Why, . •

WAAT delivers

more

listeners per dollar

in North Jcrsey-^jii

4th Largest

Marifc**— than any other
ing

5ovr»i Pulii >f NgcHi Janqr and SlaiKlwd Dm.
*0* fit

'

t^mtitM ihii

M

mmrM

pM^/ mm Ihnit thM
cMMf**Ui»rftK«mMiCMf,

station, include

50,000 waiters!

all

aixl

Ooio lEuludiog loLm

uml
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^
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Prince George, B.

]

nond, Hartford, OuMtlMi,

^^^^B

Sfioktin»,MWayn*,OaUmi4

^^^m

1

the
Oct.

On

DOLLAR POR DOLLAR NCW JCRSBY'S BEST RADIO BUY

1

C— CKPG

joins

CBS Trans-Canada

Network,
1 as a supplementary station.
the air as an indie since last

February, the outlet, a 250-watter,
on the 1230kc band.-

is

Spot

Chicago, Sept. 24.
Frank Schreiber was "ajDpoiiited
cxecutive direclor ot
last week

.

Stage Employees, and the International
Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers, both AFL took a licking
in the final count ot the CBS collective
bargaining elections completed yesterday afternoon (Tuesday) by the National Labor Relations
Board. The elections were

every early evening

No

foreseen.

Bumps

Victory

Off Old-Line

and Paul Brenner,

tor approval.
It
was aiiticipated
that the FCC might forego the
usual 60*day wait, the nature of

.

.

UOPWA

Shields had backed Hub-

in the original venture.

Indicated purchase price Would
put station value at about $110,000.
Ramsey county probate court, St'Paul;
permitted
transfer
ot
lu"
shares 'from the Brown estate held
in name of James Brown, minor son.
Deal will be subniitted to the FCC

lis
.
.
.
Arthur Lee Simpkins sang "Swing Low, Sweet Chariot" over WBBM in
spiritual tribute to the late Johnnie Neblett. .. .Walter Lurie of MBS production dept. in town for confab with midwest execs
Dorothy Hamilton, ex-Wave, on
public relations staff
Dick "Two-Ton" Baker
laid up with laryngitis, with Jeanne McKenna subbing in his spot on WGN
....David J. Kempkes, NBC central division engineer arid former Army
captain, awarded Legion of Merit for secvice in African-Middle Bast theatre
RKO pix promoting "The Stranger" via station breaks and e.t.'son
practically every station in town....M. Michael Brown will head new
radio dept. for James J. McGuinn and Associates, new Chi public relations
firm.
Diok Enroth will do color and Jack Brickhouse play-by-play on
football games aired over WGN this season
Geraldine Kay added to
"Ma Perkins" cast.... Gil Hix, WLS newsca.ster, resigned
Rev. Hugh
Calkins will do 13 Thursday morning broadcasts on parent-child problems
over MBS, starting Oct. 3. .. .ABC's bowling team is a combo of eXecs,
Jim Stirton, Gil Berry, Karl Sutphin, Garry Vernon, Fred Dickinson and
Frank Coveney
Roy Franklin, former program manager ot WCFL,
taking oyer assistant-boss job at a Savannah, Ga., station. .. .Ade Hult,'
veepee of MBS midwest division, off on business hop to D. C. and N. y'
Don McNeil, "Breakfast Club" emcee, teed off the local Community
Fund Drive by addressing 650 volunteer workers
Gene Autry
WBBM a sagebrush-and-prairies touch Sunday (22) .Lonny Lunde gave
10year-old Quiz Kid and composer, is a songwriter on the side latest
composition being,"Ypu've Got Blues; Oh Brother, You've Got
Blues"

REQUESTFULLY YOURS"

estate, 500 shares!, and
estate, 1,000 sli.'^res.

Lytton Shields

WGN

Hollywood, Sept. 24.
International radio plugging will
be included in the campaign back-

tually

Frank Brown

CHICAGO

*

PLUGS AROUND WORLD

0h

.

.

^

WILL TOSS E-T

'DUEL'

.

.

.

•'.

.

Hubbard, president and general
of the station, had operated
it since he founded it 19 years
ago
by purchase of KFOY and WAmI)
stock.
Purchases were made front

manager

.

.

'

t'.

.

.

'

other 25%.

.

.

.

.

8'"

Owner

Minneapolis, Sept. '24
Hubbard,
founder
of

Stanley

KSTP, local NBC outlet, today (Tues )
became full owner of the station
through purchase of 75% of stock
outstanding.
He had owned the

bard

Sam

.

.':

MiniL, Sole

Brown and

&

.

scheduled
checking out Of Young & Bubicam's: talent dept., With his exit
.Lester Gottlieb, of Y&R, due back today
within &e next month or so.
(Wed ) from the Coast. .. .Wick Crider, of BBD&O. has also checked m,
publicity chief, to give course in
from the Coast. .Richard Pack,
launched
radio publicity and promotion at N. Y. U. this fall. ...Laskin, Corp.
(inseries of musical commercials Monday (23) on several key .stations
Blake,
cluding N. Y.'s WJZ and WNEW), handled by Sterling. ,. .Robert
E. P. H. "Jimmy" James,
WOR's feature ed, also appointed trade editor
Mutual sales exec, appointed member of NAB research cpramittee ,
Norma Roberts, Mufual's. magazine editor, quitting for;. dpntestic -life .in
Michael JablonS now trade editor at Mutual,, with Frank
New Haven
Zu2ul.o upped to agency and columnist contact.
Larry Moiikin. back from Coast to write a radio series for Charles
Coburn entitled "The Con Man", .. .Earl Wi\son's ne\y book, "Pike's Peak
or Bust," will be dissected on the air by the "AUthdr. Meets the Critics"
program day and date with its publication release, Oct. 3. Life mag may
do a spread oh it during the broadcast, over WQXR, .N.Y-.- > -Rene Canizares. Variety's Havana mugg, broadcast the Louis-Mauriello fight by
the Zale-Graziailo meet, Sept, 27, and
shortwave from N. Y., will
will alsd do the World Series by shortwave. His sportscasts are broadcast
in Cuba over RHC-Cadena Azul net.., .The "Hiroshima" four-shot show
on ABC drew a mail of a little over 300 letters;. One letter was from; a
lady who congratulated ABC "because I'm an RCA stockholder myself.''
Another said: "I always liked WOR" ... .N. Y. Radio Directors Guild ball,
Skedded for Nov. 25 in grand ballroom of Waldorf-Astoria. Ted Gannon,
director of radio for Weintraub agency, named general chairman of ball
committee. .. ."Keeping Up With Wigglesworths" now airing on 43 stations, with Cincinnati, Baton Rouge and Hot Springs markets added
Gertrude Scanlan, local radio manager of BBD&O's New York office,
named national radio account rep on Wildroot account. Sister Eleanore
takes over berth of local radio mgr. . .Betty Mandeville, producer-director,
has resigned from Blow. agenc y afte r nine years. She produced "FBI In
.

.

HOLLYWOOD ...

IIS

is

.

HnbbardKSTP,

his

.

^

.

Munow

.

.

Theatre Guild s aifing of.
Fred Allen to do Sheridan
"Dijity_^
"The Man Who Came to Dinner" on Nov. 24 over ABC. ..J. E.
lor the last 18
33oyle special events director for WABC (CBS, N.Y.)
post, with Henry
newly-created
station,
named news editor of the

little

.G, William Anderson,

CBS

i;

Whiteside role in

Goody Ace's

..

Cone & Beldinjt in N. Y. office as asst. to Stephen
Jr.,
CzuHn, veepee and American Tobacco account exec.,;. Don Ball back at
has joined Foote,

WIRE
OVER THE INDIANAPOLIS
BUYING AREA WHERE LISTENERS
DEMAND QUALITY PROGRAMS
ALL

BASIC NBC
JOHN

E.

•

5000 WATTS

PEARSON COMPANY

Represenfof/ves

AFFILIATED WITH THE INDIANAPOLIS STAR

WedneBclay, Sepleinber 25, 1946

CBS Mill
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TELEVISIOIV

Par's Raibourn to Head

TBA Awards

Enters Black-White
Washington, Sept.

24.

Now View

Paris Delegates

Committee

Paul Raibourn, Paramount veepee, prexy of Television Productions
and a board member of the Television Broadcasters Assn., has been
named chairman of the TBA awards
committee, which will decide winners of the TBA awards of merit
this year.
Awards, for outstanding
contributions to the technical and
commercial advancement of video,

FashiiHis Enter Video

second

CBS

liopped

affiliate

As Agency

Conference on Video Sets

by French Govt.

Installed

Takes On Towers Charm' Via

Paris, Sept. 24.

Delegates to the Paris Peace ConMarking the first time in television
ference are now enabled to watch
that an ad agency has taken over
low-band
television
proceedings on the screens of telethe
aboard
vision setSj installed in the ancient sponsorship of a show, with the
bandwagon last Thursday (19) when
Luxembourg Palace by Radio Dif- clients coming in later on a particiFCC handed out a permit to the
fusion
Francai.se.
System works pating basis, the Chernow Co., Inc.,
Louisville (Ky.) Times and Couriersimilarly
to
that
employed
at has signed with ABC television to
Journal, licensee of WHAS, to set will be' presented at the forthcoming
Hunter College^ N. Y., during the
up a $150,000 black-and-white video TBA convention, scheduled for the
United Nations Security Council bankroll the "John Robert Powers
Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., Oct. 10-11.
station.
Charm School" for 13 weeks, startmeetings, when tele sets were inThe first Columbia ainhate to
ing; Oct. 3.
Shows will be produced
Others on the awards committee stalled in the press lounge.
•desert the CBS high-frequency color,
by ABC over
(DuMont,
Video sets with a 12x8 inch screen N. Y.).
school was the Dallas include Walter Howie, American
television
Times Herald, licensee of Weekly editor; Eric Hodgins, edi^ were placed in the salon outside the
(Tex.)
torial veepee of Time; William J. main conference room, where
Price the agency is paying for the
deleKBLD, which got its black-and- Nichols, This
Week editor; Edward gates can sit and watch the pro- show was not disclosed. Most of
white video license the fu st vi;eek in Barrett,
Newsweek exec director- ceedings in comfort,; French radio Cherijow's 106' clients ar« fashion
September.
F. R. Lack, Western Kleetric vee- system is using a 450'rline picture manufacturers and the agency had
Both stations are 50 kilowatt pee;
Charles Butterfield, AP radio for the event, indicating that French more than $1^500,000 in ad billings!
basic CBS outlets, who apparently editor;
Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, In- experiments with the 1,000-line im- last year. Agency reps pointed out
decided to risk ..their chances on
trans- stitute of Radio Engineers veepee^ ages have not yet been developed that the fashion industry ranks next
the present-day type of video
and Paul J. Larsen, board member sufficiently for working purposes. to the automotive industry as the
mission rather than hold off until and
chairman of the tele committee Telecasts are still on trial, but if largest advertiser in the country but^
system
of
other
.some
or
CBS
the
of the Society of -Motion Picture they prove successful, several more for obvious reasons, has never gone
commercial.
of color tele becomes
Engineers,
.v
sets will be installed for the benefit in much for. radio. New show, they
On the other side of the fence
said, will give fashion advertisers, a
of the working press.
WTAG, Worcester, Mass., another
chance to se^ what video can do for
Considerable difficulty was enits black-anddropped
alliliate,
CBS
Denver Vick Chemical, through countered at first, since a special them.
this
early
application
tele
white
Morse International agency, is spon- antenna had to be constructed for
In line with this, Paul B. Mowrey,
that
explanation
the
with
summer,
soring "Shorty, Sue and Sally" in the thickwalled palace. Difficulty was national director of ABC; tele, desame
At
color.
tor
waiting
it was
three quarter-hours per week on overcome, however, and the dele- clared that "it's my firm conviction
time, FCC last week handed out one KLZ, plugging all products of the
gates saw their first telecast last that the fashion industry will ber
be
to
permits
video
of the first
company. Shows are live and fea- Friday (21), which was transmitted come one of the top spenders in
video
norjrcommercial
for
tised
ture ''saddle rockin' rhythm" west- from the Eiffel Tdwer, highest point television."
Mowrey pointed out
Grantee is Iowa State ern music.
operation.
in Paris.
that the visual aspects inherent in
0)llege of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts, Ames, Iowa.

A
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WABD

ABC

Video should make the medium a
natural for plugging fashions.

Under terms of the deal, three of
the agency's clients will take over
.

on a participating basis each week.
Show, with Powers and some of his
models in the cast, has been on a sustaining basis over

WABD

for the last

two weeks. Format follows the sain©
lines as the "Powers Gharm School''
radio program, with the .model
agency chief and his mannequins
•

.

demonstrating tips on grooming,
cosmetic application, etc., for the
benefit of

women

listeners.

:

Harvey Marlowe,

ABC

production chief, will
producer of the show.

television

continue

as

'

—

.

.

Royal Editing Book on Tele
New book on television, with conv
tributions by. most of the NBC video
staffers, is slated for early publicaEdited by
tion by McGraw-Hill.
F. Royal, NBC exec veepee
over television, the book is titled
"Television Production Problems,",

John

Most of the chapters consist of
adaptations from lectures given during the televi,sion workijhop course
at Columbia University last year..

Ghi Agencies and Clients
Full Tele Briefing

To Get

R&R-Sponsored Meet

In

Chicago^ Sept. 24.

To inform client and agency account executives of: developments
and new trends in television, and to
show how advertisers are taking advantage of the

new medium,

first in

a series of television symposiums is
slated for Wednesday and Thursday,
Oct. 16 and 17, in Ruthrauff and
Ryan offices here. Meet was orig-

for Sept. 18 and 19 and
being brought about in conjuncwith the Electric Association of
who recently completed the
groundwork for a campaign to establish Chicago as a top ranking
inally set

is

;

tion

Chicago,

television

center.

Delay was brought about to permit the agency to take advantage
of National Television Week, sponsored by TBA and the TBA convention, When they intend bringing
the
latest
information and 1947
video plans to personnel and clients.
Willi national advertisers signing
long range contracts and set manufacturers allocating at least 20% of
their production to the Chicago area,
the symposium has developed top
Interest.

One of the principal reasons for
the symposium, is to present a clear
and factual picture of the new medium to prospective users of television.

AH

.

Time Sold

Chi Tele

Under Pro-Rated Sked
Chicago, Sept.

24.

Response to new rate card based
on the ^number of sets in use in
this area

has sold out

all

available

&

commercial time on Balaban
television station

nounced

last

WKB,

week' by

station director.

it

Katz

was anEddy,

Bill

.
.

Since the number of receivers in
the areas govern both rates and commercial time allocations,
execs, claiming they're holding out
*or only the best of sponsored shows,
are still keeping a high percentage
of time open for public service profirams, Eddy said.
Meanwhile, confabs with prospective national spon-

'.

•

WBKB

sors -.indicate an extension
schedules.

of

Relay Snafues Telegrid
Telecast
football

WNBT

of

game

the
last

Army-Villanova
Saturday (21) by

(NBC, N. Y.) underwent a
forced cancellation through the inability of NBC engineers to get a
relay system in working order between N. Y. and West Point in time
for the game. WNBT substituted the
Yankee-Athletic baseball game,
played at Yankee Stadium, N. Y.
What arrangements were made
with the sponsor of the football
game, Goodyear Tire & RuSber, was
lot disclosed. Next skedded Army

game is with Oklahoma on Saturday
«8) and NBC hopes to have the
relay system installed

quarter hours of

NEW

local busihes»-^ll

on a 52-

time

by then.

week basis—^were signed up by

BASIC
A

MUTUAL

COWLES STATION

WOL
"THE VOICE

Of

day period ending August

Proof positive that 5000-watt
largest city with
registers quickly

local

WOL

odvertis^rs,

WQL

in the thirfy-

15.

is first

choice in the nation's seventh-

whose

odvertising has to ring cash

and economically.

WXSNINOTON"
Profit

Represented nationally by
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

by the preference of these on- the-spol sponsors—^get

abilities

from Katz today.

WOL

avail-
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RADIO

UJS. Invites

Wednesday, September 25, I945

Wwld to Radio Powwow

"T^i'ZSSnL
Follow Rams
Forecasts

Chicago, Sept.

To Bring 1932 Madrid Treaty to Date
Washington, Sept. 24.
Tl\e United States, through the
Telecommunications
International

Bureau in Switzerland,

week

last

issued invitations for a world radio

conference, to open April

PETRILLO PROSECUTOR
Chicago, Sept.

1947;

Withdrawal

in or near Washington.

The mew conference

15,

WOLL WITHDRAWS AS

.

is

necessary

to bring up to date the old

WoU

Albei?t

Madrid James

24.

U. S. attorney J.
from prosecution of
of

G. Petrillo,

American Federa-

Musicians prez, was announced here by Woll on his return
erns international use of radio. Use
of shortwave channels and a host of from Washington, D. C, where he
other new radio services which have had gone to ask that his office be,
sprung up in hitherto unused ranges relieved of handling the case and
of the spectrum will be discussed at that a special assistant attorney,
the parley.
general be assigned instead.
Woll gave no reason for his withThe State Dept. issued the invitation as the White House tardily an- drawal from the case, in which
nounced names of the official U. S. Petrillo is charged in a criminal indelegation, which left Wa.shington formation with violation of the Lee
yesterday (Monday) to attend a Act prohibiting a union from forcspecial five-power radio parley in ing radio stations to hire "unneeded"
Moscow, opening September 28. musicians. However, it's pointed out
The Moscow meeting is a pre- that WoU's father.-Matthew Woll. is
liminary one at which no binding a veepee of the American Federaagreements will be made. Francis tion of Labor, in which Petrillo
Colt de Wolf, head of the State holds a similar office.
Move to have Woll withdraw was
Dept. Telecommunications Division,
headed a delegation of 14 Govern- instigated by Dr. Joseph E. Maddy,
ment experts and seven aides. Other director of the National Music Camp
parties to the five-power meet aire at Interlochen, Mich., who was recently expelled from AFM.
Great Britain, France and China>

Convention of 1932, which

still

gov- tion

of

:

Deal lined up for Tom Harmon to
predict the most important football
results of the weeic this season is an
unusual one in the electrical transcription field, inasmuch as Harmon
isn't exactly in a position to be objective in his prognostications. He's
very much in the swing of the game
itself as a result of his quarterback
position with the Los Angeles Rams.

equipment

Recording

Blue Book a Red Herring to Miller

24.

be

will

lugged around the country, following the Rams, and platters will be
flown back to Criterion Radio Productions, Chi, which owns the paclcage, to be shipped out to stations
from here. Among sponsors lined up

As NAB IWy Waves Rotarian Hag
The

NEW BLOOD GETS

LICENSE PREFERENCE

casters, in a

Washington, Sept. 24.
followed its usual pattern of
preferring a radio newcomer to a

Rotary Club

FCC

called

CLUB ELECTS
Chicago, Sept. 24.

new

Management

officers

at

Glub

a meeting

are Holman
Mark Smith, veepee;
Kay Kennely, secretary, and Kenlast

week.

neth

Officers

prez;

Faust,

Shepard,

treasurer.

Outgoing

it

of Broadi
speech before the
N.
last week, (19).

"a rich source of
material

Americans

enjoy.

In a speech devoted mostly
to ad
ministrative law. Miller stated
that
the Communist Party wants
to take
9yer free institutions in America
as
did Hitler in Germany,
and ttiat:
the present cFiticisms vented
against
radio (as the Blue Book)
played
into totalitarian .hands.
Just as it
was the fashion a generation
ago
to make fun of Rotary,
he said, so
is
It
fashionable today to berate

for the same facilities.
Decision, FCC said, was based on
fact that Geneva had greater need
than Rochester for radio service.
And as between the Geneva applicants, the Star Co. had no other
radio holdings, and its directors
were local people who would actively participate in management of the
station. Gordon Brown, principal in

radio.

Claiming that the FCC is arrogat.
powers to itself not given it by
Congress, Miller wont on to say:
iiig

All in

Were named trustees.
Finger
Lakes,
already
operates
Wesley Nunn, ad manager of WSAY, Rochester, and planned to
Standard Oil, addressed the group spend only two days a week in
on future plans of Chi's Ftederated Geneva, if he got okay for a second

officers

One Boat

"Radi», press, and motion
pic^.
tures are in the same boat. :If
the
government can control one, it can
control all.
Its powers under the
Constitution are no greater with

'

Advertisers.

fcc

for the unscrupulous and
unwary"
who are interested in de,stroying
the
free radio which onlv

company

•

Radio

controversial

•

ter,

cm EADIO

-

is just a
sucker-Hst for
the Reds, said Justin
Miller, presi.
dent of the National Assn.

with other radio newspaper holdings when it ended a bitter three-way contest here last week
(20) and awarded a standard station
permit to the Star Broadcasting Co.
in various markets are Kay Daumit of Geneva, N. Y, At the same time,
(men's ^toiletries) and Clipper Craft the commission turned down the
Clot4'>es. It's for Thursday or Friday competing bids of the Finger Lakes
nights, depending on availabilities, Broadcasting Co. of Geneva, and the
for 13 weeks starting this week.
Seneca Broadcasting Co. of Roches-

Chi's
elected

highly

Blue Book

FCC

station there.

,

respect to radio broadcasting than
with respect to any other medium
of communication.
The proponents
of the Blue Book use the argument
of scarcity.
But if radio channels
are scarce, so is new.spririt and raw
film,
And the fact is that radio
.

channels

are becoming much less
what with FM and Pulse
Modulation— a fact which is seri-

scarce,

ously embarrassing the advocates of
the Blue Book philosophy. Furthermore, if radio can be censored by
FCC, then facsimile broadcasting
can be censored. And FX is nothing other than a radio-transmitted
.

newspaper.

"The Blue Book is only one of
many criticisms currently directed
against radio.
A woman called me
recently and complained that people
on the radio were saying 'vetran'
rather than 'veteran.'
She wanted
to invoke the power of the appropriate Government agency to cure
what she considered an egregious
error,
Of course she was in good
faith.
But she didn't realize that
in trying to correct so trivial 'and
inconsequential a thing as a slight
mispronounciation she was willing
to invoke and acquiesce in the exercise of power that could be the'
end of free radio, free communication, free government,
"But, consciously or unconsciously,
such criticisms of radio as the Blue
Book do tend to obfuscate people
like the good woman who didn't like
to
hear 'veteran' mispronounced.
If such confusion becomes sufficiently widespread, the way will have
been paved for the government to
take radio over— and to take the
press and motion pictures over.
"And that, I submit, is the Communistic technique."
_

'Quiz-Down' Moppet Show
'

Wins School Board OKs;

Resumes

in

Chicago

Ciiicago, Sept.

a

24;^

"Quiz-Down," moppet show in
which kids of average intelligence
answer queries supplied by iisteners,
and OK'd by teachers of Chi public
and parochial schools, will be re-

sumed Oct 5 over WLS.
The package, backed by
Daily Times and WLS, has

i
.

j

the Chi
enjoyed

fine success here, and is making
other cities cognizant of show's PO"
tentialities. Newspaper-station com-.
bo sponsorship of this package has.

;|
••]

i;j

extended to Detroit, also in its second year of production, St. Louis.
Pittsburgh, San Diego, Miami, Kalamazoo, Mich., and Zanesville, Ohio.
Original idea for show was
brainchild of Carol Moody, who

the,

•

;

•
,

in-

,

troduced package in Ithaca, N. Y.
Idea spread to Chi, where WLS and
Daily Times took a flier and ended
up with a golden egg.
j
Student, quiz teams are composed
f4<X€fitcutec e* Th«

',

THE YANKEE NETWORK,
n

MOOKUHE MEHUE. lOSTON

IS.

MASUCHUSEm

sets.

inc.

S/sfem

lUimMtMi iMiMiii k|

'

[,

of six members eaeh, and participa- u
ting team^ijRplying rtiost correct answers are presented pen and pencil

YANKEE NETWORK'S 'PoUMCcOim

Member of Ihe Muhia/ Sroadeashng

,.

jv

Success of program

is

seen by

fait that local educational boards are
singing praises of program for what

does in developing study among
youngsters interested in being on tlie^
Saturday package.
it

Eowuo

mm \ eo^

inc.

U
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FM To

SnaO Markets,

CIO-PAC Readies Wax

Get Kicked

For Campaign Airers;

Around Ploity at

NAB CottveDtkm

To

Hit

Incorpm^ated Vets Lose GI Rights

450

As M-Employed'

Districts
The CIO Political Action Committee unfolded its album of radio plans
this week (23), There was trade in-

Washington, Septi 84. t
problems of the grass roots
terest in the plans since the outfit,
jroadcasters and the neophyte li- NETS'
IN
major attention
founded by the' late Sidney HiUman,
-ensees will receive
plans to reach 450 Congressional disupcoming convention in
it NAB's
EXIT
a
according
to
tricts radiowise, with some powerful
INDIVIDUAL
21-24,
ijiicago, Oct.
here
last
local
groups
ready
released
to
spend
sizeable
agenda
Washington;
Sept. 24.
jetailed
Cincinnati, Sept. 24.
ses.sions schedNetworks, as usual, came through chunks of coin on the air during this
week. With special
Neither NBC nor CBS football
year's elections.
watters and the inuled for the wee
pronto and handsomely Friday (20)
aired by
FM'ero, NAB is
Platters prepared by the organiza- casts this season will be
creasingly articulate
in handling the biggest story this
for
play
wi.se
a
and
making
their
Cincy
affiliates,
tion's national office in N, Y, were
looked on as
factions within town has had in some months— the not deemed too impressive by trade WKRC, respectively. Yet both statwo of most dissident
membership.
firing of
Secretary of Commerce observers. They contained star names tions will have gridiron programs
its
will
convention
—rBetly, Garrett, The Mariners, GregOpening day of the
Henry A. Wallace.,
with Acting
ory Peck, William Bendix, and Kay on Saturday afternoons through the
headline FM discussions,
WRC, the NBC o & o outlet, beat Kyser—but the names are not exr fall.
FCG chairman Charles R. Denny
WI>W, which also is linked with
At the same time NAB the town by sending a special events ploited. Content is mostly jingles and
keynotingi
morning
crew
equipped
entire
with wire recorder spiels. Some of the platters are open- Mutual, has booked that web's foothas given over the
baU series, kicking off Sept, 28 with
market stations, to Wallace's office in time to catch enders.
of Oct. 23 to small
the
Notre. Dame-Illinois tilti All. are
director
him
reading
his brief letter of resigunder leadership of NAB
Beside the spots, iS-iminute scriptBrown and Marshall H. nation to the press. Mutual promptly ed "forums" and drarnatic .sketches, sponsored by the U.. S. Army ReJ. Allen
division. This arrangement
notified Bruce Catton, Wallace's top
PAC has cut an exclamation point cruiting
Pengra, chairman of the Small Marcrowds
WCPO out of the Mutual
publicity man, that it would clear platter to its whole program. A halfkets executive committee.
picture, the Seripps-Howard station
With over 1,000 broadcasters ex-, any segment of night time for a Wal- hour broadcast, it will have Jimmy
also
sharing
Mutual affiliation with
pected at the Chicago meetings, lace talk and ABC came through Durante, Gene Kelly,^ Olivia De Havthe Crosley
Watter. Unless a
NAB announced that over 859 ad- with a specific offer of a night half illand, and George Colouris,: and is surprise deal"sd.POO
comes off this week,
vance registrations are already on hour, with CBS also offering to scheduled for airing a few days be(Continued on page 46)
make time available.
fore the balloting.
file here.
The Schedule
Decision was to use a four-netGrester' emphasis is being placed
Schedule of events at radio's first work hookup that night for the less on spot plugs this year than ever] national issues. During the '44 elec
than five-minute speech in which before, largely, because the cam- tions, when the Campaign was ria-fulldre.ss gel-together since pre-war
Wallace explained his position and paigns are local in nature in spite of tional, platters were used .most exdays is as follows:
the fact that they're concerned with tensively of any radio means.
NAB president Justin Miller will future ideas to the nation.
deliver opening address, Tuesday,

AM

BOFF JOB

4a

CINCY GRID CASTS

ON WALLACE

DISARRAY

WLW

,

.

.

Allentown

in

Washington, Sept.

Ex-GIs who incorporate

tion."

in

lieu

compensa-

of

'

headed by Raymond
Kohn, president, sank all their
dough and that of their wives into
the Allentown FM outlet. They in-

The

five vets,

corporated as a matter
venience and thereby lost

of
conall rights
benefits ordinarily given selfstart their own
businesses.

to

VA

employed vets who

Although admittihg .that the vets
are plainly working for them.selves,
the VA's solicitor last week ruled
them ineligible for benefits under
the GI Bin of Rights, on the ground
that they were technically employed
by the corporation. Any other interpretation of the GI Bill, VA said,
would lead to abuses in disposal of
;

benefit payments.

Oct. 22, at 10 A. M.
Sunday, Oct. 20, will be devoted
to pre-convention registration, from

JO A. M. until 5 P. M.
Several of the NAB's standing
executive committees will hold ses^
sion.s Monday morning, Oct. 21, with
the afternoon given over entirely to

NAB

FM

board of
and facsimile.
directors will meet in closed session
Monday night.
On Tuesday, Oct. 22, plans call lor
a breakfast

under auspices of the

Radio Management Club.
Tuesday afternoon will feature discussion of programming and report
01
Broadcast Measurement
th e
Chicago

Bureau.

Wednesday's
includes
schedule
music copyright, stnall market stations;
public relatioiis and
.

NAB

discussions.
At this last
session,
directors^at-Iarge will be
elected, and the membership will
vote on amendments to
bylaws.
panel of experts will disbusiness

NAB

A

freedoms of press and radio at
dinner that evening.
Final day's schedule will include
talk by a Civil Aeronautics Administration oilici^l, and retail and broadcuss

a no-host

cast

advertising

:

Sign-oft

clinics.

banquet will end formal convention
Thursday night.

Albert D. Lasker Sez

He Had Nothing

to

Do

With Luckies' Switch
New
Editor,

Variety

York.

.

:

In speaking of the transfer of the

Benny and Morgan shows from one
advertising agency to another, you
state:

"The story goes that Hill
promised A. D. Lasker, the exXord & Thomas chieftain, who
is credited with playing a major
rol<? in building the American
Tobacco empire, that the tobacco account would some day be
returned to FC&B (outgrowth
of the Lord '& Thomas agency)
in full. Knowing that death was.
imminent, he arranges for the

move from

R&R

In justice to

the
I

statement in

know you

FC&B."

to

the facts,

will

its

be

I

must deny

entirety. And
as anxious to

my denial as I am to have you
"0 so. I have had no connection
with the advertising business in any

print

way from the. day
& Thomas was

Lord
til
f

ttie

I

retired,

and

liquidated, unpresent time. In fact, when
from the business, I liqui-

dated

work

.411

Mr.
Hill from time to time, but because
1 wa.5 ill all of last
year and Mr. Hill
.Was ill this year, I saw him only on
I

rare occasions in the last

.saw

two

no time did he Indicate

» any way
.With

.years.

me

virhat his inteiitibns wfere

regard

to.

any

adV:ertising
If I kneW of any
'

«Sency connectipil!
^ctions he had taken it was only
becau.se I chanced to read them in
Ine columns
on advertising printed
the New "york papers.
.jillbe''t Dif Lasker.

news as

it

made

every

eflfort

developed.

"Which Pittsburgh station, in your
opinion, gave you the best service during the power strike emergencies?"
The results from 410 who expressed opinions

were divided as

replies, these

HouMW)Ve(

Bws«p*sf

'

KQV...,..,......i...37.2%
KDKA... ............ .36.2%
10.2%
STATION X
STATION Y
(.2%
8.2%
.STATION Z...

Mm

Certainly,

KDKA
having

.

.

.

K0KK.........,.,....ii,9%

KQV.

.........^.....29,1%

STATION X
STATION Y.
STATION Z

we take our hats

....

off to

KDKA

KQV

-

STATION X..;":
STATION T
STATION X

36.1%
33.2%
12.7%
10.2%
."H.... 7.e%

.

.1S.3%
12.3%

. . . . . .

r.4%;

the leader,

one of America's oldest stations
watts and affiliated with NBC.

.

.

•

iSOiOOO

Jiut we point with pride to KQV's amazing re-,
sponse, especially among the women who had
an opportunity all day and in the evening to
select the station giving them the best service.
They knew that in the previous emergencies KQV
was first with the news ... a service that won for
us this year a Variety Magazine 'Oscar' for *'outstanding spot news coverage."
-

'-were!'.,

&

successor firm.
After my retirement

Pittsburgh stations

When the strike threat abated after a court
injunction, an independent research organization
made personal interviews, asking 500 Pittsburgh
business men and housewives this questions

in

45 years.

And, of the 410
follows:

•

five

to cover the

Lord
Thomas so that I
free myself entirely from the

which I had been engaged
That there might be
10 misunderstanding, 1 perm ilted no
for

A

year..'

retired

coul

:

During the first two weeks of September an
power strike threatened to paralyze
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvartia for the third time *fcis
electrical

MUTUAL

.:

up

FM

"benefits

for

j

:

24.

to set

radio station and thereafter devote fuUtime to the project without
compensation may not receive bene-,
fits from the Veterans Adminis.tration as "self-employed" small businessmen. This much was made clear
here last week when VA turned
down the request of five vet owners
of
Penn-Allen
the
Broadcasting
Corp.,
outlet at Allentown, Pa.,
a

AFFILIATE

Weiliieailay,

TELEVISION-RADIO
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Curves Fly as FCC Hears

CFRB Awaits New Spot on Kc Band,

WRGB

Tele's Gimmick

Five Pitches for Three

S

Contloiied froin page

1.

September 25, 1946

Doubling

ss

FM Licenses

evidenced sufficient Interest in the
play to make the authors an offer
Bridgeport, Sept. 24.
hasn't been disclosed yet, but it's
With five applicants pitching for certain the Broadway biggies took
Schenectady, Sept. 24.
Toronto, Sept. 24. t
three FM vacancies, Bridgeport's away from the video performance a
The new relay schedule between
The Boafd of Governors ot the
FM hearings revealed some harsh
Prime
WNBT, NBC video outlet in York
will
Corp.
Broadcasting
Canadian
testimony anjong the straight stuff "MR. MGRGENTHWIRKER'S
and WRGB, General Electric Co!
Video
D.C.
For Future
LOBBUES"
last week.
decide tomorrow- (Wednesday) which
station in Schenectady, will go into
Washington, Sept. 24.
Advisory board o£ leading local With VaUKhn Taylor, Vinton Hay- effect Sept. 30.
of two wavelengths will be allor
WRGB will then apworth, John McQuade, Fadinla
NBC-owned WRC here has a new citizens to counsel on operating
cated to CFRB, Toronto, largest inShay, Maurice Manson, Fhiliii Rob- proximately double its air time, Infor Bridgeport
dependent station in Canada, whose stunt to publicize video and whet policy is planned
stead of the present three-night-ainson,
Jack
Sloane,
Mannery,
.Ed
examiner
present frequency of 860 kc has been public'^ appetite for tele receivers Herald's FM station, FCC
week
plan, WRGB will be sending
Everett
Gammon,
Frank
Harris,
was told
taken over by the CBC. This is in well in advance of debut of WRC's Col. James D. Cunningham
Bob Licb
out images :.six evenings, Saturdays
scheduled here by Leigh Danenberg, publisher Writers: Nelson Bond, David Kent
keeping with tlve federal govern- own video operation
excepted.
Producer: Fred Coe
ment's policy to place all high-pow- around Christmas time. Idea is that of newspaper.
Telecasts from New York will be
Group is to Include 'a minister, Asst. Prod.:' Howard Cordery
ered stations under CBS operation. each Friday and Monday night, NBC
handled through the powerful new
studios here are thrown open for veterans' expert; educator and two Sets: Bob Wade
OC the two frequencies "offered"
relay station at Hillsdale, near Hud"Televiewing Parties" of 50 or more representatives each of labor and: IS Mins.; Stin. (33), 8:3S p.m.
to CFRB, neither will give a clear
son.
That city is about 45 miles from
Sustaining:
people. Video fare is provided by management.
North American channel. HeretoSchenectady, on the west bank of
Herald is one of applicants for WNUT-NIKC, N. Y.
NBC's New York station WNBT,
fore the Toronto 10,000-watler has
the Hudson River. New setup cailij
with show.s fed to Washington via three Class B channel.s allocated
been able to broadcast in all direcfor
20-minute local telecasts via
Bridgeport, Others are Yankee net- hypoed interest in tele's pi-omise for
coaxial cable.
tions, but it will be unable to do so
WRGB on Mondays and Thursdays;
In another part of town, Dumont's work and Harold Tliomas, resjiec- the future.
subsequently on either of the two
broadvideo outlet WTTG has inaugurated tive owners of city's two
As video dramatics go, "Lobblies" 90 minutes on Tuesdays and Wednesalternative wavelengths submitted.
received
the best days; 30 minutes on Fridays. The
sending out program logs, casters WICCi and WNAB; Travel- undoubtedly
Each frequency will permit the same policy of
with New York shows regularly fed ers Broadcasting Corp., operating treatment of any play yet staged in Sunday offerings will be two hours
strength in signals, but CFRB broadstudio. With video's close af- of relay.
to Washington on Tuesday, Wednesi WTIC in Hartford; and Harry F, a tele
casts will henceforth be limited in
day and Thursday nights of each Guggenheim, copper tycoon and finity to motion pictures, authors
There' will t>e an hour of -relay
direction, so as not to interfere with
Nelson Bond and David Kent have
However, Dumont to date Iiong Island publisher. Latter did a sure bet on their hands for a film Tuesday and Wednesday; 130 mitvother North American stations on week.
(Continued on page 46)
has no space for studio audiences.
offer.
As a legit production, how- utes on Monday and Thursday, and
this. band.
ever, the play would need concen- two hours on Friday.
The 860 frequency is one of six
trated tightening around the seams
exclusive channels granted Canada
to build up interest that drags at
Cincinnati ^As a mid-western conTinder the Havana Conference-r-if the
times, especially in the first act.
American
to
Speech:
()Ower is increased to 50,000 watts,
Three-act whodunit, revolving tribution
around a group of invisible pixies Standards research, being conducted
a factor it was impossible to carry
"Canington Playhouse" on Mutual tomorrow night (Thursday) will who hang around a newspaper of^ by the University of Wisconsin,
out during the wat years because of
lack of equipment, etc. While CFRB be devoted to a satire on radio, with a number of radioites playing them- flee, has something of tlie better WCKY has recorded the voices of its
sought government permission to up selves, and Procter & Gamble veepea William Ramsey taking the role of qualities of both "Front Page" and ^taff members, Dick Woods and Gary
"Harvey" but lacks the punch of LeeiThe L. B. Wilson station was
the station to this power, CBC has William Shakespeare. Show, titled "Shakespeare Comes to the Carrington
Appearing on it, on the both these hits in its present form. selected by the university to make
turned down the independents' re- Playhous<?.'' was scripted by Ernest Kinoy.
Tale has Mr. Mergenthwirker, a two recordings of a standard script
quest and wiU work the frequency air, will be Elaine Carrington, producer of the show; her daughter,
strange little guy who can see and to determine mannerisms and
style
into th nationalized setup of power- Patricia; her secretary, Elsie Frank; Mutual's top producer. Herb Rice;
hear the lobblies because he's "pure
in speech and diction of American
ful CBC stations across the Do- and' the show's regular director. Perry Lafferty.
in heart," trying
to interest the
"Playhouse," incidentally, is folding after the Oct. 3 broadcast, when it managing editor of a smalltown radio station announcers. Research
minion. .
which
hasn't
been
able
completed
of
weeks.
Mutual,
have
run
33
will
a
being
conducted
is
by
the
Dep.nldaily
in
his
pixies
for
the
betterHarry Segwick, general manager
dissatisfied with a multiplicity of "fantsay ment
of
the community. Editor, ment of Speech of the university.
«f CFRB and president of the Ca- to snag a sponsor, is reportedly
nadian Assn. of Broadcasters, whose type" scripts produced on the airer. Mrs. Carrington, however, says she's thinking the guy's off his nut,
naturally gives him the brushoff.
membership heads of 81 independent dropping it because she's leaving for the Coast.
When
the lobblies, through MerStations across Canada is bitterly
Henry A. Wallace upset more than one applecart last week. For one genthwirker, predict a murder to

CAB.

Bridgeport

Prexy Calls Step a 'Grab'

Air Time Sept 30

.

NBC, DuMont

—

•

"

:

;

-

AM

:

,

.

—

Inside Stuff-Radio

I

I

I

protesting the "grab."

he kept the "Song of Your Life" spot off the Ginny Simms show
which preemed Friday night (20) (see review). But that elision was a
temporary one, and Harry Salter, one of radio's top orch conductors, is
putting a lot of faith in the possibility of that spot. Salter, before he went
into the Army (from which he graduated as major), had spotted "Song
of Your Life" as a sustainer for a full half hour on the old Blue network.
It copped some sock ratings at the time, around 1840. In moth balls since,
the "Song of Your Life" format has now been taken out of the bag for
its quickie flllin on the Simms show.
Salter owns the idea,, however,
and there's a possibility that it may yet grow back into a fullfledged show
on its own.

thing,

goriest
detail and
give
the
paper a clean scoop on a jewel robbery, however, the editor finally believes in them. Father of the edi-

the

tor's girlfriend, a

mayorality candi-

date, is accused of the murder and,
to save him, the editor makes a
false confession.
This makes him
"pure in heart" also and, in a sock
finish, the lobblies reveal the murderer to him and help capture the
culprit.

Vaughn Taylor packed solid comedy throughout in the lead role of
One-third of the 925 U. S. stations now broadcasting the U. S. Treas- the whimsical Mr. Mergenthwirker.
ury Salute series, "The American Notebook," plugging bond purchases, (Part, incidentally, would be a
are airing the program at choice time-segments, between 6 and 11 p.m. natural for Danny Kaye, in case
weekdays or 1 to 11 p.m. Stuidays, according to Brent O. Gunts, chief Sam Goldwyn is interested). Vinton
of bonds radio section. Almost all the others use the 15-minute disks Hay worth, as the editor, fitted the
between 8 a.m. and 6 p.m. weekdays, with only a few airing during late ?art like a glove and John McQuade
sacked him nicely as his pal who
evening or early a.m.
was still a legman. Maurice ManWith program also used extensively by schools and indu.strial plants son,
as the paper's big boss, and
over p.a. systems, series probably ranks as the most widely broadcast Philip Robinson, as a press photogradio program in the U. S. today, Gunts believes.
He estimates that rapher, were capital. Only drawbroadcasters are giving $3,500,000 worth of free air time annually for this back to the cast was Patricia Shay,
one bond feature alone.
the lone distaffer, who apparently
couldn't quite follow the rapid pace
Radio is becoming more and more conscious of the increasing use of the built up by the male members.
With a couple of excellent sets by
tag "ex-GI" after names in crime news stories, when tag isn't a necessary
part of the story. WOR, N. Y., took the lead last June in clearing up an Bob Wade, Fred Coe did a masterful production-direction job. Several
unfair situation that reflected against the military services as a whole,
whimsical touches,
as includwhen Dave DirscoU issued a directive to staffers to omit the tag in ing the names of thesuch
Jobblies in the

a fair wind

.

,

broadcasts^

Now KLZ, Denver's manager Hugh B. Terry has taken a similar stand,
in a memo to his news staff, to eliminate mention that crime stories deal
witli vets unless latter fact is

an important element in the yarn.

The proverbial luck

of the Irish held true in the case of Barney Boyle,
N. Y., traffic manager, who with his wife returned last weekend
from a five-week visit to Ireland. With reservations on their returning
American Airliner scrambled, the duo switched to the Belgian Sabena
line. They had actually boarded the plane when Mrs. Boyle decided she'd
rather wait and take a IT. S. ship, and the pair got off. Belgian ship was
the one that cracked in N'e;wfoundland. Two suitcases of the Boyles are

WOR,

LOU CLAYTON
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Time for Keeps"
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'Detect'

to the

speed ol the boat

and the pleasures of sailing.
But in fair winds or foul,
good times and bad, Weed
and Company's large staff
of experienced representatives consistently

maximum

cluding a newspaper and telephone
being moved by invisible hands,
came off well. Production debits,
such as the overplaying of the
musical intro after the curtain
raiser, were few and far between.

WEED

Dallas-^Irene Taylorj vocalist, will
replace Bonnifi Hail as soloist on the
"Penthouse Serenade" aired over
for a quarter hour each

KADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES
New Yarfc • lestoi • Chfca(e • AtlnU
Detroit • Su Francisco • Hollywood

AND COMPANY

Tuesday.

Preems ABC's

Tele Sustainer Policy
"Detect and

show

Collect," radio quiz
aired Saturday nights over the

ABC

web,

vision

is

slated to

make

its

tele

debut tomorrow (Thursday)
:

ABC video
Lehr, emcee on the
radio program, will also handle the

night at 8 o'clock as ah
,

sustainer.

Lew

tele version, which will be televised
over WABD (DuMont, N. Y.). Har
vey Marlowe, ABC television pro

duction chief,

CINEMART
•

^
S

•

^

*

offers

you-

in

the producer-.

Show inaugurates a new policy for
sustainers handled by the ABC video
staff, in that it's skedded for only
two weeks instead of the usual four,

ABC

is now scheduling commercial
shows for as long as 10 weeks, according to Paul B. MOwrey, department head, and in order to give the

Hours suited to your convenienct

One of the lartest studies

is

New York

HlEhly experienced technical staff

production staff a wider varij^ty of
shows on which to experiment, the
sustainers have been cut down to
two weeks.
.

E

•

faster service and deliveries

S

CINEMART

Phone us. today: PLaza 3-9172

101 Park Avenue

•

New York

17. N. Y.

If a sponsor picks up the tab on
the show, though, Mowrey said, it

will run for as long as the sponsor
bankrolls it.

achieve*

results.

cast credits, were .good gimmicks.Three acts alternated between the
two sets, with a clean cut from one
set to another, keeping the tempo
high throughout. Special effects, in-

WFAA

MOTION PICTURES

adds

been eatin' Wlieatles
that he cranks the car like this!"

"It's only since Paw's
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Real People

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES
FIttvburxh — Florence
last

tator

Sando, for

several years femme commenKaufmann's store on
for

resigned to become di-

WJAS, has

women's

of

rector

activities

others in the series.

takes over the Polly
Malone show, and other duties, Miss
Malone switching exclusively to

WCAE. She

Claiming

No Skmder

—

Boston
Two .Monday through
Friday morning quarter hours were
signed by WCOP, Boston, last week.

Preem Set

for

WJAC

in

store's

WCAE

with de-

of continuity editor at

Johnstown, Pa.

—Musical

director of sev-

Toronto

Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
program series, Albert Steinberg has
resigned to become concert master
and assistant conductor of the Vaner

Symphony

couver-

-orchestra.

:

Kansas City—Big Six football Will
get a double-barrelled airing locally.
sports diWalt Lochman,
rector, announced last week that he

KCMO

games under sponsorship
Crown Drug Co.. This will bring
two local broadcasts, since Sam Mowill spiel

of

KMBC

len of
a weekly

KMBC

here

Wax Web

With 18 Programs Already in Works
.

Advent of the Bing Crosby disk
show into network activity has hastened

formation of a transcription;

network

that's

been

in

the

making

the past year. Outfit, brainchild of

"News- Cluett Peabody
is taking the 8:45 to
Ray Green, producer of package
A.M. period, and Coco Wheats the
transcription shows, and called the
Howies for New .;45 to,8 A.M. slot. Cluett
Peabody liamson Corp. as defendants.
Transcription Broadcast System, has
York. Miss Sando is a graduate of program started Septi 9 with Nancy
Couple, John Gs and Jessie Hunter,
the Carnegie Tech drama school.
Dixon doing a commentary quarter of Cheyenne Agency, S. D., who are filed corporation papers, set up proRita Conlin has been promoted hour in behalf of sanforized prod- asking $50,000 each, charge that the duction: and sales staffs- in N. Y.,
from the program department to ucts. Contract is for one year with program, "Wings of Destiny," sponChicago and Hollywood, and plans:
thereth£! promotion staff of WCAE,
Young Se Rubicam as the agency. sored by Wings Cigarettes (B&W), to be on the air sometime before
by following in the footsteps of her Coco Wheats program debuts Sept. portrayed them in an episode titled Jan., I.,'
sister, Peggy Conlin, who was pro30 with Happy Hank.
Rogers & "Bundles from Heaven," broadcast
Company estimates it will take $1,motion manager at the station be- Smith is the agency.
on Sept. 19, 1941, using their real
for programming operations
fore her marriage to Jimmy Murray,
names and causing them undue pub- 500,000
the first year, and claims half the
now KQV sales manager. Miss ConKansas City— Myron Curry, an- licity.
sum is already raised, all to be prilin replaces Nancy Maxwell, who
Series was an actual history of air
nouncer, was moved upstairs to post
vately financed. Firm has signed up
quit to become publicity director
exploits of the AAF, taken from the
department

Horne

reel" program on
t)arture of Polly

for

files

of the

War

Dept., with latter's

168 stations throughout the country

outside.
Green will be one of the
execs, with Hay Block musical director. Firm is represented by Diamond, Poletti and Mackay, attor.
torneys, with Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Jr., of that office handling the account., /,
.

'Fifth'

Net

TBS' stations are in major citie.<!,
and outfit will call itself a "fifth"
network.
Firm's talking points to

member

stations is the elimination
of the costly line charges in normal
network operation; more perfect!
shows in that programs can be rerecorded until satisfactory; and fact
that local stations won't be bound
down to any time schedule, getting
choice of best time locally.

Outfit is setting up a sales organization both to sell locally for sta-

last week. Robert Liggett, who has
permission to use the stories on the thus far, over 65% of them being tions as well as nationally, compabeen KMBC's continuity chief, has
affiliated with one of the four pres- rable to co-op setups on present live
air.
gone to WCAH, Pontiac, Mich., to
Eighteen programs net shows. Local stations will share
Hunter, who is employed by the ent networks.
take' up duties as program director.
Indian Service, a Federal agency, are already in works, as follows: A in sale of time, as well as benefit
was portrayed in the "Bundles" pro- 15-minute strip show, five times a financially in otiier ways due to the
Cleveland^WGAR's seeking means gram, which told of dropping food week; five-a-week, 15-min. news setup.
for promoting public service has from airplanes to Indians during the commentary; and a five-a-week, Ifvr
Green and associates in his Ker*
gone out to the station's transmitter heavy ^winter of 1931. Story de- min. musical show; also, a half-hour mit-Raymond transcription company
at the small suburb of Broadview scribed how Hunter prevailed upon variety show, half-hour mystery, and (handling "Hollywood Open House,"
dramatic
show,
last- "At Home With Faye and Elliott
Heights.
Villagers can now call the AAF to bring aid to the Indians. half-hour
transmitter
to
report
fire,
and
Although the couple do not claim named very likely with Orson (Roosevelt)" "Famous Fathers," etc.)
transmitter, which maintains round
they were slandered in any way, Welles and his Mercurj' Players.
will probably dissolve the K-R outthc-clock vigil will notify volunteer they say the show was a breach of
Company has execs coming in fit, with its properties bought by
firemen.
from other radio jobs and from the TBS.
their privacy. *
„

•

,

has been signed to air

game

Dodge

for

dealers.

off with the Kansas
U-Texas Christian opener played at
Blues Stadium here last Saturday
(2' ), as did Molen. £ach will broadcast what he selects as the "top"
game of the weeki although it, may
i)ot be! ;the same game for each
each week^

Lochman teed

:

New Tork— WWRL, Woodside, benew football feature Sat. (28)
9:15 p.m. titled, "The Football
Scoreboard," with Jocko Maxwell,
vet sportscaster, as emcee. Program
will feature analysis of the day's
games and forecast of future grid-

gins a
at

.

Sept. 29tl)

-

iron scraps.'

Clevelana—Ralph Worden,
news editor since 1936, upped
post of director
Will work with

of

WGAR
to

public

new

affairs.

program director

David Baylor, devoting full time to
advising labor and civic groups on
use of radio. WGAR's Charles Day
named acting news ed. Don Hyde,

WOWO,
to join

Fti

Wayne's news

ed,

also

WGAR news staff.

goes 5000

Des Mo|ne»— Cornerstone for the
transmitter building for KCBC, Des
Moines, has been laid and construe
tijn of four 200-toot towers is to
start next week. The 1,000-watt sta
ti
I will begin operation Dec. 1 with
studios to be in East Des Moines,
The Capital City Broadcasting Co,

operate with the following of-

<

George 0!Dea, president; Sid
veepee and general
manager and Hugh Gallagher, sec

ficers:

,ney Pearlman,

Day and Night

retary-treasurer.

Denver~"Aid

to veterans" is the
series of weekly
broadcasts conducted by
Switzer, special events man
at ICLZ.
Cooperating with the Veterans Advisory :CbunciI of Denver*
programs have broadcast valuable
information
on how ex-GI's go
about applying for pay for unused
furlough time, aired appeals for

theme of a new
discussion

Mack

emergency housing for vets who
wish to attend Denver U but who
can find no place to live and presented problems in general facing
discharged service personnel as they
.

return to civilian

life.

—

Seattle
Local radioites, Johnny
Forrest, eommentafbr, and Bob Fer

announcer, are readying a new
of
quarter-hour programs
based on the romance and adventure
on and along the rivers of America
ris,

series

f

WSPA will
WSPA Piedmont

September 29th, far-reaching

day and night on 950 kilocycles -WSPA will

encircle the Midas-rich

completely blanket "one of the best'balamed

with a notably stronger

signal, intensifying its

sections in the entire country."

And WSPA, more than

16-county listening audience.

September 29th,WSPA'8 newly installed
417-foot tower and 23-niile copper wire ground

ANtt w*Mti daytimt

means good broadcasting
5000 WATTS DAY b NIGHT

VMtbore,

n. t.

ropr«i<nt«d

by

helliiigbety

eireulation,

estimated
•ber 29th

its

40%. But more important— Septem-

WSPA

Right now

increases nighttime

power

WSPA

sells to

WS PA

124,908 radio

Monday-through-Friday daytime

Represented by Hollingbery

new

signal strength -5000 watts

night,

950 kilocycles

Walter J, Brown, Vice-Pres. and Gen'l Manager

through-Saturday evening share of 74.8*.
this

SPARTANBURG,
SOUTH CAROLINA

5000 wotts day, 5000 watts

share-of-audience of 52.8* and Sunday-

With

.

daytime signal an

from 1000 to 5000 watts.

with a

swing the

CBS Liittnine trt«t, tthttfttttltM

*HDOfier Station Liateninff hideXf SpriuoHlit

system will improve

homes* in the Spartanburg-Greenville market

WBIG

ever, will

balance your way.

.

everybody knows

45

Chicago, Sept. 24.

Charging a radio program broad-,
was an "invasion
of their privacy," a South Dakota
couple last week filed an unusual
suit for $100,000 in Circuit Court
here, naming NBC, the Hussel M.
Seeds ad agency, and Brown & Wilcast five years ago

at

$l,5i,008

Ask lOOG Although

Air

First program, laid on Washington's
Stillaguamish River, is already in
the works, and pair is working on

Named On

GBS

Station for the SpirtanburK-Greenvllle Markit
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winner, "Craig's Wife." Dialog was
tautly tfimmed to fit the hour
space, while theme of the play, and
simplicity of the situations, seemed
What esright down radio's alley.
pecially made the production notable
Continued trom pas* 36
was the' performance of Florence
Down from "I Was a Convict" is ample proof Eldridge (Mrs. Fredric March), as
comics can grow.
entermeaty
get
listeners
can
the wife, in a many-sided portrayal
Canada only a couple of years back that
pro- of
superficial
self-centered,
the
with lots on the ball but no rep to tainment from a public sei-vice
•peak Of and needing some polish- gram. This program, as its catch- femme. March, himself, was of inhas a purpose, estimable aid as her easy-going, deingy Young has hit the bigtime. His phrase billing says,
High-grade drama
luded spouse.
first NBC show last Friday night and fulfills it completely.
filling
the former "Duffy s
Show is designed as an articulate here made high-class radio, and
(20),
Tavern" time on the net, was not protest against a penal system which Lawrence Langner and associates
just a promise. That was inherent leads to crime increase instead of may well take a bow for bringing a
in Young's former airings on the correction; and against school and IcRit know-hoW: to an audience of
which
web. Now, on the net
community systems which refuse to nillions.
thus far maintains its comedy lead- concern themselves with problems of
ership, he has delivered.
their members, moral illnesses which
The two Schwartz boys, Sherwood they alone can doctor. "Convict''
and Al, plus Joe Young, gave the took a summer hiatus; but is back
comic a good, smooth, poleiitially with more punch than ever.
amusing script to work with. But
~ Continued from page 36
Opener to the program is a draof course he could have fouled it up matization of the crime for which
at any one of a dozen places. That the ex-convict guest was convicted into the proceedings without overhe didn't is a tribute to his own and served time. Cons are never doing it. With Stanton signed to do
games over
football
mastery of being funny without identified, even to the studio audi- the Army
mugging or milking. And that's a ence, who are blocked by a screen. WNBT. Daley will probably contribute also to the east that sur- On
show caught Saturday (21) centrate on thei Sunday afternoon
rounded him. For each one really "John" was accessory to a drunken iro games and should be welcomed
hnd something to (Jo in the -script, murder of a barkeep, well-thesped yy the fans.
and tlicy carried their roles oil in
Scanning of the game,, under the
short skit.
Remainder of the.
.

.

ABC

Tele Foliowup

,

neatly.'.

,

:

Ilosult was a half hour of palatable probabilities wrapped up with
neat showmanship that should augur
plenty of payoff for Canada's cohtrib'
to the American radio scene.
Jim Backus. Ken Christy, Dons
Singleton, and Charlie Cantor came
through on their assignments in top

Cantor earning a
with
faslvion,
double-A and Miss Singleton^ rating
something less than a B in one
schoolmaster's markings but doing
othevs

and the

nevertheless,
falling in between,
'^he "Smart Set"
that
.iingles
-vvith

well

A CONVICT"
n WASEdwin
Lukas,
With

minutes was devoted to ad

interrogating of the con by Edwin J. Lukas, exec director for the
Society for the Prevention of Crime,
and the equally ad lib answers. This
period was a revelation. Background
loading to commission of the misdeed presented con's case sympathetically
but without the usual
lib

tenr-jerking, do-good smear.
Second half of the program began
with a forum discussion between Dr.
Ralph Banay. former chief psychiatri.st

quintet helped
simultaneously
plugged the show and the .sponsor's
fpana and Vitalis products, with Jim
okay as the official
Wallington
The five
Bristol-Myers salesman.
George
ably backed by
siiiCcrs,
Wyle's music, al'O did themselves
•well in tlieir own version of "South
Cars,
America, Take It Away."

,

a
fust 15

at

Sing

and

Sing

Charlotte

Carr. director of Citizens' Committee on Children, with Lukas. Then
the specially jnvited audience of
people active ir. juvenile delin.

quency and crime prevention was
invited to ask questions.
For the job it does, "Convict"
should be given top slotting by the

Currently it's heard Thursdays
on Mutual and Saturdays on WOR,

net.

Tmnm.

N. Y.

Dr; Ralph

J.

Charlotte Carr, Craie: jMc1)onoaki. Larry Haines, Paul Dnhov
Writer-Dirc«tor; Murray Burnett
^'.anay,

I

Foliowup

Comment

Producer: Elsie Dick
:

30 M'ns.; S-Jturday,
Snstainins;

9:3tt

a.m.

CBS's
Sunday

WOR-Mntual, N. T.
-A gpngible. well thought-out show

K

^ WTAG

leads In

83 Out Of 96
Of (Ke H pwiedlj pef

iVfttJt

rwM

by H4«p«r

'46) la

WTA©
«!«>••

jtO»t.

-

AjJf

Wofcerter orfw,
l»ad>

lemnd

4'/j

(jt

93 ond U «

in

th« remain-

hown per w**k

W
T A
WORC ESTEG

R

"People's
(22)

Platform"

last

had been skedded

to

take up the subject of wage stabili.
zation but was switched to the day's
hottest
topic,
I'affaire
Henry A.
Wallace. The net drew on two radio personalities from rival broad'
casting organizations to handle tbe
ticklish debate, Frank Kingdoii be
ing borrowed from
(Mutual)

WOR

and Tex McCrary from WEAF
(NBC). The choice ciJuldn't have
been better, since they really kicked

"Tlicatrc Guild on the Air" continued its fine pace Sunday (22)
with a high-grade performance of
the George Kelly Pulitzer prize-

—-

Continued from page

with any transcriptioners
who choose eligible to attend, will
probably be held evenings during
New Yoik City's FM station,
the month of October. The main
drive in the transcription field will WNYC-FM, was given the money
be to bring transcription fees up to this week needed to place
It on par
parity with live broadcasting; and
with any commercial station in the
to get what AFRA calls "decent"

sessions,

one-minute
spots,
for
rates
nouncements, and jingles.

an-

it

was signed

migrated

of 20,000 watts

that the spot-jingle-announceissue was not as prominent in
1942 as it is now, and must therefore be looked into as a fresh issue.
Still one more set of -negotiations
This concerns
is on the schedule.
staff employees of the nets and stations. These talks will also proceed
during the month.

New

York where he did radio and gen
eral publicity, then

its

—maximum power for

FM

under current regulations.
At the same time, the Board voted

Seymour N. Siegel, program director
and station's acting chief, extra personnel budget for the hiring cif three
engineers whom he will need its a
result of the station's expansion of
:

its

FM

programming.

AM

WNYC,

the city's
outlet, operates on only 1,000 watts; and is
restricted in broadcasting time to
daylight hours only. The
operations, which have been on a nine-

FM

hour-per-day schedule until now,
be increased to 12 hours beginning Oct. 1, Siegel said after the
city group granted the new budget.
The FM station's license permits 24hours-a-day broadcasting.
Plans are under way now, Siegel
will

increase the

said, to

on

an

independent

FM

operations

basis,

entirely

AM

separate from the
programming;
The Board of Estimate grant to
the station aroused comment in the
trade in view of the repeated reports, since William O'Dwyer succeeded F. H. LaGuardia £(s Maybr,
that the present administration expects to dump the station to private
intereat.s sooner or later. Trade sees
in the adoption of the new budget
an indication that O'Dwyer has been
won .over to the principle of not
only keeping
as city property but, possibly, to an idea of ex-

WNYC

panding

its facilities.

WDRC
W

HARTFORD

4

CONNfCTICUT

D R c -

r

M

Cincy Grid

Continued from page 43

WCPO, which

,

carried Mutual games
broadcast NBC
will
follow
a
football
scoreboard
schedule,
sandwiched
with its established news and headlines stint on the hour and halfhour.
has its Dick Nesbitt and
Syd Cornell team of pigskin mikers
back for their sixth season, this time
under Alms and Doepko, local department store, tagging. They will
follow Ohio State, except for two
Univ. of Cincinnati clashes. Nesbitt

last year
offerings,

while

WLW

WKRC

to

to the station to amplitransmitter to the strength

fy

ment

—

Vt.,

FM

tain

—

Springfield,

Without dissent, the New York
Board ot Estimate, which
on city budgetary items,

passes

and renewed with virtually
voted $19,000
no Chaiiges in 1944. AFRA will mainin 1942

WABD

Continued from page 37

country.

,i

really four years old;

.

the Navy as lieutenant commander,
started out as scripter at WNBX,

Grant

The present transcription contract City
is

•

Spingarn

New

With

Fact is that AFRA has one big
point on its side— all the contracts
expire Oct. 31, and the union plans
to tie them all up together by the
end of October.
On the whole, the union is going
nfo the negotiations with good
strength, its membership now being
about 25,000 nationally. Two political
wings, particularly in N. Y., have
made peace for the time being, in
order to show "unity." There is a
''Ladies Be Seated," a recurrent third group springing up insisting
audience participation sliow on teleon a special meeting of the New
vision, was revived last Thursday
York chapter to consider- a resolu(19) night by ABC over
(DuMont. N. Y.). This time, how- tion placing it on record against
ever, the program was sponsored Communism. It's possible that this
with a. T. Babbitt paying the tab to meeting may have to be held by
plug Bab-O.
middle of October, smack in the
Show inaugurated the premium middle of the labor negotiations.
giveaway plan on video, with home
Many New York members who
viewers invited to send in the Bab-O used to battle over political mattag fr(Sm a can of the stuff in order
are agreed that the special
to receive one
genuine Egyptian ters
scarab pin.
Number of returns meeting during negotiations would
should be a good indication of the be a miKake, declaring that the
number of viewers watching the fight against Communism is really a
show, but the results have not been fight against any kind of liberal ladisclosed yet.
bor policy on behalf of the union.
Price paid by the sponsor was also Net execs, aware of the move, sit
kept under wraps, but whatever it back and smile; knowing that move
was, he certainly got his money's
is in effect on their side
anything
w6rth, to the detriment of the show.
Besides an opening and closing spot, that will cause union friction will
iilmost 10 minutes of the half-hour help them.
October, therefore, shapes up as a
program was devoted to describing
the scarab pin, modeling it via live hot month for the radio talent peopin-uppers and making with the spiel ple. As one said this week: "If we
on the premium plan. That's much get hoarse on the air, it will be the
too long for a commercial.
fault of the negotiations."
Video-wise, the show followed the
usual "Ladies" format, with Johnny
Olsen handling the emcee chores in
okay fashion.
Producer - director
'

Bigtime

sas

31

supervision of producer Burke Crotty, was not up to NBC's usual par.
(jrotty depended too much on a
medium shot when a closeup of a
running play would have been
Most of the passes in the
better.
first half, which saw seven touchdowns scored, were brought within
good range of the lenses, but the
cameras wore never able to follow
the ball in flight on either a pass or
punt.

the topic around.
Striking, however, was one out
standing fact about this show as Harvey Marlowe again demonstrated
well as what the Wallace uproar has his prowess with dissolve shots that
come down to in general. McCrary, come in the wrong places. Reason
while
declaring
himself
against why Marlowe won't make- a clean
Wallace, used terms like "stupid cut from one camera to another reman,"
"second rate"
and other mains a mystery, but he could certainly perk up his shows if he did,
derogatory remarks. And these re
marks were directed against the'
President of the United States,

—

WNYC-FM

'Batter Up'

Radio Reviews

Almost Sold Out!
sh,pp.'« s-^-;

Th.

,,..r.

Monaoy ihrough

only

day and

Wm

Saf

two l-min«t.«v«''
Sa»»td<.y.

Molo,

WORC,

Contod
Hartford

Co.

moved on as at
torney. in FCC's law department. was an all-American pro in '32 when
Most recently, he served for several playing with the Chicago' Bears.
WSAI will carry ABC football
months as radio consultant to the
Senate Small Business Committee feeds; and WCKY, indie, will add
turning

STATION
GETS
BIG

Readcr.s'

out pieces for Harpers,
Digest and others on the

period scores to

special

its

'recorded music,

and news programs.

'

side...

Theme

of his latest radio

opus

is

that whether they know it or not,
the people own radio, having put

HAND

OLAN SOULE

Charges Fly

out

Continued from page 44
receivers for every dollar put
up by the broadcasters for trans- not appear at hearings here and is
mitting equipment.
The pamphlet expected to show at next session
urges listeners to make both their Oct 18 in Washington.
likes and dislikes known through
Heavy soap opera output of WTIC
formation of community radio court
as NBC's New England outlet was
cilg and the like.
pin-pointed
by
Yankee counsel,
Less impassioned than its prede
Thomas Dowd, who obtained from
cessors, the Public Affairs pamphlet Leonard Patricelli, WTIC program
sticks pretty close to the facts, quot- manager, admi.ssion that station has
ing widely both government and five hours and a quarter of serials
trade sources to dociunent both sides between 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. daily.
Of controversial issues. But like the Patricelli. noted, "People don't have

$2,1 in

publications that went before, it to listen.
lands with both feet on soap Operas; can tune
plug-uglies and the middle-commerJoseph
cials on which radio has grown
admitted
fat.

If

they don't. like

it,

in to another station/'

they

Guest Starring

On

m's Grand Marpee"
Prtst Rtprcsontativt

DUTTON-LIPPOLD

COUNTRY ESTATE
Hyd*

Park,

N. Y.

Approximately SO acrea at Ciuin
Lopez, manager of WIGC,
bow Creek, nenr Moosevelt MemorliiJ;
that routine of "Dialing for
Inoludea modern 14-rooni house and
FCC's Blue Book, newspaper-radio Dough", station's telephone-cash fea7^room tenant house, caraareig, threcrelationships through the years arid ture, had been switched on counsel's
Htofj' bam, numeroua auxlllury bnlldthe do's and don'ts of the radio advice to eliminate phases which
Infffl,
water ayfitem, alflo productive
statute are also spelled out in full might be interpreted as a lottery.
apple archunl, woodlnndN with bridle
foi;
the radio-minded layman.
Interesting aspect of situation is
To
puiiis; equipped machinery nnd tools.
impress the inner workings of radio that no matter who wins the CPs,
PRICE. $60,000
more clearly on the neophyte, script the transmitters will be located: on
Bolt !t0l4, Vurlel.v, l.'S4 W. 40(11 >St.
is amply illustrated with Public Afproperty owned by WNAB's Thomas
New York IB, N. Y.
fairs Committee pictographs.
in nearby Trumbull.
Author Spingarn is also respon
sible for the Senate Small Business
Committee's report on "Opportunities for Small Businessme,n in FM
Broadcasting" last spfing whlcK was
persuasive in eftecting a change ol
bi CONCERI-fiffl
12
heart at FCC on holding out some
PRESENTING ATYPICAL AMERICbNDON
FM slots for latecomers. Naturally, Wm.M^,^
his enthusis^jn for
carries over
CROUP OP PAMOU|..JAXZ-AltJSJS.,_
suKCkirripN >EMM • • iiiiif Iawways avaiiah«
into the Public AflEairs piece,
El-:

.

Li$fetters

hearfily

applaud Cleveland's CHIEF sfafion

again and again for the best local shows on the
has more local daytime listeners

in

,

station.

ABC Network

IIWhI WW

ClfVtLRND

O

BlPRC'iFNItD

WW

NrtTIONAtlY

WW

BY

air.

WJW

Northern Ohio than

any other regional

EDDIE CONDOM

5000 Watts

HtAOl.tT-H(ED

COMPANY

FM

I

Town

11.11

Hall

MN-SAfM

;
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WE'RE GOING TO BE
THE SINGING STARS ON

TWO

OF RADIO'S TOP SHOWS //

Current

DECCA

Hit

My Buddy's Chiek
Walk

It

Off

Soon To B€ Released
For Sentimental Reasons
It's A Pity To Say Goodnight

Squeeze Me (Don*t Tease Me)
By Duke Ellington and Lee Gain«a
•"

With Ella Fitzgerald

Hello, Goodbye, Forget It
By lee Gaines and Rene De Knigfat(of the D.R.B)

and Jimmy Mnndyl

Jr
J^

^1
A

Thoiiks to the William Morris Agency for going outride their broad precincts
rore gesture, highly comniendecC deeply opprK^^
clients

^o

in

the interest of theii

•

.

British Best Sheet Sellers
(Week ending Sept. 12)

JockSf Jukes and Disks

London, Sept.

You

Bless

Pnmro.sc

By George
The revival of the o ..les continues
tuiabated, and everythin considered
this is a fine tiling. The cooiiskin
:

.

A. the autographed slicker, and
the ukulole are in the jukes these
days—if. not in fact, certainly in
spirit. For example, Columbif has a
I.

My Violets" and, like ":Wonderit sounds like a can't-miss with
jukes, jocks and home-and-firethe estate of distalT vocalsomotiroes seems a little bankis
rupt these days, it is all the more
rea.son tor us: to be grateful for a

t

Down

Frazier

.ly

lul."

th

ftc'crs. If.

Di'iKh Shore.

\nothcr: promisinp Coliimbia face,

Harry James' "Why Docs It Oet
So: Early?" The vocal is by
Di Vito. and is appropviutoly:

Ir.tc

distinctly

know what cooks

Jhould provide a kind, of test case.

it

At any

on thi.? platter is
band-in contra.stinr stylos.
of "The BoaumOrit Ride"

band

tho

It

rate, Jiero

Jairies

tit

has been

fallin.q

oil'

shfirplv

popli-

ii'

the idiom of "Late" should
put it baclc near the .top.

li.rity.

he

Cab Calloway, who usually does

.

On in

c:,lch

C

the hotter jukes, should
all locations with his

Nctlic.'*

Got

"I

)linnbia .of

a so-called

It's

Named

Gal

a

.'.'oatalogiic."

and Cab sings it effectively.
Hot jazz addicts will probably enjoy
V fine tenor saxophone passage.
I'T-f

.

.

nocoa'a

this

n.ent

strongest
vveek is

Heywodd and

Eddie

of

-

The tune

his

the cute
the merry
the way,
contributes some awfully nice piano
to the proceedings.

E-^all band.

but.' then,

side,

Andrews?

is "on

aren't

Hey wood, by

Brunswick Collectors' Series
ha an album of "Songs of Trinidad"
by Wilmoth Houdini, accompanied
by Gerald Clark's Night Owls.
'''ha

very

group aren't projected
astutely on -these faces,
his

,

Wax
Department

,

Facts

Everything-Hapr

of

pens-In-Brooklyn: Answering this
the
.department's suggestion
that
jocks might get a change of pace by
playing a real oldie like "Cohen On
the Telephone." Art Ross, jock on
WLIB, New York, replies that he
spins a lot of venerable things,
among them "Cohen on the Ameche,"
Ross is heard from 7! 10 to 9 each
morning and- from 3:30 to 5 every
afternoon
Concert Hall Socifety,
Inc. a new organization, will bring
out a series of 12 albums comprising
16 compositions never befoi'e recorded in the U. S. Sets will be
limited to 2,000 subscribers
Lynn Duddy has recorded a kiddies'
album for Sonora
Barbasol has
bought jock Sherman Feller's WEEI
(Boston) show for a year . Jimmy
Cannon. N. Y. Post's featured sportswriter, is looking for Marion Harris
platters
Don Walsh of Steve
Hannagan's office has been trying
to induce Tommy Lyman to lacquer
an album. So far, no dice
Will
any gals ever top the Boswells'? And
why don't more jocks play Helen
Morgan's "My Bill"? It's on Victor
•

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

27681.

Points

Brunswick in
and are the
Tunes are "The

genuine product.
in

Rochester, N. v., Sept. 24.
Disk manufacturers, who are next
on the salary-boost list at the
American Federation of Musicians,
probably can look forward to a hot
time if the words of Leo Cluesmann,

cooks in 'Trinidad; "No Mo' Bench
and Board"; "Arima Torught, Sangre
Grande Tomorrow Night," a swell
carnival

song;

Up AFM's

Hike of Diskers

a perceptive
treatment of

Trinidad,"
on the

commentary

"I Need a Man";
Willie"; "Honey, I'm

"Sweet Papa
AFM secretary, can be taken as an
Bound to Go"; "Black But Sweet"; indication. Speaking
at the annual
and "Stop Coming and Come." The meeting here
Sunday (22) of the
accompanying band (all West In- New
York State Conference of Mudians except bassist Al Morgan) is
sicians, Cluesmann referred to the
superb. It's hard to predict the re"huge profits" now being made by
action to these faces among the juice
disk producers and predicted they
operators. Fact that Houdini was not
would have to share the mountain
waxing for the American market,
of coin with AFM members.
and consequently not preoccupied
Contract between the AFM and
wi.h enunciation, makes him diffiRe- recorders expires in January, 1947,
cult to understand at times.
newed interest in calypso, however, but negotiations on new terms are
should help overcome this draw- expected to begin late in October.

AFM

notified diskers last spring that
,
they could expect demands for a
Docca's album of "Square Dances"
boost; how large he did not say.
Al MacLeod's Country Dance
Band is a neat job with, obviously;
limited appeal. It consists of six 12-

bfck.

'

by

jneh. sides*"She'll

Be

Coniin'

Hotel

Round

New Yorker Drops

for -the N.
several times a week
his

stuff

Y.

its

hillbillies

ice tank, plus: the fact that the

over N. Y. Los Elgart orchestra, brought into

all

Pepsi -Cola
auspices the hotel last week following settlesponsors his
free square ment of the musicians' sti'ike, is doing, so well at the b.o., cau.«cd the

under

City

which
dances.

decision.

Decca, which has an altogether
kud'ablo habit of coming up vvith
r

In going into a straight band
,New Yorkei; is taking on
strong competition in thc-^ennsylvania hotel.
Latter ijf only two.
blocks away and J-ieK consistently
played the very top names available.
Currently. Claude Thornhill's postpolicy, the

hiis Bing Ci'osby
and Orson Welles in an album of
O.'-'ear Wilde's "The Happy Prince."
It's quite pleasant stuff.
The disc
companies are making so many children's slbums these days that thoy'i-e

so-callod novelties

.

.

.

.

war band

in dangoi- of neglecting the adults.
TlH'ce of the best, though, have just
been put out by Columbia. They are
"Puss in Boot.s," "Jack and the
Bor,n.stalIc." and "Cinderella." Treatment is same as broadc st over CBS

only

is

On

policy,

work Monday

Under the bandYorker will

tap.

the

New

Saturday, 7 p,m. to
2 a.m„ cutting out music at Saturto

day luncheon sessions and
Sunday.

Mack's ''Lot's Pretend" airMiss Maek> by the,, way., will

closing

in Nila
ings.:

probr.bly cause as much excitement
as Ed Durlacher around Reuben's,
j

but she know: her

stufl"

and

the.=e

Irving Fields signed a year's coni
tract
with RCA Victor oil the
strength of the four records he cut
two weeks ago..
'

.

I

:

3.

Five Minutes More

4.

Surrender

(fl)

<

(Melrose)

(Santly-Jov)

(10)

I

5.

You Were

If

Only Girt

the

•

(Mutual),
'

(3)

\

'

;

.

What Comes

7.

Gypsy

Arranging

8.

Don't

9.

I

Know Enough About You

Meantime, Sinatra made an aggresmove against his former assoHe backed a truck up to
Barton's branch office here late last
week and removed all the furniture.
It's asserted hi.s attorneys convinced
him that the action wasn't strictly
according to hoyle and they will be
restored today or tomorow (Wednes-

sive

ciates.

day),.

Got Sun In Morning.

•

They Say

It's-

Named Veepee

Ross

\^^^
Ethel

Woridortul (18) (Berlin)..

Columbia
CapiloJ

!

i.

.Decca

. ,

Columbia
Ducca

Merman
^°"}°

Victor

Bing Crosby

I

Decca

Coming Up
Columbia

Rumors Are Flying (Oxford.

1

Betty

I

Buy Papers (C-P)

(

Guess

I'll

I

Don't

Know Why
Day

Night and

(Feist)

Mills

(I-Iarmsl

Who

,

. .

,

.

..

Told You That Lie (Stevens)

Do Vou Love Me (BVC)

,

Sisters

Decca

\

Vaughn Monroe

v-'"''
Victoi-

S^^Vfrn""'*
Harry James. ....-^•i^"'':''-'
.Colui-nbia
Johnny Long
Decca
.

«°"<e 66 (BVC)
Vty Fickle

Capiiol

Perry Como-. ........ .Victor

...

.

.Caiiitol

.

Andrews

(Feist)...,....

(Miller).

...

Frcddic Slack

I

Town

You Know

Tlian

Decca
..Victor

(

(

More

Decca

.Victor'

^

(

Shanty in Old Shanty

.Victor

.

..,

Tex jBeneke,
Johnny Mercer,

Tiohi=
rImo Lights
Blue

nf
of

.....

;

Bing, Crosby

,

Know (Morris)..-.......
.,v
My Sugar Is So Refined (Criterion ),

1

Hnn n
Hou.o

Rhodes.
Bros

Tommy. Dorsey

.

l&"-tndT^r.:-:^rci
(

Eye (Santly-Joy).

J

Stone Cold Dead (Miller)

................

Betty Hutton
Jerry Colonna

.Victor
Capitol

.

Fitzgerald- Jordan

.

.

.Decca-

involving Frank Sinatra's
from
the
business.
Sinatra ha«l a one-third partnership
with Ben Barton and Hank Sanicola.
Whether the slice that will go to
Ross comes out of the piece Sinatra
will return, or whether it will come
from Barton's and Sanicola's hold-

withdrawal

.

Sinatra's withdrawal

from Barton,

incidentally, has begun a stream of
offers to him from various major
They 'are offering
all sorts of deals, from setting up a
firm for hini to ordinary seljing-

N. Y. publishers.

agent deals for the songs

stemming from

his

he'll

Metro

confilms.

Pop Pubs Preparing

BING

PLENH RIVALRY

Stafl'ord.

for example,

made

a

Shop

Fields'

MCA

contract with Music

Them Thar

of America, which expired
week, has not been renewed and
the various agencies.*

.

Haymes^Forrest \.
.Decca
Frank Sinatra ... .Columbia
.

.

.

Rating Appeal

realizing

Edwin H. (Buddy) Morris fseems
catalogues, according to the latest bent on fighting the availability ratings awarded by the American Somove of throe major pubs into the ciety of Composers, Authors and
hillbilly field, with others making Publishers. Handed a 250-poin boost
overtures in JUe same direction. for his Morris catalog, while the
Robbins, Bourne, and Mayfair have Melrose and Mayfair firms, part ol
all
begun laying the groundwork his combine, were held at 900 and
for entrance into the western and 800 pointsv' respectively, Morris is
hill market, and Shapiro-Bernstein planning to appeal the decision. Be
ol

folk

music

,

is

buying

up

occasional

hillbilly

r

Mayfair is preparing: to set up a
subsidiary publishing company, with
advisers coming from some of the
top names in the folk music field.
Robbins, meanwhile, is planning a
similar company. Bourne strategy
has not reached the concrete stage

been in the field-for several years.
Leeds' hill division has been under
Riley Shepard, singer currently cutting for Musicraft, although there's
no contractual arrangement.

wants more points for

all three and
doesn't plan to stop until he gets
'em.

Morris drew the extra 250 points
from the Society's Appeals Board,
after having been turned down by
the

Publishers

mittee. He's
to

the

now

Classification Comcarrying his appeal

director

full

which,

board,

probably will wipe off the, 250-point
boost by the Appeals Board. Same
body did that last year, when the
Morris firm was boosted from 750
to 1,000 points, but its move was
made before Morris appealed the
decision. It simply exercised its ri.tjlU
to disagree with and cancel any in'

creases

awarded

Board.

This put Morris in

by

tlie

Apiieals
tlie po-

sition of accepting his current ratio,?
or renewing the flight. He did the

lattter and is likely to lose it again
Move of the pubs into the hill on appeal to the full board, thereby
catalogue brackets was cued by re- launching the
battle he promises to
cent slump in sheet and record sales spark.
when, as in the past, hillbilly sales
held steady for most of the companies. Situation was reminiscent of
the depression dropoff in sales, when
disk manufacturers were maintained
in business largely by virtue 01 theii'
hillbilly
artists.
In a liberally illustrated volume
Outstanding example of this was Elton Britt, who of songs called "JSing a Song of
sold for Victor when nothing else Friendship", published by himself,
would move olf tlie shelf.
Irving Caesar's "jingles of social

AIMED AT JUVES

,

So. Cal. Juke^ters

Fields has long wanted to remain

N .Y. as possible and do
Join
Union
radio work along with occasional
Los Angeles, Sept. 24.
one-nighters, locations, etc., and this
Juke box workers here have not
hankering is responsible for. his only changed the name of their orfi-ilure to renew with MCA. He had ganization to the Soutl.ern
Califorbeen with
for 12 years and nia
Automatic
Music
Operators
originally hold one of that agency's Assn. but have pulled' away from
$1,000,000 contracts, i.e.. a pact effec- the
International
Brotherhood of
tive until Jii! paid .$1,000,000 in com- Electrical Workers and joined Local
missions.
396 of the American Federation of
Fields is also ranging into other Labor's Teamsters Union.
fields.
He has the New Rochelle,
Through its hookup with the TeamN. Y., agency for new Frazier- sters, the association is In a position
Kaiser automobilc.s. In addition, the to control shipmenta in n bars and
leader will sell Kaiser boats with a other places where music machines
Brooklyn agency.
are used,

Teamsters

MCA

.

Hillbillies

Pop music publishers are
the selling^ power

the leader will henceforth freelance

as close to

.

.

CAESAR'S SONG BOOK

Corp.

among

.

Morris Plans

Bing Crosby, whose diskings of
"Silent Night" and "White Christmas" have for some time kept the as yet,
.
holiday pop sales of such iten>s unShapiro-Bernstein has bought up
der his thumb, will get plenty comseveral tunes,
latest
being "My
petition this year.
Last Xmas he
Phillipine Baby," purchased from
bucked Frank Sinatra for the first
time, but this season every one of Apollo Music. Tune was recorded for
both
King
and
Four-Star.
the companies is turning out a
A few of the other majors have
Xmas special.
pairing of the topmost numbers for
Capitol in N. Y.
Perry Como has
made a group fof RCA -Victor;
Cosmo.
Majestic,
Musicraft
and
others all have items from religious
groovinfis to "Jingle Bells," "Winter
Wonderland," etc., ready to hit the

.

To Dig Gold Out Of

copyrights,

XMAS SPECIALS TO GIVE

.

.

;

ings, isn't certain.

Benny Goodman; ..Columbia

Blue Skies (Berlin)
Why Does It Get So.Late (Harms).
..
Something Old, Something New (Barton)

details

last

Victor

....Uecca

(15) (C) } T,^?,^^r^^''^
(.mills Bros. ......

(7) (Berlin)

.

been named a v.p. of tlie outfit and
probably will assume a piece of the
business with tlie final cleanup of

Jo

Decca
Columbia

.

.

Charlie Ross, professional manager of the Barton Music firm, has

trol

.

Dinah Shore

(

10.

24.

Victor
.

Freddy Martin

I

,

Co. Split

Hollywood, Sept.

Victor

Dick Haymcs,

I

J

Details

Henry and Sol Jaffe, New York
attorneys for Frank Sinatra, have
arrived here to work out the details
of the singer's withdrawal from Barv
ton Music Co. and possibly attend to
his future music publishing ideas.
The Jaffes reportedly brought with
them settlement terms offered by
Bon Barton and Hank Sanicola, coowners with Sinatra of the Barton
firm.
What they call tor, arc undisclosed, but one of the conditions is
said to involve the lifting of a ban
Records
with
fcoUimbia
placed
against the release of all Barton
songs disked by Sinatra.

Cosmo

| i?.''

.

On Barton

Victor

^ij'''*"'"

Natur'lly (14) (Berlin) IS'^^'i

(Leeds)

(22)

Tex Beneke
Perry Como
Peip Como

(

e.Doin'

i''!':;?^^^^^^

^^^LTcugat'^.-.Vdoitunbia
Frank Sinatra
Columbia

I

r

.

.{ ^^f.^^yX^Ain! i"

(Wifk)

(6)

.

Mountain," "Billy Boy," "The
leers for Band Policy
Grapevine Twist," "Dip and Dive,"
market.
New Yorker hotel's (N. Y.) Ter"Mademoiselle from Armentioro.s,"
and "Cowboy's Dream." It probably race Room, which heretofore coupled
name
bands to its ice revues,
thing
Lindyites,
won't mean a
to
but
will
drop
the
latter
the caller's name is Ed Durlacher.
and attempt to Shep Fields No Longer
He's U right, too-^in an RFD way, operate strictly as a band room.
of course. Furthei'moi-e he now does Inability of the hostelry to replace
Rippling Rhythm for
the

,

Away

It

{

Sinatra Attorneys

,

.

originally recorded by
1931 for export only

(Paramount)...

(9)

south America Take

2.

,

.

took his tag after seeHoudini do magic in an old
iiig
movie, is one of the classiest of all
calypso singers. These faces wei'e

Cooks

.

Own

To Each His

1.

•

,

who

Houdini,

.

on Coin-Machines

10 Best Seflers

Gay

Wright
Leeds

Harvest Moon, .Strauss
Laughing on Outside. .Connelly
Can't Begin Tell You..Chappen
Chappell
Love
Me
Do You
Money Is Root All Evil. Chappell
Land Bcginnins Asain.Feldmnn
.Foldman
Be
Let ByKones
Cineph,
Cruising Down Ri ver
Wood
Rain Must Fall

"'

tional is. .pretty unexciting, stuff except in isolated spots. Johnson's a
fine pianist, but he and the rest Of

.

entry for the
"A Main Is a
Erithor to a Mule." Dori.-j FisherATlnn Roberts excerpt from "Thrill
Brazil," which thT Andrews Siso'.'
te.
do with the swell, aecompani,

jrlies

the Valle.v

in

191.6

13.

iN.

.

.

.

ri''ht in

ai

... ... .L.

.

Sinatra's "The Things Wo Did Last
and "The CofTcc Song"
(Columbia) are two of his fine-it
chores. "Summer'' shapes up as the
bigger hit of the two, but the jUkes
won't be making a mistake to put
Betty
both sides on the agenda
Hutton's "Walkin' Away With My
Heart" and "WHat Did ,You Put in
That Kiss?" (Victor) are a good dca)
Pete John-,
loss than sensational
album on Nason's "Housowarmin'

Summer"

Irn'uiorotts.
n'.cntal.

in the diaper

<le-

parlmcnt.

l;i'dc;y

The reverse is an instru'IThe Beaumont Ricic." and

.

Hill

There's

worthwhile kiddie
are
fare. They are mentioned here on.
the not unreasonat)le assumption
that VARiExy readers may want to

Dinah Shore of "I May Be Wront!,
But I Think You're Wonderful." The
tune, of course, is one of the best
ever, and Dinah sin;?.s it with taste
and afl'oction. Its couplin" is, "Wlio'U

:
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.

significance" is aimed to promote a
better understanding among the nations of the world. Songbook, slanted
at a juvenile audience, has. an introduction by Fannie Hurst as well as
an insert reproducing letters of coni''
raendation 'from Ellis Arnall, governor of Georgia; Edward R. Stettinius, Jr., U. S. represontiitive to the

United Nations; and Sumner WcUcs

among

others.

Roosevelt's

is

Column

'

o£:

,1VI>'S.

reprinted in which

.she

also affixes her stamp of approval.
Some 19 odd ballads are contuicd
in the volume, all of which are
writtgn around a theme of peace
and friendship. With musical ar»'

rangements by Leo Ru-s.sotio find,
illustrations
by Albert Barbrllc
book has already been li-anslalcd /u'
adapted

into

six

languages* aside

from the English version.

ORCnESTRAS-MVSIC

September 25, 1946
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MAKE PUBS BOUNCE

SPA TERMS
As

Plenty of Friction

Aftermath

Move to Make Up

Added Costs

for

|Starr

y LEFT OPEM

Of N. Y. Musikers Strike; Hotels In

Concession Breaking

He Should Have Owned

"

Billionth Disking

RCA* Victor is preparing a big
hoopla for next month v;hen its
pressing machines wiU turn out the
billionth disk made by the company.
Billionth pressing will be a 12-incher

inscWbed by the Boston Symphony
under Serge Koussevitsky
with
."Semper .Fidelis" and "Stars and
:

;:

;

Stripes Forever."

;

:

Event will be marked by national
promotion and a dinner to RCA ex-

them based on the 20% boost
They are revising hours
downward, cutting out men (802 allowed .this in the settlement so long
as the/original men were first taken
back, then given two weeks notice).'
AS: a, result, some hotels are paying
ivo more for music than they did be-

ARA

Receivership

One, as a result of
schedule manipulations, is paying

fore the strike.
its

Goes Into

To

$30 less weekly.

Liquidate Debts

Meanwhile, the name band spots
went through a scramblei as expected, to reopen with music. New
Yorker, for example, found no one
'

Hollywood, Sept.

,,

24.

by Camden, N. J., city ofCamden is the, site of RCA's

ecutives

terms wasn't wholly unexpected by
the SPA committee who set up the
proffered contract, after working on
It has emphait for almost a year.

802 won.

jficials.

main disk

sized to publishers' representatives
that the terms as presented consist
only of "proposals" that are open to
negotiation.
The. aforementioned
publishers leel- that" there will be
plenty of the latter, ^esHiiey might
as well lock their doors and go
home, turning the keys of their of-

factory.

:

Sejk Song Rights

:

.

$m

For

over to songwriters they meet
on the way out.
Meanwhile, everyone connected
with the negotiations has developed
SPA gave to
a clam-like attitude.

It

Now

fices

Looms As Big Hit

Following survey which should be
had completed before end of this week,
Dick
Rogers,
co-writer
with
had ARA either will continue to operate publisher reps a minimum number Hughie Prince of the «ong, "I
Guess
started a four-week run in Donoas disk firm or be liquidated. Max of copies of the proposals, which I'll Get the Papers and Go Hofne,"
hue^"!, Mouiitain Vievv, N. J,).
As a Fink, attorney for receivers, -stated were distributed to various major being published by Campbell-;
result,
Joe Glaser's ABC, Music
of
attorneys
resuU
this,
pubSi
a
As
chances look good for possible conPorgie, is in a spot few, songwriters
Corp. of America and General Arttinuance
of
plattery,
only began working overtime as of Mon- find themselves. He sold his interest
but
i.sts combined
to loosen Les Elgart
thorough survey can point to final day (23) digesting the SPA ideas. in the tune for $300 months ago and
from a Thursday opening at the
decision.
Meanwhile, ARA went MPPA attorneys got it before they the melody is now giving promise
Knickerbocker Yacht Club, Port
work
did
and
thus
the
skuU
began
into
receivership Friday, beating
of becoming a .solid .sheet sales hit.
Washington; L. I., to make him
government tax seal by matter of earlier. MPPA, incidentally, refused Prince, too, is thought to have disavailable to the hotel, Ted Straeter,
minutes, when U. S. tax men were to comment on the situation until posed of a portion of his rights.
who is waiting for the Biltmore's
kept from padlocking assets by prior the proposals are completely, diRogers,
probably figuring that
Bowman Room to be refurbished
first meeting of its
gested
and
the
petitioning of creditors.
nothing
would
ever
come
of
lit's being
delayed by lack of maboard on the problem. Latter oc- "Papers,"
Petition, signed by committee of
handed his interest in it
terials),
took
the
Knickerbocker creditorsj staled disk firm: has assets curred last night (Tuesday). Inci- to Arthur Jarwood, owner of Camjob.
dentally, all MPPA meetings on the
totaling $560,000i consisting of equipbridge Music. Music men remember
Claude ThornhiU was hurriedly
subject will be held at night so as
materials
ment,
and recordings.
this firm as the one involved last year
•pulled out of dates, including a week
avoid interference with ASGAP
However, against this sum are back to
in the "Swagger" program on WJZ.
at
boards of both
available (Chuck Fo.?ter, who
teen, set until later this month,

,

.

,

:

:

.

the Earle theatre, Philadelphia,
taxes of .$110,000 owed to the U. S.,
to £q into the Penn Monday (23).
$62,000 owed to Union Bank and
Blue Barron went back into the EdiTrust, payroll default and general
son; Grift' Williams returned
to the creditors' demands totaling $350,000,
Waldorf. Astor Hoof, which would
plus notes held by Mark Leff and
have had Sammy Kaye until Sept.
family for $490,000. General credit29, decided to call it a season and
ors will a.sk Leif claims be subordiJet Kaye go his
way (to the golf nated to theirs in event of liquidacourse and racetrack for a vacation).
tion. Government; bank and emHenry King reopened at the Rooseployee debts will- be paid first, with

•veJt,',

•

creditors asking second position.

Although government has already
warehouse with raw stocks,
understood the padlock will be

.seized

Muzak's

Disb

ii's

For Sears Label
Muzak
start

and Sears-Roebuck will
merchandising shortly a rec-

ord-of-the-month idea, on tlie same
basis of the
book-of-the-month club,
featuring

vlnylite

waxings

taken off provided company decides
to continue to operate in order to
liquidate debts. Francis
Quitner,
who was appointed receiver, -will
meet with creditors to decide course
of action.
.

N.Y. Music Printers

which

In

Will

average over $1 a platter.
at the great midwest marfolksy standards, waltzes and
be recorded by artists
such as Vivian delta
Chiesa, Lanny
«oss, Teddy Dales band,
Dinning
,

Bad Way Due To

Aimed

Shortage of Paper

ket,

'ne like will

New York
a

music printers are in
bad way regarding

particularly

which to print music.
them may be forced to
Platters will go out under the
shut down this week because the
^ears label.
Idea of Muzak pro- truckers who serve them have not
micing
Sisters, et al,

Some

the biscuits may eventually
be extended to
embrace great department stores, like Macy's, Bam-

wrger,

etc.,,

area,
.label.'

in

the

metropolitan

each to have

its

own

.

CARLE PROBABLY WILL
STAY WITH COLUMBIA
Frankie Carle's
iive of several

Pames,

since

orchestra,

objec-

major recording com-

current contract
iih Columbia
expires in November,
probably will stay: with Columbia.

.paries

his

representatives
had been
.dickering with the new
.,«,-G-r.M company,
but the fact that
^n.e latter
will not begin producing
records until after
the first of the
year helped kill
negotiations,
name has become one of
^'
til
'ne strongest
record sellers in the
ousme.<;s.
His Columbia sales of last
and this, rates him right up with
we leaders in sales totals.
:Seriously

paper

on

of

.

.

which they're speculating.
Break Others Down
Since Starr represents Harms, Witmark and Remick, three of the most
powerful catalogs in the music business (Harms is the most powerful;

I

Facchine Quits

Jack Robbins' Buy

MCA On Coast

'

Of li-Yr.-Old Co

Dance

May Do

MCA

Cosmo

By AFM

To

.

APM

.

:

HAROLD STERN TO HEAD

•

.

Accompanying: Gibbons back to
London is Eddie Standring, director
and g, m. of Campbell-Connelly,
making his first American visit.
While caught in the middle of the
Local 802 (American' Federation of
Musicians) strike in New York,
which muted most dance Spots,
Briton did see enough of New York
and environs in the 2\k weeks he
:

?

,

WB

it is rated at 11,000 availability points
in ASCAP, which Is double the ratThis show, backed by a Broadcast ing of its nearest competitor), it's figMusic, Inc., publisher-affiliation, was ured that his move in okaying RCA's
the program which started quite a request for a l%c royalty will break
page
(Continued on
50)
controversy in the music biz since other publishers down. They -will
for' weeks
its
own songs were follow in his wake sooner, or later,
plugged on WJZ time seven nights though some may hold out for a
weekly— at BMl's $48. per plug re(Continued on page 53)
turn. 'iPapers" was one of the tunes
put on the show in this manner.
Jarwood, after the "Swagger"
show was pushed off its time by WJZ
executives, made a deal with Campbell-Porgie to publish.
That was
Hollywood, Sept. 23.
last February and the firm had held
Russ Facchiije, who has headed the tune since.
the band department at the local office of Music Corp. of America since
Jack Bobbins' ASCAP entree will
being discharged from the Navy Carroll Gibbons,
Yank,
be via the Hamilton S. Gordon, Inc.,
earlier this year, resigned his post
catalog, a 100-year-old house specialas of last Friday (20). What he inizing
in sacred and' standard musie
Britain's No. 1
tends doing is so far undisclosed, but
which enjoys seniority. J. J. Robit's suspected he's going into a perbins & Sons may continue to opFave,
U.S. Tour
sonal management deal.
erate this as a .subsidiary unit, under
Meanwhile,: Facchine's resignation
American bandman Carroll Gib- its original firm name, and still build
out- bons,
has caused shifts in other
a longtime fixture in England, up a new Robbins catalog. He is
Maurie Lipsy, head of the returned to London from: New York
posts.
consummating the deal to buy that
Chi branch, moves here about Oct. Monday (23) on the Queen Mary
firm's catalog, including a five-year
1, while Jim Breyley takes over as
to
open Sept. 30 at the Hotel employment contract to one pf the
chief of the latter office.
Savoy in London with a band com- surviving brothers.
prising five reeds, five brass and
Robbins is set to publish the next
four rhythm. There's a good chance, Bob Wright
and Chet Forrest musihowever, that Gibbons may accept comedy score
Reinstated
they're dPing for Edsome U. S. dates in three months, win Lester ("Song of Norway,"
etc.).
having had a; number of offers.
He's also setting partnership pubin Deal
What impres.sed the Britishers lishing deals with
Ferde Grofe, Desi
about Gibbons is that, just before
Arnaz. and Duke Ellington besides
the blitz, he was in America on a
Clinton
Larry
Off
Pay
publishing new folios by Dr. Hugo
holiday andi as an American, he
Frey O'Music for Millions") and
didn't have to return, but did, and
Cosmopolitan Records, which went
Domenico Savinoi
stayed throughout. Gibbons was in
on the "unfair" list at N. Y. local and around his native
Boston
for a
802 of the American Federation of
week, and also spent a week in New
Musicians, recently, due to- its failure
York.
.

,,

,

.

meetings, since the
are interlocked.
While the new terms have been

yet settled their portion Of the re-,
cent city-wide strike. If that hapr
pens, music pubs, who have had a
difficult time the past couple weeks,
being iihable to ship music through
normal channels, will be hit harder.
Meanwhile, the ieyt publishers
.vyhp before the war had the foresight to stock up on paper and who
to pay Larry .Clinton some $6,000
still have reasonable amounts of it
owed him, has. been reinstated. Midon hand, are being diligently chased
dle of last week, Cosmo's president,
by contemporarie.s who haven't any.
made a deal with 802
And the former, in most case.s, are Harry Banks, \yould
pay. Clinton a
whereby he
hanging on to what they have..
said to be $1,000,
.surii,
HOW the remaining strikes of dif- stipulated
every time the company did any new
ferent triickdriver locals are still
recording.
tying things up is exemplified by
Clinton drew the fifst payment .on
the spot one publisher currently
account last week when Cosmo did
flnds himself in; he has a carload pf,
paper in a N. Y. yard, but the a date with a small band. Settlement
however, does not redrivers who serve the latter are still of the affair,
on strike- and others won't break scind the resignation Clinton filed
their picket line.- So the paper can- with Cosmo which ended a one-yearAn attempt was with-pptions contract between theiw.
not be touched.
being made earlier this week to Pact hadn't run its first year and
have the car shifted, to another yard was cancelled on the advice, of
executives.
where there is no strike.

.

.

;

.

.

cost to

Others

crack |dovelpped late last week
the line set up 'by major musio
publishei's against granting RCA,*;
Victor a concession on royalty fees,
based on the company's new 60c reHerman
tail price for pop disks.
Starr, head of the Warner Bros, publishing group, after a meeting with.Jim Murray, head of RCA's disk division, agreed to accept from Victor
a fee. of l44c per side for all. r.oeo>:d-ings of his music sold at tH^ Recently
V
installed 60c price.
By this: move, Starr became' the:
fir.st
major publisher to accede, to
RCA's plea, On the 50o price the
company had been paying publishers
iy20 per side, but when the pop disks'
went to 60c, tliis royalty cut auto,matically jumped to 2c'.
After in«;
creasing the retail price first,, RCA
,approached the, publishers seeking a
y4C concession, asking the pubs to accept l%c. None did, at least none'
admitted they did, until Starr laist
week made his deal with Victor. '
Tlie fe'W? publishers whp know of
Starr's move
are plenty peeved.
They are curious, too. They saw
Starr in recent months demanding RCA pay the full statutory rate
of 2o for the use of all
musiOi
on the basis of Starr's claim that the
music of his three companies waE not
being assigned tO'his liking, that it
was not being distributed to top artists at the same ratio, the music of
Other publishers was turned over to
these people. Why Starr should suddenly reverse his field and give RCA
the l%c concession it had been asking, after forcing a 2c per side royalty all along, is .something about
in.

RCA's Big Hoopla On

Time

by

Down

A

;

'

The

-

(WB) BowsioM

Disk Royalty a Quarter-Cent; See

FOR TIILKS
Though Walter Douglas, thairman

of the Music Publishers Protective
Assn., and Herman Starr, head of
the Warner Bros, music combine,
were last week (19) handed copies
of a new contract by representatives
Hiis stril^e against N. Y. hotels was
of the Songwriters Protective Assn.,
settled more than a week ago, the
Joint
This
few of the rank and file music
aftermath of the walkout is still
Pittsburgh, Sept. 24.
publishers are as yet aware of the
causing friction between the princiLongest local run on^rocord for a
details of the proposals asked by the
pals. Hotels are taking their time
musical unit came to an end here
SPA as the basis of the new conin ptJlting music back into the varilast week when the Ken Bailey trio
quite
tract with publishers effective Jan,
are
doing
bit
and
a
rooms
ous
closed at the Port Pitt hotel after a
1;
Those publishers, however, who
of'baggling with agents, all of which
10-year span. Outfit went into down- have received copies of the pro802
executives
Local
to
has caused
'
town inn .shortly after repeal and posed contract did two things; (1).
"
.
turn.
^
had been there continuously ever They fell out of their comfortable
Hotels, according: to agents isei'ving since.\.''
leather chairs; (2) they bounced and
them, are doing quite a, bit of revisBailey was replaced by Billy hit the ceiling.
ing of pre-fight music schedules in Yates foursome, another Pittsburgh
This reaction to their proposed
order to make up for the" increased unit,

New York Local 802 oXt
American Federation of' Musici-

While the

the

49

EAGLE-LION'S MUSIC
:

Harold Stern,' vet musical director
for Broad-way tunesh.ows, .lea'ves for
the Coast today (Wedneday) to become a musical director at Eagle-Lion
studios. Long a.ssociated with Olsen
& J;phnspn,injjtheir prattfaU revues,
he led the orch for "Hellzapoppin"
for four years and for "jSons o'
Pun" for two years.

was in the U. S.
Reg Connelly, on his recent visit,
had aligned a number of AngloStern headed the orch whfch
American music deals with Shapiro- played in the bandshell at ManhatBernstein's new Mood Music (Co- tan Beach, N. Y., for 27 seasons, and.
lumbia Pictures) affiliate, E. B. also played for long stretches at the
Murks Corp. for the Ernesto Le- Ambassador, Biltmore .and other
cuona catalog, etc.
New York hot-els.
:

:

,.
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ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC

so

Rosemarie Lombardo's

Basie Splits With Alexander, Gets

15G Bonus for Renewing With Morris

-

William Morris agency capped a*
Jons campaign last weelc by recap- Chase, St. L., Sets Masters
tiLiing the Count Basie orchestra, a
Chase hotel, St. Louis, has booked
circumstance that involved quite a
to take it
to-d' among the agency, the leader sufficient name br.nds
and Willard Alexander, his personal into next year. Spot has Frankie
rviiiager tor the past levy months. Masters starting Oct. 4, with George
Basie's return to Morris^ from which Olsen backed by a floorshow sset for
he was withdrawn by Alexander, Oct. n.
along with Vaughn Monroe, followed
Hotel then uses: a straight orch
a split between the maestro and
lineup which includes Jimmy DorAlexander.
sfv, Victor Lombardo, Tony Pastor.
Morris deal with Basie involved Claude Thornhill, and Frankie Carle,
leader
the
to
the payment by Morris
or a $15,000 bonus in return for a
One-year with options up to threeIt also involved an
yeai-s' contract.
agreement by Morris to pay Alex- Brit.
commissions
the
of
ander 35%
earned by the band for an undisclosed period per a deal made with

Rose-

following

Complications

Music Notes

NSG

Tonsillectomy Result

Milt stein now representing Pemora Music in Hollywood
Ralph Todd
Buenos Aires representative of various U. S. publishers, in New York.
George Duning composing score for "Johnny O'clock" at Metrb,,..
Aaron Gonzales turned in Spanish lyrics for Jimmy McHugh-Paul Adainl
son tune, "Chiquita Prom Santa Anita," for "Hit Parade of 1947" at Republic.
.Arthur Franklin will be music coordinator for "topacabana ". ,..
Marlin Skiles writing background music for "Dead Reckoning" at Columbia.
.Jack Elliott composed eight songs to be us^ in shorts by Meridian
Productions.
.Emit Newman scoring "The Best Years of Our Live.s" for
Samuel Goldwyn. .; .Frank- Slcinner doing background music for two
Universal-International pictures, "Swell Guy" and "I'll Be Yours",
.Franz Waxman comf>leted scoring job on "Cry Wolf at Warners.
.Cass
Daley opening her own music shop in San Fernando Valley
Adolph
Deiitsch composing score for Harry Sherman's "Ramrod" at Enterprise.

niarie Lombardo's tonsillectomy have
sor in and will probably keep her
out of chirping action for several

.

performed three weeks ago, wilh normal recovery usually taking about

.

ten days.Sortie doctors called in

have

said

bardo

it's

si.stor

sing again.

on the case

.

.

.

To Meet On

,

.

!

,

.

Setting

Band Reviews

Up of Owners Assn.
Hollywood, Sept.

24.

KEN CASEY ORCH

carries a gal toreher, but

(IJ)

With Gloria Dale
Kustic Cabin, Engiewood

took

his. latest

matrimony

couple week ago.
Qiiin.

N. J,
Ken Casey, who's led various
bands around New York since 1923,
now fronts a young crew of earnest,
around
B'ormed
this
spot.
cx-G.I.'S at
six months ago, the band is a welU

|

j

.

.

Ballroom Ops

Calif.

Songsmiths

,

,

.

.

Ask 50% Plugs

,

•

.

.

.

possible, that the Lorn-:
might never be able to

Meeting of southern California
ballroom operators will be held Oct.
at Bos Angeles Athletic Club for
purpose of forming nucleus of
Western Ballroom Operators Assn.
emBarney McDevitt, of Avodon here,
Alexander after -he leit Morris!,
and A. V. Bamford of Pacific Coast
ploy, but just before ,withdravving
London, Sept. 25.
Amusement Co., are sparking meet,
Basie and Monroe from the agency's
Toaler.
Top British songwriters held two which will be attended by Larry
Prior to Basic's ,rnove back 16 t-neetings today (Tuesday) with the Gear, head Of Midwest Ballroom
Morris Alexander is said to have first huddle demanding that the Operators Assn., who has been inapproached the agency with his Own; British Broadcasting Corp. arrange vited to assist in forming new
plan-tq return the band there.- This its program schedules to- insure air- group.,
,

.

'

was

Operation

more weeks,

Cliffs,

:

HAL HARTLEY ORCH. (15)
ROSELAND BALLROOM. MONTREAL
,,

hard

to

tell

whether

or not
balanced Outfit; comprismg four sax Hal Hartley pulled a smart move
by
three trumpets, two, trombones and ankling the El Morocco,
one ol lop
four rhythm.
niteries here, where he played tor
feature four years, to come to this jive joint.
arrangements
Casey's
plenty of bounce h* brass, but on Harlley',s band had considerable folthe other hand, the outfit is versatile lowing at the El, but whether he caiV
• Outfit plans to discuss correction
enough to be equally able on sweet garner the same popularity at the
and Latin rhythmsi It's also evident Roseland remains to be seeri.
of prices and other problems as they
They also plan taking up that even on the jumpier numbers,
arise.
Possible booking oC name bands
may bring mobs to the spot, though
such problems as ASCAP levy and the melody is never lost.
Sidemen are amply spotted for it must be admitted on opening night
possibility of BMI: arranging simisolos and among standouts are Mor- (14) the joint was jammed.
lar collection setup.
ris Libby, who trumpets a unique
Hartley has boosted his crew to a
"Can't Give You Anything But Love" well-balanced IE men, which is a
and "Had to be You."
considerable improvement over the
Gloria Dale, red-headed vocalist 11 he used at the El. Demands here
who's on the portly side, gives out are different, of course, but the boys
with latter. A vocalist of more eye are coming through in fine shape.
continued from page 49
and aural appeal would be of inBeing strictly a rug-cuttet's spot,
kept under cover, the paramount estimable aid to a newly launched much of the band^s success will lie
orchestra such as Casey's.
Skin- in how far the men can go in blowpropcsals are these:
beater Clem deRosa, piano and
The contract under which a pub- guitar solos by Bill Maxted and Joe ing their brains out, and setup of
six brass, five sax and four rhythm
lisher accepts a song will not con- DiRoberto, respectively, come in for
seems to fill the purpose to perfecIt
stitute an a.ssignment of rights.
a nice change of pace.
Four-man tion.
staff,
headed by Ken
an offer to assign within six arranging
is
What's needed most now are a hot
months.
To earn the assignment, Sisson, also rates a nod for better vocalist, novelty items and some good
than average treatments.
the publisher must print a certain
l.nza.
As soon as Casey irons out the arrangements.
number of sheet music copies, one minor wrinkles
inevitably present in
It's

.

called tor the agency's guarantee- ing of a minimum of 50% British
ing him (Alexander) a minimum tunes along with a bigger percentv
ot $15,000 yearly for the next five age of operatic and classical selecSecond powwow of cleffers
years against 35% of the band's com- tions.
mission earnings, or to buy Alexan- was for purpose of forming a Brit^
der's interests out for a flat $17,500. tsh .songwriters' association equivalent to the U. S, Songwriters' PrpMorris turned the deal down.
Ever since Alexander left Morris tective Assn.
'

to set

This method of sellin j the orcheshowever, developed a couple of

tra,

Wood.

Alexander and Joe Glaser,,
head of Associated Booking Corp:,
got into two arguments when Glaser
booked Basie into ti e Aquarium
Restaurant. New York, and Alexander refused to pay him commission
on the job. Later, Glaser set the
band into the Band Box, Chicago,
and, Alexander again refused to split
scrapes.

in

handling the chore.

meet music

-

Songwriters' conclave resulted in
election committee comprising
Maschwitz, Noel Gay; Vivian
Irwin Dash, Jimmy Kennedy,
Joe Gilbert, Michael Carr, Billy
Reed, Sonny Miller, Tommy Connor,
Box and Cox with Bruce Sievier as
Also Arnold
temporary chairman.
Clayton and Phfl Cardew, heads of,

an

Ellis,

As a result of Waste's move back
Morris, Alexander is no longer
managing the band.
Milt Ebbins,
i.s

to

Eric

the

to

fail

men's demands, representations will
be niade to Parliament and even to
Prime Minister Clement Attlee. Attend mg meetings were Noel Coward,
Ivor Novello, Eric Maschwitz, A. P.
Herbert, Joe Gilbert, Jimmy Kennedy. Michael Carr and Hayden

gain
Latter had been handled by Alexander,' who farmed him out to various bookers in various fields.

'commissions, This resulted
booking being withdrawn.

BBC

Should

his own office, last winter.
has been after Basie to rebooking rights to his band.

up

Morns

the arrangers,' composers and copyists section, a branch of the musi'
cians' union, will give expert advice
on trade union matters. The com
mittee is skedded to meet again
,Oot.',,2.

TODAY'S TOP TIP!

'THE BEST MAN'

SPA-Pubs

:

:

orchestration and at least one key
vocal orchestration. If at the end of
six months this has not been donej the
songwriter can demand the return ol
his. tune without returning the advance he received. (This is to prevent
publishers
from
accepting

all

new

bands, outfit

upwards from
window.

this

JIMMY JOY ORCH

may well
Palisades

Criterion

(12)

With Bobbyi Dixon, .lack Rael
also publish in the U.S. the next
Muehlebarh Hotel, Kansas c:ty
Jimmy Joy is an old face on the edition of Frenchman Charles Desongs, filing them away and never
working on them, or holding them band.stand in these parts, but he's launey's "Hot Discography,'' Book
out with a new band this season. is due later in the year.
until ready.)
Outfit is one he's been building since
Dexter's book, "Jazz Cavalcade,"
its assemblage
3-6c Royalty on Sheets
in Chi last spring,
will be released next month.
salaries of his old outfit forced
SPA proposes a sliding scale on when
the a.sking price into the ether and
royalties calling for:
him to reorganize.
(a) 15% of the wholesale price on
This crew uses the locally wellTop Tunes for Your Books
the first 100,000 copies sold, or not known Joy style, with tunes
right
less than 3o per copy; (b) 20% of out of the honeycomb and
rhythms
All-Time Favorite
the retail price on all sales between on the moderately lively side. Solid
100,000 and 300,000, or not less than sweet has been the Joy forte tor 10!
4c per copy; (c) 25% of the retail these 20 years, and it takes With the
customers
as
much
as ever.
price on sales between 300,000 and
It's
nifty for this compact dinner-dance
500,000, or not less than 5c per copy
spot.
(d> 30% of retail price on everything
The date also return.'! the Terrace
over 500.000 copies, or not less
Grill to its former rut of top names
than 6c.
and semi-names, as Joy is to be folNo bulk deals; for example, no lowed by Orrin Tucker's band, which
agreements with foreign music pub- Ivasn't made a stand here in years.
. , .
A reed roan himself, Joy plays
lishers to handle the catalog of a

An

,

Jockey

Capitol

Let Brown
King Cole Trio

Mercury

Sunny Skylar

'Decea

Romo

,

Transcription Handicaps
Capitol

Music hy

legal rate

Peggy Lee & Frank DeVol
Freddy Martin
The Four Knights

World

Novatime Trio

Playing

elty,

Tommy
Elliott

Jack Smith

ings,'

the

Tommy Tucker

Buddy Morrow
Freddy Martin
King Cole Trio
Marshall Young

Jock McLean

Board

Doris

Day
!

Les Brown
Eugenie Baird

Glen Gray

Louis Prima

Sioneham

Cliietiso

nicely.

,

Rhythm

section

READY, WILLING, ABLE
DigcharKeil Vet wunia l» set buck!
ThoroiiKh knowirdffA of inuHic liiihinrM. Dxalrei Job wllh fulnr*. iUf-

nranem

farnlDlin].

VARIETY,
Vork

1».

184
N. y.

(iAnlat't

Went 4«M>

Box
S«.,

ftif

Nfw

song-

to
^
,

,

,

it:..',

y::.:::

,',>,'"

LINDA BUENA
and Music by BETTY MAIER

Lyrics

Available for Revue

LIN'-OA MEANS BEAU - Tl - FUL
LIN^DA» ES
LIN - TiK
Y

"
',
.

BUEflUE-

NA ME^NS

Hh rm-

Those proposals are not couched
language devised by the SPA
committee and attorneys, and they

VANGUARD SONGS
Billy

in

nils

young

in the

Trainers

Harry Tenney
Marty Tenney
New York

accountings

:

Jimmy Grier

Leighton Noble

,

and more detailed account-

,,,\VV;\:;,,'

Publishers cannot dispo.se of foreign rights, to a song before giving
it
a try in the U. S.
This is to prevent a publisher from taking a .song,
shelving it for the future in the U. Si
while foreign affiliates; wOrk on it
and exhaust its possibilities.
Then
when the U. S. publisher eventually
returns the ditty its potentialities
abroad have already been dissipated,
so that few other pubs will accept

Dick Jurgens
Buddy Rich

Bobby Sherwood
Martha Tiiton

Entered by

writers

Lawrence

'THE BK^T M.\N Across

works

,

Published by Bobbins

.stunt of

clothing concerns, etc.).

Quarterly

Tucker
Jerry Seers

Associated

.
,

JIMMY MeHUGH

his

out with piano, string bass and
drum.
Vocal work features Bobbv Dixon,
balladeer, and okay.
Jack
Rael takes rhythm singing, and
Joy chants out most of the oldies,
for which he's reputed. Joy usually
publi.shers
approximately $650,000
annually., „tieups with jewelry, nov-

The Starlighters

Lang-Worth
Muzak

is 2c),

-

Brown
Jimmy Grier
Pee Wee Hunt

MocGregor

'

Fifty percent ot all revenue accruing to publishers from all sources
other than the usual sheet sale in come, mechanical and s.ynchronization revenue.
(This means lyric
mags, which are currently-returning

Les

Capitol
Standard
NBC Thesaurus

them heavily

in his instrumentation
with five doubling saxes, including
own. Incidentally, his standby
playing two clarinets at once
registers as cleverly as ever. Whilfe
alty rate from mechanical sales (Ic the
saxes carry the main load, brass
per record sold to songwriters, since section of trumpet, trio
and trombone

U. S. publisher.
B'ifty percent ol all foreign income,
including advances.
Fifty percent of the statutory roy-

Vincent

.lockcy

Standard
Lang>WortK

THE MOOD

FOR LOVE

',

Track Records
Columbia

which, recently

Music,

went into book publishing as a sideline, by taking on the marketing of
a jazz tome by Dave Dexter, will

I'M IN

out of
Roy AKred and Fred Wise

Next Tome

Criterion's

move
show

Herb Montei
Hollywood

are not complete.
But, essentiallj'.
they are the salient points in the
proposals. On the basis of the feeling
among publishers aware of
them, it may take more than the
next three months to arrive at a
satisfactory conclusion.
Or the negotiations may drag out beyond the
expiration of the current contract

between the SPA and
which expires Jan. 1.

publishers,

SOqO. SHE
B»EN LA

A 600D

WA'5
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Orchestration
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Fox
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Irving Berlin Wins Inj. In

On The Upbeat

Amateur Song Ginunick

Federal Court of Newark granted
a major and into Allied an injunction Monday (23) halting
Record Manufacturing Co. as an use of Irving Berlin's name by
..Billy Butterfield cut Eleanor Filak or anyone connected
I,ewis R. Zeyher has been named executive
with her in the organization known
RCA- four sides for Capitol Records
Moii-is' band... Eli Oberstcin,
Connie Haines, backed by Manny as Universal Writers of America.
Viclor artists and repertoire head, Kline's band, waxed four platters Suit was originally brought Jn New
«old his Barryville, N. Y., estate for Mercury-rBob Bberly. Xarmor ailc la.st fortnight by Berlin's at-

Army

New York

as

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

I

Pittsburgh
year Columbia film contract by
Jonie Taps .Major Kay Hansen,
Victor Lombardo's band into Bill
once with Genei'al Artists and later .Green's for two weeks beginning
band press agent, has ben shifted

up under
Jersey was found

offices set

UWA,

Tommy

7.

Los Angeles

(23), hold^ until then .
Elliott orchestra, resuming as
staff band, wiir double into

Baron

WCAE

Mex. City Plant

.

.

Joe Mooney's quartet, which has Vogue Terrace for fortnight starting
Justine Wayne into the
created such a Stir at Sandy's, Pat- Oct. 18
erson N. J., moves into Club 18, Green Acres cocktail bar and Billy
New York, Oct, 7. .Albert Earl Catizone's orchestra into the main
Eddie Metcalfe,
named assistant ad manager of Co- dining room
lumbia Records.... Lilyann CarroU, formerly with Tommy Tucker, reeX-Louis Prima vocalist, into Gotot cently out of the army, Joining new
for Homer Ochsenhirt band at William
net, Philadelphia, Friday (27)
two weeks. .Marianne Dunne, last Penn Hotel's Terrace Room as voGinger Snaps
with Herbie Fields band, into new calist and lead sax .
Jack have had option renewed at Oasis
combo
Ventura
Charlie
,
Meyerson shifts to general manager through middle of next month
of World Broadcasting, Decca sub- Stan Bailey trio. Hollywood Show
a
sid, while Stanley Goodman takes Bar, replacing Two Kings and
Both Billy Leech, former
his Decca spot as merchandise man- Queen
ager of phonograph and accessories Guif Lombardo vocalist, and Johnny
singer, who left town
.Tommy Tucker added Kirby,
division
only short time ago to Joinv staff of
new femme quartet to band
in
Chicago, have landed
Donahue & Coe to handle M-G-M
.Leonard Stevens commercial shows there.
disk advertising.
now road manager for EUiot Law.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

including a constellation of the CBS
subsidiary's top warblers and footpersonal
ers, brought on to give
oomph to the powwow, the largest
yet held in the platter field.
Columbia's newest of three pressing plants is located at nearby Kings
Mills. This unit was purchased in

.

.

KDKA

.

WBBM

.

rence

orchestra. .. .Lecuona Cuban
first eastern theatre date

at Earle, Philadelphia, Oct, 4.

Hollywood
Lew Fidler and his Latin band
onened at the new Club Cobar, Los
Leo Fortin, trumpeter,
Angeles
.

.

.

recently discharged from the Army,
rejoined Lawrence Welk's orchestra... Eugene R. Mathis, out of the

METRONOME
WhcM

BacV

Opoiicil,

of Case

an £nBel.

Art KmscI (Trianon; |O.90-$l,15).

.

.

Tex Beneke-Glenn Miller (Palladium, B, Hollywood, 3d wk). Hit hard
by walkout so only gathered 10,000 entrants.
Bill Butterfield (AVodon, B, .Xios- Ange]«s, Otli wk). Repeat for another
'

nice 6,000.

.

.

BVC Sips Broekman

.

.

.

,

.

Room

Newark

Music

of

Broekman."

With

his 20th anni as
a bandleader when he opens at the
Regal Theatre, Chi, Friday (27)
Five Harmoneers, spiritual singers
pacted by Chi office of William

Terrace

Qen Gray Orch

Room,

Newark,

which

List includes
a

la

Raymond

some unusual titles,
Scott.
They are:

"Samba of the Orchids," "Etude for
Violins and Love," "Intermezzo for
a Day in May," "Dialogue for Love,"
snagged Meadowbrook, in nearby "Chant of the Amazon" and "BeautiMorris and signed by King Records, Cedar Grove, N. J., resumed last ful Blue Hudson;"
Chester Conn of Bregman, Vocco week (Tuesday) as a public ballroom
& Conn in Chi to promote score of under the name of Terrace BallDugatij Galkin
20th-Fox's "Three Little Girls in room. While the Rosenhaus brothBlue"
Armand Kline left Wil- ers, owners of the Mosque theatre
John Dugan, head of the theatre
liamson Music to move over to Mood building, which houses the room,
department of Music Corp. of AmerDick Jurgens started run at couldn't make a go of it as' cafe op- ica,
and Joe Galkin, manager of
Aragon Ballroom last week, his first erators last season,: when they sucTommy Tucker's orchestra, become
Chi date in almost four years, since ceeded Dailey, the chances seem much
business partners ri6xt month. They
Lawrence better that Simon La Farge New
entering
Marines
have purchased a neighborhood bar
Welk, npw playing one-nighter.s in York concessionaire, is going to do
in Sunnyside, L. I., which will open
the Dakotas, follows Jurgens into allright with the spot as a ballroom.
Oct. 2 under the name Melody
the Aragon sometime in November Cheering for him will be Dailey,
Lounge.
for an indefinite stay
Sully who didn't care much for the RosenSpot seats 150 and has been underMason opens at the Lowery hotel, haus use of the room as a cafe
St. Paul, this week . . , Mel Cole since their search for the best name going a complete refurbishing the
orchestra closing at Colosimo's and bands constantly threatened to in- past few weeks. It will use small
musical combos set in the middle of
opening at Vine Gardens.
terfere with the booking of them
.

.

started its career as a cafe during
the war, when Frank Dailey opened
it
as a substitute
for his war-

.

.

Team

.

.

8%

IN'CHCIS

MHf:il.\MSM

ACC'lKACl' CiUAKANTlOI'.l)

t^^^

No redorul. iii:
Nickel Cliroinx

Mali Order!) Promptly

ALFRED

H.

I'Sllml
8lii|>i>l»e

and

GLASSER

Now

.

.

.

.

.

JEWElfR
421

.

.

.

'.I

•J****"**

I'rk'e Includes Fvatnice

17,000.

.

.

Chicago

PKItl'lSCT

Okay

BiMl4y Staw (I^tin Quarter; 700; $3-$3.50 min.). Jackie Coogan, Arthur
Lee SimpkinSj Diosa Costello with Sliaw for neat 3,600.

.

Earr Mines marks

BlZifl

terrific

>

21,000.

Resumes, as BaOroom,

Af!Tll.\I.

Gracie Fields

Dowel!

Lionel H»mi>ton (Trianon, B, South Gate, 2d wk). Fairly well satisfied
war output by early 1947. Formal with 5,900 pasteboards.
Carmen Cavallaro (Giro's, N, Hollywood, 1st wk). Smash houses after
Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey's bands opening of the plant was tied in with
half
sales
convention
today.
week start good for 2,800 covers.
the
will play opposite each other here,
Benny Goodman (Meadowbrook, B, Culver City, 2d wk). Staying as
At one of the business sessions
T. D. at the State Fair of Texas,
schedule,
powerful
as ever with encored 9,000 customers.
filled
Monday's
which
(23)
while J. D. is at the Plantation
. .
Jimmy
and Tommy Dersey CCasino Gardens, B. Ocean Park (5th and 2d
Edward
Wallerstein,
CRC
prexy,
Woody Herman orchestra due for
announced .that the exipansion pro- wks). Fraternal stand keeps up boffo to 13,000 entrants.
a run on the Interstate Circuit
J>an
Garber
Harry James orchestra doing a series gram calls for two new pressing
(Aragon, B, Ocean Park, 2d wk>. Even though sea.son's
of one nighters. at Dallas, Houston, plants, one in Beverly Hills, Calif., over this still holds to 5,000 payees..
San Antonio and Port Arthur
and the other in Mexico City. ErecJoe Sudy's band now on deck at tion of these properties are to start
Pappy's Showland
. Mural Room
with the lifting of government reof the Baker Hotel has reopened strictions on materials, the sites for
Material is ready on
after
being
closed
for several them having been purchased, buildComposer-maestro David Broekmonths, with music by Vincente ing plans drawn and equipment and
man was signed to a term contract
Brigale
"Lady of Liberty'' a material orders placed.
.
Conn
last
Bregman,
Vocco
by
&
song written by John W. Miller
local lawyer and set to music by
week. First works by Broekman to
Paul Wellbaum, has been published
Terrace
be marketed by BVC will consist of
M1.11C OV
Lvric bv
by Carl Fischer, Inc.
a series of new compositions under
C-Mt SlTTON
TIM GAYLE
the title,
"The
David
.

Sctv«b

(Cfiicapo)
$3-$3.50 min.).

650;

(Blackhawk; 500; $2-$2.50 min.). New layout opened
Wednesday (18), following Del Courtneyv Extra good 5,700.
Dick Jurrens (Aragon; $0.90-$! .15). Opened Tuesday (17). Very good
Saxie

'

Dallas

.

POCKET

Gay CUridc« (Chez Paree;
6,000.

December, 1944, from Remington
Arms, finally went into small production five months ago and is expected to double Columbia's pre-

.

Boys plays

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

cording executives, production, sales

and advertising chiefs, and personnel
from 48 distributing points through-,
out the country conclude a. two-day
convention in the Gibson hotel tonight. Attendance is close to 500,

.

.

.

billion records

.

.

.

Cincinnati, Sept. 24.

I.eirhton Noble (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1 .')0; 2d wk).
Rush on here as
strike closes other hotels; clips 4,500 tabs.
Buss Morgan (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50. iiidef ). Strikeslashed', only about
2,500 covers.

Priming for a chunk of the half
the disk industry is
aiming at for 1947, Columbia Re-

.

,

.

1,100
1,000

tl.OOO

CoL Records'

who opened

Carlyn,

Monday

tl,300

tHOO

and

:

Oct.

into regular Army and will make
stationed in
it a career; currently
Washington, D, C.

0

0

Ilonry Brandon (Marine Room, Edgewater Beach hotel; $3-$3.SQ )nin.).
Conventions helping to healthy 6,000.
Mel Cooper (Mayfair Room, Blackstona hotel; 350; $1.50-$2.50 min ).
to be .her
New
Had been closed by strike. Phil Regan opened Wednesday (19) and built
home.'^
up good 2,000.
Berlin instituted action when it was
Sherman Hayes (Walnut Rootri, Bismarck hotel; .465; $1.50-$2.50 min.).
discovered that UWA, headed by Miss.
Arthur Nelson puppets and Singing Martinis opened. in new show Friday
Filak, was circulating a letter to
Strong 3,200 on the entire week.
amateur songwriters asking them to 120).
Clyde
McCoy (Boulevard Room, Stevens hotel; 700; $3-$S.S0 ihin:).
join the organization at a $10 an.'
Closed by strike. Holdover show reopened Friday (20)i Nic* 1,500 for
nual fee, and signing it "Irving Berand Saturday only.
Friday
Composer charged illegal use
lin."
Freddy
Narel (Elmpire Room, Palmer House; 650; $3-$3.50 min.). Ev«lyn
of the name to defraud in brief filed
Knight and Roily Rolls followed Diiiininger and non-music layout Hiui'sby Lawler.
day (19). Socko 7.500 on the week.
Loult Prima (Panther Room, Sherman hotel; 950; $1.50-$2.50 min.).
Powerful 7,000.

York

:

.

Week On Data

rtrnr**

Chicago

&

.

.

at Hotel B.O/s

Bnai
Griff Wniiami..., Waldorf (550; $2)
Henry King. .... .Rooievelt (400; fl-fL$0).
1.50)
Les Elgart
, New Yorkw {400;

Newman Lawler, of
torney,
T.
Rafferty, when
O'Brien, DriscoU
Miss Filak disappeared from New

swimming pool, tennis vocalist with Jimmy Dorsey's or.Benny Goodman's press chestra, in Hollywood for a .film job
in "The Fabulous Dorseys,"
agent planning to distribute plastic
Earle Spencer and Mel Torme's
herald
lobsters to newspapermen to
Meltones put on a show for woundPoor de soldiers at Bidmingham Generit
B. G.'s disking of "Pity the
Records Hospital
Jane Powell waxed
Lobster*'., tian - American
the album 61: songs she sang in Metro's
vill distribute Gotham disks on
Tex Bcnekc
Coast, Gotham will distrib Pan "Holiday in Mexico"
Glenn Miller orchestra signed for a
Ah in the east.
WOR's all-night musical short, "Ten Minutes to
Gray,
Barry
Russ
Morgan
Love,"
at RKO
U'ow
broadcast
a
disk jock, to do
band checked in at Columbia PicAquariuni Restaurant, N. Y., Oct, 3
tures for musical specialty spots in
\vhen Duke Ellington band opens
-Cigarette
Girl."
voex-band
Jack Leonard,
there
sevenenlist now a single, signed to

of 57 acres,
courts, etc.

Bands

Madison Avenut
Yutk 17, N. Y.

.

.

Meadowbrook.
La Farge debuted the ballroom
with Glen Gray's orchosti-a,
flat 83c admission week^
days, $1,17 per on weekends. Opening night crowd was claimed to have
surpassed 1,600, which is more patrons than the spot held at any time
during its run as a cafe, except a

for his

MAGGI McNELLIS

L,t s

-

,co ihtu BMI

SUTTON MUSIC COMPANY
*0C0 B'oodwav, San Diego

^

Cotiloinla

KEYBOARD ARTISTS! ===========

W«

fav* yoH "Dlny Flngert" and

"KHtM

M th« K«yi"

-—NOW

•

I

.

Our GreaWsr Pidne Novelty

MUSICAL
TYPIST
MILLS MUSIC. INC.
UIV Broadway, New York 19

of a hufie circular bar.

policy

AMERICA'S NO.

I

FEMALE COMPOSER

UNA MAE CARLISLE
CURRENTLY

room

NEW YORK

MANAGEMENT

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
JOE GLASER,
Fifth

Ave,, Nev^^ York 22

in

Newark.

La Farge didn't change the appearance of the room much. It had been
completely redecorated by Rosenhaus.
Notably, he enlarged the
dancefloor. He is running contests
every night.
So far. La Farge has bought only
three
bands,
Georgie Auld and
Buddy Morrow to follow Gray. He's
not looking beyond those as yet, preferring to wait and see what happens at the b;D. He Won't .use the
top names, idthough it's probable
one will be brinight in every now
;

ViCTOR-BLUEBIRD RECORDS

745

half dozen or so occasions under
Dailey. Remainder of the week was

good and the weekend was reported
biff. There is no other public* ball-

DOWNBEAT CLUB

EXCLUSIVE

asking a

Pres.
PL.

5-5572

WHEN THE ORGAN
PLAYED AT TWILIGHT
WALLACE-CAMPBELL-CONNELLY

SANTLY-JOY, Inc
U19 Broodwoy, New York 19
Tommy Volando, Gen. Prof. Mqr

.

.

,

ii

'
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10 Best Sheet

Songs With Largest Radio Audknces

So.

'

.

^

;

.

.

For You For Me Forever Moie.
Gii-l

That

I

v.

.

.

I

...

.

,

.

I

Berlin
.Melrose
.Chappell

Lo.st

.

!

.

.

.

Oxford
.

.

.

Gyp-sy
1 Don't
1 Don't
i:ve

.

... ...

.

.

i

.Leeds
.JC-P

..... .......

.

.

Know Enough About You.......
Know Why—^f'Faithful In My Fiishion",

...

.

.

,

,

.

,

You Were the Only. Girl. .,
Be With You In Apple Blossom TimS. ..
It's a Pity To Say Goodnight
Linger In My Arms a Little Longer Baby i.

.Berlin
...

.

.

.

.

.

.

Sugar

Is

.Mutual

.

.Broadway

.

;

.

„

,

.

.

My

,

Incidentally, there are two versions of "Who'll Buy My Violets"; the
Harms version was copyrighted in 1940 with music, by Jose Padilla, lyric
by E, Ray Goetz, French words by Albert Willemetz and Saint-Granier and
Spanish words by Eduardti Montesinos,
Marks Music copyright "La
Violetera" ("Won't Somebody Buy My Violets?") in 1934, Padilla wrote

.

If

I'U

Lyrics of the oldie, "Who'll Buy My ViOlets," were slightly altered to fitthe situation, by the addition of the word, "ultra." Columbia is backing
the number With a campaign which includes distribution of the recprij
to some 600 disc joci<eys and masic librarians, special promotion to coin
machine ops and plugs on itffown CBS air program. The Columbia Rec7
ord Shop, emceed by Martin Block.

.',

.

.

.Foist

.

.

Got Sun In the Morning— *''Annie. Get Your Gun"

.

.

.

.

.

More Than You Know. .. .Miller
Old Buttermilk Sky Burke-VH

.Leed.s

.

. .

;

.

.

.

.

.Bourne

.

So Refined. ......

Linger

in

.

My Arms

...Bourne

music also ;with an arrangement by Paul Hill. English lyrics were
done by Francis .Luban while Montesinos scribed the Spanish words.

this

.Capitol

...

Oxford
Rumors Are Flying
Somewhere In the Night— "Three Little GirLs In Blue" ....Triangle
....Witmark
South America Take It Away— *"eaU Me Mister";
,

Band Plays by Ear

Santly-Joy
Surrender
That Little Dream Got Nowhere— f'Cross My Heart". .. i.. Famous
.Berlin
They Say It's Wonderful— '*"Annie Get Your Gun"
BVC
This Is Always— f'Three Little Girls in Blue"
Paramount
To Each His Own— t"To Each His Own"
iBMI
...
Whatta Ya Gonna Do
......Harms
Why Does It Get So Late So. Early ..........
Without You (Tres Palabras)— f'Make Mine Music". .., .. .Southern
.Berlin
You K«ep' Coming Back Like a Song—^^'Blue Skies". ..
•.

.

-

.

Only, So Never Heard

.

Joseph, Mo;, Sept, 24.
Ray D, Nye, operator of a roadside
cafe at nearby Savannah, Mo,, was
fined $600 for song infringement in
Federal Court here Sept. 18. Penalty
was imposed for permitting a fivepiece band to play two copyrighted
tunes on which thi spot had not
received permission of the copyright
St,

.

.

.

.

Follotving songs are those that did not have enough performance credits
W':k to be included in the lop group. TKey nioslly are tunes

on the

rising in ..opularity;

the Day— fCentonnial Summer"
Come Bain or Gome Shine-T*"St. Louis Woman".
Cynthia's In, Love
Either It's Love Or It Isn't— t"Dead Reckoning".
Everybody Kiss Your Sweetheart
Guess I'll Get the Papers and Go Home

Williamson
.Crawford

AU Through

I'd

Ifs
I've

.

.

,

.

.

.

JC-P
.. .Advanced

.

.

Stevens
.Morris

....

.

More Than You Knew
My Fickle Eye

On

.

.

Pretending

.

.

Dorsey Bros.

effect

'

.

.

BVC

Blue"

Spike Jones draws

... .Feist

.... .......

.

.

Capitol

.

.

$9,,'i00 for three
3-5 at Kennewick, Wash.grape festival.

days Oct,
ington,

Mayrair
Burke- VH
Shapiro
.Williamson
...
.:
...Peter Maurice
Under the Wijlow Tree
Which Way That the Wind Blows. ................... .v. .Sun
iStevens
Who Told You That Lie....
Bobbins
Whole World Is Singing My Song
Prisoner of
Route 66
There's No

Seems like the Russians are solidly decided that jazz isn't jazz unless it
plugs the Soviet. For the second time in less than two month.s a .stale
critic has taken hefty pokes at a state pop bandleader, saying in
that the people want their music draped in pink, jand scoring
"ideological scantiness" of the maestro's jazz.
music

.-

Santly-Joy

,.

Little Girls in.

....

.

.

.

Miller

Boardwalk— T"Three

the

•PaSse

.

Tommy Dorsey did not take any issue with the Inclusion last week of
Paul Barry and/or Jack Johnstone in the Coast golf tourney of the Music
Publishers Contact Employees union, which is contrary to earlier reports;
v/as said'to have threatened to withdraw his prize donation due.
to a beef against Barry and Johnstone's participation in the tournament
(both are members from N, Y,, and were on the Coast visiting). Tourney,
incidentally, was won by Charlie Warren in a 36-hole elimination match;
Johnstone won the putting title.
Dorsey

Members of the band, testifying in
their own defense, said they played
only by ear and depended on radio
and juke boxes, for picking up their
reportoire. Since .cop.yright notice
is vocally omitted from air. and coin
disk: performances, they were unaware of the necessity for securing
permissioni

ABC
.Fci.st

...
Be Lost Without You.
My Lazy Day
Never Forgotten— "Sketch Book"

Land Of Dreams

Action involves a suit for $100,000 damages against American Tobacco
for the claimed mishandling of the accurate position on Its Lucky Strike
"Hit Parade" program of two songs published by the Warner firms.

owners,

.Mood Music

.

t

New York court of appeals is setting some sort of a record in deliberating
the case involving the Music. Publisher.? Holding Corp.
(WB music combine) vs, American Tobacco Co, Court has had the
appeal from an
appellate division reversal o£ a N, Y, supreme court decision in its favor
for more than six months without indicating a nod to one or the other.
Cases preceding and following the MPHC action on the docket have been
disposed of some time ago,

MPHC

Of Copyright Protection

,

.

Love

v.

.-v-.-

I.

Alferov, tnusic

.

;

aimed his thrusts at Leonid UtesoVk saying. lattef
of creative degradation of imitating western Euro-

critic,

had "followed road
pean jazz."

,

.

One But You.
Tumbling Trumbleweeds

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Q.

Lec«t Mvsicat.

t

BMl

Does your radio sound

A. Yes, because for the
history, the

.•.

t Filmusicoii.

D$ TODAY

and

Ray Evans

Disk Box Royalties
Mexico City, Sept. 24.
Help of the government in getwhat it calls equitable royalties from jukebox use of disks in
with

its

members composi-

tions has been asked by the Society
of Authors, Composers and Writers
ot Mexico«(SMACEM).

According to the Society, the 17,juke boxes licensed in local

Own

To Each His

ting

scribed

time in musical
song in the nation

Jay Livingston

Govt. Help in Forcing

GREAT POPULAR

different lately?

first

Number One

was written by

Licensed.

Mex. Composers Seek

:

(Inspired by the Paramount Pictitre)

j

WATCH THE

;

GO

STATISTICS

BY!

000

Number
Number
Number
Number

saloons, J
tavern.s, beer
each operate average of 17 hours
daiiy. And, while they yield their
operators small fortunes, the composers get but peanuts— a mere 50,
centavos (10.5 cents) a day.

on the Hit Parade!
Sheet Music Seller!
1 in Radio Performances!
1 in Record Sales!
(5 Records Out of the First 8)
Number 1 in Juke Box Favorites!
(4 Records Out of the First 9)
Number 1 in Records "Most-Played>on-the-Air!"
(5, Records Out of the First 8)

restaurants,
etc.

j

j

i

New Agency
Newly formed agency. United At-

.

handling
legit
besides
casting and radio packages, is also
invading the band field. New, Ken
Casey outfit, at Ru.stic Cabin, Englcwood eiifts, N. J,, is first band.

1

1

tractions,

A SONG, ITS THE POPULARITY THAT COUNTS
FURTHERMORE, "TO EACH HIS OWN"

IN

is

the most popular song ever written with this

title!

Starr-Victor
Continued from page

49

ALSO, Jay Livingston and Ray Evans are the only
songwriters under contract to Paramount whose
first names are Jay and Ray!

;

while,
that Starr gave the
same royalty cpnce.ssiion to CapitolVi
and Maje.stic, both Of which iiilend.]
lt.',s

ai..<!0

going to

.said

60c,

NO OTHER SONGWRITERS CAN MAKE THIS STATEMENT!

:
,

Aiip'.her angle muddling the disk
royaliy situation is ,,that the .songwriters, represented by the Songwriters Protective Assn., last week

Coming Soon

:

the proposals they Seek in a
contract between the two facIncluded in these propo.sals
separate story) is a request that
•songwriters be paid one-half ot the
statutory royalty rate for recordings.
This means Je. And if Starr and
other publishers agree to accept l%e
from Victor and other diskcr.«i and
the SPA wins its point, publishers
will wind up with %c per .side for
thom.selve.s, the same as they now
get at a 500 retail price.
tives

IN

.

,

.

'

II

ftftw

pirHsf

cppkj and

«f«»»<(«m<s«te, write or phor»e

mi KORNHEISER, Manager,

(see'

the Other

New Number

End
1

of a Kiss'*

Plug Tune.

PARAMOUNT PICTURES:
Currently:

new

tions.

— "On

Beverly Music's

handed, music publisher' rfeprpsenta-

Fof

co.^-

$100,000.

Always.,
...fiVC
I Guess I'll Get Papers
.C-P
And Then It's Heaven. Remick
My Sugar So Refined. .Criterion
Who Told You That Lie. Stevens
Soniewhere in Night. Triangle:
Pretending .,
,.
.Criterion
Is

,

.

>

.

.

Coming Up
This

C.o.««

,

;

.

Orchestras-Music

metic firm's new "ultra-.violet" lips'tick and nail polish plus a long range
buildup of the platter fiirm's ehirpstress, Dinah Shore. Whole campaign
will be woven around use of the Harms' tune "Who'll Buy My Violets'?"
Stunt was born at McCann-Trickson. Fact that agency handled both accounts made' it a natural. Revlon has appropriated $500,000 for an allotit "ultra-violet" campaign and Columbia's participating to the tune of

Don't .Know Why
Feist
Leeds
Don't Know Enough
;
.G-f"
Without You.
Advanced

Gypsy

J Valiant

Marry, The-— *"Annie Get Your Gun". ........ .Berlin
.

Inside

The joint promotional tieup between Columbia Records and Revlon
is costing the two outfits a total Of $600,000 exploiting the

meticis,

Am. Take It Away. .Witmark

Rumors. Are flying.

,

Your Gun"

Sellers

(Week Ending, Sept. ,21)
To Each His Own, .Paramount
Five Minutes. More., ... .Melrose
If You Were Only Girl, .Mutual
Surrender ..
Santly-Joy

The top 30 songs of the week, boseci on the copyriohted Audience C6verInffe^c Survey of Popular Nhisic Broadcast on Radio Networks.
PuhUshed by the Of lice of Research. Inc.
Survey Week of September U AS, 194i6
.Robbiiiis
All the Time.
.................. .Witmark
Along With Me— "Call Me Mister" ..
And Then It's Heaven
Hemick
Blue Skies— f'Blue $kies"
..Berlin
ape

Coffee Song, The
Doin' What Comes Natur'lly—*"Annie Get
Five Minutes More

53

OIU:ilK$TIlAS-MIJSlC;

'
,

,

AU

the Songs in Bob Hope's "Monsieur Beaucaire."
including "Warm as Wine" and "A Coach and Four"

Ready For Release:
"Beside You" Sung by Dorothy Lamour in
"My Favorite Brunette."

Sung by Virginia Field
"The Imperfect Lady."

"Piccadilly Tilly"

,

in

Weclno8«]ay, SepleiwlMrr 25,

yAntETY
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Adams, Newark, Grants

Fred Waring Looks for lOOG Take
10 One-Night Concert Dates
manager

of

hi.s

orch, plus

Lawrence

aggreFred Waring is taking his
week Golden, is taking a total of 66 peogation on a brief tour thi^
ple with him, including producer,
which is expected to gross at least
writers, etc, so, he

radio engineer,
won't miss a beat on his daily NBC
broadcasts, In th6 group will be his
soloists— Jane Wilson, Joan Wheat-

to
in 10 days, in addition
from
$17,500 per week gross,
sponsorship over NBC.
Playing to a lop scale o£ only $3.60 ley, Gordon
Walter
ceiling of
In seven cities, and to a
Scheff, Mac Perrin, Stuart Churchill,
aver$4.80 in Chicago, Waring will
Gordon Berger, the
Sodja,
Joe
age a SlO.OOO-per-concert cleanup Swingcrettes, and glee club.. The
appearances in eight
10
for his
separately from

$100,000
his

'

Newark,

last

week

settled its dispute with the Newark
local of the American Federation of
Musicians and is set to open vaude
shows Oct. 3 with Buddy Uich orch
on initial bill.
Seltlement came after a compromise agreement in which miisicians
mir.imums were upped $5. Original
unioii demand was $10 to previous

Goodman,
;

done

broadcasts,

theatre,

towns.
the concerts will originate during
He opens tonight (Wednesday) at the tour from Buffalo, Chicago and
the Public Auditorium in Cleveland, Cleveland, necessitating several
Thence, as far as his concerts go, he shuttles to the Chi and Buffalo radio
Auditoriuni,
proceeds to the Military
.studios between concert dates.

1CE-CAPADES' SETS

MANAGERIAL CHANGES

night (28);

The Chi date

is

down

for Oct.

1

Civic Opera House; then
comes the Warner Theatre, Erie
(two performances); the Armory, at
Syi-acuse, seating 6,500; and the We-st
Side Armory at .'ingston. Pa., outside .Wilkes Barro, seating 5,900.
Here, ih addition to the regular $3.60
top, a special block of tickets is beinu sold to local bigwigs at $24 a
at

the

couple.

|

isls

..

Shadowland
Matt

went

.

ACROBAT'S ASSAULT PUT

Brian McDonald, former musi- Tlioy gathered in the ballpark listfonvedy jiive and for the last three lessly but went out talking to themseasons emcee for ''Ice-Capades," selves. It was an, unexpected thrillhas been named company manager er, one (hat will bolster the gate for
Grazianp
Zale-Rocky
of ice show, He'll continue in his the
Tony
old berth; too, doubling between the middleweight championship bout that
two slots., McDonald replaces Bud finales the outdoor boxing season
Blum. Who is still unable to return Friday 127). Tickets for the latter
to work after a stroke he suffered are $30 top, as was that for the
last November. At same time, Wal- former.
ter Good, just out of the Army, was
When Mauriello, the Bronx barappointed business manager for "Ice';
keep, suddenly smacked Louis with
Capades."
a right to the face shortly after they
With return of Bernie Lynanii squared off. sending the Brown
reunion
his
from the service and
Bomber halfway across the ring
with Larry Jackson as a comedy act against the ropes, there was a differLeo Loeb, featured in"Ice-Capades'' ence of opinion whether the champ's
has left show, knees touched the canvas. Well, they
last two seasons,
along with Howard Sullivan, to join almost did; Louis grabbed the midleague
icer dle rope to become vertical. If it
minor
"Ice-Cycle.s,"
being backed jointly by "Ice Follies" hadn't been for the ropes he would
and "lee-Capades" to play spots not have landed in N. Y. Times writer
covered by the larger icers
Dawson's lap. Two minutes later

of Musical Artcontracts several weeks ago for

GAG

quintet of acts booked by

the

-

of Variety Artists

American Guild

of

BACK TO BARTENDING

'

except the Erie and Purdue
Univ. dales are on 60-40 percentages,
with the bigger end going to Waring
At Erie and Purdue, the guarantees
bring the take well into the $10,000
per average, but there will be two
shows each in those places.
All

American Guild

has absolved Chi branch of General
Artists Corp. of blame for issuance

,

HEPS TAMI GO

^

versity s Hall Of Music, -lialayette,
ind„ 'Friday night (27);' and Butler
Field House, seating
University's
Saturday
Indianapolis,
at
18,000,

GACinPactMK

Vauder Francis Cotter, who was
a temporary stand as ni.iiht
clerk in a small midtoWn ^Manhattan,
hotel while waiting a booking, is redoing

neck and- chest.
Andres and Gotler did a song-andcomedy act on the old Keith circuit'.
Recently they've been brcakint; in a
By JACK PULASKI
Fight addicts got a far bigger boxing cat routine on the yet's;cirbang out Of the first'round knock- Cuit, and were in New York waiting
out of Tami Mauriello by Joe Louis for a dale.
in their title meeting la.st Wednesday (18) at New York's Yankee
Stadium than when the champ kayoed Billy Conn earlier this summer.

(Thursday)
Milwaukee, tomorrow
niaht: two concerts at Purdue Uni-

:

AGVA Gears

Cowhand, Recovering

covering in Roosevelt hospital, N. Y.,
from ills brush with a rodeo hand
and the housing shortage. Cotter,
wiu) has a cat act. with his wife,
hours.
$80 scale in addition to shorter
Signa Andres, was clerking at 5:30
With the $5 raise other, demands a.m. Sunday (15) when a rider with
were dropped.
the Gene Autry Rodeo strode in and
demanded a room. When Cotter said
there were hone available, yokel
drew a: knife and stabbed him in

LOUIS

1946

Stabbed by an Irate

Pitmen Tilt; Resumes Shows
Adams

On

Yauder-Hotel Clerk,

OVER UNTIL SEPT. 30
Alex Ben Yarbi's assault. case was
put over until Sept. 30 in special
court,
N. Y., last' week.
seivsions
Yarbi, acrobat and understander of
the Four Moroccans, was continued
He was arrested two
in $500 bail.

AGVA

Chieagft

to

into

San Antonio.

nitery,

Shelvey,

to

head,

straighten

who
out'

the snarl, upon return to New York
yesterday (Tues.) stated it was iust
the case of a green stenog fillin? out
wrong contract forms and union
would let the matter drop as tat
as agency was concerned.
Acts had been booked in for .six
weeks but cancelled after two weeks,
with implication being that since
Shadowland does not have any basic
agreement with AGMA, which covers concert and operatic fields, it
was not obligated to fulfill contract.
Nitery does, however, have pact with
AGVA, which paid off acts two
weeks' salary from bond cash previously posted by nitery and also
intends processing claim for perlormors for additional four unplayed
weeks,'.

Meantime Shadowland has folded
weeks ago on complaint of Bernard and union can only hope to
collect
Sussman, stage manager of Nicky when its ops start up again.
Blair's Carnival, N. Y. nitery. who
alleged the acrobat beat him up.
Latter claims he hit him in selfdefense.
Yarbi and his partners,
who had been appearing at the
nitery,
were cancelled after the

'Razor's Edge' Will Shave

.

Stageshow at Roxy, N.Y.

fracas.

Roxy theatre. N. Y., in setting
their woes to Ameriof Variety Artists on "The Razor's Edge" for mid-Novemcontract
Blair's
alleged
breach, ber, will use an abbreviated stageWaring, whose awn office made
Yarbi was subsequently given a show because of the lengthy film.
the arrangements through Ed Lee,
hearing by that union's trial board, Talent will comprise Rasario and
with latter meteing out a $700 fine, Antonio, Senor Wcnces, and Bob
suggesting that he reimburse Suss- Hannon.
Tami was on one knee, in the same man in the amount of $300 medical
Carl Ravazza and Al Bernie ara
spot, while being counted out.
expenses, also a six-month su.spen- slated for bill following current-layTtie radio buildup before the fight sion from membership in union.
out topped bv Beatrice Kay. Film
Union Melts Ice
was compared to a soap opera by
Yarbi plans to petition
for will be "Margie,"
listeners
who weren't sure they a rehearing when court case is setfor
heard correctly
when Mauriello tled.
American Guild of Variety Artists said "I got too g.d. careless" into the
clamped down on rehearsals of Roy portable microphone in the ring afSchulte's blade show, "Ice Revels,
ter it was all over. He was bulled
Held in Fatal
land held up proceedings until pro- into apologizing the
nest a.m. Tami
ducer put up $3,000 cash security to went into a spasm of weeping in his
Stabbing of
guarantee salaries of the performdressing room, bawling because "my
Olferlnn
ers. Show had been .set to open in
Montreal, Sept. 24.
will
friends
think
I'm
a
bum."
HAPPY TIMES & JOLtY MOMENTS
Haverill, Mass., but had to cancel
William "Bill" Acorn, comedian,
Cun«ntly
The fight was at least a break for
because of the N. Y. truck strike.
playing the Samovar nitery, is under
Sd.l CLUB, SAN rBANCISCO
Metro's
new, advertising
blimp,
MATTV K0SI5N ASS0C'I.4TKS
Schulte, according to AGVA, had
police guard in the hospital, and
which circled overhead flashing a
been on the union's unfair list lor running
Lester "Al" Velez, a U. S. boxer, is
electric news sign ballyhoohaving closed last season owing
in local morgue, as a result ot an
ing "Holiday in Mexico" at the Capistarted lining
,

Upon taking
Guild

can

Show

Producer

AGVA

Bond

Comic

STEVE EVANS

'

Boxer

alleged stabbing match that took
place early Friday morning hour
Louis-Mauriellp match was some- between the comic and the boxer at
what reminiscent of the Dempsey- the nome of Carol Grauer, manager
Firpo fight, most colorful socking of the nitery.
event in a generaton. Last week's
Acorn, who had been playing the
scrap could have been like that but Samovar for the past eight weeks
the fact that the contender and was set to close yesterday (24),
When an AGVA rep apprised for
couldn't take it as did the "Wild tried to commit suicide by slashing
Dave- Fox, head of the union's N. Y.
Bull of The Pampas." Tami had his his throat after his lifelong friend
local, that Schulte was readying to
eyes open with one arm draped over was knifed to death.
take out the show, latter stepped in
the .second rope at the count of 10.
Slaying came after tfi all-night
and made producer lay the bond
It didn't look like he could have got- drinking bout and argument over an
coin on the line.
ten up. He was dragged to his cor- unidentified woman.
ner.
Grauer said he was awakened
Paid attendance was 38,494. gross about 6 a. m. when he heard Velez
Vic Perry Carries

$1,500.

JOE
VILANE
DAMCE

Glenn

i

STYLIST

Rendezvous

NEWPORT.

KY.

MKi.: CiUO. LlUItY

New

Carnegie Hall.
Dir.:

JOE

York

When- he

up

tol.

current show the union stepped in
and he subsequently paid ofl that
indebtedness.
Another claim for
$650 held by the Chicago branch pf
AGVA then cropped up and Was
taken care of.

On

M.\{«X

I

being $335,003, not exceptional at scream, and, running down stairs,
the -scale and considering the size of saw the boxer lying in a pool of
He also
Vic Perry, pickpocket act, despite the park. Federal and state taxes of blood, his throat slashed.
said he saw Acorn bending over
a fractured leg received in a fall $75,000 came off the top, net being
at the Olympia theatre, Miami, Mon- ,$259,029.
Louis got $103,611 and Velez with a knife in his hand.
Acorn
then
ran
into
the
bathroom
day (23) insisted upon finishing Mauriello's share was $38,854, by far
theatre date.
He had to take time the largest purse he ever collected. and attempted suicide.
off for medical attention.
Entire upper stand went for $3 a
After fini.shing Olympia date he'll copy and fans ambled into the upper
open at the Kitty DavisV" !M3ami shelf almost up to the time the fight
Saranac
'

Despite Leg Injury

IkO V<H,' need (^00(1 right lianil man
ill
various- pliusCN n1u>\viiK'ludinc
vauflp
Ikooldnff,
Arni.v
talent buylngr. ca»tinif.

t*.viK*i-ieiice(l

iMiHliieNU
!iK:**iit.

(^.viierien^'e an
istv
produeert

script

writer

entertainment
Sir,:wi4

t«.l.

witlt

Hi>e<'iHi-

overseas,

Armed

Foriies

Kadio >«iivoric, publie. relatl«»n
.^riiiy- Headquarters in states.
Itox

witli

10!!«

farlety, tS9 IV, 4<ttU'St.,,N.y.r., N.V.

Jema

Beach, Sunday (29).

started.

By HAPPY

— ROBERT STOLZ—-'ollowing

his

recent

successes

Terry

at

Hollywood Bowl. Lewisohn Stadium, Grant Park, $et for European tour
October. Available guest appearances in January, 1947.

DANCE ORCHESTRASENOCH LIGHT

opens Hotel Taft,

New

in

York, Sept. 26th.

JOHNNY MESSNER

opens Hotel McAlpin,

New

York, Oct. 4th.

CHARLIE VENTURA

opens Spotlight Club,

New

York, Oct. 1st.

SHORTY SHEROCK

now at Stardust

Ballroom,

New

York.

—other big doings brewing

—-Fron—

Exclusive Representation

HARRY MOSS AGENCY
Hotel Lincoln,

JUST

CONCLUDED

WEEKS

3

MAYFAIR
CLUB
BOSTON
TO:

Broadway

the Theatre Guild,

Concerts

Hal Fisher

Lake
SENWAY

Saranac Lake, Sept, 24,,
After a
rest
routine
at
the
Rogers, Earl Larimore, shot back to
to resume activities with

- -

"LAfflNGlY YOURS"

New

York City

Sufte

314-31&—CTrele 6-4500

Tops Also in Name Acts and Cocktail Units
Write—Wire*—Phone for Open Time on Attractions

summers

Douglas, songstress, who
here did a few stunts ort

local station WNBZ.
Glenn Forrest, formerly of the
Charlie Ahearn troupe, checked in
tor ob.servation and rest cure.

Chris Hagedorn, ex-NVAite who
cured here eight years ago, motored
in for check-up.
Given an okay
and returned to N. Y.
Oscar Price left for Broadway

SOPHIE TUCKER
IS INDEED A PRIV
TO WORK ON THE
SAME BILL WITH YOU.

—IT

ILEGE
I>lr.:

«ir.LI\<I

MOKIilS AttWNCS

week after summer vacash. in
downtown colony.
Ivy Ritchie, who mastered "Rib"
operation, upped for meals and mild
exercise.
Recent visit from her
last

the

daughter

cheered

Caryol

her

up

plenty.

Bob Cosgrove,
Broadway after

ex-legiter, left for
two month fur-

a

lough here to reserve duties at Co-

lumbia Pix.
Eddie Vogt has studied so hard
between rest periods, he is now
head ol Research Department Laboratory at the Rogtersi
Fanny Montana in from N, Y. C.
to bedside her brother, Dri Montana, who is perting up o.k. at the
Rogers.

Write t«

lliose

who are

Lauretle and Glymas
DANCING
Hei»t.

HU.MOltlS'l'S
SO to Oct. S

BKOiVN HOTKIi*

.

111.

lK»jil9irHlf.

,

K.*'

Wedneeday, September 29, 1946
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Culinary Unions, Hotels Deadlocked

Hotel Astor,

NX, Sept. 30 Lou Walters Bringing Over Parisian

Jesse Kaye, recently

LA Strike; 25 Spots Grant Hike

In

Hollywood, Sept, 24.
Meeting held yesterday (23) between union spokesmen and restau-

named head

of the Hollywood office of M-G-M
records, is being tendered a dinner
by the vaude industry at the Astor
hotel, Monday (30).
Until his assignment to the Hollywood post,

and 57 leading restaurants. Among
the
Hollywood eateries affected Kaye
was the Loew stageshow
were the Brown Derbies, Mussobooker. Sidney Piermont has sucrant and hotel management repre- Frank's, Lyman's and the Chi-Chi.
ceeded him.
While the striking continued on
sentatives failed to result in any
Dinner committee consists of Nat
progress toward settlement of a six- Saturday, "IS; testaurants signed new Kalcheim, Leonard
Romm, Sammy
day-oW culinary workers ^ strike. agreements with the workers and Hauch, Harry Mayer, Johnny Dugan,
Unifin reps walked out, after one were reopened. They were the Ar- Leo Cohn, Benny
Kutchuk and Joe
hour in conference, although hotel cade Grill, Earl Carroll's, Castle Flaum. Ducats are $12.50;
and restaurant men stayed' on for Steak House, Chasen's, Cook's, Steak
and Chop House, Horace Heidt'S,
ar additional two hours.
Hull's Grill, Judson's, Lindy's, MussoTemporary restraining orders have
Frank's, Rene and Jean, Somerset
been issued to prohibit picketing House,
Victor's, Charochka and the
around hotels. Some 2,000 waiters,
House, of Murphy.
cooks, bartenders and service help
Meanwhile the Restaurant - Hotel
from five culinary unions met at the Employers
Council of Southern CaliEmbassy Auditorium following an- fornia,
representing 84 members,
kling of the earlier meeting, and
wired William Green, AFL prexy,
agreed to remain out, maintaining and
Hugo Ernst, chief of the Hotel
American Guild of Variety Artists
that the arbitrator's ruling on wage'
and .Restaurant Employes Interna- has more than $500,000 cash security
demands slashed them anywhere tional
Alliance
and
Bartenders on hand as "stranding insurance"
from 20% to 40%.
League, charging the strike as il- for its membership, greatest amount
of
five
meetings
Independent
legal, and demanding the suspen- the vaude talent has ever had up,
unions are slated for tomorrow (25) sion of local union leaders.
according to Matt Shelvey, national
No
at the Embassy Auditorium.
head of AGVA. This is in addition
further date has been set for negoto some $170,000 refunded of nitery
tiations at this time. Of the group
and theatre owners who had fulof 12 hotels and 72 restaurants origifilled salary obligations or' went out
nally hit by the strike, some 25
of business with clean slate as far

Acts for Revue at N. Y. Latin Quarter
The

Agents Eyeing Cuba As

.

m

'.

Bond

CoinUpatAGVA

'

AFM Peace

have

restaurants

signed

Cues

contracts

as union

and reopened.
Culinary workers struck suddenly
Thursday and caught hotels; and
restaurants right at lunch hour.
With settlement of the musicians'
Walkout of 6,000 cooks, waiters and strike plus a return to post-Labor
bartenders affected 14 leading ho-' Day normalcy, N. Y. hotel and cabtels and 59 restaurants in Los Anaret nite life is again blossoming
vicinity. Among
those forth with reopenings
geles and
and new
forced to close because of a lack of shows. A number of spots are
either
food and drink were the Earl Car- unveiling,
for the new season or
roll
theatre
and the Palladium preeming new entertainment,
dancery in Hollywood.
Loll Olman's Onyx club bowed
After one day of striking, pickets last
night (Tuesday) with Maxine
were withdrawn and' workers re- Sullivan returning to W. 52nd street,
sumed their jobs at the Hollywood- plus trios of Loumel Morgan and Al
Roosevelt and Biltmore hotels, the
Casey, whose music will be on the
Pig'n Whistle Corp., and Florentine
sweet motif,
Boniface is maestro
Gardens, because of a restraining
Val Olman's brother. Moving into
order issued by Judge Allen Ash^
tbe show at La Conga for a sixburn in Superior Court. These comweek return engagement starting topanies charged violation of contract
morrow (Thursday), is Miguelito
by the unions and asked $50,000
Valdez, who recently closed a singdamages for the first two days of ing
date at Los Angeles' Club Bfazil,
the strike and' $28,000 for each -day
Hotel reopenings for the new seathereafter.
son include the St, Regis' Iridium
Meanwhile, dining and bar workers
Roon slated for next Wednesday (2)
remained away from 12 major hotels
with a special benefit dance for vets
in army and navy hospitals. Regular
opening is set for the following evening. New ice show stars Carol
Lynne plus George Wagner" and Jack
Strand with sr line of four girls.
Orchs of Paul Sparr and Theodora
Hotel
will supply the dansapation.
also reopens its companion room, the
Maisonette, on Tuesday, Oct. 8, with
music by George Koch and the Four

Many

N.Y. Preems

:

.

,

Stars.

HELENE and

HOWARD

'C«mcdy Dance
Currently

Waldorf-Astoria's
fall

preem

Wedgwood
is

set for

next Thursday (3). Emil Coleman
and Mischa Borr split the music
chores. Paul Draper will top the
show. New cocktail lounge of the
Sheraton Hotel also opens Oct. 2
with organist Paul Weber.

WaahlnBton, D. C,

MATTY ROSEN

Dir:

Other reopenings include that of
the

Roomj whose

Antltis'

HOTEI^ CAIBO

Chi's 5100 Club Reopens

mEONARD
mi
t.

GREEN AGENCY,

St..

M. V. C.

MUrrty

Mill

inc.
2.2«4«

5S

Feed for Jesse Kaye At

is

Lucrative Booking Spot
New York and Miami talent agensubmitting

are

AGVA

LQ

.

On

-

;

.

,.

,

,

,

.

Shore in Middle

ment.

always had a substantial
on new operations but
Chicago, Sept. 24.
amount: has soared to a new high
Nitery comic Willie Shore is. in
since union invoked ukase that all
niteries and theatres must post cash the middle of a booking mess. Both
to cover talent budgets. Chains and the Chez Paree and Rio Cabana are
established circuits still operate on advertising his appearance at the
same time, starting Oct. 8.
letter of credit with union.
Manager Al Borde booked Shore
into the Hio, but Shore went ahead
on his own and booked himself into
Even Shuberts Wouldn't
the Chez, it being: understood Shore
isn't satisfied with the buildup Borde
Want Any Part of 'Em has been giving him and feels he
can do better through another
probably William Morris.
For 'Student Prince' agency,
Shore is looking for radio and film
Plaint of concert impresarios, like commitments, in which he feels
in every other field, is the short- Morris is stronger than Borde.
age of headliners, but Associated
Chez is in line for Shore's servConcert Bureau, is attempting to ices, however, as it holds American
rectify the matter by running a
Guild of Variety Artists contract
concert series of unknowns at Car- signed by Shore. Rio has only
booknegie hall, N. Y. Consequently this ing arranged
by Borde, and no
venture merits the support of long- AGVA contract.
hairs even at a $3.60 top.
The bill resembled a one-nighter
at the RKO Jefferson but with less Miami
jistra Angling
variety, but on one of these shindigs, the concert crowd is going
Milton Berle at 12iG
to perk up and go out of the hall
muttering that they've seen a star
After N.Y. Carnival Run
of major dimensions.
Probably the highest offer made
Such was almost the case at Friday's (20) concert when a kid from for a cafe engagement has been givBrooklyn with talent, nerve and a en Milton Berle, current at the Carflair for showmanship, virtually took nival, N. Y. Ned Schuyler, of the
the show. But a great measure of Beachcomber, Miami Beach, is bidsoprano Costanza Pillori's boff re- ding $12,500 for services of the comturns were due to the intense heat ic plus an additional $3,500 for a
of this unventilated longhair em- surrounding show to be selected by
porium.
Berle.
Berle is currently getting $7,500
With the audience using the programs more as fans than as refer- weekly guarantee plus overages on
business
over $42,000. He's frequently
worn
out
beence and having been
grossed
more than $10,000 weekly on
succession
of
cause of a virtual
heavy German vocal works this this date. He's staying at the Carnival
until
January.
with
light,
Brooklyn diva came up
melodic bits that were relaxing and
Ken
Maynard,
illm
cowboy,
Consequently the
to
take.
easy
even
withbooked
for
a vaude tour starting at
clamor at her exit. But
New
theatre,
St.
:Charle9
out the atmosphere that made her a the
Her
watching.
Orleans.
showstop, she's worth
renditions of the Jewel Song from

sum

aJl-Continental floorshow

talent lists to
Havana hotels, particularly the. European trip in recent months.
Hotel Naclonal,. in belief that Cuba previous jaunt, Walters saw talent
will get a healthy chunk of tourist that would fit his requirements, and
business from Miami Beach this he's making this jaunt to recheck
winter.
previous judgment and issue conReason for increased interest in tracts.
the Cuban situation is the regular
He plans to run the French show
plane service from Miami to Cuba for 12 weeks and thus amortize the
by which it will be possible for va- $300 transportation costs for each
cationers to take off nightly for a performer.
Walters will also' iriiround of Cuban niteries and be back port some line girls.
in Miami before dawn.
Importation of talent by Walters
Talent agencies are stressing the is seen as one answer
to current high
angle that U, S. floorshows will pay cost of
name performers. Even with
off because of the plane excursions.
the $300 transportation nick, Walters
will spend less than usual talent
budget. No difficulty is foreseen: in"
bringing the acts over inasmuch as
it's customary to issue visas when
act is guaranteed a term of employcies

On Booking Snarl

concerned.

first

in a Broadway nitery since the days
of the French Casino is slated to go
into the Latin Quarter, N. Y., sometime in January. Lou Walters,
boniface, is planning a trip to Paris
next month to line up talent for this
display.
This is Walters' second

up

;

Layout can only stay 12 weeks beof the booking of Sophie
Tucker who goes into the Latin
Quarter in April at $5,000 weekly^
This show will also remain 12 weeks.
Current Ted Lewis layout ends its
run Dec. 21 and a four-week show
with Georgie Tapps, Dick Buckley
and Chandra-Kaly dancers. With
cause

:

others to be signed> will comprise
the interim booking;

Turek Joins Fisher Agcy.
Sol Turek, booker with USO-Camp
Shows, has resigned to go with the
Arthur Fisher agency as successor
to the late Billy Diamond.
Turek, who's been with Camp

Shows

was pre-

for past three years

viously a vaude producer, and at
one time talent booker on the Loew
circuit.

George Oberland

will

fill
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13 at $1.05
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NOW

READY!
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SEND FOB THEM NOW!
CATCH VJP ON BACK ISSVES!
$2.00

"BOOK OP BLACKOUTS"

•

3 Volvmci at $25.00 p«r Val.

"BOOK OF PARODIES"
10 Sock Parocliti^$10.00
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KO

CO.P.'S

PAULA SMITH
200 W.

54tli St.,

N«w York
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Chicago, Sept. 24.
Shuttered for six months, 51 Hundred Club will make another try
starting Wednesday (25). Spot plans
Puccini arias
opening with small combos and then "Faust", ;and a pair of
show nfeed of a more mature apreturning to its old revue format.
proach and some polishing of her
Opener is Billy Burton's orch.
Edward
then
upper registers and
John.son may give her an impor-

tend U< Your Hem* Addr««i

tant job.

SAMMY RAUCH
MARSHALL BROS.

TtUvims

LOEW
BOOKING

AGENCY

"Gerecht.er Gott", which seemed to

JERRY AND DANNY

ROXY,

NEW YORK

NOW
DIRECTION

MARKJ. LEDDY
and

LEON

NEWMAN

be the theme of subsequent talent.
Halcombe followed in the
same vein with Hadassah Sahr,
with Chopin,
pianist
interposing
Brahms and Revel to show potentiality, while closing keyboard exercises by Margaret Barthel displayed creditable acrobatic eightyeighting to give the customers visual
as well as aural interest with her
complicated runs.

Oftms
LOEW BUILDING ANNEX

CfNfKAl IXfCUMVE

David

As this concert stands, it's evident
that more showmanship would aid
the cause of the individual talent.
The layout could stand routining so
that the performers wouldn't have
to stand coldly on their own,
Jose.

;

1«0 W. 4«ih

sr

13 Scriph for 113.00
Net. 14 Ihra 20

'

The preceding singer, Richard
Bellamy, a serious miened tenor, almost ruined Miss Pillori's act when
he gave out with a pair of light
numbers, but unfortunately his voice
showed up too thin in this house.
Joan Bishop, a mezzo-soprano,
followed in the same vein as Miss
the
unfortunately,
Pillori,
but
novelty of the situation was then
lost. Miss Bishop is a looker with a
pleasant voice which needs further
development.
Ruth Brail, contralto, opened the
a
Wagner piece,
with
session

Turek's

USO.

spot at

St.,

N. Y. C.

•

(Ryml f.7100

5m
At

ONT

'

—

-

trio

]»fadri<l, IS.

Y.

Dtan Martin, Jerry Lewis, CaneCnrmeii k Rolando, SergiQ
lind,
Orta, Line (e>; $3-50 win.

,

,

:

'.

'

Wash.

:

It's a good
opened last
dences poor staging since the gals new Club Cairo, which
Friday (20), looks set as the city's
elite supper spot if the crowds to
such a high budget show
there looking nonchalant until the support
Orta gets his 300 keep coming.
music starts.
songstress,
Yvette,
personality
pounds around okay to the fast
tempos but his heavily-accented tops the bill. A fave in this town,
English makes him hard to take as she had the opening night audience
eating out of her hand with a
an emcee.
Canelina holdover from the last smooth performance which runs the
show, follows with her tongue-twist- musical gamut from "To Each His
and "Doin' What Comes
ing Afro-Cuban singing. Backed by Own"
some hot rhythmic drumming by Natur'Uy" to a smart parody on the
Catalino, she sells her stuff well exotic names of perfumes and an
with a powerful, throaty voice and opening ditty in which she warms
Ultra-hot up the house by Strolling around the
plenty of hip-shaking.
terping of Carmen and Rolando gets ringside and kidding the customers.
Pushing her hard for«:first night
the heaviest palm-beating for the
was Nip Nelson, whose
Latin acts. Gal shows ofE as much honors
as possible in some sexy-cut cos- clever line of imitations are solid.
tumes and their dancing, taking in Hi.s repertoire proves elastic enough
floor- wriggling,
almost to keep him going as long as the
etc.,
is
Tviclced.
Routine is iEastfipaced and folks out front keep applauding
which was very long when caught.
clicks .solidly.
Carlos Varela and his band back He has a nice change of pace in
up the .show well and Varela shirtte which he shifts from imitations o£
band instruments to such
personally in a short comedy stint jazz
with Martin and Lewis.
Catalino crooners as Crosby and Sinatra
and his orch fill in on the stand to and then on to talking comedians
provide continuous rhumfoa dansapa- like Fred Allen.

line.

have to walk clear across the stage
from the stagedoor and then stand

Stal

1 Fif lit

Avenne, N. Y.

Betty Grimes, Bill McGraw, Bob
Domney, Les Parker, Hazel Web-

no cover or mtTiimum.

This intimate hotel bar has become one of the most popular of the
Manhattan's classier boites. Small,
tastefully-decorated room with its
lighting draws a steady
clientele coTnposed mostly of affluent burghers, although the teenagers are also in evidence. Club's
no ' cover, no minimum policy, plus
the continuous entei'tainment, has
the payees coming .steadily, .
Management has left just enough
room in the centre of the tables for
two over-size baby grands and the
talent practically sits on the ringsiders.
Only acts suitable, consequently; are those that" can work

subdued

standing still. There's no mike but
the room is so intimate that p.a.
system is unnecessary. Acts work

under

a stationary

baby

spot,

which

Is all the light needed.
Ntw show lined up under the
supervision of William Duryea is
well-tailored to the room's decor.
Betty Grimes, billed as a ranking
tennis star and songstress, pleases

with a group of

pops!.

Bill

McGraw

also gets nice returns: with a welltrained set of baritone pipes. (Both

space nostalgic
Hit PaHattiCi who gives out

Helene & Howard have
moving comic adagio turn

a

Variety

occasional

raucously on "Hula Lou" and "Belle
Barbary Coast"; Billy Hess, vet
Swiss bell-ringer, who makes with
music on bells and tops off with
Pat Rooney dance and Kathleen
O'Hanlon who gives out pianistically
and vocally on a rep which ranges
of

from Irish ditties to medley of IcvBerlin yesteryear ditties. Between shows payees are invited to
community sings which keep
things informal and jolly.
It's a modestly-budgeted layout in
keeping with pop prices of the place
and this bit of the Bowery should
go reasonably well on Dream Street.
.t'dbft.

NKW

yirnK t'lTK

Itllmlr IliiU

ruliirn (It) SO-i

4 Kiiigfits,
$2-$2.50 win.

Tlie Spotlifiihtefs (3)

;

Garter

and bas.s, group concentrates
dance numbers with
treatment for lair returns

guitar,

on

specialty

vocal

from the scattered few
there

when

Four

who were

caught.

Knights

l'<'h''iy ,l.<ce

the

layout

with a combo Mills Brothers-Ink
Spots style and a dash of Charioteers.
Sepia quartet blend nicely in "Just
a Little Fond Affection" for the
pops, "Darkness on the Delta" as a
standard, and "Ole Dan Tucker" on
the deep South side. Treatment is
versatile and smooth in presentation
and mike work is okay, as it should
be from a group doing a CBS coastto-coaster with Arthur Godfrey.

The Art Hodes group is headline
attraction and when caught Friday
proved pallid fare. Like it or
Dixieland music is usually
played with a gusto and sincerity
not often seen in other forms, but
Hodes' group was watery tailgate,
with the exception of Pops Foster,
ancient bassman who dates back to
Kid Ory days and shows up the
younger men with his drive. Perhaps the blue and yellow Franklin
Hughes trademark on the interior
decoration dictated band's mood, but
(20)
not.

&

NaliU

Hooco

Statu
1)011

to "Rampart St." Henry Goodwin on
the trumpet is a good horn man, but
not for stuff that was the rage of
in the '20s.
Room is big enough to be a finan-

success

without

being

com-

pletely filled all the time, especially
without the expense of a big kitchen
Only specialty stuff is served. Location, just under the Latin Quarter

makes for

stiff

compejtition. Totum.
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BONNIE BAKER WANTS
OUT ON FREDERICK PACT
Bonnie Baker, songstress, is seekr
an out on her exclusive man-

ing

agement

contract
with Frederick
agency, desiring to return to
Charlie Yates, who previously agent-

Dick Berk
York & Kinealey
Donna Tjouise

Brois.

Tlve Frolickera

eel

•

WASHINOTON
rnoltnl

(I,)

2«

I^indaay

-Clirls

Cookie Bowers

Aeromaniacs
Ilowtird

(I)

27

Rtoofres

3

her.

Tom

Kettering,

of

Coast

the

branch

.TImmy Jlmae

WUlie Bryant Ore

o£
Fredericks, had been
handling her recently and had pacted deal for her appearances in Ken
Murray's
"Blackouts,"
perennial,
currettt at El Capitan, Los Angeles,

Shorty. Matthews
Nollle Hill

and some vaude dates.

BetU A Marltn

Fredericks are reported unwilling
to grant singer release and matter
may go to American Guild of
Variety Artists for arbitration.

,
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Sammy
Problem ot hypoing biz for dining Lewis presentation,
ftnds
room of Somerset hotel, N. Y., seems Rose Mane too tough a following
chore.
been solved, temporarily at rates a number of laughs with He
maconverting spot to a ni'tery terial but works too hard
and too
and installing Nat Renard's oldtimer long in trying to sell his
wares. His
unit. Room has also been tricked up songs come
through best but other
to resemble a Bowery bistro of the material is
rough and fOwdy.
so-called mauve decade. Ploorshow
Ben Blue, Patti Moore and Ben
is

Stolie

Viv-Kabondfli

Gracia FlnldH

_ Rose Marie, former baby star of
Rluart Sis'
films, returns to Hollywood as
just Dtiniiy ilootor
about the best song stylist ever to .iininiy .TaTtieraon
play local night spots. Despite sec- IMlillis WlUis
<;a'MI»k.n
ond bilUng, she rates and grabs off
Tower."! (I) ai-so
star honors in a solid, show-wise Trov ^ T.ynn
display of versatile talent. She opens Yvonne Moray
boff with rhythm workout on "I'm BirtUHnd
liuddv Walker
into a unit.
a Big Girl Now," changes pace for
Jafies
Harry Anger, staging the produc- the ballad. "Remember
t'HfCAOO
Me."
tions, expects to change shows every
OhlraKn (r) %1
Her top stride is reached with
rry Ailler
two weeks,
Lou;e,
smash Durante impression, "Dream l.a
ini. Herbert
Man, and she holds it with two Nic'bolrtj* llros
K«K»I
21
encores,
Smart" and an Earl Bines(!>Ore
47<.h St. Follies,
V. Italian folk"Tain't
song, both novelties In Holmes & Jean
Wat Reward's "Gay '90's Rei;7te," show business most of her
lite, Rose
luith Lou Dolgoff
Lillian Ashton^ Mane has what
it
takes to thorPanama Hattie, Billy Hess, Singing oughly please customers
and
works
Fools (i), Kathleen O'Hanlon; 25c with an ease and
obvious enjoyment
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$2 other nights.

'20th-Fox singing juve witti a so-so
voice, rounds off the specialty numbers.
Craig works almost entirely
with showgirl line. They team best
in a production number to "Frankie
and Johnnie."
The six gals are lavishly costumed
throughout and are used in and out
of the specialties to weave the.' show

& K

I,

hiiony O'Neill
Tnin m.\' HikKH

Thi'

Los Angeles, Sept. 19.
swings off into the turn's highlight
Jerry Lester, Rose Marie, Ben
—kidding the jitterbugs to a .slow Blue, Patti Moore,
Ben Lessy, Danctempo rendition of "Doin' What ing Sherwoods
(3), Sid Fields, Matty
Comes Natur'Uy."
Malnecfc Orch. (12); $3 min. toeefcRobert Craig, handsome young ends and holidays;

iS
Kingr

Wiivlia .t Novello
SIniiia tW) 27
Rill) rrosU.v Ore
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RosH Wy.^e .Tr Co
Carter
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they'd better make up their minds
what kind of music is going to be
played.
Group does the standard
numbers of the Chicago-New Orleans circuit, from "Tin Roof Blues"

Europe
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addition
Broadway's
Latest
to
nitery row, Ole South could easily
qualify as an uptown Nick's on the
basis of entertainment offered, with
music both old and southern oC a
sort.
Subterannean spot has a few
ventilation difficulties to iron out,
but with proper ballyhoo might ultimately appeal to the wee small
iiours crowd, being more accessible
to theatres th&.i comparable joints
In the lead off spot on billing is
the
Spotlighters
evidently
(3)
brought in for terpers. With vibes,

Jackie
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Hotel Taft
Knot'b Ijiffht Ore
Ice

Don Dodson.

.Itidtl

Ynrfcer

Ore

I'^lKart

Hotel

Claude Thornhlll

Icelaiitl

Cliaz CliAae'Spark.v Kii.ve

Hnque

Hob wniUitiii
.IIUl

&

Star

Herman Hyde

Sloan

Hpiico

.Iiiyctt

liriinhflda

(6),

.l.es

OOI.l'MHIS

ChivrtPH l.»sUey

New

lintel

& Bowser

OriOntuI (I) !!«
Del Courtney Ore
2 Barretts
(Jrls.*! Oroaa

26

(I)

Pupixits

l>unliis

Howell

»a

(I.)

(iii>itiii

Ore
M»r(ha Tllton
llii.lfly
MoOowull
J'r<»f.
Warkwnrds
Viuil Whlt(.niiin

KiTtellp

Art Modes Orch

2S

bUli bolovr ludicnt* oitiinlnit daj
Knin«riil> In eonnectloo
of tlioit
nrlietlier fnU or «pltt nreek.
Lotion la pan>ntb««ls Indk'nto oircnlt. (I) Indonohilent- fU t.k>.>,.
'
<P) Paramoiitit; (H) KKO; (W) Warner
'
n'llli

join in

Ole South, X. Y.

Oills

WEEK or SEPTEMBER

ing

,

lion.

who

pianist,

Panama

rader:

up to an eminently workable bid in
every department.
Main change is in the bar, wholly
rodosianed by Mary Morison Kennedy, staff decorator lor the cliain.
Spot now offers Hammond organ
swing in a quiet way, instrument
mounted on the turntable inside a
circle of love seats. Oval room, now
white and green, remains otherwise
the same.
Sablon, a Hub fave, hasn't been
here since "Streets of Paris." but his
discs and radio show have given him
plenty of draw in recent months.
Came in with special Baron arrangements for Eisen's string-heavy band,
and went for a sock first time out.
Smi "Those Foolish Things."' "Place

Maikirig a departure from the
usual procedure ol integrating Latin
with the straight American
fall
stuff, the Havana Madrid's new
show sets' up a sharp line of demarcation between the two varieties.
Whether the idea's a good one is a
tneot point. Rhuraba acts, including
Canelina, Carmen & Rolando and
Sergio Orta are good, but they're
outdistanced by the zany comedies
of Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis,
who have the last half of the show
Rowdy antics of
all to themselves.
Pi£*alp," "Symohony." "The Girl That
the duo get such a boff reception
I Marry," 'Sur le Pont." and other
that audience almost forgets what
tunes, some in Engilsh. others, in
pi-;>cedes them.
French, some in a little of both.
Lewis tee-s oflf the tun with his Periionality gets hiin overl the lanKvnchronized mugging and motions guage barrier though he erred in first
recordings of Danny Kayes iihow by starting off in French.
til
"Dinah" and Cyril Smith's 'Sow- EvCTybody .knows "he
sing
can
Song." Guy's, got stint down tO :Per- French,, and he needs to establish
Martin then warms up his he's as good in English from the
fection.
on a
baritone
pleasantlv-.smooth
Young crooner is Outacit..group of pops.
little
oft
First, show's mike; was a
greatly improved since appearance faalance! failing to focus his times
He still
at this club last winter.
properly and proving a little bassy.
bounces arOund. jounces the mike laut thereafter worked fine. The
and kids the audience but his com- Eisen band, much bigger -leaguer; this
pletely relaxed manner builds up a season than before,: seconded hiiTv exnice intimacy with the crowd and cellently, and he went over potently
he draws plenty of applause.
the smart set flrstrnighters on
Rowdy action that pulls belly- with
hand,
laughs starts, though, when Martin
Blair and Dean, neat dance team,
and Lewis team up to carry the last start Ihings with nicely .contrasted
Duo goes
20 minutes together.
of
tcrps.
set
through a bunch of zany routines,
Elie.
apparently following a set format
but improvising most of the way
gags,
The
hoked-up
along the line.
'lull Cairo,
impressions, terping, etc., probably
Washington, Sept. 24.
wouldn't go in the more sedate
Helene &
Yvelte. Nip Nelson,
Biteries but it's sock stuff here.
Howard, Robert Craig, Line iG), Bol)
Sergio Orta, , emceeing the Latin
Simpson Orch (7); $2-$3 Tniri.
stint, gets the show off to a fair
start with a hot version of "Coffee
expensive
night
Fanciest
and
most
Time in Havana," backed by the club effort in this town's history,
number but eviacts

and

4itUes with «n

Night Club Reviews
Havana

ster;

.
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NEW YOEK

to have
least, by

in

keeping with the decor motif.

under New Acts). Bob Downey and Renard, former comic of the vaude Lessy are regulars at this Wil-shire,
boulevard spot. Working both on the
Les Parker handle the accompani- team of Renard & .West, sits
upper blackout stage and on dance
ments in top fashion and also shine one out and let's the hired helpthis
do floor, trio pleases. Blue's high spot
at the keyboard in their own spots. the cavorting on
miniature stage. IS a swami number in second Show
Hasie! Webster fills in with musical He greets
the customers but never Miss Moore and Lessy register
sock
Interludes at the piano to round out once reprises, "I'll
tell
the King in a California version o( "Oklathe show.
iSfal.
oii you!"
homa," clever parody written by
Lou DolgofT, comedian, who was Jerry Seelen. Aiding on
blackouts,
one of the mainstays at the Green- all in the general
Oval
rowly style of this
JBoston
wich Village Nut Club when that nitery is Professor
Melonhead (Sid
(COPLEY PLAZA HOTEL)
bistro was hitting on all cylinders Fields).
Boston, Sept. 20
some years back, paces the show as
Ace dance rhythms and backing
Jean Sablon, Blair & Dean;. Sam~ emcee and further down
does the for acts is furnished by Matty Maltny Eisen's Orch (10); $2.50 Tiiin.
"Judge", bit with which he has been neck and orch.
Malneck, Milton Deidentified for years. It's all his own Lugg and band
also fiill spot on
In a strong bid to snare back a stuff, never
once lifting a Walter bill with smooth musical medley
of
little ot its former society trade the C.
Kelly gag from the latter's "Vir- "Never Be the Same,"
"Pardon My
Sheraton chain Ooipley Plaza has ginia Judge" routine. Dolgoff's
fast Southern Accent," "Goody, Goody,"
again refurbished its' Oval Room and on the ad lib and
throwaways and Through With Love" and"Slairwav
Merry*go-round cocktail lounge ad- ties show nicely together.
to the Stars."
jacent, stepped up the quality of its
Other items include Lillian AshThis ^AU in Fun" presentation
cuisine, service and appointments, ton, erstwhile London Music
Haller rates as best yet for this club and
and got oflf to another nifty start with with her Vesta Victoria .song im- also
Jean Sablon as the name draw. Adds preshes; Singing Fools, barbershop tenaLstacks up as cleanest in maBrag.

Aqiittrlam

lliuo Anirel
.Monira Lewis
Itlehard D. Bennett

Room,

,

Corey
KuHS

IrWfin
Ml

ua

rt

I'lliia

J.arkin

Delta

Rhythm

.

.

stivtot.'r

Cliff.
i'elo
I

UOffera

.lohnson

Oiirord

.

Bvljthr

l)(»roVhy. .laruae

C'lirnlvlil

Milton Berle
Eily Ardelty
FiHlipr

flwinn

Miriam

I.nVelle

Copnciiikann
Julie wnsi>n

Sheen
E.ano

Bandy Brooks Ore
Monchlto Bd
.

Marion Colb.y
Ren Tost Slnfferf
.Miriam

Patti

KiBjry

Art Waner' Ore
400 Club
Louis Jordan Ore

II ope
Fove
Kiimund Mali
Dave Martin 3
David Brooks

.Stan

Sis

Margo Wads
F Shepard D'cers

(HiXown).

I'airlcia.

Watson

Schotr
Ann. Penninjjton
Wnils Solar
Jacqueline Hurley
Bill Acnri]
I5mtna I'^rancis

Reed
Jackson

C Heard Ore
C» fo. Society

'

Saul Chaplin

of

B.

been

set for

Oct.

1.

Pully,

S.

Rap

comic, has

General Sessions

Pully

is

currently

court,

out on

bail
for assault on George
Scharff, a Chauffeur.
Scharft declared that Pully on
Aug. 24, assaulted him without provocation in the lobby ot the Belmont
Plaza hotel, Ni Y.', and inflicted a

$500

broken arm and head:

injuries.

Micbael Edward

SliHS n

.luck

'

.Fl'itill

tDowntown)
'rinimie

Phil Silvers

Dinmoiitl norsesliot
& La Pierre

BoyS'

Bnutley^fi

Cure

Trial

Lynno Barrett
Brnio Hoist Bd
becuona Boys Ore

Ross

3

Bob Uhodes

Fully on Assault

CITY

,Toey Gilbert

Ore
Anily Kirk Ore

Cleorse. Baatlon

JACKIE HARVEY'S VAUDERS
Jackie Harvey, daughter of George
Harvey, of the Paramount publicity
staff, opens a vaude tour of southern
theatres at the Academy theatre,.
Lynchburg, Va.
Dancer has been
signed t6 Abner J, Greshler.

Ifnviiiin-Mndrid

Dean Martin
•lerry

Lewis

Carmen a

Rolanilo

Sergio Orta
Catalino Ore
Carlos Varela Ore
Hotel nixIe

Larry li"'unk Ore
Reese Gay

Lou

Oean

Seller

A Rav

Georgia Gibbs With Kaye Unit
Georgia Gibbs,

who

Danny Kaye when

appeared with

the comic jilayed
theatre, N. Y.j earlier
year> has been signed to duet
with Kaye at the Chicago theatre,
Chicago. Oct. 18.
the

this

Paramount

:':
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Critics

Due

LBGITIMATB
Negro Canada Lee

In for Iceman'

Theatre GuUf} is setting aside tickets for ioiit^of'^towii reviewers
scheduled to attend the premiere of "The Iceman Cometh" at the Beck
From the Coast will come Wood Soanes, of the Oakland
Oct. 9.
Tribune, he being assigned to the jaunt 'because Eugene O'Neill lived
in that California city for seven years, during which time the neiv
drama was written among other plays, including O'Neill's "Moon For
The Misbegotten," due this season also,
Omar Ranney, o£ the Cleveland News, will be among the aisle sitters, going back immediately after the performance by plane to his
home toivn, where his notice will be written, Sidney Harris, of the
Chicago News, will cover "Iceman" for that daily, also 28 foreign
newspapers serviced by the News. Claudia Cassidy, Chicago Tribune,
is due to sit in, while from Boston those slated to attend! are Elinor
Hughes, Herald; Elliot Norton, Post, and Cy Durgin» Globe, all sending stories or notices, by wire.
In addition, Associated Press will give "Iceman" exceptional coverage, with news stories of the premiere, photos, a review of the opening and a condensation Of the drama, using several quotes. Random
House has given AP permission to use the quotes/ book of "Iceman'*
to go on sale the day of the opening. As a rule books of plays are
not printed for several months after opening.

Due as White Man

Producers Are Proceeding Warily
In

Duchess

of Malfi'
Colored actor Canada Lee, who
starred in "On Whitman Avenue"
through the summer, reverses the
burnt-cork tradition by replacing
McKay Morris in "The Duchess of
Malfi," starring Elisabeth: Bergner.
Drama opened in Providence last
Friday (20). (Lee is due to go into
the show tomorrow
(ThurS.)
in
Boston, not being prepared to open
in

57

Pro v.).

Idea of using a Negro in a white
actor's part was first regarded as a
press stunt. It appears now that the
transition is possible by way of

With Spotty Broadway Newcomers
*

Biroadway is waiting for the first
So far there has
been no standout among the tryouts, four of which were withdrawn
for repairs or the junk heap.
September entries were sparse in
number, and while one or two may
real hit of 1946-47.

Mull 'Mr. Adam' as Legiter
Pat Frank's "Mr. Adam," the novel
about the only American male who
escaped sterilization when an atom
hit the USA, is being read for
possible Broadway presentation by
Howard Lindsay, while several film
people have expressed interest in
the book.
Picture difficulties are

bomb

foreseen in the subject, however.
Book sold 30,tfOO copies first week,,
.

eventually balance up. in the black
there has been no sock addition to
the legit list. October should usher
in better attractions but there seems
to be a tendency ot managers to

:

alttfpugh its reviews in New York proceed cautiously, especially with
were blanketed by the truck strike, shows they are confident have merit,
which kept such luxuries out of the evidently heeding the \yarning that
diminutive papers^ ^ Sidney Sanders sbowshops on the main stem are
stuff turns the trick for Lee.
is agenting the boo'k.
hard to get.
It's the second time that Morris
Ticket agency men and others ask:

makeup: devised by a Fifth
avenue beauty shop. The establishment mixes a compound to hide-,
facial blemishes and it's claimed the

special

'

'

IMeroices Ironed Out Between

All

has

quit

recent months, first
walking without notice from "Canin

lor. which he was brought
up on charges before Equity's coun-

dida",

Leape

ATAM

of N. Y. Theatres,

Upon quitting "Malfi", after reheax'sing several weeks, Paul Czinher, the show's producer, gave him
a release, although he could have
required the actor to pay him the
equivalent of two weeks' salary.
Curious angle of Morris being cast
for "Malfi" is that J. J. Leventhal

how many

cil.

Name

:

League

All differences between the

w

York Theatres and the Assn.
bf Ne
of Theatrical Agents and Managers
appear' to have been finally ironed
It's now up to attorneys for
out.
the factions to phrase the wording
of the changes to the basic agree-

"new blood"

about

namely,

ment,

and
the union's membership
upped pay.
It has been agreed that provision
for ATAM to admit new company
and house managers be reinserted
in the pact, after it had been inin

operative for more than, a year. Five
newcomers will be eligible to join

each year, as heretofore,: but ATAM
will have the final say whether
candidates propo.scd by producers
are to be admitted or not to its managerial group. There is a new-blood
provision for ATAM'S press agent
group, the so-called, apprentice system.

Los Angeles,

Sept. 24.

Dick Beavers, radio singer discovered by actress Queenie Smith,
was signed by Theatre Guild and
will be shifted to the Chicago company of "Oklahoma."
Following his release from the
Army, Beavers played a few bits at
Republic but was never permitted to
sing, although he was signed for his
voice.

Groom Greaza
Replacement

'

Compliments have again been extended to Anna Rosenberg, who
served as mediator. for both factions.
Her suggestions were not binding,
but the union decided to accept the
salary boosts without going to arbitration, and she quickly solved the
new-blood problem that threatened
to stymie the new deal between
showmen and their company executives. Mrs. Rosenberg's fee is understood

have

to

would make
cession

her

Beavers Into 'Oklahoma'

been

$2,500,

which

a considerable con-

it

by her. Mediator moderated

because a union
involved, it sharing
the cost" with the League.
Last Friday (20), wlien the factions came to agreement over the
new-blootl clause, the League wanted the right to name five new members in view of the bye 1944-45
season, but
couldn't see it
that way and okayed only one canusual

fee

Angus Duncan

ATAM

didate.
'44,
Between
1942. and
League nominated 11 candidates, but
only five were admitted in the two-

year period.
New salary scales were set forth
in Variety last week, but salaries
for company managers on tour were
unquoted. Those with musicals will
get a minimum of $200 weekly;
managers of straight plays now get
$166. New scales are retroactive to
last Labor Day.

HOCKEY SKED STYMIES

XF ARENA TOUR

is

resigning as

being groomed to
replace him. Paul DullzelL is the
exec sec, Greaza feels that the
Equity job ties him down too much,
considering
and
stage

whose

is

e

a weekend radio stint
appearances.
Duncan,
Duncan, is scribed.

ning

office

its

staff,

positions

there requiring specialized theatrical
background. It seems that every
time a Lambs clubber is propositioned to join, they refuse unless
having the privilege of acting should
a stage engagement arise. Assistant

DuUzell
time job.
to

regarded as a

is

full-

ANN

CORIO'S HG, 10%
DEAL TO PLAY lAID'

Ann Corio, former hurley
who turned legit several
ago, signed a
tract

to

star

the

Ozarks,''

stripper

seasons

run of the play conin
"Maid in the
freak

hillbilly

tl-.at

winds up an 11-week date at the
Belasco Sunday (29). Show surprised
first nighters and critics by spanning
the summer on Broadway. According to Jules Pfeiffer, proprietor of
"Maid", Miss Corio will receive
$1,500 weekly against 10% of the
gross.
She will replace Gloria
'

,

Opening of the hockey season in
October is causing a hitch in scheduling Milce Todd's enlarged version
of "Up In Central Park" in spots
controlled by the Arena Managers
Assn. Todd has been dickering with

AMA execs
ehlSiQU

"Park"
Bowl.

to book the show at conof its western schedule,
current at the Hollywood
.

is

With show available for midschedule is up in the
as games already scheduled will
cut up any route
can offer
that one-or two-day layoffs because
October,

AMA

air,

AMA

ffot feasable because of expensive
expense involved in paying cast, and
has hockey set virtually week

in

its

arenas.

Problem
upon and

is

still

until

all

uation are mulled
being laid out.

being

worked

aspects: of

sit-

no route

over,

is

TAUBER ILLNESS HITS
'HEART' BIZ HARD
Business of "Yours Is

to

.

Stark,

millionaire

.

.

merchant known

the dress business as "the ribbon king". He is said to have put
around $20,000 in the show.
in

Academy of Music, Brooklyn,
Saratoga Springs, N. Y. Sept. 24.
Miss Corio starting Tuesday
Saratoga County Judge Richard
Ticket scale: there will be. $1.65
at a special term of court
large.'capacity spot making it :Sherhian'
declared Jewel Steven, manpossible for the show to get around here
ager of the Spa theatre this sum.$3,000 per performance;
mer, in contempt of court for failing to appear in supplementary proceedings on application of James D.
at the

with
(1).

top,

:

Peter Lind Hayes Will

Head Carrington Revue
Comic Peter Lind Hayes, featured
on the Dinah Shore radio show over
Columbia Broadcasting System this
is scheduled as star of a revue
headed for Broadway. Elaine Carrington, one of radio's top morning
serial scripters, has written the book
and is now dickering with several
people to score the music. She will

year,

Connor.
Mi.<;s Steven was fined the amount

'

produce.

pleted on the Coa.st in, October, according to Mrs. Carrington.

Critics

Circle,

:

•

:

For Another Tour

Lecture division of National Con& Artists Corp. has booked its
Negro Drama Group for a fall tour
of the south and midwest, for the

second

traction with

seaison; as a special at-

NCAC. Group

has
been
booked to
Franken's "Claudia" for
starting

College
:n.

thus far

do

Rose

weeks,
Carolina

.six

Oct. 15 at North
for NegroeSj in

Durham,

c. ,

Group is booked by NCAC like a
drama attraction, although clubs on
the lecture circuit also take it as
part of their .series. Unit does onenigbters in college and school auditoriums, film houses, etc., to both
Negro and white audiences. Group
of four women and throe men is

approx:imately
.iudgment,
with costs. Amount must be
paid within 30 days of the service pf managed by Powell Lind.say, Negro
the order, and may be applied playwright, who directed the show.
against the judgment.
Leads are Tommie Moore, who has
the

of

$360,

'

PITT PLAYHOUSE TEST
Pittsburgh, Sept. 24.

new play, "The Pink
Cameo," by Dana Jonathan, will be
Brand

acted in films on the Coast, and Harrel Tillman, film actor; and band

Last

season

the

unit

two

did

Must

Fall,"

.

seven years.

:.

BETTY HELD AGAIN

HAVOC

IN

ILL,

'DREAM GIRU

Betty Field whose appearance in
Girl" was concededly her

"Dream

:

Broadway performance but who
was forced out Of the play several
top

times because of illness, again became ill over the weekend and the
show suspended. It will relight at
the Coronet, N. Y., Saturday (28)
night, when June Havoc will take
over.

Miss Havoc had been engaged to
replace in"Girl" starting Oct. 7, un-.
usual display ads announcing it
some weeks ago prior to show's re-;

sumption after a layoff. Business
has been excellent since the play
relighted.

v^i..;;::-;'.'

vocalist.

Heads K.C. Group
Kansas City, Sept.

house.
It's the first time local community
theatre has done an untested work

in

.

tours, fir.st in "Night
tried but this season by Director then in"Claudia."
Fred Burleigh, at .Pittsburgh Play-:

in

month therefore figures to bring
more than one bell-^ringer.

cert

unit's

Court Cites Spa Mgr.

Play

'Best'

New YorkrDrama

terday," "Call Me Mister," "State of
the Union" or "O Mi.stress Mine"
and, for that matter, some of the
more familiar favorites, tickets for
which are not so scarce, such a,s
"Harvey," "Voice of the Turtle,"
"Carousel," "Oklahoma" and "Three
To Make Ready." Of course, other
shows are prospering, too, but there
is an idea in show circles that new
clicks are needed to create fiesh interest in the theatre. "A Flag Is
Born," Palestine propaganda, is the
most exceptional new play but its:
appeal is mai'nly secular.

from which the Daily News' John
Chapman walked last year because
the group refused to name a "best
play" of the season, has had a
change of heart, and at Monday's
(23) annuar meeting agreed to make
an annual selection "without regard
to any absolute critical standard."
There is steadily mounting inMandatory agreement was passed
over objections ot faction that felt terest in "The Iceman Cometh." The
awards should be omitted when boxoffice at the Beck was openedseason produced no above-average Monday (23) two and one-half weeks
plays, group deciding to pick best prior to the premiere. New Eugene
play Of thfe crop annually regardless O'Neill play is reported to be grim
of "top" merit. Group once before drama in professional circles but
also refused to pick a 'best' play, 16% weeks tickets are on sale, and
there are six ticketsellers handling
last year marking second time.
Group also took in seven new or mail orders, it being indicated that
returning critics, to bring its number $50,000 from that source alone will
be
in
the till before "Iceman"
24.
now
critics
up to
Circle
includes
'
from the trade pres.s, monthly bows in.
magazines, etc., as well as N. Y.
"Park Avenue"
minds
dailies, to raise question in
High expectations attended the
of .-iome members as to whether
out-ol-town, showing of "Park Avegroup isn't now getting too unwieldy
nue" last week but reports from
and away from its original aims.
New Haven after the debut were
Re-elected to membership were
disappointing, even from showmen
Atkinson,
Brooks
Times, recently
financially interested. The flock of
returned from war correspondent
writing talent connected with "Avework, and Robert Garland, Journalnue," however, is expected to whip
American, who asked to be readthe musical into much better shape,
mitted after puUing out some time
but it will require a longer period
Newcomers
group
include
ago.
to
than first anticipated. Show may not
Vernon Rice, Post; William HawWorld-Telegram;
Otis L. be brought to Broadway for another
kins,
month or six weeks. It was booked
Guernsey, Cue magazine; Richard
for the Broadhurst, and the "AveCooke, Wall Street Journal; Kappo
nue" delay partly eased the problem
Phelan, Commonweal.
of what to do about "Three "To Make
new
Group set up
machinery for
Ready," which has jumped to caannual ballot on "best" play, based
on plan proposed by Joseph T. pacity in that house. Among tryShipley, New Leader.
Reviewers outs doubtful of coming in now is
"The Temporary Mrs. Smith."
anonymously.
will note their choices
Only one opening ("The Bees and
Plays named will then be discussed,
with vote then taken, and play with the Flowers," Cort) this week and
one
for
is
carded
next,
ako
winner.
simple majority declared the
the
Ballet Theatre opens at the
In case of no voting majority, memwill
be eight
bers will then rate all plays in the Broadway. There
premieres
within
10
days
thereafter;
order of their importance, and a
winner selected on basis of grading. "Hear That . Trumpet," Playhouse;
Circle re-elected officers for an- "Cyrano de Bergerac," Alvin; "Iceother year, as follows: John Mason Man"; "Mr. Peebles and Mr. Hooker,"
Brown, president; Ward Morehou.se, Music Box; "Lysistrata" (colored),
veepee; Rosamond Gilder, secretary; Belasco; "Lady Windermere's Fan,"
Cort (second booking this season);
Tom Wenning, trea.surer.
"Duchess ol Malfi," Barrymore, and
"Loco," Biltmore. October arrivals
will
include
"Happy
Birthday"
Colored 'Claudia' Set
(Helen Hayes) and "Present Laughter" (Clifton Webb), sO the coming

,

Show, according to Mrs. CarringMelba here and elsewhere on the ton, will also feature Hayes' wife,
Interstate
Theatres dircuit, have Mary Healy. Details will be combeen cancelled.
No reason given.

Heart",

appear in the "Land of
Smiles" musical, in which he trouped
through Europe for many years.
German tenor was out ol Friday
night's performance of both shows
Saturday (20-21) with a strange ailment. His vocal' chords were not impaired but an obstruction in the
prevented
from
windpipe
him
breathing naturally. John Hendrich,
a Dutch warbler who sang the part
abroad, stepped into the cast -but
when it was announced from the
stage that Tauber, who is nearly 60,
would not appear there was a exodus to the boxofficc for refunds.
The gro.ss dropped over $9,000 from
the previous week's business.
Fenime lead in "Heart" is being
sung by Stella Andreva, of the Met
Opera. She is the wife of M. Tfailed

.

Interstate Cancels Fair
Dallas, Sept. 24.
"The Hasty Heart" and "Life With
Father," both scheduled to play the

My

Broadway musical, was badly dented
late last week whien Richard Tauber

Humphries, who is withdrawing
from the cast.
"Maid" will play a four-day date

are

AMA

salaries,

father, Augustin

Equity's vicepresident, rejoined tho
staff
after being discharged from
the Army about a year ago.
Equity has had difficulty strength-

'

(ATAM) was

TODD'S

Walter N. Greaza

Equity's assistant exec secretary and

guaranteeing the "Malfi" cast's
and he also financed "Candida" (with Frank McCoy).
Equity sent Leventhal and McCoy
$480, which represents Morris' twoweek "Candida" salary, plus a replacement player's expenses, immediately after the council ruled the
money was due the managers. The
coin is ^repayable to Equity from
Morris' salary which he is expected
to earn sometime this season. Actor
said that he must have at least four
months' rest because of nervous exhaustion, and he sent a message to
Equity thanking the council for its
consideration.
That evidently rer
referred to a deferred suspension, as
the result of the "Candida" incident.
Whether the suspension becomes actual depends on Morris' professional
deportment.
Czinner is credited with experimenting with a colored actor in the
show. It appears that the showman
remembered reading an article in
Reader's Digest in which the beauty
shop's formula lor correcting pigmentation
peculiarities
was deis

times will playgoers see

"Annie Get Your Gun," "Born Yes-

Agree To

Critics

Jon

Yo.st has

24.

been appointed

di-

rector of the local Resident theatre.

Coiuliicts No. Car. Course
Irish playwright Lennox Robinsoh,

who clippered to N. Y. last Thursday (19) for his first U. S. visit in
over 10 years, left Monday (23) for
Chapel Hill, N. C.
He's to give a graduate course in
Anglo-Irish drama at Univ. of North
Carolina until December.

:
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6 Legit 2 Yauders Survive Decline

LOU LEVY PLANS LEGIT
GROUP ON THE COAST

'M Season

Of Yiddish Theatre for
Yiddish theatre season of 1946-47
off next month with but six

tees

and two vaude houses. Dropouts from last year are the Hopkinto a picture chain; also the Windsor,
Bronx. Latter is part of the Brandt
indie film circuit and will play
straight films with English vaude on
Folks theatre, N. Y.,
weekends.
which intermittently played Yiddish
shows, has; also reverted to film policy.

Lois

Lou Levy, manager of the AnSisters, is organizing the Circle Theatre, a new legit group of
players made up chiefly of film

drews

begotten."

John

Halliday

Allen
Matzenauer,
Adrienne
Kearns, Frank Milton, Jane McGowan, Youka Troubetskoy, Marilyn
Dav, Martin Sameth,^Eleanor Jones
—"If the Shoe Fits."
'
Zero Mostel— "Don Quixote."
Claire Trevor, Phillip Dorn— "The
Big Two."
Frank Gonroy> Andra Lindley,
Lynne Carter, Ray Bramley— "Hear
the Trumpet."
James Barton, Dudley Digges, Carl
Benton Reid, Nicholas Joy, Jeanne
Cagney, Leo Chalzel, Ruth Gilbert,
Russell Collins, Paul Crabtree, Marcella Markham, Morton L. Stevens,
Al McGranary, John Marriott, E.
Joseph Marr— "The
G. .Marshall,
Iceman Cometh."
Etta Moten, Rex Ingram, Leigh
Whipper, Fredi Washington, Mildred
Smith, Mercedes Gilbert, Babe Wal-

Memphis, Sept.

:

Siegel. Company, besides Leb«deff,
Julius
includes
Vera
LebedeflE,
Adler, Henrietta Jacobsen, Fanny
and
Leon
Schaohter.
Lubritsky
"Life Is Beautiful," starring Jennie
Goldstein, opens season at Douglas
Park Theatre, Chi, same evening,
with Michel Michalesko, Rose WalXerstein,
E t h e 1 Saltzman, Dave
Lubritsky, Frances Weintraub and
Sam Gertler also having principal

k
''

^
'

ro'^s.'

association

among

show towns

,

M

.

.

Moishe Oysher, Herman
Yablokoff, Chaim; Tauber, Celia arid
Misha Bodkin, Anna Lubin, Malverna Rappel, Fania Rubiner, Max
and Rose Bozyck. Molly- Picon is

Zomina,

also set for here

when she

arrives

from her current European trekl
Respite decline of number

elected

is

the al fresco
intended for the pur-

pose of a better bargaining position
in dealing with talent, etc. He said
is intended merely as a
for the exchange of ideas,
perience.

it

'.

medium
and ex-

Temple Drama Course
Temple University has

instituted

new

course in dramatics, leading
bachelor of arts degree. The
curriculum will be under the direction of the College of Liberal Arts
and will include both academic and
a

up

to a

technical subjects.
Actual specialization in drama
will not begin until the sophomore
year.
Studies will include acting,
direction, stagecraft; scenic design,
directing and dramatic literature.
The newly formed department of
Dramatic Arts will present several
pro^iuotions each year in conjunc-

Akron and Pittsburgh are being

in-

vited to join.

of

Lucille

Yiddish houses it has not' noticeably
affected earning power of the 288

Page

in 'Girls'

Pittsburgh, Sept. 24.

Morosco.'

Brotherton had an interest in the Alvin, along With Norman Pincus and
When the house was sold to the Howard S. Cullman
latter's brother.
coterie some months ago, Brotherton banked around $25,000, after providing for taxes. Playhouse opens with "Hear That Trumpet" Oct. 7^ it be*
ing Arthur Hopkins' first production this season.

A gold mine in which the late Sam H. Harris was interested is being
and among those who will benefit are the former China Harris (now
Mrs. Ned Marin), the showman's widow, Walter N. Haggerty, who operated the property, and Goley Madden, former betting commissioner.
Mine deal recalls Harris' after dinner speech when he and George M.
Cohan were honor guests' of the Jewish 'Theatrical Build more than 10
years ago at the Hotel Astor, N. Y.
He excited much laughter when
telling how "the mill burned down," referring to a smelter near the mine
sold,

H'wood Actors Lab Goes
To Frisco With 'Home'
Hollywood, Sept.

24.

Actors Laboratory will move out
of town for the (first time in its hisin Nevada.
tory to present "Home of the Brave"
at the Geary theatre, San Francisco,
Lewis Nichols, who covered first nights for the N. Y. Times during the
for
eight
performances,
opening war years, is on leave from the daily for a year or more but is not writing
Sept. 30. It will also be Lab's first
a book as reported. He joined the staff 19 years ago soon after leaving
appearance in a full-size commerHarvard, being then -rated a "summer replacement."
cial house.
Brooks Atkinson, who resumed as critic for the Times after being war
Original cast will appear, with the
correspondent for the sheet, appears to have fully recovered from a
exception of Don -Hanmer, who willphysical condition caused by foreign hardships. He weighs 131 pounds,
be replaced- by Gene Reynolds in the
which is: more than ever for him.
role of Fitch.
"

Lancaster-Corey Legiter
Hollywood, Sept.

ter.'

Authors will take a six-week leave
of absence from Paramount,' where
they are currently thesping in
"Desert Town."

'Lost Colony' in Black
Raleigh, N.

The

season

C,

Sept. 24.

"The Lost
Colony," which ended on Labor Day,
was financially the best year the
Paul Green symphonic drama has
enjoyed since it opened at the Wasixth

Basil Rathbone declined an offer to appear, in Boston with Gertrude
Lawrence in "Pygmalion" this week on grounds he didn't want the road
work that went with it. Rathbone is in "Obsession'' switched from the road
to Broadway, at the Plymouth next week.

24.

New legit play, written by Burt
Lancaster and Wendell Corey, will
make its bow at Corey's little theatre in Bucks County, Pa., with hopes
of showing on Broadway next win-

of

at Fort Raleigh on.
July 4, 1937. C. S. Meekins, treasurer of the Roanoke Island Historical Assn., which produces the drama,
reported
that
receipts
from all
so^jrces for the summer totaled $126,624.73.:

AH expenses were paid, and a 10acre tract of land adjoining the Fort
Raleigh reservation was bought from
the receipts.

'-Three to -Make Ready," starringJRay- Bolger (Broadhurst, N. Y.), has
paid off a third of its original investment. Checks went out last week
to the bankrollers, who anted up sums as low as $50 apiece. Co-producer
Stanley Gilkey (with Barbara Payne) told friends that, it business conr
tinues at present rate, show will pay off a second third of the investment
in another month.

Pieces of "Bal Negre," colored dance attraction headed by Katherine
Dunham, were offered along Broadway prior to opening out of town. One
per cent, could be had for $1,000. Among those So interested are Hal
Olver, Dan Melnick and Rube Bernstein. Attraction is being presented
by Nelson L. Bross, whose father, Edward, produced ".St. Louis Woman''
last season.

"Negre" came near folding before opening but Dale Wasserman, formerly
with Miss Dunham, went to Philadelphia where he relighted and redirected
the dance revue.

When the Astor hotel, N. Y., was picketed by the musicians union recently. Equity officials wanted to cancel its fall quarterly meeting, dated
there Friday (27). There is nothing on the agenda, and most actors are
busy with rehearsals or tryouts. As the strike was called oft the meeting
convenes as scheduled.
.

"Burlesque," which Jean Dalrymple plans to present with Bert Laht
starred and June Knight playing the femme lead, may be booked independently before essaying Broadway. Reported that Jose Iturbi will back
the revival. Miss Dalrymple was formerly the pianist's secretai-y.

Fortune Gallo is readying his San Carlo Opera Co. and take.s/to the road
soon, first stand out being the Eastman. Rochester, N. Y. It will be the.
troupe's 35th annual tour, billing for the attraction rating it "the oldest
road'Show."

Manages Toledo House
Toledo,

.

Sept.

24.

Ediyard D, Kita, with the Shuberta
1921, has Ijeen named manTown Hall, Toledo legit
Templayers, student house, succeeding Mrs. Flora Ward

tion with .the
dramatic prgarjization.

Playhouse, N. Y., will have Mike Onerato and Thomas Brotherton as
first time a legiter will have two boxoffice heads.
Bon
Marden, who bought the theatre last season, decided to eliminate the $25
Last season
salary differential between the treasurer and assistant.
Brotherton was head man in the Alvin boxoffice, while Onerato was at the
co-treasurers,

;

Already active in the organization
are tlae St. Louis Municipal Opera,
the Iroquois Park Theatre Association of Louisville, the Dallas Starlight Opera, Grand. Rapids, CleveIndianapolis and
Memphis.
land,

terside theatre

Philadelphia, Sept. 24.

houses, Clinton and NaN. Y., have already opened
for season and lined up formidable
Former has Israel
of 'talent.
list
a x
Rosenberg, Vera Rozanka,
Kletter, Seymour Rechtzeit,, Jacob
Zanger, Pincus Lo.wendaj Sylvia and
Miriam Feder, Miriam Kressyn,
Tillie Rabinowitz, Solly Schorr and
Liza Gilbert, while latter has Moe
Schoenfeld, Jenny Jacobsen. Sonia

be;

New York truckmen's strike, which crimped newsprint deliveries and
resulted in display ads being dropped from New York dailies, also saw
for legit-theatre copy drop 50% one week and 35% for another.
Shows expend from $700 to $1,000 weekly in the directory form of ads.
Daily News, which has the highest amusement rate and the highest cir«
culation -was the only daily that continued the directory through the
Herald-Tribune particularly splurged with picture and
strike, period;
legit display copy last Wednesday (l8), day after the strike was called off.
Strike did not interfere with new shows being moved into Broadway
theatres, because there is a contract between the Truckers Assn. and the.teamsters union. Dan Tobin, head of the latter group, tersely told the
truckmen not to violate any contracts.

bills

'

Pasadena, Sept. 24.
Autumn schedule for the Pasadena
Community Playhouse opens Sept. 30
with the F. Hugh Herbert comedy,
"For Keeps," directed by Lenore
Shanewise.
Other plays on the fall program
are "Truckline Cafe," "But Not
Goodbye" and "The Rich OfuU Life.'.'

.

,,'

.lal,;.

also

-

Joseph Cortesej general manager
Memphis Open Air Theatre,
denied that the establishment of an
of the

Pasadena's Fall Sked

'aude

ti

may

Officers

dle.

then.

Support includes Situation with Young is at a stand.'sidor
Casher, Menachem Rubin, off because the air comic returns to
Abraham Teitleman, Mark: Schweid, NBC Friday (20) with his own
Gustave Berger, Anna Appel, Luba variety show under Bristol-Myers
Kadison, Charlotte Goldstein, Ola sponsorship. If Young takes the part
Celia
Person and Jack it win be his first Main Stem fling.
Shlifko,

William

24.

organization sessions of
the new National Civic Operetta
Assn. will be held in Memphis in
October.
Preliminary meetings have been
held in Louisville and St. Louis,
Actual adoption of constitution and
bylaw.s, now being studied by tljp
various local boards of directors,
will take- place at the Memphis hud-

Schwartz starred.

by"

Memphis Meet

In Oct.

Trek of Metropolitan Opera singers into, legit continues with the signNorman Cordon, basso, for an important role in Dwight Deere
Scene.'^
He's second Met singer to
take the plunge this .season, other being Stella Andreva,, of the current
"Yours Is My Heart" (Shubert, N. Y.).
Annamary Dickey was lead of the short-lived "Rhapsody" two seasons
ago, While John Brownlee took time off his Met chores three seasons ago
Margaret Matzefor the brief tryout. of thei revived "Vagabond King."
nauer, retired Met contralto, has been playing small legit parts. And
Jan Kiepura,, Met tenor of some years back, has been playing legit in
recent seasons in "Merry Widow" and "Polonaise."

Wiman's musical version of "Street

Formal

Yiddish Art tees off Oct. 21 with on Broadway this season. Shaffer
"The Song of the Dnieper," by Z. has completed tunes for the show,
Schmeyer and Joseph Rumschinsky, and is currently finishing the book.
For the lead bandleader has been
dramatized from Zalman Schneour's
book of same title, with Maurice dickering with radioite Alan Young.

Wife,",

of color discrimination in Washingtoti
its implied threat of boycott has engend'ered considerable comment in these cities, General opinion is that
used
to Patsy for a difficult and highly
the actors' organization is being
complicated situation. Will opening the legit theatres to overall Negro
patroDage solve the other existing restrictions enforced by hotels, restaurants, picture houses and department stores? Why should Equity, actually a trade union interested in the working conditions of its members,
stick its neck ou^ on an involved matter Of social and economic implicatidn? Win, lose or draw, say the commentators, the theatre and the actor
must wind up holding the wrong end of the stick.

ing of

Nat'l Operetta Assn.

Maps

Eechtzeit.
Lincoln, Philly, also opens Oct. 5,
operated by Aaron Lebedeff, with

Stnff-L^

"Washington

Square."

Own Broadway

"Conditional

are hunt-

plan.

—

hside

Agitation by Equity for a lifting
and Baltimore legit theatres with

.

representatives

Levy's

Wilson—"A Family AiTair."
ing a site for the erection of an outDunn— "Moon for the Mis- door arena on the ancient Greek

—

»

24.

James

housing legit in New
Yiddish
are
this
season
Yoirk
Art Theatre, operated by Maurice
Schwartz; Second Ave., operated by
Tsidore Edelstein; Parkway, Brookyn, under aegis of Nathan Goldberg and Jacob Jacobs, and Bronx
under management of Jack
Art,
Chernak. Out-of-town houses are
Philadelphia, .and
Lincoln,
the
Douglas Park, Chicago.
There may. be some touring companies sent'- out later in season, according to -Reuben Guskin, head of
the Hebrew Actors Union, but thus
far only one such troupe has been set.
This will be headed and operated laceT-"Lysistrata."
by Paul Burstin and will tour in
Jay Fassett, Jean Parker, Helen
"Hard To Be Honest," by Louis Murdock, Jessie Busley,
E'laine
lor Stritch, Si Vario,- Morgan Wallace,
set
with opening
Freiman,
Boston Oct. 6, with Buffalo, Mont- Parker Fennelly,
Mario Dwyer;
real and Toronto to follow. Support Shirley Gale "Loco."
company includes Lillian Lux,
Jeanette Paskewitz, Mildred Block,
Abe Dorf, Morris Seidman and Sam San Gabriel Playhouse
Josephson.
Second avenue theatre relights
Returns to Legit
Oct. 5 with the Isadore FrifedmanAbe Elstein musical, "I Love You,"
San Gabriel, Cal., S6pt. 24.
Playhouse,.
originally
starring Menasha Skulnick and inMission
cluding. Leon Gold, Max Rosenblatt, opened 20 years ago for John Steven
Jacob LUzanoff, M. Fader, Lillian McGroarty's "Mission Play" and
Lilliana, Anna Thomashefsky, Yetta changed to a film policy in 1932, will
Anna Tietelbaum' and reopen to legit Sept. 29.
Zwerling,
date
Ofi same
Rose Greenfield.
House, a 1,500 seater, has been re^
"Cowboy from Oklahoma" will re- modeled and will start off with a
open Parkway Theatre, Brooklyn. series of concerts, followed Oct. 19
Nathan Goldberg, by "The Hasty Heart." Adrian Awan
includes
Cast
Jacob Jacobs, Leo Fuchs, David will stage a revival of "Mission
"Popper,
Rose Goldberg, Betty Play" there next year, opening Jan.
Jacobs, Anna Hollander and Sara 15.
Gingold.
Bropx Art also relights Oct. 5
Radio Maestro
with ."The Woman That God Forgot," by Anna Chernak and Sophie
Musical
Geby. Cast includes Mrs. Chernak,
Lloyd Shaffer, maestro on the
Max Lasky, David Dank, Clara Gold Perry Como "Chesterfield Supper
and Helen Beda.
Club," plans to produce his own
^ '¥id'dish Art's 'Dnieper'
musical comedy, "Adam and Eve,"
Theatres

Los Angeles, Sept.

talent.

Engagements

legit

son, Brooldyn, a key house in that
borough for years but recently sold

since

ager of

Hineline,
last year.

who managed
.

.

the theatre

..

Mrs. Hineline had previously for
13 years brought road shows to Toledo for one-night stands. She will

..•:.:-

Mae West, Todd Sued

On

'Catherine' Rights

Los Angeles, Sept. 24.
Mae West and Mike Todd were
sued for $100,000 in Superior Court
by Edwin K. O'Brien and Michael
Kane, Hollywood writers, charging
piracy of material on the lite of
Catherine the Great.

Lucille Page, wife of Buster West,
members of the union, according to
Scribes charge they got no pay
continue to bring musical shows to
Guskin, who stated there are more one of the three leading comics in Toledo in the 3,000-seat Paramount, for their material which was used
summer dates for Yiddish actors the Gertrude Niesen show, "Follow with her first tiooking being "Car- by Miss West in a play produced by
than ever before in the mountains the Girls," went into the oast here men .Tones," Oct. 17. Both "Okla- Todd.
,

.

and

resort areas, also much

more

to

at

Nixon

last

night (Mon,), taking

be earned on concert dates in over ingenue assignment from VirYiddisli centers, which, while hav- ginia McGraw; who left company.
ing no theatres operating, pay off in Miss McGraw had been in the role
spades on the "concert" dates. For- since musical first hit the road in

merly,

in the palmy '20s, some 30- Philadelphia several weeks ago.
Part was originally played on
Odd theatres were devoted to Yiddish
New York alone. Broadway by Dorothy Keller.

policies, with 25 in

:

homa!" and the Ballet Theatre are
also scheduled for the Paramount.

Nuangola

(Pa.) Tryout
NuangOla, Pa., Sept.

24.

"Abby Smith, Lady," new play by
Helenic Tragedies, Inc., chartered
to produce plays and pictures,
to deal in books. Offices in

York.

and

New

Royal C. Stout, is having its premiere at Grove theatre, local strawhatter, this week.
^
Stout

is

the theatre's director.

Sullivan Vice Fredericks
In B'way 'Show Boat'
Los Angeles, Sept. 14.
Joe Sullivan, Metro contractee,
has been inked to replace Charles
Fredericks, another Metro pactee,
for the role of Ravanel in the KernHammerstein revival of; "Show
Boat," current at the Ziegfeld in

New York.
Fredericks has been called back to
the home lot for film work.
-:

Sets Ptt. Strawhat for '47
Reading, Pa.j Sept, 24.
George R. Snell, owner and producer of Green Hills Lake theatre,
summer stock hoUse at Green Hills,
six miles south of Reading, will re-

open next June 16 With a 12-weeK
season.
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'OklaJ' Return

Capadty 26G

t
Chicago, Sept. 24.
week wepe "Oklaengagement, and
hon)»!'' on return
Song," with former doing
'iiufe

?ARK AVE/ ACTS

capacity business at $26,000, as was
expected. "Xiute," however, despite
rave notices all the way down the

weak

got

line,

although

$16,500,

are looking brighter.

thirJfes

"Dream

which

Girl,"

drew

also

unanimous raves, got solid $20,000,
and "Harvey" continued near-capac-

being the town's top draw, along
with "Oklahoma!" at $24,200. Longtcrmers "State of the Union" and

itv

and
$20,400
did
Girl"
all, it
respectively. All
lush week at the legit

•Bloomer
$39,700,

was

a

m

Estimates for Last

Week

New Haven, Sept. 24.
that "Park Avenue" drew
notices and questionable
word-ot-mouth in its preem at Shubep? last weekend (19-21) was no
boxofftce deterrent as the advance
sale had already applied the SRC
status. In four performances, the approximate take of $15,500 was magnificent on a $4.20 tax included top.
Current week has a doubleheader,
Katherine Dunham's "Bal Negre"

"Bloomer Girl,"
week) (2,163; $4.80).
but $39,700

"Dream

still

{4th
Drooped a

lifting the. first half "cUrtain

very good.

Selwyn <3rd week)
Great $20,000 in sec-

Girl,"

{1,000; $4.20).

ond frame.

,

Harris

week)

(6th

"Harvey,"
Continues top draw
(1,000; $4.20).
With $24,200.
Studebaker (1,246;
"Lute Sonff,
Disappointing $16,500 in first
$4.80).
frame.

"Oklahoma!"

Bowed

Erlanger
for return

ment with capacity

engage-

"Come On Up" with Mae West

Tuneful 47G

for

Tentative bookings that have required revi-sion include the new
Moss Hart show, which will not be
ready in time for its skedded premNotre
iere
here;
"Toplitzky
of
Dame," another breakin that has
been postponed from its pencilled
Oct; 24 opening; "Miss ,Jonesj" which
is encountering rehearcal snags.

Blackstone
Also off,

Current Road Shows
(Period Coceriiio Sept, 23-Oct. 5)
Amer. Rep. Co.— Shubert, Philly

NIESEN-mS^ NIFTY
$29,000 IN PinSBURGH

(23-5).

(30-2)

Mont'l,

GIrr

Majesty's,

— Shubert

Chi.

"Born Yesterday"— Bushnell, Hart-

—

.

"Come On Up"—Nat'J., Wash.

(23-

28); Ford's, Balto. (30-5).

Hori-^on." which was severely
panned. Solo new show this week is
"The Bees and the Flowers," which
bows in; after a week of pre vie ws.
It's gotten pro and con comment.

In

JVX

Boston, Sept. 24.
of Norway" remained top
legit
attraction
here la.st weelc,
climbing well above first week's big
take (which should have read $43,000 in this column, not $23,000, as

"Song

,

(30), also for two weeks,
giving Nixon two successive fortnight engagements in a row, very
unusual around here.

ton (28).

......

—

"Cyrano de BerperacV Ca.<s, DeRoyal Alex-., Toronto

troit (23-28);
130'5).

Mild In
Washington at $12,500

'Mrs. Smith'

— Plymouth,

Bos,

"Dream Girl"— Selwyn. Chi

(23-5).

Ruth"

"Dear

lARY' HAS PLENTY FOR
ST. LOUIS AT $21,000

(23-5).

—

•

i

St.

Sept.

Louis,

.

<

30^5).

"If the

"Mr. Peebles and Mr. Hooker"—
"Obsession"

Shoe Fits"-i-Leonard

Sill-

Wcakncs-s"— Tlieatre

Iceman

Guild.
son.

"Hear

That

Trunipet"-^Arthur

Hopkins.

"Loco"— Jed Harris
"Happy Birthday "- -Rodgers

and

T,augh,t«rV -- Playhnu.se,
Nstfi, Wash.

^26-28);

]9-21) at $3 top.

:r

—

(23-5).
".Slate of the
(23-5^.

Prisco

.Sept. 23; Katherine D,iinham'.o, "Bal
Negre." Oct 3-5: "Obsession." Oct.

Union— Black-stone.

"Student

10-12.
14-16.

prince"— Forrest Philly

with Tito

(23-28).

"The nuchcss

of

lowed

Malfi"—Ply mouth.

12G,

TORONTO

Shubert, New Haven
"The Glass Menagerie"— American.
St. Louis (23-28); Music Hall. K. C,

.

has some $3,000 in the

advance sale for second week,

till

(.i0-21;

Capitol. Salt

Det
"Dp in

Lake

$19,3i in Philly;

.

"Cyrano De Bergerac" next attraction here; propaganda drama big

.

:

5

5G

'Road,'

'

'

$10,000.
"Dream G>l," Coronet (32d week)
(D-1,037; $4.20). Getting fine money
after laying
off during
summer,
count being around $19,500 again;
no performances this week until Sat.
when June Havoc replaces
(28)
Betty Fields.

won good-to-fair notices and followed the very promising $7,000 for
its initial three performances (show
opened Friday, 13th) by an okay
$18,000 last week, its only full local
stanza. Big at end of week.

week)

of a very big first week (of two ) at
the Shubert
First show, Shakespeare's "Henry VIII," bowed last

'

"Gypsy Lady," Century

(1st

This week finds the American
Repertory Theatre already assured

Came

in with rep
in press opinion but takings for first seven performances excellent $34,000.
"Hidden Horizon," Plymouth (1st
week) (D,-l,063; $4.20). Opened last

from Coast; difference

"Whrt Every

night here (23), with

Woman Knows" preeming here FriTwo will alternate t'nereafter.

day.

Big grosses are indicated with $3.90

Thursday and drew poor press;
around $5,500 first four times; "Pres-

top.

attendance

Big

Noel Coward play,
slated for this house: but "Obsession" first replaces next week.
"Harvey," 48th Street (99th week)
(C-925; $4.20). Between 200 and 300
tickets for each performance sold
through mail orders; midweek mati-

ent Laughter,"

for

is

indicated

also

"The Student Prince." Operetta
PhiUy last season but
at Forrest for three weeks
and sale is hale and hearty

skipped

i.s

booked

this fall,

with usual angle that it 's a'-r^-'it
certain to build steadily after opening.
No big names in cast but Phillv
nee turnaway; over $19,000. capacity
playgoers don't seem to mind that if
"Icetimc," Center {14th week) (R- it's "The Prince" or "Blossom Time,"
Skating
revue
in
2,994;
$2.40).
Third .show Of week which opened
Radio City primed for cleanup; last night is new one. Tryout is
takings have been topping those of "Mr. Peebles and Mr. Hooker," dralegit musicals; over .$45,000.
matic fantasy, which came to Wrl"Life With Father," Bijou (355tb nut after three performances in Wilweek) (C-613; $3.60).
At present mington. There wasn't much adpace around $10,000 run-leader can vance sale here, as little wan known
coast through another sea.son.:
of show (mana.gement kept fantpsy
"Maid in the Ozarks,'VBelaRC0 (C- angle on the q.t.); and there are no
Final and 11th week:, big names in cast, It's; in for two,
1,077; $3.60).
hillbilly freak, goes to Academy of
weeks.
Music,
Brooklyn,
next
week;
Nothing is skedded next week,
dropped to $7,500.
with "Park Avenue," Max Gordon
"Q iMlstresS M'ne," Empire (26th musical, at the Shubert. Oct. 7; Mae
week (CD-1,082: $4.80 1. May take West's"C,ome On Up." Walnut fpme
more than lew new, clicks to taper hiyhti "Sweet Bye and Bye." Forpace off thi.s .standout gros.ser; $24,- rest. Oct 14 (musical tryout). ;>nd
500 estimated.
"Blossom Time," Shubert, Oct. 23.
"Okldhoma!" St. James
(187th Late October and early November
week) (M-l,i)09; $4.80). Mu.sical .sells bookings are "Song of Norwav"
out despite lehgth of stay and replica (Forrest, Oct. 28) and "Ballet The'aon tour; approaches $31,000.
tre" -(Shubert, Nov. 4).
"State of the Union," Hudson (45th
week) (GDrl,057: $4.80).
Topical
comedy one of the strongest holdovers; not' far'frdm $25.000., 'ahd that
should be pace indefinitely.
"Swan Sonff," Booth
(CD-7I2;
IN
Final and 20th week; ,exits
$4.20).
considerably in the red: arouuci
San Francisco, Sept. 24.
$7,000 or slighUy more,'
"Lady 'Windermere's Fan" cnrn"The Voice of the Turtle." Moro.Mco pleled; a .successful four-vyeek en(129th week) (C-939; $3.60).
Get- .lagerhent at the Curran- Saturday
ting plenty of repeater.-?; it's that
(21).
Business for its fifialweek
kind of romantic comedy; $14,000 wa.<! a .strong $27,000.
"State of the Union," with Conrad
-kav for three-person play.
"Three ta Make Ready," Broad- Nagei, Irene Hervey and Henry

.

high temperatures
week, moth-eaten, roadshow

edition of "Life With Father''
bettered nifty $5,500, at Erlanger foi
first half of week at $3 top.

"Tobacco Koad,"

.

"Voice i>f the Turtle"— Cox. Cir)
rinnati (23-28); -American, St Louis

half,

as
I

hung up 'over

much

at

$2.40

.$5,000.

in three day)last season.

week here

.

as

top la.j
equalm,'
fuJi

in
-

,

:

'WlNDERMERr NEAT 27G
FINAL FRISCO

WEEK

!

'

:

,

Buffalo. Sc'[)t 24.

Wt

—

(.30-5).

open Oct

Again.st record
ali
legit

—

Bowl,
J'ark"
Central
H'wood (23-28): Aud., Oakland (30-5).
Locust
"Voice of the Turtle"
Philly <30-5).

around

;

I

(4).*'

(23-5).

Will

Lalih unit, folSpitalny Oct 9.

:Guizar'.<!,

by. Phil

Week With

Road''— Shuhert-Lafay-

"Tobacco
ette,

Murat

Oct

a Little,"

'Father' S'/^C, Splits Buff.

(3-5).

,

and "Mary Had

Sea.son at

"Temporary MrS; Smith"— Ford'Si
Bost. (23-28); Aud., Hartford (30-2):

BLACKSTONE

wa.S the earliest

It

here in several years.
"Sonp of Norway"— Opera House, opening
'Bookings indicate plenty of acHost (23-5).
with dates set
Union" Curran, tivity in first months,
the
of
"State
lor '"Life With Father,,", week of

"Naughty Naught 00"— Paul Kil

Toronto, Sept. 24.
In for a fortnight's hitch, Black^jone the magico grossed a fine $12,•iOO at the Royal
Alexandra here,
with 1.525-.scater .-scaled at $2 top.
Family show, which g, its usual
annual press raves on wholesome-

Sept 24.'
weather caught up with the

early opening of the legit .season
here this week and htld "Glass
Menagerie" to a mild $9,500 in four
performances at the English :(.Sept.

Bost

Balto.

nes.s, etc.,

Warm

(2 3 ^ 5 )

"Lysistrata''
(colored, revival )J. Jelin and James Light.

lian.

m

i

1

Avenue'.'— Colonial,.

(30-5),

Hammerstein.

at Indpls.

Indianapolis,

Ok laho ma !"— Er a ngc r, C h

"Present

4 Shows

In

,

Chi.

Max

Robust

:

(23-

Cleve.

(23-5).

Cometh"—Theatre Wilmington
(30-5). :

"Sweet Bye and Bye"— Nat Ka r-

,

"

"Park
Fatal

(23-5),

—Hanna,

28).

Cuild.

"The

9iG

'Menagerie' Mild

.

Walnut St, PhiUy

man.
"The

'Turtle'

lOpereita),

(D^l,670; $4.80).

24.

local legit season lor 1946-47
teed ofl^ with a bang Monday (16)
with a one-week stand of "Mary
Had a Little..." at the American theaEven after
tre, and did very well.

The

.

ledo

Rehearsal

O

"A Flag Is Born," Alvin (3d week)
(D-.l,331; $4.80).
Filial week here,
then sv(iitches to Adelphi, where
l-.uther Adler replaces Paul Muni;

•

"Follow the Girls"—-Nixon, Pitt.
Washington, Sept. 24.
(23-28); Cass,, Det (30-5).
"The Temporary Mrs. Smith,"
"Happy Birthdayr— Shubert, Bost.
Vinton Freedley production starring (30-5).
Harris. Chi. (23-5).
"Haivev"—
Francine Larrimore and featuring
the crix 1os.sed the anvil with reck"Hasty Heart"— Geary, Frisco (23- less abandon. sonTe calling it "bawMischa Auer, rang up a mild $12,500
(30-5).
for its week's run at National. Show 28): Met, Seattle
the customers still clamored for
Trumpet"— Erlanger, dy,"
That
"Hear
chairs.
had a lukewarm press reception
here, with two of the critics giving Buff. (2-5).
With the 1,700-seat house scaled
Remember Mama"— Erlanger, to $3.05, eight performances grossed
"I
it a mauling.
(30-5).
Crix treated the
clo.se to $21,000.
Unlike its predecessor of the pre- Buff. (26-28); Nixon, Pitt
"Lady Windermere's Fan"— Bilt- cast, headed by Edmund Lowe,
ceding week, "Magnificent Heel,"
Mary Brian, Claire Carleton, Fred
which closed after a week here, "Mrs. more. L. A. (23-5).
Father"— English. Sherman and Gerald Oliver Smith,
-With
"Life
Smith" .still has Broadway aspiraBend
(1); d.k., but thumbed down the .story.
tions.
Moved to Baltimore yester- Tndpls. (23-38); Palace. So.
La Porte, La Porte (2); Davidson,
Tenne.ssee Williams' "The Glass
day (23).
Menagerie." with Pauline Lord in
Mae West in "Come On Up" Mil. (3-5).
Wilmington the top role, opened a one-weeker
"Loco'^— Plavhouse,
opened here yesterday for one weelc.
...
Strong advance sale indicates la (4-5.).
^, V at the American la-st night (Monday)
Chi to a heavy advance.
Studebaker,
"Lute
Sonfr"
West, still has strong draw. Clifton
Webb, in Noel Coward's "Present (23^5>.
,
"Mary Had a Little"— Davidson.
Laughter," bows in on, the 30th, with
'Student Prince" following On Sun- Milwaukee (23-25); Town Hall, To-

in

Estimates For Last Week
(Comedy), D ibrama),
(Cotnedy^Drama), R (Revue),

(Musical),

ZaSu Blah $7,2i

•

Monday

Shows

(

most of the new plays that
have been prepared so far; rated
around $16,500.
"The Red Mill," 46th Street (47th
week) (Mrl,319; $4.80). Figures don't
lie and pace of this musical, around
$29,000, means it is here for some
time to come.
ter than

errored typographically).
$32,500; sells out.
"Anna Lucasta," Mansfield (109th
"Barnaby" cancelled out and didn't
open as scheduled, but two take off week) (D-1,041; $3.60). Colored cast
this week, each with sock advances. stayer
making some money both
Philadelphia, Sep. 24.
"Duchess of Malft" bowed at the ways and was again rated over $11,
With only three of the four reguShubert last night (23), and "Park 000 last week.
lar legit houses open last week and
"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial one of them housing a flop and the
Avenue" dittoed at the Colonial,
both for a fortnight. Biggest advance (19th week) (M-1,427; $6.60);
No other a decidedly specialized attrac-^
so far, however, is for American doubt the Hammerstein and Rodgers tion, "Voice of the Turtle," playing
Repertory Theatre for Oct. 7, which musical smash will continue to play its third week at the Locust, really
seems set for an SRO house before to standees for many more months; had
the
gangway and banged
niearly $45,500,
it opens.
through with a robust $19,300 despite
"Bees and The Flowers,^' Cort (C- torrid and unseasonable weather.
Estimates (or Last Week
"Come On Up,". Shubert (1.500; D-1,064; $4.20). Presented by Mort
Booking of this de Liagre prouucSinger, Jr. (Shubert connection with tion of the John van Druten comedy
$3.60). Finished third week with an
estimated $15,000, hurt by unpre- show dropped ); written by Fred- is now officially limited, as previcedented Septi heat wave. "Duchess erick Ko'hner and Albert Mann- ously indicated, to eight weeks on
heimer; opens tomorrow (26).
of Malfi'' here as of Monday (23).
this visit but show is likely to re"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (34th turn later in season. Congestion of
"Dear Ruth," Plymouth (1,300; $3).
Back to estimated $12,000 on fifth week) (C-993; $4.80). All it can get bookings, especially new shows seekweek, slight jump over previous at $21,000, pace which laugh show ing tryouts here, persuaded manageweek and very,' profitable. Sixth should maintain for long time.
ment to limit this current engage"Calr Me Mister," National {23d ment to eight weeks.
week current.
Standee at"Obsession^" Colonial (1,500: $3). week) (R-1,142: $6).
"Cordelia," booked rather sudDropped a little to estimated $10,500 tendance; around $33,000.
denly into the Forrest to fill a si.'JtjIe
"Carousel,"
(75th
Ma.iestic
week)
"Park
but
profitable.
on final week;
week's gap there, got lambasted by
Avenue" opened here Monday (23) (M-l,6fi7; $6). In gross only one all the papers; in fact, the local erix
musical ("Annie Get Your Gun") have seldom been so emphrtic in
with nice advance.
"Song of Norway," Opera House vies with this one; close to capacity their thumbs-down. Name of ZaSu
with great $45..500 last week.
Pitts helped some, of course, but
(3,200: $3.60). Rose to an estimated
"Deep Are the Roots," Fulton show got only $7,200, and was fortu$47,000 on second week after powSome nate to get that
erful $43,000; estimated, on first and (42d week ) (D-968; .$3.60 ).
"Bal Negre" (Katherine Dunham),
set for a run with plenty of advance cut-rating for long-run. mixed-cast
drama
that
turning
Is
.some
profit;
decidedly a specialized attraction,
as backlog. Advance is what brought

(23);

in

day, Oct. 13.

'The Front Page," Royale
3d
week) (C-1084; $4,20). Looks bet-

Keys: C

CD

.

."Show Boat," Ziegfeld (37th week>
(M-1,623; $6). Among the- strongest,
grossers on the list and may climbfurther; again; quoted at around
$41,000 last week.

incomers last week were
"Gypsy Lady," which drew divided
notices, but good business, and "Hid-

"Cordelia"— Capitol, Wilkes-Barrc
Aud., Scranton (24); Lyric, it up this last week as weather was
Allentown (25); Rajah, Reading (26); unfavorable.
Baste. Harrisburg (27); Aud., Tren-

,

Remember Mama" comes

(30-5).

"Bloomer

Alexandra,

ford (23-25); Shuberf New Haven
(26-28); Wilbur, Bost. (30-5).
His Majesty's,
"Carmen Jones"
Erie
Shea's,
(23-28);
(2);
Mont'l
Stanley, Utica (3); Aud., Roch. (4^5).

too hot and there was nobody else
in the cast to pull them in. "Girls"
by
started off little slowly but
week's end had built to almost capacity. Just the sort of attraction to
benefit by big sports weekend, and
it got a heavy Saturday play. Top
$3.50.

—

(23-5).

Niesen were the three things that
did it, .since show itself wasn't rated

"I

(23-5).

Royal
Blackstone
His
Toronto
(23-28);

Wanna Get Married" and Gertrude

was

;

"Blackouta of

Hollywood

"1

Broadway,

Hartman, Col.
(27-28);
English, Ind'pls. (3-5).
1946"— El Capitan,

Bridgeport

at Nixon, Stays over this session and should easily duplicate or
better opening stanza, since advance
is okay.

week

on

—

Lyric, Bridge"Anna Lucasta"
port (30-1); Aud., Worcester (2);
Aud., Hartford (3-5).
"Bal Neer«"r--Shubert, New Haven
(23-25); Met, Providence (26); Lyric,

Pittsburgh, Sept. 24.
Third attraction of the legit season, "Follow the Girls," and first mugot very good $29,000 last
sical,

run

week's takings

.

.

'

(1.360: $4.20).

Two-year

at S^zG

last

REVIVALS

Two

Hub; 'Ruth' 12G

Oct. 24-26.

but not too much. $20,400.

.;

least one new attraction that joined the list to a strong
sale sagged after it was
dear that the performance was
under par. Agencies were supported
during summer principally by a
quartet of standouts, last season's

mount, and at

advance

ances.

den

steady procession follows, with
(Bergner) due
Oct. 2-,'i; breakin of "Sweet Bye and
Bye," Oct. JO-12; preem of "Fatal
Weakne.ss" (Ina Claire) Oct. 17-19;

$26,000.

the Union,"

^'Statc of
(21st week)

(1,400;

days and- nights of the business dived,

were virtually at the same levels of
the previous week.
Out-of-town
tryout disappointments, continued, to

'Song of Norway'

(23-25),

A

"Duchess of Malfl"

NG

Nifty 34G, 'Horizon'
Hottest-

summer last week failed to dent dropping under $18,000: Ricliard
Broadway grosses much. Takings Tauber out of show three perform-

vintage and. the same g(>es how.

and "Born Yesterday" Coming in for

Climb;

'Gypsy Lady' Gets Mixed Notices But

Coolish nights at the beginning of
the week were blamed for siloing
the grosses.
Ken Murray's "Blackouts, of 1946"
stayed up to $17,000 for the 222d
week at El Capitan. ''State of the
Union" flnaled with $18,500, and was
richer by .$100,500 after five .weeks
at the Biltmore: Musart's sepia version of "The Bat" did only fairish
$2,500 for its first full frame.

BOW

The fact
lukewarm

.

Shubert

$4.20).

IT

15G IN

B.O.,

Los Angeles, Sept. 24.
Business was still good in the two
open-air theatres this past week,
with Mike Tod d'l "Up in Central
Park" getting around $90,000 for the
second frame at Hollywood Bowl.
Another big taker was "Rosalie," in
the Greek theatre, With $31,000.

the finale (26-28).

'wlcketS'.-'.

little,

AT

B way

Heat Fails to Dent

BOWL IN SECOND WEEK

W/^ but Outlook OK

Inte Weak
Nevccbniiers last

,

AT H'WOOD

'PARK' 90C;

in Clu,

59

i

'

(29th week) (R-1,160; $4.80).
are, payins; off the; .ihvp.stor.s
with pace at capacity, revue can

O'Neill,

'•urst

They
nd

ni'-'ht

.

'ick
through new season; over
"'.000.
""cpirs Is
Het.t," Shubert fSd
.ook) (M-lj3!!2; $6). Advahoe sent
this musicai off to strong start but

I

My

^

-'

la.st

at

Heart,''

the Curran

la.st

in its

week

Home

fifth,

Erin
Harcns,

starring

and

G'Brien-Moore

now

,

:

opened

(23).

"Ha-sty
i

week

Dean
.sit

tlie

Geiiry,

did fair $10.'?00, estimated.
of the Brave" opens at the

Geary for

one.

week Sept

?f'.

;

-

.....

.

Be

show-stoppor.si

niuj^icnl
of
iirotluL'tion
Slura l^'uijiua i in
ricUi
jlurgi'ti'on; ri';ilurijs Ujn(1
.MMi-y
Walbu.n,, ^Mmi'IIiu Stcnart,
llarilie KitoIIo,
(,'hiaU'a I'uroell.
Wii'lie.4,

(li CiBUtcly. for a good score, it
Hct.s Utllt^ backing from the solo deacceptable voice
"partim-iil.
Onl.v
I'l'om that angle comes via Martha
Stewart, who registers: with clarity
Up.

;

two
AlUiur

Uulh Matteson. Kol)i»l't
ll.UiinaUl,
Book l)y Numially
I'routy,
.li'J
Kaufmnn; .l.vi'(t.'!».
aiiil Geoi-Be- S.

(.'hiiiiicilni.
.

KouriMan;

<UreGtod

musical

<lavK'C«

,

Eut?ene liOrlns: ot'Wullcer; niiialcjl tllr?cior, Cliai lca S.int'ord; production ,«ui>crvls,i'ii
l>y Aniblil Sidnt yuUUer,. Onened iit SliuK>;
Haveni- Sept. TW,
biTt ihpairc.
nuinborf?,

«'lieati-!itlans,

,

Don

New

lop.

artlon ......... . . . ;
.......
Kea Scoit
IMadffe iJeniiett.
Ogilen Jionnctt. .
Mrs. Sybil Bonnelt.
i^harlea Cro\vi?ll. ...
Mrs; Elsir Crawelt.
llGBgle Fo.\.
t

.

.

.

MrH. Myra

I<"ox.

Kirlmrd Nelson.

.

.

Laura Woods.

.

...... .Wilson

Ooleman.

Fivddie

Caioie HcnswanRcr

..vlrRinia

K

.

Betty Ann Lvnn
Bfenda PadwtHlader... .Kyle llaeDonneli
.Eileen Cnffman
Bi»nda SItiyvesnnt
.

..lune Clrahato
Cnthcart
Brenda (Tatheart-Cartcnth... .... .Bolty Low
.Virginia Morris
Bi'enda Kerr.-.
Judi- Bl.-rtpie
.
Frenda' I^prr-Iserr-Kerr. .
.Gloria Anderson
Bre<'ida O^iinty -^dam'*..

i

|

.

j

large cast. are Charles Keane, Quanit;i
Hall. Grover Burgess, and Neil
Skinner.
Martin Ritt diroeted with authoritv. and Frederick. Fox's settines are
outstanding.
Klep.
.

.

.•

II 4-11 fV VIII
Princeton, N. J., Sept. 20.
Aninlcnn

Reperlbr.V^. i'hetttr^
produetjtm
or revival ot'
Williini Khakespt^iire's hialoi ioal play,
.S(ai:a •Kvfl/ f.e lia'Viimhe,. Vletor Jtiry. Walter Hanu>tlen; ,lune Btiprez,
Krnest Truex. lilehnrrt VVaVins' rind Philip
Bpuriieul'.
t'her.vl
Walker, inanasins- di,

:

William Skipper and Laura rector; stased I>>v. Warffaret Webster:
Both numbers are well rc- ."tt'cncry and ('n.^ttime.* by David IVolkea;
danees ana nii'Ml Itv Felicia Sorel: niusic
ceivod, Roy McDonald makes a por- l).v Lrhman
the' McCarter tliea.sonable juve and clicks resoundingly tre, T'flneelop, N. i
openini; Sept. :jO.
$:i,i)P top
with taps.
.....Philip P.ouriieul!
Stafiing has carried all o£ its bettor The Prologue
If this new Max Gordon musical
Ouke
or fUtckinshitni ..... Uiehard WarinK
were in less skilled hands, the eegs in the basket o£ stan7,a one, T>ul;o of Nortoik ..... .Raymond Greenleae
goes
that
promise
offers
Lord .Ahertravenny
llobert Ha\vllnf?s
oiitcome would be ex- which
.eventual
Wolsey
\.
Walter llamiiden
tremely doubtful, with emphasis on a-begging in act two. Pace of latter Cardinal
CronuVell.
.\
...
..Eli
Wallach
However, the is spasmodic as a case of hiccups.
the negative side.
Rrandptl.
..
Anffus. ('airna
There's no denying that Max Serf?ea n^t b f Q ua rd
talents involved in piecing this opus
..WllHani WIndqm
i
... Victor Jory
together may well be able to analyze Gordon 'has turned out the lining of Henry ViH
DuK-e ot
iCICmn Jtttnbalisi',. Jr.
the production's major faults sacely his wallet for this one. Two striking Katlicrirte:Suffftlk.
of Ara,^tjn ...Kya Le (inlUenne
and apply the proper surgery. Fail- sets by Donald Oenslager form a rich .Surveyor
.
...
.':.Kd Wbodhoad
..
ing in this, "Park Avenue" will prob- background for ultra femme apparel Lord ('hamberiain:
.
,-Krnest Truex
.. ....
..lolin Beeher
ably remain just another street in worn by lasses who know how to Tiord Sands
Sir Thomas Lbvell.:.
lOmery Bnttis
the Manhattan city directory. In any model it. From principals on down Sir Harry Guildford. ........
...... Arthur Keecran
Bone.
finery.
eveni. Hollywood will find somethin'; it's top fashion
Ann Bullen .........
.Tune DuprcK
First
C<ironicler .... ..... Philip- Bourneuf
to interest it here.
.

Brenda Wright,

:

Jr.,

.

I

.

Sr.,

Bird,

Mnnn.

j

.Id

'.

I-:

.

Marffarel, Gib^'on

,

.

,'

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.

.

,

;

.

.
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.

.

.
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.

:
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.

|
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.

\

Although this show is billed as a
comedy, actually it is a play
with music, and the "play" angle in

. .

substantial enough to sustain thtv
ibaTancd of the "production. Utilizin":
liot

Only, two settings, one per act, and
minus the traditional chorus line,
play unfolds somewhat on the intimate scale, a fact that was a letdown
to a number of playgoers anticipating
something of a more elaborate

,

.bi.^ti)l!

in

I

.

.

,

tb.et;

,

V'; . ..t

Tiini

Brolbiir

Alf

i

....

, .

.

Ije'fantf.

.

.

.

Hooker. .. ....
Todd Blakely.
1st Deputy: .......
2nd Deputy. .;.
.

.

. .

.

.

liatcher Cralne.
Dr. Phil Jameson...
Judge Irayette.
» .

ill-,

.

Peebles

Whigsey.

—

.

.

.....

.

Joe Grtier

. ,

.

.

j

Rose

v. ....»
.

Huber
j

.

Williams

....:. Tom

Morgan

.i,.i:..Tom Hoier
Smith
.... Howard
Renard
...v. .Ken
..

.

! ;

.X>ennla
..

.Jeff

Bohan
Morrow

.

.

i

.

i
\

I

for

nent.

COSTUMES
DRAPERIES

STAGE CURTAINS
Mahnram

tuppliei (very Fabric nesd

Broadway

laading

for

production<

and: Hollywood ttudioi,

H

'The House ot Service''

The struggle centers around Wally
Leiand, a handsome youth who has
"felt the call to preach," but who
is coveted by the wife of the town's
leading industrialist. The first act
has scenes of dramatic fire but the
second bogs down in what should
be the big climax the meeting be
tween God and Satan. Failing to
carry the desired punch, the play

—

from
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THE AMVETS GUIDON, Aug. 28
AROUND THE TOWN, by Norman Stocker
Dses It Airatn:
"I^have nlwpys »ul<l that nclors nro bora

niid nut made and tills wa<i
clearly demnitstrated la»t week at th« IJreenwood Playhouse
wlieii .t J) Nn.
(tent ateiMied on the boards of this traditional theatre for
the first time tli »
season and nKain turned the current play, Mnnuary Thaw.' into a one-mnii
of
throuicU

sliow.
This venerable gentleman
(lie theatre coasted
Ills comedv
role as thouirh he Were equinped with roller skates and the result
was that
the jounircr and less ej:|>erlenced members of this company looked
one liundrcd percent better than they have at any time during the aboiit
season.
The nacinic of the show was very near perfection, thanks to J. C, and
the
nudlence reaction was, In result, one of true spontaneous response. The
laughter and applause were genuine.and not sympathetic
. So to
.T C
^ugent, I say yon did It again and yon helped thirteen other hardvou.
working
l|«»P>e^l>™vIde the best show Of the current seAson.
rdrtliiqd welcomes
,

'

:

of

the .symbolism which heightened interest in the earlier scenes.
The character of the Stranger—
readily identified as Christ— is well
presented. Making only two appearances, the Nazarene, preaching the

"Xugent

'
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.
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Indians,"

Little

a

Play is a one-setter, the salon of a
sidewheeler plying Egypt's principal
iver with tourists. First act establishes ths situation of two v/omen
apparently in love with the same feK
low, who marries Kay, the rich one,
hough not for her money, it's tep-

spoken
tool!
by

These

them.

of

are

l

(and very well .spoken,
Bourneuf. The result is that the ac-

The
tion is smooth and cohesive.
fact also that the revival is done
in only two acts is an added blessing.
An authentic song oE -the pe^-

I

idly

...

.

.

,
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of Nprtolli
of
the Court.
.

.

.

.

.

;

.

Erenaon

Robert

Ra wllnca

.Stucfcmann

Slary Alice Moore
(:rowd, .Ladles to

Shakespeare's piece, for the benefit
of the untutored, deals in the main
with Henry's first marriage; his
eventual infatuation for Anne, one
of the ladies of his court, and, most
particularly, his relations with the
interesting
character
of
Wolsey,
whom he made one of the most powerful figures in all England. Scenes
between these: two are highlighl.s of

sort of Scotland Yard inspector
while awaiting the police who ar»
coming on a launch. The groom also
tries his sleuthing
hand, but the
maid, whom ho is to bribe, is shot
right off her chair by an unseen

a

:

,

killer on deck. There is a Vieniie.'-e
doctor, an English dilettante and aspersons who don't seem to
count one way or another.
Diana Barrymore as the scheming
Jacqueline and Halliwell Hobbes,:a3
the urchdeacon, are the principal fea^
lures. Miss Barrymore is attractive
but .somewhat listless as the dosigiiing woman who totes a rod, Hobhes
is alright but is onstage too much.
Blair Davies doesn't seem to have
enough on the ball for two dames to

the play.
Visually

sorted

all

—

Katlierine: I'avada Htimphrev, Ann Jackson, Marv Alice ^Moore, Kulh Ncal.
Bishops, Monks, Guards. Servants,

Lords,

Hei'ald.s,

Arm.'i:

Pages. Kxecutioner, Sergeant-nt.

Don

Allen.

John

Bchney. Michel
Bart Henderson,

Corhsin. THonias tJrace,
I'Vcderic Hunter. Robert T.eser. Mark McCardle, Gerald -McCormack, Wallet- Neal,

James

ftolterty,

Theddoie

WlUi.'im

Itii h.nt'daon

ao;

i!i>pt.

The

Recently organized American Repertory Theatre gets off to a promising start with "Henry VIII."
In "Henry VIII" two of the male
members of the company have best
chance to shine: ie., Walter Hampden as Cardinal Wolsey and Victor
Jory as King Henry. Both of them
give fine accounts of themselves.
Hampden, of course, has long known
to

find

his

way around

Shakespeare, and the role of the

in

t-'o.''lnnie.^.

1

"Notorious," plays, the medico.
Ibee.

lietttiii-t'

D.twaon (Mis') Bpi-B'ner'a ro^luntt^.i by MilfH
White,
b.v
,Min«.
exe.culed
Kui-jh.siat):
Opened at MetropoUtati tHontre. Provlijenc-e.
J|18.()(l
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tiiovahna
.......
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Klm>1(»h
liihn tJarrailliui

.Oi-mttlfl

.

:Klii',a belli

WhU lleld
,.

Daniel DeBor.ola

Jtoi-Kner

Ne tvton

dii-ecllon

t^ein-K:i

Rytttnil.*!

new lyrics. WriRht and I'orrMt;
numbers staged by I.eivtf Kesier;
vocal
dances, Alda Broadbcnt: costumes. Miles

.

Kay;

.•itagcd
I'orre.iL;

Hen Morse. Mi-

chael Boy, Lawi-enue Kyle, Robin

ftlorae,

Spaull.

Gentleiren n ttending DucheJw
Jacic Cook.
Carlola. ........
.lulia

,

Chaplain

to

Madmen.

.'. ,'.:

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

Soniu
Cardinal

."V\'altftr

Frederic Dowiis,
Doctor

\Villlain

retersion.

Guy

While; Ushtinn, Adrian Awan.-

Kti [)ert Pole.

.Patt-!cla
:

Iheali-e, -N,
Y., .Sept.
(to. DPenlnK niKht).
llaron Peftibola.

Calvert
Sorol

.

Yvonne.

Litytoii

Robet-t

Pike,

R<'l.>.^rt

Ptlte.

all-

,

and around them hang one her maid, and eventually themselves,

bringing the count of killings to
nine, not counting the unborn child
the maid claimed she carried in an
effort to escape death.
bit on the
morbid side though the audience
found it fairly hard to keep a
strai(jlit
face when three of the
principals spend a considerable time
dying after being stabbed.
.Very pleasing performance is giv-

A

m

by Connor and Rvlands, with

historical Miss Bergner, and Carradine giving
piece) for his material. Accortlingly, their
usually competent readings.
Miss Webster has also gone to Hol- Eccles was a
bit too hurried in his!
linshead (acknowledging same in lines and wa.>!
difficult to follow when
program)
and has bridged and caught. Scenery, lighting
aiiid cospieced the scenes together with por- tumes are all
commendable. Mnlo.

.At,Oenlui:.y
$1-80 top

"40,

.Tacit

,.

-

:

.Kaye

.

en

II,.

,

.:Clarencs Derwent

.

;

Valerie.

—

Chronicles (contemporary

.

. .

m

roles,

.

.

...,...:....

.'.
Musello
Kerseant ot aendarmes.
rite Great Alvaratla.

powerful churchman gives him a
fine chance to use his' sonorous voice

of the important news features of
this revival. "Henry VIII" has always been regarded as sprawling
and episodic, almost as if the author
hadn't quite finished it, or else that
hemight be pulling his punches because his own ruler, Queen Elizabeth, was Henry's daughter (she
doesnt appear in this play, by the
way). Also, it has long been knUwn
that the Bard went to ;Hollinshead's

...

.

l''rea<'o.

Spfinll.

A severely dated piece, "The
and, in general, suits his talents per- Duchess of Malfi" may well trouble
fectly. Particular interest hangs over the Catholic church and appeal tmly
Jory because he's here tackling a to the strictly Elizabethan type tragnew metier. On the whole, he does edy lover.
rhis piece has been beset with difan amazingly successful job, and
there is every reason to suppose that ficulties since it went into rehear.'^al.
.after a few more public perform- John Carradine came in a week beances: he'll be even better. Supplied fore the opening date. During the
with remarkable makeup toy Jack last week the role of DeBosola was
Dawn of Metro, he may not suggest left open by illness, and Canada Lee
the corpulence that many people as- was pressed into service but had insociate with this monarch but he sufficient time to prepare for the
certainly does have the size and long, diffleult roie. Though it was
majesty that history accredits to advertised as the first time a Negro
would be made up to take the part
Henry.
Margaret Webster, who has done of a white man, before the opening
a corking piece of staging, ciuite in curtain a brief announcement was
line with her other Shakespearean made from stage that the role would
directorial chores, doesn't appear in be played by George Rylandsj the
an acting role, but the company's director. Insufficient time to preother directress and one of its in- pare was later given as Lee's failure
spirational fonts, Eva Le Gallienne, to pl^y the part and he was expectdoes nicely by the comparatively un- ed to open in. the part in Boston.
important role of Katherine ol AraDespite the difficulties, seasoned
gon, Henry's first wife. June Duprez, players gave a creditable performwho will have her big chance in the ance to a very very small audience
company's second otfering. "What
the 3,200-seater. Plot deals with
Every Woman Knows," in Philly the Duchess of Malfi (Bergner), a
next week, handles herself credit- widow, who secretly weds her stewably .as the tragic Anne Boleyn. ard of the household (Connor) withErnest Truex
who gets his big out benefit of clergy and in defiance
chance in the Repertory Theatre's of her brothers' wishes, B'erdinand
fourth play, "Androcles and the (Eccles) and the Cardinal
(CarraLion"— does his bit here as the Lord dmo). She bears him three children
Chamberlain. Richard Waring is the and when the brothers finally
hear
Puke of Buckingham.
of it they, with the help ol DeBosola
The other starred member of the (R.ylands), set about to exterminate
outfit,
Philip Bourneuf, has two the lover, the children, the
Duchess,

,

Henry, Myers; musical ailaptatlon,.
and choral arrangemenls. Arthitr
by Robert Wright itnd Oenrga

Book.

t'oonor

..Klobnril

.

Officers nttcnttinK f>m-hf*ss.

Guy

Mtlwtn Lester proiluctlon ot operetia in
with coan>o.HUe
two- acts (eljfht scenes)
sforo ol Vk-lor Horberl'a operettas, "The
Kei-enatle" and "The Fortune Teller" (by
niriingeincnt with Klla lleriiei-t Barl!etl>.

t.ii).

DuKe. o£ Clalabrla.

Tenley,

incog. Joy Ann Page, stepdaughter,
ot film producer Jack L. Warner,

makes her debut fairly well. Peter
Von Zerneck, who is now in the film

proiUtclioti of W. if. Atulen
Brecht a(l;i ot :tt iuti in' dmiiia
by John AVebster in tlirt^e not». .Star.s Kli/.ubeth JJergner. Stnseci b.v GeorKM Kyl.'iinlH:
.•toonery Uesipnett by KusPr i'^trwe; linbtitnt.

BerLlioltt

.

how

fight over. David Manners is better
as a rich young Londoner traveling

lliK'liftss Of Malli
Providence, Sept. 20.

Puul d^iinner

atitl

In

go.

swears

Webster in Act II.
There is pageantry and pomp in
"Henry VIII" and some rosoundin.g
dramatic scenes; some of the other
action is a little on the static side.

Tlic

Jacqueline, the other,

a temper Jacqueline
she'll kiir Kay and after she
absorbs a flock of double brandies,
there is a shooting. Right after thai
the bride is found murdered in her
cabin.
There follows much questioning,
mostly by the Archdeacon Peniiyfeaiher, grizzled cleric who becomes

blide

.

.M:irion.

claimed.

always around no matter where
Simon, the guy involved, and his
is

riod (actually written by the King>
is also cunningly employed by Miss

.

.

. ,

iiiis-

Same authorship and managomeat week and another next month.

clicked with "10

.

..,....i..|i:ui5en(i

Duchess

.

.scoiv

and when served, the drinks
look like fried highballs— light amber
liquid without ice.
And on the
equatorial Nile, too. Perhaps it isn't
his fault that "Horizon" is talky and
enervating, though there were "some
first-night giggles, but at the wrong
time;
l.ooks like the play didn't
shape up any too well during prep,
aration;
another
play
has
hecti
booked into the same Plymouth next

.

.

.

.

. .

(.apucliis

.

Lndic.t

ritraotyer.
various Hollywood characters and to
modern advertising promotion draw
As religious drama this is a laudhearty response. Dialog, per se. is
able effort but as theatrical fare it
brisht, at times crackling.
leaves
much to be desired. Its novSct^re gives indication of taking its
place among the more popular ditties. elty is one factor on the credit side,
of
Cleffed in the lighter vein, tunes ac- as is the forthright presentation
quire added buoyancy via. lyrics the play's message, an appeal for
which combine humorous and senti- the brotherhood of man and a
mental wordage with pleasing results. preachnient against evil and hatred.
Due for vocal play are "For the Life Boxoffice chances are doubtful.
"Mr. Peebles and Mr. Hooker"
of Me," "Stay as We Are," "There's
No Holding Me" and "There's does not loom as a successful BroadNothing Like Marriage for People." way entry though there is need for
More along, instrumental lines are a message of this tyr>e. Designed as
"Nevada," "Goodbye to All That." a modern morality play the charac"The Dew Was on the Rose" and "Mv ters of "Mr. Peebles and Mr. HookSon-in-Law,"
"Tomorrow Is the er" represent God and Satan, who
Time" and "Hope for the Best" are appear in a small Tennessee town
good- choral curtain*lifters. VDon't to wage battle for the souls of the
citizens.
Formal religionists are
likely to resent the literal interpretation of the Deity and his oppo»
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.....Arthur Foran
....Ralph Stantley
Neil Skinner
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^tcNaUHhl.(

Archbishop of Canterbury. .'I'heodorc Tcilicy.

.Quanita Hall
....... .Tom Coley
.Arthur Hunnicutt
.Dorothy Gilchri.st
Van. Prince
.,
.Ilandee Sanford
...Grover Burgess

....Rhys

"

.Sherift:

Mr.

.

.

Pal ience
; ...
Mesaen.Ker

A

.

Wally I.eland
Sorrel.
Sorrel. ... . ..
j :nen
Chauffeur. ......
Mr,(, Hiitcher Cralne.
Xate Corbett .......
Humt)

.

.

.Teddy

....... I'aul

:

Tlattie;

Mi'other

litr;

.

.

I'aiainore, ,lr., based on novel by Charles
(Vivena. htrtBed b.v Martin Rill: setlinp;:-,
1''rederick Fox. At Wayhonse,. AVilmlnKtiin.
Sept. aO-Sl.,: ".«i}. $2:40 .top,
t>(-l..
Chiirles Kcane
leb.
.i ......
lliude

Story trouble is the principal
hurdle facing sponsors. Taking the
theme ot easy divorce and complicated intermarriage, authors have
stretched a thin plot to the gossamer
consistency of lunch-counter catsup.
Story is so repetitious at times it
leaves a this-is-where-we-came-in
impression. Basically, however, the
foundation for an amusing structure
is there. Primarily sophisticated, an
occasional earthy morsel is tossed in
for the benefit of those who prefer

.

.

.

.

.

,

(!.

nature.

their satire less subtle. Roferencfes to

:

and
Mr.
Mr* Hooker

'

in''Sical

.
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.

.

. .

.
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.

.

to

fizzes

. .

.

the production is up to
expectations though at the same
time it's not- too^eavy or cumbersome, which is rrecessary for repertory purposes: As this reviewer recalls,
the la.st revival seen hereabouts Beerbohm Tree's,. 27 years
Second f 'hfoniclei.I'iusene Stnckmann
ago. With Lynn Harding as the King
Sir .\ichola-S S'auf..
Po<>liI»s
...
IJonatd Keyes
—fell
far below the current one in
Cardinal Campeius
.John Straub
An Old Ladv.
pace, entertainment value and all.('urroll MeComas
Grifflth..
.l^onald Keyes around theatrical effectiveness.
•Wilmington, Del., Sept. 20.
r.atly in WtiitInK to ;.Katl»erine. .Ttuth Ne.al
Waters.
ilyinan ifroduction of drama Carter .XfinK of Arms..
itL
..\rifiu.'!
Cairns
ttets (sesen scenes) by Kdward E.
Earl of Surrey.
... .: William Windoin
. ,

|

.

.

..

,

.

I

.

. .

.

vocal and straight.
Wilson Smith, as an athletic dope,
and Virginia Gorski, a pint-size cute
trick, handle bits okay.
forth
via two ballets
held
Tetps
featuring Harold Mattox, Dorothy

.

Brtvnda.'

.

.

minister, and Arthur Hunnicutt provides much needed comedv relief.
Doiothv Gilchrist orovides the love
interest and, Randee Sanfbrd is an:
attractive menace.
Others in the

sLinport,

r;nod

.

.

absrnt-minded part, and anJed Prouty
Smith other Hollywood entry,
D„Ko..f
Robeit
presenco felt.
,i:i(iiv':i|makrg,
his
Iia.s'ey
Chi.5hoim and Charles Purdell offer

...Adelle
J'.renda Stokes
nn.ia rollaiit'bee. ... ... ..Sh?i;ry Shadburne
Bi-tinda Foilnnsbee-Stolies.. . .Carol iGhlindler
Itr.'nda- .K.-Stbkes-FoUansbee -

.

.

'

;in

in

.

,

.

Krrolle and Marv Wickes tuck things
away nicely in the "Woman" trio and
also' function well in straight roles.
Raymond Walburn is good for laughs

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

;

,

.

fail

one onstage— While "Indians" had'
'em dropping all over the lot
Albert De Courville's directional
ideas are too British in at least one
department. Characters order gin

;

;
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.Haymond Walburn
Mnrv Wlt-IU'.H
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.'i .Doi'oths.wiiiinm Skipper
.Tames Meredith......
Laura .Mann
Mrs. Bev'erly MoreditU
Ml. Meachcni. ................ ...led )'roui
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Ha 111 well
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Nelson..

liPtty

Ted Woods.

.

Diana
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scene) by Ay:aiha

(iiiic

ttliw'j

.

..Byron RuHsell
i..,Kay JIcDonaUl •not her strong point.
And semi.Martha Stewart
.Arthur MursetSon spoken delivery is not wholly satis.Leonora C'urbctt factory in handling the load of this
.Uobcrt Chi.sholin musical.Margotson, likewise, ap.Jliirlhe Krrollp
pears to better advantage in his talk.Chiirles ,l*urcc|l
chores. Ruth Matteson, Marthe
iiisj
,, .Ruth MtiUoyon
.

,

,

iicU

but they

Ihriller,

Agatha Christie's dramatized
iiDvel is a tame whodunit. Maybe
it's
bec;nise they skimped on the numb"iof homioidcs-^there are only two
tinie.

a.ssoclat Ion with .Vliter-l He
Coijrvllle) protlttclloii i>f inelodramH in ttuee
(ill

.

is

sin.!;ing

good, also femme trio and male
quartet.
In the matti>r of casting, when it
coines to .satire, Ix'onora Corbctt and
Artbtir MnrgctsciiT Giah fling or waft a
line across footlights with the best o£
them. Miss Corbctt, too, possesses
considerable charm, but vocalizing is

Arthur Schwartv.;
Ciel'SliwIn;- music,
neUioBa. OonnUV Oenslager; costupies, Tlim
li'ii

Plays on Broadway
llidilon llorixon
.^Itubert.s

Aitit VtiK-e,
i>avUI Mutvnei'.'^. Batbarir
Smith underplays the God role
li.v l>e
'oiii'y-il.P'
.stitliii);,
.loyvc;
.'^tJt.ilcd
but -stili mana.ijes lo ctMivey an im- CliafleM,l*JtHt>n. Opened at Plytniitith, K. i.'..
pression of. .'-stjit'Odwifr- and inner, Sep'. 111. 'tl!;- ii.'ll) top.
:Moniy BanUn.. Jr.
dignity. Rhy.s Williams has an ac^ l.'.t Hcidsellcr.
iie
ttlsoWor.
v
Atrdrew-s
-ntl
Da
Id
tor's liold day: in the more llashy
Steward
....
.t.MvarleH Ale.KandeiSatan role. He makes the Prince of MIs.t .Ftotitvt-V'founies.
.Kva LeonirrtUHovrte
Darkness a good-natured gent who 'hrl!jtrt)a Grant
.... ..Tn.v A ttn I'aKa
.tliiVid Mi-.nneia
is
apbalied at the 'wave of hate -Snillhv ,:. -.'i... .....
I'JdIlh K insiiliMi
sweeping the world. Jetf .Morrow Lotlise.
Peter \'int Zei neek
.Or: ];o.«ancr
........
brings sympathy and understanding Simon Mcrtyp
Tllaii' ira vie.*i
to the Stranger, ;/and Tom Coley is Kay Mostj'n ... ...
.Barbarji .loyen
a.s
effective
the young preacher. ArChdeivciin:, I'ennyfeath'*r. H.aIli\vCl.I .Hobbe.s
Uiana 3iarryinort\
Paul Huber scores as a fanatical .La,equeline d«. '^SeVerav:.

nrtt

,

and tonal quality. Group
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liffser; Dools

Yiiu Caii".;uid '•The
are comedy

11,

oC Opportuntlee"

Ltiiid
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Juhuann

doctrine o( love, equality and non*
violence, contrasts with the explosive nature of the god ot wrath as
norsonified by the elderly Jehovah.
The latter, his patience exhausted
when the town scorns Ms commandment, seiid.'i the Hood which wipes
out the community.
The ca.sl i.s uniformly good. How.-

Town
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,

19,
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Mr,'?.
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Harvey Shaban

Majordomo

Tlte sinKlng ensembles and ballet are Ihe
artist personnel ot the tos: Anijeiea

yonns

Oper,t.,

and San Francisco Civle IJirhl
.

YouiiK
,

tiieaf.i,

I'rhyllis

Icr.
lU'th Alba
I'-lorelle milicr,

Mereiiith,

Nelda

,

ladies of the ooadeirtj:, syiW*'.
mnlfld and mannlltlns: Joanne_ltai.
f>,»"'
Ba.vne,
natemnji, -Mardi
\<.,oniMai-yciec Busc-her, Dorothy

Hrunher,

Dftrtl

,

CushlnK, Bflty Galavaii.
Itoaemaryl.eisen, huMlie
Nelsoti. Bernico Kauiider.?,

Scftrella.

PeKsy

VVeiiktond.

'Wysatt,

n.eien

...

,,

'Gyiwies,

waters.

bellboys,

gentlemen,

Jatnps Andrews, GeorKo Deinpsey. Pant

ftrakcly. Dean Ktniuntt. Ma^
Hart, Bert Hillner, Elton Howaid. .VViUiaiU
I'oysler.

Rnv

James. Dalo Johnson. Richard St-ott.. KijPcrt Se.irlcs,
Harvey Shahan, Hay ,Pi»|'!'.
.lohn Stamford, Stanley Wolfe.,
.
r':,
'

:

Dahclns gypsies and ballet.; Barbi>'f
I.yza BauKher, Donna Biroc, I'lo'ence Brundnge, Jean Marie Caplea,..Kain";
leen Cartmill. Blaine .eorl>elt.;MarleUa
liolt, Mlt7.i'Garlier, Irene Hal), .ludj^lf*',!.
Ballev.

Con.';

Hlm.s,

Betty Ortli.
I..arkln.
Betty Slade, Maria Taweel.

,Toan

PalfielH,

Lester, Coast producer who
rang the bell resonantly with 'Sons

Edwin

of Norway"
citating the

and

had'^a

hand

in resus-

Coast version of the yesr

Montgomery and Stone stai'-;
"The Red Mill," misses such
Broadway jackpots with his laies''
entrant, "Gypsy Lady." Latter was
al.so spawned on the .Coast. Despite
the fine production, it can hope lo^
only a moderate run, if that."'
"Lady" comprises a merger of the
scores from Victor Herbert's
Fortune Teller" and "The Serenade,
a happy choice melodically, at least,
compared to the dull and drags.v
libretto of Henry Myers. Of course,
there had to be a switch in dialog, to
project the Herbert standbys out
what eventuated fails to hold interest and merely serves as a stopgap
teryear
rer,

.

First nighterss pracand,
latter
cheered
the
strangely enough, oldies such as i

for the tunes.
tically

I Adore You" (from "The
Serenade"),
"Romany Life" a'va
':
.(Continued on nase 61)

Love You,

:

'

'
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Ken

Norton;

AuAors League

of

in-chief,

Am. Designates

Subcommittee to Report on AAA Plan
The heavy cannonading on thet'
which was touched oft Periodical
more than a week a£0 by the out- news, and
break of factional warfare

in

the

John O'Con-

nor, president, Grosset & Dunlap;
iWilton Runyon, ad director. Doubleday; Leon Shimkin, exec veepee,
Simon & Schuster; and William
Sloane, of William Sloane Asso-

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK

\

««

M By

Authors' League of America over
James M. Cain's plan for an Ameri-

can Authors Authorityj has temporarily subsided into an in-between
Both sides climbed off
battle lull.
the verbal barricades last week
tvhen the executive council of the
Authors' League voted to defer action until a subcommittee brings in
its repoi^ and recommendations after
exhaustive study of the AAA.
Decision to cool: oO the hot potato
was taken at last Wednesday's (18)
meeting after William Pomerance,
executive secretary of the Screen
Writers' Guild, which is sponsoring
the Cain plan, made a 15-minute
bid for support from the 26 members of the council who were present. Unprepared to take a stand on
the complex legal and financial
angles: Involved in the- AAA; the
;

'

council set up the special committee
consisting of Elmer Rice, Authors'

League

p'rexy;

Richard

Rodgers,

president of the Dramatists Guild;
Christopiier LaFarge, president of
the Authors Guild; Peter Lyon, veepee of the Radio Writers Guild; and
Marc Connolly, representing the
Screen Writers Guild.

Meanwhile, Rene L. Kubn, who
was invited by Rice to attend the
council meeting as spokesman for
.

anti-AAA faction organized into
the American Writers Association,
decided to boycott the proceedings
because she was refused permi-ssion

tlie

accompanied by her counsel,
Louis Waldman. In lieu of attending, the
released an eightpoint blast against the Cain plan repeating their charges tliat it would
destroy literary freedom, lead to
regimentation, and violate state laws.
Outlook for ultimate adoption of

to be

AWA

the

AAA

Authors'

by the council of the
League seemed dimmer

after last week's session. Rice, after
chiding the
for raising the
red-bogey scare, declared in an interview that "in
opinion,- it is

AWA

my

ZifI-Da.viS Shifts
StiufHe in executive personnel of
Ziff-Davis Publishing Co. now has
William B. Ziff as chairman; of the
board and publisher while B. G;
DavLs, ex- veepee, moves into Zifl's
former post as proxy.
Among, other changes; George
Berner
is
advertising
director,
Michael .lH. Froelich, editorial direc'

l
* *

Frank Scully

>

Mammy,
Deer

will have only
world
will place heavy empha.sis
on art. Heading early organization
are William Patterson, ex-Hearstling
and presis-service roan who co-produced "True Glory" in .Hollywood;
former New Republic editor Max
Ascoli;
and Louis Dolivet, who
founded and edited Free World following several years as a professor
of political science.
Ambitious plans in the hopper
have set mag's first run at 150,000
copies, plus five overseas editions
scheduled
later
for
appearance.
Overseas
issues
are
tentatively
planned for England, France, Scandinavian countries, China, and a general Spanish-language edition for

61

B. McCormick, editor-

Doubleday;

ciates.

literary front,

'

Fla., Sept. 22.

JWr.' Jolson;-

When

the notices come tum"The Jolson. Story" as the
greatest picture since Fred Ott lirst mugged before a camera for Thomas
Edison back in 1888, you're going to feel young enough to wish you could
again run away from as happy and as holy a cantor's home as I.have eser
.seen on the screen, so yo'i could join Steve Martin in burlesque all over

And

ain't heard nuthin' yet either!
bling in from all parts of the world, hailing

again.

lyoii

,

,

You're going to cry, too, because the Dockstader minstrels, the wandering around Louisiana for a way to merge jazz with lullabies, the Winter Garden shows, the Sunday night concerts, the Warner pictures, the
tion director,,
married life in the country, the camp tours will never be yours agaip.
circulation director.
But you're going to' be happy, too, as you are when you are singing "April
Showers," for you have here the picture everybody has been waiting 50
Fibber & Molly Book
years for.
"The McGees Of Wistful Vista" is
Bill
Parks is epaUmt.
Skolsky is terrifique.
You're formidable.
the tentative title of the Actionized
Demarest is WMiantyique. Evelyn Keyes is cxquise. Scotty Beckett charnovel Don Quinn is working on for mant, Ludwig Bonath sublime, Tamara Shayne, odorabie, and the TechSimon & Schuster publication. It nicolor la plus belie du monde.
Spain and Latin-America. One exec will be developed around the Fibber
A Mogr. Runs. 'Out: of Points''said if plans were successful there McGee & Molly characters, which
I have to use French for your performances, because under OPA. reguf
would be between 19 and 25 over- radio show Quinn authors and owns
one^third with Jim and Marion lations I am allowed to praise only three pictures a year and; dope that
seas editions in a few years.
I am, I shot my superlatives on some super-wonder mediocrities in the
While sheet's editorial policy will: Jordan, who play Fibber & Molly.
pa.=;t and now have to go into the black market for top quality adjectives
take a liberal slant, it's intended for
to describe "The Jolson Story."
CHATTER
straight news-review presentation.
Chicle Sale's son, Dick, completed
What to me is the greatest thing about the picture is how two:arti.st?
Staff at present is. composed largely
a novel, "Benefit Peformance."
like you and Parks could merge and fuse your personalities and talents
of vets.The^e has been no managing
Winehell's book publication off and thus create something which is neither Parks nor Jolson but a new
editor set, but negotiations are on
until spring via Simon & Schuster.
wunderkind destined to be the marvel of the atomic era. This isn't
with several men,
Reginald Whitley, liOndon Daily dubbing. Something new has been added. Your yeans and Parks' 30
Mirror
drama ecUtor, gandering really mean you have four generations of know-how behind you. Well,.
Bob Hope's Book Setup
Hollywood studios.
years of experience poured into one magnificent Sonny Boy is what you
The Hollywood capital-gains deThe Stuart Cloetes may journey have in "The Jolson Story."
vice has entered book publishing, acto his South African farm for the
As heartwarming as is the way you and Parks get away with merger
cording to the deal the Hope Enter- Christmas holidays.
in a world where everybody is at everybody else's throat, I think the
prises has made with Simon &
Duell, Sloan & Pearce to publish transition of the Mouse from a chatterer to a top-producer in one picture
Schu.ster
for publication ol Bob heavyweight champ Joe Louis' autois even a greater thriller-diller.
1 know how he trekked around with that,
Hope's "So This Is Peace." It's a se- biography in January.
story for years and how Warners couldn't see your own life-story as a
quel to Hope's "I Never Left Home,"
Times drama ed Lewis picture.
N.' Y.
which sold 1,500,000 copies, proceeds Funke has article on I. J. Fox in
I k]iow, too, of the years the story spent chugging its way through tlie
to the war relief agencies. This one, current Liberty
mag;
Columbia mill. Though Stephen Longstreet, Harry Chandler and Andrew
however, is a profit proposition,
Sam Terry, owner of Oxford Solt are the only writers listed, I guess half the scripticians in town had
hence the comedian's own corpora- Press, is expanding his activities intheir hands on it at some time or other. I know Sidney Buchman worked
tion is publishing, exploiting, etc., to the book publishing field.
plenty on it.'.
with S&S as selling agents, which
Random House t^:publish Eugene
'An "'Oscar for"''Oscar?
arrangement permits Hope to exer-. 0'Neill's"The Iceman Cometh" Oct.
But lt was the old Mouse who stayed with it. from beginning to end; and
cise a capital gain.
9, day of play's N. Y. premiere.
he who invented the word Oscar for an Academy Award is just about
Comedian is slated to appear at
Charles Jackson's "The Fall ot ready to pocket one himself. I don't know-how you and Parks will divide
the N. Y. Herald Tribune authors Valor" getting a first print order of
spills
luncheon Oct. 22 and also on the 50,000 from Rinehart. He authored yours. Maybe you'd better split Skolsky between you. If anything
over; I'll take it. It probably will be. the second serial rights to his own
radio
program,
"Author
Meets "Lost Weekend."
tint.ype.
Critics," around the same time, which
Bill
Targ,
World Pub. editor,
Of
course, I know in a literal, biographical sense, it is not the story of
will coincide with publication of writing a weekly book column for
No girl named Julie Benson. ever played
"So This Is Peace." Book has been the new Cleveland News Book Sup- Cantor Yoelson's little boy Asa.
in "Show Girl" for J. P. McB^oy or Florenz Ziegf eld, and certainly no gal
edited by ex-J. Walter Thompson plement, titled "Manhattan Letter."
nanted Julie Benson ever was married to you.
radio scripter, Carroll Carroll, who
Deemed daring for Cosmopolitan
There is nothing in the picture either of the AI-Harry Jolson feud,'
tor,

Herbert

Morganroth, producand Harry G; Strong,

J.

.

'

;

.

.

extremely unlikely that the League
or any of its Guilds, which have
likewi.se assisted Hope on "Never is its serialization
of "Gentleman's notliing of the Goldman-Sachs collapse, nothing of the Hillcrest Wailing
always been vigilant in protecting
Left Home." This time Carroll will Agreement," by Laura Z. Hobson,
the freedom of writers, will adopt
Wall, nothing of racetracks, nothing of Jolson subbing for Jessel in "The
any plan which would entail a surr share 25% in the new ''Peace" book. treating with anti-Semitism in the Jazz Singer," notKing at all of "Sonny Boy." Some of the stuff couldn't
U. S. and which Simon & Schuster be cleared, some of it maybe couldn't get by the Johnston office. But
render by authors of their copy; Skalsky's Q«ea|i(!fs
will publish in book form. Title has there's plenty of Yoelson and Jolson even so.
rights, or the setting up of any adDuring bis eastern vacation Sid- reference to the chi-chi clubs' and
ministrative official or board who
Oddly, there isn't a moment when the picture drags as long as your
would have arbitrary or dictatorial ney Skolsky "has aligned 22' guest hotels' "gentlemen's agreement" on voice comes over the sound track. As long as you're in love with singing
powers, or that would teAd to place columnists, all name byliners, who restricting their clientele and mem- and an audience, the love-interest is sweeter than haute sauterne. But
berships.
any restrictions upon freedom of are writing about Hollywood.
when you bring in a dame, even such a beautiful and tMented dame as
This is a switch on the usual Holthought or of expression, or create
Evelyn Keyes, the picture drops to^the level of being merely tremendous.
a monopolistic control that would lywood celebs, most of whom have
You know, Mr. Jolson, if you had sunft all through that picture, if you
deprive any authdr of his means of stand-ins or ghosts turning out stuff
had never taken a two-year layoff and made San Fernando Valley your
under pseudo bylines. Instead, Dudlivelihood."
home, if you had only become a canyon crooner for a "vacation," I don't
Russell Crousc, in a .statement to ley Nichols, Gene Fowler, Claude
think another picture would ever top "The Jolson Story." There just
5iS Continued from page so
Vawbiy, declared: "In my estimation Binyon, Stephen Longstreet, James
simply is not enough singing. Sixteen songs! What's 16? Sweet, sure,
R. Cain, Sam Spewack, Mary McIt will take a very long time before
but only the beginning!
Ciypsy
tlie AAA plan can be made effective. Call, Jr., Cordon Kabn and others
Who Keeps Bad Notices?
There are some things in the plan of that calibre are doing the guest "Gypsy Love Song" (both in original Harry B. Smith lyrics, from
Incidentally, who sang for Scotty Beckett when he played you as a kid
•with which I disagree but I cannot cols.
"Fortune Teller") drew the top re- in Baltimore playing hookey from synagog? You didn't dub that too, did
•ee wiiere any political questions
spon.se over these with interpolated
you, Mr. Jolson? And all those hick towns you toured in vaudeville, were
Geo. H. Lr«n Jains P»n-Air
can be implicated in the issue. The
lyrics by Robert Wright and George
George H, Lyon, former assistant Forrest. Not that the latter didn't they really in your playing time? Or are they towns where Sid Skolsky's
sole ijuestion before the Authors'
League is the plan's effect upon to Elmer Davis at the OWI, joined brighten up several numbers with column syndicates? Did be want to give some rag besides Varbsiy a plug
me
strengthening the status of writers. Pan-American World Airways, Mon- slick rhymsteriug; it's just that the for a change? And didn't we ever give you a bad notice? Seems to
I remember you beefing about some.
As for the American Writers Asso- day (23) as a publicity and exploita^ nostalgic tunes paid a& in spades.
Romany motif of "Fortune Teller"
Was that true, that scene where you as a kid find your voice is changing
ciation, the simple thing for them to tion exec in its Atlantic division.
partially sustained through .spot- and can't sing, so you switch to whistling? Whether it was or not, it was
nave done was to have gone to the Hell headquarter at LaGuardia is
ting Helena Bliss, who previously smart showmanship. When you wanted to sing again and Bill Demarest
Authors' lieague and placed their Field, N. Y.
made the grade in "Norway," as the
While with the OWI, Lyon served nomadic Musetta. gypsy gal with a wouldn't let you and you started humming to try out your voice and he
objections before the body."
bellylaughed tight through the next
Although no final date has been as Davis' personal rep at Gen. Eisen- yen for the better things in life. says "Stop arguingl" a Wd next to me
set for the subcommittee to issue its hower's headquarters and prior to From here it excursions into the scene.
On anotlier occasion, when they put in the first Variety insert, 1 heard
findings, an interim report will bfe that w£ts assistant managing editor "Pygmalion" idiom, when the Great
Alvarado (John TVers), lady-killer him say, "Gee, Vabiety was only 10c. then." And, finally, when you were
deUvered at the next council meet- ot PM.
mountebank, is rejected by the Mar- dining with your father- and mother at your. San Fernanda home he
ing of the Authors' League schedquise (Doreen Wilson) and, for re- cracked, "The cantor is dining without his hat." I could have smacked' the
Robnett vs. Dattan Libel Up
uled in October.
Meanwhile, the
venge,
with Boris (Melville
little kibitzer fox noticing things like that, knowing it was dene on purpose
AWA, operating out of headquarters
A third attempt to try the suit in Cooper),conspires
.self-appointed king of the
absorbed by show biz^
in the Devon hotel, N. Y., continued which George W. Robnett, exec secgypsies, to transform Musetta into a to show the cantor was being
When the lights went on I observed he was my own Sonny Boy. I aslted
to push its campaign to
enlist retary of the Church League of glamor girl. Idea behind the latter is
(Gate-crashers, like reporters, do not
authors in the fight against the AAA. America, is seeking $100,000 libel to snare in marriage the young Mar- him how he got in? He grinned.
punng the week, additional support damages from E. P. Dutton, publish- quis (Gilbert Russell) as payoff on have to divulge this sort of information.) I asked him how he liked it.
fcfl?
the group was received from ers, was begun last week in Chi- snub by latter's sister. But it never "You know," he said, "I hate musicals, but I loved every bit of that picture.
comes off. She goes back to her I thought the coloring and singing in the synagog was beautiful and when
Perothy Thompson, James TruSlow cago's Federal district court.
gypsy lover, Sandor (George Brit- little Jolson got sentenced to the choir of St. Mary's Home For Boys in
Robnett is suing for alleged libel- ton).
Adams, Earl Sparling, Rex Beach,
Washington for running away from Baltimore, and had to sing 'Ave
Dale Carnegie, Morrie Hyskind. Wil- ous statements made in the book,
Mi,<,s Bliss turns in a good job, both
liam L. White and Lin YuTang, "Under Cover,'* authored by Arthur melodiealiy and histrionically, espe- Maria,' I laughed and cried at the same time. Does he do that to everyJohn Erskine heads the outfit.
Derounian, whose pen name is John cially in "Romany life" and "Spring- body?"
"You Uked it?" I asked.
tide" duet with Russell. Joseph MacHoy Carlson.
aulay enlivens matters with "Pifl
"I thought it was magnificent. But what viss that rasping sound I heard
WarM's 1SO.M«-Copy '47 Prccm
Paff," worked up for neat comedy every once in a while?"
I^ewest entrant into the newsmag- N. Y. U. Course on Book Fublisbinc with aid Of Tyers, Jack Goode, Rus"Al's asthma," I said.
A course on "The Practice of sell and Miss Wilson. Britton scores
teine field Will make its appearance
"Asthma?"
he echoed.
Ec .iietime in late February or early
Boole Publishing," with head.s oi the with his baritoning of "Gypsy Love
Then we both laughed and slapped each .other on the back and went out
•March of 1947. Bankrolled by Jock publishing industry appearing as S6n?4" while Val. Valentinoff also, ha.';
the streets; uplifted, and not doped for a novelty.
into
Whitney. Jr., Nelson Rockefeller, guest lectures, will open at New his inning wilii some ballet. Cooper
Cue: "You Made Me Love You!"
and Michael Straight (lattcr's family York University's evening division provides the major portion of comedy as the gypsy king. Others turnconnected with the New Republic) of general education in October.
I hope you haven't minded my calling you Mr. Jolson, Al.
With you I
ing in neat jobs are GlareiWe Derinclude
Joseph
Speakers
A. went,
P~oposed weekly has as its working
Patricia Simms and Edmund can see that familiarity breeds content. But you see expept for the back
title UN World. Although it |has sev- Brandt, president, Henry Holt & Co.;
of your head at fights, and recently hearing you over the transom singing
Dorsiiy.
eral ex-New Republic staffers for its Bennett Cerf, president. Random
Choral arrangements and dance your head off in the recording room of Columbia, even on Sunday mornmasthead, mag will not be a do- House; Alan Green, of 'Green- numbers are nicely paced, with ings, I have never met you as a phrase goes.
good sheet, according to its editors, Brodie; Meiric Dutton, formerly of lemnjfc en.semble lookers nicely
In an age of sound-films, television, radar, telephones, even cables and
hut a straight commercial venture. the War Production Board; Hugh J. sho;?«|f^ by Miles White's costum- letters, I thing it's sort of silly to hold down friendship to a handshake
Company is incorporated as United Kelly, veepee, McGraw-Hill;. J. K. in%^''Fads have nifty singing voices, as a basic requirements of "knowing" or "meeting" .somebody. But since
which blend nicely.
Nations World Publishing Corp.
Lasser; Albert R. Leventhal, veepee,
:it is, I can't say I've met you.
But I've heard your heart tick all through
Lester has spared nothing in givFormat, currently, being worked Simon & Schuster; Freeman Lewis, ing operetta lavish production. And 'The Jolson Story" and, brother, from here out I'm calling you brother!
Over, now caUs for' a 64-page slick- executive veepee. Pocket Books; Wri-.?ht and Forrest haVe done a good
Faithfully,
papec book to sell at around 20 cents. Storer B. Lunt, president, W. W, job of direction.
frank Sculiv
Sdbo.
1(11 l-l'i
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for

many years

as

vaude team of

member

Silvers,

of the

Stance and

Dinkins.

and

son

widow,

by

Survived
daughter.

NORMAN BALLARD
Way," "The Sweetest Girl in the

JULES BAIMU

Norman
the Brown

Ballard,

67,

operator of

Club, French Lick, Ind.,
"Louisiana Lou," "April
Jules Raimu, 63, one of France's, World,"
"Business Before Pleas- and a former owner of the Sellsleading stage comedians and film Showers,"
"The Dreamer" and "The Floto Circus; died in Chicago, Sept.
ure,"
$tavs, died after a heart attack in
In addition, he 16. Burial was in French Lick, Ind,
Soldier."
Wooden
Paris, Sept. 20,
several vaudeville tours in
His fa,mily name was Jules Mu- made
"Toplitsky or the End of the World,"
MAB1IN J. CLARKE
raire, but friends and admli'ers had
Martin J. Clarke, 55, former cothe singte name, which he had also done in the

only known him by
Raimu.

Women and Song" show.
owner of the Rustic Lodge, night
Moving to Hollywood in 1924, Carr club near Monroe, Mich., died Sppt.
made numerous pictures, Including 18 in Toledo.
Beautiful
"The
Again,"
"Partners
became
Theatre de Paris and later
of the World,"
the leading fantaisiste of ^he Paris Cheat," "The End
Mother, 70, of Norman Elson, veeHe starred in comedies by "Out All Night" and "I Hate Wo- pee -of Translux Theatres, died in
*tage.
Robert de Flers and Caillavet and men."
New York, Sept. 20. Survived by
later in plays by Flers and Franhusband, another son and two
"Wine,

and prices are

just too steep for

Beats Ftench Postcards
French postcardis sold on the
side streets in prewar Paris have
given way to a newer and much
more lucrative bit of merchandise,

-

,-.

the
lie made his reputation
principal comedian in the troupe of

NBC

cois de Groiset.

who returned recently from a
European tour, the moppets who
used to approach every American tourist with a bunch of the
postcards in their hands are now
selling black market currency,

;

WILLIAM DRAKE

Raimu became famous as a screen
star in Marcel Pagnol's productions

daughters,

81, scenic designer
for the past 50 years, died
For tlie past
in Toronto, Sept. 16.
seven years he supervised the set
designs during summer theatre sea-

According to John F. Royal,

Canada

which
"Caesar,"
and
"Marius"
brought him international acclaim,
Although he had been a renowned
comedian of the French stage for sons at the Royal Alexandra, and
inore than three decades and had was widely known for his 350-foot
aiipeared in more than 50 motion stage backgrounds for the Canadian
pictures, his great talent went large- National Exhibition annual pageants,
ly unrecognized in this country until terminated since 1939 because of the
the release in 1940 of "The Baker's war,
Wife," which was widely distributed
Born in England, where he re-

Judee

'

Cliarle.s

Henry Cooper,

81,

father of Gary Cooper, died Sept. 17
in .Holly wood. He served two terms
in Montana Supreme Court before
moving to California in 1924..
.

:

Mother of Boogie Woogie Sherman, comic, and Bebe Sherman
nitery singer, died at her
Chicago last week.

home

in

and established him as a great artist ceived his training, Drake went to
Father of Dorothy Wenzel, nitery
Raimu had often been compared Canada at the turn of the century
to Charlie Chaplin, but his range as and was scenic artist in Toronto and and vaude dancer, died last week in
New York. Body was taken to Pittsan actor was much more versatile. Montreal.
burgh for burial.
For a while he had a delightfully
Survived by a son and daughter.
drbll comic style; he also could play
straight

dramatic roles with equal

(luthorityi
Born in

France, he matriculated
toi stage career via small travelling
companies until 22 when he went
to Paris and made his flrst big sucr
tess in "A Man in a Dr«ss Suit,"
dons in this country later by the
late Henry Miller at the Henry MilOther successes
ler theatre, :N.Y.
followed. He was a popular favorite
at the Folies Bergere for many
years. He entered films in 1929, appearing in "The Little Chocolate
Girl" and "Black and White." His
last was "The Well-Digger's Wife."

PAGE SPENCER
Page Spencer,

67, retired legit

ac

died in New York, Sept. 17. He
been a guest of the Actors Fund
home, with Fund also providing

Postwar Debs

tor,

harl

exec veepee over television

Where they

William Drake,

in

Anita Burton to Jerry Kauffman
Hollywood, Sept. 22, Bride is daughter of Val Burton, Universal pro-

groom

ducer;

get the illegal francs
a mystery, with some rumors
the kids are being run by a
is

"Fagin."
Whatever the case,
though, they're doing a terrific
business, according to Royal.

is

WB

studio publicist.

Paula Knight to Charles Lee
Quick, Chicago, Sept. 23. Bride is
with the Chicago Opera Co. and
-

Mildred .Brown

James McCann,

to

Sept,

Philadelphia,

KYW

Groom »

21.

announcer; brid' is on

Wellman ad agencyPriscilla

Stephenson to Paul Win-

slow, Chicago, Sept, 19. Bride is a
dancer in the Chicago "Oklahoma!!'
„.,

cast.

Geraldlne,
Goeske
O'Dea, Chicago, Sept.

ABC

a member of
division; groom is
news setup.

to

prewar edition. There has been little
advance or reservation sale in most

Connie

21.
Bride is
central' press

head

of the

ABC

Beverly Schnitzer to Larry ParsNew York, Sept. 19, Bride'
is daughter of Edward M. Schnitzer;

'

ley, in

eastern

sales

manager

of:

United

Artists.

Margaret
180 francs, equivalent to about $1.15
Show staging has been
lavishiLwiihout. exception in spite of
shortages aiid Parisians seem to feel
the current Folies is as good as any

staff of

in that, city

Douthitt

to

Nesti"Cff,'"Pitt5bnrgh, Sept, 11.

American^

-

Grant Park concerts.

soloist in

as

,

MARRIAGES

any

but the cake^eating set.
While nitery prices have skyrocketed, legit shows are slill reasonable,
with most of them doing good busiCurrent best coin is being
ness,
rung up by the Folies Bergere with
up-front orchestra seats going for

Sammy
Groom's

with the Joey Sims band.

Gertrude Shay to Charles A. Anderson, Kingwood, Wi Va„ recently.
Gx'oom heads Alpine theatre circuit
and bride managed his Romrieyi
W. Va., house.

Sally Warren to Earl B. Steele in
houses, and while the shows are almost always crowded, tix are always Chicago, Sept. 21. Bride is publicitymanager of Today's
available for last-minute purchasers. promotion
As usual here, anything can be Woman, a Fawcett publication.
bought for a price, with everyone
Agnes Corthell to Herman PotsWho can afford it trading on the dam, New York, Sept. 19. Groom is
black market. Result, is that the rich, assistant to vaude booker for the
most of whom have some interest in Loew circuit.
;

s

Continued from page 1

;

daughter at New York's Ritz- the illegal trading, are very, very
Ruth Franzen to Bill StuUa, Holly,
Born in California, Spencer made Carlton will also be on a luxurious rich, and the rest of the people have
scale with Davis' orchestra of 35
Groom is a writerhis stage debut in 1907 with the late
little enough for necessities, let alone wood, Sept. 15.
announcer at KFI; bride formerly
David Higgins in the latter's produc pieces attending to the musical tor showbiz entertainment.
produced at the same station.
tion of "His Last Dollar." He later chores. Other gals from such soappeared in vaude in a series of cially prominent families as the
sketches with Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Campbell Soup Dorrances, the FireDrew and subsequently in "It Pays stones, Rockefellers, Pews (Sun Oil)
to Advertise," "Keep Her Smiling" and Pulitzers are also skcdded to
Continued from pace 2
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Pascuzzi, son,
and "tip in the Clouds." His last make their bows to society on an
Father's Pitt
Pittsburgh, Sept. 7.
stage appearance was on Broadway equally sumptuous scale. One gal's the other firm, the court ruled the
coming out may pyramid into several American work was not protected by Symphony Orch drummer.
last year in "Signature."
ADAM KESSEL
receptions, as relatives often hold the copyright laws of Italy. ProtecMr.
and Mrs. Eddie Peyton,
additional
parties.
Father's
9.
Miami,
Sept,
foreign
daughter,
works
authors
tion
of
the
by
Adam Kessel, 80, pioneer motion
OLIVER A. KIHCHEL
picture producer, who is credited
Davis, who handles the lion's in Italy when published abroad is an entertainer and Pittsburgh nite
Oliver A. Kihchel, 58, veteran
ruled by international agreement club owner.
•with, inducing Charlie Chaplin to Pittsburgh district exhibitor, died at share of society's musical business,
leave the stage for the screen, died his home in Jeannette, Pa., last week more or less dominates the eastern more than by Italian law, the court
Mr. and Mrs. Irv Litman, son,
at his home in Keeseville, N. Y., from the effects of a stroke.
He field from Washington, Baltimore, stated.
Pittsburgh, Sept. 16. Father's manSept. 21.
owned the Princess theatre in Jean- Philadelphia, New York and Boston,
Court, taking note of the Berne
Mercur Music Bar there.
When a youth he and his brother, nette and had been in the film busi He stated business was brisk this conventions, stated that as a general ager of
Mr. and Mrs. Royal Dano, son. New
Charles, printed and distributed a ness ever since 1910. He was born summer at Newport, R. I., an indi- rule a citizen belonging to one of the
York, Sept. 19. Groom is actor, appictorial weekly ala Police Gazette in Pittsburgh, on the site of what is cation of the big season to come. countries in attendance
at the conpearing
"Barnaby and Mr, O'Malin
covwhich
Sporting
Gazette,
called
now the Monogram, exchange build' Recent hike of musicians' wages ventions and a member of the inered same fields as the former. They ing.
meant little to Davis' bookings since ternational union there established ley."
later cleaned up as bookmakers at
Mr. and Mrs. Duke Goldstone, son,
In addition to widow, two sons, he pays more than scale anyway. whatever his native country's laws
race tracks until the then Gov. Oliver, Jr., and Burt, survive. They Slight
increase
clients'
in
fees may be, thereby secures copyright in Los Angeles, Sept. 19. Father Is asCharles Evans Hughes legislated the will continue to run the Princess.
manager for
production
caused by pay boost is practically all convention countries by the pub- sistant
legitimate bookies out of business.
negligible compared to their total lication of his work in his native George Pal at Paramount.
Films were then in the nickel-entertainment outlay*
Mr. and Mrs, Eddie Cronjager,
land.
Italy is a member of the
HARRT
H. REINHART
C.
O.
With
partner,
stage.
a
odeon
U.
Sept.
Hollywood,
High taxes, too, are not proving a union, but the United States is not. daughter,
Harry H. Reinhart, 54, Canton, O.,
Bauman, they entered the exhibition
Father is a studio cameraman.
theatre owner, died S«^t. 19 in. that deterrent to the prodigality of the
No Reciprocity
biz, and formed the N.Y. Motion
city./'
400, who apparently are content to
Mr. and Mrs, Bob Kaufman; daughItalian law also grants protection
Picture Corp., which became the
He purchased the MeKinley the- pay for this pageantry despite fact to foreign works when the authors ter, Hollywood, Sept. 16. Father is
parent company of Reliance, Kayatre. Canton, about 20 years ago, ac- expenditures for such affairs canare living in Italy and their works account exec at KFWB.
Bee (Kessel & Bauman), Bison, Biquiring the Mozart in 1931 and the not be deducted from their incomes.
are first published in Italy, or when
son-lOl, and Keystone film producMr, and Mrs. Thomas McAdoo,
State, an old-time vaude house, in High spot of the coming social seaprotection is granted due to "reci- daughter, Los Angeles, Sept, 20.
ing units.
1945.
His two sons, Jerome and son will be hit with the resumption procity or equality
of treatment." Father i^ a film cutter at Paramount.
In 1913 Kessel saw Chaplin in
Irvin.i^ were associated with him in of Philadelphia's Assembly Ball at
vaudeville in Fred Karno's skit, "A
Court disposed of the first condition
Mr. and Mrs. Nat Taviss, daughoperation of theatres,, and a brother, the Hotel Bellevue-Strat'ford this
Father is
since Lewis was not living in Italy. ter, Montreal, Sept. 14.
Night in an English Music Hall,"
winter. Most exclusive ball in the
fancied him a movie prospect and Leonard, managed the State.
Under the second condition, the radio and stage actor.
His widow and another brother country was under wraps during the court noted that this called for
sent him to the Keystone unit diMr. and Mrs. Jack Gorton, son,
war years.
also survive.
"formal or diplomatic reciprocity," Hollywood,
rected by Mack Sennett.
Sept. 19. Father trains
Interesting sidelight on how Davis meaning that reciprocity treatment
Chaplin, who then reputedly nursed
animals for the films.
GEORGE A. SPRING
and his music has so entrenched it- must exist between Italy and the
dramatic ambitions, disserious
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Harbert, son,
George Aloysius Spring, 68, for- self is borne out in a letter the U.- S.
Under the' Presidential Hollywood, Sept. 21. Father is an art
trusted the new medium, hesitated
mer
owner
and
operator
of
the
old
maestro
received
from
for
pictures,
but
Mrs.
Proclamation
leave
the
stage
C.
of
June
to
3, 1922, the director
at Metro.
he had only been making $60 a week Pantomine Theatre, one of the first Oliver Iselin, Jr., of Virginia and court said, a statement of the copyMr. and Mrs. James Cassidy, son,
In vaudeville and a year's guarantee motion picture houses in Columbus, New York, who recently wrote: right notice is required on the title
O., died Sept, 15 in Columbus. He
Don't forget our date in 1961." page of the work and two copies of Cincinnati, Sept. 15, Father is
at $150 a week won him over. Chapdirector; mother,
lin spent a year with Keystone, also had owned and operated the Davis, who has played at weddings the book, plus a "manufacturing af- public relations
making 30 or more pictures such as Arch City Theatre, one of the first of both her daughters, explained this fidavit," must be filed in -the Library Rita Hackett, conducts "Crossroads
Cafe" show on same station..
"The Star Boarder" and "Tlie Bag- Columbus nabes, and later operated date referred to the coming-out of of Congress at Washington.
the
Tornado
Stock
Co.
He
had
been
her
to
granddaughter.
gage Smasher," and then went
Under the Italian law, whenever
a concessionaire in recent years.
Seemingly a trend, long range an author's native country subj ects
v
Essenay at $1,250 a week.
Widow, two sons, a brother and dates have also been set by the protection to compliance with such
The Kessel brothers sold their
Allen
Thomas J. Glaggotts, the former formalities, the foreign work must
Keystone interests to Triangle Film two sisters survive.
1917.
They
had
several
Nancy
Leighter
Corp. in
latev
of Washington so- be subject to corresponding formali{Continued from page 1
MYRON E. BARNES
ciety, who seelcs Davis for their ties in Italy.
ventures, but in late years were not
successful format
Myron
E.
Barnes,
work
out
a
If
you
former
83^
daughter's coming-out in 1964. The
connected with the film industry.
In an opinion sent to one of his
it.
Survived by two brothers and two singer, voice teacher, and choral di Edgar Scolts, of Philadelphia, have clients, Karp pointed out that al- somebody immediately copies
nothing
rector, died in Tiffin, O., Sept. 20.
also put in a bid for his orchestra though the decision refers specifi- Many comedy writers think
sisters.
down into
digging
Once associated with Victor Her in 1950.
or
plagiarizing
of
cally to a book, it's equally effective
and
gags
berf
old-time
when
the
Standard
latter
fllti
of
Conducted
a
the
ALEXANDER CARR
against music. Unless all publishers
original
Alexander Carr, 68, stage and Pittsburgh Symphony, Barnes later
file the two copies of the work and jokes for their supposedly
Writing practically all
achieved his directed choruses at Pennsylvania
screen actor who
a manufacturer's affidavit in Italy, material."
busy
fame as Perlmutter. in State College for Women, Pittsgreatest
consequently, their works are not of his own show keeps him
him
leaves:
and
minute
every
burgh;
almost
Beloit
(Wis.) College, and
"Potash and Perlmutter," died Sept.
protected by Italian copyright and
Continued from page 1 g
Allen
RockXord (111.) College for Women,
19 in Hollywood.
can be picked up and published in no time for other pursuits,
says.
equal any seen before the war, low- Italy wihout permission,
Born in Russia, Carr came to the He retired in 1935.
Broader-budgeted clubs designed for the
Fact that American film companies
He's really anxious to do a
U.S. as a child and broke into the
TONY MURRELL
not-so-wealthy are virtually empty handle their own distribution in way show again and has hatl several
show biz as a circus clown before
Tony Murrell, 60, clown who after 10:30' or 11 p.m.
Italy would seem to rule out any pos- offers recently, he says. When he
going on the stage, in a St. Paul
Bistros like the Cafe de la Paix sibility of infringement on film was taking a year and .a half vacamusic hall. After stock performances toured for many years in cireuses-in
Under the decision, tion, there weren't any shows for
in' Louisville, Nashville and Buffalo, South Africa, died in Durban, Aug. 7. aie doing ropes-up- business, with copyrights.
He had been featured with Fillis's champagne selling for 2,000 francs a however, it's believed there would him, he avers. Now that he's tied
he reached Broadway with "Wine,
Women and Song" in 1904. His imr Circus and later with Pagel's. Circus, quart. For Americ, ns on a night- be nothing to prevent an Italian pro- up, the offers are pouring in—its
_
presh Of David Warfteld in "The. considered toppers in that territory. life tour prices are not too tough ducer- from turning out a picture always that way, he points out.
put
if francs are bought on the black
It really isn't practical to
based on the American product. In
Music Master" in this production
MOE SILVER
marjket. Official bank exchange calls addition, an Italian distrib getting his radio comedy writers on an annual
apringboarded him to Broadway. sucMoe Silvei', 60, vet .vaude per- for 120 to the dollar, but black hands on a print of an American guaranteed salary, In Allen's opinioncess.
comedy
Among the plays in which he ap- former, died in Miami, Sept. 20. bourse prices fluctuate in the neigh- film, could have additional prints "There's usually a staff of
conpeared, not only in New York, but Remains were brought to N. Y. for borhood of 225-250 francs per buck. made and distribute them to Italian writers and some members may
nothing
practically
Nevertheless, to the average French- theatres for his own profit, without tribute
In London and on the road in this burial.
through the year," he explains.
He bad been a blackface comedian man francs are tt 120 to the 4oUar legal recourse.
country, were "The Gay White
feller's

burial.

Copyright Ruling

BIRTHS

.
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Black Market
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Wednefidny, September 25, 1946
Omaha, an addition

to

Ethel Smith, the organist, to Bera holiday.
Children's
School
Professional
starting a $200,000 drive for school'

muda on

improvements.
Katharine Cornell and Guthrie
McCUntic celebrated their 25th weddin" anniversary.
After liis first vacation in 15 years
Paul Dulce is playing dates, opening
.

63

doliimbia

sales staff here.

London
Hotel Dyckman Robin Hood Room
floorshow
has
Tung Ping Soo,
Mrs. Irwin Dash sails on the
Chinese magician.
Queen Elizabeth on Oct. IC.
The George Posfords are parents
Fred Eisenberg, United Artists'
salesman, laid: up with couple of of a second son, Stephen James
broken rib^ sustained in bathroom Douglas, born Sept. 12.
.
fall.
Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Hyams o0
Ted Bolnick, business associate of to New York on the Queen Mary on
Bennie Berger and general manager cbinbinert biz and pleasure trip.
Maugham's "The Con-

Sornorset

his theatre circuit, celebrating
30th anni in show biz,
Ko.stelanetz
orchestra,

of

stant Wife,'' revived after 20 years
at the Arts Theatre Club, Sept. 10.
Somerset .Maugham here. On his
first Visit since the war and intends
to stay in London till the end of 1946.
Yiddish version of Shakespeare's
.''The Merchant of Venice'' is doing
capacity biz at New Yiddish theatre.

its

circuit,

They are mostly nabe

houses.

There are indications that the warrestrictions on, new theatre
erection may be made lighter in the

Leslie

time

near Jutiire,

. _

Goodwins divorced.

Arthur Murray laid up with flu.
John Te CJroen bedded with tiu.
"Lew Schreiber trained to Chicago.
Marie Nelson divorced Guido Zan-

_

Hay

A.lsop, Aussie technician, recently in the U. S. look-seeing video,
has been lecturing on subject to local
projectionists.

nett,

Philip

Williamson-Tait's revival of "Rose
Sydney has reached eight
weeks and will continue, biz being

Dorn bedded- with

bron-'

cliili--.

Marie'' in

Smiley Burnette injured in a horse
accident.
Local talent used.
Sid Marvin to Las Vegas to open
"Follow the Girls," the new Wllliamson-Tait show, will open soon in at El Cortez.
Sunday (in) afternoon concert.
Marvin Miller hospitalized for
Sydney. Lois Green will have the
William Evidon, .son of Independlead, with Freddy Carpenter pro- knje surgery.
ent
Po.ster
Exchange
manager,
(ThUrs.) for a Broadway o.o.
ducing.
EddiS Buzzell cancelled his air 'trij>
awarded Presidential citation as East Side.;.
v'.';
.Horace BiacMahort back in Gotham member of carrier Cabot
Cass Marshall appointed by Clive
crew in
Anthony Hawtrey's production of Arnott ,to head the new United Art- to New York.
after 14 months touring with the World War.
Another son, member adaptation of "Jane. Eyre" by Helen
James S. Burkett laid up with a
ad-jpublicity
setup.
Marshall
USO ho.spital unit, "Fun Follies."
of submarine, crew, lost life,
v';' v
Jerome was well received at Em- ists
Humphrey Doulens to the Coast
comes from Hoyts, but more re- sprained back.
Fred AUen. and wife (Portland bassy, Sept. 10.
Av.n Sothern and Robert Sterling
is out of the service.
today (Wednesday) to handle fall
Dave Coplan, London head of cently
,i:
Aussie
government headed by talking divpfce. ^..
opera and radio dates for Lily. Pons. Hoffa) here for Allen's appearance
United
Artists,
and
as
wife
off
to
toastmastgr
University
at
of.
kept
director,
Metro
Minister Chifly indicates that
Eddie Buzzell.
Charles Reisner recuperating from
Cannes for fortnight for belated Prime
the treasury can't promise any ma- minor surgery'.
west while the studio labor situation Minnesota's dinner for. Northwest honeymoon vacation.
holiday Variety club this week, to commemjor tax deductions if returned to
is tcn.se but due east for a
Sonnie Hale discloses secret mar- power.
Johnny Sands laid up with sunorate latter's successful drive to
; "
He
said no. promise cOuld be
shortly.
riage last year to Mary Kelsey, nonburn poisoning.,
rnade either about the entertainment
Howard Marsh, former musicom- raise funds for heart hospital.
Manliattan.
^ John Wexley in from
Ben Friedman, indie circuit owner, professional. Was formerly wed to tax, highest in the world.
edy actor and producer,' new managEvelyn Laye, then Jessie Matthews.
play gandering.
ing director Ot Glactetone -hotel s.Vic^ member of foursome team that won
Tessie O'Shea is' out of the LonV John Hcdiak hospitalized with, a
state professional-amateur golf tourtorian Room.
,.
.,
don
Palladium
show
"High
Time"
sacro-iliac injury,
Lillian Jenkins, publicity director nament;, with three professionals and
due
to
difference
with
Val
Piiinell.
Chicago
recuperGarden,
one
amateur on each team and FriedBill DoU to San Francisco, on busiof Madison Square
with Vera Pearce now rehearsing to
Ed Kennely back at the Oriental ness for Mike Todd.
ating at Hershey hotel, Hershey, Pa., man coming through with eagle on take her place.
seventeenth hole to win the match.
after operation.
j.i..
Hedy Lamarr laid up with flu and
Archer Films "A Matter of Life theatre after a vacation;
Agent Eddie; Smith auditionmg
and Death," which goes into Metro's
Audrey Totter back from Holly- a temperature of 102.
court cases as a juror at White
Empire, Nov. 1, is the first film made wood to
Ann Baxter recovering from emer20th-Fox's
Ditto
Y.
visit her folks here,
N.
Plains,
by J. Arthur Rank organization to
Miami Beach
Charlie Schlaifer,
Maria Jeritza made her first con- gency appendectomy.
get
an
-Empire
showing.
Andra Verne, Polish actress, feted;
The Bob Sisks due from Holly:By Larry Solloway
While at Covent Garden recently, cert appearance here since 1934.
by the Friends of Poland.
wood soon to place their daughter
Hotel Martinique, new hotel on the New York Ballet Co. commisWally
stopped
over
to
visit
Ford
He's
Marion in a finishing school.
George Kelly organizing a HollyNorth Beach section, will be ready sioned Benjamin Britten, composer
the film producer.
wood branch of the Friars.
of "Peter Grimes,'' to write a ballet with Phil Regan at the Blackstone.
by Jan. 1.
Republic Pics birthday - partyed
Ann Sheridan a surprise visitor at
Bill Latham switched from GoldJennie Grossinger and Milt Blacks score for Agnes de Mille.
Gene Autry yesterday (Tuesday) at
With tranisfer of "Crime and Pun- Francete Polly's birthday party at the wyn to Paramount flacktery.
the Sherry-Netherland, a day be- stone due here to set up Paneoast ishment" from New to Globe, cast Cameo.
hotel operation.
Gwynne Pickford to Mexico to join
fore he opened with the Rodeo.
also changes,, with star Edith Evans
Elsa Maxwell in town to confer her husband, Bud Ornstein.
Tom O'Brien: British laborite MP,
Chez Paree still on the block. If being replaced by Rosalind AtkinMary Astoi* escaped injury wheii
on running
over here for American Federation no bidders appear, King Bros, will son, whose role is now taken over with Chi Opera biggies
'
an Opera Ball.
a Cigaret set her bed afire.
of Labor convention, lunching with resume operation for season.
by Betty Sinclair.
Jack Carson sued for divorce by
Dick Walsh, lATSE head, at Hotel
Mike Todd and son through town
Brook Club, top casino in Beach"
"Is Your Honeymoon Really Nec...Astor..area, may not reopen this season, essary," in its third year in the West to Lawrenceville,"N. J., where Junior the. former Kay St. Germain.
Lee Harris recovering from surEddie Sutherland, in from Coast with one of the top partners bowing End and long-run leader, has had is going to school.
gery in a Santa Monica hospital.
to set "Abie's Iri.sh Rose" film, weekout.
many marriages of cast members.
Joe Sherman, out of the Garrick
Darius Milhaud in town to gander
ended with Grad Sears, United ArBenny Streit, who owns Grand These include Vernon Kelso and Ha- Stage Door bar, planning to open an "The Private Affairs of Bel Ami."
veepee, in West- hotel, rendezvous- for the sporting zel Lawrence, now man and wife.
tists distribution
eatery on Randolph street.
Lon Hoss and the missus celebratChester.
Olive March, director of the Litfraternity, will also operate the new
Henny Yoiingman opens at the ing their S5th wedding anniversary.
Sidney Skolsky is east with his Sands hotel.
tle Players theatre in Notting Hill,
Latin Quarter Friday (27), with ArVera-Ellen returned to the Gold14-year-old daughter, who he says
Mickey Michaels, managing direc- is transferring her activities by tak- thur Lee Simpkins held over.
wyn lot after gandering Broadway,
if you- can call
is "as big as I am
tor of Cadillac hotel, has set Irving ing over the Gateway theatre in
Lew Rosen, distributor for Repubthat big."
Jusisi Bjoerling due in Oct. 7 to
Bayswater, another small try-out
Dorothy Sarnoff and Virginia Mac- Fields and his orch for his Candleite house. Plans her first venture there sing with the Chi Opera company in lic in Hawaii, in town for studio confabs.
Watters, last seen on Broadway in Patio for season.
"Rigoletto."
"La
Boheme"
and
in October.
Jerry Mayer, recovering from surHarry Friedlander, former oper"Rosalinda," singing in City Center's
Annual Royal Variety PerformLucia Perrigo has- succeeded to Ted gery, wiU return
opera production of "La Boheme" ator of Paddock Club, will run room ance, in aid of Variety Artists
to his Metro- post
exploitation spot, with the
Tod's
in huge Blackstone hotel in down1.
Sat. (28).
Benevolent Fund and Institution, set latter shifting to Vanguard (Selz- Oct.
"
John Clifford resumed hig screen
Hal Horne and wife, Lee, on their town Miami Beach.
for London Palladium, Nov. 4. Two nick).
writing after three years in the
way upstate to view locations for
Terrace club, which Lou Walters American acts likely to be included
and
her
spouseVivian
Blaine
shooting "This Side of Innocence" operated until last season, still on
Army.
in it are the Three Sailors and Three agent, Manny Franks, hosted the
scenes and then to the Thousand block, with no takers.
Peter Murray-Hill. British actor,
Spot has Ross Sisters.
press in stopover on their way back in from London for American film
Islands for fishing.
largest seating capacity in area.
Broadcast licenses in Great Britain to Hollywood.
NBC announcer Dick Dudley anchores.
Local club ops okayed deal with and Ireland now number 10,673,000,
Jerry White, general stage manniversary-partyed the Ed Kirbys,
Gordon HoUingshead hospitalized
local anent reclassification and which include 1,750 for television. ager for "Oklahoma!" rehearsed the
As Col. Kirby he was Dudley's su- AFM
with injuries sustained in a fire at
hike in scale tor musickers. Mo.st But figure does not indicate number cast despite a leg infection and
perior with the Armed Forces Nethis" home.
ops dropping idea of bringing in of television sets now in use as hold- against doctor's orders.
work during the war.
Doris Blumberg, daughter of Nate
ers need not take out television liout-of-town bands.
formerly
with
George
Judy Blair,
Mrs. Al Lichtman slated for an
Pupi Campo (current at La Conga, censes until their ordinary licenses Olsen's band, replaces Dottie Dotson Blumberg, and Stanley Meyer enear operation at Dr. Julius Lempert's
gaged to wed.
N. Y.) and Dio.sa Coatello, his frau, expire;
with Del Courtney at the Palace
private hospital during current New
James Craig won a pair of silver
for Five o'Clock opening before
hotel, San Francisco, Oct. 27.
York stay. The Metro exec returns set
spurs
as first pri2e in the Wyoming
the New Year, Joey Adams, Mark
The Pat 0!Briens check into the antelope hunt.
to the Coast next week.
Pittsburgh
Plant and Tony Canzoneri set to,
Blackstone this week to visit friends
Kddie Aaron, Metro assistant genFrancis A, Bateman on a nationfollow.
and catch the Notre Dame-lUinois wide tour as sales chief for Screen
eral
By Hal Cohen
salesmanager, leaving today
seasonal ops of hotels will
Many
Irene Small and Gregg -^Gourtl and game at Champaign before going on Guild Productions.
(Wednesday ) for a montlvs swing not raise rates despite OPA okay to
have teamed in singing act.
through Metro exchanges in the
to N. Y.
David O. Selznick returned from
Clajin they'll be taking
do same,
Ed Schaughency and
midwest and on the Coast.
Allan Jones opens a Midwest con- three weeks of United Artists hudmoney and turning it over hisAnnouncer
wife off to California for vaca- cert trek in Grand Rapids Sept. 28, dles in New York.
James Gow, Maxine Wood and guests'
Govei'Iiment in higher income tax tion.
Abram Hill to speak at forum on to
Tour will hit towns in Michigan,
Jacques Chambrun in from New
bracket.s.
Lee
Brinker
assistant to Illinois and Indiana, including a date York to hunt talent for his next
"The Negro and American Theatre"
named
Bids for acts for Broward county
at Fraternal Clubhouse Oct. 7 under
manager Mannie Greenwald at Barry here Oct, 6, and winds up Nov. 1. Broadway production,
offer choice of two spots— Colonial
Stage for Action sponsorship^
theatre.
following which Jones goes into the
Harry W, Flannery lectured on the
Harry Burns who is In "It Hap- or La Bobeme. Chances are that
Joe Josaclc, Jr., veteran showman, Roxy, N. Y.
European situation at the Hollywood
will be the hot spot for
La
Boheme
pened in Brooklyn," new Durantehas gone back to the Coast to make
Women's Press Club.
acts if okay comes through on caSinatra film (Metro), in town for
his home.
Edward Arnold became an honorsinos in that county.
couple of weeks, to dispose of some
Etzi Covato, of Villa Madrid, and
ary member ol Sigma Phi Epsilon at
Clover Club's Jack Goldman has
realty, then back to Hollywood.
Atlantic City
Joe Mazzei, of Art Cinema, home
University of Southern California.
for
_Unvejlmg of sculptured portrait set Betty Reilly and Vagabonds
from Miami vacations.
By Joseph Wi Walker
Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bawill stay
of Joe Louis' hands by Ray Shaw December date. Vagabonds
Murray
Minster, WJAS announcer,
between
Resort flooded past week with 18 call moved into the house vacated
took place Monday (23) at artist's in for season, doubling
of commission with bad tonsils
named after them In spot and out
conventions which didn't do amuse- by John Loder and Hedy Lamarr,
Studio before various celebs and room
Marilyn Buford, new "Miss AmerDeal which have to come out.
the big room for set .shows.
cnamp who was guest of honor.
Jackie
and Didi Fields have ment biz here any harm.
visited Republic where she was
percentage.
Helen Jepson in town to sing to- ica,"
League of New York Theatres' includes salary and
moved into their new home after a
a show girl in "Earl Carroll's Vanflew
Schuyler
Beachcomber's
Ned
night (23) lor members of the
Jim Reilly can't see the Paramount
ities."
Thus year of downtown hotel life.
to Coast to, look over talent.
American
Nurses'
Assn.
in
session
building clock because of the new
Johnny Harris leaves for HollyPaul Jarrico in, from London
only Jackie Miles set for openlimes building going up blocks his far
wood
this weekend to take John, Jr., here.
where he huddled with Edward
ing show (Dec. 19), with Willie HowVision. So he had to buy a desk
back to military school there.
Clicquot Club luring convention Bmytryk on the script of "The White
ard' booked in for later in season.
ticker.
Charlie Danver, who writes "Pitts- folk with Bert Stone, Grayce Ed- Tower."
goes into Lou Wolter's Latin
burghesque" column in the Post- wards, LaBlanco & Garcia, Tato &
Ted R. Gamble, Oregon exhibitor, Miles
Jack Chertok returned from New
Quarter on Palm Island after Beach- Gazette, taking
awarded Civilian Medal for Merit com'oer
two weeks off.
Julia, Rose Gallo aiid Danny Lu- York where he lined up accounts for
stint.
in recognition of his efforts in
Playhouse will have another orig- cera's orch.,
behis Apex Pictures Go.j commercial
half of six War Loan drives by Secinal musical by Charlie Gaynor next
Babette's to remain open all year. film outfit.
spring for first time xn Ave years,
retary of the Treasury John W.
Current shows has Beth Challis
George Rangi Bennett, New ZeaSnyder.
Sara Ann McCabe, Cantu; Ethel
Washington
with Jacqueline Deauville, land tobacco planter, doubling as acLynn and Homei' Ochsenhirt's band featured
Al Jplson probably won't wait for
'
Jayne, Joyce Aimee, Freddy tor and technical adviser in "Green
By Florence S. Lowe
opening of "The Jolson Story" at the
make up Terrace Room's reopening Muriel
Bowers and orch.
Dolphin Street" at Metro.
Mu-sic Hall, returning to- the Coast
Little Jack Little checking into show.
Leighton Brill, West Coast rep for
J. R. Gallagher, head of the Resort
Organist Everett Haydn back on
following the American Veterans El Patio nitery,, Sept. 30.
Rodgers-Hammerstein combo,
the
uomnnittee; testimonial dinner to him
Joe Moss a frequent visitor here iob at 7th Avenue hotel- lounge after, Restaurant Assn.' joined those pro- planed east to function as producnext Tuesday (1).
these days, said to be location hunt- being laid up three months from an testing the rollback on menus by tion assistant on the R-H play^
sending telegram to OPA's Paul
auto eraokup.
June Ally son and husband Dick ing for a new D. C. nitery spot.
"Happy
Birthday,", starring Helen
Porter,
Meanwhile
restaurants
conCouple^ of Pitt-sburghers, Gene
Powell due in from the Coast toJo.seph Blair, who has been learnHayes.
regular prices,
ttiorrow
(Thursday).
Metro pro- ing the business at the Metro ex- KeUv and Mary Lou Williams, are tinue
in
September issue of
ducer Pandro S. Berman arrived change here, is being sent to the Far profiled
Fall season finds WFPG's "Forum
Sever.tcen mag.
from the Coast Monday (23); 20th- E'a.st for Loew's International.
of the Air" back with the Rev. C.
Bert Tucker, Sophy's boy, who had
Robert Pedersen again serving as
* ox s Bill Perlberg and Lew SchreiParis
ber over the weekend, also agent- a brief fling in nitery biz here, last
moderator.
On the airwaves each
Bill O'Brien back to his Estoril
Austrah'a
wnter Jerry Horwin.
Spring, writes friends that he is
Thursday night it deals with the
(Portugal) sunshine,
mulling nightclub offers in Miami,
George.s Thill, French teiior. is city's problems and as wide follow^
One of Laudy Lawrence's hoirses
N. Y. and D. C.
giving additional concerts for the ing.-.
Property Cuswon a race at Longchamps.
Office of Alier
Minneapolis
Life's picture series and story of
Australian Broadcasting Commission.
Cynda Glem getting the lyrics of
todian, which still contrbl.<i film a£i,d
Terry Walker premieres in Sydney the Beauty Pageant scored by the hef songs translated in French.
By Les Bees
music rights for enemy and occupied
Business and Professional Women's
Curly's nitery holding over Im- countries, becomes part of Dept of in "Soldier's Wife" for Whitehall
"Fourth Little Show" won't start
Productions at the Minerva, Sept. 16; Club here (18). Women in a reso- rehear.sals until after New Year's.
aginators.
Justice around Oct. 1.
lution termed it ''most unfriendly"
Bob Whelan, RKO-Orpheum manOutdoor amusement parks open and "most unjustified." Protest
Dave Blum back from his EuroNate Golden, film expert for Dept.
will
ager, vacationing.
pean -looksee with a heavy coat of
of Commerce, returned from vaca- their summer season this month. be sent to mag's publisher
and
ediNorman Pyle, M-G-M exploiteer, tion to find he had been handed Most new attractions are from the tors.
tan.
back from a Hollywood vacatiAn.
Niel Agnew dining with Jack Forchore of heading D. C.'s campaign U. S.
Atlantic City Teacher's Associa- rester before latter leaves for a week:
Fay Dressel, RKO branch man- for "Employ the Physically HandiEfforts are .still being made in
ager,
Aussie keys to find a public for Rus- tion to open winter concert and lec- in Madrid.
New York for sales confer- capped Week," starting Oct. 6.
ence.
Harold L. Smith at the Bristol
William Wells, UNRRA film head, sian-made pix, but the going is ture series Nov. 7 when Monsignor
Flanagan's Boys' Town choir ap- with his wife, and so swamped in
-North Star Drama Guild's initial back from his junket to Europe, tough.
Offering will be "June Moon" week where he handled picture details at
Sir Ben Fuller is purchasing a site pears. Others booked are U. S. Ma- work on his return he will have to
of Oct. 2.
UNRRA Council meeting at Geneva, in Brisbane for a new theatre to rine Band (Nov. 23), Stuart Chase, wait to look for an apartment.
Lyceum, legit roadshow house, Also conferred with Rank people on house live talent shows in the near commentator (Jan, 21), Indianapolis
Richard de Rochemont, March of
Symphony orchestra (Feb. 8), Her- Time t>roducer, huddling -for a few
Scts^ Mandrake, the magician, next a short to be made by "This Modern future.
week (30).
Greater Union Theatres >i» .still bert C. Lanks, illustrated lect.ur.er fays with. Gilbert Conte. and Maurice
Age," the new British version of
,
Bob ; T^Jolhtyn). frj^nsferred, .from "March of Time,"
ad,ding more former^iijdje theatres- to fJNfafCh IX),
anpnter, before returning to, J^. y..
,
4
8t the

Olympia, Miami,

S Barrett McCormick, RKO pubcouple
ad 'wpper. on the Coast for
weeks of confabs on plans.
Ben Piazza, RKO talent head, due
tomorrow
studio
the
from
in
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Andre

brought here by Al Sheehan, drew
near capacity at Auditorium fpr
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HUMPHREY BOGMT
LAUREN BACALL
'THE BIG SLEEP''

HARRY MAYER
DON CUM MINGS

TOWK CRIERS
THE DUNHILLS
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